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ABATTOIR, Bradford, 5

Abbey reytoratiuu, ;M2
Abbeys: Caen, 5: Hales Owen, 353; St.

Albans, 507 ; Westminster. 75, 274

Aberdeen, St. Jliu-har Cathedral, 70

Aberystwith : University of Wales, 278,

511 ; Victoria-terrace, 198

Academy, Royal, 26, 39, SO, 81, 314, 327,

337, 375, 400, 423, 468, 505

Accidents, 305, 523
Account of Bougemont Castle, Exeter,

117
Acoustics : at Albert Hall, 23, 352 ; at St.

Paul's Cathedral, 249
Additional prizes at the Institute, 372

.Esthetics of stained glass, 230

Age of eshibitif^ns, the, 313

Ainmiller, Max Emmanuel, 5

Albert; Diirer. 41, .56, 198. 23.5, 2.53, 424,

428, 461, 500; H;U1, 21, 23, 104, 119. 154,

171, 190, 206, 241, 352. 461. 477, 600, S17;

Memorial, the, 171, 206, 276, 331, 335,

3.55

Albertia. 517
Alexandra : Docks (Newportl, 198 ;

Theatre, Liverpool, 217

All Hallows', Lombard-street, 159, 358

Ahns-dish for St. Paul's. 420
Almshouses, Fulham. 364
Alterations: Cheapside, 25 ; General Post-

office, .508

Amalgamated Societies : Carpenters and
Joiners. 427; Engineers, 321

Ajuendment of inclosure law, 135

America, art education in, 523
American : pine, 100 ; wood, decrease of,

459
Ancient : brick and flint cottages at

Broadstairs. 167 ; limestones, 478 ; re-

mains, preservation of, 322

Annexes. Indian and French. 483, 503

Annual : international exhibitions, 133

;

report of the Institute, 291

Another phase of the Yorkshire rivers,

24
Antiquitie-s : Dover (ecclesiastical), 315 ;

lona. 39
Apocalyjise, the, by Diirer. 428
Apparatus for filtering, 501

Appliances for graining wood. 113, 237
Application of: architectural details to

other USPS, 52 ; colour to church deco-
ration, 33

Approaches to the Thames Embankment,
165. 190

Aquarium at the Crystal Palace, 27S

Arabic numerals in Wells Cathedral, 306

Archaeological: —Ancient cross

at Llantwit, .500; antiquities of lona,

39; Arabic nimiera]s in Wells Cathe-
dral, 306 ; archsjology in Bomo,
438 ; Aztec discoveries in Mexico, 5

;

barrows on the Yorkshire Wolds. 3.30
;

British town and fort of Caer Seion,

206; Citurnimi, 39; discoveryof a fresco

in Exeter Cathedral. 478; discovery of

a fresco in Lichfield Cathedral. 232 ;

discovery in the guano deposits of Peru.

321; discovery of Roman remains at

Lincoln, 270; discovery of stone coffins

at Rouen, .306 ; ecclesiastical .antiquities

of Dover, 315 : Exeter Cathedral a
century ago, 475; "Flint Jack," 420;
Hales Owen Abbey, 353 ; Indian archroo-

logy, 211; London crjn)ts. 364 ; lost

church found, a, 462; Medireval glass,

306; old City mansion in Mark-lane,
462; old houses near Birmingham, 117;

old KentiBli plaster-work, 501
;
prcser-

vatioti of ancient remains. 322 : remains
of a Roman villa near Croydon, 306

;

Roman remains in Mark-lane, 321, 358;

Bougemont Castio, Exeter. 117; rub-

hings, exhibition of, 100; Stone Period
in Greece, the. 345; supposed remains
of a lake village at Lochend. 269; value
of rubbings in the preparation of monu-
mental drawings, 96 ; wator-gato at
Buckingham-street, 462

Archseological Societies:—Archn-o-
logicjil Section of the Birmingham and
Midlanil Institute, 117, 206, .363; British

Archaeological Association, 35; Kent
Archffiological Society, 284. .501 ; London
and Middlesex Arehaiological Society,

331, 364 ; R^iyal Archteological Institute.

467; Society of Antiquaries of New-
castle. 39 ; Society of Biblical Archffio-

logy, 35. 260, 41 8; Somersclahiro Archooo-
logical Society, 35

ArchBeology, Indian. 211

Architect to the Sheffield School Board,
478

Architects v. builders, 55
Architects' r. architectural societies. 142

;

Architects' Benevolent Society, 167
Architectural : Alliance, .363; Art Classes,

293, 363; Association, 16, 27, 44, 94, 100,

101, 114, 119, 132, 133, 143, 169, 160, 168,

178 206, 242, 316, 362, 384, 406, 428, 445,

484;' books. 506; Conference, 222, 346,

362, 364, 381, 38.5, 402, 41:S, 426; decora-

tioii, 484 ; details applied to other uses,

62, 62; drawings, 4, 25; drawings at

the International Exhibition. 369 ; Exa
mination, 497 ; Institute of Scotland,

354; Museum, the, 168, 293, 358. 364;

Paris, 158; photographs, 318; problems

of the day, 157 ; treatment of cast-iron,

382 ; treatment of Portland cement,

446 ; treatment of rubbish. 16, 27

;

DcrsiM architects' societies, 142

Architectural Societies : — Archi-

tects' Benevolent Society, 167 ; Archi-

tectural Alliance. 363 ; Architectural

Art Classes, 293. 363 ; Architectural

Association, 16, 27, 44, 94, 100, 106, 114,

119 132, 18.3, 143, 159. 160, 163, 178, 206,

242,315, 362, 384. 406, 44-5, 484: Archi-

tectural Institute of Scotland, 354;

Architectural Museum, the, 168, 293,

353, 364 ; Architectural Society of the

Archdeaconry of Northampton, 478
;

Edinburgh Architectural .Association,

171, 307; Exeter Diocesan Architec-

tural Society, 319; Glasgow Institute of

Architects. 27.5, 308 ; Leicestershire

Architectural and ArchsEological So-

ciety, 116, 440, 478 ; Lincolnshu-e Dio-

cesan Architectural Society, 284 ; Liver-

pool Architectural and Archaeological

Society, 3-5, 316, 151, 169. 191, 23.3, 257,

269, 296, 342, 354, .396; Northern Archi-

tectural Association, 155 ;
Northern

Architectural Students' Society, 467

;

Oxford Architectural .and Historical

Society, 171, 467 ; Eoyal Institute of the

Architects of Ireland, 187, 364; Eoyal

Institute of British Architects, 5, 34, 39,

46. 54, 61, 77, 82, 114, 118. 122, 142, 175,

188 206, 207, 209, 217, 222, 230, 237, 283,

291, 297, 346, 353, 372, 381, 366, 402, 41.3,

414,419,426,449, 487; Worcester Dio-

cesan Architectural Society, .329, 523;

Yorkshire Archffiological Society, 116

Architecture: Cistercian, 487; city, 335;

figure design and, 399; French Gothic,

175, 194, 21.5. 25-5. 273. 340. 361. 466;

geology and, 34, 64 ; at the Eoyal Aca-

demy, 39, 314, 337 ; science in, 161, 169,

269 ; study of in London, 94, 114, 133 ;

symbolism and, 406

Art: Classes, Architectural, 293, 363; be-

longings of, 72 ; classes at the Working
Men's College, 398 ; criticism, influence

of, 465 ; decorative, 81 ; education, .341

;

education in America, 623; guilds, 151

;

at Kensington. 41; metol-work, 330;

monuments of, 69, 64 ; mommients,
French, 5U; ornamental, 43, 70, 93,

107, 123, 150, 161. 186. 196, 229, 241. 268,

293, 321, 344, .372. 384. 407, 428. 449, 486,

.518; ornamentation and. 197, 203; pre-

historic, 78; social life and. 276; theories,

208 ; Union of London, 358 ; workman-
ship prizes, 134: workmanship at the

Society of Arts, 77, 134, 154, 172

Artificial Stone. 437

Artisans', Labourers', and General Dwel-
lings Company, 188

Artist-architects. 122

Arts, theory of the, 42, 170, 341, 380

Asphalte : in Austria, 623 ; Limmcr, the,

357, .512; pavements, 3.58, 420; Val do
Travors, 310; venm tramways, 490

Asphalting garden walks, 319

Assize Courts: Birmingham, 170, 189,

209, 227, 249, 251, 269, 283, 293; Bristol,

297, 450, 499
Associated Arts' Institute, 39, 62, 62. 74

Association of Engineers in Glasgow, 211

Attempted cou-p d'etat at the Institute,

17.5, 188, 205, 209
Austria, asphalte in. 523

Axles, breaking of, 397

Aztec diBcoverles in Mexico, 5

BAB'FLON and Nineveh, .59

r.iiekhiiuse & Co.'s bank, Simderland,
1114, 16S

Bangor (latent slate ridges, 489

Barrows on the Yorkshire wolds, 330
Basaltic pillars at Staffs, '278

Bath, the frost at, 39

Bathing. 155

Battersea and Chelsea embankment, 273,

283. 356, 397
Beauty in race, 231

llclongings of art, the, 72

Benevolent institutions ; Architects'. 167;

Guilders', 416; Builders' Clerks', 188

Bormondsey, fall of houses ot, 368

Bethlehem Hospital survoyorship, 16, 75

Biblical Archseology, Society of, 36, 2G0,

418
Billingsgate market, 296

Birmingham assize courts, 170, 189. 209.

227 '249, 261, 269, '263, 293 ; and Midland

Institute, 117, 206, 363 ; oldhousesneir.

117; Society ot Arts and School ot

Design. 170
Bits stolen from the people. 459

Blackfriars Bridge, 428, 478 ; Blackfriars

and Camberwell tramway, 306

Blandford Building Operatives' Benefit

Societj', 287
Blast of granite, great, 135

Block at the West End, 267
Blunders, a million, 448, 469, 488
Bodies, solid. 380
Boiler explosions, 253, 287

Boilers, kitchen, 22, 66, 74, 98, lis, 136,

1.53

Bombardment of Paris, 75

Books: architectural, 606; reviews of

(see " Publications")
Bones v. Flowers, 31S

Boundaries of land, 339

Bowles's Charity Estate competition, 283

Bradford : Corporation abattoir, 5 ; Ex-
change, 222

Breaking of railway axles, 397
Breakwater, Portland, 206
Breakwaters, 219
Brick and flint cottages, Broadstairs, 167 ;

brick and terra-cotta, 484
Brick-making, 17

Brickwork, ordinary, 4^5
Bridges; Malton. 116; New Boss, 305;

rolling and swing, 511 ; Stour at Kid-
derminster, over the. 170; Tay, 155

Bridgmg the Forth, 368
Bristol: Assize Courts, 297, 450, 499; Port
and Channel Docks, 81

British: Archffiological Association, 35;

Museum, 121. 139 ; town and fort of

Caer Seion. 206
Broadstairs, cottages at. 167
Bronze, treatment of, 71

Brunei, Isambard Kingdom, 82

Buckingham-street water-gate, 462

Buenos Ayres, proposed harbour, 211

Builders and Architects, 55

Builders': Benevolent Institution, 416;

Clerks' Benevolent Institution, 188;

contracts, 6. 61

Btiilding Intelligence :—
Cathedrals and Abbem. — Christ

Church. Oxford, .332; Exeter, 37; Glou-
cester, 307 ; St. Albans, ."55 ; SU Asaph.

66; Wells, 306
Cft(l/ic/8.—Ashby, 234; Banbury, 418,

43S ; Batheaston, 355 : Birmingham, 3.32

;

Blackburn, 135 ; Bloxwich, 520 ; Bod-
min, 476 ; Bolton, 2S4 ; Bradford, 3.32

;

Brighton. 306; Burnley, 135; Camborne,
284; Coedygric, :307; Dewsbury, 75;

Exmouth, 373 ; Great Totham, 373

;

Halifax, 189; Heckmoiidwike, 284;

Kensington, 2.50 ; Lichfield, 438 ; Liver-

pool. 284, 332, 373; Moline (U.S.), 97;
Newport. 260. 307; Normanton, 4, 38;

Oxton, 208; Pill, 418; Eock Ferr.v, 498;

Sheffield, 396, 438. 621; Silsden. 284:

Splottlands, 356; Streatham-hill, 180;

Thornton. 284; Wallsend, 476; War-
rington, 55

CImrchcs, — Aberayron, 395; Ah-
thorpe, 234, 306; Accrington, 117;

Alherbury, 601; Aldfield-cum-Stubley,

250; Algiers, 37; All Hallows', Lom-
bard-street, 18; Alverscot, 306; Ash-
bourne, 620 ; Ashington, 601 ; Athel-

ington, 501; iVxminster. 18; Bacup,

117; Baildon, 395; Bamber Bridge,

117; Bathwick. 39,5, 419; Baylham.SS;
Bebington. 163; Beeston-hill, 171; Berk-
hampstead, 306; Beverley, 260,, 307;

Bilton, .501 ; Birmingham, 332 ; Bishops-

bourne. ,395; Blackburn, 117; Black-

pool.117; Bloomsburv, '208 ; Bloxworth,

189; Bodmin, .395; Bolton, 117; Bos-

hur.y. 476; Boscastle, 73; Boughton
Blean, 2.34 ; Brampton. 332 ; Bridg-

north, 395; Bridlington, .'107; Brier-

fleld, 117; Bristol, 97, 332; Britford,

153, 189; Brownhill, .501; Bryngwyn,
396 ; Burton-Pedwardine, 153. 395

;

Butterton, 601 ; Byllcld, 395 ; Bywell
S. Andrews, 153; Caldmoro, 153; Cal-

lington, 300; Calverton, 373; Cantley,

163; Carlisle, 270; Caniforth, 117;

Catterick, 66; Cerne Abbas, 189;

Ceylon, 3.32; Charlton Kings, 476;

Chittlehampton, 396 ; Clliselhnrst, 498

;

Chute Forest, 189; Church Lawford,

153 ; Clayton West, 306 ; Clerkonwoll,

395; Clewor, 234; Clunton. 332; Coat-

bridge, 418; Cockflcid, ;195; Crawley
Down, 153; Croxley Green, 306 ; Dairy,

896 ; Dalston, 501 ; Derby, 2:)4, 601, 520

;

Dewsbury, 4«0; Dublin, 498; Duddle-
ston, 307; Dunmow, 117; Dunton, 65;

Easton-in-Gordano, 234 ; Eccloston,

117; Edinburgh, 73; Eglwsihan, 306;

Ely, 65; Ellesborough, 373; Ellesmere
Port. 3116; Eltham, 501; Enmore, 306;

Erleatoke, 189; Eltingshall, 234; Far-

rin^don 73; Fishponds, 306; Folke-

stone 498; Fosdyke, 476; Framwell-

gate Moor, 117 ; Fr;\nche, 476 :
Freiston,

373; Fulford, 460; Germansweek, 1-53;

Goginar, 601 ; Great Doddington, 37

;

OreatHorton, 284: Great Waltham, 332 ;

Greenock, 476; Greywell, 284; Gun-

walloe, 476 ; Habergham Eaves, 117 ;

Hiickness, 73; Hackney, 4.38: Hanley,

332: Hapton, 117; Harescombe, 601;

Harleston, 307; Harrogate, .307;

Harrowbarrow, 55; Harswell, 476;

Haslington Grange, 117 ; Hinton Mar-

tell, 1.89; Holborn, 359; Holt, .396;

Hull, 73; Hunningham, 307; Huxham,
332 Icomb, 476 ; Iwerne Minster. 189

;

Kensington, 2-34, 395; Keyworth, 306

;

Kidmore, 38; Kilburn, 306; Kil-

gwrrwg, 306 ; Kirkby, 601 ; Lacy Green,

234; Langham-place, 117; Leake, 38;

Leamington, 97; Leigh. 117. 396; Lin-

coln, 171. 270, 306, 476.520; Linkenholt,

153 • Liverpool, 355. 418; Llanarth,

306. 395 ; Llanfaglan, 395 ; Llangunider,

306; Llanlowel, 306; London, 438;

Longbridge Havs, 135 ; Longdon. 460;

Loughton, 601 ; Low Moor. 117 ;
Lower

Clapton, 373; Luddington, 498; Lud-

low, 171 •, Luppitt, .501; Lynmouth, 73,

396; Manchester, 117, 284,490; Mans-

field, 332; Martindale, 163; Marton,

270- Marylebone, 117; Meonstoke, .300

;

Meysey Hampton, 501; Middletown,

460; Milborne St. .\ndrew, 189 ; Moccas,

355; Mortomely, 601; Much Cowarne,

396; Newark, 65, 332; Newbold, 438;

Newcastle-on-Tvne, 355: Newsome, 306;

Newton Abbott, 270, 601 ; North Cray.

460- North Kensington, 395; North

Luffenham, 284; Norwich, 306; Notting-

ham, 55; Nutley, 501; Odstock, 189;

Offham, 395, 621 ; Oldcotes, 373; Oldham.

460; Oswaldtwistle, 117; Oxford, 284;

Pallion St. Luke, 306; Peebles, 270;

Petertavy, 18; Pitsea, 501; Pleckgate,

117; PlumbLand, 3:S2; Plymouth, 395;

Portbury, 306 ; Portland. 1.89 ; Preston,

117; Primrose Hill, 306; Ehwsfa, 66;

Bishton, 117; Bochdale, 418, 438;

Buoby, 208;Eyde.601; Saffron Walden,

163 • S,alford, 261 ; Saltash, 601 ; Selby,

307; Shaw, 395, 460, 498; Sheerness,

501 ; Sheflield, 460 ; Shepherd's Bush,

306; Shevlngton, 117; Silian, 601 ; Sil-

ton. 189; Skelton-upon-Ure, 418; Snar-

gate. 306; South Scarle, 332; South

Shields, 234 ; South Norwood, 460

;

Southport, 66; Speldhurst, 373; Stam-

ford Hill, 38 ; Stow, 373 ; Stower Provost,

189: Strand, 1.5.3, 418; Stradbroke, 499;

St, David's, 300; Syston, 234; Sywell,

373; Talsarnau, 476; Tattenhall, 115,

332; Thorp Arch, 163; Tisbury, 189;

Torquay, 38; Trevigra, 306; Trow-
bridge, 189; Turnworth, 189; Tyler's

Hill, 306; Unstone, 395; Ventnor, 460;

Walsall, 307 ; Walthamstow, 234 ; Wal-
worth, 333 ;

Warminster, 189; Water-
beach, 460; West Harnworth. 189 ; West
Lulworth. 189 ; Wosthoughton, 117

;

Westwood, 189 ; 'WTiitchurch, 501
;

Whiteparish, 189; Willesdcn, 73; Wind
sor 73 ; Winterboume Kingston, 601

;

Witton, 117; Witton Park, .501; Wol-
stanton, 135; Woodhurst, 396; Wookoy,
306; York, 251, 307.

Misccllaneout BiiiMin.i?*.—Banff, 97;

Basford, 38; Bishop Auckland, 499;

Bolton, 208 ; Bradford, 6, IS, 476

;

Brighton, 356; Camden Town, 189;

Cardiff, 284 ; Chatham, 171 ; Chisel-

hurst, 189; Clcrkenwell, 307; Cupar
Fife, 499; Dublin, 333; Epsom, 476;

Fiusbury, 419; Forfar, 396; Fulham,

270 ; Gainsborough, 251 ; Gateshead,

270 ; Glasgow, 333 ; Gunnorsbury. .333

;

Hatfield Heath, 373; Henley. 135; Here-

ford, 418; Ilfracombe, 499 ; Kensington,

119; Knarosborough, 460; Lambeth,

270; Leek, 18; Liverpool, 153, 284, 400;

London, 438; Longsight, 117; Ludgate

Hill, 395; Osaka, 4.38; Peebles, .521;

Beading, 476; Savernake, 307; Scar-

borough, 307; Shefllold,307; South Ken-

sington, 119; Springfield, 521; Stock-

weU, 396; St. Martin's-lc-Grand, 373;

Sunderland, 104; Swansea, 189; Tavi-

stock, 135 ; Tcnbury, 163; Uxbridge, 38;

Wallasey. 373 ; Wodncsbury, 56 ; Wind-
sor. 73; Winsford, 264.

Sc/ioo's.—Birkenhead, 38; Bishopton,

476; Blackburn, 171,476; Brackley,4.38;

Bradford, 333, 476, 521; Camberwell,

418; Heavitree. 395; Market Easen, '234

;

Nowcastle-on-Trae, 366; Oxford, 189;

Preston, 499; Eavensthorpe, 234; Shef-

field, 419; Thclwall, '208.

Building Materials and Appli-
anoes;-American pine, loO; Bangor

patent alato ridges, 489; brickmakmg.
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17; brickwork. 484, 4S:,: cast iron, 71;

cast iron, ornamental. 381 ; cementing,
162 ; chains, 36; coloured materials, 485

;

concrete, 17; concrete bricks, 38; de-

crease of wood in America, 459 ; door
furniture and casement stay, Tonks's,

345; glazing, 169; granite, 44; impart-

ing a yellowish hue to white marble,

190; improved mortice-lock, 354; iron,

oxidation of, 116; Jarrah-Jarrah timber,

470; kitchen boilers, 22, 56. 74, 98, 118,

136, 153; limes and cements, 106, 124,

132,143.163, 160; marble, 44; metals,

,46; mortar, 27; new cement or artificial

Btone, 437; painting, 169; paper-hang-
ing, 169; Petersburg deals, 38; plaster,

45; plastering, 152; plumbing, 162;
Portland cement, 328, 356, 445; pottery,

45; preserving wood, 73, 420; quality

of ancient limestones, 478; self-acting

cistern bell-trap, 522 ; self-skimming
hot metal ladle, 333; shellac varnish,

168;Shute's patent mitreing machine,
173; slatmg, 161; stone, 45; stone for

architectural and engineering purposes,

403; stucco, 45, 48-1; sunburners, 14U,

178. 210; Swedish granite, 351; terra-

cotta, 45, 484 ; terra-cotta at the Inter-

national Exhibition, 371, 396 ; tin-lined

pipes, 21, 38, 209, 235, 251, 308; tiles v.

slates, 485; water-mains, 185; water-

pipe protector, Moore's patent, 123

;

window-blind of the period, 393 ; wood-
planing machine, improved. 222: wood-
work, 27; wrought iron, 46; xylonite,

66 ; zinc water-tanks, 346.

Building News "Skktch-Book:" 133.

190. 205 ; Chain-Gate and Common Hall.

Wells, 108; Sedilia and Piscina, Preston,

Sussex. 93; St. Machar Cathedral, Aber-
deen, 70

Building: sites, selection of, 34, 64; socie-

ties (see " Land and Building Socie-

ties"); surveyors and contracts, 187

Buildings: as affected by the vibratory

movement of matter, 335 ; recent, 504;
for schools. 269, 331

Burges, drawings by Mr.. 4, 25

Burial ground in Gray's-inn-road, 190

CAEN Abbey, 5

Caer Seion, 206
Camberwell and Blackfriars tramway,

305
Cambrian Railway viaducts, 305
Cambridge: fine art lectures, 357; Pem-
broke College, 55 ; School of Art, 144

Canal, the Darien, 310
Canterbm-y Cathedral, 384
Carpenters and Joiners, Amalgamated

Society of. 427
Cartagena, floating docks at. 36
Carving, 485; flat, 255; wood, 45
Casement-stay, improved, 345
Cashel, Kock of, 523
Caste of repairers, suggested, 229
Cast-iron : ornamental, 3S1 ; treatment of,

71

Castles: Rochester, 132,296, 364; Rouge-
mont, 117

Catalogues of rubbish, 377
Cathedral restoration, 296, 342, 396
Cathedrals : Aberdeen, 70 ; Canterbury,

384 ; Christ Church, Dublin, 416. 477 ;

Exeter. 319, 475, 478, 490; St. Paul's,

219, 237, 244, 249, 271, 414, 420, 486
;

Wells, 306
Cementing, 162
Cements: new, 437: Portland, 328, 356,

445; limes and, 106, 124, 132, 143, 153,

160
Cemeteries, metropolitan, 498
Cenis Tunnel. Mont, 1

Central Market. Leeds, 393
Chain Gate, Wells, lOS
Chains. 36
Chapel at Munatenuaifeld. 180
Characteristics: Exeter Cathedral, ul9;

local, 465
Charlemagne's Tomb, 61

Charlton Kings, sacrilege at, 421
Charterhouse, the new, 364
Chateau near Odessa, IS
Cheapside, 25
Chelsea and Battersea embankment, 273,

283, 356, 397
Chemistry at the Royal Academy, 375
Chicago waterworks, 353
Chimneys, 23
Christ Church Cathedral, Dublin. 416
Christopher Wren's churches, 178
Churches: All Hallows', L- .mbard-street,

159, 368; Dietkirchon (S. Lubentius),
196, 222 ; Lindisfarne, 16, 60 ; Man-
chester (the Holy Name), 490 ; New
Ferry (S. Mary's), 79 ; Norfolk, 168,

289, 467; Ottorton (S. Michael's), 269;
Pilton (near Shepton Mallet), 319;
Preston (Sussex), 93; South Lancashire,
243,295; Taltenhall (S. Alban's), 115;
Wren's, 178

Churchyards : fat, 137 ; pleasant, 5;
London, 397

Cistercian architecturo, 487
Citumum, 39
City : architecture of the past, 335 ; Com-

mission of Sewers, 137; improvements,
191; of London mortuary, 287, 357; of
London Union OEHf^s competition, 52

;

poultry market, proposed, 287 ; sub-
ways, 335

Civil Engrineerlng' : — Alexandra
(Newport) Docks, 198; Association of
Engineers in Glasgow, 211 ; breaking of
railway axles, 397; breakwaters, 219;
britlge at Malton, new. 116; bridging
the Forth, 358 ; Bristol Port and Chan-
nel Docks, 81 ; Chicago waterworks,
3Cd; Civil and Mechanical Engineers'

Society, 124. 141, 153, 381. 403; Cleve-
land Institutiou of Engineers, 219;

Cleveland iron ores. 271 ; eugiueering
college, proposed. 57, 189, 234 ; engi-

neering education, 233; floating docks
at Cartagena and Ferrol, 36; Holborn
Viaduct, 46 ; Institution of Civil Engi-
neers, 36, 39, 233, 283, 305, 322, 328, 358,

375,417; Iron and Steel Institute, the,

221, 253; large railway bridge in India,

173; lighthouse works at the Chickens
Rocks, 75; litho-fracteur, 437; London
Association of Foremen Engineers, 15,

39, 356; longest English tmmel, the,

208 ; Madras irrigation works. 37 ;

Mississippi river, 397; new embank-
ment fri.ua Battersea to Chelsea, 273 ;

New Boss bridge, the, 305 ; North
Bridge, Edinburgh, 357 ; Peruvian rail-

roads, 306; photography for engineer-
ing purposes. 74 ; Portland breakwater,
206; Portobello pier, 385; proof strength
of chains, 36 ; proposed harbour at

Buenos Ayres, 211 ; rolling and swing
bridges, 611 ; roof of the Midland Rail-

way Station, St. Paneras, 142 ; shifting

stuff, 483; Society of Engineers, 609;

steam-boiler explosions, 253; stone for

engineering purposes. 403 ; suburban
railroads, 470; tables for the computa-
tion of earthwork, 488 ; Tay Bridge,

the, 155 ; timbering of trenches, 509;
tunnelling machine, new. 100; viaducts

on the Cambrian Railways, 305

;

wrought iron pier at Clevedon, 233;
Yarmouth harbour. 352

Civil and Mechanical Engineers' Society,

124, 141. 153, 381, 403
Clovedon pier, 233
Cleveland : Institution of Engineers, 219

;

iron ores, 271
Coach, the family, 77
Coffins at Rouen, stone. 306
Colleges : Indian Engineering, 57, 189,

234; Kelly, 24, 135; University, 398;
for women. 397

Collyhurst Church competition, 170
Colonial museum, a, 259
Column, Vendome, 386
Colour : applied to the decoration of

churches, 33; decoration, 72, 276; form
and. 170

Coloured materials, 485
Colouring metals, 462
Commercial centres of London, 456
Commission on Scientific Instruction,

Royal. 253
Common elements of beauty in race, 231

;

Common Hall. Wells. lo8

Communication between St. James's and
Westminster, 250, 310

Competitions :—Birmingham Assize
Courts, 170, 189, 209, 227, 249. 2-51, 269, 283,

293; Bournemouth Pleasure Grounds,
285 ; Bowles's Charity Estate. Camber-
well, 283 ; Bridge over the Stour at

Kidderminster, 170 ; Bristol Assize
Courts, 297, 450, 499 ; Church of S. John,
Little Horton, 309 ; City of London
Union, 52 ; Collyhurst Churh, 170 ;

Coombe Vale, Teignmouth. 6; "Cri-
terion," the, 214, 219, 251 ; Grays School,

Essex. 136; Leeds Central Market, 393;
Leicester Municipal Buildings, 2ii9, 235,

495, 499, 501 ; Metropolitan Railway
Building competition, 193 ; Mullingar
Bishop's Residence, 460 ; Perspectives
in competitions. 461 , 477, 499, 621 ; Pres-
byterian Church, Pendleton, 250 ;

Rochester Castle and grounds, 132, 364;
Salford Union Wi irkhouse, 475; Shaftes-
bury Cottage Hospital, 9S, 132; Sion
Chapel, Bradford. 132 ; Smithfleld
Drinking Fountain, 235; Stanley Hos-
pital, Liverpool, 373 ; Thames Embank-
ment fountain, 439 ; Tunbridge Wells
Cemetery, 475; West Bromwich Public
Buildings, 3U9, 41*6; Westminster Me-
morial, 98, 132; Wbarfedale Poor-Law
Union, 189; Winchester Town Hall, 79,

92, 386

Completion of St. Paul's, 219, 237, 244, 249,

271, 414, 420, 486
Computation of earthwork, 488
Concrete, 17
Conference of Architects, the, 222, 346,

362, 364, 381, 365, 402. 413, 426

Congregational Church, Streatham-hill,

180
Considerations on the selection of build-

ing sites, 34, 64
Construction of : suburban railroads, 470

;

workmen's dwellings. 316

Contracts: Blackfriars-bridge, 478; buil-

ders', 5; building surveyors and, 187;

Chelsea Embankment, 283

Coombe Vale competitiou, 5
Cornices, sham. 2

Corporation Abattoir, Bradford, 5

Correspondence :
—

Advertisinq architect, an, 478; Air

and health question, the. 20 ; Albert

Diirer and his works, 66. 235. 252, 461,

600 ; Ancient cross at Llantwit, 500

;

Anti-Gothic Goth, an, 521 ; Antiquity of

pipes, 309, 356; Apocalypse. Diirer's,

600 ; Archteology in Rome, 438 ; Archi-
tects' assistants' uniim, an, 3U8 ; Archi-
tects' assistants, 118, 136; Architects'

charges, 271, 286. 309. 33S, 356. 396;

Architects and sharp builders' clerks,

38, 74; Architects and peio^itagers, 19,

56; Architectural contrasts, 374 ; Archi-
tectural pra(aice in Derby, 622 : Art
workmanship at the Society of Arts.

154, 172; Art-world, South Kensington,
the, 164. 171. 190

Bath stone, 23 5 ; Better than reported,

419 ; Birmingham Assize Courts, 209,

251 ; Bournemouth pleasure grounds
competition, 285; Bristol Assize Courts,

499; Builders v. architects and clients,

285, 309, 333, 356, 396; BflLDING NEWS
'•Sketch-Book,"190
Chapel at Stydd, 20; Chapter-house,

Westminster, 419; Christ Church Cathe-

dral. Dublin, 477; Circulating (archi-

tectural) libraries. 153; Competition,

Grays School, Essex, 136 ;
Competi-

tions, 309; Concrete bricks, 38; "Con-
descend to men of low estate," 477

;

"Criterion" competition, the, 251

Dinner at Glasgow Institute of

Architects, 308
Echo in the Albert Hall, 461. 477. 500

;

Embankment fountain competition,

439 : Escape from fire, 251 ;
- Ex luce

lucollum," 439
"Francis Stuart, Roma, Fecit,

1779," 396
Glasgow Masonic Hall, 20
Hancock process of engraving. 396

Impediments to sanitary progress,

136; Institute, the, and its President,

2119; Institute, the, and youug archi-

tects, 118
Kitchen boilers, 56, 74, 98, 118, 136,

153
Last first, the, 308 ; Law Courts, the

new, 118, 136, 154, 171; Leicester muni-
cipal buildings' competition, 209, 235,

499 ; Limes and cements, 153 ; Local
board surveyor, a, 375; Lump contracts

and their substitute, 98

Manchester. 477.500; Masonic Hall,

Glasgow, 20; Memorial to the late Mar-
quis of Westminster, 98
National Gallery, the. 521 ; New

Law Courts, the, 118* 136, 154, 171 ; New
Masonic Hall, Liverpool, 477
Park-lane and Hyde Park Corner,

419; Payment of architects by percent-

age, 19, 56; Peabody Fund, the. 477,

409 ; Penny-a-liners and the Birming-
ham competition, 251 ; Perccntagers
and architects, 19, 56; Perspective views
iu competitions, 461. 477, 499. 521; Plea
f ( ir perccntagers, a, 19. 56 ; Police-courts,

Manchester, 500; Poor house building,

461 ; Proposed revision of the Institute

scale of charges, 419
Restoration and preservation, 396

:

Round arch, a plea for. 235; Royal
Albert Hall, 154, 171, 190, 461. 500;
Rudimentary architecture, 99
Saturday half-holiday, 117. 153, 172;

Scott V. Seott, 477 ; Self-acting cistern

bell-trap, 522 ; Shaftesbury cottage hos-

pital. 98, 308; Sharp builders' clerks,

38, 74; Smithfleld drinking fountain

competition, 235; Stained glass at the

International Exhibition, 439. 477 ; Ste-

vington Church, Bedfordshire, 521;

Strength of Portland cement, 356

;

Stydd Chapel, 20 : St. John's, Bathwick,
419; St. Mary-le-Wigford, Lincoln, 74;

St. Paul's Cathedral organ, 271 ; Sim-
lights, 210
Tendering for Wednesbury Town

Hall, 56; Terra-cotta at the Interna-
tional Exhibition. 396: Tin-lined pipes,

209, 235, 251, 308; Iriforium of West-
minster Abbey, 396
Ungracious, 56

Village Irrigation of India, 308
Wednesbury Town Hall, 56; West-

minster Abbey, 75
Xylatechnigraphy, 499

Young architects and the Institute,

118

Corruption in the Indian Public Works
Department, 3, 24

Cottage hospital. Shaftesbury, 98, 132, 308
Cottages : flint and brick, 167 ; labourers',

427
Count D'Orsay's works, 310

Coiip-d'etat at the Institute, attempted,
175, 18S, 205, 209

Courts of Law. the new, 22, 39, 73, 118,

135, 136, 137, 154. 171, 322, 346
" Criterion" competition, the, 214, 219, 251
Criticism, influence of. 465
Crown lands and forests, 374

Croydon : Roman villa at, 306 ; water-
supply, 385

Crypts,"London, 364

Crystal Palace aquarium. 278 ; Crystal
Palace for New York, a, 21

DAMP dwellings, 351

Darien canal, the, 31i)

Deaths (see "Obituary")
Decorating metals, 462

Decoration : aj-chitectural. 484 ; of
churches, 33; of flat surfaces, 72; of
Norfolk churches, 168, 289, 467; of S.

Mary's Church. New Ferry, 79; of S.

Paul's Cathedral, 414; (see also "Furni-
ture and Decoration")

Decorative: art, 81; processes, 51, 69, 91,

113, 149, 228. 304, 392 458; treatment of
materials. 44, 71

Decrease of wood in America, 459
Demand for white woods. 335
Deodoriser, iron as a, 173

Department of Public Works, India, 3,24,

165, 206
Description of the Alexandra Theatre,

Liverpool, 217

Design of the figure, 399

Designs : Exchange, Bradford, 222 ; Bris-
tol Assize Courts, 297, 450, 499; Corpo-
rate buildings, Birmingham. 170, 189,

209,227,249, 251, 269, 283. 393; Leeds
Inllrmary, 131, 150; New Courts of
Justice, 322, 346; new palace in Ken-

sington Gardens, 40S; Winchester Town-
Hall, 79, 92

Destruction of: Economic Museum,
Twickenham, 2S3; Paris, 421>, 423, 462,
475. 478, 611

Details, architectural. 62, 62
Determining the quality of gasy 21
Development of ornamental art, 43, 70,.

93, 107. 123, 150, 161, 186, 196, 229, 241,
268, 293, 321, 344, 372, 384, 407, -128, 449^
486, 518

Devonshire, churchyard, a, 5
Dictionnaire Raisonnii de I'ArchJtecture

Frangaise, 175, 194, 215, 255,. 273, 340^
361, 466

Dietkirchen, Church of S. Lubentius, 196,
222

Dilapidated houses, 437
Dilapidation of York Minster, 237
Dinner of the Glasgow Institute of

Architects, 275, oUti

Discoveries : additional hot springs at
Bath, 191; fresco in Exeter Cathedral,
478 ; fresco in Lichfield Cathedral, 232;
in the guano deposits of Peru, 321 ; in
Mexico, 5 ; stone coffins at Rouen, 306

Disappointment of exhibitors, 501
Dispute as to the contract for Blackfriare
Bridge, 478

Disused graveyards, 296
Divisions and boundaries of land. 339
Docks: Bristol Port and Channel. 81;

floating, 36; Liverpool, 439; Newport,
198

Door furnitxire, improved, 345
Dorking, 353

Dover: antiquities of. 315; proposed Inr-

provemenis at, 169
Drawing the figure, 290

Drawings : architectural, 4, 25 ; at the In-
ternational Exhibition, architectural,

359; monumental, 9G; at the Royal
Academy, architectural, 337

Dresser, Dr., on art and ornamentation,
197, 208

Drinking: fountains, 292; trough in Pic-

cadilly, 497
Dublin: Christ Church Cathedral, 416,

477 ; School of Art, 28

Dudley Gallery, water-colours at, 79

Duke-street, Westminster, new house in,

139
DUrer, Albert, 41, 56, 198, 235, 424, 428,

461, 500
Dust contractors at Hackney, 287

Duty on inhabited houses, 363
Dwelling-houses iu Whitechapel, 39

Dwellings: damp, 351; Peabody's, 173,

477, 499; workmen's, 316, 501, 523

EARTHWORK, computing, 488

East London Museum, 234, 460

Eaves cornices, sham, 2

Ecclesiastical antiquities of Dover, 315

Economic : construction of workmen's
dwellings, 316; Museum, Twickenham,
283

Economy (?) and the New Law Courts,,

lo7
Edinburgh : Architectural Association,

171, 307; North Bridge, 357

Education: art, 341; engineering, 233;
technical, 368

Election of architect to the Sheffield School

Board, 478
Elements: of beauty in race, 231; of

handrailing, new, 6, 28. 46. 64, 86, 108,.

126, 160, 18(1. 205, 227, 244, 260, 278, 322,

846, 394, 459, 496, 509

Embankment, the Thames, 155, 190, 273,

283, 356, 357, 385, 397, 417, 460 497

Embossing on glass, 43, 149. 228, 304

Engineering: college, proposed, 57, 189,

234 ; education, 233 ; and oysters in the

tropics, 310; (see also "Civil Engineer-
ing.")

Engineers, Amalgamated Society of, 321

English; ironwork in the middle ages,

242; pictures at the International Exhi-

bition, 377
Engraving, the Hancock proeess, 297, 39&
Enlargement of Billingsgate Market, 296

Entasis, 233, 257
Epping Forest, 208, 354, 523
Erection of infectious wards, 408
Euston, St Paneras, and Charing Cross.

Railway, 135

Evangelists, eyes of the. 440
Examination, Voluntary, 497
Examinerships in the OfBce of Works,

501

Exchange, Bradford, 222
Excursion, workmen's, 478
Exet^^r: Cathedral, 319, 475. 478, 490;
Diocesan Architectural Society, 319

;

Bougemont Castle, 117

Exhibitions: the age of, 313 ; Institute of

Painters in Water-colours, 289; Inter-

national, ;4, 46, 133, 155, 213, 221, 239,

253, 335, 351, 359, 371, 377, 391, 396, 399,

413, 437, 439. 465, 477. 483, 501, 503, 517;
Liverpool, proposed, 440; Old Masters
at the Royal Academy, 26, 80 ; Royal
Academy, 26, 80, 327, 337, 400, 423, 468,

505 ; rubbmgs from monumental slabs

and brasses, 100; Society of Female
Artists, 131 ; water-colours at the Dudley
Gallery, 79

Experiments: on the oxidation of iron,

116; on the strength or Portland ce-

ment, 328
Explosion : of kitchen boilers, 22. 56, 74,

98, 118, 136, 153; of steam boilers, 253,

287
Extinguishing fires, 497
Eyes of the Evangelists, the, 440

FAIilj of : basaltic pillars at Stafi:a^ 278 ;

' houses in Bermondaey, 358 ;
quay walli
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at Swansea, 4ti9: VeDdMine Column,
^86; wall at Plymouth, 488

Family coach, the, 77

Fan-<?ies at South Kensington, 455
Fat churchyards. 137

Fatal: accident to an architect, 305; fall

of a wall at Plymouth, 488; scaffold
accident, 523

Female: Artists, Society of, 131; School
of Art, 270

Ferrol, floating docks at, 3G

Figure: design, 399: drawing, 290
Figured and embossed glass, 43, 149, 228,

304
Filtering apparatus, simple, 501

Fine art lectures at Cambridge, 307

Fire: Brigade, Metropolitan, 470; in a
church spire, 57; extinguisher, new,
497

Fishpond roofs of London, 63
Fitness of cast-iron for architectural
work, 3S2

Flat : carving and surface ornament,
255 ; surface decoration, 72

Flint and brick cottages, Broadstairs,
167; "Flint Jack," 420

Floating docks at Cartagena, 3C,

Florence, the Palazzo-Vecchio, 475
Flower market, proposed new, 31S
Footings, 17

Foreign pictures at the International
Exhibition, 399

Forest giant, a, 393
Forests and fureshores. Crown, 374
Form and colour, 170; form and magni

tude, 341, 3S0

Forms for ornament in cast-iron, 383
Fort of Caer Seion, 206
Forth, bridging the, 358
Foundations, 17 ; of the New Law
Courts, 73

Fountains, drinking. 292
Fourteen years" sanitary work in St.

Pancras. 21

France at the International Exhibition,
503

Free lectures on geology, 190
French: annexe at the Exhibition. 483,
503 ; art monuments, 511 ; Gothic
architecture, 175, 194, 215, 255. 273, 340,

361. 466 : Renaissance, the. 294
Frescoes : Exeter Cathedral, 478 ; Lich-

field Cathedra], 232
Frost in Bath, the, 39
Fulham, almshouses at, 364

Furniture and Decoration:—Art
metal-work, 330; Architectural decora-
tion, 484; Architectural details applied
to other uses. 52,62; Brick and terra-
cotta. 484; Bronze, 71: Carving, 4S-'»:

Carving wood, 45 ; Colour as applied
to the decoration of churches, 3-;

;

Colour for decoration, 276; Coloured
materials. 485; Decoration of St. Marj's
Church. New Ferry, 79; Decoration of
St. Paul's, 414 ; Decorative art, 81

;

Decorative processes, 51. 69, 91, 113
149. 228, 237, 304, 392, 458; Embossed
and figured glass. 43. 149, 228. 304, 392.
458; Flat-carving and surface orna-
ment, 265; Flat surface decoration in
colour. 72 : Furniture at the Inter-
national Exhibition, 391; Gilding, 72;
Gilding, to improve, 397; Gilding and
ornamenting on glass. 304, 392, 458;
Glazing, 169; Gold, 71; Graining and
marbling, 51, 69, 91, 113. 237, 304; Har-
berton roodscreen, 497; Imparting a
yellowish hue to white marble. 190

;

Ivory, 45; Quoins, 485; Majolica paint-
ing. 131 ; Modes of decorative treat
ment of various materials, 44, 71

;

Mouldings. 485 : Mural decoration of
Norfolk churches, 16S, 2s9; Nature in
ornamentation. 124; Ornamental cast-
iron, 381; Ornamentation considered
as high art, 197, 208; Painting, 169.

485; Paperhanging. 169; Plaster. 45;
Pewter. 71; Pottery. 45; Preparation
for obtaining decorative colours on
metals, 462 ; Sculpture, 485 ; Shellac
varnish for furniture. &c., 168; Sign-
writing and glass embossing, 43, 149,
228; Silver, 71; Stained glass. 72;
Stained glass aesthetically considered,
230; Stone, decoration in, 485; Stucco,
45, 484; Terra-cotta, 45, 484; Veneer-
ing, 304: White woods, 335: Wood-
carving, 45 ; Xylatechnigraphy, 445,
499; Xylonite. 55

GALLERY, the National, 234, 358,
495. 521

Garden walks, anphalting. 319
Gas, 21; anew illuminating, 287; testing

in London, 333
Gate at Wells. 108
General: Exhibition of Water Colours.

79; Pout Office. 72, 153, 508
Geology: architecture and, 34, 54; lec-

tures on, 190
George Morland's pictures, 271
Ghent, H.Hel de Villo, 3'I3

Ghosts in Westminster Abbev, the, 274
Giant of the forest, a, 393
Gilding. 72 ; improving, 397 ; on glass.

304, 392, 458
Glasgow; gossip from. 85, 180, 393; Insti-

tute of Architects. 275. 308
Ghies: embossing, 43. 149. 228, 304, 392;

mediaeval, 306
Glazing. 169

Gloucester School of Art. 475
Godwin & Crisp's de^dgns for Bristol

Assize Courts. 297, 450
Gold, treatment of, 71 ; Gold Medal, the

Royal, 61. 297
Gossip from Glasgow. 85, 180, 393
Gothic architecture, French, 175, 194, 215,

265, 278, 340, 361, 466

Government Bill, new Local, 314; Govern-
ment sanitary measures. 116. 119

Graining and marbling. 5!. G9, 91. 113. 237
Grand organ. Townhall, Leeds, 144
Granite: great blast of, 135; Swedish,

351 ; treatment of, 44
Gravedigging in Metropolitan cemeteries,

49si

Graveyards, disused. 296
Gray's-Inn-road burial ground, 190
Great : blast of granite. 135 ; Pyramid,

the, 110
Greece, the Stone Period in. 345
(rreenwich and Nuuhead Railway. 137

Guano deposits, discovery in the, 321
Guildliall, Wmchester. 386
Guilds fur art and artisans, 151
(.iutters. street, 335

HACKNEY : dust contractors, 2S7

;

London Fields, 397
Hales Owen Abbey. 353
Half-and-half style, the. 481
Halifax School of Art, 57
Hamilton-gardens and place, 331, 393, 419,

460
Hancock process of engraving, 297, 396
Handrailing. elements of. 6. 28, 46. 64. 86.

108, 126. 160. 180. 205. 227, 244. 260, 278.

322. 346, 394, 459, 496, 509
Harbcrton rood-screen, 497
Harbours: Buenos Ayres. proposed, 211;
New York, 523 : of refuge. 222. 271

;

Waterford. 440; Yarmouth. 352
Hard nut to crack, a, 420
Hardwick. Philip, 28
Heating by hot water, 319
Height of rooms, the, 475
High art and Dr, Dresser, 197. 20S
Highways, maintenance of. 119
Hindoo temple in London, a, 287
Historical development of ornamental

art. 43, 70. 93, 107, 123. 150, 161, 186, 196,

229, 241, 268, 293, 321, 344, 372, 384, 407,

428. 449, 486, 518
Hoggin I', road-scrapings, 177
Holbom Viaduct, the, 46, 52, 42S
Holt, the late H. F., 357
Hospitals: Bridewell & Bethlehem, 15,75;

Shaftesbury, 9S, 132, 308; St. Thomas's,
61, 82. 508

Hot : metal ladle, 333 ; water, heating by,

319
Hot-springs at Bath, discovery of. 191
Hotels deVille: Ghent, 303: Tourcoing, 28
House for the learned societies, 234 ; house

for the Society for the Propagation of
the Gospel. 139; house-duty, the, 355

Houses: in Bermondsey. fallof. 358; near
Birmingham, old, 117 ; dilapidated, 437

;

London poor. 340, 461 ; Houses of Par-
liament, the, 171

How smallpox spreads, 393; how t ) work
like Albert DUrer, 424

Hyde Park, 171, 250, 311, 374, 397, 498

IDEAS: of form and colour, 170; of
form and magnitude, 341. 380

Illuminating gas, a new. 287
Illustrated catalogues of rubbish, 377
Imitator of Mr. Peabody, a, 271
Imparting a yellowish hue to white

marble, 190
Impediments to sanitary progress, 103,

136
Improved: do^^r furniture and casement

stay. 345 ; Industrial Dwellings Com-
pany, 190; mortice lock, 364; wood-
planiug machine. 222

Improvements: City, 191; at Dover, pro-
posed. 169; metropolitan, 206, 260, 283.

440. 462
Improving gilding, 397
Incapacity, Indian Public Works Depart-
ment. 3. 24

Inclosure law amendment, 135
Incorporated Church Building Society,

55, 153. 234, 306, 395. 501
Increased dock accommodation, Liver-

pool, 439
Increasing : demand for white wood, 335

;

the height of rooms, 475
India: large railway bridge in, 173; new
route to, 331

Indian: annexe at the Exhibition, 483;
Archteology, 211; Engineering College.
57, 189, 234; Public Works Depart-
ment. 3. 24, 155. 206: railways, 250

Industiial partnerships, 287
Infectious wards. 408
Infirmary, Leeds, 131, 150
Influence : of architecture on figure-

design. 399; of art criticism, 465: of
symbolism on Christian art, 406

Inhabited house iluty, the, 355
Inspection of steam boilers, 287
Institute prizes, the. 230, 237, 297, 372,
450

Institutes: British Architects, 5, 34, 39,

46, 64, 61, 77, 82. 114. 118, 122. 142, 175,
188. 205, 207. 209, 217. 222, 230, 237. 283,

291. 297, 346, 353, 372, 381, 385. 403. 413.
414. 419. 426, 449, 450, 487 ; Painters in
Water-colours, 289

Institutions: Civil Engineers, 36, 39. 233.

283, 305, 322, 328. 35S. 375; Surveyors.
53, 76, 119, 155. 237, 335, 358, 397, 456

Instruction : mathematical, 170 ; in Rome,
technical, 222

Instructions for taking rubbings, 478

Intercommunication :

—

AsTiKNT church an-hitecture, 136.

154, 172 ; ancient stone spires, 190, 210;
Autill's patent trap. 190,236; arches.
522 ; Archimedian screw ventilators.
21 ; architects and their clients. 4fil,

478; architects' customs and rights,

21; Architectural Examination, Volun-
tary, 397; architectural library, 309;

architectural travelling scholarship,

210,252; ashes from chemical works,
420 ; ashlar, 500 ; asphalte in Cheap-
side, 38, 57. 75. 99. 118
Bath, 357 ; beams, flitched, 236, 252;

Birmingham Assize Courts, 190 ; blue

lias for plastering. 190 ; boards, drying,
20; bond in brickwork, 38,57; books,
20,57: boundaries of Soho, 271 ; brick
and flint work, 157; brickmaking and
burning, 461; bricks. 190; brickwork,
bond in, 38. 57; brickwork, measuring,
522; brickwork, old and new, 190, 210.

236 ; brickwork on paper. 285, 334

;

brickwork, price of. 190; burning clay,

190
Carving. 522; casting lead pump

barrels. 39; castings, plaster, 154

;

cement, measuring, 271. 309; cemetery
chapels. 137, 334; chancel wall and
arch, 57 ; chemical works' ashes for

concrete, 420 ; chimney-breast ven-
tilators, 236, 252 : chimneys, smoky,
99 ; Christmas cards, 397, 420 ; church
architecture, 334; church building, 57;
church sittings. 38. 57 ; church towers,
6(y\ circles, 38 ; cistern waste-pipes,
500; civil engineers, 210; cleaning pic-

tures and picture-frames, 252; cleaning
wall-paper. 309; clock tower. 375, 462

;

collegiate architecture, 478, 522; colour-
ing drawings, 47S; colours, removing,
118; common rights. 357 ; communica-
tion with gardener's house, 190, 2l(i,

236; competitions. 154, 172, 252, 285,

334; cone of rays. 75. 137; construc-
tion, fireproof. 309 ; construction of

floor, 461. 500 : Conservative Land
Society's surveyorship. 210 ; copying
ornamental work on tomb-stones, 99

;

cottage plans. 56 : cottages for la-

bourers, 285; crushing weight of stones,
118, 137: cubing buildings, 154, 172;
cubing mason's worked stone, 500

;

cutting holes in glass. 252, 271. 334;
customs, architects', 21 ; cymagraph,
the, 271. 334, 357, 397. 420
Damp. 190, 236; dairies, 5&, 75. 99,

118; deals. 38; destruction of wood, 21

;

dilapidations, surveying. 190, 210; dis-

temper decorations, 285 ; drawing-
boards, 118, 137; drawing perspectives,
478, 501 ; drawings of labourers' cot-
tages. 285 ; drying boards, 21 ; duties of
land agent. 334, 461.

Engravings, 357; Engineer Estab-
lishment, Chatham, 309, 357; excavation
of tunnels, 56, 75, 99.

Fencisu land. 75; fireproof construc-
tion, 309 ; fiintwork. 57 ; flitched beams.
236. 252; floor, construction of, 461. 500;
flow of water, 99; fonts. 57; foul air in
soil-pipes, 357 ; fountains. 172, 190,

Garth stone, 500 : girders, 56, 99, 236,
252, 285, 286, 3ii9, 357; Gothic brick ar-
chitecture, 252; grease stains in floor-

boards, 420; gunpowder magazine, 99;
gutta-percha, hardening, 522.

Hand-railing. 334; hardening gutta-
percha. 522 ; heating entrance-hall, 56,

75: herring-bone bridging. 190, 210;
Higgs's process for purifying sewage,
21, 57 ; hips and pitch of roof, 500, 522 ;

hour-glass, 190, 210, 252.

IsOMETRiCAi projection, 137, 154, 172,
190, 210, 236.

Kitchen boilers, 56.

Labourers' cottages. 285; land
agents' duties. 334, 461 ; land, fencing.
75 ; land-yard, a, 252 : largest stone
dome. 190, 210; lead lights, 56; lead
pump barrels. 39; lead and water, 75,

luO: leaky rain-water tanks. 522; Lei-
cestershire fonts, 57 : load for Memel
timber joist, 75, 100 ; logarithms, 522,
MAGAZINE for powder. 99; Mansard

roofs. 137, 154; marks on timber, 172;
materials for composing gelatine, 252

;

measurement of brickwork, 522 ; mea-
surement of glass. 309, 334, 357, 375

;

measurement of masonry. 252, 271 ; mea-
surement of mouldings. 252, 271, 334,
357. 397, 420; measuring cement. 271,
369; measuring string-boards to stairs,

38. 57; Memel timber joist. 75. 100;
mortar. 271 ; moss on stucco. 271

;

mounting tracuags. 309, 357, 439. 462.
New corporate buildings, Birming-

ham 190; New Shorcham Church,
Sussex, 309.

Old and new brickwork, 190, 210,
236-; Old St. Pancras Church, US,
137; ornamental work on tombstones.
99 : origin of pulpits. 57 ; original de-
sign of St Paul's. 210, 252.

Paint, quick-drying, 56; pencil-draw-
ings, preserving. 190. 210; perspectives,
478, 501: Petersburg deal.s, 38; pipes
and smoke-flues, 56, 75; pipes, tin-lined.

38, 99: plans of cottages. 56; plans of
railway stations. 56; plaster castings.
154; plastering with blue lias, 190; plugs
for kitchen boilers, 56; plumber's-work,
136. 154, 172; pocket-gauges, 271, 286;
powder magazine. 99 ;

practical con-
Htniction, 334. 461; precedents of re-
pnrts. 334: preserving distemper deco-
ratiniiM, 2K.'); preserving pencil draw-
iIl^,'s. 1911, I'lO; preventing soimd travel-
ling fnim tloor to floor. 39, 57, 75; price
of brickwork, 190; price of excavation,
309 : problem in construction. 136, 154;
problems. 285. 309. 3:J4. 420; projection.
isoraetri<yiI, 1.37. 154, 172. 190. 210, 236

;

Prussian blue. 252; pulpits 57, 397,420;
pump-barrels, 39; purifying sewage, 21,

Quantitv of water per head, 309,
3r)7; iiuantities. 38, 57, 439, 462; quick
drjnng paint, 56.

Railway station plans, 56 ; rain-water
tanks, 334. 461. 522 ; remountiug photo
graphs, 56, 75; removal of rose-trees,

172, 190; removing colours, 118; roof
timbers, 500, 522; roofs, 137, 154, 500,

522; rolled girder, 309; rose-trees, 172,
190.

Satin-wood boards. 334, 357; secur-
ing plates. 190; seventeenth and eigh-
teenth century architecture, 57, 75

;

sewage purification. 21. 57 ; sewer au-
thority. 190. 210; scaglioli, 56; school-
building, 420 ; schools of art. 334

;

schools of art examinations, 397, 420,
439; Scotch trades' price list, 99; screw
ventilators, 21; sinking wells, 99; sit

tings, church. 38, 57 ; sketching tour,

397, 420; smoke flues, 56, 75; smoky
chimneys. 99; soil-pipes. 357; sole con-
tracts. 172, 190, 210, 236; sound, pre-
venting, 39, 57, 75 ; sounding-boards,
236. 252, 522 ; speaking-tubes, 56, 75. 99;
stain on slates, 252. 271 ; stones, crush-
ing weight of, 118, 137; strain on ten-
sion-rod, 118; strength of girders. 56,

236, 252, 285, 286, 309, 357; striking
portions of large circles, 38; string-
boards to stairs. 38, 57 ; surveying dila-

pidations, 190, 210; surveyors' charges,
172
Taking out quantities, 439,462; tanks,

for rain-water, 334, 461, 522; Taylor's
patent tiling, 56. 75; temperature of
dairies. 56, 75. 99, 118; thickness of
tower walls, 56; timber, 210, 236, 252,

478. 501 ; tin-lined pipes, 38, 99 ; tower
walls, 56 ; trapping cistern waste-pipes,
500; travelling scholarship, architec-
tural, 210. 252; trihedrals, 252; truss
for partition. 522; timnel excavations,
56, 75. 99 ; Tunbridge Wells Cemetery
Chapels competition, 334
Val de Travers asphalte, 118; van-

ishing point. 190; ventilating windows,
99; ventilation, 21, 236, 252,271; ven-
tilators for chimney-breasts, 236, 252

;

Voluntary Architectural Examination,
397
Walls, 21, 56, 57 ; walls, chancel, 57

;

warming and ventilation, 271 ; washing
white brick houses, 285, 334; waste
pipe of bath. 357 ; waste pipes, 500

;

water-colour graining. 397 ; water, flow
of. 99; water and lead, 75. 100; water-
service of dwellings, 3-37; waterclosets,

210.236,252; wells, 99, 285. 309; ^vin-

dows, ventilating, 99 ; wood, destruction
of, 21 ; woodlice, 309 ; woodworking,
172; work on carving, 522; wrought-
iron girders. 99
Yorkshire fonts, 57

International Exhibition, the. 24, 46, 133,.

155, 213. 221, 239, 253, 335, 351, 359, 371,

377, 391, 396. 399, 413, 437, 439, 455, 477,
483, 501, 503, 517

Inventions, patents for, 135, 177, 375, 444
lona, the antiquities of, 39
Iron; as a deodoriser, 173; ortamental
cast 381; oxidation of, 116; and Steel
Institute, 221. 253 ; ores of Cleveland,
271 ;

pier at Clevedon. 233
Ironwork, old English, 242
Irrigation : sewage, 81 ; works at Madras,

37
Isambard Kingdom Brunei. 82
Item from the Mississippi, an 397
Ivory, treatment of. 45

JARKAH-JARRAH timber, 470
Jersey harbour of refuge, 271
Joints for water-mains, 185
Junior Examinerships in the Office of
Works, 501

KELLY College, 24, 135
Kensington: Gardens. 355. 40S; Museum,

4!, 43, 70, 93. 105, 11)7, 119, 123, 150, 161,
156, 196. 229, 241, 26S. 293. 321, 344, 372,
384. 407, 417. 428, 449, 455, 486, 518, 51»

Kent Archffiological Society. 284, 501
Kentish plaster-work, old. 501
Kitchen boiler explosions, 22, 56, 74, 96.

118, 136. 153

L'ABBAYE am Hommes, Caen, 5
Labour, migration of, 287
Labourers' cottages in Scotland, 427
Ladle for hot metal, 333
Lake village at Lochend, 269
Land : divisions and boundaries, 339

;

settlement law of, 331 ; for sewage pur-
poses, 81 ; tenure, 135; value of in Lou-
den, 456

Land and Building Societies:—
Adelphi Benefit 286 ; Artisans', La-
bourers', and General Dwellings Com-
pauy, 188; Colchester Permanent Bene-
fit 119 ; Ciiuimercial Union Permanent
Benefit, 172 ; Conservative, 286; Eastern
Mutual. 2Sii; EssexEquitJiDle Permanent
Benefit l*"-; Exeter Freehold Land,
286; Hinckley and County Permanent,
2h(;; Improved IndiLstrial Dwellings
Company, 190 ; Lambeth Permanent
Benefit 286 ; Lei^ds Permanent Benefit
21; Ijcek and Moorlands, 307; Market
Harborough and District Permanent.
1 55 ; Mercantileand General Permanent
Benefit 21 ; National Freehold Land,.

119; Newcastle Benefit 75; North Staf-

fordshire Permanent Economic, 478;
Northampton Freehold Land, 100

;

People's Co-operative Benefit, 155; St
John's United Benefit 2S6; St Philip's,

Birmingham. 57 ; Temperauce Per-
manent. 237: Totnes BuildingOompany,
57; United Land Company, 119; Wal
tham Abbey Permanent Benefit 172;

Warwickand Warwickshire Benefit, 155
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Landslips: at Mevagissey, 39; at Ripon,

Large railway bridge in India, 173
Law: Com-ts. the new, 22, oO, 73, IIS, 135,

136, 137. 154, 171, 322. 346; of inclosure,
135 ; of land pettlement, 335

Laws on patents, the. 135, 177, 375, 444
Laxtons Price-book for 1871, 123
Laying veneers, qIH
Learned societies' house. 234
Lectures : on line art at Cambridge, 357 ;

on geology, 190; at the Boj'al Academy,
39

Leeds: Central Market competition, 393;
Infirmary, l31, 150; Town-hall organ,
144

Leek and Moorlands Building Society,
307

l*eg"al Intellig-ence :—Alleged aSsault
and libel by Mr. Pugin, 119, 236- alleged
fraudulent sale of a brickfield, 211, 23G

;

aiiprenticeships.23G; architects' charges.
28(»; Attorney-Goneral r. Gilpin and
others, 334; Attornoy-Gteneral t'.Mcrlhyr
Local Board, 271; bankruptcy cases,

119, 211, 310, 373: Bawden v. English,
211, 236 ; builder in fault, a. 334

:

builder's dispute, &, 211, 253; claim for
dilapidations, 253; claim for "extras."
a. 334 ; cases under the Metropolitan
Building Act, 100, 172, 253, 310, 522; ex-
tensive robbery of building mriterials,

334 ; forgeries by a Middlesborough
architect, 236; Graham v. Abbey and
Simpson, 211; Green v. M'Callum, 523;
grinding money, 155 ; Hayden i\ Fish,
155; HemanR v. Waterford and Central
Ireland Railway Company. 119; Hodg-
kiuson ]', Russell, 334; infringement of
the Building Act, 310, 522; important to
builders, 439; important to contractors,
271 ; important dedsion under the High-
way Act, 373; important to land and
buildingsocieties, 334; Kippingr. Smith,
253 ; legality of a reredos, 355 ; liability

of sewer aHthorities for accidents, 522

;

Lock V. City of London Commissioners
of Sewers, 522 ; Mann v. aiillett, 439

;

Metropolitan Building Act, the. 100
172, 253, 310. 522 ; negligence of high-
way surveyors. 119 ; offences under the
Public Health Act, 334 ; paving and
flagging of streets, the, 211; Phipps r.

Robertson, 2SG; purification of rivers,

271;iifiB.E.Amery, 211; iie E. Cordery,
119; Be F. Hailey, 310; Ee Hollands,
373, 419; Re Thomas Quinu, 310; Re A.
J. Tatham, 119; Riviere v. Roberts, 271

;

smallpox hospital not a nuisance in the
eye of the law. 463; Smith v. Kellan,
334; surveyors' fees, 523; Terrey v.

Clark, 310; verbal agreements, 310;
Vestry of Newington v. Jacobs, 373;
Walker v. Godfrey and Storer, 211, 253

;

warning to builders, a, 253; what is a
building? 522; Whincup r. Hughes, 236

Leicester ; Architectural and ArchtEo-
logical Society. 116, 440. 478 ; municipal
buildings competition. 495, 409. 501

Leyes Wood, Sussex, 244
Lichfield Cathedral, fresco at, 232
Lighthouse works at the Chickens Rocks,

75
Lime-light at the Palace of Westminster,

462
Limes and cements, 106, 124, 132,143. 153,

160
Limestones, ancient, 47S
Limmer asphalte, the, 357, 512
Lincoln's Inn, 176
Lincolnshire Diocesan Architectural So-

ciety, 284
Lindisfarue. the churches of, 16. 60
Lines of railway in India, 250
Litho-fracteur. 437
Liverpool: Architectural and Arehieo-

logical Society. 35, 116, 151. 169, 191. 257,
259, 296, 342. 354. 396; dock accommo-
dation. 439; proposed exhibitions at,

440; timber trade of 1S70, 101
Lively local board, a, 501
Loan pictures at South Kensington, 105
Local: characteristics, 465; Government

Bid, the new, 314 ; taxation, 53
Lochend, remains at. 269
Lock, improved mortice, 354
Lodging-houses and smallpox. 18
London: Association of Foremen Engi-

neers, 15. 30, 356; churchyards, 397;
and County Bunking Company, 104;
crypts, 364; as a Held for architectural
study, 94, 114, 133; Fields, Hacknev,
397; gas, 333: Institution, 511; and
Middlesex Archreological Society, 331,
364; old. 141; poor houses. 340, 461;
population of. 408; roofs, 63; School-
board, the, 155; sewage, 278; statues,
457, 460 ; street nomenclature, 440

;

streets in time of snow, 5 ; value of land
in, 456

Longest tunnel in England, the, 203
Lost church found, a, 462

MACHINES: patent mitreing, 173;
fur pinning wood. 222 ; tunnelling, 100

'Made (_iiuund," 35
Madras irrigation works, 37
Magnitude, ideas of, 341
Mains for water. 185
Maintenance of highways, 119
Majolica painting, 131
Making roads, 379
Malady of modern art, the, 194
Malton. new bridge at, 116
Manchester: 443, 477, 500; Church of the
Holy Name. 490

Mansion in Mark-lane, old, 462
Marble, treatment of, 44
31arbling and giaining, 51, G9, 91, 113, 237

Mark-lane : mansion in, -462; remains in,

321, 358
Markets : Billingsgate. 296 ; flower and

fruit, proposed, 31S ; Leeds Central,
393 ; proposed poultry, 2S7

Material for roads, a^ new, 151, 313
Materials, coloured, 485
Mathematical -instruetion, 170
Max Emanuel Ainmiller, 5
Medalj» Blaekfriarg Bridge and Holborn

Viaduct, 428
Medii^al : glass, 306; ironwork. 242
Memorials: the Albert, 171, 206, 275, 331,

. 335* 355 ; Scottish, 478
Meta] ladle. 333
Metals: colouring, 462; treatment of, 45
MetaKworli, art, 330
Metropolitan : Association for Improving

the Dwellings of the Industrious Classes,
501 ; Buildings and Management Bill,

394.498; cemeteries, 498; Fire Brigade,
470; improvements. 206. 260, 283, 440.

462 ; Railway building competition, 193;
railway and tramway projects, 141, 190,

355, 374. 375, 394. 4911. 501. 519; statues^

457, 460; water-supply. 135. 237, 286, 331,

417, 439, 440.

Mevagissey, landslip »t, 39
Mexico, discoveries in. 5

Midland Railway Station roof, 142
Migration of labour, 2S7
Million blunders, a, 448, 469, 48S
Minardi. Tommaso, death of. 100
Misapplication oi entasis, 233, 257
Mississippi item, a, 397
Mitreing machine, patent, 173
Slont Cenis tunnel, the, 1

Modern: art, the malady of, 194; art and
stained glass, 230; style, starting point
for a. 337

Modes of treating various materials, 44. 71
Monumental drawings, 96
Monuments: of art. 59. 64; French. 511

;

public, 481. 519; Scandinavian, 239
Moore's water-pipe protector, 123
Moorgate-street Railway Station, 375
More statues for London. 457. 460
More's wood-planing machine, 222
Morland's pictures at Whitecross-street

prison, 271
Mortar, 27

Mortice lock, improved. 354
Mortuaries: City of London, 287, 357;
Newington, proposed, 173

Mouldings, 485
Mullingar bishop's residence competition,
450

Municipal buildln'gs, Leicester, 495, 499,
501

Munro, Alexander, death of. 39
Miinstermaifeld, chapel at, 180
Mural decoration in Norfolk churches,

168, 289, 467
Museums: Architectural. 168. 293. 358,

364; British. 121, 139; Colonial, a, 259;
East London, 234, 460 ; Economic,
Twickenham, 283 ; Natural History,
South Kensington, 374, 619; Patent,
135; public. 135; Sir John Soanes, 61

;

South Kensington. 41. 43, 70, 93, 105,

107, 119, 123. 150. 161, 186, 196, 229, 241,

268, 293. 321, 344. 372, 384, 407, 417, 428,
449. 455. 466. 51S. 519

NATIONAL: Gallery, the, 234, 358,
495, 521 ; technical university, 501

Natural History Museum, Kensington, 374
Nature in ornamentatino. 124
Negligence, Indian Public Works De-
partment. 3, 24

New: bridge at Malton, 116; cement,
437: Charterhouse, the, 364; college
for women, 397 ; elements of handrail-
ing, 6. 28, 46, 64, 86, 108, 126. 160, 180.
2115, 227, 244, 260. 278, 322. 346. 394, 459,
496, 509 : embankment from Battersea
to Chelsea, 273, 2S3 ; engineering
college, proposed. 57 ; Ferr^', St.
Mary's Church, 79; flower market, pro-
posed, 318; Forest, the, 309, 331. 355,
497; fire extinguisher. 497; General
Post-office, 72. 153 ; house in Duke-
street. Westminster, 139; Law Courts,
the, 22, 39, 73, 118. 135. 136. 137, 154.

171, 322, 346; Local Government Bill.

314; oftices for the City of London
Union, 52 ; opera house, proposed, 357

;

palace in Kensington Gardens, design
for, 408; Palace-yardv 497; park at
Washington, 397 ; poultiy market, pro-
posed, 287 ; premises for the London
School Board, 155 ; public offices, the,
189; road material, a, 151, 318; Ross
Bridge, 305 ; route to India, 331

;

schools, the, 331; sovereign, the. 190;
street from Charing-cross to Oxford-
street. 440, 462. 619; St. Thomas's
Hospital, the, 61, 82. 508 ; theatres.
335. 357 ; tunnelling machine, 100;
West London Synagogue, 258; works
at South Kensington, 119; New York
Crystal Palace, 21 ; harbour, 523

Newgate Market, site of, 190
Newington; pri posed mortuary at, 173:
tramways at, 173

Niniveh, 59
Nomenclature of London streets, 440
Norfolk churches, mural decorations of,

168, 289, 467
North Bridge, Edmburgh, the, 357; North
London tramway. 375, 501

Nortbern: Architectural Association, 165;
Architectural Students' Society, 457

Notes on Old London, 141
Nuttiugham School of Art, 189
Novel source of water supply, 397
Numerals in Wells Cathedral. 306
Nunhead and Greenwich Railwas*, 137
Nut to crack, a hard. 420

OBITtTARY :—Ainmiller, Max Ema-
nuel. 5; Bennett. William, 272; Dean,
WilliamHenry, 305; GaetJinodeMinicis,
462; Gertner. iProfessor, 375; Gliemann.
Albert, 462; Grant, Henry, 311; Hard-
wick, Philip, 23; Hayter, Sir George,
76: Hess, Peter von, 311; Holt. H. F.,

357; Jager. Gustav, 358; Minardi, Tom-
maso, 100 ; Munro. Alexander. 39

;

Palizzi, Francesco Paolo. 335 ; Poste,
Beale. 311; Stanfleld. James Field. 335;
Van Schendal. Petrus, 21 ; Willement,
M., 221

Odessa, chateau near. 15
Office of Works, the, 501
Offices: City of London Union. 52; new

public, 189; Society for the Propagation
of the Gospel, 139

Oh. for a seat ! 490
Oil paintings at the Royal Academy, 423
Old : cathedrals, restoration of. 296, 342,

396 ; City mansion in Mark-lane. 462

;

churches of South Lancashire, 243. 295 ;

English ironwork. 242 ; houses near
Birmingh8»n, 117 ; Kentish plaster-
work. 501 ; London. 141 ; majolica
painting, 131 ; Masters, exhibition of
the, 26, 80 ; and new General Post
Offices, the. 72 ; wooden water-mains
in the City, 306

Open spaces. 35
Opera-house, proposed, 357
Operation of suburban railroads, 470
Ordinary brickwork, 485
Organ, Town Hall. Leeds. 144
Ornament, flat surface, 255
Ornamental : art, development of, 43. 70,

93, 107. 123. 150. 161. 186, 196. 229, 241,
268, 293. 321. 344, 372. 3S4, 407, 428, 449,
486, 518: cast-iron, 381

Ornamentation : considered as a high art,

197, 208; Nature in, 124; of the Transi-
tional period. 517

Ornamenting on glass. 304. 392, 458
Originahtv, two sorts of, 121
Outrage at Sheffield, 523
Oxford Architectural and Historical

Society, 171, 457
Oxidation of iron. 116
Oysters and engineering, 310

PAINTED decoration of Norfolk
ohurL-hes. 108. 2S9. 467

Painting. 169, 485
Paintings on majolioa'. 131
Palace in Kensington Gardens, design

for, 408 ; Palace-yard, 497
Palazzo Vecchio, Florence, 475
Paperhanging, 169
Parapets, real, 2
Paris: architectural, 158; bombardment

of. 75; wreck of, 420, 423, 462, 475, 478,
511

Park-lane. 393, 419, 460
Parks: Hyde, 171, 250, 311. 374. 397, 498;
Kensington Gardens, 355, 408 ; Mu-
seums and, 135; Regent's, 459; St.
James's. 250, 310. 331; Washington, 397

Parliament. Houses of. 171

Parliamentary Notes :—Albert Me-
morial, 171, 331, 355; Chelsea Embank-
ment, the. 355; communication between
St. James's and Westminster, 250, 310

;

Crown lands and forests, 374 ; dismissal
of Mr. Barry, 519; drinking-trough in
Piccadilly, 497 ; East London Museimi,
234, 460; effluvium in St. James's Park,
331; Epping Forest, 208. 354; Euston,
St. Pancras, and Charing Cross Rail-
way. 135 ; General Post Office, the, 508;
Hamilton Gardens. 331, 460; hospitals
at Stockwell. 394 ; house for the learned
societies, 234; Houses of Parliament,
the, 171 ; Hyde Park, 171, 250, 374, 498;
Inclosure Law Amendment, 135; In-
dian Engineering College, 189. 234

;

inhabited house duty, the, 355; Ken-
singtun Gardens. 355"; land tenure, 135;
law uf land settlement, 331; leaky rail-
way bridges in London, 519; lines of
railway in India, 250; Metropolitan
Buildings and Management Bill, 394,
498; metropolitan water-supply, 135,
331, 417, 437; Mu.seum of Patents, 135;
National Gallery, the, 234 ; Natural
Histoi-y Museum, Kensington, 374, 619

;

New Courts of Justice, 135 ; New
Forest, the, 309, 331, 355, 417, 497; New
Palace-yard, 497; new Post Office, the,
153; new public offices, the, 189; new
route to India, 331 ; new schools, the,
331 ; new street from Charing-cross to
Tottenham-court-road, 519; Palace of
Westminster, the, 171, 519; Park-lane,
460; patents for inventions, 135; pollu-
tion of rivers, 331, 394; pottery in the
International Exhibition. 437

; pubHc
monuments, 519; public parks and
museimis, 135; Royal Sanitary Com-
mission, 135, 331 : statues of statesmen
in Westminster, 460 ; street tramwavs,
355, 374, 394, 519; South Kensington
Museum, 417, 519; Thames embank-
ment, the, 417. 460. 497; Upper Trent
Purification Bill^ 374; various public
works, 620 ; Wellington monument in
St. Paul*.s, the, 208, 394, 417

Partnerships, industrial, 287
Passengers, railway, 39
Past City architecture, 335
Pateley Bridge stone quarries, 478
Patent: mitreing machine, 173; slate

ridges. 489; water-pipe protector, 123
Patents: for inventions, 135, 177, 375,
444 ; Museum of, 135

Pavements, asphalte, 319, 358, 420
Peabody: dwellings for the poor, the,

173. 477, 499 ; au imitator of, 271
Peel collection, the, 495

Pembroke College, Cambridge. 55
Periods of art at Kensington, 41
Peruvian railroads, 306
Pewdom, Wren on, 523
Pewter, treatment of, 71
Philip Hardwick. R.A., 28
Philosophy of the soil-pipe. 362
Photographs, architectural, 318
Photography for architectural purposes,
74

Piccadilly drinking-trough^ 497
Pictures: at the International Exhibition,

377, 399 ; at the Royal Academy, 423

;

at South Kensington, loan, 105 ; in
Whitecross-street Prisoa 271

Piers: Clevedon. 233; Portobello. 3S5
Pdton Church, near Shepton Mallet, 319
Pine. American. 100
Pipe : joints, 185 ; sockets, 186 ; trenches

1S5
. . ,

Pipes, tin-lined, 21, 38. 209, 235, 251. 308
Piscina. Preston, Sussex. 93
Planing machine, improved, 222
Plaster, treatment of, 45
Plastering, 152
Plasterwork, old Kentish, 501
Pleasant churchyard, a, 5
Plumbing, 152
Plymouth, 601; fall of a wall at, 4SS;
School of Art, 21

Police sanitary order, 18
Pollution of rivers, 24, 394
Poor houses in London, 340, 461
Population of London, 408
Portland

: breakwater, 206 : cement, 328,
356, 445

Portobello pier, the. 385
Post Office, the Genertfl, 72, 153, 50S
Postal regulations, 398
Pottery, treatment of, 45
Poultry market, proposed new, 287
Powells almshouses, Fulham, 364
Pre-historic art, 7S
Premises for the London School Board.

155
Preparation: for colouring metals, 462;
of monumental drawings, 9B

Present-day brickwork, 4S5
Presentation of the Kova! Gold Medal.

297
Preservation: of ancient remains, 322;
of open spaces, 35

Preserving wood, 73, 420
Principal staircase. University of Wales

278
Prizes: for art workmanship. 134, 154,

172; at the Institute, 230, 237, 297, 372,
450

Problems of the day, architectural. 157
Process of engraving. Hancock's, 297, 396
Processes, decorative, 51, 69, 91, 113 149

228. 304. 392. 458
Professorship of Chemistry at the Royal
Academy, 375

Pr ojects. railway and tramway, 141, 190,
355, 374, 375, 394. 519

Proof strength of chains, 36
Proposed : coi-porate buildings, Birming-
ham. 227. 249, 269, 283, 293 ; new en-
gineering college, 57, 234; exhibition at
Liverpool, 440; new flower market,
318: harbour at Buenos Astcs. 211;
improvements at Dover, 169; mortuary
for the City of London. 287, 357; mor-
tuary for Newington. 173 ; new opera-
house, 357; new poultry market, 287;
street from Charing-cross to Oxford-
street, 44(1, 462, 519

Protection of stone, 523
Protecting water-pipes, 123. 385
Public: buildings, West Bromwich, 496

;

monuments, 481, 519; offices, the new,
189; parks and museums, 135; statues
for London, 457, 460; Works Depart>-
ment. India, 3. 24. 155, 206; works of
Paris and the war, 75

Publications, Notices of;—Archi-
tectural Drawings. 4, 25 ; Atchley's
Estimate and Price-Book for Civil
Engineers and Contractors, 141 ; Brief
Chapters on British Carpentry : History
and Principles of Gothic Roofs, 141

;

British Almanack for IS7I, 37 ; Church
Design for Congregations, 37 ; Churches
of Lindisfarue. 16, 60; City of London
Directory for 1871, 141 ; Concise View
of the Law of Letters Patent for In-
ventions, a, 417 ; Dietionnaire Raisoune
de I'Architecture Pranijaise, 175, 194,
215, 255, 273, 340, 361; Drawing for
Machinists and Engineers, 417 ; En-
glishman's House, the, 417: Essentials
of Geometry, the, 141 ; Gas, its High
Price in the Metropolis, and How to
Reduce it, 417 ; Geschichte der Renais-
sance Frankreichs, 294 ; Guilds for
Art and Artisans, 151; Handbook for
Essex, Suffolk, Norfolk, and Cam-
bridgeshire. 37; Hardwicke's Shilling
Peerage, Baronetage, Knightage, and
House of Commons, 417; Irregularities
and Diseases of the Teeth, 37 : Lax-
ton's Price-Book for 1871. 123 : Life of
Isambard Kingdom Brunei, 82 ; Monu-
ments Scandinaves du Moyen Age. 239

;

New Mode of Constructing the Surfaces
of Streets and Thoroughfares, 44;
Patent Law and Practice, 417; Prin-
ciples of Mechanism. 37; Remarks and
Suggestions on the Scheme for the
Completion of St. Paul's, 486; Sacristy,
the, 267; Schools for the People, the,
141; Seven Periods of English Archi-
tecture Defined and Illustrated, 417;
Sign-Writing and Glass Embossing,
43 ; Students' Guide to the Practice of
Measuring and Valuing Artificers'
Work, the, 141 ; Tables for Computing
the Contents of Earthwork in the
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Cuttinijs aiul Embankments of Kail-

ways. 417 ; Trades' Unions nud Public-

houses, -117 ; Yearbook of Facts in

Science and Art, the, 141 ; Young
Mechanic, the. 37

Purification of the Trent, 374
Pyramid, the great, 310

aUAINTNESS of style. 104
Quality of ancient limestones, 47S
Quantity-surveyors, 1S7

Quarries, Pateley-bridge, 47S
Quay wall, fall of a, 4G9
Quoins, 4S5

RAILROADS, suburban, 470
Railway : axles, breaking of, 397 ; bridge

in India, large, 173; passengers, 39;
station, Moorgate-street, 375 ; subsi-

dence of a, 520; and tramway projects.

Metropolitan, 141

Railways : Cambrian. 305 ; Euston, St.

Pancras, andCharing-cross, 135; Indian,
250 ; Nunhead and Greenwich, 137

;

Peruvian, 306
Real parapets, 2
Recent: buildings. 504; works at All

Hallows', Lombard-street. 159
Redruth, Tolveau House, 162

Refuge, harbours of, 222, 271

Regent's Parle. 459
Regulations, postal. 39S
Relations of geology to architecture. 34,

54
Remains : of a lake village, 269 ; in Mark-

lane. Roman, 321, 338 ; preservation of

ancient, 322; of a Roman villa near
Croydon, 306

Rejnarks on Sir Christopher Wren's
churches, 178

Renaissance in France, 294
"Renovation" of St. George's Chapel,
Windsor, 237

Repairers, suggested caste of, 229
Repairing roads, 379
Reparation of St. Alban's Abbey, 50"

Report of the Institute, annual, 291
Reputed works of Count D'Orsay. 310
Restoration of old cathedrals, 296, 342,

Reviews ; (of books, see '• Pubhcations ");

of recent buildings, 504
Review of the timber trade: 22, 40, 58,

76, 100, 110. 137, 155, 17-3, 191, 212, 237,

253, 272, 288, 311, 336, 375, 39S, 421, 441,

462, 479. 502. 524
Ridges for slates, patent, 489
Ripon, landslip at. 397
River pollution, 331, 394
Rivers of Yorkshire, the, 24
Road; making, 379; material, a new,

151. 313; rolling, 401; scrapings, 177
Rochester Castle, 132, 296, 364
Rock of Cashel. the. 523
Rolling : roads, 401 ; and swing bridges,

511

Roman: remains in Mark-lane, 321, 358;
villa near Croydon, 306

Rome, 78, 100; technical instruction at,

222
Rood-screens: Exeter Cathedral, 475,

490; Harberton, 497
Roofs: St, Pancras Station, the, 142;

fishpond, 6-!

Rooms, height of, 475
Ross Bridge, new, 305
Rouen, stone coffins at, 306
Rougemout Castle, Exeter, 117
Route to India, new, 331
Royal: Academy, 26, 39, 80, 81. 314, 327,

337. 375. 400, 423, 4G8, 505 ; Albert Hall,
21, 23, 104, 119, 154, 171, 190,206,241,
352, 461, 477, 600, 517; Archaiological
Institute, 457 ; Architertural Museum,
168, 293, 358, 364; Commission on
Scientific Instruction, 253; Gold Medal,
the, 61. 297: Institute of the Architects
of Ireland, 187, 354 ; Institute of British
Architects, 5, 34, 39, 46, 54, 61, 77, 82,

114, 118, 122, 142, 175, 188, 205, 207, 209,

217, 222, 230, 237, 283, 291, 297, 346, 353,

372, 381. 385, 402, 413, 414, 419. 426, 449.

450, 487 ; Sanitary Commission, 135,
220, 253

Rubbings: exhibition of, 100; taking,
478 ; value of, 9G

Rubbish: architecturally treated, 16,27;
catalogues of, 377

Ruins in Paris, 462

SACRILEGE at Charlton Kings, 421
"Sacristy." tbe, 267
Sale of: postage stamps, 398; WMto'a
Clubhouse. 191

Salford Union competition, 475
Sahsbury Diocesan Church Building

Association. 189
Sanattirium, Weston-super-Mare, 428
Sanitary: Commission, Royal, 135, 220,
253 ; matters (seo " Water Supply and
Sanitary Matters"); measures of the
Government, 110. 119; progress, im-
pediments to, 103, 136; work in St.

Pancras, 21

Saved from the wreck, 475, 478
Sawdust, uses of, 243
Scaffold accident, fatal, 523
Scaliger tombs at Verona, 259
Scandinavian monuments, 239
School buildings, 269, 331

Schools of Art:—Birmingham. 170;
Bristol, 22 : Cambridge, 144 ; Dublin,
28 ; Female, 270 ; Gloucester, 475

;

Halifax. 57; Kensington, 41; Leeds,
623; Manchester, 72; Nottingham, 189;
Plymouth, 21 ; Yarmouth, 354

Science in architecture, 151, 169, 259
Scientific: Instruction, Commission on,

253; Bocieties' house, 234

Scottish: labourers' cnttjiges. 427 ; me-
morial to the Prince Consort. 27S

Sculpture: 4S5; at the International Ex-
hibition, 359; at the Royal Academy,
468

Sculptures of Babylon and Nineveh, 69
Second Report of the Royal Sanitary
Commission, 220, 253

Sedilia. Preston, Sussex. 93
Selected design for Leeds Infirmary, 131,

150
Selection of: building sites, 34, 54; stone,

403
Self-skimming hot metal ladle, 333
Service of water to dwellings, 320
Settlement, land. 331
Sewage : irrigation, 81 ; question, the,

417; utilisation, 278, 335
Shaftesbury Cottage Hospital, 98, 132,

308
Sham eaves cornices. 2
Shares of waterworks, 271
Sheffield: School Board, 473; trade out-
rage at, 523

Shellac varnish, 168
Shifting stuff. 483
Shute's patent mitreing machine, 173
Sign-writing. 43
Silver, treatment of, 71

Simple filtering apparatus. 501
Sir Christopher Wren's: churches, 178;
views on pewdom. 523

Sir William Powell's Almshouses, Ful-
ham, 364

Sites: Newgate Market, 190; selection of,

34, 54
Sketch of design for New Courts of Jus-

tice, 322, 346
Sketchbook (see Building News " Sketch-

book.")
Slate ridges, patent. 489
Slates and tiles, 485
Slating, 151

Smallpox and sanitary regulations, 18,

393
Snow in the streets, 5
Soane Museum, the, 61
So-called "restoration." 342, 396
Social life, art and, 276
Society of Antiquaries of Newcastle, 30

;

Society of Arts. 77. 134. 154, 172, 25S,
316, 490; Society of Biblical Arehtei-
logy, 35. 260, 418 ; Society for the En-
couragement of the Fine Arts, 72. 7s.

190, 231, 357; Society of Female Artists.

131; Society for Improving the Dwell-
ings of the Poor, 523 ; Society for the
Propagation of the Gospel, house for,

139
Sockets of water-pipes, 186
Soil-pipe, philosophy of the, 362
Soiree of the Society of Arts, 490
Solid bodies, 380
Some account of Rougemont Castle. 117
Somersetshire Archieological Society. 35
Source of water-supply, novel, 397
South Kensington Museum, 41, 43, 70, 93,

105, 107, 119, 123, 150, 161, 186, 196, 229,
241, 268, 293, 321, 344, 372, 384, 407, 417,
428. 449, 455. 486. 518. 519

South Lancashire, churches of, 243, 295
Sovereign, the new, 190
Spire on fire, a. 57
Spread of smallpox, the. 18, 393
Staffa, fall of pillars at, 278

Stained G-lass :—^Bekesboume, 100
;

Birmingham, 287 ; Elackfriars, 21 ;

Bradford, 523 ; Diddlebury. 309 : Dun-
fermline, 270 ; Gravesend, 270; Howell,
21 ; Kibworth Beauchamp, 287 ; Lon-
don, 21: London Institution, 309; Mar-
tock, 287; Melton Mowbray. 39; Mont-
pelier, 172; Newark, 270; Sharrow, 21

;

Sheffield, 523; stained glass festheti-
cally considered, 230 : stained glass at
the International Exhibition, 413, 439,
455, 477 ; stained glass, treatment of,

72 ; Sutton ColdiJeld, 100 ; Weston,
270; Wymeswold, 287

Staircase. University of Wales, 278
Stanley Hospital competition, Liverpool,

373
Starting-point for a modern style, 337
Station, Moorgate-street, 375
Statistical Society. 501
Statuns : in the Church of S. Deuip, 191

;

for London, 457, 460

Statues, Memorials, &c. :—Alloa,
287; Bishop's Lydeard, 39; Brighton,
357 ; Charles Dickons, 154 ; Delisi
Massacre, the. 357; Derby, Lord, 440;
Drapers' Hall, 253; Ernest Jones.
287 ; Falkirk, 623 ; Henry Kirko
White's medallion, 21 : more public
statues for the metropolis, 467 ; Monu-
ment to <TeneraI Outram. 374; Monu-
ment to the late George M'Calhnn, 21 ;

Outram, General, 374, 440; Ramsgate,
374; Scottish memorial to Princo Con-
sort, 478; Sir Walter Scott, New York,
463; Torquay. 523; Wellington monu-
ment, St. Paul's, 207, 208, 394, 407, 417

Steam boiler explosions, 253, 287
Stone : artificial, 437 ; coffins at Rouen,
306; decorations in, 485; Period in
Greece, 345; protection of, 523 ; quar-
ries, Pateley Bridge, 478; selection of,

403; treatment of, 45
Streatham-hill Congregational Church,

180
Street: from Charing-cross to Oxford-

street, 440, 462, 519; gutters, 335;
nomenclature. London, 440 ; pave-
ments, asphalted, 319; subways. 335;
tramways, 57. 355, 374. 375. 501, 519

Strength of: chains, 36; Portland co
ment, 328, 356

Strictures on "A Million Blunders," 488

Stucco. 4S4; treatment of, 45
Stuff, shifting, 483
Style : the half-aud-half, 481 ;• quaiutness

of, 104
St. Alban's Abbey, 507; St. Albans
Church, Tattenhall, 115; St.- Machar
Cathedral. Aberdeen, 70 ; St. Michael's
Church, Otterton, 269'; . St. Pancras
Station roof, 142; St. Paul'fe Cathedral,
207, 208. 219, 237. 244. 249. 271. 394. 407,

414, 417, 420, 486; Sc. Thomas's Hos-
pital, the new, 61. 82, 508

Subjects from old majolica paintings, 131
Subsidence of a railway, 520
Subsoil. 17

'-

Suburban railroads. 470
Subways for city streets, 335
Suggested caste of repairers, a. 229
Suitable land foi sewage purposes, SI

Sunburuers. 140, 178, 210
Supply of water: to Croydon, 385 ; to Lon-

don^ 135. 237, 286, 331, 417, 439, 440
Supposed remains of a lake village, 209
Surface: decoration, 72; ornament, 255

Surveyor, the :—Divisions and boun-
daries of land, 339; important to sur-
veyors of local boards, 119; Institution

of Surveyors. 53, 76, 119, 155, 237, 335,

358, 397, 456; local taxation, 53 ; making
and repairing roads, 379 ; road con-
struction, 44: road-rolling. 401; road-
scrapings V. "hoggin." 177 ; shifting

stufT, 483 ; surveyorship. Bridewell
Hospital, 15, 75 ; value of land in Lon-
don, 456

Siu-veyors of quantities, 187
Swedish granite. 361
Swing bridges, 511
SjTubolism and Christian art, 406
Synagogue, West London, 25S

TABLES for computing earthwork,
488

Taking rubbings, 47S
Tanks, zinc. 346
Tattenhall. St. Alban's Church, 115
Taxation, local. 53

Taxes, who earns the ? 407
Tay Bridge, the, 155
Technical: education, 358; instruction in

Rome. 222; University, proposed. 501

Temperance Permanent Land and Biuld-
ing Society, 237

Temple in London, a Hindoo, 287
Tenders : for foundations of New Law

Courts, the, 73; for Winchester Town-
hall. 469

Tenure of land, the. 135
Terra-cotta : brick and, 45, 484 ; at the

International Exhibition, 371, 396
Terrace at Aberystwith, 193
Testing gas in London, 333
Testimonial to Dr. Zerlfi, 420
Thames embankment, the, 155, 190, 273,

283, 355, 357, 385, 397, 417, 460, 497
Theatres : Alexandra , Liverpool, 217 ;

Goswell-road, 335 ; Oxford-street, 357
Theories of art, 208
Theory of the arts, 42, 170, 341, 3S0
Tiles V. slates, 481

Timber: Jarrah-Jarrah, 470 ; timber trade
review, 22. 40, 58, 76, 100, 119, 137. 155,

173, 191, 212, 237, 253, 272, 288, 311, 336,

375, 398, 421, 441, 462, 479, 502, 524
Timbering of trenches, the, 509
Tin-lined pipes, 21, 38, 209, 235, 251, 308
Tolveau House, Redi'uth, 162
Tomb of Charlemagne, 61

Tombs at Ver^ma, the Scaliger, 259
Tommaso Minardi, death of, 100
Tonks's door furniture and casement stay,

345
Tourcoing, Hotel de Ville, 28

Tower of All Hallows' Church, 358

Tovm of Caer Seiou, 206
Townhalls: Leicester, 495. 499, 501

;

Winchester, 79, 92, 386. 469
Trade: news, 22, 40, 58, 76, 101, 120. 137,

166, 173. 191, 212, 237, 253, 272, 288, 311,

336, 375. 398, 421. 441. 462 469, 479, 502,

524 ; outrage at Sheffield, 523
Trains for workmen, 260

Tramways: Metropolitan, 141. 190, 305,

394,490; Newmgton, 173; North Lon-
don, 375, 501; street, 57, 355, 374, 375,

501, 519
Transept at Mmistermaifeld, 180
Transitional ornamentation, 517
Treating rubbish architecturally, 16, 27

Treatment of Portland cement, 445
Trenches, timbering, 509
Trenchwork. 185

Trent Puritlcation Bill. 374
"Tropical engineering, 310
Tunbridge Wells Cemetery competition,

475
Tunnels: the longest English, 208; the

Mont Cenis, 1

Tunnelling machine, new. lot)

Two sorts of originality, 121

TTNTON Infirmary. Leeds, 131. 150

University: College. London, 398; tech-

nical, proposed, 601 ; of Wales, Aberyst-
with, 273, 511

Upper Trent Purifloation Bill. 374

Use: of entasis, 233, 257 ; of photography
for architectural purposes, 74; of stone,

404
Uses of sawdust. 243
Utilisation of sewage, 278, 335

VAL DE TRAVERS asphalte, the,

310
Value of: land in London, 45G; rubbings,

96
Varnish, shellac, 168
Veneering. 3(14

Venetian Gothic, 504

Vendome column, fall of, 366
Verona, tombs at, 259
Viaducts : on the Cambrian Railways.
305; Holborn, 46, 52

Vibratory movement of matter, effect of
on buildings, 335

Victoria : embankment, the, 155 ; terrace,

Aberystmth, 198
Villa at Croydon, Roman, 306
Viollet le Due's " Dictionnaire Raisonn^,"

175,194, 215, 255, 273, 340, 361. 466
Voluntary Examination, the, 497

"WAGES MOVEMENT:—Aberdeen
masons, 39S; Alloa joiners, 237, 272;
Barrow-in-Fumess builer-makers, 311;
Belgian joiners in Newcastle, 462, 502;
Kidderminster carpenters and joiners,

39S; Leeds carpenters and joiners, 22,-

375, 502, 524; Lincoln stonemasons and
bricklayers, 462 ; Middleton cajpenterg
and joiners, 524; Newcastle carpenters
and joiners, 288. 311, 33G, 398, 462, 502;
Newcastle Engineers, 211, 375, 398;
North of England carpet weavers, 211

;

Nottingham carpenters aud joiners
,

288; Preston joiners, 375; R<)therham.
house-painters, 462 ; Sheffield painters,

375. 421; Sunderland labourers, 421;
trade outrage at Sheffield, 523; Tyne-
side joiners, 237; Wolverhampton brass-
casters, 462, 479, 524

Wall on the Thames Embankment, the,

357, 385, 417
Wandsworth common, 35
Washington, new park at, 397
Water, "J.sS ; wator-colours at the Dudley

Gallery, 79 ; water-colours at the Royal
Academy, 400, 505; water-colour paint-

ings, exhibition of, 289; watej-gate at

the end of Buckingham-street, 462

;

water-mains, 185 ; water-pipes, pro-
tecting, 123, 385 ; water service of dwell-
ings, 320 ; water Unks, 346

"Water Supply and Sanitary-
Matters :

—"A. B.C." process at Lea-
mington, the, 237; air and health ques-
tion, the. 20; Arundel, 440; Barnet and
Hadley sewage, 286; Birmingham, 440;
Bridgwater, 286 ; Chicago waterworks,
353; churchyard, a pleasant, 5; City-

Commission of Sewers, 137 ; Colches-
ter, 21; Croydon water supply, 385;
cubic space of cow-houses, 286; dis-

infecting apparatus in crowded loca-

Hties, 286; disused graveyards, 296;
Dorking, 353; Dundee, 57; Ely, 355;

Exeter, 137, 297. 440 ; how small-pox
spreads, 393; infectious wards, 408;
impediments to sanitary progress, 103,

136; iron as a deodoriser, 173, 318;
irrigated meadows, 75 ; irrigation,

importance of, 374; Islington, 374;
Lambeth potteries' nuisance, 154, 286 j

land for sewage purposes, 81 ; Leam-
ington irrigation works, 397 ; Letheby,

Dr., and the London water companies,
440; Liverpool, 331; Marylebone. 310;
Metropolis Water Bill, 2S6, 331, 417,

437 ; metropolitan water supply, 135,

237, 286, 331, 417. 437, 440 ; new deodo-
riser, a, 310; new reservoir for Stock-
port> 355 ; Norwich. 331 : novel source
of water supply, 397; philosophy of the
soil-pipe, 362; police sanitai-y orders,

18
;
proposed constant water-supply for

London, 237; protecting water-pipes,

385; purification of rivers, 271, 355;
rainfall and evaporation, 75; Royal
Sanitary Commission, 135, 220, 253;
Sanitary Act in St. Luke's, .the, 172;
sanitary measures of the Government,
116, 119; sanitary neglect, 21; sewag©
question, the, 417 ; simple flUeriag

apparatus, 501; small-pox in lodging-

houses, IS; South London water sup-
ply, 154; St, Pancras, 21; Taunton,
286 ; testing gas in London, 333 ; tin-

lined pipes, 21, 38, 209, 235, 308; un-
healthy condition of Liverpool, 331

;

unhealthy dwellings in the Holboru
district, 286 ; utilisation of sewage, 278,

310, 331, 335, 355, 417 ; water in country
villages, 283; water-mains, 185; water-
service to dwellings, 320; water-supply-

reservoir for Moortowu, 237; watering
the streets of Westminster, 286; water-
works shares, 271; Whitechapel dwel-
ling-houses, 39; Yorttshiro rivers, 24;
zinc water tanks, 346

Waterford Harbour, 440
Waterworks at Chicago, 353
Waterworks shares, 271
Weight of water-mains, 185
Wellington monument, St. Paul's, 207,

208, 394, 407, 417
Wells Cathedra], 306

West Bromwich Public Buildings compe-
tion, 496; West-end, the block at, 257 ;

West of England Sanatorium, 428;
West London Synagogue. 258

Westminster Abbey ghosts, the, 274;
Westminster, new house at, 139

Weston-super-Mare Sanatorium, 428
Wharfedale Union competition, 189

What to do with Loudon poor houses, 340,

461
Where to draw the figure, 290
White woods, 335
White's Clubhouse, 191

Whitechapel dwelling-houses, 39

Whitccross-street prison, pictures at, 271

Who earns the taxes? 407

Widening of Park-lane, 221, 393, 419, 460
Willement, death t/f M., 221

Wimbledon Common and sewage utilisa-

tion, 335
Winchester Townhall, 79, 92, 386, 463
Window-blind of the period, 393
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preserving, 73, 420 Workmanship, art, 77, 134, 1.54. 172 Writing and embossing, 43 York : Diocesan Church Building Society,
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"Worcester Diocesan Architectural So- Wreck of Paris, the, 420, 423, 462, 475, XYUVTECHNIGRAPHY, 445, 499 ZERFFI, testimonial to Dr., 420
ciety, 329, 623 478, 511 Xylonite, 5.5 Zinc water-tanks, 346

ILLUSTRATIONS TO VOL. XX.

ABBEY, Caen. 8
Aberdeen, St. Machar Cathedral, GG
Aberystwith: University nf Wales, 2S0,

516 ; Victoria-terrace, 203
Albert Diirer's wc rks :

—

Apocalypse, the, 432
Christ taking leave of his Mother, 300
Virgin and Butterfly. 49

Almshouses, Fulham, 3ii'.)

Ancient : brielc and flint cottages at
Broadstair.', 162, 167; cross at Llautwit,
500

Apocalypse. Diirer's, 432
Apse, L'Abbaye aux Hommes. Caen, S
Art, monuments of, 67
Assize Courts, Bristtjl, .%0, 301, 452

BABYLONISH sculpture. 67
Backhouse's Banlc. Sunderland. Ill, 165
Bradford Exchange, design fur. 225
Brick and flint cottages at Broadstairs,

162, 167
Bristol Assize Courts, 300. 301, 452
Broadstairs. cottages at, H;2, 1(57

Building News "SKETrHnoOK":—
Capitals and corbel from Oakham

Castle, 30

Castor Church. Northamptonshire, 4S
Cathedral of St. Machar. Aberdeen, 6G
Chain Gate and Common Hall, Wells,

110
Ohmrch of St, Remegius, Water-New-

ton, 13
Sedilia and Piscina, Preston. Sussex, S9

Buttresses, flying, from French cathedrals,
201

CAEN: L'Abbaye aux Hommes. S; St.
Michel de Vaucelles. 430

€ap itals: Oakham Castle, 30; Tran-
s itional, 514

Ca ving. flat, 265
Ca tie, Oakham, capitals at. 30
Castor Church. Northamptonshire, 48
Cathedrals: Christ Church, Dublin, 410;

St. Machar, Aberdeen. tiG

Chain Gate and Common Hall, Wells,
110 .

Chateau near Odessa, 10. ll
•Chapel in transept at Munstermaifeld

Church, 182
Chicago waterworks, 354
•Christ Church Cathedral and Synod

Hou^e. Dublin, 410
Christ taking leave of his Mother, by

Diirer. 200

Cburches :

—

Caen (S. Michael de Vaucelles), 430
Castor, 48
Dietkirchen (S. Lubentius), 224
Manchester (the Gesu), 492
Oyestreham. 512
Streatham-hill (Congregational), 183
Tatlcnhall (S. Albans), SS
Treport. near Eu, 281
"Water-Newton, Hunts (S. Remegius),

Churches from Viollet Ic Bu^'s "Die-
tionnaire Riisonnr," 201, 348, 366, 472

Common Hall, Wellp, 110
Competition design. Rochester Castle and
grounds, 367

Congregational Church, Streatham-hill,
183

Corbel, Oakham Castle, 30
Cottages at Broadstairs, brick and flint,

162. 167

Courts of Law, design for Thames Em-
bankment site, 324, 349

Cross at Llautwit, ancient. 500

DESIGNS: for Bradford Exchange,
225; for Bristol Assize Courts, 300, 301,

452 ; for buildings, Rochester Castle,

367; for Leeds Union Infirmary. 128,

1 47 ; for New Courts of Justice, Thames
Embankment site, 324. 349; for a new
palace, Kensington Gardens, 408 ; for
restoration of Christ Church Cathedral
and Synod House, Dublin, 410. 411

Details: Oakham Castle, 30; from Viollet
le Due's " Dictionnaire Raisonne," 201,

348, 36G. 472
Dietkirchen, Church of S. Lubentius. 224 ;

Dublin : Christ Church Cathedral and
Synod House, 410, 411

Diirer's works :

—

Apocalypse, the, 432
Christ tiiking leave of his Mother, 200
Virgin and Butterfly, 49

ELEMENTS of handrailing. new. 6,

2S. 4G. G4. SG. lOH. ]i>G, ]G0, 180. 205. 227,

244. 2GI). -J7S. 322. 346. 394, 459, 496. 509

Exchange, Bradford. 225

FACADE, Palazzo Vecchio, Florence,
473

Fhit carving and surface ornament. 265
Flint ami brick cottages at Broadstairs,

1112, 1G7

Florence, Palazzo V';cchio, 473
Flying buttresses from French cathedrals,

201

Fulham, almshouses at, 369

GABLES, brick and flint, Broadstairs,
167

Gate at Wells, 110
Gesu, the. Manchester, 492
Ghent, Hotel de Ville, 298
Godwin and Crisp's designs for Bristol

Assize Courts, 300, 301, 452
Grand orgnn. Town-hall, Leeds, 146
Guildhall, Winchester, 38G. 388

HANDRAIIiING, 6, 28. 46, 64, ^G,

HJ8, 126, IGO, 180. 205. 227, 244, 260, 278,
232, 346, 394. 459. 49G, 509

Holy Name, Church of the, Manchester,
492

Hotels de Ville: Ghent. 293; Tourcoing,
31

ILLUSTRATIONS of Viollet le

Dues '• L>irtionnaire Raisonne," 201,
34S. 3GG, 472

Improved wood planing machine, 222
Infirmary, Leeds Union, 128. 147
Inscription on cross at Llantwit, 500
Interiors : Backhouse's Bank. Sunder-

land, 111; Chapel at Munstermaifeld,
182 ; Gesu. the. Manchester, 4H2

;

li'Abbaye aux Hommes. C!aen, 8 ; West
London Synagogue, 2G2

KENSINGTON Gardens, design for
a Royal palace in, 408

L'ABBAYE aux Hrtmmes, Caen. 8
Law Courts, design for, Thames Em-
bankment site, 324. ::;29

Leeds: Townhall organ, 146; Union In-
flrmai-y, 128. 147

Leyes Wood. Sussex. 24G, 247
Llantwit, cross at, 500

MACHINE for planing wood. 222
Majolica paintings, old, 129
Manchester, Church of the Holv Name,

492
Monuments of art. 67
More's wood-planing machine, 222
Munstermaifeld, chapel at, 182

NEW : Courts of Justice, design for

Thames Embankment site, 324. 349;
elemeuts of handrailing, 6. 28, 46, 64.

8G. 108, 12G. 160, 180. 205, 227, 244. 2G0,

278, 322, 346, 394, 459, 496, 509 : palace,
Kensington Gardens, design for, 408

Nineveh, sculptures of, 67
North transept, the Gesu, Manchester,
492

North-west view of Backhouse's Bank,
Sunderland, 165

OAKHAM Castle, capitals and corbel
at, :ili

Odessa, chateau near, 10. 11
Old majolica paintings, 129
Organ. Town Hall, Leeds, 146
Ornament, surface, 265
Ornamentation of the Transitional period.
514

Oyestreham, Church of, 512

PAINTINGS on old majolica, 129
Palace, Kensington Gardens, design fur,

408
Palazzo Vecchio, Florence, 473
Piscina, Preston, Sussex, 89

Plans :
-

Bristol Assize Courts, 301
Chateau near Odessa, 11
Christ Church Cathedral. Dublin, 410
Churches in Viollet le Due's " Diction-

naire Raisonne," 34S, 366
Proposed Eoyal Palace. Kensington
Gardens, 408

West of England Sanatorium, 435
Winchester Guildhall, 386

Planing machine, 222
Portion of faijade, Palazzo Vecchio,

Florence, 473 ; portion of sketch of de-

sign for New Law Courts. Thames Em-
bankment site, 349; portion of terrace,

Aberystwith, 203
Powells almshouses, Fulham, 369
Premiated design for Winchester Guild-

hall, 336. 383
Principal staircase, University of Wales,
Aberystwith, 280

ItEDBtTTH. Tolveau House. 164
Rochester Castle, buildings at, 367
Eoyal palace, Kensington, design for, 408

SANATORIUM, Weston-super-Mar?
435

Sanctuary, the Gesu, Manchester 492
Sculptures of Nineveh. 67

Sections of French churches, ^48, 366,

472
Sedilia. Preston. Sussex, 89
Selected design, Leeds Union Inflrmary,

128. 147

Sir William Powell's almshouses, Ful-
ham, 369

Sketch of design for New Courts of

Justice, Thames Embankment site, 324,

349
Sketchbook (see BuildingNews " Sketch-

book.")
South-west view, S. Bemegius, Water-
Newton, 13

Spanish ornament, 265
Spire of Castor Church, 48
Staircase. University of Wales, 280
Streatham-hill Congregational Church,

183
St. Alban's Church, Tattenhall, 88

St. Machar Cathedral, Aberdeen, 66
Subjects from old majolica paintings, 129

Sunderland, Baekln)use's Bank, 111, 165
Surface ornament, 2G5
Synagogue, West London, 262
Synod House, Christ Church. Dublin, 411

TATTENHALL Church, 83

Terrace. Aberystwith, 203
Thames Embankment design for New
Law Courts, 324, 349

Tolveau House, Redruth, 164

Tourcoing, Hotel de Ville, 31

Towers and spires : Castor, 48 ; St.

Michel de Vaucelles, 430; Treport,
near Eu, 281

Townhalls: Leeds, organ at, 146; Win-
chester. 386, 388

Transept at Munstermaifeld Church, 182

Transitional ornamentation, 514
Treport, tower at, 281

UNION Inflrmary, Leeds, 128, 417
Univci>.ity of Wales, Alierystwith, 280,

515

VICTOBIA-terraee, Aben-stwith, 203 '

Villa residence at Redruth, 1G4

Viollet le Due's "Dictionnaire Raisonne,"
illustrations of, 201, 343. 366, 472

Virgin and Butterfly, the, l)y Diirer, 49

WATEE--NEWTON, S. Remegius'
Church, 13

Waterworks. Chicngo, 354
Wells, Chain Gate and Common Hall at,

110
West of Englnnd Sanatorium. 435
West front. Church of Oyestreham, 512

West London Synagogue, 262
Weston-super-Mare Sanatorium. 4:J5

Winchester Guildhall. 386, 388
Wood-planing machine, improved, 222

Works of Albert Durer:

—

Apocalypse, the, 432
Christ taking leave of his Mother 200

Virgin and Butterfly, the, 49
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THE MONT CENIS TUNNEL.

THE world no longer builds Pyramids. We
fear that it no longer builds cathedrals.

But its genius is devoted to works not less mar-
vellous and mighty. Time was, not long ago,

when amazement was created by a tubular
bridge, spanning an arm of the sea, beneath
which the proudest line-of-battle ship could
pass, all sails set. Then a great stimulus was
given to human pride by the opening of the
Suez Canal

; yet now a work has been
accomplished distancing all example. The
Alps have been tunnelled through, and Italy
has established a complete communication with
the west of Europe. That is, a road has been
hollowed through Mont Cenis, one of the most
gigantic mountains in Europe—a road between
seven and eight miles long, perfectly even,
begun at both ends simultaneously, and
finished in the centre with mathematical
accuracj-, and principally by water-power
compressing air. A brief record of the Her-
culean labour may be interesting. It was
commenced in 1857, when, by a trigonometrical
survey, a tracing was obtained of the axis of
the contemplated tunnel. This, in itself, was
not an easy task. Every observation had to

be taken at altitudes of from three to ten
thousand feet above the level of the sea, amid
incessant atmospheric fluctuations. An ob-
servatory was erected on the peak of Grand-
Vallon, literally above the clouds, and the
signals thence were transmitted to the two oppo-
site valleys of Fourneaux and Bardonneche.
In these, around the poor hamlets which could
scarcely gather in food sufficient for their own
inhabitants, a new population, on a large
scale, was planted, and we may conceive the
difficulty of supplying it, far away as it was
from towns or railways, with provisions,
besides constructing canals, reservoirs, work-
shops, and engine-houses, and fitting up a
stupendous complication of machinery. Water
ha<l to be brought through an "artificial

channel from a torrent more than a mile away.
A gas manufactory had to be set going to
light the men at their labour, and then the
boring machines began their work, at which,
unless when interrupted by political causes,
they were employed, day and night, fur twelve
years, until last week, when the last frag-
ment fell, and the artisans from France and
the artisans from Italy, coming face to face,

after mining towards each other so long in the
bowels of the mountain, cheered again and
again through the friendly gap. The tunnel
was to be eleven feet wide, and eight feet
high

; a frame work, rolling on double-rails,
and carrying ten perforators, was advanced
incessantly close to the face of the rock ; by
hydraulic pressure these augers worked into
the stone as a gimlet works into a plank, only
that they receded after every blow, when a jet
of water followed to clear the holes and cool
the iron ; when eighty of these perforations,
about a yard in depth, had been made, work-
men and apparatus were taken back two
hundred yards, behind massivegates of beams,
called safety doors ; a fresh gang then loaded
the mine and fired it ; a third pumped in
fresh air, to clear oil the smoke and exhala-

tions ; finally, a fourth carried away, in
trucks, the debris that had crumbled from the
rock. At first, owing to the novelty of the
operation, this process could only be carried
out about once a day ; the machinery was
new to most of the men who worked it ; there
was risk in forcing the work ; and thus about
a yard in twenty-four hours was all that could
be accomplished. Gradually, however, as the
work became more familiar, its rate wasaccele-
rated, and twenty yards a week was the
average. But it is not to be supposed that
when the excavation, eight feet high by
eleven wide, had been made, that the tunnel
was complete. These dimensions would have
been utterly inadequate to the object in view.
Enlargement had to be made by the ordinary
methods, and the surface hewn smooth by the
axe into the conventional horse-shoe arch,

afterwards lined with elaborate masonry. The
pick went first, the mason followed, all

three—the borers, the pick, and the mason,
keeping apart at regular distances. Perhaps,
however, the most interesting facts connected
with the undertaking are those which bear on
the special machinery employed, and par-
ticularly of the two'systems for obtaining the
requisite supply of fresh air. From this point,

for a time, we follow somewhat closely the
report of the Italian engineers. Their first

idea was that of what is called a column
compressor. It had been estimated that a
tension of six atmospheres was required for the
compressed air to become a power in the
tunnel, and to produce this a fall of eighty-five

feet was necessary. Accordingly, at Bardon-
n<5che, the wUileom unknown village, now
grown into a town encircled by a camp, a
reservoir of Cyclopean size was erected,

nearly a hundred feet above the engine-house
;

ten compression-columns, siphon-shaped, were
fitted to it, each communicating with a
chamber full of natural atmospheric air, of

such a height and size that the impetus of the
water, when turned on, was just sufficient to

carry it to the top. This was effected by
opening a valve in the column, through which
the water in the upper port rushed, driving
before it the water at rest below the valve in

the lower part of the siphon formed by the
column. Kapidly rising above its original

level at the bottom of the chamber, the in-

vading water thus compressed the air con-
tained in it, until the necessary tension was
obtained, when the force thus created opened a
valve at the top, through which every particle

of the compressed air was expelled. The valve
then closed, preventing any downward rush

;

the water was let off to be used again ; another
supply of atmospheric air was admitted, auto-
mically, so to speak, and so the work went on
at the rate of about three pulsations a minute,
a prodi^;ious power being in constant course of

production. Scientific opinion was, originall}',

very doubtful as to the success of this appa-
ratus. The compressed air, it said, would
burst any recipient that could be constructed
for it ; it would, at all events, ooze through
the thickest plates of iron ; it could not be
carried a long distance through any pipes that

could be manufactured. But soon the ex-

periment vindicated itself. Lighted tapers were
,

passed close along the tubes, and their flames

were neverstirred. Mechanically, the engineers

of the tunnel wore triumphant. Then arose

the question—could workmen live in that

deep hollow, with eight thousand feet of

mountain piled above them, and no possi-

bility of providing ventilating shafts ? But
the compressed air did double duty. Besides

driving the perforators, a portion of it being

allowed to escape created an atmosphere as

free as that of the hill-side, flowing in a con-

stant stream, and, moreover, keeping the ex-

cavation cool, in spite of the vast number o£

lights unavoidably in use. The compressed,
indeed, was found to be much cooler than the

atmospheric air. Such was the system at one
end of the tunnel. At the other, hydraulic
wheels and pump-compressors were employed,
though the machinery directed against the

rock was the same. In fact, by water was
Mont Cenis hollowed right through its giant

base ; by water was every ton of necessities

brought up to the scene of operation from the

deep valley below ; by water was the vitiated

air sucked out of the tunnel, even when it had
been driven close to the centre of the moun-
tain. In the result, all the prophets of evil

were disappointed ; the machinery worked
perfectly to the last, not a puff of steam was
ever used, and the cost per dynamic horse-

power was incomparably lower than that of

the agency hitherto deemed indispensable.

Well, the engineers have completed their

task ; the scientific class has learned a fresh

and important lesson. What other results may
be in prospect it is, as yet, impossible to tell.

When the undertaking was begun, the whole
region to be traversed by the line belonged to

Italy. After the battle of SoLferino, however,
France advanced her frontier to the crest of

the Alps, and took an immediate interest in

the gigantic work, which became the subject

of a special treaty. She would gladly, indeed,

have had a hand in its execution ; but to this

the Italian Government would not consent. It

had planned the tunnel, guaranteed its cost,

and incurred the risk of failure, and it insisted

upon retaining its control, and making of it

an exclusive!}' Italian trophy. But the French,

after its completion, are to buy one half, at tlie

rate of £120 per yard. It will easily be
imagined with what anxiety the engineers

must have watched the approach of their

labour to an end. Even among them pre-

vailed a tinge of the superstition which largely

infected the population of workmen engaged.

When near to the heart of the mountain,
would not some insuperable and mysterious

obstacle arise, defeating their aim for ever ?

Again, had their observations been so perfect,

had they dialled their path so accurate!}-, that

the two hollows would ultimately break into

one, in a etraiglit line, or might they not pass

one another in that world of rock } Intense,

therefore, was the excitement, and equal the

joy when, from the French side, the miners
heard, from the Italian side, the sounds of

blasting, and the steady blows of the per-

forators as they struck, with irresistible force,

into the narrow wall that alone remained be-

tween them now. And still more thrilling the

moment when light answered light through
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the shattered screen, and France and Italy

shook hands in the middle of Mont Cenis,

eight thousand feet below its summit. The
work thus brought to a happy close, with
singularly few accidents, and no delays except

those caused by political events, is the longest

in the world, besides being remarkable for the

marvellous accuracy of the borings from two
opposite ends to a central junction. It is in

length thirteen thousand yards. Its height,

as increased, after the machine-drilling, by ordi-

nary implemeuts and manual labour, is within

three inches of 21)11., allowing for the passage

of any load that could possibly be dispatched.

The wiilth is slightly more than 26ft, per-

mitting the laying of a double line, with the

usual " six foot" between. It was anticipated

that the e.xcavatioj of this vast hollow would
bring to light some novelties of geological

science ; but the result, so far, has been dis-

appointing. Two-thirds of the distance cut

through were composed of schist ; then came
an immense belt of limestone, to the infinite

delight of the workmen, whose energies went
apace while this comparatively soft material

was being operated upon ; but afterwards,

their patience was sorely taxed, though their

intrepidity never failed, by a solid heart of

quartz, which broke the tools, required double
blasts, and was broken through, not yard by
yard, but inch by inch, so that twenty- four

hours of unremitting exertions often showed
au advance of only two or three feet, though
a pressure of ninety-six pounds to the sijuare

inch had been almost incessantly applied.

And now that the doubts naturally created by
an enterprise so stupendous are solved by its

success, we may ask what are the benefits to

be expected from a triumph against the pro-
bability of which, not many years ago, would
have been quoted the ancient, discouraging,

ignorant saying, opposuit natura! Nature op-

poses nothing, whichmen undertake with heait,

and hope, and knowledge. It is the old story

of Dr. Lardner ottering to eat the first steamer
that crossed the Atlantic. It is again the
still older story of " natural boundaries," of

which the Isthmus of Suez was formerly one
and the Pyrenean range another, while the
Alps could never be traversed unless by a
Napoleon on a mule, leaving a Moscow of

human ruin in his wake. Within a very
little time, the tourist may demand his rail-

way ticket, not over, but through the Alps,
penetrated 'or him, and converted into a road
by the united action of air and water only.

This, tlieu, will open Italy to the commerce,
and especially the Indian tralfic, of Europe, so

long shut out from her, throwing two tides

upon Genoa and upon Brindisi, and promising
to revive the prosperity even of Venice. The
tmmel has been a costly construction, yet no
prediction could be more safe than that il

will repay its charge a thousand upon a
thousand fold. And it has this speciality,

it must last as long as the earth. No other
monument of man's labour can be compared
with it for durability. Great pyramids,
temples, columns, aqueducts, cathedrals,
fortresses, and the various high-reared struc-

tures adorning the earth, from the Towers of

the Cyclops to the Chinese Wall, must
moulder to their foundations in the process of

ages ; but even time cannot destroy an exca-
vation. It may be choked, its roof may par-
tially fall through, its artificial lining of
masonry may be warped from the rock, and
encumber a neglected and forgotten railway

—

a result not impossible in the event of a pro-
tracted and absorbing European war ; but the
tunnel must remain, even though it should be
left for centuries disused, and be discovered
in some remote period, and wrangled over by
pedants as au antiquity. However, even sup-
posing it of less importance than it actually is

—an importance scarcely to be over-estimated
—the lesson in mechanics which it has taught
has written many a new and instructive page
in the Book of Science. Of course, con-
ditions existed in this case— the altitude and
abundance of the water sources especially

—

which would not be found everywhere ; still

a great principle of dynamics has been, if not

actually evolved from the project of the

Italian engineers, at any rate freshly-adapted,

and armed with powers never before dreamed
of. The air and water which, without cost ol

fuel, drove tlie Mont Cenis perforators,

would drive any stationary machinery exist-

ing. The Americans have invented for

similar borings an apparatus in which jets

of fire are employed against the rock ; but

their apparatus, so far as its details are before

us, appears excessively complicated, which is

not a usual characteristic of American
machinery. But, although the tunnel is

practically complete, in so far as that its

advanced headings have been driven to the

centre of the mountain, the necessary enlarge-

ment has been carried only a part of the way,
while the inner crust of stonework covers as

yet only partial sections at either end. This
work, however, is so easy that the progress of

a daj' even is fairly distinguishable. The
smoothness of the floor, so to term it, will,

after this comparatively simple task has been
finished, render the laying of the permanent
way an ordinary matter of contract, so thSt

within a few weeks at the latest the line

through Mont Cenis would be available,

were it not that difficulties apart from the

prodigy wrought by the Italian engineers

will yet remain. Northward of the tunnel,

a branch is being constructed to connect it

with the Paris and Lyons Railway, with a

large number of formidable physical obstacles

to overcome—viaducts, bridges, and perfora-

tions of the iron-like quartz so abundant in

that region. Need it be said that the

pick lies idle on the ground, and that all

the gunpowder exploded is used for purposes
other than those of blasting ? The naviga-

tors are in uniform, bearing rifles shoulder to

shoulder with those who employed them.
The clerks of the works are pelting the Prus-

sians vrith. bullets from behind the thick forest

trees of the Franche-Compte. Thus the war
impedes, upon this path also, the labours of

peace. Otherwise a very brief time would
elapse before a train starting from Calais

would proceed on an unbroken gauge to

Brindisi, a distance of 1,1390 miles. At the

Italian end, too, some colossal works have to

be accomplished, and though there are none
except natural impediments in the way of the

engineers, no success gained by them can
bring about the grand practical result desired

until the French and the Germans have buried

the hatchet between them. The Chevalier
Mans, therefore—whom history will credit

with the original conception of the Mont
Cenis tunnel, while the Signori Sommeiller
and Grattoni must ever be remembered for its

execution under their designs, and the inspi-

ration of their courage—may have to wait

several months before the crown is put upon
his matchless project. As it is, however, his

estimates as to expense and time have been
borne out to au astonishing degree, since, of

course, he was not responsible for interrup-

tions due to political causes. He said the

excavation miglit be pushed on at the rate of a

mile and a half a year. This calculation was
almost precisely justified, taking one actual

working period with another. The valley of

the Arc was joined to Bardonneche at the rate

of a mile and a half per twelvemonth. This,

in itself, may be a source of legitimate pride

to that generation of Italians who, for the first

time in centuries, have shown themselves
emulous of the ancient Roman daring and the

ancient Roman genius. Moreover, the fact

that his theoretical delineations, absolutely

copied alter the practical surveys of the en-

gineers, brought the duplicate tunnels to a

meeting exactly where it was intended, is ren-

dered more noteworthy by the circumstance
that the tunnel, although, as we have said,

perfectly even and smooth, is not upon a

plane, the dilference of level between the two
termini amounting to no less than 43oit., the

slopes running up from the openings and ter-

minating in the centre. At Fourneaux the

height above the sea at which operations com-

ineuced was] only 3,9G4ft., whereas the first

stroke of the Italian pickaxe on the southern
side of Mont Cenis, or Mont Frejus, as that

section of the range is sometimes called, was
at an altitude of 4 38 1ft. The two gradients

however, were totally different one from ano-

ther. That from Bardonneche has a rise of 1

in 2,000, that from Fourneaux a rise of 1 in

45, the latter suggesting no slight difficulties

in the way of traliic, and the more so since a

continuous drip is expected, and has, indeed,

been provided for by gulleys in the lining of

masonry. The rails, consequently, will be wet
and slippery, so that,now the problem'ofthe tun-
nel itself has been solved, another will arise

—

howand with what engines to work a line which
jnay be expected to carry an enormous traffic ?

The Italian engineers, then, are not yet en-

titled to rest beneath their laurels. Having
made the road, they must show how it can be
used. Had they possessed the information

—

impossible for^them to possess until after the

event^which experience has brought forth,

they would have worked probably more
closely towards a level, but it was feared that

a deluge might burst from the bowels of the

mountain and swamp the labourers at their

worlc unless provisions were made for rapidly

running oft' the water. No such catastrophe

occurred, and this monument of the modern
Cyclops is not stained with the blood of a

single human being.

SHAM EAVES-CORNICES OR REAL
PARAPETS

;

OUR city architecture—our warehouses, and
oilices, and shops—is mainlj' an architec-

ture witli parapets. In the great bulk of it,

the roof does not overhang the walls ; it

finishes inside them, and they are carrieil up
several feet above the gutters as a protection

against accident or fire. The question is, how
to treat these parapet walls ; They evidently

form the true finish of the building next the

sky : is it possible to make them a beautiful

and effective finish to it ? After walking

through mile after mile of London streets one

might think that this question suggested au
absurdity. All that human ability can do

with a parapet, one might conclude, is ,to

lay a strip of York stone on the top of it, and
slick a dummy eaves-cornice against its face.

Tills is the modern decoration of parapets.

This is what all the talk about true principles

of art—about the uecessity for ornament to

spring out of actual construction^comes to

in average practice. The actual construction

is a parapet, and the ornament we select for it

is an eaves-cornice. Principles of art, like

many other principles, do indeed sit very

lightly on some of tliose who profess them
;

for it is not only the rigid Classic school, who
make a religion of not thinking for them
selves, whom we may thank for the absurdity

in question. If the practice were confined to

them it would be a pity to waste our readers'

time in considering it. A rigid Classic man,

to all appearance, will soon be as great a

curiosity as a dodo. It is wasting force to

fight against a fast- vanishing race ; but, before

they quite disappear, it might be both useful

and interesting to preserve a record of their

singular habits. Their great peculiarity is, of

course, the designing of all buildings liy a

kind of uniform recipe like the following :

—

"How to make an architectural design for a

church, theatre, picture-gallery, prison, palace,

workhouse, tabernacle, public office, public-

house, west-end terrace, model lodging-house,

or row of cottages. Set out an oblong block

large enough to contain all the rooms that are

wanted. Divide the front of this block into

as many horizontal strips as there are stories

in height. Put a row of dots along each

strip, at tqual distances, as if you were dibbling

for cabbages, and plant a window at each dot

;

or, at opposite points, on the ground story, a

door instead. This forms the ' stock '—the

basis of all design ; Init you may season, it

according to taste and means. If you have
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but a little money to spare, put an architrave

round each window ; if you can afford more,
put a pediment over each as well ; if you are

regardless of expense, and wish to be magnifi-

cent, put a pilaster between each pair of

windows, and a portico in front of the whole.
Finish the front, whatever it is, with a cor-

nice at top ; ami get the details of cornice,

pilasters, pediments, and architraves, from Sir

William Chambers or some similar authority."

It is mere cruelty, as any one can see, to tell

a follower of this school that a buiding with
a parapet ought to differ from a building

without. You are depriving him of his for-

mula—the plank which saves him from drown-
ing in a sea of diificulties. You are wanting
him to think for himself, when his whole
system is arranged to save the need of think-

ing. You are asking him to begin altering the

crazy old dwelling that shelters him, when he
knows that if he once begins he can never
leave oft' ; the whole affair is so rotten that it

will fall about his ears if he touches a stone of

it, and the part you take exception to is really

no worse than the rest. There is little use in

quarrelling with one detail where the rest are

as bad : you have only to wait, and they will

all come down together. Let the orthodox
Italian clique have as many sham cornices as

they like—the more the better. It is to

a different quarter that these remarks are

directed—to the authors of our Neo- Classic

semi-Gotliic designs. We do not address the
real Gothic architects of the day, because they
do not commit the absurdity in question ; nor
the rigid Classic ones, because they cannot
help committing it. But between these two
extremes is a large and increasing class. It

includes men with Gothic tastes, whose clients

wQl not have Gothic; men who admire
Mediaeval work, and yet feel that it needs
altering for modern purposes ; men who want
to put some life into the dry bones of Italian

formulas; and men who are vainly trying
to originate, by themselves, a new style

altogether. Their work, of course, differs

greatly. Very much of it shows a striking

want of harmony between the different details

employed ; a contradiction in character, per-
haps, between its main features and its minor
ones, or a number of attempts at novelty with
no unity of feeling to connect them. But in
spite of these faults, much of it does at least

display the real construction. With one
almost universal exception it is more honest
than the rigid Classic, if not more beautiful.

The doors, the windows, the lintels, the
arches, the piers, have at any rate no disguise;
but there commendation must stop. L'jok at

the top of the elevation and the principle is

abandoned. The roof is hidden behind a
parapet, and the parapet is disguised with an
immense cornice. After thinking for him-
self to some e.xtent in all the rest of the
work, the designer falls back on the Cla-isic

man's recipe at last ; he gives up the attempt
to make his decoration spring out of his

construction. He lets the parapet shift for

itself, and be as ugly as it likes ; all he can do
is to jiut up a great piece of scenery in front
of it.

The most obvious fault of this practice is,

perhaps, the unreality of it. But it has others
little less serious. Suppose that the heavy
horizontal cornice were, what it is not, the
natural finish of our street architecture.

Even then, for an English city, it .would be
a most unfortunate finish, and one that it

would be worth avoiding, even by a change
of system. For what can look worse in a
street view than a series of horizontal masses
not ranging with each other, not following
any order or design, but jumping up and
down in purely accidental fashion ? What
can look worse, in short, than the perspective
of a London street on the present plan I It

matters nothing what the separate buildings
may be ; their joint effect is simply detest-
able. And the reason of this is that while
they are all trying to look horizontal the
main conditions of the case make each of
them by itself a separate vertical strip. The

horizontal system, indeed, may be carried out
under stringent regulations with success. If

people are ready to pay the price for it—the
price in liberty and individual convenience

—

they may have streets like those of modern
Paris. If they will submit to interference at

every point ; to having the height of their

buildings, the levels of the cornices, the
number and size of the different stories all

settled for them by a law like those of the
Jledes and Persians, they may follow the
horizontal principle to some purpose. They
may then have uniformity and regularity, and
all the rest of the Classic virtues, to their

hearts' content. But none of these things can
they possibly get while every man does what
is right in his own eyes. If A is to build a
warehouse six stories higli, and B an adjoining
one of five stories, there is no hope for street

architecture on the horizontal type. But
there is every hope of it on the opposite one.

For while the first system can only live at

all in an atmosphere of rules and regulations
— of stift'ness, and evenness, and regularity

—

the other asks above all things for life and
freedom. Give it roughness and irregularity,

and it makes it striking and picturesque.

This is its own element. It will deal with
our strips of house-front, and make them
artistic by making them vertical. And to

make them so, its first step will be to remove
their absurd sham cornices. Other changes
will come in the track. It will put gables
here, steep roofs there, and domes in a third

place—^just as they may be practicable and
usefid. But first of all it will make every
parapet appear a parapet, and every dummy
cornice disappear altogether. It will show
the roofs wherever it can, and show them through
the perforations of the parapet, if they cannot
be seen above it. It will give us a skyline not
too hideous to look at ; and it will admit light

instead of casting shadows into our narrow
courts and passages. For the darkness which
they produce is another fault, and a serious

one, of our useless cornices. One might ex-

pect that where light is so precious as it is in
a city street, the architect would make a main
object of economising it. If he stretched a

point either way, his temptation, it might
seem, woidd be to omit the cornice when it

was wanted. Xo one coidd think that he
would be always putting cornices in when
there was not the faintest excuse for

them,—that in deaUng with a naiTow street

he woidd wish to darken it still further by
unnecessary projections. It is a strong in-

stance of the force of habit that it should over-
power considerations of use as well as of beauty.
Light in a London ofllce is worth money.
To shut it out, is either directly to lower the
rent, or at least to diminish the chances of

letting. And yet such is the power of custom,
that owners will submit patiently to have
their property injured, if the injury does but
come in a familiar and accustomed form.
There is a fourth fault which might be
noticed in connection with the s-ubject, though
the three previously referred to are enough
for our purpose. This is the propensity which
some of those sham cornices have to fall on
people's heads. Inspu'ed, perhaps, with more
artistic feeling than their contrivers, they
seem, at times, to feel themselves " de trop."
They become conscious, as it were, of occupy-
ing an indefensible position, and lose no time
in getting out of It. We have saiil it is sham
cornices chielly which do this ; lor to a real

cornice, il properly constructed, it is hardly
possible. The main stone of such a cornice is

tied down by the weight of the roof, and can-
not be overbalanced by any pressure that is

likely to come upon it. It is very different

when all that keeps it down is the weight of

a thin parapet, in some cases only a foot

or two in depth. Bad art and bad building
generally go together, and the present case is

no exception to the rule.

What we have said is not meant at all to

bear up on the question, whether in the ab-
stract parapets or overhanging eaves are best.

In thin- walled buildings our own preference

would be for the latter
; guarded, perhaps,

as at the S. GUes' Schools, by an iron railing
attached to the gutter. But what we wish to in-
sist on is this : if the parapet is adopted, let it

be made the best of. Let its decoration spring
out of its construction,—as it does in the
thousands of Gothic parapets, which seem to
exist in vain as far as the designers of our
London warehouses are concerned. Let the
parapet be made the ostensible, as it is the
actual finish to the design ; and let the eaves-
cornice, whether Gothic or Classic in type, be
confined to elevations which have eaves to

require it. All that is wanted below a para-
pet is a moderate-sized string-course to act as
a drip ; and this will neither darken our
streets nor endanger our lives.

NEGLIGENCE, UNCAPACITY, AND COR-
RUPTION OF INDIAN PUBLIC WORKS
DEPARTMENT OFFICIALS.

THE Indian Government deserves all praise for

its prompt action in a case of loss of life,

occasioned by the rascality of a ooutraotor, which
should have been discovered by the officials cou-
nected with the Public Works Department. We
give a short account of the matter condensed from
the Bombay Gazette :

—
In June last one of the buildings in course of con-

struclion at the Gun Carriage Factory at Allahabad fell
in, and a loss of several lives was caused bythe accident.
The Government took the matter up, and appointed a
committee to investigate the causes of the accident, and
to report on the responsibility of the several officers of
the P.W.D, contractors, or others, connected with the
design or construction of the building. The report
showed that the failure of the centre wall was the cause
of the accident, and that the moi-tar used was of the
most inferior description. The bad quality of the mortar,
besides, was not confined to the one building, but was
observable in all the other buildings of the factory, in-
cluding sheds for machinery to lie driven by steam
power and a chimney shaft 123ift. high. An analysis
showed that the mortar contained only 6 per cent, of
lime. The Government proceeds in its resolution to
intiuire in what degree the responsibility rests on each
of the individuals concerned in the execution of the
work. Beginning with the supervisor, one Bartram by
name. Government decides that he has proved himself
utterly unfit for the place he holds, and directs that ho
should be removed from the Public Works Department.
With regard to Major W. Jackson, of the Bengal Staff
Corps, who was the Executive engineer under whom tho
whole of the work which fell, and also the majority of tho
other buUdings in which bad mortar was used, were
carried out, the Lieutenant-Governor of the Xorth-
Westem Provinces stated that he was wanting in the
quahtes eseential to a tuccessful service in the Depart-
ment of Pubbc Works, pariicularly in energy and power
of control, and thatjhe trusted too much io hia subordi-
nates. It was therefore considered impossible to arrive
at any conclusion but that this officer should be removed
from the Pubhc Works Department. The Superintend-
ing Engineers in charge of the circle while the varioua
buildings for the factory were in progress were

—

Lieutenant-Colonel C. D. Newmarch, K.E. (since dead),
Major F. H. Cobbe, B.A. ; Lieutenant-Colonel II. Eose,
S-C. ; and Lieutenant-Colonel F. Alexander. S.C. With
regard to Major Cobbe, it is decided that it is not de-
sirable to retain him in the Department of Public
Works. With regard to Colonet Rose, the resolution
says, " His Excellency in Council would have had doubts
whether an officer who has shown such remissness as is

apparent in this case ought to be allowed to remain in
the Public Works Department, but in consequence of
Colonel Rose's long service wbuld have been content with
depriving him of his position as sa perintending engineer,
had he given no other cause far dissatisfaction. Two
other serious instances of failure in duly, while^he was
an executive engineer at Rawulpindee, have, however,
been very lately brought to the notice of ;the Government
of India, which, taken in connection with the present
case, have led his Excellency in Council to the conclusion
that it would not be right to retain this officer in the de-
partment." Colonel Alexander has, in consequence of
his proceedings in this case, been placed in a, grade
lower than that in which he would otherwise hcve ap-
i','a ed .Coionel Hodgson, who held the combined offices

of Chief Engineer and Secretary to the Government of

^he North-Western Provinces, in the Public Works De-
partment, during th e whole of the period under review,
ccimes in for a sliaro of the blame. It is considered that
'* had he made such inspections of these particular
wo.ks as might fairly have been expected of him, tho
bad quality of the mort ar that was being used could not
have escaped his notice ." He is also held "mainly re-

sponsible that officers who evidently were physically
unfit for the proper disc barge of their duties shotild havo
been allowed to retain their charges. This occurred with
reference to both Col onel Newmarch and Majer Cobbe.

The lime contractor is to be crimiuaUy prose-

cuted, and the Governor-General concludes his

order by a most severe and well-deserved repri-

mand to all concerned.

At a meeting of the Birmingluam Town Council,

on Jlonday, it w.as resolved to hire a steam street

roller for six months, and also to procure a return

of the expense of various kinds of paving for one of

the streets of tho town.
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DRAWINGS.*ARCHITECTURAL

THIS work, which Mr. Surges has dedicated

to the memory of Robert John, Baron

Carington, consists of 75 plates of drawings,

mostly of architectural details, with a few that

may be more properly termed artistic, as re-

lating to costumes, personal ornaments, &c. It

has been published by subscription, and the

subscribers, for whose interests the author has

been almost too scrupulous (at least, such we
anticipate will be the future verdict of the

public), are, we think, to be congratulated upon

the acquisition ol their volume, though sorne

of them have waited a considerable time for it.

In his introduction, Mr. Burges assures

them that it will be found to contain exactly

what was promiFed in the prospectus, viz.,

fac-similesof certain drawings, made at various

times for his own instruction, with a short

description of each subject ; and as the letter-

press of such a work as this is very seldom

read, the description has been confined to the

reasons that induced him to make the

drawing and the various points of interest in

the subject; and further on he says, in con-

clusion, he trusts he may honestly claim to have

fulfilled the conditions of the original pro-

spectus, " to deface the stones as soon as the

plates have been struck off, and, above all, to

allow no copies to go into the trade."

While giving the author full credit for his

honesty and consideration for his subscribers,

we cannot but feel some regret that these con-

ditions, which would not have been imposed

by any one but himself, were ever made. If

a couple of hundred gentlemen have been the

gainer.s, the public will certainly be losers by

the arrangement, and many a rising young

architect, who has not liad the opportunity of

enrolling his name iu the fortunate list, will,

hereafter, bemoan his sad fate, for the book,

though by no means attractive, is eminently a

useful one.

Its history, according to the author, is as

foUows :

—"Some twenty years ago, when a

pupil, I was taught that the proper way to

study was to draw rough perspectives in a

little sketch - book, accompanying these

rough perspectives with small drawings

of the details and a few measurements.

The great object in a month's excursion

was to fill the sketch-book, and then on

our return to town the perspectives were to be

drawn out more carefully in pencil upon
yellow tinted paper, withan occasional shadow

in Indian ink. It is needless to say that this

latter process of drawing out rough'sketches, left

very much to be desired as to accuracy of propor-

tion, to say nothing of detail and construction.

After my pupilage, I went abroad for several

autumns, with some of my friends, who made
exceedingly pleasing sketches upon the spot,

but un fortunately these were only one degree

better than those produced under the former

process, for each of us tried how many more
sketches he could make in a day than his

companion. On our return home these

sketches were cleaned up, had their margins

cut, were then sorted, pasted carefully into

nicely bound scrap-books, and reserved, as a

very cynical frieud used to observe, ' for the

inspection of parents, friends, and idiots.' I

am ashamed to say how many scrap-books I

filled with the sketches made during a few

autumns, and at this point, under ordinary

circumstances, I should have stopped. I had
passed my pupilage, I had taken my foreign

travel, and I should have gone into practice

with these sketches as my stock-in-trade.

Luckily for me, my cynical friend did not

cease to ask why I drew this sketch?—of

what practical good was this detail 1—why
had I not drawn the full-size curves of some
particularmoulding !— and, in fact, he asked me
so many questions, and such embarrassing ones

to" answer, that I was at last obliged to con-

fess that the sketches had been drawn for the

vanity of making pretty pictures, and that they

* •' Architectural DrawiuRs." By W. Buroes, Archi-

tect. London: Printed by William Clowes & Son, Stftm-

lord-street ani Charing CrosB, 1B70.

were useless, or nearly so, for the information

they contained, and that the true destination

of all such sketches should rather have been

the waste-paper basket than the scrap-book."

We have quoted this confession at length,

in order that the architectural students ot the

present day, whose names are not on the sub-

scribers' list, may have the benefit of it, for

the practice referred to has by no means yet

been abandoned, nor are its pernicious efl'ects

so generally known and acknowledged as they

should be. Were it otherwise, the value of

the work under review would be less than it

is. Still, we are aware that a better state of

things does now exist, a fact, however, due in

a great measure to the influence of Mr.

Burges, who has for years been preaching by

example as well as precept to his juniors upon

this very subject. The members of the Insti-

tute of Architects have in their "Transac-

tions" (Nov. 19, ISUO) a valuable paper by
him upon architectural drawings, in which

the above experience and his matured views are

clearly set forth, and the Architectural Associa-

tion are showing by their " Sketch-book " how
they have taken to heart the aforesaid advice.

Subsequently the author had an opportunity

of visiting Italy and France, and, as he

says, he forthwith made up his mind to

turn over a new leaf, and to measure, and as it

were dissect, the architecture, and particu-

larly that of the best work of the thirteenth

century in the latter country. How much
of this determination is due to the re-

marks of the cynical friend, we may gather

from the continuation of this autobiographi-

cal sketch of the author, who set himself,

as he describes it, to write a sort of gram-

mar of thirteenth-century architecture, and to

illustrate it with carefully-measured details,

without wasting time by trying to make
finished drawings, by means of tlie surround-

ings of the objects specially in view.

Although, unfortunately, this scheme fell

through, partly from its being forestalled by

that of M. VioUet le Due's Dictionary, the ad-

vertisement of which then appeared, he con-

tinued the drawings for his own instruction,

without any intention of publication.

The result of this tour, " a heap of rough

cartridge paper of different sizes, blotted with

ink, stained by rain, sometimes lined with

pencil, sometimes with indelible brown, and

often with common ink," ISIr. Burges says he

found to be to himself very valuable, for they

taught him "the why and the wherefore

which is the base of all architectural know-
ledge."

"The determination of the author to give to

others the benefit of what he had found so

useful to himself, was one for which his sub-

scribers cannot be too grateful, seeing that

the personal advantage to himself likely to

accrue by so doing was necessarily very small.

We, however, venture to think that it will

prove larger than his modesty has at all

allowed him to calculate upon.

The preparation of the drawings for publi-

cation, and transferring them to stone, has

been the labour, and we doubt not a labour of

l^ve, of Mr. Swindon Barber, Mr. Saunders,

Mr. Tarver, and Mr. Lonsdale, and we are

glad to learn that a very interesting section of

it, that relating to costume, is likely to be

continued by the two last of the above-named
gentlemen, and republished in a separate form

with additions.

To quote once more from the author's in-

troduction, one of the conditions of the origi-

nal prospectus, which he declares to have been

scrupulously fulfilled, was the following :

—

" To insert no detail or stone joint that has

not been drawn on the spot," Herein lies the

keynote and special value of the volume whose
contents we are about to describe, but of which

our space will not on the present occasion per-

mit us to say as much as we could wish.

To Beauvais Cathedral and the details of its

construction the first eight plates are devoted,

the choir being, in the opinion of the author,

the most beautiful of all the beautiful build-

ings for which we have to thank the archi-

tects of the thirteenth century—owing its ex-

cellence to its designer having tried to im-

prove upon the work at Amiens, which had
been begun a few years before, and partly to

the accident which rendered necessaiy the

supplemental columns between the great

arches.

We confess to some surprise at this state-

ment,and the more so from its euunciation by
the author, whose conception of beauty, as we
presume to be set forth in his own works, we
should have thought so different. B'jauvais

has but little of the massive and sturdy pro

portions of which he is so fond, and appears

to us to show French Gothic already far de-

clined from its highestpoint towards perfection

that it once attained.
" One of the defectsof the choirs of the great

cathedrals ofthe Middle Ages is the dispropor-

tion between the side arches and those of the

apse, and in the original design of Beauvais the

defect was even aggravated, inasmuch as the

side arches were only three in number, and

therefore unusually wide."

Now the method in which a fundamental

error of construction was remedied in this

instance, not only without detriment, but

even with advantage to the design, was, as no

doubt most of our readers know, most remark-

able; but it seems incredible that such a

patched-up bungle, however admirable the

pitching, should surpass every other effort of

the matchless architects of the Middle Ages.

Nor in our opinion does it do so, and we
are inclined to think that Mr. Burges views

with too great favour, this " white-headed

boy" of his, to tlie illustration of which ha

has devoted so much time and labour, and

which occupies the largest space appropriated

to any single building iu his volume. Not

that we grudge one plate given to this subject,

but we cannot endorse the above, as we think,

too flattering testimonial to its merits ;
and

when we hear of the difficulties which had to

besurmounted, andsome of which were not

able to be surmounted during the process of

its measurement, by reason of the " various

iron bars by means of which the ediffice is now
kept together," notwithstanding tlie clever

patching aUuded to, we think it too evident

that " something was wrong about it," and

that that something is written in the ci. mpar i-

tive weediness of its proportions and the flimsi-

ness, of which we would single out, as e.'tamples,

the lanky scaffolding-like flying buttresses

shown in plate G, and the secondary arcade of

the triforium in plate 7. Mr. Burges de-

scribes the tower, which likewise came to grief,

as it fell in 1573, as a wonderful conception,

of which records more or less correct are still

extant, and we mention it in passing, as we
could wish that some reproductions of the

drawings of it " in several collections in

Beauvais" could be more generally accessible.

The choir and its details are, in the work be-

fore us, tolerably fully given. They illustrate

a section through the side of one of the apsidal

chapels (plate 5). The lower parts of the

building are the more carefully illustrated be-

cause the more attainable, but the heights of

the inaccessible portions were procured by

dropping tapes over the iron bars alluded to.

lilr. Burges regrets that he did not draw

these bars themselves, as though he regarded

them as modern expedients, it is just as pro-

bable that many of them may be as old as the

restoration of 1284, and therefore not as use-

less as well as unsightly as those with which

Sir Christopher Wren has marked West-

minster Abbey.
In the author's remarks on plate 1 (plan of

this apsidal chapel), attention is called to the

moulds of the mullions and arches of the win-

dows being of exiictly the same section,
—

" not

a very desirable precedent to follow." A refer-

ence to the elevations of the windows, plates

7 and 8, will show at once that this defect is

one of those marking the decadence of the

style to which we have above referred.

"We must now take leave of this valuable

work, although we must again refer to it,

as we huve only just dipped into its con-
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tents, the variety in the character of which is

only equalled by their scrupulous accuracy,

ancl the intelligence with which the secrets of

the construction of the masterpieces of the

mediKival age have been investigated and ex-

plained by the author.

MAX EMANDEL AINMILLER.

WE have sustained a severe loss in the death

of Mas Emanuel Ainmiller, one of our

art veterans, who breathed his last here on the

8th inst. I3orn in the ye.ar 1S07, he devoted

himself to architecture ou his eutiauce into the

Munich Academy. Here, however, he shovped a

special talent for ornamentation, and devoted

himself to this branch of art. On completing

his studies he received an appointment as orna-

mental designer in the Royal Porcelain Manufac-
tory at Nympbenberg, but quitted this to join

Frauk in glass painting, for which he had long

felt a decided inclination. He applied himself

specially to the technical branch of this art, and
we do not assert too much in saying that it owes
to bis tinfailing exertions that distinguished

position amongst the sister arts which it now
holds. In former years he also drew the greater

portion of the ornaments in the large windows
produced by the celebrated manufactory at

Munich, and justly shared the European fame
that establishment then enjoyed and sustains at

the present day. Under his direction were pro-

duced the splendid glass paintings for the Cathe-
drals at Ratisbon, Cologne, and Speyer, for the

churches of Au (a suburb of Munich), the Uni-

versity church at Cambiidgo, and latterly for

S. Paul's Cathedral, in London, the C'athedr,al

in Glasgow, and some public buildings at Edin-
burgh. His former studies in architecture sub-

sequently led him to architectural drawing, in

which he was distinguished both for the beauty
and correctness of his designs, principally in the

Gothic style. Ainmiller has contributed much
to the splendour of the new Pinakothek. The
Academy of Munich recognised the merits of

their former pupil by admitting him as a member
of their body, and he was honoured with several

orders.

Munich, Dec. 18, 1870.

the most substantial manner of cut stone, and
plastered inside, were also found in excellent

preservation. Astonishing discoveries have been

made of gold and silver regions richer than any

yet known on this continent. They arc supposed

by well-informed persons to be the East mines,

of which tradition has handed down the moat
marvellous tales, and the mines themselves dis-

cover unmistakable evidences of having been
successfully worked ages ago.

AZTEC DISCOVERIES IN MEXICO.

ADVICES in a Texan paper from Santa Fe
state that Governor Amy, the special

Indian agent for that territory, has found the

Canon de Chelly, which was explored for twenty
miles. The party found canons whose walls

tower perpendicularly to an altitude of from
1,000 to 2,00011., the rock strata being as perfect

as if laid by the skilled hands of masons, and
entirely symmetrical. Among these ruins of

ancient Aztec cities many of them bear the evi-

dences of having been populous to the extent of

many thousands of inhabitants. In one of these

canons—the rocky wails of which rose not less

than 2,000ft. from the base, and whose summits
on either hand inclined to each other, forming
part of an arch—there were found high up,
hewn out of the rocks, the ruins of Aztec towns
of gi'eat extent, now tenautless, desolate. In
one of those rocky eyries there remained in a

state of good preservation a house of stone,

about 20ft. siprare, containing one bare and
gloomy room, and a single human skeleton. In
the centre of the room were the evidences that
fire at some time had been used. The only solu-

tion of this enigma th\i3 far ventured is that

these solitaiy rooms were the altar-placea of the

Aztec tires; that from some cause the people at a

remote period were constrained to abandon their

homes, I ut left one faithful sentinel in each
instance to keep alive the Uamo that, according
to the Indian traditions of these regions, w.as to

light the way of Montezuma again to his people

—their hoped for Messiah and their eternal

King. A close examination of many of the
ruins proved that the builders -must have been
skilled in the manufacture and use of edged
tools, masonry, and other mechanical arts, iiut

who these people were, whence they came, and
whither they arc gone, js now probably one of

the mysteries to remain eternally unsolved.
Some of the ruins are reported to be stone

buildings seven and eiL;ht stories in height —
being reached by ladders planted against the
walls. Round houses, 20ft. in diameter, built in

A PLEiSANT COUNTRY CHURCHYARD.

WE ought to be very thankful that light has

been brought to bear on the disgraceful

condition of a Devonshire churchyard, which
might, for all that has been done to prevent it,

have caused a virulent outbreak of some contagious

disease, and that in one of the most convenient,

spots for spreading it throughout the kingdom.
Devonport—now really a part of Plymouth—is

in the parish of Stoke Damerel, and the parish

churchyard is the only burial-place provided for

the inhabitants. With the rapid increase of the

population of Devonport it became necessaiy to

add five acres of ground to the churchyard. This
was done, and Mr. Rawlinson, who was in

1S53 appointed to inquire into the health of

Devonport, reported that there was room for 9,000

interments more. Since tljen 12,000 have taken

place. In all, we are told, "from first to last

something like 80,000 corpses have been deposited

in these live acres, which would give each grave

seven occupants, nearly six out of the seven being

deposited in the present century." An order

made in 1862 for closing the older portion of the

buiyiug ground, and prohibiting interment in the

other part within a foot of existing graves, appears

to have been systematically and scandalously dis-

regarded. Cjlfins have been wedged into the
ground wherever it was found by probing the

earth with an iron rod that there was room.

Ends and sides of coflius, bones, and even entire

skeletons, have been repeatedly seen when new
interments were being made. The inspector

before whom the investigation was made mildly
suggested that the yard should be closed in

twelve months' timn 1 We do trust the inquiry

will at least result in s< me punishment for those

who have sanctioned the continuance of this utter

disregard of all the sacred associations connected

with the dead, anil of all the reisonable precau-

tions that should guard the health of the living.

SNOW IN THE STREETS.

A HEAVY fall of snow always finds us un-

prepared in London. We are not going

to grumble. We ought to be thankful that in

the main thoroughfares, after it had lain for a

day or two, and, in fact, when the officials

seemed convinced that the frost really meant
lasting, and that it consequently would not

remove itself, the snow was swept and shovelled

into heaps, and finally disposed- of. This is at

any rate an advance on the " let-it-alone
"

system which prevailed during the last great fall

of snow four years since, when Fleet-street and
the Strand became successively a lengthened

slide and a continuous quagmire. But we have
even now a desire to see something done for the

side streets and the suburban thoroughfares.

We hardly see why the omnibus conductors

should charge us an extra fare jon account of the

frost and snow, because the scavengers, and
vestries, and local boards, and other sleepy

officials, don't do their work. We find one

criunb of comfort, as usual, in other people's mis-

fortunes. It is at least consoling to know that

the Americans, who look for heavy snowfalls in

winter time, have similar cause for grumbling.

And the richest j(diO of all is to find the Scii:n-

tijic Ami;rlcan advising the New York authori-

ties to adopt the " olfeotivo method of getting

rid of ice and snow " in use in London. The
New Yorkers arc welcome to our " elfective

method," and to the "authorities" who don't put
it into practice.

THE BRADFORD CORPORATIOK
ABATTOIR.

ON Monday the Corporation Abattoir, adjacent

to Leeds-road, was opened. The buildings

have been erected from the designs of Jlessrs.

Lockwood & Mawson. At the east end of the

abattoir au open space of ground is set apart for

the drovers and dealers, where the live animals
are sold. Enclosed lairs comfortably shielded

from the weather communicate by doors imme-
diately with the slaughtering place, and as soon
as an animal is killed and dressed it can be

readily passed forward by means of easily-worked
appliances, into the carcase market, where the
dead meat is sold. The carcase market is en-

closed by an iron palisading, and outside this is

a covered roadway, where the carts will receive

the dead meat for conveyance to the retail

dealers. On the opposite side of the roadway
are a range of offices for the wholesale butchers.

The pig market and slaughtering place is apart

from the other erections, at the easterly end
of the abattoir, every convenience such as hot
water for scalding purposes, itn., being provided.

Light is obtained from the north, the floors are

laid with bricks covered with asphalte, water is

plentifully furnished, and hydraulic lifts will

enable heavy beasts to be raised and passed

bodily into the carcase market without any diffi-

culty. The cost of the premises will be heavy,

but Bradford now possesses one of the most com-
plete abattoirs of any town in the kingdom.

BUILDERS' CONTPv-iCTS.

THE Council of the Royal Institute have
altered clauses 19 and 20 of the General

Headings for contracts agreed to by them on the

1st of August last, and published by us 2Sth of

October, 1870. The clauses nosv stand as

follows:

—

19. If Employer make defanlt for d.-iys in
payment of any moneys due to Coutractnr, or if woi-ks

be delayed for mouths by proeecdiugs of

adjoining owners, Cnutractor to be at liberty to suspend
works, and require puyiueut for works executed,
materials wrought up, and loss on goods or materials
purchased for the works, and uot to be bound to oom-
nlete contract. Cuntva^tcir tu be entitled to such interest^

a}ul at 8){ch rate, on payment undtUy delayed, as the archi-

tect may eertlfy, or in case of dtifpiitc, as the Referee may
award.

20. Arbitration Clause—With regard to quantity or
value of extras and omissions, or variations ou tUo
Contract, and questious of delay, or the withholding of

certificates, or the true intent and meaning of the draw-
ings and specification as to cost : or as to tlie conjitruetion

of the Contract, or as to amf other matter arisinfj out of
the Contract, except as to matters left to the sole direction

of the architect, under clauses 1, 9 aiid 10. The Arbitrator

being an Architect and a Fellow of the Royal Institute

of British Architects, agreed to by the parties, or ap-

pointed by the President (for the time being) of the

Royal Ins'titute of British Architects. Tlio Arbitrator

to award costs between Employer and Contractor.

L'ABBAYE AUX HOMMES, CAEN.

THE Church of S. Stephen, attached to this

abbey, is said to have been founded by
William, Duke of Normandy, soon after the con-

quest of England. The sketch shows the aisle and
chapels round the apse, which were built about a

century later; some antiquaries consider them
to have been built under Simon de Trevieres, be-

tween the years 131t) and 1319. Mr. Wood (in

Pugin's " Normandy ") says :
" At first sight I

should have pronounced it a work of the twelfth

century ; but on examination there arc circum-

stances which excite a little suspicion. The
crenated ornaments on the ribs of the groins, Ibe

number of small shafts round the piers of the

chapels, the openings between the chapels, the dis-

position of the little shafts against the wall, the

smalluess of the capit.ils to the slender shafts

.about the principal piers, are none of them ex-

actly what we should expect in a work of the

eleventh, or even of the twelfth, still less is the

whole together what they should expect of the

fourteenth century. To fotuid a true decision it

would be necessary to know exactly the authority

on which the latter date rests, and to examine the

work itself with this especial view ; a practised eye

would certainly find fui ther discrepancies if such

a difference of time really exists."

11. G. W. D.

TElGMMOnTH, Devon.—On Saturd.ay last, De-
cember :S1, the Teigumouth Local Board met to

decide on the " Coomhe Vale " competition plans,

six sets of which were sent iu last August for com-
petition, bearing respectively the mottoes of " Ex-
perience," " Comme il faut," " Via," " Try,"
" Devoni.a," and " P. G. .1." The first premium
(.iJ'JU) was .awarded to Mr. S. Templer, architect,

Teigntnouth, for set of plans with the motto

"Via." The second prize (,£10) was given to

Mr. J. Chudleigh, architect, Newton, for his set of

[lans bearing the motto " Try."
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NEW ELEMENTS OF HAND-RAILING.*
(Continuedfrom page 482, Vol. XIX.)

Plate 16.

—

Consikuction of a Wkeath foh

Stair^j^Havinq Six 'WiNDEns Landing on a

Level Floor.

EIG. 1 exhibits ground plan of stairs. Wall-
atring circular.

The radius of this circle at cylinder is eight
inches ; or sixleen on diameter from centre to

centre of rail. There is no particular limit to
radius. It may be ten inches, two feet, or more.
Width of hall and height of story always regulate
this matter.

To lay down position of winders. Let E F be
face of last riser landing. Then make E C equ
half the width of a square step. Commence at C,
and set off on circle five divisions equal to C E.
Next, square over H L, and draw one or two
square steps. This done, draw wall string and
divide L F into six equal parts. Mark position
of winders, and enclose circle with tangents
A, B, C, D. . The upper part of wreath standing
over line D" K falls level ; consequently that line

is its ordinate.

The tangents and winders must now be un-
. folded in order to show pitches and height of

wreath. This is given at Fig. 2.

Let margin on right be the edge of a board.
Commence at any point, say A, and draw the line

marked " Height." Next, draw B, C, D. The
letters here correspond with those on plan, and
are tangents unfolded fiom A to D. Let win-
ders at Fig. 2 stand in the same position as those
of Fig. 1. That is to say, the tangent lines and
not the curve.

Set off the two winders below A. Also square
steps. Let under side of rail rest on these. Set
off half its thickness. Next, set off under side of
rail above landing to suit long baluster, shown on
square step. This done, set off half thickness of
rail, cutting through 5. We are now ready to
draw pitches of wreath and ramp connecting with
it—these pitches being entirely discretionary from
fixed point 5.

It would, however, be imprudent to have them
on a straight line, say from 5 to E, as that would
cause the upper part of wreath to stand too high (

oyer the riser C on plan, and make baluster on
'

right and left of C much longer than any of the
'

others. This will be presently shown.
Let us assume 5, 3 for the upper pitch, and .3 E

for l.)wir. Fine I height f.jr lower part of wreath by
squaring over 4 P, which gives P 2 the required
height.

Next, find a direction for ordinate, by extending
2, 3 to cut at N, giving N P. Let A N on plan
equal it. Join N C, this being the ordinate.
Draw through centre of baluster parallel with it,

cutting tangents. Again draw through thiise on
right parallel with U K, cutting tangent D C.
This done, transler intersections made on tangents
to that of binders on the right. The dotted per.
pendiculars show the position of balusters

; also
their vaiiation in length when standing under
wreath. Dotted lines on right and left of C show
two balusters standing under pjitch .3, 5, which are
longer than those under 2, 3. Thus proving the
necessity tor two different pitches on lower part of
wreath.

This should be adopted for all wreaths that
stand over flyers and winders, lauding on a level
floor.

_
Fig. 3 shows construction of mould for lower

piece of wreath. Let sides of square equal A B on
plan. Extend any side, say P N. Let this equal
corresponding letters at Fig. 2. Draw ordinate
also hues from the other three corners parallel with
it. Next make seat squ.are with ordinate. Let
height L F equal that of 2 P on the right. Draw
from F through intersection made by seat and
ordmate. Thus giving pitch or major axis.
To find half the length of elliptic curves : Let

S R equal one side of square. Then set off half
width of rail on each side of R. This done, draw
parallel with ordinate, cutting pitch. Next,
equare over the minor axis O. Let this equal
one side of square. Set off on each side of half
width of rail.

Proceed, and find points to insert pins for
striking curves. This done let remainder of draw-
ing be on a board intended for the monUl. For
example

: L.ay its edge on
; mark all intersections

made on pitch by lines parallel with ordinate

r/c.2

n.ij 4 ~~---.^ s

ijt
1

^
^ ' 1

'

* This BeriGs of articles is a reproduction of RobertRiDDELL s work on the subject, published iu rhiladol-
phia, and by Trubner and Co., Lgudou.
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Square them over. Next, transfer distances given
by seat and corners of square. Then draw 4.3
and 3.2 extended. These, to be correct, must
equal corresponding figures on pitches to the
right.

To prove correctness of bevels and elliptic

curves : Set off half width of rail below pitch.
Draw parallel with it, cutting both bevels ; that^of
T being for joint 4. Transfer the distance given
on the right of T to each side of 4. Next, transfer
that on left of bevel V to each side of 2.3. Then
draw p.arallel with 2.3, cutting line U 2. Now
insert pins, and sweep mould with a string. Then
the elliptic curves pass through points just given

;

proving the accuracy of the work.
The reason why the bevel T applies to joint 4

is : the line from F, being parallel with tangent
3.4 on mould ; then the circle touching that line,

and cutting at T, shows at once where the bevel
should be applied.

Leave no straight wood on convex side of
mould. This gives the opportunity of slightly
curving the lower part of wreath to connect with
ramp, and removes that very objectionable feature—a struir/lit Uiif : which is often observed on the
under and upper side of a wreath connecting with
a ramp. This should never be the case, for it is

just as easy to have bold and flowing curves, which
give grandeur and effect to the work, as well as
pleasure to him who executes it.

The mould, in its present position, represents
the upper surface of plank. V T is the stock of
bevels applied to lower surface. Square sections
show the joints, on which is marked the width
and thickness of rail. Have lines, made by bevels,
continued on under and upper surface of pkank,
and square with joints. Then the application of
the mould is : to make its tangents fall over those
on plank. The edges of mould, in this position,
give the wreath its cylinder curves.

Fig. 4 shows mould for upper part of wreath.
This drawing is simply one-half of a semi-ellipse,

and may be made at once on the board intended
for the mould. For example: Let the line 4.5
equal corresponding figures on pilch, Fig. 2 ; also

5.6 equal one side of square on plan. Then, by
drawing 6 extenrled, we have the major axis

;

the wide end shown on the upper i>itch. Fig. 2.

Set off' on each side of 5, half-width of rail.

Then draw parallel with 5 D, cutting pitch. Thus
giving wide end of mould.
The angles 5.4 and 5 D contain bevel K. Its

application is shown nt Fig. 4.

Have three or four inches of straight wood from
joint to G. Now set off, on each side of joint 4,

half width of rail. Next, find points to insert pins

;

then sweep curves with a string.

The square section shows the joint. The thick-
ness of rail stands between two slabs that are cut
off parallel with surfaces of plank. Let the stuff

be cut square through, and make joints square
with tangents. Now lay mould on. Keep joint
on its wide end fair with that of stuff. Let 5.6

stand opposite bevel line on joint. This done,
mark surface along edges of mould.
The same application answers for the other side.

The centre joints of this wreath are indicated by 4
i-'U each piece. When brought together, the lines

m.ade by the square, and that of bevel T must
stand exactly opposite, thus throwing both pieces
in their true posftion.

This rule must be strictly observed with every
wreath, no matter what its ch.aracter or situation
may be.

•

0/1 ,/;t that Mr. C. G. MayLand and Mr. T. Roger
Smith are candidates for the office of architect to
the London School Board.

Gaff's Trustees, Falkirk, are about to erect new
schools.
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THE SURVEYORSHIP OF BRIDEWELL
AND BETHLEHEM HOSPITALS.

THE attitude assumed of late years towards
the prol'essioa by corporations, commit-

tees, and similar public bodies is not an agree-

able one to contemplate, and suggests some
unpleasant reflections as to the causes which
have induced the present condition of public

feeling. It must be obyious to everybody
who has given anj' attention to the subject,

that architects are not trusted in the man-
ner they formerly were ; their honour and
integrity are more frequently called in

question, they are allowed less latitude and
discretion by their employers, and there is a

disposition to fetter them by the imposition oi

checks and safe-guards which are supposed to

ensure their honesty and to prevent them
abusing their clients' confidence. This feeling

of mistrust is of recent growth. In the early

part of the century, architects were entrusted

with the expenditure of large sums of money
almost without restraint, and their good faith

anil honesty were seldom questioned. Such
men as Soane, Wyattville, Ware, and others

less known to fame, had the disposal of con-

siderable amounts entrusted to them; they con-

ducted the whole of the financial arrangements
as well as the architectural details of their

works, and successfully maintained their

independence, resenting, not unfrequently with
acerbity, the interference of their clients in

matters which they considered did not come
within their control. The imperious manner
of some of the elder architects, not only to-

wards their assistants but also towards
builders and clients, is a very remarkable
feature in the history of the profession, and
some of the anecdotes related in illustration

are extremely amusing, not only on their own
account but also on account of the striking dif-

ference they present in the relationship of

employer to employed at the present time.

Some few of the elder men still retain

something of the traditional style of behaviour
of the old school, treating their clients as if

they were conferring an obligation on them,
and refusing them almost any voice in the
architectural arrangement of the buildings to

be erected. These instances are, however,
rare, and in the large majority of cases archi-

tects nowadays study their cUents, humour
their caprices, and consult their comfort and
convenience in a way that would make the
hair of some of the old practitioners stand on
end could they witness it. The position of

architect and client has been completely
reversed within the last fifty years. Formerly,
it was the architect who dictated to the client

;

now it is the client who dictates to the archi-

tect. The increasing number of persons who
call themselves architects and the inferior

social position they occupy, as compared with
the architects of the last generation, have no
doubt had much to do with the existence of

this state of things. Formerly, an architect

was as a matter of course a gentleman—a man
of education and a man of honour, but this is

not by auy means a matter of certainty now,
and the public have not been slow in observ-

ing the change that has taken place. This is

the real explanation of the altered state of cir-

cumstances between architect and client, and
architects have only themselves to blame for

it, through their not being more jealous of

the honour of their profession, and discounte-

nancing irregular practices by its members.
In confirmation of the foregoing remarks,

we may refer to the proposed appointment of

a surveyor to the Hospitals of Bridewell and
Bethlehem, which will very well illustrate the
estimation in which the architect is held by the

public. A printed paper has been issued by the
hospital authorities defining the duties and
position of the surveyor, as well as the emolu-
ments of the office. His salary is to lie £i:>i \

a year, for which sum he shall attend all com-
mittees, and all views when required, report

on all repairs and alterations to the hospital

property, make estimates, measure the work,
and certify on completion. He will also be

required to survey all houses and buildings

before they are let, to report upon their annual

value, superintend any repairs or altera-

tions required, and draw the plans on the

leases. Once a year he is to make a complete

survey of the whole of the houses belonging to

the hospitals, and report to the governors

thereon, more especially with a view to prevent

encroachments. He is also to keep for the

governors, in books to be provided for the

purpose, plans of all the London and country

estates of the hospitals, but it is not clear

whether he is expected to take the plans,

although it would seem from the fact that the

books for the purpose of containing them are

to be provided that the plans have not been
taken. And generally, he is to perform such
other duties as surveyor of the hospitals as

the court, the committee, the president, or

treasurer may direct.

This last clause is important, and it might
be desirable that the candidates should be in-

formed more precisely what are the views of

the court, the committee, the president, and
the treasurer as to the duties incumbent upon
the surveyor. AYould he, for example, be ex-

pected to clean the windows, or would blacking

the treasurer's boots be considered one of the

services attaching to his oflice ]

In addition to the salary of £250 a year, the

surveyor is to receive a commission of 2j per

cent, upon the cost of all new buildings erected

under his superintendence, provided the

building so erected should cost £2,000 and
upward, but for all other buildings costing

less than that sum it would appear he is to

receive no commission. This commission of

2* per cent, is to include measuring the work,
besides preparing plans, specification, and esti-

mates, and superintending.

The governors reserve to themselves the

right of obtaining other professional assistance,

if they should think fit, especially|when im-
portant new buildings are contemplated.

In the advertisement announcing the pro-

posed election to the vacant post, it is stipu-

lated that all candidates must send in answers

to certain questions, propounded by the

governors in a printed form in addition to

their letter of application, both of which must
be in the candidate's own handwriting. In

this form the candidate is expected to state,

beside his name, address, and age, his occu-

pation for the last ten years (a tolerable pro-

bation), whether he has been connected with
any public establishment, and, if so, in what
capacity, and whether he has had experience

in keepifg accounts. It is difficult to guess the

reason why information should be required as

to the candidate's connection with any public

establishment, and still more so why a sur-

veyor should be expected to be familiar with
keeping accounts, as is apparently expected of

him, unless the governors intend to combine
the two offices of accountant and surveyor

under the clause which enacts that the surveyor

should perform such other duties as the court,

the committee, &c., shall direct.

We have every desire to speak temperately,

but we can but express our conviction, derived

from a perusal of the documents we have
just referred to, that the governors of the two
hospitals have cast a most unmerited slight

upon the profession, and are endeavouring to

obtain more work for less pay in a manner
quite unworthy of such a wealthy and
influential corporation. The salary ofl'ered is

in itself inadequate, being less than that

given by the principal City companies, while

the duties are more severe and onerous, and
the incidental advantages very small and
scrupulously regulated. The annual ex-

penditure of the two hospitals is stated to be

between J2.5,000 and ^26,000, they have con-

siderable estates in London and elsewhere,

ancl the duties of the surveyor in relation to

this outlay and the proper care of their house

property will absorb a considerable portion

of his time. Then he is to attend all com-

mittees and views when required, which
seems very unreasonable, as he cannot be

required for such committees as committees

on account, house committees, and so on :

the surveyors to the City compardes only
attend vieA's and estate committees as a rule.

It would seem that the surveyor is to draw
the plans of the hospital property on leases

without receiving payment; if this is so

intended it is a very shabby proceeding, as

the cost of taking and drawing of plans on
leases has always been paid to the surveyors
of estates.

The restriction of the commission on new
buildings erected under the surveyor's super-
intendence to a commission of 2j per cent,

is still less to be defended, and should be
firmly resisted by the profession. The
surveyors to most of the City companies and
the London estates of noblemen are paid the
full psrcentage upon buildings erected by
them, and their cases are precisely similar.

It is a very mean and dishonourable proceed-

ing on the part of the governors to deprive

the surveyor of what is really an appanage of

his office, and limiting the amount upon which
the half commission is to be paid to £2,000
is the climax of meanness. The salary of

£250 is paid to the surveyor for fulfilling the

duties of surveyor to the corporation, that is

to say, surveying their property from time to

time, reporting on the value of houses for

letting or other purposes, making specifi-

cations for repairs, examining accounts, and so

on ; and if he is expected to act also as archi-

tect he ought in common justice to be paid

for his services at their proper market value.

It may well occur that the surveyor might
be called uponto prepare drawings and specifi-

cations for three buildings in the course of a
twelvemonth, each under £2,000 in value, to

the aggregate let us say of £5,C0O, and the

governors would thus obtain work which if

paid for at the usual rate would have cost

£250, and they would get the whole of their

surveyor's other services without payment.
If architects are found to undertake work

on these terms the public will soon discover

that 5 per cent, is an extortionate charge and
will consider 2i per cent, ample remuneration.

Has the Council of the Institute nothing to

say with regard to this portion of the subject ?

The Institute lately addressed a remonstrance

to two of its most talented members in con-

sequence of their having joined in a competi-

tion in which the payment proposed was
less than the scale sanctioned by the council.

It unfortunately happened that no better

result was obtained than the withdrawal of

the two gentlemen fiom membership, which
was probably not the issue desired by the

council. It remains to be seen whether the

Institute will in the face of this disappoint-

ment venture to remonstrate with the elder

men who are candidates for the appointment
of Surveyor to Bethlehem and^Bridewell Hos-
pitals.

CHATEAU NEAR ODESSA.

WE give illustrations (taken from the Revue
<le rAixhilccture et ih's Travaux Publics)

of the principal elevation, side elevation, sectional

view, and ground and first floor plana of a

chateau, near Odessa, Russia, designed in 1S57,

by M. Ruprich-Robert, a French architect, for

Prince Manouk. The climate of Odessa is a very

trying one for the architect—very cold in winter

and hotia the summer; his ingenuity is taxed to

provide a building suitable for the inclemency of

one season and the great heat o£ another. The
chief feature in this building is the great thickness

of the Walls, by which extremes of internal tem-
perature are to a great extent avoided. M. Robert

was not entrusted with the erection of the building,

and his designs were, in some instances, departed

from. For the style of the budding, the client

seema to have been responsible.

The eighteentli annual meeting of membei-s of the

London Association of Foremen Engineers will be

held on Saturday (to-morrow), at the City Terminus
Hotel . The business of the annual meeting will be

openeil at S p.m., on the 7th proximo. The anni-

versary festival in celebration of the formation of

the Society is appomtcd to take place in February.
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THE CflURCHES OF LINDISFARNE.*

THE scheme of this work, we are forced to

own, has been far better than its execu-

tion. It would also, in our opinion, have
been better had the former been less compre-
hensive than it is. An archdeaconry must
be uncommonly lich and select in its archi-

tecture if all the churches in it—old and
new, ruined and restored — would bear
illustration. As far as we can see, however,
that of Lindisfarne does not differ from most
others, in that no serious loss to the antirj^uary

or lover of art would be sustained if a very
large proportion of those with which Mr.
Wilson has cumbered his pages should fall

victims to friendly conflagrations. We regret

also to say that the minority, which deserve
a better fate, and there are many which do so

conspicuously, are not presented to us by the

photo-lithographs of this volume in at all an
attractive manner. These dingy and blotted
plates will neither convey much pleasure to

the casual observer, nor much information as

to the details of the buildings they represent
to the architectural student. Nevertheless,
Mr. Wilson has collected, with much patience,

a mass of information with regard to the
churches, with many of which he has been
professionally connected ; and we can safely

recommend, in this respect, his example as

one to be followed by other architects to

whom the conduct of church restorations is

committed, although we cannot speak as
highly as we could wish of the manner in
whicii he has carried out his excellent pro-
gramme. Mr. Wilson dedicates his work to

the memory of Lewis Rockalls Cottingham,
who, he gratefully acknowledges, imbued him,
when his pupil, with love and reverence for

ecclesiastical antiquities. In the three pre-
liminary chapters the author gives some in-

teresting historical information about the See
of Lindisfarne, whicli was founded a.d. 634.
His account of the somewhat romantic and
legendary history of the Saxon Bishopric,
which has left few material relics behind, is

very readable. We will, however, pass on to

the second chapter, which treats of the period
to which are due all the churches worth
record in Mr. Wilson'a long list. Lindisfarne
Priory then arose in more than the glory of
the Saxon Cathedral which had preceded it,

and in 1080 William Cairleph founded there
a convent of Benedictine monks, and abbeys
were afterwards built in the district at Aln-
wick, Carham, and Newminster

;
priories at

Holy Island, Hulme, and Brenckburn ; ten
religious houses in Berwick-upon-Tweed, and
monastic establishments at Bamborough,
Ambe, Warkworth, Holystone, and Alwinton,
together with a host of churches.
The archdeaconry of Lindisfarne was

founded in 18-13, and is subdivided into the
Rural Deaneries of Norham, Bamborough,
Rothburg, Alnwick, and Morpeth. It is to

be regretted that Mr. Wilson has not given a
map of the district with his work, which
would have rendered it easier to follow his
description.

As might be expected, there are many
points of correspondence in design to be found
in these neighbouring churches, and it is

the facility given for such comparisons which
is the peculiar value of such a work as this

which Mr. Wilson has produced. Thus, as
he points out, several of the Early English
chancels have a strongly marked resemblance,
and some peculiarities are discoverable only
in buildings on the property of Merton
Colleges, proving the work in these cases to
have been by an architect in their employ.
Remains of Saxon work are to be found

in seven distinct places, in each of which a
tower formed a portion of the work. Such
features in later times seemed to have been
universal, and used in that border county

* " An Arcliitcctnral Survey of the Churches iu the
Arfhtk'iicom-y ofLmilisfarne, iu the County ot Northuni-
bciluuil." ]iy Fkederick Richard Wilson, ai-chitect.
Printed and photo-lithographed by M. & JI. W. Lambert

,

Grey-street, Newcastle-uiion-Tyue.

as places of refuge, and to have been there-

fore specially provided with a chamber in
the first stage above the ground. Spires are
but of rare occurrence, six examples only
existing, and those only upon the sea-coast.

This is a remarkable circumstance, as illus-

trating the strictly utilitarian principle whicli

governed the use of such features, which are

now introduced too randomwise, and without
reference to the requirements of the position

of buildings. Some very apposite remarks,
wdiich have a more general interest, are
made by Mi-. Wilson on the subject of
masonry. He disputes the usual opinion that
it is impossible to assign an approximate date
to an ancient building, unless there are mould-
ings or tracery left ; and he points out the
features which he considers as distinguishing
the work of masons in the successive centuries,

which he asserts to be each characteristic and
well defined.

Referring his reader to his perspective view
of the church of S. Bartholomew, Whitting-
ham (a reference, by the bye, difficult to make
for want of a proper index), he calls attention
to the difference in the masonry of the lower
stage of the tower from that of the rest of the
structure, an example of long and short <iUoins
of Saxon work. The church of S. Philip and
S. James, Rock, is selected as a characteristic

s])ecimen of Norman masonry, where the
stones are lOin. to 12in. high, even, not larger

than a man can lift, and laid in regular courses.
01 this he says, " Eight centuries have rounded
their edges at the interstices, and toned the
amber sandstone dowTi to a sad dove colour

;

but that is ail, for the work of the Norman
masons has stood well and flinches not, albeit

the walls are filled in with rubble only."
A better masonry, of whicli a beautiful ex-

ample exists in Brenckburn Priory Church, is

distinctive of the Transition Norman style.

This is excellent, firm, and compact. The
stones are rather larger than those of the
Norman masons, but like them laid in even,
regular courses. " Intelligence and devotion,"
writes Mr. Wilson, " are to be read in every
line of it. Whereas we feel, as we examine
Norman masonry, that Saxon labourers carried
the stones to and fro with protest and sighs,

and perhaps with stripes from the Norman
' ingenieur,' their taskmaster. This work
impresses us with its silent appearance of

ready compliance. There is an aspect of calm-
ness and acquiescence in it altogether captivat-
ing. We feel sure those who reared it be-
lieved they were doing so to the glory of the
Most High." Here, verily, is a sermon upon
stones, and one worth preaching.

" The Early English masonry," continues
the author, " is also excellent and regular, but
on a vast scale and massive. The narrow
lancet lights left wide intervals of ashlar work,
where all effect depended upon the finish of
its execution. There is an air of austerity
about it, but there is no shortcoming, nothing
less, in fact, than a vigorous staunch perfec-

tion. But in the Decorated period, when cul-

tivated taste began to luxuriate in exquisite

combinations of geometrical figures for orna-

mentation, the workmanship of the masonry
was well considered. In the length of a
course, here and there we find a stone too

unwieldy or too small. Where it is too large

it projects into the course above it, and the
level of the next one is obtained by the expe-
dient of placing a smaller stone than the
average upon the top of it, and where it is

too short its full heiglit is made up with a
smaller one. By these patches a general

appearance of regularity is maintained, and
that appears to have been the extent of the

aim. Where there was a surpassing window
to come, full of gracious and deft lines of

beauty—a song of praise, indeed— the Ed-
wardian masons knew that the plain ground-
work in which it was set would be but of

small account.
" And so with Perpendicular work. In pro-

portion as ornamentation increased in esteem,
the perfection of the ashlar work was dis-

regarded. The stones of this time are about

twice as long as they are wide ; they filled the

space that was to be filled quickly; and all

taste and intensity of feeling was lavished

upon the beautiful windows, the sumptuous
doorways, the laughing, leering, grotesque

gargoyles, the dainty crocketing, the proud
finials, the label terminations, the doughty
corbels—the coigns of vantage, in a word, of

the carver's art."

In modern work, smoothness, copied from
Greek temples, came iu vogue ; but, after the

revival of Gothic architecture—though at

lirst the masons were left to themselves and
worked as they had been taught — this

smoothness was seen to be uusuited to

it, and a kind of lazy, scabbled, or cat's-

claw work was adopted—another mistake—to

remedy that of the unsuitable smoothness.
" But now," says Mr. Wilson, " we know that

no part of an edifice is too inconsiderable to

be passed over, and that to ensure beauty,

fitness, and endurance every man employed
upon it must execute his portion of the work
with understanding and integrity."

With these excellent remarks, which we
commend to our readers, we must now take

leave for the moment of Mr. Wilson's useful,

though not attractive volume, hoping shortly

to return to it, in order to examine some of

the more interesting examples of the churches

which he has illustrated and described in its

pages.

ARCHITECTUR.A.L ASSOCIATION.

AT the usual fortnightly meeting, held on
Friday cveuing last, the President, Mr.

T. H. Watson, A.R.I.B.A., iu the chair, the

following gentlemen were elected members :

—

Messrs. J. Wheeler, C. E. S. Smith, H. Hall,

W. Hammond, J. Harrison, and C. F. Chester-

man.
Mr. GiLBEKT R. REDOnATE then read the follow-

ing paper

ON THE ABGHITECIUKAL TREATMENT OF EUBBISH.

Wander where we will in nearly any direction

out of London, we come tiually to rather seedy
market gardens, though " g,arden8 " is indeed a
misnomer for such vegetable workhouses, full of

forlorn goosehon-y hushes and worm-eaten cab-

bages. London, properly speaking, has no actual

termination ; it merges so gradually and indefi-

nitely into its suburbs that there is no knowing
when we are really out of it. We all know the

process of getting out of it, however—the streets

which become newer-looking, with the shop:i

getting few and far between ; then the teiTaces,

with hungi-y, or, better, thirsty-looking public-

houses at tlie corner ; then some " detached

villas," with apologies for gardens to them ; and
last of all, the building plots, and the placards

"Dry 1-ubbi.sh may be shot here." " Dry rub-

bish ? " Yes, the foundation of the Loudon of

the futm-e—a city built upon rubbish, not always
particularly " ih'y," by the bye, but good, honest

rubbish. No need of describing it, I sujipose.

Every one has doubtless observed the oblifiue-

lying strata of brick-ends and road-scrapings,

oyster-shells and cinders, which a section of it

presents to us. Truly a line foundation—an
admirable subsoil for dwellings calculated to last

—well, ninety-nine years, at any rate. What a
splendid study, moreover, for the antiquaries of

future ages do these kitchen middens present ns
with ! What a shell-fish loviug people we shall

be thought ! Talk about burning down houses
in China for the sake of roast jjig, Mr. Lamb,
why, it will be nothing to the way in which om-
descendants will pull down then' bouses (if they

have not ah'eady fallen down) iu order to dig for

broken crockery and other traces of our civiliza-

tion beneath the ruins ! But, joking aside, it is

a strange thing, even in the heart of the city, to

find what accumulations of so-called "made-
gi-ound " have grown up on the sites of even our
oldest buildings. I beheve that a thickness of

20tt. of such deposits is by no means uncommon,
and that if we go down to the virgin soil we pass

at last through traces even of Roman Loudon

—

the old thin bricks and Samiau pottery. Now
perhaps you may have ah-eady guessed what my
paper is about, and you may think that I have
brought you here under false pretences. I cer-

tainly chose an ambiguous title, and I did so

intentionally, as I know that the Association

cares little for practical papers (oh, ah). As I
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cannot treat upon any other than practical matters
I must beg of yon to bear with me in spite of my
title. WMle on the subject of

SUBSOIL,

I may mention that in the Boilding News a

week or two back I saw a paragi-aph describinf;

a quarrel (about these very rubbish heaps I have
been alluding to) at Liverpool. A certain Dr.
StallarJ had pointed out in the Lancet that to

collect "refuse, consisting of ashes, fisb-bones,

lobster-shells, cabbage-leaves, potato-paiings, old

door-mats, broken pottery, and the thousand
other perishable articles which the sewers will

not remove " cannot fail to make houses built on
such a subsoil unhealthy. Of course bis opinions
were disputed by auotlier member of his profession
—Dr. Trench—who entirely controverts this view,
and says, "As a physician and chemist, I assert

that all organic materials—fish-bones, lobster-

shells, old mats, and other perishable articles

—

will, if left undisturbed in a heap of ashes and
macadam detritus, be speedOy destroyed by
eremaoausis, without the evolution of any no-
table noxious gases, and that long before houses
are built on the spot it T^-ill be a firm yet porous
foundation, better suited for health than our
boulder clay." In the face of two such opposite
opinions the Liverpool Health Committee, feeling
incompetent doubtless to settle the matter them-
selves, are about to request Professor Huxley to

select two scientific men to inquire into the sub-
ject, and we shall shortly know, therefore,
whether it is as unwise from a sanitary point of

view as it is structurally, to build upon rubbish.
I can speak from experience of the odours evolved
from heaps of road scrapings in wet weather, and
with all due repect for Dr. Trench, I am forced
to state that they are, even if healthy, very un-
pleasant. In the natural course of things,
having spoken of the subsoil we come next to the

FOUNDATIONS.

It is the fashion nowadays to specify concrete,
though they used formerly to take no end of pre-
caution in the way of York fiags and piling for

all buildings of importance, leaving the minor
buildings to shift for themselves, and sliift they
certainly will if built upon these porous heaps.
" Concrete " is a very enticing word, and carries

an amazing sense of security with it. I can very
vividly remember the site of some good bouses,
not a hundred mUes from South Kensington

—

which are now probably letting from £300 to
£400 a year. This site was (after having been a
market-garden) a very muddy pond, on which the
children of the neighbourhood made rafts of the
contractors* plant, and swam sailing matches
with the wheelbarrows. In course of time the
ponds (which had been gravel pits) were filled in

with rubbish, and ultimately gave place to " first-

class family mansions," with stucco in front and
stables at the back, which mansions in a very
gi-eat degree owe their stability to concrete.

Well, wo all know a great deal about this—

a

mixture which is buried as soon as it is made, and
which is all the butter for beiug quickly covered
over and forgotten. If we believe our specifica-

tions, and have any faith that it consists of one
part of stone lime, and six parts of clean ballast,

we also probably believe that after a short time
it gets very hard, more especially after it has been
" thrown into the trenches from a height of from
10ft. to I'itt." and has been " well-rammed."
Now, without mincing matters, I will tell you at
once "that "concrete" is one form of rubbish
I am going to treat of architectui-ally. For all

the practical value which wo derive from niue-
tenths of the lime concrete used in foundations,
we might just as well use the liallast without the
lime. In damp situations—and the trenches arc
rarely very dry—the chalk lime never sets at all,

and if there is any running water it all gets
washed out of the ballast in course of time and
dissolved away. Lias lime and gi'ey lime arc
certainly free from these objections, but they arc,
comparatively speaking, rarely used. The'chii.'t

fault in the use of concrete is, however, tlie way
in which it is mixed. We perhaps have had ex-
perience of Thames ballast—a mixture of mud,
coal, chips, &c.—and wo specify "gi-avel"—

a

rich loamy mixture of pebbles, well covereil with
a coatiug of clay. This material is "knocked
together," as it is termed, or turned over
with enough limo to colour it, and it is then
thrown at once into the trenehcB. One value of
the lime, which is perhaps overlooked, is that in

heating aad swelling, which it does in situ, it may
cause th) ballast to fill out the excavations. For
the lime to have any real value in incorporating

the pebbles it must have a clean hard surface to

attach itself to, and it stands to reason that a

film of clay is the worst surface for the lime to lay

hold of. Again, the proportion of pebbles and
sand in the concrete re(iuu-es very careful adjust-

ment, for if there is not enough sand to fill up the

voids in the ballast the lime can never do it, and
the concrete will be worthless. I have some-
where seen, I think in Laxton's " Price-Book,"

some very excellent rules for ascertaining the

voids in ballast, aud for arriving at the quan-

tity of sand which should be used in a given

quantity of shingle. The manner in which this

was to be done was to fiU a measure with washed
shingle, and then to find how much dry sand
could be shaken down into it. I am afraid that

this precaution is very rarely taken. There is

no doubt that the only way to make concrete

properly is the way in which it is scarcely ever

made—at least I have never seen it made so

—

viz., to mix the lime and sand first to the con-

sistency of a liquid mortar, and then, in a sub-

sequent operation by mechanical means, tho-

roughly to imbed the pebbles in this mixture. The
old Roman concrete we hear so much about con-

sisted mainly of such mortar, in which were im-
bedded the broken brick and stoue, which were
used in much larger fragments than we are in

the habit of introducing into modern concrete.

But not only in the manipulation of concrete ; I

maintain that all our building trade customers
are antiquated and old-fashioned, aud that Lu

spite of our advance in other matters we are

terribly backward in all that pertains to the

mechanical details and practice of the art of

building. Concrete is one of the things which
can be made a buudred-fold better by machinery
than it can be by hand labour, and yet we have
uo simple and cheap contrivance, that I know
of, for making concrete. Again, within the last

tbii'ty years Portland cement has come into

pretty general use, and Portland cement concrete,

or even concrete made from a mixture of Port-

laud cement and grey lime, is infinitely better

than simple lime concrete, aud yet how little of

it is used except for frame buildings and block-

making. We have excellent materials at hand,
aud merely in order to save a little trouble in the

mixing, or lor the sake of cheapness, we com-
pound with them substances which come faii-ly

into the scope of an essay on rubbish. From
the foundations we get next to the

FOOTINGS,

the domain of bricks and mortar, and here of
all places in the building rubbisli is rampant.
Bricks, some hundred years ago, were carefully
made of good clay and properly burnt in kilns

—

the use of wood for fuel and the confined atmo-
sphere of the kilns gave them for the most i)art a
red tint. In course of time, brickmakers—and
particulai'ly London brickmakers—found that
they could do without kilns, and could make
bricks of pretty nearly any loamy rubbish, burn-
ing them with breeze and small coal in heaps or
clamps. The article produced in this way—and
known in its highest perfection in the specifica-

tions of careful young architects as "good,
sound, square, hard-burnt, gi'ey stock bricks,"

but rarely seen in sncb perfection elsewhere—is a
dirty yellow-coloured aud very irregularly-shaped

object, which is tlie building material of Loudon.
I have no fault to find with well-made bricks,

either for their size, their colour, or their form,
I tliiuk iu all these respects a. good brick is as
haudy aud convenient an article as could well be
contrived, and in many parts of the country bricks
which are really good in all these particulars are
manufactured at a price equal to or but slightly

in excess of the price we are forced to pay for our
London rubbish. Ueally, bricks get worse and
worse every year, and iu default of a fair com-
petition or of any suitable standard to jmlge by,

the only dilliculty in i)assiug materials on large

works is to know how bad you may take them. I

believe the acku(jwledged test of goodness will

Huou be that if a brick on beiug held up by one
coruer and vigorously shaken does not fall to

pieces, it will be considered good enough to imss
muster.

BniCKM.VKINQ,

though perhaps hardly coming into the archi-

tect's province, deserves to be taken in hand by
some ono iu authority. If wc want good bricks

for facing we have to get them from some distant

part of the country, and to my a long price for

carriage
;
and good stocks for common work are

really quite out of the question. As London is a
brick city, and can scarcely ever become any
thing else, it seems sad to have to record the
steady deterioi-atiou of our London bricks, and
the worst feature in the case is that there seems
to be scarcely any remedy for this evil. The
reason of it is very evident, if we visit any of the
centres of the brickmaking industry. One fact
stares us everywhere iu the face—want of capital,

and, consequently, want of plant. Go to Hammer-
smith or Blackheath

;
you will find the same state

of things prevailing in nearly every brickfield

you visit. You know the sort of thing I mean

—

a blind, broken-down old horse tramping round iu

the old-fashioned pug-mill or wash-mill, and a
number of men and boys turning over the mud
and cinders. None of the modern machinery for
crushing and preparing the clay, no mechanical
appliances for moulding and pressing the bricks

;

aud, lastly, the very rudest and worst jilan

imagmable for bui'ning them. In many of the
proviucial towns the cry for better bricks lias re-

sulted in the introduction of patent kilns, the use
of powerful grinding and moulding machinery,
and the production of an iuflnitely better material
than the old one, at about the same cost. I
question whether a similar outcry would produce
much ett'ect in London. The brick trade is in the
hands of such numbers of small men, who lind a
ready sale for any rubbish they can produce, and
the builders can afford to laugh in their sleeves

at auy protest we can make about " stock

"

bricks. Moreover, we must remember the jjre-

judices of the men and the power they possess to

combine against anything they don't like—and a
dislike of machine-made bricks is, I really think,
born with the British bricklayer. We can all re-

member the Manchester strikes, which were
brought about solely by the iutroduction of a
better kind of brick. This may perhaps be the
reason which prevents capitalists from embarking
their money in the brick trade with a view to the

London market, but I am convinced that before
long we shall see au effort made, in some way or
other, to introduce a better kiud of brick than we
are accustomed to, and whether the men submit
tamely to the innovation or drive the new ma-
terial out of the field, remains to be proved. The
secret of the dislike of workmen to machine bricks
is, I believe, theii' great weight ; aud another
reason I have heard alleged, but it seems an ab-
sm'd one, is that it is easier to make good work
with them, and consequently a master expects
more work in a day out of a man using " patent"
bricks. One would thiuk that the c!ifficulty of

weight could soou be overcome, either by slightly

reducing the size of the brick, or by making
larger frogs iu it. The lightness of our Loudon
" stocks" is due, of course, to the numerous in-

terstices they contain from the burning away of

the particles of slack and breeze which are incor-

porated with the clay previous to firing. A large
frog is objected to, owing to the quautity of
mortar it swallows up. While on the subject of
brickmaking, perhaps a word or two about
" patent" bricks may uot be amiss. By " patent"
bricks, I mean any kind of machiuo-made bricks,

for whether the brick is so styled by the manu-
facturer or not, I find the men invariably speak of

them as such. The most common plan of making
bricks by machinery is to temijer orpieparethe
clay in the pugmill, out of whiidi it is squeezed in

a continuous stream. This stream has a section.al

size of the wet brick— lOin. by Gin.—and it is

divided ,into separate bricks by wires or other
cutters at intervals of about SJin. The bricks

thus roughly formed are sometimes burnt and
sold in the rongli as they are, or they may, when
partially dry, undergo a heavy pressure iu metal
moulds, when they acquire the name of " pressed "

bricks. Auy process such as I have described,
by which the clay after having been well tempered,
is formed into bricks in the way stated, gives a
machine-brick wliicb can compare most favourably
with the old hand-nmdo ones ; but there is

another mode of procedure which is now becom-
ing very common, and which, though a simpler
and cheaper plan of dealing with the clay, results

in a much less trustworthy brick. This is known
as the " dust process," owing to the manipulation
of the clay in a dried and powdered state. In
this case the clay, after it has been dug, is ground
under edge-runners or any other suitable crushing-
raachuie to a fine powder. This dry, or compara-
tively dry powder, is then submitted to very
heavy pressure, by which means the particles of

clay are so consolidated that the brick may be
handled, and after very little drying placed in the

kilns. By this procesp *h'^ toughness and
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tenacity o£ the clay is In a gi-eat measure lost

;

and bricks made iu this way (particularly il tliey

he sliglitly xmderbiu-nt) are often broken by men

tapping tbem with the trowel. The fracture

also, instead of presenting the streaky sill;y look

of plastic clay, has a gi-anular appearance,

resembling sandstone. I have still to mention a

variety of machine-brick which has beeu com-

paratively recently introdaced, but which, for

many reasons, deserves our attention—viz., bncks

made of concrete, pressed in moulds. These

bricks are of course unfircd, and depend entu'ely

for their strength on the cementing material with

which they are compacted. In the neighbourhood

of London we possess an admirable pit sand, with

a very indiflerent brick earth ;
and as London

goes on spreading, we shall gi-adually enfold all

our former brick-fields iu the heart of the

metroiiolis, and brick-burning will be out of the

question. Some cheap and simple plan, then, of

making concrete bricks, which will obviate the

necessity of firmg, and will enable us to make

use of the gi-avel we dig out of our foundations,

has still to be introduced, and will be a gi'cat

advantage in London. I fear I have digressed

sadly iu order to speak of brickmaking, which is

a siibject which hardly concerns me. I was

saying with reference to the footings of oui-

buildings, that this was the place to look for bad

bricks ; and there seems to be a further tradition

—that not only are all the bad bricks to go into

the footings, b'ut that the first course should be

laid dry. Of course, if we thuik about the

matter for a moment, it is obvious that not only

should our footings be composed of bricks picked

for their strength and hardness, but further that

the cementing materials should be the best of

their Idnd. And this brings me to the considera-

tion of another description of rabbish—mortar.

(To be continued.)

in the solution diluted with three parts of water,

and afterwards wrung out in pure water. Every

part of the house to be sprinkled with the solu-

tion twice daily, and at least half a gallon^ of

the solution to be poured down sinks, drains,

&c., once a day. AH glasses, cups, and other

vessels to be carefully cleaned before being

used by others. AH unpaved earth iu back-

yards or around infected dwellings to be well

moistened with the solution daily. In case

of death the body to be wrapped in a sheet

kept wetted with the solution, and a pound

of the powder to be spread over the bottom of the

oofiin . On the death or removal of the patient

the apartment to be fumigated with sulphur in

the following manner :— The chimney being

stopped up and the doors and windows closed,

four ounces of common sulphur are to be placed

in a shallow iron vessel or on a shovel, ignited, and

allowed to burn out. The person who ignites the

sulphur to leave the room immediately. The bed,

mattress, and carpet, and all woollen articles of

bi idy clothing and bed clothing, to be left in the room

during the fumigation. The walls and ceilings of

the rooms, passages, and staircases to be washed

and limewashed. Half a pint of undiluted liquid

carbolic acid to be mixed with each bucketful of

limewash. During the prev.aleuce of epidemic

carbolic acid soap sliould be used for all purposes

in lieu of the ordinary soap. Calvert's carbolic

acid to be always used.

"giuilling Intelligence.

THE NEW POLICE SANITARY ORDER.

THE Chief Commissioner of Police has not been

a moment too soon in the step he has just

taken for the prevention of the spread of conta-

gious disease in common lodging houses. The

order issued empowers the inspecting sergeant

whose duty it is to visit such lodging-houses im-

mediately on receiving notice of the occurrence of

a case of fever or other illness, if the Poor Law
medical officer and the relieving officer have not

arrived, to direct the removal of all the lodgers

from the sick room. He will then call upon the

Poor Law relieving officer and obtain his order

for the medical officer's attendance on the case.

If these functionaries refuse or neglect to attend,

and there is reason to apprehend the spread of any

contagious disease or danger to the person who is

ill, the inspecting sergeant is to request the near-

est divisional surgeon of the police to attend, and

will further accompany him and report the result

without delay to head-quarters at Scotland-yard.

He will also immediately afterwards see a guar-

dian or an overseer of the poor, or the clerk of the

guardians, and acquaint them with the absence or

neglect of their officers, requesting at the same

time an order to remove and admit the sick per-

son to a bosjiital or the intirmary of the parish or

union ; and then, in default of such order, heisto

apply to the nearest hospital which admits such

oases for a like order. He is to act under the sur-

geon's advice as to directing the keeper of the
' lodging-house to take the neeesssary steps for de-

stroying or disinfecting blankets, bedding, itc.

In disinfecting common lodging-houses or sick

rooms iu cases of fever or other contagious diseases,

by means of carbolic acid, the followiug prepara-

tion is to be employed:—1. Carbolic powder; 2,

liquid carbolic acid mi.^ed with water iu the under-

mentioned proportions : carbolic acid, half a i)int,

water, two gallons ; to be well shaken or stirred

before using. All that comes from the sick room

is to be received into a vessel containing three or

four tablespooutuls of carbolic powder or half a

pint of the solution of carbolic a;id. A shallow

dish containing halt a pound of the carbolic pow-

der to two pounds of sand well wetted with the

solution, is to be placed in each infected room,

and renewed daily. Cloths dipped in the solution

to be suspended in the passage immediately outside

the door of the room. The room to be ventilated

by opening both sashes of the window. The door

to be opened as little as possible. Useless woollen

and other draperies to be cleared out of the room

when the symiitoms first make their appearance.

Foul bedclothing or body linen to be well scalded

with boiling water immediately on its removal

from contact with the patient, then to be dijiped

CHURCHES AND CHATELS.

Allhallows, Lombard street. This church,

which has been closed for several months, was

reopened on Friday afternoon. The present

building was reconstructed in 1694 by Sir

Christopher Wren, and its main features have

been faithfully preserved in the present res-

tor.ltions. The west galleries have been re-

moved, and also the room at the north-west

corner, throwing open the fine vestibule, the

west window, and the groined ceiling. The

wall and ceiling decorations have been carefully

studied. On the ceiling, the corner medallions

represent the Evangelists, the central subject

being a figure of cur Lord in glory. The more

salient parts of the cornice mouldings are brought

out in gold and colour. The faces of the groins

under the main ceiling have foliated enrichments,

with medallions, representing at the east and

west ends the four great prophets ; the side

medallions, patriarchs and kings. Arabesque

decoration is carried round the window arches

and above the wood panelling on either side of

the church. The window at the north side of

the chancel represents the Marriage at Cana in

Galilee. Ou the south side of the church, com-

mencing from the organ, the subjects of the four

windows are :—1. Christ Sitting in the Temple.

2. Christ Healing the Blind. 3. The Good

Samaritan. 4. The Three Maries at the Sepul-

chre. The west end has a striking representation

of the Crucrtixion. On the north side, commeirc-

ing from the vestry, the subjects of the four win-

dows are:—1. The Wise Men's Oli'ering. 2.

Christ Raising the Widow's Son. 3. S. Peter

Walkingonthe Sea. 4. The Entombment, The

cost of the restorations has been £4,000. The

architects are Messrs. Francis, and the contractors

Messrs. Dove.

AxMiNSTER.—On Christmas Eve the parish

church of SS. Miry and John the Baptist,

Axminster, was reopened, after restoration at

a cost of £1,200. It consists of a centiTvl tower,

72ft. high, between the nave .and chancel ; and in

old times transepts projected north and south

from the tower. These no longer exist, and the

aisles run straight through from end to end, a

length of 97ft. The south aisle is partly modern,

beiug erected iu 1800, and took the place of

" Drake's Chantry." The north aisle is (as well

as the gieater portion of the church) of Perpen-

dicular date. The restoration has comprised the

removal of the old galleries, the reseating of the

church throughout, and some external restoration.

The architect is Mr. Edward^Ashworth, of Exeter
;

the contractor Mr. John Digby, of Ottery S.

Mary.

Petbrtavy.—The little church of S. Peter's

Tavy, in the confines of Dartmoor, was reopened

on December 29, after having under-gone con-

siderable restoration under the superintendence

of the rector, the Rev. T. Gibbons. The building

consists of chancel, nave, north aisle, chancel aisle,

south transept, western tower and south porch.

The restoration includes ne,v roofing, pointing

the walls, cleaning all the stonework, and substi-

tuting neat benches of pitch pine for the old

pews.

euildings.

BRAuroRD.—New premises are to be erected

for the Yorkshire Banking Company at Bradford.

The design has been prepared in the French-

Italian style by Messrs. Lockwood & Mawson,

Bradford. The principal feature of the design

is in the angle formed by the two streets, where

the grand entrance to the bank is placed. Coupled

fluted Corinthian columns, supporting a pedi-

ment, form a deeply-recessed portico, in the

centre of which is the door-way. Above the

portico is a boldly-projecting three-light window,

with columns of the same order, carrying a

smaller pediment, the tympana of both pedi-

ments filled in with carved work. Ahovo this,

again, is a coupled two-light window, with shafts,

then a rich frieze cornice and parapet, flanked by

ornaments at each angle, terminated by finials,

and from the centre rises a lofty Mansard roof,

surmounted with iron cresting and finial, the

front of the roof enriched with a kind of dormer,

carrying figrrrcs. The lower story of the bank is

rusticated up to the first floor, the same feature

marking each of the angles in Bank-street and

New Tyrrel-strest, the rustication being continued

up to the frieze both there and ou each side of

the principal entrance. The banking apartments

are ou the ground floor, lighted by lofty square-

headed windows, masks forming the keystone to

the window heads. The first floor windows are

terminated with cii-cular pediments, and have

balconies, and ou the second floor the windows

are coupled. A bold cornice and rich frieze is

carried round the building, and above that again

is the parapet forming square panels, filled in

with patera;. A distinctive character is given to

each angle of the building as well as to the

central portion. The Ime of the parapet is

broken by chimney stacks of bold treatment and

by handsome ornamental terminals, imparting a

feature of unity to the whole design. In the

tvmpauum over the central doorway are the arms

o"f Leeds and Bradford. The cost of the building

is estimated at £10,000.

Leek.—The Alsop Memorial Hospital has

recently been opened to the public here. The

following is a description of the arrangements :—

The chief feature is the two large wards, each

27ft. by 14ft., which ai'e intended for four beds

each ; that of the males being on the ground floor,

and the females immediately over it on the

chamber floor. A corridor the whole length of

the ward separates it on both floors from the

men's and women's special wards (for two beds

each), tbe operating room and the baths, W.Cs.

and lavatories ; and all this portion of the build-

ing is divided by the hall and landing over it from

the more domestic depai'tment, comprising the

kitchen, scullery, pantry, and waiting-room for

patients and visitors ; and above these are three

bedrooms for nurses and assistants and the linen

closet ; there is also a commodious bedroom and

store-room lighted by dormer lights in the roof.

The mortuary is a detached building in the yard

on the north side, and the washhouse and other

out-offices are also detached. The hospital is

warmed throughout by the hot-air apparatus of

Messrs. Haden & Son, of Trowbridge, placed in the

basement stoi y of the birilding. The architect has

given particular attention to the plan of ventila-

tion. The passage of an uninterrupted stream of

fresh air through the wards being secured, warmed

by the apparatus in winter and in summer re-

duced to a temperature at least ten degrees lower

than that of the external atmosphere ;
the vitiated

air is drawn off by regulated outlets into separate

flues in the chimneys. The good old fashion of

open Ureplaces has been retained in each room, iu

addition to the warming apparatus. The building

is of red brick, relieved by plain and moulded stone

strings, and the jambs, muUions, and heads of the

windows are also of stone. All the windows have

pointed arches in coloured brick and stone, with

label mouldings, the spandrils being filled with

pierced traeeried stone heads or dark-coloured

tilts. The roofs are covered with pilain and orna-

mental tiles, with stone copings at the gables,

finished by iron or carved stone finials.
_
The

woodwork in the interior is varnished without

staiuing, the figure being preserved. The walls

1 are coloured throughout in judiciously-selected
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tiut3 of quiet toue ; those in the wards having a

skirting of three courses of white porcelaiu-faced

bricks instead of the ordinary woodwork, as being

capable of more thorough cleansing in the neces-

sarily frequent washing uf the Uoor, &c. The fire-

places have mantelpiecoa of moulded stone ; the

jambs being filled with pictorial tiles and the

hearths laid with glazed dark-coloured tiles. The
architect was Mr. Sugden, of Leek, and the work
has been executed, under his superintendence, by

Messrs. Nadin, Hudson, & Philips ; the stone carv-

ing by Messrs. Williams, of Manchester.

V^

A DISAPPOINTMENT.

I E liavc aimounceil the apjjearauce of two
' scries of illustrations for the present volume,

which we arc siu'e wUl gratify our readers, viz.,

'* Jlonunieuts of Art " and " Alhert Diirer's Engiav-
in;is." AVo had hoped to have commenced the

former iu the present number, and in our next to

have given the first of the Darer seiies. Tbo dull

weather has, however, completely thwarted us.

The process, photo-Utho., by which these illustra-

tions are produced, requu'es bright weather for its

successful accomplishmeut, and uutil it comes we
must claim oiu' readers' indulgence.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
[Wc do not Iiolil onrselves responsible fur tlio oijiuions

of our con-espoudeuts. The Editor respectfully re-

quests that all communications should be drawn np
as briefly as possibia, as there are mauy claimauts
upon the space allotted to correspondeace.]

To OtTR Ke.aders,—We shali feel obliged to any of our
readers wbo will favour us witli brief notes of works con-
templated or in progress in the provincfs.

Letters relating to advertisements anil the ordinary Itusi-

ness of the Paper should be addressed lo the EDITOR.
31, TAViaTOCK bTREET, COVENT GARDEN, W.C.

Advertisements for the curreot week must reach the
office not later than 6 p.m on Thursday.

Received.—J. Heywood, P. A. Rayner, J. G. Bland,
M. Munro, Sherry, Wednesbury Local Board, R. G. Thom^is,
T. Drew, J. S. Bradbmy, W. Fogerty, H. H. Stalham, W.
MacFarlane A: Co., H. McMillan, Gilson Mai'tin, J. T.
Kyan, P. Auld, H. G. W. D., Gilbert Redgrave.

M. Carpentier.—Received. Will reply by post.
Sidney Robjohn.—Thanks.
Edmond Winter.—Received. Tou need not have put

us to the expense of triple postage.
D. A. Waltsr.—Such a work, if well done, ought to sell.

Would not the photo-lithograpliic process suit you ?

CmTts^oiibciitc.

PERCENTAGERS AND ARCHITECTS.

{To the Editor of the Building News.)

SiK,—We have all heard of people wlio while
perfectly aane, and even displaying a high degree
of intellectual power in regard to some subjects,
are crazy on one point, at the mere mention of
which they are liable to physical or mental cou-
vulsious of an alarming nature. I am afraid Mr.
Garbott comes under this category. We are
much indebted to him for many of his writings

;

and he has given us more good sense and sound
reasoning about the theory of architecture in his
little work on the " Principles of Design " than
are to be found in most books I know of. But the
percentage system of payment is to him like the
red rag to a bull, and seems to goad him to a sort
of divine fury which far overruns the traditional

boundary between the sublime and the ridiculous.
I will say at once that I think the percentage

system a wrong principle of payment, inasmuch
as in theory of course it encourages outlay, and
lays architects open to the charge of being anxious
to see as much money as possible spent on a
building. But I am unable to see how this differs

in principle fj om Mr. Garbett'a proposition of so
much per squ.are of fl-joring. It is only the same
thing under a different name ; the .architect m.ay
just as well be supposed under that system to be
anxious to induce all his clients to build bigger
rooms than necessary in order that he may pocket
more money. The only system that would ncjt be
open to the same objections would bo that of each
architect charging, as other artists now do, what-
ever he considers the value of his work to be, or
whatever he thinks ho can induce the public to
rate it at. There would be certain advantages in
this plan

; e.ipecially that it would enable those
upon whom great demands are made to follow the
example of painters and sculptors, and raise their
terms instead of accepting on the same terms more

'

work than they can possibly look after, and getting

it done by proxy. But it is a very hazardous

thing, especially for young professional men, to

attempt to break down a long-established custom
of this kind ; misunderstanding, and perhaps loss

of employment, are pretty sure to foUiw such an

attempt, unless made by the profession en masse.

Nor is the matter of anything like the importance

which Mr. Cfarbetfc assumes it to be. There are

probably plenty among the more talented

members of the profession who would concur in

thinking tlie p.ayment question a very subordi-

nate one, and whose anxiety is more to do some-

thing worthy of themselves .and of their art than

to higgle about how thuy shall be paid. When
Jlr. Garbett insinuates that no one who is willing

to be paid on the present system, and make the

best of it, can have any true feeling for the art of

architecture, he says what he must know to be

nonsense ; and when he stigmatizes those who do

so as robbers of the public he says what is as un-

charitable and uncourteous as it is in many cases

totally untrue. A similar system runs through
many other professions on which no stigma is

supiiosed to be cast thereby. Mr. Froudesaid, iu

his inaugural address at S. Andrew's University,

that the system of payment for literary work was
.altogether wrong, as it was paid for according to

the length of an article instead of its merit.. This

is true iu one w.ay ; but as a matter of business

the present system is simple and saves much
trouble ; and does any one suppose that because

literary men are so paid for their ai tides, there-

fore there are none amongst them who are totally

abuve the temptation of writing for money, or of

spinning out an article to make a guinea or two
more out of it ? The fact is that, human nature

being what it is, there will .always be, iu all

trades or professions, a numerical majority of

inferior men whose chief object will be to make
as much money as possible ; .and these will do the

same whatever .system of payment is in use ; and
there will .also .ilwiays be, we may hope, a nume-
rical minority of superior men whose main object

is to do their work in the world as well and
honestly as possible, and be " content with their

wages," provided they can feel that they have
done their best. And I believe there is as large a

proportion of this class in the architectural pro-

fession as in any other at present existing

among us.

Not having the honour to be a member of the

Institute, I am not concerned to defend that body,

which is well able to take care of itself, against

Mr. Garbett's prophetic ravings, which they would
probably not regard as worth a serious reply. But
it is a pity, on Mr. Garbett's own account, that

he cannot see the had taste of indulging iu such
unmannerly and over-wrought diatribes against

respectable people.—I am, &c.,

H. H. Statham.

A PLEA FOR THE PERCENTAGERS.
SiK,—" E. L. G.'s" letters began about the

ventilation question, a very important subject

doubtless, hut hardly likely to be cleared up by
discussion iu such a temper as he niauitcsts. His
allusion to the Palace of Westminster as " rub-

bish," .and the failm'e of its system of ventilation

as an instauco of the botchery of the British

architect, is particularly unjust, as everyone knows
that department was taken out of the architect's

hands and placed iu the hands of a scientific

theorist not paid on the jjercentage system at all.

But soon the original question disappeared, and
" E. L. G." dilates almost exclusively on the
evils of the latter system, and the legal enact-

ments he would have made to put it down.
Indeed it strikes mo that the Buildinc Nkws

is hardly the proper organ iu which to propound
such views. It has little or no influence with the

legislative " powers that be." Architects, as a
body, have no political influence but one solitary

M.l'. belonging to that profession. Why does
not"E. L. G." advocate these views iu the

'Times, already sufficiently disposed to pom- con-

tempt on the craft and its usages '? Or why,
above all, does not he organize a deputation to

Mr. AjTtou, who has not only the will but the

IKjwer to bring in a bill tor the proper regulation

of architects' fees, and the utter abolition of their

unlawful and immoral system of percentage ?

Perhaps, after all, " E. L. G." is only joking,

and docs not mean it.

AVhen it is mildly snggested by one of the un-

happy pcrccntagers that " E. L. G." ought in all

fairness to show us some better system before we
give up what is at present the only mode wc
have of getting our foes determined, "E. L. G."

flics into a rage, and very unfairly retorts the
question on the inquker, " What ! you call your-
self an architect (which means, being interpreted

a dei'iscr), and you arc incapable of devising how
you are to be paid ? Out upon you and your In-

stitute for a set of iucapables." Excuse us,
' E. L. G.," but the onus does not rest upon those
who are satisfied with the system to devise a
liettor one, but on you who find fault with it.

And your flying into a rage proves very clearly

that you find it much easier to pour forth invec-

tives against the existing system than to point out

any other. It is always much easier to pull down
than to build up. However, it is easy enough to
" devise " other systems, and I will undertake to

du^'ise half a dozen iu as many half-hours, pre-

mising that they wiU bo no better, but much
worse than the existing system ; but if " E. L. G."
(who thinks nothing can be worse than the per-

ecutago system) likes any of them better, he
ought to show us, what is the real difficulty—how
we are to get the public to accept the new system
so devised. When it is accepted I suppose
" E. L. G." will have it enacted that anybody
who wUl not pay his architect according to it

shall be punished by "fine, imprisonment, or

flogging."

There may have boon in former ages archi-

tects who practised the art for the pure love of

it, and on such high icsthetic and e thereal prin-

ciples as utterly to disregard such low considera-

tions as the amount of their fees. I suppose it is

one of these that we sometimes see depicted in

the vignettes to architectural works, in monkish
attire, worldng away with a pair of compasses at

the head of a geometrical window, ou a sheet of

paper, not mounted, but loose and curling in a very
picturesque but unhusiuess-like manner. If such
as these ever existed they are now, at any rate, to

be numbered amongst the "extinct animals."

There are some who affect similar principles now-
adays, and profess to look down on others as
" making a trade of architecture." But if they

mean that they do not make a trade of it as well

or more, I don't beheve them. Whenever a P.ai'-

liamentary candidate professes thoroughly inde-

pendent principles, that he despises place-hunting

and patronage, and seeks to enter the House for

purely patriotic considerations, I always expect

such a one, if elected, to accept the first berth

that is offered him. And when I hear some archi-

tects professing a lofty contempt for others who
endeavour to frame their specifications, estimates

contracts, and accounts on strict business prin-

ciples, I always expect to find the accounts and
fees of the former to be infinitely more unreason-

able and exorbitant. In putting forward the fol-

lowing systems, therefore, I profess none of these

high Ksthetic principles, but simply aim at " mak-
ing a trade of architecture," and what is much to

be desh-ed, a good paying trade too.

First, in deference to " E. L. G.'s " anxiety for

the conservation of our ancient monuments,
which now suffer so much at the hands of per-

centage-paid restorers.

Let there bo in each diocese appointed a chief

architect- antiquary, and a competent stalfof sub-

ordinates, who shall have charge of the cathedral

and all other ancient edifices, and whose duty it

shall be carefully to patch up in their jdaccs all

remaius of antiquity and preserve them from
rcstoratiou. To take special care of all such

things as rood-screens, piscium aumbries, hagio-

scopes, confessionals, pixes, and other remnants of

the superstitions with which the Church was over-

laid iu the Jliddle ,4ge3 (notwithstanding that

she has for three centuries past rejected them as

"dangerous deceits"), and to see that the

chm'ches are made as useless as possible for the

congi"egations of the present day, who audaciously

expect to ho permitted to see and hear, and who
if they caunot do that in church will go to dis-

senting chapels for tho purpose. As the duties

of this functionary are so important, his salary to

bo at least equal to that of the bishop of the

diocese. In fact, as some notorious church re-

storers paid on tho percentage system manage to

make as good incomes, less could uot be offered.

The benefits of this system would be that the

futuls now so wickedly expended in destructive

restorations would all go into tho pockets of the

chief architect and his subordinates, and as littlo

" outlay " as possible bo incurred in disturbing

the ancient works.
Second, if that will not do to meet the general

requu'ements, suppose we have it an'anged that

architects are to get I lieu- fees beforehand, liko

barristers. A client, for instance, on sending any
instructions to an architect (say for a house) is to

inclose a fee, which tho architect may rotura if
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not considered sufficient, but if accejited, and the

client soon after abandons the idea of building,

tlie architect to keep the fee notwithstanding.

This would assimilate the profession to the noble

profession of the bar, which is so distinguished for

high principle, &c., and which exerts such a bene-
ficial iutiuence on all who come into contact with
it. The wise regulation about keeping the fee

whether the work goes on or not would enable
architects to take much less fees for works carried

out than they get at present, as the cases of

abandonment are so frequent.

Thii'd, let a table of fees and charges for each
distinct service be constructed, and taxing officers

appointed to adjust architects' bills like those of

solicitors. The following is a specimen of how it

might be framed :

—

£ s. d.
Perusing instructions from client. . 6 8
Do. if long 13 4
Letter in reply 8 6
Do., if voluminous per page 6 8
Couferent e with client 1 1

Do., if long 2 2
DesiguB per sheet as follows :

—

Koyal size each 110
Imperial do do. 1 11 (J

Double elephant do. ii 2
Antiquarian do. 3 3

Perspectives plain, .per square foot 10 6
Do., if coloured 1 1

Kcports, specifications, &c., per folio 5

And so on. Now then, let not " E. L. G." say any
longer architects are " incapable of devising " any
other system of charge than the hated percentage
system.

" I can call spirits from the vasty deep."
" But wUl they come when you do call for them ?"

There are two parties to be consulted, and at

present the most unreasonable and least manage-
able of them is the public, and let " E. L. G.,"

therefore, address his futui-e diatribes to it, or

some organ capable of influencing its opinion.

And hero let me call attention to a singular

piece of disingenuous reasoning on " E. L. G.'s
"

part. "All other men's work," he says, "to be
paid for by measurement, and then so much per

cent, of what is paid for theh' work is to be the

pay for our devising of the same." Now this is

an attempt to put the architect in an exceptional

position as compared with other workers which
he really does not occupy. The builder is paid

by measui'ement it is true, but how is the j)rice

obtained ? Picfcr to Laxton, or, if you will, to a
useful little book by " E. L. G." himself, and
you will find, " The following prices are calculated

at so much prune cost of materials and labour and
15 i>er cent, profit !'' Where is the contrast now,
except that the builder gets three times the per-

centage of the architect? Both are " percent-

agers " beyond doubt, and so^is the surveyor ; so

come now, " E. L. G.,"i3 this fair? Anybody else

might be excused for ignorance, but with you
who know the whole " art and mystery " it is in-

xcusable.

Bat architects are only a small and compara-
tively insignificant portion of the community to

whom his denunciations apply. If a proprietor,

instead of investing in building, chooses to invest

in stock of any kind, he has to pay in addition
" brokerage so much per cent." If he bids

for au article at an auction, he has to

pay in adilition to the price 5 jier cent, to the
auctioneer. The percentagers' (as " E. L. G."
would say, lilie the devil's) name is legion, for they

are many. Laud and house agents, ship brokers,

corn factors, and a vast number of other honest
calfings, according to liim, should be punished in

the manner aforesaid, as well as architects. And
can we stop here '! How are her Majesty the

Queen and all the Eoyal family, the ministers,

the judges, the army and navy, kept up ? Hor-
rible to tell, by percentages. Income tax, Od. in

the pound means simply 2 J per cent. But, says
" E. L. G.," this is on income, not outlay. Well,
then, if I want to lay out 'ii. (id. on a pound of

tea, have I not to pay (id. per lb., or about 1.5

per cent, on the outbiy, to maintain the dignities

before mentioned ? If I determine to expend
£1U0 a year of my income in renting a "house I

have to pay about "iu per cent, in adilitiou for rates

and taxes. And is it not too bad that poor archi-

tects, who have to pay all these percentages as
they fancied for law, order, and justice, are to

be told that to expect any percentages for their

own work is au oil'enco to be punished with fine,

imprisonment, itc. ? It is well for them that
"E.L. G." has not the power to enforce these
enactments, savouring so strongly of mediicval

persecutions and the holy office.

It is quite true that Lord ICenyon, in IT'Jii, with
about as much reason as was recently displayed

by Mr. Baron Bramwcll in another architect's

case, ruled " that a percentage could not be
recovered." Peace be with him ! many and
sundry percentages have been recovered since, and
the percentage system seems to be the one thing
juries are determined to uphold. The arguments
of " E. L. G ," and many others beside, and Lord
Kenyon's ruling into the bargain, were all put
in a subsequent case tried before Lord Ellen-
borough in 1817, and resulted in a verdict for
the architect for the exact amount of 5 per cent,

on the outlay. And since then no one has been
able successfully to qucstiou it as the ordinary
and legitimate mode of remunerating an architect.

It is one of those things, to alter an expression
of Lord Dundreary's, that "every fellow can
imderstanJ.'' It is sometimes objected to it that
it should not be applied equally to plain and en-
riched buildings, but there is no force in this ob-
jection. If a building be jilain it costs less, and
so the architect gets less than he would for a
more enriched building. It would be different it

the percentage were calculated on the cubic content
instead of the cost. But being on the latter no
injustice is wrought. There may be cases of
frequent repetition in large buildings such as to
furnish good reasons for reducing the rate, as
there may be also reasons for increasing it, but
depend upon it, no other system would work so
well as a whole, and the public generally wiU
never have any other, only it should be the
business of the Institute and other such societies
accurately to define the duties included in it, and
fairly to apportion it for every stage in the work.
And let every architect see that ha gives good
value for it, " a fair day's work for a fan- day's
wage," and he will reap the benefits in increase
of business and consequent increase of emolument
on the sound and rational, though much maligned,
"percentage system."—I am, &c.

An OuT-.iND-OUT Perceniagei!.

THE AIR AND HEALTH QUESTION.
Sir,— I am glad to find from " E. L. G.'s " letter

on " Percentagers and Architects," in your paper
of 30th Dec , that when I want to build a house,
I can have it thoroughly ventilated at the very
reasonable rate of lOs. per square of flooring, for

the plan. At present I am one of the " wise
men" who live in houses which other men build
for them ; but having lately seen several newly
built houses, on which no expense seemed to have
been spared in other respects, but on which
effective ventilation is entirely igoored, I have
taken au interest in the question why this should
be. I do not see that the fact that architects are
paid by percentages should affect the matter, since,

if it is assumed that an architect's chief object is

to enlarge as much as possible the outlay on which
his percentage is calculated, he may do so as well

or better, in the means of securing good venti-

lation as in any other way. My impression is that

most men who build houses for their own use
have not studied the question of ventilation

sufficiently to know its importance, or if they
have looked into it, have found so many irrecon-

cilable differences of opinion, not only on the de-

tails, but on the principles on which good venti-

lation is said to depend, by the leaders of opinion
on the subject, that they have no faith in any of

the systems recommended. And in either case

they have gone to the best architect in their

neighbourhood, and considered themselves safe

in leaving the question to his discretion. Of late

years, however, the importance of good ventilation

has come to be better appreciated, and 1 feel sure

that if any system by which a house can be

thoroughly ventilated, without sacrificing other

comforts and conveniences, is made public, archi-

tects, whether paid by percentages or otherwise,

will find it to their interest to make proper pro

vision for it. Reading everything I can lay my
hands on that refers to the means of obtaining

perfect^ ventilation, I have as yet found no
practical system for ventilating and heating a

bouse laid down by scientific men, of which both

friuciples and details are not contradicted by other
writers of equal authority ; and under these

circumstances I am not surprised that houses
continue to be built as they are. Of those who
know good ventilation to be necessary, a very large

proportion believe it to be unattainable under any
known system. Let " E. L. Q." or any other
writer on the subject, proves beyond question, that

its benefits are attainable without relative dis-

advantages, and whether designed at a percentage,

or at lOs. per square of flooi'ing, the " Air and
Health Question " will find that attention which
it deserves. J.©.

NEW MASONIC HALL GLASGOW.
Sir,—I observed at p. 492 in your last number

a notice anent the New Hall of S. John's-lodge,
Glasgow, in which are several mistakes. I am not
aware that said Hall really stands " due east and
west," for upon consulting a large new m.rp of

Glasgow I find that, as it fronts Buchanan street,

it must have a considerable dip towards the south
at the east end. Then the chair for the Senior
Warden is at the west end, not at the " east

;"

and there is no " Grand," but a Junior Warden.
However these are only small verbal errors : the
chief point of interest is the Hall and its decora-
tions, which, in my opinion, are anything but
satisfactory. Freemasonry delights in holding by
what it calls "the ancient landmarks," or esta-

blished usage— these, however, have in this case
been discarded, and instead of the approved
emblems, symbols, &c., being employed in an able,

appropriate, artistic, and, if possible, improved
manner, we find only a paltry, gaudy copy of an
Egyptian tomb !

What on earth an Egyptian tomb, or temple
either for that matter, has to do with a Free-

masonic-hall 1 know not, more especially the hall

of a lodge which prides itself upon being such a
purely croft lodge. Were the S. John's-lodge
intending to revive the " Egyptian Masonry" of

the notorious Cagliostro, which flourished for a
short time about eighty years ago, or to practise

the rite o£ Misraim, or some similar tomfoolery,
we might see cause why Egyptian symbolism
should be copied, and gilded wooden sphinxes,

&c., introduced, but as we understand sucli is not
their intention we must consider their innovation
a great mistake. Even the manner of caiTying
out the work is anything but good ; the cornice is

all executed in paint, and is most imuecessarily

broken into in six different places, to the height
of about nine inches, by six large ventilators, so

shown off as if each one had a large poster on its

breast with the inscription " I am a ventilator!"

Then as a representation of " chaos," we have the
circles of a shooting-target with a thunderbolt
striking the bull's eye ; and for " light " we fiud a

large yellow gowan, or" sun," about two feet in

diameter pasted up against a lot of dirty muslin,

alias " clouds," I suppose, the effect being rather

more allied to the ludicrous than the sublime. So
much for masonic artistic decoration and archi-

tectural forethought and propriety in Glasgow !

I sincerely hope that any such sham gingerbread
work will not be again attempted in Glasgow. It

may perhaps please the vulgar aud ignorant to see

a lot of gaudy Aiming colour stuck up all around
them, but any person of good taste is sure to be
disappointed.

The proper plan to do would have been to im-
prove upon S. Mark's, just as the old thirteenth-

century cathedral builders did upon the works of

their predecessors : any paltry copying, or attempted
revival of an old dead style, is seldom satisfac-

tory. We might as well go back to the old

Egyptian style in the carriage of our goods.—

1

am, itc, Masonicus.

STYDD CHAPEL.

Sir,—No doubt others as well .aa myself were interested
in the description in your last number of the ancient little

edifice called Stydd Chapel. Those who reside in the lo-

cality would do Well iu caring fur the fragment* tliat may
occiiaioually get dislodged from the building. In going
round this chipel a few mouths ago I observed a fragment
of stone, almost lost to sight amid a luxuriant crop o.

nettles, which puzzled the old sexton, mygiiide, to .account
for ; but after clearing away the nettles 1 soon discovered
that it was the apex of the coping at the east end, pushed
oft' by the vigorous old ivy. Provision is made in the centre
of this stone for a cross. I hope before long this fragment
may he restored to its place.—1 am, Sir, itoc,

I'reoton, Jan. 3, 1S71. P. B. B.

|ii!crcoiuiiiunic;itioii.

questio:n's,

[20SI] BOOKS.—Would " E. L. G." kindly inform me
of tUe price antl the publisher's uame of Sir W. S. Harris's
work ou " Tliuuderatorms," written iu 1827, and of the
pamphlet by same author, published 1847, aud referred to
by " E. L. G." in "replies" column, Building News, Dec.
9, 1S7U ? ami oblige—BoA.vEK<iES.

[2083] DRYING BOARDS.—I shall be glad to know the
best method of dryiug boards by ihe heat from the waste
steam pipe which now passes from the engine cyliudera
to the chimney. ALso, will mere steam dry boards, sup-
posing it turned direct among the boards from the
waste pipes ? Or if not, will it have a good preparatoiy
eft'iict by causing the boards to dry more quickly when ex-
posed either to hjt air or Io son aud wind afterwards?

—

K. K
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[•20S3] niGGS' PROCESS.-Iu the Act of Parliament

for the improvement, <tc., of the river Lee, 1809, 'he lOlst

claxise refers to " Higga' Process" for purifying the fewer,

age water passing into the said river. Would you kindly

advise aa to the na me of " Higgs* " process on this matter

of purification, &c. ? Can any reader give any information

respecting this proceTS ?—G. W. M.

[2C81] DESTRUCTION OF WOOD.— I have just been

inspecdng a house in which the woodwork is full of small

perforations usually called wormh-'les. Tliis prevails to

;i great ententin various paits of the building ; it alsoattects

the farniture, which is being rapidly destroyed. I should

be glad if any of your readers could e:<plain the cause and

su^^gest a remedy. It seems to attack e([nally beech, oak,

mahogany, and deal.—B.

[•J095] ARCniMEDIAN SCREW VE>TILATORS —
Borne informal ion ^aa to the properties of this article and
theamount of air extracted in a given time accordipglio the

size, the various pointi to be considered in ita application,

&c., would oblige.—Z.

[2086] ARCHITECTS' CUSTOMS AND RIGHTS.—
Way I beg the favour of information as to the custom and
rights of architects and surveyors under tlie following cir-

cumstances?—A survey,valuation,and report has to be made
of one person's third in erest in propeity situated in three

different li>calities. No. 1. Ten houses, say of the total

value of £4,400. No. 2. Five houses, i-ay of the total value

of f 2i>0. No. :j. Land, say of the total value of £100.

Now the question is, what percentage should be charged

fur such survey, valuation, and report ; aud whether esti-

mated upon the amount of the valuation of the three pro-

perties together, or upon each of them separately ;
and

whether upon the whole amount of the valuations or upon
the one-third interest only in e;ich c<ise—No. 1, say, £1,300 ;

No. 2, say, j£80; No. 3, say £50; aud what addit onal

amount, if any, for correspondence, interviews, travelling

expenses, &,c.—Architect a: d Sukvevor.

memorial signed by seventy immediate inhabitants. The

Privy Council, however, wrote to say that the place hav-

ing been inspected by a sanitary officer of the Poor- Law
Board, they declined to interfere. Now Dr. W. Budd has

proved, and every educ;\ted medical man of experience

knows, that infectious diseases are conveyed by atmospheric

currents from the sick room to healthy places all around

them to a distance, according to Dr. Budd's deduction, of

at least a mile and a half. But instead of studying tlie

practical, our so-called sanitary reformers are enveloping

themselves in a fog of microscopic gemmules, which they

think may probably be the vera causa of infection;

and while they are fighting about the gemmules

they permit manufactories of contagion to be

erected amid the residences of the helpless poor. The effect

of the buildiug at Colchester, on the minds of intelligent

people, is that the whole system of sanitary reform may
be comprised in the word 'humbug.' And, with all de-

ference to constituted authorities and the Poor-Law

Guardians, I am very much of the same opinion.''

iiii:PLiii:s.

[2075] TO PRACTICAL CLERKS OF WORKS.-In
reply to " Old Foreman's" questions on Dec 23, a.sto walls

built 2ft.. 9in. thick with "in. of brickwork inside, I should
have thought Old Foreman " would have known without
asking any one that brickwork does not settle near so

much as llintwork, and especially if tlie former is built in

dry weather, so that tbe natural and evident consequences
are, the brickwork stands firm aud llintwork settks, and
the walls have thereby a tendency to settle outwar<.ls more
or less, accurding to height, which " Old Foreman " did
not give. Also the stone quoins will be a li'tle displaced

in consequence of the weight coming down upon the long
bonded or stretching quoins, which, so to speak, will act

as a leverage and force them out without they are held in

position by iron ties or bond of some kind, which " Old
Foreman " appears to be short of,— I. O. U.

WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

S.\siTARY Neclect.—The thickly populated mining
town of Camborne, Cornwall, has for some time had an
extraordinary death-ra e, in consequence of the spread of
fever, and the public schools have had to be closed with a
view to check contagion. Dr. Bu:hauan, a Government
inspector, has just issued his report concf=rning the sani-

tary condition of the town, which is represented as ex-
ceedingly bad, and calculated to spread any epidemic.
Nuisances abound, overcrowding prevails, and, practically,

there is no drainage. The water supply has been ve.y
bad and deficient, and it remains to be seen what result

will be brought about by a private company. Dr. Bu-
chanan insists that nothing will meet the wants of the town
but the adiiption of the Jx)cal Government Act, which
has been strongly opposed by the bulk of the inhabitants.

Sanitary Scienxe at CoLcnESTER. — Dr. Bree, the
senior physician at the Essex and Colclieater Hospilal,
writes as foUowa io a medical contemporary : — " Sir,

—

Every week you report the spread of scarlet fever, small
pox, and other contagious diseases. Your correspondents
write to you very learned letters abi5ut the mode in which
Buch diseases spread, but few of them notice the fact ihat

the so-called eani ary reformers aud inspectors have Ihem-
Bclves very much to blame. lu this tomi of Colchester tlie

Board of Guardians have erected a hospital for the recep-

tion of contagious diseiises, whicli has the following ad-
mirable facilities for spreading the disease among the in-
habitants :— 1. It lA tJirust in, as it were, between tlie east

sideof the workhouse and a row of cottages, eigliteeu in
number, inhabited by poor people, the end of the pest-
house being 4'Jft. from the nearest cottage. Beyond this
row of cottages is the public road, in a hollow, and rising

above the road are the gardens of one of the most populous
parts of Colchester. 2. Abutiing on the pest-honseon the
west is the playground of the poor children of the union;
and close to it i* the i»ay-rooBi, where the jioor congregate
to get their allowance. 3. To the north, aJ)out 100 yards
orpo from the pcst-liouse, are the public waterworks, with
a large open 'auk, which supplies the town witli water.
Beyond, half a mile otf, is thu Idiot Asylum, but there is

hardly any break in the intermediate bouse-s. l. To the
south there is a continuous atreot of thickly-inhabited
houses, communicating with the iirincipal thorough-
fare of Colchester. After this pc»t liouse had been
raised above ita foundation, tho inhabitants of the
cottages demurred, through their landlord, to tho
erection of such a building withiu twelve yards
of their bedroom windows, and the Guardians re-

quested the opinion of myself and the metlical officer of
the union as to the eligibility of the t?ite, and we both con-
demned it, but it appears that a non-uicdical Poor- Law
Commissioner had approved the site, and the Guardians
deterrainecl, spiti: of uur opinion, to continue the building
The subject w;i3 brought befoie tho Coramissioneis of
Lighting and Paving, and in conee()uenc6 of their repre-
sentation, the Guardians requested the I'oor-Law Board to
eend down a sanitary inspector. Of course tho sanitary
inspector would not disturb the site sanctioned by one of
his Board, and so the building went on. The Commis
sionera of Lighting and Paving now applied to tho Sani-
tary Board of the Privy Council, forwarding to them a

STAINED GLASS.
Blackfriab.s.—A new apse containing five windows has

just been added to Christ Church, Blackfriars road. These

windows have all been filled witli stained glass by Messrs.

Lavers, Barraud, & Westlake. The centre window repre-

sents the " Crucifixion," the remaining four severally de-

picting " The - gony in the Garden." " Christ Bearing the

Cross," "The Resurrection," and " The Ascension."

City of London School—The large west window at the

end of the gallery of the City of London School has been

filled in with handsome stained glass, ihe subject being

"Our Lord Mle^'^siug Little Cluldren." The size of the

window is 12ft. high by 9ft. wide, aud divided into three

coraparments, with muUions between. Each rauUion is

cased with looking glass. The work was executed by Mr.

Charles A. Gibbs, Marylebone-road.

IIowELL.—The east window of the parish church, of S.

Oswald, Howell, Lincolnshire, consisting of two lights,

liA3 just been filled with stained ghiss by Messrs. Ward &
Hughes, in memory of the late John Walter Dudding, Esq.

The subjects are "The Baptism of Our Lord," aud "The
Institution of the Lord's Supper."

Sharrow,—A window has just been erected in S.

An-.Irew's Church, Sha.row, to the mera»ry of the fir.st

vestry warden of the church, Sir. William Whitehead. Tlie

window contains two 3U^|jects in the lower lights, viz.,

" The OtTering of the Princes to the Tabernacle," reconUd

in Numbers, vii. The second subject represents "The
Ottering of the People for the Repairs of the Temple
during the reign of Josiah and the Priesthood of Hilkiah,"

recorded 2 Kings sxli., when they were delivered unto

the "carpenters, masons, and builders, to buy timber

and hew stone to repair the house." The subjects are set

upon an ornamental ba.se, beneath a canopy upon a grisaille

ground, enriched with lines of colour and surrounded by

coloured borders. In the tracery, Moses with the Tables

of the Law is the central feature, and in other parts Ma-
sonic signs are represented, indicative of the order to which

the deceased belonged. The artist to whom the work was

entrusted is Mr. T. W. Camm, of Smetbwick.

STATUES, MEMORIALS, ETC.
IIenry Kirkk-White'.s MedallihN'.—Abouthalf a cen-

tury since, a young American gentleman, Mr. Francis Boot,

of Boston, caused to be erected m All Saints' Church, Cam-
bridge, a tablet, with a medallion by Chantry, in memory
of Henry Kirke-Whitc. lu the course of various archi ec-

tural improvements and ecclesiastical inn-'vations, the
beautiful work of the great sculptor was dethroned from
its position and relegated to the back-yard of a Cambridge
tradesman. Tlmre, till only a day or two since, it re-

mained. On Wednesday week after eight en months of

protest and remonstrance on the part of all persons inter-

ested in preserving memorials of gifted writers executed
by illiistiions artists, it w;vs removed from its unhonoured
hiding-place to the Chapel of S. John's College.

—

Globe.

MONUMEST TO THE LATE GEORGE M'CaLLUM, ScULPTOR.
There has just been erected, in the Dairy Ceme ery,

Edinburgh, a monument to this most promising young
sculptor. It consists of a simple slab of freestone, in the

centre of which is a bronze medallion portrait by D. W.
Stevenson.

LAND AND BUIj-DINQ SOCIETIES.
Lek.d3 Permanent Benefit Bitildisg Socii:tv.—The

annual meeting of the members of this society has been
held, and in issuing the twenty second annual report the
directors congratulate the members on the con inued pro-

gress of the society. The receipts foi* the past year have
been as follows : — Contributions, £134,021 lis. 8d. ; mort-
gages paid off, £47,52.^ 123. Gd.; loans, £G4,38G 10s. 7d. ; en-

trance fees, £507 S3. 8d. ; toial receipts, i248,7S!) 23. The
directors recommend that 2i. 6d. per share be paid to those
members entiiled to the same until the next annual meet-
ing. This surplus of 2«. 6d. is equal to '.is. Od. as paid
under the old system, there being nothing to deduct for

office expenses.

Mercantile and Grserai, Permanent Benefit Binin-
INO SociErv.—Tho fifth annual meeting of this society

wjw held recently at thu Myddelton Hall. Islington.

The report aiul balance-slieet suljinittcd to the meeting
nhowed that the number of shares is.-^ued to tho present
time was 7.'>7. Tho income amounted to £10,OOG Ss. Od.

;

tho leceipts from invofitments amounted to £2,650 "s. litl.,

of which sum i2,(!.j0 had Ijcen advanced upon approved
leaaobold Rocuriticrt, and tho premiums derived therefrom
amounted to £200. The repayuionts made by borrowint;

membera amounted to £2,042 lOs. 7d. Tho prolit for tlu-

year, after deducting all expenses of management, en;il>h-il

the directors to declare a bonus of 2^ \h>t cent, in add'tn-u
to the 6 per cent, alloweil by tho rules, making a totiil

dividend of 7i per cent, for the year. Tho report further
stated that in consequence of tho great depression in the
buildi-jg trade during the past year, the ilii-ectors had
deemed it prudent to limit tho operations of ihe society.

The report was adopted.

iur iffice Mk
Pltmouth Schools of Science and Akt.—

About twelve months ago the Bishop o£ Exeter,

in distributing the science and art prize3 at Ply-

mouth, pointed out at a public meeting the need

o£ a new building for the science and art classes.

One of the local prints has also recently called at-

tention to the need of such a structure in such an

important town as Plymouth. We trust very soon

to be able to announce that steps have been taken

for the furtherance of so worthy an object.

The Royal Albert Hall of Arts and
Sciences.—We have to announce that the Queen
has fixed AVednesday, the 29th of March, as the

day on which her Majesty proposes to open the

K'lyal Albert Hall at Kensington.

Tin-lined Pipes.—Great stress has been laid on
the value of tin-lined pipes for the prevention of

poisoning by the use of water conveyed through

lead pipes, and the subject having met with con-

siderable attention in the New World as well as

in the Old, the Ihistun Jonrnal of Ghemistnj calls

attention to the tin-lined pipes which have come
into use there, and against which it empliatic.illy

warns its readers :— First, because tin by itself is

often more readily attacked and dissolved by water

than is lead ; and second, that when placed in

association with lead, if through any flaw the

water has any contact with both tho tin and lead,

those metals are dissolved with increased rapidity.

Galvanised iron pipe is just as dangerou.s, for in

this case salts of zinc are formed, and gradually

dissolved.

Determination of the Photometric Power of

A Rich Gas by Dilution with a Poor Gjs of

Known Value.—The conclusions arrived at by
Professor Silliman as the result of a series of ex-

periments made with great care at the Manhattan

Gas Company's Works, New York, are— (1) That

in all illuminating gas we have a substratum of

non-luminous gas holding in solution a variable

volume of luminous g.a3 (defines). ('2) That,

when a gas is too rich in iljuminants to permit o£

accurate photometric admeasurement by the

usual standards of intensity, it may be diluted,

with a poor gas of known value and volume, to

such a standard as is consistent with the accurate

employment of the usual photomtt io .apparatus,

its true value being then calculated from known
values employed.

Death of a Celebrated Belgian Artist.—
Our readers will hear with regret of the death of

one of the most famous artists of the modern Dutch
school—Petrus van Schendel, familiarly known
as "Candle-light van Schendel," which event

took place in Brussels on Thursday, the iOth ult.,

in the 0.5th year of his age. Many of his paint-

ings have been exhibited in London and the pro-

vinces, and have always attracted great attention

on account of the masterly manipulation which
was one of the chief characteristics of this artist,

specimens of whose works are to be found in

most of the principal collections in England aud
Scotland.

A Crystal Palace for New York.—

A

Crystal Palace is to be built in New York at

a cost of a million and a quarter sterling, covering

nearly 23 acres. The palace will be situated

below the centre of the island, and only one

block removed from Central Park, with several

railways adjoining. The sources of income—rent,

entrance, fees of .exhibitors, and admission fees

from visitors—are calculated to produce 9,r24,OUO

dollars. The upper story of this huge building

will be an art g.allery, lighted from above. Its

length will be 3,760ft., ita width 150ft. Above
this story there will be one to be given free to

artists as studios, and a library will be included

on this floor. At e.ach corner of the building

there will be an observatory.

Fourteen Years' Sanitary Work in St.

Panchas.—The Metropolitan Board of Works,
apparently fearful for its future existence,

is c )llecting from the local vestries and boards

details of the sanitary improvements efl'ected

during the fourteen years of its reign, " by this

means to rebut the allegations that have been
freely made as to want of energy on the part of

the local authorities of the metropolis." The
vestry of St. Pancras has furnished ita quota of

information in the shape of a printed Report, a

copy of which is to hand. During the period

between January, 1856, and March, 1S70, mora
than 61 miles of sewers have been constructed ab
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its own cost, besides over 9^ miles at the cost

of private individuals, 7,048 house drains have

been laid, and minor sanitary improvements
carried out iu more than 20,000 instances. All

the burial grounds in the district have been

closed, and an extra-mural cemetery at Finchley

provided, at a cost of £37,000. Public baths and

washhouBcs have been erected, and used in one

year alone by over 160,000 persons. Paving,

road-making, watering, (fee, contribute to swell

the total expenditure in fourteen years to

£884,771.

Kitchen Boiler Explosions.—A correspon-

dent writes:—"Next winter let us hear no more
of deaths resulting from the bursting of kitchen

boilers, when the remedy is so near at hand and
costs so little. One of the smallest safety fusible

plugs, sold by the National Boiler Protection Com-
pany, Manchester, applied to any hermetically

sealed kitchen boiler will protect it. The fusible

plug should be screwed into the top of the boiler,

and protected with a pipe, so that when called

into operation the steam and hot water may be

propelled up the flue. This fusible plug is partly

made of a metal which melts at a heat a little in

excess of boiling water ; when, therefore, the

boiler is sealed up by frost, the water soon be-

comes hotter than 212', the soft metal of the plug

melts, the plug falls to pieces, an opening is made
iu the boiler for the steam, and an explosion is

prevented. Every hot-water heating apparatus

should be fitted with one of these safety plugs,

and is not safe without it."

The New Courts of Justice.—The tenders

for the foundation of the New Courts of Justice

were to have been delivered yesterday. About
twenty-five of the leading contractors of London
were applied to, but the conditions put before

them were found so inequitable that the competi-

tors unanimously agreed not to tender till these

conditions should be modified in an equitable

spirit. In some disputed cases that have lately

c^uie before the Judge?-, they have expressed their

strong sense of surpiise that builders could be
found willing to sign such one-sided contracts as

many of them have been accustomed to do, and
their disapprobation of those who put out such

contracts. The Institute of Architects have fully

considered the question, and have agreed with the

London builders as to what is fair and equitable,

but up to the present moment the Ofhce of Works
is insisting on conditions which the judges in a

late case (Jones r. S. John's College, see the Times,

Nov. 11) condemned as one-sided and improper.

The competitors have solicited a conference with
Jlr. Ayrton on these points, feeling every confi-

dence that he will be willing to listen to reason

iu the matter. They have considered that there

would be no use in sending iu their tenders till

this matter be arranged, as in point of fact by so

doing they would be binding themselves to the

conditions. So the matter rests for the present.

The pupils attending the Bristol School of Art,

Queen's-road, Bristol, have presented a handsome
edition of Dr. Smith's "Classical Dictionary" to

Mr. James Fewings, one of the assistant-mastei'S, on
the occasion of his leaving to continue his course of

studies.

It has been resolved by the Glasgow Police Board
to pave the Paisley- road, west of West-streetj with
granite, at a cost of iiS.OOO.

We undei'stand that Messrs. Loe, of Westminster,
have takea the contract for the new works con-

nected with the Harwich H.arljour Defences.

The erection of a floating bridge for the Hooghly
is stated to have been sanctioned by the Govern-
ment of India Mr. Leslie, the engineer concerned,
will proceed to England shortly, and it is expected
that the bridge will be actively commenced towards
the close of next year.

Thomas James Smitheman, builder, of Brompton -

road, was on Wednesday committed for trial on a
charge of uttering a forged bill.

To make a new rope as limber and soft as an old

one, boil it two bonis in water, and then thoroughly
dry it in a warm room.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
Monday.—Boijnl Imtitutr of liritWt Arrhiteet''.—"Con-

sldei-ations on the Solcetiou of Building Situs."

kiy Professor Auated. 8 p.m.
ymx>AY.—A}Chitcctural Anfociation,—^' On Colour Decora-

tion." By Mr. J. U. Ciace, A.K.I.B.A. 7,30 ii.tn.

©iuikr ^xnk Jleljieiu.

Prices, 4tli January, 1871, per Petg. std. :—
Qaebeo lat quality floated piue, 16i to 171 53; 2nd do.,

12( to V2l 108; 3rd do., SI to 91 5s.

Quebec 1st quality bright pine, ISl to 191 10s ; 2Qd do,,

121 15.S to i;i^ lOs ; 3rd do., Si 10s to 91. AU broad widths
from 10s to '20s extra.

St. John's 1st quality 'tvhita sprace, 8/ 5s to 97; 2nd
quality, 8? to S/ .^s ; 3rd quality. 71 10s ; Gefle yellow deals,

best quality, 101 Os to 12/. 10s ; Holmsund battens, SI 10s

to 10/. 10s ; 3rd quality Gothenburg yellow, SI 10s ; 4pth

quality do., 91 10s ; Petersburg and Riga white deals, 8/ 10.'^

to 9/ IDs; "Wyb'irg yellow, IQltolOlos; Petersburg yellow,

13/ to ril5s.
Quebec spruce lat quality, 81 15? to 111 ; 2nd quality do.,

12/ to 12/ 10s ; 3rd quality do., SI to 91 ; battens, 7L to 8/

;

pitch pine planks, 12/ to 121 15s.

Lathwood, per cubic fathom.—Petersburg fresh, 5/ to

[>l 10s : Swedish, 3/ to 4/ 15s.

Timber, per load of 50 cubic feet.—Swedish, 52^ to o5s ;

Baltic beat middling, 72s to 80s ; do. good middling, 43s

to 67s ; do. coaimou middling, 5?« to 58s.

Lower Port spruce, per Petg. std., 7/ to SI.

The recent severe frost having to a gi'eat extent .stopped

buiUliijg operatioua, the timber trade, as usual at this

Eeasou of the year, ia not very brisk, but the trade doing is

healthy, and free from the speculation which has marked
former years. The rumours of a war with Russia slightly

affected the market at one time, and Russian goods are

still high, but when the spring importations arrive tliere

can be no doubt of a fall in prices. If otherwise we have
plenty of good substitutes in Swedish goods.

LATEST PRICES OF MATERIALS USED
IN CONSTRUCTION.

Metals.

£17 12 6
l;i 15 U

J8 15 n

li
19
SO 1)
19 15

27

19 «

18 6

21

20 10

Lead:—

Fig Foreign «.^ per toi

,, t!^u.!uari W.B do

., L ad Co . do

,
, O < b er bi'.iutls do

Sheet MiUed. do
Shot, Patsnt do
Red or Minium ..,.„ do
Litharge. W.B .... _ do
White Dry do
„ ground in oil do

Coppsa :—

British—Cako and Tngot per ton £7Q
BeatSelected do 71 li o

Shstt do 74 7(>

Bottoms , , do 78
Aiiatralian do 70 73 1'

Spi.uishCake - do 0' n i)

Chili B.^r3. cash do 64 65
,. Refined rngot do 69

"

YeUo V MeUI per lb

Iron :—

Pig in ScotlaJid, cash per ton
Welsh Bar, in London do

Wales do
Stiifiordsbira do
Kail, in Wales do
Sheets, single in Louden do
H'JOps, Bret quiiLity do
Nail liud do
tSsvediah do

6^ 0]

7 1(1

6 1-2 6

8 5
G 10 II

10 5

8 IS
7 7
i) 10

7 15
y 15

Timber,

Teak load £12
Qutiboc, red pine .... 3

,, yellow pine.. 4
St. John N.B. yell.iw

Quebec Oak, white,

.

6

„ birch 3
,, elm 4

Dantzic oak 6

1013
15 4

lir ,

Memeldf 2

Riga 3
Swedish 2

MastSiQuebecredpioe 4
,, yellow pine.. 4

LGithwood,Dantzic,fm 3

,, St. Petersburg 4
DealB,prC,,li:ft, by3
by a in.,

Quebec, white spruce 12
St.John,whiteBpruce 12
Yellow pine, per re-

duced C.
Canada, let quality, 18

^d do 12
Archangel, yellow .. 11
St, Petersburg, yol. . . 12

19
15 13
lu 12

13

H' I Finland f7
15'Momel
10 Uothenburg. yellow 8 n
0| ,, white 8

111 Gefle, yellow 10 10
' Soderham 8 1)
Christiania, per 0.,

15 i 12 ft. by 3 by 9 in.
(J yelluw 10
Flooring boards, per a. d.

I'l sq. of lio., flist yel 7 6
IJ

I
First white _ 7

S Second qualities .,.. 6
S PiTUiOB Stone pr ton

Oils, Ac,
Seal, pale per ton £ 6
Sperm body 77
Cod 35 1)
Whale, Sth. Sea, pale 36
Olive, Gallipoli 5it

Cocoannt, Cochin.toa 45
Palm, fine
Linseed 30
Rapeaeed, Bug. pale.. 495
Oottonseed 27

10

12 10
12

9. d.

10 6
9 6

7

40 10

33

BUENOSAYRES GOVERNMENT Cer-
tificate—Translation:—we, the undersigufd. at the

iL'tiut'st of Measrs. Jas. C. Thompson and Co., certify that the Iron
tfafea of Messrs. Chubb and Son. London, of whioh these gentlemen
are B[,'ents were exposed for several hours to the fire th-^t took place
in the otbceaof the National Government on the evening of the
2f)th inetaut; that iu our presoice they were easily opentd with
their respective keys; that the moQeys and important documents
they cont.iined were fuuud In perfect order, and that these safes are
now in use iu the National Treasury GUice.—Buenos Ayres, July 31,
1867. Sigaed

J. M. DRAGO, Treasurer of the National Goverimient.
JOSETOMAS ROJO.
JUAN M. ALVAKISZ.

A truecopy.— A. M. BELL.
A large assortment of these SAFES may bo inspected, and lists of

prices obtained at CHUBB and SON'S, 67. St. >aul"s-churoh-yard,
London ; 68, Cross-street, Manchester 2% Lord-street, Liverpool

;

and Uorsley-fields, Wolverhampton,

^rabe lletoi

wages MOVEMENT.
The Joiners df Leeds and thkiil Employers.—A

meeting of the ni:i8ter builders of Leeds was held at the
"(Nftg's Heud" Xun, Ui'perheud-row, lust week, to consider

a notii:e received from the operative joiners, requesting an
alteration of their working rules, and to rescind roles re-
lating to arbitration. The notice to expire on the Ist of
July jiex-. The present working hours of the joiners are
ten per day for the first five days, and six hours ou the
Saturday, the rate of wages being G^d. per hour. The de-
mand made iu their notice is that nine hours per day for
the first five days, and five hours ou Saturdays be the work-
ing hours, and the late of wages 7d. per hour ; further, that
a rule be made to prohibit piece-work iu carpentry and
joinery. The notice was fully considered at the meeting
of masters, and it was reaolved that the present time is in-

opportune for coasidering any such alteration of the
joiners' rules.

TENDERS.
Dorking.- For villa residence, Holmwood. for Dr. E.

Bird. Mr. E. B. J. Knox, architect. Qiiautitijs supplied
by Messrs. Corderoy :—

Allow or old
materials

.,. £91
,... 34
,... 30
.... 25

... 57
.... 2S

Lvnn & Dudley £2850 .

Tutuey 2595 .

Shearburu 2591 .

Gammon 2397 .

Bags &. Ramage 2355 .

Siiermer 22-14
.

Leake.—For restoration of chancel. Leake Church, Lin-
coln^hiie. Mr. Edward Browning

Richardson & Roberts £16t>0

S. &. VV. Pattinson... 1443 10 .

Perkins & Son 14S0 .

Law A Son 13 '3 IS 7 .

UaUid.ay & Cave 1420 .

architect, Stamford :

—

Deduct value Nett
of old mate- amount of

rials.

. £ CO 0.
, 100 0,
,

140 0.
. 120 IS 7

,

, 170 0,

tender.

, £1600
, 1343 10
, 1340
. 1273
. 1250

Manchester.—For S. Anne's Infants' school, Ancoats.
Mr. Herbert E. Tijou, architect :

—

Turl^y £409
Gerrard 395
Ward 390
Herd & Eadie 368
Thompson (accepted) SiiO

N. B.— Plastering and painting not iu this contract.

Pembroke D jck.—For passenger station.- Stone, lime,

.and sand provided. Messrs. Szlumper Sr Aldwiuckle,
architects :

—

Jones & Johns £6i)0

Davies 580

Rogers 500
Thomas 493

Allen (accepted) 481 10

TENBY.-For passenger station at Tenby, ou the Pem-
broke and Tenby RAil\T;iy. Stone, limo, and sand pro-

vided. Messrs. Szlumper & Aldwinckle, architects :—
Jones & Johus £815
Davies 700
Thomas 095
Allen 659
Rogers (accepted) , 500

BATH STONE OF BEST QUALITY,

Randell, Saunders, and Company, Limited. Quarry-
men and Stone Merchants, Bath. Li^t of Prices at tho
Quarries and Depots; also cost for Transit to any part of

the United Kingdom, furuished on application.

BATH STONE OFFICE,
[Advt.] Corsliam, Wilts.

CONTRACTS OPEN FOR BUILDING
ESTIMATES.

Wdarfd.vle Union, Feb. 9.—For plans, spjcificatioua,

and estimates for the eryctiou of a new workhouse, to ac-

commodate 150 inmates, exclusive of vagrants, ou ground
situate at Newhall, near Otiey. G. J. Newstead, clerk to

the guardians. Board-room, Boroughgate, Otley.

West Ham District, Jan. 9.—For the const ruction or

about 940 feet run of •2ft. 3in. by 1ft. Bin. brick sewer,

and about 330 feet run of loin, pipe sower, together witli

manholes and other works connected therewith, in the
Romford-road, Stratford, E. Charles Wilson, clerk, Towu-
hall, Stratford, E.

MuNiciPAUTY OF Colombo, Jan. 81.—For the prepara-

tion and supply of the smith and founder's work required

for the new public markets and municipal offices at Co-
lombo, Ceylon. S. Grenier, secretary, M.C., Colombo.

BuRNTisLASD, Jan. 11.—For the construction of a wet
dock and other works within the harbour of Burntisland.
— Wallace, town clerk, town clerk's oflice, Burntisland.

Wak Department Contract, Feb 4.—For the necessary

work and materials required in the performance of work
and repairs, and supply of labour or materials separately,

as required for the service of the War Departmeut, to tho

building.- in the Permanent B.xnacks, camps, or property

at Aldershott, and connected with tho War Department
property at or in the vicinity of Aldershott. Director of

Contracts, War Office, Pall Mall.

Worcester General Infirmary, Jan. 14.—For the erec-

tion of an out-patients' department, and for making sundry
alterations and additions to the Worcester General lu-

firmarv. Messrs. Martin & Chamberlain, aichitects, Christ

Chuich-buildiugs BirmingUam.

Herefordshire, Jan. 31.—For the erection of farm-
nouso at Hegdou Hill, near Bromyard, Herefordshire.

Ernest A. Day, architect and surveyor, Foregate-street,

Woi'cester.

War Office Contract FOR Timber, Feb. 4.—For the

supplv of iliy ash plauk, of the very best and toughest

quality, thoroughly seasoned. Forms of tender may be

obtained from the Director of Contracts, War Office, Fall

MaU, London.
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CHIMNEYS.

MODERN chimneys, to a large extent, liave

two faults. Their architecture is a

l-iilure, aud their mechanism is not a success.

The problem, here as everywhere else, is to

join the useful to the graceful, or, at the

least, to the inoffensive. Aud here, as every-

where else, half the people who try to solve

the problem leave out one of its conditions.

S jme of them seem to think that if a chimney
is but ugly enough, there can be no danger of

its smoking. The chimney doctor inherits the

superstition which possessed doctors in

general some centuries ago, and believes that

whatever is disgusting must infallibly be
curative. His cowls and tallboys are remedies

precisely analogous to the toad's fat and skull

scrapings which were once supposed to be all-

powerful, and the supposition in each case is

equally rationaL Other people, again, leave

the use of a chimney out of their calculations,

and try either to hide it entirely or at least to

disguise it. But in the result there is not
much to choose between the two classes—be-

tween that which rejects architecture and that

which rejects utility. In abandoning one,

each misses both ; and the only ditference is

that the first class seeks for ugliness, and that

the second inevitably falls into it.

We think that there is a very frequent con-

nection between the two faults just named.
Oftener than not they both spring from the
same cause. If the British householder's body
is poisoned with smoke indoors, and his mind
with ever-present ugliness out of doors, both
these inflictions are laid upon him by one
uniform principle. They are results of that
" Classic man's recipe for designing," of which
we spoke the other day. They are among the

penalties we must pay for evenness, and
regularity, and sham simplicity. This is what
we come to by following that plausible de-

lusion—the modern Italian style. It is so

grand and simple, there is no nonsense about
it, and nothing done for show. So people
lancy who are sublimely ignorant of the whole
matter, whether they happen to be Prime
Ministers about to build new Foreign Offices,

or merely retired cheesemongers going to put
up a stucco vDla at Norwood. The truth is that

everything in the style is done for show. It

starts with a showy exterior, made to rule,

without reference to the inside arrangements.
It goes on adding to this pilasters, and cor-

nices, and porticoes, forshowand nothing else ;

and it hnishes by dwarfing or hiding the
chimneys because they are not showy enough
to match the rest. Its simplicity is a false

pretence, kept up by falsehoods in every part.

With a system of designing that begins on the
outside it cannot be otherwise. The first

thing it does is to make a rigid and uniform
exterior ; to settle the position of every door,
and window, and piers. The next thing is to

squeeze the necessary apartments into this

Procrustean shape ; to contri\'e, as far as may
be, that the rooms may fit the windows and
doors. It is like making a man's coat by the
proportions of the Apollo Belvedere, and then
pinching the man here and padding him there
until he is somehow squeezed into it. This is

how the beautiful symmetry of modern Classic
is attained

; it has one model for every one,
and with more or less difficulty compels
every one into it. "And is not it the best
model V it says ; " Where will you get a
finer shape ?" As to the shape, we answer, it

may be fine enough in its place. But its place
certainly is not on our back. What with the
tightness of the coat at one point and the
looseness of it at another, it is hardly wear-
able

; and if we cannot get a better one than

this it would be a great relief to do without

coats altogether, and go about in our shirt-

sleeves. In other words, if we cannot have

an architecture that will accommodate itself

to our wants, and bend this way and that as

we happen to require, we should be a good

deal better off with no architecture at all. If,

for instance, there is no style to be found that

will deal with our chimneys and condescend to

study them, we had better turn all styles out

of doors together, and see what can be done

for chimney construction when they are gone.

But fortunately matters are not so bad as

this. It is not real, but only pretended archi-

tecture which refuses to look at facts and con-

form to them. It is not ancient Greek or

even Eoman art which follows so absurd a

plan; still less is it Gothic. It is nothing but

the bundle of rules and mechanical presciip-

tions which calls itself Italian or Modern
Classic, which the old Classic men, if they

could only see, wouldbe the first to laugh at.

Nowhere else, in any assignable variety of

style, is one ready-made exterior imposed on
all sorts and descriptions of building. Wher-
ever architecture has had a spark of life it

has always had a power of adaptation. Its

aim has been to fit every structure with that

precise design which would suit it best. It

never had so vain a wish as to make all its

works grand alike. It kept its grandeur for

grand occasions, its symmetry for places where
symmetry was natural ; but it was not so

much infatuated about either grandeur or

symmetry as to keep up their appearance
where it could not have them in reality. It

had no love for a sham magnificence—a padded
misfit. It treated every subject separately,

and made the best of it, displayed its charac-

ter, brought out its distinctive points, and
put its very essence into palpable and visible

shape. And what it did with buildings as a

whole it did equally with each of their parts.

In details, as in masses, there was no decep-

tion. The only question asked was, "What
feature does the construction lead to V That
point once settled, the only course was to turn

them to the best account. Some of them, in

their unconquered state, were doubtless ugly,

some discordant, some mean and common-
place. The modern Classic man would have hid-

den them away altogether, or disguised them
out of knowledge with his dummy cornices

and other stock-in-trade. The ancient archi-

tect, whoever he was, did just the opposite.

He seized on their natural expression and
developed it, brought it into harmony with
the rest of his work, refined the forms, beauti-

fied the construction, and increased the utQity

of the ilrtiil, all at the same time. This is

what the Middle Age builders did to the but-

tress ; and, though examples are scarcer, this is

also what they did to the chimney. And even
when the Mediaeval style had vanished, its

spirit did not die. In quiet nooks, in country
villages, and out-of-the-way towns, where
fashion failed to penetrate, people went on for

centuries—nay, have even gone on to this day
—doing their work on those principles of na-

ture and common sense which we call Gothic.

Aud here, in their manor houses, and farms,

and cottages, which no one ever sketches or

illustrates, there are chimney.? to be found with
a refinement and propriety for whichwe might
search London in vain. The chimneys, in

fact, are often the great feature of this unpre
tending domestic architecture. Their tall

clusters rise high above thesteep pitched roofs,

—for utility doubtless—since cottage and
farmhouse builders seldom spend money on

show, but yet with a wonderful picturesque

ness, such as our modern designers can hardly

evolve withlabor out of all theirneed!e slower?

and turrets. Of course there are many living

architects who give us chimneys worth look-

ing at. Seldom, perhaps, do we see more
effective ones than some by Mr. Norman Shaw
in a design at the last Academy Exhibition.

Mr. Pritchard, too, gives much care and atten-

tion to his chimneys, and the same thing might

I

be said of many others. But their work, un-

I fortunately, does not come much into our

towns. Nearly all that we see in them are

chimneys kept too low, that they may agree
with a horizontal style ; chimneys which it

was attempted to keep out of sight, but which
have shot up a cluster of zinc and iron abo-
minations, and chimneys which start from an
outside wall with no projection or visible

chimney-breast beneath them. They are all

ugly, and all liable to smoke. They are built

for tlie sake of modern Classic rules, in de-
fiance of plain facts which every builder
knows. If a chimney is not carried up high
enough it will smoke ; it will smoke worse if

there is a high roof or wall adjoining it; it

will do so with equal certainty if its flue is

taken up near an outer face of the house with-
out sufficient thickness of brickwork to keep
the cold out. But by Italian regulations we
cannot have a projection for such an unheard
of purpose as to keep a flue warm ; and we
cannot have a tall stack carried up to produce
a good draught, because it would jar with the
general horizontal eft'ect of the elevation. In
point of fact, neither Yitruvius nor Sir

William Chambers have left many instruc-

tions on the subject. There is not a model
chimney put forth by any great authority

;

and as it would be heresy to invent one, be-

sides being a good deal of trouble, the only
thing that remains is to keep our chimneys as

much as possible out of sight. It is unfortu-
nate that this should make them smoke, and
unfortunate that they should be disfigured

by cowls and windguards in consequence of

smoking, but you would not have us take any
steps to mend them without authority ] This,

judging from results, seems to be the Classic

man's policy as to chimneys. Two hundred
years of such a policy, in this and other de-

tails, have left our town architecture what we
see it. Surely it is none too soon that we
are trying a dift'erent one, the policy of de-

veloping instead of disguising, the system
which works from within outwards, which
starts with construction and bases everything
upon it. It is none too soon that we are

breaking through these absurdest of rules,

and learning that we may actually venture
to do what is necessary and rational with-

out first waiting to find whether some great

man has done the same thing before us. It

may be long before we are free from their

influence. Their spirit, unfortunately, has
penetrated where their letter is disregarded,

and Gothic as well as Classic has Ijeen

stunted in its growth by precedent and tra-

dition. It takes time to fit a nation of sl.a'^es

for liberty ; it will take time, after the bond-
age of two centuries or more, to convince us
as architects that we may really think for

ourselves, and more time yet to make us
think wisely. But if architecture is to live

it will be done, and we hope there are signs

that it is doing now.

ROYAL ALBERT HALL.

ON Saturday an interesting trial as a further

test of the acoustic qualities of the

Royal Albert Hall was held. The band of

the 1st Life Guards, imder the direction of

Mr. Waterson, attended at half-past two
o'clock, and from that hour until past four

various instrumental pieces were played. The
selection was well made, affording an oppor-

tunity of hearing the efl'ects of loud orchestral

chords as well as the subdued tones of pia-

nissimo passages, and two songs were also

given by a lady vocalist, with accompani-
ments on a Kirkman pianoforte. The result

was satisfactory ; there seemed sufficient re-

sonance to insure uninterrupted vitality to the

waves of sound, and there was but very little

re-percussion, and that confined almost to one

point on either side of the vast oval of the

interior of the building. The vocal tones were
heard remarkably clearly, and the singer ap-

peared to be able to deliver her voice with

unexpected ease. One lesson may certainly,

however, be learnt by this trial, and that is

that a most perfect verbal enunciation will be
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necessary to all who essay to sing in the new
building ; in this instance it was impossible

to catch a single word, so that although the

sounds were most pleasantly audible, the fair

vocalist might have been singing in any known
or unknown tongue, so far as ability to distin-

guish was concerned. The trial was however

scarcely conclusive; the scaffoldingstill remains

in the centre, the glass inner dome is not yet com-

plete, and the orchestra was by no means as

full as would be likely to be employed at any

concerts. Single sounds there can be^ no

doubt of, but a large chorus of mixed voices,

with corresponding magnitude of instru-

mental accompaniment, will probably produce

results not as yet ascertained. One point,

however, is quite clear, and that is that the

trial of Saturday is thoroughly satisfactory as

to the ability of the building to convey the

sound, and that any difficulty that may on

completion arise, can readily be met by

drapery to the upper alcoves, and, if neces-

sary, by opening spaces below and in the sur-

face of the inner glass dome to lessen the

effects of the inevitably very considerable

disturbance of the atmospheric waves in the

upper part of the building. A large number
of visitors attended, who seemed to exjiress a

general opinion in favour of the satisfactory

results of the trial.

ANOTHER PHASE OF THE YORK-
SHIRE RIVERS.

rplIE other week we called attention to the

J_ present state of the Yorkshire rivers, as

represented by the Aire and the Calder. A
Bill has been deposited in Parliament, to be
brought forward next session, which proposes

to deal with these two rivers eft'eotually, It

proposes to appoint a Conservancy Board for

the basins of these two rivers, consisting of

persons to be named in the Bill, of persons

representing the owners, lessees, and occupiers

of property within the basins drained by the

rivers Aire and Calder, and of Corporations,

Local Boards of Health, and other authorities

witliin the same area, for the purpose of pro-

tecting those rivers and their triljutaries from
pollution and obstruction.

The two basins are propo.sed to be called

the "Conservancy Area," which will com-
mence, as to the Aire, at Llalham Tarn,

and as to the river Calder at the head of the

Calder, north-west of Todmorden, and will

include, amongst otherplaces, Skipton, Kcigh-

ley, Todmorden, Halifax, Bradford, Hud-
dersfield, Dewsbury, Batley, Leeds, Wake-
field, Pontefract (or, locally, " Pomfret "),

Castleford, Knottingley, Suaith, and Goole.

The Bill proposes to confer the following

powers on the Corporations or other local

authorities within the Conservancy area, and
in their default to carry out the provisions of

the Act then on the Board already named :

—

The interception, or otherwise dealing with

all sewage that now flows iuto these rivers or

their tributaries, whether proceeding from
towns, villages, or manufactories, and the

defecation and purification and return of it

into these rivers or streams ; or it may be

conveyed either into the river Ouse or the

river Humber below Qoole ; or it may be

applied to the fertilisation of any land which
may be aciiuired for that purpose.

The promoters seem to contemplate carry-

ing main sewers through or near to agricul-

tural land before reaching an outfall ; for they

propose to take power to sell any part of the

sewage to persons who may wish to avail

themselves of it on the line of the sewer, or of

any part of the residuum of it, in case a

system of precipitation and defecation be

adopted ; and for that purpose they propose

to take power to purchase any patent lights or

licenses connected with processes that may be

found to be effectual. This will give a stimu-

lus to invention that has been wanting, while

people who were inclined to give attention to

this subject had no certainty of any process

being adopted, however elfectual it might be.

The Conservancy Board may compel all

persons who abstract water from any stream

for the purpose of manufacture, navigation, or

any other purpose, to purify itbefore returning

it into the stream or any river.

It is contemplated to impound the surplus

waters within the Conservancy area by the

construction of sufficient reservoir room, and
to supply from these reservoirs any deficiency

in the flow of water in the rivers and streams.

Existing drainage works may be taken for

the purposes of the Board, so far as they are

available, and all new works hereafter con-

structed by any Corporation or local authority,

within their own limits, are to be executed

according to plans prescribed or approved by
the Conservancy Board.

The Conservancy area is to be divided into

separate districts for the purpose of rating, the

extent to which any district will be rated 1 )eing

proportionate to the benefit to be received, or

according to the extent of the works required

in conseixuence of the position or acts of the

parties to be rated.

Power is to be given to the Board, and
Corporations, and other local authorities to

take lands, houses, and other property, com-
pulsorily or by agreement ; but in case of lands

being taken by compulsion, a provisional

order from the Home iiecretary will be

necessary, and the confirmation of that order

by Parliament; andthe Board, and Corporations,

and other local authorities, and their officers,

contractor.?, and servants, are to be enabled to

enter temporarily upon lands in the Conser-

vancy area for the purpose of carrying out the

provisions of the Bill.

Our readers will agree with us that nothing

exceed the importance of the objects of

benefit of others. And some of the corpo-

rations and local boards will think it an

interference with local self-government, and
the owners of laud upon which the sewage is

to be applied wUl object to sell compulsorily

what is wanted. But we hope these will all

vanish before the sterling merits of the pio-

posed measure.

KELLY COLLEGE.

WE are informe'd it is finally decided tliat tUiiS

college, the erection and endowment o£

which are i^ovided for in the wiU of the late

Admiral ICelly, shall 1 e established at Tavistock.^ It

was the wish o£ the testator that the building

should be somewhere in his native county of Devon,

but no particular place was stipulated by hicQ.
_
A

great many landowners then, doubtless perceiving

the advantage to their property of the i>roximity

of such an institution, made very liberal offers o£

estates. The most liberal seems to have been that

of the Duke of Bedford, who offered the trustees

the choice of several sites at Tavistock, and, we
believe, a large sum towards the endowment.

The trustees, very wisely, await professional advice

before determining which particular site in that

town they will select.

this BilL It will prevent the obstruction of

the rivers and their tributaries by solid

matter, which now raises the bed and contracts

the banks of almost every stream, and thereby

in many places causes serious floods above
the obstructions, throwing water-wheels into

backwater, injuring crops, and creating a

damp and unwholesome atmosphere. It will

prevent the fouling of the water, which is

now done to such an extent as to kill all fish,

and make the water stink in the nostrils. It

wUl recover from the sewage now flowing

uselessly down to the sea all those fertilising

properties it is known to possess, either by a

process of irrigation or by receiving the sew-

age into tanks, and there dealing with it in

such a manner that the water may be clarified

and purified before it re- enters the stream,

ivhile the fertilising elements will be retained

along with the ponderable matter, and applied

as ordinary manure to land, the one or the

other process being adopted according to the

locality and the lie of the land in relation to

rhe main sewer. One of the best provisions

of the Bill is that it will enable the surplus

waters—of which there are large quantities in

every valley—to be stored up and economised

for use in dry seaons, and forjthe equal benefit

of all. Waterworks reservoirs—that is, reser-

voirs constructed to store water for the use of

the millsaffected by the abstraction of waterfor

the .supply of towns, as a compensation for that

abstraction—have already improved the value

of mill property dependent on water-power,

by giving a more regular flow of water in the

streams, but these being partial in their

application the benefit to the whole area or

district is not fully developed.

The Bill may"be opposed, and strongly,

but its merits are surely suflicient to prevent

its being thrown out. The opposition cannot

be against the merits of its beneficial provi-

sions, but will probably be on its rating

clauses. Those who have a convenient "tip"

at present for all their rubbish in the stream

on which their works are situated will not

like to lose it ; and those who now pour their

fouled water into the same stream from which

they derive it, but below them, will not like

to pay for a more cleanly and wholesome
system ; while those who^are remotely situated

from the river will think they ought not to

THE APPROACHING INTERNATIONAL
EXHIBITION.

THE lime for the first of the Annual Interna-

tional Exhibitions approaches, but the de-

moniacal carnage on the Continent stiU rages.

The French Provisional Government has, how-

ever, confirmed the proceedings of the late Im-

perial Government in regard to the Exhibition,

which consisted in taking a piece of land from

the Kensington Museum authorities, and erecting

a building around three sides of a quadrangle .at

its sole expense. The one point in which the

French have made a great error (says the Art

Journal) is in the roofing and lighting of their

halls. These rooms are of the same width as the

English galleries—viz., 30£t. ; they are 27ft. high.

The ceilings are flat, with a louvre light in the

centre, and the result is that there is a blank, box-

like space between the lo'avre light and the ceiling;

while both that surface itself and the whole of the

upper part of the gallery is thrown into dense

shadow. The object is said to have been to secure

ample wall space for the display of tapestries or

painting. At any rate, it is a serious blunder,

which contrasts very strongly with the good light-

ing of the English galleries.

The northern aisle of the Royal Horticultural

Couserv.atory is to be widened and altered in form,

so as to serve as a rain-proof court immediately

adjoining the Albert Hall. The large upper corri-

dor of this building is also being prepared for the

display of pictures on the occasions of the exhibi-

tions. There will thus be a continuous covered

walk along the 1,200ft. of gallery, through the

circular passage and conservatory, round the

corridor of the amphitheatre, and ao down to the

allery on the west of the gardens, which is of

equal length with that opposite. When it is re-

membered that these galleries cover two_ floors,

and that the French court has to be taken in addi-

tion, it will evidently be a good day's work only

to look through the exhibition. A feature which

will be novel, and, we trust, instructive, will be

the display of architectural drawhigs. Continental

architecture will be fau-ly represented ;
and

we trust that the architects of this country will

not .allow the verdict to go against them for want

of putting in an appearance.

be called upon to pay for the more direct ' nate

The Indian PaBLic Wokics Department.—

The case of " negligence, incapacity, and cor-

ruotion," referred to on page 3 of our last num-

ber in connection with the administration of

the Indian Pubho Works Department, forma the

subject of comment by the Spectator. Our

contemporary says ;—" Lord Mayo is energetic,

but neither he nor any other man can root out

the vices of this department until he has a

service of men w)io can do the actual work, and

yet be trusted not to steal. At present the

actual builder usually steals, while the officer

who is supposed to look after him, and who does

not steal, is so loaded with desk work that he is

compelled to trust the untrustworthy subordi-
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ARCHITECTURAL DRAWINGS BY
MR. W. BURGES.

IN the notice of this work by Mr, Burges in

our last week's issue, we gave a general

desciiptiou of it, and the authors account ol

of its history ; and we conceive that such must
be more satisfactory to our readers, and par-

ticularly that large portion of them to whom
the book itself will not be immediately and
readily accessible, than if we had endeavoured
to display our own learning and intelligence by
an hypercritical search fur its shortcomings.

We do not wish to be reckoned among those

critics who look upon an author as having
taken up an idea of their owa, and therefore

open to the harshest judgment for not having
carried out to an ideal perfection the project of

another, but when we find a good thing well

done we desire to be therewith content.

Nevertheless, itis ofcourse important to main-
tain a high standard as the aim which aU
authors should be expected to set before them-
selves, not only as an example to others, but
also because by occupying the ground they
prevent another labourer from undertaking
the same work hereafter.

We have a right to look in the case of every
publication, first that it should present a good
and obvious raison d'etre, and secondly, that

in point of execution it should be thorough and
masterly. We might excuse inthe plates of the

Architectural Association "Sketch-Book"

—

avowedly the tentative efforts ofstudents —alack
01 such ijualities, but not so in a work which
is a deliberative undertakiug of a matured
professional man. We have often called atten-

tion to, and deplored the manner in which
English authors of architectural publications
are apt to flit about like butterflies, with too

wide and objectless a range, rather than, like

stead^'-goiug bees, bent upon laying up good
store for future use, and we have been posi-

tively provoked with the trandeut nature of

the glimpses thus given us of things which we
would fain have studied. Certain well-known
architectural gems have thus afforded a sub-
ject for a sketch in half a dozen difl'erent works,
but we may turn from one to another, and
perhaps through the whole, without getting
more than glimpses from each from varied
points of view of what we are seeking to know,
the anatomy and construction.

At first sight the reading of the titles of the
plat'^3 iu this work of Mr. Burges's would lead
us to think that we were to be treated to the
same superficial style of fare. The same well-
known names, from as many, if not more
widely-spread, localities, are to be found m the
indexes of the previous works by Nesfleld,

Shaw, Rogers, and others. Is this, then, but
another first- fruit of au architect's career,

the gleanings of the grand tour made with
the view of learning what others have done
before him iu the prol'essiou which he has
chosen t Were it only this, we should not
be inclined to admit that it had sulficient

raison d'etre.

That it is such, Mr. Burges freely admits
;

and to that fact nray fairly point in extenua-
tion of faults of style, which must perforce be
attached to work of the class, for it would
have been detrimental to the accuracy of his
drawings to have striven to amend them in
such particulars. It was because the manner
in wliich the drawings were taken, with a
view to- the elucidation of the construction,
and with regard to extreme accuracy in points
of detail, was dilfereut to anything before
done that they have been published. In the
opinion of the author and his friends, in wliich
we venture to say the architectural public
will coincide, this was its raison d'rtre. It is

no longer the picturestpre outside of build-
ings that is presented to us, but a dis-

section of their interior construction. The
drawings are copies of those which were
plotted on the spot, and necessarily therefore
devoid of graceful execution, altliough reli-

able in point of accuracy. Had the work been
one projected and executcil l)y the author at

the present stage of his career, we might

have complained of being dragged backwards

and forwards between France and Italy and

England and Wales after objects seemingly

having but slight connection with each other
;

and we can pass over many a fault of drawing

in what is in truth a note taken in a hurry to

record some information, and the more readily

because these notes have been transcribed for

us by another hand, and must necessarily

have lost something in the process. Next to

the choir of Beauvais Cathedral, the fleche of

that of Amiens occupies the greater number
of .pages; and the six plates (35 to 40 in-

clusive) in which its whole complicated con-

struction is illustrated and explained is per-

haps the ablest and most characteristic set of

drawings iu the book. Almost the entire

structure, the measurement and plotting of

which would appear an Herculean labour, is

drawn to jin. scale, with every tenon and pin,

and the ornamental details again to a larger

scale. While we wonder at the patience and
sliill displayed in the draughtsmanship, we
feel lost in admiration at the constructive and
artistic skill of Lewis Cordon and Simon
Tameau, the carpenters, who were commis-
sioned to make it, and who finished it jin

1529, and whose work, with the exception of a

few repairs to the woodwork, &c., Jlr. Burges

asserts to Ije now very much as they left it,

although the method upon which they pro-

ceeded was an innovation upon the previous

one of erecting wooden fleches, inasmuch as

they did not trust to main beams of great

strength, but made a sort of floor by means
of trusses, upon which they buUt up their

spire in the manner so well shown and de-

scribed in these plates.

Chalons-sur-Marue supplies material for

four plates, Nos. 9 and 26 from the Church of

Notre Dame, and 52 and 53 from the

Cathedral. In the first of these.'while we find

no erroneous lines of stone-jointing inserted,

we think some important ones have been

omitted, leading to the impression that some
very queer-shaped blocks have been used in

the construction, particularly at thejimction

of the two arches.

Troyes Cathedral— which Mr, Burges s,ays,

" unfortunately, like Beauvais, was not con-

structed in the best manner, and this, together

with bad foundations, have rendered a re-

building of a great portion of the work
necessary,"— furnishes three plates (10, 11,

and 27). These were taken under ex-

ceptionally favourable circumstances, the

lamented rebuilding having proved " an ill-

wind that blows no good," many parts

having been reached which are iu most cases

inaccessible. AVe have, therefore, a section

through the upper part of the choir, with all

the details of its construction, and note in it

that the usual third order of moulding in the

tracery of the clerestory windows is dispensed

with, and at the same time that the muUions
are subordinated in width and decorated

alternately with one and two columns in the

same plane—an economical but hardly satis-

factory contrivance.

Mantes Cathedral supplies in plate 14 an
interesting stone roof over the vaulting of a

chapel, and (15) specimens of -richly-coloured

roof tiling.

From England we have the rose window
from the Temple Church, plate 13, and a

dissection of the elaborate screen in Bishop
Alcock's Cliapel at Ely (plate 18), a more
curious than valuable example of late

date.

Wales contributes .some details of balllo-

ments and curtain walls from the castles of

Conway and Cirnarvon, plates 23, 24, and 25,

whicli, as Mr. Burges has gone out of his

usual way to add some con jectur.al restorations,

.are interesting, particularly as it is somewhat
strange that i'uw reliable illustrations of these

l-Hiildings have ever been made. From the

Castle of Chilloii on the Lake of Geneva,
•' prol)ably one of the best preserved military

edifices iu Europe," we have, iu plate 22 and

the accompanying description, some interest-

ing details ,wliich doubtless have assisted the
author in his recently-constructed galleries at

Cardilf Castle.

France has furnished other architectural

details from St. Omer, Villeneuve I'ArchevOque,
Amiens, Rouen, Beauvais, Dijon, Beaune,
Noyon. The wisdom of the selection of some
of these examples we are obliged to cj^uestion,

and would point to plate 32 to ask the reason

that it is entirely occupied by' a full-sized, cer-

tainly indilferent, drawing ofalatecapitalfrom
Amiens of no beauty, and unexplained by
plan or section of the horns which bear the
foliage, which alone would have rendered" it

of any value.

From Italy we have plate 12, from S. An-
drea, Vercelli, two curious doorways; and plate

10, an altar from S. M,aria Novella, both in-

sufficiently filled
;
plate 20, a balcony from

Padua ; and 21, machicolations of Palazzo

Vecchio, Florence, to which this same remark
would apply, as well as partially to plates 31

and 32, which represent brackets from S.

Antonio, Padua, and details from Vercelli ; in

the former of which, though the mouldings are

given half full size, the foliage is hardly ex-

plained at all.

Some smaller objects of interest are given in

various plates, such as a cross from the Museum
at Chartres, and another from Mollinot, near

Rouen, in plate 17 ; sever,al fountains in plate

19 ; sketches of furniture from various

sources, plate 59 ; the construction of the in-

teresting Armoire in Noyon Cathedral, plate 6 1

;

the cope chest in that of Salisbury, plate 63 ;

a Girouette, plate 67, one of the most valuable

in the series ; two chalices with all their

details, plate 68 ; and the Crown of Constanza,

plate 69.

The six last plates in the work are filled

with notes of costume from manuscripts and
samples of alphabets, which will be found
useful for reference, but which will, we think,

need revision if they are to be republished

in another and more important form, as is

promised.
Altogether, the collection is a large, varied,

and useful one, though not such in arrange-

ment or execution as we might expect from its

able author had the drawings been under-

taken with a view to publication in the first

instance, or at a later period of his career.

But then we must remember that it is not

probable that any profe.-.sional man could spare

the time requisite for such a purpose after

entering into practice, so that on the whole
we feel we ought to be thoroughly thankful

for what he has been good enough to give us.

Alterations in OnEAi'siDE.--It is stated that

with a view of correcting the narrowness of the

Poultry the houses on one side are to be set

farther back without pulliug them down. If

this answers it is to be hoped (says a contem-

porary) that the houses of many other streets

will be " set farther back." The houses ou both

sides of Bond-street, Piccadilly, might with advan-

tage be pushed back a few yards if there ia any
room for the pushing process. In S. Martiu's-

lane the houses might be pushed out of sight

altogether. We want, in fact, some architectural

police constable who will by a gentle tap of bis

.

oHicial staft' make all the houses in our narrow

streets "stand b,ack." They are a disreputable

lot, and it would be far better to pull them down
altogether, but if they iusist on standing they

should at all events not be .allowed to obstruct

the tralllc. There is, however, one house in the

Toultry which deserves a certain amount of

respect owiug to an incident in connection

with it, related iu Nichol's " Liter.ary Anecdotes."

The King's Head Tavern, No. 23, was kept in

Charles ll.'s time by William King. His wife

happening to be ill on the day of the King's

re.->toration , and anxious to see his Majesty,

the aflahle monarch when told of her incHna-

tiim actually condescendod to stop at the tavern

and salute her. It is also right to mention that

Or. .Johnson met Jack Wilkes at dinner at No.

J2 in the Poultry, which was theu'Diliy's, the

bookseller's'
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THE EXHIBITION OF OLD MASTERS
AT THE ROYAL ACADEMY.

SECOND NOTICE.

THERE is a disposition among the art con-

noisseurs to cavil at the way in which
the pictures at this Exhibition are placed.

They should have been arranged, say they,

according; to country or school, or in chrono-

logical order, and thus the piiblic might have

been instructed and amused at the same time ;

why should our modern painters have to

support the trial of being placed with the

Italians, or with the Dutch > The natural

answer to this is, Why should they not, since

surely in our own minds we must place them
somewhere ? That they should be able to

bear this juxtaposition in an exhibition as

well as some of them do is more likely to

raise than to lower them in our estimation.

Besides, does it not excite a worthy emulation

among living painters, so to strive in their art

that they in their time may compete with the

old masters, and do honour to the art of their

country ? We understand that in a second

edition of the catalogue the Academy intend

to place a notice, remarking that they have
named the pictures as they are called by
their owners, but do not give tbeir sanction to

such naming in every case. Wjth regard to

the much-talked-of Turner, No. 40, "It.aly,"

we .suspect that not only the Academy but

the art world in general will find much
difficulty in naming it. We have heard it

ascribed by connoisseurs to be undoubtedly by
three orfour different painters. It is astonish-

ing, now that doubts have been thrown upon
this picture, how that the merest baby in art-

knowledge "is SDRE,the moment hesaw it, that

it could never be by Turner,"—how he declares

that "it is a meretricious work, too hot, too

le.aden,"&o., &c.—whereas, whoever may have
painted it, it is a picture of real power and
much merit. One thing is curious in the

method of painting, which is, that it is too

universally glazed. Now, Turner's pictures

are rarely, if ever, glazed. On the whole, we
are inclined to susjject that it may be the

work of a water-colour painter. There are

three Cromes in the first room
;
perhaps the

best is No. 35, " A Landscape," with figures
;

it is much assimilated in tone to the pictures

of the old masters, without becoming too heavy
or black ; the colours have darkened and
enriched with time. No. 41, Reynolds's

portrait of "Lady Ormonde and Child," is a
very fine work. No. 51, " Hampstead Heath,"
is a very beautiful little Constable, evidently

painted from nature on the spot. It is one of

the most highly finished of this artist's works.

Constable is well represented in the present

collection, and his fine qualities being thus

made known he ought to rise in public

esteem. No. 14, " The Haywain," and No.

44, " The Cenotaph at Coleorton," are grand
specimens of his art. It was while painting

this latter picture that Constable complained
of being put out of all feeling for his work,
by the inopportune visit of a " little cockety-

hoop of a man," a critic, showing that then, as

now, artists are of an irritable and impressible

disposition. No. 13, Ruysdael's " Pool," is,

perhaps, the most striking work in this room.
Surely never painter gave with more truth and
poetry the clear, calm, depths of still water.

In Gallery 11. is a most beautilul Cuyp,
belonging to Lord Westminster, No. 66, " A
View of Dort." The mellow light and the grey
walls of the old buildings are both mar-
vellously well rendered. There is in another
room, though, perhaps a still finer specimen
by the master. No. 2(i:), "A Calm." The
on dit aboirt this picture is that it formed one
of a collection bought by five gentlemen
for £23,000. On dividing the pictures again
amongst themselves by auction, the first bid
made for this little Cuyp was £2,000, and it

finally became the property of Mr. Baring, at

£2,500, and although its monetary value is a
poor one by wdiich to judge a picture, this is

certainly a priceless and perfect gem of art.

But to return to the second room : by the door,

on theriglit, isoueol Ilaeburu's best portraits,

No. 54, "Mrs. Gregory." This, though some-
what painty, and treated in two pretty a

manner, is, for Raeburn, a work of more than
average merit. Near to it is placed a rather

singular likeness of an old lady, No. 60, " Lady
Harrison," by Sir Joshua Reynolds. Probably
this portrait was painted when Reynolds
had not as yet thrown oft' the custom of

his master, Hudson, of painting the

face and then allowing the dress to be
added by a drapery painter ; certainly the

drapery has not the grace or even the air of

being the work of Sir Joshua. Dyce is not so

fortunately represented in this collection as

we could wish ; we should have preferred to

have seen his "Good Shepherd" exhibited,

or even his "Bemertoa" or " Young Titian,"

in preference to No. 59, " Jacob and Fuachel,"

which is but a small replica picture. Dyce
painted this subject four times, and the best

of tlia four, a very beautiful work, was in the

Exhibition of 1862. His other picture here,
" Joash Shooting the Arrows of Deliverance,"
is a fine and grand conception, though it sur-

prised us to see the body of Joash of so inor-

dinate a length ; this is a curious mistake for

the most academic of our painters and such a

good draughtsman as Dyce to make. The
first picture which attracts our attention in

Gallery IV. is " The Daughter of Herodias,"
by Titian, No. 189. It is as fine as Raphael in

drawing and lovel}' in colour. The woman is

very beautiful, yet her beauty has something
dreadful in it ; the ferret jaw, and tight mouth,
the finely lined eyebrow, the compact but
little head, the defiant look in her eyes, and
the sternly confident way in which she holds
the head of the Baptist on the charger, all

these combine to seize upon the imagination
and impresses and disgusts at the same time.

Did Titian paint this head from some young
Venetian beauty ? If so, and it is a portrait,

surely there must have been something terri-

ble in the woman's history. Nothing finer

was ever painted in the Florentine school
than the wonderful Veronese placed in the
centre of the room. No. 188, "Our Saviour
on the Mount of Olives, supported by an
Angel." The subject is a very painful one,

and it is placed before you with such awful
distinctness that a public exhibition seems
hardly the place in which to see it. Mr.
Baring's Annibale Caracci, No. 194, "The
Madonna and Dead Christ," though of an
eclectic school, and seeking to combine all

excellencies, fails in the tender and touching
qualities in which the Veronese so excels.

It is more posij. The mother bending over
the dead Saviour is forced in expression, and
the extended hand has not the action of

unconscious grief ; the fat little angels, too,

are neither ethereal nor spiritual beings; yet
this is one of the finest works of a school

which fifty years ago was thought by con-

noisseurs to be second to none. The great

qualities of the Dutchmen are very remark-
able in this room. They are the greatest

painters in the world, if we except perhaps
one or two Venetians ; the word painter here

must be taken only of course in its technical

sense. Let us compare Teniers and Ostade,

both so great in such different ways. Teniers'

execution is the most facile jjossible ; he
paints directly and with a onceness. Ostade,

on the contrary, is as subtle in his methods as

Titian ; he prepares his different colours for

glazing with the most varied precision, and
lays his grounds with true Venetian feeling.

De Hooge, again, works with astonishing

minuteness, while he never loses sight

of the effect he wishes to produce.

He i^aints each brick, but does not forget

the glow of sunshine which he intends

should cover the whole pavement. The de-

tail, though strictly given, is subordinate to

the mass. No. 208, " The Tavern Door," is

a fine specimen of the inaster, rich and glow-

ing in colour ; .so is No. 175, " Wom.an and
Child in a Street in Utrecht." It is rather

sad that so little should be known of the life

of such a truly great painter as De Hooge,
whose works have attained to such celebrity.

No. 190, "A Philosopher in his Study," by
John van Eyck, is a very beautiful specimen
of the master. There is a still finer van
Eyck in a farther room. No. 326, " Celebra-

tion of High Mass." The finished and devout
expressions of the faces should be observed

;

note, too, that each individual stitch in the
worked carpet is painted, though the per-

spective is quite ignored. Lord Ashburton's^

two Ostades, No. 216 and No. 217, should
be closely studied by art-students, as also

should be No. 202, "Playing at Skittles,"

by Jan Steen. No. 190, " The Female
Artist," by Metzu, is a fine work. No. 218,

"Cows and Bull under a row of Willow Trees,"

by Paul Potter, is painted from the same spot,

only looking in the other direction, as Lord
Westminster's " Dairy Farm near the Hague,"
exhibited here last year. Perhaps the finest

Turner in this collection is placed in the next

room, Gallery V. It is glowing with light.

Over it hangs Mr. Billing's Murillo, a good
specimen of the master, and not black. In
Gallery VI. is placed Raphael's first picture.

No. 307, "The Crucifixion," painted when
the artist was only 1 7 years old. It bears the

impress of Raphael's master, Perugino, rather

than of Raphael. It is unfortunate that the

dark hard-lined girdles of the two angels on
each side of the cross give the impression

that they are supported by iron bands. No.
309, "The Three Graces," by Raphael, is,

perhaps, at once the smallest and choicest

picture in the collection. Fra Angelico's

picture of Paradise, No. 313, has much of the

tender sentiment and sweetness always per-

vading his works ; the delineation of the

tortures of hell must have been, we should
think, very adverse to his holy, loving nature,

and very appalling, no doubt, at the time

they were painted, but of course in our days
they are viewed as so treated rather with
curiosity than with terror. No. 303, " Peter

offering the Keys to the Infant Saviour," is,

perhaps, the best picture by Crivelli here.

He is a master of whom little is known, but

his pictures have much that is remarkable in

them. In this gallery, too, are placed many
pictures by Perugino. The simplicity and
grace of his compositions, and the purity and
elegance of some of his figures, leave a forcible

impression on the mind. His colouring, too,

is ver}' beautiful, notwithstanding the almost

entire absence of any gradation of tint. His
works should be carefully studied by the

lover of art, for many germs of those beauties

in which his pupil Raphael so excelled are

traceable in this master's pictures. There is a

curious work in this room by Blake, No. 285, the

title of which is too long to give. To our
minds, it is not a favourable specimen of the

artist's powers. Some of his illustrations to

Dante are of a much finer quality, though,

being in water-colour, they would, perhaps,

be inadmissible. Blake is said to have asserted

that by forcing his darks he could paint on a

mahogany table instead of a canvas, and
make the mahogany tell as the light of his

picture ; to carry out, we suppose, the truth

of the painter's adage, that if you want light

in your picture you must make it darker. He
has not been very successful in this method of

painting in the present work, and has been
obliged to gild his high lights in order to

brighten the picture. It is a mistake to name
Holbein as the painter of No. 296, " Portrait

of Francis the First." The portrait is evi-

dently the work of Janet, who was a French
painter of that period, many of whose best

works have, out of his native country, been
ascribed to Holbein. The lecture-room con-

tains one of Sir Joshua's most admirable

pictures. No. 285, " Portrait of a Child in a
Mob-Cap." It is simply beyond praise. Com-
pare it with the mannered prettiness of

Greuze's children, Nos. 392 and 398. Does not

the quaint simplicity of the little maid in the

mob-cap literally put them to shame > and
yet the Greuzes are very beautiful in their

way. Murillo's six pictures, or rather sketches

,
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of " The Prodigal Son," are placed in this

room. We call them sketches, for such they

are, and as such do credit to Murillo's talent.

Until two years ago Lord Dudley possessed

but five of these works, when being in Rome
and seeing the sixth in the Papal Collection,

he suggested to the Pope that to make the

series complete they must one or the other

give up their treasures, whereupon His Holi-

ness made him a present of No. (i, and Lord

Dudley presented in return a thousand pounds

to the Pope's charities. Space fails us to give

a more detailed account of the many admi-

rable pictures contained in the present collec-

tion, and we can only beg our art-loving

readers to take an early opportunity of visit-

ing the exhibition, in order to examine and

criticise the works for themselves.

ON THE ARCHITECTURAL TREATMENT
OP RUBBISH.*

(Concludedfrom page 18.)

MOET.in.

IREALLY hardly know how to begin my crusade

against mortar. I cannot saythat we are getting

worse and worse in this respect, for I am afraid

that London mortar has always been to a gi'eat

extent a suarc and a delusion. I was watching

some time back the old houses in Carey-street

coming down to make way for the Law Courts,

and on examining the brick rubbish on the site I

found that the mortar, nearly all of it, crumbled

into dust on being hamlled. The fact is that the

purer limes, such as are known as " fat" limes,

never can be made into really good mortar, and if

the mortar made a hundred years ago was bad,

it is sad to think how much worse a gi'eat deal of

our modern mortar must be for want of due care

in its preparation. I find that in Langley's

"Price-book" for 1750 (our old friend Batty
Langley) an equal amount of sand was the utmost

it was thought possible for lime to carry, and
when pit sand was used the lime always predomi-

nated. Wo now commonly specify two or some-
times thi'ee parts of sand, and I know from care-

ful experiments that a skilful labourer wUl make
one yard of lump lime can-y 3 J yards of pit sand,

in spite of any specifications or directions to the

contrary. But it was not in the materials and
their proportions that our fathers so gi'eatly sur-

passed us in the preparation of theu' comparatively
worthless mortar. When we read of the time
which was to be devoted to the beating of it, the

slaking and softening of the lime, and the many pre-

cautions to ensure its excellence, we feel how far

we are behind them in this respect. I have no
wish to make out too strong a case against our
mortar, but I will appeal to your own observa-

tions on the subject. Do wo not invari-

ably find the preparation of the mortar left to the

most ignorant labourer on the place ? Do we
not find him to possess the haziest possible

notions about proportions ? Is there not in

almost all cases a tendency for sweepings and
suspicious rubbish of all kinds to get near the
mortar heaps ? And does not this mbbish very
frequently disappear when our backs are turned
in a remarkably sudden way? Oui' mortar is

truly the veriest rubbish, and it is a bad
kind of rubbish, for it pretends to be, and
somehow it has come to be considered to

be, good and suitable for the jmrpose. I

am almost certain that much of our mortar
might be very advantageously replaced by well-

tempered clay. If this were well raked out of

the face-joints, and the work then pointed with
Portland cement, we should get a better wall
than we do now with the mortar made of lime and
road scrapings. The fact is, oui- mortar-making
is the most hap-hazarJ and chance kind of work
which goes into the building, and yet we must
all admit that there is nothing which is more im-
portant. Here, of all places, wo want to substi-

tute the Irish labom'cr with some simple machine
or mill, fur milled mortar is, whatever may be the
quahty of the lime, a himdred per cent, better

than that which is made by hand. It is quite

trae that we can employ the onlinary edge-
runner, and grind together our sand and lime,

and for large works this plan of mortar -maldng is

very commonly adopted ; but as yet we have no-
thing that I know of .for machine-mixing the

mortar which is suitable for small works, or ap-

• Read before tls Architectural Association by Mr.
GlLBEKX R. REDGRiVE, A.R.I.B.A.

phcable in the case of a confined city site. The

ordinary system of '• larrying" together the lime

and sand mixes them, but very imperfectly, aud

the man's strength is very wastefully apphed. If

we can give him some simple mill, with a handle to

turn, be will do twice as much work in a given time,

and produce a much better material. I do not in-

tend here to describe such a mixer as a pugmill

would be, for I have seen mortar made in a pug-

mill which was very indifl'erently mixed. What
we want is a grinding aud rubbing together of the

ingi-edients, not a simple turning of them over.

Now I have not as yet spoken of the lime and

sand, which of com-se are of even gi-eater im-

portance than the mixing. To begin with the

lime, avoiding all unnecessary chemistry. What
we want in mortar is that it should set well, and

I find that amongst the workmen themselves there

is a gi'cat deal of misunderstanding about this i

setting. Shortly after a brick has been bedded,

we find the dry brick suck away from the mortar

the gi-eater portion of its moisture, upon which

it stiffens, and becomes tolerably hard to the

touch, and this is vei-y frequently spoken of as

setting. In much of the mortar we use now, this

is all the setting we ever get. Except in the

case of the grey hmes and the lias, which set as

silicates, we never get a real set due to the

carbonisation of the hydi-ate, such as renders the

Roman mortar so hard, except with the lapse of

ages. I am certain that mortar with so much
sand as we are now in the habit of using would

never acquh-e any great degree of hardness from the

decarbonisation of the lime. One thing I am quite

sure of is this—that the chemical changes which

may render our mortar of any value can only take

place in the presence of a certaiu amount of

moisture, and that the use of dry bricks, which

driuk up all the moisture, is fatal to good and

sound work. "Wet bricks and stiff mortar,"

says the theorist. " Dry bricks, sloppy mortar,

and plenty of gi'outing " (that most fatal practice),

says the workman. Do what you will, I will

defy any man to prevail upon the workmen to

wet the bricks. They complain that wet bricks

cut then- hands all to pieces, and persist in using

perfectly dry bricks, even in the hottest sim.
" Grouting" is a sort of tradition with specifica-

tion writers, and should never be permitted, as it

is entu-ely a mistiike. It washes the mortar

away from the bi-icks, prevents the proper ad-

hesion of the joints, and does all sorts of mis-

chief. For all out of door work, we should use

limes which contain such a proportion of clay as

to render them dark in colour, such as the Jlcd-

way, Sussex, or the lias limes. Almost every

lime-burner of any importance can now furnish

his customers with an analysis of his limes, and

we should reject any which fall short of 10 or 12

per cent, of clay. The gi-ey lime from some parts

of the Medway, which contains as much aa 18 per

cent, of clay, makes capital mortar, and we all

know the excellence of the has lime, with about

the same quantities of clay and iron. I do uot

wish my paper to read like a chemical lecture,

but I am anxious to point out that the pure limes

are absolutely valueless with the amount of sand

wo now use, aud that to get good results we must
choose a lime which, from the presence of

natural silicates, can set or become permanently

hard from the formation of hyilrated siUcates in

lieu of any hardening due to the reconversion of

the lime into a carbonate or the condition in

wliich it was founJ. The hydrate of hme and
sand, the condition in which mortar from pure

lime goes into the works, is, and as far as we
can judge ever remains, a dusty powder when
dry. I have yet to speak of the sand, and I must
uot say more than a few words 'upou this sub-

ject. We are extremely well oft' for sand in the

Loudon district, and there should never be any
cause of complaint in this respect. The best

sand for use with our grey and chalk limes is a

good sharp washed pit sand ; I say pit sand, be-

cause we can never bo sure of the river sand.

Some of it contains so much dirt, coal dust, and
worn sand, that wo got much safer results with
pit sand. As long as the pit sand is free from
loamy particles it makes a better mortar to work
with than thi: river sand, filled as it is with

extraneous matter. One tluug to be remenibereil

is that the coarser aud sharper the gi-ain of the

sand is the better wUl be the mortar, aud this

fact at once shows that to substitute for the

sharp sand the scrapings aud sweepings of our

thoroughfares will uot improve the qvraUty of our

London mortar.

I nught say a gi-eat deal about rubbish in the

fonn of stucco, stonework, u'on, and slate; in

fact, very few of our materials would escape any

rubbish heap. But I must pass them over, and

say a word or two about

WOODWOEK.

Our cai-penters' and joiners' work shows sad

signs of deterioration both in materials, and, to

some extent, in workmanship. I do not wish

to imply that the carpenters of the present

da.v are not much better supplied with mechanical

appUances for carr.ying on theu- trade than

were theu- brethren of a hundred years ago.

This would be an absurd position to take up.

But I do most fearlessly maintain that labour-

saving machinery and the various contrivances

for producing cheap joinery tend to promote

"scamped" work. I think that most of you

will also agi'ee with ma that the introduction

of cheap foreign timber has done us more harm
than good. However much we may sneer at

I the clumsiness and waste of material in old

cai-penters' work, there was a genuiueness and

a thoroughness about it which we miss entirely

in modern woodwork. I would never (it I

could aftbrd it) fHow either nails or glue to be

used, for I am sure that there is nothing like

the old-fashioned trenails for fastening and

securing the difierent parts of the work ;
and

what with the " priming" with which they are

so industrious in smearing everything over " at

the shop," and the shaky and green fii- timber,

aud the glue and whiting in the shape of

" stopping"—why, it is quite impossible to say

what rubbish you may not be getting. You will

think, perhaps, that it is all very well for me to

exclaim against our modern work without point-

ing out any remedy, or you may think I wish to

go back to Mediicval simplicity. I have really no
such wish. I know it is quite useless to .shut

one's ej'es against the fact that you can get a

" handsome" moulded door made for about half

a crowu by a steam joiner, but I see no reason

for associating bad materials with cheap work-

manship, which, however, one only too frequently

gets nowadays. To give an instance. In a large

panelled gateway recently put up to form an
entrance to the Kensington Gardens (every panel

of which was glued up in two pieces, aud which,

to look at, was a nice piece of work, and
admirably painted), there was, in less than three

months, a fissure of about Jin. wide in the centre

of every panel, aud this is no uncommon case. In

fact, so fond are our builders gettiug of green

wood that they actually have the work put

together, primed and everything, before it comes
into the country. In another case, in a large

roof over some workshops at Leicester, all the

struts had shrunk from their bearings, and this,

mind, in the long way of the grain, a directiou in

which there should be scarcely any shrinkage.

The only way I see out of the dLBiculty of bad

woodwork is to discard paint, and trust to stain-

ing and varnish. We cannot get the good old oak
of the times of our forefathers, but if we do not

take some steps to defend ourselves we may
shortl,y have to do without wood at all, and take

to u'on for everything, as the 'cute Boston men
are doing. I may perhaps be told that bad
materials and bad workmanship to a certain

extent bring with them theh' own pimishment.

To bad bricks aud mortar we undoubtedly owe
that gi'aceless sham known as stucco, which does

for the bricklayer what "pruning" does for the

joiner, viz,, temporarily conceals the short-

comings of his handiwork. How many a deluded

victim has iJm'chased a smart and substantial-

looking place-brick villa, with the most attrac-

tive-looking internal fittings, only to find in the

course of a few years that he will have to spend
as much as the house cost him to put it into re-

pah- ! I am convinced that so long as we sanc-

tion the use of rubbish as a building material, 'so

long will men bo found to supply us with it to

any extent, and I hope that if I have occasionally

put my points rather more forcibly than I ara

warranted in doing, you will excuse me, knowing
that my sole motive is to expose a practice which
has become only too prevalent, and which I have
have termed " The Architectural Treatment of

Rubbish."
A brief discussion ensued, in which Messrs.

Douglass Mathews, C. H. F. Lewes, W. F.

I'otter, Pht-ne Spiers, RhodL-s, Clarksou, Quiltcr,

aud the President took part, aud the thanks of

the meeting were unanimously accorded to Air.

Redgrave for his paper.

An extensim of the sea-wall at Exmouth is pro-

oaod by the Bolio Estate Trustees,
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NEW ELEMENTS OF HAND-RAILING.*

{Contimied from page 6.)

Plat* 17.

—

Construction of a Wreath for

Stairs, having Six Winders to Land ok a

Level Floor—the Tangents on Ground Plan

MAKE Acute and Obtuse Angles.

FIG. 1 shows the joint thrown from the centre.

Cylinder twelve inches. Centre line of rail

struck with a radius of seven inches. The narrow

end of winders equals half a square step.

This drawing is almost a repetition of that

already given on precedint; plate.

The object is to show that a joint may be made
on any part of circle without in any way affecting

the appearance of the wreath. In some situations

it is even preferable. Take, for example, stairs

that have been badly planned; steps and risers

standing in every position but the right—the

whole misconstructed, and presenting difficulties

which may be overcome by throwing the joint

from the centre, in order to produce a proper

wreath.
This drawing is simply intended to illustrate

a method which may be successfully adopted

when required.

Let ns proceed with the mould and have a joint,

say at C. This gives A, B, C, D for tangents, and

D G as ordinate for upper part of wreath on land-

ing. The oidinate for lower part is unknown
until tangents are unfolded, as shown at P^ig. 2.

Let the letters A, B, C, D on the right corre-

spond with those on plan. Tangents are shown

spread out on a board, as in Laying out a string.

The pitches of wreath being 2, 3, 4, 5. The
height of lower wreath is given by P 2. The
direction for its ordinate being P N . This transfer

to Fig. 3, as shown on the extended tangent P B.

Make right angle from P equal to radius on plan.

Let tangents B and B P correspond with those

on plan.

Ordinate is now drawn through C, and seat

made square with it. Height equals that at Fig. 2.

Kemainder of drawiug is in every particular

precisely the same as that given on preceding

plate.

Tangents on mould, as proved by 2, 3, 4, being

equal to pitches having corresponding figures at

Fig. 2.

Notice, that in obtaining bevel T for joint 4,

the line marked "Height" and tangent 3,4
are nearly parallel, but not quite so. The exact

line could not well be shown without confusing

drawing.
See to this, should it ever occur in actual prac-

tice ; and remember that accuracy in obtaining

and applying bevels is one of the most important

points in hand-railing. Square sections show
joints and application of bevels.

Fig. 4 exhibits mould for upper part of wreath

Let tangents C, D, L equal C D G on plan. Ex-

tend D L. Then draw C R parallel with it. Let

L K equal height K 4, Fig. 2. Join K R. This

is the pitch.

Let major axis of ellipse be drawn through the

centre, and parallel with R K. This will be found

more practical fur construction of mould thin

having it on first pitch. Observe that the tangent

5, 6 on the mould when in potitiou falls level, and

is equal to L D ; while that of 4, 5 stands on

pitch ; and, to be correct, must equal correspond-

ing figures at Fig. 2. Have three or four inches

of straight wood on wide end of mould, .as shown.

The bevels and their application to joints have

been alre.idy explained.

It msy be noticed .at Fig. 1, that A N being

equal tu P N on the right, gives oidiuate N C.

Then the lines drawn through centre of balusters

on the left, cutting tangents, and p.arallel with

ordinate, give a direction to transfer position of

balusters from plan, to that of winders on right;

showing their length, standing under pitches of

wreath.

Dublin.—The Lord Lieutenant of Ireland

visited the Royal Dublin Society's School of

Art on Tuesday week, and inspected the designs,

drawings, paintings, &c. of the pupils attached to

the scImoI. His Excellency was conducted over

the building by Mr. Steele, who stated that the

pupils (»f the Royal Dublin Society's School had

gaineil a gi eater number of prizes than those of

any other school in the empire with the exception

of Kensington.

HEIGHT

FIQ .3

NEW ELEMENTS OF HAND-EAIIING.-PIATE XVII.

HOTEL DE VILLE, TOURCOING.

OUR illustration is a front elevation of an

Hotel de Ville for Tourcoing, France,

for which the first prize was obtained in com-

petition by M. Leon Rohard. The building

is 26m. 10 wide by 47m. 35 deep. The belfry

—.an indispensable accompaniment to the public

halls of the towns of the Northern Depart-

ments of France— is of wood, ao constructed

to suit the pockets of the inhabitants, accoiding

to the Xlcrue de I'Architecture.

* This aeries of articles is a reproiluction of Robert
Riddell's worli ou the subject, jiubliahed in Philadel-

phia, uud by Triibner and Co., Loudon.

PHILIP IIARDWICK, RA, F.R.S.

ON the 28th December died Philip Hardwick,

one t)f the few architects who have attained

the rare honour of Vecoming a member of the

Royal Acaden y. lie was elected an Associate in

1839, and a full member a few years afterwards.

From 1850 to 18G1 he held the oiiice of treasurer

and trustee to that institution.

Mr. Hardwick was born in the parish of S.

Marylebone in 1702. His father, .also an architect,

was a pupil of Sir William Chambers. Philip

Hardwick .attended Dr. Barrow's school in Soho-

squaro, but while still quite young entered his

father's office, and in ISOS became a etndeut of

the Roy.il Academy. In 1815 he visited the Con-

tinent,' passing through Palis, then held by the

alliedarmies. The Louvre, at thattimethetreasurc-

house iif the spoils of European ait, was at the

time of his visit guarded by Prussian and English

soldiers. The coincidence between the accom-

panying events of the opening and close of his

professional career is noteworthy. Spending three

years in France and Italy, ho returned to England

in 1818 and commenced practice. His earliest

works of importance were the buildings for the

S. Katherine's Dock Company. He was for twenty

years architect to the Bridewell and Bethlehem

Hospitals, but in 1S36 was obhged to resign that

appointment on account of the multitude of his

engagements. He also held the office of architect

to the Goldsmiths' Company, for whom he de_

signed their new hall—a worthy specimen of hi

great abilities, and his most successful work*

Among his other public works are the entrance-

gatew,ay to the London and North-Westeru Rail-

way, in Euston-squ.are, the Euston and Victoria

Hotels, the Globe Insurance Office, and many
others. He was a Fellow of the Royal Society and

of the Royal Institute of British Architects, of

which he was one of the founders. He received

the gold medal of the Institute and a similar

honour from the Commissioners of the Paris

Exhibition of 1S55.

Mr. Hardwick's designs were mostly in the

Italian style. He suffered during the last twenty

years from the elfects of a severe illness, which

compelled him to abandon his practice as an

architect to his son, Mr. Philip C. Hardwick, in

in the year 1842, when he was engaged on the de-

signs for the new hall at Lincoln's Inn, which was

opened by the Queen in 1845. He continued,

however, for many years to take to such practice

as he could attend to in his own room, and,

though with much bodily suffering, was unre-

mitting in his attendance at committees and at

the meetings of the Royal Academy, in whoso

proceedings he took a deep interest.

His death is a grief not only to those who were

privileged to enjoy his intimate friendship, but to

all his fellow architects, by whom he was most de-

servedly respected and esteemed for his pro-

fessional ability, his high character, and his

pleasant manner.
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ON THEthe application of colour to

decoration of churches.

By "An Experienced Workman."

IT may not be out of place here to say a

few worda on the application of colour to

tlie decoration of churohe?. "We are more
particularly led to the consideration of this

subject in consequence of the recent publica-

tion of a series of four letters " On Colour iu

Churches," by Sir. Edmund Sharpe, JI.A.,

F.R.LB.A., in which the writer endeavours to

prove that colour is a positive evil, that it

destroys all architectural beauty and obliter-

ates all detail ; that colour, instead of aiding

and assisting the play of light and shade (as

most of us have hitherto innocently believed),

does in fact destroy it altogether ; and in

support of his position he instances first some
coloured decoration on the boards and

rafters of the triforium of the choir of Ely

Cathedral, which, accordingto his description,

is most certainly an abortion in colour decora-

tion ; and secondly, the church of S. Cross

at Winchester, which as an example of church

decoration (an art, according to Mr. Sharpe,

lower than that of the sign-painter) is equally

bad as the first example. Now this may be

true enough as far as these two examples are

concerned. We are not in a position to dis-

pute it, inasmuch as we have not seen the

works, and they possibly may be gross ex-

amples of the misuse of colour, of which there

are unfortunately so many in this our day ; but

we do dispute both the premises and the con-

clusion derived therefrom. Itdoes not follow

that because one or even a hundred examples

may be brought forward of its mistaken and
ignorant application, that, therefore, colour

should not he used in churches, or in aid of

interior decorative architecture, and as the

pamphlet named is being extensively adver-

tised, and is, we think, calculated to do much
harm, especially when we take into considera-

tion the high authority from which it pro-

ceeds, we have felt ourselves bound to enter

our protest against the doctrine taught therein.

The (question whether colour should or should

not be used in churches is of great importance,

in whatever light we view it. It is either a

legitimate and pure means of beautifying the

house set apart for the worship of God, or it

is a desecration of the sacred edifice. That
(question is too wide and of too much import-

ance to discuss in this paper, and in consider-

ing the matter here we would confine our-

selves as far as we can to the question as it

affects the development of form and the decora-

tion of our places of worship, for in consider-

ing such a question we cannot confine it ex-

clusively to this or that style of architecture

—

not to the cathedral or the conventicle—to this

or that denomination. We must consider it

simply on its own merits, as to whether colour

should or should not be used to develope and
assist the detail of ornamental forms.

Mr. Sharpe says, " If you wish to take all

light and shade out of a moulded arch, you
have only to paint it; all the glorious efi'ects

produced by a fiood of sunshine on the rich

sericsof mouldings that clothe and characterise

our English cathedrals are utterly lo.st the

moment they are painted. The delicate

transitions from light to dark on a rounded
projection, the sharp line of light carried along

the bordering fillet, and the dark shadow by
means ot which the deep adjoining hollow

throws the two former into high relief, are

altogether lost in a painted arch." This con-

clusion, so dogmatically set forth, we utterly

dissent from, as being contrary to fact, to ex-

perience, and to the unalterable laws of colour.

If Mr. Sharpe means the paint he condemns
to be gloss colour we agree with liim, because

glossy or varnished colour reflects the light

both from hollow and round ; but if he means
his remarks to apply equally to flat or dead

colours, then we are quite certain he is mis-

taken, for it is a fact beyond dispute that cer-

tain Colours have an affinity for light— so

much so, that when the light touches these

colours they appear to advance and stand out

prominently, no matter in what situation

they are placed ; while another class of

colours appear to carry back or cause every

member upon which they are placed to re-

cede or retire. Does Mr. Sharpe mean to tell

us that if the colours which advance are placed

upon the projecting member of a moulded
arch or any enriched surface, and the colours

which recede are put into the hollows and

interstices or sunk parts of the mouldings,

that thus we produce only flatness, and

neutralise the eft'ect of light and shade ? If

he means to say this (and we confess we can

come to no other conclusion accoi'ding to the

text), we must either conclude that Mr.

Sharpe is one of those unfortunates who are

p.\rtially colour-blind, or that he has been

equally unfortunate in his experience. Let us

take a simple illustration in proof of our

position that colour not only beautifies but

assists the development of form. We will

take a marble figure and place it against a

whitewashed wall or in a niche which is also

white. Do we thus best display the beauties

of sculptured form 1 Do we thus bring out the

graceful undulations and curves of the figure I

Do we thus produce harmony, or show out to

the best advantage the exquisite outline of the

figure, and do justice to the immortal genius of

the artist ? We answer No ! a thousand times

no ! Precedent, practice, and even the com-
monest of common sense airswers " No." Look
around upon the earth, sea, and sky ; what do

we see l Not one uniform colour varied by
light and shade alone. Not sameness, not

uniformity ; not black, nor green, nor white,

nor red, nor purple, bu.t a beautiful combina-

tion of harmony pervades all Nature. No
colour-blindness is observed in the works of

the Divine Architect of the Universe : with

Him all things are harmonious. Where can

we find a better teacher ? Where can better

instructions be found ? It may be argued that

these buildings are the work of man ; true, but

they are all fomided and modelled upon
' natural types. Our ornaments from the lotus,

the acanthus, the vine, and the ivy. The
Gothic arch is but the adaptation of the

intertwined branches of the forest trees, which
nature has interlaced and thus formed a model
for man to copy. The rafters of the church
roof and the intermediate spaces onlyrepresent

the sky as seen through the branches of the

trees. Do we build ? We may^ yet go back
with advantage to the bee and the ant. Do
we with to see how. the most opposite and the

most brilliant colours may be blended together

so as to produce the most perfect harmony,
and yet bring out the minutest detail .' AVe

must study the tail of the peacock, the plumage
of the thousand and one birds of Paradise, and
the wings of insects. The exquisite harmony
which pervades all these, one colour contrasting

and bringing out and purifying the other (for

there can be no beauty without purity), all

these go to prove that sameness is not, and
cannot, be Ijeauty. That paiut, which means
colour, according to Mr. Sharpe, destroys all

the beauty of architectural form, is a mistake ;

for if we paint a cove, or the hollow of a series

of mouldings of an ai-ch or a cornice, with a

colour which retires, and then paint the round
beails or fdlets, or other projecting members,
with white or cream colour, or any advancing
colour, we thereby not only increase the

apparent deptli and projection of each in-

dividual member, but we also assist the

production of light and .shade ; all the deli-

cate gradations of shadow are still there just as

effective as if the whole of the members were

white, but the colour intensifies them, for it

is indisputable that gradations of shade are

visible upon all colours ; even black, if po-

lished, will show, when the light strikes jn

rounded mouldings or ornament, an intensely

bright line of white light, and even il it be

dead black, totally without gloss, the grada -

tions of light and shade will be distitictly seen

upon it. We can well understand that if

these coloirrs are placed in the wrong 'posi-

tions, the advancing colour into the sunk parts

of hollows and the retiring colour upon t\ie

projecting member, that the architectural fea-

tures of the work will be destroyed. We
daily see too many examples of this ignorant

application of colour, but, as we have before

said, if there are hundreds of these cases it

does not necessarily follow that colour must
not be used in churches. Another point for

consideration is the fact that in the interior of

churches the light; which has to form the

shadows upon the upper members of the arch,

and on the roof, must of necessity come from
below, which is not at all favouralde to the

development of form. Outside the building,

on the contrary, we see every detail of the

enrichment of tower, spire, and pinnacle, of

door, of arch, and sculptured stone. Why do
we see thenr so clearly '. Simply because the

light comes from above, uninterrupted, free

to play upon and search out every coign of

vantage on which to plant a brilliant fleck of

light, and as a consequence sharpening the

shadows so that every detail of ornament, and
mould, and bead, and hollow stands out clear,

sharp, and distinctly'defined—every leaf, and
flower, and joint, and projection—audit does

not matter whether the stone be hoary with

age or just fresh from the mason's chisel, the

effect is the same. There is no colour required

here to bring out detail ; nature supplies the

chromatic equivalents required to produce
perfect harmony. Looking upon our grand

old ecclesiastical buildings in this light, the

eye and mind are alike satisfied, and are never

wearied ; but when we look upon the interior

the condition and circumstances of light and
shade are essentially dift'erent. Instead of the

light falling iu a flood ot sunshine upon every

moulded arch, and groin, and boss of our

English cathedrals (as Mr. Sharpe beautifully

expresses it), we fiud that in numberless in-

stances the simshine never touches them, only

by reflection, by reason of the position of most

of the window openings, and consequently the

light which best defines the true form of the

mould or ornament is absent. Bright sun-

shiny days are the exception in Eng-
land, and with regard to the roofs of

our cathedrals, how are we to get the flood

of sunshine upon them ? What are we to do

for delicate gradations of light and shade upon
those dull days, of which we have so many,
when all is shade and gloom ? Under these

circumstances, without colour a church is of

all p.aces the most miserable -looking. It is

not many years ago since we began as a people

to emerge from the stupidity andbarbarousness

of the Puritan idea of art, when everything

of beauty was considered a delusion and a

snare—when colour, and ornament, and
the beautiful symbolisur of the Christian faith

were banished from our churches, and the

reign of whitewash commenced and reigrred

paramount. Does Mr. Sharpe wish us to

return to the purity of whitewash ? We should

be loth to think so. We will go with him so

far as to say that we would rather see bare and
naked walls than colour misapplied, either in

churches or elsewhere ; but if colour and
ornament be used with knowledge, judgment,

and taste, and with due regard to its purpose

and situation, we cannot conceive how a

mind capable of appreciating the beauties of

art and nature can object to the use of colour

iu a building which would otherwise be cold-

lookirrg, comfortless, and bani-like in its plain-

ness, and in some cases particularly ugly.

IIow many churches there are which, either

from want of funds or from design, are left

with the walls merely plastered, and without

mindding to arch or window, with plain

chandered edges to the arches and splayed

window openings. AVe shoidd be glad to know
how Mr. Sharpe would treat such interiors :

would he leave them in their primitive state

of nakedness, or would he imiirovise some
decoration which would dispense with the aid

of colour ? If ever he does we should be glad to
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see it. In the meantime we have a simple

and '-"usting faith in the effect and influence

of colour in its application to the decoration

of the house of God. It the first place,

because by striving to make His house

as beautiful as our puny efforts can make it

we thereby show our desire to honour Him.
Secondly, because, however .skilfully we may
execute these works—however high, according

to our limited knowledge and skill, we may
rank our work—we know that it falls far

short of the perfection of divine workmanship,
as shown in the meanest and most iusignifi-

cantinsect or plant thate.usts, thus leading us

to comparisons which tend to produce feelings

of humility and devotion. We have no sym-
pathy with the man who sees naught but evil

in clothing the walls of the sacred edifice with
the glorious effects to be gained by the proper
use of colour and design; to such minds beauty,

in whatever form it may appear, is but an
emanation from the bottomless pit, and the

beauty of colour is nothing less than the sign-

manual of the Scarlet Woman of Babylon.

It were easier to persuade ten thousand wo-
men that they were ugly than to persuade

such a mind that colour may be used with
propriety to beautify and adorn the house of

God.

EOYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH

ARCHITECTS.

THE first orduiary general meeting of this In-

stitute since the Christmas holidays was
held on Monday evening last, Mr. T. H. Wyatt,
President, in the chah. The ordinary routine

business having been transacted, Messrs. Lewis
Solomon and T. Hcygate Vernon were elected as

Associates. The deaths were announced of Mr.
Philip Hardwick, It. A., and Mr. Lewis VuUiamy.

Professor D. T. Ansted, M.A., F.R.S., &e.,

&c., then read the following valuable paper

ON THE RELATIONS OF GEOLOGY TO AECHITECTUEE.
—CONSIDEEAIIONS ON THE SELECTION OF BUILD-
ING SITES.

In a former communication I pointed out some
of the facts relating to the application of geology
to architecture, but I limited my remarks on that

occasion to the subject of building material. I

desh-e now without further preface to give some
account of another relation between these two
sciences, in the hope that I may be able to make
a few suggestions of practical value, illustrating

the importance of regarding the structure of the

earth and the nature of the rocks when it is in-

tended to make use of its surface as a basis of

operations for important architectural construc-

tions. If it is necessary to give illustrative proof
of the value of such considerations, I cannot do
better than remind you of those remarkable leaning

towers in Pisa and Bologna that have sometimes
puzzled travellers. I might also mention the
Cathedral of Pisa, close to the leaning tower, as

an instance of a noble specimen of medieval
architecture, in which there are no straight lines,

no horizontal Unes, and no vertical lines, owing
to a neglect of knowledge as to the nature of the

foundations on a shifting alluvial bottom. The
extent to which these tine buildiugs are injured

by this neglect, which may almost be said to have
reduced noble .specimens of art to mere curiosi-

ties and toys, is not a subject to which I mean
to do more than allude. It is quite true that

with modern appliances doubtful foundations may
be converted into good ones, but while we appear
to have a case of perfect success in this endea-

vonr in the Houses of Parliament at Westminster,
such appUances are not always enough to render a
mass of alluvial sands and gravel resting on a

lower mass also of aUu\ ial origin fit to bear every
kind of structure that may be put upon it.

The selection of a site is not often left to the
architect, but it is certain that his work ought to

be greatly influenced by it, and that his opinion
should be sought and his advice duly weighed
before the site is decided on, or at least before
the nature of the construction is altogether fixed.

But, if this is so, it is clear that his education
should enable him to give such attention to this

subject as to justify him in reporting on it in all

its bearings and from every point of view, and
should enable him to take into consideration both
general and local conditions. Among them the
geological conditions ought not to be forgotten,

for they will infaUibly influence the cost of budd-
ing, the sanitary state of the future building, the
methods available for improving what is imsatis-

factory, and making the best use of natural capa-

bilities, and according to the nature of the expo-
sure they will affect even the iiermanence and
durability of the building. I include in speaking
of geological conditions some which perhaps more
properly belong to physical geography, but there

will be no need to di'aw a distinction between
them on the present occasion.

I venture to say that the site and the natural
conditions of the site should to some extent de-

termine the style of the building, the plan of the
various substructures, and the uses to which they
may be applied. The material to be employed
also requu'es to have reference to these points,

while the contrivances for drainage and (except

in large towns) the natm-e of the water supply
must be modified to meet the local geological

pocuUarities of soil and rock. It will no doubt
often happen that one or more of these are fixed

beforehand, and are independent of the architect,

but he should be able to adapt the rest so as to

take the best advantage of circumstances. In no
case can geological considerations be safely
neglected. I propose in this memou- to point out
and Ulnstrate as far as may be some of the more
important of these relations of science to art.

There is a close relation between the science I

represent and the art you practise. The pyra-
mids of Egypt rising from the dead level of the

NUe valley, and the temples of the same country,

cut out of sohd granite, exhibit adaptations of

style to the material available and to the nature
of the site based on the strictest and soundest
judgment. Pyi'amids constructed in Egypt of

brick or limestone are fit monuments for sandy
plains, and seem to requhe a vast expanse to

justify their severity and formality of outhne, and
their total unfitness for decoration of any kind.

Rock temples, whether in Egyjrt or India, are

immediate results from geological conditions.

Impossible, except in similar positions, they
l)ossess, owing to thch adaptation to local cir-

cumstances, a simple gi'andeur which contains
the elements of the highest beauty.

To perceive the growth of architectural taste

and the history of classical styles, we must refer

to the geological conditions as well as the climate
of the country where these styles originated. In
Greece limestone of a creamy white or gi'ey tint

is the prevalent rock, and the Umestono forms a
jilateau intersected by ravines reducing the surface

to a number of flat-topped hills of no very great
elevation separated by rocky valleys. Owing to

the long- continued action of the weather, the
limestone rock is much broken at the surface, and
loose blocks of all sizes abound everywhere. In
many places the whole of a hill-side is apparently
made up of loose stones, naturally squared, and
resembling a broken wall. Under such circum-
stances square forms, upright columns, and walls

with rectangular openings, are inevitable. The
earliest constructions in such a country must have
been, as we find they were, caverns with square
entrances, built of such stones as were lying

about. After these came the Cyclopean struc-

tures, often described and veiy familiar to the
architect and the arch.'eologist. Out of such
buildings grewthe earliest forms of cultivated art

and the elements of all the classical styles in

architecture. In the Island of Ithaca the build-

iugs known as the School of Homer and the
Palace of Ulysses are especially illustrative and
instructive. In Cephalonia arc other examples,
especially in the remains of ancient Samos, and
both on the main baud of Greece and in the Morea
there are many similar instances. The towns
were built for protection on the hill sides, and on
the hhl-top was the temple and the AcropoUs.
The valleys were cultivated, and for the most
part, no doubt, the people lived in them, except
when then' safety was endangered by the approach
of an enemy. The necessity of constnictiug the
temples aud great public buildings on elevated

sites, where they would stand out boldly in a
clear sky and bo seen through an atmosphere of

exceptional purity and dryness; the necessity
also of using as material the rock under foot or
tl;o marble in adjacent quarries, the facility with
which rock and marble could be chiselled into

form, and perhaps some reasons connected with
the history of the Greek people and the sources

whence their iuspu'ation was drawn, must have
contributed largely to the formation of those
classical styles prevalent wherever Greek civilisa-

tion peuetrated. On the other baud, the cradle

of Gothic art being in the North, in a colder

climate and gloomier sky, and the development
of that form sf art being in countries where the
surface consisted of wide river valleys or great
forest-covered plains, where roofs wore neces-
sary and where elevation was needed to give

efi'ect to a building, the constructive material at

hand consisting largely of wood, and the stones

available including a great variety both of Ume-
stone and sandstone, the art of construction took

a difl'erent direction and adapted itself to these
very (hfl'erent conditions. The limestones of the
North are very difl'erent from those of Greece,
and exposed to the weather they change much
more. Then natm'al conditions, added to the
difterence in race, and all mutually influencing

each other, have produced the pecuUarities of

Gothic architecture as the natural conditions in

Greece resulted in the adoption of classical

styles. I will not detain you longer by prelimi-

nary remarks, except to remind you that Indian
and Chinese architecture belong also to the
counti'y, the climate, and the jieople where they
have originated, and that many singular varie-

ties of style, especially those adopted in Spain
and . Portugal, as weU as the various Italian

schools of architecture, might without much difii-

culty be shown to be derived from or at least

gi-eatly affected by the soil and climate and the

material at hand for building. In Art as in

Natirre there is a process of natural selection

which is the real governing principal of all varie-

ties; there is an iucessant battle to determine
what novelty shall take possession of the field,

and to what extent the old andrecognised species

shall be superseded by some new modification.

Every country and every century has its own
special characteristic, but the groups are deter-

mined to a very great extent by the country
rather than by the races. The genius loci mani-
festly affects the result.

The nature of the rock greatly influences the
soil and subsoil, both of which are derived from
the rock, either directly or iudu'cctly, and must
therefore have some efi'ect on the buildings con-

structed on the surface. This is the case partly

as involving the question of foundations, partly

as being closely related to the methods of under-
di-ainage generally requh-ed to secure the stability

as well as the healtliiness of the site. The
architect is no doubt less dependent on the rock
than the engineer, but he cannot safely neglect
it. lu my work on geology, pubhshed so long
ago as 1812, I poiuted out the importance of

considerations of this kind, and although then
a very young man, ventured to offer some
practical suggestions in reference to it. Since
that time I have had constant experience in

these appUcations of geology—much more indeed
in engineering than in architccture^and I have
often had occasion to regret that some knowledge
of rocks did not enter as a matter of necessity

into the education of all architects and engineers.

Rocks may be conveniently grouped into several

divisions so far as they aft'ect towns, public

buildings, and private residences, and it must be
remembered that in most cases the architect has to

deal, not so much with the rocks themselves as
mth the weathered and often rolled fragments
derived from them. There is in most parts of

England, and generally in Northern Europe, a
superficial mass of moved material and soil mask-
ing the real underlying rock, and this is often

so thick that digging for ordinary foundations
does not get tlu'ough it. Such material may,
with due precaution, be safe enough, and it

generally is ; but there are cases where it

certainly is not, and these should be understood.
They can only be understood by one who has at

least made himself acquainted with the first

outlines of geology as regards the stratification,

upheaval, and dislocation of rocks. In some
countries, and in some parts of our own country,

the rocks are at the surface, and then the whole
question is easily decided ; but when this is not

the case, a knowledge concerning them can only

be obtained by studying a little the science that

deals with them.
Certain rocks, bard and compact in them-

selves, are so far fissured and broken as to allow
water readily to pass through them. Parts of

the millstone grit and of the new red sandstone
among sandstones, the ooUtes and parts of the
carboniferous limestone among hmestones, are cf

this Idnd. They are rocks not in themselves
absorbent, or partially so, but very permeable,
owing to theh mecharucal state. On such rocks
foundations are of comse secure, and di'ainage

good and easy. If such rocks can be reached,

they are safe under ordinary chcumstances so
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long as they are horizontal ; hut if they are in

strata iucliuiug towards a valley, and the con-

struction proposed is near or upou the slope, it is

not seldom that additional drainage, and the weight

of a huilding comhined, may produce a slide,

which will show itself in cracked walls and un-

sound foundations. Instances of such accidents

are not rare. They may generally be foreseen,

and to some extent provided against, by check-

ing drainage between the strata, especially when
the strata of stone are separated by films of clay,

or by thin belts of sand. But they can only bo

known and prevented by the aid of that small

amount of practical geology I desire to recom-
mend.

Non-absorbent rocks, such as crystalline lime-

stones and very compact grits and sandstones, are

often so cracked and fissured as to let water
drain into and amongst them, and in that case

they are not often unhealthy. It is only when
they have no outlet, so that the entering water
stagnates in the rock till it evaporates, that they

are likely to be injurious. I had an opportunity

of observing a case in the island of Corfu some
years since, in which a particular valley was
entirely destitute of inhabitants, though it

appeared in every way desirable, and at the time
of my visit, in the spring months, was perfectly

healthy. There was then a swampy bottom, but

no miasma. I was informed by the people living

near that a little later in the season the swamp
dried up, and that soon afterwards miasma would
begin to form, and would continue with a per-

fectly dry surface till the autumn rains set in. In
this case the water could not run off under-
ground, but though possible such conditions are
exceptional. It is usual for hard limestones to be
tissui'ed and cavernous, and comparatively rare to

find any large extent of such rock without a ready
escape for water ; but, on the other hand, com-
pact sandstones, quartzites, schists, and other
metamorphic rock and gi-anites are vei^y usually
impermeable in every sense. The water is either

retained on the surface, or runs off the surface, the
mass of the rock—though not without receiving

a small amount of water, which cu-culates at all

depths through the agency of such fissures as
exist —being practically unaffected by surface

drainage. It will be evident that if the rocks,

whether limestones or sandstones, or indeed of

whatever nature, are not stratified, there will be
nothing but fissures to carry off entering water,
whereas in the ease of stratified rocks much
depends on the du'ection and amount of the
inclination of the beds, and much also on the
material occupying the spaces between strata.

In these matters, which may be of real im-
portance in planning and estimating the cost of a
building, and also in determining the fitness of a
site, the roclis must be consulted, and their

language must be understood.
The case of clay gi-eatly resembles that of .'com-

pact hard rocks, which are uou absorbent, except
that certain clays can be depended on and certain
others canmt. The clays bedded regularly, and
alternating with other rocks, are simply im-
permeable. For certain purposes they afi'ord

exceUeut foundations, and may bo safely trusted.
The same is the case with shales, which are
altered clays gi-eatly indurated, and not working
up easily into mud, but stratified either with
other shales or with sandstones. It must, how-
ever, be remembered that shales very easily and
rapidly weather on exposure to the air, and that
what appears to be a hard rock only to be re-
moved by blasting while in the earth, will often
be reduced in a few winters into a mass of minute
fragments, converted into mud, and washed away
by the first shower.

But though much important and useful in-

formation may be gained by the practical man by
studying the condition of the rocks, tlieir nature,
and their relative position, it is in reference to
what are called superficial deposits that a fami-
liarity with the history of deposits is most
generally available.

Buildings are of course constructed on all kinds
of sites

; but for many reasons modern towns
generally occupy valleys, and are thus distinctly
contrasted with towns of other days, which were
much more commonly, and for equal good rea-
sons, perched on eminences. Valleys now
traversed by rivers are far more convenient than
plateaus, as more accessible both by land and
water, and if less safe in a military sense than
plains in some respects, they are much more so
in others. But whatever the reason, it is a fact
that all important and large cities are on or very
near large rivers. Thus the condition of the

rocks on the surface of valleys has important
significance.

It may be assumed, in the present state of

geological science, that all such open valleys as

now form or contain the beds of rivers have been
reduced to then- present shape and have derived

their present condition from the passage of water
through them. The beds or bottoms of the
valleys have been cut out by water, the trans-

ported material with which they are covered has
been moved by water, the cliffs or slopes of the
enclosing hills, at whatever distance, have been
brought into their present state by weather action,

and small as the stream may be that runs along
a narrow channel in a winding course between
these cliffs or slopes, it has been sufiicient in the

course of time to bring about the result we see

before us. All that lies immediately beneath the

surface in the valley often to a great depth con-

sists of material removed veiy gradually by this

water, even it below that there is yet another
deposit of water-transported material, consisting

of clay, stones, and sand, due perhaps to ancient

glaciers, or left behind by icebergs that have
floated over or have been stranded upon it when
many fathoms below the sea level. Sometimes
there are streams entering the main river from
side valleys, and each of these again has formed
its channel and left its mark. The more sluggish

the maiu stream, and the further it is from its

source, the greater in proportion is the effect of

such feeders. When they are torrents they
sweep all before them, and deposit large stones

with smaller gravel, clay, and sand. When they
have had a more even course, they deposit fewer
large stones and more mud and sand.

From this account of the history of river de-

posits, given in a veiy few words and requiring to

be varied in detail for every stream, without ex-

ception, you may understand the nature of the

material that you have to deal with in preparing
foundations for a large and massive construction

in almost every part of England where such
buildings are likely to be erected. The clay you
find may be alluvial clay deposited by the stream,
or it may be boulder clay left behind by ice. It

may thin out at any point, and give place to

gravel, to loose stones, or to flue sand. Beneath
it may be a quicksand. A certain number of tons

pressing on the square foot of surface may and
will cause the clay to slip away from the sands,

or the run of an open drain through such sands
may, by removing them, remove all support.

When in the bed of the main stream, there may
be a very regular deposit of clay capable of supj
porting any weight that could be put upon it,

but the intervention of one of the old and for-

gotten tributaries may have cut away part of this

clay for an interval, or prevented its formation,

and thus one part of a building may be on a good
clay and another part on loose shifting sands.

{To he continued.)

there be any truth in the fact that emanations
from the soil would injuriously affect the health
of the people living in the houses over it, it was
incontestible that " made ground " was not suited
for sites for dwellinu'-houses ; and the fact of the
practice of building on such lubbish having be-
come so general during the last few years might
be quite sufficient to account for one of the (even
to medical men) most puzzling phenomena of the
time—viz., the great increase of scarlatina of late,

in spite of all the counteractive aud preventive
measui-es that have been adopted.

"lUDE GROUND."

MR. GILBERT R. REDGRAVE, in a paper
read the other night before the Archi-

tectural Association, and the first portion of which
appeared in the last number of the BuiLDrNQ
News, made a well-timed reference to the now
only too-prevalent custom of erecting new build-

ings in the suburbs of London and other large
towns on or in what is by no means euphoniously
designated as " made ground." After the gravel
or brick- earth found on the sites is all excavated,
the pits are filled in with road scrapings and all

kinds of decayed and decaying animal aud vegetable
matter. This rubbish, then, . is the "made
ground " on which lumdreds upon hundreds of

dwellings, (from the small semi-detached cottage
to the ''stately family mansion," are yearly
erected, regardless alUie of sanitary and structural

considerations. Dr. Stallard has emphatically
protested against this practice, and notwithstand-
ing that the correctness of his conclusions has beeu
impugned by a member of his own profession—
Dr. Trench—we believe, with Mi-. Redgrave, that

Dr. StalLard's view is tile correct one. We are

supported in this by the remarks made by Dr.

Druitt—a physician of the first eminence—in the
course of the discussion which took place at the
Royal Institute of British Architects on Monday
evening last, after the reading of Professor

Ansted's paper on the selection of building sites.

Dr. Druitt strongly condemned the pr.acticc of

erecting buildings on " made ground," remarking
that some of the most expensive districts of Lou
don were built upon rubbish heaps. If, he said,

ARCHITECTURAL AND ARCHiEO-
LOGICAL SOCIETIES.

British Arch.eoi.ogical Association.—At the
meeting on Wednesday evening, Mr. Syer Cuming
iu the chair, Mr. H. F. Holt read an admirable
paper on the " Tames of Fairford." The object

was to deal with the popular legends connected
with the very fine windows in Fairfurd Church,
by tracing the incidents of the contemporaneous
history of this family, through whose munificence
the windows were iti all probability, placed there.

The points demonstrated from a careful study of

the wills of the chief members, and from other

new sources, were th,at John Tame did not acquire

the painted windows in 1492, or at any other time,

by conquest, piracy, or purchase ; that he did not
found the church nor rebuild it ; that he did not
purchase the manor from Henry VII. in 14S9

;

and that, in fact, he never had anything to do with
the painted windows at all. Finally, that these

windows were not ordered until after Midsummer
of 1500, and were erected nut later than 1505.

The research displayed in Mr. Holt's paper was
very remarkable, and the foregoing outline will

suffice to show the energy he is still displaying in

support of his original confident declaration, that

these windows are due to the talent of Albeit

Diirer.

Liverpool Architeotdeal and Arch.eological
Society.—The seventh meeting of this session

was held at the Royal Institution, on Wednesday
evening, when a paper was read by Mr. W,
Parslow " On Science in Architecture," Part II.

Somersetshire Arch.eological Society.—

A

conversazione of the members of this society

was held at the Museum, Taunton, on Monday
evening last. The papers read were :

—
" Charlea

II. in Somersetshire," by Mi . E. CliisholmBat-

ten, and " The Dialect of West Somerset," by
the Rev. W. P. Williams.

The Society of Biblical Archjeology.—A new
society has been instituted under the designation

of the Society of Bi\>Iioal Archajology. It origin-

ated in a meetint: held on Deo. 9th in the rooms

of the Royal Society of Literature, the proposed

objects being " the investigation of the Arts,

Archieology, History, and Chronology of Ancient

and Modern Assyria, Palestina, Egypt, Arabia, and
other Biblical Lauds, the promotion of the study

of the antiquities of those countries, aud the pre-

servation of a continuous record of discoveries now
or hereafter to be in progress." Dr. Birch, of the

British Museum, who occupied the chair on that

occasion, explained that the proposed society

would clash with none of the philological or ex-

ploration associations now in existence, but would

have a distinct purpose—to concentrate and utilise

the scattered materials connected with the geo-

graphy, arts, and antiquities of the lands of the

Bible, and to systematise the progress of archffio-

logical research in England, America, and the

Continent. The society has already received the

promise of the support of the most eminent living

Biblical investigators, aud another meeting will

shortly be summoned for its complete eatabliak-

ment.

WANrswoETii Co.MMON.—After a long period

of agitation the committee for the preservation

of Wandsworth Common have succeeded in

effecting an amicable arrangement with Lord
Spencer, which will secure the common for

public recreation and enjoyment. It is a matter

of much congratulation to the neighbourhood

that, instead of a piotracted and costly litigation,

a satisfactory .settl.-m.-iit should have been

achieved. To carry into effect this arrangement

an Act will be submitted to Parliament next

.Session, which will convey Lord Spencer's estate

and interest in Wandsworth Common to a body

of conservators, who arc to keep the common
open and unenclosed.
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PROOF STBENOTH OF CHAINS.

UNLESS we regard the word chain to sif,'-

uify merely au assembhige of similar

parts ill which the total length bears a very

large ratio to the lateral dimensions, the term

suspension chain as applied to a bridge ap-

pears to be a misnomer. In all modern
examples of suspension bridges the supporting

chains consist either of numerous strands of

wire twisted together so as to form a large

wire rope, or of long bars united at their ex-

tremities by pins passing through eyes. The
heads of the br.r in which the eye-holes are

made may be welded on the bar, or, by a new
process, rolled at the same time with it. The
latter is a very great improvement upon the

former operation and should always be re-

sorted to, notwithstanding the additional ex-

pense. It will be admitted that neither of

these instances answer exactly to the popular

idea of a chain, nor the signification which,

constructively speaking, is generally attached

to it. In a wide sense, anything that could

assume the contour of the catenary curve

would be a "catena" or chain, but .as we
are not at present inquiring into the deriva-

tion of the word, but into the practical value

of the constructive agent it represents, we
shall pass on to the more immediate subject

of our ai tide. Probably one of the most ex-

tensive and important uses to which chains

are applied is in connection with shipping.

Indeed, so well-known is the employment of

iron in this cap.acity, that it is a very common
occurrence to witness in the specification of

a bridge, roof, or other engineering .and

architectural work, in which a large quantity

of iron is wantei, the quality n.amed as the
" best cable iron." This naturally implies

that the iron employed in the manufacture of

cables is of a superior description, and when
it is considered how many human lives, as

well as much valuable property, is constantly

depending upon the .soundness and strength

of chain cables, it is evident that they should
be of the best material. Independently of

these reasons, which are more than sufficient

to render the above requirements indispen-

sable, the nature of the straui to which chain
cables are subjected is of a very trying de-

scription. It is far more severe than that

which would result from the application of a

weight merely requiring to be sustained at

the end of the chain. The terrible and sud-

den jerks that cables are continually under-
going tax their strength and tenacity to the

utmost. Engineers are well acquainted with
the fact that a cliain, or indeed any section of

iron, will break with a much smaller weight
when suddenly and violently applied than it

would wdien the same weight is " laid on "

gently.

Must of our readers are probably familiar

with the appearance of a chain cable. The
links are oval in shape, and a small cross

piece, technically termed a stud, is inserted

across them, in the direction of the minor axis

or smaller diameter. This stud is of oast

iron and its use is obvious. When the links

are subjected to severe strain, they have
manifestly a tendency to " draw," that is, to

lengthen in the direction of the longer

diameter, and to shorten in th.at of the shorter.

The stud prevents this result and keeps the

sides at their proper distance apart. The
strain upon the link itself is tensile in

character, but compressive upon tlie stud,

which is thus m.ade of cast iron, as the resis-

tance of cast iron to compression, comp.ared
with that of wrought, is nearly double. On the

other hand, tlie tensile strength of wrought
iron is more than three times that of cast, so

that each material is selected fur the duty it

can best fulfil. In previous articles relating

to the strength of girders and various sections

of iron, the influence of form or shape has
been more than OMce conclusively shown to

very considerably modify the actual resisting

powers of the materiah A very pertinent

question in connection with the present

instance arises. Does the conversion of the

bar iron into the link cf a chain increase or

diminish the original strength of the metal ?

As a rule, iron is not improved, so far as

either its tensile or compressive resistance is

concerned, by any process of forging or weld-

ing. The science as well as the manipulative
skill of the time have brought the two last

mentioned operations to a degree of perfection

that had not been attained to previously, but

in spite of all the care and skill at our com-
mand, the "weld" can never be made so

strong as the solid bar, or whatever other

section of iron may be submitted to the f ro-

cesi. At the same time, while it may be
frSL-ly admitted that the " weld " is not equal

in strength to the rest of the bar, it is a mis-

take to suppose that a "good weld " cannot
be made. Some engineers and architects go
so far as to set their face altogether against

welds, but this is mere prejudice, and may
very possibly arise from not possessing a

thorough acquaintance with practical work
and with the resources of a large and exten-

sive " smithy." We have known instances in

which a welded bar has been tested a

I'outrance, and the solid bar has given way
before the weld. This must be received as an
exception.al case, but it nevertheless proves

it is possible to effect this operation without
deteriorating the resisting powers of the

metal. To return to the question respecting

the manner in which a bar of wrought iron

is affected by its conversion into an oval-

shaped link. Experience has shown, taking
the average of superior and inferior qualities

of iron, that a bar loses about a third of its

ultimate strength by being converted into the

link of a chain.

From what has been stated regarding the
nature of the strains that chain cables have to

undergo, and the serious liabilities contingent
upon their parting, it will only be expected
that the authorities should have taken some
measures to ensure their being of sound and
durable manufacture. Without for a moment
underrating the claims ofthe mercantile depart-

ment, the Royal Navy has to be first con-

sidered. The weight and size of the vessels,

the complement they carry, and the large out-

lay incurred in their building and armament,
demand that due care should be taken that

they are not lost for the want of good cables.

With the view of providing this requisite, the
Government has adopted a test or proof-strain

for all chain cables intended for vessels be-

longing to the Royal Navy. If we suppose a
bar of a given sectional area bent into the form
of a link, the pioof- strain demanded by
Government is equal to eleven and a half tons
per square inch of the link. This test is

calculated for one side of the link, so that the
proof-stiength of the whole link must be equal
to the ultimate or tearing strain of the bar
from wdiich it is manufactured, supposing
always the iron to be of superior quality. If

it is not so, the link will not stand the test.

This is a very severe test, but not more so
than the nature of the case demands. In
addition to the proof-strength of the chain
being tested so far as regards the resistance to

to a tearing or tensile strain, it is also sub-
mitted to ordeals of a more trying character,

and which are more in consonance with the
actual description of strain it will have to

withstand when undergoing real work. Heavy
and sudden blows are inflicted upon some of
the links while they are under strain, in
order to test the value of their resisting powers
to shocks and violent viln-.ations. As in the
course of their duty they will have to undergo
repeated strains of this description, the pre-

caution is not only justifiaVile but commend-
able. It may be urged th.at whatever may
he the actual proof - strength of the iron it

does not necessarily indicate the quality. A
bar of iron niiay be sufficiently strong to with-
stand the proof-strain successfully, but its

ultim.ate strength maybe scarcely anything in

excess. There would in such a case be nothing
to spare, no margin of safety to rely upon
supposing that on some occasion or other the

strain in practice should exceed the proof-

strength of the material. Some test therefore

IS evidently required respecting the qu.ality of

the iron. In fact, if the quality of the
iron could be ascertained, ii priori

there would be no necessity for any tests

whatever, as iron of such and such a qutility

will always bear a strain of a commensurate in-

tensity. The Government authorities test the

quality of the metal in the chain cables sub-

mitted to them for ascertaining the proof-

strength by cutting out a link here and there

from any part of the cable and breaking it.

The character of the fracture, combined with
the results of the other expeiiinents, are

sufficient and accurate indications of the

quality of the iron, and the skill .and care dis-

played in its manufacture and conversion into

links. It cannot be too carefully borne ia

mind that the strength of a piece of iron is

not an unequivocal test of its quality. A bar
of iron that is not hj any means homogeneous
throughout its whole length may yet be able

to resist the testing strain put upon it, simply
because the strain may not affect its weakest
part. It is uniformity of strength and of

resistance th.at is wanted in all ironwork,
more especially in such an example .as a chain,

in which the slightest weakness in one of the

comiionent parts will cause the failure of the

whole. A single faulty link will cause the

cable to part, the ship to be wrecked and the

crew and passengers to be lost. It is scarcely

possible that the proof-strength of a chain

eable could be tested link by Unk, except so

far as that the transmission of strain through-

out the whole may be regarded as a valid

criterion, but by cutting a few links indis-

criminately a fair estimate may be un-
questionably made of the soundness of the

entire length. Should a single link prove de-

fective while imdergoing the orde.al,the whole
chain is not condemned on that account, but
a new link is substituted, and the cable sub-

mitted to a further test. As a rule manu-
facturers rarely send chain cables for testing

that are below the standard, for the best of

reasons : in the first place, it would be to no
purpose, and in the second they would damage
their own reputation for good work.

FLOATINQ DOCKS AT CARTAGENA AND AT FERROL.*

By Mr. Georoe Banks Rennie, M. Inst. C.E.

AFTER touching upon the various modes for-

merly adopted of cleaning and repairing the
buttoms of ships, the author referred more particu-

larly to the wooden fioatingdocks introduced by Mr.
Gilbert in the United States o£ America, and to

that made by him, in 186S, at Venice, for the
Austrian Naval Arsenal of Pola, in which the two
largest ships that had been docked were the Kai'
sc?*, of 3,225 tons, and the Ferdinand Max, iron-

elad, of 3,066 tons. The Messrs. Kennie having
been called upon by the Spanish Government to

make a proposition for furnishing a floating dock
for Cartagaua, capable of raising the class of iron-

clad ships then about to be added to the Spanish
navy, having a weight of from 5,000 to 6,000 tons,

which represented the Niiniancia and the Vit.

toria tyi ea, they proposed a dock somewhat simi-

lar to that constructed at Veu ice, but of iron in-

stead of wood, with certain important modifiea-
tions. In the wooden structure, in order to sink
the dock sufhciontly, it was not only necessary to

allow water to run into the lower chambers, but
water had to be forced into the top compartments
at the sides, to overcome the buoyancy of the ma-
terial ; while in the iron structure provision had
to be made to prevent the dock sinking when the
lower chambers were filled with water. To accom-
plish this, the upper part of the side walls was
divided into compartments, forming permanent
air chambers or floats, of a capacity suflScieut to

maintain the decks of the side w.dls from 6ft. to Sft.

above the water level. The author laid stress on
the importance of these for the safety of iron

floating docks. As au instance of the success of

t he Cartagena dock, he mentioned th.at the iVh-

* Read before the Institution of Civil Engineers,
January 10.
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manciti, of 5,600 tons weight, had been supported
on it for a period of eighty days. A list was then
given of wood and iron floating docks which had
come under the author's notice, all of which were
of rectangular shaped sections, with the excep-
tion of the Bermuda, which was of a U section.
This latter form required gates or caissons to close
in the ends, which were not necessary in the rec-
tangular section on account on the bottom and the
keel of the ship beiug entirely raised out of the
water. Less water had also to be discharged with the
rectangular form, and the amount of pumping
varied as the weight of the ship, wliilst in the
other, or \J form, the smaller the ship the larger
the volume of water to be discharged. Thedepth
of the basement, or lifting chamber, of a floatiug
dock like that at Cartagena mainly depended on
the lifting power required. The thickness of the
plates of the shell was jin. and 14in. in the centre
part. For such a vessel as the Nuinaucia, weigh-
ing 5,600 tons, the strain was estimated to be
l-'i2 ton per square inch, and for a vessel weigh-
ing 20 tons per lineal foot 1'5 ton per square
inch.

Of the different plans of conveying docks to
their destination, it was remarked that—that of
Pula was built at and towed from Venice, that of
Havannah from New Orleans, that of Alexan-
dria from France, and the Bermuda from the
Thames; while those of Cartagena, Ferrol, &c.,
were sent out in pieces and erected at the respec-
tive ports.

The necessary repair's, painting, or cleaning,
might be performed by careening, beaching where
there was sulticient rise and fall of tide, raising
the submerged part out of water by pontoons, or
by floating the dock into a shallow basin ; this
latter plan being the one adopted at Cartagena.
The dock at Cartagena was 324ft. in length,

105ft. in breadth, and 48ft. in height outside
;

these dimensions of the dock at Ferrol were
350ft., 105ft., and 5l)ft. respectively. After giving
a detailed account of the number of chambers
into which the docks were divided, and the scant-
lings of the mateiiala employed in their construc-
tion, the pumping machinery was described, and
it was stated that it had been designed so as to be
as much concentrated as possible, and thus be
capable of being placed under the control of one
man. The arrangement adopted was that of a
pair of horizontal engines, working two pairs of
lift pumps, to draw water from a common pipe,
communicating with all the chambers. Ou the
ends of these pipes were fixed the inlet sluices for
filling the chambers, and on the sides smaller
sluices and pipes in communication with each
chamber, so that by opening all the sluices the
cliambers were filled, and on shutting the inlet
sluices one or any number of chambers might be
discharged. Thus the whole engine power might
be employed in pumping out any one compart-
ment, if it was found desirable to do so, in order
to balance or level the deck. A detailed descrip-
tion of the engines, pumps, and sluices was then
given.

The shallow basin, or dock receiver, with its

three lines of ways, or slips, occupied the site of
some old timber ponds. The basin was of a uni-
form depth of ICft. Gin. from the top of the quay
wall, and the depth of water was 12tt. .Sin. The
entrance was 126ft. wide. The basin was 382ft.
long on the north side, and 3.15ft. ou the south
side. The end was curved, the chord of which
was 200ft. From this end ran three lines of hori-
zontal ways, or slips, radiating to a centre. Each
was 725ft. long and 45ft. broad, and each was laid
with four lines of timber ways, intended to receive
vessels after they had been raised by the floating

dock. It was estimated that six vessels might be
building or be under repair at the same time,
besides one on the floating dock. The foundations
and masonry work were then described, and it

was mentioned that the caisson for closing the
entrance of the basin was similar to that made by
the Messrs. Rennie for Tola.

After the basin and dock wcrfc completed water
was let into the receiving basin, when the draught
of water of the dock was found to bo 4ft. 7in.,
giving a displacement of 4,400 tons as the weight
of the dock complete. The dock was afterwards
taken into the arsenal basin, and lifted vessels of
various sizes—the iron-clad Numimcla being the
largest. The draught of water of the dock with
the Numancia was found to be lift. 3in., the di-
mensions of the ship being—length between the
perpendiculars, 316ft. ;, extreme beam, 57ft. ; and
displacement at the load draught, 7,420 tons.
The operation in docking this aud other vessels

had proved the dock to be in every way eflicient,

and from the arrangement of the distributing

valves it could be managed with facility either in

sinking or in lifting.

The persomicl of the dock consisted of one
chief-engineer, one master boiler-maker, and with
ether assistants amounted to eighteen men in all,

and with this staff everything went on regularly

and without trouble.

THE MADRAS IRRIGATION WORKS.

THE anient across the Pennair near Cuddapah
in the Madras Presidency is part of the last

division of the Madras Irrigation and Canal Com-
pany's Works extending from Kurnooh to Cudda-
pah new nearly completed, and is close to the
north-west line of railway. Since the works on
this canal were resumed in 18GS, the following
work has been executed by the company's engi-

neers on the 190 miles of canal :—Earthwork, in-

cluding revetment aud shingle, 7,237,900 cubic
yards ; masonry, including a large amount of cut
stone in locks and sluices, 271,000 cubic yards.
The work on the above anicut was commenced as

soon as the designs received Government sanc-

tion, and the first well was sunk in February,
1869. This important work is half a mile in

length, of which two-thirds are upon sand and
one-third on rock foundation. The design where
ou rock is a simple wall ; where on sand a sloping
surface of masonry floored with cut stone, and
resting upon four rows of biick wells filled with
concrete, the toe of this masonry slope beiug pro-
tected by a dry rubble apron 105ft. in width.
This work will be completed within four months,
or two years from its commencement, the latter,

however, only consisting of twelve working
months.

Including the head works aud locks, there are

(according to Engineering) 38,000 cubic yards of

masonry, including 1,150 brick wells, and 8,500
cubic yards of cut stone flooring, and 27,000
cubic yards of large boulders protect the font of

the work ; these have been hauled three miles by
bullock power.
During the last working season, from January

to Juue, 1870, 22,000 cubic yards of masonry
were built, which include 4,000 cubic yards of cut
stone flooring and neaily all the cut stone required
in the head works. There were also deposited in

the rubble apron 14,000 cubic yards of large

quartzite boulders. This rate of progress will

compare with any work of the kind in India, as

will also the cost and the quality of the work.
The work has been carried out by the company's
engineer, Mr. Higginson, C.E., and his assistants,

with such labour as the district could provide.

The extensive works of the railw.ay company and
the high rates that they pay, rendered it for some
time difEcult to obtain the bodies of men neces-
sary ; this was, however, overcome by having men
trained ou the completed portions of the company's
works near Kurnooh.

BOOKS RECEIVED.
Church Design for Congregations: Its develop-

ments and possibiUlics. By James Cubitt, archi-

tect. (London: Smith, Elder & Co.) This very

useful book vras a short time back published in

the BniLDiNG News. The satisfaction expressed
at its appearance in our pages by many readers

augured well for its success in a separate form.

The suggestions then offered to professional

readers Jlr. Cubitt now submits to the conside-

ration of the general public, couviaced that it is

only with the iutelligont concurrence of the out-

side world that architecture cair in these times
make any great movement. For the benefit of

now readers who may not remember the work we
will siimmarize its contents. Mr. Cubitt's

"points" are, tliat more character and fitness are

needed in our churches, aud that neither of these

are to be gained without discovering what the

weak points of ordinary church-design really are.

Having indicated numerous examples where cither

good architecture is saciiliced to conveuienoo, or

convenience to the orthodox church typo of nave
and aisles, the author directs attention to the im-

provements he would introduce. These are, briefly

:

plans with few columns, the adoption of wider

naves and narrower aisles, tlie moie frequent use

of the dome
;
plans based ou the circle, tho octa-

gon, and truncated ellipse : and improved gallery

construction. If his arguments are not through-

out well maintained it is not from the want of

careful research and examination of ancient ex-

amples—the latter well thought out and adapted

to meet tho requirements of modern wants. If

English architecture is indeed again to become
what its name signifies it must do Bo by conform-
ing, not to nineteenth century art-notions, but to its

real wants, meeting them in the old art-spirit, and
the more earnest workers in its cause like Mr.
Cubitt the better.

Princijiles of Mechanism, by Robert Willis,

M.A., F.R.S. (London : Longmans), is a thorough
synopsis of the laws applying to combinations of

machinery considered as governing the relations

of motion. It is sure to become at once a stand-
ard work of its kind.

Handbookfor-Essex, Suffolk, Norfolk, and Cain-
hridgeshire (John Murray).—Possibly continental
complications have diverted the attention of some
of Mr. Murray's " guides " to our own island; if so
architectural and other tourists will set off against

many disadvantages the opportune publication o!

this handbook. Embracing four counties, peculiarly
rich in archieological associations, it deals well
with its subject, and is almost as valuable as

a reference for the architectural student as a hand-
book.

Tlie British Almanac for 1871 needs only
mention to secure its usual reception.

Irregularities and Diseases of the Teeth, by
Henry Sewell *(J. Churchill & Sons), is a reissue

of papers on dental surgery, previously published
in the Lancet and British Journal of Science.

The Young Mechanic, a Book for Boys, by the
author of " 'The Lathe and its Uses," &c. (London :

Triibner & Co ). This book cannot fail to be
useful to boys of a mechanical turn. By the
author of "The Lithe and its Uses," and "The
Amateur Mechanic's Workshop '

' (both of which
works originally appeared in the English Mechanic
and World of Science, and were, we believe, very
favourably received by many thousand readers of

that journal), it is sure to be practical and therefore

reliable. It is well illustrated and smartly bound.

jiitllhig Intel llgciia.

CHURCHES AND CHAPELS.

Algieks.—On the Feast of the Circumcision,

the Bishop of Gibraltar consecrated the new
church of the Holy Trinity, Algiers. The cost

of the building is about A'4,000. Tho style

of architecture is Byzantine, with apsed chancel,

western rose window, and gable belfi'y. The
interior fittings are of oak, with open oak
benches. The chancel and western windows are

already provided with stained glass, aud those of

the nave will be contributed ere long.

Exeter Cathedral. — The Exeter Gazette

states that the monetary difficulty with respect to

the commencement of the restoration of the cathe-

dral of that city is ac an end. The sum of £3,000
was wanted to make up the £15,000 required for

the choir alone, and in consequence of that defi-

ciency the chapter decided two or three weeks
since to postpone the undertaking. Since then
the Rev. Chancellor Harington has announced his

intention of adding £3,000 to his previous gift of

£1,000, in order that the restoration may be at

once proceeded with, in accordance with Mr.
Gilbert Scott's plan. A meeting of the chapter

« ill be held shortly, and it is thought probable

that the contract for the alteration and re-adorn-

ment of the choir will be signed forthwith. What
the cost of the restoration of the whole cathedral

will be has not transpired, but it is sure to exceed

£50,000.

Great Doddington.—The parish church of

Great Doddington, Northampton, was reopened
ou S. .lohn the Evangelist's Day, after restoration.

The vicar, the Rev. M. W. Gregory, has acted as

architect. The building was originally a large

Norman church, n ith a large chancel full of small

Norman windows with very deep splays. Some
of these wore wholly blocked up and lost until

Mr. Gregory cleared away the accumulated white-

wash and other obstructions ; others were con-

verted into decorated windows. Rows of what
look like putlog holes occur both in the lower and
upper stages of the walls. But on examination

they are seen to go completely through the waU, and
to bo linished masonry throughout. Against the

chancel arch on the south-west side is a wall-

painting representing the Crucifixion, of good
character, which Mr. Gregory has carefully pre-

served. The design for the roof of the chancel

was supplied by Messrs. Law & Sous, of North-
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amptoD, liiit the design has not been carried out
in its entirety. The whole of the TVorli has been
executed by Mr. Goodridge, builder, of Roade,
under the supervision of the vicar. The cost of

the chaucel restoration has been about £400.
The cost of the restoration of the nave is about
£G00.

KiDMORE.—The internal decorations of the
chancel of Kidmore Church, near Henley, have
just received some most important additions. A
new pavement has been laid down in the sacra-

rium,by Messrs. Minton, Taylor, & Co., of Stoke-
upon-Trent, with an Agnus Dei introduced as a
centre. The step in front of the altar is of Devon-
shire marble, as are also the columns in the arcade
of the reredos. Trefoils of marble have also been
inserted in the spandrels, with excellent effect.

The architect was Mr. Arthur Billing, of Tooley-
Rtreet, Southwaik, and the builders, Messrs.
Wheeler, Bros., of Reading.

Leake.—The chancel of the parish church of

Leake is to be restored by Mr. Edward Browning,
of Stamford, Messrs. Halliday & Cave, of Greetham
being the builders. The works proposed consist

of taking down and rebuilding the east wall and
inserting a four-light geometric window ; new
tracery to side windows ; an entirely new open -

timbered roof, covered with lead, of the original

pitch, as defined by the string-course on nave
gable

;
perforated stone parapets at .sides and gable

end ; a geometric and encaustic tile Uoor ; new
steps and seats ; windows reglazeJ with cathedral
glass ; and thorough restoration of the whole of the
walls and dressings. The amount of the contract
is £1,250.

ToEQUAT. — The parishioners of S. Mary
Church, Torquay, have resolved (says a local

paper) to remove the old church tower, and build
a new one more in keeping with the church,
which has been rebuilt lately. The tower is to

be a memorial of the late Bishop. The subscrip-

tions amount to £1,300, but £400 only is rcquii'ed

to carry the tower as high as the ridge of the
nave. We hope that this statement is not the
precursor of a piece of Vandalism.

BUILDINGS.

Ba.sfoed.—Some time ago it was resolved by
the Basford Board of Guardians to erect a plain
but substantial hospital, with all the most im-
portant modern comforts. The building, which
was designed by Mr. Barber, architect, of East-
wood, is a plain edirice, two stories in height. It

consists of brick with stone dressings, and is fitted

up with everything which could possibly be sug-
gested to conduce to the health of the patients.

The building is now finished, with the exception
of the tising of the beds, and will be used for its

purpose in a week or two. It will accommodite
131 beds at the least. The north end is devoted
to males only, and consists of two bedrooms on
each story, with day rooms adjoining capable of

accommodating the number of persons required
by the Poor Law Board. Communication between
the hospital and the workhouse proper is obtained
by a long passage or corridor. The main entrance
opens to the centre of the building. The rooms
on the ground floor of the centre .are used for

store-rooms, surgeons' and nurses' convenience.
The upper story will be used solely for a lying-in

ward, and will accommodate eight persons. The
whole of the rooms are very lofty and well-ven-
tilated. The outer walls are exceedingly thick,

and have a space of Sin. between the inner and
outer bricks. Besides the main building, which
is to be used for general invalids, there are
separate buildings for reception and fever wards
and for other infectious diseases, all of which are
provided with necessary comforts. Mr. Hopewell,
of Basford, is^the builder, Mr. Burton, of Basford,
the painter, and Mr. Flewitt, of Nottingham, the
plumber and gasfitter.

Birkenhead.—Schools in connection with the
Hamilton English Presbyterian Church in Laird-
street, Birkenhead, have just been completed ; the
accommodation of the whole, including two class

rooms, is for 300 children, and the cost, exclusive
of land, has been made under £750. There are
two good playgrounds, and all conveniences .at-

tached ;
the ai-chitect is Mr. James N. Crofts, of

Liverpool, and the contractor Mr. D. Readdie, of
that town.

Stamford Hill.— Mr. Samuel Morley, M.P.,
laid the memorial-stone of the new Congregational
Church at Stamford Hill on Saturday week. The
building was described and illustrated in the
volume of the Building News just concluded.

UsBRiDGE Union.—Extensive alterations and
additions have beenin progress at the aboveduring
the last few months, from the designs and under
the superintendence of Mr. Charles J. Shoppee, of

London, architect. The accommodation hitherto

provided having been for some time past felt to be
insufficient, the Guardians decided on erecting a

new infirmary for males, in addition to altering the
old infirmary (which formerly served for both
sexes) tor females. Mr. G. E. Kearley was the
contractor for this portion of the works, together
with the new boundary walls. A new ward
for able-bodied men has also been erected, for

which Mr. T. Taylor, of Uxbridge, was the con-
tractor. Careful attention has been given to ven-
tilation throughout the new buildings. Messrs.
May were the contractors for the stoves and heat-
ing apparatus. Monle's earth-closet system h.as

been adopted throughout. Mr. CoUett was clerk

of the works.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
[We do no' hold ourselves responsible for the opinions

of our correspondents. The Editor respectfully re-

quests that all communications should ba drawn up
as briefly as possibla. as there are maiy claimants
upou the space allotted to correspondence.]

To OoR RE.»nER.9.—TVe shall feel obliged to any of our
readers who will favour as with brief notes of works con-
templated or in progress iu the provinces.

Letters rel.vtiug to advertisements and the ordinary busi-
ness of the Paper should be addressed to the EDITOR.
31, TAVISTOCK hTREET, COVENT GARDEN, W.C.

Advertisements for the current week must reach the
office not later than 5 p.m on Thursday.

RiirEivED.—H. M. C, C. B. A.. W. B., R. E. B., J. N.,
J. B., S. & Co., P. ASou.S. & Son., Rev. E. K, W. A. P.,
J. H. T., T. B., Borough of Leicester, T. B. Uyam, S.
Fisher, T. Burridge, J. C. J., W. B.

Hv. "Walker.—The design will aupear.
H. il. C—The JLS. returned by post.
C. S. S. J.- Sketch returned.
A TouNG ARcflrTE'T.—Any elementary book on archi-

tecture, or state what you want in " Intercommunication "

column.
I'nos. CotE.—You can procure all thft Bltildino News

sketches, or in the course of a few weeks you may purchase
them in a volume.
HoLi-EV & Miller.—The engraving came to hand.
G. N. Thomas.—A good sketch, but too late. The skolch

returned.

E. Wi.NTER.—Sketches returned— good, but too late.

INDEX TO VOL. XIX.—The index to the Nineteenth
Volume if the Bitildikg News will be published with
next week's number.

Corrcspoiibciitf.

CONCRETE BRICKS.

(To the Editor of the Building News.)

Sir,—Referring to the interesting paper of

Mr. Gilbert R. Redgrave, read at the Archi-
tectural Association and partly reported iu your
last number, I m.ay mention the manner iu which
a builder, who erected a good class of small
houses for his own investment, i^repared his

concrete. He made thin mortar of grey lime,
and laid it to the thickness of about 2in. iu the
bottom of his trench, then spread sufficient clean
gravel ballast, to allow the ballast to appear
about liu. above the mortar, .and would continue
with alternate Layers of mortar and ballast. Many
years after his death, I had occasion to pull
down and alter a portion of one of his houses,
and found the concrete to be completely solid and
hard, in fact an artificial rock. As to the bricks
which Mr. Redgrave calls " patent," can he tell

us why all such are made so large that they will

not bond in with ordinary stocks .'' I am convinced
that their large size prevents their use for many pur-
poses, lam using for some fiicing work a "patent"
white glazed brick 9in. by 4 5 in. by 3 l-lOin., audam
compelled to build all the backing up slowly in

cement. On another occasion I wished to use for

internal facing the Burham Comjiany's Gault clay
bricks, but was reluctantly forced to alter my
specification when I measured the samjles and
found them to be so thick as to spoil the bond of

the other work. The same defect has caused me
to reject a beautiful brick with an impressed
pattern on its face. All the moulded, beaded,
chamfered, and other bricks are so largely in

excess of the thickness of au ordinary stuck or
malm facing brick, that I am sure they will never
become popular until their size is so reduced that
they can be readily worked.—I am, &c,

H. A. B.

ARCHITECTS AND SHARP BUILDERS'
CLERKS.

Sir,—The remarks of your correspondent
" Reader," which I have only just seen, ai-e in one
way very suggestive. They do not appear to need
much special reply, as the writer in no way
challenges my facts or propositions, but confines
himself to a not over-refined ventilation of much
accumulated spite against the higher ranks of the
profession in general. His great point, however,
seems to be that the public sanctions the prac-
tising of incompetent men by employing them
freely.

Now this is exactly one of the great evils

which I should like to see remedied. No one
doubts that the public does and will employ in.

competent men, because as a rule it Buds them
more accommodating as to matters both of t<aste

and of finances. In the same way there can be no
doubt that the public, the middle-class public of
the towns more especially, would, if it could,
allow its legal affairs to be misconducted liy un-
authorised attorneys who might offer a reduction
of the orthodox six-and-eightpence ; and would
hail with delight any medical man who would
undertake to poison its families at half the pro-
fessional rates.

These learned professions have long since found
it necessary to protect the public and themselves
by legal restrictions, and some system of exami-
nations

; and it is hard to see why architects
should not obtain some similar organisation. It
would, I am confident, be an enormous benefit
both to the public, the profession, and even to
my friends the builders' clerks themselves, who,
if so prompted by ambition, might with the help
of careful study make a legitimate start in a pro-
fession which they are now obliged to enter, as it

were, by the back door.

If only some man of good standing and energy
could be found to take this matter up, I am sure
it might soon be carried out, and that all parties

concerned would soon be congratulating them-
selves on the result.—I am&c, J. B. F.

Inlertoiunianicatioii(s

QUESTIONS.
[•20S7] ASPHALTEIX CHEAPSIDE.—What descrip-

tion of asphalte is Cheapsiile paved with—is it Sejssel
and is there any hard material incorporated with it ?

—Z. ____^__^
[20SS] PETERSBURG DEALS.—What is the reason

that no real Petersburg deals can be obtained now? Much
of the material supplied under that name by timber mer-
chants is little butttir iu apjiearanca than white dual, and
when stained looks abominable. It is high time this im-
position was e\ posed.—Z.

12080] QUANTITIES.—I woiUd feel obliged to any of
your readers for expressions of opinion on the vexed ques-
tion uf qiiautities, especially on the following poiu s, viz :

—

1. Is it a custom with many architects or surveyors to make
a charge to each competing contractor on receiving a
copy of the bill of quantities; and if so, how much ? 2. In
the case of makini,'" a chai'ge for each copy, should not
the balance only of the 1,4 per cent, uommi^'&ion be
charged to the proprietor in the estima'e? 3. Most of
tlie architects of my acquaintance give copies of bills of
quantities/rcc o/ f;iarf7t'. Butis not this rather unfair?
Bach of the comijetiug contractors gets his value in the
sJiape of a bill of quantities, and the chance of success
in the Cf^mpetition for the contiact; why should each
competitor not pay at least a small amount on account of
the percentage for taking out quantities ? Any account of
the practice or custom of architects, especially in the pro-
vinces, itt this matter will be thankfully received.

—

JUSTITIA.

[-2090] TIN-LINED PIPES.-Ia it a fact, as stated in
your last number, p. 21, in a cutting from an American
paper, that tin is more readily a tacked and dissolved by
water than lead ? Or does some peculiarity in the chemica
composition of the water of Boston give rise to the state-
ment y-F. O. H.

[2091] CHURCH SITTINGS.—Will some reader kindly
inform me wiiat amount of room is usually allowed fur ihe
sitting of each pei^son in a church ?—T. W. C.

[2092] BOND IN BRICKWORK.—Will auy subscriber
kindly inform me by means of two small diagrams how old
Kuglish bond is worked at the angles iu l8in. walls ?

—

Student,

[2093] STRIKING PORTIONS OF LARGECIRCLES.
Would any reader of " Intercommunication" kindly in-
form me of au expeditious way of striking a portion of a
circle of any magnitude? I wish to describe a curve Ifr,

in length, the said curve being a portion of a circle of one
mile radius.—T. K.

[2094] MEASURING STRING-BOARDS TO STAIRS.
Can aLy contributor to this column kindly tell me which
is the best way to measure string- boards to stairs?—

A

Joiner'.'^ Ari'iiENriCE.
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[2095] PREVENTING SOUND TRAVELLING FROM
FLOOR TO FLOOR.—How cau I best prevent the pas-

sage of souud from one floor to another cherwise than by

using sawdust (whicli of en lots the timber)? An auswer
would oblige- G.E. W.

[20Eli>I CASTING LEaD PUMP BARRELS.—Will

Eome practical plumber infotra me how lead pump barrels

are cast or moulded, and the square cistern lieads and
Bpouts, i.e., what is the core of the barrel composed of?

If, as it seems to me, it is a solid iron core the lead wjll

shrink on cooUug, and it must consetiueutly require con-
siderable force to draw the core from the barrel.—A Tn ree
Uranch H.\nd.

STAINED GLASS.
Melton Mowbkay —A stained glass window will shortly

bo placed in Melton Mowbray Church, by Mrs. Frewen, of

Brickwall, Essex, iu memory of her late husband. The
window will be made by Mr. Wailes, of >ewcasLle-on-
Tyne. The subject will be "Mosea Lifciog up the Ser-

pent iu the ^Yilderness."

STATUES, MEMORIAL?. ETC.
BiSHOp'd Lydeakd.—The committee and members of the

Someisetshire Archaeological Society are about to erect a
lU'inumeiital br.xss iu the chancel of Bishop's Ljdeard
Church to the memory of the late Rev. Francis Warre,
vicar of that parish, and for many years secretary of the
society.

©Ill' mtt Mk
Lectures ox Akchitecttjre at the Royal

Academy.—In consequence of the illness of Mr.
G. G. Scott, R.A., the usual course of lectures on
architecture at the Koyal Academy, as announced,
will not be fiiven this session. In place of such
series, Mr. E. M. Barry, R.A., will deliver two
lectures on the subject; Dr. Meryon, one lecture

on Beauty, and Professor Tyndall one lecture,

the subject of which is not yet announced. It

is also reported that Mr. Street, A.R.A., is

engaged to give a lecture or lectures.

Royal Institute of British Architects.—
At the next meeting, which will take place on
Monday evening, the 16th inst., a paper will be
read " On the New Buildings for the St. Thomas's
Hospital," by Mr. Henry Currey, the architect of

the buildings.

The Frost in Eatei.— During the frost, the
good peoiJle of Bath, that city of crescents,

were (says the (ilohr) subjected to an unusual
annoyance. Although they live above an in-

exhaustible reservoir of boiling water, they
could get no supply of cold, for the company's
pipes were frozen. This happened everywhere

;

but luckless Bath had its gas frozen also. The
theory is that the salts, whicli give the Bath
wn,ter its salutary qualities, as indicated by the
epigram on the monument in Bath Abbey

—

Here storied urn ami aDimated bust
Show how Bath waters serve to hay the dust

—

got somehow or other crystallised in the gas
pipes during the intense frost. Whatever the
cause, there is no doubt aa the effect. Bath,
which when lighted up at night is one of the
most bca\itiful cities iu Europe, rising terrace

above terrace and crescent above crescent, has
been in a state of Cimmerian darkaess.

Another Landslip. -A landslip occurred at

Mfvagissey, on Tuesday week, when a mass of

rock, estimated at from 500 to 700 tons in weight,
forming a portion of the road to the look-out
8tati*'n, fell to a depth of 5oft. into the ship-

building yard of Mr. W. D. Lelean. Fortunately
all the workmen were away at breakfast at the
time of the occurrence,

De.vth of Mn. Alex. Munro.—This well-

known Scotch artist died at Cannes on New-Year's
Day. Mr. Munro, a native of Inverness, was about
forty- fivo years of age. His genius was early
noticed by local frienils, by whom he was intro-

duced to the late Duchess of Sutherland, and
through hor recommendation he obtained employ-
ment for a short time from Sir C. Barry in carving
some of the works on Westminster Palace. He
soon became famous for groups of children and
medallion portraits. One of the best known of his

productions was the group from Dante of Paulo
and Franceaca, which was exhibited in 1851, and
afterwards put iu marble for Mr. Gladstone. His
statue of Watt at Birmingham is a very fine work

;

also his bust of Sir W. Armstrong, his statue in

Westminster Palace of Queen Mary, &c. Several

years ago, Mr. Munro fell into very bad health, and
found it necessary to live chie8y in the climate of
Cannes, where he built himself a handsome house
and studio. Whilst there, he executed busts of

the Marquis of Dalhousie, the Grand-Duchess
Constautiue, and other visitors. His latest work
was modelling a bust of his father-in-law, Mr. Car-

ruthers of the Inverness Courier, intended as

part of a semi-public testimonial about to be pre-

sented by some of that journalist's friends.

The New Law Courts. — A deputation of

London builders, consisting of Messrs. H. Lee,
Plucknett, Hanuen, Johnson, TroUope, and T.
Lucas, have waited by appointment on Mr. Ayrton,
at the Oliice of Works, iu lefereuce to the proposed
conditions of contract, which had been objected
to. These were generally modified, but on the
principal supposed points of diil'erence it appeared
that the Commissioner and the builders were
already quite agreed in substance, and the only
question was whether the wording of the condi-
tions carried out the intentions of the Commis-
sioner and the builders. The legal adviser of the
buildeis and the legal adviser of the Commissioner
appeared not to coincide on the legal phraseology
necessary, and it was left to these gentlemen to

confer further together. The deputation ex-

pressed their thanks to the Commissioner for Lis

patience and courtesy, and withdrew. The points

of dift'erence being reduced almost to a question of

words, it may reasonably be presumed that no long
time will elapse before the tenders are opened and
the works so long delayed are at length allowed to

proceed.

Railway Passengers.—There are sixteen rail-

ways in Great Britain each of which carried more
than 5.000,000 of passengers in the year 18t39.

The Manchester, Sheffield, and Lincolnshire line

carried 6,991,371 ; the North British, 8,507,171
;

the Great Northern, 8,733,764 ; the Caledonian,

9,226,034; the North- Eastern, 11,944,315 ; the
Great Eastern, 13,008,907 ; the South-AVeatern,

13,140,453; the Chatham, 13,963,882; the Mid-
land, 15,507,454 ; the Brighton, 16,560,431 ; the

South Eastern, 19,157,205 ; the North London,
20,020,750 ; the Lancashire and Yorkshire,

22,643,002 ; the Great Western, 23,103,406 ; the
Loudon and North-Western, 28,758,886; and the
Metropolitan (.including the *' District," St. John's
Wood, and half the Hammersmith), no less than
36,803,791. These numbers are below t'ne actual
ones, as they do not include the owners of season

or periodical tickets ; the number of journeys
taken by these persons is not known, but it has
been estimated at about 350 each. The Great
Eastern h.ad iu the year 1869 4,899 holders of

such tickets ; the Great Northern, 8,261 ; the
Great Western, 4,300 ; the Lancashire and York-
shire, 8,487 ; the London and North-Western,
11,299 ; the South-Westeiu, 8,651 ; the Chatham,
8,568; the Sheffield, 1,814; the North-Eastern,

4,928; the Caledonian, 6,671 ; the North British,

6,918.

Associated Arts" Institute. — At the first

meeting of this society since the Christmas recess,

held on Saturday evening last, Mr. J. Hungerford
Pollen, M.A., of the Kensington Museum, read an
able paper on " Architectural Details applied to

other uses," the first portion of which will be pub-
lished in the Building News for next week.
After the reading of the paper a discussion took
place on the condition and prospects of the Insti-

tute, and whether these were susceptible of im-
piovemeut by a removal to other quarters (Qni-

ver.sity College was suggested), and changing the

night of meeting frim Saturday to some other

more generally convenient evening. Eventually
a committee was appointed to act iu conjunction

with the committee of the Institute in the con-

sideration of these points, and in determining
what further (if any) steps should be taken to in-

crease the popularity and usefulness of the In-

stitute.

WinTECHAPEL DwELLiNG-HousES.—The Food
JniiriKil is glad to perceive that Mr. Liddle, the

medical olBcer of the Whitechapel Union, still

continues his crusade against the nefarious dens
that do duty for dwellings iu that locality, and we
cannot help feeUng it a reproach to our authori-

ties that it should be left so much to (»ne ener-

getic man to point out and make head against so

monstrous au evil. In common with other medi-

cal officers of our populous towns, Mr. Liddle de-

precates the Bystem of tinkering that prevails, and
is of opinion that nothing but the wholesale pull-

ing down of these miserable blocks of buildings

will be of the slightest use. Our Sanitary Acts

are terribly defective, and although we have been
promised over and over again that the whole sub-
ject .should be thoroughly dealt with, nothing has
yet been done that goes to the root of the evil.

How long will our nders shut their eyes to the
irremediable mischief that, like leaven, daily in-
creases amongst us, and will ere long burst its

boundaries, and overflow all ranks of civilised so-

ciety ? A heavy retribution will some day be ex-
acted of us, and we shall well deserve it ; for in
defiance of warning voices like those of Mr. Liddle,
and Dr. Trench, of Liverpool, we are still utterly
careless on some of the most important questions
of the day—viz., the national health and mo-
rality.

The Institution op Civil Engineers.—At the
meeting of this society on Tuesday, the 10th inst.,

Mr. Cubitt, Vice President, in the chair, five can-

didates were balloted for and declared to be duly
elected, iucluding two Members, viz. : Mr. James
Edward Day, Melbourne, Australia; and Mr.
Francis Jones, Ex. Eug. for Irrigation, Guzerat.
Three gentlcmeu were elected Associates, viz. :

Lieut. -Col. Cieorge Chesney, B.E., President of

the (new) Indian Civil Engineering College
; Mr.

John William Inglis, Ex. Eng., P.W.D., British

Burmah ; and Mr. Charles Marshall Poole, Not-
ting-hill. It was also announced that the Council

had recently admitted the following candidates

as Students of the Institution, viz. : Slessrs. Henry
Charles Baggallay, Crawford Peter Barlow, Fredk.

Stuart Courtney, Thomas Doerdin, Charles Elwin,

George Charles Gilmore, Arthur Charles Gotto,

Richard Hamilton, William Horn, Joseph Tintorer,

and Frederick Thomas Young. At the close of

1870 the numbers of the several classes belonging

to the Institution were : 16 Honorary Members,
709 Members, 1,010 Associates, and 201 Students,

together 1,936, as against 1,802 at the same date

last year, showing an increase at the rate of 74
per cent, in the twelve months.

London Association OF Foremen Engineers.—
At the eighteenth annual meeting of the London
Association of Foremen Engineers, held at the

City Terminus, Mr. J. Newton, of H. M.'a Miut,

was unanimously, and for the thii'tcenth time, re-

elected President of the Institution. The balance,

sheet for the past half year was of a most favour-

able character, and exhibited a sensible increase

in each department. The society now possesses

nearly £1,700 of funded money, and has 187

members on its books.

The Antiquities of Iona.—Mr. James Drum-
mond, in a paper read by him to the Society of

Antiquaries of Scotland, having referred to the

state of the antiquities of Iona, has been replied to

by the Duke of Argyll, who has for many years

watched their condition and prevented important
walls from falling. Parts of the Cathedral and S.

Orau's Chapel have been strengthened, tombstones
in the lleilaig Orau have been arrrrouuded by au
iron railing, and a number of the finest have been

}>laced for safety inside S. Gran's Chapel and the

ruins of the Nirnnery, so that these fine specimens

of Celtic art are well preserved, the people of Iona

having long been in the habit of appropriating the

old tombstones to cover their dead.

ClTURNUH.—Mr. Clayton recently read before

the Society of Antiquaries of Newcastle some
" Notes of a Recent Excavation on the Roman
Station of Citurnum," in connection with which
has been discovered a building with a frontage of

soft., with three openings, and iu the rear a range

of live apartments, in one of which are the under-

ground arched vault .and steps discovered iu the

last century. Mr. Clayton considers the masonry
just excavated to have been originally part of a

forum.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
Monday.—I/istitution of Suri'eyorii.—"On the Projiosal

fur nnikirjg tlia Owners of Liiuds jiud Hou^jea piiy

a Proportion of the Ijoc.i1 Tax.ation.*' i5y Mr.
J'Muiuud Kushworth. 8 p.m.

TuKSDAV.

—

Institution of Civil Engineers.— "On tlia

Htrength of Ijock Gates." By Mr. W. E. Browne,
AsHOC. last. C.B. 8 p.m.

\Vi;dN1;sdav.— Socie*// of Arts.—"How Meat is Preserved."
By Richard Jones, Esq. (l^rofe^sor Huxley iu the
cliair). 8 p.m.

FltlDAV,

—

Civil and Mechanieal Entjineers' Soeictn.^"
" Ought the Governnient to Appropriate the
Ilailwaya?" By Jlr. B. Ilaughtoii. 7.;jO p.'u.

a.MlRDW.—.tssociatcd Arts* Institute.—Discussion in-

troduced by Mr. H. U. Boyes. Thesis—" Th,-it

Archaeological Accuracy is neitlrer Ncccs.sary nor
Deairable iri Art." S p.m.
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The national school at Whitwoocl Mere has just

been enlai'ged. The works have been carried out
from the design and luider the superintendence of

Mr. J. L. Parkin, architect, Castleford.

A new school is about to be erected at Capel Sion,

near Aberystwyth, at the expense of Col. W. T. R.
Powell, from designs prepared b3''Mr. G. A. Thomas,
of Liverpool.

The Ham Hill masons have all been thrown out
of work by the cold weather.

The bridg-e crossing the Tone at North Town,
Taunton, is shoi-tly to be widened, at an estimated
cost of .-£350,

The Architectural Galleries in Conduit-street are
now in process of re-decooratiou.

The collection of antiquities of the late Sir James
Y. Hmipson has been j^reseuted to the Society of

Antiquaries of Scotland. The collection includes
portions of sculptured slabs from Nineveh.

The old church of Charleywood, West Herts, in

bad repair, and no longer equal to the wants of the
pai'ish, has been taken down, with the exception of

the tower, and replaced by a larger edifice, from
designs by Mr. G. E. Street, which was formally
consecrated by the Bishop of Eochester on the
20th ult.

We understand that Mr. Robert W. Edis, F.S.A.,
is a candidate for the office of architect and sur-

Teyor to the Metropolitan School Board.

The designs and plans for the new promenade
])ier at Heme Bay are now on "view at the Dolphin
Hotel. The structure is to be comj^osed entirely of

iron, and the design is of a tasteful character. The
estimated cost is £18. 000.

liimto Crak |\ebiefo.

Prices, 10th Jaimai-y :—Quebec 1st quality bright pine,
181 to IQl 10s per Petg. std. bund. ; do. Sud <in,alit.v bright,

13i to 13i lOsl; do., Sid quahfy bright piiio, VI to dl Ws.
Quebec floated piiie 2ad quality, 121 10s to 131; Quebec

rolxed white spruce, 13i per 120 ISft. 3x9; God do., 13/

;

St. John's, 12i ; pitch pine planks, 121 to 12i 10s best
Aixhaugel yellow, 111 to 13/lOa; Wyburg yellow, 91 to

101 10s ; Petersburg bsst whitawood. 9;.

Timber, per load of 60 cubic feet.—Norway balkg, 30s
to 35s ; best Swedish, C)2s Gd to 57s 6d ; do. and quabty,
50s ;

yellow pine, 7os to 95s ; red pine, building sizes, iiOi

;

do. large square, 90s ; ash, 70s to S5s ; birch, fresh and
large size, 95s to 105s; do. small, GOs ; Quebec oak, 6/ 5.''

;

teak, 121 10s to IM
;

greenheart, 01 10s ; African oak,
bl 10s to 6^.

Petersburg latliwood, 51 to 01 10s per cubic f.itlioui

;

crown Memul pipe staves, 170J to 180J per mille ; Bosnian
staves, 32i 10s

;
Quebec pipe staves, 72^ 10^ ; do. puncheon

staves 21Z.

Prepared flooring boards, ;]iu. thick, Bs Qd per square;
do. lin., 10s 6d per square ; do. matched flooring, Os to 8:^

per square.
Christiana spars, 4in. to 6in. in diameter, Id to l^d per

running foot.

Dautzig deck deals, best quality, 268 to 26s per 40ft.

Sin. ; 2ntl quaUty, 15s to 16s per do.

Honduras mahogany, 4^d to 5.J4 per foot ; Mexican, ^^d
to o(i; Tabasco, 4:f(i to 5\d ; Cuba, 7d to lOd; Domingo,
7rUo lOd; do. curls, lOcito 2Ul.

XCuba cedar, ijd to 7id per foot'; Honduras do., Md
toBici; pencil cedar, 2f to 2s 6d per foot cube (urdiutiry

quality); Florida do., 3s to 4s Qd per foot cube.

Walnut (Italian), 4skd to &d; American large black
walnut, 3s to 38 Gd per foot cabe ; do. iufei'iur, Is lOd.

LATEST PRICES OF MATERIALS USED
IN CONSTRUCTION.

Metals.

Lead :—

Pig Foreiga »««.«« ...per ton £17 12 6 £17 15

,, BuiitiiBli W.B do i',' 15 U U

., L'adCo. ««««..„„.. do 18 15 t> 19

,, Qtber bi-aads „.... do IS 18 5

Sheet MiUed do 19 SU U

Shot, Patent do 20 10 21
Red or Minium ....„„„ do 19 15 20 10
LithwgQ. W.E ,, do
Wbit6l>ry „ do 27

„ grouudinoll .. do

Coprffa •—

ritish—Cake and Ingot per ton £70
Beet Selected do 71 »

Shaet do 74 7(!

Bijttoraa „ do 73
Australian do 70 73 1 >

8p:i.uisti Cake - do n

Chill Bars, cash do di dr, fl

„ Keflned ingot dy UU 72
Tellow Metal lisr lb 0;I 7

J HON :—

rid in Scotland, cash perton JE'2 11 G
Wolah Ear, In Lnntlon do 7 2 G 7 10

,, Walea do 7 6 G 12 6
Staffordahire do 7 15 SCO
Rail, in Wales do G 6 G 10
Sheets, single in Loudon do I) 5 10 6
Hoops, fliat nunlity do 8 15 9 6
NiiilBod do 7 7 6 7 15
Swedish do 9 10 9 15

Teak „ load £12
Quehoc, red pine .... 3

,, yellow pine.. 4
Kt. JohnN.B. yellow
Quebec Oa,k, white.. G

„ birch 3
,, elm i

Oantzic oiik 5
.. fir 2

Meiiiel fir 3
Ki^.i 3
Swedish 2
Mast3,Quebecredpine 4

,, yellow pine.. 4
Lathwood,Dantzic,fiai 3

,, St. Petersburg 4
DealB,prC.,12ft.br3
by 9 In.,

Quebec, white spruce 12
St..Iohn, whitespruce 12
Yellow piue, per re-
duced C.

Canada, 1st quality. 18
2nd do 12

Archangel, yellow . . 11
St. I'ettfisburg, yeL . . 12

10 13 10

15 4 15
4 10

1) 17 10

10 H

19 10

15 13 10

10 13 lOJ

13 lo'

Finland „ £7
Memel
Gothenburg, yellow fi 10

,. white 8
Gefle, yeUow 10 10
3oderham 8 10
niiriatiiinia, per C.,
12 ft. by 3 by 9 in.
yellow 10

Flooring boards, per a. d.

sq. of liQ., fiiat yel 7 6
First white .......> 7
Second qualities .... 6
PpKicB Stonb pr ton 6

OlL3, Ac.
Seal, pale per too £ 7
Sporm body 7rt

Cod 35 15
Whale, 8th. Sea, pale 36
OUve, Gallipoli 49
Cocoauut, Cochin, ton 45
Palm, fine
Linseed 30 G
Rapeaeed, Eng.pftle.. 48 15
Cottoaaeed 28

10 1,
8 10

BUENOS AYEES GOVERNMENT CEE-
TIFICATE —Trrtuslation :—We, the undersigned, at the

request of Messrs Jj.s. C, Thompaia .ind Co.. certify thit the Irou
t-afcs of Mtssrs. Chubb and Son, Loudon, of whioh these gentlemen
are sgent*. wereeicpoaed for several hours to the tire that took iil.vee

in the oQicCB of the National Govemmsut on fie evening of the
2(}tli instant ; that i a our prese ice they wore e^^ily opeutd with
their respective keys; that the moueys and important documents
they contained were found in perfect order, and that these s^ifes arc
now in use in the National Trt?iisury Office.—Bucaos Ayres. July 31,
H:57. Sigued

.1. M. DRAGO, Treasurer of the National Governnieut.
.TOSETOMAS ROJO.
JUAN M. ALVAREZ.

A truecopy.—A. M. BELL.
*A large aasortment of these SAFES niiiy bo inspected, aul lists £
prices obtained at CHUB B aud SO-'i'rf, 57, St. taul's-churchyara ,

London ; 63, Croas-street, Manchester 2i, Lord-atrcot, Liv orpool

;

and tloraley-fleldfl, Wolverhampton.

^XRk iefos.

TENDERS.
Hull.—For proposed day scliools for Fish-street Coii-

gregatioDal Church. Jlr. S. Musgr.ive, architect ;—
Hockiiev &. Liggins £1800
Brown 1733
Musgrave 1 730
Foster 1721
Raven 1703 lU
BaiTett 1031)

Hull.—For boys' school in counectioa with S. Paul's
Parish Church. Mr. B. Musgrave, architect :—

Fewster £12S7 10
Kaveii 1270 11 7
Schofield&Co I'^TO 4
Sergeant 1205 10
Haswell 1235 10
Foster 120fi

B;uiett 1172
Hockney&Co 1170
Evington & W. Larram HOI 1 G

Ke^ninoton.—For erecting a new Workhouse at Ken-
niugton, Suney, for the paiish of Lambeth. Messrs. R.
Fariis (fe T. W. Aldwinckie, ai'chitects. Quantities supplied
by Mr. T. NLxon :—

Brass & Sou .£52,500
Wilson 40,500
Gammon & Son 4S, i57
Eaton &. Chapniiui 4V,7^S
Myers &. Sous 47,672
Wiisht, Brothers & Goodchild 47,500
Jlaun 47,405
Yates 47,300
Lathey Brothers 47,353
Garnul 47,291
Dickinson & Oliver 47,100
Howard 4fi, i-iO

Cook & Green 4'i,4:i9

Waterson <k Co 40,430
Crabb <fe Vaughan 4fi,;^00

Maj-kwick & Thurgood 4'.:,000

"Wood 40, 000
Rider& Son 4-5,918

Hart 45,7m0

Lacey 45, 500
Manley <fe Rogers 45.407
Brown 45,300
Nightingale 45,21S

Pon-y A: Co 41 OiiO

Dowus 44,080
HiU, Keddell & WsUdi-am 44,000
Crockett 44,31(0

Ilenabaw 42, 7S4
Arehiteots' Estimate 43,360

BATH STONE OF BEST QUALITY.

Randcll, Saunders, and Company, Limited. Quarry-
men and Stone Merchants, Bath. List of Prices at the
Quarries aud Depots; also cost for Transit to any part of
the United Kingdom, furnished on application.

BATH STONE OFFICE,
[Adtt.] Corsham, Wilts,

CONTRACTS OPEN FOR BIJILDING
ESTIMATES.

WnTTPiiuRcn, I'eb. 20.—For the erection ol town-hall
and markets in Whitchurch, |Saloi>. Local Board Office
Wliitchurch, Salop.

Wharfdale Union, Feb. 9.—For plans, specifications,
aud estimates for the erection of a new workhouse, to ac-
commodate 150 inmates, exclusive of vagrants, on ground
situate at Newhall, near Otley. C. J. Newstead, clerk to
the guardians, Board-room, Boroughgate, Otley.

MrNTcip.AUTV OF Colombo, Jan. 31.—For the prepara-
tion and supply of the smith and founder's work required
for the new public ma'keta aud municipal offices at Co-
lombo, Ceylon. S. Grenier, secretary, MC., Colombo.

Wah Department Contract, Feb 4.—For the necessiry
work and materials required in the performance of work
aud repairs, and supply of labour nr materials separately,
as required for the service of the War Department, to the
buildingf' in the Permanent Barracks, camps, nr property
at Aldershott, and connected with the War Department
property at or in the vicinity of Aldershott. Dii-cctor of
Contracts, War Office, Pall Mall.

riEiiEFORDsniRE, Jau. 31.—For the erection of farm-
notise at Hegdon Hill, neir Bromyard, Herefordshire.
Ernest A. Day, architect and surveyor, Foregate-street,
Worcester,

War Office CoNTRAfrr FOR Timber, Feb. 4.—For the
supply of dry ash plank, of the very best and toughest
quahty, thoroughly seasoned. Forms of tender may bo
obtained from the Director of Coutracts, War Offic5,"Pall
Mall, London.

Walsoken, Jan. 20. —For the erection of farm buildings, a
little below Osborne House; and for the erection of a pair
of attached cottages a", the Four Gowts, in the parish of
Tydd St. Giles. W. Adams, arcliitect and surveyor,
Wisbech.

Hereford, Jan. 16.—For taking down and re-ei-ecting
twotirst class shops and dwellings, situate in Wideraarsh-
street, for Mr. C. Curtis. George Smith, architect, Ross.

London A ^'D Blackwall Railway Company, Jan. 21.

—

For brickwork, ironwork, earthwork, and other descrip-
tions ofwork required for the construction of a part of the
Millwall Extension Railway, about 050 yard ^ long, near to
the East Ferry-road and the side of the river Thames op-
posite to Greenwich Hospital. .John F. Kennell, secre-
tary, offices, Loudon Terminus, Fenclmrch-street, E.G.

London, Jan. 20.—For alterations, &c., to the Old
King John's Head, P.H.. Mansfield-street, Haggerstone.
Mr. Rogers, as above.

London (St. Luke's Workhouse), Jan. 25.—For the erec-

tion of a kitchen and offices at the St. Luke's Workhouse,
City-road. James W. Hill, Clerk to the Guai'dians, C lerk's

Offices, Workhouse, Gray'siuu-road.

Poplar, Jau. 26.—Forth : rrection of stabling at Bruns-
wick street, Poplar, for tli • Loudou General Omnibus Com-
pany (Limited). A. G. Church, general manager and
secretary.

Peppard Schools, (fee, Jan. 21.—For the erection of a
school and teachei-s' residence, at Rotherfield. Peppard,
near Henley-on-Thames. Frederick Haslam, aichitucts,
Henley-on-Thames.

GREEN^v^CFI District, Jan. 13—For laying down tar
pavement, Purbeck kerb, andforotherworksand materials
required to make up the roads and footways ofCaradou-
street, Braddyll-street, aud William-street, Gveeuwiuh

;

and for laying down tooled York paving, Purbeck kerb,
and other materials for making up the roads and footways
of Florence-cottages, Florenca-grove, Florence-street, and
Florence-street east, St, Pa'il's, Deptford. E. W. James,
clerk to the board.

Iheland, Jan. 18.—For the constmction of a transit

shed in the Custora House Docks, for the Dublin Port
and Docks Board. Drawings and specification can be
seen, and a special fonn of tender obtained, ut the ofrice

of the engineer, Bindon B. Stoney, North Wall, Dublin,

BANKRUPTS.
(to surrender in London).

Abraham Combes, Tyndale-place, Upper-street, Isling-

ton, builder, Jan. 24, at 12.

(to surrender in the country).

William Clarkson, jun., Pudsey, stone merchant, Jan.
13, at Bradford.

PDBLIC EXAMINATION.—ACT, 1869.

Jan. 25, J. Stanley, Yarmouth, stouemason.

DIVIDEND meeting.

Feb. 3, T. Rees, Glalsh, Glamorganshue, builder.

scotch sequestrations.

Peter Day, Aberdeen, builder, Jan. 21, at 11.—George
Morrison, Bishoi^briggs and Glasgow, builder, Jau. 19 at 2.

PARTNERSHIPS DISSOLVED.
G. &G. Sparrow, Nottingham, painters.—Bolt &. Co. ,New-

port, Mon., builders.—Baker i & New, Bristol, engi-
neers.—Uustzler &. Hirst, Frizlnghall. near Bradford,
joiuers.—Day <fe Co., Wakefield, brick and tile mannfac-
tiuers.—Rayner <fe Co., Huddersfield, boiler makere,—R. &
R. Swarbrick, Lower Cunliffe, Lancashire, brick and tile

mauufactmei's.— Whitaker & Gill, Bradford, painters.

—

Penston ft Norton, Birmingham, builders.—Stevens &,

Jackson, Usbridge, timber and slate merchants.—Beck &
Caudlish, Sheffield, engineei-s and tool makers.—Close &
Goodbarue, Lincoln, builders.— .A.sh & Clayton, Sheffield,

builders.

Breakfast.—Errs's CncoA.—GnATKrcr. and Cosn'ORTrNn.--The very
.igroeablo character of this pieimratiou has rendered il a geueral
(ivourite. The CLi'il StM-vice Guzcttc remarks ;—" By a thorough
kuowledgo of tbo uaturnl laws which govern the operations of diges-

tion iind nutrition, and by a careful application ol the line propertiea
of well-selected cocoa, Mr. Epps has provided our breakfast tables

with a delicately flavoured beverage wlfich may save us many lieavy

doctors' biUfl." Each packet is labelled—JAiim Eera & Co., Homceo-
pathic Chemifltfl, Loudon.
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ALBERT DURER.

WE begin this week our promised series

of the works of the great German
artist. "We wish the weather had been more

propitious, as the wa.it of sunlight has un-

avoidably interfered with the quite successful

reproduction of the beautiful and delicate en-

graving with which we commence our illus-

trations. This print is said to be one of his

earliest copper-plates, and is, we believe, the

only one that he entirely copied from the

work of other artists. It is the largest of the

plates of the life of S. Mary. "We feel sure

that our readers will be pleased with so im-

portant a reproduction of the finest art, the

value of which is inestimable. It is our in-

tention, as far as possible, to give such illus-

trations as will best exhibit the various ex-

cellences of the master.

SCHOOLS AND PERIODS OF ART AT
KENSINGTON.

WE are tempted back once more to these
constantly-enriched and sometimes

abused collections—a point on which it may
be as well to eay no more—by observing how
vast is the wealth, in originals, copies, and
models, which the public, and especially the
artizan classes, neglect, while they throng
around Mr. George Cruikshauk's " Worship
of Bacchus," which is not worth the wall-space
on which it hangs, and which is simply cal-

culated to deprave the popular taste, whatever
it may do for the popular morals. The archi-

tectural and monumental specimens of that
art which engaged the genius and divided the
love of Giotto, Angiolo, and Raffaelle, pro-
ducing the Greek temple, the Venetian
palace, and the Gothic abbey-architecture, at-

tracts a few students, but scarcely any general
admirers, at South Kensington. Those
beautiful mouldings, crockets, and corbel-
heads might almost as well not be there.

AV'hat proportion of visitors cares to bestow a
sedulous day upon the history written for him
between those walls ? the gradations in de-
coration and construction ; the decay of styles

;

the hiding—a sure sign of abasement—of the
discharging arch above the Roman doorway
with the barbarism of the sculptured archi-
trave ; the rise of the Pointed School, and
the means of its destruction ; the introduc-
tion of perishable materials into great build-
ing ; and the decadence of the French and
English forms, from the Cinfiue-Cento, which
faced ponderous Gothic masses with Classic
frivolities, and has cuhninated in the gilt-and-
plaster glories of our gin-palaces and Jew
clothier's shops. We believe, and are sorry
to believe, that the educational influence of the
Museum is infinitely small ; that it is not cared
for ; and that amusement is the main object of
the thousands who crowd its courts. What
ideas do they bring away ! Ask them about
the naves of Beauvais and Cologne, or the
spires of Salisbury ancl Strasburg, and will
they have gained so much as a glimmer from
the mind of the architects who reared those
shrines of glory ? flow those wondrous
visual effects were caused, when and why the
rovmd arch became pointed, and the ponderous
solidity of the old Lombard wall became
transfigured into airy frettings and frameworks
of flying buttress and enchatited windows ? Yet
all this, and more, miglit they learn, for each of
tliese subjects has its illustration. Yet it

must be confessed that the Museum—apart

from its class-room for professed pupils—is

not a place where study of any kind has been

facilitated by the arrangement of its treasures.

At first it displayed an incoherent heap of

scatterings from the Exhibition of 1S51

Then, purchases were made from the famou;

and beautiful Bernal Cabinets. Afterwards

it was attached to a national Science and Art
Department. Next it fell into the hands of

architects and amateurs, who would not

or could not understand one another, but

brought a number of miscellaneous casts for

exhibition. To complete the aspect of a

bazaar, patents and preserved provisions, toys

and magic-lanterns were added. For " educa-

tion " we had to read " recreation "
; so that,

speaking in a wide sense, the South Kensing-

ton Galleries are of no more intellectual value

than—apart from its reading-room—the

British ^luseum. The "Vernon, Sheepshanks,
and Turner pictures increased its fascinations

;

indeed, through this institution we have become
possessed of foreign art antif|uitie3, chiefly be-

longing to Italian, Gothic, and Renaissance,

which might be envied by Paris itself; yet

where are they > Where are the celebrated

Soulages specimens? In a jumble. And in

what sort of structure are thej' contained i In
anedificewhereof itis hard to say whether it be
intended for disfigured Venetian or debased
Byzantine, with an interior of iron, brickwork,

and tiles, and walls into which are built gates,

reredos, chimneypieces, Delia Robbia panels,

and altarpieces, like mural tablets inachurch
;

a roof supported by metal columns painted

in porphyry colour ; and modern picture-

galleries that have nothing whatever to do
with the legitimate purpose of the Museum,
which was, so far as the tine arts and art work-
manship are concerned, to throw a practical

light upon a thousand years of human pro-

gress along the paths of civilisation. Having
said thus much, to relieve a feeling forced

upon every one who examines these collections

and notes the impression apparently made by
them upon the multitude, we have a more
agreeable task in telling ourselves—as the

catalogues do not tell us—of the opulence
gathered under those vast spaces of glass

and iron. Quadro-Cento and Quinque-
Cento

;
gems from the great de Bruges

and Soltikoff sales ; mediceval chcff: d'onn-res

of the noblest rarity ;
generous loans

of objects, priceless in value, from private

proprietors, civic corporations, and the Crown
itself; have amassed a collection claiming to be
unique, though it is mixed up with an infini-

tude of rubbish, threatening to become still

more repulsive when the dead-menageries of

the British Museum are transferred from their

natural gloom in Bloomsbury to these airy

spaces, and lie—the lumber as they are—across

the brilliant track by which fifteen centuries

in the history of art are illuminated. Mis-

takes were often made, especially in the

acceptance of loans and the purchases of

curiosities. People were glad to be rid of

Oriental commonplaces, Japanese armour, and
Abyssinian relics, without actually selling

them. Gallant officers deposited in the trans-

parent caskets swords of Haran which they

would have blushed to wear. . Antique art

was discovered to be more properly represented

in private houses than has been thought

;

French and Flemish emblazoned MSS. came
in by the hundredweight; and families un-
counted were ambitious of lending a minia-
ture. U|ion the whole, however, the selections

were judiciously made ; and the really earnest

visitor, to whom trouble is of little conse-

quence, may pick his way from gold and
Sliver, iron and brass, metal work of every
period, to ivorii.-s that tell the entire tale of

ivory - carving, fron' circuLir diptychs to

seventeenth-century German quaintnesses
;

from Champlevi' and Cloisonno, to the superb
plaques painted at Limoges in the reigns from
the Eleventh to the Thirteenth Louis, to the

Persian, Hi-nri Deux, Mijolican, ami Si^vres

potteries, Roman and Venetian glass, ami
rings ami gems, in thousands of which gleamed
a spark of historical light. We linger over

those sweet Sevres vignettes, tinted on the

2)ate tendre, which gave the village its secret

and its renown ; the rose du Barnj^ upon which
fortunes were once squandered ; the delicate

Watteau snuffboxes, all delicacy ; Palissy's

humorous phantasms ; even the light-tripping

shepherdesses of Dresden. But they show us far

more than ought to be seen. Each has its moral
and social chronicle, even as have the works,

various from age to age, of our English and
the Italian gold and silversmiths. Is there

no significance in the iron chair presented by
the Emperor Rudolf II. to the free City of

Augsburg, beyond the incomparable skill of

its artificers ] none in the circumstances of the

time when it was wrought \ none in the fact

that it is now a mere relic in a foreign,

museum I That oval ivory basin, too, the

tribute of a German Commonwealth to an
usurper ! Passing on, the faience of the

Umbrian mountain cities, though rarely

noticed by visitors, reminds us of a once

favourite and, at length, revived industry.

We would particularly point out, however, to

inquiring manufacturers and artizans, the steel

in Ruker's chair, fabricated by a process

which has hitherto perplexed the science of

our day. This was the workmanship of Medi-

cevalism. Between it and that of the Renais-

sance lies a deep, dark gulf, but even amid its

abysses glimmer signs of an art spirit which

never was utterly dead—the barbaric silver-

gilt D'Azeglio ewer and basins, embossed as

by Gothic hands, some grotesque enamels and
specimens of pottery in the Delia Robbia style.

Parallel with these illustrations, subjects for

study not less interesting are found in the

copied examples of purely religious art. How
far these may be interpreted as history may
be shown by reference to a single, yet a most

curious series of facts. It is commonly sup-

posed that painters have always represented

the Apostle S. Peter as holding the keys. Now
in the earlier Pontifical coins even, a key was

not visible. The first Pope who employed the

efligy was John VIII. After him. the symbol

disappeared for more than a century. Turrung

to pictures, on the same quest, the key is

usually exhibited in the hands of the

Saviour himself, seated on a rainbow at the

doors of Heaven. It was not until the twelfth

century that S. Peter was thus invested, but

with one key only, holding two in the

thirteenth. On the wooden door of S. Maria

in Capitolio, Cologne, there is no key ; on the

mosaics of S. ilaria in Trastevere, Rome, no

key ; on the Chasses des grandes reliqua,

at Aix-la-Chapelle, no key. It was not until

late in the fourteenth "century, or little

more than four hundred years ago, that the

use of the sacred sign became general. But
the act of giving the keys was adopted by
artists at an earlier date. It is traceable in

manuscripts of the eleventh and twelfth

centuries, though the doubleemblem wasintro-

duced considerably later, one half being of

gold, the other of silver or iron : and, ultimatelv

the number rose to three. Instances may be ad-

duced placing further back the introduction of

these symbols, as in the Laterau mosaics; but

in every case so many restorations and altera-

tions have obliterated the original that,

for purposes of arch;cology, these mosaics are,

for the most part, worthless. Thus art goesfar

to prove what is history, and what is not;

even when art, without this object, was rising

in her triumph and her beauty over the

glowing Italian land. So with architecture.

The great legends of the worhl are written in

the Egyptian, Greek, Lombard, Moresque,

and Northern Pointed style, and in others less

pure—called the Roman, early Byzantine,

Venetian, Gothic, and Ciuque-Csnto. From
the primeval type, "the Greek hut" sup-

ported by wooden posts, to the Athenian

temjiles— luxuries of loveliness ; from thepre-

poiidering masses of the Egyptian to the

ai'rial and aurora-coloured domes of the.

S.iracen ; from the Doric, which was hewn, to

the light Ionian, which was chiselled ; fioiu

the Choragic monument of Lysicrates— e.v:-

(piisitely modelled, yet rarely glanced at in

k
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the South Kensington Museum, albeit a work
of matchless grace—to the swift descent from
theS. Paul's of Christopher Wren to the S.

George's and S. James's, of no matter whom
in our own, is a long, and in many respects, a

lamentable chronicle, reading itself aloud to

all who will listen. We are growing better

in this respect. As we no longer abandon
furniture cntirelj' to the upholsterer, so we
have begun to think of climate and national

habits, proprieties of for.o, the juxtaposition

of colours, the employment of more various

materials, and the application of ornament,
even in our dwelling houses. In the treat-

ment of some substances for art purposes, we
are making an encouraging advance. As may
le seen heie, our work does not resemble the

lace-like work of the 14th century any moie
than the rude sculptvrre of the Carlovingian

age ; but there are merits belonging to itself.

Our wood-carviug is far inferior, and depends
for efl'ect too frequently upon heavy coats of

coarse varnish. This the most cursory com-
parison will demonstrate. We have, in

metal work, nothing ec^ual to the media;val

type, though the Hampton Court gates are

admiral)]e. Our enamels are chiefly, in style

if not in subjects, copies from ancient schools,

as the pastoral staves of Limerick, of William
of Wykeham, and Fox, the S. Andrew's
mace, and the Aumale cross. The old

enamels were often almost lost in a super-

abundance of chased canopy work ; then
came the true pictorial enimel, cherished

as an art by Euker, whose name ranks with
Cellini's, and is stamped on the sumptuous
Julius Cajsar's shield, the Cowper salver,

and many another work of immortal fame.

As we have before said, much of thedecadeuce
is due to the losing of secrets. Thus, the

fourteenth-century cup, adorned with trans-

parent Cloisonne panels of coloured glass,

exemplifies that which, once a familiar pro-

cess, is now unknown, and the wavy Imes and
swelling contours in early glass cannot be
more than spectrally imitated by us. Passing

on—for these collections are inexhaustible-
curious glimpses of long-ago life are caught
among the Royal and the Devonshire gems,
the cabinets of rings, the early Irish metal
work, hieratically rich, and leaving the illu-

minated manuscripts, some busts are reached
which sadly impair our historical ideals and
cure us of dreams. The first, uiK^uestionably

a portrait, destroys at once the popular notion
that Lorenzo de Medici was a personage of

noble aspect. His face is ugly, hard, and
mean, with the nose awry, giving two pro-

files, and expresses only shrewdness, cunning,
and cruelty. Then there is a jasper jug, which
Louis XVI. of France, by causing it to be

mounted in the style of his era, claimed for

that era, though it was wrought before

Charlemagne reigned. This sort of imposition

is by no means e.xtiuct. The French not long

ago, when they had leisure for such tricks,

medalled an artist for mimicking Gothic and
Eenaissance work, and daubing it over with
sham tuvugo. If for the single fact that it has

already drawn serious attention to the ques-

tion of art-ethics, we should be grateful to the

originators of the South Kensington Museum.
It must be long, of course, belore the iniblic

at large appreciate it as more than a sparkling

show. They will admire the American
milking-machine, and turn their backs on the

Libyan Sybil. Tfiey will mistake the painted
Madonna from Munich either for the (Jneen,
or for Gibson's Venus. We have heard one
" well-informed " person instruct his friends

that Trajan's column illustrated the siege ol

Sebastojiol ! Well, we must expect to pass

through these purgatorial stages. The picture
is too vast to be compassed by a glance. It

takes a long time to read so large a book

—

and still longer to understand its contents,
speaking as they do in languages so various..

The work of restoring the parish church of Chitlle •

hampton has be?n commenced. The conti actor is

Mr. J. Co k, bui'der, of Southmolton.

THEORY OF THE ARTS.

Art Education.

{Continuedfrom page 4S7.)

A METHODICAL order of study, based on

the relative importance of theknowledge
of facts, as indicated in my last article, is what
1 propose to consider now, and I will do so in

particular reference to the study of the

principles and practice of architecture. From
what has been said, there is a natural order,

corresponding to the process of mental evo-

lution, which must be followed in any course

of instruction that promises results pro-

portionate to the labour and mental exertion

bestowed ; and that it is abject folly to expect

architects to be more than unthinking copyists,

or engineers to be anything better than me-
chanical experts in applying formula;, rules,

and approximate tables, until the knowledge or

science they apply in their vocations or arts

has been acquired by a graduated process of

thought, commencing from the simple, general,

and useful, and proceeding to the complex and
special in a logical order or method.
The ordinary course of study pursued by

our practitioners of medicine and other

physiologists, beginning with the organic or

the study of living bodies, before tliey have
madeasutficient preparatory study ofchemistry

or inorganic physics, has been commented on by
more than one writer of science. A smattering

of the dead languages is the only preparati n
many of our students for scientific professions

receive. It is very much the same sort of

education, though generally less methodic,

our young artists and architects go through.

The anterior ideas or phenomena, so to speak,

of their art, are quite neglected or made to

subserve studies of a more advanced and spe-

cial character. Elaborate models, drawings,

and works of art by the great masters are

thrust before them long before they can really

appreciate or judge the simplest technic

merits of such works. Thus, the figure aud
the drawing of animal life and coloured

studies often precedes any just conceptions of

outline or form. It is true, in our modern
schools of art, this defect has been in a great

measure rectified by a more rational course
;

but even in these the grades are not always
given, so that the mind and eye can feel

interested or see the necessary transition from
the first to the subsequent step ; in short,

they are not so arranged as to lead the mind
from one kind of conception to another. The
connection is wanting. We get, for instance,

an abstract idea of a line or form before the

eye has uuderstood the tangible or simplest

particulars of real objects—the faculty of ab-

straction or comparison is called into requisi-

tion before correct perception of quality.

The knowledge derived from observation of

simple facts aud qualities is incomplete when
combinations, and generalizations, and com-
plicated theories are forced upon the attention

long before the mind is prepared tc receive

them. In short, :\ priori principles are

taught before the facts on which tliey are

founded have been understood. In art, as in

physics, such a course cannot be productive of

progress. In au empirical and early age such

a course was indeed followed ; but we shall

find, on close iuvestigation, the principles

were not the abstract laws laid down by a

later and maturer age, but the mere embodi-
ments or prescribed rules of a limited experi-

ence. Hence, a priori reason was insufficient

to advance physical science beyond a certain

point : in fact, only the most alistract and
geueral truths were evolved with anything

like precision under it.

Architecture is a special and complex art,

made up of experimental knowledge of facts,

organized knowledge or science, and applied

knowledge. It is impossible to obtain a correct

idea of architectural design, then, by a know-
ledge confined merel}' to studies of ancient

buildings and art—the specific results of par-

ticular epochs or styles—even though such

studies be extended to minute analyses and

investigations of the special characteristics of
each style or period. The most elaborate
researches into such studies, though interest-

ing, are about as useful to the student of
progress as studies of ancient treatises on
metaphysics or the phj'siological works of

the twelfth and thirteenth centuries. They
may interest, but cannot instruct, save, indeed,
historically. Much as we admire the ex-
amples of Classic or Mediaeval art, and point
to them as models of contrivance and taste,

as compared with the shortcomings of our
own, we should far more advance the progress

of architectural knowledge and taste by a
systematic study of the sciences and arts

allied to architecture, and a careful generali-

zation of the elements of the most successful

works, for their various uses, of our own day.

The studies made during the last century by
our material arts—the change in our wants
and taste, make it impossible, if not absurd,

to look back three hundred years for any
information of value, except for ideas of the

simplest and most abstract kind, and which
should be learnt experimentally, not un-
thinkingly adopted. I know such a view will

be thought dangerous, if not positively hereti-

cal, particular!}- at a time when we are deluged
with books of ancient examples and reproduc-
tions of the same in bricks aud mortar. The
time and labour spent in some of these Hercu-
lean efforts is regretful to witness, except
they be as records of a quickly-dying past.

But the fallacy of the old mode ofprocedure
hardly needs further exposure. From what
has been said a classification of the sciences is

of the first importance in art education, the

sciences being the necessary foundation to

applied knowledge. Tabulating them we have
two great classes :

1st. Inorgaxic Science, including the most
fundamental, general, and simple phenomena,
and embracing abstract mathematics, me-
clianics, and chemistry.

2nd. Organic Science, including special

physiology, zoology, botany, &c.

From mathematical analysis, the first and
most perfect of the fundamental sciences, being

the most general, simple, and abstract, to the

most special ot the 2nd class, as physiology, the

degree of speciality and complication is increas-

ing. AVhile the first is the most absolute and
uuiversal it does not possess the special and
direct interest of the latter class of phenomena.
It must be observed, also, the dependence
of the phenomena ol the dift'erent sciences in-

increases in the above order ; and that

accordingly we find this to be also the order

of their development or progress, as I have
indicated before when speaking of the law of

mental evolution. The necessary corollary of

this is that the relative degrees of perfection

or precision of the diftereut sciences are de-

termined. Thus, the ideas involved in mathe-
matical propositions are necessarily the most
exact and precise the mind can form, though
the reader must not infer from this that

the organic sciences are less pi-ecise or

determinable in their results. The fact

is, they being more complex and variable

ill their phenomena are dependent upon
the anterior facts of inorganic science, and
require greater time for development. Again,
the order, as given, corresponds precisely

with the degree of utility and importance
of the facts involved ; and it is in this

respect that such a classification of know-
ledge is highly necessary in determining the

relative values of ideas in the mind, aud
their relation to the different and various

purposes and functions of human art. Hence
the architect who has not prepared himself for

his special labours by a preliminary study of

the laws of matter and force, or the relations

of magnitude and quantity, is utterly incom-

petent to deal with the materials and money
at his command, and is wanting in the funda-

mental condition of his ait.

Comte, in his " Philosophy of the Sciences,"

points out the absolute necessity of the sciences

being learned in a natural order, before the

Positive method or phase can be reached, not
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only for this, but as a basis for a rational

education and method. He also shows

that some sciences are advanced more

than others towards the Positive or

permanent phase, while others are passing

through the middle or transitory stage. Some

even are still in the primitive or supernatural

state. Thus, astronomy and other sciences

founded on mathematical truthsare in the posi-

tive condition ; meteorology and physiology in

the transitory state ; while sociology and other

kindred concrete scienceshave barely advanced

beyond the first. G. H. G.

ON THE HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF
ORNAMENTAL ART.

DR. G. G. ZERFFI delivered the twelfth

lecture of liis course on the above subject

in the Lecture Theatre, South Kensmgton

Museum, on Tuesday afternoon last. He com-

menced by eutering into the relations the

mythology of the Greeks had borne to their art,

and gave a brief outline of what Greek mythology

really was, with the view of snowing th.it the study

of these myths and legends would develope the

faculties for producing original works of art, sup-

plying the mind with bases to work upon. In

comparing Indian, Egyptian, and Greek mytho-

logies we were struck with their similarity, and

it was impossible that this connection should be

merely accidental. Jlythology first used the

imagination to typify the forces of nature by

means of abstract signs, such as triangles and

circles. This was the case in savage art, where

geometrical figures were employed as symbols of

divinities ; later, however, ^he vegetable kingdom

yielded these symbols. Certain trees and flowers

became the representatives of the bidden, incom-

prehensible forces of nature. These were suc-

ceeded by animals. The animal, endowed with an

nnconscions vital energy, appeared to have some

mystic power, and was considered specially

adapted to guard the entrances to palaces or

temples. Imaginary combinations of various

animals were then made, which were symbols of

the secret and terrible power of the gods. The

less the sense of symmetry was cultivated in a

people, the more frightful would be these com-

buaations. The introduction of human figures as

symbolic representations of the powers of nature

was a progressive step in the development of

mankind. The anthropomoiijhism which swayed

the Greek mind soon taught this people to dis-

card the fear of inanimate things felt by other

nations. The cat or bull-beaded divinities, the

terror of the Indian or Egyptian, supplied the

Greeks with motives for the ornamentation of

chairs, metopes, etc., and endowed with an in-

born gaiety they soon looked upon their own
legends of the Gorgons and Graes as myths. In

considering these legends, it was necessary to

bear in mind that they all had some meaning, and

were drawn from natural phenomeua. The
winged horse Pegasos, that sprang from the trunk

of the monster Medusa, when she was slain by

Perseus, and was tamed by a beautiful youth,

Bellerophon, referred to the real subjection of

the horse by man. The origin of music and poetry

was typified in the legend which related that the

daughters of King Pieros challenged the muses

to try their power of song. Whilst the daughters

of Pieros sang the an- was darkened and the earth

groaned, but to the voices of the Muses heaven

and earth listened, the motion of the stars was

arrested, and seas aud rivers hearkened en-

chanted. Mount Helicon, the spot on which the

concert took place, swelled with delight, till

Neptune, alarmed at its increasing size, sent

Pegasos to stay it. This was accomplished by a

violent kick, but from the spot touched by the

hoot of the animal the spring Hippokrene gushed

forth, and whoever drank of its w.aters became
inspired with the spirit of music and of song.

The volcanic eruptions which, as the study of

geology showed, must have been frequent near

Cilicia, in Asia Minor, were represented by the

monster Typhon, who was said to have been

born there. Ho reached to the heavens, and bis

arms, which extended to the east and west, ter-

minated in dragons ; his eyes were of tiro ; when
he spoke the foundations of the mountains

trembled. He was finally conquered by Zeus,

who confined him beneath Mount Etna, whence

he vomited fire when enraged. Such monstrous

creations as these had retained their hold on the

Egyptian and Indian mind for ages and ages.

Wherever this had been the case art had either

become stationary, undeveloped, or unsym-

metrical. The Greeks, however, soon broke the

spell which fettered their intellectual appreciation

of beauty, and the stiff, primitive forms of Assyria

and Egypt gave way to well-proportioned human

figures. Nature remained the basis of Greek art,

but it was a nature refined and purified by in-

tellect. About 900 B.C., the period at which

Hesiod wrote his " Theogony," the forms of the

divinities assumed symmetrical shapes. This

poet, though not so powerful as Homer, described

the divinities with much sweetness and grace.

In his writings the mystic dreams of the Indian,

the prejudices of the Egyptian slave to a hieratic

system, or the fancies of the extravagant yet

despotically ruled Persian, found no echo. His

i»ods were men, men with divine thoughts and

catholic hearts. He combmed feelings' with

thoughts ; the abstract ideas of ,the gods were used

in concrete forms ; the occult forces of nature

were embodied in beautiful human beings, and

thus monsters vanished and even the thunder-

bolts of Zeus served the purposes of symmetrical

ornamentation. The human form became the

fundamental principle of architecture with the

Greek, the sublime object of his sculpture aud

the only theme of bis poetry. To humanise

everything ; nature and the gods, was the historical

mission o? this nation. Having given in detail

the genesis of the Greeks, Dr. Zerta drew a,tten-

tion to the fact that Kronos, who was said to

have devoured his children, and then given them

back again, represented time, which consumed

hours, days, weeks, months, and years, aud yet

continually brought new periods forth. The

legends of Greek mythology (he continued) pos-

sessed an inexhaustible supply of motives for the

sculptor, painter, and ornamental decorator. In

illustration of this he related the story of Cupid

and Psyche, and referred to the frescoes on the

subject pamted by Rafiaelle to adorn the Far-

nesina palace at Rome. In these pictures the

most charming allegory of Grecian lore was im-

mortalised. This should encourage us to study

Greek mythology diligently and systematically,

as we should be able to draw thence many ideas

for ornamentation. The earliest Greek works

served to illustrate their legends, and in modern

times Canova (whose exquisite group of Cupid

and Psyche alone was sufficient to have rendered

him immortal), Thorvaldsen, Ranch, Flaxman,

Dannecker, and Schwantbaler had all availed

themselves of the store laid up by them. It was

not, however, to be thought for a moment that

we were to copij the masters of Greece, but like

the great artists mentioned we should read the

legends and then tell them in our own words. In

ad'dition, the study of Greek mythology forced us

into a closer study of nature, for their mythology

simply represented nature dotted with imagina-

tive poetry. To the question of the American

poet. Holmes, who asked

Wliy floats the amaranth in eternal bloom
O'er Ilium's tarrets and AcliiUes' tumb 1

Vfhy lingers fancy, where the sunbeams smile

On Circe's gardens, and Calypso's i^le ?

Why follows memory to the gate of Troy

Her ijfumed defender and his trembling boy ?

we might answer, because in those Greek pro-

ductions of art, poetry, and science, we met with

the fii'st fruits of man's creative power—well

proporlioued, symmetrically arranged, and full

of action. Life with the Greek had been one

continual festivity, during which his awakened

consciousness had discovered nothing but beauty.

He had worshipped his gods in siioging to them

joyous songs, in running aud wrestling ; for he

had thought it his duty to develope the body and

the intellect with which his divinities had en-

dowed him. He had, therefore, either composed

poetry or recited that of his gifted bards. He
had rejoiced in athletic sports, which perfected

the beauty of his harmoniously-constructed form.

Everything both in art and science had been

with him means for a grateful worship of his

ever-smiling, ever-beauteous gods. Ho had not

constructed his temples to exhibit his wealth
;
his

temple had been a prayer in stone to his divinity.

Ho had not ornamented for mere display ;
his

reliefs, his sculptures, his frets or meanders, had

been epic poems, lyric etrtisions, (U-amatic repre-

sentations, in marble, stoue, or terra-cotta, on

his plates, chairs, the bodies of his vases, or on

walls. The Greek had always been inspired by

higher feelings. Art had not then been the hand-

maid of some political or theocratic despot, but

had been practised, loved, and cherished; had

been cultivated and fostered by the whole nation.

Art with the Greeks had been the plastic language

of ever-praying lips, hands, and minds—and only

when the artist was thus inspu'cd could he pro-

duce real works of art.

SIGN-WRITING AND GLASS EMBOSSING.*

THE author of this work in his preface claims

tor it the honour of being the first work pub-

lished upon the subject. He is m en-or. The
matter has been fully treated upon by Mr. W.
Sutherland in an illustrated work published some

thirteen years ago by Ackerman & Co., and

chromo-litbographed by Underwood, of Birming-

ham, price '21s., containing plates of letters and

ornaments (imperial folio) raised and shaded on

ground colours, specially designed and coloured

for the use of sign-'writers aud glass-embossers,

accompanied by practical instructions—a work

now exceedmgly scarce. We may also notice

another error into which the author has been led.

Speaking of glass-embossmg (page 176), he says:

—" It is an incredible fact that the art is excln-

sively confined to the metropolitan writers. In

the provinces embossed glass-work is even now
seldom seen, and the art is hardly ever prac-

tised." We can only express our surpriso. that

any person possessed of average intelligence

could have made so preposterous an assertion.

Why, ever since the invention of plate glass, and

even before that date, thonsands of feet of em-

bossed glass have been annually executed by firms

in the provmces ; and, in tact, it is from these

firms that the gi-eat improvements in the orna-

mentation of plate and sheet glass have ema-

nated. We need only name the great firms of

Chance Brothers, of Smethwick, and Pilkington

& Co., of St. Helens. From these and scores of

smaller firms situated in the great towns and

cities of tho north of England and Scotland

hundreds of thousands of feet of embossed

glass have been issued, not alone for the orna-

menting of London spirit-vaults and gm-sbops,

but for the decoration of town-halls, exchanges,

municipal buddings, the palatial warehouses of

our merchant princes, and public and private

buildings of every description. The extent to

which it is used is enormous, aud we venture to

say that not one foot in fifty thousand of this 13

done in London. With regard to the book and

its subject, it is evident from the text that the

author is a practical sigu-writer possessmg a

very considerable amount of literary ability. He

has fathered together a large amount of pleasant

matt'er from the history of type-founding and the

various kinds of letters used m printing books.

The information thus gained has been very

cleveriy worked up for the benefit of the student

of sign-wi-iting, but is really of more value to the

printt-r than the sign-writer. In fact, the author

has made an abortive attempt to elevate mere

sign-writing to the dignity of a fine art. Sign-

writmg is a purely mechanical art ; the forms of

the letters are arbitrary. The writer is confined

to certain set forms from which he cannot depart,

if he does, a thousand to one but it is a retro-

grade movement. This being so, it is only need-

ful for the student to acquire a knowledge of

these set forms and their proper arrangement

;

practice will do the rest. He need not even

leam to draw in order to write signs. Of course

it is better that he should, but, as a rule, prac-

tical sigu-wi-iters are about the worst ornamentists

possible. Our author's ideas of decorative orna-

ment are, to say the least of them, rather pecu-

liar. He recommends the use of the small sec-

tions of stereotype ornament the printers nse for

setting-up borders and corners in printmg. Such

a recommendation of the study of ornamental

design is certainly unique, and needs no comment

fronr us. We now turn with pleasure to the really

practical portion of the work (which, by the

wav occupies less than fifty pages of the '208 of

which the book consists). This part of the work

is really what it pretends to be—a thorough prac-

tical exposition of the various manipulative pro-

cesses used in the art of sign-writing and glass-

embossing. The instructions given are sound,

carefully and truthfully written, aud evidently

such methods as the author himself practises,

which is a guarantee for theii' correctness. Had

the author confined himself solely to tho prac-

tical part of his subject (which is strictly the

province of such works), we should have had

nought but words of praise to give bim
;

but

we roally cannot see what the science of optics

and the rules of perspective have to do with

sign-writing.

" Sfgn--WriUng and Gfass Embossing" By James

Callinoham. London : Simpkin, MarshaU & Oo.
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CONSTKUCTING ROADS.-

THIS very interesting pamphlet, though
mainly intended to make known a new

mode of making road surfaces, contains, as

might be expected from the extensive ex-

perience of its author, much useful and im-
portant information on road-making. Mr.
Mitchell states that he was a pupil of Telford,

the great road-maker, and that, formerly the
General Inspector of Roads and Bridges in the
Northern Counties of Scotland, he has " been
engaged the greater part of his life in the con
struction and repair of roads." We note that,

in a brief historical preface, he repeats another
of the many charges of plagiarism that have
been brought at different times, and especially

during his lifetime, against the celebrated Sir
John Loudon Macadam. He points out that
Macadam in many of his rules was anticipated
by Mr. Edgworth, who, a man of much
science for his time, was appointed by the
Committee of Natural Philosophy, in Dublin,
to make experiments on road construction, in

carnage draught, and on the form of wheel
felloes. He might have added that Tresagnet,
a French engineer, was yet earlier than Edg-
worth in many of the principles afterwards
advocated by Macadam.
All this is no doubt true, but the popular

voiceisjustin ascribing great merit to Macadam
in his reform of our common road surfaces. As
Sidney Smith, the incarnation of common-sense
and wit, wrote years ago,—" Many persons
broke stone before Macadam, but Macadam felt

the discovery more strongly, stated it more
clearly, persevered in it with greater tenacity,
wielded his hammer, in short, with greater
force than other men, and finally succeeded
in bring his plan into general use." Again,
"that man is not the first discoverer o* any
art who fust says the thing, but he who says
it so long and so clearly that he compels
mankind to hear him—the man who is so
deeply impressetl with the importance of the
discovery that he will take no denial, but
at the risk of fortune or fame pushes
through all opposition, and is determined
that what he thinks he has discovered shall
not perish for want of a fair trial." Let
us hojie that Mr. I\Iitchell will be as suc-
cessful.

The princi)de which he starts from is

perfectly sound, and is, in fact, that which
dominates Macadam's reform, the use of
quadrangular blocks of stone or wood, the aj)-

]dication of asphalte, and, we may add, the em-
ployment of the steam road-roller. He wishes
to keep all matters soluble in water out of
the road surface. This is done by using stone
or wooden blocks, except at their joints, en-
tirely so by asphalte, and in a great measure
by the steam roller, which forces the fresh
broken stones together before mud can get
between them. It is clear that any soluble
mattei-, or matter so constituted as, by mechani-
cal combination with water, to form a paste,
is at once acted upon by rain. This is the
mud which, in an unrolled road, "forms the
cementing material " of the broken stone ; and
which, in stone pavements, forces its way up
between their joints, partly from the surface
below. In this way is accounted for the, at
lirst .sight, puzzling layer of mud to be seen,
during wet weather, even in the paved streets
of the citj' of Loudon, miles away from a
macadamised road. Three or four years ago,
the author carried out an important experi-
ment, and we have never met with one throw-
ing more liglit on the actual composition of
our ordinary macadamised road-surfaces. He
took up "21 cubic feet of the crust of the maca-
damised road in the Mall, in S. James's-pnrk,"
and causedthemud which cemented the stones
together to be washed clean away. This mud
was found to amount to ll-27ths of the whole

* "A new Mode of Constmctius the Sm-fnce of the
Streets and Thcmuglifiues of London and other arcui
Cities, by whii-h Mud .lud Dust uill be gie:itly
diminished, and the Sxpense of Maintenance and Repaii-much lessened." By Joseph MiTCHEnL, O.E., &,: Second
Edition. Loudon : Stanford, Charing Cross, 1S7U

mass, or in the proportion of 11 cubic feet in

every cuViic yard of road crust. The remain-
ing stones and grit were then examined, and
parcelled out indiU'erentsizes, with the follow-

ing results :— 1 cubic yard was foimd to con-

tain :—mud, 11 '00 cub. ft. ; sand to pebbles of

3-16in. in size, 2'4i) cub. ft. ; stones from
3-16in. to Jin., 6 '56 cub. ft. ; stones from
Jin. to lin., 4'48 cub. ft. ; and lastly, stones

from lin. to 2Jin., 2-.56cub. ft, showing that

only l-lOlh part of the whole 27 cub. ft. re-

tained the original form and size of new
granite metalling.

We now come to Mr. Mitchell's own plan
for the reform of macadamised or broken
stone roads. He proposes to bind the broken
stones together by means of Portland or of

other hydraulic cement grout, in the propor-

tions of four parts of clean broken stones, one
and a quarter to one and one-third of clean

sharp sand, and one of cement of the best

quality, able to stand a tensile stress of 50lllb.

to (jOOlb. on a bar IJin. square. Complete
instructions are given for making a road on
this plan. He prefers to make it in two
layers ; the first to be put down roughly for a

thickness of three or four inches, and when
consolidated the second layer, of the same
depth, should be laid, and carefully rolled

with a heavy roller. In order to obtain access

to the water and gas pipes, the concrete is to

be cast in blocks 3ft. by 4ft., separated from
each other by liin. of joint, filled with con-

crete grout. To remove the blocks, the

joint is cut out, and they are raised by a

moveable crane. Mr. Mitchell states that

under traffic at Inverness for the last four
years and a half this kiud of road-crust has
given good results. The second trial, carried

out on 11)0 j'ards of the Mall in S. James's
Park, was a failure, " the surface breaking up
under the traffic." His explanation is that

the surface was accidentall}' rolled liefore the
cement had consolidated, thus injuring its

crystalline structure. Fit'ty yards laid down
in 18G6, at George TV. Bridge in Edinburgh,
have given better results.

The idea of using concrete in this way is a
very simple and obvious one ; but the appli-

cation is one of those that could only be fairly

tested by many prolonged and careful trials

under heavy traffic. We do not consider
that such a road could be easily repaired

—

that, for instance, ruts, such as would be
sure, sooner or later, to form themselves, could
be rapidly and cheaply mended ; cutting them
out and filling with fresh concrete, would, we
should expect, be an inefficient remedy, and
until this concrete got consolidated the road
could not well be opened to traffic.

AECHITECTUR.VL ASSOCIATION.

AT the usual fortnightly meeting on Friday
evening last, Mr. T. H. Watson, President,

occupied the chair. The ordinary routine business
having been got through, several new members
were elected.

Mr. J. D. Grace then read the following
paper

ON THE MODES OF DECOKATrS'E THEATMEXT ADAPTED
TO VARIOUS MlTEKIALS.

Among the many varieties of skill which are
neoessarj to the excellence of each work of art,

there is one which, as it seems to me, lits in

danger of being overlooked, or, at least, of being
treated with something like oversight—I mean
thatpaiticular skill, which must emanate partly
from the designer, but far more from the work-
man, by .which the special qualities of the
material to be dealt with are recognised, valued,
and expressed. At the first glance we should be
apt to say that a beautiful form will be beautiful
whatever the mere material in which it is shaped;
but this is now so generally admitted to be a false

doctrine that it is not necessary for me to pursue
the arguments against it. My present object is to
show that, given the design suited to stone, wood,
or metal, there yet remains to the workman an
excellent faeld for the exercise of his perceptioQ
and the display of that particular skill by which
every excellence of hia material is made the most

of. Without going the length of saying that
every variety of every material calls for a special

etjle of execution, I do say that the subject
demands much closer attention than it receives,

and that it is well to bring forward some of the
more notable instances, and to point out how or
where we may look for the peculiarities of texture
or substance which should influence the use of our
tools. Let us, then, begin by considering the
solid materials which may be moulded or carved.
The first, and most important to architects, are
those materials which may be classed generally as

stone. Under this head are included materials o£

very varied qualities and characteristics—so varied,

indeed, that we almost may say that each variety
requires its own treatment in sculpture. We may,
however, group them together broadly under a
few heads, and then, looking back historically, we
shall see that the whole style of art was, in early

ages, affected by the peculiarity of treatment
rendered necessary or possible by the characteristics

of the materials used ; bearing in mind that, the
most esteemed materials being used for the moat
noble monuments, and those monuicenta having
the strongest hold upon the mind and the most
powerful influence in art, so the working of those
materials gave the keynote to the art-work of that
age or country.

GRAKITE.

Thus, as we 6nd the earliest and grandest sculp-

ture of Egypt worked in granite, the beautiful and
durable stone of Assouan (Syene), so we find all

Egyptian sculpture partaking to some extent o£

the characteristics of execution most suitable to

that material. Broad, even surfaces, crudely-

rounded contours and obtuse or rectangular sections

prevail. A thin " arris " or an acute angle is

almost unknown. The value of the material also

is much enhanced by a high polish, which is only
compatible with broad surfaces and bold roundinga.
Where greater detail is required, it is either cut
deeply, at right angles to the surface, or slightly,

through the polish, and left dull in contrast with
the polish. And as the forms must be of the
simplest and most conventional, so the detail must
be very hniited and very expressive.

In the beautiful white marble of Greece we have
a material the admirable qualities of which may
almost be said to have had a large share iu per-

fecting Greek art. The workman must have
taken delight in its exquisitely even grain and pure
colour, admitting, as they do, of the moat delicate

expression of form and of the highest mechanical
finish. Indeed, it is impossible to compare the
progress of Greek sculpture from the archaic to

its more perfect development, without feeling

conscious that the artists were gradually recog-

nising the wonderful capabilities of their material

and were led on to fresh etlbrta and more careful

study in consequence. In addition to its beauty,
the ease with which it is worked and its durability

encourage the use of fine sections in mouldings,
sharp arrises, and delicate detail. The even, crys-

talline granulation of surface is admirably
calculated to express the roundings and the moat
aubtle gradations of shade ; consequently he who,
overlooking these special qualities, executes his

work aa if in a coarser stone, throws away much
of the excellence within hia reach. The semi-
transparency of marbles gives a peculiar value to

their sections under some conditions, and occa-

sional acute angles iu section may almost be said

to be necessary to the full exposition of the nature
of the material. It must not be supposed that,

even among the ancients, an equal amount of in-

tuitive skill was possessed by all the workmen
employed on one building. Let any one who has
the opportunity examine the several blocks which
formed part of the frieze and cornice of the
Erectheum, now lying iu the British Museum.
On looking closely he will find an immense dif-

ference in the method of finish in one block
and in another (compare those numbered 127
and 129). Even at this lapse of time, one can
almost say that the worker of one block waa
thinking of his work, the worker of the other o£

his wages.

The student of " material" will also do well to

examine very carefully the sections of the dra-

peries and other portions of the best Greek sculp-

tures. He will find nothing overlooked there
;

every surface, every edge or angle is so worked
as to use to the best purpose the light which
falls on it. If, too, he observes in these works
the treatment of the human face and figure,

he will learn how the breadth of light must
be preserved, and how, when emphasis is
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needed, the shadow must be cut bo deeply as

to overcome the UimiDOus white of marble.

What I have been saying applies to the

white marble only. "Veined" or figured marbles

admit only of the boldest moulded forms, and not

at all of carved detail, which only quarrels with

the " figure "—the material's natural beauty.

In the commoner varieties of building stone, we
have materials of a grit variously coarse, and more
friable, both in working and in wear. These
qualities necessitate coarser arrises and fillets, and,

therefore, heavier contours in the mouldings. It

is well to bear in mind that the apparent finish

or delicacy of mouldings is to a great extent de-

termined by the delicacy or otherwise of the nar-

row fillets. The colour of the common stones,again,

is less even than that of marble. The treatment

of the detail has, therefore, to be vigorous enough
to overcome its inequality. In comparing the

buildings of Greece with those of Rome this dif-

ference of treatment is very observable. The
detail in stone, requires stronger definition, which
is obtained by greater relief and depth of cutting

;

so that often where low relief would suffice ij

marble, high relief and bolder forms are requisite

in stone. I am, of course, supposing the conditions

of light or position to be equal. Climate or other

special circumstances may largely affect the treat-

ment, nor am I now considering special dt'si'iii so

much as special wnrkmansliip. It will be readily

understood that according to the coarseness or

fineness or friability of the stone the treatment

may be modified upon the same general rules. It

may, however, be as well to enumerate a few lead-

ing points. In carved details stone allows con-

siderable freedom. Deep undercutting is admis-

sible and useful when not carried to such ex-

cess as to expose the subject to risk. Projecting

masses must always be corbelled, so to speak, in

such a way as not to have a tendency to break

themselves off. Thin edges are incompatible with
so friable a material, but lightness may always be

given by bevelling back to the ground. Where
strength is expected, a rectangular section is agree-

able to stone. Indeed, a square edge seems con-

stantly demanded, and an edge presenting an angle

of less than about 60° or 75° is too weak fur the
material. To sum up, the ordinary building stones

require a firm, vigorous, substantial treatment,

with sufficient breadth and depth of cutting to

overcome the more or less irregular colour, ac-

cording to the distance at which the work is in-

tended to be seeu. Of

STUCCO OR PLASTER,

the treatment may be classed under two heads

—that moulded by hand, and that east in moulds.
The two methods may also be blended. In work-
ing plaster relief ornament by hand, a great free-

dom of touch and variety of form are attainable

and desirable. .-Vt the same time, thin edges or

deep undercutting are rendered undesirable by the

friability of the material. The degree of linish

must depend rather on the conditions of applica-

tion, since its texture may be rendered as fine as

that of ivory, and a pure and even tone of colour

may be obtained, either in the material or by sub-

sequent tinting. Almost any degree of vigour may
be given hy bold modelling, keeping the lights

broad and not too much softening away the tool

marks. Excellent examples of plaster treatment
may be seen in the ceilings of many old London
houses of the peiiod of the Georges, and the ele-

gant and spirited stuccoes of both ancient and me-
diajval Italy afibrd valuable teaching. Where the

ornament is intended to be painted or coloured

care should be taken to avoid narrow tpiirks, which
may become stopped, and thin edges, which will

easily be broken. If the relief be very low an in-

dented outline is useful. For the treatment of

plaster ornament cast from moulds we cannot do
better than observe Arabic or Mi*orish work. Orna-
ments produced in this way shcjuld be clear, well-

defined, not undercut, and arranged so as to draw
readily from the mouhl and require little subse-
quent finish. It is applicable, of course, chiefly for

repeated or diaper ornament. In Moorish work
beautiful soft gradations of shade are obtained,

7Wt by rounding or moulding the face or edge
of the ornament, but by introducing two or

three distinct strata of ornament, interlacing

with each other, each on its own level—

a

plan in every way adapted for work cast in

moulds. In combining the cast and hand-worked
methods, the simpler and more rigid parts may be
cast, leaving the lighter detail to show the work-

man's hand. Many of the foregoing remarks ap-

ply equally to

TERKA-COITA,

in which, however, partly on account of the coarser

material, and partly because its use is most often ex-

ternal, greater boldness of execution is demanded.
A certain rough plastic touch, with rather hard
edges and strong surface lines, tell best. (See

the details of the Certosa at Pavia, and, for the

higher forms of art, the Florentine portrait-busts

of the fifteenth century, especially No. 7,621, '61,

and S. Jerome, 8,383, '63, in the Kensington
Museum.) Undercutting, fine arrises, and fillets

should be avoided. From terra-cotta we easily

pass to the glazed material, as Delia Robbia ware,

and to

POTTERY.

Here angular sections are to be avoided, the sur-

faces all rounded ; and it must be borne in mind
that as a number of small high lights only perplex,

it is desirable to maintain great simplicity and
breadth in the moulded surfaces, and distinctness

in the outlines of the forms to be expressed.

Where the design is set off by a coloured or tinted

ground icithout glaze, a careful outline and
sharply-executed detail are required. For ex-

amples we have but to look at the productions of

Wedgwood, many of which are, in their way,
perfect. Under a glaze, however fine, low relief

requires a mnre delicate and softened treatment,

with an avoidance of hard outline or sudden pro-

tuberances. Of this class of work is the Celadon
ware, of which a splendid example is the *' Cobden
Vase " on view at Kensington. The conditions

of this material are—on an opaque tinted ground,

a semi-transparent white relief with a high glaze

over the whole—conditions favourable to ex-

tremely-subdued relief and softened outline. I

allude to these finer descriptions of pottery be-

cause, in the form of medallions, <tc., they are

occasionally used to decorate either the building

or its accessories.

WOOD-CARVIXG.

The grain and texture of wood vary so con-

siderably that comprehensive rules of general ap-

plication cannot be laid down. It is not difficult,

however, to show in what respects general rules

may be observed, and at what points they must
diverge according to the material to be dealt with.

Some woods are of so fine a grain and so close a

texture that they are capable of almost un-

limited delicacy of finish ; and of these the harder

sorts will take a soft-hand-polish which places

them almost on a par with ivory. I need only

refer to that wonderful specimen of wood-carving,

the cabinet by Fonrdinois, of Paris, from the Paris

Exhibition of 1867, now at Kensington. AVork of

this description is, however, so exceptional as not

to demand so much notice as the carving of the

various woods in ordinary use. In such woods as

oak, walnut, or mahogany, we have materials with

a more or less pronounced grain or texture, in

colour not quite even, readily cut with a sharp

edge, and of a tenacity altogether difierent from
the brittle nature of stone, enabling it to bear

considerable undercutting or perforation without
risk. These are all qualities admitting of or re-

quiring special treatment. To commence with

the first-named condition—the visible grain or

texture. It is obvious that the workman will

select for his carving that wood which is most rvtii

in texture, grain, and colour, since all strongly-

marked grain or figure tend to confuse and destroy

the effect of his work. Still, even when he has

done this, he has in oak a very apparent grain,

and here and there some amount of "figure."

The carver in oak, therefore, must seek carefully

to execute his work in such a way as to overcome
the oppcsition which these qualities present. His

lights must bo preserved broad and clear and in

high relief ; the leading intention of all foliage

distinctly marked, the finer lines or stems pre-

serving a sharp outline. The shadows must be

bold enough to explain the forms, intensity being

given by bold undercutting. Much assistance to

the expression may be given by the actual tool-

marks. Nothing is so fatal to the spirit of wood-

carving as glass-paper. Yet, bold though the exe-

cution of the work be, it need not appear coarse ;

the strength and tenacity of the material allow of

thin edges and contideraUle freedom as todetached

and perforated work. But, above all things, let

the wood-carver avoid a thick square edge—an

edge at right angles with the face of the work
This at once gives his work a xtoinj character,

which no mere finish will obviate. I know no ex-

amples better illustrating the exact capacities of

oak than the exquisite stalls of Amiens (152S),

and the beautiful panelled door enclosure by Paul
van Schelden in the Town-hall of Gudenarde.
There is an excellent model of the latter in the
Crystal Palace. In walnut-wood we have a mate-
rial extremely suitable for the carver's art. There
ai'e many varieties, differing greatly from each
other ; some abounding in strongly-marked, and
often beautiful figure, others presenting a mellow
even grain (with but a slight " streakiness "), and
an agreeable grey-brown tone of colour. When
this latter class of wood is used (and its fine pores
are, upon the completion of the work, filled up by
a judicious wax rubbing), results may be obtained
as satisfactory in the way of wocid as those from
bronze are in the way of metal. To those who
would learn the style of finish and execution
adapted to walnut-wood, I would point out the
numerous works of the Siennese carvers, the stalls

of .S. Pietro at Perugia and of Santa Maria Maggiore
at Bergamo, both by Stefano de Bergamo. There
are also some admirable benches and a desk in the

Sala di Cambio, at Perugia, and the numerous
grand doors in the Vatican likewise present ex-

cellent specimens. In the Museum at Kensing-
ton there are a few good works of this class ;

modern Siennese work they are, but the artist has

well caught the style and method of the old

carvers. I do not call to mind any prominent
good example of ancii'iit, carving in walnut-wood
in that collection. The numerous coffers in the

Cartoon Gallery have no special merit of execu-

tion. I must not be understood to proscribe the

use of the figured class of walnut-wood. On the

contrary, this, beautiful in itself, should be used
for such plain, flat surfaces as will exhibit and
derive embellishment from its beauty. It will be
observed in the examples I have quoted that a

certain precision of touch is common to all of

them. The lights are crisp and well-preserved,

always with a view to carrying the eye along the

motive of the ornament. If it bo a scroll with a

fine stem connecting foliage or husks, observe

that the eye is always made to travel along the
centre-line of the curve. The section of fo-

liage or stem is such as to take the light in

the proper direction. The fine stem is so sharply

cut (though sometimes a mere thread) as never to

fail of expression, either by means of its fine high

light or sharp little shadow. In this way even

the finest lines are not allowed to be lost in the

dark colour of the wood. It will be found also

that excellent use is made of the tool-marks, which
greatly aasist the expression of the work.

Holding a place superior, but closely-allied to

the finer woods, is ivory. This beautiful material

has been very highly prized for the purposes of

art from the earliest times. Its close, homogene-
ous texture peculiarly fit it for the finer kinds of

carving, and the beautiful surface of which it is

capable, together with its soft even tone of colour,

have frequently induced artists to adopt it for

works of a size considerably beyond what we need
consi'ler now. The form and si.'.e of its natural

growth may, in a general way, be taken to limit

the size of its use, which is therefore ordinarily

confined to a surface of a few inches. There is

hardly any limit to the finish and elaboration of

detail which may be given to a few inches of ivory.

High relief orlowrelief appear to equal advantage,

and the conditions attached to it appear most
simple. The work must never be rough or coarse,

and must always exhibit the exquisitely delicate

texture of surface which is natural to it. Its

strength admits of its being undercut to almost

any extent, and of being worked to almost any
degree of tenuity, whilst the remarkably soft

gloss of its surface exhibits to advantage either

the boldest or most delicate roundinge.

The several metals in use for ornamental pur-

poses present conditions difterent altogether from
those distinguishing the materials which we have

been Considering. If we except cast-iron, thecon-

ditinn of friability is wanting, and we are there-

fore at once admitted to the u>e of the thinnest

sections and the most acute angles. Their differ-

ent degrees of ductility also represent a special

quality to be expressed. Their capability of being

bent and twisted without losing their strength is a

valuable qudity to be recognised. In treating

each separately we shall have to be guided partly

by the different degrees in which they possess

these qualities, partly by their colour, and partly

by the greater or less extent to which they ex-

hibit bright high lights, or are caf>able of receiv-

ing a burnished surface. Let us first take
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WROUGHT-IRON,

for the artistic treatment of iron must be
guided by its finest cajiability, and that is to be
found in its readiness, under certain conditions,
to receive the direct impress of the worker's
hand. We have, then, a material of a dark
colour, and which, under ordinary conditions
does not exhibit bright high lights. A vigorous
treatment and strong indentation are therefore
demanded for detail. Its liability to corrode pre-
vents any reliance on the efTect of fine surfaces.
It possesses, when being worked, considerable
ductiUty, of which the workman must avail him-
self fully ; also great elastic strength, which per-

'

mits it to be bent or twisted extensively with-
out frequent support. These qualities allow of
very acute sections, sharij mouldings, and narrow
fillets, all of which will be found expressive, but
the finer the sections the more careful must be
the finish. Excellent specimens of wrought iron
ornament are numerous enough among country
inn "sign" brackets, and the balustrades and
gates scattered about the country, all dating prior
to the present century. The Hampton Court
gates (not long since removed to the Kensington
Museum) are splendid examples of what may be
done with the smith's hammer. At the same
time, I am disposed to doubt the desirability of
working the ornament to such a paper-like thin-
ness in a material which corrodes so readily as

{To he continued.)

THE HOLBORN VIADUCT.

IN the course of his paper on the "Selection of
Building Sites," recently read before the

Eoyal Institute of British Architects, Professor
Ansted incidentally cited the case of the Holborn
Viaduct as pointing to the necessity of having
good foundations. In the discussion which fol-
lowed,

Mr. Haywood, the engineer to the City of Lon-
don Commission of Sewers, and designer of the
Viaduct, concurred in the remarks of the Professor
as to the selection of sites, but was at a loss to
know why he dragged in an allusion to the
Holborn Viaduct. If he meant to infer that the
foundation had given way, he could understand
the allusion, though the inference was incorrect.

^
Pbofessok Ansted here said that iiis impres-

sion was that the foundation had partially given
ay.

Mr. Ha\-wood, in continuation, then said that
as few things were so instructive as an account of
a failure or a partial failure, he would narrate
briefly the circumstances connected with the
getting in of the foundations, from which it would
be self-evident that the fault did not lie tbere.
He hoped that at some future time, either iu that
room or in another place, he should be able to
bring the matter more fully before the profession.
The old bed of the Fleet River was 200ft.
or 300ft. wide at the spot where the Viaduct
is carried across the Vallej', and the bed of the
existing Fleet Sewer was about 2-2ft. or 23ft.

^
below the old level of F.irringdou-street at the

'point where the principal arcb of the Viaduct
•pans that street, and thia bed was of clay. The
excavations for the foundations were carried 7ft.

or 8ft,, and in some cases more, below the old bed
of the river, right into the solid blue London
clay, aid the foundations were got in bit by bit.

Concrete of the best quality was used, and the
greatest pains taken to ensure efficiency in respect
of foundations. This efficiency was attained, for,
on the authority of the engineers appointed by the
Corporation to report on the nature and causes
of the fracture uf the granite columns, it had
been stated as beyond doubt that the fouudations
would bear live or six, or even seven times more
weight per square inch than they would have to
bear were the Viaduct densely packed with human
beings and vehicles of the heaviest description.
The engineers referred to had reported that not
the slightest movement had taken place in the
found.ation8. The fracture of the columns was
entirely duo to bad joining. If any fault attached
to him in the matter—and he spoke candidly—it
was that he had trusted too implicitly to the con-
scientiousness of the workmen who were to carry
hia design into execution, and had calculated on
such workmanship as he himself should have put
iu had he been engaged in the erection of the
columns. He had endeavoured to make too fine
a j'jint, and with such large masses of granitealmost
mathematical accuracy was necessary in the join-
ing an inequality of only a&i\pence in thickness
being capable of causing a serious fracture.

NEW ELEMENTS OF HAND-RATLING.—PLATE XVIH.

Professor Ansted, in reply, expressed his re-
gret that he had made the allusion in ipiestion to
the Viaduct, and begged to withdraw it in the face
of the very satisfactory statement made by Mr.
Haywood. From that statement it was quite clear
that Mr. Haywood was blameless iu the matter.

NEW ELEMENTS OF HAND-RAILING.*
(Continued from i)age 28.)

Plate 13.

—

The Side-Wreath—Starting from
Newel.

WHEN a hall is large and spacious, then the
stairs starting should present a grand and

imposing effect. The newel stands out, curve
projects on floor, and extends on the side, to third
or fourth riser, as the drawing shows.
To lay down the plan : Commence with a

straight line for centre of rail; say that through
A. Let A, B, C equal two square steps. Assume
C, on second riser, as a fixed point. Then the line
from C may be drawn to make any angle (except
a right) with C A.

It will always be ordinate, no matter iu what
direction the line may be drawn. It causes the
wi-eath to fall exactly level at the mitre cap, and
dii'ects the construction of mould.

Let us take C D for ordinate, and D as centre
of newel and mitre cap. Here observe that the
centre of newel can be made to stand at any point
on line C D, and the curve on the floor be either
expanded or contracted to suit situation.

This understood—draw size of cap. Set oflf half
width of rail on each side of line C D. Draw par-
allel with it, cutting cap, which gives commence-
ment of mitre. Let seat from 2 be square with C
D. Next, draw from A, parallel with ordinate,
cutting seat at E.

Remember that the height must be obtained
before pitch can be drawn. The two square steps
on the left show under-side of rail resting on
centre of balusters. Set o8' half its thickness.
This done square over N C. Make it equal to
A C on plan. Then L C gives height. Let that

I
of 2, 3 on the right equal it. Next join 3, E ex-
tended

; and we have the pitch. Dotted curve
shows centre of rail, and lines C 2 and C A its

tangents. Set ofl" half width of rail on each side
of curve. Then draw any number of ordinates
cutting pitch. Square these over. Let E N equal
E A, and 3 L equal 2 C. Join L N extended.
This, to be correct, must equal corresponding
letters on left.

Now find points and trace curves on mould.
Let the straight wood for joint equal mitre at 2.
Find bevel for joint on straight shank, by drawing
a line from E parallel with N L. Next, square
over any point on pitch—say P. Let thia be
centre ; and for radius a circle touching line
frcm E, cutting at H. Join H K, and bevel is

obtained. The angle formed by pitch and E A
gives bevel for joint on left.

Square sections show their application.
Examine the drawing and see how the angle of

tangents meeting at C affects height of newel. It
is evident a riser added to a short baluster gives
height of newel from tup of first step to under side
of cap ; because the tangents meet on second riser.

Again, move point C to the right. This increases
length

; but, let C stand on first step ; then the
newel becomes shorter. Elevation on the left
shows all this. Line N C being fixed and equal to
tangent A C. Therefore, the length of tangents
on ground plan regulates height of newel.

* This series of articles is a reproduction of Robeht
BlDDELL's work on tlie subject, published iu Pliiladel-
pliia, and by Tnibuor and Co., London.

RoTAL Institute of the Architects of Ire-
land.—The ordinary general meeting of this In-
stitute was held last evening, when Mr. J. M'D,
Benningham, Associate, read a paper on " The
President's Address and Building Surveyors."

International Exhibition of 187L — The
following noblemen and gentlemen have consented
to act IS judges to select paintings for the forth-
coming exhibition:—The Viscount Bury, MP.

;

the Lord Elcho, M.P. ; Su- Coutts Lindsay, Bart.
;

Mr. Alfred Elmore, R.A. (representing the Royal
Academy)

;
Mr. Alfred Clint (representing the

Society of British Artists) ; Mr. Alfred Hunt
(representing the Society of Painters in Water
Colours) ; Mr, Henry Warren (representing the
Institute of Painters in Water Colours) ; Mr. F.
DiUon ; and Mr. H. S. Marks.
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decorative processes.

By "An Experienced Wokkhan."

MUCH has been said and written both

for and against the use of imitations

of woods and marbles. We do not intend to

discuss the question here ; suflice it for us

that custom, practice, and precedent sanction

their use. Mr. Owen Jones, Sir Digby
Wyatt, and others of the highest authority

on decorative art, admit of imitations being

used wherever the real wood or marble
could or would be used in architectural con-

struction. That this is a sensible and right

view of the question we are persuaded that

none but crochetty critics will dispute.

However, we are safe, so lar, in the fact of its

being so universally used in all classes of

houses, public buildings, shops, &c., both for

interior and exterior decoration— for purposes
of utility, as well as for adornment ; and we
may rest quite assured that its practise will

never be discontinued, however much the

followers of John Ruskin may preach against

it. Even from an economical point of view
its value is great, inasmuch as no other kind
of painted work will bear cleaning so repeat-

edly as grained work, &c., without injury.

As a means of decoration it is valuable.

Beautiful combinations may be formed with
the great variety of coloured woods and
marbles available for the use of the artist,

which in skilful hands may be worked
up into the most complicated and tasteful

forms ; and if good taste be exercised in the

selection of the colour of the woods and
marbles and their harmonious arrangement
really artistic works may be executed. We
cannot see why works of this class may not
be ranked with the other specimens of orna-

mental art which are usually placed on a

much higher scale. However, with that we
have nothing to do here, simply confining

ourselves to the manipulative processes em-
ployed in working them.
How long ago, or when the art of graining

first originated, we have no record, man
being essentially an imitative animal, and he
may have begun very early. Let that be as it

may, we can only record our own experience.
We remember seeing, upwards of thirty

years ago, in an old mansion in Yorkshire,
Bome imitation oak, which, by well-authenti-
cated testimuny, was proved to have been
done upwards of si.vty ycirs before ; and it

was, at the time we saw it, undergoing the
process of cleaning and varnishing, and,
although dark with age and repeated varnish-
ing.s, it was in a condition to last many
years.

Oak graining, of which we are now about
to treat, is peculiarly an English process. To
an Englishman the oak tree is an embodi-
ment of strength, grandeur, and utility ; its

praises have been sung and its sterling quali-

ties lauded by poet and sage. To it the
stability and beauty of our ancient baronial
halls, and the half-timbered dwellings of
England's sturdy s(iuires and yeomen are
due. Our churches and municipal buildings
were clothed with oak, in panelled wainscot
and glorious carved screens. l''or (juaiut fur-

niture, from the throne of the monarch to
the rude bench of the cottager—to all these
and countless other uses has this famed
English wood been applied. No wonder
Englishmen are fond of this truly national
tree, and hence the very natural desire to see
it about them in every form—oak doors, oak
sideboards and chairs, &c. Indeed, this

fondness for oak has led to its being the only
wood whioii in England is universally imi-
tated. Wherever we go, in hall or cottage,

we see this wood, either real or imitated.
The beauty and novelty of its grain and
markings peculiarly adapt it for being imi-igs _

tated, and it is a singular fact that out of the
millions of feet of oak planks cut up yearly

|
turpentine touches the spirit colour it im

no two planks are alike. It needs but to

take the thickness of a shaving off an oak
board, and the figure or marks will be
changed. No other wood with which we are

acquainted possesses this quality ; all others

have a sameness and a mechanical repetition

of pattern in their markings from which oak
is entirely free.

There are several methods used for imi-

tating oak, with various degrees of success.

The most ancient of which we have any
knowledge was done by painting the work
with a graining colour, and then making all

the figures or markings with the end of a

tallow candle ; the result was that the

graining colour dried hard everywhere, ex-

cept on those places touched by the tallow,

which was then wiped olf with a piece of

tianuel leaving the marks of the clean ground
colour. Another plan was to mix a little

dark colour with sweet oil and beeswax, and
with a pencil or fitch the colour of the

various markings was put in upon the bare
ground colour. The graining colour was
then mixed with beer, and spread over the
work, and then flagged with a duster or large

flat tool made for the purpose. When this

was dry, the marking colour was washed off

with turpentine. This system is in partial

use even at this day.

The next great stride in the march of im-
provement in oak graining seems to have
been the natural out-growth from this last

process, and is very extensively used in

certain districts, and notably in the metropolis.

It is called " spirit-colour graining." When
well and properly done it is a useful and
cleanly process, having this advantage over
any other method, i.e., that work done with
it may be grained and varnished in the same
da}', which, under certain circumstances and
for certain work, is very valuable, especially

where, as in otfices, &c., unnecessary inter-

ruption of business has to be avoided. This
process is carried out as follows :—To mix the

graining colour, grind a quantity of the best

washed whiting in turpentine ; add such a
proportion of either burnt sienna, Oxford
ochre, burnt umber, raw umber, or part of one
and part of another, according to the colour

required, as will stain the whiting to the re-

quired depth of colour ; then add sufficient

turpentine-varnish to bind or fasten the colour

when thinned to a working consistency with
turpentine, which may be best ascertained by
trial before commencing any important work

;

the colour is then spread evenly over the sur-

face, and stippled or streaked with a duster or

tlat brush ; it is now combed quickly (in the

manner hereinafter described). If this is not
done quickly, the colour sets or dries, and
when once set the combing cannot afterwards
be done. The colour dries quite dead. When
it has stood a short time it may then be figured

or marked in imitation of the marks seen in

the real oak thus :—Dissolve Scotch soda in

water—let it be tolerably strong—add a little

burnt sienna ground in water. Now take a
flat fitch (hog-hair), dip it into the solution of

soda, and thus mark out or put in any figure

that may be desirable, taking care not to use

it too freely, or else it will run and make
marks, which are not required ; it must be
borne in miud that wherever the soda touches
there will be a mark. When the work is all

figured, the whole must be well washed with
a sponge and plenty of clean water, which will

clear olf the soda, and wherever it has touched
the graining colour will be destroyed, and will

wash off, leaving the figures clear and bright.

The work must then be brushed over with
weak beer and water, in the proportions of half

beer and half water, and then over grained in

the usual manner. A door may thus be
grained and varnished in a couple of hours'

time. The solution of soda is sometimes dis-

pensed with, aud turpentine is used instead.

The veining fitch is dipped into turps, stained

so as to show the marks, and is wiped off

again before it has had time to dry, using a

flannel rag for that purpose. Wherever the

mediately softens the turpentine varnish,

which may then be wiped oft', but only whUe
it is wet ; and as it of course dries very soon,

the work requires to be quickly done, or else

it is labour lost. This is not so cleanly in

using as the soda, but good work may be
done with it. The heart or sap of oak may be
admirably imitated on this system, especially

upon moulded surfaces. The heart must be
marked in with the fitch or a sable pencil
and turpentine, as before described, and while
it is wet must be brushed or softened all one
way, that is, in the direction in which the sap
runs—the direction of its growth. If this is

done well the light and dark edges of the sap
of the real wood may be very closely imi-

tated.

But the most important and best system of

graining oak is the oil-colour process. It

must be understood that oak has two distinct

characteristics. The first is the grain of the
wood, which is formed by the pores, and which
always runs the length way of the plank, and,
in fact, of the tree also, and this is fine or

coarse as the case may be ; the other is techni-

cally called " the figure "—the dapple, the

veining, and the lights of the oak. These
markings, almost in every case, run across

the grain, and, as a rule, have a silvery re-

flection, and stand out lighter and brighter

than the grain, and sometimes they have a
light silvery edge and a dark centre. Of
course, both the grain and the markings are

different in different descriptions of oak. In
the English oak the grain and the veining, or

figure, are much finer and closer than it is in

the foreign oak. The Dantzic oak, for in-

stance, is exceedingly coarse or open in its

grain or pores, and the " lights," or figure, are,

as a rule, in broad and thick lumps, without
much grace or beauty of form ; while the

figure in English oak is arranged or flows in
graduated curves, having a beauty peculiarly

its own. The grain and the markings require

different methods of working, and there is no
method yet invented does this so effectively

and so well as the oil process.

Before proceeding further we must say a few
words on the preparation of grounds for

graining. New work should be well dusted
before being primed. After the first coat is

dry it should be rubbed down with sandpaper
and stopped with good sound putty. 'Three

coats should then be put on and the work
sandpapered between each coat ; except this

be done no good work can result. The
finishing-coat should be mixed with three

parts oil to one of turps. Tue colour for

light or new oak, commonly called wainscot,

should be of a light creamy buff, made with
Oxford ochre and white, and a little vermilion

or Venetian red. Some grainers like a white
ground for this very light oak, but it has a

rawness of look which is not at all pleasant to

look upon. For a middle shade of oak the

colour should be stained with Oxford ochre,

Venetian red, and a little burnt umber ; and
for dark oak with burnt umber, Venetian red,

and a little orange-chrome. These may all

be modified by admixture with black to a

degree according as to whether the oak when
finished is to be warm or cool in tone. And
here we may note that the colour of the

ground is of vital importance to the efl'ect of

the work when finished. Many persons don't

care much about the ground colour so that it

is light enough, as they depend upon the

glazing colour to bring it up to the required

shade. This we are quite certain is a mistake,

for if two panels are grained, one on a white
or nearly white ground and the other on a
rich-coloured ground, the former cannot by
any amount of glazing be brought to the same
richness of colour as the latter ; therefore it is

the wisest plan to work upon ground colours

which are of the same tone of colour, or

nearly so, as the work is intended to be
finished. The contrast also between the

graining colour and the ground colour should
never be violent. When it is so, the work
has a staring vulgarity about it very undesir-

able. The " figure " or markings stand out
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so prominently and eo positive that all flat-

ness and repose is destroyed. This is a very
common favdt -n-ith grainers, and one that
should be avoided. This class of grainers are
very i'oud of bright chrome-yellow grounds
and of glazing their work with burnt sienna,
thus making it " foxy," and, as a matter of
course, ugly and vulgar.

{To he continned.)

ON AECHITECTURAL DETAILS APPLIED
TO OTHER USES.*

THE subject to which I venture to call your
attention has beeu to me a constant source

of difficulty, but it is only before a society devoted
to the special study of art that I could venture on
a discussion on what would generally sound like
di-y and tu-esome details. I am concerned not
with the trouble that besets artists in putting
their thoughts into execution, but with certain
principles of design, and I found some difficulty
in finding a suitable title or description of the
remarks I may hate to make. By the title I

have chosen I mean the principle upon which
designers make use of the vaiioua constructive
members of buildings which are the necessities of
construction, and which in architectural structures
offer so many opijortunities to artists, rather than
think out methods suitable for object they have to
design. It is the principle of borrowing and apply-
ing rather than inventing in each case. I take it

for granted that objects diaering in size and in
use, in material, colour, durability, and so on,
diiler also in dignity and in capacity for decora-
tion.^ Architecture and furniture, for instance,
religious monuments, tombs, and sepulchres, as
contrasted with looking-glasses and vases, cabinets
and chests, chaiis and tables. So, again, very
large objects and very small ones—paintings on
the walls of cloisters and the halls of family
houses, and the httle fanciful decorations of fans
and snuffboxes. For all these various uses of
inventive design there seems to me in the very
nature of things to he a certain suitableness, which
•we will call jj/ojj;-i(///. How large in treatment,
how full in colour, bow bold in relief, bow simple
or how detailed, bow ligbt and open, how slight and
unlaboured, or the reverse—these are conditions
or modes of treatment and design which have
each their own opportunities. Each and all these
methods or ways are suitable in certain cases.
The most delightful impression we receive from
the sight of good designs and from the study of
various forms of art of good periods is the impres-
sion not only that a design is skilful and graceful,
but of its absolute propriety. Much that is rude,
poor, apparently careless, that we meet in art is

admirable in its own time and place. It possesses
this quality of propriety . The Greeks amongst the
ancients, the Jai anese amongst existing people,
seem to me to have the gift of working in this
way. Imitators or students all seem more or less
to fall from their pre-eminence in this respect.
Yet students of these schools have, I daresay, in
many notable instances possessed superior know-
ledge, or some, perhaps greater skill. It would be
hard to say that the artists of any period sur-
passed the science of Michael Angelo or the grace
of Raftaelle, or that the porcelain painters of
Dresden, or the French and Itahan designers of
the time of Martin and Watteau were not, in
many ways, superior to the Japanese artists. Yet
the Greeks treated sculpture and painting and the
Japanese treat small decoration of all kinds with
greater mastery, and with a more perfect percep-
tion of propriety. In one case it seems like a
traditional gift to the race, and in the ether a
grand but a laborious accomplishment.

_
In order to get to the more immediate considera-

tion of my present subject, I must make some
attempt to analyse the sources of the satisfaction
we derive from architecture -I mean good archi-
tecture, as distinct from the decorations for which
architecture gives the opportunities. It must he
remembered that the monuments of architecture
which have delighted and astonished the world
are storthouses of arts more delicate, beautiful,
and impressive still—I mean painting and sculp-
ture. The architecture of Greece, of Egypt, and
of Assyria, as well as of the cathedrals, churches,
and palaces of Italy and Northern Europe, have
offered space and opportunity for the sculptures

* By J. HcNGEPFOED PoLLEN, Esq., U.A.,o£ the South
Konsiugton Museum. Read before the Associatea Ai-ts'
institute, Saturday, January 7, 1871.

of Phidias and Praxiteles, and held once, no doubt,
the paintings of Zeuxis and his scholars—though
these have perished—and for the master efforts of
a thousand artists. Of vast multitudes of these
weknow nothing

—

Careiit quia rate micro. No
poet has handed their names down to posterity.
What we do know, however, of the greatest of
these we owe to the preservation of the archi-
tectural monuments that enshrine them. Cimabue
and Giotto, Memmi, Gaddi, Angelico, Pinturiccbio
della Quescia, Da Vinci, Raftaelle, Michael Angelo,
Peruzzi, and endless other names would be imper-
fectly known to us had we lost the buildings which
contain their greatest works. The architecture
which enshrines these delightful treasures would
often be poor and without value if they had been
destroyed. Nevertheless, architecture may be
considered in its structural character, without
reference to these beautiful additions, and it has,
or ought to have, a certain dignity and impressive-
ness without them.
The component elements of architectural con-

struction are very few and simple. The causes of
the pleasure we derive from it are also sometimes
most strange and contradictory. If we rob the
Parthenon of its sculptured decorations, or, look-
ing at it as a traveller would now see it, if we can
deprive that intelligent and imaginative traveller—for Mr. Cook probably takes no others now to
Athens— it we deprive the traveller of his memory
on the subject of these decorations, and take away
" Murray's Handbook," it would be dillicult for
him to say why he would be so much pleased by
the Parthenon. The memory helps to fill up the
gap inthe imagination and the gaps in the sculpture
— for much still remaius there. But it nothing
remamed at all—how then ? AVell, he woidd see
in the Parthenon certain exquisite accomplish-
ments in the way of proportion, structure, and
masonry. How exactly and wonderfully these
structural principles are caiTied out, and how
scientifically the lines of the floor and steps are
laid, the columns proportioned, we may learn
from the learned treatise of the accomplished
architect Mr. Penrose. The columns of the front
are set and inclined with a delicate succession
from the outside

; there is a bulge in their out-
lines scarcely percepliile in the floordine, a con-
vexity extremely slight. In the determination of
the proportion of width to height there is a certain
obedience to mathematical laws, and so on through-
out. Every line of that typical_building is, as we
shoidd say, "felt" throughout." If the student
compares the sections of the flattened rolls that
form the capitals of the Parthenon with those of
simUar capitals from P^ostum and elsewhere, a
certain sense, a fecUnfi for beauty, is everywhere
discernible. The flatness of these sections in the
centre ; the continued variety of their curves

;

the place, the number, and the proximity to each
other of the indented rings below, and the size
and arrangement of the flutings ; the absence of
base—all these are details inlinitely small, but
they are of infinite importance to the effect on
our eyes and imagination. It would take the
traveller longer to understand these beauties than
those of the frieze and metopes and the pediment
if he could see, or, not seeing, if he is able to
suggest them to his memory. Nevertheless, from
all these minute excellencies we obtain elements
of real pleasure and satisfaction. It is not to be
supposed that ordinary sight-seers enter into these
minutice. It is pretty certain that few of them
do. But it is by no means to be denied that
they would experience real pleasure from moving
about the Parthenon, looking at it and becoming
familiar with what is in itself charming and de-
lightful, though wholly unanalysed and very im-
perfectly obsei ved. Do we not feel, in a thousand
instances, the charm of certain objects and certain
people, though for the life of us we cannot pro-
perly account for it ? The conversation of the
learned or intelligent, and the mere presence and
demeanour of some persons, spreads, as we are in
the habit of saying, a charm around them.
Well—good architecture spreads such a charm.
If it is beautifully decorated, it does a great deal
more, as the graciousness or brilliancy of charming
people when they speak to us. But good archi-
tecture has beauties and charms of its own, apart
from these additious, which are, in the more proper
and true sense, beautiful works of art. We have
spoken of the architecture of a building which
we shall all easily select as a type of excellence.
There are other productions of architecture, other
results of mere structure, which have not these
exactnesses, and yet impart immense pleasure.
Nuremberg is a beautiful town. Rouen used to
be another. In our own country, Oxford is con-

sidered a beautiful town ; the High-street is
pointed out as a beautiful street. How is this ?

Of the exactness of mathematical proportion, and
of the subtlety of lines, curves, and so forth
(which, iu a building like the Panthenon, open up
a sort of mine to a learned commentator), there
is nothing whatever to be seen in such a crooked
irregular street. With the exception of one single
spire that goes to complete a long and varied line of
buildings, and one tower that ends it, there is not
a structure that claims in any sort of way the
merits of perfection in architecture. The irregu-
larity, the oddness, the disproportions in detail,
the crookeduess of the street and its component
buildings, are reckoned as beauties. In fact,
elements that taken separately constitute so many
faults or solecisms, taken together make up an
attractive whole. On the other hand, the Classi-
cal revivals of the French Empire, and some of
the modern Classical palaces and buildings of
Germany, are considered, with all their observances
of rule, as tame and uninteresting. To take
another instance. Every one knows the peculiar
scale of proportion on which Michael Angelo con-
structed the details of the famous Church of S.
Peter at Rome. The columns and their bases
and caps, the arches, architraves, mouldings,
strings, and so forth, are all on such a scale that the
same proportions are observed as if a building of
what, for convenience, we may call usual or mode-
rate dimensions in that Roman style had been en-
larged. The figures of children that support the
basins at the entrance, instead of having the pro-
portions of Nature, are Oft. high ; doves that are
sculptured amongst the decorations are as big as
turkeys : all this as well when near the eye as
elevated 200ft. or so. This particular feature of
the proportions of S. Peter's has been criticised
two ways. Michael Aagelo's own feeling on the
subject, it is right to say, has been transmitted to,
or adopted by, most of bis critics. The enormous
extent of his entire structure is not appreciated
at first sight, owing to the preservation of pro-
portions to which the eye is accustomed, and the
g.-adual perception by those that enter it of
the size of the building has been looked
upon as one of its leading perfections. On the
other hand, intelligeut critics maintain that great
height and size in buildings are not features to
be disguised, and that the changes of usual pro-
portions iu the constructive details that are so re-
quired should be observed : that as in Amiens
Cathedral, or Cologne Cathedral, or Westminster
Abbey, lu-iflht is the great element of grandeur,
maintained and impressed upon the beholder, so
the height and the size of S. Peter's should be
made to strike the eye of every one that enters,
and to do it intentionally and at once. I do not
venture to pronounce on such a divergence of
opinion. But it will be allowed that the effect
produced on the minds of men by details, propor-
tions, or other elements purely structural, is very
great. S. Peter's, as every one knows, is a store-
house of beautiful works iu inlaid marble and
stones, in mosaic painting and sculpture, in
bronze and marble. All these beautiful details,

however, are independent of what I am now con-
sidering, the powerful eft'ects of pleasure or of dis-
appointment by structural elements alone.

{To be continued.)

HoLBoRN Valley Improvejient.—The whole
of the west wing of the Farringdon Market build-
ings is in course of demolition to make way for
the new street from Ludgate-hill Circus to Hol-
boru Circus. The street will be named S.
Andrew's-street, after the patron saint of the
parish.

New Offices for the City of London
UxiON.—We have already announced iu the
Building News the result of the limited compe-
tition for a design for these buildingt. At the
last meeting of the Board of Guardians, a report
from the Budding Committee was adopted. The
report recommended that Mr. Hudson should be
informed that his plans were approved as the best
plans, and that he be employed to superintend the
building in Bartholomew-close. That Mr. Cham-
bers should be informed that he was entitled to the
second premium for the second best plan, viz.,

£50, and that Mr. T. Chatfield Clarke be informed
that he was entitled the third premium for the
third best plan, viz., £30. It was also resolved to
submit Mr. Hudson's plans to the Poor Law
Board for approval, and to take the necessary
steps for clearing the ground of the present
buildings.
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ON THE IPKOPOSAL FOK MAKING OWNEKS LIABLE TO

THE PATMESI OF A PROPOKTION OF LOCAL TAX-

ATION.

THE foUowinf; paper was rcatl at the oidinary

general meeting of the Institution of Sur-

Teyors, on Monday last, by EJmunJ Bushworth,

Member, Mr. Richard Hall, President, in the

cbaii'.

It appears by Parliamentary reports that the

local rates and taxes, in the metropolis alone,

amounted in the year 18(i7 to upwards of

£3,000,000, and iii England and Wales to

£16,783,iiO. If any material alteration be made
in the mode of levying this large amount, it is

evident that existing aiTangements between land-

lord and tenant would be seriously affected, and I

am sure, therefore, I need not apologise for

bringing the subject under your notice.

It has occurred to me that the most convenient

method of doing this wUl be to call your attention,

as briefly as I can, to some of the evidence given,

and the arguments used with reference to the

proposal for making the owner of house and land

property pay a proportion of the local taxation

now levied almost exclusively on the occupier.

This will, it seems to me, be a better way of

raising a discussion on the general principles in-

volved, than the reading of an essay to enunciate

any personal opinion I may happen to hold on a
Bpecial branch of the subject.

The success of the property tax (which is paid
entirely by the oivTier, notwithstanding any pre-

vious aiTangement that the occupier should pay
all taxes and rates, whether parliamentary or

parochial), probably encouraged Mr. Goschen to

move for a Select Committee of the House of

Commons, to inquire whether the burden of local

taxation on land and buiUUn'^s might not equitably

be divided between the owner and the occupier.

The Select Committee of the House of Com-
mons on Local Taxation, ajjpointed in pursuance
of Mr. Goschen's motion, reported on the 15th
July, 1870 (inter alia]

:

—
(c) " That in any reform in the existing

system of local taxation, it is expedient to

adjust the system of rating in such a nlanner
that both owners and occupiers may be brought
to feul an immediate interest in the increase or

decrease of local expenditure, and in the adminis-
tration of local affairs."

(rf) " That it is expedient to make owners as
well as occupiers directly liable for a certain

proportion of the rates."

((") " That subject to equitable arrangements
as regards existing contracts, the rates should be
collected, as at present, from the occupier (ex-

cept in the case of small tenements, for which
the landlord can now by law be rated), power
being given to the occui)ier to deduct from his

rent the proportion of the rates to which the

owner may be made liable, provision being made
to render persons having superior or intermediate
interests liable to proportionate deductions from
the rents received by them, as in the case of the
income tax, with a lilte prohibition against
agreements in contravention of the law."

(7) " That whilst it is necessary to make
provision for limiting, as far as practicable, the
disturbance of existing contracts, it would be on
luaiiy grounds undesirable, and almost imprac-
ticable, to extend the exemption of property held
under leases from the operation of the proposed
changes until the expiration of such leases."

(!•) " That the difficulties of the case would be
equitably met by exempting the owners of pro-
perty held under lease from the proposed division

of rates for a period of three years, and by pro-

viding that after the expiration of that time, the
occupiers of that property should bo entitled,

equally with all other occupiers, to deduct from
the rent the proportionate part of the rates to

which the owner may become liable, power being
;^ven to the owner at the same time to add to his

j-ent a sum equivalent to the like proportionate
part of the rates calculated on the average annual
amount of the rates paid by the occupier during
the three years above rcfciTed to."

The following are a few notes of the evidence
taken before the Select Committee :—

Mr. Henry Arthur Hunt considered that
" gruuud landlords ha(I already paid their share
of such local taxes as were thou in existence in

the diminished ground rent which they obtained,

in consequence of the existence of such taxes

having been used by the builder as his reason for

not giving more groimd rent, as the liabOity for

payment of such rates would decrease the rent he

could obtain for the building when erected.

The freeholder, in effect, said the value of the

house is due to the site, and if there were no

rates and taxes he would requii-e more ground

rent.

If the local taxation were taken off altogether

the owner of the land would put it upon the price

of the laud, and the occupier would not be

benefited."

Su- Sydney H. Waterlow (Chairman of " The
Improved Industrial Dwellings Company ") said,

"there is no doubt that when a building lease is

taken, the landlord does get less ground rent if

the rates are very high."

Mr. Clare Sew'ell Read, M.P. (a Norfolk tenant

farmer), said : "I believe that if the owner of

land had to pay half the local rates he would be

sure to recoup himself whenever there was a le-

an-angement of the rent. In all probability he

would make it safe in this way. I believe the

average rates arc about 3s. 4d. in the poimd in

England and Wales, and if the owner were to

pay half, viz.. Is. 8d., he would s.ay to the occu-

pier, in order to make himself sate, ' I shall

charge you 2s.,' and he would get it on land—I do

not say on houses.

The competition for land is such that the

owner would be able, if there were an increase

of rates, to throw it entirely upon the occupier.

The owner takes very little interest about the

rates ; he is not so much_interested in them as

the occupier.

I prefer charging half the rates upon the in-

come tax to charging half the rates upon the

'owners' of land, as everyone ought to contri-

bute according to his ability, mortgagees in-

cluded."

Mr. Elias Pitts Squarey (sui-veyor and a tenant

farmer) said, " the poor rates on land .are paid

obviously by the tenant, but they are borne ulti-

mately by the landlord.

I think the tenants would be pleased at a divi-

sion of the rates, as in the event of increased ex-

penditure by the county board the landlord would
share the payment."

Mr. James Caii-d (a Tithe CommissionerJ said

:

" In Scotland the poor rate is divided equally be-

tween the owner and occupier, and is collected

one-half from each, and I think that the same
system could be advantageously introduced into

England, and would give the owner a greater

interest in the rating."

He admitted that on a re-adjustment of rent

of laud in Scotland, the whole of the rates do

practically go in diminution of rent.

Sir John Thwaites (Chairman of the Metropo-

litan Board of Works) considered that if the

metropolis generally is benefited by better

sewerage, purification of the Thames, embellish-

ments such as the Thames embankment and im-

pi'ovements generally, it is a hard case to charge

the occupier wholly with the expense because he
happened to have agi'eed many years ago to pay
every rate and tax, and therefore he thought

that as the owner benefits in reversion by ob-

taining an increased rent, he should now bear

part of the increased local taxation.

He would cast part of the local rates upon the

ground landlord because he benefits in reversion,

but admitted it would be unfair to tax " a tenant

for life "of ground rents, who has no reversion.

He added that the occupier for the time being

should pay half the local rates ; and that the

owner's half should be apportioned among the

respective persons who make up the " owner,"

like the property tax, which reaches gi-ound land-

lords and mortgagees.

Mr. Thomas Avery (late Mayor of Birming-

ham) said :
" At the time of letting property on

lease, the actual amount of rates is an element
in the contract ; they, tlu-refore, come out of the

owner's pocket, and the additions to those rates

come out of the occupier's pocket till a re-adjust-

ment takes place."

Mr. It. Dudley Baxter said : " Tho received

doctrine in' political economy was that the rates

fell on the occupiin'. Adam Smith says that the

building rent i« tho interest or profit of tho capital

expended in building the house, and is regulated

by the ordinary interest of money.
The rates must necessarily fall upon the occu-

pier, because, if they reduced tho rate of profit

below the average rate of profit in tho trade,

there would be a cessEticm of the supjily of houses,

and the demand would increase till the rents rose

up to the point in which it was thrown upon the

occupier."

—

Vide Adam Smith, McCulloch, and

J. S. Mill.

He admitted, if farms were put to competition,

the occupiers would bid with reference to the

amount of rates to be paid by them, and, there-

fore, the rates would come out of the pocket o£

the owner.

He thought, if mortgagees should he charged a

portion of the local rates, according to the amount

of the interest received (as in the property tax),

it would lead to their' demanding a higher rate of

interest.

Putting local rates upon the owner would, in

the long run, lead to an increase of rates and an

increase of the taxation upon land and real

property.

He added that, as the rents of land are gener-

ally below the annual value, an attempt to cast

haif the local rates upon the owner would lead to

his having his farms re-valued, which would tend

to the disadvantage of the occupier instead of to

his relief, as the increased rent would more than

counterbalance the relief in rates.

The above quotations will serve to indicate the

general character of the evidence given before

the Select Committee.

It appears to me that the views of those who
argue in favour- of the proposal are :

—

First. That it will give the owner a dh-ect

interest in local taxation, and induce him to

attend the local boards.

Secondly. That, as respects improvement

rates, occupiers should not bear the whole burden,

since in yearly tenancies, or short leases, the

owner benefits in a much greater degi'ee than the

occupier, who only enjoys the improvement for

a limited time.

The opponents of the proposal mamtam, on

the contrarv.

First, 'i'hat the right of free contract between

owner and occupier will be interfered with ;
and

that there are very few owners or occupiers in

the metropolis desh-ous of beuig fettered hi the

manner proposed.

Secondly. That if you force owners of London

property to a frequent re-adjustment of rent, it

must lead to then- gi-anting short leases, thereby

discouraging outlay by occupiers ; and in respect

of premises used for trade, keepmg the occuiuers

in constant uncertainty, to the manifest injury

of their business.

Thirdly. That owners of property in London

are generally capitalists, not living on the spot,

and quite willing to leave occupiers (who have

the local knowledge) to attend the boards, as at

present.

Fourthly. That assuming that on re-lettmg,

the owner succeeds in adding to the rent an

annual sum equal to the burden cast upon him,

tho so-called " gross annual value" will be in-

creased by that amount, and the imperial taxes,

such as income-tax and house-tax, will be charged

upon that increased " gi'oss annual value," unless

care is taken to provide for altering the present

method of assessing it.

Fifthly. That if the owners are not able to

cast the burden back upon the occupiers in the

shape of increased rent, it follows that the owners

will be mulcted in an increased property lax of

about '28. in the pound, whilst the fund-holder

and other persons, not owners of land or houses,

will go free.

Sixthly. That an increase of pei-manent bur-

dens will diminish the number of years pur-

chase for which the property will sell, for

example :

—

A house is hold for upwards of eighty

years, at a ground rent of per

annum -

If the legislature charges the owner

with half the local rates, say half

of 4a. in the pound, and the gi-oss

annual value is assessed at £300,

it follows that the property is bur-

dened with an extra annual pay-

ment of 2s. in the pound, viz..

Total

30

,£32

It has thus lost one great attraction to tho

capitalist, who will probably offer one, or perhaps

two, year's purchase less than he would have

done had the burden remained at the almost

nominal sum of £2, notwitbst.auding that he has

tho chance of adding that increased bui'den to the

rent.

The questions, therefore, I would venture to

submit to the meeting are ;

—

Firstly. What would be the general advan-

tage gained by the proposed transfer of a propor-
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tion of the liability to local taxation from the

occupier to the owner ?

Secoiidli/. What wonld be the effect of this

transfer on the rental and saleable value of house

and landed property ?

Thirdltj. Would not the advantages, if any,

be more than counter-balanced by the great dis-

turbance of existing arrangements between owner
and occupier which in consequence must take

place ?

An animated discussion followed, and a vote of

thanks was accorded to Mr. Rushworth for his

paper.

ON THE RELATIONS OP GEOLOGY TO
ARCHITECTURE. — CONSIDERATIONS
ON THE SELECTION OF BUILDING
SITES.*

By Professor D. T. Ansted.

(Concluded from page 35.)

IT is exceedingly important that the exact

physical conditions of the formation of the

alluvial beds of rivers should be clearly under-

stood by practical men. It is by no means the

case that the present bed of a river is the only

part where loose and uncertain material exists,

nor is it at all necessary to assume any change of

level, still less any great convulsion of nature, to

account for the phenomena. They may be
studied in every valley where the stream is left

to take its natural course ; but in England, and
in many other countries where land is valuable

and cultivation carried on extensively, the rivers

are never left to themselves, and therefore the
changes that explain and illustrate these con-

ditions are not perceived. In a natural state a
river rarely follows the same course through its

valley many seasons in succession. Either it

chokes up its old bed and steps aside to form a

new one, or, owing to a torrent, it cuts itself a
new course altogether, and leaves the old bed
dry. All our river beds have been formed in this

way. It is not that the quantity of water brought
down varies very much, but that the circum-
stances change, and new channels are cut, the

deposits of course shifting. The whole width of

the valley through which a river runs is of the
same nature, and the deposits are due to the
same cause. Hence the variety in the founda-
tions in different parts of a valley far removed
from the present course of the stream, which has
not perhaps been allowed to shift for many
centuries.

But in addition to ordinary alluvial bottoms
resting on clay, limestone, or sandstone, as the

case may be, and consisting of the usual ad-

mixture of sands, clays, and river gravels, are

the instances in which the river valley has been
ploughed out by the action of ice, and has re-

ceived large deposits of boulders, boulder clay,

and the usual accompaniments of tine and coarse

sand and gravel. Gravels are frequently found
at levels very much above the bottom of the
valley, and they not untrequently even cap the
hills through which the river is cut. The same
kinds of gravel often occupy the valleys them-
selves.

Excellent as gravel is as a foundation when in

sufficient quantity and uniform in texture, it

can hardly be trusted unless its history be known.
The gravels called diluvial are often compara-
tively free from loose sands and clays, and are

then excellent for every purpose required by the

architect or engineer. They are sound, well

drained, healthy, and generally yield water at a

small depth. But it is not so with the gi-avels

occasionally found with boulder clay, nor with
ordinary river gravels, and thus, as I have
already pointed out, the history of gravel is an
important inquiry when it is proposed to construct
buildings upon it.

Natural drainage is very important in all large
buildings. Without this, even if the foundations
are sound, moisture will rise iip by capillary
action through almost every v.irioty of stone

and brick, and will in time deface the building

and increase the action of weather on the sur-

face. Certain rocks drain naturally, and are
safe. Others may be drained with little diffi-

culty, and may bo made safe. Others, again,

will tax the ingenuity and experience of the
most accomplished architect, and will, after all,

be only partially cured. There cannot be a

doubt that in this latter, and also in the second
case, the constructor would bo greatly assisted

by knowing the natm-e of the enemy he has to

* Read before the Royal Institute oJ British Archi-
tects-

deal with, and this can only be done by a know-
ledge of rocks generally and of the local geology.

In speaking of the applications of geology I

have avoided the mention of particular rocks as

much as possible, because it is not so much the

rock as its condition that affects the practical

man. I have known granites porous and absorb-

ent limestones compact, and non-absorbent sand-

stones offering every possible variety in every

respect, and even clays very different in different

places. What is wanted is such a general

acquaintance with the principles of stratihcation

and the nature of rocks as shall enable the

practical man to make the best use of the con-

ditions ho has to deal with. I cannot lay down
rules that can be made use of without further

trouble ; I can only point out the key which will

unlock the difficulty in each individual case, if it

is applied properly and intelligently.

Water supply from springs either at or mode-
rately near the surface is a very essential matter
in the case of buildings intended as habitations

removed to some distance from pure running
water. But it is now well known that however
pleasant clear spring water may be to the taste,

it is capable of containing and docs in certain

cases contain injurious ingredients sufficient to

render it a fatal poison. There can be no doubt

that certain superficial deposits and certain rocks

are liable to induce this state in the water, while

others are not. It is evident that the causes of

events of this kind should be known to the

architect, and it is highly desirable that he should

be acquainted with the theory of springs, at

least of such as are likely to affect buildings.

Absorbent gravels resting on non-absorbent rocks

may be expected to introduce poison into water

when the ground is liable to be covered with de-

composing animal or vegetable matter, or with

sewage, for the rain entering them cannot fail to

carry in water loaded with as much of such im-

purities as it can contain. Such of them as are

soluble in water will certainly therefore mix with

it and render unwholesome all the water pumped
from the bottom of such a deposit.

On the other hand, where water has a free exit

from rocks, it is almost impossible that such

injury can take piece to any great extent. Laud
springs and artesian springs from basins are

dangerous. Springs from hill sides or artesian

springs reaching water tapped in its progress to

an outlet are generally sate. How is it to be known
what is the nature of the springs without some
reference to the science of geology, and some
knowledge of the laws of superposition of rocks ?

The whole subject of the weathering of rocks

deserves the careful study of all who have to deal

with stone and brick. All material without ex-

ception is affected by exposure, but while some
will remain almost unchanged, and even harden
when left to the action of the air, other kinds

will at once decompose and rot. It is not always
the hardest that is the best. This is especially

the case with flags or stones splitting with

parallel faces. Many very good flagstones are

formed by the exposure of quarried and squared

blocks during one winter, and then in the follow-

ing spring splitting the mass by wedges in the

cracks indicated. If left longer they can no
longer be split with advantage, and after a time

it becomes impossible to split them at all. Some-
thing of this kind happens with all stones. After

being quarried, stones are for some time in the

state called green, and after exposui'e to a cer-

tain extent they are said to be seasoned. In the

latter state they are regarded as fit for use, but

after all it is doubtful without experience whether
they wUl be permanently sound. It is evident

that if we knew mora of the history of stones we
should be able to use them to better advantage.
The study of stones in the quarry, and a care-

ful examination of the eflects of weathering and
disintegration by the action of rain and frost of

the same stone in the immediate neighbourhood,
whether naturally exposed or placed in buildings

of any kind, combined with a knowledge of the

chemical composition, the peculiarities of aggre-

gation, and the natural history of the stone it-

self, and the beds with which it is associated,

will very often suggest to the intelligent observer

its probable weak points for the special service

for which it is designed. There are accumulated
stores of information of this kind that should be

familiar to all who have to decide on the selec-

tion of a stone, and it should be remembered that

stone is, in the nature of things, an altered form of

a very miscellaneous deposit, and that without
especial care in selection and placing it is next

to impossible to secure a large quantity of per-

I fectly even quality.

You will observe that I have included a great

variety of subjects as embraced within the very

important subject of building sites, but I trust

yon will not think that I have done so without

sufficient reason. I am well aware that in modem
constructions beds of concrete play an important

part in forming artificial foundations, and are

much trustad to in keeping out damp and pre-

venting unhealthy miasma. I wish to point out

that however useful such an avoidance of the

difficulty may be, it should not be trusted to im-

plicitly, and I think it would be easy to show that

there are cases where the danger and mischief

would only be postponed for a time by such con-

trivance, and would reappear and act with full

force when by irregular pressm-e on a bad and
shifting sub-soil the concrete becomes cracked

and crushed long before the time has come when,

the building would begin to fail by reason of age

and general wear.

I assume as entii-ely beyond discussion that in.

the exercise of his profession the architect desires

only to do justice on the one hand to his own
inventive genius, skill and reputation, on the

other to the highest interests of his client. I have

endeavoured to show that in order to do this he

must inform himself concerning and be to some

extent familiar with the principles and applica-

tions of the science of geology as now under-

stood. He must from time to time call in the

aid of this science to decide matters of vital im-

portance, and he cannot do so properly without

making them a subject of serious and special

study. I have not entered into details, as they

could hardly be fitly discussed in this place, but I

have endeavoured to illustrate and explain the

principles to which I think your attention as

architects should be directed.

Since this memoir was in type, my attentioa

has been directed by my friend Dr. Letheby to a

pamphlet by Dr. Pettenkofer, in which attentioa

is drawn to the great influence of subsoil and

rock on certain diseases, especially cholera and

typhus. Dr. Pettenkofer points out that in the

case of Gibraltar and Malta, it was proved, by

British statistical returns, that at a time whea
cholera was raging over a large area there were

certain small localities that escaped. On investi-

gation, it was found that whereas the subsoil to a

great depth,—and in the case of Malta the rock

—

was emmently porous and permeable, the spots

that escaped were situated on impenneable

clays. There can now be no doubt that the

health of a town site is greatly influenced by the

condition of the rock and soil on which it is

built, and that generally a moderately porous

soil, admitting of the removal of moisture by
drainage, is conducive to health, especially in a

damp and comparatively cold climate like that of

England, and also that with us, gravel and lime-

stone, as subsoil and rock, are healthy as well as

pleasant. But it is equally certain that where

the underlying rock is deep and permeable, ad-

mitting of a considerable alteration of the level of

the surface of permanent wetness—which is

usually found to exist at some depth, however,

under such circumstances, but which varies with

the season—the result may be different, and it

may require both knowledge and judgment to

decide as to the relative values of sites, even

with regard to water only. It is also true that

wherever there is a great collection of human
beings, living over a permeable soil and rock,

the eU'ect of the accumulation of refuse and

sewage cannot but be felt in course of time. The
water percolating from the surface will carry

down organic matter, and thus in time it will in-

evitably make itself felt, by generating unhealthy

and miasmatic vapours, occasionally reaching

the surface. But there is another question to be

considered, which in warm and dry climates

rises into great importance, and with regard to

which the observations of Dr. Pettenkofer are

very suggestive. All rocks are capable of absorb-

ing, and therefore also of containing, a certain

quantity of atmospheric air, either in its normal

state, or replaced by other gases. No doubt a

certain change in the constitution of the gases

absorbed may take place, in consequence of the

connection well known to take place in porous

and spongy solids when mixed gases pass through

them. The quantity of air or gases contained in

all rocks must vary, and must be affected by

cfjanges of weather. During dry and hot weather,

large quantities are given oft', and during colder

weather re-absorbed. In rocks, then, that con-

tain much air, either in consequence of their great

absorbing power or other laws, when there has

been received into tae body of the rock, by per-

colation from above, any quantity of organitt
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matter, and this organic matter has become
putrid, the gases given off during hot summer
days are liable to become dangerous miasma,

and when cholera and fever are prevalent are

tsjiecially liable to incur infection. I cannot but

attribute to this cause the extremely bad sanitary

state of some districts in the Medilerraueau,

healthy enough so long as there is rain, but

poisonous in the dry autumn, and in these cases

I can easily understand that the intervention of

even a small thin band of clay may be a source of

safety, and the more Eo the nearer it is to the

surface.

I need offer no apology in pointing out these

facts and inferences in a memoir on the suljject

of building sites, and of which the application of

geology to architecture is the professed subject.

Sanitary considerations connected with and
arising out of topogi'aphic:il and geological posi-

tions can never be dissociated from the practice

of architecture, and I am sure you will agi'ee

with me that all knowledge that can help to a

conclusion in such matters is not only desirable,

but ought to be considered indispensable to the

architect.
—

•PEMBROKE COLLEGE, CAMBUIDGE.—
BUILDERS AND ARCHITECTS.

THE attention of all builders who may be

about to tender for these works is directed

to the following conditions which are to form a

part of the contract :

—

The decision of the architect to be final and
binding on all matters relating to the meaning
and intent of the di*awing and spccitication, as

to mode of construction and quality of materials,

as to reinstatement of defective work, as to the

date of completion, and as to the time and
amounts of all payments to the contractor.

Should any ditl'erence arise in any other matter

than as above, a reference to be made to an archi-

tect to be nominated by the President of the

Royal Institute of British Architects for the

time being.

The Builders* Society have lately protested

against similar conditions proposed for the New
Law Courts, and the Chief Commissioner of

Works has altered them, and it is hoped that all

builders will refuse to tender under such condi-

tions in future. It is plain that in the above
conditions the power of the architect is absolute

in everything, and that the reference suggested
is an illusion, as there would be no question

open for arbitration. Similar conditions have
been stigmatized by the judges in a recent case,

Jones V. St. John's College, as one-sided, unjust,

and improper for any builder to subscribe.

XYLONITE.

SOME time back wo {English Mechanic) gave a
short account of a substance first exhibited

at the Exhibition of 1802 under the name of Parke-
Bine ; but as this material has been much im-
proved, and is now largely manufactured for com-
mercial purposes, it will probably interest our
readers if we give some further information con-

cerning its preparation and the various uses to

which it is found applicable.

The material, then, which wag formerly known
as I'arkcsine, from its inventor, a Mr. Parkes, of

Birmingham, and which has been renamed
xylonite, from the Greek xulon, wood, is manu-
factured from wood or woody fibres, which are
converted by the action of a mixture of sulphuric
and nitric acids into a substance called xyloidine.

This xyloidine, by means of jjateuted machinery
and solvents, is reduced to a sort of collodion,

which forma a base for further operations, and
the manufacture of articles almost too numerous
to mention. The waste stuff from cotton and flax

miUs is the materhil generally employed in the
preparation of xylonite, but wood, woo.Jy fibre,

fibre-producing grasses, old rags, old rope, starch,
and " half-stuff " of the pajicr-makers are of nearly
equal utility. These substancLS must be first

freed from all foreign and useless matter by boil-

ing with alkali or soap and water ; they are then
well washed and dried, leaving nothing but the
almost pure fibre for after treatment. A certain

quantity of this fibre is then hnmersed in a mix-
ture of four parts by weight of snliihuvie acid, one
of nitric acid (both coucentrateilj, and one of

water, previously pre^mred and allowed to coul to
70" or 80" Fahr., where it remains for periods
varying from one to twenty minutes according to

the degree of solubility desired. After removal
from the bath, the licjuid is di-aincd or pressed out

as expeditiously as possible, and the fibre washed
in repeated changes of water until that liquid no
longer affects a test-paper, when if the fibre, which
is now called xyloidme, retains any colouring

matter, it may be submitted to the action of the
ordinary bleaching agents without injury to its

chemical condition. It is then dried at a low
temperature, or preferably by pressure, and is

ready for the process of dissolving. So far the

op> : itions are similar to those adopted in the pre-

paration of collodion for photographic purposes,
but the solvents employed in the manufacture of

that substance are too expensive for use in the
production of xylonite, and recourse has been had
to solvents, either fixed or volatile, or mixtures of

both, by means of which the condition of the
xylonite may be varied from the flexibility of

morocco leather to the hardness of ivory or stone.

The volatile solvents generally employed are
wood-spirit, mineral naphtha, alcohol, aldehyde,
benzole, and some other of the hydrocarbons

;

whilst the fixed solvents consist of linseed, castor,

and other vegetable oils, with the addition of

camphor. The employment of these fixed or non-
volatile oils is one of the more recent improve-
ments, avoiding the inconvenience previously
caused by the contraction of the material, and the
loss by evaporation of the volatile solvents. The
castor-oil solvent, which is used in the production
of flexible xylonite, is prepared by beating two
parts of the oil to between 250 ' and 300' Fahr.,
and dissolving therein one part of camphor.
While in the heated state, the xyloiiline is added,
and in the projjortion of one part to five of the
solvent, stirring is sufficient to reduce the
materials to a thick paste ; but for the puipose
of blending the mixture more thoroughly it is

ground between rollers, and is afterwards forced
by means of a powerful press through the inter-

stices of a finely-woven wire sieve, thereby removing
any impurities or undissolved particles of xyloi-

dine. After passing through the sieve, it is mixed
with the requisite quantity of oil and the parti-

cular pigment necessary to make it suitable for

the purpose for which it is intended, and taken
to a heated masticator, where it is kneaded to

the desired consistency, and is then rolled into

sheets by a powerful calendering machine, after

which these sheets are submitted to a heat of

between 100' and 120" Fahr. for a period varying
from two weeks to a month. If the xylonite is

requu'ed to become hard during this seasoning
process, it is necessary to use an oxidized oil, such
as linseed-oil, in its preparation, whereas the
flexible kinds are produced by the employment of

cotton-seed or castor-od.

It will be seen that any tint can be given to this

material by incorporating with it a pigment of the
desu'ed colour ; but in preparing non-actinic

sheets for photographic purposes semi-transpa-
rent colours only are used, such as will arrest the
passage of chemical rays and furnish a material
for the window of the dark room in place of the
ordinary yellow glass. Indeed, there is little

doubt that this substance will be largely employed
in the manufacture of the apparatus employed in

the art of photography

—

e.ij., for baths, dippers,

and dishes for development, &c. ; and Mr. D.
Spill, in a paper read before the Photographic
Society, thinks he may succeed in adapting it as

a substitute for glass in talcing negatives. It is

also thought that by its means bisulphide of

carbon may be converted into a viscid, colourless,

transparent liquid without material dilution or
reduction of its refractive index, which, if accom-
plished, would render the bisulphide of gieat value
to opticians for use in compound lenses and jirisms.

One of the applications of xylonite consists in

Avuterprooliug fabrics, for which jjurj^ose it is

ajiplied in a semi-fluid condition with an ordinary
india-rubber spreading machine, or sheets can be
made to adhere to the substance to be coated by
passing both through the rollers of a calendering

press. It can be tui-ned in a lathe, or wrought by
the brass-fini-her's or cabinet-maker's tools, cm-
bossed or moulded by heat and pressure, and is

capable of taking a high degree of polisli. It is

unafi'ected in the thiished state by heat, water,

grease, or atmospliL-rie influences ; and has already
Ijeen applied to various purposes by the Xylonite

Company (who possess all the patent rights),

such, C..7., as the insulation and protection of

telegi-apli wire, making artiticial leather, writing

tablets, bearings for machiiiei'y, friction and gear
wheels, organ and pianoforte keys, billiard balls,

umbrella and walking-stick bandies, &c.

The xyloidine produced in the first stage of the

manufacture is in reality a gun-cotton, but of the

lowest possible degree of nitration, burning very

slowly, and leaving a considerable amount of

carbonaceous residue. As previously remarked,
the articles of commerce to which this prepara-
is applicable are already too numerous to men-
tion, and there can be little doubt, we think,
taking into consideration the gi-eat improvements
introduced into its manufacture of late years,
that it will ultimately become one of the most
useful materials with which we are acquainted.

^iiili)iiig IntcKigcncc.

chdeches and chapels.

New Rerehos at S. Asaph Cathedral.—
The erection of a magnificent reredos, presented
by Mrs. Hesketh, of Gwrych Castle, has now
fully completed the ornamentation of the choir
and chancel of S. Asaph's Cathedral. The design
is by Mr. G. Gilbert Scott, R.A., and the sculp-
turing by Mr. Earp, of Loudon. It consists of an
entablature in alabaster, with arcading on either

side. The sculpturing which adorns the entabla-

ture represents the procession to the place of
crucifixion. In the centre, which is surmounted
by a dome terminating upwards in a pinnacle of
rich tabernacle work, is the figure of Christ bear-
ing the cross ; to the right are Roman soldiers

preceding, and on the lelt the three Marys and
several of the disciples following. All these
figures are in alto relievo, appearing at first sight

to be altogether detached from the background
;

but behind the efiigy of the Saviour a Roman cen-
turian on horseback is delineated in has relief.

The arcading is of a handsomely decorated Gothic
style, the massive capitals being supported on
polished marble pillars. The cost of the reredos
is about £600.

SoDTHPORT,—The new church of All Saints,

Southport, was opened on Thursday, the 5th lust.

The edifice is in the Early Decorated style of archi-

tecture, and the dimensions are as follows :

—

Length, 73ft. and width 42ft. ; chancel, 25ft. by
20ft. ; height to the ceiling line, about .3-ift. ; and
belfry with spirelet, height 90ft. All the windows
are in tracery. The exterior is faced with stone
throughout. The church is intended in the first

instance to seat 500 worshippers. Mr. J. Side-

botham, of Lord-street, is the architect, and
Messrs. Wishart & Irving the contractors.

Warrington, Lancashire.—The new Baptist
chapel in Legh-street was opened on January 5.

The site of the former chapel in Bewsey-street,
having beej bought by the Great Northern and
Midland Railway Companies for the use of their

new line from Liverpool to Manchester, it neces-

sitated a new one being built, and as the whole of

the material remained in the hands of the trustees,

the new one has, to a great extent, been built with
it. The architect, however, has remodelled the
front entirely ; it is now of pi essed brickwork, with
Cefn stone jambs, arches, and labels, to windows
and doors

;
pillars of red Mansfield stone and red

granite, with carved foliated caps. The entrance
door has over it a carved panel with the vine,

pasi-ion-Sower, and wheat, interwoven with a
ribbon, which bears the name of the chapel. The
carving has been executed by Mr. Bate, of Man-
chester ; the building by Messrs. Gibson i' Son,
from the designs atul under the superintendence

of the architect, Mr. William Owen, jun., of

Warrington.

Incorpobated Church Building Societt.—
This society held its usual monthly meeting on
Monday last, at the society's house, 7, Whitehall,

S.W., the Earlof Romney in the chair. Grants
of money were made in aid of the following ob-

jects :— Building new churches at Eley, in the

parish of Caerau, near Cardiff, and Newark St.

Leonard's, Notts ; enlarging or otherwise increas-

ing the accommodation iu the churches at Can-
terbury S. George

; Catterick, Yorkshire ; and
Duuton,near Winslow, Bucks ; under very urgent
eircum.^tances additional grants were made towards
building a church at Nottingham S. Andrew's, and
from the special fund towards building a mission
church atKhwsfa, iu the parish of Nautmel, Rad-
norshire. A grant was also made from the
School-church and Mission-house Fund towards
ouilding a school-church at Harrowbarrow, in the

parish of Calstock, Cornwall. The society like-

wise accepted the trust of sums of money as re-

pair funds for the churches at Burton-iu-Lons-
dale, Yorkshire, and South Kensington S.

Stephen's, Middlesex.
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TO CORRESPONDENTS.
We do not hold ourselves responsil.Ie for the opinions

of our correspondents. Tl.e Editor respeetfully re-

ouests that all communications should be drawn up

Is briefly as possible, as there are many claimants

upon the space aUotted to correspondeaoe.]

To OoR Readers.—We shall feel obliged to any of our

readers who wiU favour us with brief notes of works con-

templated or in progress in the provinces.

Letters relating to advertisements and the ordinary busi-

Tipsaof the Paper slioirld !« addre.Med Co the tUliOK
31 TAVISTOCK. hTREET, COVENT GARDEN, W.C.

Advertisements for the current week miut reach the

office not later than 6 p.m ou Thursday.

, W. S.,

T. P.,

E. L.,

Received.—H. J. P., S H. & Co.. H. J. F. K
W B , P. W., S. & Sons, J. H. T., W. W., H. J.;

P Bros., A. H., J. H., W. B., Enquirer, W.

S. E. B., W. & B. '

J. L. T.—Ask through "Intercommunication."

H, K. Gribele.— Sketches returned.

D. Grant.— Sketch retui-ned.

P. AuLD.—The addition came to band.

Geo. Holford.—The sedilia will appear,

few words of desci-iption.

Thomas Jeffkey.—Sketch long since returned.

C H. T —Let us finish one sketch-book before we talk

about another. When the first is finished and the prizes

awarded and distributed, we shall have another suggestion

to make.
G. S. A.—Covers Ss. each ; volumes bound for 3s. 6d.

Please send a

Contsponkiite.

it wlienever lie can "tumitnp;" and that be

has not seen it for two years, but Imows " that

its expressions resemble Mr. Aitchison's "
!

I have waited since the receipt of this reply

(January 5th) to give Mr. Garbett a fair chance

of finding uiy letter, and substantiating his state-

ment. As, however, he has not done so, I am
obliged, in justice to myself, to say that I feel

sure he has misquoted me altogether. I may
have said that the payment by percentage is an

absurd custom, because good work and bad work,

easy work and troublesome work, are all jjaid for

at the same iudiscriminating rate. But absurd

rules do not seem to me to be of necessity de-

gi-ading, and I have never suspected myself of

being degraded by acting on this particular rule,

and I never, to the best of my belief, received

an y letter from Mr. Garbett asking the question

which he says he at once asked on this point.

In conclusion, I may say that I think the

publication of paragraphs from private letters is

not a custom which can be justified, even where
the letters themselves are really and fairly quoted

;

and that Mr. Garbett's scheme for charging

10s. a square for the floors of every house he
designs is considerably more absurd than, and
leaves just as much opening for dishonourable

practice as, the system of percentage on cost.

—

I am, &c. Geokge Kdmund Stkeet.
Jan. 17, 1871.

down to the extent of £000 without violating the

integrity of the building and affecting its utility.

Comment further on this competition woukl

be useless; when will this jobbery end?—lam.
Sir, &c. Obsekveu.

InicrconimuniQtioir.

ALBERT DURER.

{To the Editor of the Euildinq News.)

SlB,~I am very glad to learn that you intend

to reproduce by our photo-lithography the works

of Albert Diirer. I have read much about the

great German engraver, and have seen a few of

his wonderful works, and should very much like

to possess some of them. But next to possessing

the engravings themselves, which are now very

rare, and consequently very valuable, I should

esteem it a great privilege to possess exact re-

productions of them, and now hope to do so

through the Building Kew.s. I shall look forth

with great interest for the publication of the

series you have promised, and I should think

thousands of others will do the same, considering

the fame of the artist, and the value of his

productions.—I am, &c.,

A COUNTET SUBSCKIBEE.

QUESTIONS.

[209T] TUNSEL EXO AVATIONS.—Will some obliging

reader fui-nish me with necessai'y information for calculat-

ing contents of tunnel
where the chord and versed
sine alone are given ? For
instance, what is the area

of a tunnel or segment of
a circle whose chord is

21ft., .iiid height or versed
sine loft. 3in. ; also if ia
calcnlatiug for miners'

measurement the plan area of tunnel is taken, or is any

allowance made for excavation necessary to hmlii brick

arch beyond the height given, 15ft. 3in. V—Sokvevor.

UNGRACIOUS.

Sib,—In conning over late numbers of your

journal I found a great many queries unanswered

in " Intercommunication" ; I send replies to some
of them. The notice I lately sent you of

Elveden was made extensive use of by the press,

metropolitan and provincial, but none had the

grace to say where they got the information.

Amongst the offenders the Huihler is prominent.

—I am &c., P. E. Masey.
24, Old Bond-street, Jan. 17.

PAYMENT OF ARCHITECTS BY PER-
CENTAGE.

Sir,—In the Building News of December 30,

there was a letter ou the subject of payment of

architects by percentage, from Mr. E. h. Garbett,

in which the following passage occurred :
—" Your

correspondent talks of the ' loss and degradation

it involves,' and I have just the same language
in a letter received from Mr. Geo. Edmund Street

some years ago. Of course I immediately asked,

as I now must again, ' Degi'adation ? By whom?
Who, then, degraded you, sir ? Who requires

you to take percentage on an outlay ?' No answer
have I got from my friend to this day. Now I

publicly challenge these two men who write, one
publicly and the other to me, that they have
been ' degraded,' to name their degraders."
When I read this passage I was, I confess,

considerably astonished. I never to my know-
ledge saw Mr. Garbett, and I certainly have not
the honour of his acquaintance. I remember some
years ago that he did write to me and I to him
on the subject of the payment of architects. I

feel perfectly certain that I never said or implied
that I felt myself in the least degree degraded by
accepting the established custom, for I have
never felt anything of the sort. I wrote at once,

therefore, to ask Mr. Garbett to be so good as to

send me a copy of the letter from which he
quoted. In reply, he tells me that he will send

KITCHEN BOILERS AGAIN.

Sir,—So frequent have been the accidents caused

by the exploding of kitchen boilers, and so

numerous the remedies advocated in the Times

and other papers to prevent such a serious catas-

trophe, that I, for one, feel quite at a loss which

plan to adopt to ensure perfect safety. One
gentleman says :—Put a gas stove close to the

cold-water cistern, to keep it from freezing, the

heat to be regulated by the severity of the frost.

Another says : Connect a large waste pipe to the

bottom of main cistern, to enable you, at the first

sign of a pipe giving way by frost, to let the whole

of the water out of the house ; I don't see how
this will prevent the boiler exploding, if the pipes

connecting the boiler and circulating cisterns are

previously full of water, and frozen up. Another

plan advised is to wrap the whole of the pipes and

cisterns with felt ; this appears to me to be the

most sensible, especially where the pipes and

cisterns are placed near the external walls, but, is

the wrapping of pipes with felt absolutely neces-

sary when the pipes are 5ft. from the external

wall ?

On my works, two practically experienced

tradesmen are divided in opinion on the matter

;

therefore, to enable those who really do know to

give me and others the benefit of their practical

knowledge, I will state the different positions

occupied by the main cistern, circulating cisterns,

and kitchen boiler. The main cistern is of slate

and fixed in the roof, du'ectly over W.Cs. The
circulating cisterns are over the bath, about l^^ft.

distant and Bft. below main cistern. The kitchen

boiler at back of kitchen range (which is fixed in

an external wall), is about 45ft. from circulating

cisterns, and ISf t. below ; the pipes connecting

those two points are quite 5ft. from any exterior

face. The person connected with the kitchen

range and boiler contends that it will not be safe

unless the pipes and cisterns are wrapped with

two thicknesses of felt throughout, saying that the

cold from the brick wall will very materially affect

the lead pipes in frosty weather. The plumber
says that to wrap the pipes with felt would be a

waste of time and felt, as they are carried along

an internal wall, 25ft. of which is really in the

kitchen, where he contends it will generally be

moderately warm. He advises the hot-water

cistern to be lined with felt, not to keep the

cistern hot, but to prevent the heat from the

cistern damaging the wood lining around cistern.

For the benefit of myself, and I have no doubt
others, I kindly solicit the experienced opinions of

your numerous readers.—I am, &c.,

J. W. Randle.

[2098] SPEAKING TUBES.—I want to use a speaking'

tul)e between a mansion and the stables belonging thereto:

the distance is about four hundred y-ards ; the course of

the tube would be nearly straight, so that angles and sharp

curves would be avoided. If some one who lias had expe-

rience in long tubes could give me a little infoimationi

would greatly oblige.—H. H.

[2059] REMOUNTING PHOTOGRAPHS.—I have a

flue" set of Mrchitectural jihotographs, but the boards they

are mounted on have- got foiled. Can any one tellme how t<>

remove thesephotos without damage?—George A. KOBLE.

[2100] TAYLOR'S PATENT TILING.—I should be

glad to have the opinion of one who has used the above

as to the capabilities in keevuug out wet aud withstanding:

high wind.;. I used them on one occaalou and found they

did neither satisfactorily, but wan told by the manufao-

tiuers that it was owing to their being improperly laid.—

Tegula.

[2101] QUICK DRYING PaINT.-I should be glad to

obtain any information .ts to the efficacy and durability of"

the quick drying paint lately advertised.—Z.

[2102] PIPES AND SMOKE FLUES.—Having heard

a variety of statements as to the use of pipes aud smoke

flues. I am desirous of obtaining information from some od&

having practical experience in the use thereof. Are they

liable to break from untqual exp,ansion with the surround-

iug brickwork ? If there is no objection to their use, what

is "the Ijestdescriptionfor the purpose—fireclay or gluzeii

sanitary ware?

—

Z.

[2103] PLUGS FOR KITCHEN BOILERS.—Do the

fusible plugs for kitchen boilers really answer in preventing

explosion ? or is the cause of accidents to be attributed to-

undue pressure on the boiler from the frozeu pipes not.

leaving room for expansion 1—Z.

[2104] TEMPERATURE OF DAIRIES.-Will any sub-

scriber oblige bv informing me what means are em-

ployed in a good Cheshire or other dairy for regulating anrl

maintaining the necessary temperature, and what generally

are the principal points souglit for, and how such are ob-

tained in the construction of a large cheese dairy ?—W. W.

[2105J HE.\TING ENTRANCE HALL. -Will any of

your readers kindly inform me the best method of heating

an entrance ball ivith hot air? A china pantry and larder

occupy the space below the hall on the basement.- A. L>

[2100] THICKNESS OF WALLS OF CHURCH
TOWERS.—In Gwilt. page 901, it says " The mean inter-

nal area should be half the external .area." Does this mean,

tha' the product of tlie outside dimensions should be twice

the product of the internal dimensions, or that the ai'oa of

the floor should be half the area of the w.aUs ?--Puzzled.

[2107.]—PLANS OF STATIONS.— Would some on&

kindly inform me where I could procure plans aud geome-

trical elev.ations of the foUowit.g r.ailway stations:

—

Midland, Cannon-street, Charing Cross, Great Western,

Broad street, and North Western?—Wm. Read.

[2108] STRENGTH OF GIRDER.—Woidd some able

t"-^ reader kindly give the method of cal-

culating the safe load that may he
applied to a cast-iion girder 'iOft..

long, of the following section, aud
what allow<ance should be made if

the web be openwork? Also the
method of calcnlatiug the strain on.

web of wrought-iron gilders ?—
W. F. T.

'A

BBPLIES.

TENDERING FOR WEDNESBURY
TOWN-HALL

Sir,—Refeniug again to this matter, your
readers will remember that both Wednesbury
architects received the first and second premiums
in competition of over twenty. Notwithstand-

ing the express stipulation by the Board that the

cost was not to exceed .£2,000, I liud on Jlouday
last the Board decided to accept the tender of Mr.
Moore at £2,325, after the same had been cut

[199!i] UNANSWERED QUERY.—The lead used by
gl;i2iers for church windows has been used for the purpose,

also clay, iiut if great accuracy is required ihere is nothing:

equal to careful sketching and measurement.—P. E. M.

[2015] PLANS OF COTTAGES —Plans ofcottages, with
specifications, «&c., are published by the Society for Improv-
ing tlie Couditiou of the Labouring Classes, 21, Exeter

Hall, Strand.—P. E. M.

[50271 SCAGLIOLL—Most works on architecture and
building givedeicription ofthis kindnf work, for iust.atic9

Nicholson's " Encyclopaedia of Architecture," aud Gwilt's

ditto.—P. E. M.
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[20!1] CHAKCEL WALL AND ARCH.—I am not

award of acy law having beeu laid dowji ou this point, but

I should say that the duty of repairing the clKiucel arch

rested with those who repaired the church. The wall bo-

longs to the nave ; it finishes the nave roof at a higher level

than the chancel.—P. E. M.

"[2045] cnUR'^H BUILDING.—It would be very un-

usual to have two arches at entrance of transept, aud

awkward, as the [jier would stand iu ihe gangway. The

usual plan i.s to have one arcli, making the last bay of nave

coincide with tha width of transept by widening the arch

and its pier. Openings, more or less corresponding with

clerestory window-, are sometimes left between transept

and nave.—r. E. M.

[2002] ORIGIN OF PULPITS.—As the question of
" S. H." refers to mediaeval nsige, and has not been

completely answered, I beg to say that though pulpits

exist in abbey refectories of date as early as the thirteenth

century, they did not make their appearance in churches

till the fifteenth century,and then were not common. Under
the Keforraation all chiuches wei-e required to have thenj,

hence so many of Jacobean date.—P. E. M.

turn. It would be a motci reasonable scheme to proposB

paying all contractors who put themselves to the trouble

of estimating for new work, seeing tliat to the unsuccessful

it is labour (wliich is money) lost.—I. M. A.

[2039] QUANTITIES—Customs vary with localities,

and "Justitia" must at least name to what tiortion of

England his queries apply before they can be answered
satisfactorily. In many places contractors positively re-

fuse to submit tenders unless quantities are supplied to

them free of chirge, and iu others they have either to take

their own quaniities, or employ a surveyor to do so entirely

at their own cost. It may be taken for granted that in

the majority of localities the employer is the one who does

pay, directly or indirectly, and who besides has such a

nght to the urivilege? Quantities and contracting are ab-

solutely inseparable; and. as the former is as essential to a

building as the rnof, should be paid for in like manner and
by the same liquidator.—F.

originally established, and pointed out the desirability on
the part of the members of doing what I hey could to in-

crease its strength, of maintaining its reputation, and of
making it benefiLual to the working classes. Up to the end
of last year 7(i2 shares had been taken, the receipts
amounted to £4,158, the profits divided to £S,861, and the
reserve fund to £1.110.

ToTNEs liuiLDisG COMPANY (LniiTED).—The annual
general meeting of this company was held recently, and
a dividend of 2^ percent, was declared.

[2008] SEVENTEENTH AND EIGHTEENTH CEN-
TURY ARCHITECrUUE.—Richardson's.—P. B. M.

[2075.]—TO PRACTICAL CLERKS OF WORKS.—In

reply to *'Old Foreman's" questions of December 23, as to

walls built 2ft. yin.'thick, with Tin. of briukwork inside, I

should think that ho must be well aware that brickwork

doe.s not settle near so much as flintwork, especially if tlints

are small or rustic faced. The following I have found to be

an average settling of brick and fliutwork. takiug the

Ijuiiding to be of oOtt. in height. In every luft. of brick-

work the settling will be lin , and of tliutwork, with rustic

or rubble-faced, will be l^in., if built in dry weaher ;

consequently if stoae quoins are not well tied iu position they

will be a little displaced by the outward tendency of fimt-

work. Probably " Old Foreman " is aefieient of iron ties

or bond of any kind, or he may not be seeking information

but confirmatory evidence as to his own views, bavin;,

yoke of some inexperienced clerk of works cast on his

bhoulders, which I regret to say, from axperience, is too

often the case. Many rise to that position that can neither

tell Portland st^ue from York, or a kiin lirick from a burnt

one, or Memel timberlrom Swede, to the great annoyance of

foreman and loss to builder, besides a disgi'ace to susveyor

or architect. Ihis needs a thorough determination by archi-

tects or combination of builders throughout England to

root them out. No doubt many of them may do well in

tlielr places as copying clevk^i in an architect's ollice, being

able to use the pen neatly and quickly, but at all practical

poiut.i they aie entirely minus, yet treat those from whom
they may glean with contempt. I apologise for thus
intiuding.—X. Y. Z.

[2091] CHURCH SITTINGS.—Seats or pews should be

from 30in. to 33in. wide iu the clear ; seats from 12in. to

liiu. in width, and from 13in. to 20Ln. of the seat should

be apportioned to each adult sitter ; the maximum or

minimum being governed or regulated by the amount ot

available space and money, or other special restrictions or

requirements.—F.

[2031] CHURCH SITTINGS.—According to the rules

of the Incorporated Church Building Society, and generally

foil' -wed, the width allowed to each person is 20iu,, the

backs of seats being from 2ft. 8iu. to 3ft. apart fi'om centre

to centre.—P. E. Si.

[20fi-2] BOND IN BRICKWORK. - The best way to

bond lyin. work in old English would be thus :

[207T] FONTS—LEICESTERSHIRE, YORKSHIRE —
The font in Barrow Church, Leicestershire, is of thirteenth

centuiy date. That of Patringion, Yorkshire, foui'teenth

century. It is very unlikely there are two good Perpen-
dicular fonts in Leicestershire,-P. E. M.

[20S3] HIGGS' PROCESS.—This process of treating

sewage in by adding milk of lime to the sewage as it enter;

the subsiding tanks, the lime precipitating all the s\is

pended and part of the soluble matter. The solids thus
obtained were formerly made into bricks, dried and sold

to the farmers for manure. No town i hat 1 am aware of
now manufactures these bricks, but this sys em of deodoris-
ing is carried on at works of which I have the management,
and 1 should be glad to give "G. W. M." an order to view
if lie uill favour nie with his card.—Tuos. AV. Gbinule,
Borough Engineer's Oftice, Hertford.
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-the dotted line^ show upper course.—P. E. M.

[209-1.]—MEASURING STRING-BOARDS TO STAIRS.—" A Joiner's Apprentice" will find that a good method of
doing this is to take the straight a-id circular wall strings
separately, to their extreme length and width, and collect

the cuttings, housings, and all other extras as they appear.
The above is the method recommended in ' 'Atchley's Price
Book."—0. C. Q.

[2095] PREVENTING SOUND TRAVELLING FROM
FLOOR TO FLOOR.—Use lime rubbish instead of sawdust.
—P. E. M.

[2093.] — PREVENTING SOUND TRAVELLING.
FROM FLOOR TO FLOOR.—Fillets should be nailed
about three inches down the joists to receive boarding,
covered with one inch of coarse mortar. This should be
done when the building is covered in, and remain some
time to dry before the flooring boards are laid.

—

Puggino.

[2097] ASriliLTE IN CHEAPSIDE —The asphalte
used is that uf < he Val de Travcra, and i> said to be better

than the Seysael, as containing more bi umen. There is

nothing added tt> rhe natural material. It is simply ground,
heated and applied.—P. E. M.

[20S9.] —QUANTITIES.— In answer to "Juatitia'a'
interrogatory last week, I beg to say that, as far as my ex-
perience goes, in connection with parish and corpoiation
contracts, it is the custom of quantity surveyors to charge
their commi8.-*ion (1, l^.or 2 per cent., according to circum-
*tances) to the aucces^ful competitors only ; but, I am
bound to state that not one penny comes tmt of his pocket,
-ia tlio whole amount is always added to the tender (in one
contract no less a sum than iOOO was tlius imposed on the
ratepayers of the district), which is a most iniquitous thing,
1 ct'usiuer. because the surveyors iu the pay of the
parixhioners ought to jtrepare the bills of quantitiesi thera-
aelvt'S. Respecting pnvate contracts, where no jternianent
ong.igement is given to arcliitects or suivcyors, althongh
the treatment of the quantity survoyor'n; charges is pre-
cisely the same as in parish contracts, there are certainly
some justifiable grounds for making the proprietor or
owner of the contemplated works bear the charges for
quantities ; but, at tlie same time, I cannot refrain fiom
saying that the general rates of charges uie excessive in the
extreme, and ought to be greatly reduced. In no case
should several quantity surveyors be permitted to supply
bills for the i-ame job; such a practice is fraught with
misuhiof, and is injurious alike to owners and contractors.—J. M. L., Battersea.

[2095.1 — PREVENTING SOUND TRAVELLING
FROM FLOOR TO FLOOR.—I have found it very effectual
to lath under the joists, on a pricking coat of lime and hair,
and then put on ceiling joists, say Sin. by 2in., to whieli
tne plaster or boarded ceiling may be nailed. This not
only keeps out the sound, but allows the timbers to be well
ventilated, whica ia the only way to keep away dry rot.

—

F. Rogers.

[2095] PREVENTING SOUND TRAVELLING FROM
FLOOR TO ^'LOOR.—Pugguig (coarse mortar) placed on
sound boarding, thus.

it
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generally considered preventative.—F.

[2089] QUANTITIES.-Inanswerto " Justitia's" ques-
tion 1 would answer 1st, that it Is not a custom with many
architects or surveyors to charge their bills of quantities
against the competing contractors and in the few cases
where it is the rule the money is refunded to all tho.so who
lodge tenders. 2ud, in cases where the contractors do pay
for the quantities and do not get thi-ir nmufy back the
charge is understood to cover the surveyor's full commis»ion,
«nil the client will have nothing further to pay, unless he
is foolish enough to pay twice lor the same thing, seeing
he indirectly pays the first,, as the contractor must add
whatever sum he has to pay for quantities to his estimate.
3rd, the fairest way is to give the quantities free to th^
com-'eting contractors, as they could not be expected to
pay for quantities of work out of which they have no re-

WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

Dundee.—A special meeting of the Dundee Water Com-
missioners was held on Monday evening last to consider
the financial questions connected with tlie new water
scheme. The Convener o' tlie Works Committee explained
that, calculating upon an increased rental of £16,000 yearly,
and carrying out Ihe vvorks essential for the new scheme,
ainl leaving i he other i)ortions unuxocuted until 'he town
growa larver, the scheme could be carried out without any
incroiHo on the i)ie-;ent rates. Tlieopinion was evpreaseil

during the discussion that as the Commissioner had ol>-

taiiied Buppieuieiitary sources of supply fnr three years, and
that the timo might be further extended by agreement,
tliere was not now euch pressure upon them to enter upon
the new scheme, and that, therefore, time should be taken
bo consider it in all its bearings. The matter is to be
brought before the townspeople.

LAND AND BUlJ-DINa SOCIETIES.
St. Phimp'.s P.uiLDiNr, SociErv.-On Tuesd.iy evening

the 21st annual meeting iu connection wi h the above-
named society was held at Birmingham. The se'Tetary
(Mr. William Worrall) read the annual repo.t, wliich, hav-
ing traced the origin of the society, and explained tlitf way
in wliich its business i^ conducted, claimed it to have been
eminently useful to the class for whose benefit it w:u)

iiir (Dice 1>A,

The Proposed New Exgixeerisg Colleoe.—
A deputatioQ from Uuiversity College, London,
consisting of Mr. George Grote, tUe president, the
Hon. GeorgeDenman, M.P., Mr. Julian Goldsmid,
M. P., and Dr. Storrar, members of the Council;
Professor Fuller, C.E., Professor Williamson,

F.R.S., and Mr. J. Robson, the secretary, has
waited upon the Duke of Argyll, at the India-

office, to present a memorial from the Council and
the Senate of the College, on the subject of the

proposed institution of a new Engineering College

for the Indian Service. TUe interview with hia

grace his'ed upwards of an hour. The memorial-

ists consifler that the deficiency in the present

system has arisen, not from any defect iu the

existing places of elucation, but from the injudi-

cious system of examinations hitherto pursued,

and from a want of sufficient inducements to well-

qualified men to enter on the career proposed to

them. The memoriaUsts assume that the latter

cause is reco:^nised by the Government, for it ii

understood that it ia in contemplation to augment
considerably the salary upon which a civil engineer

in the service of the Indian Government will here-

after commence his work. The memorialiata

believe the proposed college will be prejudicial to

the public service by narrowing the field for the

selection of candidates, and by limiting their

means of obtaining the requisite instruction.

They submit that the working of Government
Colleges has not been such as to recommend the

the creation of a new Government College, having
practically the monopoly of appointments, and
protected from competition. They suggest that

such a step is at variance with the plan for

throwing open to all her Majesty's subjects the

opportunity of gainiuj Government appointments.

Stkeet Tramways.—Mr. John Noble recently

read a paper at the rooms of the Social Science

Association advocating the propriety of local

governing bodies undertaking the construction of

street tramways. He endeavoured to show that

no apprehension need be felt that the tramways
would prove a commercial failure, by quoting

statistics in reference to similar undertakmgs ia

various cities of America, and urged the necessity

of a Royal Commission being appointed to inquire

into the subject. In the course of a discussion

which followed the reading of the paper, Dr.

Brewer, M.P., strongly objected either to the

Government or the Board of Works undertaking
the construction or working of street tramways.
It was, he said, certainly not within the functions

of the former, and while so much prejudice existed

in the minds of the vestries agaiust the introduc-

tion of tramways into the public thoroughfares, it

would be unwise and unwarrautable for the Board
of Works to undertake the task.

FiKE IN A Church Spire.—On Saturday night,

about nine o'clock, sparks were observed to be
coming out of the top part of the spire of S.

Savioui''s Church, Bamber-bridge, near Preston,

under which there is a due, and as they continued

to increase, it became quite apparent that there

was something on tire in the building. A
number of men proceeded to the church with
ladders, &c., got up the tower, and on reaching

the base of the spire found that the beams
which are inserted for the purpose of strengthen-

ing the stonework, were all in flames. Tliero

was a very strong wind blowing from the west,

and this fanned the Hames considerably. The
flames were got under. All the higher beams in

the spiro were burnt away, and some of the
lower ones Were damaged. The fire is supposed
to have originated through the over-heating o£

the flue which runs through a portion of the
spire.

Halif.vx School of Art.—On Friday evening

the annual meeting was held at the Mechanics'
Hall. Mr. H. C. McC'rea (Mayor) presided, and
the report stated the regular classes have main-
tained a good average attendance throughout the

year, in marked contrast to previous years, when
the attendance during the summer months had
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always fallen off. One of tlie students, Mr. T.

Holland, obtained a certificate of the third ^-ade

at the annual examinations held at South Ken-

sington last February. This is the first third

grade certificate obtained in this school. Two of

the students, Mr. Drake and Mr. Smith, are now
studying at South Kensington, having each ob-

tained national scholarships of the annual value

of £50. In this year's national competition one

of the students, Mr. F. Spencer, obtained a silver

medal for a design for " wall decoration." Mr.

H. Robinson was awarded a bronze medal for
" design for carpets." Three other students ob-

tained prizes of books for successful elementary

designs. The general results of the examina-
tions were as follow :—1 thii'd grade certificate,

1 national silver medal, 1 national bronze medal,

9 second gi'ade pr'zes, 8 third grade prizes, 5 tree

studentships, 18 certificates in freehand, 23 certi-

ficates in model drawing, 3 certificates in perspec-

tive, 7 certificates in geometry, and 3 full certifi-

cates. The report was adopted, and the certifi-

cates and prizes having been presented to the suc-

cessful students, an address on the " History of

English Ornament " was delivered by Mr. E. R.

Holmes.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
Monday.—Racial Institute of British Architects.— " Oa tlie

New BiiifdingB for St. Tfiomus's Uoapital." By
Mr. H. Currey, P.R.I.B.A. 8 p.m.

Tuesday.—Institution of Civil Engineers.— (1) Discus-
eion on Jlr. Browne's paper " On the Strengtii of
Locic Gates." ('J "On Train ResistaU'^e on Rail-
ways." By Mr. W. Bridges Adams. 8 p.m.

Wednesday,— Sociffy of Arts.—" On new Paper-nialiing
Materials, and tlie Progress of tlie Paper Manu-
facture." By Mr. P. L. Simmonds. s p.m.

Thursday.—Society for the Encouragement of tht- Fine
Arts.—"On Prellia.oiio Art." By Dr. G. G.
Zerffl. 8.15 p.m.

Friday.—Architectural Association.—" London as a Field
of Study for an Architect." By Mr. T. Roger
Smith, F.R.I.B.A. 7.30 p.m.

New schools for the sons of poor clergymen are
in course of erection at Leatherhead, Surrey, at aa
estimated cost of £12,500.

A large new model lod,ging-house is to be erected
in Wigan-street. Silsbridge-I.ine, Bradford, under
the auspices of the Bradford Model Lodging house
Company.
The first section of the new market at Newton

Abbott, Devon, was opened last week.

Baylham parish church, SiiffoU:, was reopened on
Friday, after extensive restorations. North and
south transepts h.ave been built, the old pews have
been replaced by oak benches, the unsightly west
gallery has been removed throwing open a handsome
two-light west window, and a new stained glass
three-light east window has been inserted in place
of the old one. The mullions of all the windows,
some of which weie formerly of wood, have been
removed and fresh ones inserted

The Metropolitan Board of Works has forwarded
a cheque for £2,100 to the S. Olave's District
Board of Works, in aid of the cost of widening a
portion of Tooley-street, Southwark,

^imkr ^rak |ltl)ieto.

Pricef, 17th January :—Grooved, tongued, and beaded
flooring boards, per a(|nare. — Fredrickstadt 1st yellow,
p-in,, 7s 3d ; do. lat white, '^in., Gs

; ^in., 5s 3d; do. 2nd.
white. \\m., 7s Gd. Prepared flooring boards not grooved,
&c.—Fredrickshald Ist white, lin., 7« tJd to 98; ^in., 78;
do. 1st veilow, l^in., ISs 3-/; lin., 10s to lOs '6d; do. 2ud
yellow, lin., 7s 3ci to 8s ; l^in., 10s.

Deala, &c..y per Petg. std,—Saguenay best bright yellow
pine, 15M08 to 15n5s; do. mixed yellow, short lengths,
91 15s to Hi 15s ; do. 2nd bright, Hi 5s to lei ISs ; do. 3rd
bright, m 53 to 91; do. 4th l.nglit, III 5s to 121 15s.
yoderham mixed yellow, 9/ 58 ; do. 3rds, Si 5s.

Quebec pine, 120 lift. 3 x llin.—1st bright, 19Uo lOUOs;
1st dry floated, 171; 2nd dry floated, 12i 10s ; 2nd floated,
121; 3rd Ijright, 8/. 15s; 3rd floated. UL
Petersburg let' white, 71 15s to 91 15s; do. 2ud, 71 to

71 Wd; do. lat yellow, lOl 5s to 11/ 5s.

Kyatad white, 61 5s to 6f 15s ; Wyburg lat yellow, 9i 5s
io9l 15s do. 2nd, 71 l.^s.

Ilusum 3rd yellow, 91 ; Wifsta Warf mixed whiie, 71 15s
to St 5s ; Uleaborg mixed yellow, 8/ 10s to SI 15s ; do. 3rd8.
71; Sundawatl mixed yellow. Si lOs; do. white, 9/ ; do.
3rd white, Si 5s; Kramfers 3rd yeJlow, SI 6s ; do. mixed
white, 71 10s ; do. 4th wliite, Oi r.s.

Gefle mixed yellow. Hi 10a ; do. 3rd, 91 6s to 91 lOs ; do.
4th, 61 08.

Gamla Carleby 1st yellow, 71 10s to Si : do. boards,
bl 15s.

Fredrickshald yellow, 4i; do. white, 41 10s.
Timber, pf-r Liad.— Dautzig beat middling, 41 10s;

common middling, 2i 5s.

Peri20l2ft. 3 a 9.—QueViec Ifet spruce, lOi 10s to 18i 5s
;

do. 2nd, 12i bs to lU lus ; do. -.i-d, 13£ to Ui Ids; Lower-
poit lat spruce, 14i 158 to lei 15«,

LATEST PRICES OP MATERIALS USED
IN CONSTRUCTION.

Metals,

Pig
19 S U 19 7 6
18 15 -» 19 I)

IS 18 5
19 20
20 10 ?1 1)

19 15 20 10

27

Leaj);—

Foreign ««««„«..„„. .per ton £17 10 £0
,, Kntfiisn W.B „ do
,, L'ad Co. -„.-.„« —«_ do
, . 'b er braads do

Sheet Milled do
Sh'it, Patent „ do
Ued or Mmiuni ....„., do
Lith^rg^'. w.B _ do
White Dry ..^ do
„ gruund in oil .- ,, do

CoprKH :—

British—Cake and Ingot per ton
Best Selected „ do
sht^.t „ do
Bott oms „ do
Aiistralian do
Hpiuieti Cake »^ do
Chili BarB. cash do

,. Refined ingot do
Yellow Metal per lb

iROH :—

Pie in Scotland, cash per ton
Welsh Bar, in London do

Wiilea do
Staffordsh ire do
Rail, in WiileB do
Sheets, Hijigle m Loud m do
H'lopa. flrit quality do
N.iil Rod do
Swediab do

A o

7S

70 74

64 fiS

6^ 7

JE2 11 4J
750 u

I

7 10

7 IS 8 5
6 5 6 10
9 5 10 S

7 15
9 15

TlUBKB.

Teak load £12
Quebec, red pine .... 3

,, yellow pine.. 4
St. John N.B. yellow
Quebec Oak, white.. 6

„ birch 3 16 5 II

,, elm „ 4
O&ntzlc oak 5

10 13 Ir

15 4 15
4 10
n ()i

6 \»\

S 5

tlr .

Memel fir

Riga 3
Swedish 2
Maste.Quebecredpine 4

,, yellow pine.. 4
Lathwood,Dii.utzic,fm 3

., St. Petersburg 4
DealB,prC.,12ft.by3
by 9 in,,

Quebec, white spmce 12
St.John, whitespruce 12
Yellow pine, per re-
duced C.

Canada, 1st qnality. 18
ind rio }2

Archangel, yellow .. 11
8t.reterBburg,yel... 12

n 17 1)

10 14

n 19 l>

15 1.^ lii

li* J3 10

13 lu

[Finland „ £7
Memel
'Gothenburg, yellow 8 10

,, white 8
Offle, yellow 10 10
S<>dfrh.ira 8 11
Christiania, per C,
12 ft. by 8 by 9 Id.
yellow 10 rt

Flooring boards, per b. d.

sq. of lin., fiiat yel 7 6
First white 7
Second qualities .... 6
PcuiCK Stuns pr ton 6

Oils. Ac.
Seal, pale per ton £ 6 10
Sperm body 80
C.3d 35 10
Whale, Sth. Sea, pale 36
Olive, GallipoU 41p

Cocoanut, Cochln,ton 45
Pam, fine

Liutteed 30
Rapeseed, Eng.pale.. 48 10
Cottonseed 28

12 70
8. d.

10 6

^nk llclus.

Blackffiar?,

r, architect.

2 conirac.
3555

2S33
3118
2o;i7

1-573

2703
l75i
2563

TENDERS.
BucKFRHRS.—For works in Water-lane,

for Messrs. Spiers & Pund. Mr. E. Powt
t^uantities siipijiied by Mr. A Peebles :—

No. 1 contract. No.
Garland £1645
Baniett 1 520
Turner 1406
Hill As Son 1319
Jackson & Shaw 1312
Colls & Sou l;i;8

Brass it Son 12(i5

Nightingale 1263
Asljby 1259
Newmau & Mann .. 1255
Nelson 1242 2710
Heiishaw 1217 26:;4
Perry 1203 28 8
Bracher ]:()0 2S00
Fosrer U99 2563
Browne & Robmson 1197 2573
tSewell 1193 2589
Avies (fc Co 1174 20^5

Catefham,—For new offices opposite terminus, Cater-
ham, Surrey, for Mr. Richard Maitin. Quaulities hup-
plie<l by Mr. Fred. Sparrow, 80, Richmond-road, Barns-
bury, N.

Smethurst £1110
Hearle 10S7
Turner »S: Son I(i32

Jan ett i (il2

Laugmead &. Way ii70

Ward 'J65

Stoke Newixgton.— For rebuildiug the " Black Bull"
public hoUKe, Stoke Newington. Mr. James Harrison, ar-
chitect. Quantities supplied by Mr. John Leaning;

—

Little £1621
Roberts 15s5
Ashliy & Sons 1546
Perry & Co 1 475
Browne & Robinson 1167
Coleman H59
Etinur 1421

Wednesbuey. — For towuhall, Wedntsbury. Messi?.
Loxion Bros., architects, Wednesbury ;—

Brewer, Wednesbnry £37S0 .,

Wilkes, Birmingham 3730 ...

Rourd & B^ignall, Oldbury 3676 ..,

Bteplienaou, Chelsea 3560 ...

Uriley, Hirmiughara 3555 . .

,

Whitiome, Stailord 3485 ..

Pugh, hiroiiagham 3379 .

.

Chappelle. Willeuliall 3300 ..

titocktun ASon.Oldbury 3215 ..

Wiikts, Dditoitcu 3149 ..

Moore, v\ alaall 2900 .

.

Bo., further reduced tender (accepted) .

.

Reduce<l
BU4
3119 10 11

Slili)

li'jrj

2^(13

asm 19
2S13 3 ;,

2TO0
20J1 3 111

a;:B 13
2361
2315

CONTRACTS OPEN FOR BUILDING
ESTIMATES.

Whitchurch, Feb. 20.—For the erection ot to^Mi-hall
and markets in Whitchurch, Salop. Local Board Officer
Whitchurch, Salop.
Wharfdale Uniok, Feb. 9.—For plans, specifications,

and estimates for the erection of a new workhouse, to ac-
commodate 150 inmates, exclusive of vagrauts, on ground
situate at Newhall, near Otley. C. J. Newstead, clerk to
the guardians, Board-room, Boroughgate. Otley.
JlaNiciPALiTY OF Colombo, Jan. 31.— For the prepara-

tion and supply of the smith and founder's work required
for the uew public ma'kets and nnmicipal offices at Co-
lombo, Ceylon. S. Grenier, secretary, M C., Colombo.
Waii Department Contract, Feb 4.—For the necessary

work and materials required in the performance of work
and repairs, and supply of labour or materials sfeparately,

as required for the service of the War Department, to the
building." in the Permanent Ban-acks, camps, or property
at Aldershott, and connected with the War Department
property at or in the vicinity of Aldorshott. Director of
Contracts, War Office, Pall Mall.

Herefordshire, Jan. 31.—For the erection of farm-
nouse at Begdon Hill, neir Bromyard, Heiefordshire.
Ernest A. Bay, architect and surveyor, Foregate-street,
Worcester.

War Office Contract FOR Timber, Feb. 4.—For the
supply of dry ash plank, of the very best and toughest
quality, thoroughly seasoned. Forms of t-ender may bo
obtained from the Director of Contracts, War Office, Pall
Mall, London.
London and Blackwaix Railway Company, Jan. 24.

—

For brickwork, ironwork, earthwork, and other descrip-
tions of work required for the construction of a part of thii

Millwall Extension Railway, about 650 yards long, ntarto
the East Ferry-road and the side of the river Thames op-
posite to Greenwich Hospital. Johu F. Kennell, secre-
tary, offices, London Terminus, Feuch arch-street, E.C.

LiONDON (St. Lnke's Workhouse), Jan. 25.—For the erec-
tion of a kitchen and offices at the St. Luke's Workhouse,
City-road. James W. Hill, Clerk to the Guardians, Clerk's
Offices, Workhouse, Gray's-iun-road.
Poplar, Jan. 26.— For the erection of stabling at Bruns-

wick street, Poi)lar, for the London General Onmibus Com-
pany (Limited). A. G. Church, general manager and
secretary.

Leeds, Feb. 2.—For the completion of a villa residence
in Cbapeltown-road. Alfred U. Thompson, aichitect.
Park square.

E.ssEX, Jan. 25. — Forthe construction of an intercepting
sewer, subsidence tauks, sand and earth filters, with ai-rat-

jng apparatus, embankments, labourer's cottage, and other
works necessary for the purpose of dealing witb the sewage
of Euckhurst-hill, by means of intermittent filtiation.

Williaui Hant, Clerk to the Sewer Authority, Chigwell^
Essex.
Whitchurch (Whitchurch Local Board), Feb. 20,—For

the erection of town-hall and markets in Whitchurch,
i^alop. S. M. Lockwood, architect, 85, Foregate-street,
Chester.
Carlisle, Jan. 25. — For the building a church at Chalk

Foitt. Messrs Cory fz Ferguson, architects, the Courts,
and Bank-street, Carlisle.

S"urHKND LucAL Board, Jan. 31.—For certaiuportiims
of the bouse drainage connection^* to the main seweis. W.
Gregson, jun., clerk, Southend Local Board Office, Royal
Hotel. Southend, Essex.
Leeds, Jau. 27.—For th« erection of sis houses in

Camp-road, Leeds. 64, 5Ieauwood-road.
Kent (Co;i3tguard Contract), Jau. 1^5.—For the erectioa

of a coastguard station at Swale Clitf, Kent. Coastguard
Watch-room, Whitstable.

BATH AND OTHER BUILDING STONES
OF BEST i.^UALlTY.

KANDELL, SAUNDEES &; CO., Limited,
Quarrymen and Stone Merchants.

List of prices at the Quarries and Depots, also cost of
transit to any part of the United Kingdom furnished on
appbcation.

Bath Stone Office.
[ADVT.] CORSHAM, Wilts.

BANKRUPTS.
(to surrender in the COL'NTRY).

John Hughes, Liverpool, builder, Jan. .?0, at LiverpooL
—John Martin, Chatwell Court, late of S. George's, Salop,
ironfoimder, Jan. 30, at StalTord.—George Roots, Brad-
bourne, near Sevenoaks, brickraaker. Jan. 25, at Tonbridge
Wells.—Henry Williams, Sedgley, firebrick manufacturer,
Jan. 23, at Dudley.

PUBLIC examis-ation's.-Act, 1869.

Feb. 10, H. Driver, Lee. Kent, architect and builder.

—

Feb. 0, J. M. Edwards, Thornton Heath, builder.- Feb.
10. J. Harvey, Bristol, builder.—Feb. 22, G. Westcoit,
Saltash, slip builder.

dividend meetings.

Feb. 25. J. Cutler, Bournemouth, builder.-Feb. 2, E-
Parsley, Clevedon, Somerset, buildur, -Feb. 15, T. Under-
wood, Abersyclien, Monmouthshire, ironmonger.—Jan, 26,
AL A. Joues.Nehon-st'-eet, Rotherhitlie, late timber dealer.
—Jau. 27, J. Casbolt, Balsham, Cambridgeshire, bricklayer.

—Jan. ;7, T. V. Leverage, Cambridge, budder.

PARTNERSHIPS DISSOLVED.
Bolt & Co,. Newport, Monmouth, builder.—Smith & Co.,

North Bieiley, brick manufacturers. —Pritcliard ifc Co.,
Llangollen, timber merciiauts.—Popes iSi iiindou, Bristol,

archieects.—HaU & Middleton, Harewood, Lancashire, con-
tractors.

Bbeikfiet — Fppfl's Cocoa.—Gkateftl and Co»ii'oRTiNo.--Tlie very
agie^aule i^^haracter of thia preparntiuu hna rrudertd it a general
fivourite. The Civil Service Gaictte remrukfi;—"By a lliorough
kiiuwledgt) dC the o&turul laws which govern the opf rations of diges-
tion and niitritiun, and by a c.ireful aii|ilicatlou bfthe tiiitfurnperlieB

of well-selei ted cocoa, Mr. Ep|)s hau provided our hrcakfust tables
with a delicately flavoured beverage which uny save us many heavy
doctorb' billa," Each pai.-k«t is labelled—J A^ics Eira & Co., Uomceo-
p» icCbemiiita, Luudou.
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MONUMENTS OF ART.

I
PROLEGOMENON.—In order to study

, the history of works of art with real ad-

vantage, it is above all necessary to make

ourselves acquainted with the geographical

position of a country, the formation of its

mountains, the flow of its rivers, and its con-

nection with the sea. Next we have to con-

sider its population from an ethnological point

of view ; then the religious, political, and social

condition of its inhabitants. Art takes its origin

in necessity, and in the cravings of our intellec-

tual force to satisfy the demands of necessity.

Necessity is created by the influences of cli-

mate and soil. Our intellectual power is

either developed or checked by our moral con-

dition, of which religion and the political and

social state of a people form the basis. Art

cannot be studied one-sidedly. If studied so,

it remains for ever a mere product of chance.

But art is subject to firm, cosmogonical laws ;

in studying the history of art we have to

tra03 the working of these laws, and to find

out the causes why art should have succeeded

under certain conditions, and why it should

have remained stationary or failed altogether

under others. In tracing art to its forms at

different periods of the historical condition of

mankind, we become conscious of its gradual

growth, and of the causes which promoted

that growth. In describing the plates, which

are photo-lithographic reproductions of the

great German Historical Atlas of Art, which

has reached a second edition,* I shall briefly

point out the causes which produced certain

forms of art, note the influences on the pro-

ductions of other nations, draw analogies, and

dwell on the connecting links between the

artistic forms of one nation and another.

Art, in its actual state, is the sum total of

previous products, only in dift'erent combina-

tions.

II.

—

Babylon and Nineteh. — The allu-

vial valley of the Euphrates and Tigris was

undoubtedly the seat of a most ancient civili-

sation. Correct dates are wanting. The
forms of art of the Babylonians and Assyrians

afford a proof that the nomadic element was

prevalent with them even a'ter they distin-

guished themselves by brilliant deeds in war,

an extended commerce, and many valuable

products in the arts of peace. The valley of

the two rivers, with its connection with the

Persian Gulf, was early the high road of com-

merce, the link between India, Central and

Northern Asia, and even Europe. The Baby-

lonians, Assyrians, and Persians were Aryans.

Their language rooted in the Zend, their mode
of writing was the cuneiform. Their works of

architecture and sculpture, their textile fa-

brics, furniture, and mode of ornamentation

were analogous. All this points to a similarity

of social and political conditions. In all their

works of art the lay clement predominates.

The king or ruler, with his deeds in warfare

or at thcThunt, in the banquetling hall or in

ottering sacrifice.^, is the principal figure. Wc
have with them tracts of huge towns and

palaces, but scarcely any temples. The so-

called Temple of Baal or Belus (Helios, the

RUn) was most prob;il)ly an astronomical obser-

vatory. Their .-xulipture i.s full of vigour and

life, but it bears all the marks of a state of

transition from savage art to that of the war-

faring nomad. The oldest remains of Baby-

lonish and Assyrian art are found in tlie most

southern part of the great group explored by

Mr. Layard and M. Botta. Here we have the

* "Dcnkmlilor der Kanst." Stattgnrd : Verlng von
Ebner and Jeubort. 1808. Lonaon : A. Siogle, 110, Lea-

deohall-street.

3irs (Burg) Nimroud, and in a north-western

corner a terraced pyramid 1.50ft. at the base,

supposed to have been the tomb ol Sardana-

palus or Ninus. On the Tigris, in a northern

direction, we have the ruins of Nineveh,

Khorsabad, and Kouyundjik. The buildings

were all terraced. The rooms surrounding

the courtyards were narrow and long, the

walls generally of sun-dried bricks, and I'rom

7ft. to 17ft. tliick ; they are only preserved in

their lower parts, showing no traces of archi-

tectonic divisions. They were covered through-

out their whole length with thin slabs of sand-

stone or alabaster, to a height of from 8ft. to

lOft. Above them a frieze of coloured and

glazed tiles seems to have completed the wall.

What the ceilings and inner divisions were

can only be surmised. In the sculpture of

Assyria, as well as Babylon, there is very

little of symbolism. With the exception of

some eagle-headed priests, and some lions or

bulls with human heads and wings, we have

only scenes of a general character. The re-

liefs are executed like those of Egypt ; but

Egyptian sculpture has somewhat of a settled

style, is made according to a certain canon,

and this is the principal reason that modern

historians of art like Dr. Semper suggest the

idea that Assyrian sculpture, with its un-

settled but freer treatment, its sharp, rope-

like muscles, and passive anatomy, must be

of an older period than that of Egypt—though
we cannot deny that hair and beards are

treated with a kind of conventional stiffness.

Fig. 1 of our lithographic plate represents

a symbolic, whimsical being with four wings
;

it was found at the fa9ades of the entrance

gate at Khorsabad (see " Le monument de

NinivG decouvert and decrit par M. F. S.

Botta, mesure et dessinu par M. E. Flandin."

Paris, 1849). The double pair of wings re-

minds us of the cherubims of the .Jews, with

their four wings and four faces : the face of a

man, the face of alion, the face of an ox, and

the face of an eagle. The head of our figure

is covered with a tiara adorned with horns.

These horns are equally found on Egyptian

and Hebrew head-dresses, and seem to have

been the distinguishing symbol of the priests.

The under-dress reaches to the knees, and is

adorned with fringes, as also the upper-dress;

both are very much like the officiating dresses

of the Greek clergy of the present day. In

his right hand he holds a pine-apple, or rather

sacrificial cake ; in his left he holds a basket

or vessel with the jaice of the sacred tree,

the gaokerena, the fruit of which is the white

haoraa (with the Indians, "soma"), for the

Zend people had also two sacred trees : the

gaokerena and the painless tree. Bracelets and

ear-rings show that personal ornamentation had

already reached a high state of elegance.

Figs. 2 and 3 are men with lions. Hair

and beards treated in the usual conventional,

curly manner. The head-cover is wanting. The
first figure is like that previously mentioned,

as far as dress goes. The second is without the

upper-dress and without sandals, and the hair

falls down in long and single curls. Both are

placed between \vinged bulls (see Fig. 7), and

are above the usual size, and alike in position

and action. As in Egyptian reliefs, their heads

and breasts are in front, whilst the legs are in

profile. This mistake is often observed in

saints of the early Christian sculpture. Both

figures hold in their left arms a lion, which

tiiey press vigorously to their bodies ; the

animals appear to oljject to this treatment,

and their resistance is well expressed in the

ferocious look, the open claws, and the curled

tail. In their right hands they hold a kind

of whip, ending at the handle in an animal's

head, very much like that of a serpent.

Fig. 4. is a winged human being with a

bird's head, from a gate at Kliorsabad.

The back figure, in dress, position, and ex-

pression has great resemblance to the figure in

No. 1, but has no sandals, and the head is

covered with a diadem instead of a tiara. The

other figure in the foreground is, with regard

t J dress and position, also like No. 1. There is

oily one pair of wings, and the head la

covered with a mask, representing an eagle's

head. Our savages, the Mexicans of ancient

times, the Greeks, Eg'yptians, Romans, the old

Teutons, in fact nearly all nations, used to

wear on solemn occasions, at religious or other

festivities, masks of animals, so as to show

their dignity by a frightful outer appearance.

Why not the Assyrians too > Some strings and

tassels, and a kind of ornamental pin fasten-

ing the mask under the chin, strengthen my
opinion that the head of the eagle was a

mere head-dress, out of which, later, helmets

with their crests were developed.

Fig. 5, eunuchs carrying a chair, the men
richly dressed, but without beards ; the chair

sumptuously adorned with sculptures— its

legs ending in the shape of a pine-cone—on

the back a small human figure is carved. We
may in these forms especially observe the

great contrast between Assyrian and Egyptian

sculpture. In the latter the figures were

drawn thinly and delicately, whilst in the

former strong, round, and muscular forms

predominate.

Fig. 6, "king hunting a lion" (Nimroud).

The king may be recognised by his head-

dress, the ends of the band hanging down his

back. The king is accompanied by his

charioteer. The lion pierced with three arrows

breaks down roaring. Out of respect for the

king's face the bow-string is interrupted

whcn-e it ought to cross his person. This

small, apparently unimportant, incident shows

us that real art is impossible whenever des-

potism rules supreme. The horses are pro-

fusely decorated with strings and tassels.

From the chariot hang quiver and arrows,

and the battle-axe, all richly ornamented.

Fie. 7, winged bull with human head

(Khorsabad). The entrance gates were adorned

with such colossal sphinx-like animal, sym-

bolically expressing the power of the ruler.

Strong he was and mighty, like a bull or lion ;

swift in his reward and punishment, as an

ea"le ; and wise and just, like a perfect human
being, at least, ought to be.

Fig. 8, king on his throne (Nimroud).

In pompous robes, with the tiara and the

floating ribbons, sitting on a splendid chair, we
behold" the ruler of the Assyrians. In his

ri"ht hand he holds a cup. Before him stands

a eunuch, with a fan in one hand and a saucer

in the other. Behind him appear two other

eunuchs with fans. On both sides we have a

bearded figure like that in Fig. 1, only the

wings are missing, probably for want of space.

Neither Assyrians nor Egyptians ever

troubled themselves much about the princi-

ples of symmetry.
Fig. y. siege of a fortress (Khorsabad). In

one of the narrow halls, about 114ft. long

and 29ft. broad, the walls were adorned with

two rows of reliefs, interrupted by a frieze of

cuneiform inscriptions. The upper row re-

presents a festivity. Eating and drinking^

were two of the most important occupations of

despotic Orientals. Proof, the many excellent

r-old and silver drinking cups of exquisite

workmanship. We recognise in this propen

sity the characteristic of the Aryan race. The

row below represents the siege of a fortress

hy the Assyrians. The besieged are in c.t-

traiiis—they already lift up their arms

anxiously begging for mercy ; they are pro-

bably some half-savage Turanians with skin

dresses and square shields, whilst the be-

siegers are distinguished by beak crests on

their helmets and round shields. The portal

of the fortress is arched, showing that the

Assyrians were acquainted with the construc-

tion of the arch.

Fig. 10, fight, and festive dinner (Khor-

sabad). The king in his chariot is about

to let fly an arrow. His charioteer and an

attendant protect him with their shields.

The enemies are dressed like those in Fig. 9,

and are partly flying, partly killed. The

upper division is filled with the representation

of a banquet. Armed servants hold drinking

vessels, others fans
;
guests are sitting on chairs

in pairs, with goblets in their hands.

Fig. 11, passing over a river (Nim-
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roud.) Tlie king is seen sitting in a boat
with two of liis attendants drawn by two men

;

others are seated at the oars. The chariot of

the liing is in the boat, bow and stern of

wliich are alike. The horses are tied with-

ropes to the boat and swim after it, as also a
man, supported by an inflated skin.

Fig. 12, hunt and target shooting (Khor-
sabad). Hall VII., had also two rows of reliefs

;

the upper row was devoted to the representa-

tion of a banquet, the lower to hunting and
shooting scenes. The execution is extremely
childish. Trees with birds sitting on them
are meant for a forest. A bird pierced Ijy an
arrow is in the act of falling— others are flying

about. A young man is trying Lis skill by
shooting at a target ; his bearded attendant
minds a horse and holds a hare in his haud.

All these reliefs are full of naturalness
and keen observation, as far as the repro-

duction of animal life is concerned. The
human figure is stift", very much resembling
the statuary of Early Christian art. We
have on the long walls of the Assyrians
historical records in stone, executed in

the manner of tapestry. Their ornamentation.is
decidedly a reproduction of harsh embroidery.
We may trace in Assyrian and Babylonish art

two periods of development. 'We have sun-
dried bricks and burnt bricks. "We have
coarser outlines and stronger muscles, and a
more refined and delicate treatment of the
human fcrm. We have a simple life and a life

full of refinement, with a complicated social

condition. Their architecture bears every-
where the traces of wood construction later

executed iu stone. In their smaller plastic

works, in specimens of which the British
Museum is one of the richest in the world,
we may see the traces of foreign influences.

But this was the case at all periods of ancient
and modern times from Nineveh to Athens
and Byzance, from Thebes to modern
Parisian art ; whilst the monumental products
preserve their peculiarity and distinctive
national features, the movable products are
subject to all sorts of influences, and they do
not authorise us to draw over-hasty con-
clusions as to the priority of any style. We
shall find a third period of development of
Assyrian art amongst the Persians.

G. Q. Zeefpi.

THE CHURCHES OP LINDISFAUNE.*
{Contimu'd from page 16.)

IN the rural deanery of Norham we have
the priory church of Lindisfarne, on the

Holy Island, which is distant about two miles
fi'oni the main land. In the days of Bishop
Carileph, Edward commenced his great plan,
forming the nave Idoft. long, 44ft. wide,
the length of the apsidal-ended chancel being
35ft. ; the transepts were G2ft. by 17ft,,

with an eastern apse to each, and he brought
masons with him fronr Durham to carry out
his designs. Mr. Wilson waxes elor^uent,
almost too much so, while giving reins to his
imagination as to the operation that ensued.
" Whether the sea lapped or leaped against
the island ; whether the waves came softly
gliding along the shore, or wildly and
wrathfully lashing it with scourges of spray
and foam ; whether the gracious sunshine
almost transfigured the new work, or opal
mists lightly veiled it, or chill sea fogs drearily
shrouded it, there were the clink, and clank,
and chink of tools," &c. ... " The sturdy
columns,made winsome with dancette, chevron,
and other ornament, rose higher and higher."
. . . "Then crept and crossed the stalwart
ribs over the aisles from pillar to responder ;

"

" then grew the cunning vaulting," &c. "La-
bour is prayer, labour is praise, thought the
masons." Well, we wUl hope they did, but
we fear suc'n fine writing is not to the taste of

* "An Arohitecfcuval Survey of the Churches in the
Ai-chdeaconry of Lindisfiuue, iu the Comity of Northum.
berland." By Fbedkbick UrcnAr.n Wilson, architect
Printed and photo-Iitliographed by M. & M. W. Lambert,
Grey.street, Newcastle-upou-Tyuo.

the present age, or that of our readers, and so

we try to translate Mr. Wilson's poetry into

plainer prose, and say that this chancel gave
place to a longer one with rectangular end,
built during the transition period between
the Early English and Decorated .styles. This
new chancel was 50ffc. long, and similar in

that respect to the one that had previously
been added to the parish church. Of this

grand pile, now only ruins exist, and these

are to be seen with their curious proximity to

the Holy Island parish church (.52ft. to rear
of that building), reminding one of the
dilapidated monster Temeraire following the
pufting little tug-boat in Turner's picture,

but we are indiscreetly lapsing into an imagi -

native vein ourselves, not certainly evoked by
the charms of the blotted pen and ink drawing
which forms the frontispiece of the volume
before us.

Of the position of the parish church west-
ward of the priory we have spoken ; the bulk
of it is Early English, though it contains .also

remains of Transitional Norman work, a
portion of the north arcade with columns of
red stone carrying arches of two chamfered
orders, built with alternate vaussoirs of red
and white stone, " an effective arrangement,"
says Mr. Wilson, " not found elsewhere in
ancient work in the archdeaconry." The
south arch and its arcade are Geometrical
Decorated. The columns have no visible

bases, and there aie no labels to the arches.

The church, the plan of which is a nave
5Gft. by 19ft. 6in., n-ith aisles, with porch
to each, and chancel, 49 ft. by 17ft., has been
but indifferently " restored."

Ancroft istheonly chapclry to Holy Island
which has retained eviilence of the character
of the Norman fabrics which the monks
reared in each of their chapelries on the main-
land. They were content with a nave and
chancel only. The latter has been unfor-

tunately removed ivithin the last few
months to allow of an extension of the nave.
A curious bell-tower was built in Edwardian
times upon the west end of the church, three
stories high, very sturdy and massive.
The church of S. Cuthbert, Norham, ismostly,

as Mr, Wilson calls it, a very " noble, solemn,
and reticent " Norman edifice ; alas, however,
with new aisles, tower and vestry. Originally
the chancel was apsidal. The north arcade has
octagonal and the south circular columns. On
thesouthside of the chancel are still five rich
Normanlights, high above the ground, with tall

buttresses between each. On the north side the
windows are, however, narrower and plainer.

The chancel arch is of Norman work, wide,
high and stately. On the north side of the
chancel, close against the arch, low on the
ground, are the remains of a small window,
so splayed that it was possible for persons
outside the church to see the rood-screen
through it. A precisely similar window exists

at Bothal Church. The stonework, scraped,
is " of many tints."

In the village of Norham, on the banks of

the Tweed, is a market-cross with ancient
clustered base and six circular steps, and the
grand old castle. The fortress of the Bishop
of Durham is the pride of the neighbourhood.
The only other church in this deauery of

the slightest architectural interest is that of

S. Michael, Ford, within a walk of Flodden
Field, and near to Ford Castle. The church,
which Mr. Wilson alleges to have been faith-

fully restored, is Early English in style,

consisting of nave with aisles with buttresses

placed anglewise at the four angles ; south
porch, aud chancel. An ancient and curious
bell-turret surmounts the west end. It has
openings for three bells, two btlow and one
above, and is covered by a hipped roof.

The other fourteen churches in this rural

deanery, though illustrated and described with
ec[ual elaboration, though perhaps less elo-

quence, are all modern structures of little or

no value. The illustrations are not worth
the pap( r they are printed upon, and the text

which accompanies them only encumbers the
work.

Out of seventeen churches in the rural
deanery of Bamborough, all elaborately illus-

trated and described, only six are worth
notice. The remainder are modern works, of

which only one, that at Ellingham, is of

respectable character ; and that, with three or

four more, have fragments of old buildings

incorporated with them, and so far deserve to

be chronicled. It is a strange omission that
the names of the architects of the new and
restored churches are never named, and this

is to be regretted in such cases as those referred

to with commendation. The pride of this

rural deanery is the chuich of S. Aidan,
Bamborough, rebuilt with much care, and in

the best manner, iu the Early English Lancet
period ; it is a large cruciform edifice possess-

ing a fine west tower. It stands in an open
position within view of the sea and of the
noble castle. The chancel resembles those

before described in point of length, and is

lighted by couplets of lancets divided by but-

tresses on the outside, but joined together

within by a rich continuous range of arches,

producing a fine elfect, and one that is partly

characteristic of the work of this date in the

localitj'. There is a crypt beneath the eastern

portion of the chancel.

Old Bewick Church, a Norman building, is

one of the four chapels that once belonged to

Eglingham. In tlie Decorated period its apse

was converted into a square end in a very
curious manner by two clever and quaint
pieces of corbelling between the round of the
apse and two buttresses built at the angles for

the purpose. This church has been recently

and carefully restored.

Kirk Newton has a curious vaulted chancel,

with the spring of the arch only 2ft. 9in. from
the floor, and at right-angles with it a smaller

chantry ; and the contrast, says Jlr. Wilson,
betw-cen the modern lofty church and the

low, stone-vaulted chancel, with its entrance

like that of a cellar-door, is remarkable.

Chillingham Church, near Chillingham
Castle, has Norman remains and a lordly

altar-tomb of the Perpendicular period in the

south aisle ; and Duddington is an ancient

Early English church with a curious plan—

a

long nave divided into tw'o parts by a trans-

verse arch in its centre, similar to the chancel

arch.

These, with fragments of an old chapel at

S. Cuthbert's, Fame Island, are the archi-

tectural treasures of the deanery of Bam-
borough.
The rural deanery of Rothbury ha? but

little to boast of Rothbury Church has a

grand long chancel of Early English work ; S.

Michael's, Ingram, an ancient, massive, strong

west tower, and remains of a larger, built in-

corporated with the present one. Whitting-
ham has the famous Saxon tower figured in

Rickman's work. S. Michael's, Alwintoa, is an
interesting structure ot various dates, inclusive

of Norman; and S. Cuthbert's, Elsdon, is a cru-

ciform church of considerable interest and
antiquity, with beautiful arcades of four

arches and a fine five-light eats window
;

and S. Michael's, Alnham, completes the

list of the churches of interest in this

deanery.

The rural deanery of " Alnwick is much
richer than either of the last-named. S.

Michael's, Alnwick, is a rich and spacious

Perpendicular church with fragments of Nor-
man work interwoven in its structure, with

the chancel deflected considerably northward,

and it contains five sculptured effigies. S.

Lawrence, Warkworth, has a groined Norman
chancel. S. James's, Shibotell, is a low, small

Norman church ; Lesbury is Early English
;

S. John Baptist's, Edlingham, is an example

of the blending of military and icclesiastical

architecture, mainly Norman, as also is Rock
Church; and Embleton and Long Houghton
Churches are also ancient. But the Priory

Church of SS. Peter and Paul, Brenckburn, is

the boast, and deservedly so, of this rural

deanery. It is Transitional, between Nor-

man and English, in character, and it is now in

course of restoration, Felton, Almworth, and
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Long Framlington, are also of antiquity and
interest.

The rural cleaner}' of Morpeth contains the

church of the Blessed Virgin at Morpeth, an
ancient building of various dates, and the

church of S. James the Great, a recent one
from the designs of Mr. Fcrrey.

The churches at Rothal, Widdrington,
"Whalton, Bolam, Meldon, Mitford, Hartburn,
"Woodhani, and Newbiggen, are all old, and
many of them fine, with long chancels of the

local character, and ilr. Wilson's illustrations

and descriptions of them will repay examina-
tion.

As a work of local history and reference,

this volume will have considerable value ; but
for general interest it would have been im-
proved by considerable cu'-tailment and dis-

crimination as to the choice of material.

ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH
ARCHITECTS.

AT the ordinary general meeting on Monday
evening last, Mr. T. H. Wyatt, President,

iu the chair, the minutes of the previous meeting
having been read and confirmed, llr. G. H. West,
JI.A., F.G.S., was elected an Associate.

THE ROYAL GOLD MEDAL.

The President announced that, subject to her
Miijesty's pleasure, the Council proposed this year

to award the Royal Gold Medal to Mr. James
Fergusson (cheers), whose numerous works on
.architecture fully entitled him to such a distinc-

tion, and which were so well known as to need no
commendation from him (the President). (Hear,

hoar.)

THE SOANE MUSEUM.

Professor Donaldson informed the meeting
that Mr. Ouvry and himself had been elected

trustees of the Soane Museum and to the Benevo-
lent Fund of Sir John Soane. He (the Professor)

had been chosen to succeed the late Mr. Hard-
wiek, while Mr. Ouvry took the place of Mr.
Pollock.

THE TOMB OF CHARLEMAGNE.

Professor Donaldson also read a letter from M.
de Remistier, a German architect, respecting

the paper read by the learned professor a few
weeks ago on the tomb of Ch,arlemagne at Aix-la-

Chapelle. The writer of the letter concurred with
the view taken by the Professor, and corrected

one or two slight inaccuracies into which he had
fallen.

BUILDING CONTRACTS.

Mr. T. CuATFEiLD Clarke abked what steps the

Council had finally determined upon taking rela-

tive to the form for building contracts sent round
to the members ? He suggested whether it would
not be de.-'irable that a public discussion of the

whole matter should not take place at the Insti-

tute. Ho had carefully perused the proposed
form of contract, and it did not seem to him that

there was so great a variance between it and the
form of contract usually used as to make it a

matter of difficulty to bring it into general use.

Mr. J. P. Seddon (hon. sec.) said the matter
was quite open to discussion at an ordinary
general meeting, and it was always the idea of the
Council that it should be so discussed. All that

had been done was to explain the preambles of the
matter, and the form sent round did not carry

with it any authority, but merely embodied the
opinion of the Council that such a form of

contract was desirable.

Mr. Henky Currey, Fellow, then read an im-
portant and interesting j'aper on

THE NEW ST. THOMAS's HOSPITAL

(of which building he is the architect). Mr.
Currey commenced by a brief narration of the
circumstances which rendered necessary the -re-

mo\al of the hospital from its old yite at London-
bridge. This neces.sity arose from the construc-

tion of the Charing Cross Riilway, and although
no part of the hospital buildings were required

for the purposes of the railway, but only a corner

of the hospital garden or ground, still a railway

carried across the corner in question (by one of

the hideous, trough-lLlte box-girder bridges now
60 prominent by their disl'guration of some of the
finest tborou.;hfares of London) within 12ft. of

one of the wards was considered to be a highly

undesu'ablc adjunct to the hospital, and llio rail-

way company were compelled to take the whole

of the hospital premises. Such being the

case, one cannot but regi'et, said Mr. Currey,

that the line was not taken du-ectly across the

hospital, passing through the centre of the

London-bridge station, thus accommodating both

the Brighton and the South Eastern lines, and
crossing the High-street at a right angle, instead

of the tortuous and inconvenient plan which has

been earned into execution at an enormous cost.

After referring to the arbitration for the assess-

ment of the compensation (£296,000 being the

amount awarded], Mr. Currey, having narrated

the circumstances attending the selection of a

newsitc for the hospital, spoke as foUows :

—

The question of a new site being settled, I was
instructed to prepare the necessary design, and
as the subject of competition is one of some in-

terest, I may mention that on my appointment

as architect and sm'veyor to the hospital, now
some twenty-five years ago, the governors re-

served to themselves the right of submitting any
great work which might arise to competition.

They did not, however, avail themselves of this

right, and although it is not for me to say any-

thing as to the result of the course they took,

yet I venture to think that they were relieved

from some trouble, anxiety, and expense, and I

take this opportunity of thanking them for the

confidence they reposed in me. A committee of

governors, accompanied iy myself, visited

several of the continental hospitals, and the com-
mittee of the medical staft' assisted in matui-ing

the several matters of detail. The design is

arranged on the pavilion system, now generally

admitted to be the best for hospital purposes,

and specially suitable for the land on which the

hospital was to be erected. The nature of the

site did not admit of the pavilions being placed

on both sides of a central court or conidor, as at

the gi'eat French hospital at Lariboisiere, the

hospital at Brussels, or the Herbert hospital, but

they all ranged on the river side of one con-

tinuous con-idor, 'jOOft. iu length. This arrange-
ment has the disadvantage of increasing the

length of communication from the several depart-

ments, but at the same time it renders the ven-
tilation more free by diminishing the length of

the com-ts. The prominent defect of the Lari-

boisiere hospital, viz., the too close proximity of

the blocks with reference to theu' height, has, I

hope, been avoided. The pavilions are placed at

a distance of 125ft. from each other (the centre

com-t being increased to 200ft.), which distance

it was calculated would admit of ample sun-
Ught and an- to every block, the axis of the wards
being due east and west.

The general disposition of the building wOl be
seen by reference to the plan of the one pair- story,

on which the isolation of the blocks is more dis-

tinctly indicated, the intermediate spaces on the
ground story being filled iu with lower buildings,

for pui-poses hereafter mentioned, and it was my
endeavour to make the plan as simple as possible

in its aiTangements, for facUity of inspection and
working. Corridors run the whole length of the

hospital on the gi'ound and one pan* stories, and
connect the several blocks of wards or pavilions.

These corridors are lighted by large windows on
both sides, and in the event of it being deemed
necessary to isolate any particular block, it could
be done by putting screens across the corridors,

and removing the sashes from the adjacent
windows. These corridors are not carried higher
than the one pair story, but the flat roof over
forms a means of communication to the several

blocks on the two pair story. The pavilions are

placed at right angles to the comdor, from which
a passage leads du-ect to the wards, on one side

of which is the staircase. The wards are designed

to be 28ft. in width by 120ft. in length, and loft,

high, and will accommodate 28 beds, giving a
cubic capacity for each patient of 1800ft. The
beds are placed at distances of 8ft. from centre

to centre, and the windows are aiTanged alter-

nately with the beds, at a level to enable the

patients to see out. A cheerful aspect is given to

the wards by the end lights communicating with

the external balconies towards the river, where
patients may bo placed on couches or chairs in

fine weather. Small wards for two beds, imme-
diately contiguous to but not communicating
with the general wards, are provided in each
block for the reception of special cases, which it

may be deemed desirable to separate from the

other patients. Adjoining the passage are placed

the sisters' room, the ward kitchen, and a room
for the medical officers' consultation. The stau-.

cases are wide and easy of ascent, the treads being

12!in. and the rise oliu. The well holes are

occupied by the large lifts and ventilating shafts

hereafter refen'ed to. The water closets, lava-

tories, and bath rooms attached to each ward are

projected from the main building, and are cut oif

from the ward by intercepting lobbies, with win-
dows on both sides. The water closets, lavatories,

Sec, have also windows on all four sides, to provide

a thorough ventilation. In this departmeut the

foul linen and dust shoots are arranged, commu-
nicating with a receiving room in the basement
for external removal. Dormitories are provided
for the nui-ses and servants in the attic story,

each having a separate sleeping compartment,
care being taken to prevent the ascent of any
ward atmosi)here reaching thereto.

The main hospital may be said to commence on
the first floor, and consists of thi'ee tiers of wards,
there being four smaller wards prorided on the
ground floor for the reception of accidents, &c.
The total amount of accommodation provided is

about six hundred beds. The wards have flat

ceilings thronghout, and the windows are carried

up to the ceiling, to ensure a thorough change of

air in the upper part of the rooms. From the

corridors on gi-ound floor, patients will be quietly

and conveniently conveyed by lifts to the various

wards (these lifts will be referred to presently)
;

the conidors wiU also afford a place of exercise

for the patients in wet weather, and the covered

colonnades adjoining the river will form an agree-

able lounge for patients approaching con-

valescence.

The above description applies generally to all

the paviUons, except the southernmost, which is

designed for special diseases inadmissible to the

general wards. The wards iu this pavUion are

smaller, and are arranged for males and females,

being separated by a central staircase. The
wards on the groimd story correspond in general

aiTangement, but in consequence of the main
corridor on ground story being placed next the

internal com-ts, the wards are shortened to admit
of the introduction of the necessary rooms in con-

nection therewith.

The general entrance to the hospital is placed in

the centre, and will be approached from the

Palace New-road. The entrance hall is capacious,

forming the sub-structure of the chapel, and its

dimensions being large it will be found convenient

for the reception of the patients' friends at the

times appointed for visiting. The steward's or

superintendent's offices are placed immediately

in front of the entrance hall, so that everything

passing in and out of the hospital wiU be under

his immediate supervision. From each side of

the entrance hall branch off main con-idors of

communication connecting all the diifereut de-

partments. The gi-ouud floor of the first pa-

vilion to the left is appropriated to the kitchen

department, as being as nearly central as possible.

It comprises kitchen, scullery, and cooks' rooms,

with larder, bread room, &c., on the basement
immediately imdcr. A serving j)lace is provided,

where the patients' food will be distributed ; it

will then pass along the con-idor to the dift'erent

pavUions, and be conveyed up a small lift to the

difierent wards. The ground floor of the fii-st

pavilion to the right is appropriated to the

matron's department, with a commodious room
for linen stores. On the right of the entrance

hall is placed the principal stah-case, which leads

direct to the comdor on the one pair story, and
will be used by visitors to patients, or for the

general pm-poses of the hospital. It communicates
directly with the resident medical oflicer's ap.art-

ments, which are placed in the central block,

consisting of sixteen rooms and a common room.

Two operating theatres are provided (communi-

cating with the corridors) lighted from the

northern slope of the roof, aud of ample dimen-

sions to admit of a large attendance of pupils.

A private room is attached to each theatre for

the operator, with a second room in which a

patient may be temporarily placed after an
operation. Conveyance to the mortuary will be

provided from the basement by an underground
passage without exciting the patients or the

public observation. The dispensary aud surgery

are placed conveniently for the service of the

hospital into the main corridor, and of the out-

patients (who are more particvdarly referred to

hereafter), from the opposite side. The labora-

tory, drag and store rooms are placed in the

basement story immediately under the dis-

pensary.
All applicants for relief at the hospital will enter

at the covered porch iu Palace New-road, and
will be received in one of the admission rooms
according to sex ; they are then informed whether

they are to be admitted into the hospital or to bo
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treated as " casualty patients," or as out-patieuts.

If ailmitted, they would be jjassed through the
hospital corridor to the wards. If " casualty,"

they would pass to the respective waiting-rooms
for males or females, from thence into the male
or female surgery. They will procure their appli-

ances at a window immediately contigrious, and
pass out at once. If the applicant is to be
treated as an out-patient, ho is directed to the

out-patient department, which is placed in the cor-

responding wing. The out-patients enter at a

door towards the southern end of the hospital

,

and pass through a large waiting-room, 110 by
37, in which they will be arranged and classified.

The physicians' and surgeons' rooms are ranged
parallel with this room. Having been seen by
the physician or surgeon, the patients pass into

a second room, where they will wait for medicine
or appliances from the dispensary and surgery
windows, and after reoeiviug them, pass out into

the Palace New-road, without entering the hos-

pital corridor. A staircase leads direct from the

out-patients' waiting-room to the out-patients'

baths, which are provided in the basement. Suf-

ferers from accidents arriving would be conveyed
directly into the accident receiving room, and from
thence, when the case was serious, immediately
through the hospital corridor to the wards, and
cases of accident on or in the neighbourhood of

of the river may be brought to the hospital and
received from the landing staii-s.

Tlie administrative offices are placed next
Westminster Bridge, and will be approached there-

from ; they will comprise the governor's hall,

committee rooms, almoner's room, counting house,
receiver's room, strong room, waiting rooms,
and offices for the clerk and surveyor of

the hospital, the treasurer's residence, &c.

A staircase will connect the treasurer's

house with the main corridor of the hospital.

The two lower stories of this block will contain

residences for porters. Four houses are provided
for resident officers, containing eight rooms each,

exclusive of domestic offices. They will be ap-

proached from the Palace New-road, and com-
municate in the rear with main corridors of the
hospital. For the last eight years, nurses se-

lected by Miss Nightingale have been trained (the

governors believe with great advantage to the
public) in St. Thomas's Hospital ; and in the de-

Eigu for the new hospital, provision has been maie
for an increased number. The training institu-

tion adjoins the matron's residence, and will

affijrd accommodation for forty probationers,

who will be trained to the hospital wards
for the council of the Nightingale Fund.
Each probationer is provided with a separate
Bleeping apartment, ranged round a central gal-

lery, with all necessary bath-rooms, &c , and a
large day and dining room on the ground tioor.

The chapel is placed in the centre of the build-

iug, communicating with the corridor, with con-
venient access for both se.'ces. The school build-

ings occupy the southern end of the site. They
consist of a large museum, 85 by 30 and 3-lft.

high, with two galleries, a museum for chemistry
aud materia medica, medical, anatomical, and
chemical lecture theatres, library and microscope
room, dissecting and post-mortem rooms, chemical
and pathological laboratories, &c., alFording the
medical student opportunities rarely if ever

eriualled in completeness. The extreme poiut is

occupied by gardeners' sheds, stables, itc.

The building stands partly on land reclaimed
from the river and partly on the shore. The
foundations on the river portion are carried down
to the London clay. Those on the shore stand on
a sound bed of gravel, which overlays the London
clay, the dilTereuce in level being obtained by
wide steppiugs, (shown on the , sections.) The
ends of the blocks next the river have a solid

foundation of about 22tt. deep over the entire

surface, forming a toe to the whole. The long
flank walls of the pavilions have a foundation
loft, in width, aud the same depth, 22ft., up to
the old river wall. The concrete is then stepped
up, and a platform of concrete, about 5ft. deep,
is laid over the whole surface of the remaining
portion of the building. The laud or spring
water stands at a level of about 4tt. above the
clay. A drain was laid along the whole length of

the hospital at the back of the river wall to a
Bump, and the excavations were all pumped dry
before the eimcretc was put iu. The whole of

the concrete is composed of blue lias lime and
clean Thames ballast up to a little above the
laml water line in proportion of six to one, all

above that iu the iiroportion of eight to one.
The strata on the Bhoro consisted of made
grotmd, then gravel varying iu compactness.

reslirig ou the Loudon clay, which rises

gradually up from the river. The strata ou
the river portion consisted of loose and sandy
gravel down to the clay. The Embankment wall

is also carried well down to the clay . As regards the
terrace wall which intervenes between the end of

the hospital blocks and the Embankment walls
there was no weight of superstructure to carry,

but it was necessary to go dowu to the clay to

get anything like a bottom. To have carried the
whole down would have been vei-y costly. It was
therefore determined to build it on piers and
arches. These piers were carried dowu 5ft.

square in concrete, six to one as before, and
arches turned from pier to pier iu Portland ce-

ment concrete, in the proportion of five to one,
the ballast being fine and small. The arches were
turned on boxed centres, which were shifted from
time to time as the concrete hardened and the
ground filled in all round. Two or three of these
arches were tmmed iu Coiguet's beton as an ex-
periment, but the Portland cement concrete was
found equally strong and cheaper. The founda-
tion of certain portions of the low outbuildings at
the extreme end of the ground are executed on
the same principle on piers and concrete arches

;

I am glad to state that owing to the care with
which the foundations generally were put in and
the snperstructui-e raised, I am unable to discover
the slightest settlement over the whole area of
the extensive building. Scarcely any relics of
antiquity were found in the excavations.
During the execution of the foundations the

working di-awings and specification for the super-
structure were completed, and the bills of quan-
tities were prepared by Messrs. Stradwick and
Co. and Mr. Richard Roberts, aud tenders were
received on July the 18th, 1867, from fourteen of

the most eminent builders, the amounts ranging
from £382,000 to £332,748, which latter was sub-
mitted by Messrs. Johu Peny and Co., of Strat-
ford, and which, after full consideration, was ac-

cepted. Had stone ashlaring been used instead
of red bricks the additional cost would have been
about £25,000, which the governors did not feel

justified in incuiTing, and which, personally, I see
no reason to regi'et.

I will now proceed to state a few details of the
construction of the warming and ventilating
arrangements , and the cost. The footings were built

with what are techuicaliy known as No. 2 wire cut
Gait bricks, and the specification provided that
the walls generally were to be built with the very
best stocks, but that the piers of the flank walls
of wards were to be built with Gait bricks, for
reasons which I will presently describe, but owing
to the gi'eat difficulty in obtaining a satisfactory
stock brick iu such quantities as we required the
contractor found it to his jidvantage, considering
the small amount of fracture and waste, to use
Gait bricks, and the whole of the work is executed
in that material. They make excellent good
sound work, but unless the joints are left very
rough ou the edge they do not afford so good a
key for plastering as ordinary stocks. The
gi-eater portion were supplied by the Burham
Brick Company. Inverted arches are turned
under all window openings above the footings,
and the piers iu flank walls of wards being re-

duced to a small area by the largo window space
desired, and having to bear on the gi-ound story
au accumulated weight of 110 tons, were carried
up with the very best Gait bricks in Portland
cement, with Portland stone bonders the whole
size of piers, introduced at every 4ft. iu height.
Every alternate window iu basement was omitted
with a view to obtain a larger area of piers on
that story. Hoop ii-on bond is introduced at the
level of each floor where it runs continuously
round the building without any necessity of sever-

ance. The area walls, 14ft. in height, where built

as shown on plans and sections, with a view to re-

sisting the gi-eat pressure of earth fiUed in at back,
and to preserve the facing from being disfigured

by ijercolation the base of the pockets was tilled

in with concrete. The building is faced with red
bricks, and great pains were taken iu ascertain-

ing the best quality for the purpose, and none
appeared equal in quality and colour to the Fare-
ham brick. Negotiations were therefore entered
into with Mr. Cawte, of Fareham, iu Hampshire,
who opened a new field adjoining his old works,
and made special arrangements for supplying the
quantity required, which were put into vessels at

his yard, and brought alongside at Westminster,
thus avoiding the damage and breakage of rail-

way transit and carting from station. The
bricks were made specially, aud the size so
arranged as to bond accm-ately with the Gait
backing. The bricks are excellent both in colour

aud quality, and Mr. Cawte used every exertion

to keep ns supplied with material as the work
progressed. The numbA of bricks consumed,
exclusive of the facing bricks, has been about
twenty-five millions. The stone used is for the
most part brown Portland, from Messrs. Hollands'
Waycroft and Maggott quames ; 17 saw
frames, besides hand saws, have been constantly

at work sawing the material, and the capacity
of these saws appear to have been the gauge of

the progi-ess of the structure. Steam moulding
machinery and large rubbing beds have also been
used to a considerable exteut. The quantity of

stoue used has been about three hundred and
seventy thousand cubic feet. The consoles under
main cornice, the caps of columns, and pilasters,

the balusters, and the vases and terminals on
balustrading are executed iu Ransome's concrete

stone. The material appeared peculiarly fitted

in the present case, where there was necessarily

a great repetition of the same model, and con-
sequently a considerable economy. Had it not
been for this useful material I should probably
have had to bo content with the long lino of

balustrading, unbroken by any vase or terminal.

The pedestals would have remained vacant as they
do in many instances where designed for sculp-

ture, but the sculpture never arrives. It har-
monises well with the Portland stoue, aud
although many of my professional brethren would
hesitate to use any artificial material, I venture
to think that such hesitation may be carried a
little to excess. The floors and flat roofs are
constructed with wrought iron girders and
"Dennett " arching. The latter material, as you
are well aware, is composed of broken bricks or

stone and sulphate of lime, in the proportion of

three of brick to one of sulphate of lime, spread as

concrete on a centre; a large quantity of the slag

from the potteries at Lambeth has been used, and
forms an exccllont material for the purpose. Tho
spans are for the most part 8ft. or 9ft., the thick-

ness at the crown being 4in., increased to about
9in. at the haunches.

{To be continued.)

ON ARCHITECTURAL DETAILS APPLIED
TO OTHER USES.*

{Concluded from page 52.)

AFTER passing in review the rise and decline
of architecture in Egypt, Assyria, Greece,

Rome, and Mcdiajval Europe, and the influences

under which those effects were brought about, Mr.
Pollen gave a sketch of the Classic Renaissance in

Italy, and then proceeded to detail the various
elements of architectural constructions aud^their
varied uses. Having done this, he came to the
real subject-matter of his paper, viz., the appli-

cation of architectural details to other uses than
iu the construction of buildiugs, viz., to fui'ni-

ture, &e. On this subject he spoke as follows :

—

Look through our museums and collections, to
which have beeu brought the splendid remains of

the furniture and other objects in daily use iu tho
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. Many of

the best specimens of these objects are made as
if models for arcliitecture. Columns, brackets,
lines of a ovolo mouldings, cornices, coronne,

fascia?, bases, plinths, dados, and other such
members belong strictly to architecture. The
proportions and the requirements of architecture
demand these subdivisions; but the proportions
aud the requu'cments of furniture, or, again, of

those objects whith form a sort of link between
furniture aud architecture, do not demand this

element. Small objects are easily and sensibly

constructed of pieces of wood or bands of metal
without di^dsions, and when so made are easily

decorated with designs or dispositions suited to

their forms. They do not want elaborate compo-
sition. That which looks well in arcbitecturo

does not, of course, look ill iu a model ; but tho
reduced image or model, or the imitation, looks
well only because it is a record and acts as a
reference to priuciples sound and good elsewhere.

If we turn over books contaiuiug tho works of

Lcpautre, Dclorme, or the later productions of

Marot or of the Dutch and Flemish desiguers, all

seem to have been absorbed by their notions of

building. In Holland and in this country this

principle of design ran to grotesque extremes. If

we refer to examples of Dutch, even of Flemish,
furuiture, in the shape of cabinets, chests, chairs,

&c., or to our own ssvauteenth century furniture,

• By J. HcNOEnFoiiD Pollen, Esq., M.A., of the South
KcusiuKton Mu.seum. Read before the Associated Arts
Institute, Saturday, January 7, 1871.
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it must be ailraittoLl that the bedstead and cabi-

net fronts divided into heavy and gvotesiiuc

arches, and abounding in lions' heads and lions'

feet, are curious and iuteresting, but scarcely

worthy of modern imitation. The lions' heads
represent the spouts of Greek gutters, and the

arches of cabinets are designed, perhaiJS, from
recollections of the triumphal arches of Rome.
But in these structures columns did real work,
and arches were the only possible way of cover-

ing the space between the piers. In furniture,

looking-glasses, wall panels, and other such uses,

these features arc actually useless and in the

way. Auy one of my hearers must have seen

columns of this kind which are mere weights

added to doors, and come out when the door opens

as an adjunct applied to the stiles. The arches

of bed-heads and the same forms iu cabinets are

merely recessed panels, which have to be provided

for at the cost of the accommodation required.

Furniture made to contain should certainly have
all the interior capacity which the outlines of

the whole piece will allow. I know that though
this practice of designing only or chiefly as if we
were always designing for some architectural

feature is not wholly the growth of modern acade-

mies, and I wish to refer to one or two notable

instances to be met with in older schools. The
Classic sarcophagus, stone coffin, or funeral

monument is certainly generally in the form of

an architectural fayade or construction. We
may refer to the beautiful Lycian tombs in the

British Museum, and to instances innumerable of

the old sarcophagus. But it should be borne in

mind that these forms, though not required, were
symbols of a real idea. The tomb was domus
ultima—the last home of man. It was small

often, for the bodies were burnt. But the idea of

this abode was that it was his home, bis last

house. Hence it was roofed—a gable, acroteria

or corner tiles representing the rows that covered

a roof formed elements necessary to remind the

survivors that this was the last house or home.
The Egyptian tomb was an actual house, with

rooms, halls, and so on. The Medieval tomb
was suggestive of hopes and expectations rather

than of linal shutting-up in the chest or iu the

uni, and the form and disposition of the images
or mementos of the dead was conceived accord-

ingly. In the MediiBval architecture and the

decorative sculptm'o and painting of that period

the representations of man had usually arehi-

tectural details attached or accompanying, such
as the niches and tabernacle work borrowed from
architecture, and used in glass painting, and
often in recumbent figures on tombs. But here
again the general objects of sculptured representa-

tion wei'e heroes and saints, and the church or

sacred building was significative of more than a

mere room. It was supposed to be symbolic of

the union of Christians into a definite body. The
word " church" had then two siguiflcatious, and
the spii'ilual structure was said to be built up of

living men. Hence the natural requii'ements for

the protection of the image of a saiut or a hero by
placing it in a niche, and both to protect and give

it every positive tribute of honour, covering it

over with a rich architectural piuuiiclo or roof

was the exi>rcssiuu of a definite idea, as the

house-shaped tomb was of a real house. But
pieces of furniture deliberately designed on archi-

tectural forms I never could think successful.

The Coronation Chair in Westminster Abbey was,
perhaps, d(^signed as a half religious and sacred
shrine. It contains the famous " Stone of

Destiny " taken by Edward I. from the Abbey of

Scone. To sit and be crowned on this seat bad a
certain siguilicanco. To surround it with all the

pomp and religious connection possible was very
likely an object of the English kings. But a chair

of wood has other more convenient and more
natural methods of composition. When we com-
pare with that sort of chair those of Evesham and
otlnu' known specimeus, the form strikes one as
out of place in woodwork. A still gi'eater

anomaly is the silver chair preserved at Barce-
lona ((jf which a plate can be seen in Mr. Henry
Shaw's " Mediicval Dresses." There the legs or

supports of the chair are thin muUions of Gothic
windows, and cusped tracery fills up their upper
portions, and buttresses and arches compose the
back. One might follow this sort of design
into the tables and chairs we sometimes meet
with iu the later Renaissance period, and in

the modern revival of furuilure for Alediieval

rooms and houses. Pugin himself pleaded guilty

to many early extravagances of this kind when he
was designing the furniture and fittings of Whid-
sor Castle. On the consideration of shams, and
architectural shams, I do not touch ; in designing

buildings suggestions are often made of details or

structure which might he used even though they
did not exist. Pilasters, for instance, are not
columns or piers sunk into the wall. But as

such a structural resource would be not other-

wise than legitimate, it is sometimes suggested
in the place and situation in which it would be no
violation of propriety. My objection lies against
the applicability of the forms themselves where
they are used. The form of an inteiTupted pedi-

ment, again, is a favourite element of ornamenta-
tion of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries
introduced in the frames of mirrors, in cabinets, and
in panel work of all kinds. A bust usually parts the
two sloping members. But what possible mean-
ing has an interrupted pediment ? It does not re-

present a gable in architecture, nor does it help
to protect a gable-shaped recess or niche of sculp-

ture. Such a form could protect nothing. The
bust itself, mounted on the base of a column, is

to my thinking an awkward, a somewhat undig-
nified, arrangement. The block of a terminal
figure, or the old arrangement of bringing the
head through a circular opening, is the best
method of composition tor a bead in round re-

lief. The heavy cornices with which these pedi-
ments are finished seem to me altogether out of

place on any small scale. Whether in woodwork,
plaster work, gold, ivory, or on any unreal scale of

of this kind, it seems to my notions a misuse of

form. With regard to figure sculpture and its

representation in any material, it seems to carry
with it what is congener to human representation.
If we paint or sculpture a man we add to it what-
ever would be a man's natural requirements.
Musical attributes, arms, and so on, also niches
and other architectural details, are naturally re-

presented as the implements or as the require-

ments of man, or of the man, whoever it be, who is

represented. But then these are records or re-

presentations, parts of a picture, not essential
methods of construction.

I make these remarks on some of the difficulties

that beset artists when they are not actually rid-

ing the tall horse of architecture. There seems
to me a certain loss of architectural design when
its members and features are considered so many
mere arbitrary ornaments, without any necessary
meaning or siguilicanee, and without any restric-

tion to their general use. It seems to me also
that the vulgarity that has lowered our common-
place architecture, that for which accomplished
architects are not employed, is owmg in some
measure to this ignoring of the definite meaning
of columns, brackets, arches, the composition of
bases, sub-bases, and so on, in arehitcctui-e.

If we look at old Greek ornamentation, we do
not see tbeu' chaii'S, tables, sofas, cups, bases, and
mirrors containing the choicest specimens of

Greek design. But these designs are appropriate
to the objects they adorn. Of living races we
shall find none equal in this inexhaustible inven-
tion and resource to the Japanese. But I do not
mean to slight the decorative work of the modern
Italian schools. In the first years of their exist-

ence sculpture and figure design formed the lead-

ing object of their compositions. It was but
gi'adually that architectural ornamentation over-
rode this purer design. Yet they have left us
gi-eat and etfective designs, and their ornamenta-
tion on architectural fronts, walls, and panels is

their strong point. Much that is, when taken in

dotaU, rude and unworthy, is put together with
much mastery of general design—a sense of the
impressiveness of a great whole, in other words,
with eifect. Our Elizabethan architecture and
ornament is full of anomalies. It scarcely bears
restoration or imitation. But we. all value it as
we see it ; so also are we admirers of the old fur-

niture and decoration which has such faults. We
are so because it has certain great qualities, or
because of the excellence of the workmanship, or
from its having picturesque or impressive elements
in it, though it would not do for reproduction.

While any school of designers is possessed by
gi'cat ideas and thoughts which are derived from
familiarity with really gi'cat works, and the im-
pression which intimate study of those works has
made, such a school will always be infiuential

;

it will always leave a mark. It is that mark
which excites the admiration or appeals to the

sympathy of future generations. Now, however,
we are a race of revivers. We are not possessed
by very dominant ideas. We revive on the
authority of others rather than under strong im-
pressions made upon ourselves. It is natural we
sliould look to systems that have been reduced to

rules and applied to a thousand uses under pres-

sure of various kinds, modified by local prepos-

sessions and habits of thought. The easy re-

source of taking ready-made elements of cirapo-
sition blinds us somewhat to the principles on
which selections and adaptations from other
systems ought to be made. To adapt from
sculpture and painting, and still more from
architecture, to woodwork or decoration, may be
sometimes allowable for certain purposes, within
certain limits ; but it is an adaptation. Wooden
objects, or objects in metal, or any other tine

work, have each certain capabilities of decoration
quite distinct, possible in each material, suggested
by size, use, nearness to the eye, and by the
value of the object. Designers should invent or

design in accordance with these conditions,

rather than put up with forms and details wliioh

chance to come readily to hand, but which belong
altogether to other walks of art.

THE FISH-POND ROOFS OF LONDON.

DURING the present winter we have seen,not

Loudon only, but the entire country, more
than once covered with a mantle of snow. We
have what people call " an old-fashioned winter,"

with an infiuence impartially extended to every
county in England. Has it ever struck the Lon-
doner that his own condition during the superven-

ing thaws is quite exceptional, and wholly unlike

that of his provincial fellow-coimtrymen ? In the

provinces he may see the snow lying fnr d.iys

and weeks on the sloping roofs, to melt when the

thaw comes, fall spontaneously into the eaves-

gutters, and find its way safely and without band
labour to the ground. How different is the state

of things in the metropolis ! Here we cannot
afford to wait in patience for the thaw. Wo havo
sloping roofs indeed, but roofs innumerable whose
iucliuation serves not to convey the fallen snow
from off our dwellings, but to deliver it into their

very midst, where it lies in thick heaps in the
" "V-gutters " above our ceilings, to find its way
suddenly and without ceremony or warning of any
kind into our beili'ooms. We learn, after one or

two " floodings," how to deal with the enemy iu

our own metropolitan way. Country cousms
who may happen to be in town after a snow-
storm may observe our " tricks and ways," ami
marvel at them. Do we leave the snow on our
roofs, as do our country cousins? By no means.
AVell knowing by sad experience that London
houses are not built to be snowed upon, we biro

men to get through the man-holes of our roofs,

and without oven the Edinburgh " Gardy-loo" of

Mistress Wiuefride Jenkins, pitch it off the mid-
dle of our roofs into the middle of our streets.

Down falls each spadeful! with a dull thud below,

not. always with a very correct aim, for most of

our fish-pond roots are masked with a compo
balustrade or high parapet, over which, witli an up-

ward initiative, it must perforce be pitched. How
is a man to know how, where, on wh it or on whom
it may fall ? perhaps harmlessly (as he hopes)

into the middle or side of the carriage way,
whence it must be removed by the scavengers

;

perhaps (worse luck) upon the roof of a parsing

cab ; or, by mal-adventure, upiru the footpath,

with or without an intercepting wayfarer, as tho

case may be. Up it goes over the parapet ; and,

as

Whatever goes up is sure to come down.
Let every one take care of bis crown.

All this is ludicrous enough, hut will any ono

say it is in the least an exaggerated picture of

life in London after a snow storm ? It is unlike

anything elsewhere in England. These wretched

V or fish-pond roofs are to be seen nowhere but in

London. A stranger passing quickly, say by
railway, along the rear of a row of London houses

will be puzzled to say where is the middle of

each dwelling. Reasoning by provincial e.\]ie-

rieuce he will naturally think it coincident with

the highest point of what ho thinks are the sjiau

roofs. A closer inspection reveals tho fact that

it is tho lowest part of the roofs (the valleys) that

really stands over tho centre of each dwelling,

and that the apices he sees are really the tops,

not of the roofs, but of the party walls. He is

thus introduced to the profiles of the fish-pond

roofs of London :

—

Tlif " V " or " fish-pond " roofs whoso weiyht
u( plustor, and lead, and timber, and slate,
Hi -its ou the iiniirter-pai'titious, that lio

rilc'l up aoveral stories bigh,
On timber joists tbat bardly can
IJoar tboir own weight ; for tbey'vo to span
The depth of the house that Jauk built.

It is many years since in somewhat similar

words to tho above wo denounced these roofs iu

the Building Nkws. They are, if we mistake

Hot, fiercely condemned by tho htte Mr. Alfred
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Bartholomew. Yet they may be still seen in

course of coustriiction all round the metropolitan
subm-bs—at Netting Ilill, Ilolloway, Kentish
Town, &c., and many have been the flooded

ceilings they hcve caused during the thaws that

have succeeded the late snow-storms. We quoted
the other day some remarks in the Daily Tcle-

graph on the miserable condition of London after

a snow-storm, especially in the choked up state

of the streets, and the duty of the Metropolitan
Board of Works to clear them of the fallen snow.
But very much of the snow that encumbers our
thoroughfares—snow that no single day's thaw
will relieve us of—consists of the heaps formed
by these discharges from our roofs, constructed so

as to stow it away (as a veritable rain-water
supply) behind our parapets. If the Metropolitan
Board were to institute a law forbidding the
throwing snow oil' the roofs into the public tho-

roughfares, it would do much to remove, or at

least to abate, this dreadful evil, and in time we
Londouers might substitute for our favourite fish

or snow-pond roofs the ordinary span roofs of our
country towns, and indeed of mediieval London
itself

; for these hideous contrivances are com-
paratively quite modern, hardly known before

the bad old times of George IV. They seem to

have come in with Hessian boots, sandals, swal-
low-tail coats, and hobby-horses, and the sooner
we get rid of them the better for our streets and
for our ceilings. Who knows but that a clause
in the Metropolis Local Management Act or a
by-law of the Metropolitan Board might in time
inaugurate a new style of London street architec-

ture—a high-pitch style of roof, that should ren-
der it no longer necessary to pitch the snow ofl'

the tops of our dwellings into the streets? We
don't want the snow transfcn-ed to the streets,

and wc do really need an entirely new style of

street architecture. S. S.

NEW ELEMENTS OP HAND-RAILING.*
{Continued from page 28.)

Plate 19. — Construction of Wreath tor
Quartek-Cikcle Stairs.

LET quarter circle for centre line of rail be
struck with a radius equal to a square step.

Draw tangents to form right angle A, B, C. hot
ofi' half a step on each side of. B, and draw face
of risers.

Next, set off one or two square steps. This
arrangement of plan throws both shanks of wreath
on SBme pitch as that of the stairs, and diagonal
A C directs coustructiou of mould as shown on
lower part of plate.

Let A, B, C equal the two sides of square
;

same as on plan.

Extend A B, and make B 3 equal a riser. Join
3 C. Also, C A extended. Thus giving ordinate.
Have seat square with it. Draw B L parallel
with ordinate.

Lot A T equal B 3 on right. Join L T ex-
tended. This is the pitch or major axis. To find
elliptic curves, let A 1 ) equal A B. Set olf on each
side of I) lialf width of rail. Then square up to
cut the ijitch.

Let T S equal T L. The drawing is now ready
for mould. Join the edge of a board, and run a
gauge line. Lay board on and mark L, T, S.
Square over the lines. Let L E and S K equal
LB. Make TR equal to A C. Join R K and RE
both extended. These lines are tangents on
mould, and when in position stand on pitch of
stairs, and to be correct R K must equal 3 C on
right. The straight wood on shanks may he any
length desired. The width of mould is determiue'd
with gi-eater nicety by iiudinL' the bevel for joints.
In this manner

: Take B for centre, and for radius
a circle touching 3 C, cutting to left of 3. Join
intersection and C, which gives required bevel.
Next, set otThalf width of rail below B3, cutting
bevel indicated by dotted line. Set the compass
along bevel. Take any point on tangents
E, R, K, and make arcs, as shown. Draw straight
wood cutting T E and T K. Next, let T V equal
A B. Set otl'on each side of V half width of rail.
Now find points to insert pins and sweep mould
with a string. The mould represents upper sur-
face of wreath, the stufi'cut square through. The
application of bevel to joints gives a dircctiou to
draw doltjd lines shown on surface. Then cut
ofl' slab H ou the left, and work to bevel. This
djne, apply a square to the bevelled edge, anddi-aw

• This series of articles is n reproduction of EoBEnx
ItiTiDKr.L K work nil 11,0 subject, -published iu TLil idel-
pliia, ttud by Tiubuci- und Co., Loudon.

NEW ELEMENTS OF nAND-EAILING.—PLATE XIX.

from centre of joint the dotted line cutting at
H. Continue this along edge, and square with
joint.

• Now transfer 2 K to that on edge, and mark
the plumb line with pitch boai'd, in a similar
manner to that shown on left. Next, lay mould
on. Keep straight shank on convex side fair

with that of beveled edge, and let straight part of
mould on concave side, to the right, be fair mth
dotted line. Mark the stuil'. Apply in like

manner to under side.

Here the ground plan is arranged to have
straight shanks of wreath stand on same ijitch

as that of the stairs.

How do we know that this drawing will pro-
duce such a result ? Because, by observing the
position of riser on left, it will be seen that its

face stands half a step from corner B, and B 2
on right also equals halt a step. Therefore, the
centre of wreath must be a straight line ; as can
be proved by unfolding tangents A, B, C, on a
board, in similar manner to that shown above
the mould, it having corresponding letters.

Let B 3 equal a riser. Join A 3 extended.
This having cut perpendicular from C at D,
gives height of two risers, which correspond
with that of A C on plan.

Let us go a little farther, and show pitches on
concave and convex sides of wreath. Have rail,

say 3Jin. wide. Let A 2 and A K each equal
half its width. Join 2.B extended.

This gives 2.3.2 for pitch on concave side of

wreath, and is much greater than that of A 3D,
which rung through centre of plank and agrees
with tangents ou mould. Join K 3 P. This

being the pitch on convex side, it falls, and
makes a difi'erent inclination. Now, suppose we
increase width of rail, say 5in. This would
cause pitch on concave to be still greater, and
give wreath a clumsy and crippled appearance.
Next plate will show how to obviate this de-

fect when large rails are required. The present
drawing, however, is proper for rails the width
of which do not exceed 3jin.

The outside strings of these stairs may be
plank, which answers for carriage.

Let the corner for framing be cut, as shown,
to receive carriage lauding and starting. The
cylinder may be staves and lot into strings.

Make all the cuts according to plan.

Have framing and everything ready before

you begin to fix.

MONUMENTS OF ART.

0th we annouuced the pub-
unique and comprehensive

ON January the
lication of ;

series of engravings illustrating the history of art

from the earliest ages. The unusually dull

weather we have had since then, and particularly

in London, interfered with our plan Jor a short

time. Wc now give the first plate, which con-

sists of illustrations of gi'oups of Assyrian
sculpture, and a description from the pen of Dr.
Zerffi, Professor of the Histoiy of Art at South
Kensington. As we proceed our subscribers will

perceive what a valuable work in art, the richest

of the kind ever published in Germany, they will

by-and-by possess.

i
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deconative processes.

By "An Experienced "Workman."

{Continued from page 52.)

THE ground for graining oak should always

be thoroughly hard before commencing
graining ; if it is not so it is apt to reeve or

curl in the act of figuring or marking-in the

lights, and when the work is varnished these

marks show a dirty edge, which is very objec-

tionable in the finished work.
In the mixing of oil graining colour there

are two or three things necessary to be no-

ticed in order to its answering the purpose in-

tended. In the first place the colour should

work clean (technically " rub-in clean ") and
free. It will often happen that the colour

will work stitf, and consequently dirty, and
in this state will not only produce dirty work,

but will occupy thrice the time in rubbing-in

compared with colour properly mixed. Oil

graining colour also requires to be megilped

—

that is to say, that oil colour alone will not

stand when it is combed ; the marks made with
the comb will all run one into the other, and
will thus be obliterated. To prevent this

running the colour requires to be megilped,

Eo that the comb marks will retain the exact

form as left by the comb. This desirable end
is accomplished by various means, amongst
which may be named the ordinary bees'-wax of

commerce, soft-soap, hard-soap, lime-water,

whiting, and pure water. When bees'-wax is

used the best means of dissolving it is to cut

the wax into thin shavings or shreds ; these

are put into a suitable pot or can (earthenware

or tin will do), half filled with pure linseed

oil, into which a red-hot poker or other piece

of iron is plunged, and stirred well. This
will dissolve the wax thoroughly and mix it

with the oil. When the wax is all dissolved

the vessel should be filled with either oil or

turpentine, which still further dilutes and
mixes the wax, and serves also to prevent it

from congealing, so that it may nii\ with the

graining colour thoroughly. This should be
properly seen to, or else the wax is apt to re-

main in lumps in the colour, and when the

colour is spread upon the work for graining
the wax will be spread unequally and will not
harden, and, in fact, will not dry in parts, to

the manifest injury of the work, so that it is

absolutely necessary that the wax should be
thoroughly mixed with the graining colour in

order to produce good work. If soft soap is

used, it sliould first be thoroughly worked
up on a pallet or a board with either whiting
or patent driers ; by this means we break up
the soap and amalgamate it with the driers,

and it will then mix properly with the graining

colour. Another method is to break up the

soft soap in water to a thick froth or lather
;

with water in this state it may be beaten up
and thoroughly mixed with the oil colour.

When lime-water is used, about 21b. of slaked
lime should be thoroughly mixed in a paint-

can full of water, and the lime allowed to

settle ; a portion of the water may then be
added to tlie graining colour, and the two well

stirred together until theyare thoroughly amal-
gamated. If whiting be used for the juirpose,

the whiting should be ground in oil and then
mixed with the graining colour. Pure water
will also answer the purpose. As a matter of

course, some grainers like one and some an-
other of the above-namsd megilps. The wax
is the most elfectual for the purpose, but there

are grave objections to its indiscriminate use.

One of these is the fact that the wax causes

the grain to stand up too high above the
surface of the work, and as the natural grain

of oak sinks below the surface in ihe real

wood, it lullows that the less the grain is

raised in the imitation the nearer it will be
to the real. This raised grain is also objection-

able because it destroys that flatness and
equality of surface so evident in the real

wood. Soap, which in working has a medium
degree of elevation of grain, is very objection-

able in use, inasmuch as it is liable to cause

the work to crack alter it has been some time

varnished and become hard, and it is doubly

objectionable for use on outside work, as the

frequent variations of temperature soon alfect

all grained work in which soap has been used,

and is a fruitful source of cracking and
blistering. Lime-water has also a tendency

to cause varnish to crack. On the other

hand, whiting, when used in oil graining

colour, although it has the same eft'ect as wax
in causing the grain to stand up too high, also

makes it work spongy and impoverishes the

colour, for the moment whiting is mixed
with any semi-transparent colours—such as

Vandyke brown, burnt sienna, &c., i&c, their

purity and richness is destroyed. On the

whole, we prefer to use pure water, for if it is

well mixed with the oil colour, it answers the

purpose of megilping it sufliciently to hold

the combing until it sets ; the water

then evaporates and leaves no injurious

effects behind, and the projection of the

grain is less than it is if any other medium be

used. The most useful colours for mixing
oak graining colour are raw and burnt Turkey
umber, Oxford ochre, Vandyke brown, and
burnt sienna. The first three, with the addi-

tion of ivory black, are, in our opinion, all

that is required for mixing any shade of

graining colour. For light oak or wainscot

graining colour, mix two-thirds linseed oil

with one-third turpentine ; add a little Oxford
ochre and raw Turkey umber in sufiicient

quantity, according to the shade required and
amount of stulf mixed. No rule of quantities

can be laid down here, inasmuch as the quan-

tities must be regulated by the workman at

the time of mixing and place of using. Tera-

bine, or liquid driers, should now be added,

the quantities being governed by the fact as to

whether the graining colour is required to be
quick or slow drying. A safe and efficient

quantity to use (that is, if the liquid drier is

of the best quality) is about half an ounce to

a pint of colour. This will cause the colour

to dry in about seven or eight hours, but

twice the quantity may be used with safety if

the colour is required to dry very quick.

Sugar of lead ground in oil may be used as a

drier for graining colours, but the liquid drier

is better. Many persons use the ordinary

patent drier, which, if used in sufficient quan-
tity, will also act as a megilp ; but we
altogether object to its use, as it not only

injures and causes the colour to be muddy,
but it is spongy, stands up too high, and, in

fact, has all the bad qualities of the other

megilps, without a single redeeming quality of

its own. We may now briefly sum up the

foregoing description of mixing oil graining

colour, as follows : Mix burnt umber or Oxford
ochre with linseed oil and turpentine in a can

or pot, add terabiue or liquid driers, beat or

stir well up together ; adu pure rain-water in

the proportion of one half pint of water to

three pints of oil and turps ; beat or stir up
until the whole is thoroughly mixed together,

then strain the whole through a fine strainer

or a double fold of fine muslin; The colour

should be thinned until it works freely and
lays on clean. What we mean by laying on
clean is that when the colour is being brushed
over the work to be grained, if it is not

properly mixed it will gather or accumulate in

tlie quirks and corners, and will be shady and
dirty-looking ; but, if properly mixed, it will

lay on evenly, and be easily spread, and will

look clean and of one uniform shade of

colour. It will be evident that this is a

very nice point in the mixing, and is of great

importance to the success of the work. Care

and cleanliness of working is as necessary to

the successful carrying out of this work as it

is to more important work ; and therefore it is

essential that the colour, the brushes, and all

working tools should be clean to begin witli,

and be kept clean. In mixing the colour for

a medium shade of oak, it will be found best

to use raw Turkey umber with a little burnt

added, and for a rich dark oak burnt umber
may be used alone, except a cool tone is re-

quired, when a little ivory or drop black may
be added. We now come to the question of

combs for imitating the grain of oak (hence

the name graining). Combs are made of

dift'erent substances, and are, of course, of

different sizes. There are combs of horn, of

steel, gutta-percha, vulcanised india-rubber,

cork, and leather. Horn combs were about

the earliest used for this purpose ; these are

made in exactly the same manner as the

ordinary tooth-comb.s, and cut to the various

sizes required. But there is this essential

difference between the two : that while the

teeth of the hair comb is cut taper and with a

fine point, the teeth of the graining comb are

left square and blunt at the ends, and of the

same width throughout their whole length.

The teeth are also about double the length

of those of hair-combs. There are several

sizes made, varying in width from a

twentieth of an inch to a quarter of an inch,

and some are graduated from fine to coarse,

but these are not of much use in working. A
Sheffield firm commenced some twenty \ea13

ago to make combs of thin steel, a decided

improvement upon the horn comb, inasmuch
as the teeth are not so liable to break in

working, anil they have a good spring, and
are not clumsy in the handling. They also

wear well, and are easily kept clean and in

working order. There is one objection to the

steel comb, especially the coarser-toothed ones :

they do not comb clean, and do not part with

the colour freely, and, as a consequence, the

grain is left ragged and dirty looking. To
remedy this fault, thick shoe-leather, gutta-

percha, and vulcanized india-rubber combs
are used for the first combing, and the fine

steel combs for the second. These soft combs
are all cut or prepared in the same manner,
namely : they are first cut into squares of

various sizes, from one to four inches. The
edges must be cut perfectly square and level

on all sides. To cut the teeth, it will be found

the best plan to place a square either upon the

edge of a square table or against a strip of wood
and held firmly ; the interstices between the

teeth are now cut away with a sharp knife to

the depth of about a quarter of an inch. By
cutting in a slanting direction each way, the

space between each tooth will be formed by
two cuts, and the teeth may be left fine or

coarse as may be desired. These combs cannot

be purchased ready cut, and therefore it is

necessary that the workman should cut for his

own use. It must be understood that in

cutting these combs, the interstices are not cut

through the whole thickness of the material,

but only bits are cut out of the edges ; they

act much better thus, and when they become
worn with work the edges may be again

squared and the teeth re-cut, thus forming a

new comb. And so we may go on time after

time until the whole of the gutta-percha or

other material is used up, being a very
economical use of material. For good service-

able work we prefer to use gutta-percha in

conjunction with the finest cut steel combs,

and the cork combs for occasional use on first-

class work. The gutta-percha is cheap, wears
well, is easilj' cut into any size, or verj' fine

or coarse, and will do its work welL The cork

is superior in many respects for producing
really good work, but unfortunately it does

not wear well, and therefore is not so service-

able for general use. Suitable cork may be
procured at the cork-cutter's, and should be
chosen with as few holes or bad places in it as

possible, close in the grain and firm in tex-

ture ; the cork-cutter himself will be the best

judge, and he will for a trifling extra chaige'

over and above the price of the cork trim and
S(juare it into shape, and cut it up into the

sizes required, and ready for cutting into

combs, which will, of course, be done in the

manner described before. These combs
should in the first place be quite as thick as

the cork will allow when trimmed and made
level, in order that whea the teeth get worn the

edges may be ai'ain squared and the teeth re-
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cut, thus economising the cork to the fullest

extent. The cork comb when properly cut

makes excellent work, clean, sharp, and dis-

tinct, and yet leaves a glaze ot colour on
the lightest parts sufficiently strong to

show the figure or niirkings. The im-

portance of good combing cannot be

over-estimated in imitating oak, and we have
no hesitation in saying that no oak graining

can be considered good work except the grain

is well imitated. Many grainers scarcely pay
any attention at all to the combing, and seem
to think that it is but of secondary impor-

tance. They are <|uite content if the figure is

only shown strong enough, and some in f ict

do not trouble to comb the work at all, but
lay in a dark graining colour, and just stipple

it or streak it with a duster, and then wipe
out the figure, which style of figuring as a rule

stands out so strong and positive that it is the

first thing one sees in going into a room ; and
on outside work it can be seen across a wide
street. Now we consider this class of work as

utterly opposed to good taste, and vulgar in

the extreme, and we are inclined to think that

it is this staring vulgarity so evident in much
of the so-called oak graining that has brought
the art into such ill-favour with men of good
taste. This need not be so, for it is quite as

easy and will occupy just as little time to

execute it in such a manner that it will be as

quiet and in as good taste as if it were the

real wood, which is never out ot place or out

of harmony with its surroundings. On this

point, however, we shall have something
further to say in a future article.

{To be continued.)

BUILDING NEWS SKETCHBOOK.
ST. MACHAR CATHEDRAI..

THIS cathedral, now used as the parish church
of Old Aberdeen, is a very good example of

the severe style of architecture necessitated by
the obdurate nature of the building stone found
in the district. It has a peculiar interest as being
the only cathedral built of granite in the United
Kingdom. Unfortunately, the nave, two western
towers and south porch, are all that remain of the
original structure ; these were erected at the coat,

and during the episcopate, of Bishop Lcightou,
1422— 14fO. The short spike-looking spires,

which are of freestone, were added by Bishop
Gavin Dunbar about 1520. He also decorated
the interior of the nave with a flue flat panelled
ceiling of carved oak, containing 48 heraldic

shields of kings, earls, and bishops of the period.

The decayed parts of this ceiling, and the inscribed

frieze, have recently been restored and re-illumi-

nated in their original style. The large seven-
light window in western front has just been filled

with a stained glass memorial to George, fifth and
last Duke of Gordon ; and several other restora-

tions, both external and internal, mural and
decorative, are being carried out by a local com-
mittee, under the advice of Mr. G. G. Scott.

J. Malcolm.

ON THE HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF
ORNAMENTAL ART.

DR. ZERFFI delivered his thirteenth lecture
on this subject at the Kensington Museum

on Friday afternoon last. In this lecture he
entered into what he called Greek architektonio
art, or architecture in detail. There could not be
the slightest doubt, he said, that the Greeks were
the first who had in reality succeeded iu bringing
down to first principles the products of architec-
ture, and in so doing they had evidenced a capa-
bihty of creating realwoilcs of art. They sur-
rounded space (and that is what every architect
has to do) with walls, and in this they suc-
ceeded to the utmost, firstly, because they were
able freely to choose their material ; secondly, be-
cause they were capable of bringing that well-
chosen material into beautiful and symmetrical
forms ; and thirdly, because they were always
erecting for a certain purpose. In these condi-
tions ai'e included all the elements ot a good
building. In the beginning the Greeks used sand-
stone. After alluding to the use of travertine,
the lecturer proceeded to say that in course of
time the Greeks, as well as the Romans, used

'

white marble. Next in importance to stone as a

building material with the Greeks was wood, but
by degrees wood vanished altogether, and it is only
to be traced in the ceilings of the buildings,

although even for ceilings it ultimately ceased to

be used, as in the Athenian temples, where the
roofs were of stone. The ceiling of the Temple ot

Ephesus was of cedar wood. The Greeks also used
other materials, such as clay, chalk, and gypsum
and marble dust, which they ground as stucco and
called KovLaaiQ. Metal formed a very great ele-

ment in the construction of the temples, as many
of the ornamenis are traced to have been of

brODze. Dr. SHm[)er went so far as to say, in his
" Art History," that the Corinthian capital was
not the newest form of Greek architecture, but
was as old as the Doric, and it originated in metallo-

teknic. As far as especially the decorative forms
of the ornamental motif ot the Corinthian capital

goes, it was quite reasonable to assume that before
the people learnt to carve the ornament out of

stone or marble they had executed it in bronze.
This supposition, said the lecturer, was not un-
reasonable, although he did not think it correct.

Certainly there was plenty of bronze work in

Greece at an early date, such as swords,
ewers, shields, aud armour, for such were de-
scribed by Homer. A proof of this was also

aSbrded by the Corinthian capitals of the Museion
at Alexandria, which were of bronze, while the
pillars were of white marble. The upper part of

the acanthus leaves were of gilt bronze. Seeing that
the Greeks used all the four principal materials
of art— i.e., the plastic, the elastic, the pliable,

and the solid, wo might investigate Greek archi-

tecture iu all its fundamental principles. In every
kind of artistic building we had two lines, the
vertical aud the horizontal. The use of these
lines was well known to the Greeks, and they also

used the curved hne and the plain ; this was
especially the case with the cylindrical or conical

columns. The great secret of the success of Greek
structures consisted in one single condition—sym-
metry. The Greek always knew how to arrange
the parts so as to bring about a beautiful total.

The lecturer impressed upon his audience that
they must not allow themselves to be led so far

as to think that there was a kind of prescription

in that symmetry, and that they must always have
one and the same .symmetry. That was a great

mistake, and would only make the students who
committed it copyists instead of self-thinking

ai'tists. They might vary that symmetry in an
unlimited degree, but they must start from a

certain unit. When they knew how to group
around that imit, and how to produce a symmetrical
building, they would succeed in that in which the
Greeks sohighlyexcelled. In speaking of the order
or style of a building, the student should clearly un-
derstand what was meant by each of those terms.
Many authorities said that order and style were the
same—were synonymous and convertible terms

—

but he (the lecturer) denied the correctness of this

dictum. "Style" was subjective, " order " ob-
jective. " Order " was fixed upon by an unlimited
number of artists, who all followed one order.

The artist working subjectively with the order
created his own style. Of " orders " there were in

reality but three, but there were innumerable
styles. The artist should not bind himself in

any way to a special " order," but in carrying out
the order should create a style of his

own. Speaking of proportion, the lecturer went
on to say that whenever anybody told an artist

to keep to proportions be told him to be as free as pos-
sible, because the arti.st himself had to settle what
the proportions should be. Greek art was founded
on beauty, aud that beauty it found in freedom,
however regulated by order aud law, and that is

everywhere the case in art. As in the Greek my-
thology there could be distinguished three
principal orders of gods and goddesses, so the
Greek architecture was divisible into three
principal divisions or orders. All architectural

elements are ot a geometrical origin. In archi-

tecture something has to be supported aud en-
compassed by forms, and a kind of union has to

be secured between the members which support
aud those which are supported. As soon as a man
knows how to do this he is a perfect architect ; all

the rest of his work is mere ornamentation. There
is nothing which is more beautiful for su|iport

than a column, because it has a beauty perfect in

itself, and embodying as it does the dynamic force,

it gracefully interposes between the base and the
plinth or architrave, representing the static ele-

ment. This was most energetically expressed in

the Doric order. The Ionic order was less pro-

nounced iu this respect, and the Corinthian order
still leas. The echinus of the Ionic capital might

be cut away without any loss of even apparent

3\ipport, bvit that was not the case with the Doric

column. The capital of the Coriuthian column
was long-bodied and tapering, leading to the im-

pression that behind it or inside of it there must
be a very strong support to carry the super-

structure. The Ionic capital evidenced a departure

from correct principles, and this was still more the

case with the Corinthian capital. The lecturer

then proceeded to classify the styles in each of

these three groups. Firstly, with regard to the

Doric, there could be traced six different styles,

viz. : (1), the so-called Proto-Doiic style, in which
the columns were sometimes square

; (2), the Lax
Archaic Doric style, cf the seventh century B,c,;

(3), the Stern Archaic Doric style, sixth century

B c.
;
(4),the Pure Doric style, fifth century B.C.; (5),

the Attic-Doric style, under Pericle.", amixturt o:

Ionic and Doric, fifth century B.C. ; aud (6), the

Macedonian Doric .style, four centuiies B c. To
talk of all the different styles merely as " Doric "

was incorrect and ambiguous. In the Iimic order

there were three distinct styles:— (1) the s'mple

form
;

(2) the richly-ornamented form, as iu the

temple of Polias ; and (3) the compound forms,

in which the Doric and Ionic were combined. Iu

the Corinthian order we were capable of distinguish-

ing four distinct styles, viz:—(1) the yet unde-

cided form, half Ionic, half Corinthian, as in the

temples of Phygalia and Didymreon and the

Choragic monument of Lysicrates
; (2) the firm

settled ornament, when the two rows of acanthus

leaves had been well defined, ai^d when there was

no mixture ; and there were farther variations

(3 and 4) in the Corinthian order, iu which there

were additions of trophies, winged horses, aud

dolphins and eagles ; this was especially the case

with the latter part of the Roman Corinthian

architecture. Each of these orders was capable

of any amount of variation to combine with the

two others. The great variety of style has been the

result of this trii le union. The artist could avail

himself of a variety of forms, and was not tied

down by Vitruvian canons, by architectural guilds,

by building committees, or by boards of works.

He was perfectly free in the choice of his site,

and that was of the highest importance. Accord-

ing to the nature of his site did he design hia

building, the treatment of detigus for a build-

ing amidst rocks, trees, or ou plains varying con-

siderably, in order that the view of the building

might be beautiful aud harmonious from any point.

Of course in a large city with three millions of

inhabitants the architect could not alw.aya

choose his site, but much more might be done

in the selection of good sites by t'le Government,

and municipal and other copor.itious, for their

important public buildings. The site once selected

and the order settled, the architect entered with

all his heart into the execution of his work, de-

veloping a style of his own as he went along. He
was untrammelled by any prescribed laws, such as

are now educed and slavishly imitated. All the

refined cadences, from the primitive Doric to the

latest Corinthian, gave scope to the artist. Re-

ferring to the caryatides of the Erectheum, Dr.

ZerfiB said that there was nothing elegant iu such

a design, as the Greeks themselves must have

perceived, for it was only in that building that this

Asiatic-like notion was embodied. Respecting

the leading characteristics of each of the three

orders, the lecturer said that iu the Doric order

proportion was pre-eminent, while symmetry was

the pre eminent characteristic of Ionic, the pre-

dominant quality in the Corinthian order being

eurithmy. Although he had attempted to classify

the various styles of the three orders, he would

say that in all such classilications narrow-minded

pedantry should always be avoided, lett the power

of the artist's imagination should be checked, and

fettered down to outward forms which he was

afraid to break, aud thus art would be hindered in-

stead of promoted. Various fanciful theories had

been laid down as forming a sort of royal road to

the excellence attained by the Greeks in archi-

tectural design, but when carried out practically

they had all resulted in failure. The lecturer

concluded by explaining the inferences deduced

from the triglyphs and other features of the

Greek temples that such structures must have been

formerly executed in wood, and by expressing his

dissent from certain far - fetched theories of

archaeologists, such as, for instance, that the spaces

between the triglyphs were formerly windows.

Tho contract tor the construction of^the new docks

.'ind the extension of tho canal near Shari)iiots has

I een let to Mr. George Wythes, of Bickley Park,

Kent.
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ON THE MODES OF DECORATIVE TREAT-
MENT ADAPTED TO VARIOUS MATE-
RIALS.*

{.Concluded from jytige 46.)

CAST-IRON

MAY be considered, for art purposes, an abnor-
mal material

;
yet its extensive use obliges

us til consider wbat rules sbould guide our treat-
ineut of it. We must regini its conditions as
somewhat similar to those of bronze, without the
latter's capacity for high finish. The coarse sur-
f.ace resulting from the casting is destructive of

delicate detail, nor does it readily admit of suffi-

cient finish. The character of the detail mus'
therefore be regulated by the nature of the sur-
fice as it comes from the mould, and should be
adapted to the requirements of caatings. If these
conditions are carefully studied very satisfactory

results may be obtained. It is only when cast-

iron affects to imitate wrought-irou or some other
substance that it fails, disagreeably, to tike its

right place as a valuable material.

may perhaps be considered as occupying the fore-

most place among metals for purposes of art. Its
close texture admits of the highest finish, result-

ing in softened high lights, the most favourable
for the display of surface form. It therefore lends
itself admirably to either delicate or vigorous re-
lief. The elfnct of the relief is often heightened
by the brightness of the metal, where its promi-
ue ices are subjected to abrasion. Although, like

cast-iron, it is turned out of a mould, it difl'ers

materially in more than one respect. It has not
the hard, brittle nature of cast-iron, but, on the
contrary, is, to a certain limited extent, ductile
and elastic—qualities which enable its treatment
to resemble more nearly that of wrought metal
when such is deemed desirable. But beyond this
it is admirably adapted for receiving finish at the
hands of the chaser, who may expend ujion it,

with advantage, almost any labour or care that
the size or nature of the object admit of. Per-
haps no material is so effective in work both small
and large. From the great gates of the Florence
Baptistery to the minute medallions wrought by
Japanese artists, bronze seems equally to lend it-

self to the object, and equally to satisfy the just
requirements of art. la the latter instance it has
received the highest conceivable finish, iu the
former only so slight a finish as the large scale
and exposed situation require. But in all cases,
whatever the size of the work, the plain surfaces
should be carefully finished, so that the spectator
may recognise the fine texture and beauty of the
material. For the same reason, the contour of
mouldings should be refiued, and should be re-

lieved by acute arrises or fine fillets. True, the
dark colour makes requisite deep cutting or bold
modelling where emphasis is necessary, or where
the parts are in shadow, but even here coarseness
must be carefully avoided, and the sharpest finish
given to all edges. A dull, blurred edge is de-
structive of metallic effect, and herein lies one of
the leading causes of failure amnng our London
examples of bronze statuary. One and all, they
never get beyond the clay in which the model was
designed. Turn from these to such works as the
equestriin statue of CoUeone at Venice, or the
great kingly figures which stand round the timb
of Maximilian at Innsbruck. Full-sized copiesjof
these are in the Crystal Palace. What a contrast !

I defy the idea of plastic clay ever to enter one's
head when regarding these examples. Apart from
the magnilicent vigour of their design, there is a
metallic .finhU about them, bold though it be,
from head to foot. Sharp edges are preserved,
both in outline and detail, giving an unmistakeable
sparkle and spirit to the whole, which would be
entirely lost were the sharp lif,'hts rounded down
or " smeared " away as we see them in Trafalgar-
square examples. Can anybody point to a single
London statue (save that of Charles II.) which
might not just as well have been cast in iron ,as in
the exipiisite material of which it displays surh
a profound unconsciousness on the part of the
artist ? Take our most recent and most valued
acquisition—the Nelson lions. Where do we find
the spirit of bronze ? Where are the crisp bright
lights and the sharp deep cuttings, or the silky
gleam of surface, which all speak of metal .' Not
in the mane, assuredly !• Yet how valuible would
have been the bright streaks of light in e.vplain-

» Read before tho Aichitectural AsLO.iation on tUo
13th inst. by Mr. J. D. OBiCB.

injC the intended object ! Look at the paws ; how
innocent of everything but the marks of the tool,

not with which the bronze w.as finished, but with
which the clay was moulded—all too f.dthfully

reproduced in the casting. Had they been of

terra-cotta, these modeller's toolings would have
been well ; but when we are working a valuable
metal, the wretched sand or clay which we may
happen to use in the process should be unknown
to the spectator. It is not the ready but
"smeary" moulding tool that should be evident
to remind him that this is but a costly repro-

duction from a baser model, but it is the sharp
file and keener graver the skilful handling of

which he is to reciignise. It is the iJfiinaff work,
the finished, hard, gleaming metal which is to

show the artist's hand. The clay, and all that
belongs to it, have no more business to be seen
than the painter's lay figure. Herein lies the gist

of all that I am trying to say, and, half against my
will, I have selected this example (the noble design
of which I thoroughly appreciate) precisely because
its excellences are apt to lead the student to forget

its defect—material ignored.

In such bronze objects as include the use of

mouldings, these should, as I have already said,

present fine profiles. By this I do not mean that
the actual size of the mouldings need be limited,

but that the flow of the lines should be such as to

present gradual and softened curves where broad
hghts are required, the edges being kept sharp
and the shadows dark and well-defined. To this

latter end we often find in the best works the
moulding highly concive on its underside, by
which means the broad sharp edge is brought
sharply against dark shadow. Examples of this

are frequent among the elegant candelabra and
other objects found at Herculaneum and Pompeii.
We may also observe in these worKS how the
mouldings are here and there wrought to an ex-

treme tenuity, thereby assisting the eye to recognise

the tongh strength of the metal. Occasionally, too
much delicacy is given by the occurrence of very
very fine fillets—mere threads—upon the profile.

For examples of excellent treatment of orna-
mental work in bronze on a large scale, we may
take AUesandro Leopardi's grand standard sockets
at Venice. In them we find the boldest treat-

ment of contour or form combined with a masterly
finish of the details. iNIodern French sculptors and
artists have well studied the effects of bronze as

a material, which, indeed, may be considered the
one which of late years the French have most
completely made their own, simply because their

artists and workmen are at the trouble of studying
their material, and adapting the nature of the
treatment to the due expression of its character.

Before passing to the precions metals, we may
pause for a moment to consider that exijuisite

works have been produced by Fran(;;ois Briot, and
others, in so common a met,al as jiewter. So
ductile a material is of com'se veiy readily re-

pousse, and the subsequent chasing is much more
easily executed than in the harder metals. Lead
or pewter is used for the finished models from
which tho smaller kinds of ornamental detail are
cist in brass or bronze. These models are often
far more beautifully finished than the greater part
of the work cast from them, and there cau be no
question that these substances offer great facilities

to the artist. The drawback is tiiat their soft-

ness renders them very liable to injury, so that it

becomes a question whether the harder and more
valuable material does not more than repay the
additional labour which it demands.

In silver wo have a material which, apart from
its intrinsic value, possesses many qualifies

valuable to the artist. It is far more ductile than
bronze, and at the same time has natural hard-
ness sufficient to resist any ordinary risks of wear.
This hardness may be increased by alloy. In
addition it is exceedinfjly durable, and admits of

the highest finish. It is also open to two distinct

methods of treatment, which may be used
soparntely or in combination. If polished or
burnished, its whiteness and strong high lights

preclu le delicate work iu the detail ; at the same
time, these qualities resnU in inconceivable
splendour of eilect when boldly treated, especially
in objects which are made to depend upon form in

such a way as to exhibit the burnished surface to

advantage. Bold bossed work is very cflective,

and may bo used with excellent results cither

alone or in combiniltion with engi-aviug or re-

pousse relief. A matted gi-ound is then valuable

to the latter. En raving, g" tell we' 1 onbiijit
sili-er, must 1 e pretty boldly executed. Tac lights

are otherwise lost in the overlapping retiected

rays of light shed from the snrrounding surface.
For art purposes, the most favourable form of
silver is that known as " oxidised," in which the
extreme whiteness and brilUancy of surface are
subdued. It then possesses the finer qualifica-

tions of bronze iu a higher degree, and the light

gray colour which it presents, together with the
fine surface and softened lights, render it the best
of all materials for delicate and highly-finished
relief. In fact, the chasing may be as fine as the
artist can bestow, nor need we fear that his

labom-s will be lost. Many valuable modern works
have been executed in this country, though by
foreign artists, and some excellent reprodaetions
have been made in facsimile by the electrotype
process. The most beautiful modem specimens
of repoussS silver, however, which I remember,
were exhibited in 1807 by Fauniere, of Paris,

who, in a table service (said to have been designed
by an amateur for his own use) combined ex-
cellence of fonn and design with most admirable
treatment in execution. It is satisfactory to find

that one of the English artisans whose reports
were published by the Society of Arts appreciated
the remarkable excellence of the works from this

atelier. "Other exhibitors," he says, "show
some good pieces," but in Faimiere's case " I

think it is impossible to discover one piece of in-

ferior work, while many are real master-pieces."
" Party-gilding " and " damascening " may both
be used on dull silver with good effect, the main
point to care for being to avoid confusion. En-
gi-aving may be used with both, and if the surface
is not polished, may be as fine or as elaborate as
may be desired. A hatched or matted ground,
judiciously used, often adds greatly to the effect

of low relief, or may sometimes be used to show
a flat ornament with engraved outline.

the most valuable and the handsomest of

natural products in general use, Ls, by reason of

its powerful colour and strong light?, not very
favourable to the display of delicate modulations
of surface. In large objects, highly bossed work,
bold relief, or low relief set off by a mat ground,
tell well, as also does engraving, whether fine or
bold. Whilst possessing great strength and
tenacity, it is extremely ductile, and in its native
state bends very readily. These qualities

sutiiciently account for the extent to which the
ancient and oriental goldsmiths used fine twisted
wire in the ornamentation of their jewellery.

Angular or very sharp sections are not desirable,

the latter giving a steel-like character to the sub-
ject ; whilst thick, square edges have a " strong*'
eff'ect. Slightly rounded edges and tolerably bold
profiles seem best to suit the characteristics of
gold. Very thin sharp edges seem to detract from
the value, and look poor. Very fine reliefs, rising

abruptly from its ground (as the wire ornament
already mentioned) always tell very happily in

gold, because, .although ever so delicate, it provides
itself a fine outline, and this is what gold always
seems to demand. On this account r'-pousse woik
in plain giild must always rise more suddenly
from its ground than would be necessary with
bronze or dull silver ; but being once provided
with this natural outline, the execution of the
raised work should be rounded and soft, not ab-
rupt and angular. Anything like abrupt con-
trasts of light and shade will detract from the
effect of work in gold. A certain rejwse is

es.sential to the solid beauty of the material, so

long as we are depending on the gold alone If,

however, we are merely using the gold as a setting

for some more precious object (such as jewels),

the rule may be modified. So far I have been
speaking if gcdd having the fine dull surface
natural to it in its native state. For almost all

art purposes this has the most agreeable finish.

At the same time we must not ignore the bur-
nisher, which, when used with judgment, m.ay
produce excellent cfi'ects by contrasting t'ae bright
and dull surfaces, and so giving special emphasis
to certain parts of the design. Burnished gold
alone has rarely so good an effect. Gold has the
peculiar property of harmonising colours. It

does so to an extent that only those who have tried
it cau believe, and at the same time clears and
purifies each colour it sun-ouuds. Precious stones
are therefore always seen to advantage in a gold
setting, and both they and coloured enamels may
be used to give point to a design, even where
they are only employed with the secondary in-

tention. From gold to
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is an easy transition. Gilt metal may be con-

sidered as, in the main, subject to the same rules

as gold ; but the same delicacy of treatment and
high finish are not demanded. The relief must
always be strong enough to clear itself, un-

less it be assisted by the burnisher, of which a

more free use may be made. Gilding on wood,
or other similar material, may be made more or

less effective by judgment in execution to a far

greater extent than would at first sight appear.

The judicious or injudicious diposition of the bur-

nisher may make or mar tlio whole piece. Surfaces

which are much cut up should never feel the bur-

nisher, which should be coufincd to such parts as

present evenly-rounded or Mat surfaces. The
burnished parts should always be so placed as to

assist in expressing the design. Carved surfaces

should be in dull gold, care beiug taken that the

"preparation" does not smooth away all the

spii'it from the work. When only a portion of

the object is gilt, and the remainder shows wood
as its material, I prefer that the gilt parts

should also exhibit the texture of the wood.

FLAT SDKITACE DEOOnATIOS N COLOUR.

The same rules which we hive been applying to

the treatment of ornament in tie solid apply in a

different way to the coloured treatuient of various

surfaces. Here, similarly, the eye must be judi-

ciously led to forget the imperfeL'tious of the mate-

rial where it is imperfect, or to follow its excel-

lence if it be excellent. A rough or irregular

surface of wall must, in the first place, be abso-

lutely without gloss, and its decoratiou must then

be so carried out as to lead away from the con-

siderations of surface. Continuous straight lines

or fine curves are to le shunned, nor is delicate

finish desirable. A certain breadth of effect and
execution must be maintained, and the forms of

ornament selected must be such as not readily to

betray the slight distortions caused by uneven
surfaces, but to lead the eye to follow the inten-

tion of their own forms. On the other hand,

where the wall presents a singularly tine and
perfect surface, this may be done justice to and
explained, firstly, by making the coloured ground
carefully even in tone and texture. It may even

be thought desirable to maintain a slight gloss,

but this must not be excessive. Fine details and
strong lines may be used to any extent required,

and the finish need only be limited by the skill of

the artist. In this, however, a distinction must
be observed as to the execution of those parts

which are mere ornament and those which partake

rather of the nature of pictorial art. The former

are intendt-d to add to the general effect of the

room or building, and should therefore be exe-

cuted in such a manner as to expluiu themselves

and answer their end when viewed as part of the

whole. However finely executed, the lights must
be sharply preserved, and not toned off too gradu-

ally to the shades. A certain crisp solidity of

touch, with a precision of intention, arc indis-

pensable, though they need never become oVitru-

sive. I cannot do better than point to tlie deco-

rations of Pompeii for examples of the execution

of decorative ornament on a fine surface. When,
however, pictr)rial art is introduced, I am far from
desiring to limit the fiuish or to dictate the style

or method of execution. The artist will, of course,

comply with the condition that the general tone

of colour and force of effect be such as to har-

monise with the rest and assist the general result.

Having done this, it remains with him alone to

decide whether his work shall be most admired at

a distance of one yard or five yards. It occupies

the position of a gem in a fine setting, and invites

admiration on its own account as well as by
adding to the value of the whole. Yet, even with

this freedom, the piinter who has never painted

for any surrounding but a gilt frame will find that

he has much to learn before he can satisfactorily

ally himself to the architect.

»TAINED OLASS,

We have been considering how far the treatment

of coloured ornament may be varied to meet the

necessities of the surface to which it is applied,

the variation beiug rendered necessary by the

way in which the light, falling on those surfaces,

affects the appearance of the ornamentation, and
vice i^eraa. We have, however, in stained glas.--

windows, coloured ornament applied under totally

different conditions. In wall treatment we had

to I'.vplain Iht' aurfacr; but here we have nothing

to do with surface, of which the eye can take no
knowledge, tho light being transmitted. It can,

however, take note of outline, form, and colour,

therefore especial care must be taken in respect

of these elements of beauty. The leading forms

must not only in themselves be pleasing, but

must be so clearly defined as to be distinguished,

in spite of the flood of light which pours through,

the rays of which spread and overlap each other.

But it is in dealing with the question of colour

that the treatment of stained glass is really put

to the proof. We have not only to arrange our

colours harmoniously, but to make the most of

our beautiful material. It is in the jewel-like

appearance and play of colour that the great charm
of stained glass lies, and our study should be to

enhance, as far as possible, this special beauty.

If we observe carefully the most admirable works
of the old artists in stained glass, we shall find

that one important means to their success lay in

the skilful ute which they made of the irregu-

l.'>rity of their material. Witli colours obtained

bij transmitted liffht, those are richest which vary

most in depth. This is an axiom which workers in

translucent material (be it glass or enamel, or

what not) should never forget. It is their first

conditi'jn of success. Such homely illustrations

as a decanter of claret, or a spoonful of currant

jelly on a white plate, will explain my meaning as

well as any. If the wine were in a flat vessel of

uniform depth, the colour would be there, but
half its rich play and flashing glow would begone,

for it derives these from the varied diameter of

the vessel. So with the jelly, the colour of which
is displayed (as in enamel) by the light reflected

from its ground, the plate. If spread in an even

coating, the colour is still beautiful, but the rich

palpitating effect is no longer there. In large

surfaces of one colour, the masses should be made
up of several pieces of varying depth. In small

spaces the varied thickness of the glass itself must
be depended on. And where, as in a border, the

same colour is repeated to a considerable extent,

so far from matching each piece to the other, the

skilful artist will seek how to vary them with

most effect Many of our best glass artists are

well aware of this, but until the workman himself

appreciates and understands how thus to give

value to his work by studying his material, ad-

vance will be slow. Still, in knowledge of their

material, the English stained glass workers of

to-da.y surpass all their fort ign rivals. Whatever
excellence of pictorial de3i>:u the much-vaunted
" Munich windows " may possess, they betray

absolute ignorance of the treatment of material.

They are mere transparencies, and but for their

greater (almost unfortunate) permanency, might
just as well be p.ainted on oiled canvas as on
glass, of which they exhibit not a single charac-

teristic. (Applause).

CONCLUSION.

We have now glanced at several of those me-
terials which are in most general use for the

purposes of art, especially of such arts as are

most closely allied to the architect. In thus

rapidly surveying the leading peculiarities of

each material, I have endeavorrred to point out

that, although much may be done in design, much
also remaius in tho power of the artist or work-
man under whose hands the crude lifeless material

is wrought into the living treasure. It lies with

him, not only to do justice to the conception of

his own art in his own brain, but, in so doing,

to seek for all the assistance and all the

power of expression which he may derive from
the substance which he has selected from tho

rich gifts of his mother earth.

A discussion ensued in which Messrs. Potter,

Pheno Spiers, H. W. Lonsdale, Lewis F. Day,
Staunus, and J. G. Grace, took part, and the

thanks of the Association were tendered to Mr.
Crace for his instructive paper.

THE OLD AND NEW GENERAL
POST-OFFICE.

THE " old and experienced oflicial in Her
Majesty's Ofiice of Works " has, in tho ad-

ditions to the old Post-oflice, and in the design

tor the new buiUlmg now beiug erected opposite

to it, given us an idea of the amount of respect

paid to the existing works of architects, and also

the art quality of the productions to be expected

under the Ayrton admiuistration of his depart-

ment ; we say respect tor the works of architects,

'lecauseit is lu-etty generally understood, outside

the Oflice of Works, that this is due from an

architect when he has to make additions to, or

'alteratioua in, tho work of a predecessor, and

when that predecessor happens to be a man of

tho architectural " caUbre" of Sir Robert Smu-ke,
we should have imagined that " an old and ex-
perienced official " would not have disregarded
such a rule ; as an illustration, he need have gone
no further than Somerset House to have witnessed
the attention paid by Sir James Pennethome—
consistent with the requii'ements of the new ad-
ditions—to the work of Sir WUliam Chambers,
the result being highly creditable to Sir James,
and at the same time in harmony with the old
building. We, of course, are not comparing tho

two as regards magnitude, but this lirst work
under the—we may say—new system should not
pass by imnoticed.

Externally the new addition seems to be cen-
tral with and set back from the portico of the old
building, and is higher than tho top of the pediment,
and consists of an erection presenting to the front

a plain face of cement work with sloped sides,

coped with stone, forming the gable end—we ma.y
term it—of the addition, whifch has side lights and
seemingly skylights below ; the two sloped sides of

the end do not even agree, and there is an entire

absence of iutention to make the new work har-
monize with the old. The face work of cement is

certainly inexcusable. As a roof to an isolated

workshop the worli would be passable, but here
the result is a spoUation of the dignity of tho
building by no means creditable to the "ex-
perienced official." A good view of it may be ob-

tained from the corner of Newgate-street and
Aldersgatc-street, and we recommend our readers

to visit the spot and see with what care our im-
portant buildings are treated.

As regards the new building, judging from tho
design as published by a contemporary, it is be-
neath criticism. We challenge the most obser-

vant critic to point out throughout the design one
particle of originalit.y, excepting, perhaps, tho
absurd rustication of the central columns support-

ing those of the pediment above ; the design of

the central door, of which a detail is given, is dis-

graceful, and the whole, omitting the central

featm'e, might, perhaps, pass for a row of second-

class dwelling-houses; but as a design for an im-
portant public building, is an insult to the art

architects of the period. W. W.

SOCIETY FOR THE ENCOURAGEMENT
OF THE FINE ARTS.

ON Thursday evening, 19th inst., the thii'teenth

session of this society was inaugurated by a
conrersa:ione at the Suffolk-street Gallery, Pal 1

Mall, which was kindly lent for the occasion by a
the CouucU |of tho Society of British Artists.

The Society for the Encouragement of the Fino
Arts was founded in December, 1858. Its objects

are indicated in its title. Through its agency, a
point of agreeable re-union between the artist and
the amateur has been established, where their

mutual interests may be made kno^wn and cared

for, and the principles which should regulate tho

arts in their important mission discussed and dis-

seminated. The scheme of the Society, so far as

it has been developed, includes exhibitions of

works of art, when papers are read and discus-

sions take place upon questions of art ; lectures

on all branches of the fine arts, when discussions

are invited ; and conversazioni, mlh performances
of vocal and instrumental music. The opening
conversazione was very numerously attended. In
the course of the evening Dr. Heinemann, jn'o-

fessor and lecturer at the Crystal Palace, dehvered
an address on the principles and objects of the

Society, .and a weU-selected progi'amme of vocal

and instrumental music was gone through, under
the dii'octiou of Mr. Alfred Gilbert, the hon.

musical director of the Society. The choice

specimens of art upon the walls of the various

rooms comprising the gallery of the Society of

British Artists were not the least attractive fea-

tures of the evening's proceedings.

ART AND ITS BELONGINGS.

ART and its belongings, says Mr. IMuckley, head
master of the Manchester School of Art, re-

quire to be brought repeatedly before the notice of

tho English public, more than any other department

of education, audit we are to succeed, it is necessary

for assurances of its value to be insisted on cou-

tuiually by those who uuderstand it best. The love

of tho beautifiU in Ai't has yet to be recognised

amongst us as one of the subtle and for the most
part hidden instincts of our nature, and to those

who can cultivate it from proper motives new and

I
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continuing sources of delight and Iiai)pinesa it will

bring as a reward.
With the earliest people of our species, Art in-

stincts and a yearning beyond the bare wants of the
flesh have always been manifested in a most ex-
trftortlinaiy way, and the expressions of ^\i't feeling

which they have evinced in divers forms have been
of a perfect kind, seldom en'ing cither as to
quantity, form, or colour ; and just as the bird
selects the never-varying materials to build its

beautiful nest, with a knowledge of which we know
nothing, just so was it with the earliest tribes of oiu-

race—the necessities of existence and the useful
were certainly the first things for then- considera-
tion, and then the ornamental.
In his migratory movemejits, the rudest appUauces

to propel the canoe of the savage were lirst in-

. vented, and as soon as this condition was met, he
carved a thousand beautiful devices on his boat
oar. In search for food in the chase, he handsomely
decorated his weapons, and the handle of his himt-
ing knife was ornamented in a perfect manner and
according to the highest instinctive expression of
his natm-e, but not until he had kUled and eaten.
And so it is, I am willing to believe, with regard to

our own position in the present era ; the necessity
for the useful up to a very recent period has been
the all-absorbing theme, and that we do not as a
nation repudiate the real and hving worth of the
beautiful I am convinced, but on the contrary, I feel
certam the time has now come when this countiy,
incUvidually, wiU desire a full development of the
higher instincts of our being. The manifold form
of its seekings may perhaps be vague, and to many
appear unmeaning ; nevertheless, I do feel it is in
your power, and in the power of a few others in this
city, to lead forward the cause of Ai't, to raise the
standard of its appreciation as connected with the
various branches of industry imder our control, and
the famiUar objects intended to be in and about our
dwellings: in short, to weave the golden thread
through the lives of those with whom we Hve, and
for which their childi-en's childi-eu will thank you.

THE FOUNDATIONS ?0R THE NEW LAW COURTS.
The followiug tenders have baen received for the founda-

tions for the New Law Coui-ta : —
Gammon & Sons A G8347
Holmes* Nichol '...... 6i)900
Lucis Brothei-s 65719
Myers & Sons *

57435
, Lee & Sons ..'.,."_ 5S500

Taylor Johnson <& Smith 54240
Markwick ife Thurgood 4S000
Holland & Hannen 48300
^'^ 48182
Webstei; 475OO
Cubitt Ss Co 46555
Bra.?s ^6240
TroUope&Sons 45473
P'S'Ty '...'.'.. 44973
Browne & Robinson 44080
Hill, Kiddcl & Waldram 42750
Higgs 419S7
Henshaw (too late) 38350
Axford & WhiUier 37175
Dove Brothara

]. 36r55
Certainly tenderiug must be a game of chance. In fact

it looks ail if it were as bad iw betting. It will bo see-j by
the above that there wa^ only the trifling aiim of about
£3.',0ii0 dill'ei-euce in estimating for the foundations of the
Law Courts.

SuKlihig latclligcnce.

CHtJRCnES AND CHAPELS,

BosCASTLE, Cornwall.—Minster church has
just been reopened, after a general restoration
under Mr. St. Aubyn, architect, of London. The
galleries have been removed, and low free seats
liave taken the place of the former high pews.
The pulpit has been removed to another position,
aud the harmonium and singera placed in the
chancel, wliich has been restored at the expense
of

_
the rector, while the general restoration of

Minster church has been ell'ected at the sole ex-
pense of the lady of the manor, Miss Hellyar, to
whom also belongs the advowson and patronage
of the livings of Forrabury and Minster. Mr.
Ijurt, of Lauucestuu, was the contractor.
Edinburgh.—A new oak reredos has just been

erected m St. John's, Princes'-street. The de-
sign consists of a centre portion above the altar,
and two side pieces connecting the centre with
the east pillars of the nave. The centre portion
19 about Sft. m height above the super-altar, and
at. long, .and is formed of three richly-traceried
arches, each llankeil with an elaborately moulded
and panelled buttress, and liniahed on the top
with a deeply carved and moulded cornice and
open cresting. The buttresses are carried through
the cornice, and terminate in gableted and crock-
etted piunacles. The three panels within the
three arches are at present covered temporarily
With red cloth, corresponding with that of the

altar below, but it is intended that they shall be
filled in with an ornamental desigu of some kind,
probably on a dead gold gi-ound, and it is con-
templated also to bring out the leading lines of

the design by gilding, as was done so successfully
with the traceried ceiling of the nave. The
work, which has been entirely executed in solid

American oak, has been carried out by Messrs.
Davidson & Read, of Frederick-street, from the
designs of Messrs. Peddie & Kinnear, architects.

Farringdon, Devos.—The parish church has
been entirely rebuilt from the designs of Mr. W.
White, F.S.A., of Wimpole-street, London, and
was consecrated by t)ie Lord Bishop of the
Dioceso on the 14th inst. The parish is a
small one, containing little over 300 inhabi-
tants. The style of the building is transition
from First to Second Pointed, aud consists of
chancel and chancel aisle, nave and north aisle

in thiee bays, the easternmost bay being carried
out transeptally, a south porch and western tower,
with an oak shingle spire capable of receiving four
bells, but at present there is only one. The spire
is surmounted by a large vane. We believe there
is only one other shingle spire in Devonshii-e, that
at West Worlington. The walls are built of local
stone, with Ham Hill dressings, and the interior
is lined with brick. A good deal of the Beer
stone of the old building has been used and mixed
with the Killerton stone ; it has a very good effect.

The roof, which is an open deal one, i.s covered with
plain tiles. Accommodation is provided for 150.
Chairs are provided, and the floor underneath
them is composed of wood blocks, on a principle
of the architect's, and as adopted latterly by him
at Lankey Church, near Barnstaple. In the pas-
sage up the centre of the nave, the old mural
stones that were in the ancient building have
been again laid down, but they are lined with
ornamental tiles. On the chancel floor Minton's
tiles of considerable richness have been laid.

The chancel is lighted by three stained glass
windows, the gift of the EUacombe family,
which has long been connected with the parish,
as the monuments on the walls testily.

The east window is a three-light one, and re-
presents the Nativity, Crucifixion, Resurrection,
and Ascension. This window is the gift of
General EUacombe. The other two are small
two-light ones, and are placed on the south
side. Ward & Hughes of London supplied
them. The choir stalls are of oak, as also is

the pulpit, which is raised scarcely 18in. above the
floor. The altar is formed of a panelled front,
with detached shafts carrying a massive marble
slab, over which is a marble cross. The old
Norman font, which was very much dilapidated,
has been carefully restored. It is Late Norman
in character, aud the restoration has been carried
out in accordance with the fine example of a
similar date existing in S. Mary's Steps Church,
Exeter. It has a massive oak cover, which is

new.
^

There is a little stone carving upon the
building, which, as the meritorious effort of an
amateur, deserves a passing mention

;
,it has been

executed by the clerk of works, Mr. George
Vickery, during his spare hours. Mr. MayeU, of
London, was the builder, and the total cost of the
work has been about £1,350. The farmers of the
parish provided the cartage for drawing the
materials free of expense.

Uackness. — S. Peter's Church, Hackness,
near Scarboro' was re-opened on the 18th inst.,
after restoration by Jlr. Ewau Christian. Under
his direction the galleries have been taken down,
all the plaster removed from the walls ; the seats,
which were narrow and inconvenient, replaced by
handsome oak sittings, more conveniently
arranged

; the old vestry thrown into the church
and a new vestry constructed. The ceilings have
been removed and open roofs substituted, the
roof of the chancel being of higher pitch than
before. The wall of the south aisle, being very
dilapidated, has been taken down and re-built.
In the chancel, an old window which was
blocked up has been opened out, aud another
old window has been restored, and all the windows
have been re-glazed, some new ones being in-
serted in the north aisle. The contractors for
the ivork were the Messrs. Pedbury, of Selby.

Hull.—On Saturday last the new Church of
S. Silas, Hull, was oonsecnated. The building
contains sitting accommodation for (JIJO jiersons,
and contists of nave, with north and soulb
aisles, chancel, organ chamber, and vestry, and
is built in the Gothic style of the twelfth cen-
tury, from the designs and under the superin-
tendence of Mr. Samuel Musgrave, Hull. The

church is constructed of bricks and faced with
red stocks, with bands of blue Staffordshire
bricks, tracery, and other dressings. Ham Hill
stone has been used. The interior of the church
has Bath stone columns, with moulded caps and
bases, and parti-coloured brick arches and stone
labels to the nave arcade. The chancel has an
apsidal termination, and has moulded brick arch
and stone sub-arch resting on bold moulded
corbels aud shafts of Bath stone, with carved
capitals and moulded annulets and bases. The
contractor for the whole of the works was Mr.
Musgrave, of Hull.

Ltnmouth, North Devon.—The new church
of S. John the Baptist, now erecting from the de-
signs of Mr. E. Dolby, of Abingdon, near Oxford,
is nearly complete, aud is expected very shortly to
be available for use. The style is Eaily in
character, and the building consists of nave with
south aisle, apse, and organ chamber, with porch
at north-west corner of nave. There is a bell-

turret for two bells on the western gable. The
edifice is built of limestone, and the same
material is displayed on the inside as well as out-
side walls. The dressings of the exterior are of
Ham HiU stone, and those of the interior of Bath,
Ham HiU, and Foiestof Dean stones. 'I'here is a
stone groinedrcof to the apse, spi inging offmoulded
and carved corbels, the roofs of nave and aisle

being of open timber. The windows, excepting
those on the north of nave, are small lancet ones,
with a very deep splay. An arcade of three bays
divides the nave aud aisle, the capitals of which are
somewhat richly carved with conventional foliage.

The whole of the floors are laid with Maw's tiles.

The stalls are of oak, as also is the altar-table,

which latter is raised by a series of steps to some
altitude above the level of the nave. The rest of
the church is to be seated with chairs, excepting
only in the pjart used by the school children, for
whom deal benches are provided. The whole of
the work is being executed by Messrs. Oliver and
Son, of Barnstaple, at a cost of about £2,000.
The carving is by Hems, of Exeter. Mr. Lewis
officiated as clerk of works during the earlier part;

of the work, but latterly the services of a clerk of
works have been dispensed with. j

Willesden.—Two handsome memorials have
lately been erected in the parish church of S.
Mary, Willesden, which greatly improve the
chancel. The one is a reredos of Caen stone and
various coloured marbles, with light open tracery
showing the east window at the back, with the
words, " Holy, holy, holy. Lord God of Hosts," in
gold letters on a blue ground beneath the window.
The other is a very rich encaustic and mosaic
pavement for the sacrarium. Both memorials are
from the designs of Mr. Tarver, architect, and are
given by the Mason family aud Mrs. Metcalfe
respectively.

The Horse Shoe Cloisters, Windsor Castle,—The restoration of this ancient pile of build-
ings at the west end of S. George's Chapel, Wind-
sor Castle, is progressing rapidly. The herring-
bone brickwork of the houses, divided into panels
by oak beams, will, when finished, present a pic-
turesque contrast to the rest of the Castle archi-
tecture. The architect is Mr. G. G. Scott.

Preserving Wood from Decay.—By the
process of Mr. Archibald B. Tripler, of New
Orleans, wood is said to be preserved fi'om decay
in the following manner :—The wood is cut into
two or more equal parts or slabs. These pieces
are bored at equal distances to receive the tre-
nails to unite them, and they are immersed in a
solution of coal-tar and powdered charcoal,
cither hot or cold, in equal or unequal parts,
which not only thoroughly impregnates the slabs
with carbon, but coats the surface with an adhe-
sive material, so that when put together their
a<ljacent sides will adhere together, and form in-
terior partitions or walla of antiseptic or preser-
vative agents, extending from one end of each
sKab to the other. These slabs are then united
with trenails, or double pins, in such a manner
as to lock them as firmly and solidly as if they
were one piece. The timber thus prepared is im-
mersed in a solution con.sisting of .asphaltum, or
mineral pitch, 80 parts ; sulphur, a parts

;

arsenic, 5 parts ; coal-tar, 5 parts
;

powdered
charcoal, 5 parts;— in all, 100 p,arts. Ibis solu-
tion will cover the surface, and (ill up the joints
and crevices between the slabs, rendering them
impervious to water, and effectually preventing
atmospheric decomposition by insulating it from
the decaying influences of the elements.
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THE USE OF PHOTOGEAPHY TO THE
ARCHITECT AND ENGINEER.

THE use of iiliotofcraphy to the engineer and

architect is not coiiBued to the purchase of

photoRrapha, however good they may he. It

certainly never can become a substitute for

sketching, for the free use of the pencU is all

important. Yet, as an aid, it is of great value.

" What student," asks Mr. E. L. Williams in the

British Journal of Photograjiky "could in a week

bring home six dozen sketches of details of ca-

thedrals and churches? Y'et, on one oocaoiou,

working with dry jilates in Franco, I had no

difficulty in doing so. From my commencement
with the calotype process in 1848, to the present

day, the camera has been the companion of my
holiday tours, and has often proved of gi-eat value

in my professional pursuits. That silver prints

need not necessarily fade I consider proved by

those printed by myself twenty years since being

now quite perfect. Some of the most eminent

engineers have their works photographed weekly

or monthly ; and all who saw the collection taken

by the Royal Engineers at the late Exhibion in

Conduit-street must have seen the great value of

Bueh absolutely coiTCCt memorials of the resistance

of iron targets to shot. I do not pretend to de-

termine the vexed question of dry versus wet

plates, except to remark ihat I think an amateur

should use both. Each has its advantage and

each its inconvenience, aad a knowledge of each

process should be gained. When weight of bag-

page is no object, and help is at hand, I prefer

the wet process, taking care to use a large roomy

tent with a camp-stool. In developing a picture

wo want our wits about us— an improbable con-

tingency when working in a stifling atmospTiero

and nearly tired out. A good dry process has

this great advantage to the amateur photogi-apher

—that he can purchase the plates ready for use,

or, still better, prepare them himself in his leisure

time. At a favourable opportunity they can bo

exposed and developed when convenient. The
Liverpool Company's di-y plates are excellent,

but for large pictures I prefer the coUodio-albumen

process, which with the gallic acid wash recom-

mended by Major Russell in the Journal of the
j

Photograj}hic Society for July, 1858, and since

often re-discovcred— will enable plates to be

prepared that I have proved will keep for years.

A preliminary coating of diluted albumen pre-

vents all chanco of blistering, and no trouble

ever arises from the state of the silver bath. The
aceto-nitrjite bath used for final sensitising will

do for the first bath if many plates are not re-

quu-ed, when it is best to use two baths, the first

only slightly acid. With care in preparation,

and full exposure, the results are certain. No
large dry-plate work has yet been exhibited equal

to that of Mr. Mudd, Mr. Wardley, and Mr.

Sanderson by this process, and large plates are

the crucial test of any method.

After many years' experience I can recommend
to the engineer or architect wishing to try his

hand at photography to master the wet process

thoroughly, and then try the coUodio-albumen

process of Dr. Taupenot."

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
We do nof. bolil ourselves responsible for tlie opinions

of our corre.^pondents. Ti;o Editor vespeetfully re-

quests tliat .ill communications should bo drawn up

aa briefly as possible, as there are ma-rv claimants

upon the space allotted to corresponiaace. 1

To Odr Readers.—We shall feel obliged to any of our

readers who will favour us with brief notes of works con-

tetnplated or in progress in the provinces.

Letters roLiting to advertisements and the ordinary busi-

ness of the Paper should be addressed to the ICDITOR
31, TAVISTOCli. bTREET, COVENT G.4RDEN, W.C.

Advertisements for the current week must reach the

office not later than 5 p.m on Thursday.

Received.-E. H., S. & Co., W. E., J. E. S., W. & 8. &
Co , J. P., W. & Co., J. v., J. H. S., E. G. D„ J. D., E. P.

Smdoer,—You are to be pitied. The i.ublication of

such a letter would, however, Jo no good.

W. W. liF-TliELl..—Apply to Whiteraan & Ba3=.

W. H. B.—More suitable to a Roman Catholic or High
Church paper.

J. Calunoham.—We venture to say that the writer of

such a letter couM not writ© a good book.

T. Engau.—We cannot inso'-t answers to "Intercommuni-

cation " questions which are merely advertisements.

Geo. VlcKEBV. — Your shilling's worth of siamps .are

handed over to the EnglUh Mechanic Life Boat Fond.

Monuments OF art—You will see that we h.ave given

the first of the series this week.

Henry Walker.—Drawing at the lithogi-aphers.

Corresponbcnte.

Associ.vTED Arts Institute.—A meeting for

discussion was held at 9, Conduit-street, on

Saturday evening last, Mr. Andrew B. Donald-

son in the chair. The subject introduced by Mr.

H. C. Boyes, was " That Arch.Tological Accuracy

is neither Necessary nor Desirable in Art."

Mr. Boyes maintained that anything which

tended to confine the artist within certain limits,

and to bind him down to definite accessories,

must inevitably weaken and cripple the origin-

ality of his art. He would not have him ignorant

of archeology, but he would have him prove him-

self independent of it. Mr. Michael, in reply,

said that he could readUy refute the arguments

of Mr. Boyes by that gentleman's own words.

Ho had admitted that he would have artists ac-

quainted with thisstudy, andthus it became merely

a matter of degree as to how far they were to

avail themselves of their knowledge. Mr.

Michael pointed out further that archreology 'bad

been of late years so much popularized that it

was a matter of impossibility fur an artist either

intentionally or ignorantly to disregard it in his

works. In the discussion which ensued, Mr.

Boyes's opinions were shared by Messrs. Wilson,

Day, Redgrave, Ridge, and Donaldson ; while

Messrs. Phillips, J. F. Boyes, and Hewitt, sided

with Mr. Michael. The members present were

then called npon to record their votes on the

question, and the motion was lost by a majority

of one vote.

"J. B. F." ON SHARP BUILDERS' CLERKS.

{To the Editor of the Building News.)

Sir,— It is gratifying to find that "J. B. F.,"

in his last letter, speaks with a little more con-

sideration for " sharp builders' clerks," and that

he accepts the fact that the public sanction their

existence and practice by largely employing them.

He seems, too, to be even willing to admit them

to the ranks of the profession, provided that they

previously prepare themselves for the bijh honour

by " careful study." The scheme proposed for

effecting this great change is, to say the least of

it, a little hazy, and not easily applied to men
who are at present in the enjoyment of a remune-

rative practice, or to those who have only just

commenced the course which gives " J. B. F." such

annoyance.
The effort to show that there is no distinction

between the professional positions of the lawyer,

the doctor, and the architect, affords a very signifi-

cant illustration of the disease with which the

profession is infected. The comparison does not

hold for a moment. Issues of such vast and vital

consequence frequently result from the labours of

the lawyer and the doctor that no client or patient

would ever dream of employing incompetent

persons. A mistake might be ruinous, perhaps

fatal ; and in every way their works have a direct

responsibility and importance, plainly, and often

painfully, perceptible to their employers. The

architect can never .arrive at this peculiar stage,

for the very simple reason that the public consider

him as a kind of artist of a business-like cha-

racter, stripped of the sentimental or romantic

associati»B8 which OBually surround the national

conception of painters, &o. His work is not of

the kind that appeals strongly to the fears or in-

terests of his client. Even his blunders do not

seriously affect his patrons, because he generally

succeeds in haying the blame and the cost of them

on the shoulders of his builder or contractor.^ I

maintain, therefore, that there is a wide differ-

ence between the professions in question ; and to

prove that my view is the same as that adopted by

the public I need only refer to the complaints of

" J. B. F." himself. Such a letter as bis would

be impossible were it otherwise. Architects

denounce with much praiseworthy vigour
_
all

kinds of "shams;" but the most injurious

" sham " in the whole range of architecture is the

baseless pretentiousness which assumes to itself a

position to which it can never be entitled.

If these " iibarp buildPTB' clerks " give uneasi-

ness to the professional gentlemen, let them adopt

the tactics of our artists by producing work that

cannot be eijualled by any amateur or clerk what-

ever ; let them cast aside the conceit which besets

them, and look to their own efiorts for protection,

instead of uselessly waiting for the " legal restric-

tions" they can never get. When they becojae

wise euough to do this, the beginning of the end

of the objectionable "clerks" maybe expected,

I and not before.—I am &c. Reader.

KITCHEN BOILERS.

Sin,—In answer to your correspondent, J. W.
Randle, p. 56, perhaps you will kindly allow me
to make the following remarks. A gas stove at

cold-water cistern may keep it from freezing, but

may not have the slightest efiect in preventing the

boiler from bursting, as Mr. Randle justly says.

If the expense be not too great, the idea of wrap-

ping felt round the cold pipe going into the

boiler, as well as round the hot or expansion pipe

coming out of it, is the best. Although these

pipes may not be near an external wall, yet they

sometimes come in contact with a cold air draught,

which in frosty weather may freeze them up at

that particular place ;
conseciuently, if the water

in the boiler begins to boil, the steam is checked

in its passage up the expansion pipe, and then

the boiler bursts. It is neither a presumed cold

stone wall, nor a brick one either, that would

disturb me, but the cold air, and especially cold

air in motion ; which latter will sometimes freeze

up a pipe, or rather the water in it, at only a few

feet from the kitchen fireplace. A good preventive,

if the water be plentiful, is to cause one of the hot-

water cranes to trickle a little during the frost both

night and day, which by keeiiiug up a slight

motion in the pipes does good ; only watch that

the crane left running is in a position so that no

harm would be done by overflow, supposing the

waste pipe should freeze. Then, in case the supply

pipe to cistern should freeze, felt round it would do

good ; for if the supply to boiler should cease for

some days, then the boiler might dry up and get

red-hot at bottom, in which state the water

coming on suddenly might burst it. To prevent

this, however, whenever the water does not run at

hot- water crane the fire ought shortly after to be

jjut out at the boiler. In putting in the expansion

pipe of a hot-water boiler, it should always be piit

in with an incline down to the boiler, so that if

the boiler was emptied no water would remain in

said expansion pipe. This inclination of the hot

pipe is for the purpose of facilitating the passage

of the steam up it, which, of course, will help to

keep it warm,—I am &c., Plumber.

Jan. 21.

ST. MARY-LE-\VIGFORD, LINCOLN.

Sir,—I have lately seen a copy of the Buildino

News for Friday, Deo. 30, 1S70, which contains in

article on the Church of S. Mary-le-Wigford,

Lincoln. The wi-iter expresses a fear that the

tower of that church is about to undergo rough

treatment during the proposed restoration, and as

one chiefly concerned in that restoration, I beg to

give him " authoritative assurance " that not one

stone of the original fabric of the tower shall be

touched, the only alterations which it is proposed

to make in this part of the church being—1. the

removal of the modern masonry which at present

blocks up the Saxon arch opening into the nave ;

2, the building up of the debased window which

now disfigures the west front of the tower ; and,

3, the removal of a hideous modern staircase

giving access to the ringing-floor, which will in

future be reached by a light movable iron ladder.

On two points the writer of this article has been

misinformed. He says (1) "No particulars were

furnished to competing architects;" and (2) "That
it is proposed to add a new north aisle." On the

contrary, a printed paper of instructions was
forwarded to each architect who applied to me
for information ; and the proposed new aisle is

not on the north but on the south side of the

church.

One paragraph of the article, suggesting that the

plans which have been chosen were selected simply

on account of their cheapness, is a gross imputa-

tion to lay against gentlemen of high archaiobigical

attainments, of whom I have several on my com-

mittee. The plans were chosen unanimously

before the estimates of expense were considered.

The new south aisle and reseating of the whole

church will raise the church accommodation from

270 to about 500 sittings, an allowance by no means

too large for a parish which now contains over

2,000 souls. It will be an exact reproduction of

the beautiful Early English north aisle, and tho

windows, doors, Arc, in the present south wall

will be carefully replaced in the south wall of

the new aisle ; the latter will, in f.ict, be merely

the present south wall moved some distance further

southward.

1 will only add that my own with was to have

entrusted the work to J. L. Pearson, Esq., of

Harley-street, London, but local circumstances

induced me to forego my own inclination. Cut
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one word more—the work shall be carried on in as

conservative a manner as possible,— I am c^rc,

George T. Harvey,
Vicar of S. Mary-le-Wigford, Lincoln.

Lincoln, Jan. 16.

"WESTMINSTER ABBEY.

Sib,—Has it been considered what an unsiglitly blot on
the exterior of Wcstmiusier Abbey is preseuted by the re-

etijred pier of the most northerly Hying buttiess of the

Chapter- houte? Partly hitipen from view, at present, by

the hoardiug, it will be found a great eyesore when that

temporary screen is removed, ubscnring as it does the

lights of St. Edmuuda Chapel and obstructing the path-

way to Poets Comer, Given a llyinjr buttress it will be

argued that there must be a support; but that support

need not rise above the spring of the arched buttress itself.

If the buttress itself must stand, at any rate the rooting

or conjpauile tower of the pier might be dispensed with.—
I ara, &c., A H.
January 21,

Intaiuiiuuucatioir.

QUESTIONS.
[2109] WATER AND LEAD. — Can any of your

numerous readers explain the following : — Iu the cisterns

of a house recently erected, and which are lined with the best

milled sheet lead, there have appeared seveial whitish spots

ou the lead, someon the bottom audothei-sonthe sides and
8' anding waste pipes. On these sputa being touched with
the uail, the lead is found to be quite cori'oded and comes
away in a fine powder, so much so that in a short time the
lead will be quite eaten through. Now is this the fault of
the water or of the lead? The water is certainty bard, but
if the water is the ciuae why does it confine its action on
the lead to f-pots, and not act equally over the whole siir-

lace of the lead with which it comes in contact. Is it pos-

eible to adulterate the lead so that the water would act bo

on the inferior parts of it ? I shall be glad if any of your
readers can enlighten me on this matter.— [^experienced.

[2110] LOAD FOR MEMEL TIMBER JOTST.—Will
any of \ our correspondents iuforui mo what would be a
fair lo;ul for a memel timber joist to carry liiin. deep, 4in
IhJLk. aLd 17ft. between bearings loaded equally the whole

th?—Cakpexier.

[2111] CONE OF RAYS—Will some of your readers
kindly give a little information ou the following ? I am
atudyiii,^ Burchett's " Linear Perspective " for the coming
O'iaminat ons of the Science and Art Department, but do
not know how to determine the diameter of the base of th e

cone of rays ; I should be much obliged if some one would
tell me, as upon that point every other depends. Is the
base of the cone of rajs given in the examiuatioa papers?
What kind of subjects are required to be delineated? aud
can I obtain a specimen of subject'! given on former occa-
tiona?—Student.

REPLIES,
[20r8.1—SEVENTEENTH AND PlGnTEENTlI CEN-

TL'RY ARCHITECTURE.—My reply to this query- should
have read as fallows :

—
'* Richardson's Old English Man-

Bions."—P. E. M.

[207S] FENCtNGLAND.—The County Court judge was
perfectly right. As a general rule each owner must take
care that his own cattle do not trespaan on his neighbour's
land, Boyle v, TomliD, G Barn. & Cres.—Z. Y.

[2087] ASPHaLTE [N CHEAPSIDE,— I am sorry to
h:ive to correct " P. K. M.," who has so kindly replied to
miny unanswered queries; the a^phalte was not "heated
and applied," but laid on in powdered state aud then
melted by means of rammers with iron heads heated in a
j'Ortable furnace close to the scene of operations, only thin
layers of the material being applied. This means of ap-
plicaiion being bo difi"erent to that generally in use for
I tlur kinds of asphalte has induced me to ti'espasa on your
tpaco. The ame asphalte laid by same means is also in
u o in liolborn.— J. C. C.

[20051 PREVENTINa SOUND TRAVELLING
I'ROM FLOOR TO FLOOR.—Three of your correspon-
dents recommend pugging as the best means of preventing
Bound travelling from rtoor to floor. The sound is con-
ducted not through the voice but by the joist.. I have
tiitd pugging, but uusnccewfully ; I have also added strips
of thick felt nail.»d on the top of joiBt.s, between them and
the floor bo!irdB, butwtill nnsucceasfuUy. I believe an oak
or framed floor to be the only remedy. Dennett arcliiug, a
floor composed of iron girders aud concrete, appears to be
free from this defect.—Tnon. Chas. Sokbv.

[2037] TUNNEL EXCAVATION. — As "Surveyor"
8ti.tes the eectioa of tunnel to be a segment of a circle, I

given) would be about 2S6'lt3ft., being the sum of the area

of the sector ABCD, and the triangle ADC. Rule to find

area of any sector :—As 360^ is to the number of de-^ree.? in

the arc of giveu sector, so is the area of the whole circle to

area of sectur. The area of the triangle is so simp^
found that it would be superfluous to give a rule here.

Whenever engaged on earthworks I have always measured
to the fall extent of excavations.—T. Rashlev.

[209S] SPEAKING TUBES.—In reply to "H. H," 1

put a speaking tube from a large hotel to the stable-; (about
200 yards). I used the common -liii. rainwater fiU pipe

under aud across the street, m^ide the joints tight with
putty; I al35 pu' a ^iu. lead pipe through it, soldered a
whistle ou at the stable end, at the other end I fixed a pair

of common household bellows. It has now been in use
since 1S50, aud has had nothing done to it but a new pair

of bellows, the others being worn out ; of course the speak-
ing is through the lin. pipe.—C. S. S.

[2099] REMOUNTING PHOTOGRAPHS.-It will be
found easier and preferable in all resijects so rise ''face

mounts," {viz., thick cardboard cut with a bevel edge to

outline of tho photograph, the edge gilded or not, in ac-

cordance with taste) placed over the present mounts, and
covering alx>ut 1-lGiu. of the edge of the photograph ; by
this means you hide the soiled margins without running
risk of injurmg the photographs by removal and remount-
ing, and can at any time easily replace the faca mounts
when soiled, and at the same improve the appearance. Pho-
topfi'^'Phs mounted on boards only always have a poor ap-
pearance, which is obvia ed by the means herein pro-

posed.—J. G. C.

[2100] TAYLOR'S P \ TENT TILING.—This tiling, if

laid properly, is capable of keeping out the wet, and should
be laid by the company's own men.—L.

[2100] TAYLOR'S PATENT TILING.— I have used
Taylor's patent tiles ou seven or eight occasions, and in

one case at Sheffield, where the tiles were laid by the com-
pany, havG seen them blow utt" by the score in a high
wind, the fallen debris choking up the gutters and
breaking other tiles in their descent. In another case at
Brighton, also laid by the company, the wet frequently
Comes through. I have found them most dangerous
things to walk over for any inspection or repair of rooCs,

ic—T.C.S.

think the accompanying horseshoe .trch musi bo tho cor-
root outline, thy area of which (working to the dimeuflious

[2102] PIPES AND SMOKE FLUES.—I have tried
terra cotta smoke flues and combined smoke and air flues

of the same material,but find them too difficult to fix to be
of any seivice. Few chimneysare straight enough to allow
of their use, and to get them into the curves of the chimneys
it is necessary lo have them cut at the joints, which is a
troublesome and expensive process. In the case of the
coniLiined. smoke and air flues there is considerable difficulty

in making a joint sound enough to prevent the smoke pass-

ing in o the air flue. Perhaps Messrs. Doulton or other
makers may be able to give some information.—X. M.

[2104] TEMPERATURE OF DAIRIES.—It is abso-
lutely necessary that means should eiist in all diaries for
preserving au e^iual temperature throughout the year

;

the cold of winter being hardly le^-s injurious than the lieat

of summer. Care should also bo taken to secure a plentiful
supply of pure water, eflective drainage by which tlie water
may be carried rapidly away—thorough ventilation, aud
facilities for the exercise of the moat fastidious cleanliness.

The buildiug should, if possible, be built on the tide of a
gentle declivity facing rho west, and sheltered from the
north and east winds. In order to maintain an equal tern-

]^erature tl'e walls should be of a cojisiderable thickness
and built with a hollow sjjace in them through which a
current of air may pa?s; the roof should also be of brick,

of a curved or pavilliou form, and the walls and roof may
be plastered. The floor should be sunk about 3ft. under
ground, made to slope lo a drain (with bell trap) in the
centre, and paved with tiles or polished stone. On three
sides of the dairy small arches sliould be turned ab^>ut 3ft.

high, carrying a shelf of slate or marble 3ft. wide.. lo hold
the pans containing milk, and a little above this shelf ven-
tilating bricks should be placed with shutters sliding over
them to open or shut, according to the weather. Several
landed proprietors "in this county (Shropshire) and in
Chethire, have recently erected expensive and highly orna-
mental dairies on their estates, fitted up with massive
marble tables and milk coolers, and with a constant stream
of water papsing through them, but these are kept more as
a luxury than an object of profit, and they seldom uni-

e

all the conveniences essential to a good dairy, because the
architects who plan them are seldom or never practical
farmers. I shall hi happy to give *' W; W." any further
information on the subject.—A FAHMEa.

[2K5J HEATING ENTRANCE HALLS.— I have used
Pierce's pyro-pneuraatic stoves with copious supply of fresh
air, and found them answer well for heating hall. The
htoves are now made by Mr. Peiifold, and might be bought
from eitlier of the firms referred to. I have also used a
stove manufactured by Steward aud Smith, wi h the best

results.-T. C. Souby.

Dewsbury.—A new Ccngregational church has
thia week been opened at JJewebury. The whole
of the front and tho winga are constructed of

tooled ashlar, from the neighbourhood of Hudders-
ruld, aud the remaining external portions of the
Luildiog are faced with pitched KUand Edge
wallatones, with the dressings of Hudderafield

stone. The church windows are cmtiuued in

one length through the gallery. The coat of

tho entire building, including fittings &ic., i>

about £S,000. Messrs. John Kirk aud S <\\a.

of Uudderstield aud Dewaburj, are the achi-
tects.

WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

Irrigated Meadows.—New irrigation works are being
carried out on the Craigmillar property near Edinburgh,
in accordance with plau.s prepared by Messrs. Stewait &
Menzies, architects, Hill-street. It is propoted in tho
meantime to irrigate forty acres to the east of Cameron
Toll, but if the experiment should turn out to be a suc-
cessful one, arrangements will probably be made to take in
a greater extent of land. The works now being carried out
consist of the usual irrigating feeders and sluices. The in-

let sluice for the irrigating feeders commences at the Pow-
burn, near Cameron Toll, aud the Powbum is diverted
from its present course iuto the BraidUurn at the point
where it enters the Prestoufield property.

Hainfall and Evaporatiok.—On Monday last a paper
was read at Edinburgh before the Uoyal Society of Arts,

by 51r. Alex. Leslie, C.E., on " Rainfall aud Evaporation
in Relation to Water Supply." The paper w;is divided iuto
two parts, the first of which related to the loss sustained
by evaporation and absorption in various dirtricts, both in
England and Scotland. Details were given of a numerous
set of observations, from which it was seen that the loss

varies in general from 12in. to 15in. annually, but excep-
tional years give different results. The second part ha/l

for is subject the greatest tloods found to ilow off certain
areas, measured in tens of cubic feet per minute. This was
found to be different in various places, depending en the
configuration ofthecoun ry through which the flood passed,

and with a similar rainfall 'he amount run off differs very
considerably. It was found to vary from li or 3 to as high
as 30 cubic feet per minute. The cliairman said the society

were iudebted to Mr. Leslie for the important facts he had
brought before them. He held the opinion that the majority
of the rain gauges were too small, and that they were not
placed at a uniform height, but he lef- that matter to the
Meteorological Society.

LAND AND BUILDING SOCIETIES.
Xewcastle Benefit Building Society.—The -JOth an-

nual report and balance sheet of this society have just

been issued. During the year 870 shares have been entered

21 realised, 26^ redeemed, and 45^ withdrawn, leaving at
the present time on the register, including entrances tha
last subscription night, 873,J shares. The accounts have
undergone a thorough au<Ut, and the mortgage securitie.s

have been carefully examined by the auditor aud commit ee
appointed foi that purpose. Tbe profits made during the
year will be allotted immediately after the annual meet-
ing, by way of bonus, to all shareholders whose shares have
been entered nut leas than one year, in accordance with the

altered role.

©ur ©ffice M\t.

The Bombardment aud the Pdblic Wouks
OP Paris.—The public edifices of Paris more or

leSi daLuaged by projectiles are the churches of

S. Sulpioe, S. Etienne-da-JIont, aud the Pan-
theou ; the Polytechnic aud Normal Schools

;

the Lyceums of Corneille, St. Leonard, aud Des-
cartes ; the Ecole de Droit, Ecole de lleJecine,

and Ecole des Mines; the Sorboune, the Obser-

vatory, the Gobelins ; the Museums of Cluny, of

Natui al History, and of ilineralogy ; the hot-

houses of the Jardin des Plautes, containing a

magnificent collection of orchids, which are com-
pletely destroyed ; the hospitals of the Val de
Grace, La Pitie, La Charite, Lcs Eufants ilalades,

La Salpetriore, Les Jeunes Aveugles, Enfant
Jesus, La Maternite, and Lourcine ; and tha

ambulances of S. Perine, Dames Augustiues, and
the Jardin des Plautes are also damaged.

The SuRVETOEsnip of Bkidkwell and Bethle-
nEM Hospitals.—This appointment is apparently

much coveted by the profession, although it is

not easy to say why it should bo so in the face

of tho requirements of tho Governors aud tho

scanty remuneration ofifereJ. Upwards of seveuly

candidates sent in their applicatious at tho timo

appointed. From this number thirteen were first

selected, aud ou Monday last the number was re-

duced to live, from among whom the successful

oandiJatc will be appointed on Slouday next.

The names of the five gentlemen selected by
the Governors are—Mr. J. T. Christopher, Mr.
Jas. Edmeston, Jlr. Frederick Marrable, Mr. F
W. Porter, Mr. Richard Roberta. Wo can only

repeat with regard to this matter the opinion

we have before expressed, that the eagerness ex-

hibited by architects in the pursuit of these ap-

pointments and their inJifierence to the imposi-

tion of humiliating conditions is not calculated

to raise the profession in the estimation of the
public generally.

LiGHinousE Works at the Chickens Rocks.
—Tho arduous aud difficult work of erecting a
lighthouse ou tho Chickens Rooks, off the Calf

of Man, in which the Commissioners of Northern
Lighthouses are engaged, has so far progressed
satisfactorily. The work at the Chickens—

a

dangerous tide-covered rock which lies about a
mile off the southern point of the Isle of Man, in

the very hottest part of a rapid tideway— has

bcon ia progress for two years. It ia under
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the charge of the Commissioners of Northern
Lighthouses, and designed by the engineers.

Last season afforded 84 days on which landings

could be made ; but as the rock is covered at

an early period of the tide, the time available

for vrork has sometimes not exceeded an hour.
The tower is buUt of granite from Dalbeattie,
the stones being dressed at Port St. Mary, in the
Isle of Man. Its outlme is a hyperbola, and the
masoni-y has been raised to the height of 1.3ft.

The light ^dll be revolving, and will be elevated
115ft. above high water.

Institution or Suevetoes.—At the ordi-
nary general meeting, held on Monday, January
IGth, the following names were read and passed
for ballot, viz. :—As Members,—Richard Albert
Notley, 27, Royal Exchange ; Pen-y St. Quiutin,
27, Royal Exchange. As Associates,—Edward
E. James Castle, 4, Brick-court, Temple

;

Arundel Rogers, 2, Paper-buUiUngs, Temple

;

Hugh Shield, 3, Kiug's Bench-walk, Temple

;

Julian Horn Tolme, 1, Victoria-street, AVest-
niiustcr ; Frederick Meadows White, 4, Paper-
buildiugs. Temple. The following candidates
were balloted for and declared duly elected :

—

Thomas Fenwick Hedley, Sunderland
; Alfred

Owthwaite Sedgwick, Watford, Herts.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING- WEEK
Monday.—Institution of Survetjors.—"On the Laud Pur-

cliases o( the Tanbridge and Dartford Eailways."
. By Mr. Edward Ryde. 8 p.m.

luxsDAY.—Institution of Ciitil Engineers.—Discussion on
Mr. Bridges Adams' paper "On Train Eesistance
on Railways-" 6p.m,

Fkiday.—Cjrtl and Meclianieal Engineers' Soeieti/.—" Oil
Limes and Cements." By Messrs. R. M. 'Bancroft
<Si H. B. Hunt. 7.30 p.m.

SatuKDAY.—Jssociateii .4rts' Institute.—" On Traditional
Ornament in Goldsmiths'-work" By B H Sodeu
Smitli, M.A., F.S.A. 8 p.m.

Cljips.

Mr. W. E. Frost has been elected a Royal
Academician in the place of Mr. McDowell, honorary
retired member (since deceased). Thi-ee new as-
Eociatcs have been elected.

The trees between the Albert Memorial in Hyde
Park and the Keusington-road are being trans-
planted.

The Civil Service Commissioners are advertising
for candidates for two technical clerkships

; we pre-
sume they want architectural dranghstmen. The
salaries are £150 per annum, rising ;E10 yearlv to
£300 ; and JElOO rising to £'200. The clerkships are
to be bhe subject of an open competition, with an
entrance fee of 10s.

On Monday last the Council of the Royal Aca-
demy exammcd the drawings submitted by candi-
dates for the probationership. We axe informed
that the architeotural|drawings were very numerous,
and that more than the average number of candi-
dates were successful. This is evidently due to the
alteration in the rules and the appointment of an
instructor. The probationers' drawings for full

studentship appear not to have been up to the
mark.

The private view of the Watercolour Exhibition
at the Dudley Gallery takes place tomorrow, and
the exhibition will open to the public on Monday.
The fine collection of pictures which belonged to

Munro, of Urvan, and are now in the possession of
his sister, Mrs. Butler Johnstone, is about to be ex-
hibited in the South Kensington Museum.
Wo are able to announce that the lecture which

Professor Tyndall has been kind enough to promise
to the students of the Royal Academy will be on
"Light." It will be delivered in March.
The building for the Exhibition of 1871 is now

quite completed, and the reccptiou of goods will

commence on Wednesday next.

The art workmanship competition of tho Society
of Arts has this year, we learn, been fairly well re-

sponded to. The judges met to award the prizes on
Tuesday last. Some specmiens of iron-work and
marquetry are spoken of as "specially good"
Several manufactm-ers competed under the new
regulations, by which the names of the workmen
are appended to the objects exhibited.

The restoration of the north side of the choir of
Lincoln Cathedral is now resumed, and the ceiling
of tho north-west transept repaired. The gallery
ovor the north aisle has been removed.

The iron railings and brick wall at the bottom of
Norfork-street, Strand, have been removed, and tho
thoroughfare thus opened to the Thames Embaol;-
ment is directly ojiposito to tho Temple station of
the Metropolitan District Railway.

The death is announced of Sir George Hayter,
principal painter in ordinary to Her Maiesty. at the
age of 78.

Mr. Clement Dunscombe, late assistant engineer
to Mr. Baldwin Latham, has been elected, out of
102 candidates, to fill the post of Surveyor to the
Borough of Kingston-on-Thames, vacant by the
resignation of Mr. Slagg.

Priced, 2-ith January, Per Petg. std. hund. :—Quebec
iBt quahty blight yellow, 12ft. 3 x lliu., IQl to 191 5s ; do.
2ud quality floated, 12ft. 3 x lliu., 12lto VM 10^ ; do. 2iid
quahty dry floated, l"2ft. 3 x llin., 12i 10s; do. 3rd quahty
floated, 13ft. 3 x lliu., 91; do. 3rd quality dry floated,
12ft. 3 X lliu., 91 10s; Petei-sburg 1st yellow, IIUO^ to
137 : do. superior quality, 12/ lOt to lU ; Dram 2ud yellow,
SI 5s ; do. 3rd yellow, Gl to 71 10s ; BoUsta mixed yellow,
8/ 15s to lOl 10« i Christiana 1st yellow, 71 10s ; Gothenburg
mixed white, 9/; do. 3rd yellow, SI; Gefle mixed yellow,
91 to 101; do. 3rd yellow". 71 los to 8/. 15.s; Hudikswall
:'ud yellow, 9t 15s ; do. 3rd yellow. 71 IQs to8l lo« Muuk-
suud 1st yellow, Ql 10s to 91 15s ; Norkoping mixed yellow,
71 158 to 91 15s ; Sundswall mixed yellow, 91 5s to
9/, 15s; do. 3rd yellow, 7110s to 7115s; do. 4tU yellow,
71 to 71 bs; do. 3rd white, 6Z 15s toll; do. 4th white,
6/ 5s; Sandviken 3rd yellow, SitoSilOs; do. 4th yellow,
71 to 71 153 ; do. muted yellow, SI 10s to 81 15s.

Sandarne raised yellow, SI 10s to 101 10s ; do. 3rd yellow,
71 10s to 71 15s; Gothenburg mixed yellow, 81 15i to
lOl 5»; do. 3rd yellow, 61 10s to St 15s; do. boards, 01

to 81 5s,

Per 120 12ft. 3 x 9.—Saguenay 1st spruce, 16/ ; Quebec
1st spruce. 15/ 105 to 18/ ; do. 2nd spruce, 12/ 15s to
14/ 10s; Miramichi uiisorted spruce, 10/ 15s to 13/ 5s

;

Bathurst unsorted spruce, 12/ 5s to 13/ 10s.

LATEST PRICES OF MATERIALS USED
IN CONSTRUCTION.

MSTALS.

Lead :—

Pig Foreign .^. .»»».-> per ton

,, KiitTiiait ^V.B. » do
„ L'adCo. .^»»»..»»» do

,, 0U>er brands do
Sheet MiUed do
Shot, Patent « do
Bed or Minium .................. do
Lithl^g^ W.B .- ..., , do
^Vliite Dry do

,, gruund in oil do

£17 10
19 5

18 12 6
1^ 15
19
£0 1)
19 15

27

£0
19 7 6
18 5
18
19 10
21
20 10

i70
71 73

76

COFPKR :—

British—Cake and Ingot per ton
Best Selected do
Shsct » do
Bottoms ^ « do
Au3traliH,u do
hipuriiiBh Cake » .. do
Chill Bare, cash do
„ Refined ingot do

YeUow MeUl per lb

Iron :—

Piiirin gcotland, cash per ton £2 11 fl

Wijlsh Bar, in London do
Wales do

Sbiffordshire do
Kiiil, in Walca do
Sheets, eingle m Louden do
H.0P3. fint quiUity do
Nail Bod do
S wedlah do

7 15
6 5
9 5
8 15
7 7 6
9 10

05
73

7 10

6 12
8 5
G 10
10 5
9 5
7 15

9 15

TlSIBER.

Teak load £12 10 13 10

Quebec, red pine .... 816 415
,, yel5uw pine.. 4 ^

'"

St. John N.E. yellow
Quebec O.ik. white., 6 6

„ birch 3 16 6

Oantzicoak 5 5 6 15
fir . . „ 2 15 4 (I

Memel Or
Riga 3 3 8
Swedish 2 7 2
MaetSiQuebecredpiue 4 5

,, yellow pine.. 4 6

Lathwood,Dautzic,fm 3 0.^
„ St. Petersburg 4 5

Deals, prC, 13 ft. by

3

by 9 in..

Quebec, white spruce 12 1 J 17
St.John, whitespruce 12 IT 14

Yellow pine, per re-

duced C.

Canada, Ist quality. 18 19

2nd do 12 15 13
Archangel, yellow .. 11 10 13

St. Petersburg, yeL.. 12 13
'"I
1^1

Finland £7
Memel
Gothenburg, yellow 8 10

,, white 8
Gefle, yellow lU 10
Soderham 8 1')

Christiania, per O.,
12 ft. by 8 by 9 in.
yellow 10

Flooring boards, per a. d.

sq. of iin., fiist yel 7 6
First white 7
Second qualities .... 6
FtJMicK Stone pr ton 6

Olls.&c.
Seal, pale pertoaf G D
Sperm body 80 1)
Cod 35 10
Whale, Sth. Sea. pale 36
Olive, Gallipoli 4!>

Cocoanut, Cochin,too 45
Palm, fine 33 M
Linseed 3(>

Rapeseed, Eng.pUe.. 49
OottouBeed 28

37 U

cLrak ilxfos.

TENDERS.
Guii-DFORD.—For alteratioQsto premi.'iesNo. IH, Htgh-

street, Guildford. Mr. Henry Peak, architect;

—

Ptarce and Clark £089 10

Strudwick (accepted) 557 15

Gipsy Hill.—For making roads and layiug drains for

the United Laud Company, on their estate at Gipsy HUl.
Pearson £4399
Wigmore 3999 10

Uickeuaon & Oliver SdSO

Pizzey 365'0

Hayues 3228
Mayo 3000
Vickera & Crane 2990

S. Luke's.—For kitchen, offices, and fittings at S. Luke's
workhouse, for the guardians of the poor of tho Holbom
Union. Mr. H. Sason Snell, architect :—

Lathey Brothers £2773
Bamford : 2650
Wright Brothers & Goodchild 2415
Gibson Brothers 2397
Woodward 2340
Wicks, Bangs & Co ,. 2250
PeiTy Brothers 2247
Howard 2199
Morley & Rogers 2197
Sabey 21S0
Rivett i , 2142
Sheffield 208O
Crabb & Vaughan 1943

CONTRACTS OPEN FOR BUILDING
ESTIMATES.

Whitchurch, Feb. 20,—For the erection o( town-hall
and markets in Wliitchurch, Salop, Local Board Officer
Whitchurch, Salop.

^

Wharfdale Union, Feb. 9.—For plans, specifications,

and estimates for the erection of a new workhouse, to ac-

commodate 150 inmates, eicliisive of vagrants, on ground
situate at Newhall, near Otley. C. J. Newstead, clerk to
the guardians, Board-room, Boroughgate, Otley.

Municipality of Colombo, Jan. 31.—For the prepara-
tion and supply of the smith and founder's work required
for the new public markets and municipal offices at Co-
lombo, Ceylon. S. Grenier, secretary, M.C., Colombo.

War Department Contract, Feb 4.—For the necessary
work and materials required in the performance of work
and repairs, and supply of labour or materials separately,
as requii'ed for the service of the War Department, to the
builtlingi- in the Permanent Barracks, camps, or property
at Aldershott, and connected with the War Department
property at or in the vicinity of Aldershott. Director of
Contracts, War Office, Pall Mall.

Herefordshire, Jan. 31.—For the erection of farm-
nouse at Hegdou Hill, near Bromyard, Herefordshire.
Ernest A. Day, architect and surveyor, Foregate-street
Worcester.

War Office Contract FOR Timber, Feb. 4.—For the
supply of diy ash plank, of tho very best aad toughest
quality, thoroughly seasoned. Forms of tender may be
obtained from the Director of Contracts, War Office, Pall
Mall, London.

Leeds, Feb. 2.—For the completion of a villa residence

in Chapelto'wn-road. Alfi-ed H. Thompson, aichitect,

Park square.

Whitchurch {Wliitchurch Local Board), Feb. 20.—For
the erection of town-hall and markets in Whitchurch,
Salop. S. M. Lockwood, archit-ect, 85, Foregate-street,

Cheater.

Southend Local Board, Jan. 31.—For certain povti'tna

of the house drainage connections to the main sewers, W.
Gregson, jun., clerk, Southend Local Board Office, Royal
Hotel, Southend, E^ex.

BATH AND OTHER BUILDING STONES
OF BEST QUALITY.

EANDELL, SAUNDEES & 00,, Limited,

ftuarryrnen and Stone Merchants.
List of prices at the Quarries and DepSts, also cost of

transit to any part of the United Kingdom furnished on
application to

Bath Stone Office,
[ADVT.] CORSHAM, WUts.

BANKRUPTS.
(to surrender in the country).

George Wlieeler, West Cowes, builder, Fob. 4, at New-
port.—William Isaac Jones, Grove-road, Acton, builder,

Feb. 4, at New Brentford.

PDBLIC EXAHINATI0!fS.—ACT, 1869.

Feb. 11, M. A. Edwards, Fawcett street and Hollywood-
road, West Broinptou, sculptor.— Feb. 7, G. Hunter, East
Dereham, engineer and ironfounder.—C. Godbolt, Lowes-
toft, builder.—Feb. 16, S. Moss, Cborlton-on-Medlock,
builder.

DIVIDEND meetings;

Feb. 1., J. Broinfiold, Wilmington, Devon, builder.^
Feb. 3, E. P, TiUey, Clevedou, Somerset, builder.—Feb. 7,

H. A. Hawew, Yarmouth, saw mill proprietor and timber
merchant.—Feb. 6, J. & W. Weeks Paignton and Dart-

mouth, builders.—Jan. 31, T. Jones & G. F. Gardom,
Liverpool, rope makers.

declabation of dividend.

G. R. Bonville. late of Glyu, Neath, brick manufacturer,

div. Is. 5d.—J. White, Nottingham, buih'er, div. 9d.

PARTNERSHIPS DISSOLVED.
Waddingham &l Styan, Manchester, arcliitects.—Holt .1:

.pink, Koclidale, joiners.-Worsk-y Brothei-s, Manchester
,

joiners.—Roberts & Co., Alweu Mills, near Corwen, timber

merchants,-Cerrig Hall Fire Clay Company, Caerwys,

Flintshire.-J. & T. Davis, Greets Green, brickmakers.—
Standing Si Littler, Girston, near Liverpool, paviours.—

T. G. it J. T. Ladyman, Rochdale, builders.

Breakf-ast.—Erps'a Coooa.—GbateIi'l and Comvorting.—Tho very
agreeable character of this prepamtiou baa reiulereil it a general

fivourite. The Civil Service Gazette remaika :—" By a thorough
knowledgo of the natural lawa which govern the operations of diges-

tion and nutrition, and hy a careful aiiitlication of the fine properties

of weU-selected cocoa, Mr. Eppa has provided our hreakfaat tablea

with a delicately flavoured beverage whiuh may save us many heavy
doutore' billa.' Each packet is labelled—James Errs & Co., Uointeo-

pathiu Chemiate, Loadou.
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THE FAMILY COACH.

WHETHER or no the application of the

whip behind, so gently administered
by one of the most veneralile and venerated
drivers of the professional "Family Coach,"
referred to in the pages of a contemporary,
will for long or at all deter " aspiring" gamins

from audacious attempts to accelerate the pace
of the vehicle in question, is open to consider-

able doubt. For our part, while we cannot help
smiling somewhat at the irate demeanour of

the offended official, and at the rather amusing
combination of the paternal with the magis-
terial element in the rebukes he has adminis-
tered from hia lofty position on the box-seat,

we are inclined to consider as far more ridicu-

lous in their way the fussy overtures of con-

tradictory and absurd advice which are shouted
out on all sides of him and his colleagues, not
only by the gamins aforesaid, but by bystanders
in general. In fact, the drivers, guards, and
proprietors of this Family Coach are just now
pestered out of their lives by a noisy troop,

some of whom, clambering up behind, are
content all the time to be carried along b}- it,

and to add their own weight to the burden
;

and others who, taking no part in its proceed-
ings and stuck' hopelessly in the mud them-
selves, yet shriek out so persistently about
everything the coachmen do or leave undone,
that it is no wonder the nerves of the latter

should be disturbed. And what would these
malcontents, if any purpose can be gleaned
amidst all this contradictory clamour ?

" Leave the old hackneyed, beaten road," say
some, " aad go straight as the crow flies, and
thus save some miles of distance." " But we
can't go across ploughed fields, and should
stick in the hedges and ditches if we did, re-

monstrate the coachmen." " Harness double
the number of horses to the old rattle-trap,

and so get along quicker, do !
" shout others.

" But we have got no more horses, nor money
to buy any with," is the mild and not unrea-
sonable reply. " Then try steam as the mo-
tive power, and so keep pace with the spirit

of progress of the age," cries another " aspiring
Gambetta" of the craft. " Yes, and sit oa the
safety-valve, perhaps, and getblown up sky-
high for our pains !

" is the final and authori-
tative, tliough perhaps hardly logical and con-
sequent, rejoinder of the irate driver, who has
been stuug beyond all endurance.
To drop metaphor, however, there is a good

deal .deserving consideration in the retort
made in defence of the Institute by its Secre-
tary, Mr. Donaldson, to his " aspiring"
friend, Mr. Phen*; Spiers, that " all the Asso-
ciations formed for the improvement of the
rising classes have in vain been tried and
failed, and become bankrupt in funds and effi-

ciency." Perhaps the assertion is rather too
sweeping, and certainly tlie Architectural
Association might well be excepted from such
a category, since it is to all appearance more
flourishing than ever. But then it must be
remembered that that body wisely and mo-
destly confines its action to ilforts of self-

improvement; and further, that itsvery exist-
ence i)recludea the Institute from oljtaining
any considerable nimiber of ntudents. The
Architectural Exhibition has just died a
natural death. The Architectuial Museum is

quaking for its existence, and the Art Classes
are painfully struggling into the light. The
Academy has just appomted Mr. Spa-rs liim-
self a teacher of Architectural Art. Professors
Lewis and Kerr hohl forth at the Uiiiveisity
College and King's College respectively, and
how nmch attention do the clamurous nnlcon-
tentspay to the undeniable aitvantages which
these several institutions have f,r long held,
or are now holding out to theprofession ? Why,

the Architectural Exhibition rooms itsed to

appear like a melancholy desert. The magni-

ficent library of the Institute is hardly ever

visited. The echoes of the empty Architec-

tural JIuseum answer, Where, where are

the students to study the pirecious trea-

sures collected here at such infinite cost

and trouble ? The Committee of the Art
Classes are in despair at the falling-off already

of the few students who were at first enrolled

in their lists. The Professors alluded to are

not yet overburdened with hearers, and Mr.
Spiers is able to speak for himself as to how
many such he has been able to collect. The
aggregate will be found to be pitiable, and yet

the Family Coach is, forsooth, at fiiult because

it will not add to the competition for these

apocryphal, sadly-neglected architectural stu-

dents. For our part, we think the authori-

ties of the Institute are r|uite right in refusing

to go forth piping in the market-place to suit

such obdurate children, who have no intention

of listening to the voice of any charmer.
The Institute has already conceded so far

as to have setup, in obedience to previous
clamours, a magnificent steam engine to crack
a few halfpennyworth of nuts, in the shape
of the Voluntary Architectural Examinations,
and these have but proved hitherto a. fiasco

not for want of energy on the part of the

examiners and moderators, but for lack of

the material to be examined. Look at the

result of last year, and see what a mouse the

mountain brought forth after all the labour,

the pains of which were trumpeted to the

world. For any good produced the Institute

might as well have thrown the £lO() this

machinery cost them on that occasion into

the Thames.
Another equally absurd outcry is that for

a diploma ; and the Institute is, in our
opinion, quite right in turning a deaf ear to

it. A diploma, such as is sought for, is about
as likely to be obtained as a slice out of the
moon ; and if it could be obtained, what
would be its use, and who wants it ? Depend
upon it it is only the incompetent who de-

mand it. We have little sympathy with that

highly respectable but mediocre majority of

the profession who ask for such protection.

Those who know the ground they stand upon
are in uo wise afraid of free trade. No family
coach can drag a load of incapables up the hill

of fame, and no royal or special road can be
made for its ponderous wheels. It is not the
machine that is in fault, nor even the driver.

Let those who think it is that of the latter

try their own hand at the reins. There
is one merit at least in the concern—namely,
that all its numerous proprietors have an
equal voice in the direction of its affairs, and
none are prevented from giving their opinions
within it ; and as to the grumblers outside,

they can join its ranks themselves with the
same aid, and try what their energy can do
for the general good. If they refuse to do
this, we can only advise the driver of the
family coach to pay no heed to their clamour,
lest, like the old man with the donkey, they
at last have to carry it themselves.

SOCIETY OF ARTS.—ART-W0RK5LAN-
SHIP, 1870-71.

IN issuing their instructions to competitors
for the present series of prizes, the Coun-

cil of the Society of Arts this year made
a very important change. We read that,

"having in view the International Exhibi-
tions about to take place under the Royal
Commissioners for the Exhibition of 1851,"
they have thought " it well to suspend for a
time the form hitherto adopted in offering

prizes for art-workmanship," and "have de-

cided upon giving a series of rewards for

special excellence on the part of all concurring
in the satisfactory production of works ot

industry of the highest character. They
consider that they can most effectually ensure
their object by offering to manufacturers the

highest distinctions they have it in their

power to confer, and to workmen liberal

money premiums." It will be remembered
that it has previously been customary to

select certain specimens of art-manufacture,
which were photographed or cast, and placed
before the workman for imitation or reproduc-
tion, giving him, however, the opportunity of

choosing his own models or examples if he
preferred so doing. We pointed out last

year that the specimens exhibited under these
latter conditions were the least satisfactory,

because the workman produces much better
results when he has some good model before
him than he does when he is forced to rely
upon his own taste and judgment in the selec-

tion of his copy. In our notice of the Work-
men's International Exhibition at the Agricul-
tural Hall, we had again to dwell upon this

fact, and to show how frequently the skilled
workman was led into gross errors simply
from the want of a more discriminating
taste.

The objects which have been forwarded in
compliance with the new regulations are cer-

tainly less numerous than on former occasions,

clearly showing that having to work from
prescribed examples did not deter men from
competing, as has been more than once
authoritatively stated. Indeed, had it not
been for the zeal with which Messrs. Cox and
Son have come forward as manufacturers,
the exhibition would have seemed an un-
usually small one. The part of the pro-
gramme, moreover, which applies to manu-
facturers and to objects invohing combined
labour, has practically failed to produce the
intended results, and we regret that it will
therefore be scarcely possible for the Society
of Arts to carry out their proposal of sending
the premiated works as a contribution on their
part to the International Exhibition, " show-
ing the results of recent efforts which have
been made to improve art-workmanship in
this country." We must own that we are sur-

prised to find that so few have availed them-
selves of the very liberal offers of the Society.
The Exhibition is by no means representative
of some of our commonest art-manufactures.
One would have thought that here, if any-
where, both masters and men would have
been proud to make a good show, especially in
view of the forthcoming International Exhi-
bition.

The wood-carvings are not up to the mark :

perhaps the best of them is the dead pheasant,
by Mr. R. G. Tuddsbury (No. 10). The bird
is hanging by one leg to a sprig of oak, with
some well-carved corn and foliage in the back
ground. The material being lime-wood, the
carving of the feathers on the breast is excel-

lent, and the relief of the whole is well
expressed. No. 5, an oak mirror frame of
Elizabethan : design, by W. H. Holmes, [is

very well executed, and in good keeping
with the style chosen. Mr. J. Osmond's oak
panel (No. 3), adapted from au lold example,
is good in execution, but too uniform in
the relief of the foliage. The oak frame
by Mr. Nichols, with a very naturalistic

'

treatment of Howers (No. 4), is coarse in
execution and heavy in design : the scale of
the ornament should in all cases be adapted to
the object to which it is applied. The figure

carvings, witli the exception of S. Peter (No. 6),
and the figures round the pulpit, are very
poor. The pulpit (No. 1) and the lectern
(No. 2) we have, if we mistake not, already
noticed among the objects at the Agricultural
Mall. They are here exhibited by J. F.
Wilson, joiner, W. C. Anderson "and J.

Wilcocks, carvers. The pulpit looks more like
foreign than Englisli work ; the dudgn is

fairly good ; but the general ellecl of the whole
is not pleasing. One of the best objects in
the Exhibition is the niarqueteiie table
designed and exhibited by 'ihumas Jacob
(No. 12). With him were associated in
us production C. Rich, marqueleiie cutter,

U. Heifer, engraver, G. Brown, turner, J.

Piatt, carver, and G. Tappin, poli.-.her. The
lablc, made of amboyna wood, iias a circular
top on a square stem, with inlays of various-
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is an easy transition. Gilt metal may lie con-

sidered as, in the main, subject to the same rules

as gold ; but the same delicacy of treatment and

high finish are not demanded. The relief must
always be strong enough to clear itself, un-

less it be assisted by the burnisher, of which a

more free use may be made. Gilding on wood,

or other similar material, may be made more or

less eifective by judgment in execution to a far

greater extent than would at first sight appear.

The judicious or injudicious diposition of the bur-

nisher may make or mar the whole jiiece. Surfaces

which are much cut up should never feel the bur-

nisher, which should be confined to such parts as

present evenly-rounded or tiat surfaces. The
burnished parts should always be so placed as to

assist in expressing the design. Carved surfaces

should be in dull gold, care being taken that the

"preparation" does not smooth away all the

spirit from the work. When only a portion of

the object is gilt, and the remainder shows wood
as its material, I prefer that the gilt parts

should also exhibit tlie texture of the wood.

FLAT SURFACE DECOBATION M COLOUR.

The same rules which we hive been applying to

the treatment of ornament in tie solid apply in a

different way to the coloured treatuient of various

surfaces. Here, similarly, the eye must be judi-

ciously led to forgfit the imperfections of the mate-

rial where it is imperfect, or to follow its excel-

lence if it be excellent. A rough or irregular

surface of wall must, in the lirst place, be abso-

lutely without gloss, and its decoration must then

be so carried out as to lead away from the con-

siderations of surface. Continuous straight lines

or fine curves are to I e shunned, nor is delicate

finish desirable. A certain breadth of effect and
execution must be maintained, and the forms of

ornament selected must be such as not readily to

betray the slight distortions caused by uneven
surfaces, but to lead the eye to follow the inten-

tion of their own ft>rms. On the other hand,

where the wall presents a singularly tine and
perfect surface, this may be done justice to and
explained, firstly, by miking the coloured ground
carefully even in tooe and texture. It may even

be thought desirable to maintain a slight gloss,

but this must not be excessive. Fine details and
strong lines may be used to any extent required,

and the finish need only be limited by the skill of

the artist. In this, however, a distinction must
be observed as to the execution of those parts

which are mere ornament and those which partake

rather of the nature of pictorial art. The former

are intended to add to the general effect of the

room or building, and should therefore be exe-

cuted in such a manner as to explain themselves

and answer their end when viewed as part of the

whole. However finely executed, the lights must
be sharply preserved, and not toned off too gradu-

ally to the shades. A certain crisp solidity of

touch, with a precision of intention, are indis-

pensable, though they need never become oljtru-

sive. I cannot do better than point to the deco-

rations of P..jmpeii for examples of the execution

of decorative ornament on a Hue surface. When,
however, pictorial art is introduced, I am far from
desiring to limit the fiuish or to dictate the style

or method of execution. The artist will, of course,

comply with the condition that the general tone

of colour and force of effect be such as to har-

monise with the rest and assist the general result.

Having done this, it remains with him alone to

decide whether bis work shall be most admired at

a distance of one yard or live yards. It occupies

the position of a gem in a fine setting, and invites

admiration on its own account as well as by
adding to the value of the whole. Yet, even with

this freedom, the painter who has never jiainted

for any surrounding but a gilt frame will find that

he has much to learn before he can satisfactorily

ally himself to the architect.

«TA1NED (1LAS3.

We have been considering how far the treatment

of coloured ornament may be varied to meet the

necessities of the surface to which it is applied,

the variation being rendered necessary by the

way in which the light, falling on those surfaces,

afiects the appear.ance of the ornamentation, and
vice versa. We have, however, in stained glas>

windows, coloured ornament applied under totally'

ditl'erent comlitions. In wall treatment we bad

to explain the surface; but here we have nothing

to do witli surface, of which the eye can take no
knowledge, the light being transmitted. It can,

however, take note of outline, form, and colour,

therefore especial care must be taken in respect

of these elements of beauty. The leading forms

must not only in themselves be pleasing, but

must be so clearly defined as to be distinguished,

in spite of the flood of light which pours through,

the rays of which spread and overlap each other.

But it is in dealing with the question of colour

that the treatment of stained glass is really put

to the proof. We have not only to arrange our

colours harmoniously, but to make the most of

our beautiful material. It is in the jewel-like

appearance and play of ciilour that the great charm

of stained glass lies, and our study should be to

enhance, as far as possible, this special beauty.

If we observe carefully the most admirable works

of the old artists in stained glass, we shall lind

that one important means to their success lay in

the skilful use which they made of the irregu-

larity of their material. It'itli colours obtained

b)j transmitted light, those are richest tcliicli van/

most in depth. This is an axiom which workers in

translucent material (be it glass or enamel, or

what not) should never forget. It is their first

condition of success. Such homely illustrations

as a decanter of claret, or a spoonful of currant

jelly on a white plate, will explain my meaning as

well as any. If the wine were in a flat vessel of

uniform depth, the colour would be there, but

half its rich play and Sashing glow would begone,

for it derives these from the varied diameter of

the vessel. So with the jelly, the colour of which

is displayed (as in enamel) by the light reflected

from its ground, the plate. If spread in an even

coating, the colour is still beautiful, but the rich

paljjitating eflect is no longer there. In large

surfaces of one colour, the masses should be made
up of several pieces of varying depth. In small

spaces the varied thickness of the glass itself must
be depended on. And where, as in a border, the

same colour is repeated to a considerable extent,

so far from matching each piece to the other, the

skilful artist will seek how to I'ary them with

most effect Many of our best glass artists are

well aware of this, but until the woikman himself

appreciates and understands how thus to give

value to his work by studying his material, ad-

vance will be slow. StUl, in knowledge of then-

material, the English stained glass workers of

to-day surpass all their fore igu rivals. Whatever
excellence of pictorial design the much-vaunted
Munich windows " may possess, they betray

absolute ignorance of the treatment of material.

They are mere transparencies, and but for their

greater (almost unfortunate) permanency, might
just as well be painted on oiled canvas as on
glass, of which they exhibit not a single charac-

teristic. (Applause).

CONCLUSION.

We have now glanced at several of those ma-
terials which are in most general use for the

purposes of art, especially of such arts as are

most closely allied to the architect. In thus

rapidly surveying the leadiug peculiarities of

each material, I have endeavoured to point out

that, although much may be done in design, much
also remains in the power of the artist or work-

man nuder whose hands the crude lifeless material

is wrought into the living treasure. It lies with

him, not only to do justice to the conception of

his own art in his own brain, but, in so doing,

to seek for all the assistance and all the

power of expression which he may derive from

the substance which he has selected from the

rich gifts of his mother earth.

A discussion ensued in which Messrs. Potter,

Phene Spiers, H. W. Lonsdale, Lewis F. Day,
Stannns, and J. G. Grace, took part, and the

thanks of the Association were tendered to Mr.

Crace for his instructive paper.

THE OLD AND NEW GENERAL
POST-OFFICE.

THE " old and experienced ofticial in Her
Majesty's Office of Works " has, in the ad-

ditions to the old Post-oflice, and in the design

f(U- the new building now being erected opposite

to it, given us an idea of the amount of respect

paid to the existing works of architects, and also

the art quality of the productions to be expected

under the Ayrton administration of his depart-

ment ; we say respect for the works of architects,

because it is pretty generally understood, outside

the Ofiice of Works, that this is due from an

architect when ho has to make additions to, or

'alterations in, tho work of a predecessor, and

when that predecessor happens to be a man of

tho architectural " calibre" of Sir Robert Smirke,
we should have imagined that " an old and ex-

perienced official " would not have disregarded

such a rule ; as an illustration, he need have gone
no further than Somerset House to have witnessed
the attention paid by Sb James Pennethome—
consistent with the reqnu'ements of the new ad-

ditions—to the work of Sir WiUiam Chambers,
the result being highly creditable to Sir James,
and at the same time in harmony with the old

building. W^e, of course, are not comparing tho

two as regards magnitude, but this lirst work
under the—we m.ay say—new system should not
pass by unnoticed.

Externally the new addition seems to he cen-

tral with and set back from the portico of the old

building, and is higher than the top of thepedimeut,
and consists of an erection presenting to the front

a jilain face Of cement work -with sloped sides,

coped with stone, forming the gable end—we may
term it—of the addition, whith has side lights and
seemingly skyUghts below ; the two sloped sides of

the end do not even agree, and there is an entire

absence of intention to make the new work har-

monize with the old. The face work of cement is

certainly inexcusable. As a roof to an isolated

workshop the work would be passable, but here

the result is a spoUation of the dignity of the

building by no means creditable to the "ex-
perienced official." A good view of it may be ob-

tained from the corner of Newgate-street and
Aldersgate-street, and we recommend our readers

to visit the spot and see with what care our im-
portant buildings are treated.

As regards the new building, judging from tho

design as published by a contemporary, it is be-

neath criticism. We challenge the most obser-

vant critic to point out throughout the design ouo
particle of originality, excepting, perhaps, tho

absurd rustication of the central columns support-

ing those of the pediment above ; the design of

the central door, of which a detail is given, is dis-

gi'aceful, aud the whole, omitting the central

feature, might, perhaps, pass for a row of second-

class dwelling-houses; but as a design for an im-

portant public building, is an insult to the art

architects of the period. W. W.

SOCIETY FOR THE ENCOURAGEMENT
OF THE FINE ARTS.

ON Thursday evening, 19th lust., the thu-tecnth

session of this society was inaugurated by a
conversazione at the Suffolk-street Gallery, Pal 1

Mall, which was kindly lent for the occasion by a

the Council [of the Society of British Artists.

The Society for the Encouragement of the Fine
Arts was founded in December, 18uS. Its objects

are indicated in its title. Through its agency, a
point of agi-eeable re-union between tho artist and
the amateur has been established, where their

mutual interests may be made known and cared

for, and the principles which should regulate the

arts in their important mission discussed and dis-

seminated. The scheme of the Society, so far as

it has been developed, includes exhibitions of

works of art, when papers are read and discus-

sions take place upon questions of art ; lectm'cs

on all branches of the tine arts, when discussions

are invited ; and conversazioni, with performances
of vocal and instrumental music. The opening

conversazione was very numerously attended. In

the course of the evening Dr. Heinemann, pro-

fessor and lecturer at the Crystal Palace, dehvered
an address on the principles and objects of the

Society, and a weU-selected programme of vocal

aud instrumental music was gone through, under
the dii'ection of Mr. Alfred Gilbert, the hon.

musical director of the Society. The choice

specimens of art upon the walls of the various

rooms comprising the gallery of the Society of

British Artists were not the least attractive fea-

tures of the evening's proceedings.

ART AND ITS BELONGINGS.

ART aud its belongings, says Mr. Muckley, head
master of the Manchester School of Art, re-

quu-e to be brought repeatedly before the notice of

the Enghsh public, more than any other department

of education, aud if we are to succeed, it is necessary

tor assurances of its value to be insisted on con-

tinually by those who uiulerstand it best. The love

of the beautiful in Ai't has yet to bo recognised

amongst us as one of the subtle and for the most
part bidden iustincts of our nature, and to those

who can cultivate it from proper motives new and
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continuing sources of deliglit anil liapijiness it will
bring as a reward.
With the earliest people of our species, Art in-

stincts anil a yearning beyonil the bare wants of tlie

flesh liave always been manifesteil in a most ex-
traorilinai'y way, anil the expressions of Ai't feeling
which they have evinced in divers forms have been
of a perfect Mud, seldom eiTing cither as to
quantity, form, or colour ; and just as the bii'd

selects the never-varying materials to buUd its

beautiful nest, with a knowledge of which we know
nothing, just so was it with the earliest tribes of our
race—the necessities of existence and the useful
were certainly the first things for theii' considera-
tion, aud then the oruaunutal.
In his migratory movcuuji ts, the rudest appliances

to propel the canoe of the savage were first in-

. vented, and as soon as this couilitiou was met, he
carved a thousand beautifid devices on his boat
oar. In search for food in the chase, he handsomely
decorated his weapons, and the hauiUe of his himt-
ing knife was oiiiamented in a perfect manner and
according to the highest instincti%'e expression of
Ms natm-e, but not until he had killed and eaten.
And so it is, I am willing to believe, with regard to

our own position in the present era ; the necessity
for the useful up to a very recent period has been
the aU-absorbiug theme, and that we do not as a
nation repudiate the real and living worth of the
beautiful I am convinced, but on the contraiy, I feel
certain the time has now come when this country,
intlividually, wiU desire a fuU development of the
liigher instiucts of oiu' being. The manifold form
of its seekiugs may perhaps be vague, and to many
appear unmeaning

; nevertheless, I do feel it is in
your power, and in the power of a few others in this
city, to lead forward the cause of Ai-t, to raise the
standard of its appreciation as connected nith the
various branches of industry under our control, and
the familiar objects intended to be in and about our
dwellings: in short, to weave the golden thread
through the lives of those with whom we live, and
for which their childi-en's childi-eu wiU thank you.

THE FOUNDATIONS TOR THE NEW LAW COURTS.
The following tenders have been received for the founda-

tions for the New Law Coui-ta : —
Gammon <fe Sous 168347
Uolmes & Nichol '...'.!...'.'.','.'.'.'.'.'. 60900
Lucas Brothers 65719
Myers & Sons ....'.'..'.'.'.'.'..'.". 57435

, Lee & Sons '.. 58500
Taylor Johnson & Smith 54240
Markwick & Thurgood 49000
Holland & Hannen 4S30D
Kirk

;..;;;;;. 4si82
Websteu 47500
Cubitt &. Co "...'..'.'.'.'.'.".'.'.'.'. 4G565
Brass 462JO
TroUope & Sons 45473
gen-y •••• .". 44973
Biowue <fc Robmson 44C80
Hill, Kiddel & WaliU-.im 42750
Higgs 419S7
Henshaw (too late) 38350
Axford & WMllier 37175
Dove Brothers 3(3755

^
Certamly tendering must be a game of chance. In ta.eX

it looks as if it were as bad as betting. It will be seen by
the above that there was only tlie trifling sum of about
£32,000 dili'ereuce in estimating for the foundations of theLaw Courts.

^uK^ing IntcKlgciice.

CHURCHES AND CHAPELS.

BosCASTLE, Cornwall.—Minster church has
just been reopened, after a general restoration
under Mr. St. Aubyn, architect, of London. The
galleries have been removed, and low free seats
have taken the place of the former high pews.
The pulpit has been removed to another position,'
and the harmonium and singers placed in the
chancel, which has been restored at the expense
of the rector, while the general restoration of
Minster church has been effected at the sole ex-
pc'nse of the lady of the manor. Miss Hellyar, to
whom also belongs the advowson and patronage
of the livings of Forrabury and Minster. Mr.
Biu-t, of Launceatou, was the contractor.
EDLNBDRGn.—A new oak reredos has just been

erected in St. John's, Princea'-street. The de-
sign consists of a centre portion above the altar,
and two side pieces connecting tho centre with
the east pillars of the nave. The centre portion
IS about Sft. in height above tho super-altar, and
7ft. long, and is formed of three richly-traceried
arc-hes, each flanked with an elaborately moulded
and panelled buttress, and lini.*cd on the top
with a deeply carved and moulded cornice and
open cresting. The buttresses are carried through
the cornice, and terminate in gableted and crock-
etted pinnacles. The three panels within the

altar below, but it is intended that they shall be
filled in with an ornamental design of some kind,
probably on a dead gold gi-ound, and it is con-
templated also to bring out the leading lines of

the design by gilding, as was done so successfully
with the traceried ceiling of the nave. The
work, which has been entirely executed in solid
American oak, has been carried out by Messrs.
Davidson it Eead, of Frederick-street, from the
designs of Messrs. Peddle & Kinnear, architects.

Fahrinodon, Devon.—The parish church has
been entirely rebuilt from the designs of Mr. W.
White, F.S..V., of Wimpole-street, Loudon, and
was consecrated by the Lord Bishop of the
Diocese on the 14th inst. The parish is a
small one, containing little over 300 inhabi-
tants. The style of the building is transition
from First to Second Pointed, and consists of
chancel and chancel aisle, nave and north aisle

in thiee bays, the easternmost bay being carried
out transeptally, a south porch and western tower,
with an oak shingle spire capable of receiving four
bells, but at present there is only one. The spire
is surmounted by a large vane. We beUeve there
is only one other shingle spire in Devonshire, that
at WestWorlington. The walls are built of local
stone, with Ham Hill dressings, and the interior
is lined with brick. A good deal of the Beer
stone of the old building has been used and mixed
with the Killerton stone ; it has a very good effect.

The roof, which is an open deal one, is covered with
plain tiles. Accommodation is provided for 150.
Chairs are provided, and the floor underneath
them is composed of wood blocks, on a principle
of the architect's, and as adopted latterly by him
at Lankey Church, near Barnstaple. In the pas-
sage up the centre of the nave, the old mural
stones that were in the ancient building have
been again laid down, but they are lined with
ornamental tiles. On the chancel floor Minton's
tiles of considerable richness have been laid.
The chancel is lighted by three stained glass
windows, the gift of the Ellacombe family,
which has long been connected with the parish,
as the monuments on the walls testily.

The east window is a three-light one, and re-
presents the Nativity, Crucifixion, Resurrection,
and Ascension. This window is the gift of
General Ellacombe. The other two are small
two-light ones, and are placed on the south
side. Ward & Hughes of London supplied
them. The choir stalls are of oak, as also is

the pulpit, which is raised scarcely ISin. above the
floor. The altar is formed of a panelled front,
with detached shafts carrying a massive marble
slab, over which is a marble cross. The old
Norman font, which was vei'y much dilapidated
has been carefully restored. It is Late Norman
in character, and the restoration has been carried
out in accordance with the fine example of a
similar date existing in S. Mary's Steps Church,
Exeter. It has a massive oak cover, which is

new. There is a little stone carving upon the
building, which, as the meritorious eSort of an
amateur, deserves a passing mention

; ^t has been
executed by the cleik of works, Mr. George
Vickery, during his spare hours. Jlr. Mayell, of
Loudon, was the builder, aud the total cost of the
work has been about £1,.350. The farmers of the
parish provided the cartage for drawing the
materials free of expense.

Uackness. — S. Peter's Church, Hacknes.«,
near Scarboro' was re-opened on the 18th inst.,
after restoration by Mr. Ewan Christian. Under
his direction the galleries have been taken down,
all the plaster removed from the walla ; the seats,
which were narrow and inconvenient, replaced by
handsome oak sittings, more conveniently
arranged

; the old vestry thrown into the church
and a new vestry constructed. The ceilings have
been removed and open roofs substituted, the

church is constructed of bricks and faced with
red stocks, with bands of blue Staffordshire
bricks, tracery, and other dressings. Ham Hill
stone has been used. The interior of the church
has Bath stone columns, with moulded caps aud
bases, and parti-coloured brick arches and stone
labels to the nave arcade. The chancel has an
apsidal termination, aud has moulded brick arch
aud stone sub-arch resting on bold moulded
corbels and shafts of Bath stone, with carved
capitals and moulded annulets and bases. The
contractor for the whole of the works was Mr.
Musgrave, of Hull.

Ltxmouth, North Devon.—The new church
of S. John the Baptist, now erecting from the de-
signs of Mr. E. Dolby, of Abingdon, near Oxford,
is nearly complete, and is expected very shortly to
be available for use. The style is Eaily in
character, and the building consists of nave wilh
south aisle, apse, and organ chamber, with porch
at north-west corner of nave. There is a bell-

turret for two bells on the western gable. The
edifice is built of limestone, and the same
material is displayed on the inside as well as out-
side walls. The dressings of the exterior are of
Ham Hill stone, and those of the interior of Bath,
Ham HiU, and Foi est of Dean stones. 'J here is a
stone groined roof I o the apse, spi ingiug offmoulded
and carved corbels, the roofs of nave and aisle

being of open timber. The windows, exceptiug
those on the north of nave, are small lancet ones,
with a very deep splay. An arcade of three bays
divides the nave and aisle, the capitals of which are
somewhat richly carved with conventional foliage.

The whole of the floors are laid with Maw's tiles.

The stalls are of oak, as also is the altar-table,
which latter is raised by a series of steps to some
altitude above the level of the nave. The rest of
the church is to be seated with chairs, excejiting
only in the part used by the school children, for
whom deal benches are provided. The whole of
the work is being executed by Messrs. Oliver and
Son, of Barnstaple, at a cost of about £2,000.
The carving is by Hems, of Exeter. Mr. Lewis
officiated as clerk of works during the earlier part
of the work, but latterly the services of a clerk of
works have been dispensed with. j

WiLLESDEN.—Two handsome memorials have
lately been erected in the parish church of S.
Mary, Willesden, which greatly improve the
chancel. The one is a reredos of Caen stone and
various coloured marbles, with light open tracery
showing the east window at the back, with the
words, " Holy, holy, holy, Lord God of Hosts," in
gold letters on a blue ground beneath the window.
The other is a very rich encaustic and mosaic
pavement for the sacrarium. Both memorials are
from the designs of Mr. Tarver, architect, and are
given by the Mason family aud Mrs. Metcalfe
respectively.

The Horse Shoe Cloisters, Windsor Castle,—The restoration of this ancient pile of build-
ings at the west end of S. George's Chapel, Wind-
sor Castle, is progressing rapidly. The herring,
bone brickwork of the houses, divided into panels
by oak beams, will, when finished, present a pic-
turesque contrast to the rest of the Castle archi-
tecture. The architect is Mr. G. G. Scott.

roof of tho chancel being of higher pitch than
before. The wall of the -south aisle, being very
dilapidated, has been taken down and re-built.
In the chancel, an old window which was
blocked up has been opened out, aud another
old window has been restored, and all the windows
have been re-glazed, some new ones being in-
serted in the north aisle. The contractors for
the ivork were the Messrs. Pedbury, of Selby.

Hdll.—On Saturday last tho new Church of
S. Silas, Hull, was consecrated. The building
contains sitting accommodation for tJGO jicrsons,
and consists of nave, with north and soulh
aisle.5, chancel, organ chamber, and vestry, and

thrpp avM,„o ,™ r~~ "":"' i-""," •""" lue is built in the Gothic style of the twelfth cen-S r^d "iVi. „lZ!!?i:_l°^ *,'^'^P°?".'y h"--?.
f'omthe designs Ind under the superiuwith ro,l /.UtK « 7- .

, •'"'t""»'"j' '"y, "om ouB uesigus ana uuaer tne si;wim red cloth, corresponding with that of the j tendence of Mr. Samuel Musgrave, Hull. The

Peeservino Wood from Decay.—By the
process of Mr. Archibald B. Tripler, of New
Orleans, wood is said to be preserved from decay
in the following manner :—The wood is cut into
two or more equal parts or slabs. These pieces
are bored at equal distances to receive the tre-
nails to unite them, and they are immersed in a
solution of coal-tar and powdered charcoal,
cither hot or cold, in equal or unequal parts,
which not only thoroughly impregnates the slabs
with carbon, but coats the surface with an adhe-
sive material, so that when put together their
adjacent sides will adhere together, aud form in-
terior partitions or walla of antiseptic or preser-
vative agents, extending from one end of each
slab to the other. These slabs are then united
with trenails, or double pins, in such a manner
as to lock them as firmly and solidly as if they
were one piece. The timber thus prepared is im-
mersed in a solution consisting of asphaltum, or
mineral pitch, SO parts ; sulphur, a parts

;

arsenic, 5 parts
; coal-tar, 5 parts

;
powdered

charcoal, 5 parts;—in all, 100 parts. This solu-
tion will cover the surface, aud fill up the joints
and crevices between the slabs, rendering them
impervious to water, and effectually preventing
atmospheric decomposition by insulating it from
the decaying influences of the elements.
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EXHIBITION OF THE WORKS OF
OLD MASTERS AT THE ROYAL
ACADEMY.

Another Notice.

OUT of evil comes good. When the British

Institution collapsed through the inert-

ness of its old members, and the interesting ex-

hibitions of ancient masters that used to take
place in Pall MaU, had to be discontinued,

It seemed very doubtful whether any such
display of the works of the great painters of

past times would again be given. The thanks
of all EngUshmeu are due to the Royal
Academy for the spirited way in which the
matter has been taken up by it. It was
thought that the admirable collection of last

year, as being the first, and so got together with
extraordinary zeal and pains, was little likely

to be rivalled in future years. To some ex-

tent the former collection did stand by itself,

especially in some of the larger works—but
still the present exhibition is a splendid
sequel to its predecessor. In some respects it

surpasses it, especially in the Earlj' Italian and
the Spanish schools. In one respect the large

collection, numbering 42G pictures, is less in-

structive than some of the smaller ones in

Pall Mall, inasmuch as there is not the same
opportunity of comparing the various speci-

mens of the same master and dilferent masters
of the same schools. A little more classifica-

tion would have been advantageous. But
with so fine an assemblage of the choicest

paintings in our sight, we must not be too

critical about the details of the exhibition.

The first feeling upon going through the

rooms was one of bewilderment at the variety.

It was some time before one could settle down
to study the collection, of the general quality
of which there can be no question. It is ad-

mirable. There are, however, several paint-
ings which should never have been admitted.
Most notably the so-called MuUer and Turner,
neither of which have more than a colourable
resemblance to the works of those masters.
Of course some attributed to Ratt'aelle are not
by him. There are so few originals of his in

this country that it is as well to show the
reputed ones, especially when, as in the present
instance, undoubted examples of his beautiful
works will show the intelligent observer why
the copies or school pictures are not b}' him.
The greatest contributors are Lord Ashburton,
Mr. Wyniie EUis, the Earl of Warwick, the
Earl of Dudley, Lord Overstoue, Mr. Thos.
Baring, and the Marquis of Westminster.
But many who have sent fewer pictures have
equalled, as far as (quality is concerned, the
largest and noblest contributors. Lady East-
lake, for instance, sends only three, but for

every great quality they are surpassingly
good. Mr. Louis Huth's '' Old Chrome," is a
host in itself ; for facility, power, vigorous
treatment, and truth to nature, it is scarcely

to be excelled. The Marquis of Lansdowne
sends only two, but then one is the portrait

of Lawrence Sterne, by Sir Joshua Reynolds
;

Mr. G. C, Schwabe's beautiful pictures, by
Dyce, are another instance of quality above
quantity.

We will begin our detailed notice with the
landscapes, of which there is a splendid show,
both by our own and foreign artists. The
Marquis of Westminster's landscape by Philip
de Koning possesses all the excellences of
that great but scarcely appreciated painter.
We have little doubt that many so-called
Rembrandts, especially those most highly
finished, are really hi^ work. In the present
instance there is a grand expanse of country,
with Cleves in the distance, dons with the
accuracy of a photograph, but entirely free
from all hardness—the great distance is

admirably portrayed. It is, in fact, a perfect
bird's-eye view of the scene. AVith leas
breadth, but painted with equal success, are
Jacob Ruysdael's " grand water mills," No.
5(i belonging to Mr. Wynne EUis, a work of
very great merit—the tumbling out of the
water as the sluices are opened is exactly true

to nature ; and 64 belonging to Mr. G. Field.

But even these, in our opinion, are eclipsed

by the Marquis of Westminster's extraordi-

narily fine example of Hobbema, No. i)(i,

" A Forest Scene with Figures."

Of the English school we have already
mentioned the grand Chromes 7, 35 and
45, all splendid examples. The oaks in

No. 7 are beyond all praise. It seems only
right that such a vigorous hand, of such un-
hesitating power, should have dashed olf the

prince ol trees. There are several fine Con-
stables, the finest being No. 16, " The Hay
Wain," which was exhibited in Paris in 1825,

and gained the gold medal. This is a truly

magnificent picture, and admirably true to

nature ; the patient, inquiring dog, the quiet

ducks, the noisy carters, the light through the

trees in mid-distance, so skilfully thrown in,

all bring the scene literally before the eyes.

Somewhat less important, but equally true

and capital, is the view of Flatford on the

river Stour, lent by Miss Constable. By
Calcott there are two specimens, both beauti-

fully drawn, but ill coloured, chalky in tone,

and quite unnatural. The sea-piece, 124,
woidd be a remarkable bit of description if

the water were only wet and of the right

colour.

AVe must not close our remarks upon this

part of the collection without noticing the

grand Burghem landscape, the perfect keep-
ing of which is so deliglitful. This is another
of the great Westminster Collection. Seldom
has any artist lived to paint such a landscape
and such figures and cattle. Notice especially

the admirable finish of the white cow. There
is scarcely anything more charming in the

whole collection. But of all marvellous
things in the landscape way, surely nothing
surpasses the peep through the windows of

the exquisite John van Eyck's S. Jerome,
called in the catalogue (191) " A Philosopher
in his Study." If it was not too much almost
to expect Royal Academicians to trouble

themselves about pre-Raft'aelite stuft", such
a curious misnomer would be astonishing.

This philosopher is the most perfectly correct

S. Jerome that was ever painted. He is clad

inred ; his redcardmal's cap is at the side ; his

lion is rampant inthebackground; hisfavourite

birds are running along the foreground ; and
the picture is one of the choicest things we
have ever seen. It possesses every virtue of

the highest possible finish, without any of its

drawbacks. As we look at it we wonder how
ever such a touch could have been attained.

What superlative excellence of colours ! 450
years have not changed them. The picture is

as fresh as when it was elaborated. The
landscapes through the openings in each side

are sim])ly astonishing. The amazing amount
of detail, all in perfect perspective, without
the slightest hardness, in the space of two or

three inches ! This picture throughout will

repay the most minute attention and scrutiny.

In minuteness it surpasses even the other

examples of this glorious painter, fine as they
are. I\Ir. Hope's very pure and carefully

painted " Virgin and Child " is too well

known to need much description, though at

South Kensiugton it has never been possible

to e.xamine it as well as it can now be seen.

Many who have often seen it before will be
surprised at the extraordinary delicacy of the

finish of the flesh, the glowing gems of the

diadem— the exquisite chiselling of the

sculpture. It may be interesting to note

that the representations of the church and the

synagogue are almost identical with the

iamous carvings on the door of Rochester
Cathedral.

The third, and to some extent the most
important, of the Van Eyck paintings is

Tjord Dudley's beautiful example, " The
Celebration of High Mass." Though nothing
can surpass in taste and finish the charming
" S. Jerome" before mentioned, this excels

it in variety of interesting detail, great-

ness of subject, and broader scope. Whetherwe
consider the admirable harmony and splendour

' of colour, the exact representation of every

most minute particular of the scene, orthecom-
position and feeling of the figures, this is in
every way a most extraordinary painting, and
worth the most earnest study. It is particu-
larly valuable architecturally, and for its

ritual characteristics. As in Mr. Hope's pic-

ture, the sculpture is most beautiful. The
carpets and coverlets are a study of them-
selves. One use of triforium galleries is indi-

cated—viz., to enable the servants of the
church to let down the costly hangings, which
even now in some foreign countries form so

striking a part in the festival decorations.

Special attention is due to the gorgeous metal
dossel, with its elaborate chasing and enamel-
ling. The detail is so perfectly given as to

enable any competent person fully to realise

the work as it really existed. Prom these
inestimable gems of art we wiU turn to

the somewhat later Italian works, but before
doing so we must not pass over the richly,

coloured and finely-conceived "Last Supper,'
by Giotto. From the whole feeling of this

picture one cannot fail to notice how much,
the English school of the fourteenth century
was affected by the Italian, especially in
the taste for colour. Foremost among the
fifteenth-century works of Italy is the great

triptych by Fra Angelico de Fiesole, which,
notwithstanding the darkening of the colours

generally, is a fine specimen of the master.

It has been said that he could only paint

angels, saints, and good people ; but this pic-

ture, in our opinion, contradicts the common
saying. Very few paintings of the same date

show more power in description of evil pas-

sions and suffering than this. The tyrant

with the snake diadem is marvellous ; so

are the envious ones, and the quarrelsome
tearing each other's flesh. In some of the

vicious groups a very fair knowledge of ana-

tomy is shown. There is amazing power, con-

sidering the date, in the avaricious man
held down down by the hair of his head while
the demons pour molten gold down his throat.

Still, doubtless by far the most attractive part

of the subject is the grand choir of Heaven,
seated in its eternal serenity of peace, and the

joyous circling bands of the Blessed dancing,

as it were, through the clear blue ether ; one,

hardly believing that such blessedness could

be hers, is directed by the angel to turn

from the downward road of misery. How
lovely is the ethereal buoyancy of the ascend-

ing saints as they fly through the air. When
the picture was in its original lustre, the ujjper

part, where the angels' wings are beautifully

stamped and indented, must have sparkled

like gems, as we someiimes see happens in the

finest Italian miniatures of the same date,

such as occurred in Mr. Ottley's sale, now in

the choice collection of the Rev. T. Fuller

Russell. Another very remarkable picture,

though in every way inferior to this, is

"The Nativity," ascribed, possibly with
truth, to Botticelli, though if so he must
have been considerably over seventy years

of age. The circle] dance of angels is very
similar to what we have just noticed, as is

also the loving embrace of the angels. All

the shepherds are crowned by angels with the

evergreens, and peace to the men of goodwUI
is portrayed. 'The Devil, in dismay, and
grinning horribly, is forced to retreat from the

happy sight, while an angel choir is carolling

on tiie roof of the inn. There are other

works of this master. 294, one of his

great circular pictures, is a capital example

—very religious and monumentah None is

equal in feeling to the choice specimen at

South Kensington, belonging to Lord Elcho.

Of jjictures of this class scarcely anything

approaches " The Wise Men's Oft'eriug," by
Andrea ilantegua—an admirable production

in the artist's beat manner, though a good deal

the worse lor age. Few pictures so fully and
beautifully tell their story. It is, in fact, of

the very "highest quality. The various ex-

pressions of reverence in the young Eastern,

the negro, and the old king who is ottering

his gold, is most striking. "The finish of tliis

'picture is equal to anything but the Van
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Eycks in the whole collection. By Filippo

Lippi we have a line study for an adoriog

angel in tempera (No. 281). In the driest,

but still a grand and impressive style, is Carlo

Crevelli's great picture (303). The richne^;3 of

the ornamental decoration, fruit, and flowers,

and the splendour of the dresses, are remark-
able ; but there is an exaggeration of muscular

development and expression which detracts

much from the works of this artist. These
faults are more especially to be noted Ln the

Pieta (318). The collection cannot boast

anything by Leonardo da Vinci equal to what
was shown last year ; still there is a good re-

presentation of "Christ bearing the Cross"

(275), and two fine crayon drawings (268 and
270). By his imitator, Luini, there is only

one questionable example (29U), a replica of

the figure of Christ in the picture (so terribly

retouched) in the National Gallery of his dis-

puting with the doctors, which is ascribed to

Leonardo da Vinci. It is a pity that the paint-

ings by this great man have been so frequently

ascribed to Leonardo, possessing, as they do,

most valuable qualities of their own, and
certainly never needing any other name to

recommend them. Of Leonardo's contempo-
raries, we have a first-rate work of Lorenzo de
Credi's. It is astonishing that so great a

painter should almost till our time have been
disregarded, as merely a copyist of Leonardo's

works—to which, in fact, in colour and execu-

tion , they really bear little resemblance. There
are few finer instances of this distinguished

artist than Lord Dudley's "Holy Family"
(302). The colour is exquisitely pure —
nothing can surpass the intensity of feeling

thrown into the adoring, reverent face of the

little S. John. The landscape in the back-

ground is excellent. Giovanni Bellini is

splendidly represented in the present collec-

tion. It is difficult to imagine finer speci-

mens than Nos. 92 and 315 ; the former the

properly of Lady Eastlake, the latter of the

Earl of Dudley—an exquisite " Virgin and
Child ;" both mother and infant of wondrous
beauty. No. 92 is more important in subject—" The Virgin and Child surrounded by
Saints." lie is blessing the donor of the

picture. The chief interest of the whole is con-

centrated upon the divine infant. It is one of

the most religious pictures we know. On either

side of this, also belonging to Lady Eastlake, are

good examples of single figures by Giovanni
Baptista Cima. Of the same school Lord
Dudley has a " Holy Family" (300), by Marco
Basaiti, which is in all respects, though cer-

tainly authentic, very inferior to the picture

by him in the National Gallery. This is

partly due to its having been carelessly re-

stored at some time or other. We now turn
to the great master of Raft'aelle. By Perugino
we have five pictures, all of small size and
importance, but interesting as showing whence
his greater pupil derived his earlier training.

By Rjtfaelie himself there are but tliree

originals, one large " Crucifi.xion " (307), said

to have been executed when he was only
seventeen. It is entirely like Perugino, but
inferior to his better work. As one might ex-

pect, it wants power ; the angels with flying

bands are very weak ; the repose of the
Saviour is good, but the best point is the S.

Jerome. Very dift'erent in power aud quality

is the priceless little gem (309), " The Three
Graces." As at Leeds, so here, this forces

itself upon one's notice, and claims for itself

the pre-eminent place, though in such princely
company. We doubt if any picture of its

size exercises so magic a fascination upon all

beholders. 285, the llarquis of Westminster's
" Holy Family," is only a school picture. There
is but one Francia (319) a good example, and
that is all. There is also only one Sasso
Ferrato, a fair specimen, exhibiting all his

faults and beauties. The hard contrast of

colour is scarcely pleasing. Of the school of

Venice there are many splendid things. There
are ten by Titian. Excluding the portraits for

the present; the two finest are the Marquis of

Westminster's " Woman taken in Adultery "

(63), a splendid composition, though hardly

true to the Gospel narration, and Lord
Dudley's (365) "Susanna and the Elders."

The treatment of the sul>ject is very curious,

but the painting is excellent. The loveliness of

the face reflected in the mirror i;! enchanting
;

the landscape in the background is capital.

" The Golden Age " (334), by his fellow pupil,

Giorgione, is a gorgeous piece of colouring

—

the feeling as deep as the tone of colour—all

sunshine and happy peace.

Conspicuous for rich and harmonious colour

are the pictures by Tintoretto, of which there

are four ; 95 is a sketch of a large picture at

Venice; 151, the great one from Hampton
Court, lent Ijy her Majesty. Notwithstand-
ing its merits in colour it has many faults

—

exaggerated mannerism, heavy unmeaning
shadow with great indistinctness of outline.

In everv wav better is Lord Dudlev's " Christ

Delivered to the Jews" (328\ By Palma
Vecchio and his pupil Bonitacio there are

good examples, 329, 357, which may well be

compared, the latter surpassing his master in

taste, colour, and composition. His models
are very fine. Of the later Italians we have
good but uninteresting Carlo Dolces, 73, 81

;

a poorDomeuichino, 167 ; and several Guidos

—

3, a very sweet ' Sleeping Christ," the Virgin
Mother adoring. The most important one is

' S. John in the Deseit,' 76. lent bv the

Marquis of Westminster. We must conclude

our notice of this part of the collection with
Paolo Veronese. Of the four pictures by him
by far the finest and most interesting is that

lent by the trustees of Lord Taunton, a very

lovely instance of the favourite subject, "The
Holy Family with S. Catharine." The only

fault is that the composition seems somewhat
cramped. It is quite possible that the canvas

may have been curtailed. It is seldom that

so grand an assemblage of Italian art almost

from the earliest time has been brought to-

gether.

DECOR.VTIVE ART.

MR. E. J. POYNTER, A.R.A., delivered a

lecture very recently at the Midland
Institute, Bn'mingbam, on " Decorative Art."

He' commenced by saying that the lecture would
deal with the elements of beauty in deco-

rative art ; the first part being devoted to the

subject of our art manufactures, and the second

tn painting. He announced that whatever was
made by man was capable of being made either

beautiful or ugly, in a more or less degree, and
then- jiroductions might be divided into three

broad classes : Krst, those objects which, being

made simply for use, without after-thought of

beauty, were not susceptible of decoration or

were not fitted for it by reason of the rough
usage to which they were exposed ; second, that

vasl class of productions which, being also made
for use, have been found capable of being orna-

mented, and whose beauty of appearance was
considered of more or less importance ; and,

thirdly, those objects which were made purely

for purposes of decoration and for the sake of

their beauty. After enlarging upon the beauty

of fitness and the beauty of workmanship and
appropriate decoration, the lecturer said no work
of art manufacture could have any pretensions to

be called beautiful unless it had the first and
second elements of beauty—fitness and work-

manship ; and, unless it had these two qualities,

it could not, by any possibility,' be rendered

be.autiful by tbe most elaborate aud best executed
(jriiament which could be applied to it. He
attributed the decline of art in this and other

countries to a dread of appearing to he able to

•aflbrd handsome things, and, combined with that,

especially in this country, a desire of rapidly

making fortunes—the root of all that was sbaru

and bad about us. Expensive shams took the

place and commanded the name of beautiful

work, and this was so much a part .and parcel of

the spirit of the age, that the people had really

come to believe that progress meant this and
nothing more. He pointed out in detail what
the elements of beauty were which were neces-

sary in a work of art manufacture, enforcing the

fact that without good construction and good

workmanship no work could have any value as

a work of art, Ue next considered the question

of decoration, treating of it first with regard to

smaller objects, such as household furniture.

plate, &c., and dealing with the larger matter of
decorative painting in the second part ot his
lecture, illu.^itrating the principles he laid down
by references to the works of Michael Angelo.

SUITABLE LAND FOR SEWAGE PURPOSES.
IRRIGATION in some form or other is snre to

be sooner or later the nniversally adopted
method of disposing of om- sewage, aud it therefore
becomes .all interested in the matter to turn then-
attention not only to the best method of irrigating
the laud, but to the selection of land best suited for
ii-rigatiou iiurposes. The latter part of the pro-
cess has not to the present time received the attention
it demands, and we therefore were glad to see the
subject treated with his usual succe-as- by Mr. J.
Bailey Deuton in a paper recently read by hiia at
Maidstone. The paper is throughout a vahiable
one. dealing exhaustively with the sewage qu<'stion

in all its details, and bestowing special attention on
the point above alluded to. When irrigation was
first propose<l many seemed to sujipose that sandy
and waste lands were the proper places to receive
the sewage. The old idea of its being, after all,

somewhat of a nuisance, has not yet left us, and we
were careless about its value so long as we eoold
msure its final disposal without polluting onr
streams aud rivers as of old. Mr. Bailey Denton's
experiments, confii'med by the oi^inion of Dr. Voel-
eker, the well-known agidenltural chemist, point
to clay lands as the most advantageous for the dis-

tribution thereon of sewage. If properly drained
aud subsoiled, the water percolates tlu'ough them as
easily as through a sandy soil, and, generally speak-
ing, the crops raised from such land will be of a
superior quaUty. Sandy and gravelly lands not
only require more sewage than clay soils to insure
a productive growth, but they frequently allow the
sewage to pass through them only partially filtered

down from the sm-face to the di'ains or to the sub-
terranean water level existing lower in the earth.

BRISTOL PORT AND CHANNEL DOCKS.

FOR some years past (says the Sailinn;/ Kevs)
considerable attention has been paid to the

improvement of the navigation of the Avon and the

approach to Bristol, and various plans have been
suggested by eminent engineers for the improve-

ment of the harboiu* and the establishment of docks

at a more commoiUous position than at Bristol. In

lS-28 Ml'. Milne proposed a masonry pier at Portis-

head. In 18ol> Mr. Brunei proposed a floating pier

at the same place, to be formed of large pontoons ;

and two years later Sir John Macueill proposed a

breakwater pier. In 1853 the coustmctiou of a

dock was suggested as suitable for the Portishead

shore, and Mr. Neale further proposed that it

should he a floating dock. The opposite side of the

channel—viz., the Gloucestershire side—has been

selected as an appropriate location tor docks by a

number of engineers. The late Mr. Reudel reported

in favour of Avonmonth as the best ocean steam-

packet terminal station in connection with the port

of Bristol, but he insisted that whatever harbom'

was adopted tbe river Avon must be made to flow

through it. in order to secure a sufficient scour by
the flood of all tides. Mr. Hawkshaw's plan was to

construct a steam dock at the mouth of the Avon
for the accommodation of the ocean steamers, and to

connect the dock with Bi-istol by a railway laid on

the margin of the river. The result of inquiries

which have been made at various times is that while

Ml-. Neale recommended permanent dock works at

Portishead, Messrs. Reudel, Thornton, Howard,.

Hawkshaw, Page, Fowler, and Aberuethy have re-

rouuneudcd docks at Avonmonth. and Messrs.

Milne & Brunei and Sir John MacNeiU have been

in favour of a pier at Portishead. In 1S64 a new
Act was passed, authorising the construction of

docks at Avonmonth, and the works have
_
for

some tmie past been in progress, under the direc-

tion of Mr. Brunlees. The lock of the Chanel Dock
at Avonuuiuth is 4.50ft. long and 851t. wide. The
dock itself is 1,100ft. long by 500ft. wide, the avail-

able water area being about sixteen acres, with a

length of quay wall of .^,200ft. The depth of water
over the Channel Dock cill at ordinary high watir
of neap tides is :!i;ft., and the depth of water in the

dock is '2.'{ft. (>in. Proposals have been made for

coustructuig docks at Portishead, the lock of which
is ISOft. long and (ISft. wide, the dock itself being

1,800ft. long and nOOft. wide, the area of water being

equal to about twelve acres, and the length of quay
wall •2,-2O0ft., deptli of water on cill 'iiift. Rin., and
in the dock 17ft. (>in.

New A.R.A's.—The Royal Academicians and
Asiocates met on the evening of Thursday, 2Cth

ult., to elect three ,\.R.A.'s. Messrs. H. S. Marks,
1''. Walker, and T. Woolner were chosen by clearly-

pronounced majorities.
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ISAMBARD KINGDOM BEUNEL.*

TSAMBARD KINGDOM BRUNEL was

J_ born on the :tth of April, ISDG, the

only son of Sir Mark Isarabard Bruuel, who,

after some American experience as a civil

engineer in America—consequent on his

Royalist sympathies proving unacceptable to

the Revolution, which at that time was para-

mount in France—had settled in this country

seven years, and had been married nearly

that time to an English lady, Miss Sophia

Kingdom. On the completion of an im-

portant commission entrusted to him at

Portsmouth by the Government, Sir Isam-

bard Brunei removed to London, and con-

tinued to live in Lindsay-row, Chelsea, until

the heavy responsibilities connected with the

progress of the Thames Tunnel compelled

him to live nearer thereto. At Chelsea

young Brunei commenced his education,

imder the Rev. Weeden Butler, who resided

in the neighbourhood — having been pre-

viously taught Euclid by his father, and ex-

hibited considerable talent for drawing, even

at the age of four years. We next tiud him
at Dr. Morell's school, at Hove, near

Brighton. An extract from one of his letters

in 1820 reveals an early liking for the profes-

sion he adopted, or inherited. A passing and
comparatively uninterested reference to the

progress of his classical studies is followed by
the description of "an amusing job" he

had been about, viz., talnng a plan of the

town, which he had got "pretty exact." For
the attainment of "a more exact plan," how-
ever, he requests the loan of his father's " long

eighty foot tape." From Hove he proceeded

for two years to the College Henri Quatre, at

Paris, and in lS'2'i permanently took his posi-

tion in his father's office. In 1825 the Thames
Tunnel was commenced, and Sir Isambard's

diary bears frequent witness to the energetic

devotion displayed by his son under the many
difficulties which attended its construction.

In the accident which, on the 1st January,

1828, put a stop to the works for seven years,

he nearly lost his life, and was most severely

injured, remaining under medical treatment

tor several months. On liis recovery, he ap-

plied himself with energy to his profession on
his own account. His first " competition

venture " was sending in four designs for the

then contemplated Clifton Suspension Bridge.

These, however, did not find favour with Tel-

ford, who had been requested to advise upon
the plans submitted, and who, indeed, reported

equally unfavourably of all ; submitting a

design himself in the new competition which
followed, which was also in its turn rejected.

Brunei was ultimately appointed engineer,

but financial difficulties prevented the com-
pletion of the bridge until some time after

his death.

In 1833 he commenced his career as a rail-

way engineer in the service of the newly-
started Great Western Railway Co.npany.
We cannot trace here the history of his long-

continued exertions in behalf of that company.
It differs little from the history of all who
had to encounter and vanquish the obstinate

resistance ofi'ered by those who, a few years

later, with equal blindness, plunged into Uto-

pian schemes for the construction of new lines

similar in all but the need for their establish-

ment to those they had formerly opposed.

Brunei's connection with the Great Western
Company continued until 1851 ; lie also

planned other lines in the United Kingdom,
and also in Italy and India.

His abstemiousness in everything but
tobacco probably contributed in no slight

degree to the enormous cajjacity for work
which he possessed. At times he appears to

have been able for weeks together to ilo with
but two or three hours' sleep out of the four-
and-twenty, and that frequently taken in his

arm-chair or travelling carriage. His exer-
tions in behalf of railway enterprise would

' "The Life of Isambnrd Kingdom Brunei." By
SAUOABD Bkunel, B.C.L. London: Longmftn^ & Co.

alone have won him a first-class reputation,

but his genius for work led him to seek for

fresh triumphs in the field of ocean steam navi-

gation. In 1836, mainly by his influence, the

Great Western Steamship Company was
formed, and in April, 1838, the Great ]i'ivt,iii

successfully made her first voyage from Bristol

to New York in fifteen days, with an expendi-

ture of only three-fourths of her coal, to the

great joy of her owners and the discomfiture

of Dr. Lardner and others, who had advanced

the opinion that Atlantic steamers could not

carry sufficient coal for the voyage. The suc-

cess of the Great Western led to the construc-

tion of the Great JSrifain, which was built of

iron, and launched in 1844. This vessel, in

which, with the exception of an experimental

trial in the Archimedes, the screw-propeller was

for the first time adopted, after successfully

accomplishing several voyages, ran ashore in

Dundrum Bay. She was rescued by Brunei,

but the misfortune caused the collapse of the

company, and the vessel passed into the hands

of Messrs. Gibbs, Bright & Co., of Liverpool,

who, after refitting her, started her again in

1851, as a regular steam-ship between Liver-

pool and Australia.

The success attending the adoption of the

screw-propeller led, in 1841, to Brunei's ap-

pointment to conduct experiments for the

Admiralty, with the view to the application of

the principle to the ships of the Royal Navy.

He appears to have met with the usual amount
of red-tape opposition and petty ill-will, which

all appear destined to encounter who are un-

fortunate enough to have dealings with Govern-

ment officials, and although his exertions led

to the ultimate successful adoption of the

screw, his services were never acknowledged,

either by any pecuniary or other recom-

pense.

His last great enterprise, the building of the

Great Eastern, was conceived by him shortly

after his appointment as engineer to the

Australian Mail Company in 1851. The mis-

fortunes which so long appeared inseparable

from all and everybody connected with the

apparently unlucky ship are too fresh in the

minds of our readers to need repetition. After

ruining the company under whose auspices

she was originally projected, and even when
built refusing for a long time to move into the

water, she was at length successfully floated

in January, 1857. Even then, for a long time

she continued to appear somewhat in the

character of a white elephant, and her de-

signer was not permitted to witness her

triumphant career in the laying of the Atlantic

cables. He appears, however, before her
completion to have entertained some idea of

her adoption of such a purpose, for when
Cyrus Field came to England in 1856, in con-

nection with the then proposed cable, and
visited the Great Eastern, then nearly

finished, Brunei said to him, " There is the

ship to lay the Atlantic cable."

On September 5, 1869, while engaged in

preparing the Great Eastern for sea, he

was attacked with paralysis, and gradually

sinking, died on the 15th of that month, in

the 54th year of his age. A window to his

memory has been erected in Westminster,
and a statue, executed by Baron Marochetti,

awaits a site, promised by the First Com-
missioner of Public Works. More lasting

monuments to him, however, far exceeding

even the memorials of his works, are the

benefits which they won for science and com-
merce. The Atlantic cable itself must ever

carry to and fro, with its thousand messages,

some memory of Brunei's fame, for it is not

too much to say that without his ship its

successful completion would have been a

thing yet to be accomplished.

Asa lesser form of memorial, thisbiography
by his son is very valuable. Its accuracy and
completness are worthy of commendation, and
the object of its author, viz., " to provide as

far as possible the materials on which a just

judgment of his career can be based," ajipears

to us fully attained.

ON THE NEW ST. THOMAS'S HOSPITAL.

{Concludedfrom fage 62.)

IT was thought desirable throughout the \. arii

;

to have a smooth surface of fiat ceiliug, but

thi'onghout the corridors and a great portion of tlie

hospital the arches and girders are fett to show
the constmction, the soffits of the arches heiiu

finished with a setting coat of plastering. TIi

joists and sleepers, or concrete and paving, .ii-.'

laid on the top of the Dennett arching iu tlie

ordinary way. The waggou-lieaded ceiling of the

chapef and the groming of the aisles is afso

executed in the same material, the aisles having

stone ribs. The tliickness in the panels is 5in.,

and iu the stifes lOin. The reason which in-

duced me to adopt this mode of construction for

the chapel roof was not only the satisfaction of

having a real sound sohd construction, hut it

afforded an opportunity of can-ying up several

flues to the apex of the roof, which must other-

wise have cropped up in an ohjectionabie mode on

the balustradmg. Tlie flues are carried across the

groining or aisles on the back of the main ribs,

then up the piers of clerestory walls, and again

on the back of the main roof. Provision being

made for sweeping at certain points easy of

access. I may here mention that the flues from

all the low buildings are taken across the

corridor ceilings, and canied up with the main
building, thus avoiding all risk of smoke and

disfigurement. The ceiling of the Governor's

haU is constructed with iron girders and

Dennett arching for the same reasons. The
flues for the rooms on the lower floors had

to be disposed of, and iustead of interfering

with the parapet and balustrading, were carried

over tlie back of the cove, and taken out of the

roof in the ordinary way. The " Dennett "

material is certainly very handy in execution ; it

accommodates itself to any form of arch or groin;

it is strong, has great resistance against fu'e, and,

when set, does not exert any lateral pressure ; but

care must be taken, and a liberal allowance made
for expansion during the process of setting, and,

finally, I believe it is as cheap if not cheaper than

any other fireproof construction. The superficial

area of arching used at the hospital in floors and

flats is about tlu-ee hundred aud thirty-seven

thousand feet.

The rivetted iron ghders, of which there are

about 1,250 tons, were made in Belgium at the

Sclassiu Works, and although not quite so neat in

finish as one would wish (many being exposed to

view), yet at the same time they are composed of

excellent material, and stood the proof tests well.

They were deUvered very regularly, and the delay

which so often occurs from the non-deUvei'y of

ironwork was avoided. The flat roofs over low

buildings and con-idors, which in many parts form

terraces of communication, are constructed iu a

simdar way. The surface of arching is covered

with concrete, laid to the reqmi-ed fell, and then

covered with asphalte—" Pilkington's patent,"

which consists of the introduction of a layer of

felt between two coats of asphalte. The lower

coat is laid in polinceon, about half au iuch thick,

and the upper coat in Seysell, half an iuch thick,

with flushing of the same material. The whole,

as well as the paving in the basement, has been

executed by Mr. PUkington iu au excellent manner.

The paving and channel stones used in the areas

are the patent Victoria stone, composed of gi-anite

chippings and Portland cement cast in moulds,

aud indurated by a process somewhat similar to

Mr. Hansome's. It forms a capital paving, and
a considerable saving has been efl'ected by using

it in Ueu of rubbed York. The traflic iu the areas

is of course unimportant, but the paving in

question has been severely tested in the Poultry

and on Blackfriars Bridge, aud is standing the

test well. The corridors are paved with tiles one

foot square and inch thick, in alternate squares

of red and buff, with black borders. They are

executed in Eansome's material specially in-

durated, and wheu one considers that this mate-

rial is found most efl'ectual as a griudstone, I am
induced to expect that it will stand the effect of

friction as wed, it not better, than any natural

stone. The cost of such paving bedded and

jointed in Portland cement is very moderate. The
quantity requu-eJ wdl be about 30,000ft., aud I

do not think so good an effect could be produced

iu any other material with equal durabUity at so

small a cost. The floors of wards are laid with

waiuscotoak as being noa-abaorbent,|and the^walls

• Rend by Mr. Henev Cdbret, F.R.I.B.A., before the
lloyal Institute of British Architecta, on Monday the
£iti ult.
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are plastereil with Parian cement for the same
reason. Itjhas been endeavoured to incoi'porate

n tint with the finishiug coat of the Parian, with

a Tiew to avoid the glare of the natm-al white

colour, and painting hereafter. Certain experi-

ments were tried, and it was found that with a

backing of Portland cement and a setting coat

only of Parian, a more uniform tint was produced

than by usiug Parian throughout. Although

great care has been taken in the manipulation,

the result is not wholly satisfactory. Had we
been able to wait untO the walls were more
<;ompletely dry, a more uniform tint would pro-

bably have been produced.

The ward windows are constructed in three

divisions, as shown on sections, the lower part

being to open in the usual way, and the upper

sash drops to the depth of the transom, which is

quite sufficient for clearing the upper stratum of

air in the wards. The whole of these sashes

and frames, aud the greater portion of the doors,

were made in Sweden by the firm of Messrs.

Ekman. My assistant, Mr. Hams, went pur-

posely to Sweden to inspect the works, and
lirought back a most satisfactory report of the

machinery, di'ying chambers, and general capa-

bilities of the establishment for turning out good

work, and the result has fully justified the con-

fidence placed in them.
The gi-ound floor of one of the pavilions has

Ijeen used up as a drying-room (by bnilding up
temporarily the various openings) in which all

t'ae floor boards and other joiners' work have
been thoroughly seasoned. One of the many
newspaper critics, seeing these openings bnilt up,

regretted that the governors were unable to

utilize the whole of the hospital, and that some
of the wards had consequently been buUt up. A
little inquiry would have enlightened him and
explained the reason of the temporary blockade.

In designing the joiners' work, all mouldings
and quirks have been dispensed with as far as

possible, as such parts only afford harbour for

vermin. The wainscot floors are tongued with

hoop-iron, the naU holes stopped with coloured

putty, and prepared for waxing and polishing.

The windows of the pavilions are glazed with

plate-glass, with a view to a more equal tem-
perature, and the corridors are glazed with flatted

crown.
The warming and ventilating arrangements are

indicated to some extent on the drawings hang-
ing on the walls. It was determined to depend
as much as possible on natm-al ventilation,

avoiding all costly arrangements and fanciful

theories, at the same time providing the

means of changing the air during cold and
boisterous weather and at night. The main
extraction shaft is can-led up in the well-

hole of the staircases, and in this is placed the

smoke-flue from the boiler, consistingof awi-ought

iron tube 1.5in. diameter. The boilers for warm-
ing purposes would not of course be available in

the summer, but the furnace for the supply of hot
water and baths would be continuous in its opera-

tion. In , the upper part of this shaft are also

placed the hot water cistern, and if found neces-

sary, hot water coils will be added to assist the

rarefaction. Shafts are carried from the ends of

all the wards, both at the ceiling and floor level,

and from the centre at the stove shaft hereafter

mentioned, communicating with a horizontal trunk
in the roof, which trunk is connected with the

heated shaft previously referred to. To replace

the air thus extracted, fresh ah- is introduced by
means of vAnc tubes laid between the Dennett
arching aud the floor boards, comrnunicatiug with
the stoves and hot water coils, thus passing over
a cool surface in summer, and tempered in winter

by contact with the heated surfaces before euter-

ing the wards, the whole admitting of regulation

by valves. Each pavilien has its independent
means of warming and ventilating, avoiding as

much as possible all complication in the arrange-

ment, but the pipes are so arranged that in the

event of a break-down in any one block, its neigh-

bour can come to its assistance during its tem-
porary failure. A chamber is formed under
thi" cciliugs of the corridor in basement and
ground lloor, into which the whole of the rooms
iu the low intermediate buildinss fonuing the out-

patients' and casual departments are ventilated,

and this chamber communicates at each pavilion

with the main extraction shaft before described.

The wards generally are warmed by three open
fireplaces, aided in cold weather by an auxiliary

system of hot water., The con-idors and stair-

cases are also wanned by hot water. The open
fireplaces stand in the middle of the wards, with
vertical shafts. These fireplaces might have

been an-anged 'against the outer walls, but bed

space would thus have been sacrificed. The stoves

might have been placed as they are, but T^-ith de-

scending flues to the outer walls. This, however,

would have involved great complication in the

arrangement, and risk of smoke and difliculties in

sweeping, aud the piers, already small enough,

would have been so riddled with flues that they

would have been unequal to carry the weight im-

posed. It was therefore thought best to carry up
a vertical shaft throughout. It may detract

somewhat from the appearance of the wards, but

it has, I think, great compensating advantages.

The shafts are constructed, as shown on the

drawings, with an outer case of cast iron, and a

inner smoke tube 1.5in. diameter. The hot metal

does not, therefore, come iu contact with the at-

mosphere of the wards, but the space between
the two tubes becomes an eflicient ventilating

shaft, which is connected as before with the main
trunk in roof. The smoke tube is earned down
to the basement, and is swept from below without

distm-bing the wards. The whole arrangement is

capable of easy removal for repair. A cast iron

socket is buUt into each floor, supported on two
small bearers i-nnning from girder to girder, and
the Dennett arching is made good to the same
all round, thus avoiding any communica-
tion from floor to floor. The outer casing is

of cast-iron, put up in pieces and bolted to-

gether, and is easily removed at any time should

it be necessary to repair the smoke tubes. In the

upper story the iron casing is discontinued, aud a

brick casing bnUt on the concrete floor, which is

more convenient for passing through the roof and
carrying the external shaft. It will be observed

that the thi-ee stoves go into one flue. This is

made of ample dimensions, and a valve is pro-

vided at each stove to close the connection with

the flues when the stove is not in use. As far as

it can be tested in the present unfinished condi-

tion of the work, the aiTangement works satisfac-

torily. The stoves are formed with an air

chamber at the back, having a large heating sur-

face of metal (but which cannot be heated suffi-

ciently to vitiate the air) standing in a pan of

water, somewhat similar to the Gumey stove.

The ventilation of the water-closets and lavatories

is entirely independent of the wards, and is

carried up the shaft iu the river turret, in which

are placed the hot-water tanks for supply of

baths and water coils. The stone shafts at the

angles form the termination of the foul linen and

dust shoots, which are carried right up to the ex-

ternal air. The ventilation of the museum and
school buildings is on the same general principle,

the ventilating and smoke shaft being contained

in the tower at the southern end of the building.

The whole of the warming and ventilating works

have been most satisfactorily carried out by the

well-known and experienced firm of Haden tt Son,

of Trowbridge, and I am glad to bear testimony

to their ability and the careful and considerate

attention to all works entrusted to them.

The risk of fii-e is reduced to a minimum, but

considering that an alarm even of fire would act

most iujuriously on many cases, a system of fire

mains and) cocks is provided throughout the

building. The cocks admit of being served either

from the rising main or from the large tanks pro-

vided in the towers. A special main has been

laid by the Southwark and Vauxhall Company to

supply the building, and a constant service will,

it is expected, be supplied ; but in the event of

any accident happening to the main, provisiou is

made by an arrangement of back valves to supply

the cocks from the tanks. These arrangements

have been carried out by Messrs. Shaud & Mason,

whose name is a guarantee for their efiiciency . The
gas services have been executed by Messrs. Strode,

and although not calling for any special descrip-

tion, I may say that they have been carried out

iu the usual satisfactory manner by that firm.

The lifts, of which there is one to each

pavilion, demand a few words of explanation.

They arc constracted upon the hydraulic ram
principle. A boring was made to a depth of Tlift.,

and lined in the usual manner for about 'i'ift.

through the gravel with cast-iron cylinders to

keep back the water, and from this point to the

bottom through the clay the well is lined with

brickwork. In this well is sunk a cast-ii-on cylin-

der, llin. internal diameter, strongly bolted to

-

gellier in 'Jft. lengths, and within this again

comes a hollow ram, 'Jin. diameter, working

through this cylinder, screwed together in 9ft.

lengths. On the top of the ram the ascending

room is attached, consisting of a strong iron

frame with iron roof, all strongly trussed to-

gether and lined with match boarding. At the

top and bottom of this room, on each side, are V
guides, lined with gun metal, the top ones having
springs to prevent oscillation or sudden shocks.

At each side are suspending irons, to which are

attached strong chains passing up a groove in the
brickwork and over wheels 3tt. Sin. diameter to

the counterbalances on each side ; these cotmter-

balances work in recesses, and are grooved to run
in guide irons. The guide bars for the ascending
rooms are of cast u'on, placed the whole height

to ensure a steady movement. A gear rod

passes through the cage to control the lift, and
self-stopping gear is attached. The lifts are

worked by a fall of water from large tanks fixed in

the roof of each block, 104ft. from basement,
each tank containing 2, .500 gallons. The stroke

or rise of each lift is 63ft. The pressure of water

is 451b. per square inch, and the lifts are calcu-

lated to raise six persons each time. This

pi-inciple has been adopted as affording the

most perfect safety attainable. The over-

head gear is placed at the sides in a

chamber specially provided, bo that in the erent

of any fracture thereof, no damage would arise to

the cage. There is also one food lift to each

block. They are upon the rack and piston

principle. 'The machinery, which is in the base-

ment, consists in each case of a cylinder, llin.

diameter, with piston and rack working in it,

with tooth wheel and large drum wheel, on which

is coUed the wire lifting rope, passing to the top

of the bnilding and over a one-grooved pulley to

the cage, which has guides top and bottom ; this

cage runs in T-iron guides, fixed in each side of

walls, from top to bottom of lift hole. A sepa-

rate wire rope is attached to the top of cage,

passing over grooved top wheel to the counter-

balance, which is also guided on each side by

angle iron guides. The lift is worked by a rod

passing up at the corner and communicating with

the valve at the bottom. The weight intended

to be raised is 1 cwt. The height is 63ft., and

these lifts are worked from the same tank as the

passengers' lifts. They are easily controlled at

any floor, and stop themselves, at the highest

and lowest points. The whole of the lifting ap-

paratus has been specially designed and carried

out by Fred. Colyer & Co., Engineers, St. Mary's

Iron Works, Leman-street, London, the whole

of the work being of the most substantial character,

and nothing has been neglected to ensure

thorough efficiency, combined with perfect safety

The electric communication has been executed

partly by Messrs. Keid, Brothers, of the City-

road, and partly by Messrs. Moseley, and the

ornamental ironwork by Messrs. Skidmore.

In conclusion, allow me to say a few words as

regards the cost. The ultimate cost, exclusive of

the site, will probably be about £400,000, in-

cluding foundations and fittings, or £650 per bed,

which, in the absence of any detailed explanation,

appears to be a large sum ; but if aU extraneous

buildings are allowed for, and the cost of one

pavilion taken which accommodates 111 beds, it

wUI be found that the amount would be reduced

to £'250 per bed, and considering the cubic allow-

ance of space, the number of attached rooms pro-

vided, and the character of the work generally,

such amount does not appear to me to be ex-

cessive. The cost of the building, exclusive of

the concrete foundations and the enclosure rail-

ing, is about yd. a cube foot. The contract, among

other things, provides a large medical school build-

ing, a building for the framing of nurses, large

administrative offices for the civil department of

the hospital, five residences and extensive out-

patients' department, aud the enclosure of 84

acres of land with stone curb and iron railmg and

parapet walls.

I have now only to bear testimony to the excel-

lent manner in which Messrs. Perry have carried

out the work, and to thank Mr. BulUvant, the

Clerk of Works, and all parties who have assisted

me, for the zeal and abiUty with which they have

performed their several duties.

PISOOSSIOU.

The PaEsroENT (Mr. T. H. Wyatt) said that

whatever difl'eronce ol opinion might exist as to

the relative merits of the paviUon or other

systems of hospital conBtrnction, there could be

no question as to the merit attaching to Mr.

Currey for the lucid way in which he had

described the new S. Thomas's Hospital. 'There

wore several visitors of the medical profession in

the room, and he would first caU upon Dr.

Balfour.

Dr. Balfodr, having thanked the President

for the opportunity of bearing Mr. Currey's
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paper, and Mr. Cun-ey for having given him the

opportunity of personally inispectiug the works,

said he was very much struck with the gi-eat care

which appeared to have been taken to provide for

all the contingencies of the medical service and

the school service of the hospital. Perhaps the

highest compliment he could pay to Mr. Currey

was to say that on only one point could he find

anything that did not come up to his expectations.

He was not quite prepared to endorse the opinion

that the system of ventilation by shafts in the

centre of the wards was perfect, because he feared

that in the summer time, when the fires were not

burning, and, consequently, when there would be

no.heat in the centre tube, the system of ventila-

tion might possibly get out of order, and the foul

atmosphere of one ward get into another ward.

He was not aware that there was any an-angement

to prevent such an occurrence. This, however, was

the only point of detail which he considered open

to criticism. The school arrangements were par-

ticularly good, and the care that had been paid to

the general arrangement, and to the ventilation

was (with the exception of the point alluded to)

highly satisfactory.

Mr. Edward Hall, F.S.A., Fellow, said that

Mr. Currey had not quite accurately described the

aiTangement of the plan of the Lariboissiere

Hospital at Paris. That hospital had its ware-

blocks surrounding a central com-t. He thought

Mr. Currey said that the ward-blocks extended

at right angles to the central corridor. He (Mr.

Hall) beUeved that that arrangement had been

carried into effect in two or three hospitals in

Great Britain. The first hospital in which the

principle was adopted was that at Blackburn.

The plan of the Lariboissiere was that of a central

court with corridors round three sides of that

court, the administrative buildings being situated

on the fourth or entrance side, the ward-blocks

approached by the eastern corridor extending

toward the east, and those approached by the

western corridor extending westwards. He
thought that that arrangement was worthy of a

Kttle more attention than it had hitherto received

in this country, because the plan was considerably

more compact, and allowed of better communica-
tion between the several blocks and the adminis-

trative department. Another point which he

in course of years with the miasma thrown oif by

the sick, and ventured it as his opinion that the

best plan would be to construct hospitals of a

temporary natm-e, so that they could be destroyed

at certain intervals and re-erected on other sites.

The great weight of Sir James Simpson's name,

he (Dr. Carter) thought, caused undue import-

ance to be attached to his utterance on this

matter, givihg his conclusions a prominence not

justified by the grounds from which he deduced

them. As this new S. Thomas':? Hospital was
the most important work of the kind canied out

as a, permanent establishment since the expres-

sion of these opinions, he thought it would be

some satisfaction and re-assurance to Mr. CuiTcy

and to architects generally when he said that it

was the general opinion of the medical profession

that Sir James Simpson, on the occasion men-
tioned, sounded an unnecessary note of alarm,

and that there was every reason to believe that

the new hospital might be kept as wholesome for

all time as any building of its kind possibly

could be. His (Dr. Carter's) colleague, Mr.
Holmes, had lately contributed to the Lancet
some criticisms of Sir James Simpson's remarks
on this point, which would doubtless be found
worth perusal by architects. .\s to the best

material for coating the walls of the wards, he

might say that lime-white had been used for the

purpose in the new hospital built by the parish of

St. Pancras at Hampstead, and since handed
over to the Metropolitan Asylums Board; but he

thought that with due care and frequent cleans-

ing with a wet sponge, a smooth surface was in-

finitely preferable, for the products of the miasma
escaping from the patients was most injurious

when cUstui'bed white in a dry state. He was
highly satisfied with the accommodation and ar-

rangements of the hospital, but had to criticise

one small detail. He thought it would be found

that there was not quite light enough in the

operating theatres, and that more window-space
would have to be provided before the surgeons

felt quite at home in them. With this exception,

however, he had no fault to find with Mr. Currey 's

arrangements. (Cheers.)

Professor Donaldson complimented Mr. Cun'ey
upon the lucidity of his paper, as well as on the

successful completion of so important a work
desu'ed to submit to Mr. Currey's consideration ', With regard to the observation by a previous

was whether it was really most advantageous to

cover the interior walls of the wards with Parian

cement. At the time when the best mode of con-

structing hospitals was under discussion, it was
considered that Parian cement was the best

possible material for the purpose of coating the

ward-walls, and that a highly-polished hard
surface was greatly to be desired. But iu one of

the most important buildings of this kind which
had been .constmcted (Chorlton-upon-Medlock)
the walls were covered with lime-white, because
the funds did not allow of the use of Parian
cement ; and it had been suggested of late years
that it would be very much better to avoid the

use of Parian cement, which, good as it was, was
liable to absorb some of the miasma—a fault

which it was highly necessary to avoid—and that

if lime-white were generally adopted for this

pui'pose, it would be possible to renew the surface

of that coating periodically, while that material
would also act as a preservative against infection.

It would be well to bear in mind the many im-
jiortant points which Mr. Currey had only slightly

touched upon. The question of the number of

cubic feet of space allotted to each patient was
very important. He believed Mr. Currey had
given a larger number of cubic feet per bed in his

wards than had been given in any other case
The (Ustance between the pavilions had also been
increased, but not, he thought, to an extent
incommensurate with the extra height of the
blocks.

Dr. FiTZGEEALD Said he had been over the new
buildings, and he was highly pleased with the
whole arrangements, which were eminently satis-

factory in nature and extent. The school aud
museum ai-rangements seemed particularly ex-
cellent, and compared very favourably withthose
at University College.

Dr. Cartee said he had had the advantage not
only of hearing Mr. Currey's paper, but of ac-
companying that gentleman over the buildings
several times. At the time when the removal
and reconstruction of S. Thomas's Hospital were
in contemplation, a note of alarm was sounded by
a great medical authority—Brownlow-Moore—as
to the danger of building hospitals as permanent
structures, and the late Sir James Simpson ex-
pressed his fear that hospitals became saturated

speaker that the new S. Thomas's Hospital
dift'ered Irom the Lariboissiere, it was true that

the arrangement was difl'erent (necessarily so,

on account of the site) , but the principle was the

same. With regard to the defective lighting of

the operating theatres, that could easily he re-

medied. He begged leave to projose that the

best thanks of the meeting be presented to Mr.
Currey for the very interesting and lucid paper
he had read. (Applause.)

Professor Kerk said he had vei^y gi-eat pleasure

in seconding that vote of thanks. He thought
they must all have felt that Mr. Ciu-roy was
a singularly happy man to have got through this

great work without a single difficulty. The reason

of this might be that he had had a commission so

hberal in its character, and had brought to bear

upon the execution of the commission—he (the

Professor) would not say a very thorough ac-

quaintance with the subject, but a straightfor-

ward mode of doing business, aud an absence of

straining after efl'ect, which two considerations

went so far, as could be seen by Jlr. Currey's ex-

ample, to ensure success in such a matter. The
description Mr. Currey had given of his work
showed that he had, from the foundation to the

vanes of his highest pinnacles, one object in view

—to do his work with the utmost substantiality

and with the utmost liberality, and he (the Pro-

fessor) thought he had never heard or read the

description of a trans:; stion of building that

carried more completely to his mind the appear-

ance of everything having been done well aud tor

the very best. (Hear, hear.) The site was one
which had afl'orded Mr. Currey great hberty as

regarded space ; that was a thing which seldom
fell to the lot of an architect. He had availed

himself of the privilege in the most intelligent

manner, and he (Professor Kerr) thought, from
what ho heard, that the public were universally

inclined to consider this hospital to be a ctief

d'iruvre of its kind, and he personally thought
it was one of the most popular works of the age

as regarded its efficiency and the likelihood of its

proving a success for the purpose for which it was
intended. There was oue point upon which he
should like to say a word, especially as Jlr.

Ransome was present. He referred to Mr.
Currey's use of artiscial stone iu this building.

He (Professor Ken-) confessed that once or twice

when he heard the matter mentioned he was in-

clined to doubt whether Mr. Currey was justified

as an architect in using the artificial stono

in the way he had done, but from ^Ir. Currey's de-

scription he was perfectly satisfied iu that respect.

In the way in which Mr. Currey had used that

material he had fulfilled its proper pm-pose, aud
he need not fear to withstand any criticism whicli

might be offered upon the subject from an artistic

point of view. If he (the speaker) understood

the matter aright, the capitals of the Corinthian

columns were of artificial stone—and he might

mention an incident which occuixed with regard to

these capitals. A certain stone-carver had been

promised, as he considered, all the carving work
of this hospital. He went on the ground one

day and compbiined that he was being badly

treated. The clerk of works, or the person who
received him, asked him what he meant. The
carver said, " I see Corinthian capitals fixed iu

then- places which were not carved by me." The-

clerk of works told him that if he would ac

company him to the shed he would see these

Corinthian capitals by the huudi'ed. They both

went to the shed, where the carver was compelled

to confess that at a little distance he could not

distinguish the artificial stone capitals from those

in Portland stone. This tribute was deserving to

Mr. Eausome, because he could manufacture his

stone so as to be, to all intents and purposes, the

material which it professed to imitate. He
believed these capitals were made sohd, or very

nearly so, and of such material as to equal the

Portland stone. Mr. Currey mentioned the cii--

cumstance of this stone being superior to the

natural material in the form of grindstones. It

had been said that Nature did not undertake to

find UB in grindstones, but architects would be

pleased to hear that Mr. Kansome had invented

another stone which was superior to the one

referred to, and if Mr. Cm'rey had waited for a

tew years he would have had a better stone

(laughter). He (Professor Ken-) had seen speci-

mens of the new stone of the same kind as Port-

laud stone and of the same kind as certain
" barnacles," and he thought that when the time

came architects and builders would all feel very

much surprised at the extraordinary effects and

qualities of this new stone. He understood Mr.

Cm-rey to say that the corridors were paved with

artidcial stone, as it was found to wear better

than tiles. That was well worth understanding.

Of com-se they were all acquainted with tile-

paving, than which, for ornamental purposes,

nothiug could be better ; but for pa\-ing on a

large scale, this artiBcial stone was far superior.

It was not a laminated stone, and that, perhaps,

was the reason of its durability ; but he should

like to hear Mr. Cun-ey say whether it was equal

to Portland stone as a paving. The very im-

portant question ofhospital construction which had

been raised, aud the able discussion by the medical

gentlemen iu the room as to the best surface for

the walls of the wards, had been very interesting.

Those of them who had not given much atten-

tion to the particular question might have

suggested that the ordinary rule might be applic-

able to hospitals—that Parian cement with a

polished surface, being non-absorbent, was liable

to a certain disadvantage as regarded the tricklmg

of the water of condensation down the surface ;

but the propriety of using a polished surface for

the walls of a hospital ward was now, to him,

nuquestionable. Some of them, too, might have

suggested that if the hme-white were necessary

as a mere coating on the surface, the wall itself

ht be of Parian cement with the lime over it.

Dr. Carter said he preferred the pohsheA surface,

as capable of being cleaned when requu-ed with-

out much trouble ; but a lime surface involved

greater trouble in cleaning (or rather removal),

and was attended with much greater risk both to

the men employed in the work and to the patients

in other parts of the hospital. He heartily

seconded the rssolution moved by Professor

Donaldson (Applause).

Mr. Jennings thought thaton such occasions as

that they should look at all the points in connec-

tion with the subject. Hehrdnot heard any notice

taken of any other covering for the walls than

Parian cement or lime-whiting. In Liverpool,

tiles and enamelled slate were much used, aud it

was a question whether glazed tiles were not

capable of being used for the walls of wards. It

was perfectly clear that a sui-faco of glazed

tiles or enamelled slate would not be liable to

retain infectious matter, but, on the other hand,

they would be still further liable to the evils of
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condensation of the atmosplieve unless the veu-

tila:ion was perfect. He imagined, however, that

the orovisions made for ventilation by Mr. Currey

wouii be sufficient to carry off the air in such a

state as to prevent condensation. He did not see

that Jlr. Cun-ey had made any special provisions

for carrying off the carbonic acid gas, which

'ivould not have to be carried off from the upper

but from the lower parts of the wards ; nor was he

aware whether Sir. Currey considered that the

opening of the tubes to the edges would afford

sufficient ventilation to the wards in summer.
He was quite aware that the carbonic acid gas

would sometimes pass up to the top, owing to cer-

tain ch'cumstances, and that it would not always

remain at the bottom. He should like to know
what precautions were adopted for cariying out

the carbonic acid gas under such circumstances,

and when there were no fires ? At Sir Charles

BaiTy's dining room the ventilation now and then

acted the wi-ong way, and put out the gas, and the

same result had often been experienced by all

present who had tried to heac by hot chambers.

Mr. Fowler said that the admu'able paper

read by Mr. Currey suggested to his mind three

subjects of congratulation. Firstly, he congratu-

lated Mr. Cun-ey on the satisfactory conclusion|of

so perfect a monument as the new hospital might
faii-ly be considered. (Hear, hear.) Secondly,

he thought they should congratulate the profes-

sion generally on the liberality with which the

Governors of the Hospital had enabled theii' archi-

tect to carry out the work. (Hear, hear.) The
third party who were to be congratulated were
the poor, on having the means of such a magniti-

cient hospital put before them. Twenty years

ago the subject of hospital accommodation was
not so thoroughly understood as it was now. He
supposed they might now think that they had
arrived at some tolerably detinite ideas upon the

subject ; but twenty years ago it was a very open
question as to what the aiTangement should be.

In the building of a hospital with which he was
familiar (but of which he was not the architect,

and therefore he would not name it), the wrong
plan was, undoubtedly, ultimately adopted, after

a long discussion of the merits of the various

methods of arrangement. From what had been
clearly demonstrated in subsequent examples of

hospital construction, it was impossible that the

hospital referred to could have been a success, for

the architect was limited to an expenditure of

about £10U per bed, though twenty years ago
that was considered a veiy liberal outlay. The
expense of the building cubed out was little more
than half that of Mr. Currey's S. Thomas's
Hospital (Dd. per foot cube), viz., 5jJ. per foot

<;ube. It was now known that that scale of ex-

penditure was too low to provide an efficient

establishment, and it was a matter on which the
profession was to be congratulated that in twenty
years it had made such satisfactory progi'ess.

Db. Masset said he thought it was quite un-
necessary for him to speak of the various merits

of the new hospital, for they were so very nume-
rous. With regard to the ward construction, he
might, however, say one or two words. Like the

rest of the buildings, the wards had a great

many merits. The lifts being constructed sepa-

rately from the wards was a great advantage, and
he thought the floors would prove as non-absor-

bent as the walls, being of well-polished solid

oak, fitted together with the accuracy of a piece

of cabinet work. The lavatories and water-

closets at the euds of the wards were admirably
ventilated and thoroughly cut ofi' from the

wards. He thought, however, that there were
some points iu the ventilation that he should

have liked to have heard a httle more fully dis-

cussed. Mr. Currey had not stated the propor-

tion of the outlet to tlie inlet area. He
(Dr. Massey) supposed there must have been
some proportion fixed upon. Neither had Mr.
Currey stated the proportion of both inlet and
outlet area, either to the size of the wards or the

number of patients in the wards. The general
system of ventilation adopted, he (the speaker)

should have liked to have heard a little more
about. It appeared to him that there were
summer and winter ventilations—the former, he
assumed, by the windows (and nothing could be
better) ; but with regard to the winter ventila-

tion it apjieared to him not quite so clear that it

Would work well. There were two methods of

inlet, as he understood, the one along the floor in

connection with hot water coils, the other by
direct " communication with the stoves. It

seemed to him that heating all the inlet air iu

this way, unless it was doue with great care,

would render it too dry for the use of the patients.

Moreover, |the outlets were, as he understood, at

the end of the ward, uot in the end walls, but in

the side walls, and likewise round the chimney.

He also understood that the air escaping through

these outlets at the ends of the wards would go

through long horizontal flues into a common
tube, and that, in fact, the place would be venti-

lated somewhat on what was known as Jebb's

principle—the principle on which so many gaols

were ventilated, and to which there were grave

objections. The air that was warmed at the

stoves before distribution came into the ward in

close proximity to the outlet chimney, beneath

which chimney there were gas jets, and he

thought that the hot air, from its inlet being so

near to these gas jets, would be to a great

extent j lost by being sucked up the outlet

chimney.
De. Balfoue asked whether there was anything

to prevent the foul air from one ward getting

into another.

Mr. CuRHEY said he did not think such an oc-

currence possible.

The PEESiDEJiT (Mr. T. H. Wyatt) said that for

several years he had given a good deal of atten-

tion to the study of hospital construction, and he
had no hesitation in saying that Parian cement
was by far the best material for coating the walls

of the wards. At the Middlesex Hospital several

years ago that material was used ; it was sponged
dowu regularly at intervals, and the hospital

authorities had never had the slightest difficulty

with regard to condensation. He could not at

all conceive that a rough surface was advisable for

such a purpose. He had great pleasure in going

over the hospital a day or two ago with Mr.

Currey. He considered that the coustruction of

the hospital was excellent in every respect.

The thanks of the meeting having been tendered

to Mr. Currey, that gentleman said he thanked

the meeting for their kind appreciation of his

architectural services in connection with the

hospital. In replying to the points raised in the dis-

cussion, he referred, iu the first place, to the shafts

in the centre of the ward. It was not intended,

he said, to depend on these shafts for the venti-

lation, but the shafts being there to subserve

another purpose it was determined to utilise

them also, if possible, for purposes;of ventilation.

The maiu means of ventilation were provided at

the two ends of each ward, both at to^) and
bottom, by much larger shafts. A rarefying

power in these shafts would be got both night and
day, summer and winter, because they were
warmed by the furnace for the heating of the

baths. Mr. Hall was quite right in his criticism

about the Lariboissiere Hospital. The Parian

cement question had, he thought, been fully dis-

posed of by the medical gentlemen present. The
wards of the old S. Thomas's were of Keene's

cement, and were regularly washed down eveiy

summer. An objection with regard to the use

of tiles for this purpose was that there were so

many joints, which would harbour vermin. Of
course enamelled slate, iu much larger pieces

than the size of the tiles, got rid, to some extent,

of that difficulty. To the best of his recollection,

the inlets for fresh air had an area of about 50in.

to each patient, and the outlet area was much
larger. With regard to the deficiency of light in

the joperating theatres, that could of course be

easily remedied.
The President then announced that the next

meeting would take place on February 6 th (Mon-
day next), when a paper will be read by Mr.
E. L. Denison, Q.C, "On Domes."

GOSSIP FKOM GLASGOW.
[FROM QUE Sl'ECLVL COERESPONBENI.]

HAMLET had some hope that a great man's
memory might outlive his life half a year

—

if he built churches. Had Hamlet lived nowadays,
and, to " recover his wits," been sent to Glasgow
instead of to England, he possibly might recover

them this much, tuatjlienceforth it wi>iU<l not be iu

the churches a man had built he would seek the

perpetuation of his memory, for he would find that

sometimes the man lived longer than the chmch.
One of the most able architects that has at any time

practiced iu Glasgow was William Stark, who
flourished about the begiuning of the century.

.\mong his principal works is S. George's Chm-cli

:

and there is a looming probability tliat some of

those who saw the laying of its fouudation-stoui;

may see also the lUsiut'erriug of it. -A proposal to

raze the church has been before the Town Council,
•' the head and front of the offending " being that,

lying like an island at the mouth of a river, it

necessitates West George-street, in debouching on
Buchauau-street, to divide in two and diverge by
each side of it. The spire, conceived in the im-
aginatiou of an artist that was akin to a poet's, is

the most original, unique, and perhaps the most
beautiful in the city, and with Hamilton's palatial

Club-house—grand in its general effect, although
somewhat crude iu its details—composes a chann-
iug pictorial " bit " in oui' civic scenery. Whether
Hainilton, the later artist, had in his mind's eye
this pictm-e, it is these two buddings, not individually

but in composition, that lift Buchanan-street—the
Regent-street of Glasgow—out of the low level of a
duU monotony. The spire, however, is the more
valuable and independent, relieving the line of a
ragged horizontality, and of itself sulficient to give
pictm-esqueuess to the street. S. George's Church
appears in a no less important aspect as the ter-

minus of a vista from George-street East, the street

which at no gi-eat distance is the northern boundary
of 0U2' i^rincipal square—om* intramiual garden and
sole statue-site. And yet I have heard it argued that
it obstructed the view—the view being au horizon of

the "croon o' the causey." There are few build-

ings iu Glasgow, certainly very few chmxhes,
either as features in the scenery to the ordinary

passer-by, or as objects of special regard to the
educated eye, that we can aflord less to part with

than S. George's Church. Its composition is at

once stately and picturesque, its detail large,

simple, and singidarly expressive ; and when Italian

architecture is running rank riot in wanton extra-

vagance, there is something refreshing in the

occasional study of a design so thoroughly indepen-

dent of "loudly" emphasized pai-ts, midtipUeity of

mouldings, or meretricious carving, and, withal, im-
posing. Stark designed in the large, broad manner,
not piecing as a cabinet-maker, but building as an
architect. As his material was stone, his workman-
ship was mason-work. His designs are as free from
prettiness as pettiness. They have no feminine

finery about them, no weakness or falsity to

smother or conceal by an overlay of " ornament."
They are rich in that rarest of beauty, the " beauty
that uuadorned's adorned the most"—the beauty
of truth.

It is perhaps not too much to say that the best

modern buildings in Glasgow ai-e by Stark. His
other chief works are the Jail, the Old Lunatic
Asylum, and the Hynterian Museum ; and, strange

to say, the evil genius that threatens St. George's

Chm-cb has followed these also. The jail was de-

signed when Greek arcbitectiure was little under-

stood and less practised, and although suffering

much from not being placed upon the platform that

the architect intended, it left his hands a gi-and

example of monumental art—simple, severe and
majestic. It early excited the admiration of Hamil-
ton, the architect of that great Greek work, the

High School, Edinburgh. Of late years it has been
tiuiered and cobbled and patched to meet certain

necessities, a torture that Greek is, of_all styles, the

least capable of bearing.

The roof's unbroken line.

The long majestic march, and energy divine,

has been destroyed that height of ceiling and
ventilation might be given to miserable Law
Com-ts that in evei-y sense are imworthy of

the sacrifice. A rugged sky-Une has robbed the
building of half its dignity—the "entire and perfect

chrysoUte " is broken. A new bridge in the neigh-

boiu-hood of the jail will shortly be opened, and it

is to be hoped that the new levels of roadway will

be such as will give to Stai'k's gi-eat work a long

desiderated elevatiou. The old Lmiatic Asylum
has been converted into a workhouse, aud that, of

course, necessitated many alterations and adi'dtions.

Stark's plan was a rotunua crowned by a cupola, and
with arms raiUatiug from it. The arms have much
outgrown then- oiigiual proportion, and offices for

this and that purpose have so clustered like para-

sites about the central biiUding that the hai-mony

which was first supreme is now crushed out. The
dome—as original in its design as is the spire of

St. George's Chmxh—is, however, from many points

still a "leading featme"in om- stone and lime

scenery.^ The Hunterian Musetmi—an exquisite

gem—is now as if it had never been.

Tbo solemn temple.
Yen, all which it iahevit, hath dissolved,

And, like an insubstantial i>ageaut faded,

Left not a rack behind.

Tills is literally the case. Not only the seen bat

the miseeu has been removed : the vci-j foundation

has been dug out.

Tbo deep foundations that we lay.

Time ploughs them up, and not a trace remains.

We build with what we deem eternal rock

:

A distant age asks where the fabric stood:

And in the dust, sifted aud sciirchcd iu vain.

The undiacoverable secret sleeps.

It would be nngi-Hojoiia to cast .luy reflections on the

architect!* who h.ive designed the alterations in the lunatic

asylum aud the jail. They were fettered by iuesorable

cunditiou'i, and could have little pleasure iu their work. I

l)elievo that they all venerate the geuius of Stark, aud
would much rather have colUAUiaaioua for now work than

for altering hid.
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To quote to-day's newspaper^ ** a line of rails is

being laid on the site of the Hunterian Museum ;"

iu other words, there is now the railway *' chair
"

where was one* the seat of learning. KaUway
" sleepers " do not dream of art : the dome and por-

tico were in the way, and the iron horse of Stephen-

son was a more resistless assaUaut to Classic walls

than was even the wooden one of Epcus.f
With Stark's Hunterian Museum has perished

an architectnal work of the very highest merit. Can
anything be done to save his admirable spire?

The church itself from several circumstances—per-

haps partly from parsimony, and partly from the

situation being at the time of building on the very
fringe of the city—is, except in the fagade towards
Buchanan-street, as bare as a bam, and I think few
things could have given the architect greater plea-

sure than to have seen it as thoroughly swept away
as is his Hunterian Museum. Indeed, it is the tak-

ing away of the church, and of the ckurch only,

that is really wanted, if the only object intended is

to facilitate the traftic ; and were the street-level of

the spii'e pierced, as is that of S. Mail's, it might
be made serviceable for several purposes—a re-

ceptacle of a statue or a drinking-tountain, a place

of shelter from a passing shower or of safety from
two passing omnibuses. This is, however, a minor
plea ; the argument for the preservation of the
spire is its excellence in itself, and its value in

giving a pictorial cast to its locality.

There are buildings, however, shorter- lived than
even churches and museums. On the 20th of

September last, in the neighbouring burgh of Hill-

head, a "tenement "fell while it was being built. In
its fall six workmen were killed, and at the last held

Circuit Court of Justiciary, David Law, sen., and
David Law, jun., they having acquired from the City

of Glasgow Eank a right to erect said tenement, were
tried for " culpable homicide and culpable violation

or neglect of duty." The indictment set forth that
" the walls were carelessly or insufBciently founded,
and not built of sufficient materials ; or the tene-

ment was otherwise built in an unsuitable maimer."
After an examination of from forty to fifty witnesses
—laboui'ers, operative and master masons, civil

and military engineers, timber-merchants, quarry-

masters, architects, and although last not least, a

measurer—the jury, after a deliberation extend-
ing over fifty minutes, returned a veriiict, unani-
mously finding David Law, sen., "Not (luilty,"

and by a majority finding the charge agamst David
Law, jun., " Not Proven. " I subjoin part of the
evidence of one of the witnesses for the defence,

and allow my readers to deduce what they can from
it. He deposed that he had received instructions
from a gentleman who represented the City of Glas-

gow Bank, to " come and go " about the Messrs.
Law's buililings ; that he understood " come and
go " that he was not to be too rigid in insisting on
the work being of a first-class character ; that he
granted certificates for the building ; that for the
house which feU there was no specification, nor any
statement regarding the quality of the work ; that

so far as be knew the work was not supervised by
any architect ; and that he understood that Law's
sons were the architects. As, according to the
newspaper report, this last statement was received
with " laughter,'' it would appear that the proper
functions of the profession are really beginning to
be recognised. Whoever has been to blame, six

lives have been lost, and at least the operative
masons are dissatislied with the verdict. On the
evening of the 14th of January they held a
meeting iu the Trades Hall, at which it

was resolved —"That this meeting appoint a com-
mittee, with power to add to its number, for

the pui'ijose of obtaining the moral support of

the leading working-men of Gl;isgow and suburbs,
with the view of bringing the HUliicad catastrophe,
with the legal blemishes of the trial, signi-

ficantly before the public, and to memoriiSise
the Home Secretary for a special inquiry on the
late decision." Now that the operative masons ai'c

taking action, it may be asked why was it that
those operatives who deposed to the builtUug being
dangerous nevertheless remained to work at it

''

Had there been an attempted X'eduction of wages
they probably weuldhave left.

I said some time ago that the Clydesdale Banking
Company intended to build new offices in S. Vincent-
place. It has since invited one London, one Edin-
burgh, and two Glasgow arehitects to compete in
making designs. I understand that each competitor
is to be paid for his work. The site is on the north
side of one of our widest streets, and hence affords
an excellent opportunity for architectural effect.

Dr. Zerifi has been recently lecturing in Glas-
gow, Paisley, and Greenock. At Paisley he com-
plimented the architect of the lecture-room (Mr.
Honyman, of Glasgow), on its merits as a work of
Grecian architecture.
The annual exhibition of the Glasgow Institute

of Pine Arts will be inaugurated on Monday even-
ing, 3flth of January, by "a full-ib-ess eimocrxa-
zioae." Those who have been favoured with "a
private view " say, as they have said for yeai's
past, that this is the best exhibition ever opened
by the Institute.

t yEneiiim, II. JC4.

NEW ELEMENTS OF HAND-EAIUNG.—PLATE XX.

NEW ELEMENTS OF H.4.ND-RAILING.*

[Continued from pacfe i^i.)

Plate 20.— Qu.vrtee-Cikcle Stairs—Wreath
IN Two Pieces.

FIG. 1 shows ground plan. Centre line of rail

struck with a radius ecjual to one step and a
half.

This arrangement gives three balusters on land-

ing. The rail may be four or six inches wide.

The concave side of wreath will present a curved
line, having neither cripple nor deformity. The
grain of the wood runs nearly in the same direc-

tion as that of straight shanks.

Let the quarter circle be divided into two equal

parts. This makes the joint at C ; so that one
mould answers for both pieces of wreath. Draw
tangent throogh joint, and square with C 0. This

gives four tangents of equal length, as shown by
A, B, C, D, E. These are unfolded at Fig. 2.

Have the two square steps and landing stand in

same position as those on plan. This done, draw
pitches cutting at T and L. Join T L (and not

the corner, as shown by mistake cf engraver.)

Then the pitches H L K, on lower part of

wreath, are equal to those above—showing that

one mould answers both pieces.

Find height, by drawing from joint K, which
gives A H. Next find a direction for ordinate by
extending H L, cutting at 2, which gives A 2.

Fig. 3 shows construction of mould.

Let A E be a right angle. Make its sides

equal A, Fig. 1. Join E. Let O C equal

;
A. Make A B e^ual one of the tangents on

' plan. Join B C. Let A 2 equal corespondin^;

letters on the right. Join 2 C extended. Let

j

seat be drawn thi-ough 0, cutting at P, and square
! with ordinate.

Next, draw from A and B parallel with ordinate.

Make P R, the height, equal that of A H on right.

Join R Y. This is the pitch.

The elliptic curves are more readUy obtained
by drawing the pitch through 0, and parallel with
P v. Then extend seat, and let S equal A.
This done, set off on each side of S half width of

rail.

Now draw square with seat cutting pitch, and
we have the wide end of elliptic.

The drawing is now ready to lay a board on for
' the mould. See that the tangents K, L, H agree

with pitches on right having corresponding letters.

Square sections show the joints and application of

bevels. Cut the slab off the shank, and work it to

bevel. Draw a line through half thickness of rail

as shown. Continue this along beveled edge, and
square with joint. Transfer H 6 to it. Mark
pitch, similar to that shown on left.

Be careful to make no mistake in application uf

bevels. The mould, as it now lies, represents

upper surface of lower piece of wreath. This
answers for piece above, by reversing.

The strings for these stairs may be plank.

The cylinder staved.

The joints should be screwed from the back.

This series of articles is a reproduction of Robert
RlDDELL's work on the subject, published iu rhilndol-

phia, and by Trubner and Co., Loiidon.

We hear that there is some likelihood of the remo-
val of the Knightsbridge Barracks, a scheme being-

again under consideration for building first-:;]ass re-

sidences on the Land it now occupies.
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Jfimiiturc ^ ^fcoratioir.

decorative processes.

By "An Experienced Workiian."

[Continued from page 70.)

rTE have now to describe the operation

VV OT process of graining oak by the oil

colour method. It is a commonly-received
opinion amongst a certain class of architects
and others that oak graining is a mere
mechanical art, and that, as a natural conse-
(luence, any person of average intelligence

may execute such works. No greater mistake
could possible be made. It is true that
numerous machines have been made and
patented for effecting this purpose, an account
of which we purpose giving in our nest
article ; but with the single exception of one
patent—which only professes to assist the
grainer—the whole of them are mere make-

1

shifts, none of them finish the work as they pro-
fess to do, but require the hand o*:' the highly
skilled workman to piece up and patch the
work after them. There is also in all machine
work of any description, whether applied to
graining or any other process, an absence
of the individual character or originalitv
which marks the production of the individual
mind. There is a charm and a feeling about
work executed by the hand which gives it a
value no mere machine work can possess. As
we have before remarked, the grain and mark-
ings of oak are so varied in form that no two
pieces can be found exactly alike. Now
machine work, from its very nature, necessi-
tates a repetition of pattern, which cannot be
avoided. Hand- work, on the contrary, can
imitate every variety and follow nature so
closely that no two pieces need be alike.
There is also in hand-work a wide scope for
the inventive faculty and the exercise of good
taste (both in form and colour) and skilful
workmanship. As a rule, strong contrasts be-
tween the ground and the graining colour
should be avoided. The figure and grain
should of course be seen clearly, but only so
clearly as to be distinct without interfering
with the general and uniform (juietness of tone
necessary to fultil the conditions required by
the laws of harmony and good taste. Violent
contrasts and gaudy colouring are always
vulgar, brilliancy and richness of colour are
not necessarily vulgar ; it is the absence of the
guiding power of knowledge and pure taste in
their arrangement which degrades them to the
rank ol vulgarity. In this respect the colours
ot woods are the same as any other colours as
regards decorative treatment, and require
the same care in handling, or else discord
is sure to result. Too much care can-
not be bestowed in avoiding these errors in
colour and form. We have before spoken of
the importance of good combing, and of the
various kinds of combs used ; we now proceed
to describe how the work is done. The grain-
ing colour is brushed over the work in the
ordinary manner with a pound-brush, care
being taken not to put too much colour on,
or else it is very liable to be dirty. A dry
duster is now ased to stipple with, which,
if properly done, will distribute the colour
evenly ; it is now ready for combing. In
the real oak it will be found, as a rule,
that the grain is invariably coarser on one
.side of the panel than the other ; this arises
from the very nature of the growth of the
tree

; it is, therefore, well to imitate this
pattern, and in order to do so we take first a
medium or coarse-cut gutta-percha comb, and
draw it down one side of the panel ; then use
a finer one to complete it. This comb will
leave the marks of the grain in clear unbroken
lines from top to bottom of the panel. AVe
now take a fine steel comh and go over the
whole of the previous-combing ; but in draw-
ing this comb down, we either move it in a
slanting or diagonal direction across the
previous grain, or draw it down with a quick

and short wavy motion or curl ; both the

former and the latter motion will break up
the long lines left by the gutta-percha comb
into shurt bits, which of course represent the

pores or grains of the real wood. It will be
obvious that there are several other motions
of the comb having the same end in view;
and by using the gutta-percha or cork combs
in conjunction with the fine steel an infinite

variety of grain may be produced, fcome

grainers are in the habit of using the coarse

steel combs with one or more folds of thin

rag placed over the ends of the teeth ; but

this is a style of combing which has nothing
to recommend it, and very much may be said

against its use. A natural variation in the

grain may be produced by one comb alone,

according to the manner in which it is held.

For instance, if we take a coarse or broad-

toothed gutta-percha comb, and commence at

the top of a panel with the comb placed at its

full width : if drawn down in this position

it will leave a grain of the same width as the

width of the teeth ; but if we start with the

full width, and gradually turn the comb or

slightly incline it to one .=ide—that is to

say, on its edge, we thereby graduate the

grain from coarse to fine at pleasure, and
by holding the comb at a certam inclination

we may actually make very fine grain with
the coarse comb. This style of combing is very
useful for varying the grain upon the rails

and stiles of doors or other woodwork, and
for defining the joints, and a very great variety

of grain may be thus produced. A very im-
portant point, requiring strict attention, is the

formation of the joints in the wood, as much
of the effect of otherwise good work is lost in

consequence of neglect in this respect. In
looking at a real oak door, the joints of the

stiles and rails are clearly and sharply de-

fined, not by any defect of workmanship, but
by the dift'erence in the run of the grain, the

stiles being perpendicular, and the rails hori-

zontal. The rails being cut sharp ofi" by the
stiles, show a perfectly straight line. The
light also acts differently upuii the two,

simply because the grain or fibre of the wood
is exposed to its influence under different

aspects. This also tends toproduce adilference

in the depth of the colour of rails and stiles,

and panels also. It will be evident that no
imitations can be considered really good
except they include these seemingly unim-
portant points.

It is a common practice for grainers to imi-

tate a broad piece of heart or sap of oak upon
the back rail of almost every door they do,

and many of them are not even content with
that, but daub the stiles over from top to

bottom with it also. There is nothing so vulgar

or in such bad taste. Now if the joiner in

making an oak door was to put such wood into

the rails and stiles, the work would be at once

condemnedby the architect, and very properly

so too, simply because this part of the oak is

not suitable for the purpose, and is never
used in good work. We like to see the heart

of oak well imitated, but it should only be
done upon those parts of the work on which it

would appear on a real oak door, namely, on
the edges of the doors and on mouldings. On
these parts the joiner cannot avoid it, because

we see as it were two sides of a square ; for it

depends upon how the tree is; cut into planks as

to whether the lioard will show the grain and
figure alone, or whether the heart and sap is

seen. If we examine the stile of an oak door
and we see grain and figure on the stile proper,

we are sure to see heart or sap upon the edge
of it. The wood may, of course, be cut so

that we get both heart and figure together, but
in this form it is very rarely used, except for

boat building and for coffins, and never for

doors. This fact should be borne in mind by
the grainer ; if itis, and he strives to assimilate

his work to what is right and usual in the real

wood, there can be no doubt but that he will

produce better work, and it will be more in

keeping with the real. There is a vulgar

pretentiousness about what we may call the

)
sappy stjle of work which is very undesirable.

The work being combed will now require

to be figured. These figures, as a rule, cross

the grain more or less abru])tly, and of course

of diflereut shapes, sizes, and form^, a know-
ledge of which can only be acquired by study

of the real wood. The figure may be wiped
out with a piece of soft rag, held tight over

the thumb-nail. This should have two or

three folds over the nail, the superfluous rag

being held by the other hand to prevent it

hanging down and smearing the grain ; and
every time a figure is wiped the rag should be
moved slightly, so that the same part of the

rag will not be used twice, thus insuring cleaa

work. It will often happen that the thumb-
nail will get broken, or is too weak to stand

the work ; in these cases, or, in fact, in any
case, a good substitute or artificial thumb-nail
may be made of gutta-percha, thus ; A piece

of thin sheet gutta-percha is put into warm
water, and while soft is wrapped around the

end of the thumb \ip to the first joint. It is

then pressed with the hand, so as to fit and
take the shape of the thumb and nail. This
cannot be done at one heating, but will have to

be put into the hot water again, and the end
pinched and squeezed into form to the shape of

the nail, and to fit easy upon the thumb. When
this gets hard it may be trimmed into perfect

form with a penknife. This artificial nail

will answer the purpose admirably if properly

made ; and even when the natural nail is

good the gutta-percha will serve to save it

from injury. Good figuring may also be done
by using the blank end ot the steel comb with
a rag folded over its edge. We have also used
a piece of gutta-percha to take out the lights.

This should be square-ended, about one inch

wide, and three or four inches long. Using
this, instead of the thumb-nail, we have made
very successful work of a certain class, but
not of the best. Many grainers use a piece

of thin horn, in shape something like a
spatula, about three or four inches long and
three quarters of an inch wide, with rounded
ends, and quite flexible. AVith this tool the

figure is cut or scooped out—we know of no
other word which so aptly describes the motion
required to eft'ect this—a sort of quick, side-

long motion, very difticult to describe and
requiring a very considerable amount of prac-

tice before it can be worked with any success.

There is, however, the same objection to this

tool as may be urged against the guttapercha
for figuring, namely, that neither of them
take the colour clean away, but leave an
accumulation of colour on the edge of the
figure, which is fatal to good work, and there-

fore we cannot honestly recommend the use of

any method but the wiping out with the

thumb-nail or its substitute. When the figure

is wiped out, it will require to be softened.

By softening, we moan the imitation of those

half shades seen upon and about the figures in

the real wood. Between and around the lights

or figure in oak there is always a lighter tint

of colour ; this arises from the fact that imme-
diately next the lights or figure the pore or

grain is invariably darker than it is in the

plain parts or spaces between the figure ; and
this is imitated by doubling a piece of rag

into a small roll, and with the side of this the

grain is partially wiped away, but not to the

extent of taking ott' the whole of the grain.

The grain must still be seen, but of course will

not appear nor be as dark as it is on those

parts on which it has not been disturbed ; and
this is exactly the appearance of the real

wood. It is only by strict attention to these

small matters that success is obtained.

We now come to a recent but most admi-
rable system of graining oak by means of

over-combing, which is worked exactly the

reverse of any of the foregoing methods ; that

is to say, the figure is first wiped out, and the

combing or grain is done afterwards, when
the graining colour is dry, in this wise :.The

graining colour is mixed somewhat thinner
tliau for ordinary graining, and is brushed
over the work sparingly, leaving it just suffi-

ciently strong to show a clear distinction

between the ground and the colour. The
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light or figiu'e is then softened by drawing
the end of a flat hog-hair fitcli or a small thin

mottler across each figure, and slightly soften-

ing with the badger-hair softener. The figure

is then broken up a little with fine lines

across -it in parts,,: such as may be seen in

the real wood ; but previous to wiping out the

figure streaks of light should be wiped out
and softened on one side of the panel or across

the stiles, in imitation of the reflective lights

seen in oak. The colour should also be
partially wiped oft' the rails or stiles at their

junction ; tliis tends to dsfine the joint. The
colour is now let to dry hard, when it will be
ready for over-combing,—that is combing or

graining over the figure (hence its name), and
this will have to be done somewhat
dift'erently to the ordinary combing. , As
thus : The colour is rubbed in as be-

fore, and combed solely -with the gutta-

percha combs, but these are specially cut

for the purpose ; they are best about 2in. wide.

The first must be cut with teeth about three-

sixteenths of an inch iu width, the nest one-

eighth, and the third about one-sixteenth. The
broad-toothed comb is first used, and must be
drawn down the panel with a wavy motion
in short or long curls ; either will answer our
purpose now. The next size of comb is then
drawnstraightdown—the straighter the better.

This has the ett'ect of breaking the wavy
combing into short and long straight bits,

similar to the pores or grain of the real wood.
Both the first and second combing may be
varied by holding the comb in a slanting

direction, and may be fine or coarse, according
to the width of the combs used ; now take
a soft rag folded, and with this partially clear

oft' the grain which runs over the figure,

leaving only a sutficient quantity crossing the
light or figure to be j list distinguished exactly

as it appears upon tlie figure in real oak. The
grain is also wiped off in parts on the plain

spaces between the figure, in order to break it

up and take away any apparent formality. If

this method be well and properly done, a

thoroughly deceptive imitation may be pro-

duced, and except this end be kept in view no
really good work will result. In combing a
door or other work, w-e have before spoken of

the importance of clearly defining the joints,

and we ma}' add that we very often see good
doors spoiled from inattention to this point. It

will often happen that the joints of the rails

and stiles are not exactly level with the
mouldings. Mouldings in some cases are

planted partly on the stile ; in these cases the
joint will be a certain distance, as it were, up
the centre stiles and inside the back rail,

while in ordinary doors, where the moiddings
do not project beyond the panel, the joint is

not covered, but^is uniform with the edge of

the stile. Grainers are but too apt to disre-

gard the dill'erence between the two, and are

thus led to make false joints, and in nine cases

out of ten the true joint will in time open,
and thus we have apparently two joints in-

stead of one. The joints should never be
made in any other position but where the
joints actually occur in the wood of which the
door is made.

{To he continued.)

WINCHESTER TOWN-HALL] COMPETI-
TION DESIGNS.

THE designs which have been submitted in

competitiou for the proposed new Guildhall

and pubUc buildings uiolude, as usually is the

case, a variety of ideas, but few well-cousidered

plans, and fewer still that cau lay claim to that

combination of essentials which is needed for the

special object in view. In no case, it may be

asserted, do we find the combined requisites of a

well-arrauged plan and suitable exterior treat-

ment. In one or the other of these necessary

conditions they all seem to us to err. And yet

we would not speak disparagingly of a collection
which numbers nearly 50 designs, and which
necessarily embraces a largo amount of thought.

trained skill, and laborious execution. When we
recollect that each of these designs is illustrated

and expbiiuedby nearly a dozen di'awings, and that
the combined labour this collection represents may
be estimated by years, not mouths only, a fan*

idea of the labour and expenditure entailed may
be gained, and the corporation and citizens of

Winchester may well congi-atulate themselves on
tliis response to their invitation, which is even
larger than the bait they held out could warrant.

The designs may be considered, for the pur-
pose of review, first, as regards arrangement, and
secondly as to external character or style ; and
they may be further divided or distinguished by
the position assigned in the several plans to the
Assembly Room, a feature of considerable im-
portance, not only on account of its relative size

iu the structui'e, bat its value as a local require-

ment, thereby entaUing upon the architect much
careful consideration. The positions assigned to

the Assembly Hall are as varied as the cardinal

sides of the (juadi-angalar space at disposal. As six

of the designs have been distinguished as " recom-
mended," we will first consider their merits, real

or assumed. No. 1, " Tria Joncta in Uno," has
a compact plan, and the aiTangemeut appears to

be economical. The Assembly Room is provided
on the 1st floor. The style adopted is a sort of

ItaUan Gothic, freely treated. No. 8, " Caer
Gweut," has also an Assembly Hall iu the front,

on the 1st floor, and the distribution of plan,

though admitting of improvement, is good. The
museum occupies the eastern side. The style is

Gothic, and of not so expensive a kind as one
which seems to have gained most favour. The
front facjade is rather heavily treated, though
the gables of hall windows slightly breaking

into the high-pitched roof are pleasing. We
cannot admii'e the squat manner iu which
the side tower is terminated. No. 25, " Utile

Dulce
;
," the plan or this design appears

to have ehoited some local commendation no less

thau its exterior treatment. Confining ourselves

chiefly to the arrangement, there is an u-regular

and scattered disposition of parts which rather

detracts from some good points internally. The
ball is placed on tbe.west side of a central corridor

running nearly its whole length, and is approached
partly by it, and also from the end. Ample means
of egress are provided—a very deskable point

—

but we think the lateral corridor has some dis-

advantages. It prevents the hall being lighted

on the coiTidor side, and its great length is archi-

tecturally a mistake, as it appears too lengthy

and wasteful of space for t je purpose it serves.

The walls struck us as being very slim for the

size of such a hall, and we hardly think the

lighting confined to one side will be very satis-

factory. The museum is located along the

principal front, and occupies the upper floor. It

is entirely Hghted from a longitudinal flat sky-

light along the front roof, which might have been
supplemented by side lights along the upper part

of favode, which is now usurped by useless and
unmeaning ai'cading. The style adopted by the

author is Gothic of the English school, and the

detail seems to be well studied. There is, how-
ever, a superfluity of costly elaboratiun lavished

on the front elevation, and much useless and ex-

pensive ornamentation in the shape of angle

tmi-ets and other excrescences of doubtful cha-

racter. The principal objection we have to the

exterior is the jumbled way iu which the upper
portion of the central tower is notched into the

roof and springs from the lower portion of,tower,

the attempt at originahty here being particularly

awkward and whimsical, so much so as to seriously

mar the effect. The cost of this design, more-
over, will, in our opinion, be suflicient to set it

aside.

No. 20," Manners makythMan," has a very com-
pact plan. This plan covers less area than any
other design exhibited. The hall on the ground-

floor is rather long, and the entrance, hmited to

one in the centre of its longest side, is too limited.

The walls are excessively massive and contrast

rather strangely with those of other plans.

We think the author has not given suflicient space

to his approaches and stau'S. In other respects

there seems to be careful study evinced. Exter-

nally this design is shown by a well-drawn out-

line perspective, evincing the hand of an artist.

The design, however, has more of a fortress char-

acter about it than that of a budding destined for

civic uses, the centre tower being overpowering

in its mass and height, and the grouping and
severity of the masses generally arc rather more
picturesque thau architectm-ally appropriate.

Although^ not quite so much condensed in super-

ficial area as the last, " Concentration," No. 27,
has a remarkably compact aud well thought-out
arrangement. Forming a rectangular block,
there is perhaps less lost room in this plan thau any
others. The ballis located along the back, and is

amply approached by entrances at the east and
north sides, though rather indirectly. The only
fault seems to us to be the number of exterior
steps requu-ed to gain the principal apartments,
though it must be remembered an excavated base-
ment on the intended low site for this building
would be very questionable

;
probably the author

had this in view. The conveniences of this plan
appear to be more complete than any of the
others. The proportions of hall and its roof are
good, and the arrangement of the whole plan ia,

as we have said before, well considered, and fully

bears out the motto adopted by its author. The
external front of this design, which is in the
Gothic style, has, perhaps, a somewhat com-
monplace appearance, but its defects in this

respect, which are chiefly those of detail, are
quite overbalanced by the merits of the plan and
its general proportions. If the same amount of

study had been bestowed upon the fa(;'ade which
the plan evinces, this would probably have been
the most successful design of the whole collection.

No. 38 (red star in cu'cle) is a pretentious effort

iu the ItaHan style. The arrangement and pro-

portions of this design are both wasteful in area
and extravagant in the heights of assembly room
and other portions. The author claims for his

plan ample means of ingress and egress. He has
truly outdone himself in this effort, for the area

at disposal is completely squandered and inter-

sected by ridiculously wide conidors crowding
out all available lighting and air spaces. The
superficial area covered by this plan ia the largest

of any. The ItaUau fai;ade, shown by an
efiectively coloured drawing, with its extrava-

gantly high and frittered centre tower, and the
columnar wings of a commonplace type, broken
cornice crowned by statues, is certainly ill-adapted

for the Winchester site and sm'roundings, and
far too costly. No. 46, "Faith," is illustrated

by a carefully and elaborately got up set of

drawings. The plan is hardly so well considered

as some of those above noticed ; the entrances
are defective. The hall and council-chamber are

cleverly managed as regards their roofing and fight-

ing,'whOe the style and treatment adopted is bold

and efl'ective. The vigorously-tinted perspec-

tives display an efleetive tower and front towards
the High-street, which contrasts rather favour-

ably with many others exhibited. We think this

design should have certainly displaced No. ,38

in the committee's selection of the number re-

commended. There are a few other plans that

deserve a passing notice, such as No. 2, " Per-
severando," in which the arrangement is con-

densed and compact : No. 3, not a badly con-

ceived plan in general, but in a very heavy
Gothic style of treatment, with a tower cumbrous
and unrelieved. The same author's ItaUan
design is better. No. 9, " Alpha," has a plan

capable of improvement, the conidors being too

wide. The style is Gothic, and the front is re-

lieved by an arcade open to the street, and gene-

rally this design is chai'acteristio of the purjjose

of a town-ball. 13, "CaerGwent," has a plan

on a good principle, but not so happily developed
;

14, " Justitia," has a well-considered plan ; 16,
" Rufus," has a miserable plan iu the Tudor-
Gothic style; 11, " Civis," has a badly-aiTanged

and patchy plan, with a preposterously high

tower. The drawings, however, are elaborate and
strildug.

The adaptation of style to site is a ques-

tion of some importance in the selection of

a design, and should be taken into account

after the plan. The Winchester Corporation

have selected a site which demands the exercise

of some judgment and taste. Fronting the

widest, flattest, and most open part of their pic-

turesque and declivitous High-street, it is of

primary consideration what character of structure

would best hai-monise with the adjacent buildings

and scenery. We say " harmonise " in a relative

and local, not absolute sense. Essentially of an
irregular and pictm-esque kind, it becomes a pro-

blem of some difficidty to the architect whether

a style partaking of rectangular masses aud
horizontal lines would contrast favourably with a

situation so sudden in its abrupt lines. It is true

the particular site is a flat one, but the objects iu

proximity are of a character that we think require

some degree of assimilation iu the style of the

town-hall. We think on the whole a Gothic

treatment the best, aud those designs which con-
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form to tho continental Hotel de Villa tyjje of

structui'o, having a prominent and well emphasised

tower, either in the centre or at the side, seem to

us to adapt themselves most favourably. Ere

this notice is in the hands of our readers, the

selection of a design for this town-hall will have

been determined, and we hope salistaotorily and

with the guidance of a qualified judge. There

are many other designs which we noted, but of

which our space forbids notice here—some artis-

tically conceived, as Nos. 18, 19, &o., but failing

in essential points of design ; while some others,

as Nos. 20, 21, 29 and 45, would have contributed

more to the credit of the competition by theii-

absence.

[For telegram stating the result of this com-

petition see p. 79.]

BUILDING NEWS SKETCH BOOK.

SEDILIA. AND PISCINA, ST. PETER'.S, PBESTON,

SOSSEX.

THE sketch is taken from an interesting little

church at Preston, Sussex, situated about

cue mile north of Brighton. The Sedilia and
Pisciua are in a very good state of preservation

;

the style is Early English (about 1230.) On the

east wall of the nave, on either side of the chancel

arch, were discovered, not long since, some
frescoes, representing the murder of Thomas-ii-

Becket, and S. Michael weighing the souls of the

departed, and are remarkable for the freshness of

colour, and give a good idea of the state of art at

this period. The church, fortunately, has under-
gone no alteration whatever.

George Holtord.

ON THE HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF
ORNAMENTAL ART.

LECTURE XIT.

THE fourteenth lecture of this course was
delivered on Tue.-day week last. In com-

mencing, Dr. Zerffi proceeded to enumerate
various examples of construction in the different
styles he had mentioned in his previous lecture.
Commencing with the oldest, or Proto-Doric
style, he alluded to Stella and Hermes,
in which the first attempts to construct Doric
columns could be traced. The contractura in
these columns was towards the base. There also
existed facades of rock-hewn cellas or graves, of
which those of Nouchia in Etruria and a rock-
hewn grave at Nikoleia in Phrygia, were notable
examples. In these constructions stiffness and
austerity of form were the prominent charac-
teristics. The columns were in some instances
fluted, in others smooth, and the shafts marked
with one or three rings. The oldest of temples,
that at Cardacchio in Corfu, which might almost
with equal justice be assumed to have been merely
the cover iif a well, was nearly proto-Doric in
form. The pillars were slender and gently
tapered, the capital strong, the echinus project-
mg, and the neck dtcorati-d. The distance be-
tween the columns was great. The frieze was
without triglyphs, the pediment very high, and
the Uuting of the columns very flat. These were
all the structures that could be traced prior to the
seventh century r.c, when we had the Lax Archaic
Done style, of which the temoles of Assos, in
Asia Minor, and the T;ivola dei Palladini, at Meta-
pont, were examples. This style differed from the
Proto-Doric, ioasmuch as the distance between
the columns was leas, the columns themselves were
shorter but more tapering, and the echinus boldly
protruded. There were three incisions at the neck
of the column. In the older constructions in this
style the entablature was more than half as high
as the columns supporting it, and the columns had
twenty flutes

;
in the later forms the entablature

was a httle less than half the column, which had
sixteen flutes only. The kymatium, or cyma
was round, but lighter than the Proto-Doric,
Tho temple of Denieter, at Pajstum, might well be
considered ass belonging to this period, were it not
forthe fact that the coUimns were so closely set. In
the Stern Archaic Doric style (seventh and sixth
centuries n.c.) were the temples of Selinus and
vEgina. Though, as far as the architecture of
these two buildings w.as concerned, we might
assume them to have belonged to the same pe-
riod, they widely differed in their sculptural orna-
mentation. In the former teni[)le the facial ex-
pression of the statues, the Asiatic fashion of the
hair and beard, together with the conventional
treatment of the drapery, led to the conclusion
that it had been contemporary with the Monu-
ments of the Harpies. In the latter, however.

later influences could be traced. The special

characteristics of this style were stiff outer

columns, a high and strongly protruding abacus,

which was one-sixth broader than the interco-

lumniation, a; stiff' and flat echinus, sootia, and

rings below finishing the flutings of the shaft.

The columns of the pronaos had sixteen Ionic

flutings. The tapering was very considerable, being

•6S5 of the lower part, and the tapering' in] the

interior columns was still greater. The marvellous

temple at Ephesus (which the lecturer fully de-

scribed in his former course of lectures) influenced

the Greek aitists, and stimulated them to greater

exertions. The temple.^ of Artemis at Syracuse,

and that at Corinth, might be looked upon as at-

tempts to rival that construction. Their dimen-
sions were colossal, and though the old propor-

tions were observed, the intercolumniation was as

narrow as possible. The height of the entablatures

was half that of the columns. The ruins of the

temple of Corinth were generally accepted as being

the most ancient remains of Doric architecture.

The finished details and the treble incisions under
the capital would, however, have justified archaio-

logists iu placing this building in the period in

which the temple of ^Egina was constructed. At
the same time, these two temples presented ex-

amples of the transition to the Pure Doric style

(fifth century EC). As examples of this style we
had thirteen temples—viz., those of Zeus at

Selinus ; ot Heracles at Agrigentum ; of Zeus at

Agrigentum ; of Poseidon at Paistum ; of Athene [

at Syracuse ; of Juno Lacinia, at Agrigentum ; of :

Concordia at Agrigentum ; the temple at Segesta
;

the southern temple on the western hill at Selinus
;

the southern temple on the easteruhill at Selinus
; ;

the temple on the Island of iEgina ; that of Zeus
[

at Olympia ; and the temple at Bassre. Having
mentioned the chief characteri.stics of these build-

mgs, the lecturer passed on to the Attic-Doric or

Periclean style (fifth century D c.) He said that

in this style we found the spirituallsation of Doric
power and typical regulation united with Ionic

grace and individual expression. The old Doric
might be distinguished as the sandstone or lime-

stone style, and the Attic-Doric as the marble
style. The treatment of the forms ditiered with
the material. Those in marble were more elegant, ^
the columns lighter, and the ornamentation more I

'"g lecture, the lecturer drew attention to the

refined and profuse. Amongst the temples in this I

evident traces of mam|.ulatu.n in some of the

style were those of Theseus at Rhamnos, the Par- '
specimens before the audience. The introduc-

thenon, &c. Even prior to the period of the ' ^'°'^ "^ ^^« "t"^' ^^^ °^ "'"^'' ^^^"^ ''^'^ **'''*"

Macedonian Doric style (four centuries B.C.J, the I

P'^ce at a later period, necessitated the prepa-

Doric style ce;i3ed to be employed exclusively for i

ration of a firmer .paste. This paste had to be

temples, and was also used for profane buildings.

vided by the latest formation of the earth, t.t'.,

the soil itself. Chinese ceramic potteiy, how-
ever, formed an exception to this, as the Chinese
people had used kaolin, which was of tho primary
formation. The productions of the mediaival
potters, such as faience, were made of materials
obtained from the secondaiy formation of the
earth's crust ; and for the last three centuries we
had made our ceramic works of materials found
in the oldest formation. The oldest specimens of
pottery much resembled each other, and it was
difficult to distinguish the productions of Kelt,
Teuton, Scandinavian, Greek and Italian, from
one another. In such productions as assumed
the trochoid form, there was evident a plastic

tendency to strengthen the wave-like forms by
additional ornamentation. This ornamentation
consisted in geometrical figures, knobs, astragals,

and guilloches. The Greeks highly improved
upon this rude pottery. Their style and execu-
tion presented the greatest contrast to the
productions of other nations. The lines were
more defined, and the symmetry more per-

fect. The ceramic art of tho Greeks flourished

most successfully at Samos, and in other islands

of the Archipelago. Its most striking cha-
racteristic was at that time that it ignored the use
of the wheel. In other countries, where the
wheel had been used from time immemorial, wo
should find that it had had a detrimental rather

than an improving efi'ect. In conclusion. Dr.
Zerlfi said he divided Greek pottery into two
classes—the oligochromatic (from oXiyos, small,

and xpw/'«> colour), and the polychromatic. The
first of these he subdivided into two sections :

—

(1), the Archaic ; and (2), the Hellenic. He also

remarked on the fact that the greatest Grecian
sculptors had modelled designs for ceramic
works, and had even practised the art them-
selves.

LECTURE XV.

Dr. Zerffi delivered the fifteenth lecture of the

course on Friday afternoon last. In this lecture

be concluded the subject of Greek ceramic art,

which was left unfinished in the last lecture.

After recapitulating the principal points respect-

ing Greek ceramic art referred to in the preced-

At first the funic aud subsequently the Corinthian

order became more prevalent, in accordance with
the increased refinement of the people.

Tho Ionic order was slender and beautiful, ani
Was undoubtedly perfected by Greek taste. Dr.
Zerffi here entered in detail into the character-

istics of the three styles into which he had di-

vided the Ionic order ; and having dwelt at some
length on the Coriuthiau order and its styles, ho
proceeded to tho consideration of the ceramic art

of the Greeks. He said that in speaking of pre-

historic pottery iu former lectures, he had re-

ferred to the principal styles. After form,
strength and durability of material was the most
important desideratum. This might be attained
in three ways : (1) by simply drying tho pottery
in the open air, or iu tho sun

; (2J by exposing
it to a gentle heat ; and (3) by exposing it to a
more intense heat. The method of glazing pottery,

he observed, appeared to have beeu altogether

unknown to the Greeks; at any rate, it was not
used by them, aud heuec tho earthern vessels

of ancient times were not entu'ely imperious to

water. On the other hand, there were advantages
connected with these porous vessel's which had
beeu subjected to a gentle heat only, as they re-

sisted sudden changes of temperature better, and
did not break so easily as those which had been
more thoroughly baked. In making pottery
which would be subjected to the action of intense

heat, an entirely different treatment was requu'cd.

The plastic forms should be well chosen, and such
as might suffer through baking should bo avoided.

Metal or bronze motives, Telamons, &c., should not
be imitated in ceramic works, frjr iu such cases
tho material would be cm2>loyed for a purpose
for which it was not at all adapted. The style of

tho ceramic artist should be dependent on tho

' subjected to great heat, in order to enable the

artist to produce a greater variety of vessels.

The transition from rude to improved works had

taken place slowly and by degrees; iu the

beginning the paste had been coarse-grained,

the ground colour yellowish-grey, but subse-

quently it became fine and the ground

colour homogeneous. The glazing had beeu alto-

gether dead. The black colour (not pure, but

with a brownish tint), had been spotted, proving

a want of experience iu baking. In adilition to

the black glaze, violet, brownish-red, and white

tints had been applied, but they had been badly

fixed on the paste. With the exception of

the pethoi (or wine jars) found at Thera, the

vessels of the Archaic style were generally of

moderate size. They were bro.ad, compressed,

the curves boldly interrupted, and the extremi-

ties abruptly connected. The ornament did not

form, as yet, an integral part of the vessel. The
general forms were pots, cups, flasks, &c., the

oldest having been ornamented with points and

simple lines drawn all over the vessel. At a

later period the ornamentation had been re-

stricted to the bulge, whilst rings, frets, or

meanders had maiked the upper or lower parts.

I'l.ant forms h.id then been introduced in orna.

mentation. A further progress was to be ob-

served in the use of animal forms, which sur-

rounded the vessel in p.iiallel circles. In addi-

tion to animals and monstrous Asiatic combina-

tions, human figures were also used. In study-

ing these ornamentations a clear progressive

development in the whole culture of the Greeks

could be perceived. The Hellenic or pure Greek

style comprised all the later productions of oligo-

chromatic pottery. It essentially resembled the

Archaic style, but possessed a greatly improved

ornamentation. The paste was harder and firmer.

three principal properties of the material used, ' the colour softer, and tho best clay was employed
' ...

' The black had a greenish lustre, and was without

spots. Smoothness and elegance of form, and
delicacy in the decorative ornamentation, render

this style most interesting. The figures were no
longer cut in with the needle, but were laid on

with the brush with great accuracy. The frame

viz., plasticity, homogeneity, and capacity for

hardening. Ceramic art. saiil the lecturer, had
developed itself to a certain extent iu analogy
with the geological formation of the earth, but in

an inverted ratio. The oldest pottery (pre-

historic) wag coarse, and its material was pro-
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usually employed was dispenocd witb. This was

an advantage, aa it gave greater scope to a

more connected ornamentation. In examining

the general features of the Greek pottery of

this period, we found that it was in many
instancfs not so perfect in point of detail as

in the total. The productions were the result of

the freest, most conscious, and most accomplished

mastery of all the conditions inherent in the

material employed, and in the purpose of the pro-

duct. In the first, or Archaic, period, the artist

appeared to be struggling with hi^ material, hut

in the second, or Hellenic, period we found him
master of it. The curves became less bulky, and

the transition from concave to convex lines less

abrupt. Though a tendency to over-ornamen-

tation was still to be observed, it was checked by

an improved taste. A regularity in decoration was

next to be perceived, more especially during the

period from the Pisistratides to the Persian wars. All

the productions of this epoch had been thoroughly

correct, but rather stiiT. That the vessel should

form in all its parts one continuous line, with as

little interruption as possible, became a law. The
iufluonce of the Doric-Ionic or Attic style, how-
ever, corrected this stifTness, and Greek ceramic

art reached the very acme of its development.

The decorative motives were in accordance with

the gradual progress. The Asiatic types of monsters

were used aa frieze ornaments, and soon gave

jjlace to garlands, frets, or to useful domesticated

animals. The creations of over-heated imagin-

ations were rej>laced by heroes, such as Perseus,

Theseus, Heracles, &c., always representing the

triumph of valour, beauty, and honesty, over

barbaric licentiousness, dishonesty, and despotism.

There remained now only the polychromatic style

to be described to conclude the subject of Greek
ceramic art. This style had originated in a direct

line from the first attempts in the art, when
white pipe-clay had been painted over. The
most celebrated epecimen of the style was the

vase of Arkesilas. The colours employed were pre-

pai'ed from red, violet, and yellow oxides of iron.

During the period which corresponded to the intro-

duction of marble in architecture and ivory insculp-

ture, we found these highly-coloured and richly-

decorated va^es. The paste was fine and originally

white, and the colouring encaustic. It appeared

that not only mineral pigments and metaiUc oxides,

but also other colours could be fixed on the thin

paste, requiring only a slow tire. Greek pottery was
one of the most important aids to the study of

Greek social customs, fashions, and even manners.

The pottery, as Dr. Zerfh had previously stated,

embraced no less than seven centuries of national

development. In examining carefully the various

representations on the different vases, we might
trace two distinct fashions among the Greeks

—

the Doric and the Ionic. Simplicity, sternness,

and austerity marked the Doric ; whilst elegance,

taste, rerinement, and symmetrical ornamentation
characterised the Ionic. Subsequently the Attic-

Ionic had been developed, joining the two
fashions into one of the very highest artistic per-

fection. After the age of Pericles a kind of over-

ornamentation prevailed, and with it degenera-

tion, corruption, and dissolution set in, socially,

politically, and artistically.

To enable us to understand Greek sculpture an
acquaintance with the dress of the nation was neces-

sary. Dress, with the Greeks, had two objects

—

to disguise and to reveal. A linen garment, oblong

in shape, was used as underclothing, and a square

woollen one as cloak, mantle, shawl, or coat. The
linen was white, and the wool (especially with the

Dorians) tinted yellowish or brown. At a later

period both liueu and woollen stuffs were dyed by
the louians. With the Dorians the dresses for

both sexes were alike, but those of the men were
shorter and less ample. The principal garment
was the cloak, which was geneially thrown over
the left shoulder, leaving the right arm free.

Sometimes it was thrown over both shoulders,

thus beautifully draping the bust. This cloak

rarely reached below the knees. The linen under-
garment was only sewn on one side. Sleeves were
not used till Asiatic customs had been introduced.
The under-garment for women was very long and
fastened by a girdle and then drawn up, thus fall-

ing m beautiful folds round the waist. The cloak

for women was identical in appearance with that
of the men. The Attic-Ionic fashion preserved the
same priuciples, but the women were more wrapped
up, and the under garments of both sexes had
sleeves. When at rest the hands were hidden,
and in speaking the left arm only was used to give

emphasis to the oration. Some general obseiva-

tions on Greek dress, as compared with the cos-

tumes of the present day, concluded the lecture,

which was , illustrated with numerous specimens

from the magnificent ceramic collection of the

museum.
LECTURE XVI.

The sixteenth lecture of the course was delivered

on Tuesday .nfternoon last. The lecturer com-
menced by observing that he would continue the

subject of Greek dress, and also describe some of

the weapons, customs, &c., of the Greeks, in order

to pave the way for the consideration of Gieek
scul[ ture. Both upper and under garments, he
said, had been fastened at the shoulders with pins,

buckles, or other ornaments, in the manufacture
of which the Greeks had excelled. The stephane,

a kind of diadem, had been considered the fittest

head-dress for women. It was either a broad or

narrow ring, pressed deeply on the brow, and had
a broad ribbon which confined the hair at the

back of the head. It was to be observed that

with the Greeks a low forehead in women had
been considered a beauty. Great attention was
bestowed upon sandals, though boots were also

known. They were made of the finest purple

leather, and ornamented with embossed work in

gold, silver, and other metals. At a later period

the character of the sandals had changed, as

they covered the upper as well as the lower por-

tion of the foot, and so partook more of the nature

of the shoes of our own times. Little boots were
alsu in use, and the men ornamented their san-

dals, shoes, or boots with a half moon. This

probably originated in a superstition that

the emblem of Diana would protect the

wearers from injury. With regard to the mantles

of the Greeks, there had been differences of

opinion amongst archaeologists as to whether they

had been square or round. Wiockelmann, nota-

bly, had asserted that they had been round.

Dr. Zerffi said he was inclined to think that

both opinions were correct, as he believed

the Greeks had had their fashions, which
were subject to change. These cloaks had
been provided with tassels which were tilled

with lead, and thus served to make the
drapery hang in elegant folds. In many instances

the Women had an upper dress over the under-
garment in addition to the cloak. It was made of

two square pieces, sewn together, and ornamented
with frets, meanders, &c, but had no tassels.

The girdle used by women was worn immediately
below the bosom. The Amazons had formed an
exception to this rule, as they had worn it round
the waist, like men. Venus alone was provided

with two zones or girdles, and these were shown
in the beautifully-draped Venus which had been
in the Palace Spada, and afterwards in the posses-

sion of Lord Egremont. The lower girdle (also

called the girdle of Venus) was distinctive of the
goddess of love. The women wore veils,

which must have been exceedingly fine in

texture, as Homer had described them as

cobwebs. Caps, which had been arranged in

folds and fastened by a ribbon, had been worn by
elderly women only. Straw hats, similar to those

of the Italians of our days, were also worn. Men
bad their^hats of felt, which were tied beneath
the chin. The dresses of the men had, in general,

been simple, but they paid great attention to thek
hail', which hung down in long ringlets. They
also allowed their beards and mustachios to

gi-ow ; the Spartans, however, had shaved the
upper lip. The Ai-gives alone had worn the hair

short, after their' defeat by the Spartans, and it

was only with Alexander the Great that this

fashion, together with that of shaving all hair

from the face, had become general. The women
were accustomed to dress their hair very simply.

It was rarely or never cut, except in the case of

widows, and children who had lost their fathers,

and was generally confined in a net. Rings were
worn on the third finger of the left hand, and had
been of iron with the Spartans, and of gold and
precious stones with the lonians. The cane was
also an ornament with the Greeks, and had been
simple or adorned with an embossed knob. Ear-
rings were worn by women, and sometimes (though
rarely) by men ; the Achilles in the library of the

Vatican had them. Bracelets were in fashion on
the upper and lower parts of the arm and above
the ankles ; they were generally in the form of

serpents or of twisted bands. When the Greeks
degenerated they had worn silk under-garments,
and upper-garments of purple wool and often of

gold-stuft'. The weaving of gold with other mate-
rials had been introduced by Attains. The lec-

turer next proceeded to enumerate the colours

, peculiar to the different gods and goddesses, and
went on to say that the Greeks had uncovered

their heads when meeting acquaintances or supe-
riors in the streets. He also described the
Phrygian cap, and said gloves had been in use,

as several tigures on burial urns might be seen
with them in their hands. Passing on to notice the
accoutrements of the Greeks, he said that these had
consisted of the helmet, the breast-plate or cuirass,

and greaves. The breast-plate was either of
linen or of metal. Those of linen were prepared
by soaking the material in strong wine or
vinegar, and then foliling it eight or ten times

;

they were put on whilst still wet, and thus took
the form of the body, showing the muscles in a
very perfect manner. The breast-plates of metal
were beautifully embossed. The helmets were
not only of metal, but also of softer materials.

This could be seen in a statue of a hero with a
helmet crushed nnder his foot at the Palace
Farnesi. This helmet had most probably been of

leather or felt. The greaves had differed but
slightly from those worn thr-oughout the Middle
Ages. They were of thin bronze, and ornamented
with lions' heads at the knee. Their principal

object was the protection of the shin-bone. The
lecturer concluded by describing the weapons
used by the Greeks. These had consisted of the

spear, which varied in length from 5ft. to 8ft.

;

the two-edged sword, the blade of which had
been first of flint, then of bronze, and finally of

iron ; and the shield, which was richly orna-

mented. The sword had the simple form of a
cross. The club was not used after the time of

Pisistratus. The archers and slingers were
generally slaves, it having been thought to be
beneath the dignity of a Greek to fight unless in

a hand-to-hand encounter. Horsemen (who
were but few in number) had been armed with
spears from 8ft. to 9ft. in length, and with long

swords. The geographical position of the country,

which always influenced military organisation,

did not render mounted soldiers necessary, and
it was only after the retreat of the ten thousand
under Xenophon (in the fourth centm'y B.C.) that

cavalry had been generally introduced.

Greek furniture and the first priuciples of

sculpture will form the subjects of the next

lecture.

AECHITECTUEAL ASSOCIATION.

AT the usual fortnightly meeting on Friday
evening last, Mr. Rowland Plumbe,

F.IM.B.A., Vice-President, in the chair, Messrs.

C. 3. D. Guy and E. M. Forster were elected

members. jilr. .T. S. Quilter, hon. sec, having
made several annormcements, which will be found

in the fii'st paragraph of " Our Office Table " in this

week's Building News,

Mr. T. KoGEE Smith, F.E.LB.A., read the fol-

lowing paper

ON LONDON AS A FIELD FOR ARCHITECTURAL STITDV.

London is not—and it is as weU to avow it from
the first—a favoiu'able field for ai'chitectural study.

It is so very mixed : it includes so much that is

devoid of all character, so little (comparatively

speaking) that can rank as architectm'e. London
is, moreover, so very vast, so bewildering, and so

perplexing in its extent, that it is difficult to con-

centrate the attention, and to select or to grasp

any instructive group or series of buildings ; and,

worst of all, to those of us who live and work here,

London is so familial', and to many of us so dis-

tasteful, that it appears diSicidt to see how any
lesson can be obtainable out of it, or, at any rate,

any lesson we may learn with pleasure. It is no
doubt easier by far for a student of architecture to

learn his art from single buildings, or from striking

towns and cities visited for the express piu-pose of

studj', than to pick out from the vast mass
_
of

heterogeneous materials which compose a city like

London those which shall be serviceable to him. If

it were a question of choosing what city of all

Europe or all England I should recommend to you

as the most likely to be useful to the searcher after

strikuig architectural examjdes, such as none of us

could well miss or easily mistake, I do not think

Loudon (notwithstanding all I may have to say in

its favour) is the place I should name as likely te be

advantageous, except possibly to those whom a

great deal of previous experience and travel has

fitted for the mature study of the mixed field which

the English metroiiolis presents, and who know
weU how to winnow out the wheat from the chaff.

But the imaginary case of suggesting a place to go

to is not the actual one. Here we are, all or very

uenily all of us anchored here, working in London
and li\-ing in or round London. The museums
libraries, galleries, public lectures, streets, squares

churches, clubs, and mansions of Loudon are ahou
us, and are the only advantages open to many of us

and whether we choose it or no, some of them are

every day exercising some sort of influence upon

our taste and om- practice as students and prac-
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titioners of arcbitecture ; while the compact anil

striking series of examples which our cathedral
towTis or the cities of the Couttneut afford us are

only reachable to many once or twice a year for a

brief period, and uot always that. Do not let me
be misonderstooil, however. Kothmj? that I am
going to say should be taken as nieanijig that an
architect can be educated without travelling, espe-

cially if he be a man of ordinary stuff. I hold it to

be essential to our lit training that we should travel

and sketch—aye, and that we shoiUd keep up the
habit of travelling and sketching, just as it is essen-

tial for a sirrgeon to dissect or for a barrister to

attend the coui'ts. But still there is so much, so

very much, which might be learned (even by a young
student) in London ; and it occurs so seldom that
anyone appears to profit as he might by studying
London, that I have desired to point out to those
who are rooted to this city for the greater part of

the year that there is more good material for

study within their reach (though not always
easibj within reach) than could be thoroughly ex-

hausted even by years of study. It has seemed to

me additionally worth while to attempt this, be-

cause, as I have said already, London is, iu fact,

influoucingus iu some way. If we are iu the habit
of glancing carelessly at its hue buildings without
admiring them, or are familiarizing oiu'selves
with its bad buildings without disapproving of

them, we are blunting our perceptive faculties
and doing oiu-selves harm, or, at the best, are
missing opportunities of gaining good, instead of
turning them to account and making the best of
our surroundings.

It appears to me that an architect seeking to
begin to learn something from the examples round
him in this city is very much in the position of a
person introduced for the first time to some magni-
ficent library, such, for example, as that of the
British Museum. The more previous knowledge
he has the better use he can make of what he sees.
A ripe scholar, anxious for information on certain
points, will know the names of the authors he wants
to consult, will find speedily whether they are on
the shelves or no, and will be at home in the library
in a few minutes. Such an one does not need to
trouble the librarian gi-eatly, and, in the same way,
a man who knows architoctui'e well, who has seen
many cities and studied many books, will uot re-
quire that any one should point out the lions of Lon-
don, or even the lions' whelps, to him. Those, how-
ever, who are circumstanced as ( I think I may safely
say)the majority of the members of the Architectural
Association are—that is to say, who are in the early
years of their study of a very wide and complicated
art—may bear with a hint or two, and when they
can find a guide (one far more efficient than the pre-
sent speaker can be, especially in this brief paper),
would do well often to consult him, just as a novice
entering upon the use of such a lilirarv as I have
supposed would do well to get a literary friend to
tell lum what are the books he ought to make most
use of.

An architect's business is to build, substantially,
suitably, and artistically, and he reiiuires, accord-
ingly, to learn how fo construct, how to arrange,
and how to design. Of these three things, ai-range-
ment is more easily learned aud practised on paper
than the other two, and the practice of a good office
will go a long way towards enabling a clever man
to learn how to manage a plan conveniently. The
case differs, however, with construction and design,
and it is on the scaffold that construction is best
learned, and by means of the sketchbook that the
materials, and, to a great extent, the methods of de-
sign, ai-e obtained. It is chiefly, almost whoUv, this
last division of our studies that will occupv iis to-
night, for the advantages iu the shape of buildings
in progress which London constantly offers to
students of construction are too obrious for mo to
need to enlarge upon them at any great leugtli.
What a student will find in Loudon to assist himm leammg ;o design (exclusive, of course, of books,
classes, lectures, and office routine, which are beyond
my present subject) may be said to include (1) ex-
amples of good buildings to study, mixed buildings
to cnticise, bad buildings to avoid—these last, uu-
fortimately, in great plenty—and (-2) objects of art,
or architectur,al specimens, fit either to improve his
taste or to increase his knowledge of the features of
buildings or of decorative art. I purpose to con-
sider museums first and then buildings, both, as far
as pos.sible,in chronological order—usually the most
convenieut arrangement of architectural matters
—and we shall cousequentlv inquire what ancient
examples, what Me<U;eval ones, and (to some extent)
what modern ones are to be found in London.
Of ancient architecture (if we mean thereby the

actual bmldmgs of the Egyptians, (Irei-ks, and
Koinans;, there is none, savin;; a few Koman pave-
ments, the best of which is that found in Leadenball-
street iu excavating for the foundations of the late
India House. Of specimens of the art of those
nations, features and decorations of their architec-
ture, and reproductions of their buildings, thereisa
w-onderful amount iu London. The monuments of
i-Sypt present to us the most remarkable examples
pos.sil)le of grandiose Isimplicity ; they are re-
markable for the graceful beauty of single features

and for theii" skilfully-applied surface decoration,
aud tliey are still more remarkable for their conven-
tional treatment of statues intended to combine
with or form part of buildings. You will find at the
British Museum, and Sir John Soane's Museum,
many specimens of the statues I refer to, in which
the pose is thoroughly symmetrical and stiff, and
most of the anatomy is only hinted at or indicated
in what is termed a ct^nventional manner. I be-

lieve that it would well repay a student's trouble if

he were to examine all the statues, and to draw one
or two of them carefully. The use made of these
statues, the surface-decorations, and some of the
varieties of capital, are all to be seen well illustrateii

iu that neglected but magnificent architectural
museum, the Crystal Palace. I shall have again
and again to refer to this collection, andmay therefore
say here, once for all, that it is, I believe, quite the
finest iu Europe, yet so much over-looked that I
never saw a student drawing there in my life ex-

cept myself; but, as far as my ownexperience goes,
no difficulty will be thrown in the way of any stu-

dent desirous of studying there. At the Egyptian
Court of the Crystal Palace, I would advise you to
try aud form some idea of the value of the repeti-

tion at regular intervals of the same ornament ; of
the powder of broad vast masses, as shown iu the
faijade imitated there ; aud of the grace of the
capitals asd colouring. These last might he well
sketched there, though, as far as concerns matters
which can be studied elsewhere, I may as well re-

commend you as far as possible to itaw at the
Architectural Museum, as a more stuiUous place.

No doubt all this is imperfect and fragmentary
knowledge, but it is a most valuable addition to
what cau be got from books or lectures ; aud a reso-
lute, energetic student, desii'ous of making himself
familiar with those points of Egyptian art which
are likely to be of value in foi-ming his taste and
guiding him in practice—not. of course, teaching
him to do buildings in the Egyptian style, but to
introduce into the work he does in a modern style

those qualities in which E,gyptian buildings excel

—

will find material enough within reach. To such a
one I especially commend the conventionalised
statues. Passing by the Assyrian art, of which
fragments having the deepest interest to the
antiquary abound in Loudon, we come to those
specimens of Greek art which Ijondon can offer

;

and here I need hanlly tell yon the national col-

lection and the Crystal Palace vie with each other in

affording the student an opportunity of study of
the most remarkable description. You can see not
merely casts, but the actual sculptm-es them-
selves, which were the most perfect work of
the most consummate artists the world ever
saw, and you can iu their vases see specimens of
the perfection of refined form and of subtle sui'face

decoration. My impression is that stay-at-home
travellers will do well to concentrate such attention
as they cau bestow upnu Greek art upon the sculp-
ture and carving, for the simple reason that, in this

climate, and with stone to build in, it is simply
impossible to emulate and almost even to under-
stand the beauty of so subtle a thing as a Greek
building erected in marble, seen under the bluest
skies, through the clearest atmosphere, and lighted
up by the blaze of a vertical sun. It seems to me
that all the attempts w^e have made to iutroduce
Greek architecture have failed, just as attemi>ts to
gi'ow an exotic plant out of doors must fail ; and if

I except the very clever designs of the Messrs.
Thompson, of Glasgow, it is on the faith of draw-
ings only, and from a conviction that they have
worked in the spirit but not at all by the methods
of the Greek architects. Greek art was succeeded
by Pioman, and all the architecture of Europe, and
possibly much of that of the Mohammedan world,
can be traced by direct lineal descent to that ori-

ginal ; and inasmuch as the actual structural work,
the architecture proper, beai-s a larger proportion
to the whole mass of lionian art than it does to the
art of the Greeks or Egyptians, there is more diffi-

culty iu your learning what you want to know
about it from museums alone. On the other hand,
the materials are not altogether wanting. The
Crystal Palace once more supplies us with an ex-
ample of the domestic architecture and the decora-
tive painting of the Komaus in its Pompeian
House, aud displays also many specimens of
sculpture ; while objects of all kinds, such
as lamps, bronze implements, chairs, mosaic
pavements, may be examined and sketched by
.you in the other museums. Au exercise useful
iu itself, aud more so in its results upon
tlio artistic instincts, is the effort to become
familiar with the differences between Greek and
Roman art. Compare (Ireek statues with Roman,
Greek coins with Roman, and so on through the
various classes of objects wiiich you can obtain
access to, and you will, iu addition to interesting
yourselves, gain at the same time au insi.ght into
the nature of works of art that will benefit you for
Ufe. Greece and Konie, as you know, were suc-

ceeded by Byzantine aud Ilaveuua as centres of

artistic activity ; and T must confess that I can
point to little whicli will give you good ideas of the
peculiarities of Byzantium architecture, tliough frag-

ments of the sculpture and painting emanating

from that school are to be fotmd at South Kensuig-
ton. The course of the round-arched architecture,
which sprang from the Roman, and was modified
in various ways in the earliest Christian centuries,
eventually led it to our shores, and iu the first

actual buildings which we shall have to notice, we
find London distinguished for at least one of the
earUest aud most perfect Romanesque buildings in
Great Britain. Before, however, we come to existing
buihlings, I feel tempted, at the risk of interfering
slightly with chronological accuracy, to eonclude
what I have to say about our museums. The style
w;hich, starting from Byzantium, ran east and south
(just as the Romanesque ran west and north;, and
includes all Mohammedan architecture, cannot of
covu'se be studied from existing examples in any
part of Northern Em'ope ; but Mr. Owen Jones's
skill and care have provided an admirable model of
what may be taken as a good typical example of
advanced Saracenic architecture in the graceful
and elaborate Alhambra Courts at Sydeuham. In
Egypt and India a different development, simpler,
gr'ander, and more like Gothic, is found ; but this
specimen will enable the student to form some idea
of the general characteristics of Mohammedan art.

Iu all that relates to decoration, either coloured or
simply surface-enrichment, the instinct of Eastern
nations has been far in adv.ance of ours, and no op-
porturuty should be lost of inspecting Egyptian,
Indian, Persian, Chinese, and Japanese work. Their
sculptiu-e, theu' carving, their inlays, their ena-
mels, their woven fabrics, everything they produce,
is to the last degree instructive, and the store of
such things in London is now very gi-eat. The
India Museum, the South Kensington Museum, and
the shop windows of Regent-street and Bond-street,
the specimens to be seen at Christie's or other
auction rooms, and the various specimens to be
found in private hands, afford endless oj^portuni-

ties of learning what perfect decoration means.
From the time when Mediteval art began to take

the shape in which it first appeared, we shall find
that we get actual buildings in London, but we get,

iu addition, au enormous accumulation of informa-
tion (from sources difficult of access) upon the de-
tail of architectm-e in our museums. The Syden-
ham collection, though rich in MeiUiEval examples
is, 1 thiuk, less instructive than oui' own Museum,
owing to the mode in which various fragments have
been thrown together iu its Medieval Court. The
student must there be constantly on his guard, or
he will do himself more harm than good ; but the
Medi;eval tombs of which there are casts can be
studied at Sydenham without this drawback,
and ai-e very useful examples. I hope, how-
ever, that there is no one in this room
who needs to be told that at the Architsc
tural Museum in Bowling-street, the sculpture, the
carving, and the architectural features of eveiy
period, from the dawn of the Middle Ages to their

close, may be found illustrated by casts aud actual
specimens from every part of Europe. Every
arrangement to facilitate study will be found there,

aud it is hardly possible for any collection of frag-

mentary details to offer more advantage to the
student thau this does. The South Kensington
collection supplements this gallery of casts by a
series of objects of which the variety and beauty
are almost embaiTasstngly great. Sculpture, carving,
inlays, stained glass, enamels, mosaics, coloured de-

corations, nonwork, brasswork, goldsmiths' work,
and all the numberless branches of the arts, are
here represented by actual specimens of great ex-
tent and possessing great charms. To these one
may add the Meyiick collection of armour, that at

the Tower of London, the miscellaneous collection

iu the Guildhall Museimi, tlie manuscripts in the
British Museum, the collections at Sir John Soane's
Museum, and the earlier paintings in the National
Gallery ; and we seem well supplied with the means
of studying the details of an art which, more than
any other, seems to require of the artist who would
pursue it a complete and iutuu.ite familiarity with
detail.

'Xhe Renaissance period is perhaps even better

represented in our art museums than any other.

The architectural detail, the sculpture, and the
coloured decoration of the sixteenth century, are
woiulerfiUly well reproduced at Sydeuham, and the
objects in the Renaissance Court and the Italian

Court are put together with far more consistency

tlian the Metli;eval ones. A certain amount of

Renaissance work is to be found in the .Ai-chitectural

Museum at Westnunster, but it is to South
Kensuigton and the two collections of anuour just

alluded to that the student must turn who wishes
to find the best fragments of arcliitectitre, decora-
tion, iiotteiy, wood-carving, metal-work, and artistic

work generally in which this period was so rich.

In leaving the topic of our museums and their

spcciuiens and casts. I should Ulie to anticipate an
objection wiiich may be raised by some of you to

tlie extensive range over |whicli I have directed
your glance. Some may possibly suppose that, as
architects, all you need know about is the forms of

the moulded and otherwise architectural features of

a building, and something of the shape which its

enrichment wiU take ; that is to say, that if you
can do the plans, elevations, aud sections, with the
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profiles of the mouldings, it is all that can possibly

be expected of you. The carver will contribute the

ornament, the metal-worker and stained glass

manufacturer will design the tiuials and the

windows, Miuton's or Maw's people will do the

paving, and why, therefore, need you understand

these things, much more the enamels, mosaics,

embroidery or goldsmith's work, which are to be

found among the museum specimens that I have

recommended to your study? Now to this I have

only two things to say iu reply, and they put the

answer on the lowest ground. The first is that no
work of art or skill is so painful a failure, generally

speaking, as that where the artist goes to the

extreme Umit of what he has been trained to do.

A man doing the best human powers ai'c capable of

with the means at his command, even if he fall

short, often produces the very gi-audest of all pos-

sible results, such, for example, as Giotto's paintings,

or the Early Romanesque sculptures ; but a man
who manifestlv has only got to a certain point along

a road on which by patient industry he or any
other person of fair .ibihty might have gone fm'ther

is in an entirely dilferent position, and he becomes
very clumsy and unsatisfactory in his work as he

approaches that limit, just like a badly taught

young lady playing a pianoforte piece that is just

as difficult as she can possibly get through. If,

therefore, you limit your technical training to just

the minimum of what you think you are likely to

want you will never put forth all yom' strength

without its becoming painfully obvious that you ai'e

with difficulty doing what many another man would
easily do, and the quality of your v^'ork as it ap-

inoaches the limit of what you know will be

inferior. The second answer is that though it may
often be legitimate to leave a largo part of the de-

tailed design of detached parts of the work to the

executing artificer, the artist who tlirccts it all

—

the architect, that is—should understand the whole,

shoiUd know how to subordinate each part to the

eft'ect of the whole, should be able to see at once
what is wrong when any feature seems out

of keeping, and should actually, iu most cases,

give the general design, and in some the minutely-
detailed design, of those parts. Eut beyond this

I hold that an architect's education ought to include

familiarity with all that is ancillary to his own art.

There isno decoration, no fabric, no art work, which
may not be helpful to him, and which may not
tench him something if fau-ly and honestly studied.

The study must, however, be genuine study, not
idle gazing, for let me remark, in leaving the

subject of museums, that there is all the difference

in the world between studying and stai'ing. To
use a large collection well, especially one so devoid

of systematic arrangement as that at Kensing-
ton, a man must have a degi-ee of method
and concentration iu his own miiul, and must
resist with energy the very strong temptation

to become desultory, and loose, and lounging iu his

visits, which an attractive and extensive museum
always exerts. To know one thing well is better

than to know twenty superficially, and if out of

twenty objects of art, all somewhat conuected to-

gether, you select one, examine it, draw it, make a

written descrii)tion of it, and so master the details

of its construction and design, it is all but certain

that the other nineteen will very readily yield up
to you an amount of information which, but for

your careful study, of the twentieth, you could not
possibly have obtained from them. Of coui'se in

visiting a museum it is natural to spend a httle

time in walking round to see what is to be foimd
there, but I am sure that it is most desirable to get

to work carli/. If an object strikes you as supply-

ing mformation you require, or as verj- beautiful,

or very remarkable, in short, if it tempts you to

study it, my advice would be—Out with the memo-
randum book at ouce ; sketch away and make your
notes before going farther, and you will, I think,

rarely indeed find reason to regret your doing so.

And though I have gone historically through several

great periods, I do not mean thereby to insist on its

being advisable to form a rigid comse and follow it.

If circumstances (say the buildings in hand at the

office where you are articled), or the accidents of

your own locaUty, direct your attention to any one
style or period, follow it up , and in doing so try to

recollect that it has its place in the great chain of

events, and that you will have to supply other links

by degrees. A com-se of reading, or, better still, a

coiu'se of lectures, -will make itdesii-ableforyoutobe

able to verify the history of architectm-e by a series of

visits to the specimens I have pointed out to you.

and under such ch-cumstances they may with great

advantage be used as a comprehensive series ; but
where there is not a great deal of leisiire—where a

student has, to a great extent, to construct his own
method of study, and when a large chronological

system seems formidable, chilling, and dull, my ad-

vdce would be to plunge in at the nearest point,

and to work away, penetrated with the conviction

that a thorough knowledge of a comparatively small

number of good examples, even if chosen almost at

random, is a very good beginning indeed, and far

more valuable than a fair superficial acquaintance
with many periods of art without any intimate
famiUarity with any one.

We will now turn our attention to the actual

buildings available, and for that purpose shall have

to turn back to about the date of the Norman
Conquest, or of Koman London. No actual struc-

tm-es of this date exist that are much worth naming
to you, though we have some few specimens of

good pavings. Of Median*al architecture we have
sufficient specimens standing to render London a

fair field of study, if not a rich one, and if those

places be included which can bo reached with a

Utile expencUture of time and money by rail, there

is a very large series of examples to which the

student's attention may be tm-ned. The best

among the early specimens of Christian aixhitecture

m London, and one of the best iu England, is the

chapel in the Tower. This very early round-arched

example is in the best possible preservation. It is

invaluable as an archa>oIogical example, and
it is quite as good as a specimen of simple

chm-ch architectm-e. It would not absorb a

gi'eat deal of time if a student were to measure
and draw the whole of it, every detail included,

hut I thmk the time would be well spent,

especially as he would get a famiharity with

two featm'es that are rare in England—an apsidal

east end and a vaulted gallery or tribune, an essen-

tial part of the early basilicas, but not common,
except in the skrimken form of a tritorium, iu this

country. Of round-arched architecture there are

some interesting but scanty remains at Westminster
Abbey, and though they wiU speak more plainly

to him who has seen a good deal of the same sort of

work than to an untraveUed student, they ought to 1

be -visited. As specimens of w-hat remains within

reach of London I may just name S. Albau's, Ro-
j

Chester, and Waltham Abbey. A splendid example
]

of Transitional work exists in S. Bartholomew's
|

Chtu-ch, Smithfield, restored with great care by
[

Professor Lewis ; and an equally good example, of a >

little later date, exists in the Lady Chapel of

S. Saviour's, Southwaik, a bivUuing of the utmost
gr-ace and beauty of design ami detail. Almost i

eveiy phase of Pointed architectui'e, from Transi-

tional to Tudor, may be foimd and studied with the

utmost advantage at Westminster Abbey. It is

not too much, I think, to say that iu the Abbey,

with its cloisters and Chapter-house, we have a

sufficient model for the stay-at-home student to

learn all that needs be learnt in order to be familiar

with the main elements of Gothic architectiu-e. It

is true that in some cases there is not a complete

series of examples of every sort of thing belonging

to every period ; but there is almost, if not quite,

evei-y featiu-e of some ijeriod, and evei-y period

in some featm'e. The arcadiug, and caps, bases,

and mouldings, including large and small, would, I

think, enable a quite perfect series to be made
out of capitals, bases, and archmoulds. Nearly, if

not quite, the same may be said of the vaulting,

while of Late vaulting, one of the two finest

examples known is lienry VII's. Chapel. Of

,
tracery, avoiding what has been badly restored in

former days, there is not so perfect a series, but

still there are miiny varieties. The tombs, taken

one after another, give a large series of tabernacle-

work, sculptures, enamel, u-onwork. bronze-casting

and inlays. There are mural paintings in the

Chapter-house and the Chapel of S. Blaise, and the

ancient retabulum. There is magnificent sculpture

in stone of every period, especially of the best, and
there is a splendid example of Late sculpture in

wood and tabernacle work ui the stalls of

Henry VII. 's Chapel ; and last, but not least, there

is the' best tile paving now left entu-e in England
in the Chapter House, and the best pavement in

opvs Alexandrinnm ou this side the Alps in front

of the altar. In short (except, perhaps, stained

glass), there is hardly a feature in a cathedral

church which an architect cannot here find done,

and well done, in some period of the Middle Ages.

There is not a period, from the reign of the Con-

fessor to the Reformation, which he cannot find

more or less represented in the Abbey- If we pass

from the study of detail to that larger study, at

once more difficult and less cultivated in the pro-

sent day—the study of generirl design—these four

ex.amples.wUl be of the greatest possible value, as

far as intei-nal design goes. The Chapel in the

Tower and S. Bartholomew's are, if I may
be allowed the expression, insides that have
no outsides ; and S. Saviour's and the Abbey
have had their outsides so marred by bad

weather and bad architecture that it is not

ways possible to get much good out of them ; but

it is not so with the interiors, and if the student

will take some sketches and measurements iu each

example, iu order to find out not only the nature

of mdividual featm-es but that of the liuildings as

wholes, he wiU be rewarded for his pains. You
are no more a finished architect when you have

only mastered detail than you are proficient m lan-

guage when you know the vocabulary and some of the

idioms. The genius of language, and that of archi-

tecture, uses, indeed, the correct materials, but iu

budding them up hito a whole it regards the beauty

and fitness of the whole more than the propriety

of the parts. There are a few more Gothic

churches to be named, such as the chapel in Ely-

place, the Dutch Church iu Austin Friar?, the

Crvjit of S. Stephen's Chapel in the Palace of

A\'estminster, the Temple Chm-ch, the Chapel in

the Savoy, and within easy reach, S. George'y

Chapel, Windsor, but they all sufler from the dis-

advantage of having beeu restored to an extent

which more or less unpaus their value as examples.

Parts of the Temple Church, especially the western

portion and its porch (comparatively recently laid

bare) are of gi-eat value, however, and S. Stephen's

Crypt is a good example of vaulting, and a good
specimen also of lavishly-rich restoration.

Mcdiajval domestic work, like the Medieval
churches, must have disappeared wholesale in

London at the time of the Fire, and it has beeu

disappearing ever since. There stiU linger frag-

ments and featm-es which are precious to the an-

tiquary, but I cannot recommend aU of them as

much w-orth the attention of the young ar-chitect in

search of useful studies. The Tower, under good

guidance, yields a certain amount of information,

but almost every stone of it, except the

chapel (already referred to), has been meddled

with iu some way, and, in fact, it is not till

we approach Tudor times that available London ex-

amples are forthcoming. In Westminster Hall we
have, however, one of the noblest specimens of

secular architecture extant, iu good preservation and
in constant use, and it is as possible to get good

from studying one secular example well as it is from

one abbey. We can supplement Westminster HaU
by Crosby Hall, the ruins of Eltham Palace, and the

Gothic portions of Hampton Com-t, especially the

hall, which is very fine . Lambeth Palace also con-

tains suudr-y valuable fragments of various dates.

If we now advance to that thoroughly English de-

cadence or transition which gave so much that is

picturesque—mixed, it is true, -with much that is

clumsy and uncouth—and to which we give the

name "of Elizabethan, we shall find a few examples

scattered here and there, but not all of them easily-

available for the student. The Miildle Temple Hall,

parts of Holland House, the condemned Charter-

house buildings, arc all that occm- to me. But it

London be poor in Elizabethan, there are excellent

domestic secular architectm-al studies in the style,

or earher, within an easy rim of London. Hatfield

I House is the best Elizabethan example on the north

! side, and, I think, the only one very easily reachable -,

but southwards a whole gi-oup are to be foiuid all

readily accessible by railway, and almost all open

to the public, which, I believe, Hatfield is not. Near
Sevenoaks we have Knowle, a fine and enormously

large mansion, placed, like Hatfield, in a magnifi-

cent park, full of ancient furniture and plate, and,

though not an imposing building, an instructive one.

Not very far from this is Ightham Moat, and a few

mUes oii are the moated house of Hever, Pensburst

Place, and that most picturesque of all old-world -vil-

lages, Chiddingstone. Indeed, scattered throughout

thelcounty of Kent there are many manors, farm-

houses, and dwellings that it is most instructive to

sketch and even to measure, if one desu-es to master

the detail of late Mediieval andTransitional domestic

work and the principles upon which those who
designed that work iu fan artistic manner (for it is

by no means uniformly artistic) must have

proceeded.

(To he continued.)

A'

THE VALUE OF RUBBINGS IN THE
PREPARATION OF MONUMENTAL
DRAWINGS.
T a recent meeting of the Society of Anti-

cjuaries of Scotland, Cfiptain T. P. VVhite,

R.E., read a paper " On the Value of Rubbings

in the Preparation of Monumental Drawings."

Passing on, after some introductory remarks, to

consider the general question as to the value of

rubbings, Captain White, referiing to specimens

of rubbed tracings exhibited on the walls, asked

—Ai-e not these tracings pictures in themselves,

and must not drawings rigidly copied from them
just as they stand retain to a large extent their

veri similitude and pictorial character ?
_
It is

this value, strengthened by an after-touching of

the drawing on the ground, which I -wish to

compare with the value of unassisted freehand

sketching. Let it first clearly be understood to

what class of objects I refer iu instituting this

comparison. Any flat surface of a hard material

— stone for example—with incised spaces carved

on it, will give a paper-impression by means of

rubbing with grass, kail, or other vegetable

matter (better, I think, than with heel-ball or

black composition). But it is essential that

the carved %vork should be upon a flat ground,

with simple hollows cut into it, in planes vertical

to the upper surface. There must be no attempt

to represent rounded forms by convexities or

concavities. Everything pictorial must be re-

stricted to outlines depending fur their orna-

mental effect upon harmonious grouping, assisted

by vertical relief, so as to form one flush surface.

Now, these are precisely the conditions which

obtain on flat tombstones, bare sculptured rocka,

&c., but especially in the j Mediaeval slabs of this
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cla33, and in monumental brasses. As an

example o£ what I mean, look at the chalices on

the drawings now shown. A real goblet, seen

sideways, is of course round, yet on the stoue it

is represented by a flat surface—-not a hemi-

sphere—a profile outline, in fact, projected into a

horizontal plane. An exception to this is met

with in the eiiigies brought up into higher relief,

and for that reason I do not consider such monu-
ments fit subjects for rubbing. Ihi-y fall pro-

perly within the domain of hand-sketching.

Again, observe in all the slabs with ornamental

foliage how every leaf is essentially a flat sur-

face, with no other ornament but incised out-

lines. Kuotwork, figures of animals, figures of

men, sword handles, galleys, and so on—all are

expressed by the chisel cutting perpendicularly

down into the surface of the stone, and leaving a

sharp edge. The only roundness, then, we need

look for in these stones is in the edges of the

incisures, which, after a lapse of time, will natu-

rally get worn down, more or less according to

the exposure. Another exception to this rule is

in the headings, and to some extent in the larger

figures of ecclesiastics cut in low relief. Some-

times—as was the case with a superb ornamental

slab which my assistant, I believe, was the first

to discover and trace for me—a stone is hidden

away from exposure to weather and ill-usage, and
thus the lines come out as fresh and sharp almost

as if cut yesterday. The wonderful symmetry
of the thread-like incisure.^, the faultlessness

of every spiral sweep, speak for themselves in

the rubbing. Conceive an artist refusing a

perfect reduction from this slab to shade in, and
setting to work instead to draw it freehand, in

expeciatiou of arriving at the same accuracy.

The next question is this—Given a really good
rubbing, carefully taken, what is likely to be its

maximum faultiness, and from what causes ? My
answer is, that a good rubbing will be an almost

perfect reprint of the stone, not merely giving all

the outlines of the figuring in exact drawing, but

reproducing every chip and crack in the upper
surface of that figuring. It wiU be, in fact, like a

life-size photograph—only often supplying much
more than a photograph could do. Every little

turn and twist, every minute deviation from uni-

formity in the pattern, every break in the edges,

comes out clear and life-like; but always, of

course, like the photographic negative, light in

the hollows or shadowed portions, and dark on the

upper surfaces. On the other hand, the worn
roundness of edges, and any weather marks within

the hollows, will escape the rubbing. But there

is another property of the rubbing upon which I

wi.ih to lay particular stress, in contrast with

what freehand drawing can attain to—this is, that

in much obliterated slabs the rubbing will search

out and record far more than the eye can possibly

see on the slab in situ, at any stage of the sun-

light—producing, so to speak, a resuscitation of

what once was visible, but is so no longer. It

was thus that the Saddell drawings showed more
freshness of detail than ii apparent on the ground.

Often have I been struck with this peculiarity

—

this revivifying jiower in the rubbing. A notable

instance is the ancient caoss at Santla Island. It

will be seen what the rui/bing shows, which has

been reproduced in my drawing. I stayed two or

three hours in the afternoon on the island, and
saw the stoue most of the time. Yet not the

faintest indication of the various interlaced pat-

terns, not even the divisions into panelling, ex-

cept to a very slight extent, could be detected by
the eye. I have here another fragment, ou which
one can make out a pattern of linked circles and
beautiful underlying plaitwork that must have

been very elaborate. Now, the surface of this

stone is so immarked to the eye that, after minutely

examining it, and finding only a tiny hole here and
there, 1 was obliged to rub it before I could de-

cide if it was Mediicval or not. Could there be a

more striknig proof of this power of the rubbing '!

Or, again, look at this elegant slab at Saddell, one

of those 1 formerly described as having on it a

single sword, with surrounding tracery nearly de-

faced. The rubbing tells a difl'ereut story, for it

shows with a suUieieut clearness the whole inten-

tion, character, and detail of the carving, almost as

if we liad seen it when freshly cut. In the drawing
it is clear I must represent mure than I saw on the

stone, or else I shall be untrue to the life aud
spirit which, though hidden to the eye, still ani-

mate the sculpture. Rapidity of execution is

another great point in favour of rubbings. Those
three specimens I took myself in half an hour.

How long Would an artist be in doing justice to

freehand drawiugs of them ''. Of course, my
\

duties, which take me constantly through the
localities where the rubbings were made, give

great facilities for revisiting the ground and
touching in the reduced copies. The next ques-
tion is, how to utilise the rubbing for purposes
of general illustration. Photography would
only give negative transcripts, faithful enough of

course, hut according to my assistant, who tried it

in one or two cases, not very satisfactory as

pictures. Photographic prints would certainly be
of considerable value if we could get nothing
better, but then they would involve an expensive
process. Still, what we should prefer to have is

a positive pictorial representation as nearly a, fac-

sliiule of the stone as possible. And this brings

me to the concluding point in my observations.

For, if I have established the high value of a good
rubbing, aud also of a photograph taken from it,

that which shall substitute for the negative repre-

sentation a positive one, with light and shade in

their proper relative places, must surely be an
advance upon either. So that, if a draughtsman
sits down with a reduced pencilled copy of one of

these rubbings, and simply effects the substitution

I speak of, he must come a step nearer the end
aimed at— namely, a perfect representation. In-
deed, where the details of the rubbing are all

obviously complete and intelligible, if he stopped
there, aud never revisited the ground at all, there

would still undeniably be a drawing of a very
high vahre to the historian, the archaiologist, and
the artist. Yet this is the precise position of the
original Saddell drawings, the defects in them
being entirely due to imperfections in the rub-
bings, caused principally by execrable weather at

the time of taking them. The fact that those

rubbings and the resulting drawings were slightly

defective is used to build up the inference that

all drawings " made up " from rubbings of
" objects with a raised or irregular surface " must
be entirely valueless. But I admit at once the
desirability of touching up and perfecting the re-

duction ou the spot. And when this is done,

what unprejudiced person can doubt that the
result must be a nearer approximation to the truth

than the freehand work of the same draughts-

man ? Put into the hands of an artist the skele-

ton impiiutur facsimile of that stone's sculptured

surface for him to work upon, and you give him
half the battle at once, and much more than half.

Freehand drawing has its proper sphere, without
undertaking too much. Glance at some of the
more elaborate specimens of slab carving, and
imagine what it would be to draw in by hand the
multiplicity and extreme intricacy of detail here

pictured ! What would be the chances of getting

into accurate position every touch and curve of a

leaf or twist of a stem, or the endless ramifica-

tions of that running knot, or of that other inter-

laced wheel ? Might not a crack be left out here,

a chip there, and so on ? Could every part of the
carving be expected to a^jpear in the unerringly

true proportion given by the rubbing ? Impos-
sible, I say. Yorr might set fifty draughtsmen
opposite that rock sculpture to sketch it freehand,

and not one of them would turn out the same
drawing as any other. This, then, is the position

I ho]je 1 have succeeded in establishing :— Ist,

that the monumental sculptured slab of the class

generally found in the West Highlands is pecu-

liarly suited for copying by the rubbing process
;

2nd, that in point ot outline accuracy such copies,

and the drawings resulting therefrom, must more
or less, according to the intricacy of the sculpture,

surpass anything the freehand sketcher can attain

to ; ord, that in slabs much worn down, more de-

tail oftentimes is caught and printed off in this

way than is visible to the naked eye. And -Ithly

and lastly, that a mechanically -reduced pencil

cu[)y of such a rubbing, placed in the hands of a

draughtsman, to touch in afterwards on the

ground should, without sacrificing pictorial ellect,

be a more acientiJicaUji valuable ilhrstration of

the slab than a mere freehand sketch by the same
draughtsiuan could bo. But let me not be mis-

understood. By " scientifically valuable " I

mean valuable for the purposes of the historian

and archujologist, that being undoubtedly the

primarii requirement. The artistic excellence

of the drawings is for such purposes another brrt

clearly a secondarij matter. Were the point of

issue one of pure art, the mechanism must at

once be thrown aside. If we wanted simply a

charmingly-executed picture and nothing else,

then, of course, coLsideratious of what constitute

artistic merit proper would come uppermost, which
would alter the case entirely. I'ersonal skill, the

iudrvidual mind of the artist, aud such like

qualities, would immediately aU'ect the question.

But it is just these personalities, or idiosyncracies,

that we are not to recognise here—that, indeed,
it is desirable to eliminate, except so far as they
may serve in the capacity of handmaids to the
strict object in view, that object being, I take it,

to br-ing the nearest thing to the slab itself, with
its collection of facts, before us on the paper.
Yet by all means, having secured this first desi-

deratum, superadd all the personal artistic embel-
lishments in your power. And I see no reason,
even from a pictorial point of view, why drawings
fortified by rubbings may not reach, if not the
highest, at all events a very high degree of ex-

celleuce.

^uilliiiig Intelligence.

CHDKCHES AND CHAPELS.

Bristol.—The church of S. Nicholas, Bristol,

was reopened for divine survice on Sunday last.

The old pews have been entirely replaced by seats

of polished pine, with bench ends of oak. The
chancel fittings have been taken away, and new
fittings of oak erected, together with a new pulpit

and priest's desk. The alterations have been
carried out by Mr. W. Brock, of Temple Mead,'
under the direction of the architects, Messrs.

Ponton & Gough. The total cost is about tfiOO.

Leamington.—A vestry meeting was held in

the Town-hall Leamington, on Monday, to take
into consideration a report, presented by Messrs.

Slater & Carpenter, respecting the condition of

the parish church. On three several occasions

portions of the stonework have fallen from the
central arch into the body of the church, and
persons have narrowly escaped serious injury.

The alarm occasioned by these accidents led to

the church being closed a few weeks ago, since

which time an investigation has been going ou as

to the true condition of the building. A report

was read to the Vestry, furnished by Messrs.

Slater & Carpenter. Respecting the Four
Evangeli.<t columns, from which the main arch

springs, Messrs. Slater & Carpenter reported that

they were not constructed of the same material,

nor were the several caps of the same height.

The north-west and south-west columns were
faced with Southam limestone to a height of

23ft. 6in., the upper portions of these, and the

whole of the other two columns, being faced with

Caen stone. They also mentioned that the other

two columns are not of the same section, and that

the arches overhead varied to the extent of threo

inches. Three of the Evangelist columns have

"settled," in consequence of which the adjacent

walls and arches were crippled and fractured.

The north-west column was out of the perpen-

dicular, and leaned liin. westward. The south-

west column also leaned westward lin. ; the south-

east column lin. southwards, and the north-east

column lin. northwards. The north aud south

walls of the nave were also out of the perpen-

dicular', the former IJin., and the latter S^in.,

both walls leaning outwards. Messrs. Slater &
Carpenter further mentioned that the small size

and improper construction of the columns
rendered them unfit to bear much more weight

than had already been placed upon them. They
also objected to the design, construction, aud
materials of the four great arches. The stones

(Warwickshire sandstone) were not sufficiently

hard for such a purpose ; they were improperly

jointed as well as imperfectly executed, and the

arches having been erected without sufficient

" centreing " they had settled irregularly, which

had led to the portions of stone being driven off.

The lirick arches were not of sufiicient thickness,

and did not answer the purpose for which they

were intended. In the end the Vicar annoimced
his intention to open the nave for worship, and a

roMtilution was adopted in favour of having the

church inspected by a civil engineer.

MouNK, United States.—A new Congrega-

tional chirrch at Moline, Iowa, was recently dedi-

cated. The birilding is of brick, with heavy
pilasters and dental work, and rests ou a founda-

tion of Joliet marble, cut in rustic. Its entire

length is liOft., aud the average width 65ft The
styles ai'e Norman and Gothic. The cost of the

edifice is not far from :U,000 dels. The design

was by W. L. Carroll, of Davenport.

buildings.

I'.iNi'F.—The new Court-house for Eanfi' was
opened on Wednesday week. The building is in

the Coriuthiau style of architecture, and is built
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of freestone. The court-room ie 38ft. Sin. long,

28ft. 5m. wide, and 26ft. 6in. high. The rooms

are heated by hot-water pipes. The cost of the

buikling is £7,000.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
We do nor, hold oiirst'lvea respoBsible for the opinions

of our oorrespoudeuts. Tlie Editor lespectfiiUy re-

quests that all commuuicatioDS should be drawn up

as brietly as possibla, ^rs there are mauy claimants

upon the space allottijd to correspo.uisnoe. ]

To Odb Eeaders.—We shall feel obliged to any of our

readers who will favour us with brief notes of works con-

templated or in progress in the provinces.

Letters relating to advertisements and the ordinary busi-

ness of the Paper should be addressed to the EDITOR
31, TAVlSTOCli STREET, COVENT GARDES, W.C.

Advertisements for the current week must reach the

office not later than 5 p.m on Thursday.

Received.—R, D. & Co.—J. H.—L. G. D.—J. H. & Co.

—R. *: E. P —T. B.—J. H.—W. A. B.—J. B. St. A

—

G.H.G.—J.PS—C.B A.

An Indignant Provincial.—We really don't know what

you are driving at.

Jos. Riley.—The ailvertisement was insei-ted in mistake.

Beta. — Your nice little letter on sandals is hardly

appropriate for the Building News.
J. D, S.—Most of the numbers may be had.

AY. Z.—Neit week.

^mts^mlmtt.

KITCHEN BOILERS BURSTING.

{To the Editor of the Building News.)

Sre,—At the inquest on the death caused by

the bursting of the boiler of Jlr. Rendell. C.E.,

we think he said that no safety valves yet in-

vented are to be trusted. The true principle to

go upon is to prevent the pipes from freezing. We
have (acting under the guidance of an eminent

authority in such matters, whose name we subjoin

for your own information) succeeded in accom-

plishing this object, and, as we have patented the

invention, we shall have much pleasure in sub-

mitting it to your consideration.

It consists of an iron tube screwed on to the up

or down pipe near the range. The water enters

at the bottom and comes out at the top of this

tube. This tube is a cylinder, and open top and

bottom, with a jet of gas burning through it, the

whole thing being not unlike an argand lamp-

glass, only the glass being hollow iron. The heat

given to the water causes a very strong circula-

tion through the pipes, and makes it impossible

for them to freeze.

We adapt the same principle to the common
water service pipes throughout the house, by

adopting means to keep them empty at night,

and keeping the water warm by means of our

apparatus.

The whole is very simple and costs only a few

shillings, and we think that after the trade and

the public are warned through your columns that

a simple remedy can be applied to obviate the

constant danger of boilers bursting (besides ex-

pense of pipes bursting), the verdict of the jury

will be very severe against any one who does not

avail himself of it.—We are, &c.,

Waterson & Co.

LUMP CONTRACTS AND THEIR SUBSTI-

TUTE.

Sir,—Your article on " Lump Contracts and

their Substitute" is to my mind a very com-

prehensive one ; and goes directly to the root of

all scjuabbles and vexatious lawsuits in the

building trade. The scheme is evidently the

result of long and thoughtful e.vperience ;
and is

to my mind preferable to that adopted by the

London builders and the Fellows of the Insti-

tute—viK., the appointment of two surveyors,

one nominat<?d by the architect and one by the

builders—and non-rc-iponsibility of client for any

error. It is an axiom with me that as the

client gets the benefit of the work, he, and he

only, ought to pay for it ; the builder certainly

should be paid fur his actual goods delivered.

It seems to me obviously unjust to make either

the architect or the surveyor responsible. " Pro-

fessional odium," as you term it, would be a

sufficient corrective of negligence or careless-

ness, and these are the only crimes for which any

of the parties connected with the erection of a

building should be asked to pay a'penalty. AVho-

ever thinks of asking his lawyer to p.ay for the

result of wrong legal advice, or for the

neglect or thoughtlessness of one of his lawyer's

clerks ? I have known several instances of con-

siderable loss proceed from these causes, but
" profesfcional odium " is a sufficient deterrent to

prevent a repetition. The correction of errors

has always been a principle acknowledged by the

Court of Chancery. Why not .' It is absolutely

necessary to good government. Every building

contract—where there is a client, an architect,

and a builder who want only what is fair—is a

very simple matter, and seldom leads to a dis-

pute. Builders, as a class, are no less honest than

other men, and will, as a rule, do their duty

when fairly treated ; but there is a tendency to

make them responsible, not only for their own
errors and want of judgment, ic, but also for

the errors, &c., of architects and their clerks

—

which has grown considerably of late years. It

is no matter for wonder if some builder not over-

burdened with moral courage should attempt in

self-defence to evade the strict fullilment of his

contract. The natural result of over-reaching on

the part of the architect is either resolute resist-

ance or evasion on the part of the builder. The
firm with which I am connected has executed

several woiks on the principle laid down by you.

We have one on hand now for an influential

railway company. The scheme you propose is,

I believe, universal with their engineers. We
have recently built a large hotel in the West of

England on the same principle. In this latter

case the quantities formed part of the contract,

and payments were made monthly. Our appli-

cation for every certificate was tantamount to

notice for an appointment by the architect of a

meeting of himself, the builder, and the surveyor

at the building in the clerk of works' office. 'Ihe

architect invariably brought with him his own
office copy of specifications and quantities, and,

though our monthly certificates frequently ex-

ceeded £2,000, we could always agree upon the

amount in about half an hour—no measurement
of the building being necessary—simply abstract-

ing such items from the priced quantities as

were then executed, and approximately those

partially executed. All extra works were

measured up each month, when all day-bills

were regularly rendered, corrected and certified

,

and for these works a separate payment was

made, distinct in every respect from the contract

sum. At these monthly meetings of architect,

builder, and surveyor, such matters as delay

occasioned by extra works, wai ting for iron

girders from Belgium, or other circumstances be-

yond our control, were adjusted on the spot, the

terms of adjustment written on the extra bill

and signed by the architect. Hence all parties

invariably met on the very best terms, and the

adoption of a mutual *• give and trike " principle

in trifling matters surmounted every difficulty.

What the architect asked for was readily granted

by the bviilders, and at the completion (some two
moaths within the stipulated time) all parties

were well satisfied, the directors especially, for

they very handsomely paid us a bonus of £oOO
over and above the amount of the contract and
claim for extra works. The architect in this case

w.iS a thoroughly practical man, holding high

social status, with a considerable income inde-

pendent of hia profession.

Another of our contracts, for a very large

town-hall, entered into in 18(30, is executed on

the same principle, but the working of it has

been as dijlferent as it possibly could be. In

this case, though there are large extras,

every difficulty has been settled hitherto on

the most amicable terms. In both these

contracts, the former £25,000, and the latter

over £50,000, the quantities were taken

by independent survey ors, appointed by
the architects, and no erior of magnitude has

been discovered in either case. Every builder

should be paid to the full for all the work he

does, and his contract should contain no legal

clauses to prevent his obtaining this. The surest

way to it is to incorporate the quantities with

the specification and contract, at the same time

protecting the proprietor against merely factious

claims or fancied del-ciencies. Errors in quanti-

ties are far more likely to occur iu favour of the

client than of the builder, because a surveyor can-

not measure what is not shown on the drawings,

and he may omit to measure something, or forget

to put down as a multiplier the number of times

any particular dimension should be repeated.

All extras or additions should be paid for at

prices of, say, ten per cent, in excess of those in

contract, because of the increased labour and

attention required by the builder, as well as the

confusion or disarrangement imported into the
builder's arrangements, besides the expenses
which are incurred by attending upon the sur-

veyor—and in some cases absolute payment of

half measurement, none of which are contem-
plated in pricing the estimates, each price being
fixed at its minimum.

All deductions or omissions of work should be
valued at, say, five per cent, less prices than
those in contract for the same reasons. On one
occasion our firm has actually had a contract in

which these latter clauses were inserted, and in

many others we have squared up the principle

has been admitted by the architects.— I am, &c.,

A Large Contractor.

MEMORIAL TO THE LATE MARQUIS OF
WESTMINSTER.

Sir,—One more has been added to the long list

of be-niuddled architectural competitions, so many
of which have received well-merited pubhcity iu

ysur columns.
The Committee of the above Memorial issued no

less than three different advertisements ; first for
" plans, specifications, and tenders," *l'c., for a

cottage hospital to be erected at Shaftesbury, with

the reservation usual iu builders' competitions

—

" The Committee do not pledge themselves to accept

the lowest tender." Next for "plans, specifica-

tions, and tenders," &c., but with the above reser-

vation omitted, and *' plans to be sent in under a

motto, accompanied by a sealed envelope containing

the name of the sender " substituted. Lastly, the

following :

—

" The Committee of the Westminster Memorial
invite designs for a cottage hospital, to be erected

at Shaftesburj-, Dorset, iu the Old English style of

domestic cottage architecture. External walls

greenstone, with box ground stone dressings, with

brick internal walls, the roof covered with plain

tUes. The hospital to coutaui six beds (in t-svo

double and two single rooms), a priv.ate room for

the umrso, a day-room with south aspect for conva-

lescents, kitchen, back kitchen, bath room, and

offices. The architect to provide foundation plan,

ground jilan, one pair or bedroom plan, plan of

roofs, fom- elevations, two sections, all dra-wn to a

scale of 8ft. to an inch. A premium of '20 guiiieas

will be paid for the approved design and drawmgs,

which are to become the property of the Committee,

who shall be at Uberty to carry out the same (with

or without modification) without fmrther assistance

from the .architect whose plans are accepted, the

premium to be considered as payment in fidl for

the above-named plans, &c. The cost not to exceed

£800. The drawings to be sent in on or before

J.annary 1st, 1871. For further particulars apply

to the Hon. Secretaries.
" Shaftesbury, November 28th, 1870."

It will be seen the last advertisement is very

exphcit, the materials to be used, and even the

"style" being specified. What the "Old EngMsh
style of domestic cottage architecture ' may be is

doubtful ; but one may perhaps logically deduce

from a portion of the committee's syllogism that

all cottage architectm-e in England is not domestic.

This involves a doubt, and it is to be hoped that

the committee will pubhsh their selected design, so

that the architects of England may be duly en-

lightened.

Through the course of a long and somewhat varied

practice I have been lucky enough to steer almost

entirely clear of competitions. The last (previous

to this present one) that I entered upon was when
I was "young and curly "—I am almost afraid to

state how many yeai-s ago. The genial sportsmen

of Dorsetshire Tvished to commemorate a county

worthy, stiU beloved and li\-ing amongst them,

whoso chief claim to distiuctionwasthathe had kept

hoimds for fifty years at his own expense. A com-

mittee was formed and funds collected amounting

to £1800. The committee woidd have a monument,

and forthwith the usual tremendous bait was

thrown out to greedy and impecunious architects.

Designs were required for a column 100ft. high, to

be built on the highest point of one of the bleakest

of the Dorsetshire downs, totally inaccessible by

any road, the column to have a stahcase withm,

and sculpture without, and to be with or without

au equestrian statue on the top. I resolved to

compote ; hut my too tender conscience revolted

against the equestrian statue. Why the tramway

to get it to the top of the hill, and the scaffolding

and other mechanical appliances to hoist it 100ft.

high, would cost all the money the committee had

to dispose of, and whence then was to come the

vast column, the sculpture, and the winding stair-

case? I threw into my "design" a fox, a dozen

hounds, half a dozen horses, and half a dozen

scai-let-coatcd men, but as they were only ac-

cessories of the landscape aud not of the column,

I satisfied my too tender con-science, and (as 1

fouiUy ilrcamed) flattered tlie procUvities of the

si>orting committee as well.

Su-, I was not successful! An older hand than

uiyseif "embraced" iu his design the fox and the

hounds, supposed to be in the flesh, and the eques -
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trian statue, suppoicJ to hj in stoue. A kind of

Hyile Park Comer "Duke" mounted ou the top

of the Nelson column—and, what was to the elder

hand, no doubt, of more practical consequence, the
enraptured |committee rewarded his audacity with
the premium.
The column was not erected ; and I learnt after-

wards, to my disgust, thtit the lucky (?) "prize-
man" knew before he sent in his design that it

never would be.

Expciientia dmyl ! Thus early I learnt that in

architectm-al competitions, conditions are but
empty words, and that while to be successful the
architect must indeed be bold, he need feel no
anxiety as to any assignable limits to the receptive

capacities of ordinary committees

!

But here, after the lapse of years, in the advertise-

ment of the Westminster Memorial Committee, was
matter once more to tempt one into the fussy arena
cf speculative competition, to gamble (not gambol)
with straining frames, clean washes, ethereal greys,

and v-ivid reds;—tremblingly I whispered with
Young (and mine indeed were '' Night Thoughts ")

Sums angel guide my pencil while I dr;i\v I

Seriously I thought it impossible at the present
day that any architect would, be honoured with a
premium who, designing a hospital, whether
cottage, memorial, or however qualitied, should
forget that above all things, his hospital should be

a hospital ; that his first, second, and third should
still be Hygii-ue, Hygiine, Hygiene.

But, alas! for fitness; alas! for the " Domestic
Cottage" style !

Out of forty-two designs sent in, among them
being some by men of experience and ability, the
committee selected two, both of which more or less

ignored the conditions of the several advertise
meuts.

' One of the two selected designs had upon it, //

vU, the name and address of the " sender," and
Bother bore the motto " Perseverando."
The first was a Batty-Langley sort of design for

a small vUla, devoid of any special hospital arrange-
ments, and in an art point of view simply beneath
criticism.

The design of " Perseverando " has much more
merit iu it. It is faii'ly di'awn and not extravagantly
coloured, and is evidently the conscientious, and
therefore so far praiseworthy work of a young
man.
The elevations have the accustomed nsHcatcd

quoins of Bath-stone, stacks of octangular chimney
shafts, moulded, capped, and based all in Bath-
stone, regardless of expense ; a plain square green-
stone front wall, pierced by a centre doo rway and
by two tiers of small square-headed muUioned
windows, the whole suggesting a doubt whether
indeed the " Domestic Cottage" style is any new
thing, or only that Early Gothic flower, which we
cherished with such fond and possibly misguided
affection during our pupildom.

A,s to " Perseverando's ' plan, it is sufficient to
note the saUent features. General arrangement,
cruciform, with front arm covered by a roof about
18ft. span, and of high pitch ; the back nearly twice
the width, covered by a roof of wide span and
flatter pitch ; wards for two beds, each l.'jft. 6iu.

long, by only lUft. wide and lift, high, having a
window at one end only ; corridors, only 3ft. Bin.
wide ; a central stau'case, serving as a duct from
ground to upper story, but with no roof ventilation :

kitchen and scullery placed side by side under the
wide flat roof, with no con-idor of communication
between the front portion of the biuldiug and the
offices at the back of the kitchen

; pantry opening
dijrect into the kitchen ; no hospital wash-house, so
tliat the scullery, the kitchen, and the pantry are
liable to be pervaded by the same ill odours ; earth-
cl'isets, but with no provision for storing or drymg
earth, or for feeding the hoppers ; the one nui'se's
day and bech-oom on the first floor, leaving the con-
valescent room and the ward on ground floor free
from supervision ; no scheme of drainage what-
ever.

Such aro a few of the features in the design of
" Perseverando," but which, nevertheless, tlie com-
mittee have ultimately selected as the best.
They, however, show their sense of the fitness of

the plan by calling upon the author to entirely re-
model it, and also by withholding the promised
premium.

Is this fair to the rest of the competitors ?

Kntn M)UH, I feid some commiseration for the
committee plagued by forty-two designs !

The great French novelist says :—" What shall
we do; we have onlyo/;.; Monthyon prize]:'" "Well,
give it to some one who has done nothing to
deserve it—that is th.. way the Academy mostly
escapes from the dilemma ! "—I am, itc.,

"L'HOMME QUI RiT."

RUDI.MEXTARY ARCHITECTURE.
Sir,— A littlu liook \\M!n\ to Btmieiits who wish to get a

goueralidcaoftlioiliU'eioiit styles of ;iicliitccturo, biis Intel v
beou rublistiud, outitied ."A Ruiluiioutary M.iniul of
Architecture," l,y Tlioiiia.i Mitchell. Tlio pref.ico »t,vte3
that it has had the beuefit of the revision of three profes-
sional gentlemen eminently (juulifiod for that puriioae,
yet not one of the three seems to have thouyht that the
doscriiition of open timber roofs, ou page 177, reiiuircd
any revision, although fcinj and jiitfn-posts ara made to

stand ou tie-beams, and support the weight a'jove instea.i
of being suspended from the apex and supnortiug the
struts, and the weight on the tie-beam below. Moreover,
the straining beam between the heads of the queen-posts
s spoken of as " a second tie beam." Such gross errors as
those ought not to be allowed to pass unnoticed iu a book
iitended for arclu tectural student.^. R. E.

Interronnuttnicatiflii.

QUESTIONS.
[2112] POWDER MAGAZINE.— I have beeu asked to

furuirth sketches for a powder magazine to be erected at a
sl'ootiDg range. It is to be 10ft. square, and 3ft. to wall
]ie.id. Could ;iuv of our Volunteer architects give me a few
hiuts?—8. b. W.

[211.3] WELL SINKING.—I have a well 45ft. deep.
The water comes from the bottota, as the aides were built

iu cemoiit and pugged behind to keep out the surface
water. I wish now to fill up the well with washed stoues,

so that I may not have so much standiug water. The in-

side diameter of the well is 3-liu. Will some one kindly
tell me how I may calculate the contents, so that 1 may
only have my day's consumption at a time in the well ?—
AMATEUB.

[21U] FLOW OF WATEt:.- 1 should feel obliged if

auy of your coiTespondents would name the beat formula
for culculatiug the discliarge of water from pipes, I want
to know the qiiaiitity of water that a main of unifoim size

(say Gin. diameter, with a head of 130ft., and a mile and
half long) will deliver iu a given time. Also the quantity
that a mam of the same length and head, but composed of
9ia., 8in., and Gin., pipe.^, would deliver in the same time.
Also the quantity dischargable through, say, 21) ^iu. taps,

each running at the same time at the longest puint of the
said main. Would prefer the reply in pLiin figures, and
would be glad if they would uame some oi" tha best woiks
on the subject.

—

Hydkauuu.

it being opposed to the plainest fasts. Water does not cor-
rode tin, nor i.^ there any probability of galvaaic actim
being set up Such action, if possible, would be but slight
between these metals and would in no wiseaffec the value
of an ingenious invention and most important sanitary
aid.—P. E. M.

mm TUNNEL EXCAVATIONS.—The following is iu
reply to " Surveyor's" query in your issue for January 20.
In the accompanying figure

[2Ur;] WROUGHT IRON GIRDERS.-I shaU feel

obliged if some kind subscriber to your journal will aasiet

me iu and show by figures howto calculate he depth, width
of top and bottom webe, and thickness of iron plate to sup-
port a floor l^cwt. per square foot superfijial. The room

1

measures 20ft. lOiu. by 2'>ft. An early reply will oblige.

—

Anvil Stock.

C211G] SMOKY CHIMNEYS.-I would feel obliged to

any of jour readers if they could advise me ,on the best
means of curiug four chimneys of smoking. I have tried

several zinc pots without success. The chimneys are all

together in the back stack of a sis-roomed house, with
kitchen built at the back, and carried by an arch into

stack. I think the chimneys are nearly as straight iu pro-
portion as I have drawn them.—W. H. B.

No. 1, hasa f uted heaJ ; No. 2, tall boy; No. 3, 2ft. red
pot; No. 4, 4ft. red pot to kitchen.

[2117.]—TRADE PRICE LIST.—Can any of your corre-

apomieuts inform me where I could get a Scotch trades'

price list ?—A Jol'knevman Joiner.

[2118.]—VENTILATING WINDOWS.—Having lately

put in a new plate glass front to a shop, I should ho glad if

any of you oorreipondeuts could infnm ma of any means of
keeping them free from condonst;d air, a-i during the
greater part of the day thioga in the shop cannot be seen
from the outside.—A Sl"b.scribeu.

REPLIES.
[20711] COPYING ORNAMENTAL WORK ON

T0M13HT0NES.—As none of your correApoudentH have
auHWored " I. M. A,," I will describe a simple method by
which I have obtained copies of dcnigus, either sunk or in

relief. Obtain a piece of white paper, the thinner the

better, and lay it over the design to bo copied ; thou rub
the paper, especially the eiJgea of the design, with a piece

of what shouuuikero term heelball (black),. which you could
obtain at any shoemaker'd. If you do this carefully you
will obtain a uell defined copy of the design in a few
minutes.— Fk.\nk Cuessell.

[2087] ASPHALTE IN CHSAP3IDE.—Whether the
heat is applied before or after laying the material does not
afiect thy reply to the query. In defence of my Htatonuint

I had the explanation of an agent of the company, and
also th-jir written description of the proceisd in their lately

isttucd pamphlet.—P. E. M.

[203O] T(N-LINED JPJPEd. — It w a great pity

thaf, the paragraph alluded to has obtained currency in

thisoouutrv. I ^;an only auppouu it originated iuinali'c,

Let C D = '' = the versed sine of segment.
,, A C = c = the chord

,, A O = r = the radius B O = C O
Then to find the radius (r) of circle, of wliich the segment
is a part, we have the following expression :

—

^ ^ c-:i + 402 ^ _£ ^ V

3 t' 8 y "2

Also to find the number of degrees contained in the arc

A C B we have sin L A E = — . Then 2 L A E =
2 r

L A O B, hence L A C B = 360" — L A O B, which call

4), Having found r and </>, we then have the following
general formula for the area (A) of the segment :

—

A = — ((f)' X 017'153 + sin (^)
2 — 1.

3.

The plus or minus sign in this form to be used ac-
cording as the segment is greater or less thau a
semicircle. That ia, if the aegmeut be greater thau
a semicircle the plus sign muat be used, and if less

the minus sign. To find the area of a segmen'.
(when greater than a semicircle) having a table of areas of
segments calculated to diameter = 1. Denoting the versed

Bine by v, and the radius by i\ as before, put ^j = 1 — --

2 r

Thus we find the value of p in the column headed versed
sines, opposite to which value will be found th-? correspond-
ing tabular area, which we wdl denote by t, taeu the area
of the segmen-. will be found as follows:—

A -^ 4r- (Z.~t\ = d^ (78539- 2.

wheie d denotes the diameter of circle. The following
rule for finding ths area of a segment gives a very close ap^
proximation to the true result :^

A = lC i^ + r \
\ 3 2c/

When the segment of which the area is required is greater
than a half circle, tlie area of the remaining segment must
be found, and subtracted from the area of the whole circle,

which will give the area required. Applying the data given
by "Surveyor" to the first method, viz , v = 15' 3' =
10 25ft., and c = 21ft., to find the radius we have,—

^, ^ 213 + 4 X (15-25^

S X 15 25

441^ 930.25

l'22'

= 11-2397 or say ll-24ft.

2r =. ll-:?4i X 2 = 22.48ft.

Again sin. L A O B = ^:L_ = -gsU, thenat. sin. of 69^5
22-48

.-. 09" 5' X 2 = 133^ 10' = L A O B. Hence 360— ISS"
10' = 221'^ 50' the number of degrees contained in the arc

A G B. And sin. 221- 50' = -1/^0966. Then by form I we
get

A = ^111^111(221" 50- X -017453 + '666966)

2

= 6.1-16S3 X 4-524079

=28578 square foet area of segment. And by

usincr form 2 we get a like result for the area. By the ap-

proximate formula (3) wl^ ge, for the area 236-69 square

feet, showing that it gives a iresolt ditieriug very little

from the true one.—William Moor, Jun., Hetton Col-

liery.

[2097] TUNNEL EXCAVATION.—In answer to "Sur-
veyor," I think the following rule will give the area of aeg-

mont required. To tho square of the chord C of the seg-

ment add the square of the versed sine V, and to twice the

E-quare root of ttiesum, add the chord of half the arc B.

Multiply tho result by tlie versed akie and —- of the pro-
15

duct will give tho area.

—

Zv:v.\.

[2099] SPEAKING TUBES.-Ifa Jin. water pipe servo;*

fur whistle, and a 4in. iron pi|>e, I see no reason why a

L^in. composition gas pipe should not do for the whistle,

and a 2^\u. iron pipe for speaking ; the expense would bo

much leas, and in same circum8'.ance3 should act.—P.

[2-104] TEMPERATURE OF DAIRIE3.—I am obliged

toyo'ircorrespoudentfor theiaformitioa kindly given, but
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I do not understand how the right temperature is to be ob-

tained in winter mouths except by artificial means. A
cheese room requires, I believe, an even temperature of 65

deg., both in winter and summer ; and in Wilts and
Somerset I observe they keep portable stoves to warm the

cheese rooms in winter raonthr^, a method very undesirable.

I cannot 8e3 why the dairy floor should be 3ft. below the

level of the out-side ground. Would " Farmer " inform rae

if any pumose is gained by BO doing? I think without a
dry area round all the external walls or similar means, this

would onlyconduce to adamp floor. To construct acheese

dairy for about 90 cows I propose to build it as follows :

—

Rectangular on plan ; size, 36ft. by 16ft. in clear ; of three

floors - ground floor, the milk room ; 1st, floor the cheese

room ; '2nd, floor a servant's bedroom, the communic\tion to

which would be from the adjoining farm lioiise. This floor

to be principally to shelter the cheeae room from the heat

of a slated roof in summer time. In milk room I propose
the windows to be four in number, one in each wall, and
made with the sashes to slide ver ically, that the amount
of air to be admitted can be re3;ulated, and bad either from
the top or bottom of the windows, the glass to be thick

rough plate, that it may not admit heat or cold so easily

as common glass would do. The window frames externally

to be covered with finely perforated zinc. Internally I

would for cleanliness plaster the walls with Keene's cement,
which would be washable and free from absorption. The
temperature regulated by hot water pipes the water from
which would be also used for washing of utensils. Would
"Farmer" inform me if he sees any objection to these

proposals, or can suggest improvements ?—W. W.

[2109J WATER AND LEAD.—Leadmay beadulterated
with zinc, pewtei, old solder, old printer's types, &c., but
whether that be so in this case I could not say. Perhaps the
water is the sole cause. As a remedy, under the circum-
stances, wash out cisterns, dry and rub lead with hard
brush or carding, then paint them all over with red

lead mixed with linseed oil, allowing it to dry properly be-

fore letting water in, and after water is in let it stand all

night and run it oflf so that fresh water may be got.—P.

[2110] LOAD FOR MEMEL TIMBER JOISTS.—
*' Carpenter " should have given the circumstances
under which the joist 12ft. by 4ft. and 17ft. bearing is

intended to be placed, because if it is to have a
plaster ceiliog under it its dedection must be very
slight under a "fair load;" but if it have to carry its

load under circumstances where a conc'id«?rable deflection

would be of no account tlte fair load might be much
greater. However, assuming that the circumstances will

allow a deflection in the middle of ^in., the joist 12ft. by
4ft. and 17ft. bearing will carry 432()lb. uniformly distri-

buted over it ; or we may say 2 tons. I deduce this from
the late Professor Barlow's experiments on the strength of
timber, supposing that the Riga fir that he experimented
upon was of equal strength to " Carpenter's " memel tim-
ber, and this, I think, may be taken as a fair assumption.
The specimens that Ba.lowtook for his experiments were,

no doubt, of fairly good (quality, and so we must assume
the joist in question to be. A good deal depends upon the
quality of timber (as upon that of eveiy other material)
when we are considering what weight it will carry. A
knot near the lower edge of a joist and near the middle of
its length will materially reduce its carrying power. " Car-
penter " no doubt knows that if there be such a knot it

should be turned to the upper side of the joist ; in that case
the joist will be but little reduced in strength.—C. S.

obtained the consent of the Metropolitan Board of Works
This consent had been applied for and refused, and the
superintending archit^ect of the Board gave his certificate

that the bay window was beyond the general line of building.

The magi;^trate con^jriered himself b-tund by the decision in
" Bowman v. The Vestry of S. Faucras " to hold the certi-

ficate of the superintending architect conclusive, and
therefore he convicted the appellant. The question now
raised was whether the certificate was conclusive, or

whether the ni;igistrate himself was bound to decide whether
the window was beyond the general line of building ; and
the case depended upon the construction to be placed on
the 143rd section of the Act 19th Vict. cap. 120. The Court
thought that there was great difibulty in constructing the
statute, but adhered to their decision in Sparrow's cose,

that the certificate was not final and conclusive in reference

to the line of frontage. There would be great injustice in

holding otherwise, because the certificate was framed in

private, mthout hearing parties intere&ted, and was not
necessarily published. Furthei", there might he varying
certificates given by successive architects, and parties might
not be aware which they were bound by. The magistrate
himself was bound to decide whether the building was or
was not beyond the line of frontage, and was nut precluded
from doing so by the architect's certificate. Judgment for

the appellaot.

[2110] LOAD FOR MEMEL TIMBER JOIST.—The
safe load for " Carpenter's " joist is 51 cwts., which is found
by the following rule :—Multiply the breadth in inches by
the square of the depth in inches and divide the product by
the length in feet. Multiply the quotient bv 3 (which is

the weight in hundredwf iglits required to fracture a bar
lin. square and 1ft. long), tliis gives the breaking weight
of his joist loaded in the middle. Double tlie weight will

be required to cause fi'acture when the load is uniformly
distributed. The factor of safety to be adopted in practice
is one-fourth for a fixed load and one-sixth for a moving
load. The joist should be well strutted to prevent twisting
Prank Chessell.

STAINED GLASS.
Bekesbourne.—The two lancet windows at the east end

of Bekesboume Church, Kent, have lately bean filled with
stained glass by Messrs. Laver.i, Barraud and Westlake.
Each window contains three medallions un a ground of rich
diaper work. The two central subjects represent the " Cru-
cifixion " and the "Resurrection of our Blessed Lord."
The church being dedicated to God in honour of S. Peter,
the remaining four medallions contain subjects from the
life of that apostle.

Sutton Coldfield.—One the four peiTiendicular di-
visions of the north-east window of the parish church has
been filled with stained glat-s primarily to die memory of
the late Mr. T. Colmore, and secondarily as a memorial to
Bishop Hacket. The new memorial portion has been
executed by Messrs. Valentine, of Edinburgh.

LAND AND BUILDING SOCIETIES.
Northampton Freehold Land Society.—The annual

meeting of the Northampton Building and Free-
hold Land Society was held at the Townhall, on Tuesday
week, Edwin Marriott, Esq., in the chair. The annual re
port and statement of accounts were received and adopted.
The report stated that 289 new shares had been issued
during the year, while the withdrawals had been but 24.
The cash received was nearly double that received in the
previous year.

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
Appeal from Conviction on stkenoth of Sdperin

TENDING Akohitects CERTIFICATE.— I'liis was an appeal
tried on the 2tith ult. in the Common Pleas against a
decision of Mr. Knox, the police magistrate, and the cir-

cumstances were these. The appehant was a builder in
Tottenham-court-road, ana in A\igubt, 1809, he erected a
bay window to a liouse in Strattou-street, witfiout having

Qwx §ffitc C;iijft.

AKCHITErTURAL ASSOCIATION. — To-mOlTOW
(Saturday), a visit wili be made to the works in

progresa at the South Keusington Museum,
Members will assemble at three p.m., at the

entrance^ in the Exhitition-road. On Monday
evening next, Feb. bth, Lieut.-Col. Scott, R.E.,
will give the first of a course of four Isctures on
" Limes and Cements," at 7.30 p.m. The second,

third, and fourth lectures will be delivered on
Monday evenings, the 13th, 20th, and 27th inst.

respectively, at the same hour. On Friday next,

the 10th iust., the annual members' soiret; will be
held, at 8 p.m.

A New Tdnnelling Machine.—An interesting

trial has just taken place of one of Brunton's
tunnelling machines. A model was exhibited at

the last convereaziont' at the Institute of Civil

Engineers, and at the soirde of the British Associa-

tion in Liverpool. The present trial was
made in the grey chalk at Snodlaud, Kent, at the
quarry belonging to Messrs. Lee & Son., of Hol-
brough. This demonstration was made chiefly to

show the ease and rapidity with which a tunnel

may be driven in such a formation as that which
lies under the Channel between England and
France. The rate at which the machine advanced
was 3ft. 9in. per hour, in a tunnel 7ft. diameter,

and it was obviovis to those who witnessed the
operation that the only real limit to the rate of

progress would be the rapidity with which the

waggons loaded by the machine's own action

could be carried away.

Exhibition of Rubbings from Monumental
Slabs and Brasses.—A novel exhibition has been
opened in S. George's Hall, Edinburgh, for the
benefit of the Sick Children's Hospital. The exhi-

bition consists of rubbings taken from stones

chiefly in Argyleshire, and from brasses in some
of the eastern counties in EuglanH, by " Unda,"
and they are shown for the praiseworthy object
above stated by *' Pet Jessie Anne." The pictures

—for pictures they are, although of a rude
character—are exceedingly interesting. They
represent sepulchral slabs containing effigies of

knights and saints, priors and minstrels, orna-

mental crosses and stone tracery.

Death of Tommaso Minardi, of Rome.—

A

Roman correspondent says :—The grave has just

closed over one of Rome's brightest glories in the
Modern School uf Ai't. Tommaso Minardi, who,,

while led by his exceeding modesty to shrink from
accepting charges which would have brought^him
forward under public notice, has amply sliown in

those works which he has left behind him bow
well fitted he was to have done so. He is best

known to non-Romans by his copy of the " Lat;t

Judgment in the Sistine," almost his earliest work,
and which attracted the notice of Canova to his

rising genius ; almost all the photographs sold in

Rome of Michael Angelo's chef d'a^uvn' are taken

from it, and it was exhibited by the Holy Father
in the Exposition of Christian Art last year. His
greatest service to the world of art, however, has

been the formation of that school of artists whose
patient woiks, too little observed by the world,

have, under the present Pontificate, beautified so

many churches of Rome with their frescoes.

Gagliardi, who has so ably worked at the restora-

tion of S. Agostiuo; Cochetti, at Sta. Maria in

Trastevere ; Fracassino, at ts. Lorenzo ; Gviido

Guidi, at S. Maria Nuova and S. Andrea dellii

Valle
J
Bianchi, whose altar-piece in the Canonss'

Chapel at S. Peter's is worthy of its place among
the achievements of the most celebrated masters ;

Mariaui, Consoni, and many' others, all owe much
to his iusjaratiou, as well as to the attt-ution he
enforced on their earlier studies to the rules of
perspective and anatomy,

American Pine.—The pine forests of Pennsyl-
vania are. it appears, rapidly vanishing. For ten
years past the consumption of timber to supply
the numerous saw.mills of Williamsport alone has
been immense. The Bulletin of that place states

that the amount of logs ' rafted out of the booji "

for thepresent season will yield over 215,000,00llft.

of boards. About 302,000,000 are annually manu-
factured at Williamsport, giving an aggregate in

ten years of 3,UOO,O0O,00Oft. It is impossible
that this large consumption of raw material can
continue for many more years. It is estimated
that in ten or fifteen years the mountains will be
denuded of every pine tree, and builders will be
glad to get hemlock lumber. The Pennsylva-
nians may, at least, console themselves by reflect-

ing that they have rrceived their money's worth
for their timber, and that it has been consumed in

the fair way of business. But not the least

serious lass to the French arising from the
present war is that of the timber which has been
so ruthlessly wasted, and which it will take many
a long year to restore.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK
Monday.—Ro7/(Ti Institnte of Briti-^k JrcJntrrf^.—'' On

Domes." ByjE. Beck-ett Denison, Esq., Q.C. Sp.m.
Architectural Association.—"On Limes and

Cements." Lecture I. By Lieutenant-Colonel
Scott, R.E. 7.30 p.m.
Society of Engineers.—Firat Ordinary General

Meeting for 1871. Inaugural Address by the
President. 7.30 p.m.

Friday.—Architectural Association.— Members' Soiree.
8 p.m.

The date fixed for the reception of architectural
drawings at the forthcoming International Exhibi-
tion is Wednesday, Feb. 22.

Mr. James Sant, RA., is gazetted the principal
painter in ordinary to her Majesty, in the room of
Sir George Haytev.

An " associated arts'' company, comprising pain-
ters, sculptors, musicians, and architects, is about
to be added to the 38th Middlesex (Artists'), Rifle
Volunteer Corps.

We read in the Acarlnny that some important
rock-cut dwellings, many stories in height, have re
ceutly been discovered in Peru,

timber irak ^eljitfo.

Prices, 31st January, PerPetg. etd. :—Skelliftea mixe(3
yellow, 71 5s; Bjorueborg yellow, Ql 153 ; do. white, 6i bx
to 7/ ; Fredrickatadt yellow, bl bs to U lO*? Gefle 3rd
yellow, SI 10s to 9i IDs ; do. 4th yellow. Si 08 to 'Jl.

Vefsen yellow, Gl 5s to7il5s; do. white, 5i 15s 7i 15s~;
Stockviken 3rd yellow, SI bs ; do. 4th yellow, 81 5s.

Holmsund mixed yellow, Si 15* to III 10s ; Skonvik 3rd
yellow, 81 to Si 10s; do. 4th yellow. Si 10s; Uleaborg
mixed yellow. 81 10s to 9/ ; Wifsta Warf 4th yellow.
",1 15s; Wyburg Ist yellow, 9/ bs to lOi ; do. ind, 1lbs\
Ganila, Carleby 1st yellow, 71 IDs to 8Z 10s ; Husum mixed,
yellow, 81 158 to 9! 15; Hernoeand mixed yellow, Si 15s t

ii / r,n ; Petersburg 1st white, 11 10s to 9i 15s ; do. L^t

jellow, 10/ to 13? 10s ; do. '.ixd yellow, 7/ ; Pitea lind yellow.
7/ ; do. mixed yellow, 6i l.'is to 8i; do. 3rd yellow, 6i 10s

;

do 4th vellow, 5i 158 to G/ ; Soderham 3rd yellow.
8/ 10s to 91 10s ; do. mixed yellow, \m to 10/ 158 ; do. 4tb
yelh>w, 9i : Sundswall yellow, 8i; do. white, 7/ 15s; San-
darue mixed yellow,lli 5s ; do. 3rd yellow, 11 10s to !)/5s.

Quebec 1st bright; 12ft. 3 x llin.. 20/ ; do. Ist floated.

IdUOs ; do. Ist dry floated, 17i; do. 2nd bright, 13/ 10s:

do 2iid floated, 12/; do. 3rd floated, 9/ 10s; do. 3rd diA

floated, 91 lOs
;

. do. 2nd red pine, lU los to 12i 5s.

Per 120 12ft. 3 x 9in.—Quebec 1st white spruce, 15/ 1.^.-

to 18/; do. 2ud spruce, 13/ 15s to 14/. los; do. 3i<'

spruce, 13i 58 to 13/ lOs ; St. John's white spruce, 13/ bs. :

Matana 1st white spruce, 14i 58 to IGL

Timber, per load of 50 cubic feet.—Skelleftea yellow
balUs, 35s; Sundswall fir, 60s ; Stettin oak crooks, b~s\jd ;

i);intzig oak, 80s to 95s; do. oak crooks, S28 6rf; do.

common middling fir, 46s; do. bast middling, 75s ; do.
crown, 85s to 87k Od,

lludikewall fir, 52s; Memel fir, 5Ss ; do. Manerlatten
fir, 66>i to 70s : Pitea yellow belles, 34s to 398; do. fir

limber, 428 to 44s ;
Quebec birch, 75s ; do. hickory, 5/ bs ;

do «! m, 77s Gd to 908 ; do. yellow pine, S^s to 87s 6(/ ; do.
red pin , 72s Gd; do. wainscot logs, per ISft. cube, 52v &:i \

Rigrt crown wainscot logs, per do., 5/.

Petersburg lathwood, per cubic fathom, 4/ to 5/ 15s;
Dantzig liithwuud, per do., 4/2si6i/; Fre.liickstadt slating

lallis, 1« to Is td per 144 feet run.
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Diiiitzig crown deck deals, lis per 40 feet ruu; do. crowu

brack, 12» per do.

Christiana 1st yellow flooring boards, ^iuj Sa 3rf ; lin.,

Ss (i(( per square: do. 2nd yellow, lin., T» 6d toSs'Ml ,

gin.S«; Jin.,6s9(i; Fredi-icksradt 1st yellow, l^iu., i:^s 6d

toVis 9d: liu., 10.* to 10s lOrf ; do. Sod yellow, Ijin.,

«u Of to 10*-; liu.. 7s SdtoSs'M: Jin. 7s Gd; Fredrick-

stidt 1st yellow, liu., 93 9d to 10^ 6d; do. 2nd yellow,

liii., 7^ fj(i to 7s 9d.

Grooved, tougiied, aud beaded Wyburg 1st yellow, gin.,

7* :trf ; Dram 1st white, .^in., 7s.

Brisbane t.-enaUH, 40s per 1,000 pes. 3Cin.

THE TIMBER TRADE OP LIVERPOOL DURING 1870.

In reviewing the trade of this port in wood during the

past year, it will be seen that the total tuuuiige employed
in the importation of wood has been 386,184 tons during
the past, against ool, 954 tons in the previous year. The
business during the past year must bo regarded on the
whole as satisfactory; thera having been a sound trade
with a steady demand, and jjrices having been fairly sus-

tained, shippers in most cases have found tlioir operations

result favourably. The continental war soon after it broke
out caused a slight advance in Baltic fir, but beyond this,

and checking to a moderate exteut the export of furniture
woods, it had no influence on our market. This year
commences with favourable prospects, and gives hope of an
increased demand for most woods, as the timber traile is in

a liealthy state and business generally in the m:inul'actur-

ing diHricts is improving, while the stocks now held here
are in most cases moderate compared with many previous
years.

The total impOits from the British North American
colonies have increased 2^ per cent, during tlie p;ist com-
pared with the previous year, there having been employ d
:Joo, 753 tons, against ?52,59S tons in 1669. From Queb* c

the import of yellow pine in the log has been the smallest
ever recorded, owing chiefly to the high cost in Canada
having made shippers cautious in their operations. The
Americans have again been good customers to the Cana-
dian lumber-men, selecting the best finalities, and paying
lijgh rates for their requirements; and, so long as the
demand continues from the United States, there ia pro-

bably but little chance of the value of pine logs in Canada
falling to a point which will permit of a large extension of
trade with tbe United Kmgdom. The cons'imption in
Liverpool has been steady, and l^rge square pine of good
quality and waney hoard liava ruled at high figures, but
ordinary building timber has not maintained its price.

Pitch pine and Baltic fir, having been cheaper, were freely
used in substitution.
From North Europe the import of fir logs during the

past shows an increase of G6 per cent, compared with tlie

previous year, mainly in consequence of an unusually
large supply from Sweden, whilst from the ports of Prussia
and Russia the import is an average one. There has been
a fiii- consumption, in some measure owing to the high
l)ricB of Quebec yeUnw pine haviug directed the attention
of consumers to Balti'i woods as being suitable to their
purposes, and much cheaper. No doubt a similar business
will l»e pursued in the forthcoming spring, and nearly
clear off the present stock of Dantzig fi^r before fresh sup-
plies will reach this market. There is a large stock of
Swedish fir now held here, say 2SG,O00fc. (nearly three-
fourths of the entire stock of Baltic fir), which will be
found suflScient at the present rate of consumption to
sujiply the requirements of the trade for some months to
come. Of deals, battens, and prepared flooring boards,
the import duriug the past shows an increase of 14(J per
cunt, compared with the previous year, but, being in
fxcess of tlie requirements of the trade, prices have ruled
low. Battens aud boards, though they have been freely
iistd in the place of colonial spruce, have at times been
difficult to sell, and just now thestocks of sawn fir are more
thau double thode held at the like time last year, being
?S,159standard, equal to about six months' cousamptiou.
MAUotiANY.—There has been a steady demand through-

out the past year for home cousumption, and aelectiouo
auitable for this market sold readily, though the conli-
iicntal war checked, to bome extent, the demand for ex-
portatiou.j Of St. Domingo the import during last year was
*i'>7,-i-10ft., against 2y(},5ttUft in the previous year, being an
iucreiiao of i2*j per cent. Of Cuba the import during the
past year has been the lightest since 18t>U, being 47,:i:J7ft.,

against 298,9ti2ft. in the previous year. The sales yielded
ij^Kxi results, figured h'g-, rciUising particularly high prices.
As the stock is exlianatei], and the demand buoyant, this
market never presented a more favourable opportunity for
future busineos, and fiist anivals will meet with ready
sale at remunerative prices. Of Ilonduras, the import
during the past year has been 603,8S2ft., against
l,"22,10JSft. in the previous year. Of Mexican the import
during the past year has been 2,213,580ft.. against
;;,15y,191ft. in the previous year. There has been a steady
Consumption fur all doBcriptions, bui prime figured loys
from Sauta Ana aud Tahiwco met with active compottiiou,
and realifled good prices.

—

Chaloner'a Circular.

LATEST PRICES OP MATERIALS USED
IN CONSTRUCTION.

M.EXAL8.

Liui) :—

Via Foreign per toa £17 10 £0
,. hu,(u.i. W.B do lu 6 I. m 7 6
.. L ml Co ,lo IB U 6 is y
., O'lerl.mudM do 11 13 1h

Sliei»t MlUeU jO J9 U III 10
Hhut. P.it^ut do aO li> *.'! y
Bed or Milium do 19 13 2ll 10 u
Uth«-(f'. %v.B do «i a e
WtilteJJry do £7 u l)

„ scoiuidluoil ., do U U U U

CorFKSL :

—

Brltiah—Cak« and lugot .', per ton i70 71
Be»t9cl«ctoU do 71 7J
•l*""t do 74 7«
Bottymo do 78 ti

Australian do 70 74
t)|«auii.ii Cake do
<'UUiBiirB, cMh do 84 65
,.'• Kfn"fti iiigot do Gy 72
\i'llwwiHcUU pmlb « I) til it D 7

Ieon :—

PiK in Scotland, cash per ton £2 11 6

Welsh Bar, in Londoa do 7.0
Wales do 6 7 6

StRfrordt.li ire do 7 15

Rail, iu Wiilea do 6 5
Sheets, Huigle 111 Louden do 9 5

Hi>ups, first ciutklity do 8 15

Nail Rod
' " " "

7 10
6 li 6

SweOiah . do & 10 !) 15

Teak load £10 ll

Quebec, red pine .... 315
,, yellow pino.. 4

St. Johu N.B. yellow u

Quebec Oak, white.. 6

„ birch S la

,, elm . 4 5

D&utzlc oak 5 5

,, fir „ 2 15

Memelflr ^ 3
Rit(a 3 3

Swedish 2 7
Uatttfi.Quebec red pine 4

,. yellow pine.. 4
Lathwooil.Diiutzicfiu 3

,, St. Petersburg 4
OeaU.prC.lift.byS
by t* in..

Quebec, white apnice 12 It

St.Johu, whiteatiruce I'J 1)

Yellow pLue, per re-

duced C.
Canada, let quality. 18 ^>

Und do 12 15
Archangel, yeUow .. 11 Ij

m. Feteraburg, yel. . . 12

19 1

13 11

13 10

13 1'

*10

Finland £7
Memel
Gothenburg, yelloir

,, white s u

Gefle, yellow 10 10
Soderham 8 1)
Chriatiania, per C,

12 ft. by 3 by 9 In.

yellow 10
Flooring boards, per a. d.

sq, of lin., &tat yel 7 t>

First white - 7
Second tjaalities .... 6
fDMioK Utoute pr ton 6

Seal, pale... .pertou £ G 10

Sperm body 81) !'>

Cod 35 10
VFhale. bth. Sea, pale 36 U

Olive, Gallipoli 40
Cocoanut, Cochin.toD 45
Palin. due 38 10
Liiifieed ^i>

Rapeaeed, Eng.pale.. 49
Cottonseed 28

10 li

8 10
13 lU

12 10

a. d.

10 6

^rak Mtbi(^V

TENDERS.
Bournemouth.—For new mansion at Ea^t Cliff, Bourne-

mouth, for Mr. Charles H. Gatty. Messrs. E. Habei-shon
it iSrocli, architects ;

Golton (accepted) £3071 17

Nottingham.—For the erection of lock, itch, and skin
diseases wards at Nottingham Union. Mr. Walker,
architect :

—

Marriott & Co £3190
Claricuat 315 i

Dennett 314'.

Ward 80SI l'.

Wesson 2989
Bell &, Son 2979
Underwood 2970
Jelley 2955 10
Barker 21)00

Middletou 1.900

Stevenson <fe Weston 29tj0

Wool Sr Sleight 2S;'0

Lyuhaoi 2890
Wood A Son 2tii51

Fiih 2845
Vickers U840
Slim (accepted) 2S26

Nottingham.—For new Wes^leyan Chapel, Mausfiold-

road, Nottingham. Mr. S. Simpoon, architect :

—

Slim (accepted) £3254

VoPi.AR.—For stabling, loose boxes, and sheds to be

erected fur the Loudon Geueial Omnibus Company
(Limited), at iirunswick-street. Poplar, under the superiii-

ttndence of Mr. Foster . Quantities auppiiod by Mr. SV. A.
Bolton ;

—

Brown & Son £3600
Jamos Riitter 3500
Inadley 3345 10

Favilknur 32i}3

Potter 3-JS3

WiL-ou 3250
Harrioon 3050
J. U. Cowley 3o5o
UivL-tt 2992
Tliompsou 29S0
Wrigli t 2975
Prc«ble 253
Abraham 2923
Bviatou 2SS1
Sbeppard 2S73
Walliuson Ai Co 2869
N ightiiigalo 2869
Turrel 2849
Winship 2849
Hint 2839
Kalon & Chapniau 2812
BlacKmoie A: Morley uaOo
Crabbo Ai Vaugban 2S00
Crippsit Ritsoe

"

279s

A. Ganard 2V93
Mornon 2757
Lacey 2750
Wicks, Bangs, Ai Co 2(589

Croclcett 2650
Laiigincad <Si Way 2050
Cork 6l Green VGV)
Ilurria 2597
Thomas Bunor 2587
Hughoadon 2570
Hteveusou 2.^i55

Ford 249S
Robert Mann * 24:t:i

Bleeso 2355
James Tarry 2319 10

Rkading. — For n^buildiug twro houses aud shops for

Mr. Ricliaid Attonburou^h. Messr.-?. W. & J. T. Brown,
architociM :

—
Matthews £1019
W heeler Brothers iCOO

Slioppiird 1549
WoodrulTe 1530

Baruijuat 1600 u

Ka«i 1473 6 C

RoTHKRiTHE.—FoF two new warehouses adjoiuiug the
King aud Queen Granary, Kotherhitlie, for Mr. T. D. Bar-
uell. Messrs. Tolk-y & Dale, architects :

—

Conder (accopteil) £0346

Reading.—For restoring the Assembly-rooms, partially
destroyed by fire, and converting the same into a Theatre
and Concert hall, exclusive o' stage anddecoiatiouii. Wil-
liam lilt J. T. Browning, architects ;^

Woodruffe £2350
Sbeppard 2110
Slatthews 2IOO
Baruicoat '.i085

Grover 1040

SriiouD.—For alterations at Avening House, near Stroud,
for Edmund Kimber, Esq. Mr. WUliam Clissold, archi-
tect:

—

Drew £2441
Harrison 2 00
Wall <Sj Hook (accepted) 2198

Steoud.—For alterations at the Countv Court Offices
Stroud, for tbe Feofues of the Stroud Charities. Mr. Wm
Clissold, architect :

—
English &. Sons £78

Su DBURY.—For new village hospital at Sudbury for Mias
Copland. Messrs. E. Habershou & Brock, architects :

—

KindeU £695
Haynes 640

Sutton.—For additional buildings at the South Metro"
politau District Schools, Sutton, Surrey. Mr. W. Walleu,
arch itect :

—

Gammon 3G307
Martin 30100
Pollard 35650
Tarrant 350:0
Higgs 34700
Manley & Rogers 34677
Crockett 33390
Newman 6z Mann 32736
Blackmore & Morley 32408
Myers 32357
Markwick & Co 32.300

Thorn &. Co 32000
Henshaw 31834
Mann 31T65
Perry 31587
Capps&Ritso 31290
George, 31079
Stiff ; 33875
Crabbe & Vaugban 30600
Hart (accepted) 29394
W ood 277(i2

Woodchester.—For the erection of bailiff house, at tha
Priory, Woodchester, for Mrs. H. D. Cholmeley. Mr. Wm.
Clissold, arcliitect ;

—

Workman £214 lu

CONTRACTS OPEN FOR BUILDING-
ESTIMATES.

Whitchurch, Feb 20.—For tbe erection ot town-hall
and markets in Whitchurch, Salop. Local Board Ofiicer
Whitchurch, Salop.

Wharfdale Union, Feb. 9.—For plans, specifications,

and estimates for the erection of a new worlihouse, to ac-

commodate 150 inmates, etcliisive of vagrants, on ground
situate at Ne.whall, near Otley. C. J. NewsteiJ, clerk to
the guardiaos, Board-room, Boroughgate, Otley.

Whitchurch (Whitchurch Local Board), Feb. 20 —For
tbe erection of town-ball aud markets in Whitchurch,
>^alop. S. M. Lockwood, architect. So, Foregate -street,

Chester.

War Office, Feb. 25,—For works and repairs, and
supply of building materials to War Department. Build-
ings and property at Ashton-und«r Lyue, Birmingham,
BradRnd, Burnley, Bury, Carlisle, Chester, Coventry,
Fleetwood, Hartlepool, Isle of Man, Leeds, Liverpool,
Manchester, Maryport, Newcastle-on-Tyne, Northampton,
Paull-ou-the Hmnijer, Preston, Scarborough, Seabam,
Sheffield, Staliingborough, Sunderland. Tynemouth,
Weedon, Whiteliav^n, and York, in. lading the surround-
ing ueiglibourhoods, fiom the Ist April, 1371, till 31st

Slarch, 1874.

War Office, Feb. 14.—For the supply of materials, and
sor the ]>erformance of such bricklayers', masons', paviors',

carriers', carpenters', slaters', smiths', gas-fitters', plas-

terers', plumbers', painters', glaziers', and paper-hangers'
works and repairs (the estimate for any one work Or repair
not exceeding *.;>l)0) as may be required by the Royal Bu-
gineer Department at tiie following stations in tde Dover
district, viz, ;—Dover : fortifications and barracks at
Dover, and from Dover to Nu. 1 Tower westward ; and
from Dover tu (l)ut exclu-ive of) Walmer Casfle eastward.
Ramagate ; from Walmer 'Jastle, including No. 2 Battery,
Sandowu, to Ramsgate and Margate inclusive : Cauter-
bury : barracks. Sb«.ruclilfe Caaip : including the Royal
Artillery Barracks, the temporary barracks, Sandgate
Castle, Folkubtone aud Shornclitfe Batteries, .and towers
from Su. 1 to \o. incluaive. Hythe : including H> the
Barracks, co;i»t defences, from lO to No. 2*1 Tower inulu-

sivo, and Royal Military Canal from Seabrook to Ware-
born. Ryo: incUiding the coast defences from No. 2t)

Tower westward to F.iivlight, and the Royal Military Canal
from Warohorn to Clifl" hind. T. B. CoUinson, Colonel,
Conunimding Royal Eugineers, Royal Engineer Offlce,

Dover.

Biti.roN.—Contract C—March 3.—The Corpoiation of
Bolton are prepared to receive tenders for the joinei-a'

work, pliistenng, painting, glazing, and plumbers' tittinga

required for the completion of the new town-liaU. Tlie

drawings and Mpecifications may bo seen, and bills of qujn-
tiosobtaitied, on application at the offices of Mr, William
Mill, architect, Park-square, Lecda ; or attlie officns of Mr.
GcdV^c Woodhouae, architect, St. George's-road, Bolton,
between the iiourf of 10 a.m. and 5 p.m., from the lOtli day
i-f .January next to tbe 3rd day of February ne.vt. Sealed
tendi-rs are to bo sent in not later than 12 o'clock at mion
of Friday, the 3rd day of March next, addressed to thoun-
dersipiied at the Corporation Offices, Acres FieM, Bolton,

and endorsed "Tenders for the Town-haU, Contract C."
R. C. Hinuell, Town Clerk.

Hakewell (I'orbyshire), Feb. 16.—For the new schools,

A. Salvin, architect, Iw, Cranley-place, Omlow-square,
South Keusiugtou.
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Bristoi. Local Boabd of Health, Feb. 23.—For ^on

fctructiEg and completely fipishiDg certain intended brick

Hewers, Talve chambers, and other works in "The Avon

Intercepting Sewer District." Length of sewers about

7663 yards, varying in eize from 3ft. high by '2ft. 6in. wide

to 7ft. 6in. in diameter. John G. Heaven, Clerk, Local

Board of Health Office, 13, Prince-street.

Bishop's Stortford.—Contract No. 2.—Feb. 17.—For

sewage, screening and storage tanks, engine and boiler-

house, and eiigine-man'B cottage, with the necessary con-

necting pipes aJid vaKes, and an approach-road. Contract

j4o. 3.— For duplicate boilers, engines, ar.d pumps for

lifting the eewage. William Gee, cleik, Bifchup's Stortfoid

Torquay.—Torquay Hotel Company (Limited), Torquay,

Devon.—Feb. 29.—For the erection of additional build-

ings, &c. Mr. J. Allsop, secretary.

Shoreham and DisrRirr Water, Feb. 11.—For tie

machinery, mains, reservoir, Arc, ntcessary for theae

works. J. W. "Wi^on, engineer to the company, 111, A ic-

toria street, Westminster.

Portsmouth, Feb. 20.—For the erection of a church at

Port«UowD, five milfs north of Portemouth. John Colson,

architect, St. Swithiu'a-street, Winchester.

GuisBOROucH Cemetery, Feb. 10.- For the varioiis

works required to he done, viz., the erection of two

chapels, gate lodge, mortuary chapel, out-officep, fence-

walls, and the effectual drainage of the fit-Id. William

Weatherhill, Clerk to the Board, Guisborough.

Crewe Local Foard, Feb. 15.—For a non-condensing

horizontal pumping engine aiid boilers; also a condtntiug

beam engine and boilers, for their sewage works at Crewe.

Frederick Cook, Clerk to the Board, Temple-chambers,

Crewe.

BATH AND OTHER BUILDING STONES

OF BEST QUAUTY.

EANDELL, SATJOTEES & CO., Limited,

Quarry men and Stone Merchants.

List of prices at the Qaarriee and Depots, also cost of

transit to any part of the United Kingdom furnished on
application to

Bath Stone Office,
[ADVT.] CORSHAM, Wilts.

BANKRUPTS.

BUILDERS' CLERKS' BENEVOLENT INailTUTION.
FOUNDED l^tj^j.

THE COMMITTEE have the pleasure to
inform tLe Donors and Subscribers tb;it (Vie FOURTH

ANNUAL GENEHAL MEETING toiecti-e tlie Ft-port :iii.I Bftlwnfo

HI eet fur the past year. Rud to elect the vimctis for the eneuiug vejit,

niU be h IJ at the office of the lu^titution, 14. Bedfuid-row. WC.
on . The Ch-.ir to he taieu at 7 20 p.m.,

by BENJAMIN HANNEN, Esq.. President erett.

At Ihiu Meetinp the following alteratiojis of rules will be proposed
hy Mr. Alfred R. Saith. viz. :—
l8t.—To eiise the firetSection of Eule 2, and inaeit a new Srction

im tea<i as follows :

" The dtEi^'U o£ this Institution ia to give relief, and grant
perni/vnent peDB:on3 to decayed cltfrka. who luive bten engaged in

the Mil diug Trade, their Widows, or if t^ey have bten n- juwrried,

llit:ir Widowed Hot here, should the sHine haie to 1 he abtisfaction of

the Committee been dependent on them. "

^nd.—To omit the Uet clause of Section 1, Eul 4, and insert the
following wordf

:

•A candidate miiBt produce proofs ef bis or her eligibility to

theiatif'factiun of the Comnutte*."
3fd.—To leave out Section 7, Rule 4, and iDsert instend as a new

Section 7 :

" Th.it the poneioneis residing i.i London shill be paid monthly
in fluih way ae Ihe Committee sdnll from time to liine determine."
4th.— To tilce out Sei.tio»i 3 of Rule rt.

The Fciuith Election of Peiisiou- ra will be held nt thia meeting.
The poll to beheld at 6 p m.. and cloned at 7p,iD. pre-isely.

List of ( andidates, two to be elected :— ' r. Fim h Spencer, first

Kppliciition : Mre. John Lyon. ^rslappiicaUoQ ; Mrs. Amt.>b Gibbon,
second appliuutiOD.

" All pereoiJB becomirg Su'^ecribers or Donors on the day of

election for Pensioners, are entitlid to tote immediately.'

—

i'idc

Ru e 3. .Section 6.

Voting pH^efB, containing the Report and Balance Sheet for the
pset yf:ir ;ii'd the (oiep' iig jirnpiistd altt-iahoiih ut liules, or any
(jtlii-r iii'i-rmat'on, may be utit.iiiied of members of the Cummitt e, or

at the otilce of the Institution.
F. T. UULLETT, Secret.Tjy.

TI XT-BOOKS OF SCIENCE.
Now Ready, in Small Sto., price 3s. fid. iloth.

ALGEBRA and TRIGONOMETBY. By
the Rev, W. N. Giumy. formerly Tutor of Pt, Irhn e

College, Ciuiibridee- (In the Seiies of Texis-Books of StieDce, in

cuuxse of publication, ed'ted by Hrofestor T. M. Goodeve, M.A.)
London : LONGMANS, & CO., fatemoster-row.

(to surrender in LONDON).

John Dyring, Meadp, Leyton, Essex, and Fish-street hill,

exixveyor, Feb. 10, at, 11-30.

(to SURRENDER IN THE COUNTRY).

Thomas Thorogood, Reaboum, carpenter and builder,

Feb. 22, a' S. Albans—James West, Chichester, builder,

Feb. 16, at Brighton.

BANKRUPTCIES ANNULLED.

James Edward Putcher, Sutton, Surrey, builder, Dec.

£1— John Phaimel Ree, Bute Foundry, Cardiff, engineer,

Jan. 26—John Stanley, Yarmouth, stonemason, Jan. 2G.

POBUC EXAMINATIONS.

Feb. Ill, G. Roots, Bradburn Riverhead. near Sevenoabs,

brickmaker and woodseller-Feb. 22, D. Graves, Birming-

ham, builder.

SITTINGS FOR LAST EXAMINATION.

Feb. 15, H. Veuthem, late of Chapel street, Bedford-

row, builder.
DIVIDEND MEETTKGR.

Feb. 16, S. Keetch, Homsey-road, Holloway, carpenter.

—March 1, T. Davie, Mount;iin Ash, Glamorganshire,

builder—Feb. 11, T. W. &, H. Fanton, Monkvi-earmou:]!,

ironfounders.

IKSOLVXNT debtors' DIVIDENDS.

G. Hinves, late of Park-place, Higbgate, builder, div.

58. 9d.

DECLARATION OF DIVIDENDy.

J. Brayford, Walsall, iron manvifacturer, div. Is. Od.—

T. V. Leverage. Cambridge, builder div. Hid.—G. King
Cheyne-*alk, Cheltea, timber merchant, div. 33.—

H

Aflhtou, Manchester, ironfounder, div. ]a. O^d.

PAKTNERSHIPS DISSOLVED.
Gilbert & Brenchley, Wharf-road, City-road, galvanised

iron manufacturera.^Baggeley & Son, Stoke-upon-Trent,
8toneraa«ona— Stannard and Barnard, Leicester, architects

—Mayer &. Co., Old Broad-street, Ciiy, timber merchants.

Now ready, medium 8vo., with twelve page Woodcuts and Plans,
price 21 3.,

'pHE SCHOOLS for the PEOPLE.—Con-
J_ t.iiiuiig the Hietoay, Derelnpineut. and pre'ent working of

each der.(ji ijjti"n ot English School for the Industrial KOd Poorer

C" aFtes. By UEORGE C. V. BARTLKY, E?(auiiuer Science am Ait
Departnipnt, Author of " The One Square Mile in the East of Lon-
don," Ac.
This volume containa a history of education for the laH two

centuries, and of its condition ^t the present time. It gives an
account ot all descriptions of schoils fur the people at preaent

existing, their maoagemcnt and appliances, aud the ex]iMiente

which their hisrory affords on alt pninta of prticti iiil school wnkiug.
The work ia illustrated with twelve full pftge i^'ood engravinye and
plane. :ind ih copious Iiidex is added. It is believird that it«:il he

found 11 most Ubeful volume to those who are actively engagcii in the

extension of educxtioo. aa giving iu a compajt loiui much v.tluable

inforu-iition not accessible elsewhere.
BELL s, DALDY, Voik-htreet, Coveut-gaidro.

SEWAGE lEEIGATION.—A Paper on
" The ^"tUction of SintHhle Lard." read at niaiilstoue, by Mr.

J. B«YLEV DbNTotj. C.K. Piueby Pobt, Is.—E. B. Smith, -'Keuiish
Jouinui" Otfiee, Mitidstone.

Now ready, cloth limp. Ss. post free.

PEACTICAL PERSPECTIVE. Contain-
ing Perspective Projedion of Simple Points. Lites, Plauej-,

and PeotiiHGuNr Solids ; Ci.cles and Arches, 4c With 36 double-

pa^'e IihiBtr.itions.
" A tlotonghly reliable text-hook, and is exaitly the sort of book
!•* pfacd in the baiids of a young oraughtstuun or mechRnic."

—

K'.Uii:aUo)iul Times,

CAH'iEi-L, Fettf-f. Sl Galpis, Ludgate Hill, K.C.

THE

ENGLISH MECHANIC
AXD WOPLD OF SCIEi^CE.

vmn WHICH AKE rNCORPOBATED

' The Mechanic," " Scientific Opinion,
"
and

• The British and Foreign Mechanic."

PRICE TJVOrEXCE WEEKLY.

Nf'W r*ady. No 1, January, 1871. price Is, fid,

THE QUAKTEKLY JOUENAL of the
AMATEUR MECHANICAL RoClElY. Honoraiy Editor,

Rev. J. Lukin
CuNTE.MTi :— Introduction—Ri5e and Progresi of the Society

—

Ecceutiio Turning—Me snration and Enumeration of the Im-
p.ilt-.ible ri'-id Invisible—Medallii.n Machine (with Illustrations)—

Screw-BUnk Machine (with IlUistnuion)— Panty Turning in Box-
wood (wiib Illustrations)— Breech Loading Fire-Arma.

L^ucion: TRUENER & CU.. 8, and IjO, PateruoBter row.

THE MASTERPIECE OF ALL!
Second Edition, 10b. bound, or by poet 10a. 4d.

"piLEY'S SYSTEM OF HANDRAILING
ITVi Challenge3 any other Work for being Simple, Easy to

Undsretiind, True in all its parts, and with tho least nnmtier of

Lines. Gets the Tangents, or Centre of Rail, in Two Moves ! May
be had of the Author, JOSEPH RILEY. 0, Firth row, Newtown,
Leeds. Hundred3 work on the ayetem.

Breakfast.— Fppg*B Coooa.—Grateful and CoMi'ORTiNa.--The very
agreeable character of this preparation has rendered it a general

fftvourite. The C'ifni Bervice (jnzttte remarks :—"" By a I borough
knowledge of the natural lnwa which govern the opirations of diges-

tion and nutrition, and by a ojireful app]i<.'ati'in of the flnepropertiet

of wellBele'twi cocoa, Mr. Ei^pa baa provided our breiikf.ist tables

with a delicately Uavo red hevora^n which iniy save na many hcvivv

doctors' bills." Each packet ia laijeUed-Jaubs Efps & Co., Uoiuwo-
pathic Chemists, London.

ROYAL POLYTEOnNTC—Novel and
fcona/kfc character .if tb- t:H (tl TMAS HOLIDAY ENTER-

TAINMBNTS— ViKiFK.-.;-!",, l-hPPkU on THE WAK. AND THl
DESTRUCTIVE IMPLFMENia U.-^ED THKREaT! — MK.
GEOROR JROH'^MI I H, Jun., givea the prettiest Fairy Tale, entitled
THE YELLOW DWAHK. ev.ry EveuTg ; and Mr. dLCHKJ
CHAMPION tho E;im^ in the Morning, with Vocal Illustrations,-
Kng-igement "f tne Original Waiiock, Mr. J. BEAU MONT, for THE
WORLD OF MAOir. av d his Curi- na Slaik Rope Aiitomiti)ii

-

Fntertainme'it hy Mr. E. i). VlEs I'remi-r Yentritofiui^t
tntitled THE Ft NNIKl-T I'F FUNNY FOLKS !-MADA(.U
BOUSFIELD"^ GR'CIAN STATUARY in White Maible. Th.
PEAEGER FA'' ILY. New G!i. »t Entertainment. A Mnchinc
laade Wi-tcb. andChrictmHi »nu Chii-tmaa Cutrtoms, by J. L. KING
Esq. Adnuasiou to the vholQ One chilling.

This day i3 published, thoroughlyreviaed. improved and enlarged,

the seventh edition, crown 8vo., cloth, price 168.

f^TVlli ENGINEERING : comprising
V_,^ Engicecrine, axureys, Eartliworks, Fonndaticn-s, Masonry,
Cui-pentry, Metal Work, Roads, Railways, Canala, Rivers. Witter-

worke, Harbours, &c. With numerous Tublcs and Illiistvations.

By Professor W. J. MACQUORN KAMKINE. CivQ EnRirecr,
LL.D. Trin. CoU. Dab., F.R S.tf. Lond. nnd Edin., P.R.S.S..\.,

Kfigiua Professor of Civil Engineeting and MtchiinicB in the Uni-
Yfiisity of Gliiagow, &c.,&c,, Si.ii.

" Surpasses in merit every exi.stiiifj work of the kind As
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IMPEDIMENTS TO SANITARY
PROGRESS.

THE majority of our readers will receive,

a3 we have done, with great satisfaction,

the announcement made by Sir C. B. Adderley,

M.P., and which we have given in another

jilace, that the Report of the Sanitary Com-
mission is nearly complete, and that Mr.

Bruce and two of his colleagues are now
engaged in the preparation of a Bill to im-

prove and consolidate the Sanitary Laws.
With a more energetic Home Secretary, we
should have better hopes of an early result

;

but so glaring are the defects of the present

system—or rather, we should say, no system
—and so urgent is the necessity for reform,

that we do not despair of a measure passing

the next Session of Parliament that will re-

duce into one intelligible statute the multi-

farous Acts which have passed the legislature

.since the Public Health Act of 1848. Never
did any body of statutes—and they have
been crowded upon one another in every
Session of Parliament—more require modifi-

cation. They have become eminently not
only my.stifying but mischievous, for it is

impossible for any plain man to understand
them ; and we have known lawyers of large

experience in other branches of the law con-

fess their inability to advise for them.
They have been hurriedly prepared, and with
equal hurry passed through Parliament, to

meet some particular emergencies as they
have arisen, and without reference to any
general principle of sanitary science, or any
regard to the common law of England.
At such a moment it may be useful to glance

at the origin of this voluminous and unsatis-

factory legislation. It commenced with the

Public Health Act. already referred to, and
that measure was, as many of those who
promoted it now admit, premature and imper-
fect. The agitation that led to it originated

with the outbreak of cholera in this country,

and the inquiries that were set on foot, and
the reports founded upon the results of those
inquiries, are even now most valuable and
instructive documents. It was shown that a
large bulk of our population were living in a

state little better than savages ; that the ordi-

nary decencies of life were not practicable,

and therefore the moralities were impossible.

These revelations, statistically recorded, in-

terested good and active men of all sects and
and all parties ; but when practical measures
were spoken of, they were opposed by vested

interests and by small and close corporations.

The sanitary reformers, however, did much
good, and conferred a lasting benefit upon the
comnnmity by the efforts they made to en-
lighten the public mind ; but all social reforms
must be slow, and the strenuous demand for

legislation was no doubt a mistake, as all law
making must be that is not demanded and
supported by public opinion. The public
at large had no knowledge on the auliject,

and were not prepared to follow the enlightened
few who thought it ought to be the first care of

Government to protect the health of the
governed. Besides this, there were many
political agitations appealing to the people,

and these have always the most influence upon
the great masses. We believe that it was
rather against the conviction of Lord Morpeth,
afterwards the E.arl of Carlisle, under whose
conduct the Public Health Act was carried
through Parliament, that he pressed the
measure on. He had misgivings that the
subject WP.3 not ripe for legislation, but he
yielded to the pressure put upon him by those
who had worked themselves into a state of en-
thusiasm, and some of whom seemed to feel

that an Act of Parliament was the end rather

than the means by which the end was

to be attained. We had the assurance of

several members of Parliament at the

time that nothing but the known high

character and amiability of the nol)le lord

could have carried the measure through the

House of Commons, so strong was the convic-

tion in the minds of many who were favour-

able to legislative action that there was not

sufficient information in the public mind to

give the measure its proper and full effect

;

and they thought it was better to wait until a

a complete measure could be passed than

accept what must necessarily be an imper-

fect one.

The fears of those gentlemen have been

fully justified, for that imperfect measure has

been followed by still more imperfect amend-
ments, and under them local authorities have

been formed, which have become an injury

rather than a good to the neighbourhood over

whose sanitary arrangements they preside.

Year after year rates have been levied to carry

out ill-conceived and hastily-developed

schemes, and the attendant disappointments

and failures have led to party strife and bick-

erings of all kinds, to sordid contentions and
quarrels, and comparatively little has been

done to effect those salutary changes which

the sanguine supporters of the measure ex-

pected, and which the necessities of the case

demanded. The mania for law-making, which
is one of the great evils of our time, has played

its gambols to a woful extent with our sani-

tary laws, and those who will look at Glen's

work, " The Public Health and Local Govern-

ment Laws," will observe that we have been

drifting from bad to worse, until the law is in

a state of inexplicable confusion. It is appa-

rent that the framers of the laws have rushed

from one extreme to another, and have opened
the way by which small bodies of men may
obtain almost absolute power over a neigh-

bourhood. It matters nothing to the purpose

whether such powers are placed in the hands
of men who will use them for worthy pur-

poses, or with sinister aims ; every observing

man knows the danger of breaking down the

safeguards which our constitution has built up
and fortified against the usurpation of small

minorities, to the injury and oppression of the

majority.

As a practical exemplification, we may point

to our Local Boards of Health. There is a loud

outcry against them, and the method adopted
by the recent Acts is to give greater facilities

for their formation by minorities, while the

true method to break down opposition and to

make them useful would have been to make
them more truly representative. There is no
tlass of institution more unpopular, and why
should this be ? The objects they aim at are

highly desirable, are even essential to social

progress. There is nothing unattainable in

those objects if they were sought to be secured
by patient and business men. Then what is

the reason they do not enlist the cordial feel-

ing of the clas.ses that, if successful, they
would benefit the most ] It is simply be-

cause, in most instances, they have commenced
on a system of clumsiness which the law has

encouraged, and which is always offensive to

Englishmen. It is found easy to establish a

Board, and the members absolve themselves
from the duty of conciliating, or even consult-

ing the feelings and wishes of those who have
to contribute the rates. It is strange that in

this day an old-fa.shioned vestry can call a

meeting by sim|dy placarding an announce
ment on the church door, and that such
vestry meeting can appoint a sewer authority,

and that another vestry meeting can levy

rates to cover alarge expenditure, an expendi-

ture of thousands of pounds. Many instances

of this kind occur to us, but we prefer to cite

one, the particulars of which have been sup-

plied to us by a correspondent.

In the Parish of Beckenham a sewer
authority has been formed, and, as it ap-

pears, has already challenged opposition-

This parish is governed by an open vestry,

of a very old-fashioned kind, holding its

meetings at twelve o'clock at noon. Now
tills vestrv, which might do very well when
Beckenham was a village some ten miles from
London, is scarcely adapted to the wants of

Beckenham when it has become a growing
suburb of the Metropolis ; nor is the hour of

meeting suited to the convenience of gentle-

men residing there, but whose occupations are

in London. So far as we gather from this

report, a vestry meeting of the parish ap-

pointed a sewer authority, and this authority

forthwith employed a surveyor and prepared

a plan of drainage and irrigation the cost of

which was estimated at £31,800. When this

scheme was so far advanced as to be ready for

Parliament, the same vestry levied a rate to

defray expenses. This rate was opposed, as it

will be seen, by several persons, but without
any success, as the magistrates have no juris-

diction. This sewer authority is formed un-

der the Utilization Act of 18(i7. The letter

sent to the magistrates by one of the gentlemen
w'lo had resisted the rate is explanatory of

the whole case, and is a most suggestive

document.
We have no intention of giving any opinion

upon the points in dispute, but we think that

the principle involved is a mo.-^t vital one, and
we cannot be surprised that the acts of such

an authority should rouse the most vigorous

resistance. We will suppose, and we see no
reason to support a contrary supposition, that

the sewer authority is acting with the most
perfect good faith, and with an earnest desire

to benefit the neighbourhood ; but what do
we find when we look over the report of the

scheme which has been sent to us I \'>''hy

this—That an outlay on drainage and irriga-

tion works for district with a population of

5,000 persons amounting to no less than

£31,600 is contemplated, and the first steps

taken by an authority appointed by a vestry

convened 'at '^twelve o'clock in the day by
a placard on the church door, and by an
advertisement in a newspaper that circulates

in the country. This is all that the Act re-

quires, and therefore this authority has acted

legally beyond dispute. No steps have been

taken, and none are necessary uuder the law,

to consult the general feelings of the rate-

payers as to this large outlay. But there is

another feature of the case which it is im-

portant to notice.

In looking over the report we find that the

sum of £10,22.0 is set down for works, and
i;20,800 for land on which to construct sewage
farms. The land is estimated at .£450 per acre,

and belongs to a landed proprietor of the

neighbourhood. There is nothing in this but

what is consistent with perfect fairness on both

sides. But would not suspicion naturally arise

in some minds \ Mistrust of public men and
public bodies is a common feeling, even wdien

the intentions are conspicuously upright'; but

under these circumstances the strictest scrutiny

would not only lie justified, but become a

duty. Is not £450 per acre a large price to

pay for land for irrigation purposes, and would
not land of that v.alue be building land, and
inconveniently near to an inhabited neigh-

bourhood ] But the question left to decide is

this—whether it is expedient or right that the

settlemeut of such grave and weighty ques-

tions should be left in the hands of a few men
elected by such a method as is open under the

law. It is a grievous mistake to allow

such a body of men to undertake so

serious a responsibility, and to leave the

great body of the ratepayers so entirely un-
represented. In all remedial measures a

sympathy between the administrators of the

law and the people is indispensable to success,

and where this is destroyed, heartburnings,

dissatisfaction, and lasting bitterness spring

up. No doubt the new statute will provide a

remedy to this serious evil. It is inconsis-

tent with our general principles of legislation,

that any authority should be established with

rating powers without establishing at the

same time the most stringent guarantees

against abuse, and no guarantee will be [ever

found so effectual as that of insisting upon
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pTiblicity in every stage of its proceedings.

Whenever public money has to be collected

and disbursed, every reasonable check ought

to be imposed upon those who have to ex-

pend it.

We observe in the case which we have quoted

,

that on the appeal of one of the aggrieved

parties the case was adjourned. This shows-

that the justices are not certain as the powers

of the law they have to administer, and

probably indicated a sympathy with the

appellants.

One of the first necessities of the case is to

enact that all authorities with rating powers

should be elected directly from the rate-

payers, and that the initiatory steps should

not be taken but on a requisition of two-

thirds of the rate-payers, such initiation to be

approved by a central authority duly repre-

sented in and responsible to Parliament.

yUAINTNESS OF STYLE.

IN the inaugural lecture of the series deli-

vered by Mr. Ruskin at Oxford on the

subject of Art, in his capacity as Slade Pro-

fessor, there occurs the following memorable

passage :—" So far as I may, 1 shall discourage

all admiration founded on quaintness or pecu-

liarity of style ; and repress any other modes
of feeling which are likely to lead rather to

fastidious collections of curiosities than to the

intelligent appreciation of work which, being

executed in compliance with constant laws ol

right, cannot be singular, and must be distin-

guished only by excellence in what is desir-

ble."

It has been by the powerful and clear enun-

ciation of the broad principles which should

govern all the arts that Mr. Ruskin lias justly

earned his high position as a teacher, and his

Professorship at the University of Oxford.

We believe, with him, that his " proper func-

tion is not to acquaint his hearers with the

general history, but with the essential prin-

ciples of Art." Herein we suspect] we shall

find the system adopted in his lectures at

variance with that of his brother Professor at

Cambridge, Sir M. D. Wyatt. To that learned

author—we use the word advisedly—we should

certainly turn if we desired to glean either the

general history of Art, or the particular his-

tory of any of its branches ; but we should as

certainly not select him as a Gamaliel, to sit at

his feet for instruction in the principles which

should guide our own practice. With all his

acknowledged energy and multifarious read-

ing, we are forced to judge by his works that

he has much to learn himself before he can be

expected to direct others aright, and he must
extricate himself from the unfortunate slough

of impurities bred by the Renaissance style

which he affects before any preaching as to

truth of construction or sobriety and appro-

priateness of ornament can have much eti'ect

from his lips.

The passage which we have quoted above

from the inaugural lecture of Mr. Ruskin de-

serves careful consideration. The quaintness

of style which he deprecates is the especial

bane of modern artistic work, and particularly

in the branch of architecture. We recently, in

an article upon the Queen Anne mania, warned
our readers of the most recent development of

that prejudicial quality. The tendency of the

present day is for artists to run into extrava-

gances to secure notoriety. Vanity, of course,

is the root of the evil. A royal road, a short

cut to fame, is the object proposed.

Art is but a language for the expression of

thought, and is liable to the same errors as

literal language. The penny-a-liner indulges

in extravagances to secure attention, and writes

not to teach but to strike. But the vice is not

confined to peuuy-a-liners, since even such an
author as Carlyle coins outlandish words and
tortures the Queen's English with the same
end ; and mauy of our best poets, such as

Browning, often cannot condescend to be in-

telligible.

So it is with too many of our artists ; they

cannot work their way up gradually like

Turner, who apprenticed himself to learn all

the simple lore that nature teaches, and then

to the painters of ancient celebrity one by one,

following the secret and practice of each till

he could surpass them all on their own ground
before he strove to soar after the deeper

mysteries which no one before him had

gleaned from the more cunning effect? ol

nature, or trusted to the pinions of his own
imagination.

So again with our architects. They will

run before they can walk. They do not care

CO be intelligible ; they do not think of theii-

art as a lan.;uage which they have to master

to talk correctly therewith, and the object ot

which is to convey ideas and be subservient

to common sense. When one sees the extra-

ordinary; gymnastic pranks of the Mediasval

extravagants of the day to attract the attention

and extract coppers out of the pockets of the

public, we feel inclined to remonstrate with

them as the old lady in Punch did with the

peripatetic street acrobats, and to tell them
that we would far prefer to pay them to pro-

ceed right end uppermost.

Then how we long to tell the pseudo-Classic

students that we are heartily sick of their

nonsense verses, and are ravenous for plain

prose for a change ; that their misplaced

columns and entablatures are as patent an

offence to the educated eye as gross faults of

grammar to the educated ear ; that a pedi-

ment broken in the middle is as great a per-

version of architectural as a bad pun would

be in articulate speech. Had we dared, we
should liavetold Mr. Currey, when describing

his ^gratitude to Mr. Ransome the other night

at the Institute of Architects, for enabling him,

by the cheapness of his artificial stone, to

garnish his S. Thomas's Hospital with some
hundred of mock-pots, that we would that the

Chancellor of Exchequer would levy a pro-

hibitive tax upon such useless monstrosities.

How we would like to fine Messrs. Banks and

Barry, or Mr. Cockerell, every time they made
a cruet-stand of obelisks, such as those wdiich

disfigure the sky-line of the buildings of the

former in Yictoria-street, and the design

of the latter for the National Gallery ; and

how we hope that Mr. Ayrton may prevent

any such indulgence on the part of Mr.

Edward Barry, in the structure which we
hope he is soon to raise for the last-named

purpose in Trafalgar-square.

We have sometimes rebelled against the

Biblical iteration of the use of the several

members of the body, and have thought that

the most uncivilized savage hardly needed to

be so constantly told that his eyes are t,o

enable him to see, and his ears to hear, his

hands to handle, and his ncse to smeU, but

really our architects need constantly remind-

ing of the practical use of the simplest archi-

tectural features—that doors are for entrance,

and windows for admission of light, and roofs

to give shelter. What is a pediment but the

end of a roof ? If so, why is a hole often cut

out at tlie top of it, rendering it as useful as a

hat would be without a crown l

The architectural profession may well take

this counsel to heart, that until they make
their artistic language sensible and intelligible,

the public will not concern themselves about

it. They find it now a strange dialect, which

they are unable to comprehend, and which,

therelbre, they object to have to pay lor. In

the interest, then,' of the profession, as well as

that of the public, wo would say what we
have often said before, and intend to say

again—In architectural matters let there be

reason in all things, let common sense be

the basis of modern practice in this art, and

let architects affect neither quaintness nor un-

intelligibility. " If any man speak, let one

interpret, and if there be no interpreter, let

him keep silence in the church." G. P. E.

MESSRS. BACKHOUSE AND CO.'s NEW
BANK, SUNDERLAND.

THIS building, which his just been completed,
from the designs o£ Mr. George Gordon

Hoskius, F.R.I.B.A., o£ Diirlingtoa, has four

frontages, which are entirely of atone, the descrip-

tion of work being termerl pitched blocker walling,

i>£ Pensher stone, with Dunhouse stone dressings.

The main front faces the High-street. It is

divided into three bays, terminating with gables,

with carved stone crockets and finials ; within

a panel in each of the side gables, which
abut upon Norfolk-street and West Sunni-

side respectively, is carved the shield from the

coat of arms of the Backhouse family, the middle

gable being furnished with an oriel window, sup-

ported by a buttress and red Aberdeen polished

granite shafts with carved stone caps. From the

side gables occur certain projections of the quoins

or angles forming the ends of balconette cills to

the second-floor windows, the corbels supporting

those projections being represented by grotesque

animals, which have been carved from the archi-

tect's design. Other fantastic figures are placed

at the angles of the several string-courses. The
principal entrance doors and windows on the

gi'ound-floor have segmental pointed arches, the

mouldings of which consist generally of alternate

rounds and deeply-cut hollows, producing a strong

effect of light and shade ; these arches are sup-

ported by columns of red Aberdeen polished

granite, with mid-bands and carved stone caps,

the foliage of which is of a conventional character.

The entrance to the bank is from the High-street,

liy a porch or vestibule at the north-east angle,

the floor of which is paved with encaustic tiles,

executed by Messrs. Maw & Co , the ceiling being

of panelled timber. This vestibule is lighted from

the east by a large circular window of geome-

trical plate tracery, fjUed with stained glass by
Messrs. Lavers & Barraud, of London, represent-

ing the armorial bearings of the firm. The south

wall is furnished with an arcade of segmental

pointed arches, supported by columns of polished

CairngaU granite, with carved stone caps and

cornices. Passing through the swing-doors on the

west, we enter the banking room. The size is

34ft. by 28ft. ; but in addition to this the bank

proper consists of a second space, 23ft. by lift.,

tor the accommodation of some of the clerks, and

serves as an approach to the strong-rooms. This

portion of the room is divided from the main by

an arcade ot moulded stone arches supported on

massive columns of polished red Aberdeen

granite, with carved caps. The wholelof the wood-

work is of wainscot oak, except the panel moulds

of the framing and stafi's of the architraves, which

are of Spanish mahogany. The room is sur-

rounded by a dado 4ft. high. The portion of the

flooring appropriated to the public in front of the

counter Is laid with the same description and

pattern of tUes as those in the vestibule. At the

east and west ends of the room are chimney-pieces

of black marble, reheved with Egyptian green

and inlaid with serpentine marbles, and provided

with black marble fenders and tiled hearths,_ exe-

cuted by Messrs. Nelson, of Carlisle. The private

office has its entrance from the public portion of

the banking-room, the furniture being specially

designed by the architect. The portion of the

building above the bank proper is arranged as two

commodious dwelling-houses, with their entrances

on the east and west fronts. These are occupied

by two of the clerks. The contractor was Mr.

George Gradon, of Durham ; the carving has been

executed by Messrs. Farmer & Brindley,^ of

London. The works have been in hand a little

more than two years.

[We hope to give an exterior view of the

building next week.]

A new general post office for Colchester is to be

built in Head-street.

RoTAL Albert Hall.—We understand that at

the ceremony of opening the hall by the Queen

on the 29th of March, an officially-reserved free

.seat will be offered to the Miyor, Provost, or

Bailiff of every place in the United Kingdom

which paid £100 and upwards to the subscription

fund of the Exhibition of 1851.

London and Cocntt Banking Compant.—The

usual half-yearly meeting of this Company was

held on the 2nd inst. A dividend on the capital

of the company was declared at the rate of £6 per

cent, for the half-year ending Dec. 31, 1870, with a

bonus of 3 per cent., payable on and after the 13th

at any of the company's banks. Good fortune.the

result doubtless of good management, certainly

continues to attend the operations of this bank.
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THE NEW LOAN PICTURES NOW ON
VIEW AT THE SOUTH KENSINGTON
MUSEUM.

SURELY thig generation lias grand oppnr-

tvmities for studying art ! If culture in

this direction is the way to make the masses

love the beautiful, and culture in art is to be

obtained by seeing good works of art, then

even people who are unable to pay a shilling

to view the Old Masters at the Royal Acade-

my may see them, and fine specimens of them
too, for nothing, at the South Kensington
Museum. Leslie was wont strongly to im-

pres-i upon young painters the desirability

ol remaining in Jjondon to learn their pro-

fession, instead of travelling on the continent

in search of art-knowledge. If he held such

opinions in his day, surely they would be

greatly strengthened now. Let us consider,

for instance, the many fine collections lent on

loan to various exhibitions, and the number
of rare old pictures exhibited in London since

October last. First there was exhibited at

the Institute of Painters in Water-colours a

very fine collection of the works by the earlier

members of this branch of the profession
;

then in the Suffolk-street Gallery were ex-

hibited, also to benefit a charity, a number of

Velasquezas and other valuable paintings.

In January the Royal Academy opened its

second Old Masters' Exhibition ; and the South
Kensington Museum, besides having on view
the collection of Lord Elcho and several of

Lord Westminster's finest pictures, has now
within its walls a splendid colleotion (with

some exceptions) formed by the late Munro
of Novar, now in the possession of his sister,

Mrs. Butler-Johnstone. Not but that even
there it is a pursuit of knowledge under difli-

culties, for the authorities seem to be not
overburdened with space for exhibiting their

treasures ; and large as the museum is, it

appears not large enough for the number of

works of art it has to contain. The present

collection is placed about on screens upstairs

and downstairs, and to find the various

pictures we must wander about from one
gallery to another, till our sense of locality is

hopelessly disturbed and paralysed. In the

gallery where Lord Elcho's pictures are placed
is a very fine Rubens hanging on the screen.

The subject is the Virgin and Infant Saviour,

with S. Elizabeth and S. Joseph. The drapery
of S. Elizabeth is painted with great vigour,

particularly the fur, which is very finely

bandied. Rubens is not the painter we should
choose for the delineation of sacred S'lbjects

;

and in this instance, though he has produced
a real work of art, it is not at all religious in

feeling. Any one wanting to see the hravoura

of execution, and the perfection of rich juicy

colour, should study Ruliens, and this picture

particularly, but for religious feeling he must
go to the Italians. Another fine colourist, but
of modern times, whose pictures hang on a

screen in the next room, is Etty. His "Good
Samaritan " is perhaps one of the happiest
efforts of his brush. It is of small size, but
very fine as to colour. Tlie head of the Sa-

maritan is grand in character ; he has dis-

mounted from his ass (whicli is caparisoned
rather after a Spanish than an Eastern
manner) and is pouring oil into the wounds of

the disabled voyager, whose llesh, by the way,
is rather that of a man in prime health than of

a traveller stripped and half dead. In the

distance, the men who have passed him by on
the other side slink meanly away. Another
fine Etty is " Diana and Endymion." Tlie

painter has so contrived the figure ol the god-
dess that she takes with her iluating and white
gossamer draperies, almost the form of the
crescent moon. The shepherd Endymion is

reclining asleep against llie heatliery clilF, with
his sheep dog at his feet. L^nderneath
this work is a picture of three nymjihs, very
fine in colour, with the fles'n beautifully

painted. The rich hues of the suspended
drapery enhance with great effect the delicate

tones of the flesh. This collection contains no

fewer than five fine Turners. The most
splendid among them is, perhaps, the " Venus
and Adonis." In treatment it is something

like Titian, and the arrangement of the back-

ground reminds us of the Peter Martyr. The
ramping dogs are as fine as Snyder's. Perhaps

this,is one of the best works for understanding

the versatility of Turner's uncommon talents,

and the easy way in which he could throw
himself into the spirit of another painter.

Indeed, in one of his pictures, " The Black-

smith's Shop," Turner was accused by Cun-
ningham of trying to injure the art of Wilkie
by an imitation of his peculiar manner, but it

was only one of the eccentricities of Turner's

genius, showing how, under all circumstances,

he is truly great. Another very fine work bj'

him represents the winding of a river passing

through a city, and gradually widening and
broadening out in the distance to the blue

sea, which, in its turn, merges almost imper-

ceptibly into the brilliant summer sky. On
one side of the river rises in terrace upon ter-

race the fair Italian looking city, glowing in

the sunlight. In the foreground wave such
trees as only Turner paints, not individualised

but poetically rendered, while behind them
in the middle distance are the rosy mountain
peaks. The reflections in the calm blue river

are wonderfully given. The sky appears to

us a little injured in some places, and there

are some dirty marks upon it, which might
advantageously be removed. "The Piazza of

S. Mark" is painted with a cold evening light.

Some festa is taking place, for many people

are gathered on the piazza, and fireworks are

being let off from boats on the canal. The
fourth Turner has for its subject the setting

sun in some great city. The yellow sun
reflected in the water is gradually sinking in

the west, bitt has still power enough to light

up with golden colour the walls of the palaces

on the brink of the river—such palaces as

seem only to have been imagined in dream-
land, not to have ever been seen on the com-
mon earth. Turner almost always contrives

to do this. He lifts you above and beyond
those regions which people can see with
their own eyes, into something usually re-

served for the vision of the poet alone.

The least attractive of his works here is

" The Avalanche," which appears to us
dirty, and not handled with his usual
power. In the Cartoon Gallery, also

placed on screens, hang perhaps some of the

greatest gems of this collection. Among them
is a very fine Rubens of " S. Sebastian," rather

larger than life, painted coarsely perhaps, but
with masterly vigour of execution. The saint

is tied to a tree, the only light in the back-
ground being a ray of liglit against the horizon.

Near to this picture is placed a fine

Ruysdael, a sea-piece, or rather a storm at

sea, with ships in the ofting trying to make
the harbour. 'The picture has rather blackened
with time, but the dash of the waves is ex-

cellently rendered. A still finer Ruysdael
is placed below in the North Court. It is a

landscape. In the middle distance rises a hill

crowned by a castle, and in the foreground a
wide stream, its banks clothed on either sideby
pine trees beautifully painted, rushesby, break-
ing with force over its rocky bed. Near to

this picture is a good Claude, which has been
mitch spoiled byre-painting. Though not done
at this painter's best time, it is yet a fine work,
and might be set right easily by a good re-

pairer. But to return to the cartoon gallery.

The Murillo, placed on the centre screen, is

finer than any in the present exhibition at the

Academy. The subject is S. Francis kneeling,

and holding in his anus the Infant Christ.

On the left handaresome cherubs very beauti-

fully handled; one holds in his hand a branch
of lilies, emblem of ])urity ; another keeps
open the s aint's breviary. This is a grand
specimen of Murillo's powers, and is not at

all IdiL'k, as are some of his works. The
peculiar treatment of the cool grey of the

monk's garment should be noticed. Beneath
the "Murillo'' is a very learned picture b}'

Annibal Caracci. It is one of the best ex-

amples of the Eclectic Bolognese School,

which, notwithstanding its great eft'orts after

the best of every school, fails, perhaps by it

many-sidedness, fully to equal any. "Thispics

tuie should be studied (for it has evidently

been painted with much stitdy) and the reason

wh}' it fails to bear olf the palm of superior

excellence inquired into. The drawing
throughout is most beautiful, and the compo-
sition graceful and complete. Venus is look-

ing at herself in a mirror held for her by a

little Cupid, while two of the Graces are

arranging her hair. The action of the nymph
who is braiding the golden locks of the god-

dess is very lovely. Several beautiful little

Cupids also assist at the toilet. Next to the

Caracci is a remarkable Rembrandt, called
" Lucretia." The painter has succeeded, as

he always does, in producing a noble work, by
his colour. Observe particularly the rich

golden drapery of the dress, and the masterly

painting of the white round the opening of the

bodice. It is in the spiritiral and mental
side of the portrait in which the material and
phlegmatic Dutchman is unsuccessful. AVho
would take that face to represent the noble

Roman matron ? As a piece of painting, it is

indeed very perfect, but as a piece of aesthetic

excellence it is devoid of soul, and nothing

less than a failure. As a pendant to

this hangs one of the best of the

Guidos here, " S. Sebastian," full of life and
vigour, with almost a boy's face. The un-
pleasant tone of some of this painter's works,

produced no doubt by the showing through of

the terre-verte grounds he laid in for his

flesh, called his silver tone, is not visible in

this picture. It is, however, very apparent

in some other works by him in this gallery.

On the opposite side of the screen are placed

two fine works by Paul Veronese ; one, a

Venus and Cupid, with the drapery most
elaborately finished ; the other, a saint asleep

on a marble seat, with two angels in the air

bearing a cross towards her. The action of

the saint is very graceful and elegant, but the

beautiful tones of colour which we know
must be there are invisible in consequence of

the exceedingly dirty state of the picture.

The noble Vandyke, "The Entombment,"
has been much injured by a thick coating of

nasty yellow varnish, besides whicli a foot of

canvas has been added at the top of the pic-

ture, greatly deteriorating the composition of
the work, and being very injurious to the

picture, because, as the repairer was unable to

paint like Vandyke, he has been forced to

paint out the luminous sky of the painter in

order to make it agree with his own muddy en-

largement. We entreat the owner to have this

defacement removed from the picture, which is

really a grand work of art, and to restore the

canvas to its original size and shape. The
figures of the Virgin and Mary Magdalene hold-

ing in their arms the dead Christ are very
beautiful ; S. John and another woman are

kneeling by, while a little child points

pitifully to the marks of the nail in the

Saviour's hands. Near the Vandyke hangs
a curious Jan Steen; the subject is not a

pleasant one. As a pendant to it is a picture

of " Susannah and the Elders," by Bass-

ano. " The Oft'erings of the Wise Men,"
called a Titian, is more probably a Tintoret, or

even a Bassano. The grouping and compo-
sition are finely managed, and the white horse
in the foreground is exceedingly well painted.

The Virgin in this picture, though ugly, has a

sweet expression of face ; on her knee is the
Infant Saviour, whose feet one of the wise
men approaches to kiss. In the background
some camels and negro attendants are intro-

duced. The blackness of this picture is

partly attributable to age and ill-treatment,

through which, though, the fine Venetian
method is apparent. In the room where Lord
Westminster's pictures are ])laced, are some
line Watteaus also belonging to this collection ;

they are of a larger size than this artist

usually painted, and considered very fine

specimens of his art. There is also a beautiful

little landscape, by Poussin, and a good por-
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trait of a lady, by Rubens, more like Vandyke
in manner. Below, in one of the courts,

amongst other pictures isaworkby Stothard,

illustrating part of the Allegro. It is painted

with much grace and elegance and true

delicacy of feeling. The girl is such a sweet

and maidenly representation of gaiety, and

though the drawing is deficient, the sentiment

is very beautifully given. Some pictures, said

to be by Wilson, are evidently either inferior

copies or spurious works. In conclusion, we
must beg our readers to take an early oppor
tunity of visiting this collection, in which
there are many good pictures besides those we
have mentioned, for it is chiefly by the care-

ful study of the old masters that we arrive at

a just and due appreciation of the beautiful in

art.

LIMES AND CEMENTS.

LIEUT.-COL. SCOTT, RE., delivered the first

o£ a course of four lectures ou limes and
cements before the Architiotural Association on
Monday evening last. The ball was full. Mr. T.

H. Watson, President of the Association, intro-

duced the lecturer.

Lieut.-Col. Scott commenced by observing that

the subject of limes and cements was one which
awakened very little interest amongst workmen,
and met probably as little attention from those

whose task it was to direct the building of works.

Mortar-making was generally given over to the

labourer, who compounded it pretty much accord-

ing to his own fancy ; his first desire being to save

himself as much trouble as possible, his second to

satisfy the bricklayer or mason who had to use his

preparation. A strange confusion had hence arisen

as to what really constitutes the right proportions

of sand and lime to use in preparing a given

quantity of mortar. The mason or bricklayer

mixed the ingredients in that proportion in which
he could use them most readily, but it by no
means followed that what was most convenient

to him was most suitable to the work he had
to perform. The different kinds of lime in

use were'greatly dissimilar in many respects. The
white chalk, ' as far as building purposes were
concerned, yielded a lime very much inferior to

that which was yielded by the lower chalk lime-

stones. The latter were hardly worked at all in

this country from the prevailing ignorance con-

cerning their utility. At the risk of being charged

with egotism, he mvist here refer to instances he

had had brought under his own notice, in which
the ignorance of limestones and limes had been
more or less displayed. When he was a very

young man he happened to be employed at

Gibraltar ; amongst other duties one was to super-

intend the construction of a revetement wall. The
wall in front of which the men under his orders

weie building was an old Spanish wall which sup-

ported a large quantity of sand, and in making
the excavation in order to put in the foundation

they came upon a bed of hard shale. On a Satur-

day evening he left this shale in a firm, solid con-

dition, and on the Monday following ithad assumed
a liquid form. It let out the sand, and the whole
mass falling very nearly buried the men beneath

it. What could have caused this change was the

question naturally asked. It was only to be traced

t J the; presence of a small quantity of [sulphnret

of iron which had attracted oxygen from the

atmosphere. The curious part was that at that

time they were bringing their cement from
England in order to put it in this foundation,

whilst these deliquescing stones which they were
excavating formed, when projjerly prepared, Ojuite

as good a cement as that which was being im-
ported. The captain associated with him
in this work was a practical builder, and
used to apply this test to the cement in ordinary

use ; he would thrust his hand into a barrel, and
if the cement felt warm it was good, but if cold, he
usually concluded that it had been ruined in the

transfer to Gibraltar. The fact of its being warm
was a proof that it had not been quite spoiled—that
was all. Sometime after, at Plymouth, he found
other beds of lime, which gave a capital hydraulic
lime. Whilst experimenting on these stones he
found'a curious effect produced by a dull fire;

he was at a loss to understand it, but he found
that the lime, instead of slaking and heating as

it should have done, set into a solid hard mass
when ground to a powder and mixed with water.

He consulted Dr. t^araday respecting this, and
they came to the conclusion that the change was

due to the formation of some form of " sub-

carbon.ate of lime." Subsequently it turned out

that the action was due to the presence of a

small quantity of the sulphate of lime which
had been formed from the sul{thuret of iron

in the coal. When he mentioned this to

Dr. Miller (his master in chemistry), that gentle-

man could hardly believe it possible that lime

could have been used for 4,000 years, and such a

simple fact never before have been discovered.

A little later he had to visit Barrow, which has a

celebrated lias quarry. The limestone there

occurred in several layers varying from a foot to 5

or Gin. in thickness, with considerable bands of claX

between them. They varied much in composition.

Some of them had more clay iu them than others,

and these were not very readily slaked when dealt

with as mortar, and the consequence was that

these beds were looked upon rather as an injury

than otherwise to the other lime which was made.
These were called Rummel beds by those using

them, whilst another bed was termed "good for

nothing," its supposed quality being thereby

indicated. From the outside of their best stones

the men cut off chippings, which were thrown

back into the pit. If they wanted ground lime

their practice was to grind up the best lump-

lime they had ; but he pointed out to them that

they would make better ground lime if they

mixed together the three kinds of lime indicated,

viz., the " Rummel," the " good for nothing,"

and the " Slavin " beds, and was at last success-

ful in persuading them to adopt this plan. One
fact in connection with this incident ought tj

be mentioned, to the honour of the Messrs. l^Uis'

the owners of the works. They wrote some time
after to tell him that his suggestion would turn
out much to their advantage, and that as a token
of their gratitude they proposed to give him
a shiUing per ton for seven years. This course

had been pursued, the quantity had been con-

tinually increasing, and all he regretted was that

his seven years expired next Christmas. He
had seen another curious mistake with refer-

ence to the use of lime in London. He imagined
he had seen something very like lias lime or

grey lime thrown into the Serpentine for purposes

of purification. He was certain, however, that

six years ago large quantities of grey lime were
thrown into the Thames during a very hot summer
for similar purposes. One of the grey lime manu-
facturers told him he was supplying a large quan-
tity for the Thames, and on being asked why the

authorities did not get the white chalk lime from
Gravesend, the reply was, " That^is their look-out

;

my business is to sell lime, not to teach my em-
ployers, chemistry." By using grey lime 20 per

cent, was wasted, and in addition the authorities

paid something like 2s. a yard more for it.

Having given these examples of the ignorance dis-

played by those using lime and cements, the lec-

turer proceeded to speak of substances which were
concerned in limes and cements, and the origin of

those substances. He exhibited to a diagram, on

which were mentioned the substances chiefly found
in hydraulic and common limes. Without going

into the geology of the earth's crust, but taking

granite as a sort of starting-point, he pointed out
that acids would decompose substances such as

were contained in granite. The whole, indeed, of

the substances which were found in the older beds

of the earth consisted principally of .silicates of

lime, alumina, iron, with some alkalies. These
silicates were decomposed by acids. Rain found
carbonic acid in the atmosphere, and, charged

with this carbonic acid, decomposed a silicate

of lime, and as a result a carbonate of lime

was formed and the silex set free. These were
washed down by rivers, and the grosser portions

were obtained as sand, a great deal was carried

down as carbonate of lime in suspension, and
a portion also was brought into solution and
carried into the sea. If the carbonate of lime

was deposited without foreign admixture and the

deposit subjected to heat, a crystalUue limestone

was obtained ; if clay was deposited with the

carbonate of lime, a hydraulic limestone might
be the result. Speaking of the portion in solu-

tion, the lecturer said that a part flowed into the

ocean, and there underwent a marked change, being

dealt with by organic life. Of the portion car-

ried down in suspension the quantities were really

enormous. The Ganges, for instance carried

down 500,000,000 tons per year ; the Missis-

sippi, 300,000,000 tons per year ; the Irawaddy
100,000,000. The whole of Holland was com-
posed of m,atter in fine suspension which had been

carried down fi'om the Rhine. If they came to

the chemical deposits as contra-distinguished from

such deposits as had been held in suspension, and
took carbonate of lime as an example, they found
that at Carlabad there was a spring of water
issuing from the earth charged with carbonate

of lime, and when some of the carbonic acid

evaporated, there was enough carbonate of lime

deposited to form large beds and be used for

ornaments. The like was also to be seen in Tus-
cany, and in various parts of Asia Minor, particu-

larly at Smyrna. At Gottingeu there was a strea:u

of water used for turning a mill, which so filled up
its channels that they had constantly to clear

out the deposit. Near Rome, also, examples
of the same sort existed. The matter brought
down in solution was deposited by a chemical
process, either by evaporation or the escape of

carbonic acid gas, which held it in solution. He
would now say a few words on the effect which
organic life had upon carbonate of lime and
silicic acid in solution. One part of carbonate of

lime was soluble iu 10,600 parts of water, and
we might assume that sea-water contained about

one-ten thousandth part of its weight of car-

bonate of lime. An immense quantity of this

carbonate of lime was taken up by oysters,

corals, animalcules, and other living organisms.

It was common to talk of a man as " drinking

like a fish," but to say " drinking like an oyster"

was perhaps more expressive. Supposing they

were to take a man 75 years of age, put him
into a press and squeeze him out, there would
be obtained from him 451bs. of solid matter, and

54 pails of water. A man in the course of 75
years drank as much as a thousand times his weight

of water ; but an oyster, supposing that it could

extract from sea-water as it passed through its

stomach every particle of carbonate of lime

which the water had in solution, would pass

through its body something like 50,000 times

its weight ; and yet, notwithstanding this, the

water flowed down on the Rhine contained

sufficient carbonate of lime in solution to supply

shells for 300,000,000,000 of oysters. But what
the oyster would do in this way was nothing

to what the coral was capable of doing. After

speaking of the use of oyster shells and coral-

line limestones for lime, the lecturer proceeded

to remark that carbonate of magnesia was also

dissolved by water, but was not so soluble as

carbonate of lime. There was very little of this

found in animals, but it was abundantly taken

up by sea-plants. As carbonate of magnesia w.as

taken up by sea-plants, and by animlas, a tendency

to the separation of these two substances ensued.

Turning to the chemistry of his subject, the

speaker first dealt with carbonate of lime, which,

he said, consisted of lime and carbonic acid

gas. If he put carbonate of lime into a fire and
burnt it, the carbonic acid gas was driven off, and
lime remained, and if he put carbonate of lime

into a vessel ^and treated it with acid, carbonic

acid would be given ofi'. In this case they would
not have lime remaining, but a substance derived

from the muriatic acid, hydrochloric acid, and
lime. The lime obtained by burning was a white

substance which phosphoresces under heat, and
which when treated with water, underwent a

violent change. When the hydrate ot lime formed
by treating the lime was mixed with sand, made
up into mortar, and then exposed to the atmosphere,

the substance slowly returned to its original con-

dition. One part of the hydrate of lime was soluble

in 800 parts of water. The carbonic acid gas of the

atmosphere was small in quantity, and could

never penetrate to a great distance below the

surface, the consequence being that they could

never get a very good result out of pure lime,

such as could be obtained by burning white chalk.

Many persons supposed that mountain limestone

would give a very good lime, and in some senses it

would do this. It was a good lime for the smelter,

the candle-maker, and the soap-boiler, but it was
not a good lime for the builder. Alberti, the

architect, who had written much on the subject

of limes, asserted that he had seen lime more than

500 years old, which had been found in a pit, and
which even after that period was well tempered.

Dr. .John, a German chemist, found at Landsberg,

iu a pit at the basement of the castle of that

name, lime which had been there 300 years, and
which was used again in rebuilding the castle. It

must be clear that if lime could remain iu that

condition without undergoing any change it pro-

tected from the atmosphere, they would not get

any very good result out of it. As long as hydrate

of lime remained wet, it was simply a pulp or

paste ; when it became dry it was little better

than dust. Carbonate of magnesia when burnt

yielded magnesia, which was not so soluble as
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hydrate of lime. A hydrate of magnesia was
soluble in 5,000 parta of water, as compared with
800 parts of hydrate of lime. The former had
been used as a hydraulic lime iu Madras and else-

where. When they got substances with the lime,

such as silex or clay, they found a different set of

reactions took place, and were then no longer de-

pendent upon tbe carbonic acid of the atmosphere
for setting properties. Supposing they put silex

and lime together, and heated them, a change took
place in the former, and from being a substance
very insoluble in acids, it became gelatinous, and
altogether altered in character. The lecturer here
showed a specimen of good grey chalk lime, which
had been treated with acid. If, he said ,his hearers

examined the residue at the bottom of the vessel,

after the lime was dissolved, they would find a

somewhat gelatinous mass. This was the silex.

When they mixed the grey lime with water and
made it into a paste, the silex and the lime formed,
together with the water, a hydrated silicate of

lime. Here then they had a substance which
would set without the inflaence of the atmosphere.
Such a substance as this would not have remained
like that found at the castle of Landsberg. It

Would have hardened into a solid mass. It was only
such a lime as this as was fit for heavy mas^nry, or

any exposure to damp or wet. If they took lime and
pure sile.'i and treated them in this way after burn-
ing them together, they did not get a substance
which set quickly when water was added, and the
whole was made into a paste, but if they got iron

or potash and soda present, they would lind that

quicker action took place. Silex was, in fact, a
su'stance which combined more readily with
several bases than with one. Eoman cement set

quickly for this very reason. As regards
sulphate of lime, the lecturer said that
one part was soluble in 500 parts of water.

It was, therefore, manifest that this was a
substance still less able to stand the action of

wet than pure lime. Good use, ho^vever, might be
made of it for inside work. Sulphate of lime
contained too within itself the power of setting.

When exposed ti> the action of heat, it lost a
portion of its water. If the whole of the water
were driven off, it did not set rapidly again ; but
with three parts driven off, then, when mixed
with a fresh amount of water, it rapidly passed
into a solid state, and combined with the water to

form the hydrated sulphate of lime. It could
only be used for plastering and inside work.
The lecturer here made a few observations rela-

tive to the action of sulphate of lime in control-

ing the action of lime. If water were added to

quicklime, the quicklime rapidly fell away to a
line powder. If they took the lime and impreg-
nated it thoroughly with sulphate of lime, then
they would find that it would no longer undergo
the slaking action. What the theory of the
thing might be one could hardly say with any
certainty. In concluding this portion of kis

subject, the lecturer said he had dealt with three
different classes of subjects. First of all there

was the pure lime, the oxide of calcium, which
combined with water and made a soluble sub-
stance, and which could only be hardened tho-

roughly by the action of the carbonic acid of the
atmosphere, which never penetrated it to a great

distance. Next, the silicate of lime, which might or
might not be mixed with iron, alumina, magnesia,
and 80 on, which had the power of combining
with water, and by degrees set into a hardened
mass ; but this rarely took place with very great
rapidity, unless large quantities of such sub-
stances as potash, soda, and iron were present.
The water had to dissolve by degrees particle

after particle, so as to bring it into close contact
with the silicic acid. Silex and lime did not enter
into a silicate form in the burning of limestones,
but only approximated to it until water was added.
Then they came to the third class—the sulphate
of lime, which was totally unfitted for anything
but inside use. He would now say a few word.-
on the question of chemical equivalents. Aftej
alluding to the symbols in common use to deno
minate different substances, as appeared on a

diagram, the speaker Said that the lirst point tc

be remembered was that wherever they fouu<'

such a aubstauce as lime, the proportion ol

oxygen and calcium in it always was constant.
Next, when they had found the proportion
iu which oxygen would unite with calcium alio

the proportion in which osygen would uuitt
with hydrogen and combine with magnesia, they
know the proportion in whicli oxygen would
combine with any other substance whatever.
Again, when they had found the proportions in
which, for instauce, one substance mentioned on

the diagram (sulphur) would combine with three

parts of oxygen, and also found how oxygen
would combine with calcium, they would know
the proportion in which an oxide of calcium

would combine with sulphuric acid. Referring again

to the diagram, the lecturer said that the various

numbers on it were so far arbitrary as this : they

assumed oxygen to be eight, but they might as

well assume it to be any other number except for

facility of calculation. This gave the symbol for

hydrogen as one, the result being that the chemi-

cal equivalent of water was nine. If he put a dose

of water, nine parts by weight, to a dose of oxide

of calcium in 2S parts by weight, the two would
combine to form 37 parts of the hydrate of lime.

If he took 40 parts by weight of sulphuric acid,

they would unite exactly with 28 parts of lime,

andso on. The symbols not only represented what
were component substances but also the actual

quantities in whicn they combined. He had
divided them into two classes : substances primary
and secondary. As respects the que.?tion of mor-
tars, he would say that when lime and silex

together were exposed to the tire, great heat must
be applied to fuse them. Supposing they put in

a little potash or soda, then they fused readily.

It was really another instance of what he had
before said—that silex would combine much more
readdy with several bases than with one. He
was now speaking with reference to the action of

heat upon it. In those cases where lime and silex

were found together, the action was not so ready
as when there were several bases. Roman cement
stone, for instance, had a very large quantity, of

peroxide of iron, and set with great rapidity

;

also, if Roman cement were burned at a high

temperature, fusion was readily produced. Re-
ferring to another diagram, the lecturer was
able with its Hssistance to show the proportions

of clay iu limestone as found at some quarry
works near Bridgwater. In some beds it was
as high as 25'55, in others as low as 11'95. If

these beds were all burnt together some of them
would be overburnt, and some underburnt. The
quarrymen took the lower beds out (those that

contained 25 55 of clay) and burnt them for

cements. The others were burnt for lime, and as

lime seat into the market. In conclusion, Lieut.

-

Col. Sc jtt stated he had consented to deliver this

course of lectures solely with the idea of helping

the younger menibeis of the Association, and prin-

cipally at the request of Mr. Redgrave. Some
ehemicil experiments were then made in illustra-

tion of the lecturer's remarks.

ON THE HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF
ORNAMENTAL ART.

DR. ZERFFI delivered the seventeenth lecture

of this coitrse on Tuesday afternoon last, in

the Lecture Theatre, South Kensington Museum.
The lecturer, in introducing the suoject of Greek
furniture, observed that whilst our own times were
distinguished for the productions of tektonio art,

Greece had been altogether monumental in her

tendencies, and had cultivated, with special

preference, stone and marble work. The prin-

ciples of furniture construction are, to a certain

extent, identical with those of architektonic, but
there was naturally some difference, as the one
had to deal with movable objects made of light

materials, whilst the other treated hard materials

and constructed immovable monuments. Wood
had been the principal primitive element of all

products of construction, just as clay had served

in ceramic art and sculpture. In the construction

of furniture, the two conflicting forces, the static

and the dynamic, must be clearly united for a

certain purpose. The properties of the wood or

other material to be used must bo carefully

studied, and its fitness either to support or to be

tupported considered. Modern furniture, more
-especially that of French pattern, was often badly

made, the wood being curved into ornamental
forms without regard to the fibres, &c., tliUi^

rausing it to snap. We might learn from Greeks

'jgyptiacs,and even from the Chinese, how to bend
vood artificially when still rilled with sap, so a-

o form solid curves. The furniture of the Greekt^

lad consisted of (1) chairs; (2) couches, which
lUo seived as beds; (3) tables; and (4) chests

Che decoration resembled that on the vases and
n dresses. Much metal and ivory was also used.

The most important piece of furniture was the

'lirotw.< or A/isMios—the easy chair. The leg?,

irms, and backs of these were ornamentetl with

rnimal forms, amongst which the sphinx, lion,

eopard or tiger were the principal. These couches

were at first simple in form, but ^ub -eqiently they
were decorated ; they were also covertd with car-

pets, mattresses, and round or square cushions.

As the Greeks wrote and took their meals in a

reclining posture, their tables were very low.

This article of furniture was found in great

variety. The legs were treated with great care,

and generally carved to imitate those of animals.

In form these tables were usually square. la
Greek tektonic art four distinct styles, represent-

ing periods of development, might be traced : (1)

the Archaic, characterised by rough and archi-

tectural forms
; (2) the Early Doric, correspond-

ing to the time of the introduction of the wheel
into pottery, after which the wheel was also used
for turning ; a great resemblance was to be ob-

served in the products of the two different

materials, the circular vase form in the legs

of articles of furniture having been most
prevalent

; (3) the elegant or Ionic, during the

time of the tyrants (560—506 B.C.), was distin-

guished by the introduction of met.il, the use o£

which in household furniture enabled the artist

to combine great elegance, lightness, and orna-

mentation with durability and excellence of

pattern
; (4) the finished D uic-Ionic, or, more

properly speaking, Attic style, during which the

old motives were taken up iu new forms. With
sculpture a reaction against metal work had set

in, and certain articles became monumental again.

Candelabra, thrones, vase?, and tripod.-', were

made of marble and ivory. A fifth period, the
Macedonian, coirld hardly be said t^i have pro-

duced a Greek style, as it was entiiely charac-

terised by Asiatic motives. It was distinguished

by great luxury ; the couches were covered with

purple, and constructed of gold and silver. Golden
arbours, baldachins, &c., were also made, all in

the Assyrian style. Referring to the every-day life of

the Greeks, Dr. Zertli observed that water-clocks

and sundials were used to measure time ; the toys

for children, many of their games, &c., were
almost identical with those of our own times, and
they possessed a great variety of musical instru-

ments. As in their poetry and philosophy, he
continued, so also iu everything else, the Greeks

were animated and guided by an unfettered love

for beauty and freedom. Their architects regu-

lated the monumental enterprises of the ancient

Asiatic world, and produced real works of art.

Their sculptoi-s, iu perfect accordance with the

general Uws of gradual development, were not

satisfied with merely reproducing inert matter,

but from contemplating the universe had turned

to the consideration of themselves. Prior to

becoming metaphysicians they had studied an-

atomy, and before occupying themselves witti

psychology they had made themselves acquainted

with physiulogy. Iu ciiUsidering their sculpture we
found that the Gieeks had made a progressive

step in the development of humanity. The ar-

chitect had to deal with dead matter, and could

use it only to express geometrical forms and truths.

Ee could appeal to us through symmetry and
proportion only ; his language was monumental,
expressing always one idea. The sculptor went
farther ; he imitated the highest power of crea-

tion in not only producing a form but also in

inspiring it with an idea. He did not satisfy our

wact of shelter-, but elevated our feelings to seek

a mental occupaiio i when under shelter. He did

not reproduce an inert mountain, or a cave,

but human beings with all their passions and
feelings. Contrasting iu this respect with the

Orientals, who had never embrac 3d Nature with a

free consciousness, the Greeks had freed them-
selves from all fetters, and became by degrees

capable of reproducing the human form in all its

genuine beauty. They had done this after long

study, and after nearly two centuries' practice in

their gymnasia, during which period they had ad-

mired the beauty of the human form with the

greatest fervour. The basis of their sculpture

was the natural form of mm, but the endowment
of that form with an idea had been the essential

point. The G.eeks fii'st studied the reality before

they attempted to imitate it. Art was the echo

.»f reiJity—at lirat a .-I ivi.^h echo, but liy degrees

tt self-conscious reproductiiin of that re ility with a

(spiiitof its o^vn, the idea of the artist. It then

(lassed from the stage of imititiou into th-it of

oiiginal creation. The first Greek sculptors, like

those of Italy in the Middle Ages, had produced
close imitations of Mature. Thus the works of

Aristokles, Onatos, Kanchos, Pythagoras of Rhe-
giiim, Kalamis, and Ageladas, were analogous to

those of Verocchio, Pollaiolo, Ghirlandajo, Kra
FUippo, and even Perugino. Just, however, as

iu Italy these were succeeded by Leonardo da
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Vinci, Michael Angelo, and Raphael, the early

Greek sculptors were followed by Myron, Poly-

klecee, and Phidias. Naturalism was the first step

in art, but its climax was idealisation. In every

human creature something beautiful was to be

found. To generalise these individual elements
of beauty in one form was the aim of the great

masters. Supposing that a young artist saw a beau-

tiful being, he would not only be struck by the

beauty in detail, but would experience a feeling

of delight in general. He would afterwards

analyse that beauty, would recollect that the eyes

would become dim, the cheeks hollow, and the

mouth lose its freshness. A melancholy feeling

would overcome him ; a struggle between despair

and hope would ensue at the thought that such
forms should pass away—hope that he might be
able to fix for ever in a lasting form the beautiful

image he had seen. If in representing such a
being the artist omitted all that was perishable, and
reflected only that which was eternal, he would
produce a real work of art. This did not mean
that the artist was altogether to lose himself in

mere generalisations, so as to give no individuality

to his sculptures ; but he had to transport his

figures to those pure heights of ideal generalisa-

tion, in which pii(]e, majesty, love, force, war,

&c., might be recognised as general ideas in

idealised types. It was in this that the Greeks
had excelled. They raised their productions to

ideal types, in which not only certain general
forms, Ijut alfo certain general chaiacteristics of

humanity were reproduced with real truthful-
ness. Thus in Zeus we saw not only the beauty
of venerable old age, but recognised the
highest wisdom and power. In looking at some
of the sculptures before us (those of the Temple
of Minerva at Athens prior to its destruction by
Xerxes) we should see that they had the forms
of Assyrian and Egyptian divinities, if we ex-
cepted the fact that the anatomy was much
improved in some of the figures, though even in

these there was still much stiffness in the posi-

tions of the hands and legs. The historical

periods into which we might group Greek sculp-

ture, to enable us more comprehensively to study
its history, were the following:— First period,
from the eighth century b.c. to the Persian wars
(470 B.C.) Second period, from Kimon to the
conclusion of thePeloponnesian war (470

—

400 b c.)

Third period, from the delivery of Athens to the
death of Alexander the Great (400—323 B c.)

Fourth period, from the death of Alexander the
Great to the conquest of Greece by the Romans
(323—146 B.C.) Greek sculpture had taken its

origin in Eastern art. This was j roved by the
Iliad of Homer. The descriptions of beautiful
carriages, richly-adorned couches, stately thrones,
and of weapons, shields, and helmets of exquisite
workmanship found in that poem, almost led us
to think we must be reading Indian or Assyrian
works. There could be no doubt that befoie
the intr.iduetion of sculpture, metalloteknic
must have been develoi ed to a great extent.
Homer could never have given the minute de-
scription of the shield of Achilles had not some
such work eiisted. From the seventh to the
second century B.C. we had a progressive history
of Greek sculpture before us, witli dates, names
of artists, and numerous examples. A considera-
tion of these will form the subject of the next
two lectures.

BUILDING NEWS SKETCH BOOK.—LIX,

THE CHAIN GATE AND COliaON HALL, WELLS.

THE accompanying view of these interesting
relics of Mediieval art is taken from the

mea.-ured geometricjil elevations and plans
sketched on the spot by A. W. Pugin, and pub-
lished by T. L. Walker, which, although an excel-
lent and practical work, seems to want a perspec-
tivo view of the buildings or a connected elevation,
including that admirable little oriel window in
the end elevation of the vicar's dwelling house,
which, as restored by Pngin, with the additional
mnllion, is well worthy of notice.

The other parts of the structure have been
added to and altered at different dates. The
original hall was commenced in the fourteenth
century. The thick mullioued window in the
centre of the drawing is of much earlier date
than the others

; the large oriel window over the
gateway to the close must have been inserted aftei
tire buildings were completed, the buttress being
cut away to receive it.

There is a quaint irregularity and pungencj
about these time-honoured remains, which, apart
from their antiquarian interest, have claims upon

NEW ELEMENTS OP HAND-RAILING.-PLATE XXI.

us in an artistic sense, which we should do well

to study.

The eft'ect of broken wall surface, of oddly
placed buttress, or sudden recess, is often a re-

freshing source of pleasure, contrasting well with
the nicely balanced symmetry of other portions.

The drawing is intended to he " architectnr-

esque " rather than " pictui'esque." Fidelityaud
accuracy being really more important than ehiaro-

Ecuro in such a case as this, even at the sacrifice

of force and depth of expression

.

W. H. LOCKWOOD.

NEW ELEMENTS OF HAND-RAILING.*
{Continued from page 86.)

Plate 21. — Construction of Wee.ath for

Stairs h.aving Four Winder.s, Quarter

LASiDiNQ, and Square Steps.

Fig. 1 exhibits the ground plan. The centre

line of rail enclosed by tangent3|A,B, C, D, E.
These are unfolded at

Fig. 2. The letters along margin correspond
with those on plan. Let underside of rail rest on
corners of square steps. Set off half its thickness.

Draw upper part to cut R. This is a fixed point,

and stands over D on plan. Draw pitch over
winders, say through L. This shows that the
upper part of wreath forms its owu ramp. Two
moulds will be required. Find heights by drawing
through joint S, cutting at E and 2, which gives

* This series of articles is a reproiluction of Robert
Riddell's work on tlie subject, published in Philadel-
phia, and by Triibner aud Co., Loudou.

E P as height for upper part, and 2 3 for half the

height of lower part.

Mould for this is given at Fig. 3. Let ABC
equal corresponding letters on plan. Join A C or-

dinate. Draw from B parallel with it. Make
seat square with it. Let 2 3 the height, equal

that on right having corresponding figures. Join

3 C extended. Tliis is pitch and major axis.

Next find points of elliptic curves on pitch by
making C H equal C B. This done, set ofi on
each side of H half width of rail. Then square

up to cut the pitch.

The drawing is now ready for the mould. The
tangents L T and T S being equal, one bevel

answers both joints. See that L T S agree with

pitches on the right, where similar letters are

shown.
Fig. 4 is the mould for upper part of wreath.

Let square equal one of those on plan. Extend
side E N. Let this equal E N, Fig. 2. Join N V
ordinate. Draw from other three corners of square

parallels with ordinate. Make the seat square

with it. Let the height 2 K equal that of E P
«n right. Draw pitch from K, through intersec-

tion of seat and ordinate. Find elliptic curves on
X'itch by making L H equal L V. The dotted

lines that are parallel with ordinate give the points.

The drawing is now ready to lay board on for

mould, it being stiuck with a stiing.

Tangents P, R, S must agree with the pitches

on B^ig 2 having similir letters.

Square sections show joints and application of

bevels.

It will be observed that the scjuare steps and
winders at Fig. 2 stand in the same positions as

those on tangent lines of plan.
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decorative processes.

Bt "As Exteriexced Workman."
[Continued from page 92.)

IN our last we described the process of over-

combing oak. A very excellent machine
or roller has been invented by Mr. W. Jones,
grainer to the trade, of 4, Walnut-street,
Hulme, Manchester, of very simple construc-
tion, but which performs its work most ad-
mirably. Machines for graining ordinary
woodwork are, as a rule, complete failures,

and, like patent medicines, are guaranteed to

do too much—and of course do not do it.

Mr. Jones's invention differs from all others

in the fact that it only professes to assist the
grainer in such parts as may be accomplished
by mechanical means, and this purpose it

effects in the roost complete and efficient

manner possible. Its oVjject and purpose is

to dispense'with the process of over-combing
as before described ; and this is accomplished
by an exceedingly simple arrangement, which
deposits the colour upon the work in short
bits, in exact imitation of the pores or grain
of oak, and, in fact, of any wood which has
these pores as a distinctive feature. This
invention consists of a wooden roller about

5 of an iach in diameter, and of various sizes,

from 4 an inch to 3in. in width ; through the
centre of this cylinder an iron core is fixed

having projecting pins at each side, which fit

into an iron handle formed by a half-circle of
thick wire bent close together to form the
handle, and opened out at the other end to clip

the roller and fit upon the projecting pins, and
upon which pins the spring of the wire is

sufficient to keep the whole in its place. This
is simply the framework of the roller. The
roller is now clothed with circular discs of
sheet-zinc, having notches cut in their edges
at irregular distances ; these discs are about
liin. in diameter, having a hole in the centre
cut out to fit upon the wooden core or cy-
linder ; this hole is made a trifle larger than
the cylinder, in order that the discs may have
a little play and so accommodate themselves
to the slight inequalities of the surface of
ordinary woodwork ; this is a very nice ar-

rangement, well wrought out, without which
the tool would be comparatively useless.

Another advantage consequent upon this
arrangement is that the play given allows the
dL'cs to turn round independently of each other,
and so the notches in the edges are constantly
changing their relations towards each other,
and thus variety is secured ; this completes
the roller. The method of using this tool is as
follows :—The groundwork is prepared and
figured in exactly the same manner as
before described for the over-combing process,
and when this is dry it is ready for the roller.

The colour to be used on the roller must be
mixed much thicker than the ordinary grain-
ing colour, and will require to be megilped
either with wax or lime-water. A brush or
feeder is required to supply the roller with
colour as it revolves. This brush will require
to be flat, something like a large hog-hair
mottler ; or a large sash-tool may be flattened
BO as to answer the purpose. The roller is

held in the right hand, and the feeding brush
ia tlie left hand ; this brush, containing the
graining colour is then placed or held firmly
upon the upper side of tlie roller, and inclin-
ing to the back part of the same in such a
manner as to insure that every one of the
notched edges of the zinc discs will touch the
feeding brush as they revolve ; the roller is

then placed at the bottom of the panel or
other work to be grained, and is then pushed
or made to travel upwards or from the ope-
rator, and as it move's along it leaves behind
it exact imitations of the short bits of grain
or pores as seen in the real wood. The roller
requires to be used lightly and with little

pressure, only just sufficient to keep the roller

steady. When the work is rolled the grain

will require to be slightly softened with a

duster or stift' softener, care being taken to do
this always lengthways of the grain, and not

across it. The grain may then be broken up
and the lights softened, as in the over-combing
process.

These rollers are very compact, easy to use,

never get out of repair, and there is scarcely

any limit to the time they will last in wear
;

and we have no hesitation in .saying that they

are the only invention which may be con-

sidered of benefit to the grainer, as by their

aid he may get over more work in one hour
than can be done with the comb in ten hours ;

and thus time is saved and cost reduced.

The pores or porous grain seen in baywood,
mahogany, teakwood, walnut, and ,rosewood
may be admirably imitated with these rollers

;

but all soft woods, which, as a rule, are

grained in distemper, will require to be
once varnished previous to being rolled, as of

course the grain will wipe oft' those places on
which it is not required much better than
upon the distemper unvarnished.
The roller principle seems to be " the

idea " in all inventions for graining. A
patent was taken out some twenty years ago
by Kershaw & Bellamy, for imitating the

grain of various woods by means of a roller

and strips of leather cut to the reqijired

patterns. The leather of which these are

made is thick hide, prepared for the purpose
in a certain manner. On one side of these the

pattern is sketched, and then the ground is cut

away to a certain depth, just as a block cutter

would do for printing. In some cases the

strip of leather is made fast to the roller, and
only just covers it ; in other cases the leather

will be three or four times the circumference
of the roller, and of course these are. only
secured at one end. This rollei: is simply a

metal cylinder with a centre pin or axle, upon
which a handle is fixed ; they are made of all

sizes and nidths, according to the wood to

be represented. The modiis operandi is as

follows :—The graining colour, which is mixed
with weak beer (i. c, distemper colour), is

brushed over the woik to be grained, and,

while it is wet, the roller, which has previously

been damped with a wet chamois leather, is

passed over it, and as the roller passes along
it takes up the colour in patches of the exact

shape of the pattern on the roller used. This
may then be softened with the badger's-hair

softener, and over-grained. It will be evident
that this method of machine graining can have
but a limited application on woodwork, inas-

much as however much work may be done
with such a machine, each part will be merely
a repetition of the pattern upon the roller,

thus creating a sameness and monotony of

patterns utterly wearisome and devoid of

contrast, and consequently of beauty ; for

although the pattern of one of these rollers

may be in itself a faithful copy of some par-

ticular piece of beautiful wood, yet the endless

repetition of the same produces satiety and
positive ugliness, for it is only by an intelli-

gent use of the comparatively plain and the

richly marked or figured, that harmony, re-

pose, and beauty, arc attained.

The mottle of satinwood, mahogany, Hun-
garian ash, and birch is very fairly imitated

by these rollers, and also the beautiful fea-

thers or curls in Spanish mahogany and satin-

wood. The mottle of these woods has very
little variety ; that is to say that the mottle
of mahogany and satinwood is, as a rule, so

much alike, not as two separate woods alone,

but of different pieces of the same wood and
tree, that one or two patterns suffice for all

;

and so this class of woods is peculiarly suit-

able for adaptation to these machines. But
here we come upon a fatal difficulty in con-

nection with this system. For instance, we
are about to grain an ordinary door. The
colour is rubbed in and the roller is applied

at the bottom of the panel; now, these rollers,

being five or six inches in.diameter, cannot by
any possibility touch the bottom of the panel
nor the top, inconsequence of the moulding

on the panel being sunk, so that there will

always be a certain space of one or two inches,,

as the case may be, which must be grained by
hand, and pieced up to the machine work.
Now this can only be done by a thoroughly
skilled workman, and if it is not well done
there is a decided botch at top and bottom of

the panel; and if this is difficult for a highly-

skilled workman to accomplish, how much
more difiicult for a novice to perform

!

ilaster painters in out-of-the-way country
places see these machines and think they have
nothing to do but set the machine going, and
beautiful graining is at once produced. We
need scarcely say this is a vain hope, resulting

in a miserable failure and waste of time and
money. Another objection to this method is

the fact that, except the greatest care is taken
of the rollers (and what a difficult matter that

is I) the leather becomes dry, cracked, and
shrivelled up, and so they are useless. It will

also be evident to any onewho is thoroughly ac-

quainted with the art of graining that these

machines occupy so much time in the prepara-

tion for work, and entail so much extra labour

to piece them out and fill up all that they of

necessity leave undone, that a good grainer

(and it is only those men who can use them)
will not be bothered with them, and will get

over three times as much work without them as

with them, putting out of the question the

fact that the work is better and more pleasing

done by hand, having more variety and more
character than machine work can possibly

have. Several attempts have been made,
and even some of them patented, to grain oak
by means of similar rollers, and even the

choicest of marbles are piofessedto be done
by sonie machine, but with what success we
must 'perforce allow the unfortunate pur-

chaser himseK to find out. One would-be
benefactor of his species has been foolish

enough to patent a system of imitating oak by
means of stencil plates, and wiping the figure

out through the interstices cut in them. He
then over-combs with vulcanised india-rubber

rollers, a plan of working exceedingly dirty

and inefficient, having all the defects of the

previous systems without any corresponding

advantages. Personally, we object in toto to

the use of these machines, first as being in

themselves a delusion and a sham, leading the

inexperienced workman into a wrong path,

which wiU and can only produce failure and
disappointment and bad work. We still

more strongly object to their use on the score

of the false teaching such methods inculcate,

tending to the destruction of personal efibrt

for improvement, making the student content
with what must at last result in a contempt-
ible mediocrity. To us they are merely a

miserable attempt to substitute methods of

doing what can only be done well by perse-

vering effort and close application and study,

for it is quite certain that the student who
begins his studies by using the machine will

never arrive at any degree of proficiency, but
will remain a bungler all his life, The
workman who expects to produce good work
by their aid will be miserably disappointed

;

for it is a fact that there is in graining, as in a
much higher art, an individuality and pe-

culiarity of style inseparable from each man's
work—that is to say, if he is a first-class

workman—and it is this character which gives

so great a charm to original works of any
description. On the other hand, there are

plenty of men who are mere copyists, men
who, like the parrot, can only repeat certain set

forms, and are totally without originality or
invention ; to such men all systems and
methods are alike—they jog on in the one
groove all their lives, without talent or am-
bition to slip out of the beaten track. These
are the class of men who patronise these

machines, but certainly without benefit to

themselves or anybody else.

We have now but to notice briefly the trans-

fer oak process. This process is an adaptation
of ths process of transferring designs from
copper-plates to the biscuit of china and
earthenware, as practised in the potteries
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But in this process, instead of printing from
the copper-plate, a slab or board of real oak is

used lor that purpose, as thus : A suitable

piece or board of oak is prepared in a par-

ticular manner, so as to clear out the soft

fibre from out the grain or pores. This
process at the same time hardens the wood.
The wood being now ready, the printing

colour is laid upon it and spread evenly. A
scraper is then passed over the board, and
cleans ofl' all superiiiious colour, just as if it

were a copper- plate, only in the potteries the
pallet knife is used. A particular kind of

transfer paper is then laid upon the board,
and the wholeis passed under padded rollers,

and when the paper is taken off, the whole
of the pattern of the oak board is printed
upon it. This paper may then be cut up into

any sizes as may be required, and the grained
side placed upon the work to be grained ; it

is then well rubbed, and after it has stood
some time the paper may be washed away
with water and a sponge, leaving the whole
of the figure and grain of the oak upon the
painted wood. By this process we transfer a
facsimile of the wood to the painted surface,

and if the colour ofthe ground and the graining
colour are properly managed, the work cannot
be distinguished from the real wood. The
process of printing from the wood was first

introduced and patented in France and the
United Kingdom by a French firm, and
applied to wall papers. They were first intro-
duced into this country some nine or ten years
ago. Many attempts have been made by our
paper-hanging manufacturers to imitate this

manufacture by other means, but none have
succeeded so well as Messrs. Heywood,
Higginbotam & Co., of Hyde-road, Man-
chester, who turn out f?ome oaks we prefer to

the wood-printed goods. The patent for the
transferring from the wood on to the paint
work was taken out by a Mr. Dean, who is

engaged in the earthenware manufacture, to

whom, after seeing the French process, the idea
of transfer would be quite natural and easy to

carry out. The process is good and thoroughly
effective, but the great cost involved must
prevent its being used, except for special jobs,
and we know of no other wood but oak for
which tliis process is available.

ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH
ARCHITECTS.

AT the ordinary general meeting of this In-
stitute on Monday evening last, Mr. Ed-

ward I'Anson, Vice-President, occupied the chau-.
The miautes o£ the pi-evious meeting having been
read and confirmed, Mr. Robert Walker, of King's
Arms Yard, Moorgate-street, was elected au
Associate.

Mr. Hebb, Associate, said he should like to call
the attention of the Institute to a point of pro-
fessional practice. Some time ago the Institute
issued a memorandum with regard to professional
charges, which was supposed to regulate the
practice of architects in connection with the
Institute

; this was as far back as 1802. The
resolutions coutamed in the document referred to
wei-e numerous, and embraced nearly all the
varieties of practice with which an architect was
likely to meet. The point to which he wished to
du-ect the attention of the meeting was the article
regardmg the remuneration to be paid to au archi-
tect for his services in his professional capacity.
In the statement of professional practice referred
to, thisremuncratiou was fixed at 5 per cent, on the
total cost of the works executed

; there were, under
special cu-cumstances, however, exceptions to
this rale, the architect being entitled in some
cases to 10 per cent, on the outlay, while hi
other instances he was to receive less than 5 per
cent. At any rate, it seemed to him to have been
the mteution of the Institute that the mmimum
charge should be, as a rule, .5 per cent. He
would therefore ask whether the atteutiun of the
Council had been drawn to the "conditions"
which had been issued recently by the Goveruors
of Bridewell and Bethlehem Hospitals, in which
their architect's commission was fixed at '2} per
cent. This, it was tnic, was m addition "to a
salary. Were the rules which had been framed
and issued by the Institute supposed to be bmd-

ing upon all the members, or were they to be re-

garded as merely in the Ught of "recommenda-
tions " which the CoimcU desired might be con-

formed to as much as possible ? Any departure
from such rules (supposing them to be binding)

by one or two members must necessarily be to

the damage of the rest of the members, and of the

profession at large. But if they were merely
" recommendations," they must be looked upon
in another light than rules which should govern
the conduct of the whole of the members of

the Institute. If they were rales to be con-
formed to by all the members, were they still

binding, or were they abrogated by anything
which had taken place since 186"2 ?

Professok Keek thought that, on that occasion,

when the Institute had met to hear a paper read,

it was out of order for Mr. Hebb to put such a
question, interrupting, as it did, the usual course
of buisness.

Mr. Seddon, hon. sec, said that a similar

question had been answered the other day. The
clauses of the document referred to by Mr. Hebb
weienot considered to be »-H?t's, but merely re-

commendations which it was desirable that every
member of the Institue should adopt.
Mr. Nash, Fellow, did not concur with what

Professor Kerr had said, and thought that Mr.
Hebb's question was a very reasonable and proper
one to ask

;
and if such a question could not be

asked at an onlinary meeting, how or when was
it possible tor a member of the Institute to direct

attention to any subject which he considered to

be of importance ? The question brought forward
by IMr. Hebb was very important, as just now it

was of the utmost consequence to have a clear

uuderstandiug on all points of professional prac-
tice. He thought that it might not be altogether

amiss if the Council were to reconsider and revise

the document refen-ed to, which, nevertheless,
he considered a most excellent one. The Bride-
well Hospital " conditions," however, did not bear
upon the question at all, for the architect to the
Governors received a salary, and therefore could
not expect to receive 5 per cent, as well.

Mr. Beckett Denison, Q.C, then gave a lec-

ture " On The Mathematical Theory of Dome
Construction." In the discussion which followed,
Messrs. Penrose. Wyatt Papworth, Nash, and
Prof. Kerr took part, thegeneral opinion being that,

Mr. Denison had laid down very valuable rules

for mastering the many difliculties and per-
plexities of dome construction, although Sir.

Nash inclined to the opinion that the " practical
sagacity of the architect " ought to be more than
suificient to grapple successfully with such
difficulties.

Mr. Denison, in reply, while admitting that
" practical sagncity" went a long way with archi-

tects, as with other people, pointed out that in

previous discussions on dome construction the
members had been unable to come to any definite

conclusions on the subject, and it was only by
mathematics that such conclusions could be
arrived at.

The thanks of the meeting were foi-mally

tendered to Mr. Denison for his paper, and the
meeting adjourned.

ON LONDON AS A FIELD FOE ARCHITEC-
TURAL STUDY.*

[Covtinuedfrom page 90.)

THE fire of London is the great event in the
architectural history of our metropolis. The

year Kllili lands us, in our study of London, at the
commencement of what is the fullest period, the
modern epoch, in which we ourselves are living

and working. Of course the great change in learning
and in art which distinguished the sixteenth cen-
tury had, ere this date, swept over Great Britain as
it (Ud over the rest of Eiu'oi)e, and in this country
some part at least of its action was intcnsided by
its being complicated first with a religious

and then with a political revolution. Had it not
been for the Fii-e of Loudon many more traces of

this gradual change, or of the times which preceded
it, would have survived than actually exist, but the
hre made a disastrously clean sweep of much that
we should have valued now, and left a vast field for

Wren's works, which, with those of bis successors,
constitute a definite London school of arcliitecture.

Before the Fire we had Keuaissance architects at

work here, and the greatest of them, Inigo Jones,
has left behind him in the banquettiug hall, White-
hall, an excellent specimen of the art of Italy, im-
ported, with but little variation in its details, into
this country. This building, like aU Jones's work,

* Rend before the Architectural Association on Fri-
day, the 27th ult., by Mr. T. Eoser Smith.

is well worth study, and though a fragment of a
large design, it is very complete in itself, and very
full of characteristic i>omts. The super-position of

orders commonly to be found in the works of Vig-
nola, and the completely decorative use made of

the orders, are characteristic of Itahan Renaissance
building

; so is the very secular quality of the whole
design—a quahty which you wiU see it was right it

should possess wUeu you recollect that this building

was a banquettiug hall, and not built as a chapel at

aU. I suspect, however, notwithstanding his fine

simple church in Coveut-Garden, that Eenaissance
art would not have lent itself well to ecclesiastical

purposes in Jones's hands any more than it did in

the hands of most of his ItaUau and French
contemporaries; and it was reserved for Wren, a
man of perhaps greater genius as well as grander
opportunities, to mould a very inflexible style—and
one associated fai" more with the recoUections of

pagan rites or wdth a pompous ritual than with
simplicity in the celebration of Chi'istian worship

—

to the purposes of the English reformed Church.
In Wren we possess au architect of the first rank,
distinguished for sound judgment and skill, versat ile

talents, and real genius. His miud was strongly
imbued with the sph'it of Gothic, though he did not
understand its letter. Such of his works as profess

to be Gothic, like the west towers at Westminster,
are vei-y defective ; but those where he employed
his own architecture, but in a Gothic manner, are

most deUghtful. The steeples of the City churches
are excellent examples of what I mean, and the

best of them—such, for example, as those of Bow
Church (Chcapside), S. Bride's, and S. Clement
Danes—are excellently w'ell worthy of study. His
best chui-ches are worth attention as interiors, on
account both of thcii' beauty and theu convenience.

The most famous are S. Stephen's, Walbrook
(noted for good architectural treatment), and S.

James's, Piccadilly (for economical arrangement
and construction) ; but almost (if not quite) all of

them, are convenient, effective, and excellent for

Biieaking and hearing in. His great work, S. Paul's,

I ueed not, I hope, recommend to you as in its style

ii i:h/d'(ctinr ; but I may perhaps be allowed to

say a word as to why any great building of the style

in which Wreu worked ought to be studied by you.
There are, I know, some architects and some
students who say they only intend to work in a
Me<Uan-al style ; that the best architects of the
Middle Ages knew nothing of the Classical work
which had gone before them, and did w*ell without
it ; and that they hope, liy retaining an exclusively

Gothic bent of mind, and keeping themselves as
free as possible from Classic, to do as well as they.

Put boliily, this means that they will emulate not
merely the skill but the seclusiou of the Media?val
architect. Now I take it this is founded on the
radically-defective basis that whereas the architect

of the Middle Ages was thoroughly in hai-mony
with his own time, our supposed exclusive MedisB-

valist would be thoroughly out of harmony with
ours. To know nothing of the work of the Romans
was the common condition of the country, and the
architect shared it. To know something o'f the
work of aU jiast times is—unfortunately, perhaps,
but unquestionably—the lot ©f the nineteenth
century, and the architect who would keep abreast

of his own day must share that knowledge. But
more than this, the works of the Renaissance archi-

tects usher in the modern manner, which has never
yet been rooted out or supplanted, and which, in-

stead of being combated and contradicted at eveiy
step, ought to be understood and kept in miud. It

is no more possible to avoid the modern
element in the taste, the knowledge, and the
requii'emeuts of the pubUc, or the modern im-
provements in building materials, than it is to

ignore the nineteenth century in di'ess, literature,

amusements, poUtics, or any other element of social

lifi . It appears to me, then, that in urging you to

examine Wren's works as forming the starting point

of modern architecture in Loudon, I am naming a

very strong element in the claim which they make
upou yom' attention. Wren's cathedi-al belongs,

however, to the highest category of works which
are ajipealed to as the culmiuatmg points in the

history of architectural styles, which are matters

of national pride, and which are the landm.arks of

gi-eat cities. Far inferior in bulk and in richness to

S. Peter's at Rome, and perhaps not so refined in

detail, S. Pauls has unquestionably the finer

exterior ; and though its interior has been surpassed

by several similar works, it is yet among the very

linest. When you have become familiar with

S. Paul's, I would have you visit the model of Wren's
original design (which Ues, or did be, in a half-

repaired condition at South Kensington), and try

to realize from it what the iutentious of its gifted

author had been as to interior effect. Of Wren's
powers as an architect of secular buildings, Green-

wich Hospital (a building easily within reach of

London) is a noble example, and I recommend this

building to your careful study. His other secular

works near London are several of them less note-

worthy, but I cannot forbear naming Chelsea

Hospital as a plain work, full of good sense, sim-

pUcity, breadth, and dignity. Wren's followers did

not equal theii' master, and I am not iucUned to urge

your devoting much attention to the works of Gibbs
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and Hawksmoor, though S. Martin's Church, by the
first-uamed architect, is a buihling of much merit.

A greater arcliitect than either was Vaubrugh,
who, I think, has not left ^any building behind in

London.
The latter part of the seventeenth century was

distinguished by featui'es worth your notice, and
which are to be found in private dwelling-houses.
Most of the gabled houses, with overhanging stories

and projecting bay and oriel windows — which
belonged to the sixteenth century, or, at least, were
in the manner of it—have disappeared, or we should,
at an earlier stage, have had to notice them ; but
the style of house which succeeded them is still to

be found in the outskirts of London, and in decayed
portions of the metropolis itself—largo square
houses of red brick, often beautifully cut and
rubbed ; rich overhanging cornices, and high roofs

;

excellent wrought-iron gates, and linely-carved wood
brackets adorn their exteriors, which often also are
enriched internally by good chimney-pieces, hue
vigorous woodwork in doors, dados, shutters, &c.

;

and which always boast a roomy hall and staircase,

with exceUeut balustrades. The most beautiful bits

of detail in S. Paul's are Gibbons's wood carvin^^, and
forged ii'on grilles of which the smith's name is un-
known to me. In many parts of London you may
find fragments of wood-car\ing and wrought -ii'on

not far inferior to those at S. Paul's—certainly
quite in the manner of it, and well worthv of
being sketched. At Hampstead, Highgate, Wands-
worth, and other suburbs, these houses abound

;

and in London (in such places as Queen's-
square, Westminster, and Lincoln's Inn Fields)
they still sur\-ive. Coming down again, we have
the poUshed and refined work of Sir- William
Chambers, who in Somerset House produced
a building well deserving your study ; and
after him the buildings (private houses mostly) of
the Adams. These houses, weak and poor in other
respects, are remarkable for the beauty of their
plaster em'ichments, and in such places as the
Adelphi-terrace you may find houses with ceilings
that can hai-dly be surpassed. Sir John Soaue is

the next architect of note. His best work, the
Bank of England, is one of the buildings which, I
think, deserve to be pointed out to your notice. It
is entirely destitute of external windows, and lower
than all the buildings round it, and yet, though de-
prived of the two means by which alone an architect
generally hopes to produce a commanding effect
(height and features), Soane has here produced a
building which is pleasing in effect and full of very
beautiful detail, and which holds its own among the
lofty piles in its neighbourhood. I now come to a
period which I look upon with great regi-et, and
should almost have been glad to have avoided men-
tioning had I seen how to pass it by- It is the
Greek, the Anglo-Greek, time I mean, which, com-
mencing at the return of these enterprising travel-
lers Stuart and Revett from Greece, has continued
almost to our own day. Ihave already ventured to give
my own opinion of Greek architecture as attempted
to be introduced into this country. The Greek re-
vival was a gallant effort nobly made, and deserved
success, but it was, I think, impossible for an archi-
tecture originated and matui'ed under such very
different climatic circumstances to be imported with
satisfactory results. The Greek revival was, how-
ever, popular for a time, and several opportunities
of exi'cuting what must be considered Greek build-
iugs were enjoyed in London by the architects of
the movement ; indeed, they were in this respect
more fortunate than their successors in the far
more general and more popular (.iothic revival have
hitherto been. At the outside the difficulty had to
be met that most important buildings required in
London were of a description of which no examples
existed in Greece, and that the amount of external
liglit required to bo admitted and of shadow per-
missible was altogether different. In such struc-
tures as the Post-office, the British Museum, London
University College, and the National Gallery, we
have tbe results of these conditions. All of them
have a forbidding aspect, because what is welcome
shade in Greece is cheerless gloom in London ; all

of them have Greek details, but, in the mass, breathe
more or less of the spirit of Koman or Italian com-
position, and, what is perhaps of most importance,
no one of them is enriched with that profusion of
good sculpture which is wanted, if I mistake not, in
a Greek building in London at least as much as in
Greece. For correctness of detail I believe S. Pan-
eras Church in the Euston-road may be safely con-
salted by you ; and for effectiveness I am inclined
(though disagreeing, I believe, with general
opinion) to recommend the portico to the
Euston Station, designed by the late Mr. Hard-
wick. The Greek revival furnished us with at least
two very distingiiished architects, Cockerell and
Elmes. Of Elmes's work I am not aware whether
any specimen exists in London. He died <arly,
leaving his great building, St. George's Hall, Liver-
pool, incomplete, but having, in designing that
structure, gone further in the direction of making
Greek architecture available for English wants than
any other artist. That building, whenever any of
you can risit it, will be sufficient evidence to you
that Elmes's death was a great loss to our art.
Of Professor Cockerell some here present retaiji, I

doubt not, that affeotionate and enthusiastic kind
of recollection by which the memory of so accom-
pUshed and so kindly a professor is cherished among
those who attended his courses. Some of his works
in London deserve your especial attention, if you
are minded to see what Greek art can do here- His
insurance office at the corner of Agar-street is a

good specimen ; so was the London and West-
minster Bank before it was mutilated (I was about
to say), at any rate ruined, by the facade being pro-

longed, and that in the cni'ved line- A very in-

structive example of Cockerell's work is the build-

ing which I think ho himself regarded as his best

work in London, and which, though not Greek, has
so very large an infusion of Greek refinement in it

that we may well be justified in taking it as a kind
of transitional example between Greek and Italian

Renaissance. I refer to the Sun Fu*e Office, and I

do not think that any amount of time or trouble

which you may devote to that building will be
thrown away- That incongruity between English
wants and ancient models still existed, but not in

the same degi-ee, when men began to turn to Roman
examples ; but what was much more to the purpose,
the process of adapting the latter to modern re-

quirements, as far as adaptation was necessary,
had been already gone through by a race with far
higher natural ai'tistic endowments and far better

training than our own ; and Florence, Genoa,
Rome, and Venice, with a host of other Italian

cities and towns, were found to teem with examples
of modem architecture which had a thoroughly
Classical character, and therefore harmonised with
the tone of mind that our all but exclusive study
of the poets and prose wi'itiugs of Greece and
Rome had rendered very universal among educa
ted Englishmen a generation back ; while it had
ah'eady been shaped to oiu" uses by having been
employed for aU the purposes which modern
European civilisation desii'es that builiUngs shall

serve. In Italian Renaissance, then, we have a

style, or more properly a group of allied styles,

introduced by Inigo Jones and Wren, and which
never wholly died out, but which was reverted to

eagerly in England at the close of the Anglo-Greek
period- This style has a strong hold upon London

;

a very considerable number of good buildings have
been erected in it, unfortunately along with many
bad ones, and if I mistake not it will continue to

be popular for a long time yet- The best examples
in London of Anglo-Italian Renaissance yield very
little, if at all, to their Italian prototypes, and if

yon will select them carefully, and will keep to the
good ones, you may obtain a very good knowledge
of the style without leaving London. I know that
the difficulty is great for young students, and even
for those who are somewhat advanced (if un travelled),

to know what is good, and after some consideration
I have thought it better to point out to you as

samples a few men whose works you may safely

trust, and a few buildings which you may well

study, than to attempt to analyse a large number of

buildings. But you must not suppose that if I name
only three or four architects, that their works and
the other buildings I happen to mention are the
only ones I consider really good. Such selections

are necessarily made as specimens only, and in-

evitably leave many good works by good men quite
unnoticed. The late Sir Charles Barry was facih:
jji-inceps among those who have worked in the
Renaissance styles in our own time. His best

works for our purpose are the Reform Club in Pall

Mall, and the Travellers' Club, which adjoins it

;

and a neighbouring building of great beauty, though
to my taste a less perfect model—Bridgwater House.
Barry's Treasury buildings in Whitehall may be
added to this list, and nothing better in Renaissance
architecture in the shape of studied composition
and refined detail can possibly be put before you
than these four exteriors. The range of Piill Mall
clubhouses will yield one or two other fine examples
—the Carlton for instance (I believe by Mr.
Smirke), which is none the worse for our piu'pose

that it a<lheres very closely to one of Sansovini's
designs at Venice ; but while commending these
to your notice I cannot but dwell upon the
higher value of Barry's works as objects of study.
Sir James Pennethorne's Italian works may be
named as worth carefid attention. I would especially

refer to his London University, in Burlington Gar-
dens, and his Museum of Practical Geology. His en-

largement of Somerset House, though a very credit-

able work, does not claim attention in exactly the

same way, as it is only the carrying out of an
existing design. Among the mansions of the West
End there are here and there examples of the style

we are considering, which rise well above the gene-
ral dead level of sordid stucco. As good an instance
as any is Mr. Holford's house, in Park-lano, built

by Mr. Vulliamy, I believe, and which is a very nice

example of an Italian \"illa or small palazzo trans-

planted hither. The Marquis of Westminsters in-

complete bouse near it is another good example.
East of Temple Bar we may now and then find,

amid a mass of the most regretable lost opportuni-

ties, a good example of Renaissance, and there is

sufficient in quantity to have enabled London to

vie with Venice had our architects only been men
half as fit for their opportunities as Wren was for

hia. Mr. I'.iVnsou's Bible Society's House may be

named as an honourable exception to the generally
disgracefid level of city wdrk ; so may some others
of his street bnildings. Goldsmiths' Hall, by the
late Mr. Hardwick, deserves honourable mention as
a vigorous and even noble specimen of architecture
—perhaps a trifle hea\-y, but very palatial, and far
in advance of most of the halls of the City com-
panies, among which some recent specimens are no
improvement on theii* ijredecessors. Mr. Gibson's
National and Provincial Bank may be named as a
good example of the utmost decorative enrichment
that can be lavished upon a building. It is a decided
success, and will furnish a fund of good detail. Pro-
fessor Kerr's Insurance Office at the corner of
Eastcheap is another successful and well-wrought-
out city building of Italian architectm-e. This list

might, with some pains, be extended considerably,
but it is hard to ktep one's patience when one le-
Hects how easily a long Ust of costly London build-
ings which I could only name, did I mention them
to you, as examples of u-hat to avoid carried out in
marble, granite, and freestone, might be made out,
and how needless it is that it should be so. Lcndon
tradesmen and merchants wiU pay for stone and
granite, girders and glass ; when will they learn to
value genius and taste '? When shall we ourselves
learn to do oux duty to ourselves and our pro-
fession ? A florid example of the style we are re-

ferring to has been recently completed in Sir Bigby
Wyatt's India Office. I am now referring to the in-
terior, that portion of it which is the work of an
architect who professes to practice the Renaissance
style. The quadrangle and staircases are well
worth attention, as showing the results of a strong
love for ornament highly cultivated and freely in-

dulged, though more decorated than is usmjly
either practicable or desu'able. The Ren issance
style, as you may be awai'e, penetrated France
earlier than or at the same time as England,
and certain developments of it are due rather
to French than to Italian treatment. Of the best
French period, as far as ornament goes—the time
of Francis I.—we have, I think, no imitations in
London, and yet I can hardly imagine a style better
suited to the display of elegant richness in a small
frontage than that. The Crystal Palace Renais
saace Court contains some fragments of it, and
perhaps some of them may stimulate you to seek
more familiar acquaintance with it in the Valley of
the Loii-e. The high roofs, tall pilaster-Uke lines of
rustics, and some other featm-es which have been
common of late yeai-s, are, however, traceable to
French iulluence, but in part of a later period ; and
such buildings as the Cannon-street and Charing-
Kross Hotels, by Mr. E- M. Barry, and tbe large
masses of buildings recently erected on the Marquis
of Westminster's estate by Mr. Cundy (near the
Victoria Station) must be accepted as the best
specimens we have of this manner. They are none
of them, however, such good specimens of French
Renaissance as Sir C. Barry's works were of Italian,
being deficient in the refinement and finish of the
works of French architects. A house recently built
in Park-lane may he, perhaps, recommended to you
as a more perfect specimen of this manner, of
which there are some other fair examples in the
West End of London, such as the Great Western
Hotel.

(To he continued.)

S. ALBAN'S CHURCH, TATTENHALL,
CHESHIRE.

THIS church, consecrated in November last. Las
with tbe exception of tower and aisle walls

been entu'ely rebuilt. The space formerly oc
cnpied by the old chancel is now included in th o

nave, and the south aisle has been extended one
bay ; the original window at east end of same
having been re-inserted. A new chancel, organ
chamber, and vestry have been added.
The tower is a square embattled structure of

stone, built in the reign of Henry VII., and con-
tains a peal of live bells. From the level of tho
gutter project short grotesque gurgoyles ; and two
empty niches, probably once containing figures of

tbe Virgin Mary and S. -Vlban, occupy prominent
positions above tbe doorway. The initials R. H.
and M. R. D. on shields below the niches havo
given rise to antiquarian controversies. Inside,

the tower is open to the church, but a screen has
been fixed under the arch, to conceal tbe belh'ingera

from the view of the congregation. The tower
window is filled with stained glass by Messrs.
Lavers, Barrand, & Westlake. Tho window also at

west end of south aisle is filled with stained
glass by Messrs. Clayton & Bell.

The nave is divided from aisles by four arches
springing from piers with moulded caps. Tho
roof is supported by three principals, which, with
the rafters, are of varnished pitch pine. The nave
roof has been raised about luft. from those of the
aisles, and the intermediate walls have been pierced
with clerestorj' windows. The windows of aisles

have been thoroughly repau'ed, and new lead lights

inserted. The old box pews have been replaced

by open ones, which will acc«mmodate about 500
persons. Tbe whole of the interior walls are of

stone. The font and pulpit of stone are special gifts.
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The new chancel is well raised, and pajed in the

centre with encaustic tUes. Preparations have

been made for the erection of a reredos. The east

window, by Hardman, has ''ee"
P.'if

e"'^'' /^,,
*

memorial to the late Rector, and illustrates the

Crucifixion and scenes in connection therewitu.

In a window in the south side of chancel, the

stained glass which was formerly m the old east

window is replaced. It contains a representation

of S. Alban, and the arras of Lord Dudley, who

vas executed for high treason in the reign of

Henry VII., and who held the manor at that

time. .. * 1 .

The new south porch was the gift of a parishioner,

and is framed with strong oak timbers, the beams

and Terge-boards being carved. The windows have

painted glass in them.

The whole of the roofs aro covered with green

Langdale slates.

The works have been well carried out, at a cost

of S,i 500, under the direction of Mr. John Douglas,

architect, of Chester, by Mr. George Woollam,

builder, of TattenhaU.

Damp oxygen and!

carbonic acid |

i.

and

EXPERIMENTS ON THE OXIDATION OF

IRON.*

SOME two years since, Sir Charles Fox inquired

of me if I could give hitu the exact composi-

tion of iron rust, viz., the oxidation found on the

surface of metaUic iron. I replied that it was

admitted by all chemists to be the hydrate of the

sesquioxide of iron, containing a trace of am-

monia ; to this he answered, that he had read

eeveral books on the subject in which the state-

ments referring to it differed, and from recent

observations he h.id made, be doubted the cor-

rectness of the acknowledged composition of iron

rust. He further stated that if he took a bar of

rusted wrought iron, and put it in violent vibra-

tions, by applying at one end the fall of a hammer,

scales would be separated which did not appear to

him to be the substance I had described.

This conversation induced me to commence a

series of experiments which I shall now detail. I

first carefully analysed some specimens of iron

rust, which were procured as free as possible from

any source of contaminatiou. Thus one of these

samples was supplied to me by Sir Charles Fox,

as taken from the outside of Cunway Bridge, the

other secured by myself at Llangollen, North

Wales. These specimens gave the following

results when submitted to analysis ;

—

Sesquioxide of iron

Protoxide of iron

Carbonate of iron

Silica

Ammonia . .

Carbonate of lime

Conway Bridge. Llangollen.

93 094 .. .. 92-900

5-810 .. 6-177

900 .

.

.. 617
0-196 .. .. 0-121

Trace. .

.

. . Trace.

0-295

These results clearly show the correctness of

Sir Charles Fox's foresight, that the composition

of the rust of iron is far more complicated than is

stated in our text books. Therefore the question

may be asked, Is the oxidation of iron due to the

direct action of the oxygen of the atmosphere, or

to the decomposition of its aqueous vapour ; or

does the very small quantity of carbonic acid

which it contains determine or intensify the oxi-

dation of metallic iron ? To reply to it I have
made a long series of experiments, extending over

two years, and which I hope will throw some
light on this very important question.

Perfectly cleaned i lades of steel and iron,

having a gutta-percha mass at one end, were in-

troduced iu tubes which were placed over a mer-
cury trough, and by a current of pure oxygen
conducted to the top of the experimenial tube,

the atmosphere was displaced, and it was then
easy to introduce in these tubes traces of mois-
ture, carbonic acid, and ammonia.
After a period of four months the blades o£ iron

BO exposed gave the following results :

—

Dry oxygen . . No oxidation.

p^jjjp
(In three experiments only

_

"\ one blade slightly oxidised.
Dry carbonic acid No oxidation.

f Slight appearance of a white
i precipitate of the iron, found

(Oxidation most rapid, a few

hours being sufficient. The
blade assumed a dark green

colour, which then turned

[ brown ochre.

Dry oxygen
ammonia.. .. No oxidation.

Damp ,, „ • . No oxidation.

The above results prove that under the condi-

tions described, pure and dry oxygen does not

determine the oxidation of iron, that moist oxygen

has only feeble action ; dry or moist pure carbonic

acid has no action, but that moist oxygen contain-

ing traces of carbonic acid acts most rapidly on

iron, giving rise to protoxide of iron, then to

carbon.ate of the same oxide, and last to a mixture

of saline oxide and hydrate of the sesquioxide of

iron.
. . .

These facts tend to show that carbonic acid is

the agent which determines the oxidation of iron,

and justifies me in assuming that it is the presence

of carbonic acid in the atmosphere, and nit its

oxygen or its aqueous vapour, which determines

the oxidation of iron in common air. Although

this st?tement may be objected to at first sight,

on the ground of the small amount of carbonic

acid gas existing in the atmosphere, still we must

bear in mind that a piece of iron, when exposed

to atmospheric influences, comes in contact with

large quantit^ies of carbonic acid during 24 hours.

These results appeared to me so interesting

that I decided to instituie several series of ex-

periments.

When perfectly clean blades of the best quality

of commercial iron are placed in ordinary Man-

chester water they rust with great facility, but if

the water is previously well boiled and deprived

of oxygen and carbonic acid, they will not rust

for several weeks. Again, if a blade of the same

metal is half immersed in a bottle containing

equal volumes of pure distilled water and oxygen,

that portion dipping in the water becomes rapidly

covered with the hydrate of the peroxide of iron,

whilst the upper part of the blade remains for

weeks uuoxidized ; but it a blade be placed in a

mixture of carbonic acid and oxygen, a very dif-

ferent chemical action ensues, as not only that

portion of the blade dipping in the water is

rapidly attacked, but the upper part of it imme-

diately shows the result of chemical action, and

also the subsequent chemical re-actions are greatly

modined by the presence of the carbonic acid.

For in this case that portion of the blade is only

covered with a film of carbon, together with a

dark deposit, composed of carbonate of the pro-

toxide and hydrate of the sesquioxide. The fluid,

instead of remaining clear, becomes turbid.

These series of experiments substantiate the

interesting fact observed—that carbonic acid pro-

motes oxidation.

A long series of experiments were also made to

try and throw some light on the curious fact, first

published by Berzelius, subsequently studied by

other chemists, and well known to soap and alkali

manufacturers, namely, that caustic alkalies pre-

vent the oxidation of iron. My researches can be

resumed as follows:

—

1st. That the carbonates and bicarhonates of the

alkalies possess the same property as their hy-

drates ; and
2nd. That if an iron blade is half immersed in

a solution of the above-mentioned carbonates,

they exert such a preservative influpnce on that

portion of the bar which is exposed to an atmo-

sphere of common air (oxygen and carbonic acid),

that it does not oxidize even after a period of two

town and parish of England and Wales, except

the Metropolis, are required for the health and

social well-being of the community. Mr. Bruce

assures me that he and two of his colleagues are

now hard at work preparing a bill from these

materials ; and I hope that, while the better

organization of our national defences will be

necessarily the main subject of the labours of the

approaching session, this great work of domestic

reform may find its quiet opportunity. The idea

of the one comprehensive Act will be to tender

uniform, general, and active the powers of local

government in every place under the inspection

aud stimulus of a Central Authority."

years.

Similar results were obtained with sea water

to which had been added carbonates of potash and

soda.

Damp ,,

i

t.

Dry caibonic acid

and oxygen

to be carbonate of iron. Two
only out of six experiment;-
did not give these reeults.

No oxidation.

Read before the Manchester Liter.aiv and Philosophical
Society, by Prof. F. Ckace Calvert, Ph.D., F.K.S., &o.

THE SANITARY MEASURES OF THE
GOVERNMENT.

SIR C. B. ADDERLEY, M.P. , writes as follows

(0 his constituents :
—"The work which has

now occupied me two years, and during this recess

has kept me much away from the country,

namely, the Chairmanship of the Royal Sanitary

Commission, seems to be approaching a success-

ful end. The report is forthcoming, which gives

a history of our confused and multifarious sani-

tary laws up to the present time, and extensive

evidence, oral aud written, on the imperfect

woiking of local government—the most vital

essence of our national vigour—in most parts of

the country. It elaborates, through comment

I

and argument, a complete consolidation into one

lear statute all the provisions which iu every

NEW BRIDGE AT M.iLTON.

ON Friday last, the North-Eastern Company
completed for traflio a new bridge across the

Derwent, connecting their railway system with

the town of Malton. The structure is of iron and

stone, and has two clear spans of 47ft. each, from

massive stone abutments on each side. The road-

way is carried on twelve ii-on box-girders, resting

on a row of six u-on piles and columns iu the

centre of the river, the hoUow piles having been

driven 14ft. into the river bed and then tilled up

to the socket with conci-ete. The width of the

bridge is 30ft., giving a good roadway and tram-

way into the town, and two footpaths. The

sinking of the cofterdams on each side w-as of

considerable interest. On the North Riding side

the place hit the centre of the site of the Roman
town, but, singularly, few Roman relics turned

up. These were sliver and copper coins, which

are held by Mr. Charles Cabry, of York, the

cngmeer. At the very bottom the British (sup-

posed) remains were reached, and, together with

an enormous number of horns and bones (chiefly

of small oxen), one bone skewer and two gold pins

were found, which are now held by Mr. Monkman.

Relics of later times—one a singular iron axe, in

possession of Mr. J. R. Mortimer, of DriflField, and

a large silver buckle, held by Mr. Thos. Cabry,

the chief engineer—were also found. On the

East Riding side there were none but fossil re-

mains, the cofl'erdam being wholly in the hard

Kimmeridge clay. The light appearance of the

new bridge gives a greatly-improved approach to

Malton, and the work has been carried out, under

great difficulties from floods and storm, in a very

substantial manner. The construction has been

under the superintendance of Mr. Chas. Cabry,

of York. —
ARCHITECTURAL AND ARCH.ffiO-

LOGICAL SOCIETIES.
Liverpool Architectue.il and ARCHa:of.oGicAL

Society.—The ninth meeting of this Session was

held at the Royal Institution on Wednesday

evening. Mr. T. D. Barry and Mr. H. H.

Statham read some Notes suggested by recent

visits to some of the old English Cathedrals.

The Leicester-shiee Architectceal and

Arcii/EOLooic.\l Society.—The annual meeting

of this society was held on Monday week, in the

Town Library, Guildhall, Leicester, the Rov. J.

H. Hill, F.S.A., iu the chair. Mr. North, the

honorary secretary, read a statement of accounts

for the past year, showing a balance in favour

of the society. He also presented and read th«

report of the committee for the year 1870.

YOEKSHIRE AeCHITKCTUB-U. SOCIETY. — On

Tuesday week the general meeting of the members

of the Yorkshu-e Architectural Society was held

at the York School of Art, when the Rev. Canon

Hey presided. The Rev. G. Rowe, the secretary,

read the reiiort
:—" The society continues in a

floiu-ishing condition, and although the ex-

penses of publication, &c., have this year been

heavy, there is stiU a c»nsiderable balance in the

hands of the treasurer. The paper on the Rural

Deanery of Knaresborough, by the Rev. J. R.

Lunn, has been published, illustrated by five

lithographs of the most worthy points of detail.

A beginning has been made towards copying and

publishing specimens of the stauied glass iu York

Minster, resulting in several coloured lithographs

representing some of the earliest date, which will

appear in the annual volume. This work has

been most carefully done by Mr. J. Knowles,

glass painter, of York." The chairman said that

the balance in favour of the society had been in-

creased during the past year, and there now re-

mained in hand upwards of £100. Mr. G. F.

Jones moved the adoption of the report, and the

Rev. W. Haworth seconded the motion, whion

was caii-ied.

I

I
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ABCH^OLOGICAL.

SostE Account of Rougemont Castle, Exeter.
—On the highest part of the hill ou which this
city is built, and on the north-east extremity,
stands the remains of the castle of Rougemont, so
called from the redness of the soil. Grafton, in
his " Chronicle," says it was the work of Julius
Ctcsar

; afterwards the seat of several Saxon kings,
and since of the Dukes of Cornwall. Within the
castle walls a chapel was built by the lady Eliza-
beth de Fortibus, Countess of Devon, who en-
dowed it with lands, called the prebends of Hayes
and Catton, for the payment of certain weekly
services therein to be performed. This town and
castle held out some time against William the
Conqueror

; but a part of the wall falling down it
was Surrendered at discretion. William contented
himself with only altering the gates of the castle,
as a mark of its being subdued ; at the same time
he either rebuilt or much repaired the whole
edifice, and bestowed it on Baldwin de Brioni
husband of Albrela, his niece, whose descendants,
hy the female line enjoyed it, together with the
office of Sheriff of Devon, which seems to have
been annexed to it, till LI Henry III., anno 1230,
when that prince resuming into his own hands
sundry castlea and forts in this realm dispossessed
Robert de Courtney, in whose family it had been
for three descents. In the reigu of Henry IV.,
John Holland, Duke of Eseter, had a fine man-
sion within the castle, of which no traces are
remaining. Anno 14S3, the city being visited byKmg Kichard III., he was, during his stay, nobly
entertained by the corporation. Ou seeing this
castle, he commended it highly, both for the
strength and beauty of its situation

; but hearing
it was named Rougemont, which, from the simi-
larity of the sound, was mistaken for Richmond, he
suddenly grew sad, saying that the end of his days
approached

;
a prophecy having declared he should

not long survive the sight of Richmond. In the
year 1588, at the Lent assizes held here, an in-
fectious distemper, brought by some Portuguese
prisoners of war, confined in the castle, destroyed
Sir John Chichester, the judge; eight justices,
eleven out of the twelve empanelled jurors, with
divers other persons assembled on this occasion.
During the Civil Wars the town was several times
besieged and taken by both parties

; but there is
no account of any further particular defence or
ca-itulation made by this castle. In the year

TO^u'."'^-''''"
Penruddocke and Hugh Groove, both

Wiltshire gentlemen, having joined in an unsuc-
cessful attempt in favour of Charles II., were
here beheaded, when many of an inferior rank
were hanged at Heavitree gallows. The only
remains at present are the strong and stately
gateway (the original entrance from the city),
and which is, perhaps, as venerable a vestige of
Saxon fortification as any now extant in this
kingdom. It consisted of an inner and outer
gate, flanked by strong curtains, supported by
buttresses

; on the top of the gates are lunettes
and machicolations for throwing down ofi'ensive
things on the besiegers in case of an attack ; and
in the inner gate there are grooves for letting
down a portcullis. The whole of the gateway
projected from the wall and flanked the ditch.
It was used in 184 1 as a black-hole for olleuding
soldiers, and inside was built a guard-house
and store-rooms for the East Devon regiment of
militia. Any visitors coming to Exeter should
not forget to pay a visit to this famous old castle
and grounds (which are most admirably laid out
with splendid flower beds, &c.), which they can do
through the kindness and permission of Mrs.
Oard, the present proprietress, who allows any
respectable persons to do so by leaving their names.
The hours of admission are from ten to four.

The Old Houses near BiuMiNcnAM. —
Mr. A. C. Everitt recently read a very inte-
resting paper before the Arcbaiological section of
the Birmingham and Midland Institute, on the
subject of " The Old Houses in Our Neighbour-
hood," illustrated with fifty sketches of the most
remarkable remains. He divided his subject into
three parts, first describing stone houses, then
half-timbered houses, and then brick and stone
houses. The buildings of oldest formation were
of stone, partaking mo;-e or less of the castellated
character, protected in many instances by a broad
moat

; these were erected in the period ranging
from the 14th to the 16th century. The half-

timbered houses were chiefly of the l.'ith and
17th century work ; whilst those of brick and
and stone were constructed from the 16th to the

18th century. Under the first head Mr. Everitt
described Maxtoke Castle, near Coleshill—rather
a fortified manor house than a castle, and in
many respects a most perfect relic of the middle
of the 14th century ; Astley Castle, another em-
battled mansion, a few miles from Maxstoke

;

New Hall, a moated house, near Sutton Cold-
field, which, previous to the alterations now in
progress had the most picturesque outline and
appearance of any in our neighbourhood ; Bad-
desley Clinton; and Coughton Court, between
Birmingham and Alcester. The list of old stone
houses also included a mention of the former
rectory at Solihull, in the rectory grounds

; and
several houses at Sutton Coldfield, traditionally
ascribed to the time of Bishop Vesey (16th cen-
tury). Amongst the remains of ancient timber
houses were the following :—The old hall of the
Knights Templars at Temple Balsall, cr Kuowle

;

Oak House, West Bromwich ; Berry Hall, near
Solihull; Grimshavi' Hall, near Knowle ; Whate-
ley H ill, near Hampton-in-Arden

; tho old house
at Barnt Green; Blakeley Hall, Yardley ; Pipe
Haye.s, near Erdington ; Solihull Hall ; the old
Free School at King's Norton ; and Packwood,
near Baddesley Clinton. The brick and stone
houses noticed were Pooley Hill, near Tamworth

;

Pillaton, near Penkridge ; Perry Hall (Perry
Barr)

; Hillfield Hall. Solihull ; Grafton, near
Bromsgrove

; Sheldon Hall, Castle Bromwich
HaU, and Aston Hall. In conclusion, Mr. Eve-
ritt remarked upon a number of specimens
showing the gradual transit from the Elizabethan
to what might be called the Georgian mansion,
in which, by degrees, the picturesque character
of gables, chimneys, and muUioned windows
changed, and became more commonplace. He
earnestly hoped that proprietors of old places
would give their strenuous exertions to aid in
preserving rather than restoring those heirlooms
of departed generations.

^uiliiing Intelligence.

CHCTBOHES AND CHAPELS.

the Marylebone Vestry, has prepared a report on
the condition of the exterior of All Souls' church,
Langham-place. The building, with the excep-
tion of the main plinth, which is of Portland,
and the plinth of the Corinthian order round the
spire, which is of granite, is constructed of Bath
stoue, and the present lamentable state of decay
is, in Mr. Blomfield's opinion, owing to the want
of care in selecting the material, and the dis-
regard in some cases of its natural bed. Mr.
Blomfleld recommends that the tower, spire, and
portico be first undertaken, and that they should
be thoroughly done by a careful and experienced
mason, under the supervision of the Chief Sur-
veyor, without any cement repairs except for
pointing. He thinks l,hat the festoons of fruit
and flowers might very well be restored to the
Ionic capitals, and with very good effect. They
could easily be executed in terra cotta and
securely fixed in their proper places. The cost
of restoring the stonework in the manner pro-
posed would, Mr. Blomfield admits, be consider-
ably larger than in the w.iy recommended by the
Chief Surveyor ; but the latter plan would be
found in the end to be false economy, besides
having an unsatisfactory appearance in the first

instance,

BUILDIXGS.

LONGSIOHT.—The Board of Guardians of the
Chorlton Union have resolved to borrow a sum
not exceeding £3,000, to enable them to proceed
with certain additions to be made to the female
lunatic wards at the workhouse.

Man
there

Church Bctilding in the Diooese of
cuester.—In the diocese of Manchester
have been eight churches consecrated within Bp.
Frazer's first year, seven of them new edifices

—

including Emmanuel, Preston ; S. Paul's, Low
Moor; Christ Church, Blackpool; and S. John
the Ev.angelist, Accrington, and one for recon-
struction, S. Bartholomew's, Westhoughton. Four
churches were enlarged or restored, six are de-
scribed as built, but not ready for consecration,
S3. James and Mark, Bolton ; and S. Stephen,
Hasliugton Grange; eight are rebuildiug^hree
at Bolton, one at Douglas (Eccleston), one at
Leigh, and one at Bacup ; three are being enlarged
or restored—S. Martin's, Witton ; and S. Saviour's,
Bamber Bridge ; and fourteen are in course of
building, two of theai at Blackburn, and three in
the neighbourhood of Bolton. The new churches
"proposed" number twenty-six, and the lists

include the following places :—Blackburn, S. Luke
(Bank Top), Pleckgate, Rishton, Shevington,
Carnforth, Oswaldtwistle, Church Kirk, Hapten,
Brierfield, and Habergham Eaves.

DuNiiow.—It has been determined to reseat,

re-arrange, and warm the parish church of Dun-
mow. A committee has been formed to carry out
the work, to obtain plans, &c.

FnAMWELLOATE Moon.—S. Cuthbert's church of-

ease, erected atFramwollgateMoor, near the city of

Durham, from designs by T. C. Ebdy, F.R.I.B.A.,
was opened for divine service last week. The
foundation-stone w.as laid by the very Rev. the
Deau of Durham in May last. The chapel will

accommodate 150 adults. The plan consists of
n.ave, 42ft. Gin. by 21ft.; chancel 21ft. :iia. by
21ft.; organ chamber, and vestry. The pulpit,

reading-desk, communion-table, and chancel stalls

are executed iu Dantzic oak. The style of archi-

tecture is early Geometrical English Gothic, with
open timber roof. The nave is lighted with
candle standards, formerly in the Cathedral, and
the chancel with a large corona. In the centre of

the frontal of the altar-cloth is a magnificent cross,

seventeen inches in diameter, of crimson and gold
silk—a facsimile of the jewelled gold cross found
in the colfiu of S. Cuthbert, now in the library of

the Cathedr.al. The chapel is warmed by Haden's
hot air apparatus.

Ali, Souls', Linoham-place —Mr. A. W.
Blomfield, in compliance with instrncUona from

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
We do not, hold ourselves responsible for the opiuions
of our correspondeuts. TJie Editor respectfully re-
quests that all cominuuicatious should be drawn up
as briefly as possible, as there are many claimauta
iipou the space allotted to correspondence. ]

To Ot-n Readers,—We shall feel obliged to any of our
readers who will favour us with brief notes of works con-
templated or iu progi-ess in the provinces.

Letters relating to advertisements and the ordinary busi-
ness of the Paper should be addressed lo the BUITOR
31, TAVISTOCK bTREET, COVENT GARDE^f, W.C.

Advertisements for the current week must reach the
office not later than 6 p.m on Thursd.ay.

Received.—T. S. B., J. G., G. H. G., T. C. R., H. W.
G.S. S,, B. A. D., A. P., E. W. 8., J. M., J. G., J. G. W.,
U. H

, S. iL Co., O. VV. D , ,7. C, D. M., C. & G., J. N.,
W. E., G. R. R., B. W., A. B. H., E. W. S., M. P., T. G.,
G. H,, W. Vf., R. B. M., W. B., T. B., G. H. G.

E. W. Brown.—Tour sketch came too late and is re-
turned. Besides, it is not up to the mark.
E, T. R.—MS. to hand.

Ten Ye.irs Scescriber.—We thiokat Eastwood's Bel-
vedere-road, Lambeth, or the Brootuhall Br ck and Tile
Co., Cox's ffhai-f, Upper GroiUid-street

A. 8.—The sketch book will not be continued for another
vol., or not at present, at all events.

W. L. G.—Tlie drawing came too late; besides, it was
hardly suitable.

" H. S " says I am rather astonished to see in our local
sheet almanacks the professions "architects and surveyora,"
" architect and civil engineer," &c., figuring conspicuously
amidst hosiers, glovers hatters, boot and shoe makers., ic,
&c. I am still more astouishej that having paid for thoir
names appearing in such a place they do not take the full
advantage of it, and state that plans, (fee, are nuide on
the shortest notice and most reasonable terms, and repairs
neatly executed, but I presume this is implied."

Lieut. -Col. Scott, R.E.—Proofs returned too late to
make all the corrections.

Cfli'res,ponbente.

SATURDAY HALF-HOLIDAY.
{To the Editor of the Buildinq News.)

Sir,—It has been suggested that something
should be done to obtain tho Saturday half-

holiday for such in the architectural profession as

at preseut are denied it. And as it will greatly
facilitate the matter to know to what extent the
half-holiday is recognised by the profession,

will you kindly allow me to ask, through your
columns, if one gentleman in each office in

Loudon will communicate with me, stating
whether or not tho Saturday half-holiday is tho

custom in his oflice. The result of this I shall

bo glad to forward you, but of course withholding
names.
By inserting this you will confer a gi-eat favonr

ou such as, like myself, are kept behind the age.

—I am, &o., A. Y. Z.

70, ChurcU-road, Southgate-road, N.
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KITCHEN BOILERS BURSTING.

Sir,—I trust the importauce of the subject will

excuse my again eucroaching on your valuable

space. Having pondered the matter since writing

my former remarks at page 74 of your columns,

perhaps my conclusions may be useful, being the

result of practical experience as well as viewing

the subject theoretically. I insist upon three

things :

—

1st. That, as I said, the pipes to and from
boiler be laid with an inclination downwards to-

wards boiler in every part of their course (I do
not refer to branches).

2ud. That these two pipes, the cold supply

and the hot expansion pipe, be both wrapped round
with felt in all extent.

3rd. You may have a hot water hermetically-

sealed tank or tanks, branching oif the boiler, but

these are not to the purpose for keeping the boiler

from bursting ; what I consider should be put in

for safety is a hot-water revolving cistern, with

a lid, which can be at least in part lifted oS and
on if wanted. When said lid is down, the steam

which rises off the water gets away through a Sin.

pipe, which is carried up to roof. As the hot

water cistern I refer to is generally placed in the

garret, it is of course near the roof. This hot

cistern may be either large or small, according

to circumstances, while its use in frosty weather
is this—the boiler getting warm, the water in it

begins to rise up the expansion pipe, and of course

goes into cistern and heats it a little ; but while

the water in the one pipe goes up, the other then

goes down, and by thus revolving continually, the

water in the hot cistern with the two pipes con-

necting it and the boiler, all get hot, so that there

is no danger of bursting of the boiler from frost

in such a case so long as a supply of water and fire

is kept up.

I append postscript with sketch if judged
necessary to give it.

As to the gas idea at page 93, I am afraid it is

too complicated, and I cannot see how it can be
put'in for "only a few shillings ;" besides, it isnot
self-acting, nor continuously acting, as is the hot-

water cistern I have above referred to, unless the

gas is lighted. Supposing it would act then, it

would be useless, while in many cases the gas

might be lighted when not required, and possibly

omitted when really necessary. Consequently I

think that the foregoing plan I have given, though
nothing new, will be found to work best, and to be
also by far the cheapest.—I am, &c,,

Pldmber.

P. S. The following is a sketch of a hot-water
cistern placed alongside of the cold-water one in

a garret. A is the cold cistern, B the hot one
(which may he of iron
or wood lined with
sheet lead), C is the
water pipe which sup-
plies B from A, and
which enters both cis-

terns at bottom. The
cold cistern A is of

course filled in the
usual way, which the
plumber looks after,

as well as overflows,

etc. D is the kitchen

boiler, E the pipe going
down to it, and P the hot or expansion pipe,

from which the different branches can be taken
off. It will be observed that F rises about 2in.

higher than E. O is the Sin. steam pipe open
to ovitside.

ARCHITECTS AND THEIR ASSISTANTS.

Sir,—Could you kindly enlighten us on the follow

ing subject, and would you at the same time do us
the favour of inserting this in your next issue, in

order that some of your numerous correspondents
may give us their opinion on the matter.

In a small town in the AYest of England, where
there are tliree or four architects' offices, the
principals have lately had a meeting to discuss the
propriety of allowing their assistants to take out
quantities, and supply builders with the same after

office hours, when they very soon came to the
conclusion, " That it should no longer be done
with their permission," and some slated, " That
they would not allow any works whatever to be
performed by their assistants on their own
account." And have given us notice accordingly.

Why this subject wai brought up we cannot
say, unless our employers are afraid that the small
amounts we have received the last few years for

similar works has not been properly applied.

If the practice is on any reasonable grounds
objectionable, we do not wish to continue it.

But as we cannot see the objection, it being an
advantage to us and no injury to our employers,

we feel it very sharp practice.

Information on this matter will greatly oblige,

—Yours, cSc, WonLD-BE-lNDUSTRions.

THE INSTITUTE AND YOUNG
ARCHITECTS.

Sir,—" They must help themselves who would
have others help them," is an old proverb and a

true one ; it suits the present position of the junior

members of the architectural profession exactly
;

they are doing and have done aU in their power to

help themselves, and are surely justified in calling

upon their seniors, through their representative

society, to, at all events, listen to then- sugges-

tions. This, the Institute, through one of its

most eminent officers, all hut declines to do, and
oracularly condemns aU who would wish to obtain

knowledge by a different method (possibly not

better) than that with which their seniors, in their

day, were satisfied.
" The Institute will examine, but it will not

educate," is the dictum that society propovmded
some years since. Surely theu- capital would he

better invested in training theh' successors than
in Consols ; but it is not in that light that the
" Old Women of Conduit-street " view the matter.

The Institute might become the " Alma Mater "

of young architects, which they would not for-

sake when they grew older, and we should not

then have to deplore the fact that the members
of the Royal Institute of Britisii Ai-chitects do
not number much more than a tithe of the prac-

titioners.

In your article of Feb. 3rd, on " The Family
Coach," you notice the fact of there being so few
students at the Institute. Is this to be wondered
at? What can they study? What advantages

are ofl'ercd them beyond

—

Ist. Theheariugleamed papers, usually ArchiBO-

logical (though now apparently changing for the

more practical) on alternate Mondays during the

session ; these I am sure you will agi'ee do not in

themselves furnish sufficient food for the young
architectural mind to feed upon.

2nd. The competitions for the prizes, &c.,

which truly deserve more notice than they re-

ceive.

3rd. The use of the library. One di-awback to

this very valuable privilege is the fact of its not

being a circulating one. Persons, when absolute

reading is concerned, usually prefer solitary

study, and it is here that the very small library

of the Architectural Association tells with advan-

tage, the books continually changing hands.

Of course it cannot be expected that the scarce

and very costly works, of which the Institute

possesses so many, should he bandied about in

this manner, but it would surely be better that

the generality of the volumes should become worn
out, through the fair usage of many successive

hands, than that they should remain intact upon
the shelves in all the glory of unsullied binding.

The poor success of the Art Classes may, I

think, in a great degi'ee be attributed to the ex-

cessive fees in comparison with those of the

various schools of art which for elementary

teaching answer the pui-pose equally well.

Advanced students have not much inducement to

join, as so few can devote two evenings i>er week
to the study of one subject, when there are so

many others demanding his attention ; true, he

need not attend more than one, but still there is

an objection to paying double price for any
article.

Of the University and King's College classea,

many that would prove attractive to architects

are held during office hours ; the fees also are by
no means low.

With regard to the comparative failure of the

Voluntary Examination scheme, may not some

portion of the blame be placed to the fact of

their being held in the day time during what is

often a busy season ? In the present lack of

architectural work, assistants cannot afford to

sacrifice an engagement, even for the chance of

obtaining the coveted certificate, nor will prin-

cipals consent to see their works at a standstill

for a fortnight because their assistants have
" gone in for the Voluntary."

Trusting you wUl consider my remarks worthy

of a small amount of consideration, I am, &c.

RODT. E. P.

Feb. 8, 1871.

NEW LAW COURTS.

Sir,—The great disparity ia the tenders for the "foun-
dations "of these long contemplated works—the highest
being ,£G8.34V, and lowest £36,755, showing a difference of

£31 692 (which last sum, by the way, is ample for the con-
struction of a moderate sized mansion) — is highly discredit-

able to one or the other of the competitors, and naturally?

evokes the question, Whose tender ought to be relied on
Or should either be considered ?

The acceptation of the highest tender is not often re-

corded, therefore of it I'll say nothing, but if I were one
of the jurors appointed to decide upon the merits of the
tenders submitted, unless it can be made apparent that the
lowest has been based upon erroneous "quantities"— (in

this case they must be something most egregious) which
with reason, to practical men, will account for some thou-

sands of pounds—I would certainly object to it ; iudeed, as

a rale, I should always pause before I accepted the loivest

tender, .as I do not recognise the policy of doing so.

If several contractors tender for a job 1 should propose
to take the Htcau o/thc acigyetiate whole of the tenders, as

the nearest approximate Veal'value of the works, provided

the mean amount .an-ived at be not inconsistent or seriously

at variance with the architect's estimate of their cost.

It is difficult to conceive in " foundation work," where
the quantities of material and the items to be computed
are so few in comparison with those required for a perfect

and finished structure, how any discrepancies of conse-

iiueuce can arise.

The tenders cannot but reflect very seriously on one or

the other of the two contractors, between whom there is

such an almost unprecedented difference ; therefore, from
one of them, it is not too much, I hope, to expect, as wo
see the effect, startling as it is, that the cause be shown,
by way of solving the mystery.

If more than one surveyor lias supplied the qu.antities, I

am not much surprised at the extraordinary result of the

competition—07te sef only of bills should be allowed, as 1

hinted in your issue of Jan, 20 last.—I .am. Sir, ifec.,

J. M. L,, Battei-sea.

Inicrcoiumuiiiciitioit.

QUESTION'S.

[2119] VAL DE TEAVERS ASPHALTE.—Will you
kindly state iu Building New.s where I can obtain parti

culars as to cost, itc. , of the Val de Travers Asphalte ?—
W, Usher.

[2120] DRAWING BOARDS,--! have a double elephant

drawing board, made by Stanley. When I strain a sheet

of paper on it I find the next day and every tliiy that the

paper comes up all over in waves. On holding it for a

short time before the fire it stretches all light again, but

soon returns to its slackentd state. Will some reader in-

form me the cause of this and the remedy ? -Annoyed.

[2121] OLD S. PANCRAS CHURCH,—Will some cor-

respondent inform me what is the date of this Norman
building, which stands at the back of S. Pancras Station,

and, I think, opposite the workhouse ? Should like to

know whether it is good old architecture or modern,

—

YOUNO Arcbitect,

[2122] STRAIN ON TENSION ROD.—Will some kind

reader give me the formula for calculating the strain on

tension rod and horizontal thi-ust of beam of the following

A

B

\^^^i^W
\

form of trussed beam, and example of each worked out?—

A Subscriber,

[2123] REMOVING C0L0UR9,—Would .any reader of

"Intercommunication" kindly inform me what will take

out any of the following colours :—Prussian blue, yellow

ochre, brown, and Paine's grey,—P. W,

[2124] CRUSHING WEIGHT OF STONES.-Can any

of your numerous readers give me any information as to

the crushing weight of the following stones, viz., Ancastor,

Darley Dale, and Wlrite Mansfield?—X, Y. Z.

EEPLY.
[>1041 TEMPERATURE OF DAIRIES.-1 quiteagreo

with " W. W," that a cheese room requires an equal tem-

perature of 65 deg., hut a milk room which it is proposed

to build on the ground floor should be at least Ij deg,

colder, and to preserve this low temperature during the

summer mouths it would be found advisable, if pr.acticable,

to sink the floor a few feet below the adjoining ground,

the walls being built hollow for the prevention of damp.

The use of hot water pipes is quite uuiiocessary, for 1 am
convinced from my own experience that if the dairy be

built in the above manner, wi h careful attention to the

admittance of fresh air, a tolerably equal temperature of

about 50 deg may be maiutained, A verandah round the

dairy would he vary convenient in shading from the sun in

summer and .adding to the warmth in winter, and woiUd

also form a favourable place for drying and ainng the

utensils in raiuy we.ather.

—

Farmer.
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WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

The Government and the Drainage of- Towns.—At
a meeting of the Windsor Local Board of Health on the
25th ult., thi) following letter was read from the Local
Government Act Office, in answer to an iiKjuiry made by
the Board as to whetlier the Government contemplated
legislating for the whole kingdom in regard to the drainage
oftowns:—"Local Government Act Office, 8, Richmond-
terrace. WhitehaU. Jan, a, 1371. Sir,— I am diiected by
Sir. Secretary Brnce to acknowledge the receipt of your
letter of the 29th nit., with reference to the report that
the Government intend legislating for the whole kingdom in
respect of the drainage oftowns. In reply Lliave to inform
yon that I am nuab.e to give you any official information
on the subject of your letter. It is generally expected that
some legislation aflecting the whole kingdom in relation to

local improvement, of which town sewerage must form an
important element, will be the result of the report of
the Sanitary Commission, but the report has not been sent
in, or if sent in, has not yet readied this department.—I am,
Sir, your obedient servant, J. Montague, Chief Clerk.

LAND AND BUILDING SOCIETIES.
Colchester Permanent Benefit Building Society.—

The annual meeting of this society was held on Monday
last. The annual report of the Directors was read and
adopted. Messrs. Harvey, E. S. Sanders (vice-chairman),
J. Bedwell, and T. Moy were re-elected. Tlie report stated
that during the past year 11^ borrowers' shares were dis-
charged by lapse of time, and 461 "'ere paid off by the
mortgagees at periods short of those for which the loans
were granted. The advances made during the pas', year
amount to £7, 1.00, being t3,175 more than in the previous
year. The total advances for the 14 years were £71,315,
averaging more than i£n,000a year.

The Natiosal Freehold Land Societv.—Last week
the twenty-first annual meeting of this society was held at
the Terminus Hotel, Cannon street, Mr. C. Gilpin, M.P.,
in the chair. The chairman, in moving the adoption of
the report, said he had really nothing to add either to thu
statements in that do;umentor to the very full, clear, and
accurate balance sheet which had been laid before them.
He would not go ouf, of his way to make a speech when
they had simply to transact business, and when ihere was
ttQthiug else but business to talk about. Taking, then,
the report, ha found that the balance sheet for the past year
showed a decrease in the deposits received of £82,327 as
compared with the previous year, while on the other hand
the .vithdrawals were less by £31,430. The capital of
members was £11,210, the amount at the end of the year
being £1,038.2-56, as compared with £l,09!>,47i3 at the end
of the preceding year. The amount advanced on freehold
and leasehold securities had been £20,094 more than inthe
previous year, while the repaymentswere £12,667 less, owing
to the increased facilities given to borrowers by extend-
ing the time fur repayments, by allowing idvances to re-
main a' interest only after the balance is reduced, and by
lending at a fixed rate of mterest for three years certain.
All the^e changes liad been made in the interest of bor-
rowers, and he thought the result had proved that they
were beneficial also to investors. He was happy to say that
a further sum of £55, 917 had been added to "convertible
securi ies," making the total amount of these securities
£21,0]S. The gross profit for the year was £58,476, and
after deducting current expenses, interest paid on completed
shares, and the profit added to uncompleted shares, there
remainedaba lancjof £19,738. Of this amountthe board
had placed a further sum of £o,00ij to the credicofthe
reserve fund, which now stood at £20,000, aud the direc-
tors recommended that a bonus of 1 per cent, be paid to the
jjiembers, as on the last occasion.

The United Land Company (Limited).—The annual
mealing of the shareholders took place on Monday at the
Norfolk- street office. The report stated that the sile of
land had amounted to £39,176 Is. in various counties, that
the whole of the i)reliminary expenses wore paid off, that
a contingency fund of £1,000 had been created, and a con-
fiiderable balance taken forward to next year's account.
The dividend declared was 5 per cent, for the yeir, and a
bonus of 3 per cent., making a total dividend for the vcar
ending 31st December, 1870, of 8 per cent.

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
CourtT OE Bankruptcy. Feb. S.—Re Edward Cokdeiiy.

—This wan an order of diacliargu sitting under the heavy
failure of Edward Cordery, of Cuniiingham-road, Uam-
meramjth, builder, who petitioned the Court ou the, 10th
iNuvcumui, iBud, uy Mr, J, U. Chidlcy, solicitor. Old Jewry
Chambers. Mr. \V. Lpwan, ofCopthall Court, attended as
solicitor for the jiseignee.". The volnminoun account?, com-
piled by Mr. J. J. Kent, of Basinghall. street, upon which
the bankrupt passed hiH e.xamination on the 12th January
hist, and which has been appealed against before the Lords
JuaticcB, disclose total debts, £28,377 14b. lUd., and defi-
ciency £23,050 ; his expenditure had been £630 for the last
two years of his trading Mr. Upwaa said the appeal had
not yet been decided by the Lords Justices. Mr. Registrar
Hazlitt

: Then in that caaa I cannot proceed with the order
of discharge. Tlio sitting must botadjourncrl for a month,
with liberty to apply for an earlier day should the appeal
bo sooner decided.

Court of Bankuiiptct.—In Re Alreut John Tatiiam,—(Biifore Mr. RogistrarSpring Rice acting ai Chief Judge.)
The debt<ir in this case, who is descrihed a.>» of No. 14, South
Wharf, Paddingtoii, Cement Merchant, filed a petition in
this court on the 27th January under the arrangement
clauses of the Bankruptcy Act. ISGy. His liabilities arc
estimated at ovi-r £lo,000 and the at^ets arc beHcve<l to
be of consideiable value. His atfairs have created con*.idt-r
able interest .aim-ii^'j^t persons engaged in the limo, cement,
brick, tile, and liuildiiig trades, pome of the priricipal firms
in which wUl bo heavy losers.—On the application of
Messrs. Lewia Mnnns, Nunn .\: Lrngd-ii an onler wa-? on
Saturday made appointing Mr. Horatio Edward Norfolk, of
11, Coleman-street, public accountant, receiver and
manager of the debtor's property and business.

IMP.5RTANT TO SURVEYORS OF LoCAL BoARDS.—Tn the

Court of Queen's Bench on the 27th ult., before Mr. Justice

Blackburn, Mr. Justice Mellor, and Mr. Justice Lush, a case

was heard which raised a iiuestiou of some interest to

surveyors and local Boards. It was an action against the

Corporation of Canterbury—the local Board, and as such
Board, surveyors of highways—for an injuiry caused to a

Mrs. Formau by the negligence of their servants. It ap-

peared that theirmen had placed upon a road going to Can-
terbury 20ft. wide, a heap of stones extending 7ft. across

the road, and had left it there without a light. The plain-

titf was driving his wife, on a dark night, along the road,

and the horse not seeing the obstruction ran the ch.aise up
against it and upset it. The result was tha*. the wife was
very seriously and permanently injui'ed, having lost the
use of her arm for life, and being so disabled as to necessi-

tate the employment of a housekeeper. The defendants'

counsel at the trial before LordChief'justice Bovill atJlaid-
atone, last summer, admitted that the Board caused the ob-

struction, butinsistedttiat there was uo liabilityfor i'.asthey
had a right to put stones or other materials on the road for

the purpose of lepairs. The Lord Chief Justice, however,
ruled that they were b'jund to use rciisonable care in so

doing, in order to avoid danger of accidents, and it would
be for the jury to say whether they had been guilty of neg-
ligence, or whether, as was suggested, the accident hap-
pened by reason of the darkness of the night. The jury
found for the plaintiff, damages £1,200, and the Lord
Chief Justice at Lhe same time declared that he was satis-

fied with the verdict. The verdict was now impugned ou
the ground that the Corjioration were only liable as local

board and as surveyors of highways ; and tl\at, in that ca-

pacity, they were not liable to an action. Mr. Hawkins,
Q.C.,andMr. Archibald were for the plaintifl"; Mr. Dennau,
Q.C., aud Mr. G. Francis were for the Corporation. The
court were clearly of opinion that the action was miiintain-
able against ihe Corporation, a^ it was admitted that their

servants had caused the obstruction.—Judgment for the
plain titt'.

§m ifficc (ILablc.

Mr. Pugin's Trial for Assault and Libel.—
At Rimsgate Townhall, ou Saturday last, Mr.
Edward Welby Pugia was summoued for assault-

ing Thomas Jones Burton ; and a cross summons
was also called between the same parties, but
neithei' of them appeared, and the case was dis-

missed. At the same time Mr. Edward Welby
Pugin and Mrs. Jane Welby Pugiu, his mother-
in-law, and Bernard Welhan (late secretary to

Mr. Pugin), were summoned for maliciously pub-
lishing defamatory libels against Mr. John
Barnett Hodgson, postmaster at Ramsgate, and
Miss Fanny Elizabeth Hale, his niece. The solicitor

for the prosecution stated that counsel for the
defendants having applied to Mr. Straight, M.P.,
who is specially retained for the prosecution, to
have the case adjourned till that day week,
Mr. Straight had consented. The "solicitor

therefore asked for an adjournment till the fol-

lowing Siturday (to-morrow). The Bench
granted the application. The case ha.s excited
a great deal of interest ou account of the posi-

tion of the parties, and also from the fact that
Mr. Welby Pugin is held to bail till the
ensuing spring assizes for Kent upon a charge
of libel against Mr. Hodgson.

New Works at South Kensington.—On
Saturday afternoon last about forty of the mem-
bers of the Architectural Association were con-
ducted by Mr. Gilbert R. Redgrave over the
buildings for the new Science Schools and the new
South Court of the Museum. The former is a
very lofty and imposing block, facing the Exhibi-
tion- Old, and executed in red brick, with terra-

cotta ornamentation. In this building will be
included four or five large lecture-rooms or halls,

and numerous rooms for classes, &c. The terra-

cotta work has been executed by Mr. Blauchard,
of the Blackfriars-road, the weight on the columns
of that material being borne internally, however,
by strong iron stanchions. The floors are on
Fox & Barrett's principle. Facing this block of
buildings, and connected with it either by an iron
bridge across, or a subway beneath, the Exhibi-
tion-road, will be the new Indian aud Natural
History Jluseuma, whicli will bo erected on a part
of the bite of the Exhibition of 1862. The new
South Court is much loftier than any of the other
courts yet erected, and is intended for objects of
great size. This court will be, like the most
recent court completed, a double one

—

i.e., it will

be in two spans, with upper and lower colonnades
running along the entire length of the b\ulding,
and dividing it into two halves, each spanned with
a semicircular iron and glass roof.

Albert Hall.—Considerable progirss has been
made during the last few days towar.-l.s the com-
pletion of the internal arrangements of the hall.

The ngly but necessary scaffolding has all been
removed, and the whole of the glass roof has
been uncovered, so that the fair and beautiful
proportions of the building are now displayed to

the view of the spectator. These proportione
will possibly never be seen to greater advantag

,

than now
;
in a day or so, hangings, curtains

and ohau-s will break the graceful curves. The
curtains of the private boxes wlU be of crimson,
and the carpeting of them green. In every other
respect the fittings will be according to the tastes
of the holders, who will be allowed full license,
so long as the general effect is not interfered
with. The bright, massive pipes of the organ aro
hemg rapidly reared in their places, and in all the
departments the utmost activity is being dis-
played under the superintendence of Lieutenant-
Colonel Scott and Mr. VVentworth Cole, to perfect
the arrangements by the day of the opening
ceremonial by the Queen.

Institution of Surveyors.—At the ordinary
general meeting, held ou Monday, January 30th,
the following names were read and passed for
ballot, viz. :—As Members,—Rowland George
Fisher, 17, Great George-street, Westminster;
William Frederick Hart, 16a, King's-road, Bed-
ford Row ; William Knowles, King-street,
Gloucester. As Associate,—Joseph Quick, jun.,
Sumner-street, Southwark. The following Dona-
tion to the Library Fund was announced,—J. C.
Clayden, £2 2s. The following Candidates were
balloted for ,and declared duly elected :—As
Honorary Members—The Hon. Charles Alexan-
der Gore, Ofiico of Woods, Forests, &o., White-
hall-place; the Hon. James Kenneth Howard,
Office of Woods, Forests, &c., Whitehall-place.
As Member—Alexander Mihie Dunlop, 1, West-
minster Chambers, Victoria-street. The next
Meeting wUl be held on Monday Evening, Feb-
ruary 13th, when the discussion on the Paper by
Mr. W. Matthews, jun., entitled, " The Valuation
of Annuities and Reversions Dependent upon
Terms of Certain Duration," will be resumed.
The Chair to be taken at eight o'clock.

The Maintenance op Hiqhwats.—At a meet-
ing of the Somerset Chamber of Agriculture on
Friday last, the Council proceeded to consider the
injustice of the exemption from highway-rate of
income arising from personal property, and after
a general discussion the following resolution was
adopted :

—
" That in the opinion of this Council,

public highways of every description tend to
cheapen the price of commodities to all classes of
consumers ; and, therefore, that the maintenance
of the highways should be an imperial charge to be
barne by the public."

A site for a new church hag been pm-ch.ased at
Rishtonj Lancashire.

The case of Mr. Hemans, civil engineer, against
the Waterford .and Central Ireland Railway Com-
pany, was before the I rish Court of Queen's Bench
last week. The claim was for £5,600 for profes-
sional services, and at the trial the jury gave him a
verdict for i740, but he moved the Court to increase
the amount, and ou Wednesd.ay the judges fixed the
damages at £1,680.

On Svmday last the gallery in the United Metho-
dist Chapel, at Troon, Camborne, gave way soon
.after the commencement of the sermon. The gal-
lery was moderately full, but no one w.as seriously
injured.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
iyonltAV.—Iit.ititution of Suri'CJfors.—Di-scussion on IHr.

W. MatUiewa'a i)aper " On the Valuation of An-
nuities and Revo.-sioDs Dependent upon Terms of
Certain Duration." 8 p.m.
Architectural Association.—"On Limes aud

Cemeuta." Lecture II. By Lieutenant-Colonel
Keott, R.E. 7.30 p.m.

Tvmn^w—Institution of Civil Engineers.—& ii.m.
Wkdnesdav. — .S'ocic(!( of Arts.—t, p.m.
FitinAV. Civil and Mechanical Enftineers' Society.

" Notes on Old London : Architectural and En
gineoring." By Mr, C. H. Row. 7.30 p.m.

riucES 7th Febrnary :—Timber, per Icid of 50 cubic
feet.— liiga, C5.» to 01s ; Dantzig and Memel crown, 80« to
illta

; do. boat middling, 70ii to SOs ; do. good'middling aud
seconds, (i28 to 07» ; do. common middling, ri2a to 57» ; do.
undersized. Sis to 60a ; do. small, short, and irregular, 46«
to df'S

; Stettin, 53s to 60i ; Swedish, SSs to 55s : do. small,
45» to 60s

; Norway and Swedish balks, 32s to 38s , Quebec
yellow pine (large), 858 to 105s ; building sizes. U5s to 75» ;

St. John's and bo.ird pine, 75s to 90s; pitch pine, dOs to
75j; Quebec oak, 120s to 125s; elm, 85s to 95» ; birch
(large average), 76s to 100s.
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Planks, deals, ic, per Petg. Gtd.—Al-changel yellow,

121 10s to 131 10s ; do. 2nd, 91 to 91 10« ; Petersburg yellow,

12! 10s to 131 5s; Wyburg yellow, ill bs to 9i lOs : Finland

and handsawn Swedish, 11 to 9J ; Petersburg and Riga

Tvliite, Si 10s to 9( 6» ; Gefle and best Swedish- deals, lOi 10s

to 12/- Swedish battens, 9/ 10s to 10/ 10s; Quebeclst floated,

16Uo'l7!.- do.2nd, 12i to 12(10s; do. 3rd, 8Uo9I; do. 1st

bright, isi to 19t 10s ; do 2ud, 12(15 to 131 10s; do. Srd,

8! 158 to 9! ; Canadian spruce, 1st quality, 8i 16s to 111
;

do. 2nd, 8! 5s to Si 15s ; do. 3r(', 11 15s to 81; New
Brunswick, 1st quality. 8i 58 to 8i 15s ; do. 2nd, 8i to 8i 5s

;

do. Srd, 11 5sto 7i lOs ; do. unsorted, 11 158 to 8i 10s; Nova
Scotia and Prince Edward's Island, 71 to 11 10s ; United

States pitch pine planks, 12i to 12i 10s.

Flooring boards, per customary square.—1st yellow,

78 ed to 10s 6rf -, white, 7s to 9s 6(i ; 2nd qualities, 6s to 7s

;

matched boards, 5s to 7s Gd.

Lathwood, per cubic fathom.—Petersburg, 5! to 5i lOs ;

Riga, Dantzig, Memel, and Swedish, 3i to 5i.

Firewood, per cubic fathom.—Swedish red deal ends,

3i 15s to 41 6s ; Norway red and white boards, 31 to 3i 10s

;

round and slabs, 2i 5s to 2i 15s.

Oak staves, per mile of pipe;—Memel crown, 170i to

ISOi; do. brack, 130i to 1352; Dantzig, Stettin, and
Hambro' full-sized crown, 1201 to 130i ; Canadian standard

pip-, 75i to 77i 10s ; do. puncheon, per 1,200 pieces, 22( to

241; Bosnia single-barrel, per 1,200 pieces, 25i to 26i

;

United States pipe, 40i to 50i; hogshead, heavy and extra.

35i to 45! ; sUght 301 to 82(.

Wainscot, per log 18 cubic feet.—Riga crown (English

and Dutch), 4! to 61 ; do. brack, 2! lOs to 3! 58 ; Memel and
Dantzig crown, 31 los to 41; do. brack, 21 to 21 7s.

Stock of Timber, Deals, &o., at the PubUo Docks on Feb. 1.

1871. 1S70. 1S69.

Foreign deals.. .in pieces 1,8'.I7,000 ... 1,529,000 ... 1,948,000

Do. battens do. 1,090,000 ... 7.J3,000 ... 1,018,000

Do. boards do. 1,4159,000 ... 1,11)8,000 ... 2,114,000

Do. fir timber in Ids. 31,900... 22,900... 30,600

Colonial pine deals and
battens ...in pes. 1,396.000 ... 1,219,000 ... 720,000

Spruce do do, 072,000... 780,000 ... 1,269,000

Pine, timber in Ids. 1,800.. 3,400... 5,200

6t Indian Teak ...do. 9,100... 11,600... 0,800

LATEST PRICES OF MATERIALS USED
IN CONSTRUCTION.

Metals.

PiKi Foreign ««««««..«.... per ton £17 10 ilr 2 6

,; KDKii.t. -W.B do "'1' " " '" '

., Lad Co. _ _„„ do
,, 0*ierbrauda ».... do

BLeet MiUed do
Bbot. ?4t«tit ^ do
Bed or Miuium ................. do
Lithirg*. W.B do
WhiteDrr do

., ground in oil .............. do

ID 1' II 19 12 8
18 12 tf 19 16 (1

19 2 It H 5 »
19 11) 10 II

20 10 II 21 1)

19 15 20 10 U

75 78

COPPKR :—

British—Cake acd iQgot per ton £72 73

BestSelected do
Shea do
BottoiuB » do
Austmli&n do
SpttiiiBh Cftke do
Chili IJars, cash do
„ BeSned iiigot do

Yellow Metal per lb

65
70

8rt

76

m
72

03 7

Ikon :—

F'lK i Scotland, c;i3h.

.

Welsh Bar, iu Loudou
WiUi-a..

Staffordshire
Rail, iu Wales .

. per ton

. do
do
du
do

7 10
6 12 6

Sheets, niogle in Loud>>n do
Huops. tiret quality do
Nail Bod do
Swedish do

TlUBBK,

5 10 5

7 15
9 15

Teak load £12 10 13 H
4 15Quebec, red pine .... 3 ] 5

„ yellow pine.. 4 6

St. John N.B. yeUow 11

Quebec Oak, whits.. 6 (i &

„ birch 3 16 B

„ elm 4 5 4 lb

D&ntzicoak 6 6 « 16

„ flr 2 15 4 M!

Memel flr 3 5 4 6

8 loEiga 3 5
Swedish 2 6 2 1.-

6 6MiuitB.Quebecredpine 4

„ yellow pine.. 4 !. ft

Latbwood.Dautzicfin 3 ft

„ St. Petersburg 5 .'. I'-i

DealB,prC.,i2it. byS
by 9 In.,

Quebec, white spruce 12 17
Bt.John, whiteapruce 12 10 1* C

Yellow pine, per re*
duced C.

Canftd.i. iBt quality. IS 10 1

Ivd do 12 15 i:{ ii>

Archangel, yeUow .. 11 l-i Hi 1'

St, Petersburg, yeU.. 12 fiS ij 6

Finland ;.. *7
Memel
Gothenburg, yellow 8 10

,. white ....„ 8
Gefle, yellow 10 10
Soderbam 8 19
Chriatiania, per 0.,
12 ft. by 3 by 9 In.
yellow 10

Flooring boards, per b. d.

s<i. of liu., fiist yel 7 6
First white ^ 7
Second qualities .... 6
FoMioH Stonb pr ton 6

Oiu, Ac.
Seal, pale....pertoQ £^6 10
Sperm body 82
Cod S6 10
Whale, 8tb. Sea, pale 3S
Olive, Oallipoli 50
Co(;oanut,Cochin,ton 4BU0
Palm, fine S8 10
Liuaeed 30 15
Rapeaeed, Eng.pale.. 4S
Cottonseed...... .,.. '£S

10 10

8 lu
12 10

7 (1

tl V

II

:ii;

nv (1

1) (I

4li (>

II (1

ai «

43 1(1

tl4

^xnh Selus.

TENDERS.
Black FRIARS.—For fittings at 3S, Now Biidge -street,

Blackfiiara, for Messrs, Spiers & Poud. Quantities sup-
pUed by Messrs. Paiu & Clark :

—

Spauish
mahogany,

Thompsou £683 ...

Cook * Green 575 ...

LascelloB 656 ,

Manley & Rogere 555 ,

Drew 535
,

Deduction if

Honduras
mahogany.

£5.^

55
50
31

,
20

Bracher &Son(acceptd) 499 ,„ £50

Bedfordshire.—For alterations and addition to Bluu.
bam houBe, Bedfordsliire, the residence of Sir S. G. Payne,
Bart. Ml-. John Usher, architect. Quantities supplied ;

—

Fletcher £3140
Moore 2769
Butchinson 2596
Twelveirees 2558
Cunvin 2555
Freshwater 2550
Carter 2435
"VMldmaHA Edey 2420
Young 2327
Hull 2176 10
Spencer 2139
Vickers 2119 10
Foster (accepted) 19s9

Caterham.—For house in Whyteleaf-road, Caterham,
Surrey, for Mr, G. H. Drew. Mr. R. Martin, architect.

Quantities supplied by Mr. F. Sparrow :

—

Turner & Sons £1069
Jarrett 1063
Langmead & Way 1050
Ward 1 044
Smethurat 1029

Chelsea.—For alterations and additions to St. George's
Hanover-square, Union, Fulham-road, Chelsea :

—

Turrell (Sloane-street) £2594
Heuiihaw 2593
Newman &, Mann 2525
Nutt & Co ; 2493
Haylock 2460
Hoare & Poatlethwaite 2430
Wood 2385
Hill, Keddell, & Waldram 23i5

Fill.: 2375

Wigmore 2350

JIann 2345
Wright Bros. & Goodchild 2345

Cook &. Green 2333
Snowden 2333

Nightingale , 2332

Scrivener & White 2i:94

Manley & Rogers 2271

Carter 2263

Thompson 2234
Torkington 2100

Stephenson 1939

Turrell (Seymoux-placeJ 1845

Bradley 1750

>

CONTRACTS OPEN FOR BXnLDING
ESTIMATES.

Whitchurch, Feb. 20.—For the erection ol town-hall
and markets in Whitchurch, Salop. Local Board Officer

Whitchurch, Salop.

WuiTciiuRcu (Whitchurch Local Board), Feb, 20.—For
the erection of town-hall and markets in Whitchurch,
Salop. S. M. Lockwood, architect, S5, Foregate-street,

Cheater.

War Office, Feb. 25.—For works and repairs, and
supply of building materials to War Department. Build-

ing* and property at Ashton-underLyne, Birmingham,
Bradford, Burnley, Bury, Carlisle, Chester, Coventry,

Fleetwood, Hartlepool, Isle of Man, Leeds, Liverpool,

Manchester, Maryport, Newcastle-on-Tyne, Northampton,
PauU-on- the Humber, Preston, Scarborough, Seaham,
Sheffield, Stallingborough, Sunderland, Tynemouth,
Weedou, Whitehaven, and York, imluding the surround-

ing neighbourhoods, fiom the 1st April, 1871, till Slst

March, 1874.

War Office, Feb. 14.—For the supply of materials, and
sor the performance of siich bricklayers', masons', paviors',

carriers', carpenters', elatere', smiths', gas-titters', plas-

tereiV, plumbers', paiutere', glaziers', and paper-hangers'

works and repairs (the estimate for any one work or repair

not esceeding ii300) as may be required by the Royal En-
gineer Department at the following stations in the Dover
district, viz. :—Dover ; fortifications and barracks at

Dover, and from Dover to No. 1 Tower westward ; and
from Dover to (but exclusive of) Walmer Castle e;istward.

Ramsgate ; from Walmer Castle, including No. 2 Battery,

Sandown, to Ramsgate and Margate inclusive : Canter-

bury: barracks. Shornclilie Camp : including the Royal
Artillery Barracks, the temporary barracks, Sandgate
Castle, Folkestone and Shorncliffe Batteries, and towers

from No. 1 to ^o. 9 inclusive. Hythe : includiug Hythe
Barracks, coast defences, from 10 to No. 24 Tower inclu-

sive, and Royal Military Canal from Seabrook to Ware-
born. Rye : including the coast defences from No. 26

Tower westward to Fairlight, and the Royal Military Caual
from Warehom to Cliff End. T. B. Collinson. Colonel,

Comraamling Royal Engineers, Royal Engmeer Office,

Dover,

Bolton.—Contract C.—March 8.—The Corpoiatiou of

Bolton are prepared to receive tenders for the joiners'

work, plastering, painting, glazing, and plumbers' fittings

required for the completion of the new town-hall. The
di-awiugsand specifications may be seen, and bills of quau-
tiosobtained, on application at the offices of Mr, William

Hill, architect, Park-square, Leeds; or at the offices of Mr.

George Woodhouse, architect, St, George's-road, Bolton,

between the hourf of 10 a.m. and 5 p.m., from the 16th day

of January next to the 3rd day of February next. Sealed

tenders are to bo sent in not later than 12 o'clock at noon
of Friday, the Srd day of March next, addressed to tho un-

dersigned at the Curporatiou Offices, Acres Field, Bolton,

and endorsed "Tenders for the Town-hall, Contract C."

R. C. HinneU, Town Clerk.

Bakewell (Derbyshire), Feb. 16.—For the new schools

A. Salvin, architect, l!*, Cranley-place, Onslow-square,

South Kensington.

Bristol, Local Board OF Health, Feb. 23,—For con-

truoting and completely finishing certain intended brick

sewers, valve chambers, and other works in "The Avon
Intercepting Sewer District." Length of sewers about

7563 yards, varying in size from 3ft. high by 2ft, 6in. widt^

to 7ft. 6in. in diameter. John G. Heaven, Clerk, Local

Board of Health Office, 13, Prince-street.

Blshop's Stortford.—Contract No. 2.—Feb. 17.—For
sewage, screening and storage tanks, engine and boiler

' house, and engine-mau's cottage, with the liecessary con-

necting pipes and valves, and an approach-road. Contract
No. 3.—For duplicate boilers, engines, and pumps for
lifting the sewage. William Gee, clerk, Bishop's Stortford.

Torquay,—Torquay Hotel Company (Limited), Torquay,
Devon,—Feb. 29.—For the erection uf additional build-
ings, &c. Mr. J. AUsop, secretary,

Portsmouth, Feb. 20.—For the erection of a chui-ch at
Portsdown, five miles north of Portsmouth. John ColsODi
architect, St. Swithiu's-street, Winchester.

Crewe Local Board, Feb. 15.—For a non-condensing
horizontal pumping engine and boilers ; also a condensing
beam engine and boilers, for their sewage works at Crewe.
Frederick Cook, Clerk to the Board, Temple-chambers,
Crewe.

Birmingham, Feb. 25.—War Department triennial con-
tract for builders' work. Colonel Commanding, Royal
Engineer Office, Manchester.

Bradford, Feb. 25,—War Department triennial con-
tract for builders' work. Colonel Commanding, Royal
Engineer Office. Manchester.

Suffolk, Feb. 25.—For the reseating and other work
to the parish church of Ha.ileigh, Suffolk, w. Grimwade,
churchwarden. Bank, Hadleigh.

Berwick-on-Tweed, Feb. 25.—(1st) Building two tanks,
engine and boiler-house, (^nd) Furnishing SO-horse power
engine, boiler, pump, (kc, and fixing. (3rd) Furnishing
2,700 yards of 9in. cast-iron pipe. (4th) Laying and
jointing the same. J, C. Weddell, Clerk to Local Board.

Portland, Feb. 16.—Nine hundred tone of dressed
granite for the fort on breakwater. Lieut. -Colonel, Bel-

field, Commanding Royal Engineers, Weymouth.

Acton Loc^l Board, Feb. 14.—For making up Mill-

hill-road. Edward Monson, C.E., surveyor to the said

board, Acton.

Acton Local Board (Main Drainage), Feb. 15.—Con-
tract No. 9,—For laying a pipe sewer in Uxbridge-road.

Edward Monson, C.E,, surveyor to the said board, Acton.

EANDELL, SAUTOEES & CO,, Limited,

Quarryoien and Stone Merchants.

List of prices at the Quarries and Depots, also cost of

transit to any part of the United Kingdom furnished on
apphcatiou to

Bath Stone Office,

[ABYT.] COESHAM, Wilts.

BANKRUPTS.
(TO SURRENDER IN LONDON).

HemyWiber Webster, King'a-road, Bedford-row, builder,

Feb. 1 8, at 13.

(to *iaRREKDEU IN THE COCNTRT).

Thomas Cook, Greenwich, eugineor, Feb. 20, at Green-
wich.- Henry Joseph Ingram, Cbeltenham, surveyor, Feb.

20, at Cheltenham—John Potter, Dudley, ougineerj Feb.

20, at Dudley.

PDBLIC EXAMINATIONS.

Feb. 15. A. Combes, Tyndale-place, Upper-street, Isling-

ton, buUder

—

?eh. 20, J. M. Edwards, Tliornton-lleath,

builder—Feb. 27, J. Hughes, Liverpool, builder.

DIVIDEND meetings;

Feb. 21, J. & W. Roose, Ashbourne, Derbyshire, aud
Stoke, Staffordshire, plumbers—Feb. 15, A. Nutt.al[, Ac-

crington, stonemason— Feb. 16, J. Oldhixm, Barro\v-iu Fur-

ness, builder—Feb. 17, T. & W. English, Poterborougli,

painters-Feb. 25, G. Godbolt, Gorleston, builder.

DECLARATIONS OF DIVIDEND.

T. Love, Blackpool, builder, div. Ud.—C. H. Whai'e),

North Elmham, Norfolk, bnckiu.aker, div. 8d.

PARTNERSHIPS DISSOLVED.
Ashworth A^ Brierley, Slanchester, art metal workei-s

—

Hodgson & Co. C.astleiord, brick and tile manufacturera.—

J. &.E. Bourne. Shawbmy, Mukleton, and Old Woods,

Saloi>, brick aud tile manufacturers—J. U D. Fetch, Scar-

borough,arcliitoH3-J. C.4T. Waller, Dartfoid, builders-

Newman & Tliom,as, Cheriton, brick, tile, and pipe uianu.

facturers—Sw,ainson & Diifton, Hunslct, plumbers.— Best

& Smith, Manchester, painters-Afpiual & Jl'Orath, Man-
chester, painters—W. & J. Cardwall. Dewabiiry, engineers

—Everatt & Eudston, Hessle, joiners—Parker & Sons,

Aston, builders.

Br.EAKFAeT —F.ppb's Cocoa.—Gbateful asd COMFORTING.—The very

»»tee»ble cbkracter of this propar.-ition h«8 rendered It a general

tJvourite. The CiM Scnia Oaxclte remayks :-•• By a Ihormigh

kuowlcdco of the natunvl Iftwa which govern the operations ol digea.

Hon and nutrition, and by a careful application of the line properlies

j( «ell-aele^ted cocoa. Mr. Epps has provided o«r breakfast title!

«lth a delicately flavoured bevorago which m«y save us many heavy

Jo'tor"- bins" Each packet is labelled-jAMSa Erp. » Co.. HomcM
pathi; Chemists, London.

ROYAL POLyTECHNIC—Novel and
, (,„„„ fulc character of the CHKIaTMAS HOLIDAY ENTER-

lAlNMKNfa-PKOFESSOKPEPrER on THE WAR, AND THE
UK.STKtJCTIVE IMPLEMENTS USED THEREAT! - ME.

rSoiOE iJEOSSMITH, Jan., give, the prettlestF.^lry Tale, entilled

iSb YELLOW DWARF, every Evening En ertaimnen by

Sl7 F D DIVIES Premier Ventriloquist, entitled The FCNMEBT
OF FU.NNY FOLKS I

- MADAMK BOl'SFIELD'S GRKlAlt
ITATUARY iu White Maible. New Ghost Enter ta^niueut. A
Macbinc^nii^e W.U-h. and Christmas sud Chri.tmas C.mtom., hy

J.L.KING Esq. Admission to the whole One i-hUliug.
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TWO SORTS OF ORIGINALITY.

MOST people are agreed that if ever a

living and characteristic style of archi-

tecture should prevail again, it will differ, at

least in some points, from all that have gone
before. It will not be exactly the style that

prevailed in media;val England, and still less

that which prevailed in ancient Italy or

Greece. Our circumstances and wants and
feelings are not quite the same as those of the
men who develojjed any previous variety of

art. AVhat suited them perfectly does not fit

us at all equally well. If we adopt any of

their systems, it is entirely for want of a sys-

tem of our Ort-u ; and at every turn we are
being reminded of this want. We have no
modern English style in the sense in which
we have a modern Englisli language. Our
architects are situated just as our writers
would be it they had to describe manufac-
turing processes in Ciceronian Latin, or scien-
tific discoveries in the dialect of Chaucer.
There are no equivalents for half their ideas :

they must either coin new words or resort to

endless circumlocutions. To change this state

of things, to develope an architectural lan-

guage adequate to our needs, is a vital neces-
sity for us. The question is how it can best
be done. It is worth looking about to see the
different ways in which people are trying to do
it. A casual observer, indeed, might say that
very few people are trying to do it at all, and
it is probably true that few are consciously
attempting it. But the attempts are not less

real because those who make them do not al-

ways see fully what they are doing. And in
trying to classify the movements which tend
towards a modification of style, it would not,
perhaps, be a bad division to arrange them as
conscious and unconscious ones. On one side
are the efforts of one or another designer who
sets to work deliberately to be original, who
tries to reject the old altogether, and to begin
upon a new foundation. On the other side are
those of men who, if they strike out a path of
their own, do it because they must : who find,

perhaps with astonishment, perhaps with re-

gret, that there are more things in heaven and
earth than were dreamed of by the builders of
the 13th century : who keep to the old as the
basis of their work, and where they are obliged
to add to it, do so with caution, and, one might
say, with reverence.

From wliich of these two systems have we
most to hope ! Which finds most promise of
issuing at last in a genuine and living modern
style I In answering these questions we think
that analogy, experience, and probability all

point the same way. To begin with the first :—
What should we think of a man who set up by
himself to invent a new language? Vet this
is as much within the compass of a single in-
dividual's powers as the creation of a new
style. It is, just as likely to be accomplished,
and just as likely to impose itself on the world
when done. But though a project for a new
language seems to be beyond the wildest
dreams of anybody outside Bedlam, wo have
heard of projects lor new styles and seen sam-
ples of them submitted in bricks and mortar
for the approval of the public. And though
these have not been numerous, there are an
abundance of specimens, to be noticed any
day,in which the same ambition largely mani-
lests itself. Some of our readers may remem-
ber the discussion in these pages of that
curious object, the Ute Strand Music Hall.
After all, it was not much worse than many
another design of the "all original" type.
It only happened to be picked out, in English
fashion, as the scapegoat on which all the sins
of its class were visited ; and even if it did

not get more condemnation than it deserved,

certainly some equally flagrant offenders got

much less. It is difficult to go far in the

streets of any large town without coming on

examples little less objectionable. Their

architects have produced a variation, indeed,

from received types, but anything rather than

what Mr. Darwin would call an advantage-

ous variation. They have brought together,

perhaps, some queer shape of window head,

odder and uglier than any one ever ventured

to put up : some absurder type of sham-

cornice, and some more astonishing combi.

nation of notches and chamfers. There is

neither beauty nor use in these novelties.

They cannot live; they cannot be permanent,

or contribute anything to a real modern
style, because they have no merit except that

of being novelties. No one, it is true, can

say that he has seen them before ; but no
one, it is equally certain, will say that he

wishes to see them again. There is no germi-

nating idea in them ; they have nothing to

develope; they die out with themselves. A
whole infinity of such attempts as these would
never produce a new type of architecture.

The truth is, neither new styles nor new
languages are produced by men setting to

work deliberately to make them. They all

have their root in the past. Each of them
holds the inventions, not of one individual,

however gifted, but of multitudes of men for

many generations. Their details, if we could

trace their history, did not originate in caprice.

It was not by mere chance that the smallest

feature in them became what it is. Every
constituent has been weighed, and tested, and
criticised, and its survival is a proof that it

once commended itself to universal judgment
as the fittest thing for its situation. Circum-
stances may have changed, and it may be by
no means the fittest now ; and in that case the

problem is to replace it by something fitter,

which harmonizes equally well with the rest

of the system. If replacing it with a novelty

were enough, we might soon have a nineteenth

century style in working order. Anybody can

produce new forms without much trouble ; it

is not so easy to make them agree either with

each other or with what is old. And yet this

is what we must do, if architecture is to ad-

vance. We have new materials, and new
kinds of construction, and new types of build-

ings to deal with : we have an old style,

which in the main is admirable as far as it

goes. We shall be wise to stick to it wherever
we can. There are plenty of alterations forced

on us, uilliout proposing needless ones in pure
gaiity of heart. How to succeed in those

that are inevitable is quite enough of a puzzle

to employ us all. There is, however, one en-

couragement in trying to solve it. Aslong as

we keep our old style in view we have a

model to imitate,—a nucleus round which our
ideas may crystallize. Unlike the "all origi-

nal" architect, we are not absolutely trying to

create a new world out of nothing. And un-

like him, each of us is not obliged to attempt
the whole work by himself. He must do so

—for as no one else is familiar with his fan-

cies, no one can contribute anything that will

agree with them. But with a distinct and
homogeneous style for our basis, each of us

may labour in his separate department, and
be sure that if his work harmonizes with the

original, it will also harmonize with that of

others who take the same style for their

model. So much for the theory. In examin-
ing the architectural productions of the day,

the facts, we believe, will be found in accor-

dance with it. The buildings that bear look-

ing at oftenest are not always tboso that seem
at the first glance to have most freshness

about them. They are those whose originality

does not obtrude itself on the view,—whose
cleverness does not lie on the surface. They
are those in wliich dillicultiesare so thoroughly

cou(|uered that one forgets for a time that

there ever were any dilhculties to conquer : in

which it is not so much the novelty of the

work as its beauty that makes itself felt : and
in which the new is so perfectly harmonized

with the old, that one only discovers by
thinking about it that there are any new
features in the design at all.

THE BRITISH MUSEUM.

THE British Museum is, or should be, one
of the best schools in London. As a

public institution, recreatory and instructive,

it possesses indeed numerous and special

merits, and of its worst abuses, some are about
immediately to be removed. It is to be
wished, however, that when holiday occasions,

such as Christmas or Easter, attract tens of

thousands to the great building in Blooms-
bury, means could be provided of sending
them away more enlightened, or rather, less

confused, on the subject of what they have
seen. This does not imply that a staff of

Polytechnic lecturers should be kept to mar-
shal the people wand in hand through the
galleries, for this would be an intolerable

nuisance ; or that every man, woman, and
child staring about the collections should feel

as if listening to Sir Koderick Murchison or
Professor Faraday ; but there might be more
life in the exhibition ; they should tell their

own story more plainly and better. However,
the assemblage is a vast and unrivalled one

;

and few among the multitudes which pass
the doors imagine what treasures they have
missed seeing. They have bewildered them-
selves by glimpses of stuffed birds, beasts, and
fishes

;
yet what, for them, the Townley sculp-

tures, or the.Phigalean and the Elgin marbles ?

We leave books out of the question ; we even
omit bones, elephant skeletons with false

teeth, copavaries with artificial necks, birds of

Paradise painted in France ; but turn to the
general whole, and invite the reader to follow
us. Now, the entrance is decidedly bad ; it

presents a handsome appearance, but excludes
the light, being too heavily columniated and
roofed. This opens into a quadrangle, de-
scribed by Mr. Granville as " the finest

mason's yard in Europe." The ceiling seems
always to be falling in ; it requires some
energy to find the windows ; and we may
choose between a series of cellars illumined,
like kitchen-areas, through excavations in the
earth, and a range of rooms above, illumined,
like attics, through sky-lights. The "stone-
shops," as the sculpture chambers are termed,
are still worse. Scarcely an attempt at arrange-
ment exists : priests and princes are in the
vaults, and bulls on the first floor. Well,
this description, which would apply to the old
ramshackle structure originally known as the
British Museum, applies exactly also to the
present. But, after a preliminary protest, we
do not care to dwell upon the imperfections
of a national establishment which, after all,

contains an immense amount of wealth. A
great deal has been done. The Belzoni and
the Layard antiquities are better placed ; the
Blacas gems, though unaccountably locked-up,
have a chamber to themselves ; the Granville
jewels, at last, have been lifted from the floor

upon which they had been trodden for years ;

but where is the Granville bust which used
to look down so sadly upon all this confusion ?

But a very large part of the public, especially

the Graces, Muses, and Miuervas of modera
society, care for none of these things. They
are the spoilt children of sweet 'S.o(pui, always
contented. And in a great degree they are
right. They come to see, and to feel amused,
or, if a more dignified term be essential, in-
terested. It is nothing to them that the col-

lections are a grand aggregate of objects
suitable to many sympathies ; not always
identical, yet closely allied; various, but not
dissimilar :

—
Facies nou omnibus una

Noc diversa tamcn
;
qualcm decet esse sororum.

The people who, understanding these facts,

roam among the galleries, cannot fail to ob-
tain ideas of beauty and grace. Yet from the
Museum they must go to a book. They see

the superb Parthenon frieze, they catch its

splendour at once ; but they have afterwards
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to look for it3 meaning and history, as tlie

noblest specimen of lithography extant.

Otherwise the world opened to their vision

here is, and will remain, perfectly imintel-

ligilile, a region of hieroglyphics and myste-
ries ; but who can j^resume to measure the
feelings, the intelligence, the tastes, which, in

these academies of old times, might not be
awakened and developed in the minds of the
humblest, had they an easy method of under-
stinding, even to the most moderate extent,

the opulence of illustrations placed before
them / It is not thai the outside populace, on
holiday purposes intent, can be expected to

study the colossal monuments of antique
epochs, of Egypt, Lycia, and Assyria ; here
are enamelled miniatures and filigree trinkets

which, properly examined, would teach les-

sons of no slight value. Nobody, indeed, can
ever jjretend, without imposture, to appreciate
every object and example which this building
holds, it is quite enough for an ordinary
amliition, therefore, to have mastered, in one
sense, its generalities, and in another, the
specialities of a particular class. From the

recital of the will of Sir Hans Sloane in the Act
of Incorporation, it appears that in addition to

books, drawings, and manuscripts, he had ga-

thered together prints, medals, and coins (an-

cient and modern), seals, cameos and intaglios,

mathematical instrumentsand pictures, stuffed,

birds, beasts, and fishes, anatomical prepara-
tions, reptiles, monsters and abortions, accu-
mulated from all quarters of the globe ; and
yet amid this medley, which has been increas-

ing year by year, what inestimable cabinets

are found !^the Hatchett minerals, the splen-

did Hamilton volcanic specimens from Mount
Vesuvius, few of which are ever inquired
after, partly because the populace feels more
entertained by the mammoths and beetles,

but still more because it cannot grope its

way into the crypts which make of tlie edifice

rather a burial place than a museum, rather
less cheerful than a cell in Newgate, and much
less airy—light being out of the question, as

an extravagant luxury. We pass cursorily

for the moment the other classes, which are

really of importance, though they may be ill

located here, and are about to be removed
;

the mammalia, an exhibition simply of stufl'ed

skins, so crowded that they cannot be seen to

advantage, especially the great ruminant and
pachydermatous animals, forming altogether

a very imperfect representation of their kinds

;

the birds, not half of which can be seen, and
which require six or sevenfold more space
for their due exhibition ; the reptiles, almost
wholly kept out of view; the fish, and so

forth. If the public knew how many pages of

this huge and rich Bloomsbury book are prac-

tically closed against it, a sense of dissatisfac-

tion might justifiably be experienced. It does
not seem right, said a good authority a few
years ago, that such valuable space should be
taken up by Esquimaux dresses, canoes, and
hideous feather idols, and broken flints called
" rude knives." Each collection is a detri-

ment to the other, and the proper remedy is

that one should go. We have suggested in

this opening notice that the books in the Bri-

tish Museum need not be brought into ques-
tion. Still, as a matter concerning both the
gtrixctrrre and the public, a few general obser-

vations may be allowed. There is an im-
mense amount of utterly valueless and unori-

ginal American literature occupying shelves

which are urgently wanted for other uses. The
bulk of modern Scotch theology might well
be boiled down to a hundredth of its actual
dimensions. There is no reason why, because
a volume is published by the vanity of its au-
thor, it should become a national archive.

How many among the last ten thousand new
novels should be allowed a monumental
place in the bookcases of the British Museum,
usurping so many niches in the forty miles of

shelf which its librarians have occasionally

boasted about / Why all the editions ot

Tupper ? Why all the editions of Mrs. Cau-
dle's Curtain Lectures ? Why the whole of

Gumming, or those myriads of petty tomes

in stained calf and abraded morocco, which
do not belong to literature at all i What is

a library ? asked the Russian Empress
Catherine, of Prince Potomkin. " A book
shelf," answered the Prince, " with little vo-

lumes at the top, and big ones at the bottom."
We shall have better things, however, to say

of the Bloomsbury establishment after this

first discursive criticism.

ARTIST-ARCHITECTS.

MR. WYATT PAPWORTH is a bold man,
in that, " being convinced that the

'artist-architect' is damaging the profession,''

he has dared at the present moment to come
forward and say so. The statement however,
pardoxical as it may appear, is not so devoid
of found ation as many of our enthusiastic and
over-noisy juniors would aflirm it to be, and the

question is one well worthy of consideration.

That architecture is an art as well as a science,

is indeed jealously to be asserted, and we are

even prepared to claim the precedence of

its artistic above its scientific qualities, were
it at all necessary to do so. That is to say, while
we look upon building soundly and strongly

as the first essential, that may be done, and
yet leave building a mere trade, without the
slightest pretension to being a fine art at all.

To build beautifully is the aim which alone

lifts the craft into the higher category of art.

But to dabble in what are specially the pro-

vinces of the painter 'and the sc\ilptor has of

late been looked upon as what alone can
entitle an architect to be considered as an
" artist-architect."

It is this notion which we think, with Mr.
Papworth,ls'fraught with considerable danger,

and which we fear has arisen out of vanity on
the part of a lew men in the profession, who
fancy they have attainments which distinguish

them from their fellows ; because, forsooth,

they can draw the figure indift'erently well,

they and they alone are entitled to the high-

sounding name they have coined for their own
advantage.

AVe maintain, on the contrary, that archi-

tecture in itself is an art, and a very high one,

independently of all assistance from the de-

corator. Supporting Mr. Puuskin in the

general tenor of his somewhat too arbitrary

dicta, we demur to one which he has often

made on this very point. He has asserted

that, to take a Gothic doorway with a carved

pediment, for instance, all the art in it is

in the carving, and that to the designer of the

frameworkof the same no credit is due beyond
that of an able but subordinate workman.
This is a wholly erroneous view, which has

arisen from his taking a part rather than the

whole of a building as his example, and
cramping his vision accordingly. We fancy

we could cull from his description of the

Doge's Palace at Venice a string of laudatory
adjectivesiwhich would be little applicable to

the mere dollish figures which lurk amidst the

leaves of the capitals of its columns, and which
not evenhis favourite groups of sculpture on the

three angles of the building couldhave the im-

modesty to appropriate entirely to themselves.

Scrape off, in imagination alone if 3'ou please,

all the sculptures from the mediaeval cathe-

drals—and iconoclasts and revolutionists have
done much towards accomplishing in fact the

said feat—and is no art left in their mighty
and well-proportioned structures ?

To draw tlie figure is well, but it argues

no power of invention or design on the part

the draughtsman. It is no great credit to him,

for not only every architect but every gentle-

man in the land should do the same, had we
our will. To learn to draw is easier than to

learn to write, for to form meaningless pot-

hooks and hangers is a tedious task, which
thousands, who practice it all their lives, never

accomplish satisfactorily ; but the veriest

ploughboy, if set with a pencil in hand to use

his wits by drawing what he can see and
understand, is interested and made intelligent

by the eft'ort, and will, in less months than it

would take !him years to become a cali-

graphist, succeed in becoming a tolerable

draughtsman. We do not want to know
whether the man who reared the picturesque
Ijuildings around the precincts of the cathedral

of Wells was a proficient in the drawing
school of his day ; perhaps he was a dunce in

that respect by the side of the carver to

whom he entrusted the carving of the termin-
ations of the corbels he'designed ; but he knew
how to build beautifully and picturesquely,

and therefore was without question an " artist-

architect."

It may be a curious archajologioal question,

How intimate were the relations between the
sculptor and architect of that grand poem in

stone, the west front of that cathedral of

Wells ? as it is also with regard to the fai^a de
and pediment of the Parthenon at Athe ns.

Some men in all ages are intellectual gia nts,

but we need not frame drawing-schoolso for

them. The design that is in them will c -jme

out, and they will know whom to direct pud
how to do so, if they cannot execute every art

themselves. We, who are called upon to

legislate, must look to the ordinary capacities

of men, and to what is practical under present

circumstances ; and we affirm, without fear of

contradiction, that there are ample facilitica

in the present day for the would-be artist-

architects to educate themselves, if they be so

inclined. At any rate, there are ten times the

opportunities now than have been at the dis-

posal of any previous generation in the world's

history ; andj yet the cry is, while the Art
Classes at the Architectural Museum are but
scantily attended, for more lectures and more
drawing schools ; and it strikes us that the cry

is as unreasonable as that would be on the

part of the famishing Parisians, if they asked

us English not to content ourselves with
sending them the food we are doing, but to

come over and spoon-feed them as well.

It will be time to design the diploma
certificate for which so many enterpriziug,

but, as they would have it, neglected and un-

appreciated geniuses are clamouring, when
half a dozen present themselves annually for

those Voluntary Architectural Examinations

which the much - maligned Institute has

established already.

The last appeal we have noticed—it must
be owned with some slight derision—is for a

Royal Academy of Architecture. What is in

a name ? we feel inclined to ask—for what
dift'erence there would be between a Royal
Academy and a Royal Institute we are at a

loss to discover. It seems the proposer of this

new scheme sees a panaceafor all architectural

evils in the appointment of forty high priests

out of the ruck of the profession. Why this

is the very blot in the escutcheon of the present

Royal Academy, and the kindred artistic pro-

fessions are almost in rebellion against the

exclusiveness which in that case can at least

plead respectable authority on the score of

precedent. This is only another futOe attempt

to obtain protection, in a day when all systems

of protection are doomed. And who, again we
ask, ;is it that seeks such .' Simply the in-

competent, who fear they cannot achieve for

themseves the eminence they would desire.

Let their own works speak for them—the

proof of a pudding is in the eating ; if they

are artist-architects, the world will not be

slow in appreciating the art they produce.

None need fear free-trade but those whose

wares are not worth purchasing, or who lack

the energy to make good salesmen ; and though

we may pity them we cannot be expected to

establish ourselves, or that the public will

establish for us, training schools and hospitals

for incapable architects, however well-meaning

and artistic they may be. J. P. S.

The paintings on the walls of WUitecross-street

Pnsou, supposed to be by George Morland, have

been damaged and defaced wilfully.

The Brig'hton Railway Company announce th.it

they will open the portion of the East London line

between Deptford-road and the junction with the

South London line at the Old Kent-road onMarch 1st.
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ox THE HISTORICAL DEA'ELOPJIENT OF
ORNAMENTAL ART.

THE eighteenth lecture of thia course was
delivered by Dr. G. G. ZerfS, in the Lecture

Theatre, South Kensington Museum, ou Tuesday
afternoon last. In continuing the subject of

Greek sculpture, the lecturer observed that it

might be studied from the descriptions of Pau-
sanias, Pliny, and Strabo, and from the numerous
copies of Greek works to be found in the diiTerent

museums. The first mythical period of Greek
Sculpture, he said, had commenced with Dajilalus,

to whom thirteen works were attributed. These
were principally busts of Ai-temis, Aphrodite,
and Atliene. It was, however, doubtful whether
any such person had ever existed. Most pro-
bably Daedalus bad merely been a common name
applied to artists in general. Next EpejuS had
been mentioned by Homer as the maker of the
large wooden horse employed by the Greeks in

their stratagem for the taking of Troy. Dibu-
tades, a potter, was set down as the introducer of

plastic art in clay. He was said (and the legend was
repeated by other, \vriter3)_to have Jiad a daughter
who, having been deeply enamoured of a young
man about to go on a journey, was anxious to

preserve some memorial of him, and consequently
drew his shadow in outline. She produced an
excellent likeness, and her father filled in the
lines v.ilh clay, adding the eyes and marking the
hair, and was thus the first to use clay for plastic

works. The ornamentation of the pediments o£
temples was attributed to him. Smilis of xEgina
was said to have been contemporary with Dajda-
lus, and was piobably also a mythical person.
In fact the name Smilis was used generally to
designate a sculptor or image-carver. We had
historical facts and dates only from COO B.C.

Glaukos, who had been born on the island of
Chios, had first worked ia metal, which he
softened or hardened by fire and water. The
stand of a sacrificial vessel, worked by him in
bronze, was so celebrated that his name became
proverbial for excellence of execution. This was
ornamented with reliefs, representing plants and
animals, and had resembled a truncated tower in
form. Rhcckos and Theodorus had been more
distinguished as metal workers. They had con-
structed the Labyrinth at Lemnos, in which
work they were said to have been assisted by
Smilis. This building had had 150 columns ; to
turn them out they had such an excellent
mechanism that a boy could set it in motion.
Theodorus had prepared the foundations of the
Temple of Ephesus, and was said to have cast a
figure of Night for the same building. Pliny
mentions another statue which had been made
by this artist, and which had represented him-
self. In its light hand it held a tile, and in the
left a quadriga or chariot with four horses, which
latter had been so minute that it was covered by
the wing of a fly, also worked in bronze. Though
this account might be legendary, it served to

show that metal work muat have reached a high
state of artistic development at that period.
Several silver and golden sacrificial vessels,

and a golden vine with the grapes made
of preciou.s stones, had also been attri-

buted to the same artLst, who was further
said to liave invented the square, the level, the
turuiuglatho, and the key. He had been the first

to lay down theoretical rules for the guidance of
future artists in a work on the temple of Hera at
Samos. The family of Melas, of Chios, had been
the first to work in Parian marble. Bupalos had
distinguished himself by making a Tyche for
Smyrna, with the Polos on her head and the horn
of Amalthea in h- r hand, creating the model for
the future representations of the goddess of for-
tune. Byzes of Naxos had been the first to cut
marble iuto thin slabs for ai-chitectural purposes,
.and provided marble tiles, with which the temple
of Zeus at Olympia had been covered. Cheiriso-
phorua and Bathjkles belonged to this period. The
former had made an Apollo, said to have been of
gold, but which had more probably been of wood
covered with thin gold plates. Tlie latter had con-
structed a throne of Apollo, the reliefs of which
showed a kind of symmetry. The back had been
ornamented with a chorus of Magne3i.aus. In all,

few examples of the style of this period existed.
The reliefs from the tempie at Assos (now in the
Louvre), were uumistakeably in the Assyrian and
Egyptian style. Two of the metopes of Selinunt
at Palermo were well preserved. On the one,
Perseus was represented in the act of slaying
Medusa, and on the other Hercules carrying two
Kobolda or Kerkopes hanging from a pole. Though

in these the execution was coarse and faulty, yet
we found in them signs of that dawning power in

grouping which distinguished Greek sculpture.

The material used was limestone, and the remains
of colouiiug were to be perceived on the seam of

Athene's dress. In the Glyptothek at Munich
there was the statue of an Apollo, from Tenea,
which was in marble, and life-size. The anatomy
was perfect, but the mouth grinning, the hair thick
and falling in waves on the shoulders, the fore-

head receding, the eyes wide open, and the nose
strongly protruding. This work afforded an ex-
ample of the D:i3dalian statues. In the year 1861
a fragment of a Hermes of hymetic marble had
been discovered on the eastern side of the Akro-
pohs at Athens. It much resembled the above-
mentioned figures in style. In the museum of

the Thesaus temple at Athens, the tombstone of

Aristion, the work of Aristokles, was preserved.
The figure was that of a Hoplite, or man in heavy
armour. A similar tomtstone had been found
near Orchomenos in Boretia. It was of grey marble,
and represented a citizen wrapped in a long cloak
le.ining ou his staff, whilst his dog jumps at a
locust which he holds in his hand. According to
the inscription this was the work of Auxenor of

Naxos. A beautiful relief of this period found at
Melos was now in the British Museum. It was in

terra-cotta, and formed a charming group. We
had before us Alk;cus the poet, who is deeply in

love with Sappho, and wlio appears to whisper
that he wishes to tell her something, but
bashfulness prevents him. She seems to
reply that if a beautiful and noble feeling in-

spires him, and if he were not bent on say-
ing something wrong, he would not cast down
his eyes ashamed, but would speak boldly. This
scene was executed with great truthfulness by
the sculptor. Ten statues from Miletus were also

in the British Museum. They were all above life

size, and had formed an avenue of sculptures
lining the sacred road from the harbour to the
temple of Apollo. The style was monumental.
The hands rested ou the knees, the bodies were
heavy, shoulders broad, and the forms, especially

those of the women, round. Only one statue had
a head, the face of which bore the usual broad
grin ; the ears, however, were well shaped. The
upper and under garments were of the usual kind,
the former falling in vertical, and the latter in

curved and horizontal lines. Having drawn
attention to some further examples of the style

of this period, the lecturer went on to say that
the next epoch commenced when the political

life of the Greeks had taken more decided forms,
and the social condition of the people had been
greatly improved. The seven wise men had be-
gun to influence the masses with their practical

philosophy; a spirit of criticism pervaded litera-

ture ; and epic poetry yielded to lyric. It was
consequently not surprising that at this time Art
should have been inspired with a new spirit.

Passing over Kanachos, after whom we had an
Apollo in the British Museum, we came
to Agelidas (515 B.C.), who had been the
master of the three greatest sculptors of Greece :

Phidias, Myron, and Polykletus. Were nothing
further recorded concerning him, this alone would
be suUicieut to render him immortal. At Argos,
where he lived, he had founded a special school.

Two of his works representing Zeus as boy and
as man were worthy of praise. Both Ageladas
and Onatas had worked principally in bronze,

with great power. Onatas had been celebrated
for having wrought the Demcter Mela^na near
Phigaliaiu bronze, which replaced the old wooden
image which had been destroyed hy fire. Not
less excellent had been his Herakles, ten yards in

height. The Demeter just mentioned was the
only female figure attributed to him, he having
confined himself to the representation of heroes

;

he also excelled in reproducing horses. Turning
to Athens, we had Antenor, who made the statues
of Harmodiusand Ariatogeiton. This group liad

been taken away by Xerxes (480 B.C.), and a
new one had afterwai'ds been sculptured by
Kritios and Nesiotes. We might find fault with
the stillness of the execution, which was too
faithful to he really beautiful, but the composi-
tion was full of life and the arrangement masterly.

We were better able to judge the artists of .Egiua
of tliia period, as we possessed from the pediment
of the temple of Minerva two groups, which had
been restored by Thorvaldsen and were now in

the GIyi>tothek at Munich. Of the western group
ten of the statues were perfect, the eleventh much
damaged. Of the eastern group five statues only

were in good condition. Of the former Onakas
had probably been the artist, but the latter was

so superior that it must be assumed to have
been the work of another artist. It was attributed
to Kallon. The productions of Kalamis, Myron,
&c., will form the subject of the next lecture.

MOORE'S PATENT WATER-PIPE
PROTECTOR.

rPHE unwelcome visit of the plumber to stop
-•- the too liberal water supply in our houses
has been an incident of unpleasantly frequent
occurrence dm-ing the late severe frosts. An
arrangement has been recently patented under
the above title for the prevention of this
domestic nuisance. Certain valves and cocks are
connected with the pipes, which, that they maybe
sclj'-actijtij, are weighted in such a manner that
when left to themselves and unsupported, they
immediately shut oft" the supply of water and
empty the pipes. They are prevented from doing
this in ordktary weather by being suspended from
a small tube of glass containing water, and
specially manufactured for the purpose. As soon
as a sharp frost occurs it attacks this glass tube,
the water within which quickly becoming frozen,

expands and bm-sts the tube. The weighted
valves and cocks thus losing their support imme-
diately fall, shut oS' the water supply, and empty
the pipes. The frost thus becomes the active
protecting power of the pipes, instead of as here-
tofore being the cause of injury to them. The
apparatus cannot fail, it allows water to be
easily obtained from the pipes during the con-
tinuance of the frost, and ou its cessation the
trifling cost of the renewal of the glass tube again
efi"ectually guaids against the enemy. The appa-
ratus is manufactured by Messrs. Guest &
Clirimes, of Rotherham, and may he obtained in

London of their agent, Mr. Thomas Beggs, 37,
Southampton-street, Strand.

BUILDING NEWS SKETCHBOOK.

THE " Sketch Book " series is now finished, and
we beg to tenderourthanks to themany gentle-

men who have contributed to it, and also to the

equally large number who have sent sketches which
have not appeared. Had many sketches which have

not appeared been sent in earlier, they would have

been substituted for others which have been pub-

lished. We shall defer making any observations

on the merits and demerits of the sketches till the

awards of the adjudicators are given. The prizes

are £10 10s. for the best drawing; £7 7s. for the

second; and £5 5s. for the third. The contributors

are to be the adjudicators, as mentioned in No.
75R, July 2, 18i')9. We then said—" In order that
there may be no complaint of unfairness in the
award of the prizes, we propose that the con-

tributors shall decide for themselves ; each con-
tributor to have three votes, or a vote in the
awarding of each prize, but no contributor shall

be eligible to vote for himself. The author of tho
sketch who has the most votes will have the first

prize, the author who has next to the most will

have the second prize, and the one who has tho
least number of votes will have the third prize."

Wo now await the decisions of the umpires, and
shall be glad to receive them as soon as possible.

Should any two contributors have an equal numb r

of votes, Mr. J. P. Seddon, the Hon. Sec. of the
Institute, has consented to act as arbitrator and
give a casting vote. We should have said that

fifty-nine sketches have appeared, which, with
the frontispiece, kindly contributed by Mr. P.
Auld, will make sixty.

LAXTON'S PRICE BOOK FOR 1871.

LAXTON'S has always been recognised as the

Price Book, not only by tho trade, hut by
tho various Law Courts, by whom reference to it

is always made as the acknowledged standard.

Its fifty-fourth edition is published by Messrs.
Kelly it Co., who have thoroughly revised and re-

arranged it, and made many useful additions.

The issues for the past few years have hardly sus-

tained tlie character of the book, hut the trouble

at which its present publishers have been to more
tliau restore it to its old position cannot fail to

be appreciated. The contents comprise over
7'2,000 prices of various materials, carefully

corrected according to present rates and wages,

together with a variety of other useful inform-

tiou.
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NATURE IN ORNAMENTATION.*

SAVAGES use generally only geometrical

figures in the ornamentation of their

vessels, weapons, oars, clubs, cross-beams, or

door-posts. The triangle, the square, the

circle are applied in a thousand different

forms, windings, and combinations. As soon

as man frees himself from the savage state he
takes his motives i'or ornamentation from the

vegetable kingdom. Plants and flowers have
formed for the last six or seven thousand
years one of the principal elements of orna-

mentation. We may trace two different

methods in the use of the types of organic

nature by ornamental artists. There are

some who regard as paramount only the orna-

mentation of their work ; they use the vege-

table forms as means to attain an aim. The
vegetable products are tither changed or trans-

formed, just as the ornamentalist thinks it

best fit for his purpose. Above all, he ob-

serves symmetry and order as the two essen-

tial elements of ornamentation. This artist

raises himself above Nature. Her products

are used by his intellectual powers at his

will. This method of handling the products

of the vegetable, or even animal kingdom,
according to the imagination and intentions

of the artist, produces " style," which often

has varied, as may be studied in the his-

tory of art. There are others who altogether

disregard the object which they intend to

ornament. They have only one aim, which
they strive to attain—a correct, faithful, and
most accurate imitation of the organic products

of nature. They delight in reproducing the

defects, deformities, and peculiarities caused

in plants by wind, frost, or rain. A dew-droj]

on a rose, a worm-eaten leaf of a tulip, are

the very highest aspirations of these so-called
" naturalists," who have a tendency to use

nature in her unadulterated condition for

ornamental purposes. Art with these men
becomes subservient to Nature, whicli is, in

itself, contrary to all principles of art. If

ornamentation does not grow out of the very

character and form of the work to be orna-

mented, it is in itself a nonentity. But Nature
with them is everything. What could there

be more beautiful than Nature ? These artists

do not see that Nature is beautiful in adorning

a prairie with a variety of flowers, but that if

tliose flowers are transferred on a frieze, or on
the legs of a table, a plate, or carpet, or the

paper covering the walls of a dining or

drawing-room, the ornamentation becomes
altogether out of place and order. We come,

therefore, to the conclusion that forms and
products of Nature can only be used for orna-

mentation under the regulation of a correct

style. The naturalist turns into an imitating,

or rather mimicking, slave of Nature, and is

incapable of doing justice to the ret^uirements

of art. The artist, with a style of his own,
frees himself, above all, of Nature. He takes

her forms, sifts them, and uses them according

to the faculty of his imagination, but detaches

them from their connection witli Nature, and
elevates them to real products of art. Thus
only lie is enabled to fulfil all the conditions

with regard to colour, form, arrangement,

and distribution over space, in strict harmony
with the object he intends to ornament. To
bring plants into conventional forms was the

tendency of all good ornamentation from time
immemorial. It is a curious fact in the his-

torical development of ornamentation, that

the more we trace back our steps in the inves-

tigation of ornamented works of art, we find

the conventional treatment of plants and
animals practised. One would suppose that

a close imitation of the forms of Nature ought
to have been the first natural impulse of

man ; but tliis is not the case ; on the

contrary, wliether we look on Assyrian
or Egyptian ornamentation, 'we find that

a conventional treatment of the forms of

Nature was universal ; and only a modern

* See Julius Schorr's " GewerbohaUe ;" No. 1, 1871.

Stuttgart; Engolhoru; Loudon: A Sicgle, 110, Lendeu-
hall-street.

school of ornamentalists tries to bring decora-

tive
,
art, by a slavish imitation of Nature,

to a kind of conclusion, and to bar the

way to further original forms and combi-
nations. Though the conventional treatment

of natural products has been the basis of good
and correct ornamentation, the very treat-

ment of the types of Nature has varied in

different coimtries at different times. This
is the reason that we see in the history of

ornamental art an everlasting change, which
is the more interesting as it is not so much
the result of the individual artist's will, as

rather the characteristic peculiarity of some
settled style, which in its turn is the eft'ect of

the national sentiment—the tendencies of a

period and the degree of taste in art at a cer-

tain epoch of the life of a whole nation. As
a proof of this statement, we have, above all,

Egyptian art ; we certainly know it only when
already highly developed. The Egyptian art

had not been altogether the product of pure
artistic motives ; it was not an unfettered art,

devoted to the laws of beauty alone, subordi-

nating everything to higher aspirations. Egyp-
tian art was the faithful servant of religion

;

symbolism was its element. Symbolism
chose for the artist the special plants which

I

he had to use for ornamentation. Though
symbolism went so far as this, the manner of

the reproduction and combination of certain

j

plants was still left to the free will of the

artist, and therein the Egyptian products of

! art deserve our careful study. The elements of

Egyptian ornamentation are exclusively the

lotus and the papyrus, to which we must add

,
the palm tree. Symbolism meant by these

i forms to teach the masses that body and intel-

lect ought to have their proper nourishment.

j
In looking at the ornamental reproduction of

these plants in Egyptian art, we find that

though they resemble their originals they are

anything but what Nature has produced.

Deprived of all special individuality, the

plants are brought into a regular symmetrical

form ; all their details, as the bud, the stem,

and the flower, are generalized. The plants

may be united in rows ; if so, they are

arranged eurithmically, in double rows, with

alternating higher and lower plants ; or in

fan-like radiation, to a certain degree repeat-

ing the form of the single flower. Flowers

are sometimes represented as rising from the

water. In those instances they rise regu-

larly, at well measured distances, with a

perfectly similar form and growth. The
waves themselves assume symmetrical and
uniform lines. Kings presenting plants to

one of their divinities as a grateful offering,

hold them not in the natural shape in their

handis, but in the usual conventional, artisti-

cally remodelled form. The ornamentalist

was guided in such cases by a correct feeling,

for had he made the plants in these isolated

instances in accordance with their natural

forms, he would have produced a striking

discord ; and this he carefully avoided. But
how did it come that the Egyptian artist has

deviated with such correct feeling from what
he saw in Nature? It coidd not liave been a

mere fancy, which originated in nothing, that

developed itself into a national style and
continued as such for thousands of years.

The Egyptian must have observed in Nature

law and symmetry, according to which he

regulated his own existence, submitting to

them also his productions of art. Nature

taught him to make himself acquainted with

general types of certain plants, and to dis-

regard the individualisation of the single

plant—and he did so. By this means of

generalization, he learnt that there are laws

in Nature under which you may bring the

plant with its outlines, the formation of its

flower or fruit ; he must have observed that

the same law ruled the relation of the leaves

to the stem ; that certain principal lines and

outlines all spread regularly from one central

point. He took thus natiure in her sym-

metrical perfection as a model, freeing her

from all accidental inaccuracies or deviation
;

and this perfection with its immutable order

turned out to be to him the very law of art.

Placing thus the plant in profile, arranging

the flower and the stem as two connected
totals, distributing the lines to the right and
the left in symmetrical order, he did not

altogether lose the basis of Nature ; he only

idealised Nature. There is scarcely a style in

which the right principles of correct orna-

mentation are so well expressed as in the

Egyptian. The types of the plants are the

result of a keen observation of Nature. By
the great severity of his customs the Egyptian
artist was hindered from cultivating a freer

mode of combination, and the symbolism to

which he was subjected forced him to be

contented with a few plants. Nature, how-
ever, is inexhaustible in her products which
may serve, if properly understood and care-

fully adapted, for ornamental motives. The
Assyrians and Persians appear to have had
some older style which they copied ; and
there is to be observed a kind of settled and
inherited conventionalism in their motives of

ornamentation. Nature appears scarcely re-

cognisable in their decorative forms ; but they

were less fettered by .symbolism than the

Egyptians, and we may trace some new
motives in their works of art. The flowers

are not represented in profile but in full ; we
have with them the use of rosettes, which have
been adopted probably later by tire Egyptians

too, though with them the origin is much
more of a geometrical character than with the

Assyrians or Persians, who apparently worked
from nature.

In my next I intend to consider Nature in

ornamentation with the Greeks.

O. G. Zerffi.

CIVIL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEERS'
SOCIETY.

ON LIMES AND CEMENTS.

AT the last meeting of this Society, on the

3rd inst., Mr. J. B. Walton, A.I.C.E.,

President, in the chair, two papers on this subject

were read, the authors being Messrs. R. M. Ban-

croft and H. E. Hunt. We give abstracts of

each :
~

MR. B.iNCIiOFT's PAPER.

The author commenced by pointing out that

calcium is the metallic basis of all limes. Rich

limes are yielded by limestones containing from
1 to per cent, of foreign substances, such as

silica (flint), alumina (clay), magnesia, iron, &c.

Soft chalk, hard ragstone, or marble yield equally

good lime, since the calcium they contain is the

same mineral. Chalk, however, generally con-

tains water irregularly distributed, and not ex-

hibiting the same change that marble or stone

does ; it is frequently unequally burned, and there-

fore slakes imperfectly. The purer the fime the

finer shoufd be the quafity of the sand, the pure

limes requiring finer, and the cements a coarser

sand than the hydraulic limes. Poor limes are

those which either do not increase in bulk, or

only do so to a trifling extent, when slaked. They
are all obtained from limestones which contain

siUca, magnesia, manganese, or metallic oxides
;

thase foreign substances are present in poor limes

to the extent of from 15 to 30 per cent. They do

not slake freefy, and are liable to viti-ify in burn-

ing. Limes from limestones containing much
silica swell in setting, and may dislocate the

m.asonry executed with them. If aUimiua be in

excess the lime is likely to shriuk and crack. If

carbonate of magnesia be combined with car-

bonate of lime, as is the case in maguesian lime-

stones, the original bulk is retained. All limes

which fall short of from 10 to 18 per cent, of clay

should be rejected. Grey limes from the Medway
containing about 18 per cent, of clay make
good mortar. The blue lias stones have long

been reputed to be the best of all EugUsh lime-

stones. They are mostly found in the British

Channel, at or near Watcliet, in Somersetshire,

at Aberthaw (near Cardiff), and at Lyme Regis

and Barrow. Blue lias is a limestone particularly

serviceable for concrete and all works connected

with water. Greystone lime—the lime principally

used in the buildings of the present day—is simply

limestone burnt in a kiln, as chalk is burnt. It

is to bo obtained either ground or in the lump, the

gi-ound lime being used for concrete. About Is. 6d.

per yard of eighteen bushels is usually paid for
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grincling. Tlie same object conld be attained by
Bimply slaking instead of gi-inding. Chalk-lime

mortal' requires two parts of lime to three of

sand, and is chiefly used for plasterers' work. It

is mixed with cow-haii', and put on in one or two
coats, and finished with a thin coat of lime,

thoroughly run down and reduced to a pulp,

technically called " fine stuff." In damp situa-

tions or trenches not well drained, if chalk lime
is used in making concrete the concrete will never
set, and if there is any running water in course

of time all lime gets washed out of the ballast

and dissolved away. Chalk lime never should be
used in damp situations. The author next
proceeded to speak of mortar, and deprecated
the entrusting its mixture to mere labourers.

He also insisted upon more time being allowed
for the mortar in new work to get hard before

piling upon it any great weight of superstruc-

ture. In work hurriedly run up nothing was so

common as to see settlements and cracks arising

solely from the compression of the mortar before

it had had time to harden. In making mortar,
from seven to three parts of lime of the ordinary
sort are usually mixed with two parts of saiid

—

the stronger the time the more sand it will take,

and the more sand used the slower, as a rule,

will be the setting, but the harder the mortar.
The hardness of the limestone from which the

lima was produced has nothing to do with the

hardness of the mortar ; it is its chemical com-
position which regulates the quaUty of the mortar.

Lime should be used as fresh and stiff as possible,

and the bricks or stone should be well wetted
with water, particularly in hot weather. It is im-
portant that all water used for making mortar or

cements should be free from all impurities of

Tegetablo and organic matter. With regard to

hydraulic limes, the admixture of pulverised /briyc

scales, or iron dross, with calcareous matter
makes a very strong hydraulic mortar. The
Dorking, Marsham, and Hailing limes are largely

used as hydi'aulic cements. A good mortar may
be made of three measures of sand, and one
measure of Dorking or Hailing lime. Blue lias

stone lime requires twice its measure of sand.
A measure of lime is 27 cubic feet, and it con-
tains 21 striked bushels. Keeue's cement is

capable of being worked to a veiy hard and
beautiful sui'face. It is obtained by soaking
the plaster in alum water after a first

calcination, it is then put a second time
into the kiln, re-burnt, and gi-ound. Parian
cement, like ICeene's, also has a plaster

base, the gypsum being mixed with borax in

powder, and the mixture is calcined and sub-
sequently gi-ound. Scagliola is made of plaster

of Paris and different earthy colours, which arc
mixed in a trough in a moist state, and blended
together until the required efiect is produced,
when the composition is taken from the trough,

laid on llie plaster ground, and well worked into

it with a wooden beater and a small gauging
trowel. ^V'heu (luite hard, it is smoothed, scraped,

and polished, until it has the appearance of

marble. Plaster of Paris is used for cornices and
internal decorations, and is the base of aU the
internal decorative cements known as Keene's,
Parian, Martin's itc. It is partly soluble in

water, and therefore unsuitalde for any but inside

work. Stucco is plaster and lime mixed together.

It in generally made of lime, mixed with cal-

careous powder, elialli, plaster, and different other
substances, in such a manner as to obtain in a
short time a solid surface. Bastard stucco is a
three-coated plaster—the first generally " rough-
ing in" or "rendering," the second "floating,"
as in trowelled stucco; but the finishing coat
contains a little hair besides the sand. It is not
hand-floated, and the trowelling is done with less

labour than in what is called trowelled stucco.
In stucco for external purposes such materials
only should lie used as are capable of resisting
the action of wet. Kough stucco is a mode of
finishing staii'casca, passages, &c., in imitation
of stone. It is mixed with a large proportion of
sand, and that of a coarser quality than trowelled
stucco, and is not smoothed, but left rough from
the hand float, which is covered with a piece of
felt to raise the gi'it of the sand, and so give the
work the appearance of stone. I'oz/.olanos are
principally composed of silica and alumina witli a
little lime in combination, mixed with potash,
soda, magnesia, and o.\ide of iron.

MR. hunt's PAPEI!.

Mr. Hunt commenced his paper by a reference
to the causes which act in giving some limes the
power of Setting under water. He observed that
Smeatou, when engaged in the construction of

the Eddystone lighthouse, found that all lim s

that set under water were obtained from the cal-

cination of limestones which contained a portion

.)f clay in their composition, and his experiments
led him to use a cement composed of Aborthaw
Ume and of Pozzolano. That Smeaton was right

in the selection of his stones was almost certain,

though perhaps he did not quite recognise the im-

portant jiart which the presence of clay (or silica

md alumina in chemical combination) had in

the result which he obtained. Pveferriug to some
tables exhibited on the walls, containing analyses
of the best hydraulic limes, Mr. Hunt observed
that such limes almost all possessed the same
bodies, though in varied proportions. Limestones
or calcareous stones (or those stones containing

carbonate of lime) are of very various natures.

There are, for instance, pure carbonates of lime

(some of which are perfectly crystalline, as

marbles), and others which contain, in addition to

the carbonate of lime, magnesia, oxide of iron,

manganese, siUca, and alumina. The name lime-

stone is generally applied to those stones con-

taining at least 50 per cent, of carbonate of lime.

A mere chemical analysis of a sample does not
always give the results that are obtained by prac-

tice. Experience alone is the best guide in this

matter. The existence of carbonate of Ume in

stones is easily detected by the application of

dilute nitric or muriatic acid ; by the efferves-

cence which takes place, caused by the escape of

the carbonic acid gas from the carbonate of lime,

pure lime is left behind. The next most im-
portant substance which enters into the composi-
tion of limestones is silica, which exists very
nearly in a state of purity in flints, common
quartz, agate, &c. It is not sensibly soluble in

water or dilute acid, but dissolves freely in

alkaline solutions at a temperature of from 300°

to 400° Fahrenheit. The next and last substance
that plays any important part in limestones is

alumina, which is recognisable in the form of

common clay, but not then in a pure state, but in

chemical combination with silica. None of the

other bodies, except magnesia, are of any value
as regards the hydraulicity of the lime. Chemical
analysis shows that the stones which contain only
from 1 to G per cent, of silica, alumina, mag-
nesia, u'on, ite., either separately or in combina-
tion, give rich limes upon being burnt. Lime-
stones containing insoluble silica in the shape of

sand, magnesia, oxides of ii-on, and manganese,
hut limited to between 15 and 30 per cent, of the
whole mass, yield poor limes. Limestones con-

taining silica in combination with alumina, mag-
nesia, and traces of oxide of ii-ou and man-
ganese in various respective proportions, hut
within the limits of from 8 to 12 per cent,

of the whole mass, yield moderately hydraulic
lines. When the foregoing ingredients are
present in the projiortion of from 15 to 18
per cent., but the silica in its soluble form, the
limestones yield _ an hydraulic lime. When the

limestone contains more than 20 and up to 30 per
cent, of these ingi'edients, an eminently hydraulic

lime is yielded. Limes owe their hydraulicity to

the presence of a certain quantity of clay, and
sometimes, though rarely, to that of a certain

quantity of soluble silica. It is supposed that

during the calcination, silicates of lime and
alumina are formed, with an excess of Ume;
these, in slaking, absorb a quantity of water, and
solidify in combining therewith, and the double
salt being iusohildo in water, the compound re-

mains therein without decomposing, or at least

only yields that small excess of lime which might
have existed in the combination. Kich limes are

the purest limes we possess, and the purer the

carbonate of lime from which they are obtained,

the more distinct arc the appearances from which
they take their name. Tliese are that they aug-

ment in volume to twice their original bulk (or

more) when slaked in the usual maimer. If em-
ployed by themselves without any admixture of

foreign substances, their consistency is the same
after many years of immersion as on the fir.-st day.

Poor limes do not augment in bulk at all, or only

do 80 to a very trifling extent when slaked.

They do not harden under water more thin rich

limes, and are acted upon by that agent in nearly

the same manner. The middlingly-hydraulic

limes set under water after from 15 to 20 days'

immersion, and continue to harden for some time

afterwards, hut the progi-css of their hardening

diminishes after the sixth or eighth month ; after

a year their cou.?istence is equal to that of dry

soap. The change of bulk they undergo in

slaking is about the same as that of the poor

limes. Hydraulic limes set after from six to

tight days' immersion, and continue to harden
;

the process of solidification may extend over
twelve months, although the greater part is com-
pleted by the end of the first six. Eminently
hydraulic limes set within the third or fourth

day of theu- immersion. After a month they are
quite hard, and capable of resisting the dissolvent

action of running water. No limestones are

capable of producing in a commercially valuable

form hydraulic limes unless silica be present in

combination with alumina. All experiments go to

show that, in the proportions cited, it is the

most efficient agent in producing the hyiU'aulicity.

Mr. Hunt next proceed to speak of the calcination

of Umes, after which he enumerated and described

some of the best known hydraulic limes of the
country. Firstly he named the Aberthaw lime,

the chemical analysis of which is as follows :

—

Carbonate of Ume, 72-91 ; alumina, 7'18 , silica,

10-71 ; oxide of ii-oc, 1-77 ; moisture, &c., 7'40

= 100-00. The best proportions for hydraulic

mortar are from 2 to 3 parts of sharp sand to 1 of

lime. If the lime be used for concrete, 6 parts of

shingle, or even more, may be used. When the
lime is used for concrete under water it should be
mixed up for some hours prior to its being placed

in the foundations. It usually requires a day to

be set under water. This lime was used by
Smeatiou for the Eddystone lighthouse. The
price, delivered in London, is 22s. 6d. per ton.

Another powerful hydrauUo lime is that made
from the Halkin Mountain limestone, and which
was exclusively used by Jesse Hartley, in the

construction of the Liverpool docks. The
analysis of this limestone is : Silicia, 21-56

;

carbonate of magnesia, -tO ; alumina, 1-lG ; oxide

of iron, -50
; carbonate of Ume, 72-60

; water, &c.,

3-3S = 100-00. This lime has very gi-eat power
of setting under water. In rubble masonry and
backing up for dock walls, the proportions are :

1 part lime, 2 of sand, and J of smithy ashes,

ground for twenty minutes. The best mortar for

foundations, sewer bottoms, pointing, etc., is made
up of 1 part of lime, | of sand, and J of ashes,

ground forty minutes. The most extensively

used hydraulic lime of all, however, is the blue

lias. Its chemical analysis is : Lime, 45-50
;

alumina and silica, 18-50; carbonic acid, 31-50

;

water, 4-5
; = 10000. The best quality in this

large bed is to be obtained from the quarries in

Warwick. The best proportions of lime to gravel

for concrete are 6 to 1 if the gravel is gocttl, and
in ordinary weather ; for mortar, 2 or 24 to 1.

The mortar is not of itself sufficiently hydraulic

to set under water, but it aUowed to remain for

24 hours, the water has no efi'ect upon it what-

ever. In conclusion, Mr. Hunt dealt with the

manufacture and use of cements, and entered

into the question of the relative strengths of the

different varieties.

Discussion.

In the discussion which followed the reading of

Messrs. Bancroft and Hunt's papers,

Mr. C. H. WniTAKEE, who had conducted a

large scries of Government experiments for l\Ir.

Grant, exhibited some very interesting tabular

diagrams, and gave to the meeting an explanation

of the objects sought to be attained in each ex-

periment, and the mode of conducting them, with

the deductions ho had arrived at from the results

obtained. Mr. Whitaker said that Mr. Grant's

tables (published in the " Minutes of the Procned-

iugs of the Instituticm of Civil Engineers ")

slmwed that the tests of strength of neat cement

and of cement and sand proceeded very regularly

and in the same increasing ratio from one day to

one vear or more. At from one to two years, Port-

land" cement appeared to attain its maximum
strength, at which it continued to remain

without either increase or diminution. Portland

cement giiuged in a mortar-mill for half an hour

with the expectation of a higher result than from

ordinary hand-gauging (on account of the more

[u-obable intimacy of the mixture of the cement

and water) showed the cenicmt, however, to set

hard, but very brittle, the highest test being less

than half that of the samo cement gauged at tho

same time by hand. Mr. Whitaker suggested

to Portland cement manufacturers whether

it Would not bo possible to make cement

of two different qualities—the one such as

we know, hard, and capable of gi-eat

sustained pressure, like cast-iron, for instance
;

the other not, perhaps, capable of bearing so high

a test of the oi-dinary kind as the first, but, being

of a somewhat elastic nature, able to sustain

a sudden blow (as wrought-iron), such as

tho impact of a wave; and, further, whether

it was not probable that cement of this

kind (though according to the present system
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ot testing not so good) would be better

suited to marine works, breakwaters, and
similar structures. With regard to the adhesive

power of different kinds of bricks with cement,
those bricks whose porosity was the gi'eatest were
(as might be imagined) as a general rule found
to hold the cement best. Stock bricks un-
doubtedly had the gi-eatest power of adhesion to

cement, but being more friable, broke at a point
lower than that arrived at with some of the denser
bricks, such as the Suffolks, Fareham reds, &c.,

one brick of either of which sort would readily

absorb lib. ot water. In each of these cases it

was the brick itself which most often gave way,
particularly the stocks. But asitwas the 6)Jtts

and not the joiiUs which were broken and regis-

tered when this kind of fracture occurred, the re-

lative adhesive value of each was not obtained,

though it appeared to him most probable and
most reasonable that the stocks wouid stand
highest. There was no better brick for making
sound work, especially in water-work, under-
gi'ound, or in damp situations. The experiments
he had conducted tended to show that the stock-

brioks bedded in cement set 18 per cent, stronger
in water than in air, whilst all the other kinds,

except some of the Gait bricks, set better in air

than in water. He was not able to give the
meeting any information as to the settingof times

in water; but a mortar composed of one part of

blue lias or Dnrking lime, and two parts of sand,
seemed to be of about an equal strength with
Portland cement compo made in the proportion
of three to one. With regard to different kinds
ot Portland cement concrete, various materials
had been tried, as broken glass, flints, pottery,

Portland stone, and granite, as well as ordinary
river ballast. The blocks were made of two
different sizes, viz., l'2in. cubes, and Ola. cubes,
one set of each being kept in water and another
set in ail' for one year, when they were tested by
crushing in a hydraulic press. The Portland
stone concrete gave uniformly the highest re-

sults, that made in the proportion of 6 to 1

breaking at a pressure of nearly 1 ton per square
inch. The sharp angular pottery and broken
flints were the next highest in the scale. The
granite did not come out so well, and the ballast

showed the lowest breaking strain of all, giving
an average test (at 6 to 1) of about 0-60 ton
per square inch. The broken Portland stone

'

appeared to be completely incorporated with the
,

Portland cement, the whole becoming one homo-
geneous mass, the stones not tearing away from
the cement when broken, but the entire block
crushing together through stones and cement
alilte. The i-ough biscuit-like edges of the broken
pottery gave to that material a similar cha-
racter to the Portland stone, though in a less

degree ; and the sharp angularities of the flints,

with their rough calcareous portions, gave to the
concrete made with them the strength it was
found to possess. The granite concrete appeared
to have a tendency to crumble somewhat, and the
round pebbly nature of the ballast giving the
cement less hold on the particles of stone seemed
to be the cause of its sustaining a less load than
the other concretes experimented upon. Of a
large number of tests of ballast concrete (being
that most generally used), the strength varied
most uniformly, according to the proportion of

cement employed. One interesting fact which
came out was that the larger cubes (12in.) set in

water stood a greater weight than those set in

nir, but the small blocks (Bin.) were stronger set

in air than in water. It was suggested that con-
crete made dense by compression would stand a
greater pressure than that made in the ordinary
way. With this view duplicate sets were made
similar to the others in every respect, with the
exception tliat the materials were rammed into
the moulds by hand-beating with a mallet, getting
thereby more material into a cubic foot than when
only thrown in and left to settle in the ordinary
manner. The result ehowcd that these blocks
formed by ^compression broke at an average of
30 per cent, gi-eater strain than ordinary concrete,
leiding one to infer that, could a still greater
pressure be applied, and gi-eater density thereby
obtained, a still higher result would follow.

Mr. Whitaker said that Portland cement was un-
doubtedly the best for joints iu any case, but that
in tide-work, or where only a short time elapsed
between the bedding uf the bricks or stones em-
ployed, it was a good plan to strike the Portland
cement joints as usual, and then point them on
their extreme outside with a thin layer of Roman
cement, which, setting immediately, would pro-
tect the Portland cement joint until it was com-
pletely set and needed no further aid from the

NEW ELEMENTS OF HAND-KAILING.—PLATE XXII.

Roman cement, which might wash off at leisure.

Mr. Haughton, Mr. Williams, Mr. G.; Fades
Eachus, Mr. Meakin, and others having taken
part in the discussion, Messrs. Bancroft and Hunt
briefly replied, and the me .'ting adjourned.

NEW ELEMENTS OF HAND-RAILING.'
(Continued from page 108.)

Plate 22. — Construction of Wreath for
Stairs having Winders, Quarter Landing,
AND Square Steps.

THE upper part of wreath forms its own
ramp.

Fig. 1. This plan exhibits joint thrown from
centre, making tangents A, B, C, D, E which form
acute and obtuse angles. Centre line of rail struck
with ladius of nine inches.

Fig. 2 shows tangents, winders, and square
steps, spread out. Letters along margin corre-

spond with those on plan.

Commence, as usual, V>y It-tting under side of

rail rest on ptjuare steps.

Set ('It half its thickness, cutting through ,'j on
upper pai t. Then 5 is a fixed point and stands
over D on plan.

We now want pitch over the winders, which
must be drawn in such a manner as to make a
proper ramp. Assume 5,2. This makes lower
])ait uf wreath have equal pitches. When such is

the case, one-half the height is sufficient for con-

struction of mould. For example : Square over
i B. Then B 3 gives it.

Height for ujtper pjiece of wreath is obtained by
drawing through joint 4, cutting at E, giving E U.

The direction of ordinate being E N.

* This scries of articles is ft reproduction of Robert
KrDDr:T,i.'s work on the subject, pubUshed in Plrilftdel-

phia, and by Trubuer aird Co., Londuu.

Transfer this to Fig. 3, where corresponding

letters arc shown. Square over E H. Let this

equal E H on plan. Make tangents E, D, C agree

with those on Fig. 1.

Draw ordinate through C. Make the seat square

with it. Draw lines from D and E parallel with

ordinate. Make P V, the height, equal that of

B 6, on the right. Join V K extended. This is

the pitch, and the major axis.

Find the length of elliptic curves ; also points

to insert pins for striking mould.
See that 4, 5, 6 agree with corresponding figures

on pitches to the right. The straight shank of

wreath may be any length desired. The dotted

line from corner of rail and on surface plank shows

the slab that must be cut off', according to bevel.

Fig. 4 is the mould for lower piece of wreath.

It has been stated that when pitches are equal, and
tangents on ground plan make a right angle, then

the ordinate is always the diagonal of a square.

Here the tangents on pl.an show the acute angle,

meeting at B. Then the sides give the right angles

A H and C H. Join H B, and we have the ordi-

nate.

This makes the construction very simyde.

Commence at Fig. 4, by drawing a line in any
direction ; say that marked "Ordinate and height."

Let B H agree with similar letters on plan.

Square over the seat from II. Draw curve to

equal that on plan. Have B A agree with A B on i

plan. Draw from A to cut seat, and p.arallel with
j

ordinate. Let H 0, height, equal that of B 3 on I

right. Draw from intersection of seat through_0,
\

and we have pitch and major axis.

Find length of elliptic curves, as usual.

The drawing is now ready to strike the mould.

Its tangents are 2, 3, 4, and must equal corre-

sponding figures on the right.

The pitches here being equal, one bevel answers

for both joints.
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TflE SOCIETY OF FEMALE ARTISTS.

THE sixth annual exliibition of this society

since its re-organization in 1SC5 is now
on view, and is characterised, perhaps, by
more merit than it usually attains to. It is a

great pity that it is restricted to female artists

only, for if it were open to all painters alike,

a few artists of note might be induced by
their natural gallantry to exhibit, and thus

the character of the collection would be raised.

Why should men be exchided ? Are women
shut out from other exhibitions ? If the

male community are excluded on the ground
that they have had a better art education, and
possess superior brains to the softer sex, then
this society would be better employed in

working tapestry, making jams, or drying
herbs, like our grandmothers, in which
branches of art their talents are universally

conceded to rise above those of the male sex ;

but if, on the contrary, as we hold, they are

able to compete with men, certainly in land-

scape painting (and in many cases in genre
painting) on an equal footing, why not admit
works by known painters, or why not throw
open the exhibition to any who may like to

send, preserving only female member.s and a

female council and committee ? We are confi-

dent that if the ladies would follow this bit of

advice, they would soon have a more popular
exhibition and a more lucrative one, and in

time might, perhaps, be able to give their

wall space instead of letting it. The oil-

paintings of the collection occupy but one
wall of the room, perhaps the most important
among them being that by Mrs. E. M. Ward,
entitled "Going to Market, Picardy," No. 416.

Despite a certain (what in the absence of a
better word we must call) vulgarity in the
colour and composition, this work has the
advantage of many pictures here by the power
of manual skill with which it is painted. A
country girl with a basket on her arnr con-
taining dead poultry, clad in the wooden
sabots and picturesque cap and costume of a
French peasant, is dragging an unwilling little

calf from the pleasant shelter of the farm-
yard to meet its doom at the neighbouring
market town. Rather a pretty bit of summer
scenery comes in on one side of the picture.

Following in the school of Mrs. Ward, are two
bright little works by Mrs. Crawford, No. 346,
" Industry," a little maiden busily sewing
away on a tiny red mat, with all her natty
work arrangements by her side, really a very
pleasant bit of colour ; and No. 371, " Idle-

ness," the same little girl, only with her face

fully turned towards you, playing with a
kitten. No. .36."), " Deserted Church of S.

Etienne, Rouen," by Margaret Rayner, is a
very good study ; the light coming in through
the quaint old doorway is excellently painted,
but the draperies of the woman and the child
in the cradle arc too bright in tone—they
could not po8sil)ly be so light in such a dark
building—the clothes too, hanging up, are
crude and out of key. These inconsistencies
spoil a work otherwise of much merit. The
same artist sends another nicely painted in-

terior, No. 309, " Tomb of the i'rinccss Char-
lotte." A picture aiming at a higher ideal
than do many pictures in the exhibition, yet
showing some glaring faults, is No. 376, " The
Cow Boy's Call," by Jlrs. J. V. Herring.
The sky and the cattle in the foreground
are not in the same atmosphere, and the re-
flection in the water is wrong. It dues not
reflect the sky of the picture ( which, by the
way, though slightly exaggerated, is power-
fully painted) 1mt it rellects a totally opposite
elfect. The picture has evidently been worked
at at two dill'erent times, for the cows are in
rather a mellow evening light, while a heavy
storm is lowering overhead. Still there is an
effort in this picture which proves the artist
capable of better things. In No. 3S2, " The
Young Wife of a Royilist in troublous times,"
by Kate Aldham, the face is well painted
and a nice expression realised. The dog in
No. 390, "Guard it well," by Loui.se Swilt, is

well and broadly painted. No. 386, " Alan

and Linda," children of Col. Maekinson, by
Mrs. Charretie, are of course portraits. The
faces are rather out of drawing, but the

children are prettily posed and the accessories

hapjnly given. No. 424, "Carlino," by Miss
E. S. Thompson, is solidly though rather

flatly wrought. No. 394, " Found at last,"

by Alice Thornycroft, has been much laboured

upon, but the figures are edgy, and have not
the appearance of being painted at the same
time with the background. The woman's
figure is especially hard and cutting, and
seems as if it had been done in-doors in§ a

studio light ; some parts, too, of the back-

ground are unnaturally forced ; the child

leaning over the water, is, however, very well

painted and carefully finished. No. 430,
" Morning on the Banks of the Medway," by
Miss C. F. Williams, is decidedly the best

landscape in the exhibition, painted with
intention and vigour. The artist has chosen
a grey and misty effect. The foreground of

the picture reveals the sandy shore of an inlet,

above which is a dark and watery sky, and a
grey middle-distance rising into a narrow strip

of brighter light, where the waters of the

river touch the horizon. There is much merit
in this work ; but leaving^now the oil pictures,

let us turn to the water-colours, amongst which
every variety of subject is to be seen ; branches
of flowers, babies'heads, snowdrops, dead biids,

copies of pictures, studies in schools of art,

sentimental country boys, plums, peaches,
and cherries—some good, some bad, but,'_as a
rule, indifferent. An exception to the rule,

however, is No. 8, "Greenwich Hospital;
News from the Crimea," by Louise Rayner,
a work of great merit. The cleverly-coloured
figures are well introduced, the dark blues of

the old pensioners' coats contrasting well with
the red stone and the red-grey bricks. No.
13, " A Girl at Crochet," by Mrs. Backhouse,
is pretty, though very sketchily executed.

No. 32, " The Thames at Gsring," by Miss
S. S. Warren, is a clever work, but the artist

sees everything through a sort of brown haze,

and her pictures are rather apt to be sleepy.

Miss Warren's best drawing here is No. 211,
" Simset on the Kennet," which is very vigo-

rously executed. No. 46, "A Boy Fishing,''

by Helen Thornycroft, has many good points
about it. The boy is well drawn, though he
seems inlaid into the background. There is

merit in No. 63, "The Last Chapter," by
Rebecca Coleman. The girl reading is care-

fully finished. Is not the head of the girl

listening to her much too big i No. 99,
" L'espoir de la fouille," by Madame Biaschop,
is very clever in colour and excellently drawn;
the light, too, is capitally concentrated. Miss
Lane's " Study of Flowers," No. 131, though
arranged in rather'ahiggledy-piggledy fashion,

displays careful finish and conscientious work.
The background of Miss Claxton's " Seven
Hats," No. 132, is sadly out of perspective.
No. 140, " Copse at Brenchley—early Spring,"
by Miss A. Morice, is very agreeable in colour;
the primroses in the foreground are a little

blurred, and would have been all the butter
lor a few decisive touches of bright yellow to

bring them into their proper place. No. 175,
•' Holiday-time at Hampstead Heath," by S.

Wilkes, is good in colour and full of lively

incident. No. 202, " On the Brathay, West-
moreland,' by Mrs. Oliver, is well put together
and the storm happily imagined. The body-
colour is rather too freely used in No. 210,
" Duck-pond, Eastbourne," by Marian Croft,
but the choice of siUiject is good. On
screen No. 1 are some excellent pen and ink
sketches by E. V.B.,all lour entitled "Dreams."
They are highly imaginative and exceedingly
well drawn. This lady has greatly improved
in her work, and displays much originality of

thought. We commend her drawings to our
readers' careful attention. No. 26.'3, " Old
Farm Buildings," by Miss F. M. Keys, is

evidently the work of a beginner, but very
good in colour. No. 285, " Wall-lhnvers,"
and No. 288, "Lauristinns and Rose," by
Madame Hc-gg, are very cleverly executed.
Miss |Ward sends a nicely painted interior,

No. 284, and Miss Sarah Linnell a most poeti-
cally wrought "Sunset," No. 314, very
small as to size, but quite a gem of colour and
very carefully wrought.
None of the copies in this exhibition ap-

peared to us of even average merit, but there
are three medallions in marble carefully exe-
cuted

; one a portrait of Carter Hall, by Mrs.
Freeman, the other two profiles of children,
by Miss Foley.

•

SELECTED DESIGN FOR THE LEEDS
UNION INFIRMARY.

WE give illustratious of the ground plan and
front elevation of the selected design for

the Leeds Union Infirmary, sent in competition by
Mr. Henry Walker, of Leeds. Special attention
appears to have been bestowed by the architect
on the matters of ventilation and heating. The
design is to consist of four pavilions, with ad-
ministrative blacks capable of accommodating
400 patients, yet so arranged tbat other blocks can
be added when necessary. The erection of two
pavilions only would meet all present wants. We
shall give a perspective view of the buildmg in
an early number.

1 he design is Gothic in character, and will
therefore harmonise with existing buildings on
the estate. The sum per bed at the architect's
disposal has forbidden the introduction of auy-
thmg for mere architectural effect.

The structure is intended to bo built in red
brick, with sandstone dressuigs, the staircases
and landings being of Bradford stone. The
roofs would be constructed of Baltic red wood,
and covered with Welsh slates : and the floors of
the wards are intended to be carried on flitched
beams, and laid in pitch piue, for polishing, if

thought desu-able. The walls and ceilings will

probably also be fuiished with Keene's cement,
and brought to a polish. Throughout the build-
ing ordinary sash windows are shown. Smoke
flues will be constructed of fire-clay tubes, now
coming into general use, and aU air-flues will be
formed of common glazed earthenware drain
tubes. Jenniug's urinals, lavatories, and water-
closets are recommended ; and, for supplying the
baths aud sculleries with hot water, a Green's
patent heating apparatus.

SUBJECTS FROM OLD MAJOLICA
PAINTINGS.

IN this week's impression we lay before our
readers a page of subjects from old majolica

paintings, taken from examples preserved iu the
British Museu-n, South_Kensington Museum, aud
the Louvre.

Majolica, as a species of ceramic manufacture,
attained its perfection in the IGth century, then
suffered the usual period of decay and oblivion,

aud is now, just after its revival, attracting the
attention of the artistic nations of Europe. The
name is supposed to be derived from the Island of
Majorca, where the Arabians established some
celebrated potteries. The iutroduction ofmajulica
ware into Italy followed upon the taking of the
Island by the Pisaus iu the early part of the 12th
century. Its fame aud importance soon spread
over the whole of Italy, but it attained its greatest
beauty and perfection in the cities of Urbino,
Castel Durante, Pesaro, Gubbio, and Faenza.
Giorgio Audreoli, a Paviau nobleman, who lived
at Gubbio, was probably the best and most
successful ceramist of any age or country

;

though he had worthy rivals, as majolica painters,

in bis son aud fellow workm.an, Vincenzo, often
called Maestro Ceucio, Battista Franco, Orazio
Fontaua, and Raphael dal Colle.

The art at first depended almost entirely on
richness and variety of colour, but in the second
and best period this was superseded by design.
The iridisceut glaze and colours were not
neglected, but the highest value was attached to
the execution of figure subjects. These were
chielly copies of the cartoons aud sculptures of the
old masters, especially of Raphael. It was at this
time, about the middle of the 10th century, that
m.-ijulica ware was so valued and so fashionable.
Its manufacture w.aa patronised by every Italian
prince or M.-ecenas, aud its collection was the pet
pastime of dilettanti aud connoisseurs. Soon
after, however, the fashion passed, and it was not
until the last few years tbat we have seen it re-

appear, first in the shape of forgeries, and then of

acknowledged imitatious. It was long sujiposed
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that Giorgio's method of workmanship was a secret
lost to the world, but now the art is entirely re-

covered in every respect, and the London and
Paris Exhibitions o£ 1S62 and in 1867, specimens
were exhibited by the principal countries of
Europe. O. \Y. D.

_ «

COMPETITIONS.
BiJADFOED.—The congregation worshipping in

Siou Chapel, Bradford, propose to erect a new and
capacious chapel and schools, on land extending
from Harris-street to Peckover-street, Leeda-road,
the site having cost £3,000. Designs for the new
edifice have been prepared by Messrs. Andrews
and Pepper and Messrs. Lockwood and Mawson,
architects, Bradford. Both firms have chosen the
Classical style. The former show an elevation to
the Harris-street front, with towers boldly treated
at each angle. The schools are placed in the rear
of the chapel. Messrs. Lockwood and Mawson's
design is in a more plain and subdued style. They
dispense with towers altogether, the front of the
building exhibiting a porch and pediment, the
latter suppoited by four Corinthian columns, the
treatment of the chapel being severely Classical,

and plain and substantial in tone. They exhibit a
tinted exterior and interior of the chapel. The
schools are arranged on a somewhat different plan
to that of their competitors, and the details are
well attended to. The estimated cost of each is

from £^,500 to £9,000.

EoGHESTEP. Castle and Grounds.—Some time
back we announced that the Corporation of
Rochester had obtained a lease of Rochester
castle and groimds from the Earl of Jersey, for
the purpose of keeping the former in a state of
preservation and of making the latter serve as a
public recreation ground. Subscriptions were
raised to lay out the grounds at an expense of

£2,000 or more, and we now learn that no less

than forty-eight sets of plans have been sent in by
architects, landscape gardeners, and others, for
laying out the grounds, &c. When this has been
done, a great public improvement will have been
secured for Rochester.

Shaftesbuky.—Forty-two designs were sent in

for the Cottage Hospital proposed to be built at
Shaftesbury, Dorsetshire, as a memorial to the
late Marquis of Westminster, K.G. After due
consideration, the premium was awarded to the
design bearing the motto " Perseverando," the
author being Mr. J. B. Corhy, S. Martin's, Stam-
ford. At a committee meeting held on Wednes-
day last, it was ordered that the working drawings
and specifications be at once prepared, and tenders
obtained for the erection of the hospital.

LIMES AND CEMENTS.
LIEUT.-COL. SCOTT, R.E., deKvered his

second lectm-e ou this subject before the
Architectural Association on Monday evening last.

After briefly passing in review the substance of the
earlier portions of hia jn-evious lectm-e, ho pro-
ceeded to speak again, and at some length, on the
doctrine of chemical equivalents, a subject of very
great importance in many matters with which the
architect has to deal, and without a knowledge
of which that part of his course of lectures which
treated of testing limes and cements could not he
weU understood. He named the four poiuts which it

was essential should he boi-ne in mind. Fii'st of
all, chemical substances have always the same
chemical composition ; for instance, carbonate of
lime always has the same proportion of carbonic
acid and of lime wherever the specimen may he
found, whether he (the lecturer) produced' the
substance chemically by uniting cai-bonic acid with
lime, or whether it were formed by uatiiral pro-
cesses. Secondly, if one substance unites with
another substance in more proportions than one,
the second and the thu-d proportions will always
be multiples of the first, or bear some definite
ratio to it. Thirdly, where we find a substance to
combine with another substance, as hydrogen with
oxygen to form water, and you determine what is

the weight of the oxygen in the water, and then
determine the proportion in which oxygen will
combine with carbon and sulphur and other sub-
stances, you then know the proportion in which
these bodies will unite among themselves.
Fourthly, when we had ascertained the combining
proportiona of the simple substances in compounds,
that then we should always find that tlio pro-
portions in which they have combined will be
according to the chemical equivalents of those

substances. Referring to the combination of
lime with water as an illustration, the lecturer ex-

hibited some which had been obtained by the
burning of Carrara marble, which was a very
pure limestone iudced. Du-ectly water was
poured upon such lime a very violent action en-
sued, called slaking. In what proportion did
water combine with lime, i.e., how much water
becomes solidified as a hydrate of lime in the dry
powder obtained ? This was readily shown by
means of the chemical symbols CaO, HO, anil

the table of chemical equivalents on the wall.
In every 37 parts of the hydrate of lime by weight
there were 9 parts of water and 28 parts of lime,
of which 28 parts of lime, again, 20 pai-ts con-
sisted of the metal calcium, and 8 parts of oxygen.
If lime treated iu this way with water were put
into a bottle and shut up tight from the atmo-
sphere after it had been made into a paste, there
were no means whatever, as he had explained in
the last lecture, whereby that lime could ever
become a solid substance. But if the carbonic
acid gas of the atmosphere got to it a change
took place, the water being expelled by the
carbonic acid gas. This gas, however, could
never penetrate far into the interior of a heavy
mass of mortar, and so the hardening process
would be limited to a mere external film or coat-
ing. So far as the carbonic acid, however, did
penetrate it would replace the water of the
hydrate of Ume to the extent of 22 parts by
weight of carbonic acid for every 9 parts of water,
carbonic acid, as the tables showed, being a com-
pound of carbon and oxygen, in the proportion of
G parts of carbon and twice eight, or 16 parts of
oxygen. The lecturer then pointed out that the
calcination of pm-e carbonate of lime was com-
paratively a simple operation ; that pure lime,
being infusible, there was little danger of over-
burning, though, as it was possible for carbonate
of lime to fuse in an atmosphere of carbonic acid
gas, an excessive heat suddenly applied might, by
fusing the outer crust of a large stone, prevent
the escape of carbonic acid gas from the interior.

Refcn-ing to the preparation of plaster of Paris,
Lieut. Col. Scott said that if he burnt gypsum,
which was represented by the formula CaO,
SO3, 2H0, to a temperature of 212° he should
get rid of half the water it contained. If he
carried it to 272° of heat he should drive off the
whole of the water ; in either of these cases the
set of plaster of Paris could not take place ; there-
fore, in the preparation of jjlaster of Paris from
sulphate of lime these two extremes must be
avoided, and an intermediate point be aimed at

which left in the substance about half an equiva-
lent of water or a quarter of the water contained in

the gypsum. Artists, ho remarked, prefen-ed
burning their own plaster of Paris. They did it

very carefully. They gi-ound it to a powder, put
it into a sort of pan, which was carefully heated,
and after a time It seemed to boU, and there was a
tumultuous motion of the whole mass. This
motion having ceased, the heating was stopped,
as the compound had theu anived at the right

point. Plaster of Paris was best burnt for

building pui-poses on an extensive scale, in

ovens resembling those used by bakers. The
manufacturer knows when it is sufficiently burnt
by its presenting a dull and earthy appearance
in portions, with a few bright spangles or crystals

here and there. The lecturer then agaiu pointed
out that plaster of Paris was a comparatively
solablo substance, and was therefore quite un-
fitted for any work exposed to wet. Parian,
Keeue's, and Martin's cements all had a plaster

basis, and though from the gi'cater density which
the heat to which they were subjected gave to

them they could longer resist the action of wet,

yet that they also would end by being dissolved

by water. Coming to hydraulic cements and
lime, the lecturer said that in this case we had
carbonate of lime as it existed in nature, mixed
with a certain portion of silicic acid. When
these two substances were burnt together, the

first action that took place was that the carbonic

acid was expelled. The silicic acid at the high

temperature became a strong acid, although by
no means a strong acid at a low temperature

; and
if the heat were carried sufiiciently far the lime

and the sUicic acid would form into a silicate of

lime. The heat might, however, be carried to a

to a certain intermediate stage, the nature of

which was really very difficult to comprehend,
hut on which the action of hydraulic limes and
cements depended. It ho took silicic acid and
mixed with it lime at the ordinary temperature,

a certain weak action would be set up, as shown
by the table on the wall, but very inferior to that

which took place after the bmning of the two
together, as was done in the case of cements.
In speaking of this the lecturer said he had
assumed that the substances had a certain de-
finite proportion to each other, viz., three equi-
valents of lime to one of siUcic acid, an assump-
tion which it was evident, from the varying
nature of the beds of quarries, could rarely if

ever be found in nature iu any quantity in sedi-

mentary strata. If he took out some of that
Ume and replaced it with irou, alumina, potash,
or soda, and calcined the compound, he should
then get a much more definite action between the
silicic acid and the lime when mixed with water.
The silicic acid, as previously stated, combined
much more freely with several bases than with
one base. With reference to the effect of dif-

ferent stages of calcination, if he were just to
drive off the carbonic acid, and no more, the
silicic acid and the lime would have no very
strong tendency to combine with one another,
but the lime would exhibit a very violent affinity

for water. If the temperature were considerably
increased the materials would fuse and lose the
property of combining with water. If calcined
to an intermediate point, they would, when
mixed with water, rim into a solid substance,
like the set of Roman cement. Portland cement
was prepared from an artificial mixture of carbo-
nate of lime and clay, in which the proportion of

ii'ou, alumina, and other bases was not so large as
in Roman cement stone, and would therefore
bear a higher temperature than that stone with-
out becoming inert in its action with water. It

might indeed be said of Portland cement, when
properly burnt, that it had been carried to a state
of incipient infusion. It was then very dense,
and for this reason its weight was a test of its

quaUty, though not necessarily an infallible test,

or even a necessary one in all cases. In many
parts of the country—he mentioned the fact now
lest it should escape his memory when he came
to testing cements—"Portland" cement was
made with Bath cement, darkened in colour by
the admixture of a little lamp-black (laughter).
It was very easy to detect this imposture, if sus-

pected, -n-ithout the test of weight. All that was
necessary was to stu- a little of it in a bucket
of water, when all the lamp-black would come
to the surface. Passing from the calculation of

hydraulic cements to hydraulic limes, the
lecturer stated the difference between the
two to be this :—A cement is a substance
which unites with water and slakes in one
action. A lime slakes first and the silicic

acid runs into combination with it subse-
quently. In bni-ning hydraulic lime the main
puint should be to burn it " tender," as the work-
men term it. There are often great diffieultiea

in burning it, because the beds differ greatly in

quality. Lias limes, of which there is great igno-
rance amongst builders, are often better in

quality in the hag than in the lump, the lump
lime being made from the harder stones contain-

ing a less proportion of clay than the beds used
for groimd Ume. Ground has Ume, supposing it

to be well burned and ground, is, therefore, as a
rule, better than the lump lias which comes into

the market. After stating the various propor-
tions of fuel necessary for burning varions de-

scriptions of limes, the lecturer proceeded to

speak of the slaking of limes. With reference to

fat or pure limes he observed that it was un-
necessary to gi'ind them, because directly water
was put to them they slaked to a finer powder
than they could possibly be reduced to by me-
chanical means. Cement and plaster of Paris of

course must be gi'ound ; add water to a lump of

either in its imgi'ound state, and it would still re-

main a lump, merely becoming harder from the

soUdification of the water. With regard to

liydraulic Ume, it might or might not be ground
before using ; hut tho wisest phm was always to

grind it, for however carefully the lime might be
burnt it was impossible to avoid the over-burning

of some particles which might subsequently slake

in the work or occasion its disruption. As to

the practical question of the best way of slaking

limes there were great discrepancies of

opinion. Vicat had written upon the subject, as

well as Treussart, Raucourt, Pasley, and others.

They described three modes in which the slaldng

could he conducted. Firstly, what they termed
the ordinary mode, which is identical with that

practised all over London at the present

time. In this mode the lime was surrounded
by sand and enough water was thrown upon
it to bring it to a fluid paste, which was
subsequently more or less imperfectly incorpo-
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rated with the sand. The second method, that
of immersion, consisted in dipping the lumps of

lime, placed in baskets, in water until the hissing
ceased, and then throwing them into a heap to
finish slaking. The third method of slaking lime
was by the spontaneous action of the atmosphere
on th" lumps, when spread out and exposed for a
length of time. Vicat put the relative merits of
these ditl'erent modes in the following order :

—

Fat Limes.
Ordinary.

Spontaneous.
Immersion.

Ilijdraullc Limes.
Ordinary.

Immersion.
Spontaneous.

Rancourt considered the following to be the
order :

—

Fat and feebly hydraulic.
I^'JdrauUc and End-

nenily hydraultc.
Spontaneous. Ordinary.
Immersion. Spontaneous.
Ordinary. Immersion.

The lecturer suggested that when such dis-
crepancies existed. General Pasley was not far
wrong in placing no reliance on Vicat's nice
distinctions. The lecturer helieved the hest plan
of slaking strong hydraulic limes to he that of
spiinkliug them well with watei-, and then cover-
ing them up with sand for twenty-four or forty-
eight hours to keep in the steam, and thoroughly
Blake the more inert particles. This was also
the method recommended by Treussart. In con-
clusion, the lecturer compared some experiments
made by General Treussart and Mr. CahUI, Clerk
of the Works of the War Department at Ply-
mout'i. From the latter it appeared that

Plymouth lime, 701b. to the bushel, required to
briag it to a paste six gallons of water, and
made 2; volumes of paste.
Keynsham lime, 80Ib. to the bushel, requii-ed

to bring it to a paste three gallons of water, and
made 2J volumes of paste.

Lyme Regis lime, 701b. to the bushel, required
to bring it to a paste two gallons of water, and
made 1 G-7th volumes of paste,
whereas the bulk of paste of Ume obtained by
General Treussart from limes of similar chemical
composition was far smaller. The lecturer be.
lieved these discrepancies to arise from the dif-

ferent modes of conducting the experiments.

ANNUAL INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITIONS.

WE are requested to publish the following :—
Her Majesty's Commissioners have reason

to believe that sufficient attention has not been
given by architects to the fact that in the ap-
proaching Exhibition a gallery will be specially
set apart for architectural designs, in which draw-
ings contributed from this country will hang side
by side with those of continental artists.

It appears highly desirable, cousidermg the
great publicity which the Exhibition will have,
and the comparisons which will be instituted
between English and continental contributions,
that the works and the studies of Eugliah archi-
tects should be represented in a thoroughly satis-
factory manner.

It depends upon the public spirit of individual
architects and artists to ensure that this oppor-
tunity, the lirst of its kind, but which may bo
made the foundation of an annual Exhibition of
a Very satisfactory description, is not thrown
away.

Facilitiea exist in the way of exhibitors, owing
to the rule excluding works previously exhibited
being relaxed this year ; so that drawings suit-
able for exhibition, but which have been already
exhibited at the Academy or elsewhere, may be
sent in.

Owing to the intention of Her Majesty to open
the Royal Albert Hall, in which the Architectural
Exhibition will bo held, on the 'ilHh March, Hen-
Majesty's Commissioners desire to extend the
time fur the roeeption of architectural works
until Friday, March aist, when all objects must

j

be delivered at the Royal Albert Hall, K.naington
I Gore, into the cliarge of the proper officers, un-

packed and ready for iirimediato exhibition, and
free of all charge for carriage.

It is desirable that a previous application for
space should be made ; but when it has been im-
possible to comply with this formality, objects
may still be sent in for exhibition, and wUl bo
admissible if there be room for them.
The works sent in bv architects for the Exhi-

bition of 1871 will be submitted for approval to a
Committee for Selection, consisting of the follow-
ing members :—Lord Eloho, Lord Bury, Sir

Coutts Lindsay, Mr. E. M. Barry, R.A., Mr.
Joseph Clarke, F.S.A., Professor Hayter Lewis,
Mr. T. Roger Smith, Mr. Alfred Waterhouse.

ON LONDON AS A FIELD FOR ARCHITEC-
TURAL STUDY.*

{Concluded from page 115.)

THE introduction of ten-a-cotta as a material for
the decorative features of buildings has di-

rected attention to the examples iu North Italy,
where this material was originally employed. At
South Kensington a great deal of building is, as
you may know, going on, and the red brick and
terra-cotta treatment adopted there (which I suppose
we must consider due to tlie late Captain Fowke
and Mr. Godfrey Sykes) is well deserving attention.
The merit of the detail is very unequal, but some
parts of the buildings for the Museum itself, of that
for the schools, and of the Albert Hall, are very
fine specimens of artistic treatment of a material
not liitherto sufficiently employed. Near South
Kensington Lady Marion Alford's house, now in
progress, may be mentioned as a good example of
the same class of work.

All this time I think one section of my hearers
must have considered that 1 was forgetting thein,
and straying very far away from " true principles."
I am coming to Gothic at last, but I must ask my
friends of the Gothic school to remember that
London, whatever it was before ICilili, is not now a
Gothic city, and never will be again. The old Me-
diieval work is, as we have seen, scanty, though
good. The new is but scanty also, and does not
seem to me much on the increase. It is true that
since the Gothic revival few churches have been
built in or round London in any other style, and
many Gothic schools and some parsonages have been
buUt, but here the Ust halts. We have one Gothic
club, one railway station and hotel (not completed
yet). We had at least two good Gothic warehouses,
but have pulled one of them down ; we have fom-
or five sets of offices, no theatre, one bank (since
abandoned), and perhaps two or three mansions.
This (unless the Houses of Parliament may be sup-
posed to make up for shortcomings elsewbere), is a
sorry sort of Ust to compare with the hundreds of
buililings that might be quoted in other styles ; and
that fact alone ought to induce architects who
intend to practise in London to beware how they
make themselves exclusively Gothic students,
unless they are willing to content themselves with
church architecture alone. I suppose, however,
that I must be content to admit that many of you
are so eircumstancL-d that the study of Gothic ar-
chitecture is the one forced on your attention by
your surroundings, and probably selected by you as
your favourite pursuit. Do not make it your ex-
clusive one, or, at any rate, not through your whole
career

; and if you are fixed in London, try and
remember that here you really have, as I have
shown, very considerable special facilities for leai-n-
iug ItaUan Renaissance architecture, botli from
Wren's works and from the best recent examples,
v-hile (except your office practice, the Abbey, and
Museums) you have few special advantages as
regards Gothic. Among the many modern London
churches of Pointed architecture there are some
which Were built before then-vived style was fairly
understood, such, for example, as Barry's earUest
churches. These you must put aside. They were
followed by a series of examples which are repro-
ductions pure and simple of English churches,
correct in detail and in mass, and many of them
full of beauty. More recently churches have been
built, and are building now, showing more originality
and often great ability, but theii- authors are often
found culling details from various sources and
mixing them, with a noble disregard of absolute
consistency, and seasonmg the wlujle H-ith entirely
novel and original forms and enrichments. Now I
very strongly advocate the early study of the second
group of churches, as likely to be the most service-
able iu the first instance. There are, I beUevo,
churches in London which are as good examples
for the purposes of study as if they had been built
in the Middle Ages, hut they are not the most
popular churches; and of the latest built ones 1

believe that some, wliUe we cannot refuse to admire
them, are a littler dangerous in the influence tbey
might exert. Of Piigin's work we have, I think,
only the Konian Catliolic Cathedral of S. George's
Kouthwark, by no means one of his best produc-
tions

;
but you may rely upon its features as accu-

rate. His secular work at Westminster 1 will refer
to later. Of churches by his successors I may
name Mr. Pearson's earlier works, such as his
excellent church at the Middlesex end of Vauxball
Bridg(\ Mr. Raphael Brandon's fine Irvingite
Cathedral in Gordon -sepiare, some of Mr. Kerrey's
churches, and perhaps S. Barnabas, Pimlico, as
samples of a large class, which I belii:vu might be
very serriceable as a groundwork for the study of
Gothic. Of the immense mass of Protestant Non-
conformist places of worship iu the Metropolis,

* Read before tlio .\rchUccturft] As^ocifttiou on Fri-
day, the ayth ult., liy Mi-. T. RooEit Smith.

though many are "good specmiens of economy and
ingenuity, 1 think those by Mi-. Emiuett the ones
that it occurs to me I might best class with this
series. But, on the other hand, you can hardly go
wrong in reckoniug-in any recent Roman Catholic
church that is Gothic at all. This subject is so
tamiUarly known to many here that I make no
apologies for treating it with much more brevity
than suits its great importance, and pass at once
to recent churches, with detail drawn from Conti-
nental originals. The introduction of French and
of Italian Gothic detail seems, if it has enlarged
oiu- means of producing effect and added largely to
our resom-ces, to have rendered some of our best
churches to a certain extent inconsistent. Some
there are which might be taken as good examples
of French throughout, and these are the best ; but
there are others where French, Italian, audEngUsh
features mix together. AVith a caution on this
head, the whole of the churches of Mi-. Street, Mr.
Scott, Mr. Burges, Mr. Butterfield, and Mr. Goldie
that are accessible are to be warmly commended to
the student, as well as many more which I cannot
here enumerate. It may be worth remark, before
we leave the question of churches, how very few
modern London Gothic churches are toiea churches,
as many of \Vren's are—that is to say, built close
to a street, embedded among buildings, and devoid
of a churchyard. Mr. Butterfield's tine church and
dependent buildmgs in Margaret-street may be
taken as a masterly example of the mode of pro-
cedure which suits such circumstances. This I

name principally because it accounts a good deal
for the likeness of many modern London churches
to good country churches, and leaves a good deal to
be worked out by the architect who has a very
restricted town-site to build upon. Parsonages and
schools are frequently to be found associated with
the chiu-ches of London, and in the main will he
found m the matter of architectural consistency to
correspond with the buildings from which they are
dependent. A good deal of good domestic archi-
tectm-e may thus be found scattered about among
these buildings, which form a kind of link between
secular and ecclesiastical architecture.
Among our moderate collection of Gothic secular

buildings, the first place is, I think, due to a small
uupretenchug and now unoccupied house in Bridge-
street, Blackfri:us, where the genius of the late
Mr. Woodward has shown what an artist—a real
artist—can make of so simple and commonplace
an object as an ordinarly Loudon house-front, with
its two windows and a door for the ground floor
and three windows above. This buihUug, ailuii-

rably adapted to London arrangements, and plate
glass, and the Building Act, and everything else
that we think totally inconsistent with hue art or
Gothic, is the most artistic bit ^of its size that I
know, and deserves that it should be drawn, every
stone of it, by a dozen of you. Its general lines
have been preserved, but not its spirit, in a larger
building erected in Fleet-street for the same
company which originally occupied it, and you may
draw from this a hint as to the extreme difficulty of
re-producing a design, and the value, among other
things, of material as au element in design. Part
of the great excellence of Mr. Woodwai-d s buikhng
is due to the fact that, beuig in granite, it is treated
in every way suitably to the qualities of the material.
Part is also duo to its excellent proportions, which
are not of course preserved by retaming its features
iu a buihUng put up upon a different-shaped site,
with more frontage. There exists iu Thames-
street an admu-able Gothic warehouse by Mr.
Burges—a narrow slip of frontage, sucli as many of
you will have to deal with in your day, but suffi-
cient to display the hand of a true artist ; and this I
recommend to your careful notice, adding the hint
that part of tlie instructions were not to furnish
any extensive light in the fagade, as au explanation
of the small amount of window-space it shows. I
wish I could also send you to Mr. Somers Clarke's
excellent warehouse iu Smithlield, but the City
bought it and pulled it down for the new meat
market, and it 6.\ists only iu drawings. We have,
however, by the same accomplished architect
a good specimen of Venetian Gothic at the
corner of Tokenhouse-yard, which I think you
may safely accept as a thoroughly trustworthy
example. We have three excellent Gothic
monuments. The first is the restoration of the
Cross of Charing, in front of tlie South-Easteru
Railway Terminus, by Mr. Edward liarry. I
believethistobeaa faithfid as it is beautiful. I know
that no pains were spared to malie it so, and any
student in search of instruction may except it as a
trustworthy example. Next I would direct your
attention to Mr. Scott's Crimean Memorial at the
west front of Westminster Abbey, if it had but
a larger base, this would, I think, be improveil ; but
it is, even without that, a most elegant and vigor-
ous design, admirably carried out. Lastly, there
is the iVlbert Memorial, whicli I am not going to
analyse or criticise before you to-day. Nothhig is
more unfair to a great artist like Mr. Scott than to
form or express a decided judgment upon the
general effect of his work when iucoiuplete. But
details and features have a completeness of their
own, and the details of this work are full of beauties.
1 recommend you to watch it uarrowdy, to examine
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it very carefully from time to time, and, wlieu it is

thrown open, to give most careful attention to it as

tiie most remarkable work of its class in the Metro
polls. Another work by the same eminent archi-

tect is the S. Pancras Terminus. Here the work i&

still unliuishecl, but so far advanced that one may,
with greater fairness, presume to judge of its com-
pleted state. I think you ought to examine it very
carefully and constantly, as a very good examj)le of

the best domestic Gothic of the present day, and as

a good specimen of what one may call a stone
builtliug with the walling translated into brick.

Another large and good example of Gothic is to be
found in Lincoln's Inn Hall andLibrary, built early
iu the days of the Gothic revival, and yet with ex-
tremely little about it that onu could wish to see
altered, or wish you to ab.'rtain from becoming fauii-

liar with. Near here standtwo niuduru Gothic build-

ings which requii-e notice. InEndeU-street Mr. E.
M. Barry has buUt a very iiue block of school-
buildings, in red brick, of a Lombartlic Gothic cha-
racter, which are worth your attention, not, perhaps,
so much for detail as for vigour of general design,
while close to them, in a short street on the
east side of Endell-street, stands a school by that
able ai-chitect Mr. Wild, which, as a specimen of the
effective treatment of a brick arcade, is to my
mind almost unsurpassed. I am now going to pass
on to the last exami^le I shall have to quote of these
Gothic secular works, and before doing so wish to
say a word as to my omissions, which will, I trust,

be largely made up by members present dur-
ing the discussion. Many buildings, undoubtedly,
which you miyht have expected me to notice,

have been designedly omitted because I pur-
posely intended those which I named to be
merely specimens, and not, in any sense,
to give complete lists. Some architects also
whose works I should very earnestly recommend
to you, are loft unnoticed because they have
either built nothing in Loudon, or the Loudon
examples of their work are, in my opinion, not up
to the level ctf their general work. Some architects,
and an enormous number of buildings, are, however,
left out, because it is no part of my intention to
fmmish you to-night with an index cxpvrgatoriiis of
what to avoid in London. A very little knowledge
will teach you how to shun the worst types ; but
there are many buildings about which a taste culti-

vated by travel or the judicious criticism of a good
judge is needed, in order to tell j^ou if they are good
or not, and all I can say to you about them is—take
the best advice you can get. To resume, and con-
clude, the last Gothic example I shall name is the
Palace of Westminster. Some Gothic architects
will say, or used to say some years ago, that it is

not Gothic, and I quite admit that the general
design of the building is not arranged on the i)riu-

ciple (geuerally adopted by the Gotlnc architects) of
displaymg outside the shapes and arrangement of
the inside, Barry has iiut l^ehiud a symmetrical
facade a House of Lords on one side and a House
of Commons on the Ot^her, and shown neitlier of
them

;
just as a symmetrical human trunk contains

a heart and a liver placed symmetrically and shows
neither of them. Westminster is really one of the
finest Gothic buildings of Europe, and its endless
sculptm-es, m^tal-work, decorations, stained glass,

and carved wood-work, are a magazine of wealth; just
as its roofs, pinnacles, and towers are rich studies
of mass and form I regret the style chosen for it,

but notwithstanding that, aud one or two other
drawbacks, it contains the best work of Sir- Charles
Barry, Pugin, Thomas, and a host of others, aud it

is a tine—alas I almost our solitary—examjile of a
great building consistently carried out, furnished,
and decorated. It is a buildiug that would exercise
a good influence on the mind of any one who would
often visit it, and it is a thing for a London
architect to be proud of. I have now fill d up a
great deal of time, aud have not approached the
obvious part of my subject—the one which I have
no doubt some may have expected would take the
whole evening, and to which I wiU confess \ had
originally intended to give some prominence. I
refer to London works at the present day ; but 1

really feel that these almost force themselves on
your notice, while some of the things I have
enumerated might have escaped you. The fact
that Loudon oilers immense buildings and improve-
ments of all kinds for you to watch is so seU-evidcait
that you cannot need telling

; but it may be worth
while noticing that for some of these things London
is a good, for others, a bad field. I believe that in
very large structures for public purposes, London
is rich. The Agricultural Hall, eight or nine rail-
way termini, the British Museum lieaduig-Rooni, the
Albert Hall, the Alexandra Palace, and the Crystal
Palace, form an ensemble that for bigness cannot
soon be excelled. In public institutions we are
rich. Hotels, hospitals, infirmaries, workhouses,
sick asylums, institutions, could he better
studied here than anywhere in England—per-
haps better than in any Euj-opean city. In
colleges, libraries, museums, we are not high

;

in royal palaces wo are at zero ; in Law
Courts we are below zero. In warehouses aud fac-
tories we are poor, except printers' and publishers'
places, some of which are good ; but if any of you want
to study the best examples of those buildings let him

go to Lancashii'e and Yorkshire, and see the mil's

and warehouses of Bradford, Halifax, and Man-
chester. In shops aud street fronts we are X'om'er

still. I hardly know one good shoj) front in Lon-
don, except Sii- Bigby Wyatt's print shop in Grace-
church -street. In drinking fountains and i>ublic

statues we are at a low ebb. In dwelling-houses we
are disgraceful as to construction, bad as to design,

but good as to an'angement ; and the lilans of

common builders' houses will give you many a
wi'inkle if you look out sharp. In bridges, I think
we are good. In streets, we used to be very indif-

ferent, though at last London is beginning to learn
very slowly the art of laying out streets liberally

aud the value of height. The Thames Embauk-
ment and the works connected with the Holborn
\'^iaduct ai'e the first improvements for some time
pa.st iu which large-handedness has been trace-

able, aud there is nothing more painful to a
stranger who has returned home from the Con-
tinent than to compare the spacious boulevards and
hirge ojien places he has left with oiu" narrow
thurougufares aud the mean spaces in frout of our
railway stations, unless it be to contrast om' low
bqiliUngs of two and three stories with the lofty

structures by the help of which our more thrifty

Contiucutal neighbours economise space and ex-
pense. Here we are slowly learning better,' and iu

Victoria-street and on the Grosvenor estate build-

ings can be found better suited to go with a wide
street, and to supply the wants of a large city than
oui- usual houses. The value of works in progi-ess

has been often impressed upon us by those excel-

lent visits to them which occupy Saturday afternoons

in the summer time, and I shall say nothing about
them. Might it not be a good thing, if not for the

whole Association, at least for the members of the

Junior Class of Design, to visit some of those

buihUngs not iu progress, but in use, which may be

looked upon as good typical examples for study ? I

throw out this hint for the consideration of the

committee, and I can only say that if it were
adopted I should willingly do my best to assist

such a party of students iu examining any build-

iug with the style or pecuUai'ities of which I am
familiar. This, or some such expedient, might
help us as an Association to get good out of Lon-
don ; but I should like, in concluding, to urge

strongly upon individuals the paradox that he will

get most good here who goes oftenest away. There
is so much bad architectiu-e and bad buildiug, and
so much of what has been not inaptly termed the

veruacular—or builders' compo style—that the best

taste gets vitiated, the keenest perception grows
bluut ; and the most observant criticism becomes
dulled. To me London never seems so full of good
architectural points as when I return from a visit

to some well-built city of the Continent. ;ind never

so poor and dull (except the pictm'esque b.'uuly of

the River Thames, of which I think no oue with
the least fragment of a painter's eye could ever

tire) than wheu I have been continuously here for

many mouths. Regard London, then, as a dan-

gerous place—a place unsuited to the formation

of your tastes aud ill fitted to be yom* sole study-

ing ground, but yet rich iu buUdings aud objects

which we can make very useful to us if we will.

ART WORKMANSHIP PRIZES.

PRIZES have been awarded to the contributora of the
followiug articles sent iu competition :

—

Carving in Wood.

3. Oak Panel ; design adapted from an old panel; by J.

Osmond, 5, Featherstoue-street, BunUiU-rovv, E.G. Price
£1S. Piizeof £5.

5. Mirror-frame, carved in oak and ebony ; by W. H.
Holmes, 117, Dean-street, Soho, W. The mirror by W.
Evans. Prioi £7 Ids. Prize of £3, to W. IT. Holmes.

10. Carving from Niitui-e, lime-wood ; by R. J. Tuds-
bury, Edwinitovve, Notts. Prize of £10.

I SLAY IN Wood.
12. Amboyua Inlaid Loo-Table, the lower part inclosed

by four marquetorie pan els (fixed) ; designed and executed

by Thomjid Jacob, 4, Upper Charlton-street, Fitzroy-

square, \V. [ The Society's silver medal and prize of £25 ;

also the North London Exhibition prize*], assisted by Cor-

nelius Riech (marquflterie cutter) [prize of £12], Charles

Heifer (engraver) [piize of £6], George Brown (turnev)

Iprlze of £1], Joseph Piatt (carver) [prize of £l], and
George Tappiii (polisher) [prize of £1]. Price 100 guineas.

14^. Cabiuet iu mahogany and ebony woods, metal gilt

mouldings (itlaques paintud on ivory); exhibited by W.
lierti-am &. Son, 100, Uean-street, Soho, W. ; designed by

W. M. Holmes ; carving by W. M. Holmes aud W. iMaskell

;

cabinet work by C. Fotereon and J. Hitkman. Prize of £5
each to W. M. Holmes uad W. Maskell.

Inlay in Mabdle.

15. Table-top ; by J. Taylor, 6, Mead'a-row, Westmin-
flter-bridge-roiid, Lambeth, S.E, Price £10. Prize of £3
for this and No. Ki.

Hi. Group of Flowers ; by the above. £25.

Carving in Stone,

IS. Group of Flowers; by J. Goudge, 117, Page-
hU-wX, Westminster, S.W. Prize of £2 for tliis and No. 19.

1!). Bird and Foliage ; by the above.

' This prize consiata of £*1 189., tbe intoi-est of £167 7s. Sd.

.Consols, invpgtetl in tbo naiae of the Seciety of Aitn. to be
ftwardcd by tlio Conncil "for the best apociiiiGii of altiirul -work-

' mansliip " at the Society's ExbiMtion of Ait-Workmanship.

Modelling in Plastee.

20. Figure of a Child ; by J. W. Gould, 85, Castle-road,

Kentisb-town, N.W. The Society's sUver medal aud a
prize of £10.

22. Portion of a Frieze for Drawing-room, Thoresby-
hall ; designed aud modelled by J. Daymond, jun. (under
Mr. A. Salviu, arohilect), 4. Edward-street, Vincent-
square, S.W. Tlie Society's silver medal and a prize of £10
for this and Nos. 33 and 24.

23. Alternate Centres for E'rieza of Dining-room, as
above.

'2i. Portion of Frieze for ditt^, as above.

Metal "Work.
Church Plate, exhibited by Messrs. Cos & Son, 28 aud

29, Southampton-street, Strand. Executed under the
superintendence of Mr. John Keith.

JMessrs. Cox & Son, Mr. John Keith, and Mr. B. J. Tal-
lert have each been awarded the Society's silver medal.
A prize of £5 ij awarded to H. Tickell, in respect of Seta
Nos. 2 and 4, and a prize of £3 to J. Keith, jun., in respect
of Set No. 3.

39. Watch-case and dial in silver; by T. J. Bowmau, 2,

Eheidol-terrace. St. Peter's, Islington, N. Price £5. Prize
of £1.

41. Card-tray; designed by "W. U., chased by P. A.
Price, £2 23. Prize of £1 each to designer and chaser.

48. Damascened steel-bladed trowel ; designed by Se-

bastian G. Rite, executed (with the exception of the ivory

handle) by T. K. Rice, Messrs. Hart, Sou, & Cc, Wych-
street, W.C. Prize of £5 to T. R. Rice.

50. One of a pair of wrought-iron gates; executed for

the Union Bank of London, by T. Winstanley, 25, New
Comptou-atreet, "W.C, assisted by G. Wiustanley aud F.

Lancester, apprentices ; designed by Mr. I'orter, archi-

tect. Messrs. Porter aud T. Wiustanley have each been
awarded the Society's silver medal. Prize of £10 each to

G. Winstanley and F. Lancester.

51. Hammei'ed bracket in iron; designed and produced
by W.Morris, 11, Goding-street, Vaushail, S.E. Price £5.
Prize of £3.

52. Hammered bracket iu iron ; designed and executed
by William Robson, 11, Parkside-street, Battersea-road,

S. W. Price £3. Prize of £2.

53. Gaa Standard iu brass ; designed and exe^uted by
Joseph Taylor, 12, Wynford-street, Islington, N. Price

£12. Prize of £5 for this and No. .^1.

54. Inkstand in brass ; designed and executed by the

above. Price £0.

5li. Portrait in repousse, from a carving by Jean Goujon ;

by Robert Tow, 36, .Udeuham-street, St. Fancras-road,

N.W. Prize of £7 lOs.

57. Head of Satyr, repousse in copper; blocked by W.
Theuerkauff, and chased by G. Deere, 11, Hermes-street,

PentonvUle, N. Prize of £4 to W. Theuerkauff and £3 to

G. Be -re.

59. Tobacco-jar aud cover (Elizabethan period); designed

and executed by P. B., 31, Cantelows-road, Camdeu-
equare, N.W. Prize of £1,

CA3IE0 Cutting.

63. "Psyche;" designed and cut by J. Ronca, 42, Blau-
tyre-street, Chelsea, S.W. Prize of £2 for this and Nos. 61
and 65.

64. " Clytie ;
" by the above.

Carving in Ivory,

C5. "The Rainbow;" by J. Ronca, 42, Blantyre-atreet,

Chelsea, S.W.
Glass-blowino.

69. Two plain Toilettsa ; by Elijah Barnes, 1.3, Hinge

-

ston-street Birmingham. Prize of £5 for this and Nos.

70-72.

70. One ditto, -witli twisted stand ; by the above.

72. Flower-glass; by the above.

73. Two toilettes, witii filigree ; by T. C. Barnes, l.'^5,

Camden-street, Birmingham. Prize of £7 lOs. for tliia and
Nos, 74-75.

74. Flower-glass in green and splashed with gold ; by the

above.
75. Loving-cup, by the above.

The following are exhibited by Messrs. Cox & Son, 28

and 29, Southampton-street, Strand, W.C.
6. Polished brass eagle lectern (jewelled); designed by

B. J. Talbert ; brass worker, J. Skelley ; chaser and mo-
deller, A. Biirrett ; engraver, James Keith. Price 120

guineas. Prize of £3 to J. Skelley, for this and other

specimens.
7S. Wrought-iron gas standard, relieved with brass and

jewelled ; designed by B. J. Talbert ; forger, W. Prender-

ga-st; fitters, R. Emms (lower half of standard), and J.

Morgan (upper half of standard, inchiding bumping
leaves). Pnce 36 guineas. Prize of £3 to W. Prendergast.

79. Board with specimens of chasing and modelling;

two fire-irou heads, figure of " Hamlet," A Barrett; three

studies from natural foliage. G. B. Tapley; two classic

dishes, E. Richards; hiuge for sideaud frontof sideboard,

R. Emm?<. Prize of £1 to G. B. Tapley, and of £2 to E.

Richards.
SI. Caen-stone font, with marble columns and bosses,

and oak cover with wrought-brass mountings and chain ;

designed by B. J. Talbert; maaou, T. Woodcock: stone

carvers, C. Abbey aud R. Davis; joiner, E. Hooper
wood carver, T. Eurdett; brass workers, J. Skellt^y and

W. Marsdeo; beaten cross chased by A. Barrett; en-

gravers, W- Lucivs (two upper bands and leaves) and J.

Taylor (lower bind and leaves). Price, font GO guineas,

cover 100 guineas. Prize of £2 to W. Marsden.

82. Reredos and altar-taMe, with frontal, the panels in

hand-painted encaustic tiles; subject, "The Last

Supper
;

"' designed by B. J. Talbert ; cartoon of subject,

M. Casolani; masons, T. Woodcock, T, Brock, ami _R.

Sutton ; stone carvers, C. Abbey and R. Davis ;
tile-

painter, W. W. Robinson; joiner, W. Layfield ;
wood

carver, W. E Matthews; embroideressa^ Fanny Thur-

ling aud Sus.tniiah Grice. Price 100 guineas. Prize of

£2 10a. to. M, Casolani. £2 10=*. to W. W. Robinson, and

£1 103. each to Fanny Thurling and Susannah Grice.

Probably the largest amount of personalty over

transmitted by one person is the personal estate of

the late Mr. Brassey, the railway contractor, whose

will has just been proved in the Com't of Probate.

His personalty alone is reported to have amounted

to six and a half millions,
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PARLIAMENTARY NOTES.
Patents ror. Ixyextioss.—Mr. Samuelson

gave notice in the Hou.se of Cummon.^, on Thurs-
day week, that on the 13th of March he should
move for a Select Committee to inquire into the
laTV respecting the grant of letters patents for

inventions.—Mr. H. Palmer gave notice for the
lat of March of a Bill to amend the law relating

to patents for inventions ; and Mr. MacSe gave
notice to move on Tuesday the 14th inst., for a

Select Committee on the same subject.

Public Parks and Museum.s.—Sir W. Hutt
gave notice that on an early day he should move
the introduction of a Bill for facilitating gifts of

land for public parks and museums.

The New Courts of Justice. - Mr. G.
Gregory, on Friday, asked the cause of the delay
in commencing the building of the New Courts
of Justice.—Mr. Ayrton was not surprised at the
question, considering the interest the honourable
gentleman had taken in the subject, and the
persistent statements during the recess of his

(Mr. Ayrton's) dislike to the scheme for building
the Courts of Justice on the site now Selected,

and that he had done his best to prevent the
commencement of the work. The project for

the erection of the buildings was submitted by
the member for Richmond about five years ago to

the House, and that project was that Govern-
ment should purchase a site at a cost of three-

quarters of a million of money, and should erect
upon it courts of justice which were to cost the
same sum. Commissioners were appointed to
give their sanction to the details of the project,
and to guarantee to the House that the expendi-
ture on the whole should not exceed £1,500,000
sterling. When the plan was brought forward
he gave it his earnest support, and urged the
House to carry it into efl'ect at the earliest
possible period ; but the Commission, instead of
conforming to those conditions, adopted a scheme
which was to cost £3,250,000. That project had
been to some extent matured when her Majesty's
present Government took office, but in conse-
quence of discussion that arose, nothing was done
for a year, and it was not till the Christmas
before last that he was requested to take steps to
induce the Commissioners and all others con-
cerned to adopt some plan which would give
effect to the intentions of Parliament in passing
the Act. It would have been almost easier to
have begun again than to have reduced the
scheme which had reached £3,250,000 of esti-

mated outlay down to the original dimensions of

£1,500,000, and in the meantime the expenses on
account of land purchases had increased to
£900,000. After going into all the details, they
were enabled to bring the project within the
original compass ; but still difficulties arose in
reference to the construction, which were so
serious, that as early as March last he suggested
to the architect that he must radically change his
plan if he was to conform to the wishes of Par-
liament. The architect exercised all his inge-
nuity to carry out his design, but in July he
came to the conclusion that it would be better to
take the course which he (Mr. Ayrton) had sug-
gested months before. In August last the Com-
missioners brought forward a report approving of
the plan, and it was sent to him from the
Treasury, with the request that he would take
the necessary steps to carry it into efl'ect. It
was not till the end of September that a formal
contract was made with the architect, clearly
defining his duties, and his relations with the
Office of Works ; and directions were imme-
diately given to prepare a sketch plan. The
architect stated that it was impossible to do that
before the 1st of January, and that working
plans could not be prepared before the Ist of
July. In order that no delay should taki! place
in proceeding with the work, he (Mr. Ayrton)
requested the architect to prepare immediately
gpecilications, in order to lay in the foundations,
and to get the ground ready for the superstruc-
ture. At the end of November, while the
sketch plan was in progress, the specifications
were sent in, and tenders for the work were at
once invited. It required some time fur builders
to ascertain what they were to tender to do, but
as soon as they were aware of the nature and
extent of the work they protested against the
shortness of time allowed them for the comple-
tion. In consequence', the time was extended
from the Ist of September to the 1st of Feb-
ruary, when the foundations would be com-
pleted. He did not think this would lead to any
delay ia the erection of the buildings, because in

the meantime all the working drawings and pre-

liminary steps for the superstructure would be

going on. The contractors were to go on pari

passu with the preparation of the working plans

and drawings, so that as soon as possible they

should be in a position to tender for the whole

work. So desirous were the Government to have

this work carried out properly and promptly that

notice had been given for the purchase of addi-

tional land that would be required. The result

would be that, apart from the additional expense

in the purchase of laud which could not be

avoided, the building would ultimately be erected

for the original sum proposed—namely, £750,000,

and it would be better and more useful for the

public service in every respect than it would
have been if the vast expenditure which had been

checked had been incurred.

Museum of Patents.—Mr. H. Palmer, on
Monday, asked the First Commissioner of Works
whether any steps had been taken, or were in-

tended to be takeu, for providing a patent museum
and offices adequate to the requirements of the

nation, in pursviauce of the report for 1S69 of the

Patent Law Commissioners and the several pre- '

vious reports therein referred to. Mr. Ayrton
said great diversity of opinion prevailed upon the

subject, there being three different suggestions

made in three parts of the report. During the

last few years the patent laws were very much
called in question, and two hon. members had
given notice of motion for the appointment of a

select committee to inquire into them, with a

view to their entire abolition. Under these cir-

cumstances it was hardly expedient to embark in

any large expenditure, such as that which would
be entailed by the construction of a museum of

the proportions desired by some persons.

The Royal Sanitary Commission.—Sir C.

Adderley asked the Secretary of State for the

Home Department whether he intended to intro-

duce this session a bill for consolidating in one
all the sanitary Acts, and giving better means of

local government to every place in England and
Wales outside the metropolis, under a central

department, as recommended, and to a great ex-

tent prepared in the report of the Koyal Sanitary

commission.—Mr. Bruce, before answering the

question, said he was anxious, on the part of the

Government, to thank the right hon. baronet and
the other Royal Commissioners for the great care

and labour they had bestowed on this important
inquiry (hear, hear), and the special pains they
had taken to facilitate legislation in respect to it

by the careful analysis they had made of the com-
plicated laws on the subject. Through the right

hon. baronet's courtesy he received a draft of the

report before it was presented to Parliament, but
at a late period of the recess, when every depart-

ment wasbusUy occupied in making arrangements
for the approaching session. Several of the de-

partments, however, connected with the adminis-

tration of the sanitary laws were giving their close

attention to the subject, and if the right hon.
gentleman would wait for about three weeks he
would find that the labours of the Royal Commis-
sion had not been in vain.

The L.vnd Tenure.—Mr. C. W. Hoskyns, on
Tuesday, gave notice that he would on the 14th
March call the attention of the House to the
injurious effects of the existing system of entail,

as dimiuishiug the investment of capital on the
soil and obstructing the freedom of the land
market, and would move a resolution.

EusTON, St. Pancras, and CHABrao-cnoss
Railway.—Mr. Crawford gave notice that he
would oppose tho second reading of this Bill if

certain plans were not deposited.

Inclosure Law Amendment. — Mr. Sha%v
Lefevre moved for leave to bring in a Bill to

amend the law relating to inclosure of commons,
and to provide for the management of commons
situate near towns. The main object of the
Bill was to provide that in all cases of inclosure

of rural commons, one-tenth of the land in-

closed should be applied to the formation of

public recreation grounds, or to allotments for

the poor, provided that the quantity of land so

appropriated should in no case exceed 50 acres.

It also prohibits all iuclosures within five miles

of considerable towns, except under the direction

and control of the municipal authorities. In the

case of rural commons existing facilities for iuclo-

sures would not be interfered with, except in so far

as related to the reservations which he had stated.

—Mr. Fawcett expressed a qualified approval of the

Bill, as showing an intention on the part of the

Government to bring the question of the inclo-

sure of commons fairly before Parliament.—Mr.

Macfie warmly supported the Bill.—Mr. 'tt'hit-

werth hoped that care was takeu in the Bill for

the preservation of accustomed footpaths.—Mr.

Lefevre replied, and leave was given to bring in

the Bill.

Metropolitan Water Supply.—Mr. Shaw
Lefevre gave notice, on Wednesday, that he

would on Thursday move, in Committee of the

wbols House, that the Chairman have leave to

bring in a Bill to amend the Metropolitan Water
Act, with a view of securing a better supply of

water to the Metropolis.

Quilling Intclligciite.

CHUKCHES AND CHAPELS.

Blackburn.—The Baptist Chapel, Montague-

street, was reopened on Wednesday last, after

having ^undergone a thorough renovation from

the effects of dry rot, &c. A new floor and
gallery with open benches has been substituted,

which now provides 600 sittings, being double the

number it formerly held. The whole is carried

out in pitch piue of a superior quality, and var-

nished, from the designs and under the super-

intendence of Mr. James Bertwistle, architect,

Blackburn.

New Wesleyan Ch.vpel, Burnley. — The
foundation stone of a new Wesleyan chapel was
laid at Burnley on the 4th instant. The style

will be Lombardic. Seats are provided for about

700 persons, and the cost will be about £2,440.

The architect is Mr. Wm. AVaddington, of Burn-
ley.

Wolstanton.—A new school-church at Long-
bridge Hays, near Wolstanton, was opened on
Thursday week. The cost of the school-church

has been about £550. The building will seat ISO

worshippers, and accommodate 125 children for

educational purposes, being 42ft. by 20ft., with a

class-room 16ft. by 14ft. Mr. Lewis, of Newcastle,

was the architect, and Messrs. Bennett & Cooke,

of Burslem, have satisfactorily completed the

building.

buildings.

Henley Union.—We understand that new
buildings are in contemplation at the Henley
Union to accommodate 100 children, with resi-

dences for master and mistress. The plans (pre.

pared by Mr. Frederic Haslam, architect, of

Henley) have received the approval of the Poor-

law Board, and it is thought that tenders will be

invited shortly for the erection.

Kelly College. — A short time since we
announced that this building would be erected

somewhere in Tavistock. We are now informed

that Mr. Hanson, of Clifton, the architect of

colleges at Malvern and Clifton, has recently

visited the several sites offered by the Duke of

Bedford ; and has advised the acceptation of one

known as the Parkwood site. This occupies a

hillside, with a southern aspect, is about 20 acres

in extent, has command of tine views of the valley

of the Tavy and some of the Dartmoor hills, and

possesses a good supply of water.

Great Blast op Granite.—On Tuesday after-

noon a great blast was successfully fired at Bonawe
Granite tjuarries, Argyleshire, under the superin-

tendence of Mr. Sim, the proprietor. The mining

operations preparatory to the blast have occupied

about two years. The perpendicular rock face,

measuring about 100ft. square, was pierced below

tho centre by a level tunnel 4ft. high and 2Sft.

wide, which ran straight inwards for 50ft., and

then branched off into two headings at right angles

13ft. and 15ft. long respectively, each terminating

in a large chamber for the reception of the gun-

powder. On Saturday last, arrangements having

been completed, about four tons of powder were

deposited in the chambers, and the entrance was

closed with stones and Roman cement. The train

was fired on Tuesday at 2 p.m., by means of a

powerful galvanic battery ; and immediately, with

a smothered subterranean sound, the mountain

side seemed to heave slightly upwards, and then

subsided into the quarry to the extent of many
thousand tons weight.
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TO CORRESPONDENTS.
We do not liold ourselves responsible for the opinions

of our correapondenta. The Editor respectfully re-

quests that all communications should be drawn up
aa briefly a3 possible, as there are many claimauta
upon the space allotted to corresponJenoe ]

To Our Readers.—We shall feel obliged to any of our
readers who will favour ua with brief notes of works con-

templated or in progress iii the provinces.

Letters relating to advertisements and the ordinary busi -

nessof tlie Paper should be addressed to the EDITOR
31, TAVISTOCK bTREET, COVENT GARDEN, W.C.

Advertisements for the curreot week miiat roach the
office not later than 5 p.m on Thursday.

Received.—F. G., J. M. S., M. T. & Co., G. G. H., J.V.,
W. M. & Co., B. Wheeler, J. C. J., J. P. S., W. B. C,
C. B. A.,G. W., H. II.

John Malcolm.—Sketch came too late.

C. S.—Water Basins to hand.
H. Hatfield.—It is not the same work; in fact, an

inferior one.

G. R. S.—The MS. to hand.
J. D.—Wo cannot.
H. IIiGGENS.—You will see from notice in another column

thattlie "Sketch Book" is finished
Sketch Book.—All nriretiirned drawings will be re-

turned on receiving necea&ary instructions.
Ekhatum.—Id our report of discussion at the Institute

on S, Thomas's Hospital, in Professor Kerr's speech, page
84, middle of thii-d column, for " barnacles " read marbles.

KITCHEN BOILER EXPLOSIONS.
{To the Editor of the Building News.)

Sir,—It appears to me that there ia much
misunderstaudiiag as to the cause and prevention
of these accidents. Perhaps the better title to

head remarks on this subject would be Hot Water
Apparatus Explosions, as the ordinary kitchen
boiler, as fitted in most houses, cannot explode.
The public may ascertain the dangerous kind by
mere inspection ; the common self-acting range
boiler has a lid, removing which cook can in-

spect and clean the boiler ; but the boiler most
liable to explosion cannot be opened for cleaning,
&c., except by a workman with proper tools.

There is a possibility of a range being fitted with
both kinds of boiler. I

It is surprising to fiud how many workmen
calling themselves plumbers, &c., are ignorant of

the use and construction of these apparatus. Even
" Plumber," in your last number, has stultified

his excellent remarks at page 74. He ought to

be aware that all apparatus for heating by hot
water are provided with two plpc.^ (up and down),
or how would cii'culation, or revolving as he calls

it, take place ? The cistern is a mere reservoir

for a quantity of hot water greater than that con-

tained in the pipes and boiler ; it has nothing to

do with the circulation, and may be placed any-

where, but of course if below the highest point of

the pipes they must be connected, provided with

a steam pipe, and the cistern must be closed her-

metically ; the cistern will )iot jircvcnt accidents.

The pipes should have a continued fall, but not
only for the reason that " Plumber" gives, for

should there be at any part of the length of the

pipe a trap or downward bend, steam will accumu-
late until the pressure equals the resistance, when
it will escape with a loud rattling noise, very an-

noying but not dangerous. I have known this to

take place when the up-j^ipe is too far into the top

of the boiler (it is best connected with a flange

and four screws) ; also I have seen the same defect

when a trap is formed, when the top of the boiler

is set not level or inclined the wrong way. I

should like to ask " Plumber" what would happen
if the two pipes got frozen ? Supposing cook,

coming down late one cold morning, hastens

to make up a good fire. I fancy "Plumber"
would not like to be in the kitchen.

Now, allow me to add one more suggestion. In
addition to the fusible plug let a small pipe be

carried up the kitchen flue, or close alongside, to a

point above the highest point of the cold supply,

for the purpose of keeping at least one opening
to the boiler, so that the act of lighting the fire

would melt any ice that might happen to

get in it before the pressure would get to explo-

sion point. There is yet a chance of accideut
from the cold supply ceasing at aiiij time of the

year, and cold water rushing suddenly into a red-

hot boiler would cause an exploJon. To reduce the

chance of this happening, I would have the low-

est cock so situated as to prevent the boiler from
being emptied ; the supply of hot water ceasing

would give a good notice that something was
wrong, and even if this was neglected the fusible

plug would come into use.

As all so-called self-acting apparatus are dan-
gerous, only care and knowledge will entirely pre-

vent these accidents from happening.

I have just heard that the last apparatus that

I superintended the construction of had a near
chance from an accident through the ignorance uf

a workman who was called in to make sure affainat

accident during the late cold weather. The fire

had been kept out from fear, as the pipes were
frozen, and the first thing this clever man did wa.?

to disconnect and plug up a safety pipe that I had
insisted upon being fixed up the kitchen flue, and
then he made a fire. Fortunately, the ice melted
before any accident happened. T. S.

niPEDIMENTS TO SANITARY PROGUESS.
Sir,"As the force of a particular case, when

used to illustrate a general proposition, depends
upon the correct statement of facts, I am sure

you will permit me to point out several errors in

the article headed as above in your issue of the

10th inst. It is stated (1)
*' That in the parish of

Beckeaham a sewer authority has been formed,"
and (further on) "a vestry meeting appointed a

sewer authority." The latter words show in what
sense the former are to be taken. The statements
are inaccurate. The vestry of Beckenham has
not appointed, and cannot appoint, a sewer
authority. It is itself a sewer authority, as is

also the vestry of every parish in England and
Wale?, except where the local authority consists

of mayor, aldermen, and burgesses, or of commis-
sioners, &c., rmder local Acts of Parliament (see

Sewage Utilization Act, 13G5), and (quoting the

words uf the Home Secretary in his " Circular of

Information as to the powers and duties of Sewer
Authorities "), *' It is important to remark that

the powers and duties of these authorities are not
optional, to be taken up, dropped, or declined at

will. The powers are given and the duties are

imposed comjjulsorilij bi/ law." These duties,

then, being imposed on *' the vestry" compulsorily

by law, what it has done is what it is authorised

to do by the 4th section of the Sanitary Act, 1866
;

it has appointed a committee " at a vestry meeting
specially convened for that purpose." It can at

any time alter the constitution of or dissolve the
committee. The committee are '' the agents " of

the vestry, and their appointment does not release

the vestry from any statutory obligation aa a Bewer
authority.

It is here obvious what care the legislature has
taken to secure the protection of the ratepayers.

(2) It is stated iu the article " This authority

forthwith employed a surveyor, &c." This
authority is intended in the article to mean the

authority appointed by the vestry

—

i. e., the com-
mittee. This statement is also entirely incorrect,

the surveyor being employed and his report

being ordered by the vestry itself more than three

months before the appointment of the committee.

(3) " This sewer authority " is formed under the

Ubihzation Act, 1867. This also is inaccurate,

the sewer authority being created as before stated

compulsorily by law under the Act of 1865, and
" the committee " having been appointed as before

stated under the Act of 1860. (4)
" No steps

have been taken," &c.,*' to consult the general feel-

ings of the ratepayers." This statement and
much that follows is disposed of by the considera-

tions that the report of the surveyor has not been
adopted, that it has been referred by the vestry

to the committee " with instructions to consider

and report thereon to the vestry as speedily as

possible, and that the committee has sat on four

different days for more than 13 hours altogether

for the special purpose of gaining infoimatiou from
and hearing the views of, the ratepayers, and that

every I'atepayer was invited by notice sent to

his house to attend that one of these meetings

most convenient to himstdf. (5) " All authorities

with rating powers should be elected directly from
the ratepayers." This is already secured by the

existing law (see Sewage Utilization Act, 18G7,

section 17)- The writer of the articlejwould seem
to suppose that " the committee '' is invested

with rating powers. This is not and cannot be

the case. The rate has to be made by the over-

seer upon receiving the precept of the vestry, not

the committee. (6) The. vestry is spoken of as

meeting at '' 12 o'clock at noon.'' At this hour,

as I am informed by an old inhabitant, the vestry

of Buckeuham never has met within the memory
of man ; the usual hour until quite lately has

been 9 a.m. ; latterly the meetings have been at

5 p.m.
1 would only add, that the committee has no

objection to any public strictures on themselves.

They *' represent the general body of the rate-
payers " as much as any Member of Parliament
his constituents. They will rejoice to see any
public notices of their acts or the acts of the
vestry, provided such notices are accurate ; and
for approval of their conclusions, they are content
to await the verdict of the ratepayers, "without
further reference to whom no new drainage works
are to be executed nor any contract for the same
made." I ask the insertion of these lines, feeling
sure that you will be most ready to correct such
mis-statemets for the credit of your paper, and to
remove any erroneous notions which, on its

authority, might gain ground in Beckenham and
elsewhere.—I am, &c., 3 dward J. Atuawes,

Chairman of the Committee of the
Beckenham Sewer Authority,

Feb. 15, 1871.

ARCHITECTS AND THEIR ASSISTANTS.
Sir,—I miist agree witb " Would-be Industrious" that

it ia very sharp practice on the part of priuciiiala to gvuilga

the few shillings their assistants may earn after otEca
hours. I know the " town in the West in which the meet*
iny was held."

[ believe I am right iu stating that in neither of these
offices do they supply "quantities" for any work, and yet
at thu meeting the principals decided that none of their
" assistants should l>e allowed to do so," nor, in fact, any
other work they might be able to do out of office hours. I

feel sure, Sir, you wUl agr'ee with me that this is rather
sharp jfCrtrfzcr, and shows a very selfi-h spirit on their

part to grudge the few hard-earnetl shilliugs to their ill-

paid assistants. A Utile evening employment now and.
then t-ncourages the younger branches of the profession to
lie industrious; and it is not only bereficial in a pecuaiary
point of view, but also highly instructive.—I am, Sir, &c.,

Faie-play.

COMPETITION, GRAY'S SCHOOL, ESSEX.

Sir,—The statement volunteered by a good old author
that " manners maketh man " is one that merits, obtains,

and maintains universal credence, and ia in receipt of
verification perpetually.
From one of those "gentleman of the cloth" who osten-

sibly devote their talents and energies to the amelioration
of their untutiired and unenlightened brethren, and occa-

sionally omit to " practise what they preach"—or, at all

events, obtain credit therefor—one would scarcely antici-

pate an entire lack of common courtesy and a palpable
breach of good manners.
The nest time *' the powers that be" at the above-

mentioned place obtain a set of drawings in competition
and return the same in anything but good condition, with-
out one word of mformation regarding the award, explana-
tion, or acknowledgment for time and trouble,

" May I be there to see."

I am, Sii-, &c., F.

NEW LAW COURTS.
Sir,—If "J. M. L." were oue of the initiated, he would

better see the cause of the great disparity of tenders tempo
1871. The difl'erence in percentage between the highest

and lowest estimates in the case cited by no means ap-

proaches the unprecedented, and only attracts attention on
accouut of the magnitude of the aggregate amount.
The simple solution of the mystery, to my mind, is that

the highest contractors (no rarity, by the way) tendered

perhaps for the sake of so doing, for the purpose of keep-

ing their names liefore the public, and probably to avoid

giving offence to the architect by not tendering, and with-

out the remotest intention of securing the job, keeping
well out of the way advisedly I

The insinuation in the concluding par.igraph, besiiles

being open to misconstruction, is fallacious in argument

;

sins of commission are quite as frequent as the opposite iji

quaniity-taking, and if an error of the former class is open
to correction by the employment of two or more sur-

veyors, does it not afford tlie very beat argument for their

employment ?—I am, Sir, &c., F.

InitrrmnmuiiicatifliT.

QUESTIONS.

[2125] PROBLEM IN CONSTRUCTION.—Will auy of

your readers oblige me with a solution of the following

prolilem iu construction:— In tlie case of a hall under, a

chapel with hollow walla and floor about 5ft. below surface

of ground, thus;

TLOOH OF HALL

will a damp course of asphalte or slates be necessary ? The

hollow iu centre of brick wall will urovent damp peuetrat-

ing through the walls laterally; if a damp course is re-

quired, at what level should it bo placed ? It is usually a

little above the ground Hue, but in this case I think it

should be below the level of hall floor.—A Cautiou.s One.

[2126] PLUMBERS' WORK.—May I ask the favour of

asubscribor informing me what is meant by "Lead-sol-

dered tacks "?-F. Thomas.

[2127] ANCIENT CHURCH ARCHITECTURE.—Will
some oue kindly inform me where I can obtain a work on

aucient church architecture ?—W. H. B.
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[;128] ISOMETRICAL PEOJECTIOX—Would some
one give me the name of an elementary treatise on iso-

metrical projection, not too expensive ?— Cupidus Dis-
CENDI.

[2129] MANSARD ROOFS.—Are roofe of this descrip-
tion correctly styled Mansard roofs ? If not, what should

they be termed ?— F.

[2130] CEMETERY CHAPELS, Etc.—If there are any
regulations in force which in any way atfect the construc-
tion of cemetery chapels, lodges, <fec., will some obliging
iutercomniunicant liindly state where they are obtainable ?—F.

REPLIES.
[2111] COK^ OF RATS.—If "Student" draws two

lines to meet at the station point to meet at an angle of
60° till they cut the picture plane he will have the diameter
of the base of the cone of rays

; generally spealiing, either
the station point, or the point of distance, or the length of
the line of directioQ are given on the examination papers.
If ".Student" wil] send me his address I will give him
moie information.— T. M.iLLiNSox, Gargrave, Leeds.

[2120] DRAWING BOARDS.—The untoward circum-
stance described is common on the use of new boards. The
cause is this, the wood being sofc and absorbent, the mois-
ture passes from the wet paper into the board, and which
thereby expands, rendering to great extent nugatory the ex
pansion of the paper. When worked on. the paper from the
heat of tlie body tightens, but as the board has not dried
thoroughly the moisture from it loosens the paperwhen put
away. When by use the board gets ingrained with dirt and
grease it is less absorbent, and the evil is not as great. If
the paper is thoroughly soaked on another 'ward until the
pasting is done the evil will be abated, but the only perfect
correction would be to have the board painted. I wonder
the makers of drawing boarils do not adopt this improve-
ment, having the drawing surface painted one coat in oil,
and then rubbed dow-n to a perfectly smooth surfaoo. Such
surface wotild be better to draw upon, by not absorbing
the wet it would be better for straining paper on, and
would be, I think, less liable to warp. Ink spots could
also be wiped off it, and so prevent another common dis-
aster in such marks appearing through the strained paper
—P. E. M.

[2150] DRAWING BOARDS.—In .answer to query re.
gardiug the slackening of drawing-paper, I can only say it
is not the fault of the board, as " Annoyed " seem.! to
think; but simply that he, when straining the paper, did
not wet it sutficiently. When next he is straining pa per,
let him well saturate the same, and glue or paste while
wet, drying the edges of paper before applying the gluo,

[2121] S. PAXCRA3' CHURCH.—In this week's nura-
bei I flLd the following inquiry by " A Young Architect."

' Is the present old S. Pancras church ' good old architec-
ture or moilem ? " 1 beg to inform it is only 21 years old
(5Iessrs. Gough & Roumieu, architects). The old church
w;ia principally late Tudor. When it was pulled down to
be rebuilt, several small Noriuan columns, pilaster piers
and other remains of a Xorman edifice were found among
the materials used in the wall, leaving no doubt but that
the original church had been a Normau structure which
had been at some tin^e completely rebuilt and part used as
building material in the reconstruction. In answer to
another inquiry in your corrospondence, relative to ihe
Saturday half-holid.ay, I beg to s,\y that my clerks always
have had it, leaving at 2 o'clock from the very commence-
ment of the holiday movement.—R. L. RotTMlEU, 10, Lan-
caster-place, Strand.

[2121] OLD S. PAXCRiS' CHURCH.—The church is
modem Norman, and of very poor quality.—P. E. M,

[2124] CRUSHING WEIGHT OF STONES.— Tlie fol-
lowing are the fr.acture and crushing weight of cubes of
stones with 2in. sides

Weight pro-
ducing first Crushing

fracture. weight.
Tons cwt. Tons cwt.

4. S
1̂00

12 13

Ancaster (oolitic limestone) 3 —
liK)

Darley Dale(white sandstone) 11 2—
'

100

Mansfleld (white sandstone) 4 11-^ 9 7 2.'
100 100

One fourth of the above will giye the fr,acturing and crush-
ing weights of cubes of stones with lin, sides, cu- in prac-
tice for every superficial inch on the bed face of the stone—W S., Hull.

WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

ExETEK.—Prompted, doubtless, by the successful experi-
ments which have been made ,at Romford and elsewherem the application of sewage manure to agricultural pur-
poses the mhabitanis of E.xetcr havo determined to es-
tablish a company entitled the Citv of Kxetcr Sowa-e
Jlaniire, Irrigation, and Farming Companv, having for h*
ot.ject tbe utili-atioii in some measure i.f the now wtistedoutdowmgs of lai-ge t^wna and cities. Beginning at home,
It IS intended m the neighbourhood of Exefor to carry ona farm manured by the sewage of the city. The capitalof the company is to be 440,000, in £5 shares.

®ur Office i^-Mt

EcoNOjiT (?) AND THE New Law Couets.—Some
calculations just made respecting the cost of the
new Law Courts are not, as a weekly contemporary
justly says, flattering to our economising Govern-
ment. £800,000 was laid out on the site, between
four and five years ago. The loss of interest, there-
fore, amounts to some £26,000 a year, not
reckoning on the compound principle. The con-
tract of the excavation of the site has been taken
for .£36,000

; therefore in less th,an a year and a
half the interest would have paid for the whole of
this operation. If the work had been commenced
three months ago, 2,200 men could have been
employed during the whole of the time at £1 a
week each by one year's interest. It would be
interesting to calculate how many ca»es of relapsing
fever, how fine practices on the part of work-
house guardians, how many deaths from starvation

,

might have been prevented by laying out this

sum on the howling wilderness which must be
cultivated some time.

Mb. Bukoes's New Work.—We see that several
copies of Mr. Burges's work are now at the dis-

posal of the public in consequence of some of the
subscribers not having taken up their subscrip-
tions. This, of course, is a natural consequence
of the great delay in bringing out the work, and
should be a warning to other gentlemen engaged
in similar enterprises.

Fat CnuncHYAnDS.—We hsd something to say
about the condition of a Devonshire churchyard a
few weeks back. Accordingto the British Medical
Journal, Leeds is doing its best to establish a
forcing ground for disease in the Burmantofts
Cemetery in that town. The ground is evidently
overcrowded with corpses. The soil of a newly-
dug grave lately opened was so tainted that the
mourners were choked and sickened, and the priest
who read the service had to turn his back on the
grave and hurry away to recover from the faint-
ness and sickness which overcame him ! Truly a
state of things at once scandalous and dangerous
to the people of Leeds—not, however, that they
stand by any means alone. We know of one Lon-
don cemetery in which, after a heavy fall of rain,
no disturbance of the ground is needed to indicate
which portions of it should long ago have been
closed.

KnNHE-iD AND GREENWICH RAILWAY. — The
works upon this line are being taken in hand, and
it may be expected that they will be in such a
forward state in a month or two as to afford
direct means of communication between Green-
wich and the Crystal Palace, via Nunhead. The
line is about two miles in length, and there will
be three stations, one at the terminus pro tern., at
the foot of Blackheath hill ; an intermediate one
at the crossing under the highway at the top of
Loampit-hill, Lewisham

; and the third at the
junction at Nunhead of the new line with the
South London line, which is worked by the Lon-
don, Chatham, and Dover Company. Only one
line of rails has been laid as yet ; but a double
line is to be put down. The wcrkis of the best
character in strength and fitting.

The New Commission of Sewers.—The Lord
Mayor on Tuesday opened the new Commission of
Sewers for the City at Guildhall. The ceremony
was followed by an animated debate on the election
of chairman of the Commission. In the result the
election fell upon Mr. Deputy de Jersey by 37
votes to 22, in a court of 59 members.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK
MosD.W.—n);,n( Inxliluir of' Cridsli Archilrels.—'' Od.

the Roof of St. Panckii' Station." By Mr. W. H
Barhiw, C.E., F.R.S. S p.m.
Architectural Association.—*'0n Limes and

Cements." Lecture III. By Lieutenant-Colonel
Scott, U.E.

^
7.30 p.m.

Socitty of i'Hf/iTtfcrs. —Discussion on Mr. E.
Crompton's paper " On the Economics of Railway
Maintenance." 7.30 p.m.

TOESDAV.—In«(i(»(ion of Cii-i! Biir/iiiccrn.—(1) Discussion
upon " Pumps for Low Lifts ;

" and, time permit-
ting, (2), "Account of the Balance Dock at Pola,
on the Adriatic." By Mr. Hamilton E. Towle, of
New York. S p.m.

FniDAY.

—

Architectural Association. —"On the Recent
Works at All Hallows' Church, Lombard-street,
with Remarks on Sir Christiiphci- Wren's
Churches." 7.30 p.m.

^i.1URDA\'.~Architrcturnl Mvsrum.— "On the Casts in
the Museum Collection." By J. P. Seddon,
F.R.I.B.A. (Visit of Membe s of Architectural
Association). 3 p.m.

oDhnber %x^k lebieto.

Prices 15th February, per Petersburg standard :—
Bollata raised yellow, 8^ ; Dram 2nd yellow, 71 10* ; do
3rd yellow, 77; Gothenburg 3rd vellow, SI 5s ; Hudikswall
1st yellow, 91 ; do 2Qd yellow, S(' 10a to 107 ; do 3rd vellow,
Sltodl lOa; Petersburg 1st yellow, 107 10.? to l\l 15s;
Munksnnd 1st yellow, 97 5s

; Quebec Ist dry doated vellow
pine. 12ft. 3 x 11,177; do Ist lioated. 167 ; do 2nd floated,
127 to 127 5s ; do. 2nd dry floated, 127 IDs ; do 3rd floated,
91; do ;^rd dry floated, 97 10s; Si kea yellow mixed, 87 15s
to .07; do 3rd yellow, 77 los; Sandviken mixed yellow,
S7 10s ; do 3rd yellow, 77; Skonvik mixed yellow, 97 5s to
97 10s; Sundswall mixed yellow, 87 10?; do 3rd yellow,
77 5« to 7/ 10s; do mixed whitewood, SI 10»; do 3rd'white-
wood, 77 10s,

Per 120 12ft. 3 x 0.—Bathurst unsorted white spruce,
121 58 to 137 5s ; Miramichi unsorted white spruce. 127 58
to 147 5s: Quebec 1st white spruce. 167 to 187; do 2nd,
167 ; do 2rd, 157 to lot 5s.

Quebec black walnut timber, 2s 6 d to 2s 8ii per foot
cube; Quebec hickory, in at 47 5s per load; Quebec bUch,
27 15.S per load; Sundswall fir timber, 27 los per load;
Stettin oak, 47 1 7s Gd per load ; crown Memel oak, 57 los to
67 15s; crown Memel, 47 to 47 10s; Riga, 37 53 to 37 78 ;

United States pitch pine, 37 to 37 los ; Sabicu, 67 to 87

;

Indian teak, 127 IDs to 137 10s ; African oak, G7 to 7
;

British Guiana greenheart, 57. 10s to 67 10s ; Australian
ironbark, 67 to 67 10s.

Memel crown pipe staves, 1707 to ISO 7 per mille ; do
brack. 1307 to 1357.

Cuba cedar, 6d to 7<7 per foot ; Honduras do, 4^(7 to ojd ;

pen-^il do, 2d to 4^^.
Per Petersburg standard.—Saguenay 3rd bright yellow

pine, 87 10s to 97 ; do 2nd red pine, 107 to 117.

Dantzig 2nd crown deck deals, 14s per 40ft. 3iu.

Petersburg lathwood, per fathom of 210 cubic feet, 57
to 67.

LATEST PRICES OF MATERIALS USED
IN CONSTRUCTION.

Metals.

Fig Forei^ ««».*«„..„« . .per ton
,, bugiidii W.B, » ......* do
., L ad Co. »«t.»4<-t».~...<» do
,, O'yerbrands do

Sheet MiQed. do
ahot. Patent ....„ ....« do
Red or Minimn ,...„„„.,„„,, do
Lith^rg-*. >V.B ^ .,., do
White Dry do

,, ground in oil ^ .. do

CorPKB :—

British—Cake and Ingot per ton
Best S elected do
Shett do
Bottoms „ „ do
Australian do
apitiiish Cake ^ do
Chili Bars, cash do

Refined mgot do

£17 10

10 It

18 IS

£17 12
l"* 12
18 15

13 18 5
19 y 10 lU
20 10
19 15

Sr

75 78
78 8)0
72 76

6j RS
71 72 n

Yellow Metal per lb 63 7

Iron i-^

Pitr i Scotland, cash per toaj
Welsh Bar, in London do

., Wales do
Staffordshire do
Rail, in Wales do
Sheets, single m Loudon do
Hoops, first quality do
N»il Rod do
Swedish do

£2 12 ;

7
6 7
7 15

7 10
6 12 6
8 5
6 li

5 10 5
8 15
7 7

9 10

9 5
7 15
9 15

Teat load £12
Quebec, red pine .... 3

,, yellow pine.. 4
St. John N.B. yellow
Quebec Oak, white., 6

„ birch 3
,, elm 4

Oautzic oak 5

„ fir , 2
Memel fir „ 3
Riga 3
Swedish 2
Masts, Quebecred pine 4

,, yellow pine.. 4
Lathwood,Dantzic,fm 3

„ St. Petersburg 5
Deal8.prC.,12ft.by3
by » in.

,

Quebec, white spruce 12
8t,John, whitespruce 12
Yellow pme, per re-

duced C.

Canada, 1st quality. 18
Snd do 12

Archangel, yellow .. 11
St. Feberaburg, yel... 12

13 13 I'J

15 4 15

5 4 15
6 6 15

12 4 10

17
10 14

19 10
15 13 10
10 13 101

|5 13 5'

Finland £7
Memel
Gothenburg, yellow 8 10

,, white 8
Gefle, yellow 10 10
Soderham 8 Jj
Chnatiania, per C.,

12 ft. by 3 by S in.
yellow 10 n

Flooring boards, per s, d.
sii, of iiu., flist yel 7 6

First white _ 7
Second (jualities 6
PtTHlCB Stonk pr ton 6

Oils, Ac.
Seal, pale per ton £ 7
Sperm body 84 o
Cod 35 10
Wlmle, 8th. Sea, pale 3S
OLve. Gallipoli 50
Cocoanut, Cochin,ton 45
Palm, flue 33 m
Linseed j [

Rapeseed, Eng.pale.. 43
Cottonseed ^8

£8

10 10
8 10
12
12

12 10
8. d.

10 6
ft 6
7

8

37
50 10
47
.^9

%xKk Setos.

TENDERS.
Battersea.— "'or the i-oiistructiou of new roads, sewers,

&c., on the Piukfleld Estate, Battfirsea, the property of
James Lord, Esq.

Contract Contract

„. ^ „. No- ' ^fo. 2. Total.
HiacoxiS Williams £1500 £1200 £2780
Aviss&Co 1409 1208 20T.')
Blackraore ., 1315 1010 2355
Neal 1300 1000 2300
Harris 1015 S9? 1042

Guildford.—For new sliop-front and altoivations to N
llj, High-street. Guildford. Jlr. H. Peak, architect :—

Strudwick £417
West ........'. 805
Burdett 298 13
Pejirce & Ulark 29S
Garnett 289
PoUaid & Son 275 13
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CovENT Gaeden. Tenders for Evans's. Mr. J. H. Row-

ley, architect. Quantities supplied by Mr. J. J. Green :—
MUSIC HALL.

King & Son (too late) £3310

Hill, KeddiU, & Waldram (too late) .

Eaton &L Chapman
Brass
Scrivener & "White..

Shepherd
Nightingale..

3255
3197
3117
3104
3038
3028

Sharpington <fe Cole 2987
Crabb & Vaughan _

Suowdon (accepted) 2014

HOTEL.
King & Son (too late) 135G

Hill, Keddell, & Waldram (toolate) 13-21

Shepherd 1395

Nightingale 1365

Sharpington ife Cole 2333

Eaton t& (Chapman 1294

Snowdon 1290

Sciivener ife White 1278

Brass 1270

Homann (accepted) 1220

Guildford.—For additions to house in the Poitsmouth-

road, Guildford. Mr. Henry Peak, architect :—
Taylor fSlS

Pollard & Son 610
Dickenson 453
Loe -iiiO

Goif 414 10

Garnett 414

HEiraBT.—For alterations to premises. Market-place,

Henley. Mr. Frederic Haslam, architect ;—
Sadler £250
Hamilton 2l3 10

Willis 2W 10

Macqueen 207 10

Clements (accepted) 190 17

Barney & Wright (too late) 132

Hexley.—For the erection of a lodge and committee-

room, on the Henley Cricket-ground, for Mr. J. F. Hodges.

Mr. Frederic Haslem, architect ;

—

Weyman £205
Clements (accepted) 230

MiLDMAV Pabk.—For the erection of new chancel, for

the reconstruction of nave, and for new north and south

aisles, S. Jude's church, Mildmay Park, for the Bev. W.
Pennefather.fM.A. Mr. E. Clare, architect. Quantities

supplied by Messi-s. Waymouth <Sl Sou :

—

Crabbe &:Vaughan £4985
Browne tfc Kobinson 4098

Conder 4575

Dove, Bros 4485
Hill & Sons 4468

Ferry, Bros 3809

Foster (accepted) 3777

PEPrAHD.—For Parochial school and residence at Pep-

pard, for the Eev. T. WiUiams, M.A. Mr. F. Haslam,
architect. Quantities supplied :

—

Door & Co £788
Hamilton 722 10

Nightingale 711
Pither 700
Woodbrtdge 693
Simmoncls 687
Winter 685
Ponton 272 13

Saddler 650
Harrison&Son 640
Dodd 635
Harrison & Edwards 620
Wright 689
Clements 686 18

Cox 573 11
W.iight Bros. & Goodchild 570
Willis 5ti0 15

Crook (accep' ed) 550 10

TowER-HiLL.—For the erection of Tower-hill Catholic

achools. Messrs. J. Young & Son, architects :

Ashby cfc Horner £4000
Brass 4497

Conder 4317

Henshaw 4283

Sewell&Sou 4049

Bro^\ no & Robinson 3880

HiU, Keddell, & Co 3795

Meiritt & Ashby (accepted) 3066
" Whitechapel.—For a new stove to a sugar refinery.

Mr. G. H. Simmonds, architect ;

—

Wood Brothers £633
Jacobs 625
Outhwaite & Son 692

WoonroRD.—For the erection of a cottage residence at

Woodfiud. Messrs. John Young and Son, architects :

—

Rivett £666
Turner 663
Merritt & Ashby 553
Chessum 509
Howbotham 450
Osborne 450
Smith 375

Bolton.—Contract C—March 3.—The Corporation of

Bolton are prepared to receive tenders for the joiners

work, plastering, painting, glazing, and plumbers' fittings

requued for the completion of the new town-hall. The

drawings and specifications may be seen, and bills cjf quan-

tiesobtained, on application at the oflicea of Mr. Vt ""'™
Hill, architect, Park-square, Leeds; or atthe offices of Mr.

George Woodhouse, architect, St. George's-road, Bolton,

between the hoirrr of 10 a.m. and 6 p.m., from the 10th day

of January next to the 3rd day of February next. Sealed

tenders are to be sent in not later than 12 o'clock at noon

of Fi'iday, the 3rd day of March next, addiessed to the uu-

dersigned at the Corporation Offices, Acres Field, Boltijii.

and endorsed "Tenders for the Town-hall, Contract C.

E. C. Hinnell, Town Clerk.

Bristol Local Board of Health, Feb. 23.—For con-

tructing and completely finishing certain intended bncK

sewers, valve chambers, and other works in "The Avon

Intercepting Sewer District." Length of sewers abtjut

7503 yards, varying in size from 3ft. high by 2ft. Oin. wide

to 7ft. Oin. in diameter. John G. Heaven, Clerk, Local

Board of Health Office, 13, Prince-street.

Portsmouth, Feb. 20.—For the erection of a church at

Portsdown, five miles north of Portsmouth. John Colson,

architect, St. Swithin'sstreet, Winchester.

Birmingham, Feb. 26.—War Dep.artment trieuuialcon-

tract for builders' work. Colonel Commanding, Koyal

Engineer Office, Manchester.

Bradford, Feb. 25.-War Department triennial con-

tract for builders' work. Colonel Commanding, lloyal

Engineer Office, Manchester.

Suffolk, Feb. 25.—For the reseating and other work

to the parish church of Hadleigh, Sofi-olk. w. Grimwade,

churchwarden, Bank, Hadleigh.

BEEWICK-ON-TWEED, Feb. 25.—(1st) Building two tanks,

engine and boUer-house. (2nd) Fm-nishing 30-horae power

entdne, boiler, pump, iic, and fixing. (3rd) Furnishing

2 700 yards of 9in. casWron pipe. (4th) Laying and

jointing the same. J. C. WeddeU, Clerk to Local Board.

PRACTICAL WORKS ON SCIENCE,

THE USEFUL ARTS, ETC.

9

9

BATH AND OTHER BUILDING STONES

OF BEST QUALITY.

EANDELL, SAUKDEES & CO., Limited,

Quarrymen and Stone Merchants.

List ot prices at the Quarries and Depots, also cost of

transit to any part of the United Kingdom fur-mshcd on

application to
Bath Stone Office,

[^jjyj ]
CORSHAM, Wilts.

BRANDE'S DICTIONARY OF SCIENCE.
LITERATURE, AND ART. Fourth Edition, reconstructed
and extended nndcr the Joint- Editorship of the late Author
and the Rev. GEORGE W.COX.M.A.; aasiatedby numetoua
Contributors. S toIs., 8vo., price 633.

URE'S DICTIONARY OF ARTS, MANU-
FACTURES, AND MINES; Containing a clear Exposition of

their Principles and Practice. Sixth Edition, re-written and
enlarBed bv EGBERT HUNT. F.R.S., assisted hy numerous
Contributors. With aboTS 2,00U Woodcuts. 3 vols., evo., price

£i lis. 6d.

MANUAL OP PRACTICAL ASSAYING.
—By JOHN MITCHELL, F.O.S. Third Edition, in wliich aro

incorporated all the late important discoveries in Assaying
made in .this country and abroad. Edited and for the most
part re-written by W. CROOKES, F.R.S. eve, with 188 Wood-
cuts, 283.

ELEMENTS OF CHEMISTRY, THEO-
RETICAL AND PRACTICAL.—By WM. ALLEN MILLER.
F.R.3., late Professor of Chemistry, lua«'8 College. Lonaon.
Fourth Edition, thoroughly revised. 3 vols., Svo., pjice i.3.

DICTIONARY OF CHEMISTRY AND
THE ALLIED BRANCHES OF OTHER SCIENCE8.-By
HENRY WATTS, F.R.S., Editor of the Journal of the Chemi-
cal Society, assisted by eminent Scientiflc and PniotK-iu

Chemists. 6 vols., syo., price £7 33.

PRINCIPLES OF MECHANISM.—De-
siRned for the use of Students In the Unirersitios, and for

Engineering Students generally.-Ey EOBEKT WILLIS,
M.A., F.R.S.,Jacksonian Professor in the University ofCam-
bridee. New and enlarged Edition; with B71 Figures en-

graved on Wood. 8vo., price 188,

A TREATISE ON THE STEAM ENGINE,
in its various Applications to Mines, Mills. Steam Naviealion,

Railways, and Agriculture. By JOHN BOURSE, C E.

Eighth Edition: with Portrait, 37 Plates, and 010 «ooa
Engravings. 4to., price, 423.

I

TO ARCHITECTS.
GREEN ROOFING-SLATES.

As smvlied to H. R. H. The Prince n/ Wales at SiimlrinaJiam.

The Penmoyle Sea-green Slates are specially adapted for

Churches. Public Buildings, 4c., 4o.

CZcss costlij than ofditmru Gothic TiUng.}

These durable aed non-absorbent Slates can be obtained in sizes

suitable for Gothic Architecture, at prices as under.

In Railway Trucks, Dock", Gloucester :—

Per
1,200 Slat!

SLltes, 14 by 7 2 17 6

do. 13 by 8 2 17 6

do. 13 by 7 2 5

do. 12 by 7 1 18 C

do. 12 by 6 17 6

Prices of largo Sizes, Cost of Transit. Reference Testimonials and

Sami le Specimens, may be obtained on apvUcation to

MESSRS. RANDELL » CO., Cortbam. WUts.

Siiccimena at Museum of Geology, Jermyn-street Picc.diUy, W.

and at Architectural Muaemu, Tulton-street, Westminster.

Best Green
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

Equivalent to
per square.

ICs. &!.

Us. U.

lis.

CONTRACTS OPEN FOR BUILDING-
ESTIMATES.

Whitchurch, Feb. 20.—For tho erectiou of towu-hall
.and markets in Whitchurcli, Salop. Local Board Officer
Whitchurch, Salop.

WliiTcruiucii (Wliitcliurch Local Board), Feb. 20.—For
tho erection of towu-hall aud markets iu Whitchurch,
Salop. S. M. Lockwood, architect, 85, Foregate-street,
Chester.

War Office, Feb. 25.—For works aud repairs, aud
supply of building materials to War Department. Build-
ings aud property at Ashtou-uuder-Lyne, BirmiDgliani,
Bradford, Em-uley, Bury, Carlisle, Cheater, Coventry,
Fleetwood, Hartlepool, Isle of Man, Leeds, Liverpool,
Manchester, Maryport, Newcastle-on-Tyno, Northamptou,
Paull on-the-Humber, Prestou, Scarborough, Seaham,
Sheffield, Stailingborougb, Sunderland, Tyuemouth,
Woedon, Whitehaven, and York, including the surround-
ing neighboui-hoods, from the 1st April, 1871, till 31st

March, 18r4.

BANKRUPTS.
(to SURRENDER IN LONDON).

Brian Edwin Abery, London-lane, Hackney, builder.

Feb. 28, at 12.

(TO ilTRKENDEU IN THE COUNTRY).

Joseph Cropper, Sheffield, plumber, Feb. 20, at Sheffield

—Hammond Farker, Huddersiield, buildei, Feb. 27, at

Hiiddersfield.
PUBLIC EXAMINATIOKS.

March 6 W S. Hollands, Richmond-terrace, Ctapham-

road, architect—Feb. 28, H. Williams, Sedgley, fire brick

manufacturer.
DIVIDEND MEETINGS.

Feb. 21, J.Parker, liingston-upon-Thamosand Surbiton,

coal and lime merchant -March 9, J. Moore, Pickering,

Yorkshire, road surveyor-March 7, J. S. Barusd.all, Not-

tingham, painter—Feb. 24, E. Roberts, West Derby, buUder

—March " T Baiter, Brandon, Diu'ham, timber mer-

ch'ant-Maroli 7, J. S. Taylor & J. Marsden, Derby, iion-

founders.

DECLABATIOSS OF DIVIDENDS.

C W Wig's, Waltham Abbey, buider, div. Is. 5d.—S.

Shipp, isittou, mason, div. 29. 6d.—E. P. Tilloy, Clevedon,

builder, div. Id,

SCOTCH I3EQUESTRAT10NS.

B. Anderson, EiUnburgh, painter, Feb. 13, at 2, at

DowoU'B Eooms, Edinburgh.—W. aud D. Muir, Glasgow,

contractors, Feb. 20, at 13.

PARTNERSHIPS DISSOLVED.
Reed & Stephousou, Gateshe.ld Lon Fell, joiuers—Lee &

Stanhope, Belpur, painters-Laycock & Thorutou, Brad-

ford or elsewhere, plasterers—T. & 0. Elwyn, Uarluigton,

joineis-Kerr & Dalziel, Manchester, house pamters.

BOURNE'S CATECHISM OE THE
STEiM ENGINE, in its various Applicationa to Mmoa, Mills,

Steam Navigation, Railways, and Agriculture. Now EOition,

ttith 89 Woodcata. Fcp. 8vo., Cs.

BOURNE'S HANDBOOK OF THE
STEAM ENGINE; containiug all the Rules retiuired for the

Eight Constiuction and Management ot Engmea. witu b(

Woodcuta. Fcp, 8to., price 93.

GANOT'S ELEMENTAEY TBEATISE
ON PHYSICS. Experimental and Applied, for tho use of

CoUegesand Schools. Translated aud Edited by E. AIlU.-s-

SON F.C.S., Professor of ExperimcRtal Science, Koyuj

MiUtary CoUege, Sandhurst. New Edition; with a Plate ana

tj20 Woodcuts. Post 8vo., price 163.

SOUND : a Com-se of Eight Lectm-es cle-

livered nt the Koyal lustitutinn of Grcnt Britain By Jpll'}

TYNDALL. LL.D., F.E.3. Kew Edition. With Portiolt liud

loy Woodcuts, Crown svo., price 9s.

HEAT, A MODE OP MOTION.—By Pro-
fessor john TYNDALL, LL.D., F.R.B. Fouitli Edition ;

with

Woodcuts. Crown Bvo., price l«s. 6d.

PEOFESSOE TYNDALL'S ESSAYS on
tUs USE aud LIMIT of the IMAGIN.WION IN SCIENCE;
being the Second Edition, with Additions, ot his LUscoiuso ou

the Scientific Use of the Imagination. Svo., 3=.

NOTES of TWO COUESES of LEC-
TUBES on ELECTRICAL PHENOMENA and THEuMES,
and on LIGHT, delivered at the Eojal Institution. By the

same Author. Crown syo., price Is. ?ach Coiuso, sewed, or

Is. Cd. cloth.

EESEAECHES ON DIAMAGNETISM
AND MAGNE-CEYSTALLIO ACTION ; Including the Ques-

tion of Diamagnetic Polarity. By the same Author. Witn sii

Plates aud many Woodcuts. 8to., price Us.

FEAGMENTS OP SCIENCE FOE UN-
SCIENTIFIC PEOPLE; a Series of detnched Essays, Lec-

tures, aud lieviews. By Profeaaor JOnN TYNDALL, LL.D.,

F.K.S. 1 vol., Svo.
'

GWILT'S ENCYCLOPEDIA OF AECHI-
TFCTUKE With above 11500 Engravings on Wood. Fifth

Edition, revised and enlarged by WYATT PAPWOimi. 8to..

price 523, 6d.

Bpeakfxst —ErFs'a Cocoa.—Grateful and CoMFORTrNo.—The very

asreeftble character of this preiJiiration hits rendered it a general

fivourito. Tha CUil Service Gazette remarks :—" By a thorough

knowledge of the natural laws which govern the operntionaof diyes-

tion aud nutrition, and by a careful application of the linepropprtiefl

of well-selected cocoa. Mr. Eppa has provided our breukfast t-ible.

with a delicately flavoured beverage which may save ua luany heuvy

doctors' bUlB. " Each packet ia labelled—JAMsa Eppb & Co., liomoKP

I pathic Chemists, London.

TEXT-BOOKS OF SCIENCE.
Edited by PROFESSOR GOODEYE, M.A.

INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY OP
INORGANIC CHEMISTRY. By WILLIAM ALLEN MILLER,
M I> late Professor of Chemistry in icing's CoUcgo, Laudon.

Willi' 71 Figures on Wood. Small 8vo., 33. Gd.

METALS, THEIR PROPERTIES AND
TREATMENT. By CHARLES LOUDON BLOXAM. Profeaaor

of ChemistiT in King's College, London. With 105 Figures on

Wood. Small 8vo., price 8s. Gd.

THE ELEMENTS OP MECHANISM.
DeslBUed for Students of Applied Mechanics. By T. M. GOOD-
EVE M.A.. Lecturer on Applied Mtchanica at the Royal

School ot Mines. With 267 Figures on Wood. SmaU Bvo.,

price SB. Od,

THE ELEMENTS OF ALGEBRA AND
TRIGOSOMETKY. By the Key. WILLIAM NATHANIEL
GRIFFIN. E.D., sometime Fellow of St. Johns College,

Cambridge. SmaU 8vo., 3s. Cd.

Loudon: LONGMANS, GREEN & CO., Patemostsi-row
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THE BRITISH MUSEUM.

FEW more interesting, and few more more
neglected departments are contained in

the British Museum than the Collection of

Drawings and Prints, which, however, are very

much out of sight. They chietly illustrate the

work of English engravers and designers—but

not English exclusively—from the reign of

Henry VIII. to the middle of the eighteenth

century, and includemany admirable examples
of Holbein, who, with so many other foreign

artists, resided a long time in our country,

Rubens, Vandycke, and Hollar among them.

The Holbeins are generally outlined with the

pen, and afterwards washed with Indian ink
;

though occasionally a tinge of colour is added.

The subjects are usually sacred, varied by
sketches of ornament for goldsmiths, jewellers,

and armourers, and also for chimney-pieces

and state staircases. These works cannot

possibly be appreciated by those who under-

take to roam through the building in a single

day. They are studies of exquisite interest.

Again, the Paibens gallery, in chalk, sepia,

ink, and tint, leads up most usefully to a

knowledge of that great and prolific master.

Then there are Vandycks, in the artist's

mostcurious manner, while we should say that

the set of Hollars is unique. But they are,

nearly all, exhibited in a bad light, crowded
upon the screens, and confused in arrange-

ment. Hogarth, Lely, Kneller, and George
Vertue are only slightly represented. But
the cabinet of engravings is singularly rich,

the first impression, in point of order, being

an indulgence found in England so far back
as early in the fifteenth century ; a rubbing
from a block, with a quaint inscription

beneath the figure :

—

Saiut Gregoiy, with other Popes and Bishops in fear,

Have pranteil of pardon XXVI. days and XXVI.
thousand year

To them that before this image on their knees
Devoutly say V paternosters and V aves.

To those who take pleasure in such relics of

that old art which Sir Robert Strange so

gallantly defended against the disparagements
of the Royal Academy in its younger days, we
would point out an engraved title-page, b\

Thomas Gemimes, mellowed by more than
three centuries of time, a portrait of " Robert
Dudley, Earl of Leicester," prefixed to the

15G8 edition of the " Book of .fudges ;"

William Hob's " George Chapman, the

Translator of Homer," a very admirable
specimen; and Hollar's "Ancient Habits
of the Ofiicers of the Order of the Garter."

But it is not to be expected that any very
large section of the public will be attracted by
the prints, so that we do not linger among
them. The casts from antique marbles and
bronzes are likely to be more popular ; and
here it is amusing to note the cost of gathering

together, iu this particular respect, the

materials of a national museum. For the ini

pression from the celebrated Rosetta stone

the trustees paid only six shillings ; for the
head of the Egyptian Pasha, five ; for the lid

of a sarcophagus, fifteen. The As-syrian

sculptures, iu plaster, averaged about two
guineas each. Indeed, the highest figure is

£\ii, while some of the models were made for

half-a-crown. In fact, there are several

Cupids which were bought for two shillings

each ; while a reproduction of the famous
Elgin tablet was done for eighteen-pence.
Who would not have a private collection upon
sucli terms. Yet these are works which throw
a wonderful light upon the human imagi-
nation in ages bygone, when the birth of the
Arts took place and the ideal genius first

mounted its throne. It is in the Sculpture

galleries, indeed, that, apart from the library,

the principal riches of the museum exist

;

though, once more, it is to be remarked how
callously the populace saunters through
them for the simple reason that they are not
understood. A slight explanatory description,

which might be printed within the space of a

postal-card, and the substitution of EnglLsh for

Classical terras, might go far towards rendering
the institution more educationally valuable.

What is the use of tel ling the working, or even
as a rule, the middle classes, that they are

gazing upon a votive cippus ] What is the

meaning conveyed to the illiterate or half-

cultured mind? Or, that the next oliject is a

terminal statue ? We believe that the public

might be treated far better than it is in these

matters, for often a concourse would be
drawn, could it only comprehend the thing to

be seen, by that colossal head of the Goddess
of Wisdom, .so stern of countenance, with the

twisted locks, the serpent—emblem of vigi-

lance—on the summit of the helm, angry and
menacing; or that lovely funeral urn, in

form not excelled by the Cellini ewer, which
gives us indubitable testimony to the costumes
worn by the Romans and the barbarous Ger-
mans in battle (the former, fre(iuently, wear-
ing none). But whose ashes lay in that silent

urn, with its borders of delicate ivy leaves, and
lid with the graceful cluster of acanthus 'I

Vain to surmise. Its date, even, is not known.
A brief pause, aided by a slight explanatory
label, would increase tenfold the significance

of the caryatid, or roof-supporting figure,

which is among the chief treasure of the col-

lection. Superfically, it seems nothing more
than the figure of a proud and melancholy
woman. Look again, and it tells us of the

dress and ornaments used by ladies in that

distant period—all elegance and modesty as

they were ; the large tunic reaching to the
feet, the shorter robe above, the mantle float-

ing from the shoulders, and fastened over
them by buttons (svhy should buttons be
called yiiii/ifiu penny catalogues I) ; the fashion

of the hair, curled, worn full round the fore-

head, and confined by ribbons ; the ear-rings,

in the shape of flowers ; and the double neck-
lace. These points should be made intelli-

gible, at least to all sightseers who care to be

informed. The marbles, too, which illustrate

antique workmanship and taste, including
the superb Roman candelabra, might be of

eminent use to our art-workmen, were it not
that a selfish and pedantic system precludes
tliem from making use of the Museum as a
scliool. The unsurpassed Bacchanal vase,

literally fringed with figures of charm and
power ; the marvellous Venus, composed of

two pieces, joined aljove the thighs with a

cunning so subtle that the joint cannot be de-

tected, and half-draped below the rounded
splendour of the bust and waist with a material
of a lighter tint ; the sacred fountainof marble,
in the centre of which a piece of leaden pipe
still remains—a remarkably interesting cir-

cumstance—and, moreover, displaying in its

decorations the dawning of a new taste ; that

mighty Herculean head, from the Grecian
cliisel, evincing, in its turn, .a fresh develop-
ment of art. All these should be made to speak
more for themselves. We shall not now, how-
ever, dwell longer upon these marbles, since the

opportunity will recur ; but we have said

suificient, perhaps, to explain our general

meaning. This great Ionic temple is silent

wlien it .should have a voice. Thus visitors

approaching from the street perceive a series

of figures on the tympanum of tlie portico ;

but they are blind as to the allegory, in

which man is imaged emerging from a rude
.ravage state through the influence of religion,

becoming by degrees a hunter and an agricul-

turist, quitting the patriarchal state, inventing

Paganism, dwelling in cities and worshipping
the arts, looking to the sun and stars for a Deity

;

discovering mathematics, the drama, poetry,

and music ; and thence rising from heathen-

ism to the Christian Era. As it is, this group
of gilt is less regarded as an object of admira-

tion than as a dove-cot for the pleasant pigeons

that coo there all the day. However, we are

promised that the chaos shall partially cease,

and that the words Fiat Lux will be spoken,

even in these dark and half-buried recesses of

Bloomsbury, which, with at least a hundred
guineas' worth of books upon their shelves

relating to the British Museum, are so dim to

the common eye.

NEW HOUSE FOR THE SOCIETY FOR
THE PROPAGATION OF TPIE GOS-
PEL IN FOREIGN PARTS, DUKE
STREET, WESTMINSTER.

THIS society, after many years' search for a

house as a suitable centre for its work,
has recently purchased the freehold of No. 20
Duke-street, Westminster, and has placed it

in the hands of Mr. ButterfielJ, as their archi-

tect, to be adapted to their wants. The alte

rations which have been made in it comprise,

firstly a new frontage towards Duke-street; and
inside, in addition to the usual offices for secre-

taries and treasurers, a small library and
museum and an ample board-room and
chapel have been formed.

Mr. Butterfield has, under these circum-

stances, produced a work of considerable

interest and individually, as might be expected

of him. The materials are brickwork of

various colours for the walling, and freestone

for the dressing. There is much irregularity

in the general disposition of the various win-
dows of the two lower floors, and diverse

treatment of their details. The portal, an
erection of freestone, in slight projection from
the rest of the [lagade, has a depressed and
two-centred arch, and bears above its cornice a

sort of blank parapet, with a panel rising in

the centre and enclosing a cross. Folding-

doors, with a fanlight in the arched head,

occupy the doorway. A pair of two-light

windows on the right hand side of the portal,

with trefoiled heads, have a shallow buttress,

as a framework on either side enclosing them,
and rising to the sills of the windows above,

the space between the two .sets of windows
being panelled in stonework. A two-light and
a single-light window on the other aide of the

portal are without this decoration, and a

band of diapered brickwork of varied colour-

ing runs above them, marking the division of

the floors. A similar band is continued above
the ceiling cornice at the level of each of the

superior floors. On the first floor there is one
large composition of three lights with arched
head, with two cusped circles in it, and panel-

ling below the opening a little to the left of

the portal ; this also has a quaint framework
formed by corbelled out buttresses carrying

canopies ; on the other side are a pair of two-
light windows (plain, but of a strange lenghty
proportion) over the centres of those described

to the floor below. The second floor has four

similar but shorter two-light windows, ranged
at equal distances apart, and not therefore

corresponding with any of those below them ;

and above them is a deep parapet and four

dormer windows to the roof, which again have
some trappings in the shape of corbelled-out

buttresses. The eft'ect of the whole is some-
what queer and bizarre, and iu point of det!\il

neither very pure Gothic nor very charming.
In this example, as in Keble College, Oxford,
Mr. Butterfield seems to have altogether

changed his style from that in which he
wrought the domestic buildings around his

church in Margaret-street, and we confess we
do not think the more recent an improvement.
Still, it is certain that time and London smoke
will soon tone down the startling look of this

work, which is somewhat at present in what
has been called the streaky.bacon style ; and
there is nothing coarse in the forms, although
a certain ungainliness in certain of the pro-

portions and features. The monotony of most
of our streets, and of this Duke-street among
tliem, is so depressing, thatalmost any change
is for the better, and we are thankful there-
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fore that Mr. Butterfield has in this manner
enlivened it. We cannot help thinking, how-
ever, that tlie probable not^far-distant demoli-

tion of the whole neighbourhood, which has

been marked out as the site of New Govern-
ment Offices, has made this able architect less

careful than he would otherwise have been as

to the character of his work, and that it is

only to be looked upon as a temporary make-
shift at limited cost.

SUN-BURNERS.
LIGHTING ourdwellingg and public build-

ings by means of gas has now become
so common that it seems hardly possible

to realize how our grandfathers managed
in their day with such dim and troublesome
illumination as oil lamps and candles then
afforded. The convenience of gas is so great,

its use saves so much domestic labour, and
its application is always so immediate, that

housekeepers are induced to overlook many
objections that accompany it, whilst in places

of business and public buildings, no other
means of lighting seems possible, or to be
thought of. Besides the supply of artificial

light, gas is capable of being made most useful

in manj' other respects about a building,

as for instance, for heating and for

cooking ; for these latter purposes a large

number of useful machines are made, but in
addition to these, gas may be made, far more
generally than has yet been the case, a most
effective means of obtaining artificial ventila-

tion. But little has been done so far towards
this result, and yet possibly no motive power
is so certain and so easily applied. The only
approach to such an intention is to be seen in

the sun-burners now greatly in use ; but even
in these machines the ventilation is rather

subordinate, and a result growing out of the

necessity for getting rid of the enormous heat
generated by the combustion of gas itself than
an intentional means of relieving the atmo-
sphere of the apartmentlin which the sun-burner
is placed. The principle of the sun-burner is

simple, and its application only attended with
such practical difficulties as a skilful me-
chanic can encounter. The machine itself

consists of a certain number of burners placed
close to the ceiling, enclosed within a glass

frame of almost any shape, and capable of great
variety of ornamentation, and so constructed
that the heated air generated by combustion
of the gas is, or ought to be, rapidly carried
off into a special flue and discharged into the
open air. As an appendix to this, an aperture
is made in the bottom of the enclosing case,

and a tube is carried also up into the air-duct
through which the heated atmosphere in the
upper part of the room may be drawn off, and
the ventilation of the apartment thus, to a cer-

tain extent, be secured. In effecting this,

the usual difficulty—down-draught—occurs,

and an improvement in the shape of a self-

acting valve has been added for its cure. Such,
briefly, are the leading features of the sun-
burner; an important improvement in our
means of gas illumination, aud which, on ac-

countof its growing use, is well worthy of some
special examination and attention.

The first thought that would naturally occur
to an intelligent examiner, would be the
waste ol lightmg power consequent on its posi-

tion so near to the ceiling, by which only re-

flected rays, and those too downwards, the
worst conditions under which they could be
conveyed, and the loss of all direct and dif-

fused light. As a consei^uence, the consump-
tion of gas must be enormously out of pro-
portion to the amount of light obtained, and
on inquiry it was found that the gas required
for such a sun-burner as would be sufficient

to properly light a certain area, would be three
to four hundred per cent, beyond ordinary what
open burners would consume, and this especi-
ally is the casein roo.ns of moderate size ; for

instance, an apartment which would be abund-
antly lighted by five or six fish-tail burners, as

ordinarily applied, would require from twenty-

one to twenty-five if enclosed within a sun-
burner. For very large spaces, such as the
interior of theatrs, concert-halls, and the like,

the disproportion is not so great, whilst the

concentration of light to one central point has
many reasons for preference. There is then
no saving in cost of gas in the use of a sun-
burner, so it must next be questioned what
advantages it possesses over other modes of
lighting. The first, undoubtedly, is the avoid-
ance of the super-heated air engendered by
open lights ; but this advantage, apparently
evident as at first it may be, is practically not
quite so positive. The amount of heat pro-

duced by the sun-burner itself is enormous,
aud rapid as the out-draught may be, the
surface of the case becomes so greatly heated
that the temperature of the air near the
ceiling becomes quickly raised, and in case of

an ordinary room of average height must be
a great inconvenience. That even this defect

may be guarded against will presently be
seen ; all that now is attempted is to show
the action of the sun-burner as it is in every-

day operation. The next advantage claimed
is the remedy it aftbrds for the deleterious

eft'ects of the escape of the results of gas com-
bustion necessarily evolved in the illumination
of brilliantly lighted rooms, and this may
certainly beconceded, and is a most important
point. Could some certain means be made
available by which these evils could be avoided
in other modes of gag lighting, all the really

practical objections to the universal use of

gas in our dwelling-houses would be met.
This is a question weU worth the attention of

chemists, who, with p jsitive eft'ects to deal

with and such tangible agents as carbonic

acid to encounter, should be able to devise

some adjunct to gas combustion which might
alleviate or remove all these serious evils ;

possibly, some mechanical contrivance acting

upon a vaporizer charged with a proper
chemical might be contrived, which in action

would not only neutralize the deleterious

eft'ects alluded to, but would also assist the

ventilation of the room. A fine spray of

Condy's Fluid largely diluted, or its evapora-

tion by means of saturated cloths, will, it is

known, greatly relieve gas-poisoned air, and
until some better plan can be suggested, should
certaiuly be tried. An ornamental saucer

appended to an ordinary gas-light, containing

cotton or a sponge saturated with such a mix-
ture, will be found to cause an agreeable

change in the quality of the air when the room
becomes heated.

The advantages claimed then for the sun-

burner in its present improved form, are

a more agreeable temperature and a purer

internal atmosphere, both so important in a
sanitary point of view as to counterbalance

the additional expense of the large consump-
tion of gas. At first the apparatus so called

was a clumsy, unsightly affair, consisting of a

large sheet-iron funnel and tube, and under it

a circular pipe with burners regularly placed
around, the whole casting a black shadow on
the ceiling to the destruction of all decorative

effect. Added to this, no contrivance had been
thought of (or at all events provided) for the

prevention of down-draught when the gas was
not lighted, so that in the day time the rush of

cold air was so unbearable as to suggest the

lighting of the gas with its artificial day
light as the smaller evil of the two. Ulti-

mately, after many transitions, a perforated

frame filled with mica was substituted for the

sheet-iron in large machines, and a strong

glass globe for the lighting of smaller rooms.

A self-acting valve, so constructed as to open
simultaneously with the act of turning on the

gas aud to close when shut off, was contrived,

which has satisfactorily accomplished the

stoppage of the down-draught. In this form
the sun-burner oft'ers a means of depriving the

use of gas for lighting large rooms of most of

its objections; it remains now to inquire how
far tfie present apparatus may be made sub-

servient to stiU more general utilit}'.

The machine itself, to begin with, is a

patent, and its application requires certain

structural conditions which are not always
favourable, hence the cost of providing the

sun-burner is considerable and unequal. The
actual lamp, so to speak, itself is not a heavy
item of expense compared with other well-

made gas-fittings ; it is in the provision of flues

aud appliances that the working bill gathers

a formidable length. Tlius it will be seen
that the estimates generally supplied give first

but the cost of the sun-burner only, without
Hues and fittings ; then comes cost ol self-act-

ing valve, then glass decorations, and lastly

flues, ornamental or plain, black orgalvanised ;

and to the whole the time of fitting up must
be added. As an example, suppose a twenty-
jet burner is required (which would be one
of small size, suitable for a moderately-pro-
portioned billiard room), the cost of the

various patterns of the lamp alone would be
from £10 to ^17, the valve £b, an Sin. flue

pipe, if of plain make, would be from 2s. to

2s. 6d. per foot, a wind-guard or other chimney
terminal from j£l to £l lUs., and if ornamental
work was required the glass decorative fixtures

for a burner of this size would range from £7
to £18. Thus the cost of appliances withoiit

fitting up and labour would be from £20 to

J46, allowing 10ft. of flue pipe. The further

and generally much heavier cost would be

caused by the adaptation of the structural

arrangements of the already erected building

and in an instance under personal observation,

the expense of fitting up a burner of about this

size in the dining-room of a country house
was nearly £200. It will be seen then that

for domestic use the sun-burner is not entirely

suitable in its present form, although of course,

in providing for its introduction in new build-

ings, the cost of fittings could be most materially

diminished. There still remain, however,
the objections of great heat derived from the

lamp itself—only partially obviated by the

hot-air duct which forms a portion of its

working features—and the enormous quantity

of gas consumed.
It is fair to state that the manufacturers of

the sun-burner admit the objections to the use

of the light in ordinary dwellings and in rooms
of average] height, and frankly tell inquirers

that they cannot say there is any economy in

the arrangement, and that the^direct heat is

very considerable. Admitting these defects,

it is incumbent ou all interested in so vital a

matter as the comfort and healthfuluess of our

houses, to endeavour to devise modes of less-

ening existing objections, and to bring out the

advantages which this principle of illumina-

tion undoubtedly aft'ords.

In the first place, the great consumption of

gas. Much of this is due to the unfavourable

position of the burner itself. It is so close

upon the ceiling that the rays of light can be

deflected downwards only, all lateral and
difl'used light being entirely lost. This it

seems might to an important degree be reme-

died by modifying the form of the lamp, and
by placing the jets, not in a circle on the same
plane, but employing larger burners, fewer

in number, and in an inverted pyramidal
arrangement by which at a lower point one

powerful light might burn, and four others

some inches above it. AVithout drawings it

is difiicult to suggest this, but an examination

of a sun-burner will show that no structural

detail essential to its principles of action need

be interfered with by the change. The frame

would come lower in the room, it is true, but

it might be made a more ornamental feature,

and tlie light thrown from its curved or slop-

ing sides would be evenly difl'used across the

ceiling, and help most materially to remedy
one existing defect which artists loudly com-
plain of in regard to the shadow or unfavour-

able light cast upon ceiling decoration. The
decorated glass casings already supplied for

sun-burners require but slight modification

to fit them to the arrangement of burners

thus suggested, and as each burner is already

a group of smaller jets it would be easy to

modify and increase the size of each and pro-
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portionately dimiuisli the number. It is a

fact well known that the larger the burner the

less the consumption of gas in proportion to

the illuminating power; so that a good econo-

mist would do well to double the size of his

jet, and with the same pressure of gas as

before he will obtain twice the amount of

lighting power.

{To be continued.)

METROPOLITAN RAILWAY AND TRAM-
WAY PROJECTS.

MR. HAYWOOD has presented to the Corpo-
ration of London his usual annual synopsis

of the distinguishing features of the various
schemes for the promotion of railways and tram-
ways which in any way aiJect City interests.

The first of these is the Pneumatic Railway,
projected to connect Broad-street with the pro-
posed Metropolitan station at Cannon-street,
which, starting between Bow-lane and Bread-
street, will pass under Queeu Victoria-street,

Mansion-house-street, Threadueedle-street, Old
and New Broad-street, and Liverpool-street, to

Broad-street, where either an exchange station or
a junction will be made with the other railways
which will terminate at that spot. The tube wUl
be constructed either of iron or brickwork, and
lift, bigh, and tLe whole of the work will be exe-

cuted by tunnelling. If constructed, this railway
will complete the Inner Circle, enabling pas-
sengers by the North London and North-Western
lines to reach the West End without leavipg the
railway system.
The Eastern Metropolitan Railway has for its

olijeet the formation of an undergi'ound line, com-
mencing, by a junction, with the Underground
Railway (Tower-bill Extension) at Meeting-house-
yard, proceeding thence by a curve iu a south-
easterly direction to AYhitechapel High-street,
near Leman-street. It will be continued along
Whitechapel High-street, the Mile-end, and Bow-
roads to the North London Bow Station, effecting

a junction by an interchange station.

The Holborn Viaduct Station is contemplated
for the joint accommodation of the Loudon, Chat-
ham and Dover, the London and South Western,
and the London, Brighton,; and South Coast
Railways.

The Bills for the enlargement of Billingsgate
and Leadenhall Markets are introduced by the
Corporation itself. The first- mentioned scheme
contemplates the enlargement of the fish-market,
and schedules the svhole of the Custom-house,
with its quay, and the whole of Dark-house lane
and the adjoining property. To Leadenhall-
market it is proposed to add a space, included by
a line on the eastern side of Gracechurch-street
from houses 72 to 91 inclusive. Half Moon-
passage, Lcadenhall-place, Lime-street, and Ship
Tavern-passage.

The Government introduce the Bill for erecting
the New Mint, and have selected as its site the
open space on the Y'ictoria Embankment next
the Gas Works.
Five tramway schemes seek Parliamentary

sanction :—The Oxford-street Line, which, com-
mencing in the west, enters the City at Holborn-
bars, passes through Holborn, down Charterhouse-
street, turning northwards into Earirngdou-road

;

the Holborn Viaduct Line, starting with a junc-
tion with the last-mentioned line at Holborn-
circus, and proceeding thence by a double line
over the viaduct to Giltspur-street j tho Smith

-

field Luop-linc, commencing in Farringdon-road
by a junction with the Oxford-street Jjine, and
thence to be carried along Charterhouse-street,
past the western part of the Meat-market, along
Giltspur-street, to a junction with the Holbjrn
Viaduct Lino near Newgate-street ; the Kimfa
C'roas and Blaekfriars Bridge Line, which will
enter the City near Charterhouse-street, in Far-
ringdon-road, and ell'ecting junctions with the
Oxford-street and Smithfield loop-lines, proceed
by a double lino along Farriugdon-street, New
Bridge-street, and Blaekfriars Bridge to Stam-
ford-street; and Vhe Anijel (Islington) and Gene-
ral Post-Office Line, which, entering the City in
Aldersgate-street at Faun-street, terminates near
Newgate- street.

A committee has boon formed to carry out the re-
eating- and warming of Dunniow cburcii.
The new church schools .at Jlylaud, ne.ar Colches-

ter, are approaching completion.

OLD LONDON.
'f"VrOTES on Old London, Architectural and

_L\ Engineering," was tho subject of a paper
read on Friday evening last, before the Civil and
Mechanical Engineers' Society, by Mr. C. H. Rew,
bon. sec. of the Society. After briefly touching
on the rise and early history of the City, Mr. Rew
proceeded to describe the old .London AYall, with
its several gates, remarking that the most im-
portant part of this old civic boundary now stand-
ing is a long piece of wall, with a circular tower or

bastion at the western end, situate at the back of

Cripplegate Church. It is about 20ft. high, has
a weathering course about 7ft. from the ground,
and seems to have had for a coping a course of

gabled masonry. The materials of which the
wall was constructed were (so far as existing
remains afibrd means of judging) a yellowish-grey

stone, iu irregular courses and stones of all sizes,

.and the mortar is in some places standing quite

out to the weather, while the ajjacent stone is

altogether perishing. Some small portions seem
also to have been built of flints, with one or two
courses of larger stones for foundations, on which
were two courses of tiles of rather more than 1ft.

in superficial area, and making with the joint a
solid course of about Ciu. thick. After referring

to the building of the Tower, Mr. Rew stated that
bricks were first used for the building of bouses in

Londoninthereignof Edward lY. ; and in the same
reign cisterns and conduits for water were con-
structed,'and the city was first lighted at night by
lanterns, but thislightiag must evidently have been
of the most imperfect and crude description, for so

late comparatively as the year 16S5 it was thought a
very great step in advance of all previous effoits

iu this direction when Edward Hemming obtained
letters patent for the sole right of lighting up
London. He undertook to place a light before
every tenth door on moonless nights from Michael-
mas to Lady Day from' 6 to 12 o'clock. As the
city grew iu size the necessity for a fresh and
pure water supply grew stronger, whilst the possi-

bility of obtaining such a supply from the river

became less and less. After much squabbling
between the cit izens and the Corporation as to

taking the initiative in carrying out works for

supplying the City with pure fresh water, Mr.
(afterwards Sir) Hugh Myddeltou came forward,
and with great diifieulty succeeded in completing
the well-known New River system. The water
first entered the metropolis on Michielmas Day,
1613. The water was at first distributed through-
out the City by pipes of wood, principally elm, but
th 3 leakage was so great in ordinary weather, and
fractures through frost were so frequent and
serious in winter, that before long the wooden
pipes (of which there were in use luO miles in the
different parts of the City) were replaced by pipes
of cast-iron. The cost of the New River was
about £18,000. Sir Hugh died in December,
1031, and was buried in the Churchof S. Matthew,
Friday-street, a building which, in common with so

much more of Old London, disappeared In the Great
Fire of 1 666. Mr. Rew next proceeded to describe
the Tower, as it was and as it is. In the north-west
corner of the Inner Ward is the Chapel of S.

Peter-iu-Chains, dating from the year 1272, but a
much finer church stood here, built by Henry I.

iu 1100. As it now stands it is a plain stone
building, consistiug of a nave and one aisle. The
Chapel of S.John, in the White Tower, has an
apse at the eastern end, and an aisle on either
side of the nave and around the eastern apse.
The piers, arches, and walling are of well " axe-
dressed " stone, and are of what is known as

"thick-jointed masonry "—the'thin joint being
introduced at the same time as the chisel took the
place of the axe in the actual working.of the stone,
about a century later. Old London Bridge was
next described, and its history briefly narrated

;

after which the splendid church of S. Saviour's,
Southwark (more properly called S. Mary Overy),
was commended as well worthy of notice, though
tho choir alone remains of the original church.
Passing on, Mr. Rew rapidly reviewed the influence
exerted on the characteristics of Old London by
the various religious communities—such as the
Black Friars, White Friars, Austin (or Augustine)
Friars, and Grey Friars, each possessing extensive
ranges of buildings. 1 he construction and history
of the old Cathedral of S. Paul's were next ad-
verted to ; followed by references to the Temple
(with its famous church), the Savoy Palace and
Chapel, and the old palace of the Dukes of Somer-
set. The author then dwelt at great length on
the Royal Palace and Abhey of Westminster,; and
leaving the Abbey precincts, and taking an imagi-

nary walk up Whitehall, noticed the Old White-
ball Palace, the predecessor of luigo Jones's Ban-
quetting Hall. Proceeding past Charing Cross,

Covent Garden, Whitefriars, and Blaekfriars (as

they existed iu Mediajval times) were described.
Brief references to Smithfield, to the Church of

S. Mary-le-Bow, Cheapside (literally S. Mary of

the Arches—being so called from its having been
the first church which had an ai-ched or bowed
ceiling to the crypt), and to the Guildhall, brought
a very interesting paper to a conclusion.

A short discussion ensued, the speakers being
the President (Mr. J. B. Walton, A.I.C.E.), Mr.
A. C. Paiu, A.l.C.E. ; .'\Ir. W. Meakin, Mr. R. M.
Bancroft, Mr. H. E. Hunt, &c.

BOOKS RECEIVED.
Brief Chapters on Briliah Carpentry : History

and Principles of Gothic Roofs, by Thomas
Morris, architect (London: Simpkin, Marshall
it Co.), is an attempt to record the more pro-
minent artistic incidents of carpentry as practised

in this country. The author acknowledges bis

indebtcilness to the Building News for the
execution of the illustrations, and other facilities

which have accelerated the appearance of the
work. He might have added for its first appear-
ance, which was efi'ected in these pages, and
which renders it unnecessary for us to do more
here than mention its separate publication.

The Schools for the People. By George C. T.
Bartley. (London: Bell & Daldy). Just at the
present time this work wUl prove of great value.

It contains no suggestions or officious irieces of

advice as to our future course in the gi'eat educa-
tional work inaugurated last year by Mr. Forster,

but supplies a comprehensive history of the
methods of education jiursued in this country
during the last three hundred years. Beginning

I

with the schools attached to the religious houses,

I
which perished when they perished, to give place

' to poor-laws, pauperism, and gaols, Mr. Bartley

i

goes on to describe the gi'ammar-schools which
next became theh ineSicieut substitutes, the
parochial schools, which in theu' turn, succeeded
the grammar-schools—and which iu some degree
resembled the monastery schools, inasmuch as
they were only maintained by the charity and
self-denial of the clergy—and the various systems
of education which have been on then- trial

during the present century. The work is well
printed and illustrated, and no pains have been
spared to render it a standai'd work for present
and future reference.

The Year Book of Facts in Science and. Art,

by John Timbs (London: Lockwood & Co.),

demands, we suppose, the usual mention of its

appearance : it is all it merits.

The Student's Guide to the Practice of Measur-
ing and Valuing Artificer's Work. Dobson &
Tarn. (London : Lockwood & Co.) Originally

edited by Mr. E. Dobson, this work is rendered
additionably valuable in the present edition by
tho introduction of fresh matter by tho editor,

under the auspices of Mr. E. W. Tarn. The
work is well turned out, and will remain a re-

liable text book.

Atcliley's Estimate and Price Book for Civil

Engineers and Contractors. (London : Lockwood
& Co.) This price book is this year published by
Blessrs. Lockwood & Co. Its contents are of the

same character as usual.

r/i6' Essentials of Geometry, by J. R. Morell
(London : Griffitb & Farran.) Euclid will not
probably remain much longer the only required
text-book of geometry iu our schools. Its defects

arc recognised even by so great an authority as

Todbunter, and its cumbrous repetitious have
long been felt to hamper its explauations. The
treatise under notice is one of the best attempts
wo have seen to provide a substitute.

The City of London Directory for 1871
(London : W. H. Collingridge.) This dh-ectory

is tho iirst of its kind. It is well arranged and
printed, and contains, besides the usual features

of a directory a variety of useful and valuable

matter. Viewed solely as a directory, however,
wo cannot but think it next to useless. What
is tho use of a directory to any business man
which confines itself to tho limits of the City
proper? which shuts out such streets as the

Strand and Regent-street, Holborn and Oxford-

street, and which foi' all business purposes belong

as much to the " City " as Cheapside or Comhill.
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ARCHITECTS' versus ARCHITECTURAL
SOCIETIES.

THERE is, and there surely ought to be, a

considerable difference between an archi-

tectural society and a society of architects.

The former may be supposed to busy itself

with the fine art. Architecture. Its members
may be, but need not of necessity be, profes-

sional architects. They may be and they are,

in the case of many i'amous architectural socie-

ties, made up in ^reat measure of amateurs

—

witness the Oxford, the Worcester, the York-

shire, Architectural Societies, whose amateurs

form the very bone and sinew of those vigor-

ous confraternities. Thefee amateur students

of the art have, with their Paleys and Pettits,

their Pooles, Freemans, and Hugos, their

Willises and Cuttses, contributed no little to

the advancement of our architectural lore. We
have beard architects stigmatise them, in sheer

oblivion or downright ignorance of the catho-

licity of art, as " idle parsons." Such men
consider that no one but an architect should

write or speak about architecture ! We ven-

ture to assert that the standard writers on the

subject are not ordinarily architects, but ama-
teurs. We ha]ipen to possess, naturally

enough, practical architects who have written

on their art ; men such as Chambers, Gwilt,

Sharpe, Street, Pugin, Scott, Cresy, Burges,

and a few others. It is a hiborious " labour of

love'' to think of the few (the very few) names
;

not so laborious a matter to refer to the ama-
teurs we have named—all of them standard

writers on the art— or to add to the list a few

more, that will at once occur to every archi-

tectural student—Evelyn, Aldrich, MUner,
Rickman (no architect when he wrote his

"Attempt"), Rock, Fergusson, Ruskin, Leeds,

and a host of other amateurs.

Do we say this to the disparagement of pro-

fessional architects? Not at all. But why
do we draw this comparison ? Simply to re-

mind our professional readers of a fact they

are too prone to forget, that, while every

society of architects is, and ought to be an ar-

chitectural society, capable, like the amateur
societies of "idle parsons," of discoursing on

the art, Architecture, it by no means follows

that every architectural society is a society of

architects. The amateur societies have one

topic of discussion ever before them—Archi-

teeture, the Fine Ait ; but a society of archi-

tects has, or ought to have, two other topics

ever in view— their "trade" or practice as

architects, and the sciences in connection with
its pursuit. Some one the other day assumed
(it is an old assumption) that architecture is

not only an art but a science. It is nothing

of the kind. There is no such a thing in ex-

istence as the " science" of architecture. But
this by the way.

We say our jirofessional readers are apt to

forget the distinction just laid down. 'Ihey

form themselves into clubs of architects and
idly let them settle down into mere architec-

tuial societies. It is the special weakness of

the Royal lustitute of Architects to fall into

this mistake. It is ever on the alert to emulate
the ArchKological and other amateur societies

in the conservation of national or civic anti-

quities; to bandy compliments with distin-

guished foreigners ; to profit by the delivery

of learned papers by amateurs, clergymen,
engineers, barristers, and the like. These
things are all well enough in their way ; but
we wish, when others of even greater conse-

(|uence to architects crop up from time to time
in the course of a session, the Institute would
not evince so perverse a pencliant for stamping
them out, or, to use a milder phrase, throwing
cold water upon them. It is not pleasant for

English architects to hear, as they have lately

done, that the Institute is not an educating
body ; nor to see the laudable efforts of the

Association to inaugurate and keep up for

years an Architectural Exhibition treated with
a sneer ; nor is it at all encouraging to see

Fellow after Fellow rise at a meeting to silence

a professional inquirer as to what is and what

is not the Institute's view of a question of

professional emolument. blatters such as

these may be utterly indifferent and uninter-

esting at an architectural societj' ; but we
really do not see how they can be ignored

and pooh-poohed at any society of architects.

We should like to see the lustitute flourish
;

it is our only chartered society of architects ;

and all English architects have an interest in

seeing it respected—if only because it is a

chartered society, and numbers among its

members our most distinguished practitioners.

The Arcliitectural Association has, however,

far higher claims than this to the sympathy
of every English architect ; and really, with-

out that enei'getic society to urge it on to

action, we often wonder what real good the

Institute would ever have effected ! The
younger society may have failed in establish-

ing the Architectural E.^hibition : it is a

truly creditable failure ; and the memory of

the attempt is a possession to be envied. Let
us all say of it

Non tarn turpe fuit vinci quam contenilisse decorum,

and remember that other laudable efforts of

the Association have been crowned with suc-

cess. What to day is the proudest feather in

the cap of the Institute ? The establishment

of the Voluntary Examinations. Would the

Institute have ever inaugurated them but for

the persistent cry of the Association !

It is pleasant to end with a hopeful allusion.

Great credit is unquestionably due to the

Institute for what it has already effected in

the Voluntary Examination case. It is cheer-

ing to learn that these examinations are

likely to take a more popular form ; that the

passed candidates, who already receive a
written certificate of merit, are to have .some

further uninistakeable mark or recognition,

such as a minor degree, conferred upon them.
Of course not every "graduate" will make
a good architect ; but while this is true, it is

undeniable that every good architect will be

a better one by becoming a graduate. We
sincerely wish success to the movement. It

is one we have for years advocated—the

beginning, we trust, of the end so much to be

desired ; when none but graduates of the

Institute shall be eligible as either Fellows or

Associates. The step to be taken is worth all

the fortnightly papers, all the coffee, all the

conversazioni, aye, all "the Consols," put
together. These, after all, are but the appen-
dages o*" a popular architectural society, while

the graduate scheme will lift the examining
body into the far nobler position it ought long

ago to have assumed—that of an Institute of

Architects. S. S.

ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH
ARCHITECTS.

AT the ordinary meeting of this Institute on
Monday evening last, Mr. Thos. He.nry

Wyatt (President) iu the chair, a paper by Mr.

W. H. Barlow, C.K., " On the Roof of S. Pancras

Station," attracted a numerous audience. The
paper was illustrated by several very large and
beautifully-executed drawings on background.

The author stated in his preliminary remarks
that the large arch which coustibuted the truss

adopted iu the S. Pancras' Station owes its origin

to the floor beneath it. Iu order to economise
space to the utmost, it was determined to employ
iron columns and girders instead of brick piers

and archea to support the platforms and rails of

the passenger station. One consideration in

adopting this plan was the floor-girders across the

fetation formed a ready-made tie sufficient for an
arched roof crossing the station iu one span ; all

that was required to obtain a roof ot this construc-

tion being the arch or upper member of the truss,

of which the floor-girders would form the lower

member. Amongst other advantages claiiued for

thia arch, one was that as the weight of the roof

was carried at the floor-line, and did not rest on
the tops of the walls, there was no necessity to

make the side walls thicker ; for not only was the

weight on the top walls avoided, hut also the

rocking motion from the expansion and contrac-

tion of an ordinary roof, which, though it may be

mitigated, is not prevented by the use of roller-

frames at the feet of the principals, and appliances
of a like nature ; and farther, as to the question
ot expansion and contraction of the arched roof,

the ties being beneath the ballast the temperature
would vary so little that no provision would be
necessary, and the only effect would be a slight

rise or fall in the crown. Lastly, the adoption of a
single arch would not only save the cost of the
columns and their foundations, but also that of the
longitudinal girder required to connect them at

their upper extremities, with a valley drain
between the roofs, vertical drain pipes, and other
provisions for taking off the water from the area

between the centre lines of the two roofs, which
would have been about two acres. All the cir-

cumstances combined tended to favour the idea

of one arch across the station, the remaining
question being what depth and form of rib, and
what additional material must be employed to

make an arch which would retain its form under
all the conditions of stress to which it would be
subjected. The results arrived at, partly by cal-

culation and partly by experiment, were

—

1st. That the depth of the rib must be sufficient

to contain all the lines of pressure generated by
the dead load, by snow, and by the pressure of

the wind.
2ud. That the sectional area of the metal should

be sufficient to sustain the whole stress without
producing a str'ain on the iron exceeding 3\ tons
per square inch.

3i'd. That the arch should be rivetled together

with proper joint-plates throughout, so as to give

it the advantages of complete continuity.

The additional cost of principals ot 240ft. span,

as compared with principals of two spans of

l'2uit., was estimated at about £G,OUO; but the

great object being to obtain perfect freedom in

the use of the whole area of the station, unem-
barassed by columns and other impediments, in-

structions were given for an arch iu one clear

span. The total area roofed in is 1S,S22 squai-e

ja-ds; the distance between the side walls is

2t5ft., and the clear space of the roof 2i0ft. The
arch was made slightly pointed at the top, because

it was considered that this form possessed ad-

vantages in resisting the lateral action of the wind
and to have a better architectural effect by giving,

a defined apex to the interior ot the roof. The
main ribs, or principals, are made ot channel .and

pUte-iron, and are Oft. deep, and the total weight

of each rib is ot tons IGcwt., and the cost of each

rib was £1,132 4s. The erection of the roof was
effected by two large timber stages, each made iu

three divisions, so that either part could be

moved separately. The stages were 40ft. in width,

and contained about 25,000 cubic ft. of timber and
SO tons of iron work. The weight of each stage

was about 580 tons ; and with two ribs on it, the

weight on the floor gu'ders, including men and
app,aratus, was about 650 tons. These stages

were designed by the Butterley Company, who
were the contractors for the roofing and lower floor.

In the description ot the process of erecting, it

was stated that the time required for putting up
the pieces and rivetting, after the feet were fixed,

was six days for each rib; and the last 14 principals

were erected in 17 weeks, including delays from
weather, &c.

The whole of the ironwork having been fitted at

the Eutterley Works, it was put together without

difficulty. The greatest depression of any rib

when the centre was struck was only a quarter of

an inch, and the average was S-lGths of an inch.

The construction of this roof involved the pro-

blem ot the continuous elastic arch, capable of re-

taining its own force without any intermediate

connections with the tie or any aid from span-

drels. With the view of securing ample margin
for safety, and to remove all doubt on the ques-

tion of strength, the arch was designed so as to

be capable of bearing an assumed load of 701b. per

square foot in addition to the weight of the

principals, with a stress ot metal not exceeding 31

tons per square inch, or a load of 661b. per square

foot with a stress of 3 tons per square inch. The
sectional area of the rib is 16 square inches—viz.,

23 square inches on the upper and lower flange.

The reason for adopting so low a pressure at

St. Pancras was that in an arch of this form, and
especially under the later.al action ot wind, the

line of pressure deviates more or less from the

centre of gravity of the section. The effect

of such deviatiou is to throw more pressure on

one member ot the rib than on the other ;
but

the amount of the dift'ereuce so arising is con-

trolled and modified by the depth and stillness of

the lib in resisting flexure, and also hy the extent

to which the channel-iron cross-bracing causes the
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pressures acting on one member of the rib to be

transmitted to the other. Although the roof is

independent of the side walls, in so far that it

does not rest upon them, yet the weight of the

side walls, taken in connection with the manner
in which the pedestals or feet of the principals

are built iu, contributes to the strength of the

roof by giving stiffness at the springing.

The roof, as designed, had twenty-fonr main
ribs, and one gable or screen at the northern

end. The southern end was intended to termi-

nate against the walls, in the same way as the

roofs of the Cannon-street and Charing-cross

stations; but the acceptance of Mr. Gilbert Scott's

design for the station, offices, and hotel led to

this arrangement being departed from. In the

original design, the hotel was carried over the

upper portion of the southern range of station

offices ; but as it was feared the steam and
smoke of the engines would find entrance into

the hotel windows, Mr. Scott planned a second

gable and screen for the southern end, so as to

separate the passenger station from the hotel

buildings. This second screen involved an addi-

tional main rib, and, to this extent Mr. Barlow's

original design has been departed from. The
cost of the roof, as it stands in the finally-settled

account, is as follows :

—

For the twenty-four main ribs, with £
foundation bolts, castings for

ditto, ornamental spandrils, and
moulded bases, &c., 27,187

For the covering, including plate-

glass, lead-work, purlins, inter-

mediate libs, wind-ties, gutters,

ventilators, gangways, &o., .... 26,296

Total cost of roof, excluding screens £53,483

For the north gable 7,375

For the additional main rib, span-

drels, itc, at the south end .... 1,132

For the southern gable 7,375

£8,507

The total cost of the roof per square of 1 00ft.

superficial, excluding screens, was £31 lis. The
additional cost per square of the north screen

was £4 76 ; and of the extra rib and south

screen £5.

On the question of colouring, Mr. Barlow went
on to remark, there were two considerations in-

volved, one being the best colouring regarded

as a question of ornament, the other being the

best oulour in respect of its permanency, baring
regard to the uses for which the building was in-

tended. Had it not been that the roof in question

was for the special purpose of a railway station,|Mr.

Barlow said he would have endeavoured to select

colours solely with a view to the best effect in

ornamentation, but he had observed in the roofs

of railway stations that the steam from the engines

condensed on the metal, especially about rivets

and other projecting parts, and that the con-

densed steam ran down in small streaks, which
became stained by the smoke and dust of the

station. This effect was observed to take place on
the ironwork, but not on the woodwork, the

latter not being so good a conductor of heat ; and
it was therefore thought that however agreeable

the appearance might have been rendered in the
beginning by light and ornamental colouring, yet

that this ajjpearance would have been rapidly

destroyed from the eauses mentioned, and would
require to be maintained at the cost of frequent
repainting. It was also found that there was a

great diversity of opinion as to what colours should
be )i8ed, even looking at the question from a
pui'ely ffisthetical point of view. Considering, on
the other hand , the possibility of arriving at a wrong
conclusion as to the bestartistic effect, and on the
other, the probable rapid disfigurement of the work
from the causes above referred to, it was ulti-

mately decided to employ French white for the
woodwork, and chocolate colour for the whole of

the ironwork, which colours so far as experience
has extended, appear to possess the quality of

endurance as applied to the respective materials
of wood and iron.

A vote of thanljs to Mr. Barlow for his paper
having been proposed by Professor Donaldson,
seconded by Mr. C. Barry, both gentlemen ex-

pressing their unqualified admiration of this

gigantic structure, an animated discussion took
place upon various points of principle and details

of constnicticin, sustained by Mr. E. I'Anson,

Mr. E. Hall, Mr. C Fowler, Professor Kerr, Mr.

Rickman, Mr. G. Aitchison, and Mr. C. F. Hay-
ward. Mr. Barlow ably replied to the numerous
questions put him, and to the poiuts raised in

the course of the discussion ; and the vote of

thanks to that gentleman having been passed with

great cordiality, the meeting adjourned.

LIMES AND CEMENTS.

LIEUTENANT-COLONEL SCOTT, R.E.,

delivered his third lectm-e on limes and

cements before the Architectural Association on

Monday evening last. In this lecture Colonel

Scott took up the question of sand for mortar, a

question which, he observed, was a most im-

portant one, and one on which there was a great

diversity of opinion in the building world, and for

many of these opinions there existed very slight

gi'ounds. The idea was very general that mortars

were improved by the addition of sand. The
lectm'er said he had no doubt whatever that that

idea arose in the first instance from the observa-

tion of lime used as stucco. If a veiy plastic

mortar were employed ior coating a wall, as it

dried it might shrink and show ugly cracks. In

proportion as sand was mixed with the jilastic

material the tendency to crack was got rid of,

but the ditficulty of milking the compost adhere

to the wall was augmented ; it worked "shorter"

as the quantity of sand was increased. The
medium required was just between that degi'ee at

which the cement would crack from the heat of

the sun, and that at which it could not be used

by the workman. There was, however, vei-y little

foundation for the generally-received opinion as

to the action of sand in mortar. Vitruvius

gave some reasons why he considered sand to be

beneficial. He preferred " three parts of sand, if

the sand is fossil " (i.e., pit sand) " with one part

of lime ; and he says "if the sand is river, sand

add two parts of it to one of lime." He
went on to say that " the weight of the Ume,
after calcination, is diminished about one-

third by the evaporation of the watery parts;

from this it results that the pores, being empty,

are better fi. ted than before to receive the admix-

ture of saul, and to unite strongly with the blocks

of stone to form solid masonry." The lecturer

remarked that it was hardly necessary to say that

there was a great deal that was fanciful in all

that. Another attempt to account for the sup-

posed advantage derived from sand was made
by Pen-ault, who endeavoured to prove that

Vitruvius was correct, and went on to state what
was the opinion of chemists in bis day. Speaking

of the causticity of lime, Perrault says :
—

" When
this property acts on the sand and on the stones,

it brings out of them with time a part of the sul-

phurous and volatile salts which they contain,

and produces between them so strong an adheison

as to form a solid and hard body." On this

passage Lieutenant-Colonel Scott observed that

sand, almost , a piu'e silica, had neither sulphu-

rous salts nor volatile salts iu it, and was therefore

quite incapable of being thus acted uijou by lime.

People assumed, from imperfect observation, that

sand was beneficial to mortars, and then sought

for fanciful reasons in support of such assump-
tion. Belidor was of opinion that between two
and three parts of sand were necessary to one of

mortar. Ilondelet came to the same conclusion

arrived at by Belidor—that it is neceosary to mix
one part of slacked lime with two parts of river

sand, but that if a better lime is used, more sand

may be employed. He went further, and said :

—

" In order iu all cases to make a'proper mixture,

a certain amount of experience is required to

judge of the degree of consistence which well-

slalied lime and mortar sufficiently mixed should

have." He also stated that he had travelled iu

difl'ercnt parts of tho world :
" In all the parts of

France and Italy through which I have travelled,

I have questioned those workmen who ap-

peared most intelligent. I have found that their

knowledge reduces itself to a practical knowledge
which usage and experience render sufficiently

sure." .... "A workman, who by a long ex-

perience is accustomed to judge if tho mortar is

fat enough, enough worked, and if it has the con-

sistence it ought to have, is rarely deceived ; he

beats and mixes the diffen-ut ingredients of which
it is composed until he has hit off the point ho

aims at," which point, observed tho lecturer, is

that which the sldlful workman found to suit him
best. Dr. Higgins had also written upon the sub-

ject, but most of his experiments were made upon
stuccos, and his exiierience, therefore, should be

looked at from that point of view. He made all

his experiments by weight, and prescribed that

no more than one part of Ume to seven of coarse

sand ought to be used in mortar to dry quickly
;

and less lime might not be used, because it did not

render the mass sufficiently plastic for buUJing or

incrustation. The lecturer accounted for the dis-

crepancy between Higgins's and Roudelet's state-

ments in this way : Dr. Higgins, although con-

cluding the proportions named (about 3 to 1 by
measure) to be the best for building pm-poses

generally, arrived at them by experiments made
with reference to stuccoing ; for which purpose
freedom from shrinkage was a more valuable pro-

perty than freedom in working. He decided, in

reality, on the most plastic composition which
did not crack in drying. Smeaton went a step

further, and gave some sufficient reasons why
sand should be used. He thought sand made a

harder mortar, thus improving its quality while

adding to ics quantity. He says;—"The ex-

perience of ages has shown that a considerable

quantity of sand and other matter may be intro-

duced with advantage in the making of mortar,

but the proportion has never been agreed in
;
yet

from common experience it appears that there is

scarcely any lime but what, if well-burnt and
beaten, a load or measm'e of lime will take two
loads or measures of sand." StUl pursuing the

subject, to see how far the admixture of sand with

lime could be carried, Smeaton further says :

—

" It ajipeared that even yet a greater proportion

of sand could be introduced, but to bring it to a

proper consistency and toughness, so as to be a

good cement to large stones, 1 found it needed so

much more beating that the labour became in

most cases of more value than the saving of

materials." On another pomt be says :
—" As

the lime will receive the most sand in that way "

(i.e., if the sand is coarse), " without losing its

plasticity, it will of course make the hardest and
firmest mortar." The lecturer remarked that this

idea of there being some connection between the

toughness of the mortar when wet and its hard-

ness when well set ran thi'ough the writings of all

the authorities he quoted. Vicat, writing on the

question of sand, dl-ew equally nice distinctions

with those which had previously been quoted
with reference to the various methods of slaking

between the composition that should bo given to

mortars according as they are made from fat or

hydraulic limes—as they are slaked by the

ordinary method, by the method of immersion, or

by the spontaneous action of the atmosphere

—

and according as they are intended to exposure to

weather, to damp, or vicissitudes of heat and cold.

He says :
—" The addition of sand is injurious to

rich limes, very serviceable to the hydraulic and
eminently hydraulic limes, and is neither beneficial

nor injurious to the intermediate kinds." Now
it was generally believed, observed the lecturer,,

that if any lime was benefitted by the addition of

sand, it was a pure fat lime, yet Vicat said that

rich limes were iujured by their admixture with
sand. Colonel Eaucourt de Charleville came to

the conclusion that if the sand was harder
than the cement, the more of it there was in a

mortar tho better and harder that mortar would
be ; but he objected to smooth sand. In every
respect he drew distinctions ^(similar to those

made by Vicat) betweeu the capacities of

different descriptions of lime f.^r being bene itted

by the addition uf sand. Pasley did not get over

this tendency of the world generally to otick to

the long-received opinion as to the benefit which
limes received from their mixture with sand.
" We found," he says, " by repeated experiments
at Chatham, that one cubic foot of Hailing lime

weighed nearly the same when fresh from the

kiln ; and, by the gradual addition of water, that

it dilated to the same increased bulk in the state

of quick-lime powder ; but when worked up into

mortar, not too short for use, that it would not bear
quite so large a proportion of sand as the common
chalk lime had done." Hence, he concluded

that, " it follows that the hydraulic limes ought

not to admit of so much sand as chalk, but that

they will bear more than oement without being

injured." Of course iu this case Pasley was
apeakiug of Roman cement, for at the tioie he

wrote Portland cement had not been invented. In
another part of his work Pasley wrote of the pro-

portions of lime and sand that made mortar tit

for use, and of mortar that could not have borne

more sand without becoming " short." After

making some experiments on the point, ho

writes :—" Contrary to our former opinion, which

was chiefly derived from the apparent shortness

of the mortar made from three measures of sand
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to one o£ lime," it had been so far disproved as

to show " that, although a mixtui-e of two of

sand to one of blue lias still appears to make the

best mortar, yet 3 to 1 does not spoil it, as we
formerly believed." In Pasley's mind there

existed the old notion as to there being some

necessary connection between plasticity in work-

ing and hardness in setting. Treussart (who had

made, perhaps, more careful experiments on the

subject than any other man) was also possessed

with the same idea, and only gave up the notion

with very gi-eat difliculty indeed. He says, with

reference to the first set of experiments which he

gave :
—" I regret not being prepared for this

superiority of the hydrate [he means by this

the lime without sand] over mortars, but I was
far from expecting it, otherwise, after having

made the experiments with the limes alone, I

should have made mortars by adding successively

5, i, J, &o,, of sand, so as to judge better of the

effoct of sand ; but it was only on breaking the

mortars at the end of the year that I could know
the effect, and I have often on such occasions

obtained results that surprised me." In remark-

ing on the results of some experiments made with

a view of determining the effect of sand, he stated

that the best result followed with one part of

lime in paste to one of saud ; but he says he

did not anticipate that there might be hydraulic

limes which would bear a still smaller quantity

of sand, or he should have made trials with other

limes, " in order to know if the sand added in the

composition of mortars always, or only with some
peculiar limes, dimuiished the resistance of

hydrates." He was very unwilling indeed to

give up the idea that sand strengthened limes

until his own experiments obliged him to do so.

Belidor, Rondelet, and Pasley, all thought that

hydraulic limes would not stand so much saud as

the fat Umes would; while Vicat, as he thought,

experimentally proved that fat limes stood the

least sand. The common opinion in the present

day, remarked the lecturer, was that fat or pure

limes would take the most saud—and in one sense

they undoubtedly would do so. Victt and Kau-
court were of opinion that fat limes were injured

by sand ; Pasley thought that cements were in-

jured by sand; Raucourt finally came to the con-

clusion that all limes were injured by saud ; and
experiments made of late years by Colonel

Totten, in America, have borne out that view.

Before coming to any final conclusion on the

question as to where sand might be advantageous

or otherwise, the lecturer said it would be well to

take into consideration the facts which bore upon
the hardening of mortar. It was very possible,

he remarked that, without any chemical acticm at

all, the application of so plastic a material as lime-

paste between the grains of sand would result in

securing considerable mechanical adhesion. Then
there was considerable cohesion amongst the

particles of lime themselves. Then there was the

possibility that (owing to the use of sand) in

making a fracture across a mortar-joint, the line

of fracture might be made to take a longer course

than would be anticipated—there might be a sort

of interlacing between the particles of sand, some-
thing like the bond in brickwork. Because saud
did not always strengthen mortar, but often the

reverse, it was not to be supposed, however, that

imder no circumstances could increased strength

be given by the use of saud. If two bricks were
cemented together, the one over the other, the

addition of sand to the mortar might possibly

give greater strength, because as Umes set in

great measure by the action of the carbonic acid

gas of the atmosphere, the sand might, in such a
case, particularly if coarse-grained, give greater

facility for the gas to get into the pores. But
this would not apply to cases in which the mortar
was placed well in the interior of the work, where
the carbonic acid gas could not get to it. In .such

cases, where the material was such as would never
of itself get very hard, the cohesion must be very
large. Wlierever experiments had been made
under such circumstances, the sand had resulted
in decreasing instead of increasing the strength
of the mortar. As to the nature of the sand to

be used, there was very cuuflicting evidence.
Vitruvius preferred pit-sand fresh dug ; Belidor
preferred river-sand ; Perrault thought that the
white sand was the best ; Belidor said that colour
had nothing to do with it ; Rondelet came to the
conclusion that the best sands were neither sharp
nor smooth, and that those deep in colour were
better than the yellow sands. The only point on
which tacy all agreed was that the sand should
be clean, and this point was, as practice showed,
of the \cry utmost hnpurtance. A very small

quantity of clay, indeed, was quite sufficient to

make the mortar moulder ; from one-seventh to

one-eighth would make the frost attack the

mortar. All clayey or loamy saud should, there-

fore, be very carefully washed. The authors

quoted did not agree as to the action of sea sand.

Most of them were of opinion that it made bad

mortar, though some said that it gave good re-

sults. Treussart thought that, on t)ie whole, a

fine sand was better than a coarse sand. Vicat

gave a great many results of experiments tending

to show that various sorts of limes and cements
required sand of various degrees of fineness or

coarseness ; but inasmuch as each author in-

variably contradicted his predecessor, the lecturer

thought it might be safely assumed that it was
pretty much a matter of inditlerence what the

nature of the sand might he so far as regarded the

size of its graias. Sea-sand, as he had before

said, was proscribed by most authors ; but some
particular cages were mentioned by Alberti, Davy,
and others, in which benefit accrued from its use.

Smeaton used it in the construction of the Eddy-
stone Lighthouse, and found that the lime was
not injured by it. Partington went at great length

into the action of the various kinds of water used
in making mortar—spring, rain, river and sea.

Colonel Totten came to the cenclusion that limes

were weakened by the use of sea-sand. Endea-
vouring to reconcile the conflicting opinions on
this point, the lecturer remarked that if sea-sand

were employed for plastering it always, as was well

known, kept the work damp. This was caused
by the chloride of sodium of the sea-water, which
combining with the lime, produced chloride of

calcium ; some of the soda was set free, and the

chloride of calcium, getting a little dry during hot

weather, when a damp day came it invariably at-

tracted fresh moisture from the atmosphere, and
always kept the work wet. If sea-water or salt

sand, therefore, was used in conjunction with
pure limes, the mortar resulting would never get

dry. With hydraulic limes,'however, the case was
difierent, for mortar made with such limes must
be kept moist to ensure the formation of the sili-

cates and the hardening to the requisite degree.

Therefore one man experimenting with fat limes

would come to the conclusion (and very properly

so) that sea-sand was injurious for use in com-
pounding mortar ; while the one who experimented
with hydraulic limes would conclude (quite

correctly) that sea-water was beneficial. But sea-

water should never be used for plastering.

The lecturer next proceeded to speak of other
substances which were sometimes mixed with sand,

remarking that in this country, formerly, puzzo-
lano and trass were largely used to improve the
setting properties of limes. Both these sub-
stances resulted from volcanic action. Trass con-

tained 49 per cent of silica, and nearly 1 per cent,

of potash and soda. Puzzolano had rather a

smaller proportion of silica (44 per cent.), but
more potash and soda (5 J per cent.). Each sub-

stance also contained a little lime and some oxide

of iron and alumina. When these substances
were heated together with silicic acid the ten-

dency to form silicates was very much increased.

In trass and puzzolano the baking action required

to bring about that condition had been done by
Nature ; each substance afforded in itself a kind of

cement to begin with. The invention of Portland
cement, however, had caused those materials to

go out of fashion, as the result obtained by theu'

use was not so quick in action as that got by
Portland cement, nor, indeed, was it so perfect.

In conclusion, the lecturer described the various

methods of lime-burning, and the kilns used, but
as this part of the lecture involved repeated re-

ference to the diagrams on the wall, we cannot
give it ill c.rti'ii^^o. Nor, in fact, is it necessaiy
that we should do so, as the subject was not long
since treated of very fully in these pages by Mr.
Gilbert R. Redgi'ave. Suffice it to say, therefore,

that of the three principal forms of kiln he men-
tioned, the tunnel kiln, the flare kiln, and the so-

called American kiln, the lecturer preferred the
last named, somewhat modified, as in use at
Rudersdorff and elsewhere.

The fourth andlast of this interesting and valu-

able course of lectures will take place on Monday
evening next.

The Br.aintroe Independent chapel is about to be
greatly altered and added to, at a cost of upwards
of £1,000.
The Austrian Goveniment has determined not to

ab.andon the jiroposed International Exhibition .at

Vienna in 1S73.

THE GRAND ORGAN IN THE.TOWN-HALL,
LEEDS.

WE give this week the elevation of the organ

erected by Messrs. Gray and Davison in

the Town-hall, Leeds, and a few particulars of it

may not be without interest to many of our

readers, as it is one of the largest and most com-
plete instruments in the world. It contains no
less than six distinct organs, acted on by four

manual claviers, the compass of each being from
CO to C in altissimo, CI notes ; besides the pedal

organ, which extends from CCC to F, 30 notes,

117 stops, as well as 1 7 combination and other pedals

for various movements, and l),500 pipes, viz. :

—

Solo Organ 506 Pipes.

Swell Organ 1440 „
Front Great Organ .... 1 159 ,,

Back Great Organ .... 1152 „
Choir Organ 1123 „
Echo Organ 520
Pedal Organ 600 „

Total 6500

The great organ consists of two complete and
distinct organs of diSerent powers and qualities

;

and the echo organ constitutes a complete little

organ of six stops, the pipes of which are of small

scale and voiced on an extremely light pressure of

wind ; they are placed within the box of the swell

organ, and can be played by either the swell or

choir clavier.

The mechanism, pipes, &c. , are placed on four

floors. On the first, or ground floor (which is the

top of the orchestra, and 16ft. from the floor of

the hall), is arranged the greater part of the me-
chanism ; on the second floor, are arranged the

the great and pedal organs ; on the third floor

are the swell, echo, and choir organs; and on the

fourth floor the solo organ, in two separate boxes.

The pipes are distributed over several windchests,

so that the tuner finds no obstacle in getting at

any part of the organ.

The difficulty always experienced of supply-

ing organs of the largest class with an adequate
supply of wind has in this instance been over-

come by the employment of hydraulic engines
;

five of these must simple machines are attached to

a like number of bellows placed in the basement
of the building, and the wind-suj>ply thus pro-

cured is thence distributed to the various depart-

ments of the instrument through the intervention

of twenty-seven reservoirs, so weighted as to

give the desired varieties of pressure. The united

power of these hydraulic engines—equal to eight-

horse power—is capable of supplying one hundred
cubic feet of air per second.

The pneumatic action is apf lied to all the

claviers, so that the touch, which would' other-

wise be very heavy on so large an organ, is ex-

tremely light.

The front of the organ was designed by Mr.
Cuthbert Broderick, the architect of the Town-
hall. The pipes are illuminated in gold and
colours by Mr. Grace, who also carried out the

decoration of the hall. The non-musical reader

may be interested to learn that the largest of

the metal pipes in front, standing on the first

tower on the right of the claviers, is 30ft. in

length, with an internal diameter of 21in.
;

while among its 6,500 pipes is found every
variety of dimension, from the largest, just men-
tioned, to the smallest, the! cngth of which is but
three quarters of an inch, wi 'h a diameter scarcely

exceeding that of a straw.

The organ occupies the north end of the hall ; it

is upwards of 50ft. high, about 47ft. in width, and
25ft. deep in the centre, and weighs nearly

70 tons.

The total cost, including the case and hydraulic

engines, was about £6,000.

Cambridge School op Aut.—Lord Houghton
on Tuesday week distributed the prizes to the

pupils of tbis School. In the course of his addi ess

his lordship referred to the recent establishment

of a Professorship of Fine Arts in connection with

the University, and which, he said, was not estab-

lished a day too soon. The nobility and gentry

of the present day did not study and appreciate

art like their ancestors of a century back, and he
recommended the authorities of the University to

try and foster an appreciation of art. Cambridge
was singularly fortunate, he observed, in the

grand incentive to the study of art which existed

in the magnificent buildings of the several

colleges.
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Jfuruitui-e ^ geconttioii.

decorative procefsses.

By "An Experienced Workman."

embossed and figured glass.

1EMBOSSED glass, as a means of decora-

^j tiou, has been practised for a great

number of years, but it Lias only been within

the last thirty or forty years that its useful-

ness as a decorative agent has been luUy

developed and recognised. The quiet and

unobtrusive contr.ast between the dead or

ground glass and the transparent ornament,

which has apparently a slight relief, enables

this kind of work to be used with all styles

ot architecture—Gothic, Italian, Greek—and

in all and every situation where ornamental

glass is used—ve.stibule doors, staircase win-

dows, entrance doors to banks and public

institutions of every kind. Letters and inscrip-

tions may be written in combination with

ornament to direct or instruct. It is also

useful as a permanent blind to the lower parts

of olhce windows in commercial or municipal

buildings, and for screens. Beautiful effects

may also be produced by gilding and silver-

ing in combination with embossing, and by

the introduction of coloured foils and imita-

tion gems of coloured glass, cut with num

arise from want of skill in design or execu-

tion ; but as much of this work is both

designed and executed by artists and workmen
regularly employed in the various stained glass

works, who are most of their time engaged

upon the stock Gothic canopy work for litting

into any and every stained window manutac-

tured, as a consequence these men acquire a

certain amount of Gothicism, if we may so

speak, which they stamp upon every kind of

ornament they do so that if they attempt to

design an ornament in any other style they

cannot help but impart a Gothic character to

it ; and it is a singular fact that men who, as

it were, continually run in one groove, are

seldom able to break away from the fetters

they thus insensibly weave around themselves,

and so we get those numerous incongruous

examples of ornament of which so many may
be seen not only in embossed glass, but also

in other classes of ornamental art. Again,

these mistakes in style and in adaptation

of design to the purpose to which they

are applied will and do arise from igno-

rance, narrowness of idea, and from in-

experience. Ornament intended to be em-

bossed upon glass should be designed ex-

pressly for thatpurpose, having always in con-

sideration the peculiarities and capabilities

of the material upon which the ornament has

to be formed, having regard also to the

methods of working. It should never be for-

otten that the light has to pass through therous facets : these are fastened underneath, or

at the back of the glass, in spaces left pur- ornament, and that this passage of light is the

posely in the design. Messrs. Jennings and primary condition of the position and circum-
Bettinge, of Birmingham, have brought this stances of the glass ; it is so placed for the

portion of the art to great perfection, and transmission of light, and therefore anything
many specimens of it were displayed by them ' that interferes with that condition is a defect.

The eye should be able to rest upon the orna-

mented glass without feeling oppressed or con
at the Great International Exhibitions of

1851 and 1862, some of them being perfect

gems of art. Opaque glass panels for the

doors of cheft'oniers, sideboards, wardrobes,

the saloons of steam - vessels, bookcases,

&c., may be beautifully decorated by being

embossed and then gilt and coloured. The
embossed ornament may be gilt, and the plain

part ground or obscured in the manner herein-

after mentioned. This style has a very quiet

and chaste eff::ct, and the obscuring forms a

beautiful background in contrast with the

gold or silver. Finger-plates for doors are

very nice done in this style. Many years ago,

when plate glass was limited in size to small

plates, and the old-fashioned chimney or pier

glasses having broad bevelled edges to them
were in vogue, embossed and out ornament
was much used for borders and corners, gene-

rally done in the Italian style, many of them
of very beautiful design ; they were afterwards

silvered and gilt. Examples ot these old mirrors

may now and then be seen in some of our old

country mansions and the old curiosity shops.

Many useful lessons may be derived from the

study of these old works of art. The use of

embossed glass in the present day is very

extensive. There is scarcely a warehouse, a

manufacturing establislunent, a shipping-

olUce, or public buikling of any kind through-

out our great towns and cities, iu which
cmbo.ssed or ornamental glass in some shape is

not used ; and there is no style of glass orna-

mentation so well adapted fur the purpose,

inasmuch as we thus get ornamental and
emblematical designs and inscriptions without
interfering with the passage of liglit, which is,

of course, the pi imary object and use of glass,

and to which all else should be subordinate.

There are, of course, many uses to which
emijossed glass is put besides those before

named, sucli as public-house and gin-shop
signs, glass facias for shoj) fronts, &c., &c.

These, as a rule, are executed by the sign

writer. Ornament for embossing will require,

in the first place, to be designed in strict

accordance with the style of the architecture
of the building of wliicli it forms a part.

How often do we see the ornamental glass of

a vestibule door iu which the ornament will

probably be iu the Gothic style, whilst the
door of which it forms a part is Itali.an or
Greek, and vice versu. This does not always

fused, and except this be the case no ornament

can be appropriate or suited to the purpose.

Small and intricate ornament cut up with

fine lines has a disturbing effect on the eye,

besides being unsuited to the material. It is

true that finely-etched ornament may be

correctly executed by this method, but when
used for architectural decoration the design

should be treated with breadth and freedom
;

the simpler the ornament the better suited it

will be for the purpose. Conventional leaves

with interlaced lines or strap ornament is

well adapted for embossing, and it should

always be borne in mind that Hat ornament
is best suited to the material from every

point of view, best adapted for execution,

most suitable for the transmission of

light, and looks best when done. Cross

hatching is used for shading on em-
bossed ornament, but we think this an

error, except it is used in dissecting coats of

arms and emblematical designs ; in these cases

we can scarcely do without,; but simple lines

are best for cutting up and defining orna-

ment, and the fewer there are of them the

better. The manipulative process of emboss-

ing glass is carried out as follows:—Hydro-
fluoric acid has the peculiar property of dis-

solving or separating the component parts of

ordinary glass ; and this acid is the active

agent used for embossing. It is needless here,

and would serve no purpose, to describe the

method of manufacturing this acid, simply
because it is a common article of commerce,
manufactured by practical chemists, and sup-

plied by any druggist or oil and colourman,

and therefore the student need not occupy
his time in endeavouring to make what he

can purchase at a tenth of the cost he would
incur in making it for himself. By the way,

we would remark that a great part of what
would otherwise be really practical works are

occupied with useless descriptions of tlie

methods of making articles whicli can be

bought much cheaper, and a great deal bi-tter,

than any amateur can possibly make them,
thus leading the student to waste valuable

time which might be much better employed.
All branches of tlie decorative art were at one

time a much more laborious and difficult stii.ly

than they now are ; one reason being that

the secrets of the manufacture of various

chemical substances and mixtures used in the

arts were the exclusive property of the masters

of this or that particular trade or profession.

;

and these secrets were handed down from

master to pupil, and from father to sou, as

most valuable possessions, to be guarded and
preserved with most jealous care and secrecy.

This state of things is now changed to a very

great extent. It is true that there are in sonie

manufactures trade secrets whicli are still

guarded with as much care as iu the olden

time ; notably in the manufacture of var-

nishes, where each manufacturer has some
special method or mixture he calls exclusively

his own, and the knowledge of which he keeps

to himself. But of late years so much study

and scientific knowledge has beeu brought to

bear, and so many master-minds have devoted

their whole time and energies to the inven-

tion and discovery of the secrets of chemical

science, that we may almost conclude that the

days of trade secrets have passed away. Manu-
facturing chemists now supply all the neces-

sary pigments, whether artificial or natural,

and those of the best ; chemicals of the best

and purest kinds are produced in quantities

and at prices with which no amateur can com-

pete. We shall, therefore, confine ourselves

strictly to the simple manipulative process ot

embossing.
Embossing on glass means simply the eat-

ing out, or cutting of a sunk or incised pat-

tern into the body of the glass. This may be

done by cutting with the glass-cutters wheel

and sand and water, or by burning or eating

the glass away, or rather dissolving the glass.

Glass cutting or engraving by the wheel and

sand is not applicable to large plates or

squares of glass, on account of the dititculty of

handling, and the danger of breaking ; and

the only other process yet discovered is this

method of dissolving glass by the aid of hydro-

fluoric acid. This acid is, we believe, the only

directagent known having the properties of dis-

solving glass. It is a colourless liquid, pro-

duced by a chemical combination of sulphuric

acid and, fluor-spar ; it requires very grea.t

care in handling. The fumes arising from it

when exposed to the action of the atmosphere

are highly deleterious, and as it destroys all

bottles of glass and earthenware, it is neces-

sary to keep it in metal or gutta-percha bottles.

We would here specially caution the workmen
to avoid breathing or inhaling the vapour

which arises from the acid when it is put upon
the glass in working with it, as its action is

very injurious, causing ulceration of the lining

of the thorax and the lining of the mouth and
nostrils. Fluoric acid varies much in strength,

when purchased at various times, and from dif-

ferent makers ; any respectable dealer in drugs

will supply it at about Is. 6d. per pound, but,

of course, it may be had at a much cheaper

rate from the wholesale houses. The acid ia

scarcely ever used in its full strength as sold,

and before using will require to be diluted

with water. We can give no rule of strength

to be used, not only because the acid itself

varies in strengtli when it comes from the

chemist, but the glass also varies .so much iu

hardness that one piece of glass will take twice

or thrice the time to emboss that another plate

will take. We cannot account for this differ-

ence in the glass, except it be in the difference

in the annealing process ; even in cutting the

glass with the diamond this difference in hard-

ness will be readily and continually felt or

experienced ; so that it is only by practical

experience in the act of manipulating the

acid that the workman can regulate its strength.

Embossing may be done upon two kinds of

glass : plain glass upon which the design may
be embossed, and the plain parts ground or

obscured with emery or fine sand in the

manner hereinafter described— the design

will then have the appearance of a bright

and transparent ornament on a semi-opaque

white ground ; the next kind of glass suitable

for embossing is the overlaid, or flashed glass,

that is glass which is coated on one side with
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a thin veneer of coloured glass. This glass is

principally made of what is called table glass—
the oldest form in which window-glass was
made. The glassblower first takes up on the
end ol the blow-pipe a portion of white glass

in a liquid state, he then dips this into a pot
containing coloured glass, also in a fluid state ;

the two are then blown and manipulated until
they expand into a circular sheet of glass,

having the blow-pipe for a centre, and the
coloured glass, technically called pot-metal,
forms a thin coating upon the outside of the
sheet. The centre, which is attached to
the blow-pipe, forms what is commonly
called a bull's-eye, which were often used
for glazing in cottage windows before the
invention of sheet glass. Sheet glass
may also be flashed or coated with coloured
glass ; but sheet glass is blown in a different
manner to the table glass, but is not so clear
in consequence of the flattening process it has
to undergo in the annealing. The metal is

taken up on the end of the blow-pipe in the
same manner as before described, but in larger
quantities. The glassblower stands upon a
stage exactly similar to a saw pit, with planks
running from the mouth of the kiln holding
the_ melted glass. Underneath the planks is

a pit 7ft. or 8ft. deep. The workman stands
upon one of these planks, and holding the
blow-pipe blows down the pipe and swings the
metal at the same time. By alternate swing-
ing and blowing the metal' begins to stretch
out into an elongated cylinder, the centrifugal
force causes the glass to stretch, while the
blowing forces it into a cylindrical form. Some
of these cylinders are 5ft. long, with a diameter
of 12in., 14in., and in some cases 16in. Glass
shades are thus blown, but with this difference,
that while the glass is in a soft state the cy-
linder is pressed between two pieces of wood,
which flattens the sides, and gives these shades
their semi-oval form. These cylinders are then
cut level round, the bottoms and tops with a
glazier's diamond fixed upon wheels ; they are
then cut down one side and laid in the an-
nealing kiln, and when they acquire a suflicient
heat are flattened by being rubbed with a
thick clump of wood fastened to the end of a
long pole. Now this flashed or coloured glass
may be embossed by eating away the coating
of coloured glass until we come upon the un-
der coating of white glass, and the eft'ect pro-
duced is ofa white transparent ornament upon
a coloured ground ; or the two may be reversed,
the ornament or letters remaining coloured
and the ground-work be white. It will be
evident that there is a wide field for the use of
this kind of glass for bordering of staircase
windows, vestibule doors, lamp.glasses, &c.
A very harmonious and chaste contrast is

gained by using this coloured glass in combi-
nation with the plain or white embossed glass,
and also in conjunction with gold and silver
leaf, of w^hich we shall speak further on. In
addition to the fluoric acid for embossing, we
require to use the best Brunswick black, some
Burgundy pitch and white wax. It is

necessary to the perfect success of the
operation that the Brunswick black
should be of the best, and free from admix-
ture with any foreign matter. Too much care
cannot be exercised or pains taken to avoid
any dust or particles of grit being mixed with
it in working. The Burgundy pitch and white
wax must be mixed together by heat, sulli-

cient wax being added to the pitch to keep it

in a plastic state, and of the consistency of
putty, used while warm. This is called wall-
ing wax ; of its use we shall speak hereafter.
Black japan is sometimes used instead of
Brunswick black, but we prefer the latter, in-
asmuch as it resists the acid much better, and
is more easily cleaned oft' the glass when done
with, and is also less brittle when dry than the
black japan.

(i'o be continued.)

»

Eyfiekl church, Ongar, has just received an adili.
tion in the shape of an eiglit-tlay turret clock by
Benson,

SELECTED DESIGN, LEEDS UNION
INFIRMARY.

WE gave last week an elevation of this de-
sign, and now iireseut a perspective view

of the baikiiug. Mr. Walker, from his description
of the design, appears to have paid special atten-
tion to the important question of ventilation and
heating, which he purposes to effect by the hot
ah" system. He would cany a single line of

steam piping round each ward, and box it in with
wood, in order to form an ah-flue about the pipes.

To this flue, air would be conveyed from a com-
mon sui^ply trunk, under the floor of the lowest
warJ, by means of intermediate flues in the waUs

;

and admission of the air to the wards, after

passing over and for some little distance along
the steam piping, would be provided for by open-
ings in the wood-work at regular intervals. No
air could thus enter the ward without having re-

ceived some degree of heat from contact with
the hot pipes, and the temperature of the room
would depend on the degi-ee of heat applied to

the pipes, and on the speed with which air is

allowed to pass over them. As the air is ad-
mitted to the ward, the warmth it has gained
from the pipes will cause it to ascouil, and
carry up with it all atmosphere exhaled by
patients, until it reaches the ceiling, near to
which a number of outlets are provided, all com-
municating by separate flues with a common
trunk in the roof, which discharges the whole
spent atmosphere of each pavilion iuto the ven-
tilator placed over the conveniences.
The supply and discharge-pipes would be of

such dimensions as will admit of the air being
renewed imperceptibly, each ward being fur-

nisheij with a supply of 12,007 cubic inches of

air per minute for each patient, traveUing at a
velocity of one foot per second, being about
thirty times the amount actually resphed. The
heat of the hot pipes will ordinarily cause a suf-

ficient air-curreut to ventilate completely the
wards ; and, whenever additional ventilation is

needed, it will only be necessary to expedite
the cun-ent by the use of a small fan fixed at
the mouth of the supply trunk, which can be
worked either by the steam from the boiler

used to supply the pipes, or by water pressure
obtained from the cold water tank. The steam
supply for heating would also serve, if necessary,
for working the hoist.

ON THE HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF
ORNAMENTAL ART.

DR. G. G. ZERFFI deUvered the nineteenth
lecture of this course on Tuesday after-

noon last, at South Kensington. Having con-
sidered the productions of the school of ^Egina
in his previous lecture, he now turned to those of

the school of Attica. Referring to the statue of

Penelope, now in the Vatican at Rome, he said

that in that figure were seen the first attempts of

Attic art to represent a psychological idea. The
Hestia (Vesta) in the Torlonia Museum at Rome,
and an excellent marble relief from a Puteal near
Corinth, in which Herakles was represented as

about to be married to Hebe, were works of the
same kind. The latter was, the lecturer remarked,
undoubtedly one of the very best specimens of
the end of the first period. He next proceeded to

consider the artists of the transition stage, which
eventually led up to Phidias and his school. The
three names Kalamis, Pythagoras, and Myron
represented a steady and gradual improvement in

Greek art. Relief had been cultivated, and not
only single statues, but whole groups had been
detached from the supporting walls and had
formed independent works of art. The heroes,

unlike many of the divinities, had not been de-
lineated according to general patterns. A keen
study of the human form could alone have pro-

duced them, and the groupingshowed the powerful
influence of the creative force of the artist. We
might trace during this period the struggle of the
artists to free themselves from fixed rules. We
had before us difl'erent types of the divinities; but
these, though bearing evidences of the artist's in-

dividual conception, were still fettered by hierar-

chical prejudices. The attributes of the gods were
too prominent—the thunderbolt of Zeus, the
caduceus or herald's staff ^of Hermes, the bow of

Apollo, and the club of Hercules appeared to have
been considered more important than the idea of

the abstract powers of those divinities. These at-

tribvites were not yet the incarnations of sublime
thoughts on the nature of the gods, but merely

outward signs of their material power. With re-

gard to the works of the three artists before
named. Dr. Zerffi observed that a copy of a Hermes
bearing a ram on his shoulders, the original of

which was by Kalamis, was in the possession of

Lord Pembroke. In this work the head of the
ram was admirably executed, but the outlines of

the body, which had a stiff naturalness, were too
sharp. This artist was especially distinguished
for his representations of horses. Pythagoras was
celebrated as having been the first to introduce
harmony in the proportions of the body ; this was
particularly to be observed in a statue of Philoktet,

which represented the archer of that name, who,
having been bitten in the heel by a serpent, was
still endeavouring to drag himself along in order
to be at his post and assist in the Siege of Troy.
This painful moment had been seized by
the artist and rendered with such power
that the beholder might almost be said

to feel a thrill of pain pass through his own body.
Of the works of Myron, we had the Marsyas, at the
Lateran, and the Diskobolus, or disk-thrower. In
describing the latter, the lecturer compared it with
a modern statue by Roth, of Miiuich, aud observed
that in looking at the two, side by side, the great

dilTerenoe between idealism aud so-called natural-

ism was cleai'ly to be perceived. In the one, the
moment before action was represented (the figure

being about to throw the disk) ; in the other the
action had already taken place, and the figure was
in repose, holding a heavy weight suspended over
its head. The latter was without doubt a master-
piece as an anatomical study—every sinew, every
muscle, being correctly represented—but as a
work of art it failed, being in no way really beau-
tiful. In the production of Myron, on the other

hand, the muscles were softened down and
rounded, and the power of the artist was directed

to beautifying by means of his intellectual force

those forms which might be coarse in Nature.
The lecturer also refered to the famous bronze
cow by this artist, of which he remarked that all

traces had been lost, though from what could be

gathered from the works of different authors it

must have been exceedingly lifelike. In this

second period of the development of Greek art,

therefore, Kalamis had been the representative of

a clear and definite feeling ; Pythagoras repre-

sented naturalness in the reproduction of forms
which reached perfection ; whUe Myron was the
representative of the first dawn of idealisation.

Myron's idealisation had, however, been confined

to bodily forces, as the faces of his statues lacked

a higher inspiration. The acme of Greek sculp-

ture was reached by his contemporary, Phidias,

who might justly be called the Shakespeare of his

time. Phidias in Greece, like Shakespeare in

England, lived at a period when his country was
enjoying the brightest aud most glorious moment
of her national existence. He begun to work at

the time when youthful Greece had performed
her great deeds of valour—when she had checked
the encroachments of the Asiatic barbarians, and
had secured on the battle-field of Marathon, and
at Salamis aud Platjea, the victory of Beauty,
Science, and Art. In the days of Shakespeare a
Queen Elizabeth ruled in England ; and Greece in

the time of Phidias was swayed by men like

Kimon, Thermistokles, and Pericles. Phidias, in

accordance with the Greek element, had produced
outward forms in perfection, and endowed them
with his immortal spirit ; Shakespeare, in accord-

ance with Christian ideas, had given us immortal
characters, conceived in spirit and expressed in

abstract signs, which stepped from the printed

leaves .and stood firm as the marble conceptions of

Phidias before us. The small Greece of Pericles,

like the small Euglaud of Shakespeare, had begun
to^develope with surprising rapidity—the one
cultivating architecture, sculpture, and science,

and the other poetry, industry, aud commerce.
By the one the Persians had been repulsed, their

despotism broken ; by the other the Invincible

Armada had been scattered, and the spiritual

despotism of the Middle Ages destroyed. Greece
had produced a whole phalanx of noble war-
riors; England had reared a whole race

of sea-heroes. Buth had proved that periods

of renewed pahtical activity and animated
national feeling produced great men in countries

in which there was a genuine vitality. The
vitality of Greece produced Pericles in politics,

and Phidias in sculpture and architecture. Athena
was to have been made the abode of the gods, the

temple of the Muses, and the centre of learning

and art. Phidias (who was born about 500 B.C.),

was the son of Charmides, of Athens, and was the

pupil of Hegias aud Ageladas. His two most
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celebrated works were the Zeus at Olympia. (432

B.C.), and the Athene uf the Purtheuou (437 B.C.)

The Atheue which he produced was 40£t. high, com-

posed of gold and ivory laid over a wooden form.

Simplicity, peaceful power, benevolent protection,

and victorious self-reliance were expressed in this

work. It was a characteristic fact that in Greece

there were many mythical heroes, but very few

deifications o£ mere historical soldiers. There
were statues without number of those who distin-

guished themselves in poetry or art, or who had

gained prizes as wrestlers or runners, but mere

destruction was not so respected. Phidias espe-

cially succeeded in giving a concrete form to the

abstract conception of the, divinity as far as was

possible. His works were very numerous ; iu

addition to the statues of Athene and Ztjus men-
tioned, there were thirteen others, of which six

were of Athene (one of them being in bronze and

70ft. high), one of Apollo, one of Hermes (marble),

three Aphrodites (two marble and one gold and

ivory) , one Mother of the Gods (material unknown)

,

and an -Esculapiiis iu gold and ivory. Of sacri-

ficial statues, the most celebrated was a group of

thirteen figures in bronze, iu commemoration of

the Battle of Marathon. 'the only historical

figure in this group was that of Miltiades, the

twelve others surrovinding him having been

mythical heroes. Phidias was no less skilled iu

chiselled works of the smallest kind. According

to Martial, he made fishes, bees, flies, and a

cicada. Of all these, however, none remained.

His Zeus was struck by lightning iu the time of

Caesar ; and during the reign of Theodosius II.

(a.d. 408), the Temple of Olympia was destroyed

by fire, and with it the great masterpiece perished.

The Athene was lost, it was said, iu the tenth cen-

tury of our era, but had, no doubt, been destroyed

before that date. All that remained of Phidias's

works were some of his architectural sculptures,

which, at least, served to prove the great master's

genius. Amongst these were—The metopes of

the Temple of Theseus, eighteen in number, ten

of which, from the eastern side, represented the

deeds of Herakles, and eight, from the north

and south, those of Theseus himself. Of the

frieze (representing an heroic combat under
the guidance of the gods), there were
splendid casts in the British Museum. The
metopes, the frieze of the celk, the statues from
the pediment of the Parthenon, and other works
by this great master having been described in de

tail. Dr. Zerffi concluded by observing that neither

Phidias, nor the school he founded, was sensational,

but did justice to pjetry in exquisite forms,

finished with great care and technical knowledge.

Alkemenes and Phidias had had to produce

colossal figures of Athene ; and that of Alke-

menes whilst still on the ground obtained the

prize, t6at of Phidias appearing out of propor-

tion and coarse. When, however, tlie statues came
to be raised on th. ir lofty pedestal.s the critics had
to revoke their judgment—that of Phidias appear-

ing perfect, whilst that of Alkemenes had lost all

its refined and detailed charms. From this it was

evident that perspective had been studied with the

greatest attention by Phidias, and it was much to

be regretted that the same could not be said of

more modern sculptors. The great merit of

Phidias, however, was idealisation ; with him the

study of anatomy was not degraded to a coarse

naturaUsm, but had served as a mere basis—as a

framewot k or mould into which he had poured his

sublime conceptions of the forms of mankind, so

as to reproiluce their .sjiiritual essence in matter.

In tliis direction he was followed and almost
rivalled by Polycletus of Argos.

hut it was far less trouble to all concerned

to let tilings take their course, and allow

the bones to be carted oft' to be used as road

materials, or to find then- way to the rag- shop

through the agency of the thrifty, but rather un-

scrupulous, juvenile population of KennLngton.

The burying-ground referred to appears to have

been used as a plague-pit. This fact is espe-

cially worth remembering by the inhabitants

of S. Martiu's-in-the-fields and Jvempsford-road.

Seriously, ought the contractor, whose careless-

ness, or the carelessness of whose men, is re-

sponsible for this dangerous outrage on good-

feeliug, to escape with a gentle magisterial repri-

mand ?

A NEW ROAD M.\TER1AL.

ASPn.\LTE, gi-auite, and macadam have all

been teniporiuily superseded as road

materials in Kenniugtou lately by churchyard
mould and bones. A new roadway is being made,
and last week one of the sanitary inspectors who
visited the spot found that several loads of earth,

intermingled with skulls, hones, and portions of

Collins had been brought to the place for the pur-

pose of making up the ground. A number of

boys assembled and awaited the arrival of the

carts, and upon the load being deposited they set

to work colU-cting the human remains, which they
afterwards sold. Some thirty to forty cartloads
app. ;ir to have been brought from an old burial

ground which is being disturheil for the purpose
of making additious to the National Gallery, which
it adjoins. The Secretary of State had directed
the remains to be collected and re-interred

;

GUILDS FOR ART AND ARTISANS.*

WE thoroughly agree with the author of this

pamphlet, that" there is no greater sign of

the dismembership of society than the unsystema-
tised and spasmodic eflbrts that are now made to

revive art." There are very few who deny the

decay of artistic feeling— almo.st as few who can

agree as to the method of its regeneration, or who
really have made up their minds what it is they

wish to regenerate. Mr. Fry has one strong claim

on our attention. He is at least practical and talks

common sense. His propositions are simple and
his conclusions have a business air about them.
He lays down the axiom that, to reproduce the art

work of Mediseval times, we must first reproduce

the system which gave it birth. First of all ho

recognises the existence of a healthier and more
vigorous tone about the demand and supply of the

Middle Ages. The customer knew what he wanted
and went for it to a practical workman, and be-

twixt them no " middle man " intervened. The
•* master mason" took the idea of the work from
the employer, and, occupying the places no\r held

by the architect, the builder, and the clerk of

works, devoted his undivided attention to the

work during its progress, and personally super-

intended all engaged in it. As a practical way of

eii'ecting such a change on the iJreseut system, Mr.

Fry suggests that architects should leave their

ottices, corporate good artisans with whom they are

personally acquainted into guilds, and e.\ecute

their own designs tliemselves o»t' at a time. What
sort of a reply, we wonder would be made to this

by Mr. Scott, who turns out his churches by the

score, like a manufacturer of chairs and tables, and
with about as much personal superintendence ?

The "corporate guilds '' would consist, accord-

ing to Mr. Fry, of members all personally known
to each other. Strikes and lockouts would be

avoided, because the connection between masters

and men would cease to be wholly of a mercenary
character, as it is at present. They would no
longer be merely machines, but each possessing the

privilege of a voice in the work, subject only to

the control of his chief, they would soon cultivate

an exjiril de ei>rps, which would prove a potent

power for good in improving the Work done.

From the establishment of such guilds Mr. Fry
candidly admits he expects no immediate great

improvement. " But the right track would have
been found which has been known to lead to the

true goal, and, by steadily pursuing it, in course of

time one might hope to arrive at the same termi-

nation—to a style of architecture as pure, as

genuine, and as essentially modern, adapted to the

climate and the age, as the grand old styles of by-

gone days were in their own time."

Wo reproduce the " Guild Uvdes," which are

appended to Mr. Fry's essay. They give a com-
plete notion of his idea, and we should be glad to

see them criticised by our readers. The subject

would form no bad subject for discussion by the

members of the Architectural Association.

OL'ILD RULES.

The Guild to bo directed by oue ni.xstcr.

Tfie Guild ti> consist of one nnutter, follow-craftdmcil of uU
trades employed in building, and appieuticoa; not exceed-
ing the uunil,er of fifty in ail.

Each craft to bo under the guidance of a foreman.
The forunicn to be appointed by the master.

Each craftsman to bo engaged by the master to work a

time, not exceeding three months, as a prof>atiouer, before

l,eing admitted into the Guild, daring which time he shall

receivo wages according to the maiket rate.

The master to have complete control over the men and
thn woi'fta ; his decision in all cases to bo final; and his

designs in no case to bo deviated from without Ilia consent.

The master to liave tho power to bind apprentices as

membei's of tho Guild.
Tho men to receive weekly wages at tho markot rate

;

the paiticuiar amouut iu any caao of dispute to be settled

by the master.

The capital of the Guild to be held in shares of £1 by
working members of the Guild only.

Each member to be a shareholder.
The lowest and highest limit of number of shares to be

held by any one memt>er of the Guild to be

The interest of the shares not to exceed the rate of G per

cent, per annum.
The profits of the Guild, beyond this, to be usually

divided into four parts ; one of wtiich to be devoted to the

shareholders as bonus, and the three remaining parts to

all members of the Guild in proportion to their wages.

The dividend, bonus, and profits to be paid half-yearly.

The master to have full power to retain such portion of

the profits as he may deem necessary for current expenses.

Tito ni;ister t-i receive per week a crown a head for each

member of the Guild until it numbers over twenty mem-
bers, exclusive of himself. Then, when it eiCeeds that

number, he will only receive h.alf-a-crowu a week addi-

tional for eilch adaitionol member.
The master should he able to draw and carve well ; he

should have studied the himian figure, and have a general

knowledge of anatomy. He should itlso be a thoroughly
practical man, able, in case of emergency, to put his own
hand to the work. His duty would chiefly consist in

making all necessary working drawings, keepin. the men
employed, and generally managing the Guild; but he
should also find timo for stone carving The w.irkmeu

would have a claim upon him to inslruct them in their

work wheu they reiuire it.

The master should be the largest shareholder, but other-

wise iu money matters be subject to the same rules as the

other members of the Guild.

No shareholder under ilOO to draw his shares with lees

than six months' notice, and those of £100 and upwards
with less than a year's notice.

In the case of his suddenly retiring from the Guild, or

dying, he or his heirs would be entitltd to the inteiest on
his shares, but to no part of the profits ; ako the same rule

to apply iu the case of any member being expelled.

The master to have full power to expel from the Guild

any member who has beeu guilty of repeated misdemea-
nours or ineul^ordination.

In the case of a criminal offence, a repetition would not

be needed to empower the master to expel.

In tlie case of anv difference of opinion arising respecting

tho highest limit of shales to be held by each member, it

shall be decided that the right of each is in proportion to

the weekly wages received.

The master to bo quite irresponsible for any work in

which he may engage the Guild.

The master shall settle any dispute between members
that may arise.

Tho workmen to be represented by a committee of asses-

sors.

Each craft to elect a representative to be a member of the

committee of assessors, provided the craft numbers three or

more members.
The assessors to be elected hJf yearly, and to be eligible

for re-election.

The election to take place immediately before the pay-

ment of interest and bonus.
Every half year the assessors to appoint a chanered ac

countant (previous to the distribution of the bonus and
the dividends) to audit the a counts.

This actuary's fee to be paid out of the funds of the

Guild.
Any alteration of or addition to the rules of the Guild

to besetiled by ihe master, committee of assessors, and
foremen—who shall together constitute the Board.

The Board shall arrange the holidays at Easter and
Christinas.

The Board shall settle about the purch.-ise of material

and the price of work in contracting or otherwise. Any
such decision to be subject to the master's veto.

'Ihe Board, for whom the master may act, shall legally

represented the Guild.
The special object of this Guild is the erection of

Churches, so it is thought proper that all its xnemliers

should be in communion with ihe Angl '.can section of ttie

Catholic Chui'ch.

• " Guilds Desirable fjr Art and Artisans," by Samuel
Fav. Loudon : J. Masters.

SCIENCE IN ARCHITECTURE.*

{Continued from p. 32, Vol. XIX.)

THE Port Madoc slates are not all of inferior

quality, as has often been inferred by the

building community in Liverpool on account of

their experience with the cheap slates from that

port that have lately been introduced and used

largely among us. When in Carnarvon, a short

titne ago, I saw some tons of good Port Madoc
slates that would cotnpare well with tho best

Bangor. The inferior slates may always be

readily told by their dull, heavy colour and heavy
sound ; some of those inferior Port lUadoc slates

I have known to become literally washed away by
heavy rains. The clear ring and bright appear-

ance of good slates are always a protection to the

architect against his being deceived ; as a rule,

the clearer the ring the better the slate. Slates

are of best quality when taken from deep down
in tho quarry, tho weight upon them causes closer

texture. It is worth noticing that this rule does

not hold in the quarrying of stone. Bath stone

is, as a rule, found coarser very deep in the quari'y

than at a moderate depth.

In Liverpool, where roofs are generally flat, ton

slates have the preference. Theliahility of chimney
pots falling upon them, and the persistent walk-

ing upon roofs by tradesmen, however much they

are cautioned to the contrary, make it advisable

to use tho strongest slates possible ; Count slates

* Read by 'Wb. Parslow, Esq., before the Liverpool

.^jchitectural and Archieological Society,
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look better and are more suitable for sharp roofs.

In laying slates it is well to leave a small space

between each, instead of fitting them quite close

together ; the space acts as a channel to convey

the water to the slate below, but if fitted closely

the water spreads and runs along the ridges of

each slate, finding its way into the nail holes, and
occasioning damp in the ceilings xmderneath ; the

numerous ridges in ton slates make this precau-

tion especially necessary. There is great neces-

sity for watching, not only the proper lapping of

the slates, but also the cover of the nail holes by
at least four inches ; roofs are frequently defective

for want of precaution in this particular. More
lap is requisite with ordinary ton slates than with

Count, since being rougher, they do not lie so

closely ; the neglect of attention to this is often a

cause of damp.

CEMENIINa.

Good cement face-work will stand well for many
years without being painted. Cement that re-

quires painting for durability and not for appear-

ance only is of inferior quality ;
the principal

object in painting cement work is to give it a fresh

appearance. The front of the old Compton
House, ia Church-street, which had all the ap-

pearance of stone, was good cement that had not

been painted. Good Portland cement may be

always told by its bright colour of bluish tinge

;

the common is a dull slate colour. For face work
two of gi'avel and one of cement is the best mix-
ture, with the finishing coat half and half ; too

much cement in the mixture, making it technically

too rich, is a common cause of cracks. Good
cement the second day should be so hard that it

cannot be broken without difficulty ; that which
will crumble easily in the fingers ou the second
day may be condemned at once as not good.
Specifications often require that gravel only shall

be mixed with the cement ; that for mouldings
should, however, be mixed with sharp sand, other-

wise a smooth finish cannot be obtained. Port-

land cement should not be wetted on finishing
;

this perishes the cement ; the first coat should be
Well wetted and soaked, then the last coat put on,

and this not touched again with water ; if rain

gets to it before being ijuite dry it is very liable

to perish ; on the other hand, fire cracks, com-
mon in cement works, often arise through the
under coat being too dry when the last is put on.

If cement be put upon a wall liable to damp, the

wall should be allowed to di'y first, otherwise the

cement may perish. If this precaution is not
taken, and the damp in the wall does not dry out
quickly or becomes renewed, the cement is sure to

perish. The cracks that occur in the lining of

rain-water tanks are not generally due to inferior

cement, but to insufficient provision for bearing
the Weight of water. In making a rain water
tank of brickwork it is well to build the half brick

lining in cement, and then form the bottom of the

sides of the tank with cant angle bricks ; this

takes a great deal of the pressure of the water ofi'

the bottom and throws it on to the sides, prevent-
ing leakages through cracks occasioned by settle-

ment. The cant bricks may be put in after the
tank is formed set in cement, but they are better

built in as the work proceeds and bonded. For point-

ing about roofs hair mortar mixed with cement is

better than cement only ; it adheres when the heat
and cold cause expansion and contraction, and does
not crack through uneven drying ; half and half is a

right proportion. Good cement is often spoilt at

buildings through undue exposure or otherwise by
want of care ; when the men are disposed to put
this into theii' work, it becomes difficult for the
architect to detect the evil imtil too late. It is

necessary to be very strict with meu ou the first

evidences of indifiereuoe.

PLASTERING.

In lathing for plasterwork laths should break
bond—an arrangement technically termed snatch-
ing; this gives a good hold to the joists and
makes a firm ceiling. Instead of the lathing being
executed with rows of laths of equal lengths,
joined by other rows of similar lengths, the bond
should be broken by changing the length of the
laths every five or six feet, and so causing one set

to stretch across the joists to which the others
have been fastened. This system takes more
time than the ordinary system, and will not be
adopted by men unless they are well looked
after

;
it requires to be distinctly, specified, ou

account of the extra labour. It is well to examine
the cow hair provided for mortar before it is

used ; hair oughtjto be long and sound, but often
it is brought to the building iu bags, of short

length and quite rotten, no strength in it. This I old in such a position as almost to escape deteo-

sort of hair makes the plaster far worse than it
]

tion ; there was an abundance of lead piping

would be without any ; the plaster should also be ' supplied for the purpose by the contractor, and

examined before being put upon the ceilings by
,

the only conceivable cause for this deception was

holding a little up with the spade ;
the quality in the disinclination of the man employed to put

this respect can be detected by the hah' hanging himself to the necessary trouble involved ;
and

dawn. About six pounds of hair to one of mortar ; here again another som-ce may be observed by

is a good proportion for top stuff; considerably i which errors creep in. As another illustration, I

less hair is needed in wall stuff. The finishing ' recollect, on the completion of a first-class villa,

coat of plaster is sometimes set with hau' in it
;

part of the flashings proved to be of three pounds

the plasterer picks out the white hail' and beats

it fine, then uses it with plaster of Paris. The last

coat should be composed of about one-third plaster

to two-thirds of lime-putty. The blotches or streaks

sometimes seen in plaster walling are generally

the result of bad work, though not so in all in-

lead only ; this, on being discovered, excited sus-

picion as to the whole of the lead work ; on ex-

amination, however, the remainder proved correct,

and the contractor, who was an honourable man,
accounted for the cu'cumstance by supposing the

man whom he had employed when engaged with

stances ; a sooty or burnt brick in a wall will that portion of the work found himself short of

sometimes cause an unsightly patch on the material, and used what was nearest to hand,

plaster ;
marks from this cause have been known Such cu-cumstances show special necessity for

to come not only through the plaster, but the ' careful and intelligent supervision of this branch

papering also. New ceilings ought not to be , of works, since, apart from malevolence, careless-

whitened : whiting eats into the new work and ness and accident may result in so much defective

injures it. Lime for mortar shoubl be burnt but

little ; much burning destroys its nature ; the

phrase " lime to be well burnt " is apt to mislead.

When sluiced, lime is much better than when
slaked in the common way ; by sluicing I mean
letting it fall to pieces, instead of running it with

water ; it becomes much more durable for mortar,

and especially for pebble-dashing iu mortar. If

work that, though not at once apparent, is iu the

end the more injurious. Where there is a dis-

position to deceive, the facilities in plumbers'

work are so numerous that the results are ofteu

infamous. In a recent erection iu this locality,

the sole contractor for which was a most
honourable man, the roof, ou completion,

proved to be flashed with zinc, painted to

in mixing the lime for mortar or plaster the least ; resemble lead, lead, as per specification, being

bit remrius whole, though as small as a pin head,
! so fixed so as to deceive in those positions likely

it will burst in time and throw the plaster off the

wall. This explains the cause of bm'Sting occa-

sionally seen on plastered walls. When the lime

is run with water this defect is not so frequent as

when the lime is allowed to fall ; the latter mode,
however, makes a superior mortar, but the lime

for this purpose is best prepared two or three

months beforehand, which precaution prevents

any portion of the lime remaining whole ; it in-

volves extra trouble iu turning it over, which
makes the mortar very expensive. I have kuown
the following practice to be observed in making

be examined. The eye may soon become
familiarised with the various thicknesses of

of lead sheets and pipes, and it is advisable to

make an effort to retain this familiarity. In some
parts of the north of Scotland I found, on a re-

cent visit, that ordinary flashiug is executed with

71b. lead ; this is an unusual strength with us,

but should be adopted everywhere when the

flashings are long or exposed to unusual

tempest. Ways and means are continually

evidencing themselves for saving expense in

the manufacture of the numerous fittings

good mortar :—The lime spread on the ground and
j

requu'ed in plumbers' work, and a strong

little water thrown over it, the whole then

covered with sand and left for three or four days.

The water slakes the lime into a powder ; this is

then mixed with the sand, and the whole passed

through a sieve ; it is then ready to mix with

water to form mortar or plaster.

The best way of forming plaster cornices is to

run a muffled mould, muffled with plaster of

t'aris, upon a ground of hair mortar, and leaving

about Jiu. to be run afterwards with plaster of

Paris and lime putty ; this makes a much stronger

cornice than is made by the present system,

which is only a result of a wish to expedite the

work and make it cheajj at the expense of quality

of workmanship. Plaster cornices often crack

through there being common plaster mixed with

the good ; the common sets more quickly than
the good, and the uneven setting produces cracks.

It is a common practice to mix glue with plaster

when there is doubt as to its quality ; the glue

causes the whole to take a longer time in setting.

TLUIIBINQ.

No branch of the building trade requires more
careful supervision in the execution of the work
than this ; defects creep in from all conceivable

causes. I was recently asked to look at the iron

cistern attached to a circulating boiler that had
only been in use three years, but was now worn
out ; tho house was of good class, £150 rental.

I found, on examination, that the bottom was
completely worn through, and accounted for it

thus ; no steam pipes had been fixed, and hence
the pressure of the steam had exercised a force

upon the bottom and sides of the cistern, result-

ing in the cfl'ects named, mild compared with
what they might have been, fur though the neces-

sary steam pipes had been omitted, stop cocks to

the pipes had been carefully fixed ; evidently the

steam had found its only escape through these

pipes, and hence, had the [stop cocks happened to

have been turned at any time, there would then

have been no possible escape for the steam, and
an explosion must have resulted. The work had
to all appearance been committed to the care of

apprentices who did not understand it, and this is

one source by which errors creep into this im-
portant branch of the building trade. On another

occasion, on being asked to look at some property

in course of erection, I found the lead pijX'S were
all of considerably less weight than specified, and
having them, as I thought, all changed, I dis-

covered a length of the old piping left in a place

where not exposed, the new being jointed to the

check is requii'ed on the part of the architect

;

while, on the other hand, it is no less important

that he make himself familiar with the numerous
improvements that ai'e continually being invented.

To enlarge upon this latter subject would be out

of place in this paper. Common brass work in

taps, &c., is often deteriorated by a mixture of

zinc in the metal ; this may be known by the

light yellow colour of the bi-ass when polished
;

the best brass work, containing gun metal, has a

much darker colour. Lead piping is ofteu ob-

tained cheap in Liverpool made of old pipes, from
which the solder has not been extracted in the

ordinary way, aud which, being left in the lead,

necessarily destroys its properties. The regu-

lating cisterns of some houses I recently ex-

amined leaked in most instances, though they

were comparatively new. I found the cause was
in the valve being flash instead of being raised, a

difference which considerably reduces the cost

of cisterns, but detracts materially from their

usefulness ; the action of the plug and chain,

assisted by coiTosion, soon wears down the metal

round the valve, causing it to leak ;
but when the

valve is raised as it should be, the thickness of

the valve has to be worn down, which is hardly

possible, before this tendency to leak can begin.

A little difference such as this makes all the

difference between good aud bad plumbing, and

again iu reference to fixing those fittings, the

cheap ways of joining pijjes may be soon detected

but we cannot readily observe when taps and

cocks are secured with a mixture of packing and

solder instead of being neatly soldered only,

which is essential for such fittings. Boss taps

are best having a square knob attached to the

boss to secure theh' hold in the wood or stona

work, otherwise when the tap is screwed or im-

screwed the pipe will be twisted and so injured.

Since the subject of using lead pipes lined with

block tin has been before us recently I will not,

as I intended, go into its merits, particularly as

tho chemical properties of the Liverpool water

have not the action upon lead that is experienced

elsewhere, rendering such pipes necessary with us;

but in reference to the subject I heard of a case of

lead palsy, where the doctors were at first

puzzled to find out how the lead had entered the

patient's system ; they subsequently found, how-

ever, that he had been accustomed to di'ink water

taken from a lead pipe which for a considerable

distance had been exposed to the outer ah', and

this circumstance was regarded by the medical

men as the cause of the disease, inasmuch aa
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chemical action sets iu throngh the iniiaence of

water ou lead pipes, much more seriously when
aided by the external air than when the pipes are

covered iu the usual way ; the circumstances
suggests the necessity of caution in corering lead
pipes. Lead pipes are liable to be injured by
vermin. I have known rats to gnaw holes in gas
and water pipes, and make serious havoc in a
single night. Covering pipes with gas tar is a good
preservative, since rats will not touch this.

(To be continued.)

PARLIAMENTARY NOTES.
The Kew Post Office.—ili-. Eykyn, ou Thurs-

day week, asked the First Commissioner of Works
whether the description of the new Post Office,

published by a member of the Council of. the Insti-

tute of Architects was correct, and if so, whether
any steps would be taken to improve the elevation
of that building. Mr. Ayrton said, to make his
answer intelligible, it (vas necessaiy he should ex-
plain the matter. The gentleman referred to had
described the design for the new Post Office as the
ngUest ever conceived—that it was eutu'ely devoid
of all architectural knowledge and treatment, and
want of skill appUed to the work in conseijuence of
the arrangement the First Commissioners of Works
had made for carrying it out. The best answer he
could give was to state what really had occurred.
The desigu for the new Post Office was originally
prepared by Mr. Fergusson, an officer of the De-
partment of Works, under the direction of the noble
lord the member for North Leicestershire, when
that noble lord held office. Mr. Layard, when he
took the office, did not approve of the desigu, and
he, in conjunction with Mr. Fergusson, prepared
what they considered to be an improved design.
It was then sent t» the Postmaster-General, and
to the Treasmy, and on then' approving of it steps
were taken to obtain tenders to can-y out the works
before he (JIi-. Ayi'ton) became Fii'st Commissioner

;

and to show the value of the ridiculous criticism
refen-ed to, he would only add that the Council of
the Institute of Architects had recommended Mi-.

Fergusson to receive her Majesty's Gold Medal for
the great knowledge which every one knew that
gentleman possessed in all matters connected with
architecture.

^iiili)iiig Intel (igciicc.

CHURCHES AND CHAPELS.

Chuecu Enlargement axd Extension.—The
Incorporated Society for Promoting the Enlarge-
ment, Building, and Repairing of Churches and
Chapels htld its usual monthly meeting on Mon-
day, at the society's house, 7, WhitehaU, S.W.
Grants of money were made in aid of the follow-
ing objects, viz. :—Building a new church at
Caldmore, in the parish of Walsall ; rebuilding
the churches at Church Lawiord, near Rugby

;

Linkenholt, near Hungerford ; and Martindale,
near Penrith. Enlarging or otherwise increasing
the accommodation in thechuichea at Bebington,
near Birkenhead; Britford, near Salisbury; By-
well S. Andrews, near Newcastle ; Crawley Down,
near Worth, Sussex ; Germansweek, near Launces-
ton, Devon; S. Mary-le-Strand, London; and
Thorp Arch, near Tadcaster, York. Under urgent
cu'cumstances the grant formerly made towards
rebuilding the church at Burton Pedwardine, near
Sleaford, Lincoln, was iucreaeed. A grant was
also made from the School-Church and Mission
House Fund towards enlarging the school-church
at Sewer's-end, in the parish of Saffron Walden,
Essex. The society likewise accepted the trust
of a sum of money as a repair-fund for the church
at Cantley, in the parish of Sedberg, York.

LivERrooL.—The London and North-Western
Railway Company have erected at their terminus
in Lime-street Liverpool, opposite S. George's Hall,
a large hotel, which will be opened on the 1st of
March. The building, which has eight stories, has
been two years in erection, the architect being
Mr. Waterhouse, of London, and the builders
Messrs. Haigh & Co., of Liverpool. The hotel is
built of white stone. Each corridor is 300ft. long.
The betel has stone flooring throughout, and is

not only fire-proof, but each corridor is furnished
with accessible hose and an ample supply of water.

Tenburt.—A hospital for the cure of infectious
diseases has just been completed iu connection
wiih the Tcnbury Union. The building consists
of two stories, divided by a stringcourse of white
bncks dentilled

; a ceutral gable with barge-
boards and wrought-irou finial ; a steep-pitched
roof, tiled, with ornamental chimneys. The prin-

cipal entrance in the front of the building has
two arched doorways, leading respectively to the
male and female wards. Exterior walls are 14in

thick, interior, ditto, 9in., the material used
throughout being brick, relieved with bands of

blue and white, with Bath stone dressings to

doors and windows. On the ground floor aie

day-rooms for males and females, each room
being 20ft. by 16ft., by lift. high. The male
and female wai'ds are on the first floor. Each
ward contains four beds, is lift. 6in. high, and
has the necessary accessories in the shape of

closets, itc. The surgery is also situated on the
first floor. The baths are movable on wheels.
Mr. G. Page, of Tenbury, is the builder, and
Mr. Ernest .4.. Day, of Worcester, is the architect.

The cost has been about £1,200.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
We do no', hokl ourselves resprjnaible fur the opiuions
of oar correapoadeats. Tlie Editor respectfully re-

quests that all comiuuQicatioas should be drawn up
as briefly as possible, as there are many claimauts
upou the space allotted &o correspondeace.]

To OtTE Readers.—We shall feel obliged to any of our
readers who will favour us with brief notes of works con-
templated or in progress in the provinces.

Letters relating to advertisements and the ordinary busi -

nessof tlie Paper should be addressed to the EDITOR,
31, TAVISTOCK bTREET, COVENT GARDEN, W.C.

Advertisements for the current week must reach the
ofiice not later than 5 p.m on Thursday.

Received.—J. M., A. R. & Co., Banks i. Co., J. H. B.,
J. Hartley, C. Cosses, W. M. & Co., P. A., Hyde Cl.irke
C. J. J.,J. K., J. R. White. J. G. B., R. G., R. & S., J.
H. W.,C. L. E., C. & Co., W. H. F., G.C., H. F.. C. & Co.,
J. S. G., H. Son., P. & Co., P. & N. W., J. H., R. M. B.

Sketch Booh—Thos. Garratt, Patrick Auld, J. Lang-
ham, Charles A. Jacques, Ed. H. Smales, H. H. Gribhle,
John RusssU Walker, W. E. Brown, Thom.a3 Lennox
Walker. Thos. Batterbury, David Grant, and John Smith
have recorded theii- votes. Contributors are respectfully
requested to send in their votes at once.
H. W. R.—Apply to the Secretary of the Institute of

British Architects. 9, Conduit-street, W.
Edward Skeritt.—Sketch returned.
A. E. PcRDiE.—No charge is made for inserting illustra-

tions of works. The one you sent will appear.
Jas. Neai£.—Sketch returned.

Contsponkiice.

CIRCULATING LIBRARIES.

(To the Editor of the Building News.)

Sir,—I am rather surprised to be reminded
that the British Architects are the only scientiSc
body in London that do not ch-culate their books
among their members. In all other societies this
is one of the chief privileges we get for our sub-
scription. It is not supposed that a man engaged
in professional pursuits can spend houi-s in a library
between 10 or 12 a.m. and 4 p.m., and therefore it

is provided that he can have books necessary for
his pursuits. It is always understood that any
one who is really engaged in the prosecution of
any study shall have the use of books for even a
lengthened jieriod, provided he does not interfere
with the convenience of any other member.

Certain books of reference must be always re-
tained in the library ; but, in a well-constituted
society, there are duplicate sets even of some of
these for the convenience of home students.—

I

am, &c., Hyde Cl.veke.

from OJie to three parts of lime of the ordinary

sort, instead of "seven to three," &o.

—

Ed.]

LIMES AND CEMENTS.
Sir,—In your excellent report of my paper,

read before the Civil and Mechanical Engineers'
Society, it is stated, with regard to blue lias lime,
that—"The mortar is not of itself suiliciently
hydraulic to set under water ; but, if allowed to
remain for twenty-four hours, the water has no
eflect upon it."

This is not correct ; and is only true so far as
the richer qualities of the blue lias lime are con-
cerned. The lime made from the poor lias is

emiuently liydr,aulic; and concrete made with
this lime, iu the proportions of 6 parts of shingle
to 1 part of lime (taken full), may be tipped into
a river from a stage, and at the end of a fortnight
will have become so hard as to bo impenetrable
to a pick. I should feel obliged by your inserting
this in your next.—I am, &c.,

H. E. Hn.NT.

[ #*« In Mr. Bancroft's paper un this subject,
on page 125, first column, line 24 from top, read

KITCHEN BOILER EXPLOSIONS.
Sir,—I have read the remarks of " T. S." at

page 136. As to his first paragraph, he may as

well tell us that the tea-kettle cannot explode as

to refer to the kitchen " boiler," or rather pan,
with movable lid. What has that to do with the
close boilers, such as your correspondents were
referring to ?

As to his second paragi'aph, it is a perfect mud-
die, and judging by it, the writer either does not
understand properly what he i.^ writing about, or
else is unable to express himself properly. So I

must just refer your readers to my remarks iu

your issue of 10th inst., a little study of which, in

connection with the sketch, will be useful, espe-
cially to non practical men.

"T. S's" cistern, closed hermetically, is not,

properly speaking, what is generally understood
by the term " cistern," but then becomes a tank,
as plumbers term it, which tank acts as an en-

largement of the boiler; e.ij., a house of four flats

may have the cold cistern in garret at top, and
boiler in kitchen in lower flat, and. having no hot
cistern, as I gave sketch of, they may place

a close tank in corner (say) of kitchen ne:ir

boiler, so that the water revolves between
this tank and boiler as shown in fig. 1, A
being the cold cistern, B the boiler, and C
the tank. But it will be observed in this case

that the revolving only takes i^lace between B and
C, the supply-pipe to boiler D keeping always
cold, and merely acts as supplying cold water to

B as the warm water is being drawn off from C.
Then the idea of placing a "safety-pipe" up a
chimney fifty feet high is simply absurd. It is

not hot-water apparatus for heating a church, hot-

house, or school-room we are treating of. " T.S."
is right, however, as to saying that the up.pipe
should not be put too far into the top of the
boiler, as also regarding inclining the boUer the
wrong way.

Fig. 2 is a sketch of a close kitchen boiler

fitted up, as many are, without a hot cistern,

and which style is Uable to be the cause of explo-

sions during frost. So far as safety is concerned,
this, and the tank system above sketched, are

about equal.

A

r/c,/

e

c
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u
A is the cold water cistern from which boiler is

supplied. B the cold water pipe going down to
boiler. C is the boiler. D the hot water or ex-
pansion pipe—from which the branches may be
taken off—which rises higher than cistern and
goes to outside, say to roof. In this case there is

no circulation, and unless the cold pipe was pro-
tected by felt a cold draught in .frosty weather
might soon freeze it, and if tire went out, the pipe
D also, before morning ; in which case, if large
fire was put on, away goes the explosion.

The third paragraph of "T. S." seems to me
rather curious. The fourth is sensible when
applied to patent extras. The fifth shows
something wrong, for had the pipes been
properly covered with felt we hardly should
expect them to have been frozen ; while
the fact of the man taking away the " safety-
pipe " shows how little value can be sometimes
put upon such extras. Besides, supposing the
people in house, depending upon such a safety,
used boiler, and it got empty, then a sudden thaw
coming on, what about boiler if red-hot .' while,
during the frost, there was the inconvenience of
want of water ? Therefore, for safety, convenience,
and non-liability to go wrong, the plan in your
issue of the 10th inst. will be found the best and
safest, as well as simplest, if the things are done
as I said.—I am, &c., PLUMBER.

Feb. 17th, 1S71.

SATURDAY HALF-HOLIDAY.
Sir,—Allow me to thank yon for inserting my

letter on the above question in your imjiression
of the 11th inst. Of 94 communications sent me
on the subject I find the result to be that 83 of
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the offices close on Saturday earlier than on the

other five workkig days of the week, the remain-
ing 11 slaving on as usual. I presume I may bo

allowed to take this result as a fair representation

of the extent to which the half-holiday is recog-

nised by the architectural profession. If so, the

proportion will be seen to be nearly 8 to 1. The
question then comes to be, what is to he done with
this ninth man who refuses to do as the majority
of his brother architects do ? Suggestions rise in

one's mind with regard to him which have more
direct reference to tailors than architects. At
the same time, it would be a great matter to im-
press him with the fact that he is doing himself

and his assistants a great injustice ; for the ad-

vantages of the half-holiday are as much on the

side of the principal as the assistant.

To speak of these advantages generally, they
are summed up in recreation and study. Now I

maintain that the man who has a few hours of

every week to give to either of those pm-poses,
benetits not only himself but his employer. If

he gives the time to recreation, he is certainly

physically able to do more work than if he had no
time during the week to devote to such a purpose.

If, on the other hand, he gives his time to study,

his employer of course receives the benefit of it

in having his work more carefully and skilfully

done. I contend, therefore, that architects who
deny theii* assistants this boon stand much
in theu" own hght, and deprive their assist-

ants of the opportunity of keeping apace with the

other young men in the profession.

May I be allowed to suggest that the Institute

would be doing good service to the profession

were it to strongly recommend to all architects

the giving of the Saturday half-holiday.

I beg to thank those gentlemen who have so

kindly assisted me in making public the above
figures. A. Y. Z.

SOCIETY OF ARTS.—ART WORKMANSHIP
1870-71.

Sir,—Under this head in your issue of the 3rd,

inst., occurs the following :
—*' No 13, a panel in

marqueterie, executed by \V. Clayton, from de-

signs by Mr. Baasett Keeling, is crude and inhar-

monious in colour."

Permit me to explain that I have no know-
ledge of W. Clayton, nor of tho work in question.

Unless the mention of my name is a mistake, I

can only assume a surreptitious use to have been
made of one of three drawings prepared by me,
and from which Nr. Steinitz, of CamberweU Hall,

executed the panels for the pulpit of my church
of S. Andrew, CamberweU, some years since.

The panels in question represent half-length

figures of '\Moaes, Elias, and Christ" as "the
Law, the Prophets, and the Gospel," and are the
only marqueterie panels for which I ever supplied
the designs.

If my design has been used, I am obviously not
responsible for the harmony of colour in a work
not executed under my control or superintendeuce

;

and if there is a mistake, it is the more desirable, in

justice to myself and the actual designer, that the
mistake should be thus corrected.—I am, &c.,

Bassett Keeling.

THE ART WORLD.—SOUTH KENSINGTON.
Sir,—I beg to be allowed to make a few observa-

tions upon the editorial article under the above head,
that appeared in the Echo newspaper of the IGth inst.,

in which the writer commences with the astounding
assertion of the entire novelty of the design for the
Hall of Arts and Sciences, now approaching comple-
tion, when that design is notoriously a dii-ect copy of
the Amphitheatre of Vespasian, at Rome, commonly
called the Coliseum. The writer further alludes to
the special beauty of the perfect fitness of the archi-
tecture for the intended uses of the building, an asser-
tion literally true as regards the Cohseum of Rome,
but inapplicable to the South Kensington Hall, for I
have yet to learn that the arena is to be made use of
for gladiatorial shows or other exhibitions. In fact,
the uses of the Coliseum are actually to be reversed in
the hall, by placing the audience in the arena, and ex-
hibitors and exhibitions in the seats and galleries
above—a disposition that will render this magnificent
building nearly useless.

In regard to the question of beauty of design, I will
venture to assert that, given the plan and dimensions,
an equally good design could have been produced in
any architect's otHce in Loudon. <,

It is also ratber tritiing with the subject to urge the
experimental mode of carrying on the building, when
the builders had such a noble example before their
eyes.

Moreover, the hall is intended to include a picture
gallery at the top, which will require, of com-se,
numerous flights of staira, or the [disagreeable, and

sometimes dangerous alternative of mechanical lifts.

How much more convenient, aud far more economical
to have built an independent gallery on flat ground I

Again, the desire now expressed that the delicate

internal machinery of the great organ should be ex-

posedto dust and smoke, is another absurdity that wiH
requiic an army of cleaners all the year round.
The true position of that unsightly musical machine,
however profusely ornamented and gilded, would be in

a chamber out of sight of the audience, but having a
free acoustic communication with the hall.

To all these maladaptations of an ancient building
to modern purposes is superadded the error of placing
the speakers or singers at the greatest distance from
their hearers ; whereas, if the broadside principle had
been adopted, with tbe stage or platform at the ex-

tremity of the lesser axis, the voice would have had
only half tlie distance to traverse, and all other diffi-

culties would have disappeared. The broadside ar-

rangement would also afford the convenience of a wider
stage than that of the largest theatre in London—an
appUance that is now found to be indispensible in

order to render any building intended for public exhi-

bitions remunerative. The days of Exeter Hall are

numbered, notwithstanding its very central situation,

with nearly equal portions of Loudon, east and west
of it ; while the Kensington Hall is situated in

a remote suburb with the whole of the metropolis on one
side only. In one respect, the ancients had a great
advantage over us moderns, there was no charge for

admission ; ingress and egress was therefore free from
all difficulty. The Coliseum at Rome had eighty
entrances of about the dimensions of a barn door,

while the Kensington Hall has only four.

Under these circumstances it is idle to talk of high
art in designs for metropolitan public buildings, be-

cause the avenues of approach, which ought to be grand
and noble to correspond with the structui'e, are ob-
structed and cut up with check-takers' boxes and theii-

bars, besides that hideous engine of inquisitoral tor-

ture, the counting turn- stiles.

The so-called Central Albert Hall of Arts and Sciences,
like everything else, is a commercial money-getting
undertaking, and therefore the largest possible space is

secured for the visitors, while the performers arc
screwediuto the smallest. At the conversazione held
at South Kensington by the Society of Arts, none of

this scandal takes place, for each visitor is personally
presented to, and received by some of the high au-
thorities of that Bocicty.—I am, &c,, C. E.

HEPLIES.
[2125] PROBLEM IN CONSTRUCTION.—The best

plan will be to have a damp course of asphalte above tbe
ground outside and uuder the hall floor iusiie, half way
through the wall thus, D D D ground, and B floor of hail.

NEW LAW COURTS.
Siii,—The ditlerence between the highest aud lowest ten-

ders (£.31,000) for tbe foundation works, in your corie-
spondent "F.'s" opinion is a matter not worthy of much,
if auy, consideration. His attempt, however, at a simple
sohitiou of the mystery respecting H, tends to make
a, bad matter worse, and is not ouly unsatisfactory,

but very Indiscreet. He accounts for tbe highest
tender thus :-" Perhaps the contractor put them so
for the ])urpose of keeping their names before the
public, and possibly for fear of giving offence to tbe ar-

chitect for not tendering, and witliout having the remotest
intention of securing the job." If contractoi"s do tender
in this reckless, unmeaning «ay, having no othei aim than
*' wireiiigiu to keep their names up," ofcourseoue'swouder
cejiies at the wide range offenders ; but such a course of
procedure must operate detrimentally to, and is unworthy
of men in position ; is a gross insult to an architect ; makes
tendering a burlesque ; aud a bill of quantities useless.

1 am fully aware, thoiigh only a noviciate (I have no de-
sire to be an " initiate " in anything dark, unfathomable,
or questionable), that errors, both of omission and com-
mission, are often perceptible in "bills" of sxirveyors, as
well as in contractors' judgments, for none of us are in-

fallible ; but if tbe bills were to emanate from one source,
the same to be approved and verified by the arcliitect, dis-

crepancies of much moment would be less likely to arise

than if several surveyors contemporaneously supplied, as
all competitors would compile their estimates from the
same basis.— 1 am, &c., J. 51. L,

SnlcrcoiuiuuuitatiDiL(^

QUESTIONS,
[2131] PLASTERCASTINGS.—Willany ofyour readers

recommend me a cheap treatise on plaster castings ?

—

C. T, T.

[2132] CUBINGBUILDINGS.—In cubing abuildiug for
an approximate ostimate of cost, is it in two-story dwel-
lings customary to include in the measurement the depth
of chamber floor-joists, the thickueas of intBrual walls, aud
the space occupied by cbimneya? Would the cellars also
be measured ? As a rule, is it usual to me;isure internally
or externally, say from floor line to ceiling, or fromgroimd
line to and including roofs ?~Wiltshire.

[2133] COMPET[TIONS. —Would some of the sub-
scribers to " Intercommunication" kindly favour me with
their opinions on the following ?—Tlie authorities of a
country town invite architects to send in competitive de-
sious for a new townhall. An architi^ct' sassLstant, possessed

of more than an average amount of ability, prepares a de-
sign during his leisure hours, which is eventually clioseu by
a committee appointed to adjudicate. What I desire to
know is, would the authorities be justified in rnjectiug the
design after finding that its author was an architect's assis-

tant, ouly, or could they be compelled to abide by their de-
cision ?—T. C,

The walla of this hall being built with a hollow space ad-
mit of this being done with success.—W. R. A., Uckfield.

[2125] PROBLEM IN CONSTRUCTION. —If "A
Cautious One " wishes to deserve his title, he wiil put the
proof course under the joiats of hall, and form a dry area
outside.— P. E. M.

[2125] PROBLEM IN CONSTRUCTION.—A damp-
proof course is necessary, and should be placed imme-
diately below the floor-joist or wall-pIate. Taylor's patent
damp-proof course, or Doultou 3, would he tbe very best
material for the purpose, as it would answer three pur-
poses, viz., completely prevent damp from rising, bond
the two portions of wail solidly together, and admit the air
beneath the floor of hall. Taylor's can be procured from
Mr. George Jennings, and Doulton's from Henry Doultou
&, Co.. High-street, Lambeth. They(the damp-proofcourees)
are very similar in character.—Wiltshire.

[212:3] PR0BLEMINC0N8TRUCT10N.—Putiudarap-
proof course at two levels, one iu the external half of wall
above ground Hue, aud tbe other in the internal half be-
low the floor ; neither course to project over the apace be-
tween.—A. Z.

[2125] PROBLEM IN CONSTRUCTION.—If the
floor of the hall is to be wood place damp couise below it.

—P.

[212G] PLUMBERS" WORK.—I have used lead-headed
nails, but as for "lead-soldered tacks," 1 would wish to
know where they are said to be used, &,c.—P.

[2120] PLUMBERS' WORK.—Lead soldered tacks mean
nails or tacks for securing the sheet lead to woodwork, the
beads of which are driven beneath the plane surfaca of the
lead by meaus of countersunk holes made in the wood;
these being theu filled up with solder prevent, of course,
water penetrating in tha holes made by the nails.—
WlLXyHIRE.

[2127] ANCIENT CHURCH ARCHITECTURE.—

A

variety of books on this aud other architectural subjects
can be obtained at reduced prices at Mr. Batsford's, 52,
High Holborn, aud who would, no doubt, gladly send
" W. H. B," a catalogue.

—

Wiltsdihe.

[212S] ISOMETRICAL PROJECTION.—The " Illus
Irated London Drawing Book," by Scott Burn, price is.—WlLT.^HiaE.

[S129] MANSARD ROOFS.—The roof delineated is not-
a mansaid. The mansard roof is shaped thus :

Call the roof what it is, a high or tall roof—P. E. M.

WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

Proposed Pure Water Supply fob South London.—
Waterworks are in course of construction at Highland Park,
Leatherhead, on the edge of the chalk range. The supply
of water obtainable is practically unlimited. The water
is said to flow under-ground through fissures in the chalk
liko a huge lake, and the wells are replenished as fast as
exhausted l)y any pumping apparatus at pre&ent applied.
At present the springs overflow into the Mole, the waters
of which run into the Thames at Moulsey aud ^then at
Thames Dittop. A portion of these waters, after being
contaminated with the drainage of tbe Upper Thames, is

taken from the river at Hampton aud other points for
the supply of a great portion of London, Why not, sug-
gests a local paper, intercept the waters while pure in their
chalk beds, instead of allowing them to run into the
Thames, and then having to filter aud le-punfy them— the
latter very ineffectually ? The supply under the chalk re-

gion will, it is estimated, certainly be found ample for the
southern and eastern waterworks, which seem at present
to be the worst supplied in point of quality of any of the
London companies. As to cost, nothiug is required but a
pumpinff station aud reservoir on the top of one of the
chalk bills ; the softening would be done at the reservoir,

and pipes might be laid along the side of the South
Western Railway to Lambeth, a distauc« of fifteen miles

—

only at much less cost aud inconvenience than is caused by
taking up I'oads and streets.

The Lambeth Potteries* Nuisance.—The action laken

by the Lambeth authorities and tbe Arcbbiahop of Can-
terbury in order to stay the long-standing nuisance arising

from the no-xious vapours allowed to escape from Messrs.

Doulton's and Messrs. Stiif s potteries baviug proved inef-

fectual, the nilabitants of the Uliddleaex side of the river

are bestirring themselves iu the matter, aud the West-
minster District Board of Works have resolved to instruct

its solicitor to take the necessaiy stops for tbe abatement
of tbe nuisance. When the matter was brought forward

by the Archbishop of Canterbury a sboit time back, the

magistrate ruled that under the existing Acts bearing on
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the subject ho had no power wliatever to convict, as the
Duisance complained of arose fiora the escape of white
vapour, whereas the Acts only made penal the escape of
dense black smoke. If this is the case, it is lobe hoped that,
in the new Sanitary Act which will follow upon the Re-
port of the Royal Sanitary Commission, this imperfection
and inequality in the law will be remedied.

STATUES, MEMORIALS, ETC.
Ch\rle3 Dickens.—a bust of the late Charles Dickens

lias just been executed by Mv. W. F. Woodiugtou, jun.
The sculptor is the son of tlie artist who designed the bas-
relief of "Tho Nile " on the Nelson column, iu Trafalgar-
square, and that to the memory of Wellington in S. Paul's
Cathedral.

LAND AND BUILDING SOCIETIES.
Market HARUououGn.—The first anuuivl meeting of the

Market Harborough and District Permanent Buikliug
Society was lield a few days ago. During the short
time the society has been in operation upwards of 370
members have been enrolled as depositors ; £400 has been
advanced on moitgage, and other applications for advances
have been received, which are unt'er consideration ; and, in
order to estimate the general working of the society, it is

fully hoped and anticipated that as future funds become
available for iuveatment there will be no lack of borrowing
members.

People's Co-Operative Benefit Buildinp, Society.—The twenty.third annual meeting of this society was held
at Deptford on Wednesday week. The report of the di-
rectors reported a steady increase in the capital of the so-
ciety, which has now reached £ii.),392. The amount re-
ceived during ihepast year under the head of "member's
Eubscriptions " was £13,725 IVs. Od., and the withdrawals
were less by £1,150 than in ihe previous year. £,'),215 was
advanced during the year. After providing for every lia-
bility there is a reaUsed profit of £i72 123. (jd. From this
the directors recommended the payment of a bonus of 2
per cent, on all shares two years old and upwards ; also
£80 to the directors and £20 to the secretary.

\Varwkk and Warwickshire Benefit Bcildino So-
ciety.—The annual general meeting of the above society
was held in the Court-house, War^vict, on Monday
week. The report showed that the total receipts for
the past year amounted to £3,025 143. 6d., and that after
p lying expenses a balance of £542 4s. lid. remained in
the banker's hands, and a reserve fund of £38 Os. lid. 37
shares have been sold at the average premium of £2 IDs.,
which enables the committee to pay a profit of 3s. per
share in addition to the annual interest of £4 per cent.

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
Mo.sT Important to the EuiiDiNr. Trade. — DnniMtos

ox THE LONO-PENDIXG QUESTION uF"GRINDINfi MoNEY."
—This was an action brought a* the 'Westminster County
Court February 2l3t (before F. Bayley, Esq., Judge), by
the plaintiff, William Hayden, a journeyman carpenter,
against the defendant, Mr. Charles Fi&h, carrying on an
extensive trade as a builder at Cambridge Wharf, Pimlico,
to recover 2s. for " grinding monev," and Is. loss of time
in going for it. The case excited great interest in the
building trade, by members of which the Couit was
Ihroughout its hearing crowded,—Mr. Smith, solicitor,
Denbigh-street, was for tho defendant.— Plauitilf stated
tliat he had been in defendant's employ seven montlis up
to the 2Sth of January last, at mid-day, and wai thensud-
flenly discharged without previous notice, when claiming
lis., as usual, for," grinding money," viz. sharpening tools,
it being reruscd, these proceedings were taken.—By Mr.
Smith : He was at the time at work at the houses 18 and
10, New Bond-.strcet, and paid weekly at temporary ollices
ill Avcryrow, where after he was dismissed by Fetters, the
foreman, applying to the clerk who paid him for the
first sum now charged, the reply was that he knew
nothing about it, and that ho had better leee defendant,
for which he went purposely to the wharf. He hadbreti
in the trade many yeais, and had, when claiming, always
icccived "grinding money,"—Several journeymen car-
penters gave corroborative evidence as to the charge ko
made being light; one of them saying that he had been
paid the same by Mr. Myers, iho well-known builder.—
Mr. Bmith,in reply, said that although the claim was for
KG small an amount, the case was one of great import-
ance to all and every one connected with the buihlmg
Ira^le, the queslion of the allowance of " grinding money"
by mastere having been in abeyance ever since the cele-
brated " lock out" or strike in 1859, since which the hour
sybtjm, or paying by the hour, had been adopted, and the
'\grindii]g money," which was only then in some instances
allowed, ili.sr.mtinucd. In proof of such being the law
acted upon, lie wi.ultl refer to the report of a similar c;use
as the \nfA.-ni he;,!,! Lyfore Mr. Whitmore, Judge of Lam-
nulh County Court, who decided in favour of defendant.
Ho wished, also, to fay that the paying of eufli was dis-
countenanced by some of the greatoit tlinis in London, in-
clndiLg Brown iS; Henderson, Kelk, Myers, Cubitt ^ Co.,
and others. He would now call his client. — Mr.
Charles Fish, the defendant, deitosed that ho hud
been in buMiiiosa 22 years, aiul, as Mr. Smith
saul, knew of no "grinding money" being allowed since
1859, and .then only done by custom in the trade.—Mr.
r. J. Mullott Kiid that outof l.'i years he had been clerk,
hojhad acted assuch for 12 todefendant,[and never know the
allowance of such money by him or any other builder.—
His Honour, in giving judgment, said ho was very glad
the C!iae heard by Mr. Whitmore had i een introduced, ftu-
in coiiseqn.'nco «.f that, and there being a variety of opi-
nions on the question, he had convene<l a meeting with
that goutleman, Messrs. Kelk, Myers. Cubitt, and others,
i'"» result of which was his opinion that the so-called
gnMuig money" could not he claimed as a right, there

being no inw to make it payable. Cnder these circum-
stances, merely adding that the chargo of a shilling

m\°^*^ Cambridge-wharf was absurd, his decisiou
would be for the defendant. Judgment so entered, with

§\n Mtt ^ubk.

Institution of Sdrveyors.—At the ordinary

general meeting, held on Monday, the 13th iust.,

the following name was read and passed for bal-

lot, viz. ;—as Associate,—Thomas John Robert
Davison, Bedford Office, Montague-street, W.C.
The adjourned discussion on Mr. Mathews' paper,

entitled " The Valuation of Annuities and Re-
versions Dependent upon Terms of Certain Dura-
tion," was resumed, and after a long debate was
again adjourued to the next meeting. The fol-

lowing candid ates were balloted for and declared

dulyj elected :—As Members—Richard Albert

Notley, 27, Royal Exchange ; Perry St. Quintin,

27, Royal Exchange ; as Associates—Edward
James Castle, 4, Brick-court, Temple ; Arundel
Rogers, 2 Paper-buildings, Temple; Hugh Shield,

3, King's-benchwalk, Temple ; Julian Horn
Tolme, 1, Victoria-Street, AVestmiuister ; Frede-

rick Meadows White, 4, Paper-buildings, Temple.
The next meeting will be held on Monday evening,

next, the 27th, when the discussion on Mr.

Mathews' paper will be resumed. The foUowi ng
candidates will be balloted for, viz. :—As Mem-
bers—Rowland George Fisher, 17, Great George-
street, Westminster ; William Frederick Hart,

16a, King's-road, Bedford row ; Williim Knowles,
King-street, Gloucester ; as Associate—Joseph
Quick, jun., Sumner-street, Southwark.

Batiiino.—Bathers will be glad to learn that

there is a prospect of getting a decent bath at

Henley-on-Thames. The great complaint of boat-

ing men and visitors last season was that there

was " nowhere to bathe." We understand that a

company is in course of formation to provide good
accommodation, and a plan prepared by their

architect, Mr. F. Haslam, has been laid before the

Thames Conservancy Board and obtained their

sanction.

The Victoeia Embankment.—During the late

frost very little progress was made with the ap-

proaches to the Thames Embankment. A portion

of the approach, however, from Arundel-street,

leading east, is now open to traffic, and the out-

works in the direction of Craven-street are still at

a standstill. It may be mentioned that it is the

intention of the Metropolitan Board of Works to

erect an ornamental fountain on the embankment,
near the Charing Cross Railway Bridge, at a cost

not exceeding a £1,000. The designs for the

same have been submitted, but not yet finally de-

cided on. The Board has approved of a design

for a memorial fountain, in honour of the late

Judge Payne, the cost of rt hich will be defrayed by

the Metropolitan Free Driuking-Fountains Asso-

ciation.

Indi.v.—The Calcutta Municipality have deter-

mined to have a market of their own, and have
applied to Government to authorise a loan.

—

The new Palace, built by the Public Works De-
partment of Itdia on Government account, for

H.H. The Nawabat Moorshedabad, having already

cracked in many parts, the engineers and archi-

tects have been called on by the Government
for an explanation. What will the new Engineer-

ing College do ?

TuEFoiiTHCOMtNC! E.xiiiBiTioN.—The encaustic

and majolica tiles to be exhibited by the firm of

Mes.srs. R. Minton, Taylor it Co., of Stoke-

upon-Trent, hare been made chielly from designs

by Mr. E. Welby I'ugin and by Mr. John Gibbs,

of Oxford. We understand that during the last

ihree years Mr. Gibbs has been similarly engaged

forother eminent tirms, and is now completing a

set of designs for Messrs. Malkin, Edge iV ("o.

This will make the number of his designs for tiles

made in tho time stated over a thousand.

The Tay Bridge.—We understand that a fresh

contr.aet has been entered into for the construction

of this bridge. The present contractors are Messrs.

Berberg & Co., of London. The contract price for

the work is £217,000, or about £12,000 less than

the lirst contract. The bridge is to be supported

on a number of columns. Cylinders are to be

sunk in the river and di-positcd on the rock founda-

tion. Machinery is fitted up in the cylinder, and
by means of it tho ground at the base is brought
into a state resembling that of mortar. The great

weight of metal gradually forces itself through the

soft substance, and ultimately secures a firm

foundation on the rock. Workmen are then able

to build tho column, which is encased in the iron

cylinder. The bridge will consist almost entirely

of iron.

KoRTHEiiN Architectural Association.—The
annual meeting of the Northern Architectural
Association was held on Tuesday week at New-
castle-on-Tyne. The report (which congratulated
the society on its increased prosperity) having
been adopted, Mr. A. M. Dunn read a paper on
the " Reparation of the Roof of S. Mary's Cathe-
dral, Newcastle, which was affected by dry rot,"

after which the President, Mr. F. R. Wilson, read
his annual address.

New Premises for the London School-Board.—
Our readers will be interested in learning that the
London School-Board have taken the house. No.
33, New Bridge-street, Blacktriars, for three years.

This is the building which has been so favourably
noticed by architectural writers as providing an
example in the right direction for the development
of a style of street architecture suited to modern
requirements. It was built from the designs of

the late Mr. Woodward for the Crown Insurance
Company, but having been purchased by the
Chatham and Dover Railway Company at the
time of the construction of the Ludgate-hill

Station, it has remained unoccupied for the last

three or four years.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
MoNDAV.

—

Institution of Surveyors.—Adjourned Discus-
sion on Mr. Mathews's paper " On the Valuation
of Annuities and Reversions Dependent upon
Terms of Certain Durution." 8 p.m.
Architectural Association.— '^ On Limea and

Cements." Lecture IV. By Lieutenant-Colonel
Scott, R.E. 7.30 p.m.

TvESTiAY.—Institution of Civil Engineers.—".\n Account
I'f the B:isiu for the Balance Dock, and the
Marine Railways in connection therewith, at the
Austrian naval station at Pola, on the Adriatic."
By Mr. Hamilton E. Towle,. S p.m.

Wednesday.— Soc(>/i/ of Arts.—S p.m.
FiuDAY.— Civil and Mechanical Engineers' Society.—

"On Tin-mining in Cornwall." 7.30 p.m.
Saturday.—Asitociatcd Arts' Institute.—"'On Fresco-

painting." By W. Cave Thomas, Esq. Spni.

The honour of knighthood is to be conferred on
Mr. Ijoxall, K.A., on his retirement from his post
at the Royal Academy.

The Westminster District Board of Works has re-

solved to purchase of the Metropolitan District

Railway Company a small piece of land near the
Broadway railway station, for the piu'pose of cH'ect-

in^ a street improvement, provided the same can
be had for i.'l50. of which sum the Metropolitan
Board has agreed to contribute one-half.

Tlio library and ,i,'-alleries in tho Vatican have been
declared to be national property Ity the Itahan Par-

liament, notwitlistanding ministerial efforts to the
contrary.

It is proposed to erect a temporary smallpox
hospital on the ground between the Thames Em-
bankment and Cannon-row, immediately adjoining

the end of Richmond-terrace, Whitehall.

A large painting of the Transfiguration has been
jircsentcd to S. Mary's Church, Prestbury, by
Cheltenham friends.

On the 1-ith inst., Mr. W. H. Wliite, Assistant-

Surveyor, Norwich, was elected Surveyor to the Ox-
ford Local Board of Health. There were 60 candi-

dates for tho appointment.

^'mkx %x^k |\ebielu.

PiticF.s 21rtt February :—Wyburg host yellow miJlsawtt,

N/ to 9' 10s; Tornea mixed millsawn yellow, 81; Sunds-
wall mixed whitowood, Si lOs ; do ;ird whitewood, 71 \0s;

do 4th whitewood, Gl \0s to 71 5s; do mixed millsawn
yellow, SI iOs to 9^ ; do 3rd yellow, 71 5s to 71 10s ; do 4th
yellow, Gl 10s to 71 5« ; Skutskar mixed millsawn yellow,

lOitolO/lOs; do :.{rd millsawn yellow, 81 ^s to 01 5s; do
4th (millsawn yellow, 71 10s to 8/ 5s; Handvikon mixed
millsawn yellow, 11 lOi ; do 3rd millsawn yellow, 71; San-
m Huud yellow, 71 10s ; Ornskoldvik millsawn yellow,

7/ t>s ; Ntwet 3rd millsawn yellow, Tl 5s to 71 10.1; do 4th
inillcawn yellow, dl \!}s; do 4itli millsawn whitewood,

Gl V)t ; Munksuml 1st yellow, 91 os ; Sund 4th yellow,

7/ M; Skonvik mixed yellow, 91 5» to 9i 10« ;, Riga crown
wliitewoml. SI to fil 5s; Petersburg Gromoff's yellow,

V2,l \r,s to 131 ]0s; do 2nd yellow, Ql to 91 5s; do 1st wlute-

wood planks, 01 10s to 9/. 15s; deals, 91; battens, Tl 10s to

Hi; Pitea 1st yellow, 71: do 2nd yellow, Gl IQs ; do 3rd

yellow, 61 5s ; do 4th yellow. Gl ; Ar-diaugel 3rd yellow, 3

: 11,91; 3 X 7, anOs; 2^ x 7, 8f 5s.

Per 120 12ft. 3 X 9.—Christiana 2nd yellow, 13/. ; Quebec
Iflt spruce, ISl to 181 5s.

Myuid crown log-i, 21 per 19ft. cube ; black walnut, 2s 6d
to 'Jw S(Z per foot cube.

Flooring boards.—Petersburg Ist yellow, |in., Ss 6(i per
square ; do 2nd vellow, l:tii-. H* ^d ; lin., 8« 9d to 10s;

iui., 8* to 8s 9d; Fredrickatadt 3rd yellow, l^in., 10«

;

lin., 8s.
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LATEST PRICES OF MATERIALS USED
IN CONSTRUCTION.

Metals,

rig

Leah :—

Foreign «.,«» «....perton

Knt'UBL W.B ao

.. L'RdCo. „..«„«««« do

,, O'ber brands uo

aheet Milled oo

£17 10
19 1>

18 12

£17 12

la 12
18" 15

Shot, Patent
Bed or Minium ....

Litharge. W.B
White Dry ^

,, ground in oil

do
do
do

13 y is

19 ly 1

20 1) 21

19 15 20 1

CoFPKK :—

81

British—Cake and Ingot ..,..,... per ton £74

Best Selected - do 7ti

Shea do 79

Bottoms - do ao

Australian do 7i

SpatiiBb Cdke do

ChiU Bars, cash do
„, „ „ ^„ , , «

,. Eefinedingot do 71 -2 10

YeUowMtjtal per lb eg 7

66

7 10

6 12 6

5 5
6 10

lRO» :—

Pig i Scotland, cash per ton

Welsh Bar, in Loudon do

„ Wales do
Staffordshire do
Kail, in Wales do
Sheets, single in Loudun do
Hoops, firbt quality do
Kail Bod do
Swediuh do

Timber.

Teak load «12 10 13 10
1
Finland 17 £8

7 15
6 7
9 5 10 5

8 15
7 7

15

9 5

S 16

5 6
2 12

Quebec, led ptne .... 315
,, yellow pine,, 4 5

Bt. John N.B. yellow
Qnebec Oak, white..

,, birch -

,, elm
Dantzlc oak

^, fir

Memel fir

iUga 3
Swedish 2

MastSiQuebecredpine 4

,, yellow pine.. 4
Lathwootl.Dantzic.fm 3

,, St. retersbtirg 5
DealB,prC;.,12it.by8
by 9 in.,

Quebec, white spruce 12 17 (

St.John,whiteBpruce 12 lO H I

Yellow pine, per re-

duced C.

Canada, Ist quality. 18 19 1(

Slid do 12 15 13 10

Archangel, yeUow .. 11 in 13 10

St. Petersburg, yel... 12 5 13

4 15 Mem el

Gothenburg, yellow
0| ,, white

6 6 Gefle, yellow ,

5 olSuderham ,

4 IBjChristiania, per C.

6 15 12 ft. by 3 by 9 in.

4 10 yellow 10

4 5 Flooring boorda. per s.

8 10 sq. of lin., flist yel 7
First white 7
Second qualities . . . , 6
PciuoB Stone pr ton 6

OlL8,&C.
Seal, pale.... per ton £37
Sperm body 84
Cod 35
Whale, Sth.Sea, pale 36
Olive, GalUpoli 50
Cocoanut, Cochin,ton 45
Palm, fine 38
Linseed 31
Ritpeseed, Eng.pale.. 4?
Cottonseed "9

5 10

10 10

8 I'J

47 10
39
31 5

47 10

35

LiTTLEHAMPTON.—For alterations to the " George Inn,

LittlehamptoD, Sussex, and converting same into offices:

also the erection of private residence at side. Mr, A. Smith,

architect. Quantities supplied by Mr. G. W. Kanwell, 3,

Westminster Chambers, Victoria-street:—
1st Estimate ^3011
2nd „ 1832

Snewin (accepted),

NoEWOOD.—For finishing two houses, Baukside Villas,

Norwood. 3Ir. J. Laforest, aichitect ;

—

Niblett ^1370

rubble 640

Snowdon (accepted) 630

Slindon.—For erection of schools at Slindon, Sn3sex.

Mr. A. Smith, architect. Quantities supplied by Mr. G.

W. Kauwell, 3, Westminster Chambers, Vicboria-streot :—
MarshaU ^1029 16 S

Cheesman&Co Q^S

Ellis 929
Coble 8S0

Bushby (accepted) 800

St'KE Newington.—For the erection cf stabling, »tc.,

for the London General Omnibus Company, under the

superintendence of Mr. Tosh. Quantities supplied by Mr,

A. J. Bolton:—
Rivett ^1558
Meiiion 1435

Williams & S n 1357

Bowman 1287

Eaton & Chapman 1250

Till (late) ;
1230

Blackmore &. Morlty 1215

Crockett 1210

Mann . ,
1 i6S

Blease 1*82

Ford 10*

Crabe S'ttos.

TENDERS.
Bristol.—For new chapel, Stapieton-road, Bris'ol. Mr.

Hans F. Price, ai'chitect :

—

Beavaa £2245
Dinke 1 929
Foster 1S90

"Wilkins 1878
Diment 1849
Eastabrook lS-10

Stephens ISOO
Lowett 15G5
Somerville 1252

BooNOB.—For the completion of house on the Victoria

Park estate, Bognor, Susi^ex. Mr. A. Smith, aiohitect :—
Hayward £275 6 4
Booker & Sons 251

Learmouth 243 10

Goble (accepted) 23S 10

Wade 222

Cheshunt.—For the erection of a farmhonse at Ches-

hiint. Mr. T. J. Hill, architect :—
Bayes & Rammage £1730
Field & Son 1700
Bentley 1511 15

Sahey & Son 1500
Patmau Bros 1409
Rist <fc Brown 1457
Saunders 1425
Archer Ill5

City.—For alterations and repairs to No; 3, Old Fish-

street-liiil. Messrs. E. Woodthorpe and J. M. K. Ilahn,
architects :

—

D. W. Prince £672
Messrs. Perry Bros tj57

John Woodward G20

HiaiiBURT....For erection of chimney shaft and altora-

tions for London General Omnibus Company, under su-
perintendence of Mr. Tosh :

—

Merrion £379
Williams & Son 297
Eaton &L Chapman 290
Mann , 289
Bowman 2T3
Wicks, Bangs, &. Co 268
Harris 262
Rivett 252
Eunor 242
Blackmore A Morley 222
Ford (accepted) 2:^1

Islington,—For laying in drains and forming rca'li at
L'verxtool-rond, Islington, Mr. C. Hambridge, artliiiect :

Pubble £1515
Gregory 1400
Snowdon 1195
Cochran 770 10

TO AKCHITE CTS.
GHEEN ROOFINO-SLATES.

A3 supplied to H. E. II. The Prince of Waks at Sandrinaham.

The Petmoyle Sea-green Slates are sptcially adapted for

Churches, Public Buildings, Ac. Sc,

(Less cosily Ihnu ordinary Gothic Tiling.)

These durable aod nou-absorbent Slates can be obtained in sizes

smtable for Gothic Architecture, at prices as under.

In Railway Trucks, Docks, Gloucester :—
Per Equivalent to

1,200 Slates,

BLst Green Slates, 14 by 7 2 17 6
Do, do. IS by 8 ... .. 2 17 G

Do. do. 13 by 7 2 5

Do. do. 12 by 7 1 18 G

Do. do. 12 by 6 1 7 G

Prices of large Sizes, Cost of Transit, Reference Testimonials and
Saniiile Specimens, may be obtained on application to

MESSRS. RANDELL & CO., Corsham, Wilts.

Specimens .it Mu'»eum of Geology, Jermyn-street. Pice dilly, >V.,

auJ at Architectural Museum, Tufton-street, Westminster.

per square.
16s. 6d.
168. 6d.
lis.

l&s.

lis.

BANKRUPTS.

CONTRACTS OPEN FOR BUILDING
ESTIMATES.

Bolton.—Contract C—March S.—The Corpotatiou of

Bolton are prepared to receive tenders for the joiners'

work, plastering, painting, glazing, and plumbers' fittings

required for the completion of the new towu-hall. The
drawings and specifications may be seen, and bills of quitn

ties obtained, on application at the officea of Mr. William

Hill, architect, Park-square, Leeds; or at the offices of Mr.

George Woodhouse, architect, St. George's-ioad, Bolton,

between the hour.- of 10 a.m. and 5 p.m., from the 16th day

of January nest to the 3rd day of February next. Sealed

tenders are to be sent in not later than 12 o'clock at noon
of Friday, the 3rd day of March next, addressed to theun-
dersigiie'd at the Corporation Offices, Acres Field, Bolton,

and endorsed "Tenders for the Town-hall, Contract C."

R. C. Hiunell, Town Clerk.

Si'DBURY Waterworks, March 4.—Contract No. -1-

Construction of a covered service reservoir. Contract

No. 5. Supply, laying, and fixing of about five miles of

cast-iron water-pipes, with sluice-cooks, hydrants, and
other appliances, and some ironwork re^uii-ed for reser-

voir. Mr. Hennell, 7, Salisbury-street, Adelphi.

East Barnet (Her*s), March 1.—For the construction

of about 4,S00 yards of outfall sewer, of brick or stoneware

pipes. Messrs. Lawson & Mansergh, 3, Westminster-

chambers, Victoria-street, Westminster.

Harwich, March 7.—War Department triennial con-

tract for builders's work. Royal Engineer's Office, Col-

chester.

RuPLEV (Hants), March 4.—For the erection of a house

and offices at Lyewood, Ropley, Hants, for Mr. John Lilly-

white. W, H. Hunt, architect, Alre»ford.

Norwich, March 7.—War department triennial con-

tract for builders' work. Royal Engineer's Office, Col-

chester.

St. John's, Hampstead, March 3 —Contract for road

materials, and for paving and kerbing. William Gribble,

Vestry Clerk, Vestry Offices, New End, Hampstead,
Hunstanton, MaVch 4.—For the erection of nave and

north aisle of new church at St. Edmund's. Frederick

Preedy, architect, 13, Tork-place, Portmau-square,

London. W.
Maidstone, March 6.—War Department contract for

bricklayers', masons', paviors', carpenters', plasterers',

slaters', plumbei-s', smiths', painters', glaziers' and paper-

hangers', and gasfitters' work. Royal Eogineer Office,

Chathana.
Hinckley Local Board, March 6.—For the sinking of

a bore-hole and well, on the site of their intended water-

works. Samuel Preston, Clerk to the Board, Hinckley,
Leicestershire.

Headbouene Wortuy, Hants, March 4.—For the erec-

tion of a gentleman's residence and stable buildings, at

Headbourne Worthy, near Winchester, Hants. John
Dolson, St. Swithin's-street, Winchester.

Fawsley (Northamptonshire), March 13.—For the erec-

tion of farm buildings. Mr. Waters, Fawsley Estate Office.

Maid.stone, Maxell 2.—For the erection of the proposed

new schools for girls and infiints, on St. Faitli's-green. E.

W. Stephens, architect, 87, Week-street, Maidstone.

Herefordi^hire, March 7.—Tliornbnry United School.

—For the erection of a school for fifty-four children, with

mistress's residence, at Thornbury, three miles and a half

from Bromyard. W. West, solicitor, Bromyard.
Colchester, March 7.—War Department triennial con-

tract for builders' work. Royal Engineer's Office, Col-

chester.

Portsmouth, March 10.—War Department triennial

contract for builders' work. Royal Engineer's Office,

Portsmouth.

(to surrender in London).

Charles Taylor, Johii-street, Upper Holloway, contractor,

Feb. 28, at 12.—Thomas Hutchiugs, Alwin-road, Lewis-

hara-road, contractor, ^Jlarch 8, at 12.

(to surrender in the country).

George Haidy, Kirkdale, near Liverpool, builder, Feb.

2S, at Livernool- Henry Stevens, Swaffam Bulbeck,

builder, March 3, at Cambridge.—Jane Stow Nelson,

plumber, March 9, at Burnley.

PUBLIC examinations.

March 17, W. I. Jones, Grove-road, Acton, builder-

March 23, J. West, Chichester, builder.

DIVIDEND MEETING?;

March 11, J. Chesterfield, Godmauchester, cement factor

— iVIarch 7, R- Askew, Great Ponton, builder—March 7, J.

Wright, Stamford, ironmonger—March 15, E, Finch,

Chepstow, enguieer.

DECLVItATlOSS OF DIVIDENDS.

J. Perkins, East Dereham, builder, div. 4s., Feb. 27—
T. W. & H. Panton, Monkwearmouth, ironfouuders, div.

2s lOd.
SCOTCH .SEQUESTRATION.S.

Adam Lumsden, North Middleton, near Gorebridge,

builder,'Feb. 27, at 2—John Henderson, jun., Helensbiugh,

ironmonger, March 2, at 12.

PARTNERSHIPS DISSOLVED.
Norclifl'e & Co., Sowerby Bridge and elsewhere, masons-

Bay »fe Brett. Ventnor, builders—W. &, S. CoUier, Bridgend,

Glamorganshire, hme merchants—J. & T. Parralet, Holy,
well row, Shoreditch, sanitary pottery dealers.—Rigby &
Sager, Blackpool, joiners—Lewin & Clarke, Barrow-on-
Soar, lime merchants.

Breakfast,—Bpps's Cocoa.—Gratkful axd CoMKORTnKt.—The very
agreeable character of this prepar.'ition has rendered it a general

f tvourite. The Civil Scrrice Gn-rltr remarks :—" By a thorough
knowledge of the natural laws which govern the operations of diges-

tion and nutrition, aod by a careful application of the fine propf-rtles

of well-selected cocoa, Mr. Epps has provided our breakfast table,

with a delicately flavoured beverage which may save us many heavy
doctors' bills." Each packet is labelled—JAaiES Epps & Co., iHoniteo

pathi; Chemists, London.

MR. JOHN EOUENES WORKS ON THE STEAM ENGINE,
Latest Edition, in 4to.. with Portrait, 37 Plates, and 545

Woodcuts, price 423, cloth.

A TREATISE on the STEAM ENGINE,
in its vftriona Applications to Mines, Mills, Steam Naviga-

tion, Railways, and Agriculture: with Theoretical Inveatigatioue,
Tables, and Practical Instructions. By John Bourse, C.E,

By the same Author, Improved Editions.

CATECHISM of the STEAM ENGINE,
with Practical Instructions for the Manufactiu-e and Management
of Engines of every Class. With mj Woodcuts. Fcap. Svo., price 6b

EKCENT IMPEOVEMENTS iu the
STEAM EN GINE. New Edition, including many New Examples,
with 124 Woodcuts. Fcap. 8vo., price 6s.

HANDBOOK of the STEAM ENGINE
;

II Key to the Catechism of the Steam Engine. W'itli G7 Woodcnts
Fcap'. 8vo., price 99.

TREATISE on the SCREW PEO-
pelleu, 4to.,(i3s.

London: LONGMANS, GREEN A; CO., Patemoster-row.

NEW EDITION OF TWISDENS MECHANICS.
Now rciidy, in crown 8vo., price 10s. 6d,

TpLEMENTAEY INTEODUCTION to
Xlj PRACTICAL MECHANICS, illustrated bj' numeroua
Examples. Being tbe Fourth Edition of " Elementary Examples
in Practical Mechanics." By the Rev. John F. Twisden, M.A.,
Professor of Mathematics in the Staff College.

London : LONGMANS, GREEN & Co., Paternoster-row.

BATH AND OTDEB BUILDING STONES
OF BEST QUALITY.

EAEDELL, SAUNDEES & CO,, Limited,

Quarrymen and Stone Merchants.

List of prices ftt the Quarries and Depois, nlso co t of

transit to nny part of tbe United Kingdom furnisLcd on
application to

Eath Stone Office,
'

[advt.] corsham, Wilts:

In One Volume, with above 3,000 Woodcuts, price d*2s.

Ti-'NCYCLOP.EDIA of CIVIL ENGI-
AIj NEERING, Hifitorical, Theoretical, and Practical, By
Edward Crest, Ajcbitoct and Civil Engineer. New Impression,
" A desideratum in engineering Bcieuce is supplied by this re-

markable volume. There is not a member of the profesBion, from

the most eminent civil engineer to the luimblest surveyor, -who

will not find here the materials to enrich his mind and extend his

Im \7li6ee."—Raihray Gazette.

London: L0NGMAN3, GREEN & CO., Pnternoster-row,

G'
The Fifth Edition, in One Volume, 6vo., price Bas. 6d,

.WILT'S ARCHITECTUEE, iUustrated
with more than 1.100 Wood Engravings. Kcvised, with

A¥or.itions and considerable Additions, by Wyait rAPWor.TB,

Follow of the Royal Institute of British Architects. Additionally

illustrated with nearly 400 Wood Engravings by O. Jewitt; ana

more than 100 other Woodcuts.

London ; LONGMANS, OBEEN & CO., PateraoBtor-row.
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ARCHITECTURAL PROBLEMS OF
THE DAY.

WE noticed a week or two since two very
different sorts of originalitj' which

show themselves in various classes of modern
work : one sort sterile, purposeless, and end-
ing in itself ; and another fruitful, suggestive
and bearing the germs of future development

:

and we tried to point out that the valuable
kind of originality is not that of the artist

who sits down deliberately to produce novel-

ties, but of the one who, having new problems
to deal with, inevitably finds, when he has
mastered them, that he has arrived at new
solutions. There is no lack of such problems
at the present moment—seldom perhaps, since

architecture first began, have there been so

many : and in calling attention to a few of

them we may possibly help to turn into a
useful channel some of the force which is

now wasted in vain and aimless efforts. To
arrange in a connected scheme all the
questions which'occur would occupy, not an
article, but a book ; we can here only attempt
to name [a few of them disconnectedly, as

they happen to suggest themselves.
The first, and most urgent class of problems,

includes those which relate to general design
and arrangement. The modern architect has
to deal with a multitude of buildings for
which no ancient precedents exist : how is he
to treat them ? Suppose, for example, he is

planning a large church, say for 150i_) people,
and suppose his clients are so unreasonable as
to wish all these people to be placed in sight
and hearing of the service, how is he to

effect this at moderate cost with architecture
worthy of the name ? Here alone is a pro-
blem, to begin with, which one man's lifetime
would be too short to solve completely. Here
is not only an opening, but an urgent need
for originality : a case where originality is

not merely desirable but absolutely indispen-
sable. And what sort of treatment does it

meet with ] Nineteen times out of twenty,
the problem is absolutely ignored—there is

not a single step taken towards its solution.

Either convenience alone is attended to, and
the result is a " preaching-shed," disguised
with a lot of vulgar finery ; or art is tlie one
thing followed, and the product is a beauti-
ful church with no fault except sheer unfit-
ness for its purpose. The architect, perhaps,
has introduced much novelty into the carving
ot the capitals ; his window-tracery is

singular .-.nd noteworthy ; he has even
brought from the Continent a tower and spire
of extraordinary quaintness ; but where the
design called aloud for original thought—in
its general planning and construction—he has
not an idea to give us. Much the same is it

with other buildings for public assembly.
How should they be treated, when above a
very limited size, so as to be successful inter-
nally and externally ? There are our concert-
rooms, like Exeter Hall and St. .lamcs'.s Hall

;

if tliey are to be built without ctjlumns, how
are we to treat them on the outside to make
their wide roofs and awkward jiroportions
endurable ? If, on the other hand, they are
to be built with columns, where can these
columns be least objectionably placed, and
how, if they are of iron, can they be satis-
factorily treated ? There are our theatres,
the very centres of all that ia architectually
false and hideous. How can we make them
honest in construction, timple and natural in
design, fit for th(.!r intended use, and yet
capable of yielding a'sufficient return for the
money invested in them .' For those who
have the opportunity ol dealing with i*, here
IS another problem almost large enough by
Itself to satisfy one man's ambition. Tlien
again there are our large railway stations

:

each of them, in their present state, enough by

itself to spoil the finest view into which it

intrudes : each of them, like those at Cannon-
street, Charing Cross, and St. Pancras, so

monstrous in its size, so astonishing in its

shapeless deformity, that the mind can fix on

nothing else while such an abortion is visible.

Is it enough to dot over the walls of such a

thing with bits of Gothic detail, and to

leave its chaotic mass untouched ; to sing

songs of triumph over the " wonderful suc-

cess with which Mediaeval principles have

been appUed to a railway terminus," when
the very sight of it a mile oft' might have

filled any Mediaeval builder with horror? AVe

are not complaining of M r. Scott, who, in his

department doubtless did what was possible

at St. Pancras. What we maintain is, that

general design, here as elsewhere, is the first

thing that demands attention, though un-

fortunately the last thing that usually receives

it. Is it really essential that these vast

stations should be covered in one span ? or are

the pleas put forward only meant to reconcile

the public to a frightful eyesore, and the

shareholders to a needless and wasteful

expense / Is not the fact at bottom this,

that the average engineer cannot understand

any greatness except that which is measurable

in feet and inches, and thinks that to'put up a

wider roof than anybody else is to prove

himself a greater man I In this case it might
be better for all parties to let him satisfy his

ambition elsewhere ; to find him a piece of

waste ground, and pay the cost of erecting on
it one truss as wide as he could possibly con-

trive, and then, having immortalized himself

in the only way he can conceive of, to let him
act, in his practical works, with an eye to

such trivial matters as economy and beauty.

But however this may be, the general arrange-

ment and construction of our larger railway

stations presents one of the chief architectural

diUiculties of the time—one that is none the

less truly architectural because it is seldom an
architect whose business it is to grapple with

it. We might go on enumerating, did space

allow, many more types of modern building,

each of which is a problem by itself. But a
little reflection will furnish our readers with
the list, and we therefore pass on to a wider
question. What should be the general

character and expression of our town archi-

tecture? What sort of grand combined ett'ect

can be got out of all the diverse designs
wliich make up a modern city, or is there no
-uch tH\,ct to be produced at all ? Is it

[lussibly for us all, working each in his own
way, and for his own ends, to make up, not-

withstanding, a perfect and harmonious whole,
or must we go on, as now, indiscord and con-

fusion, each work injuring other works, and
being injured by them \ We look abroad, at

certain Mediicval cities, and at certain other

newly built ones, and see that both, in

difi'erent ways, have arrived at a grand com-
bined result. The first have done it by
picturesquencss and freedom—by bringing out
the individuality of every separate building,

and emphasizing it by adopting, in short, a

vertical type for their street architecture. The
second have done it by uniformity and sti IV-

ne.ss—by suppressing individual character, by
settling" every height and width, and projection,

according to unalterable rules, liy taking up
tlie horizontal principle and imposing it on
everyone, byobliterating the individual houses,

and caring only for the general mass of build-

ings. Is there any prospect, in England, of

getting the latter sj'stem enforced by law > Is

it likely ever to be generally followed without
such enforcement ?j and,'_it not, is not the op-

posite system the only practicable, even if not

the only desirable one ? Seeing that we can-

not make our streets uniform, is not the only
true course to make them picturesque ? To
answer such questions as these is to do .some-

thing towards solving the problem of how to

|)roduce harmony in our town architecture ;

how, at last, to make our cities a grand whole
filled with beautiful and harmonious paits,

instead of a chaos of mutually destructive

elements. And where they are answered,

either one way or the other, a multitude of

other questions suggest themselves. Suppose
the uniform and horizontal type of street archi-

tecture is set aside as impossible for us. Suppose
the opposite type, where every separate build-

ing is individualised, proves itself to be the

only one on which we can gain any sort of

combined result. The first step towards its

adoption—towards the marking oft' of each

design from the rest, can hardly fail to be the

introduction of a certain verticality into the

composition. The heavy cornice is the natural

crowning member on the uniform and regular

type ; when every house is made to range in

height, a long unbroken line of such cornices

binds the line together into what may be made
one grand perspective. But the steep loof or

gable is the most attractive finish on the alter-

native system ; standing out against the sky,

it marks off, as nothing else can, where the

strip of elevation which it belongs to begins

and ends. In London, however, the Building

Act binds us down, for warehouses, toa certain

limit in pitch ; and in private houses, rooms
wholly in the roof find little favour. It is,

therefore, a matter for consideration whether
steep roofs are essential to a picturesque street

architecture, and especially to one developed
on a Gothic basis ; whether we can overcome
in some cases the practical objections to them,
and in other cases, dispense with them
altogether.

Descending further into detail, the modern
architect is met by unsolved, or as yet but
half-solved, problems at every step. We can
here only indicate a few of them in tlie briefest

manner. What, for instance, is he to make
ot wrought-iron girders? May he use them,
Say, to carry the wall above a shop-front, and
if so, is he to show them or conceal them ? If

he shows them, how far can they l>e made to

harmonise with the brick or stone arches in

the rest of the elevation ? AVbat, again, is he
to make of iron roofs, and how is he to make
their wiry lines agree in any way with the

broad wall surfaces on which they rest; andhow
is he to finish his ironwork—by painting, or
bronzing, orjenamelling—so as best to bring out

its metallic character ? We could point to

examples where something has been done to-

wards answering each of these questions ; but

in the average of recent work .they scarcely

seem to have had a thought. Then, in a^very
different department, how is the London archi-

tect to protect his work from London smoke ?

Of course, if he feels that it is not worth pro-

tecting, and is satisfied with Bath stone and
stock bricks, he escapes this problem. But, in

the opposite case, what are the best materials

to use, granite and marble, terra-cotta, or
glazed bricks ? And how should his design be
modified to suit each of them \ Next, having
settled how to make his works smoke-proof,

he may consider how to make them partially

or wholly fire-proof. As far, at least, as the

staircase is concerned, this ought to be done in

every house—not, if we may trust Captain
Shaw, with stone, but with some material that

fire will no more break than burn. Then there

are the (questions of how to ventilate houses,

how to warm them more thorou ghly and less

wa.stefuUy ; how to get the plumbers' work a
little nearer perfection, and at least to keep
the waterpi]ies from bursting every frost; how
to improve the design of a multitude of details,

such as chimney-pieces, grates, and iron-

mongery ; how to use sash-windows and plate-

glass with good effect in a Gothic building, or

what to substitute for them ; how, in short, to

adapt old styles to modern uses, and to bring
into the field of architecture the waste and
uncultivated deserts which now stretch all

around and wait to be reclaimed. We do not
pretend to have indicated a tithe of the
problems which are pressing for attention.

These, however, may be enough to show that

there is no want of subjects just now lor

thought, and that the designer who wishes to

be original is not obliged to concentrate his

talents on the production of some new form
of moulding or chamfer-stop.
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ARCHITECTURAL PARIS.

THE interest felt by the whole civilised

world duriug the siege of Paris was of a

double character : it first touched the popu-

lation, and next the city. From all Europe

there came a cry of hope that the beautiful

capital would be spared, apart from all

questions of humanity ; for, beyond a doubt,

it was the most richly-built metropolis on the

continent, and its architecture ranged through

more than a thousand years of varying styles,

from the age of Charlemagne to that of the

Third Napoleon. It was feared that the storm

of fire which had enveloped her walls would
at length burst within the armed circle, and

destroy monuments which could never be

restored. To some extent, the havoc did

penetrate inwards ; but, happily, it was

stayed before spreading far, and not a shell

exploded through the grey roof of Notre

Dame, or in the dim old cloisters of S.

Germain PAuxerrois. Paris is essentially a

city of architecture, of palaces, churches,

galleries, bridges, columns, triumphal arches,

and fountains—the last not such as are flocked

about in London by little boys and girls

during the dog-days, but lofty masses of

marble and bronze splendid with sculpture.

The stranger, indeed, who visitsitfor thesake

of studying—and the study is most useful

—

the difference between this former pride of

France and the other great cities of Europe

—

London especially—almost wonders whence
these French designers and stone-masons de-

rived their courage and their genius. A care-

ful perusal, so to speak, of the streets and
squares and public edifices will inform him.

In the Place Vendome, with its quadrangle of

towering and stately houses, he will read the

magnihcence of the Fourteenth Louis ; in the

Rue de Rivoli, that of the First Napoleon
;

in the new Louvre, that, of the Third ; in the

Tuileries, that of the First Francis ; mingled

with that of all succeeding sovereigns. The
Palais Royal speaks of Richelieu, exactly as

Hampton Covirt does of Wolsey ; the Luxem-
burg of the Medicis and Italian pomp ; the

Tournalle of the bygone tournament days ;

and the Hotel of the Rohans—whose proud
motto was, " I am not a king, I scorn to be a

prince ; I am a Rohan "—of that antique

chivalry which has for ever passed away. But
it is not precisely in these directions that we
would, for a moment, glance. It is rather

towards the works of the second—for, of

course, he was only the second—Emperor of

the Bonaparte dynasty. No monarch—not

even the classic Augustus^ever bestowed

so much thought and care upon the archi-

tectural embellishment of a great city. His
junction of the Louvre with the Tuileries

created a structure unparalled for extent and
spendour ; but the idea dated so far back as

the reign of Henry IV. Napoleon, however,

was first to take the work in hand, preserving,

though eniiohing, the original style of orna-

ment, upon which he employed a hundred
and fifty artists, and sketching with his own
pencil one of the noblest staircases in

existence. The dimensions of this truly im-

perial pile, visible from every part of Paris,

and commanding every part of it, may be
imagined from the fact that, in one of those

louvre-roofed towers, and the low range of

buildings adjacent, sleep every night a

thousand soldiers ; and yet this is only an odd
corner of the whole. Taking a general view,

however, and comparing our own metropolis
with that of France, we attain to a better

notion of the French advance in these

matters than by gazing at those glorious

works of the architect, which we can never
hope to emulate. A point of primal im-
portance, well comprehended by the Third
Napoleon, wag the difficult task of opening
new streets and communications through the

quarters where the population were huddled
together like bees in a hive, but with far

less of order and regularity. It would not be
easy to say whether old Paris or old London
stood most in need of this reform; for if

London required a free passage of air supplied,

in consequence of the immensity of ground
over which it extended, Paris required it from
her habit of piling up floor upon floor, from
eight to twelve stories high, rendering the

streets cavernous and the lower apartments
little better than so many sepulchres. There
is much similarity between the position of the

two cities. Both stretch along the banks of a
river, and the chief communication is, conse-

quently lateral to the water. Our streets in

the transverse direction have been greatly

improved ; but in the lateral lines of trafHc

we have been scarcely able to cope with ob-

stacles and expense. Thus, our great arteries,

such as the Strand, Ludgate-hill, and Cheap-
side, notwithstanding the Thames Embank-
ment, are almost impassable when the traffic

is at its full. Through the instrumentality

of Louis Philippe and Louis Napoleon the

quays of the Seine have been opened, on
both its bank?, right through Paris. The
river, in fact, is the main air-way of the
French Capital. Yet this is not all. There
stood, when the Emperor ascended his throne,

in the quarter between the Rues S. Denis and
S. Martin, a network of narrow lanes which it

wag difticult for even a foot passenger to

thread. The imperial architect, with his

Boulevard de Strasbourg, cut through the
maze from end to end, and opened a superb
prospect where before there had only been
filth, dilapidation, and squalor. When,
however, we speak of architecture in connec-

tion with the self-bewailing city, we do not
restrict the term to the mere elevations,

facades, and profiles of the majestic metro-
polis. We would even include within the

phrase sewerage, water-supply, and fortifica-

tions—three subjects well worthy to be touched
upon just now. It is often said that we, with
our main-drainage system, have inaugurated a

new era. Nothing could be more untrue.

With the ancients the aqueducts and cloaca;

are as old as the walls of their proudest
towers, and more durable. The further we
travel south the greater is the desire for

water. Paris, years ago, before we had thought
of them, enjoyed these characteristics of lati-

tudes less northern than our own—public

fountains. She had two thousand of them so

far back as fourteen years ago ; but her
abundance was in the streets and not in the

houses. So with her sewage. Down to a very
recent period the only sewers of nineteen
twentieths of Paris ran imcovered through
the middle of the street. All this, or nearly

all this, is now changed, and a wonderful
organisation has been built below, upon a

princijile which the French describe as canali-

sation. An idea of this is given in a regu-
lation under the hand of Baron Haussmann,
late Prefect of the Seine :

—" Every principal

line of sewer shall be provided with a gallery,

having a railroad. Galleries of less dimen-
sions, but equally furnished with rails, and
permitting the circulation of waggons and
workmen, will be established in the secondary
sewers. A gallery of small section, large

enough for the passage of barrows, will go
round the foundation of each block of houses
on every side." But we will ascend again,

and glance abroad at architectural Paris as

represented by her monuments and streets. It

may be admitted that most of the splendour
is comparatively new. There are no trophies

of magnificent civic aristocracies, such as

are found in Italy ; none of the higher order of

burgher life and independence, such as are

found in the Netherlands ; no sacred corners,

like Westminster Abbey, with great histories

written on their walls. The Sainte Chapelle

is perfect in its way, but Notre Dame is very
poor, considering that it sprang from that

century of glories, the Fourteenth. Paris wants
steeples and pinnacle, and its churches appear
to have been erected in a spirit half-Pagan

and half-Puritan. Voltaire once compared
it to " the most miserable village in West-
phalia." Alfleri could find little to descant
upon except the poverty of its public struc-

tiu'es. There was no pavement until the

royal stomach of Philip Augustus was turned

by the odours produced by a waggon plough-

ingup the mud
;
yet now, we behold, not-

withstanding bombardments and havoc, the

stateliest city out of all comparison in

Europe. The genius which wrought the

change was the genius of architecture. We
except the University and the Hotel de

Cluny—the latter an exquisite Gothic speci-

men ; and we regret the palaces of the by-

gone times, with their cylindrical towers and
their extinguisher roofs, which must have been

so picturesque. The tower of Catherine de

Medici's Hotel, still standing alone, suggests

what " the finest private dwelling of its age "

was when entire. Regrets, however, are soon

lost amid realities. New Paris, the centre of

a brilliant kingdom, with its great lines of

railway communication, has outgrown the city

of even our memory ten times more rapidly

than it outgrew the old boundary of the

Romans in their palisaded island. The Deux
Centrehas been cleared out ; whole quarters of

the city of Philip le Bel have been swept

away ; and Paris gives, in her beauty and

richness of perspective, a lesson to the

world. What, however, of that other archi-

tecture to which we have alluded—the archi-

tecture which converted her into the hugest

fortress that Europe ever saw, and yet was

powerless to resist a besieger ? Not much need

be said about it. The results of the war have

proved that it was a gigantic mistake, though

the works were admirably constructed on the

modern principle. Nobody, indeed, was ever

awed by their aspect. The unmilitary tourist,

who expected to see frowning battlements and

majestic towers, saw only verdant slopes and

grassy mounds of slight elevation ; still, the

walls, though sunk, were lofty ; the moatsi

surpassed all anticipations. Of course, since

the'invention of cannon, the embattled towers

of the middle ages have fallen into disuse

;

they are now either restored, or imitated, or

left to moulder in ruins as objects of pic

turesqueattraction. Even when gunnery was in

its infancy, and the details of its cumbrous

machinery were of the rudest description, it

was often enough to place a few pieces of

ordnance in battery against a walled town to

secure its surrender, so sure were the thickest

walls to crumble when" under the shock of

their fire. Still, it was for a long time neces-

sary to have high walls ; since, but for such

an obstacle, an enterprising besieger might

avail himself of the darkness of night to pene-

trate at some unguarded point ; but it becauie

a problem how to screen them from the artil-

lery of the foe, until at least, he arrived quite

close. Modern science solved the problem,

and ramparts became, earthworks, faced with

masonry, with parapets 20ft. thick. Paris was

thus defended ; but the ancient French

maxim held good " place assiegee, place

prise "
; a town attacked is a town taken.

We may leave the fortifications ; they have

been turned against their mother. Returning

to the architectural aspect of Paris at the pre-

sent day, we have to note a peculiar element

in the building and decoration of private

dwellings by people who have not long known

what it is to be wealthy. We frequently re-

fer to Parisian taste, but it is not uniformly

shown in the instruction given by fortunate

speculators to their architects. A keen eye,

roving over the new city, white as the Alban

capital in ages gone, wiU detect in colouades,

corridors, and balustraded recesses—very

pretty in their way—a little bit of Doric, a little

Ionic—the French are not, as a rule, fond -of

the Corinthian order—a tint from Persia or

Assyria, an Etruscan group, a panelling of

alabaster surmounted by the most beautiful of

all ornamental devices— excepting the honey-

suckle, or alternate bud an^' flower—the guil-

loche, and a plafond in the style of Louis XV.
—all naughtiness, nakedness and riot. There-

fore, glittering as the general efi'ect may be

Paris is not, in the strict sense of the term, a

city architecturally-built ; it belongs to
_
a

country which never had a " school " of its

own, but revels in an eclectic luxury, mosaic-
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ing itself from all lands and all eras—now
pilgrimaging to the lone white columns on
Eg;i3an headlands—now adapting from the
mystic interior of Amron or Ebn Touloun.
For all this the whole civilized world must
rejoice that the city of beauty and grace was
not doomed to perish beneath the Gothic
fire.

ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.

AT the ordinary general meeting on Friday
evening last, Mr. T. H. Watson, president,

occuined the chair. Several new members having
been elected, the best thanks of the Association

were tendered to Lieut. -Colouel Scott for his

kindness in permitting a number of the members
to visit the new Science Schools and the new
courts at the South Kensington Museum, and to

Mr. Gilbert R. Redgi-ave, for kindly conducting
the members over the woi'ks. It was also an-

nounced that the particulars of the prizes offered

by Mr. Edward W. Godwin would shortly be
published. Mr. Watson informed the meeting
that Professor T. Hayter Lewis had been re-

quested to act on the Committee far Architecture

in the International Exhibition of 1871. He had
at first declined, on account of ill-health, but
having now recovered, he had on the rccjuest being
repeated, consented to act.

Mr. F. J. Fkancis, F.R.I.B.A., then read the
following paper :

—

notes on the kecent woeks at all-hallows'
CHDBCH, LOMEAHD-STBEET, with liEUAKKS ON
Sm CHRISTOPHEK WKEN's CHURCHES.

I purpose to confine myself first to a brief dis-

cription of All Hallows', Lombard-street, follow-

ing it up by some remarks upon the leading prin-

ciples of design observable in the more important
of Wren's London churches, and then contrasting

them with the general principles governing the

design of buildings of the Pointed style. But,
first of all, we ought to pay a passing tribute to

the manifold gifts which were centred iu this

remarkable man. Without any disparagement
to the many excellent men of proved ability whose
architectural works are an honour to the present

age, it must be admitted that few couid compete
with Sir Christopher Wren, whose youth was
passed in abstruse and philosophical research

and who was celebrated for his scientific attain

ments before he set his mark on his generation

by his architectural genius. In his childhood of

weak bodily constitution, he had a most preco-

cious mind, and it displayed itself not in poetic

fancy and feeling, but in the abstruser paths of

science ami philosophy. What will the young
architects whom I see before me say when I tell

them that at the age of thirteen it is recorded of

Wren that he had invented an astronomical in

strument, a pneumatic engine, and other triumphs
of mechanical skill ? No wonder that with these

credentials, presenting himself at ourancient seat

of learning, the University of Oxford, he at-

tracted the notice of the SaviUan I'rofessor of

Astronomy, and that at the age of twenty-one ho
was elected a Fellow of All Souls' College. At
the age of tweuty-four ho was known to the

learned of all Europe by his various theories

and inventions ; but his previous pursuits

inno way prepared the world for that elUoresceuce

of architectui'al genius by the results of which his

name is now chiefly remembered. And sm-ely it

says something for the elevating nature of our
art that, having traversed the sublime mysteries of

astronomy, matf lenuitics, and scientific mechanics.
Wren should have found a fitting field for his far-

reaching intellect iu the study and practice of

architecture. Ho was hardly aware of the mine
ot mental wealth which laid uuwrought withiu
him till the opportunity occurred for its exercise.

Step by step his majestic views unfolded them-
selves, and the explanation is afforded by that
true inscription placed beneatli the statuo of

Newton iu the ante- chapel of Trinity College,

Cambridge, which speaks ot him, as of Sir

Christopher, as one (Jiii ycmis humanum inr/enio

superacit (Who in understanding excelleth the
human race ?J. We shall hereafter venture to esti-

mate, though diUldcutly, the real meiit of design
pervading his ecclesiastical structures ; but it will

be appiopiiate, as carrying out the obji'ct of thin

paper, to pass on to a description of one of the
many churches which, after the Great Fire of

Loudou, sprang U[) under the direction of this

Survejor General of Publia Buildings.
All Hallows', Lombard-street, was erected

about the year 1G71. It stands on the site of an
t-arlier church. The plan, as in the majority of

Wreu's churches, is very simple—a parallelo-

gram 72ft. long, 52ft. wide, aud 3:5ft. high. A
massive tower, possessing no distinctive merit,

stands at the south-west angle, in a line with
which, northward, is a vestibule or ante-chapel

with a groined ceiling springing from a detaclied

pier—certainly not the least effective portion of

the interior. At the east-end is a chancel recess

with a segmental roof, and about 12ft. deep ; aud
the east wall is adorned with a highly enriched

screen of the Composite order, rising to a height

of nearly 30ft, with twisted and enriched shafts,

and with deeply sunk panels and pedimented
heads—the details somewhat incongruous, yet

characteristic of Sir Christojiher Wren's decora-

tive manner. At the west end are two Corin-

thian porches of elaborate design, upon which
the architect appears to have bestowed unusual
care. The ceiling is flat, with a cove on the four

sides. The north and south windows (which are

large, measuring 10ft. by Oft.) are carried up to

a height requiring the introduction of groins to

combine with the design of the ceiling. 'Ihe pul-

pit and pewing were very characteristic, not of

Wren only, but of the state of the Church of

England at that period. The former is highly
enriched, remarkably well placed for sound, and
sm'mouuted by a massive sounding-board. Alto-

gether we felt it would be sacrilege to touch this

part ot the interior, and beyond lowering the

shafts to assimilate the pulpit with the reduced
height of the seats, this detail remains as Sir

Christopher Wren left it. The pew-framing had
considerable foliated enrichment, all of which has
been preserved, but its outline was stiff and for-

mal. The backs were high and upright, the
doors were furnished with locks, and everything

seemed calculated for an exclusive, and I may
add, a somnolent worship. A range of pews was
placed against the north and south walls, some-
what elevated above the aisles, and enabling the

occupants to command, by a sort of crossfire, the
countenances of their fellow-worshippers, more
reverently placed facing the east. These we had
no hesitation iu removing, appropriating the area
of the destroyed seats to the formation of suit-

able passages ot entrance to the now benches.
No doubt when the church was erected there was
a fair margin of ground rouudits sacred precincts.

At the south was its churchyard, opening into

Lombard-street. Its east-end faced Gracechurch-
street, while its west-end abutted upon a quiet

passage away from the din ot City traffic. But
its present aspect is far different. The requh-e-
meuts of commercial activity, joined with eccle-

siastical supineness, or perhaps rapacity, have so
blocked the surrounding area by secular build-

ings that the church's existence is hardly guessed
by the thousands who day by day visit the
charmed centre of City activity withiu which it

stands. Public dining-rooms now abut both upon
its eastern and western walls. Upon part of the
churchyard stands a builJiag where trousers are
sold at thii'teeu shillings per pair, and a row of

commercial chambers casts its shadows upon the
northern side at a distance of about 8tt. I ought
to mention that Sir C. Wren's interior was not
sufl'ercd to remain entirely untouched. A gallery,

certainly not part ot tho origiual structure,

stretched across the western end ; it contained
the organ and coucealed from view tho west win-
dow, while the iutrusion ot the tower into the
south-west angle of the building was supported
by a correspoudhig sham projection ou the uorth,
where was formed a very iuconvenient room, ap-
proached by a cumbrous staircase concealing the
groiniug and ruining the effect of tho interior.

Under the operation ot the Union ot Benelices
Act, tho parish ot All Hallows' was united with
S. Beuet's, Gracochurch-street aud S. Leonard's,
Eastcheap. S. Beuet's Church, another of tho
productions of Wren, was taken down, the site

was sold, and tour large shops now stand on part
ot its site. With the money thus obtained (I

believe about £22,0011), it was provided that a
church should bo built and endowed in some des-

titute parish at the east-end ot Loudon, and also

that, at a cost ot £1,000, All Hallows' church
shoulil be repaired, restored, and decorated, so

as to form a fittiug church for tho use ot the
three united parishes. Tho works have been
carried out successfully, aud the church, after

having been for about nine mouths in the hands
of the builders, was opened a few weeks siuce

by tho Bishop of Ijinuluu, iu presence of the Lord
Mayor and Sherill's. The constructive features
of Sir C. Wren's architecture have been carefully

preserved, and especially, I may say, we set our

face against so organic an interference with the

simplicity of Wren's windows as would
result from the introduction of central dividing

columns and arches. I cannot deny the

tastelessness observable in too mauy of these

large wiudows ; but they were emphatically tho

manner ot the master, and in my opinion their

character should remain unaltered. The west
galleries have been removed, as also tho room at

the north-west corner, throwing open the fine

vestibule, the west window, the detached pilaster,

and the groined ceiling. The old pewing has been
replaced by low oak benches, with bench ends of

a design suitable to the rest of the wood-work.
All the old wood carving has been worked iu

where practicable. The seats, with the excep-

tiunot the choir stalls, uniformly face tho east.

The organ stands ou the floor of the church at

the south-east corner. The case is remarkable
tor its beauty ot design and elaborate enrich-

ment. In its present position these features are

much better appreciated than when the instru-

ment was iilaced in the gallery recess. The
pavement throughout has been laid with en-

caustic tiles, the pattern increasing in variety

aud the number of figured tiles as the east is ap-

proached. Within the altar space there is a free

sprinkling of glazed tiles. The altar rail is of

brass, with foliated staudards and a telescope

slide. The wall and ceiling decorations are very

efl'cctive in character. On the ceiling the corner

medallions represent the EvangeUsts, the central

subject being a figure of Our Lord in Glory,

seated on His throne. The more salient parts

of the cornice mouldings are brought out in gold

and colour. The faces of the groins under the

main ceiling have foliated enrichments, with

medallions representing at the east and west
ends the four Great Prophets. The side medal-
lions contain representations of patriarchs and
kings. Arabesque decoration is carried round
the window arches and above the wood panelling

ou either side of the church. There is an un-

usual amount of stained glass, and ot a very

meritorious character, executed by Mr. Alexander
Gibbs, by whom also tho wall and ceiling deco-

rations have been carried out. The window at

the north side of the chancel represents tho

Marriage of Cana in Galilee. On the south side

of the church, commencing from the organ, the

subjects ot thefour windows are— (1) Christ sitting

in the Temple; (2) Christ Heahng tho Blind;

(3) the Good Samaritan ; and (4) tho Three
Marys at the Sepulchre. The west window con-

tains a striking representation of the Crucifixion.

On the north side, commencing from the vestry,

the subjects of four wiudows are—(1) the Wise
Men's Oflfering

; (2) Christ raising the Widow's
Son

; (3) S. Peter Walking on the Sea ; and (4) tho

Entombment. Considerable pains have been
taken with the decoration ot tho reredos, which,
as I have already observed, is very handsome and
highly characteristic. The principal Hues have
been relieved with gold, as also the shafts and
capitals ; aud the monotony ot the dark colour

of the wood has been further destroyed by paint-

ing out the Ten Commandments, aud substituting

in the central panels over the altar two pictures

in oils, one represeutiug Christ crowned with
Thorns, and tho other Christ bearing the Cross.

Sacrameutal tents occupy tho side panels, and
on the return sides ot tho panelling, north aud
south, are painted on a light ground tho Creed,

the Lord's Prayer, and the Ten Commandments.
I should like again to call attention to the fine

ori;;inal porches at the western end, and to the

peculiar gateway formerly placed at the entrance
of the passage out ot Lombard-street, now fixed,

on account of its archieological interest, in tho
vestibule uuder tho tower.

I need not further occupy your time iu detailed

description of this church, but it remains that I
shouhl supplement what I have said by some re-

marks upon the main features of Wren's churches,
and what appears to constitute at once their

special strength and weakness. The noble cathe-
dral of S. Paul's, itself worthy of a separate and
distinct paper, must not bo passed without re-

mark. It was curious that at the time of the birth

ot Wren, Bernini was employed in the completion
ot S. Peter's at Rome, the great rival ot S. Paul's
in skilful construction and mechanical execution.
Wren accomplished S. Paul's alone in the space
of about thirty-five years, while S. Peter's was
tho work ot twenty architects, supported by tho
treasure ot the Christian world, and by the pro-

tection aud uuder the pontificate of nineteen suc-

cessive Popes. Whether the original design of tho
architect of S. Paul's would have been more
cfibctive in its result than the present structure

,
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it is not for me to determine ; but in one respect

the original conception falls short of the realised

design, inasmuch as in the former there is no
space for a collected congi'cgation except in the

circular area beneath the dome, which could not

be fitted up for such pm-pose without being fur-

ther enclosed, whereby also in other respects the

grandeur of the cnscinblc, as it shows itself in the

jilan, would have been greatly impaired. The
first stone of the cathedral was laid in 1()75, and
the last stone in the summit of the lanteru was
laid by the architect's son in 1710. Taken alto-

gether, as has been justly observed, " The present

S. Paul's is a truly glorioiis work, its cupola
matchless in beauty, satisfying the judgment, if

not entrancing the taste of the spectator." Yet
all-noble though it be, the fabric will not bear
to be scrutinised in the spii'it of captious criticism,

and of late years serious attempts have been
made to derogate from its excellence. I fear it

cannot be denied that the real form and construc-

tion of the building are masked, the upper order
of the side elevations being merely a screen con-

cealing the buttresses and clerestory windows of

the nave, and that the same is in a great measure
the case with the cupola or dome, the external
dome being much loftier than the inner one. All

this may be true, and yet the merit of the wonder-
ful structure remaius almost without abatement.
For external congruity of design, and for grandeur
and solemnity of internal etfect, it takes the very
highest rank among the Roman models at the
period of or subseciuent to the Eeformation. Still

it must be admitted that on entering this noble
pile—and of course in a much greater degree in

visiting the minor churches of this great master

—

there is a feeling of intense disappointment. How
little has been done in the Metropolitan Cathedral
to wake into life the dry bones of that mag-
nificent though melancholy shrine? With how
sparing a hand have the sister art of painting,

the refined forms of mural decoration, and the
glowing pageantry of stained glass been intro-

duced to relievo the interior from its chill and de-

pressing baldness '' It remains a monument
indeed of Classic accuracy and mathematical
ingennity of construction, but hardly a living

temple, instinct with the furtherance of the re-

ligious element, and fraught with reverential
associations.

(2'u be concluded in our next.)

NEW ELEMENTS OP HAND-RAILING.*
(Continued from page 126.)

Plate 23. — Quaeter-circle Stairs having
AND L^lNDINQ WITH OnEFive Winders

Square Step.

FIGURE 1 shows the ground plan. The rail on
right going up stairs. The tangents form

the right angle ABC.
V\g. 2 shows tangents, winders, and square

steps unfolded.
The under side of level rail on the landing is

raised to suit long baluster on square step.

The wreath over winders has unequal pitches :

its upper part being T N ; the lower, T L ; its

height, R L.

To find a direction for ordinate. Extend L T,
cutting at P, which gives P R. Transfer this to

extended side of square. Fig. 3, where correspond-
ing letters are shown.

Let square equal that on plan. Draw ordinate.
Make seat square with it. Let height equal that
on right. Then draw pitch and construct mould
as usual.

Tangents L, T, N, to be correct, must equal
corresponding letters on pitch. Fig. 2.

Square sections show joints.

Stock of bevel H and that of V are on the sur-
face of plank. The blades, in all cases, pass
through half the width and halt the thickness of
rail. In other words, the tangents on mould
being square across the joints, then half the thick-
ness of plank marked gives a centre through
which the bevels pass.

The accuracy of work depends entirely on the
proper application of bevels, and the manner in
which the joints are made. An error in either
renders it impossible to have a wreath stand cor-
rectly over its plan. This has been already re-

marked, and should be constantly kept in
mind.

Nearly all the drawings are to a scale of inch

This series of articles is ft reproduction of Robert
RiDDELL's work on tlio Buliject, publislied in PUIndel-
phia, and by Tritbuer and Co., Loudon.

FIC.3

NE'W ELEMENTS OF HAND-RAILING.—PLATE XXIH.

and half to the foot, which gives the opportunity

of clearly showing the meaning and intention of

every line, particular pains having been taken, to

make each plate its own interpreter, not depending
solely on letter-presa description.

LIMES AND CEMENTS.

LIEUT.-COL. SCOTT, R.E., gave the fourth,

and concluding lecture of this eeiies, on
Monday evening last, at the rooms of the Archi-

tectural Association, Having recapitulated the
subjects of the three previous lectures. Col. Scott

began by pointing out in what way the suitability

or otherwise of limestones for making limes and
cemt'nts for various purposes, could be tested,

so that if any member present bad to carry out a

work in a foreign country in which there were no
manufacturers of lime he would be able to select

materials fit for his purpose, assuming that such
an one bad a sufficient knowledge of mineralogy
to be able to distinguish a limestone from any
other stone. If the application of acid to a lime-

stone entirely dissolved it and left no residue, the
material, when burnt, would only give a pure
lime, most unfitted for building purposes ; if, on
the other hand, it left aresiduum of very fine clay,

quite impalpable to th*) touch, it was probably
capable of being manufactured into a more or less

hydraulic lime. Muriatic acid or nitric acid might
be u.scd, but muriatic acid was preferable on the

score of doing less damage to one's clothes than
nitric acid. Sulphuric acid might also be used,

but this test was more difficult of application and

gave less satisfactory results. Muriatic acid was,

all things considered, the best for this purpose.

When the stone was burnt and it was desired to

know what results a mortar made from it would

give, a good plan was to take a small quantity of

it in a pounded state, and to add muriatic acid to

it. The acid dissolved out all the iron, alumina,

and lime it contained, but left the silex as a some-

what gelatinous mass. By means of filtration

the silex may be separated from the other matters

which are in solution. In the clear-filtered solu-

tion there might be present chloride of iron,

chloride of aluminium, chloride of calcium, a little

chloride of magnesium, chlorides of the alkalies,

and perhaps a little manganese. As soon as the

liquid has passed away from the gelatinous sile.t

which remains on the filter, the residuum, after

being well washed with a washing-bottle, may be

dried, calcined in a platinum crucible, weighed,

and estimated. The nest step is to obtain a sub-

stance which will lay hold of the chlorides of iron

and alumina in solution. The addition of am-
monia effects this by the neutralisation of the

acid, and a somewhat dense precipitate is thrown

down. By means of auotber filtering operation,

the iron and alumina can be separated, and an-

other clear solution will be obtained, consisting

of chloride of calcium, and, perhaps, chloride of

magnesium. If m.\gnebia is present iu a lime-

stone it will give a better hydraulic lime than

that obtained from pure limestones. The Ameri-

can hydraulic limes contain a large quantity of

magnesia, but the lecturer was not aware that

any of the hydraulic limes of this country con-

tained that substance in any great degree. By
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treating the clear fluid obtained from the second
filtration with oxalate of ammonia, the lime it con-
tained was thrown down as a white precipitate,

which might in turn be separated by a third

filtering operation and estimated as before. In
making an analysis of an hydraulic limestone, the
best method is to separate first the clay from it,

and then the iron and alumina. Indeed, this

is really all that is practically necessary. Sup-
posing that the silex, iron, and alumina were
large in quantity, such a limestone, though un-
fitted for use by itself, could be used very well
as a puzzolana, which, if very intimately mixed
with a pure lime, will impart hydraulic properties
to it. The puzzolanas imported from Italy some
years back for this purpose, and the trass or
terras from Holland, were rich in eiles, iron, alu-

mina, and magnesia : but we in this country
might have done equally well, or better, if

we had made use of many of the beds of stone,
shales. &c., of this country, which, if treated
properly, wonld h-ive given better puzzoUnas
than those imported at great expense from abroad.
The lecturer next spoke of the lax way in whi.;h
limes and mortars were specified by architects and
othera. He sjid that a perusal of the specifi-

cations which had been published of gome of the
great works of this country would show
that some particular lime had been specified, as,

for instance, '• Hailing or Merstham Ume," as if

both these varieties were identical ; " lias lime,"
too, was frequently specified, without naming the
locality from which it should come. He observed
that there were so many gradations of quality of
each denomination or variety of lime, that he
thought it ivould be best for architects (if they
could only be persuaded to do so) to specify the
percentage of silica they required in a lime rather
than the particular district from which the lime
was to be procured ; the builder could then select

the quarry accordingly. Colonel Scott said that
he tried many years ago to induce the War OiSce
to adopt this plan of specifying lime, and was so
far successful that in one or two works the
principle was acted upon ; but he believed that it

had now fallen into disuse. Speaking of the
action of the atmosphere on limes, the lecturer
said that the injurious effect of the exposure of
limes to the air was very much over-rated. Such
exposure turned it into a hydrate of lime, but it

had in reality undergone very little change, except
that it would not heat quite so rapidly when
slaked, and therefore its power of throwing abroad
hard particles was lessened. He remarked that the
atmosphere was only doing gradually that which
would eventually be dune when the lime was
slaked previous to its use for mortar. After a
time the water absorbed by the lime, however,
began to be expelled by the carbonic acid gas of
the atmosphere, though this was a slow process,

owing t ) the small amount of carbonic acid present
in the air. In buying lime in bags it oehoved the
purchaser to be quite certain that the lime had
not been exposed for a long time to the atmo-
sphere, for if it had he would of course get less

for his money, owing to its expansion in bulk by
the action of the moisture of the air, which was
not so e^y of detection in the bag as in the lump.
If pure chalk lime was exposed to the air for
fourteen days, and the air allowed to attack it

freely, Pasley found that while it increased 8
per cent, in weight it increased 41 per cent, in
volume ; after forty-two day's exposure it in-

creased 1.5 per cent, in weight, and 101 per cent.

in volume. If it is wished to ascertain the
quantity of moisture present in any specimen of

lime, it is done readily and simply by taking a glass

tube, putting a little lime into the bottom, and
exposing it to a red heat, when the water would
easily be driven off into a tube containing pieces
of chloride of calcium, which would absorb the
water. By weighing this latter tube before and
after the operation the quantity of water is

readily determined. Ent a more practical, if not
So exact a method, was to add a little acid to the
Ume, and to observe whether the effervescence
Was very violent or not after stirring it round.
Weight, the lecturer observed, is not much of a
test for limes, though it was much used as a test

for Portland cement ; but weight was not really

a test for all cements—it was not a reliable test

for Roman, Medina, Atkinson's, or any of the
quick-setting cements. However, there was a
good test for these very easy of application, viz.,

merely mixing a little of the cement with water,
and observing whether or not it set both quickly
and hardly. But such cements should not be
condemned too hastily, as the burning of them,
particularly in the case of Roman cement, required

to be done to a very great nicety ; and it might
happen, without any great amount of carelessnes.-

onthe part of the manufacturer, that th<r materia
might answer fairly weU in practice, though appa-

rently sluggish in taking its set. It was con-
stantly said now that Roman cement has very

much deteriorated in quality of late years, and it

was commonly supposed to be very much adul-

terated. Now Colonel Scott said thit he had
examined two or three hundred specimens of

Roman cement, and had never found one which
might be said to be adulterated. Yery frequently
it got exposed to the action of the atmosphere,
and so got injured in that way. He thought that

Roman cement is now just as good as ever it was,
but people, from the use of Portland cement, ex-

pected too great results from Roman cement.
The lecttirer then proceeded to describe the manu-
facture of Portland cement, after which he touched
upon some of the points to be borne in miud by
the purchaser of tliat article. He said that
because it contracted in bulk the more it was
burnt, if it was bought under-burnt the buyer was
of course getting less for his money than he would
were it burnt to the requisite degree. Engineers
knew this very well, and therefore always bought
their cement by weight. It was against the
manufacturer's interest to bum it to too hard and
flinty a state, for in that condition it caused great
wear and tear of his grinding machinery, -^gain,

if the burning was not carried very far he I

saved in fueL There were, therefore, three
;

reasons why, unless cement was bought
by weight, the liability was incurred of ob- .

taining an inferior article. Referring to the
j

test of strength for Portland cement, the lecturer

said that the manufacturer might arrive at

strength in one or two ways. In proportion as it :

was reduced to a fine state of di\Hsion by grinding '

a better result was obtained. Many manufacturers
after the material is ground do not " bag " it at

once, but place it in bins for a time, and the bags
are subsequently filled from the contents of these
bins after they have been thoroughly admixed.

|

By this means the under-burnt limey particles

become air-slaked, and the injury they might do
to the material is avoided. Portland cement, in

fact, is improved rather than otherwise by keeping
and exposure to the air. Perfect manipulation
and admixture of the constituents wEl give

greater strength. There was another, but a very
dangerous way, in which strength could be arrived

at, and that consisted in reducing the quantity of

clay. The effect of this might be got over in some
measure by exposure to the atmosphere ; but
where the quantity of clay was very small the
Portland cement would always be a very
treacherous material. The lecturer said he had
known specimens of Portland cement which con-

tained no more than 1 S per cent, of silex to set

very well at first, and to last well for Some time,

but which eventually played great pranks, and
j

occasioned many serious accidents. He thought
that instead of looking for such a very high test

of strength for Portland cement he would rather
i

take a cement of less apparent strength but con- !

taining more silica. The lecturer next proceeded
to speak of the mixing of limes and cements for

tise, and the proportions of sand best adapted for

different varieties of limes, as dwelt on at great

length in the previous lecture. In conclusion,

Col. Scott insisted upon the necessity, if good
work was desired, of using wet bricks and stiff

mortar, and strongly condemned the practice of
" grouting." He said a French architect, M. Vicat,

gives the English credit for their bad mortar for

the following reason, that our builders for the

most part have in view only the extent of a 99
years' lease, and so proportion their various
materials that the whole structure shall fail to-

gether at the expiration of the 99 th year.

Mr. R. PuENE Spiers, in proposing a vote of

thanks to Lieut.-Col. Scott, expressed the great

indebtedness of the Association to him for deUver-
ing such a valuable course, and remarked that the

lecturer had studied the question with that

peculiar energy which seemed to characterise the
engineering profession in considering the subject

of materials.

The motion was seconded by Mr. T. Marr John,
son, and supported by Mr, Quilter, and unani-

mously carried.

Col. ScoTT, in acknowledging the compliment,
said that probably the reason why the Royal
Engineers studied the nature of materials more
carefully than architects was that many of their

structures were built to be fited at, but architects

fortunately had not to build with such an object

in view (laughter.)

OX THE HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF
ORNAMEXTAL -iRT.

DR. G. G. ZERFFI delivered the twentieth

lecture of his course on the above subject,

in the lecture theatre. South Kensington
Museum, on Tuesday afternoon last. Continuing
the list of the works of Alkemenes. the lecturer

said that a head of Juno in the Villa Ludovisi,

though thought to be only a copy, was one of the

loveliest compositions. I* united stem dignity

with the inexpressible grace of womanly beauty ;

imperishable youth bloomed on the delicately-

rounded cheeks, and the whole face expressed a

spiritualised divine love. Both this artist and
Polvkletus had not represented Juno merely as

a beautiful woman. She had been with them the

symbol of the holiest moral force working in

humanity, and the emblem of the only possible

basis of human society—marriage. The artists of

ancient Greece, like those of modern times on the

continent, had hal schools. Here the younger
artists h.ad been allowed to work and reap the

benefit of occasional advice from the master The
school of Phidias had produced Ag'izakritos, whose
works had often been mistaken for those of the

great artist himself, Kolates, Pceonios, and many
others. Polykletus had had eighteen pupils,

amongst whom was Naukides, who had sculptured

a disc-thrower. The best copy of this statue was
in the Vatican at Rome. "The figure held the

disc in the left hand, on the point of transferring

it to the right, and then throwing it. Thus two
prospective movements had to be pourtrayed. The
head was, undeniably, superior to that of the

similar statue by Myron (which represented one
movement only), but the expression of the action

was less characteristic. The most important

monument of this period, and of the school of

Argolis, was the frieze of a temple of Apollo, found
in 1S12 at Bassae, and now in the Bridsh Museum.
It represented a combat between Kentaurs and
Amazons. Victory and defeat were expressed in

striking groups. The composition was realistic,

and passion predominated — the nude exe-

cuted with exquisite truthfulness, but rather

heavy, and the movements too sudden and violent.

The great influence the state of the country in

which an artist lives had on his works could be
traced in this production. At this time Greece
had been plunged in civil war, and her artists no
longer worked with a feeling of security: the chisel

trembled in their hands ; they saw prophetically the

downfall of Uieir art, and the balance between
beauty and morality had been lost. In considering,

therefore, the third period of Greek sculpture

(400-3-23 B.C.) we should see that in pohtics, in

poetry, in science, and in art, a corresponding

change had taken place. Simplicity and grandeur
of thought had given way to sophistry and ele-

gant writing : the idea began to be sacrificed to

the form ; in the place of Aristides stood Alci-

biades ; Sophocles had been replaced by Euripides,

and Socrates succeeded by Plato. The sublime

works of Phidias also had been superseded by
the charming compositions of Praxiteles. To de-

tach an isolated phenomenon in the development
of the national and intellectual life of a people,

therefore, would lead us only to a knowledge of

single effects, but never to a correct appreciation

of the causes that engendered them. The whole
tone of society, and the very mode of thinking, had
become changed in Greece. Public buildings be-

gan to be neglected, and private edifices of a costly

nature had arisen. The national spirit which bad
aspired only for all had dwindled iuto iudiridaal

egotism, and artists became compelled to execute

works to please the fancy of the purchaser. There
still remained so large an amount of vitality

in Greek art that it had been even then able to

elevate particular forms into general cojceptions

of beauty ; but these forms were no longer sub-

lime and dignified. Passion, artificial pathos, and
an excited and restless expression of the mind had
become more prevalent. The divine characters

of Phidias had vanished, and the divinities became
endowed with a certain sensuality, losing thus their

spiritual character. The outer forms had become
more perfect, and the deepest feelings of excited pas-

sionate humanity trembled through the stone

images. Art, instead of tieing objective, had be-

come subjective. The divinity of love had no
longer been the generalisation of love in mankind,
but the expression of that feeling in one particu-

lar f&nn. In illustration of this, we had au
Eirene (peace) with Pluto (riches) in her arms
al>out 370 B.C.), by Kephisodotus, the elder, who
bad been probably the father of Praxiteles. It

iras, in fact, an allegory, grown out of a deeire to
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Fig. 1.

—

Ancient Bkiok and Flint Cottage at Beoadstaiks. (See p. 1C7

fee llie sanguinary contest between Greek and
Greek at an end. Tbe goddess was represented

ae looking dnwn upon the amiably smiling child

with motherly tenderness. The child is about to

caress her chin with his right hand, whilst he
holds in his left the horn of plenty. The work
was full of an idealised naturalness. Ne,xt,

Xeno[)hon and Eukleides might be mentioned,
who had sculjitured undraped divinities. Passing,

then, to Scopas, who had been born on the island

of Paros, we had violent scenes of combats, which
filled both sides of the temple of Athene Alea, at

Tegeii. The group at the back represented

Achilles fighting with Telephos
; that in front,

the hunt of the Kalydonian boar by Herakles.

Both were allegorical, and, therefore, not really

artistic. No doubt allegory might, to a certain

extent, be expressed in woiks of art, but it was
not in any case dehirable. The form should at

once convey its meaning in sti iking the eye, and
bhoidd not require long thought to enable the

gazer to realize the object of the artist. The.se

scenes were further calculated to indame the
passicine, sud art, therefore, lost its pacifying in-

fluence, and was plainly in its decline. The
divinities sculptured by Scopas atiorded proofs of

his powerfvd and restless imagination, and were
chaiacteristic of the tendencies of the time.

Having desciibed the further productions of this

artist, the lecturer next proceeded to those of

Praxiteles, who had, he said, been born about
39"2 B.C. No less than fifty woiks, partly grou[)3

and partly single statues, he continued, were at-

tributed to this artist, who had introduced a

totally now element into sculpture. He stood to

Phidias, and even to ,'<cnpas, in the same relation

as Guido Reni to Miehael Aegelo and Uaphael.
Though lie had created perfect models of beauty,
yet this beauty was that of outer forms only

;

manliness, the expression of a divine thought, and
the highest and purest inspiration, had been
wanting. By Praxiteles all the gods and god-
dt^scH weie represented as youthful. All harsh-

EiSS in the lines was avoided, and every idea

of divine superiority in the marble form dis-

carded. The tendency to heighten the effect

of careless sensuality was to be seen even in the

very position of his statues. Polykletus had made
his figures rest on one foot, hut Pra.xitele8 had
gone farther and made his figures lean on a sup-

port altogether separated from the body, thus
materially increasing the ease of the position and
creating a feeling of quiet comfort in the admirer.

The vaiious examples of the style of this artist

were fully described by the lecturer, who went on
to say that the refinement in art introduced by
Praxiteles had been carried still further by his

disciples. Amongst these, Kephisodotus the
younger should be mentioned. Pliny had praised

an Erotic group by him, in which the marks of

the fingers had been impressed in the marble as

in flesh—.an objection.abie naturalism. Next, we
came to Lysippus, who had lived in the times of

Alexander the Great. In perfect accordance with
the martial spirit of the period, he bad produced
colossal iigures of the gods. Herakles had been a

favourite subject ; and one erected at Tarentnm
was so large that the thumb was as thick as the

waist of a strong man. In contrast to this large

figure was a small one, scarcely 1ft. in height. It

lepresented Herakles sitting on a rock, covered
with the lion's-skin, holding a goblet in his right

hand, and the club in his left. Alexander the

(jreat always had had this with him. Portraits

had been more frequently executed, Alexander
being often reproduced by Lysippus. One bust

was in the Louvre, and another of undoubtedly
greater beauty was at Rome, in the Capitoline

Museum. Art thus had taken a wider range.

The genre statue had begun to interest, and the

naturalistic tendency had increased. The produc-

tions of Lysippus had decliutnl in excellence.

The artist had altered the proportions of the

body, especially with regard to the head, in order

to give his statues a more slender appearance. No
idea animated tho marble, which was merely
carved for tho purpose of producing an ettect—

a

sen.sation. Sensationalism began to rule on the

one hand, and a coarse imitation of nature on th

other. A description of the Laocodn (Vatican),

the joint production of Agesander, Athenodorus,

and Polydorus, concluded the lecture.

TOLVEAU HOUSE, REDRUTH, CORNWALL.

OUR illustration this week shows tho residence,

as altered, of Alfred Lanyou, Esq., Red-
ruth, which is situated in the centre of the richest

mining district of Cornwall. The old house was
a very plain erection of 40 years ago, the rooms
being small and only S)ft. ilia, in height. The
portion to the left of the front door (shown in

illustration) contains a private study, itc, and is

old, except the bay-window, which is entirely new,
and accounts for this portion of the building being

lower than the rest. The upper part of the hay
is corbelled out and treated in a bold manner, so

as to prevent in a measure this portion of the

house being dwarfed by the new, which is about

Oft. higher. The centre bay shows tho breakfast-

room ; that to the extreme right tho drawuig-room

;

behind which is the dining-room, '28ft. by 17ft.

Altogether there are about twenty-one rooms in

the house.

The materials used have been gi'anito for the

sills, liutels, &c., and Alvan stone (similar to but

much harder than Portland stone) for the facing,

and a dark brown slate stone for the ordiuaiy

walling, all obtained within about two miles of

the building. Tho carving has been very fairly

executed in Bath stone by Mr. Harry Hems, of

Exeter. The contractor was Mr. Thomas Jenldn,

of Dovonport. The retention of the old portion

of the house rendered the treatment of tho archi-

tecture extremely difficult, and caused more varia-

tions in the various details than would have been

the case had the buildingbeen entirely new. The
whole of the works were carried out last year

under the superintendence of the architect, Mr.
James Hicks, of Redruth.
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ANCIENT BRICK AND FLINT COT-
TAGES AT BROADSTAIRS, IN THE
ISLE OF THANET.

niHE accompanying illustrations of some of

X the old cottages at Broadstairs represent
the verj' picturesque class of construction in
brick and iliutwork once apparently universal
in the Isle of Thanet and many parts of

Kent, and of which nuraeious specimens still

remain, although unfortunately most have
tbeen tampered with and partially spoiled by
he insertion of modern sash-windows and
other incongruous features. The house shown
by the engraving No. 1, is situated at the
bottom of the principal street at Broadstairs,
at right angles to the sea ; one that has fared
better than most of its kind. Only one of the
\ipper windows remains in its original con-
dition, as shown in the engraving, the rest

having been superseded by larger modern sash-

windows. The remarkably small size of the
original windows is characteristic of these
cottages, and particularly of their gable ends.

The lower windows now only show the outer
framework with the long and short jambs of
three courses of bricks in height, and the
segmental arches with their key-blocks. The
ancient fiUiug-in has entirely disappeared in

almost every case in the Isle of Thanet, to the
great injury of their character. In the
engraving, they have been restored after a
pattern found so constantly in cottages on
the estate of Sir E. Deering, near Ashford, as

almost to be now a proof that cottages with
such semicircular-headed subordinate lights

must be his property. Whether or no the
ancient treatment was the same I am not
aware, but it seems probable, and it is, at any-
rate, a good and appropriate one.

The doorway at the further end of the view
(No. 1) does exist, but is perfectly hidden by
growth of ivy at present. That in the
middle of the favide had been superseded
by a more common modern one. Over the
former is a terra-cotta tablet bearing the
date 1G71.

The special and interesting treatment of
this example is its division into panels on
the first floor by means of pilasters one
brick wide. These do not rest simply upon
the brick band which runs as a string below
them, for they are flush with this, and there-

fore the projection of their bases needed a
provision, which has been piquantly met by
making the lower course of their plinths a
hollow moulding, projecting corbelwise. The
pilasters have no proper capitals, but there is a
frieze, the lower member of which, a single

course of brick, profiles round them ; the
rest, formed by blocks of two headers placed
diagonally, and the spandrils filled in with cut
flints, is continued between the pilasters ; and
seyeral courses of plain brickwork above form
a species of cornice thrown into deep shadow
by the eaves of the roof above.

The two gables are very ditt'erently treated.

The one seen in the same view, without a
chimney-stack rising from it, with a pic-

turesquely carved outline and segmental pedi-
meni at top, is filled in on the face with pilas-

ters in harmony with the front. The other
gable is seen in engraving No. 2. It is not
very visible from the street, but is quite worth
the risk of trespass into a neighbour's yard
to see ; and as the neighbour was a very civil

one when I committed that offence, the risk is

not a great one. The gable is as beautifully a
projiortioncd one as I have met with, and the
stack of chimneys well grouped ; thp whole is

executed with many little niceties of detail
which will well repay a careful examination.
Eiigiaving No. 3 shows another interesting
diapered gable end, which faces the same street
in Bro.id6tairs. John P. Seddon.

Fio. a.

Tlic annual meeting of tho Arcbitects' Benevolen
Society will bo held in tho rooms of the Royal Insti.
tuto of British Architects, i) Conduit-street, on
Wednesday, the Sth inst., at which it is hoped by
the Council that the members will make it con-
venient to attend.
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MURAL DECORATIONS IN NORFOLK CHURCHES.

THERE is scarcely a richer field to be

found, and certainly not in England,

for mural Mediceval decorations than the

county of Norfolk ; and the treasures of this

character which it posseses deserve more study

than they have hitherto received, the more

because their continued existence cannot long

be reckoned upon. Many have been only

recently[discovered—and, it would seem, only

discovered in order, as it were, to be destroyed.

Thus, with the case of a most interesting

painting ^lately uncovered at Starstonfchurch,

on the back of a recess, we are told by Mi'.

Phipson, in a communication on the subject

to the Norfolk and Norwich Archaeological

Society, that the colours, when the niche was

first opened, were exeedingly brigdit and per-

fect, but had become so pulverised by age

that the slightest touch destroyed them ; and

that he found it quite impossible to secuie the

smallest portion, as the removal of the plaster

shook the colour off like dust. Mr. Seddon

gave a similar account with regard to some

paintings of a bolder description, found at

Llanfiadarn-Fawr Church, near Aberystwith,

in a short paper which he read during the last

session of the Institute of Architects.

It is too generally assumed that all such

decorations were but rude and coar.^e attempts

at art, and that no great loss is sustained incon-

sequence ; but this is a grievous error. Some
of the earlier ones—such as those still to be

seen by the adventurous creeper into the

crypt under the transept of the cathedral at

Canterbury—are unquestionably most primi-

tive in character and execution, yet even

from these there is much to be learnt as to

the proper general treatment of such work
;

and they are, besides, most valuable and in-

teresting links in the history of art ; and as

no two examples of mural decoration are

precisely alike, not one can be spared, if

merely considered as an example of the con-

ventional rendering ot sacred subjects handed

down from lone antiquity until the decay of

Gothic art — all apparently obeying some

general traditional laws, and yet each suggest-

ing some new and original thought or scheme

of decoration.

The painting to which we have referred

above—that, namely, which was, but is not,

in Starston Church, Norfolk, is illustrated by

a carefully-coloured lithograph among the
" Original Papers published under the direc-

tion oi the Committee of the Norfolk and

Norwich Archaeological ^Society, established

for the encouragement and prosecution of re-

search into the early arts and monuments of

the county." It is to be found in the seventh

volume, and fourth part of the said volume, of

. their papers, published by Messrs. Miller &
Leavens, of Norwich. It was at first supposed

to represent the death of some local celebrity,

but Ur. Husenbeth is quoted as an authority

as to its never having been customary to re-

present upon church walls any family history,

or anything unconnected with saints or sacred

history. The explanation of the subject which

is given by Mr. Phipson, and which appears

to be the correct one, is, that it represents the

death of the Blessed Virgin. The figure of the

Virgin uniortunately has been destroyed,

probably at the time of the Reformation, but

the bedstead upon which she lay, and a por-

tion of its coverings, remain, with a sort of

panelled dossal at the head, by the side of

which is a small painting of the Crucifixion,

as if it had been a venerated object of contem-

plation by the deceased. Of this painting,

Mr. Phipson says the execution was very

beautiful, and that it was a perfect miniature,

and would bear looking at with a magnifying

glass; a description which evidently would

not apply to the rest of the composition and

its larger figures. Immediately behind the

head of the bed, at the left-hand side of the

jicture, stands S. Paul, holding a scroll, with

the inscription " Prccor te Maria."- S. Peter,

wearing a cope, is stretching his hands over

the dying figure of the Virgin, and S. John

ippears in the background. Next appear

some female mourners and various Iriends and

acquaintances, and the remainder of the

ipostles complete the range of figures, which

5tand, as it were, behind a reddish diapered

parapet or palisading ; that again rests upon

a sort of green cornice, with a rude scroll

ornament upon it, which recals the character

of ornament which we some short time ago

described as connected with mural decorations

which have been discovered at S. Clementi

at Rome, and copies of which are nov/ ex-

hibited at the South Kensington Museum.
In fact, the 'whole composition in this case

has considerable resemblance to those, proving

the consecutive character of the series of

which all the Mediaeval compositions formed

a part, and enhancing the value of each sepa-

rate link of the chain. The background is a

yellowish green, and at the apex of the arch

the soul of the deceased, as a small naked

figure, is being borne up to heaven in the

usual conventional winding-sheet by two

angels issuing from clouds on each side. The
date of the execution of this fresco is believed

to have been late in the thirteenth or early in

the fourteenth century.

Another curious mural painting, discovered

in the church at Sporle, Norfolk, is illustrated

and described in the same volume by Mr.

C. J. W. Winter. It appears that in 1866

the attention of the Society was called to the

discovery, by the rector of the parish, of the

painting in question, and Mr. Winter made

accurate drawings of the various compart-

ments into which the composition was divided,

and Dr. Husenbeth examined and explained

them, and a paper of description of them,

with a notice of the church, by Mr. G. A.

Carthew, was published in the " Society's

Transactions" of Dec. 0, 1866." The painting

is executed in distemper, and the legend

of S. Catherine is represented in twenty-five

panels, eleven of which are drawn with

great freedom and boldness of outline ;
but in

the Virgin Saint great delicacy is pourtrayed,

the colouring of her figure being feminme

and subdued. The rest of the series are

evidently by a far inferior hand to the first

eleven, the drawing being bad and coarse,

the forms grotesque and ludicrous ; and the

colouring, in wbicli red predominates, is harsh.

The date of the painting is indicated by the

costumes, the ornaments of which, in some

instances, are curious—viz., the chaplets of

flowers or jewels, of rare occurrence in repre-

sentations of Mediaeval decorations ; but the

curling hair, forked beards, short-cut tunics

worn ( close to the skin and scalloped round

the bottom ; the parti- coloured and motley

dresses, the long toes to the boots (termed

crackowes, and so named from the city of

Cracow, whence the fashion was derived), the

pointed basinet^ &c., all belong to the eariy

part of the reign of Richard the Second.

We must refer the reader to the paper

published by the Society for the elaborate

and interesting description of the several

subjects of this composition, which are divided

from each other by a simple red line, the

whole being surrounded by a simple border,

with a white and red ornament on a black

ground.

tm-niture or other similar articles on account of its

containing a yellowish colouring matter which in-

jm-es the appearances of the surface to which it is

applied. Cabinet-makers, therefore, employ a

bleached solution ot shellac, particularly for white or

light-coloiu-ed woods. The bleaching of sheUao is

generally effected on a large scale by chlorine or some

of its compounds, or by sulphuric acid ; the bleached

article costs about 50 cents per pound, and the un-

Ijleached less than half this sum. The bleached

shellac is frequently dissolved in spurts of wine for

use as a varnish by cabinet-makers. This varnish

is quite apt to stain any inlaiil metallic ornament

upon the furniture, or any metal attached to it, in

consequence of the varnish retaining a small pro-

portion of the bleaching compound in solution.

iVoiother process of bleachingmay be adopted, which

lenders the varnish free from this objection, and

very much reduces the cost of the bleached article

of shellac or seed-lac. This process consists in the

use of animal charcoal as a bleaching powder. It

is prepared in the following manner :—Any quantity

of yellow shellac, previously broken in small

pieces, is conveyed into a flask, alcohol of 083 sp.

gr. poured upon it, and the whole heated on the

hob, or, in the siunmer, in the sun, until the shellac

is dissolved ; upon this, so much coarsely powdered

animal charcoal is added to the solution that the

whole forms a thin paste ; the flask is closed, not

quite air tight, and left so for some time, exposed to

the sun;and in eight to foui'teen days a small sam-

jde is filtered, sivflicient to ascertain whether it lias

acquu-ed a light yellowish-brown colour; and wV ether

it yields a clear, pure polish on light-coloiu-ed

woods. If this be the case, it is filtered through

coarse blotting-paper, for which pui-pose it is best

to employ a tin funnel with double sides, similar to

those employed in fllteriug spirituous solutions of

soaps, opodeldoc, &c. The portion which first

passes through the filter may be preserved sepa-

rately, and be used as a grounder first polish. Then

some more spu-it is poured over the charcoal upon

the filter, and the solution used as a last coatmg.

The solution of shellac purified by animal charcoal

has a brown-yellow colour, but it is perfectly clear

and transparent; when diluted with alcohol, the

colour is so sUght that it may be used in this state

for pohshing perfectly white wood, such as maple,

pine, &c., without the wood acquiring the least tint

of yellow.
. -i •

Shellac can be dissolved by an alkah, but it is

rather a saponaceous compound, and it does not

make a good varnish for resisting water. It is best

to dissolve it in alcohol in order to get a good var-

nish, and one that wiU combine with colom-mg

matters for various purposes. By adding some

lampblack to alcohoUc lac varnish, a beautiful var-

nish for black leather is produced.

BACKHOUSE & CO.'S NEW BANK,
SUNDERLAND.

THREE weeks since we gave the interior view

ot this bank, and we now give an illustration

of its exterior. We have nothing to add to the

rather elaborate description we gave three weeks

a"0 p. lOi, beyond stating that Mr. John Hind-

m°arch was the clerk ot works. We are indebted

to Mr. a. O. Hoskms, the esteemed architect ot

tho'buUding, for the beautifully-executed photo-

graphs from which the illustrations have been

engi-aved by Mr. Abbott,

SHELLAC VAIINISH FOR rUENITUKE, ETC.

THIS varnish has been employed by cabinet-

makers upon their ware, but not generally as

a finishing varnish. It has generally been em-

ployed when much diluted for the purpose of filling

the pores of the wood to form a good body, pre-

vious to the appUcation of copal or finishing polish.

Shellac is prepared from a gummy sidistance de-

posited upon trees by an insect. Seal lac is more

costly and better than shellac, bemg the select

parts from the trees, free from many impurities

which exist in the latter. Either kind forms a

varnish when dissolved in alcohol, which alcohol

should be a good article, say 080 to 0-8."> sp. gr.

This is the kind of varnish most frequently used

by pattern makers, &c., but is hardly suitable for

THE ARCHITECTURAL MUSEUM.

THE Saturday afternoon visits of the Architec-

tural Association to works in progress are

very popular with the members. It is doubtless

quite true (as Mr. Roger Smith lately remarked m
a paper read before the Association) that construe-

lion can be best learnt on the scafibld, and hence

the value of such visits in giving to the junior

members—who have had few opportunities ot

inspecting works actually m progress—an insight

into the different methods of construction suited

to various requh-ements. But ornament cannot

be so advantageously studied under such cu-cum-

stances, even supposing all the ornament ot

modern erections to be worth studymg, which it

most decidedly is not ; and therefore wo think

the Committee ot the Association took a step m
the right direction in arranging for the ^nsit which

was made by about sixty members to the Archi-

tectural Museum on Saturday afternoon last.

At this valuable, but ill-supported Museum, situate

in Tufton-stroet, Westminster, architectural or-

nament of all periods, and from some of the most

noted architectural monuments m the world, may

be studied with ease and profit, the casts being

very varied as to subject, and in great profusion

as regards number. Mr. J. P. Seddon the hon.

sec. to the Royal Institute of British Architects,

I
and a warm friend of the Association, accom-
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panied the visitors over the Museum, and devoted
an hour to poiutiug out the beauties and pecu-
liarities of the eiamples, and tracing the develop,
ment of Gothic foliage, etc., from one period or
example to succeeding ones. In this he was as-

sisted by Mr. Wallis, the curator of the Museum.
In conclusion, Mr. Seddon appealed to the mem-
bers of the Association to support and attend the
Museum, not only for their own but for the
common good, remarking that when many of the
senior members of the profession were asked to

help the Museum, the frequent reply was—" Oh,
what's the good? Nobody goes there." If the
Museum was better attended by the junior mem-
bers of the profession this excuse could no longer
be pleaded.

On the motion of Mr. Lacy W. Ridge, seconded
by Mr. J. S. Quilter, a unanimous vote of thanks
was given to Mr. SeJdon for his services on the
occasion.

SCIENCE IN ARCHITECTURE.*
'{Concluded from p. 153.)

PAINTING.

THE value of paints prepared from oxides of
iron is very generally overlooked by archi-

tects. These paints some men of experience pro-
nounce to be superior to those prepared from the
oxides of lead ; at any rate they answer equally
well, and the costis considerably less. But I pro-
pose to allude to the value of these paints spe-
cially for use upon iron. It has been acknow-
ledged for years that the oxides of lead or copper,
if put upon iron, will eat into it and promote
corrosion, and yet how frequently do we meet

pass over all the woodwork where exposed, other-
wise damp may come into contact with the por-
tion not primed, and it will find its way down the
wood and cause bUsters in the paint where we
have thought them unlikely ; blistering is often a
result of insufficient priming. Painters, as a rule,

neglect to prime the tops of outside doors ; damp
gets down the wood, and blistering results. Knots
will sometimes show through paint-work, and lead

to the inference that no knotting has been used,

whereas the eflect may be merely the result of

using inferior stuff. It is of great importance
that knotting of good quality be used ; it may be
purchased at half the cost of the well-known
patent knotting, but will answer no purpose. The
best driers are prepared from sugar of lead ; the
lighter the driers the better their quality. The
quantity of driers required depends upon the
time of the year the paiot is used, and the cha-
racter of the oil. There is a great deal of bad oil

in use now, distilled or by other meau-s prepared
from resin ; this will not dry properly, do what
you will with it, and it should be condemned for

paint work at once. It does not cost half as much
as linseed oil, and there is therefore at all times
danger of it getting into our work. When fresh,

and sometimes when of long standing, it may be
killed Ijy an application of petroleum spirit, or
potash ; but generally, when this oil proves to be
in the paint the best course is to scrape the whole
off with salamancas or hot irons in the usual way.
No oil will answer so well as linseed oil well

large pictures. For small size pictures crown is

invariably used because of its superior transpa-
rency. In fixng glass the putty used needs care-

ful attention ; the same objection to inferior oils

used in paintwork exists in reference to putty ;

the putty never hardens if made with these oils.

A glazier told me he could now buy ]iutty ready
made for less than the cost of the ingredients
with which he himself made it ; of course the
putty alluded to was that made from the com-
mon oil.s, and while it offers such advantage ia
price it is likely to be in great demand.

PAPERnANGING, &c.

Ordin.ary wall pajiers are now made of very
Common materials, and hence they may be pur-
chased at the present low prices. Twenty years
ago one and sixpence for a dozen yards was the
price of the lowest class paper, now they may be
purchased at 2Jd. Formerly, as now, with the
best papers the hanger's difiiculty consisted in
getting the paste soaked sufficiently into the paper
to give a good key, now the diffijulty is to get
the paper on to the wall before it tears through
saturation. The hanger used to piste several
lengths and let them lie soaking, now his concern
is directly be has pasted one to put it up. For-
merly good linen rags only were used in the man-
ufacture of these papers ; no.v all sorts of refuse
ia used, and a great deal of jute and straw.
With regard to the durability of the prints upon

papers, which, after all, is the principal thing,boned, or raw when there is not the necessity for '^ '^j ' ^.,, ,
' ., , ,, - .,,

_„ „,,„i. ,
• ., , ,

•' good price must still be paid for papers that willso much driers ; raw oil may or nspd m snmmpr P ^— . . y v i uu,u «iii

weather, and should alway
paints, as the boiled oil discolours them ; driers

in this latter case must be added. Often when
we specify the best copal varni&h we get nothing

With the requu-ement that ironwork shall have a but common oak, though the difference in
coat of red lead before leaving the foundry
worse provision could hardly be made, unless it

be to specify verdigris, a preparation from copper
;

this also is sometimes used, though it eats holes
into the iron in a very short time. Very shortly
after ironwork is painted, the iron will be observed
corroded, and the remark be upon everybody's
tongue, " This ought not to be going so soon, ought
not to want painting so soon. " The fact is, lead has
been put upon it, and nothing else could be ex-
pected. The reason red or white lead causes
metal to corrode so quickly is explained thus :

directly the air gets to the metal, tot only does
natural corrosion take place, but a chemical action
sets in between the lead and the iron, and increases
the corrosion. No harm can result from painting
iron with red or white lead so long as the oxygen
of the air or water does not get to the metal, but
as it ia almost sure to do so, it is best not to run
the risk. The same quantity of paint made from
the oxide of iron will cover a surface of twice the
area as that of paint prepared from lead, though
the price is much less. Aquafortis, one of the
strongest acids, if poured upon red or white lead,

will fuse it instantly, but has no effect upon paint
prepared from the oxide of iron. W"ith regard to
the numerous anticturosive paints in existence, I
may say, in one word, it is of no use tryiug to
cheat Nature; anti-corrosive paints will not answer
the purpose their name implies ; all paints must
yield eventually to the action of the oxygen, and
the W' irk be repainted, and for many reasons it

is well that all work should be rei)ainted at proi)er
intervals. All that can be done to attain the ob-
ject of such jiainta is to so pick and form the stuff
as to reduce the power of the elements to affect
it to a miniuaum This is found best secured
when the composition forming the print is granu-
lar, not so finely powdered as ordinarily. The
finer the powder of the 'jaixture the greater the
tendency for air boles to form as the paint is being
laid on

;
ptint that is more gritty or granular

aff irds a better oppirt luity for the air to escape,
and therefore reduces the liability of corrosion to
the utmost Umit. The coating of oil ia the best
preservative, and not the pnint mixtures, and
therefore those mixtures which, like lamp black,
go a long way in mixing with oil, answer better
than tboso that require more of the mixture to
form the paiut. For covering uriiiala or other
work exposed to the influence of strung acid,
black varnish is the best article to use ; it should
be frequently applied, and is inexpensive. Wood-
work before painting ought to be well soaked with
good priming, principally turpentine ; this keeps
damp out of the wo d ;. a coat of paint has not
the same power, as it forms a skin on the wood
instead of soaking into it. The priming should

raw Oil may be used in summer ?„„, 'rr\ i
• i i iu »t ^u i„ u AC I -1

.

'*^t' -^he cheap printed papers are those that
ould always be used fur white „„„ „,. i „.

.

. • '^ c i j c r ^ ^> are struck oil by machinery hundreds of feet at a
time, and the tint cannot be made by this means
to take the hold of the p iper it has in the case
of the hand or block made papers, by which
means small portions only are printed at a time,
making them necessarily expensive. Rubbing
will not take off the print from these, though it

soon disiigures the machine made papers. The
great difficulty is to distinguish between them,
since the macliine made may resemble in appear-
ance papers three times their value. Defects in

may be from seven shillings to twenty-one per
gallon. The best proceeding for the architect is

to price the varnish, and take special means for

obtaining it. For ordinary purposes, where we
usually specify common oak varnish, copal varnish
diluted with oil answers belter, and in practice is

often adopted. Before petroleum came into such „, V} • i i i j i •

„„„„,,, , , ,- ' ,, 1 jji3(. L ,

papernanging, evidenced by good papers leaving
general use, turpentine was sold at ±130 per ton, .. .. ° «'. . .

•' ° ^ F _. »
but since it has had such competition with petro-

• Head by Wm. ParsL5!v Esq., before the Liverpool
Architectural and -4ri:bi;ological Socict}'.

leum spirit, the price has fallen to £30, or to
about double the present price of petroleum
spirit.

One more remark upon this subject of paint-
ing. It is a great mistake not to be particular
about paiutiug ironwork placed at the top of
towers or such out-of-the way places ; if not
painted regularly, there is great danger of the
screws and pivots that hold the ii-on work together,
as well as the work itself, corroding, and the
whole tumbling down. I met with an occurrence
of this nature recently, where the ironwork upon
the summit of a spirelet fell, and on examination
there was no other evident cause than corrosion

;

damage, of course, resulted to the buildings
below.

OLiZINO.

It will be a matter of regret to most of us that
the use of crown glass is dying out, instead of

more effort being m.ade to improve and develope
the principle upon which this quality of glass is

manufactured. Sheet or cylinder glass, being
made in a cylindrical form, and then flattened
into sheets by bending, is necessarily defective,
one surface is expanded while the other is con-
tracted; this uneven finish consequently produces
that disagreeable wavy appearance that we see iu

windows glazed with cylinder glass, and so long
as this is used in windows the defect must exist.

Clients will sometimes say the glass is not good,
or it ia not picked, but whatever ni.ay be desired
this effect cannot be avoided with cjdinder glass.

Crown glass, on the other band, ia true, and has
none of that wavy appearance, because on being
once blown it ia made, and does not require bend-
ing ; the slight curve of the glass consequent on
the way in which it ia blown is not sufficient to

present any disadvantage. The use of crown
glass is dying out because it is made in such small
sizes: 'ilin. by ISin. is one of the largest si/.es

cut out of a table, and therefore its use is being
superseded by the cylinder glass, which is made
very much larger. At present ten times the
quantity of sheet glass ia uaed as compared with
the crown, and this ia proved by the state of the
manufacture ; at the well known works in S.

Helens ten sheet bou-^es are kept going and but
one crown house. Sheet glass may be freed from
the waves alluded to by a process of grinding and
polishing, but this makes it expensive ; it is

usually adopted when the glass is required for

the wall, result from inattention to the quality of
paste used ; these require a very different strength
of paste to that used for common papers.

Just one word in conclusion upon coverings for
floors. Many a good floor has been seriously in-

jured by the ill-adviied use of kamptulicon ; diy
rot has set in the wood ; this is sometimes attri-

buted to its being put upon the floor after the
floor has been washed, and the material beingof that
nature that it will not allow the moisture to evapo-
rate produces dry rot ; but there are other floor

coveiings having a similarquality, yet do not pro-
duce the same result, and the prohability ia that
the peculiarity of kamptulicon spoiling floors ia

that it imbibes and retains the water poured upon
it, and so presents a damp surface for a long time to
the wood. It is a composition of india-rubber and
cork

; the india-rubber gives it its soft pliable sur-
face, and doubtless because of its mixture with
cork allows water to soak through it, but inter-

feres, like waterproofing, with evaporation.

Kamptulicon, therefore, though a nice soft mate-
rial for aisles and passages, should not be used
where damp may get underneath or upon its sur-
face. Linoleum ia a composition of linseed oil

and cork, rolled on to strong canvass; this does
not let the moisture so.vk through ; it ia not so

soft as kainptulicon, but softer tbanor<linary floor

or oilcloth. Oilcloth is formed of strong canvass
stretched, and having several layers of white lead
and paint coated upon it. Though not so soft as
linoleum, it has an advantage in that it retains

its fi esh appearance mncli lunger ; any soiling

will thoroughly wash off, but linoleum soon be-
comes dibfigured, antl will not clean. The longer
oilchith is kept before using tho better, and if

well seasoned, no other material equals it for

durability and protection to floors. I need
hardly apologize for this and similar digressions,

since the necessity for a scientific knowledge of

such details meets the architect iu every turn of

hid professional practice.

Pkoposed Improvements at Dover.—The in-

hrtbitants of Dover are bent on beautifying the
town, and upon copying some of the neiybbouring
sea-side resorts. With this en<l iu view, a company
has been formed, with a capital of £12,000, for the
purpose of erecting a promenade and pier—not
the most successful, hitherto, of commercial
ventures.
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THEOEY OF THE ARTS.

Aet Education.

mathematical instrnction.—ideas of form
and magnitude.

{Continued from 2)age 42.)

BEARING in mind that the most invariable

and general laws and facts of inorganic

science nnderlie and determine all complex
phenomena or organic science, while the

former are not in the .slightest degree de-

pendent on the latter, a previous knowledge
of such invariiible laws is absolutelj' necessary.

Beginning with m.ithematics, then, as the uni-

versal b.asis or science of all other.s, the study

most fitted for the primary object of exer-

cising the faculties of perception and compa-
rison, and giving us the simplest ideas and
abstract notions, it must not be concluded,

therefore, that it is the only study that can be

taken up in commencing a course of profes-

.sional instruction. Other sciences can be

learnt simultaneously, as some of the physical

ones, at least so much of them as relate to

general laws ; but, on investigation, it will be

found that many of the laws and relations

common to physics are dependent on mathe-
matical conceptions, so that the penerality of

physical questions and ideas may be resolved

into mathematical ones. Hence, I put it first

as a method, no less than as a science of im-
portance. Its main object being to determine
one quantity or magnitude frum another by
the relations found to exist between them, it

may be regarded as a more complex study
than sciences like chemistry and general phy-
sics, where merely observed facts and pheno-
mena form the staple of knowledge ; but the

incomplete state of these latter sciences, the

want ot tlie exact relations between the forces

of Nature, render our present acquaintance
with them of a more empirical nature, and
therefore easier. In a mathematical question

we have to determine the unknown from the

known ; we have a twofold operation to per-

form ; we have to establish what function or

relation the one is of the other. Here, then,

perception and comparison are brought into

play. Next, we have to ascertain the abstract

value of one from the other numerically or

geometrically, and thereby call into exercise

the faculty of analysis and abstraction. Mathe-
matics may consequently be divided into two
parts—the abstract, which treats purely oft he
numerical or geometrical relations of quanti-

ties ; and the concrete, which hus the discovery
of the relations between distinct things or

ideas dependent upon the objects investigated,

as the equations of phenomena. Here again,

then, we have two divi,sions of ideas— one the
general, simple, and al)stract, embracing the
calculus and all numerical ideas and analysis,

and the other the mixed ideas of geometry and
mechanics. These latter are necessarily

founded and are dependent on the pure and
simple relations of number and magnitude,
and therefore may bephiced second. Logically,

indeed, the extent ot mathematical science is

universal, and most questions can ultimately
be resolved into one of number. The most
isohited phenomena of physics have been, by
its aid, resolved into some common relation,

thougli it will require many years of further
inquiry to establish) anything like approxi-
mate numerical relations to the more complex
and variable conditions of many physical and
organic problems which do not readily admit
of fixed members. En passant, the same re-
mark may apply to many subtle questions
bearing upon the esthetics of art, such as the
laws of beauty and proportion in architecture,
which have already found a host ot ingenious
expounders, wedded, however, to various
hypotheses. The failure of these theorists
seems to me to be the entire neglect in most
cases of other modilying elements or ideas
that necessarily beluiig to their inquiries as
applied to practical art. Starting fr.nu sonu-
abstract ration or principle, they apply it

abstractly to a complex or organic case, with-
out takuig into consideration various con-

tingent circumstances or specific conditions of

the art which is as various as the purposes to

.vhich such art is applied. Beautiful and
clever therefore, as many of the numerical,

geometrical, or harmonical theories are that

have been prepounded by able and pains-

taking investigators, they one and all, I

think, lose sight of the practical and organical

condition of architectural design, which, I con-

tend, must be founded upon more complex

and concrete laws, as variable as the materials

of the nature and purposes required of art,

and therefore requiring a more encyclopcodical

and comprehensive treatment ere it arrives at

its "positive" phase. The method to be

followed for such an end is that which takes

the simple and abstract as a basis, and, by a

process essentially founded upon a simple law

of Nature, gradually form a chain ofdependent

and even decreasingly simple combination,

rising from the physically-useful to the

morally-perfect.

From the simply abstract numerical re-

lation, to which may be referred all ratios

between homogeneous things, we may pass

to consider the next simple and, indeed,

equally important, conceptions of magnitude
or extension which geometry deals with. The
province ot this branch of mathematics is

nearly co-extensive with that of number,
though not BO strictly independent of obser-

vation. All kinds of extension, lineal, super-

ficial, and that of capacity or solidity, come
within its grasp. Again, each and all of these

are resolvable into the simple relations or ex-

tension of right lines, and under which all

forms of nature may be measured and defined.

Geometry may also be divided into two
branches, as abstract or general geometry,

and concrete or special geometry.

The ancients' method of geometry was
special, and was confined to the study of

certain forms of nature, in which all questions

—however independent, so long as they con-

cerned the same form—were grouped together.

Modern geometry, on the other hand, treats

under one view all similar phenomena or

questions, separating those only that relate to

llie properties of special forms. It abstracts

every general question as distinct from
particular forms and properties, and for this

more rational and progressive method we have
to thank Descartes. As a funtlamental course

of study for the architect, no science canfurnish

a better method, while its applicatiou to all

requirements of art makes it a study of special

value. If instead of copies from the antique,

landscape and figure-drawing, architectural

students were grounded in the elements of

form, and the various relations of lines and
surfaces, simple and curved—the latter being

taught rationally, as well as in a practical

sense—we should ultimately see the profession

taking a higher position than second-hand
dealers^ in a defunct art, and aspiring to

become devisers of one whose foundation

rested not on caprice, but on science and
common sense, and whose watchword, like all

other species of human acquirement, was Pro-
gress.

But the manner in which most students

destined tor the profession pick up their

practical and theoretical knowledge of this and
other sciences, is grievously at fault. They
begin where they ought to end. I have saiil

there is a natural process in acquiring

knowledge, beginning with the .simplest facts

and abstract ideas, and advancing to more
elaborate ones ; although a truism in statement,

it is not really followed. We have a multitude
of grade and rudimentary treatises, but they

generally begin with some abstract definitions

and ideas that had properly followed simple
facts insteadof preceded them. It has been re-

marked by an able writer, "Before knowledge
can be organized some of it must be

possessed," and that r.-asoning should begin

only after an experimental introduction or

observation. In opposition to this course of

reasonable instruction, we have grammar
before language, definitions and rules beiore

the facts on which such mental forms are

established. The conclusion of this view is,

that for the purpose of instruction, objective

knowledge, in other words, an experimental

acquaintance with form in its endless variety

should be the preliminary to geometrical

knowledge as a rational science. The historical

progress of the science, curiously enough, shows

a similar succession ; it was the special

geometry of the ancients which dealt in

elementary forms in the concrete that prepared

the way for rational or abstract geometry.
G. H. G.

{To be coniimted.)

COMPETITIONS.
CoLLYHURST.—A new church, with parsonage

and schools, is about to be built at Collyhurst, by
Mr. Charles P. Stewart, of the Atlaa works, at a

cost of £12,000, excbisive of land, which he has

also purchased. For these buildings six architects

of Manchester and London were invited to submit

designs in competition. The gentlemen who
were selected to compete were Messrs. Hansom,
London ; Paley & Austm, Lancaster ;

Holden,

Brakespeare, Lowe, and Dawes, of Manchester.

After a close contest, the designs submitted by

Mr. Lowe were selected, conditionally that they

can be carried out for the stipulated sum ;
and to

those submitted by Mr. Dawes were awarded the

second premium of 50 guineas.

New Assize Courts for Birmingham.—At the

meeting of the Birmingham Town Council, last

week, the Estate and Building Committee reported

that a large number of plans had been sent in by

eminent architects for the new assize courts,

judges' lodgings, and corporate buildings, which

the Council propose to erect on land purchased for

the purpose at a cost of some £36,000. The time

for receiving designs expired on Wednesday last,

and it is proposed to engage a consulting architect

to advise the Committee on the adaptability of the

plans. It is doubtful whether the new buildings

will be proceeded with for some time. The total

cost to the town will be, it is stated, £250,000.

New Bridge over the Stour at Kidder-

minster.—Eighteen sets of plans were sent in for

the above, the estimated costs varying from £480

to £3,000 48. 6d. Three designs have been se-

lected by the committee, which have been sent in

by Mr. George B. Ford, of Burslem ; Mr. T. D.

Baker, of ICidderminster ; and one under the

motto " Modus " for further consideration.

SCHOOLS OP ART.

BiRMiNonAit Society of Arts and School oP

Design.—The annual meeting of this society was

held last week. Sir M. D. Wyatt in the chair.

The report for the year ended the 31 st December

last stated that the classes had been well filled

during the past year, the numbers attending

having been 1,077. In 1869 they were 1,115.

One prize and three honourable mentions were

awarded amongst seven competitors. The school

received one bronze medal at the National Com-

petition at South Kensington in May last. This

very unsatisfactory amount of success at the

great National Competition of all the schools

had been under the serious consideration of the

committee. An investigation into the cause was

being carried on, and the committee had recently

h.ad an interview with Mr. Bowler, official inspector

of the South Kensington Art Department, with re-

ference to the subject. The anuuual Govern-

ment examinations in drawing, perspective, and

geometry were held in March last. 315 students

entered for examination, of whom 210 were

successful, and forty received prizes. Forty-eight

third-grade prizes of books were awarded for

works sent up for inspection in London; the

number last year was twenty-nine. Special

prizes had again been liberally offered for

original designs for manufactures, the results

of which would be made known at the annual

meeting. Five prizes had also been awarded for

hume studies, the competition being limited to

artisans. The committee were glad to find that

the students continued to avail themselves ot

those means of self-improvement commenced

last year. Two students, W. H. Marklew and

Thomas Reeves, had obtained National Scholar-

ships at South Kensington of £52 per annum,

making eight from this school who had had tins

opportunity of studying in London,^ of^ whom

three.remained under instiuction. A class for
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wood engraving had been commenced as an ex-

periment. Five pupils entered, one of whom was
obligeil to abandon the study on account of her

sight. The others had made satisfactory progress,

and the class had entered upon a new session with

an iiicreased number of students. The income of

the school was again satisfactory, there being a

surplus of £27 4s. 9d. to carry forward ; still a

balance of an old debt, amounting to £173 123. Sd.,

remained at Christmas last, which ought to be
extinguished.

ARCHITECTURAL A.ND ARCILSIO-
LOGICAIi SOCIETIES.

Edinburgh Architectural Association.'—The
fortnightly meeting of this Association was held
on Wednesday week, Mr. E. Morham, jun.,

president, in the chair. A i)aper was read by Jlr.

William Richardson, entitled " A few remarks on
the Architects and Architecture of the present
day." Mr. Richardson drew attention to two
matters which, it appeared to him, greatly required
amendment. One of these was the relations be-
tween architects and those in their employment.
He deprecated the common custom with some
architects of having their work done by pupils
instead of by regularly-trained draughtsmen ; and
proposed that something should be devised by the
latter in the form of a union, such as obtains

among certain trades, to restrict the number of

pupils. The other topic on which Jlr. Richardson
principally dwelt was the want of a due apprecia-
tion of architecture at the present day ; and he
showed that until a more general interest was
taken by the public in the art, little was to be ex-

pected in the way of amelioration. Remarks
having been made by several members, a vote of

thanks was awarded to Mr. Richardson for his

address.

Oxford Architectural and Historical
Society.—The first meeting this term was held
in the Ashmolean Museum on Wednesday even-
ing, the 15th ult.. when an interesting paper on
the history of Morton College was read by Jlr.

E. G. Bruton. The College itself was visited on
Saturday week, when nearly a hundred of the
members and their friends were present. They
were received in the Hall by the Bursar, Rev. S.

Edwardes. After a short address from him, Mr.
Bruton exhibited a chronologically-coloared plan
of the College, and pointed out the order in which
the several buildings were erected, the approxi-

mate date of which he stated. Mr. James Parker
made some remarks on the stained glass in the
Chapel. The party then visited the City wall,

when some interesting particulars were given by
Mr. Parker, who said that the probable date of its

construction was about the middle of the reign of

Henry III.

PARLIAMENTARY NOTES.
HVDE-PARK AND TUK ALBERT MeMORI.U,.—Mr.

H. Lewis, on Monday week, asked the First Com-
missioner of Works whether it is in contemplation
to take any and what portion of Hyde-park on the
south front of the Albert Memorial for improving
the Kensiugtou-road af tliat part; and for what pur-
pose the work in Hyde-park on the south front of
the Albert Memorial is now being carried on.—Mr.
Ayi-ton said the work to which the hon. gentleman
referred was the construction of some steps con-
nected with the base of the ^Ubert Memorial, which
were requu'cdto carry out the original design. With
regard to the road, an arrangement was come to last

year with tlie District Board of Works of West-
minster to prosecute a Bill to improve it, but that
Bill was not proceeded with, and therefore the
arrangement fell to the ground ; and as the Ex-
chequer did not undertake to pay the expense of
improving the metropolitan roads, unless the
District Board could make an arrangement with the
Metropolitan Board and the Exhibition Com-
missioners to carry out that desirable improve-
ment, as he trusted they would be enabled to do, he
did not see how that object was to be effected.

The Housks of Parliament.—Col. Wilson-
Patten gave notice, on Friday last, of his intention
to call the attention of the First Commissioner of
Works to the rapid decay last winter of the stone of
which the Houses of Parliament are constructed,
and to ask if he was prepared to take any measures
in consequence.

The Hoi;ses of Parliament.—Col. W. Patten on
Tuesday asked the First Commissioner of Works
whether his attention had been called to the rapid
decay which had taken place duruig the wiuterof the
stone of which the Houses of Parliament arc con-
structed

; and whether it was proposed to take any
measure with respect to it.—Mr. Torrena also in-

quired whether the external portions of the Palace,

reported on by Professors Faraday and Mm-chison
in 1860 as having been up to that time preserved

from decay by the indurating comxjositiou invented

by M. Szerebiiy, continue to resist the tendency to

exfohatiou of the surface of the stone observable

in other parts of the building.—Mi'. Ayrton said it

could not be doubted that rmfortunately a certain

quantity of defective stone W'as used in the con-

struction of the Houses of Parhament. Moreover,

in large works of this kind, were some of the stones

were highly carved, somepiecesprobably got broken,

and here and there the broken pieces were put in

in a vei-y defective and improi>er manner, and as

time wore on these defects became apparent, the

bits of stone fell off, and created considerable alai'm

in respect to the stability of the buUdiug. That
alarm was, however, enth-ely unfounded, and there

was nothing at all which reaUy affected the general

character of the stability of the stone work of which
the Houses were constructed. Some years ago the

subject was carefully considered, aud experiments

were made with various processes to endeavour to

preserve those stones which had exhibited signs of

decay ; but he was sorry to say that a sufficiently

accm-ate record was not kept of these steps to en-

able them to judge satisfactorily of the effects

produced. Not one, however, of those efforts had
proved altogether successful. Of the many at-

tempts, that of M. Szerelmy was undoubtedly
proved to be the best ; but still it was not one

which could be rcUed upon for the permanent pre-

servation of the defective stone. What had been
done last year was to make an application of all

the processes, under the superintendence of a

competent chemist, aud hi the eoiu-se of the spring

it was intended to treat aU the defective stone with

that process which the chemist might, on the whole,

think would be most efficacious. If it were fouud
that some of the stones were greatly eaten into, it

would be necessary that they should be cut out aud
new stones introduced ; and in that manner, by
constant atteutiou to their repair, and at a compara-
tively small expense in each year, there was no
doubt the outside of the building could be preserved

for many centuries to come.—Colonel W. Patten
inquh'ed whether the attention of the right hon.

gentleman had been called to the fact that it was
the soUd masom'y which was giving way ?—Mr.
Ayi'ton said he was quite aware that some of the

stones had been considerably eaten into by decay,

and the face of these stones would have to be cut

out aud new faces introduced.

^uil^iitg Inteirigcitcf.

churches and CHArELS.

EEESTON-niLL.—Sir Andrew Pairbairn, on Tues-
day, laid the fouadation-stone of a new church at

Beeston-hill, Leeds, to be called S. Luke's.

Messrs. Adams & Kelly, of Park-row, Leeds, are

the architects, and Messrs. Weatherby & Rymer,
of York, the contractors. The style adopted is

fourteenth century Gothic. There will be a cle-

restoried nave, with north and south aisles ; and
chancel, with organ chamber aud vestry on the
south side, and aisle on the north. The entrances

are on the north side, and a separate entrance to

the vestry is provided. Internally, the dimen-
sions are :—Nave, 80ft. 6in. long, 47ft. Gin. wide

;

height from nave-floor to ridge, 52ft. 6in.

;

chancel, 30ft. long, 20ft. 6iu. wide. Accommoda-
tion is given for 695 persons, and the estimated
cost is £3,121. The building of a tower is in.

prospect when the funds will warrant that step

being taken.

Lincoln.—A new (Roman) Catholic ohui'ch is

to be built at Lincoln. Messrs Hadfield & Son
of Shetlield, the architects, have furnished the
design for the 8truct\ire. The style is Later
English decorated, only that the church is apse-

ended.

Ludlow.—A new church, which will also serve
as a cemetery chapel, was opened at Ludlow on
Tuesday week. It ia in the Early English stylo

of architecture, simply treated, aud consists of a

nave, chancel, and vestry. It is built of stone
from the neighbourhood of Felton, the Clive

estate, and dressed with stone from the Luston
quarries. Accommodation ia afforded for upwards
of 200 worshippers, and the total cost is about
£1,800. The architect is Professor G. G. Scott,

the contractor being Mr. E. Edwards, Leominster.

buildings.

Chathaji. -1 he Government has decided on the

erection of a large central powder magazine on
the uninhabited marsh land between Chatham and
Sheerueas, adjoining the Medway, at an estimated

outlay of £90,000, which sum has been taken in

this year's estimates. Of this amount, £20,000
will be voted this year, and the remainder as the

work proceeds. The sum of £21,000 has like-

wise been taken in this year's estimates for the

erection of a Royal Engineer Institute aud halls

of study, at the School of Military Engineering,

Bromjton.

Blackburn.—On Saturday last, a new school,

the gift of Thoma.s Dugdale, Esq., J.P., of Griffin

Lodge, W'ilton, was opened, and dedicated to the use

of the township for ever. The school is built in the

centre of the Griffin estate, entirely of stone, and
cruciform in model, with a small chancel, ap-

proached by a Gothic arch, for the purpose of

public worship. It will accommodate 400 people,

and is from the designs of Mr. James Bertwistle,

architect,, Blackburn.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
We do no'-.. hoM ourselves respousible for the opiniona
of our correspondents. The Editor respectfully re-

quests that all communioatioas should be drawn up
as briefly as possibla, as there are mauy clauuauts
upon the space allotted to corr^sponisase.]

To Our Readers.—We shall feel obliged to any of our
readers who will favour us with biief notes of works con-

templated or in progress in the provinces.

Letters relating to advertiaements and the ordinary buai -

nessof the Paper should be addressed to the EDITOR,
31, TAVISTOCK bTREET, COVENT GARDEN, W.C.

Advertisements for the current week must reach the
office not later than 5 p.m on Thursday.

THE BUILDING NEWS SKETCH BOOK.

In addition to those acknowledged last week the follow-

ing contributors liave recorded their votes;—W. H. Lock-
wood. Geo. Holfoid, W. D. Dobson. J. R. Allen, W. Bing-
ley, W. W. Bethell, Geo. Remington. Wednesday, the
15th inst. is the latest period for the receipt of votes.

Received.—W. H. C., R. D. & Co., T. H. S., W. Back-
house, J. H.. W. S., A. S.. J. C. J., W. H., A. Js G , J.

H. AV., W. W.
J. Hicks. —Drawing returned.

J. P. S.—Illustration of national schools shall appear.
H. J. Snell.—Tioo sketches returned.

F. TiTTERiNGToN.—You are at liberty to reply to any-
thing you deem incorrect. We give neither names nor
addresses.

Contsponbdice.

NEW LAW COURTS.

{To the Editor of the Buildinq News.)

Sir,—"'P.'s' attempt at a simple solution"
neither warrants "J. M. L.'a " strictures, de-

serves his ungrammatical misquotation, nor re-

quires his unintentional corroboration.

Tho "open confession" fi la novitiate (not
" noviciate ") is entirely an act of supereroga-

tion ; so also is the solicitude to avoid initiation

into the unfathomable ! Leaving " J. M. L." still

to contend that errors in bills of quantities are best

reduced to a minimum by monopoly in preference

to the application of that crucial test, competi-

tion, and the indubitable check a second surveyor

would exercise on his confrere, to the quotation

of such, to him, delectable embellishments aa
" wireing in to keep their names up," aud to the

enjoyment of the comatose state consequent on
the nou'c'i/ admitted cessation of wonder—I am,
&c., with apology for indiscretion, F.

THE ROY.VL ALRERT HALL, KENSING-
TON GORE.

Sir,—I am at a losa to understand the pm-port
of tho letter you published last week on this sub-

ject from an anonymous correspondent, who
shields himself behind tho initials of an honour-
able and kiudred profession. Perhaps, however,
the only mistake " C. E." has not fallen into iu

favouring your readers with his views has been in

withholding from them a name which would give

no value to his remarks. I have not seen tho

article in the Echo which has provoked his ill-

natured strictures ; and I should not have taken
any notice of his letter but for the many gross

mis-statements which it contains.
" C. E.," in order to prove his scholarship, I

presume, drags in tho mention of the Emperor
Vespasian, who did not build the Coliseum, as it

was for the most part, if not entirely, constructed

by his son, Titus, and dedicated by the latter, ac-

cording to Mati'ei, " in his own, and not in hia

father's name." The statement that the Albert

HaU is a direct copy of the Coliseum shows how
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little " C. E." knows of what lie is talking about,

for either he has never been in the former, or he

has never seen an ideal restoration of the latter.

The fact is, that the hall was originally rectan-

gular in plan, then circular, and, lastly, was made
elliptical, purely with the intention of accommo-
dating the largest number of spectators, or,

rather, hearers, with equal facilities for enjoying

the performance.
The ancient amphitheatres had no roofs ; the

great problem in the Albert Hall was to cover so

large an area. The boxes, balcony, and prome-

nade or gallery of the hall, are enth-ely above the

solo singer, and accommodate three-fourths of the

audience. More than halt of the remaining

number are seated in the so-called amphitheatre

on a level with thii performers, while the flat

central floor of the hall is only to seat 900 per-

sons at a level of Oft. below the solo singer. By
preserving alargefloor-space—102ft. by Guffc.—in

the centre of the building it becomes possible to

hold flower-shows and exhibitions, or chamber
music Jand public [meetings readily visible or

audible to a large number of visitors. The second

paragraph of the letter deals with a matter of in-

dividual opinion, and as such, coming from the

mere initials "C. E.," is valueless. The argu-

ment that because we have some ruins of an

open building at Rome, erected for wild beast-

shows, therefore the erection of a building of a

somewhat similar shape for musical purposes in

London cannot be called an experiment, is ab-

surd. The promenade or picture-gallery above

the staircases and waiting-rooms is, to a certain

extent, a structural necessity ; and the way in

which Colonel Scott has overcome a diSiculty by

the introduction of an open peristyle (a feature

enth-ely absent in ancient amphitheatres) is, I

maintain, one of the most successful points in

the design of the building.

I cannot follow " C. E." in his proposals about

the organ-chamber, apart from the hall but

having free acoustic communication with it

;

perhaps he is not aware that such conditions

could only exist on paper. " C. E." must study

the elementary laws of acoustics before he dic-

tates such sweeping measures as the broadside

principle ; he would then learn that sound travels

more readily forwards than sideways, and that

he could make himself heard by an infinitely

larger audience extending the long way of a

given ellipse than he could by addressing them

from the short axis of the building. But the

most unfortunate mistake of all made by " C. E."

is in talking of the approaches to the hall. Pro-

bably no modem building, with the exception of

the New Opera House at Paris, is so amply pro-

vided with accommodation in this respect. In-

stead of the four entrance-doors he speaks of, we
have 22, and the same number of staircases, with

9ft. corridors all round the building at every

level. Why, the Coliseum, with its 80 barn (?)

doors for 85,000, or, as some say, 100,000 people,

was nothing to the Albert Hall with 22 doors for

an audience of 10,000. In a notice in the Times

of Monday last of a concert at the hall on the

previous Saturday, special attention was drawn

to the fact that an audience of between 8,000 and

9,000 was dispersed in a few minutes. Coming
to the final paragraph , I am fairly puzzled what

connection it has with the rest of the letter ; or

what the Society of Arts' conversmioiif has to do

with the space in the hall, I cannot for the life of

me make out. I can only presume that it has

been added with the intention of showing that

on some treasured occasion "C. E." has had the

rare and undeserved honour of being present at a

South Kensington soiree, and cannot get the re-

membrance of the august condescension of the

"high authorities" out of his head.—I am, &c.,

GiLEEKT R. ReDGKAVE.

a scandal, that the youug men in their offices are denied a

privilege so universally granted to those in their position.

The no-half-holid,ay men must bevery blind, to their;© wn
interests even, to continue such a condition of things ;

and
if ihey think th.at having done wirhout it themselves there-

fore their assistants rn.ay, it would be interesting to know
how much better they would have done with it. And this

they might easily know, to some extent, at least, by look-

ing round among tlieir old fellow-pupils, whom they will

see do succeed even with a little more leisure.—I am, ifcc,

Forward.

InltixoiniuaiuciitioiT.(^

QUESTIONS.
[2134] REMOVAL OF ROSE TREES.—Will son^e of

your correspondents kindly infurm mo whether rose trees

iire legally removable from a garden ?—A, S. A.

[2135] WOOD-WORKING.-Can any of your readers

kindly inform me of the address of a wood-working firm

in Vieuua; and if they have an agent in London?—
QUERCUS.

[213tl] SOLE CONTRACTS.— I intend to build a villa

in Scotlai'd ; my architect adYisea the different parts of

the works to be let to separate contractors, assigning as a

reason that separate contracts are the most economical, and
that he finds the system of sole contracts is nor now so gene-

rally adopted in England as it was formerly. Can any kind

reader who may have expeiience in these matters, inform

me which is tlie safest way, and whether does the system

of separate con ti acts confer the greate.-t benefit on the

proprietor, architect, or contractor?—A Subscriber.

[2137] FOUNTAIN'S.—I should feel obliged if any of

your subsciibera would inform me if there is any book pub-
lished on the subject of fountains ; or if they could give

mo an idea of the apparatus reijuired to throw a jet of

water about 20ft. high ?—J. F. S.

[2138] PLUMBERS' WORK. -May Task an explan i-

tion of the following, at p. 152, third column ?-*' The re

gulatiug cisterns of some houses I recently examined
leaked in most instances, though they were comparatively

new. I found the cause was the valve being Hush instead

of raifed " &c. Although a plumber myself, I must con-

fess my inability to imderstand properly what is meaut
from the way it is stated.—P.

[2139] SURVEYORS CHARGES.—Can you or any of

your kind readers inform me what surveyors usually charge

for surveying and making out schedule of dilapidations or

tenautable repairs, without estimate of cost ; and also what
they charge with estimate of cost ?—L. B.

[2140] MARKS ON TIMBER.— I shall be glad if any
of your correspondents will reply to the following :—1st,

Is there any book published giving :U1 the marks (aud their

meanings) on different kinds of foreign timber and floor-

boards ? For instance, what does X H K -+- C on the ends

of white floor-battens signify ? 2nd, is there any work
describing the various qualities and kinds of timber, and
how they maybe known?—AKCHiTECTUd.

HEPLIES,
[2126] PLUMBERS" WORK.-The remarks of " Wilt-

shire," at p. 154, apply to soldered tacks ; that is, to tacks

or nails covered with solder ; but the query referred to

'' lead-soldered tacks," consequently, we are as far at sea

as L-ver if the expression " lead -soldered tacks" ba correct.

—P.

[21261 PLUMBERS' WORK.—Are " soldered dots
"

synonymous with "lead-soldered tacks" and "lead-

headed nails" mooted last week?— F.

[2127] ANCIENT CHURCH ARCHITECTURE.—The
best book, considering the great amount of information,

number of illustrations, aud lowness of price, for a be-

ginner, is thi* last edition of Bickman's " Gothic Architec-

ture," published by Parker.—P. E. M.

[2128] ISOMETRICAL DRAWING.—'* A Treatise on

Isometrical Drawing," by T. Sopwith, F.G.S., second

edition. Easy and accurate in its application.—M. G.

noleiis volens, should be effected. If called on to prescribe,
would probably do 80 thas : Law, stroug dose, promptly
and vigorously applied; repeat doses until cured.—F.

[2133] COMPETITIONS.—Ihe committee caunot be
compelled to employ the assistant, but it is to be hoped they
will take a liberal and kind view of the case. It is not
of any importance to them the position of the successful

competitoi, but only whether he is competent to execute
the work. If he can show proof of this, they are certainly

in honour bound to employ him.—P. E. M.

[2133] COMPETITIONS.—In ans^ver to" T. C," as a
friend, I beg to say, whilst experiencing as he must the

most unalloyed gratifi.catiou at the prefeieuce given to his

design—the result ofmany a well-spent hour of "overtime "

—although disconcerting if it be not deemed such an one
from which the hall can be advantageously built, or if for

divers reasons not assigned (for the committee is notbound
to state why or wherefore) it be rejected, let him be as-

sured that the fault of his production being only that of

an architect's assistant would not influence a commitiee of

gentlemen to refuse the design on that account. Therefore,

if an unfavourable decisiou should be made, let him not be
^

advised by any one to try to enforce its adoption. Let him
wait patiently, not be daunted, and hope on I The selec-

tion of "T. C.'s" design is a proof of its superiority, and
augurs well for the future ; aud if if does not meet the re-

ward due to its worth now, it caunot fail to help him up
another step on the ladder of fame.—W. H. L.

SOCIETy OF ARTS—ART WORKMANSHIP, 1870- 71

Sir,—In reference to the letter from Mr. Eassett

Keeling, published in your last impression, permit nie

to say that the entry iu the Society of Arts catalogue
reads as follows :—" No. 13. Inlay iu various woods.
' Our Saviour,' designed by Bassctt Keeling, executed
by William Clayton, 125, Wardour-street, St. Jiimes's,

S. W." I thiuk therefore that no blamocau bo attached

to—Yonrg, &c. Tde Wuiteu of the Article.

SATURDAY HaLF-HO: IDAY.

SiR^—Your correspondent " A. Y. Z." has placed le'ore

the profession some very interesting statistics on ih's

matter. That such a state of things can exist iu a pro-

tVssion of intelligent men can only be accounted for by

the supposition that those who deny their assii^tants

the half-holiday are either old fogits, long past re-

demption, or a fe\i nobodies from whom ,wo can ex-

pect nothing better. Still it is a great pity, I might say

[2128] ISOMETRICAL DRAWING.—" Cupidus Dis-

ccudi " will, I think, find W. S. Binns's treatise on " Ortho-

graphic and Isometrical Projection " (in two parts), answer

all his requirements.-C. W. H.

[2132] CUBING BUILDINGS.—The dimensions for

cubing must be from outside to outside laterally, and fiom

bottom of footings to half way up the roof. No deduc-

tions are made for floors or aught else inside. The eu-

(luiier must bear iu mind that cubing can only be relied

xipon when the relative circumstances are exactly simdar.

—P. E. M.

rn32]—CUBING BUILDINGS.—"Wiltshire" should

take the dimensions externally, aud from ground to eaves,

cubing the same as a solid block ; then cube the loofa, &c.,

separately and add their contents. Cellars to ordinary

houses outbuildings, and offices to mansions should be

cubed and priced at a lower rate. Porches, bay windows,

balconies, and ornamental chimnies; estimate these and

add their value to form an approximate oidy.-W. R. A.,

Uckfield.

[2132] CUBING BUILDINGS.-Measure externally in

nil cases, aud for heights take from bottom of footing.^ to

centre of roof. — F.

[2133] COMPETITIONS. — In the absence of any

special ciixumstauces, such rejection would most assuredly

be unjxiBtifiable, aud more, an adhesion to their decisiou,

LAND AND BUILDING SOCIETIES.
Commercial Union Permanent Benefit Building

Society,—The first annual meeting of the Commercial
Union Permanent Beuefit Building Society was held last

week. The gross receipts were stated at £12, 134. the ad-

vances at £S,S31, aud the realized profit at £1,091, show-

ing, after payment of 5 per cent., a profit carried forward

equal to 12 per cent, on the paid-up capital for division

next year.

EySEX E^jUITABLE PERMANENT BENEFIT BflLDINH AND
Investment Society-—This society lately held its twenty-

third annual meeting at Orsett. The report showed that

during the past year lOe.J new shares had been entered ;

that the total receipts amounted to £3,340 15s. lid.; that

£2,831 had been paid to parties withdrawing investments ;

and that advances to the amount of £43S 43. had been

made. The statement of liabilities and assets showed the

sum of £7. 103 3s. t)d. as the total amount due to investors

being holders of paid-up and monthly subscribing shares ;

whilst the amount due from borrowers is £7,62S Gs. 3d.,

leaving a balance of £520 28. 9d. iu favour of the society.

Waltham Abbey Permanent Benefit Building and
Investment Society.—The twenty-third annual meeting

of this society was held the other day. From the report

present ed to the meeting it appears that the society now
consists of 353 members, holding collectively 1,137 shares,

beingau increase of 1111 shares on the number mentioned in

the previous report. "During the pastyear?555 new shares

have been taken up ; 129i have been withdrawn ; ten re-

deemed; 70 advanced ; and 2 have been forfeited. The re-

ceipts during the year (including loans of £2,400 obtained

by the tnistees to enable the directors to meet the appli-

cations for advances), amount to £12,359 la. lid ,
which,

added to the balance of £7 53. 5d., makes a total of

£12,306 7s. 4d. ; of this sum £4,209 143. Id. ha^ been ad-

vanced to aid in the purchase of property ;
£4.907 23. 2d.

has been paid on the withdrawal of shares; £42 8s. Id. in-

terest of loans; £2,700 in part payment of loans
;
and

£108 43. 5d. for other charges, leaving a balance in hand of

£331 7a. lOd. The report was unanimously adopted.

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
Infringement of the Metropolitan Building Act.

—At the Southwark Police Court, last week, Mr. Joseph

Torr, builder, Lawson-street, Dover-road, was summoned
for unlawfully erecting a warehouse in S. James-street,

Old Kent-road, without giving tlie required notice

to the district surveyor. Mr. Suooke, architect and sur-

veyor, of Tooley-street, stated that he was the district

surveyor of the" locality where defendant had built exten-

sive warehouses in S James-street, Old Kent-road. Accord-

ing to the clauses of the Building Act, he should have

given witness notice, accompanied with plans
;
but ne-

glected to do so, and proceeded with the building. The

Tatter was not erected according to law ;
the walls

were not of sufficient thickness for the weignt of the

roof Mr. Smith, on the nait uf Mr. Torr, said he had to

apologise to Mr. Snooke for his neglect in not giving him

notice. The fact was, he applied to the Metropolitan Board,

to whom he sent in his plans, and i hey gave him a licence

(produced). He had consulted with Mr. Byron (who ap-

peared for Mr. Snooke), aud he (Mr. Byron) did uotwish

to carry the case any further againit his (Mr. Smith's)

client. Mr. Byron said that after such an apology and ex-

nlauation he was willing to forego any further prosecution

iu the matter, but as Mr. Torr wilfaUy infringed the

Act of Parliament he must ask for a conviction. Mr,

Partridge, the magistrate, after some further remarks,

considered that a nominal penalty would be sufficient. Mr.

Torr must pay a fine of Ds. and costs.

Chhist Church, Montpelier.—Tlie embellishment of

the apse of this church has just been completed by the

filling iu of the nine lancet lights with coloured glass

windows. The pictorial designs of these windows are all

taken from New Testament history. The centre light

displays the Crucifixion. Messrs. Clayton & Bell, of

London, were the manufacturers.

The Sanitary Act in St. LuKs's.—The Vestry of S.

Luke had enforced this Act in 1800, and as a consequence

the fever cases iu that parish had diminished as follows,

viz before the Act had been pas&ed there were 700 cases m
one year ; since the Act, there had been but 20V cases in

1867 179 in ISOS; 174 iu 19(39 ; and only 100 in 1870
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©«r (Office %mk
Proposed Moetuart, &c., for Newington.—

The Vestry ef S. Mary, Newington, has purchased

of the London, Chatham, and Dover Railway
Company seventeen railway arches, and a piece

of land adjoining, for 1,000 years, for the sum of

£1,300. The ground and arches are to be utilisedfor

manifold purposes, including the erection of a

mortuary, the storage of dust and slop, the estab-

lishment of a stone-yard, and, if necessary, for

the erection of a temporary small-pox hospital.

The arches purchased are those which carry the
railway between Manor-place and Penrose-street,

Walworth, and the piece of land adjoining is an

old disused burying-ground formerly belonging to

the old Episcopal Chapel in West-street (now Pen-

rose-street.) The chapel is now carried on by
the Unitarian body. The railway company has

agreed to make a siding on to the property of the

Vestry, so that the dust and slop may be conveyed
by rail to brickfields and market gardens down
the line.

The Peabodt Dwelungs for the Poor.—
According to the annual statement of the Trustees

of the Peabody Donation Fund, the fii'st trust

now amounts to £178,733. Five groups of build-

ings under it, situated at Spitaltields, Islington,

Shadwell, Westminster, and Chelsea, afford col-

lectively accommodation for 49S families. The
trustees possess a site at Bermondsey, which has
not yet been built upon. The second donation
of Mr. Peabody, to the amount of £200,000, be-

came available for building purposes in July, 1869,

and its accrued interest amounts to £13,918 Is. 7d.

To this gift Mr. Peabndy added, by his last wUl
and testament, £150,000, but in accordance with
the terms of the bequest this latter sum will not
be conveyed to the trustees until the year 1S73.

Under this trust there are now in course of con-

struction sixteen detached blocks of buildings on
the premises purchased last year at the southern
end of Blackfriars-road, and formerly known as

the Magdalen Hospital estate. This property will

afford dwellings for upwards of 300 families. The
trustees have also a desirable site at Chelsea,

situated on Cheyne-walk, near the Cadogan pier,

available for future requirements.

Trajhvays at Kewisgton.—We have on pre-

vious occasions referred to the proposed removal
of the parish church of S. Mary, Newington, the

eastern end of which juts out very awkwardly
into Newington Butts, causing an awkward bend
and contraction in the road. The Metropolitan

Street Tramways Company, haviug now oL.taintd

powers for the construction of a line of tramway
from the Elephant and Castle to the junction

of the Westminster, Brixton, and Clapham
tramways at the Horns', Kennington, the

Tramways Company has, with an eye to busi-

ness, offered to contribute £1,000 towards the

removal and rebuilding of the church, upon
condition that the Newington Vestry will relieve

the Company of certain conditions they are under
as regards paving. At the last meeting of the

Vestry the offer of the Company was agreed to,

and there is reason to believe that a much called-

for improvement will be facilitated. We under-

stand that the site of the new church will be on
the east side of the Kennington I'.irk-road, nearly

opposite Mansion House-street.

SnCTE's Patent MiTREtNG Machine.—A new
mitreiog machine has just been patented by Mr.

R. G. Shute, for which several advantages are

claimed. It will cut a clean and perfect-fitting

mitre. Mouldings of any kind of wood up to 4 Jin.

wide can be made by it, and from the peculiar

direction in which the knife cuts, it will mitre

Bolection or return mouldings of any pattern

without splintering them. Messrs. A. Kanaome
and Co., of Chelsea, are the sole manufacturers.

Iron as a Deodorizer.—Dr. Voelckcr calls

attention to tlie use of spongy iron as a deodo-

rizing material of greater poteucy than animal
charcoal. Sewage water passed through a filter

of this substance is completely purified, and this

filtered water, after having been kept sis months
protected from the air, was perfectly sweet, and
free from any fungus growth. The spongy iron

is obtained by caloiniug a finely divided iron ore

with charcoal. Mr. Spencer, whose nauae is con-
nected with the discovery of the electrotype, has
for some time been advocating the use of a filter

of this description. Its power of rendering water
beautifully transparent, and apparently free from
all organic matter, is its strong recommeudatioD.

A Large Railway BRmcE in Indu.—On New-
Tear's Day Lord Mayo opened the Goalundo Ex-
tension of the Eastern Bengal Railway, which
supplies the great missing link in the chain of

railway communication between Calcutta and
Eastern Bengal. The extension has been for

some five years in course of construction, having
to cross the Goraie river, the deep and treacherous
stream which carries offto the sea the main body
of the waters of the Ganges, an obstacle requiring
no small labour to overcome. The Goraie Bridge
roadway is laid across transverse girders resting on
seven pairs of cylinders having to bear the pressure
of a volume of water some 90ft. deep, and which
have consequently teen sunk in the bed of the
river for a distance equal to about two-thirds of

their height a' ove it. There are eight spans, each
about ISOft. long, and seven longitudinal girders

on each side, each weighing 160 tons. The ex-
treme length of the bridge is 1,600ft.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK-
MosD.iY.—Boyn! Iiitlitute of British Architects. — An-

nual General Meeting of Members only. 8 p.m.
Society of Enijineers.— " On the M.achliiery and

Utensils of a Brewery." By Mr. Thomas Wi'tkins.
7.30 p.m.

Tuesday.—Ijistitution of Civil Engineers.— *' On Phonic
Coast Fog Signals." By Mr. Alexander Beazeley,
M. Inst. C.E. 8 p.m.

Wednesday.—Socie((/ of Arts.—8 p.m.
Thursday.—Society for the Encouragement of the Fine

Arts.—Second Conversazione of the Season, at the
Gallery of the Society of Female Artists, 9, Con-
duit-street, W, S.30 p.m.

Friday.— Architectural Association.— **0n Christian
Symbolism." By Mr. G. H. Birch. 7.30 p.m.

CorpKB :—

British—Cake andlngot perton £73 74
Best SeiecUid do 75 76
Slieet do 76 79
Buttnma „ do 80 81
Aiistmlian do 73 76 1)
(^l>*ni8h Cake do
Chill Bara. cash do 6.5 10 67 o

,. Reflned ingot do "I 72 Il> n
YeUow Metal per lb 6i 7i

laoK:—
Pie i Scotland, cash per tOB £2 10 I^i
Welflh Bar, in London do 7 7 10

Wale« do 6 7 6 6 12 6
Staffordshire do 7 15 8 5
Rail, in Wales do 6 7 6 6 10
Sheets, fiiiigle in Loudjn do 9 5 10 5
Hoops, fintqnality do 8 15 9 5
'^ail Bod do 7 7 6 7 15
Swedish do 9 IS 10

TntBEB.

Teak load £12 10 13 11 (Finland £7
Qaehec. red pine 3 15 4 15Memel..

In order to purchase and work certain improve-
ments in the manufacture of washable wall papers,
the Amaranth Paper Staininiir Company has been
foniied, with a capital of £30,000 in £1 shares,

A new iron Presbyterian church was opened on
Sunday, at Annbank. N.B. The style is Gothic,
The building seats "ioO persons at a cost of f3.50.

A new Congregational chapel will be opened o^
Sundvy next at Kock Ferry, near Liverpool. The
designs are by Mr. D. Walker.

The layingof a double line of street tramway from
the Elephant and Castle to Camberwell-Green wdl
be commenced early in this month.

A company, with a capital of £12.000, in i'lO

shares, has been formed for supplying the city of Ely
with gas.

Prices 2Sth Februn,ry :—Per Petersburg standard.—
Qiiebecoine, VKt 3 by U, 1st bright, VJl 10s; lat floated,
Itj/; 2nd bright, lU to Ul 58; 2Dd floated, 12/; 2ud dry
floated, V2l lOs ; 3rd floated, 91; 3rd dry floated, 9^5^;
Saguenay Ist bright pine, 3 by 11 to 32in., 20/ ; 3 by 9xu.,

I'ji 53 ; 3 by 11 to 21in., \7l ; Quebec 3ud red pine, 12ft. 3
by 11, I'll ; Saquenay 2nd red pine, 81 los to 10/ ; Jaxib-
atadt 1st mUlsawn yellow, 9/ ; Onega 2nd wliite, Si IOj;
Gefle mixed yellow, 10/ bs to 12/ os ; do 3i-<lyeIlo%v, 8/ 5s to
111 lOs ; do mixed white, 9t ; Hernoaand mixed yellow,
S/ 10s to 9/ lOi ; do 3rd yellow, 71 lOi to SI; do 4th yellow,
71; do mixed white, 71 ; do 3rd white, lU ^s ; do-Jth white,
5/ Ijs ; Hosiim Srd yellow, 71 15* to 9/ 'j*

; Petersburg 1st

white, 8/ 15? to 9/ 10» ; Pitea mLxed yellow, 6/ 15s to 8/;
Sundswall mixed yellow, 9/ 15s to 10/; do 3rd yellow,
8/ 10* fo 8/ Ijh; Saiinesuna 1st white, 1 by Oin., 4/ 5s;
do 3rd wiiit«, 2^ by G.Jin., 5/ 10s; Uleaborg mixed mill-
8;iwn yellow, S/ UN to 9/ ; UddevaHa3rd yellow, 8/ 5?. to
8/ lOt ; Vefaer. millsawn yellow, 6/ to 8/ ; do milUawu
white, 5/ f)S to 7/ 15s; Wifsta Warf 3rd yellow, 7ll5» to 9/;

Ar-^li;ingel 2Qd yellow, 9/ 5* ; Iljurneborg tni.\ed millsawn
yellow, 6/ 15a to 7/ ; do mixed milhawn wbit«, 6! ; do 1st

millsawn white, "/; do 1st handsawn white, 0/ 5^.

Per 120 12ft, 3 x 9.—St. John's Ist spruce, 15/ 5j* to
15/10»; Saquenay lat spruce, 13/ 10* to 13/ I5i

; Quebec 1st

spruce, 18/ Ss to 18/ 10s; do 2nd spruce, 14/; do 3rd
spruce, 13/ to 13/ 5«.

Flooring, per customary square.—BJorneborg lat yellow,
?in., 8« to 8.1 3rf; Gothenl'urg lat yellow, ^in., Ss 3(/ ; do
tirst white, ^iii-. '" ^^^ to 8s ; Fredrickst^idt mixed white,
^in., 78; do Ist white, lin., 8s 9(/ to 9s

; gin., 8* 3'/ to
Hs tkl ; do Ist yellow, Hiu., 13s 3<i to 138 Gd ; lin., 10a to

lU3d; I'm., 8s to Hi'M; ^in., 7s *J</.

LATEST PRICES OF MATERIALS USED
IN CONSTRUCTION.

Metais.
Lead :

—

Pig Foreign « perton £17 10 X17 12 6
., fiu^uBL W.B do l,i 1' II iti 1-.' 6
.. LaUCo. «.,..„ do IS 12 « Ih* 1.^

,, O'ler bnmilB do H w In 5
eheotMllU-d do H lU 1!)

8bot, f,»t«iit do 10 1) VI
Red or Minium ..„„« do 13 15 20 in
Lith^rg-. W.B ^ do
Wliite Dry „ do 27
„ grxuud in oU do U

yellow pine
St. John N.B. yellow
Que bee Oak, whit*.. 6

„ birch 3 15
„ elm 4 5

Oautzlc oak 5 5
.. fir 2 12

Merael fir 31
Kig^ 3 5
Swedish 2 6
Masta.Quebecredpine 4

,, yellow pine. . 4
Lathwood.Dantzicba 3

St. Petersburg 5
DealB,prC.,12ft.by3
by 9 in.,

Queliec, white epnice 13 17 i

SuJohn, whiteBpruce 12 1'^ U i

Yellow pine, per re-
duced C.

Cflnada. let quAllty. 18 n 19 !
"ind do ]2 15 13 1'

Archangel. yeUow .. ll lo 13 10 Cotton«eed..T.' 28
3t. Petersburg, yeL.. 12 5 13 "

10Gothenburg, yellow
" "I .. white 8
6 SiGefle. yellow 10 10
5 OlSoderhajn 8 10
4 15jChriatiaalft, per C.,
6 15 12 ft. by 3 by 9 In.
4 llil yellow 10
4 6i Flooring boards, per b. d.
3 1" sq. of lin., fiist yel 7 6
2 1.^

,
First white 7

5 5 Second qualitiea 6
5 5 PiJHicE Stoks pr ton 6
*• Ol Oils, 4c.

Seal, pale pertOD £.%%

Sperm body 84
Cod 35 10
Whale. Sth. Sea, pale 36
Olive, Gallipoli 49 1)
Cocoanut, Cochin,too 4fi

Palm, ane 38 10
Linseed 32
Rapeeeed,Eag.pale.. 45 lU

5 lu

10 10
8 10
12
12

12 10

s. d.

10 6
9
7

46

(IxRk lefos.

TENDERS.
Barnet.—For the erection of parsonage liotiae, Lyens-

down. Mr. Phillip . Peters, arobiteot :—
Liiizell 52220
Bird 2148
Scrivener ^ Stephenson 1900
Pocock 1S70
Bro%vn & Sons 1650
Walton 1612

Broadstaibs.—For building twelve room bouse for Mr.
Andrews. Mr. Philips, arcbi ect :^

Cowell £060
Padget 540
Hdler 6>,5 o
Haniion 490
Starke 470
Howlett 42.1

Shill 347 12 9
Trayte 3.-i8

P.S.—There ia overlJ rod of brickwork alone ; how is it
to be done for the money ?

CiTV-itoAD.— For .ad'ltional story to S. Matthew's schools.
Oity-ro.ad. Mr. Lacy W. Ridge, architect. Quantities by
Mr. L. C. Riddett :—

Hill & Sons £r,f)s

Dove Bros c<i^

Williams 633
R. E. Roberts 594
Capps & Ritso 594
Scrivener &, White 568

City.— For the erection of a paper wareboase in Farring.
don-street. Mr. Lcwi-i H. Isaacs, architect. Quantities
suppUed by Mr. L. C. Riddett ;—

Axford £ 3:5
Adamson & Sons 2340
Scrivener & White 2283
Capps & Ritso 2272
Elkington 2249
Browne & Robinson 2190

East Sheen.—For villa residence at East Sbeen (exclu-
sive of stabling). Quantities suppUed by Mr. Gandy.
Mr. K. Ingre-ss Bell, architect :

—
Sbarpington & Cole £22ii3
Adamson & Sous 2120

Newington.—For additions to national schools !3. Mary,
Xeuington, Surrey. Henry Jarvis & Sou, architects :

—

Brown £S50
T.arrant 827
Mai-slatid A Sons 825
Turner &, Son 799
Sbcpberd V65
Thompson 760

Whitchurch.—For new
church, Shropshire. Mr.
tect. Architect's estimate,

Building.
Samuel £7178 .

Moakiii & Sons.. 6S87 .

Orchard ., 66.S9 .

Powell & Co 6560 .

Yates 6439 .

Price 6250
Cobb 5997
Millington cfe Son 5900 ,

An.lrewa 5R08 IS
Biiinian &Son.. 56S5 .

He ddio 5640 .

Stringer 5ti37 6 .

W.ido Brothers .. 5100 .

Eurkett 5430

town-hall and market?, Whit-
Thomas M. Lockwood, arcbi.

,
£5904 :—

Fittinga.

..£378
,.. 357 10 4

..400

.. 376 10
... 312
...350
...383

.. 280 9

.. 310

..319

.. 22 14

.. 400

..313

Total
..£7556

... 7262 10

, .. 7059
... 6936 10

.

.

6751
. .

.

6600
. .. 6.S80

. .. 6252

. .. 6095
.. 5990

... 5989

... 5010
.. 5SO0

. .. 6743
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CONTRACTS OPEN FOR BUILDING
ESTIMATES.

Sudbury Waterworks, March 4.—Contract No. 'J*-

Construction of a covered service reservoir. Contract

No. 6. Supply, laying, and fixing of about five miles oj

cast-iron water-pipes, with sluice-corka, hydrants, and

other appliances, and some ironwork retjuired for reser-

voir. Wr. Hennell, 7, Salisbury-street, Adelphi.

Harwich, March 7.—War Depaitniout triennial con-

tract for builders's work. Royal Engineer'a Office, Col-

hester.

RoPLEY (Hants), March 4—For the erection of a house
and offices at Lyewood, Ropley, Hants, for Mr. JohnLilly-

wbite. W. H. Hunt, architect, Alresford.

Norwich, March 7.—War department triennial con-
tract for builders' work. Royal Engineer's Office, Col-

chester.

Hunstanton, March 4(.—For the erection of nave and
north aisle of new church at St. Edmund's. Frederick

Preedy, architect, 13, York-place, Fortman-square,

London, W.

Maidstone, March 6.—War Department contract for

bricklayers', masons', paviors', carpenters', plasterers*,

slaters', plumbers', smiths', painters', glaziers' and paper-

hangers', and gasfitters' work. Royal Eugineer Office,

Chatham.

Hinckley Local Boaud, March 6.—For the sinking of

a bore-bole and well, on the site of their intended water-

works. Samuel Preston, Clerk to the Board, Hinckley,

Leicestershire.

Headbourne WoETnY, Hants, March 4,—For the erec-

tion of a gentleman's residence and stable buildings, at

Hejidbourue Worthy, near Winchester, Hants. John
Dolson, St. Swithin's-atreet, Winchester.

Fawsley (Northamptonshire), March 13.—For the erec-

tion of farm buildings. Mr. Waters, Fawsley Estate Office.

Herefordshire, March 7.—Thornbury United School.

—For the erection of a school for fifty-four children, with
mistress's residence, at Thornbury, three miles and a half
from Bromyard. W. West, solicitor, Bromyard.

Colchester, March 7.—War Department triennial con-

tract for builders' work. Royal Engineer's Office, Col-

chester,

Portsmouth, March 10.—War Department triennial

contract for builders' work. Royal Engineer's Office,

Portsmouth,

BATH AND OTHER BUILDING STONES
OP BEST QUALITY.

EANDELL, SAOTDEES & CO., Limited,

tluarrymen and Stone Merchants.

List of prices at the Quarries and Depots, also cost of

transit to any part of the United Kingdom furnished on
application to

Bath Stone Office,

[advt.] CORSHAM, Wilts

TO ABCHITECTS.
GREEN ROOFIKG-SLATES.

As suppiicd to H. R. II. The Prince oj U'aks at Sandriugham.

TliePetnioyle Sea-green Slates are sptcially adapted for
Churches, Public Buildiogs, i&'c., Ic.

(Less costly than ordinm'y Gothic Tiling.)

These durable a^d Don-absorbent Slates can be obtained in sizes
Buitabic for Gothic Architecture, at piices as under.

lu Railway Trucks, Dock?", Gloucester :—
Per Equivalent to

1.200 Slates, per square.
Best Green Slates, 14 by 7 2 17 6 ... ICs. Pd.

Do. do. 13 by 8 ... ... 2 17 6 ... 10s. Gd.
Do. do. 18 by 7 2 B ... 14s.

Do. do. 12 by 7 1 18 ij ... I'M.

Do. do. ISbyG 17 6 ... Us.

Prices of large Sizes, Cost of Transit, Reference Testimonials and
Sample Specimens, may be obtained on iipi lication to

MESSRS. RANDELL & CO., Corfham, WUts,

Specimona at Museum of Geology, Jermyn-street, Pice dilly, W,,
and at Arcliitectural Muaeum, T-nfton-stieet, Weslmiustc-r.

BANKRUPTS.
(to surrender in LONDON).

Charles Caatleman, "U'estbonnie-park-Tillas, Bayswater,
and Kingston, Surrey, timber dealer, March 14, at 11

—

Samuel Sewell Wilson, Burton-street, Pimlico, builder,
March 22, at 12.

(to surrender in the cocntry).

Charles Holman,Kiiigstou-upon-Tharaes, Imilder, March
16, at 3—Thomas Pooly, Maidstone, lime merchant, March
10, at 2—Jolin Sturgeon, Bolton, engineer, March 15, at
10- Matthew Henry Tnnaley & John Bland, Manchester,
joiners, March 30, at 9 30— Cliarloti VVakelin, ileckney,
Leicestershire, brickinaker, March 10, at 11.

POBLIC EXAMINATIONS.

March 31, T. Thorogood, Redbourn, Hertfordshire, car-
penter—March 9, J. Cropper, Stuffield, plumber—March
y, A. Combes, Tyudaleplaco, laliugton, builder—March
18, n. W. Webster, Kijig's-roud, Bedford-row, builder—
Marcli 29, T. Cook, Greenwich, engineer—Mar.:h 15, R. S.
Rowlands, Liverpool, iron merchant—March 17, H. J.
Ingram, Cheltenham, sua-veyor.

DEC'LARATIONH OF DIVIDENDS
William Moson, Fidham and New street, Si> inggardcns

contractor, 2nd dividend of 5 13-32d., Maxell 1.

DIVIDEND MEETING?.

March ]4, P. M. Parsons, Arthur-street, \',est City, and
Sliuoter's-bill-road, Kent, civil engineer — Slaruh 14
J, Ciullett, Chetwynd-road, Kentieh-town, builder,

PARTNERSHIPS DISSOLVED.
T. Corless &. W. Fox, Horten, Yorkshire, engineers

—

J., M., & H. Moody, Clydach, Glaniorgnushire, brick
manufacturers-T. Upton & J. Hardaker, Bradford, stone
merchants—J. Pattinson & J. Stewart, Workington, Cum-
berland, masons—W. Wright & J. Wliiteley, Sheffield,

joiners—R., D. , and G. Davies, Lea-bridge, Middlesex,
slate merchants.

Bbeiakfast.—Epps's Cocoa.—Grateful and Comfortiso.—The very
agreeable character of this preparation has rendered it a general
favourite. The Civil Seri'icc Ga:ette remarks ;—" By a thorough
knowledge of the natural laws which govern the operations of diges-
tion and nutrition, and by a careful application of the fine properties
of well-selected cocoa, Mr. Epps has provided our breakfast table,
with a delicately flavoured beverage which in^y save us many heavy
doi.toit' bills." Each packet ia labelled

—

Jaues Erra & Co., Honi(eo
pathic Chemists, London.

THE

ENGLISH MECHANIC
AND WORLD OF SCIENCE.

WITH WHICH ARE INCORPORATED

" The Mechanic," " ScientLfic Opinion," and

" The British and Foreign Mechanic."

rmCE TWOPENCE WEEKLY.

Contests of No. 310.

ORIGINAL ARTICLES :—
Photography and the Recent Eclipse
Telescopic Work for Starlight Eveninps
Practical Instructions in the Art ol Dissolving View
Painting

Elements of Engineering
Improved Finding Slides for Microscopes
Paper Malung
A new Magnetic Engine

SELECTED ARTICLES:—
Steam Boiler Explosions
Burro'wing Insects

On Fermentation
Midelton's Drawing Instruments

LETTERS :—
On some Results of the Recent Eclipse Expedition
On the Telescope
Glass Specula
Telescopes of Long and Short Foci.— Musical Tem-
perament

The Great Pyramid
Organ Building.— To " Adept"
A Voice from Earlswood
Gas Carhuretter
Slide Rule, Raising Water, &c.
Feed-Cock for Kitchen Boiler
Carboniferous Ichnology
Gas from Paraffinc Oil, Ac.

Mounting Microscopic Objects
Rustic Aquarium
Canada Balsam and the Microscope
Mathematics of Limits— Cissoids, Cubes, and Rainbow
Fringe

" Flat " Mounting
Revolution of the Earth
An Extension of the Nebular Theory
" Khea Fibre," or China Grass
Heat of the Moon
Remiirknble Rainbows
Jlicro-Polariscope
The Science of the Weather
Ship Building— The Navy of the Future
Loss of the Captain
Lathe Mandrel.-To " D. W."
New Arrangement of DauicUs' Battery
Warming Apartments
Plan of My " Flat Vice " or " Omnium Holder "

Modern Artillery
*' F.R.A.S." V. Captain Smyth
Cheap Specula
Bicycle Wheels
Astronomical, Ac.
Hydraulic. Rams
Barometer Oscillations
Indian Mode of Casting Delicate Objects in Metal
The Silver Assay— No. III.

Stereoscopes—To " E. L. G."

Extracts from Correspondence

Replies to Queries

Queries

Useful and Scientific Notes

Unnoticed Queries

Answers to Correspondents

Office—31, Tavistock-street, Covemt-garpek.

Atid all booksellers and N&wsag'. nts.

THE STATIONERS' AND BOOK-
SELLERS- CIRCULAR.

THE WEEKLY ORGAN OF TKE STATIONERY, BOOKSELLING,
PRINTINU. AND FANCY TRADES.

TO BE PUBLISHED EVEHY SATURDAY, PRICE OHE
PENNY.

Prospectus.
The Stationers' and Eookskllebs" CinouLAa will be publiehed

aa the Weekly Medium of Intercomintmication among the Stationery,
BooksfDiog. Printing, and Fancy Trades, and the various branches
of iudustry connected th-rewith, aupplj-ing its re;vd'sra with iulor-
malion aud news of service or interest, and eat^^blishing for them a
ready means of making kno'wn their own wants, or ascertaining the
wants of others.
The Statiosers' and Booksellers* Cibcttlar will be published

every Satcpj^av, price One Penn v. It will be perfectly indeiieudent
of any private Trade interest : it wiU be edited by one thoroughly
and practically acquainted with the aevoral trades of which it will
bethe organ ; and its object will be to promote the interest tqually
of the Manu!actui-er, the Publisher, the Wholesale Dealer, aud the
Retailer.

PREPAro Subscriptions.— London, E,C'. and W.C. Postal
Diairicts. 4s. 4d. per au um (d elivered free) ; Country and all other
parts of Londou, 6b, 6d. per an num (post free).

The First Number will be PuhU.ihed To-morrow (SATURDAY),
March 4. 1871.

Office—SI, Tavistock- atreet, Covent-garden, W.C.

ME. JOHN BOURNE'S WORKS ON THE STEAM ENGINE,
Latest Edition, in 4to., with Portrait, HI Plates, and 646

Woodcuts, price 428. cloth.

A TREATISE on the STEAM ENGINE,
in its various Applications to Mines, Mills, Steam Naviga-

tton, Railways, and ABiicultnre: with Theoretical Investigations,
Tables, and Practical Instructions. By John Bourne, C.E.

By the same Author, Improved Editions.

CATECHISM of the STEAM ENGINE,
with Prnctical Instruftions for the Manufactnre and Management
of Engines of every Class. With 69 Woodcuts. Fcap. 6vo., piiceGa.

BKCENT IMPROVEMENTS in the
S*EAM ENGINE. New Edition, including many New Examples,
with Li-1 Woodcuts. Fcap. 6vo., price 63.

HANDBOOK of the STEAM ENGINE ;

a Key to the Catechism of the Bteam Engine. With 67 Woodcuts
Fcap. 6vo., price 9s.

TREATISE on the SCKEW PEO-
PELLEIt, 4to.,C8a.

London: LONGMANS, GREEN & CO., Paternoster-row.

The Fifth Edition, in One Volume, 8to., price 52s. Gd.

GWILT'S ARCHITECTUEE, illustrated
with more than 1,100 Wood Engravinpa. Revised, with

Alterationa and considerable Additions, by Wtatt Papworth,
Fellow of the Royal Institute of British Architects. Additionally
illustrated with nearly 400 Wood Engravings by 0. Jewitt; and
more than 100 other Woodcuts.

London: LONGMANS, GEEEN & CO.. PaternoBter-row.

Now Ready with Woodtuts, Demy 8vo., cloth, 6s. 6J.

BRIEF CHAPTERS ON BRITISH
CARPENTRY : llistoiT and Principles of Gothic Roofa. By

Thomas Morris, Arohitect, Author of "A House for the Suburbs,"
"Perspective or Graphic Projection," and other works.

London ; SIMPKIN, MARSHALL & CO.

rpHE TEADES' ACUMEN : a Table for
,
1 readily Ascertaining the number of yards, feet, inches, and

in anything that requires measuring. No trade should bo
without it. Post free for IS receipt stamps.

Published and Sold by F. FUNKENSZTEIN, 25, Great
Queen-street, Holborn.

Just published, Second Edition, imp. royal 6vo., cloth, price ISs.

THE SEVEN PERIODS OP ENGLISH
ARCHITECTURE. Prcsenling, at a g'.iuce, a cfinprehensivo

view of the History and Characteristics of Eogliali Architecture, trma
(he Heptarchy to the Reformation. Illustrated with Twenty Steel

Engravings nf the interior aud exterior compartments taken from
the f'jlio.viugCaihedrals:—Peterborough Choir, Ety Nave Choir and"
Presbytery, Lincoln Choir. Nave, and Presbytery, Ripuu Choir
Wincueater Nave, Ac. 4c. By Eduukd Sharpe. M A., F.R.I.B.A.

London : E. and F. N. SPON, 48, Charing-eross.

PRIZE ENCAUSTIC TILES.

TAND E. BOOTE were Awarded by
• the Jurorsof both Class 10 and :5 of the INTERNATIONAL

EXHIBITION a Piize Medal for their Encaustic Tiles.

For Admirable Treatment akd Good Design.
For New pRotifiSKS of Manufacture of Encaustic Tiles.

T. and R. BOOTE. by their Patent Process, are making Encaustic
and PLAIN FLOORING TILES of the harrlest texture and the
finest colours (equal to ennmel lints), which can bf inlaid any depth,

thereby ensuring durability, and a a much cheaper rate than
hitherto charged.

FOR CHURCHES, ENTRANCE HALLS, &c., &c.

White Glaze Tiles, both for in and outdoor purposes, which will

resist the severest weather.

Designs aud Estimates supplied without charge, and experienced
pavers sent out to suit purchasers.

AddresB—T. & B. BOOTE, Waterloo Potteries, Burslem.

LEEOY'S IMPROVED PATENT NON-
CONDUCTINO COMTOSITION for COATING BOILERS,

bTEAM PIPES, and othevhii^hly heated surfaces. Much superior to

Felt, or any other composition us regards Economy, Lightness, Dura-
bility. Adhesiveness, and Effectiveness, to prevent the radiation of

Heat, Enve Fuel, increase the power ofsteam, andkeep the Stoke Hole
and Etitjine Room cool ; it will at once show a leak ; it cannot catch

or commuoicate fire. UBed by II. M. Government in the Dockyards,
&c., He. Hundreds of references aud testimonials, and all infoima-
tion .nt F. LEROY and CO.s, Sole Miiuufactiuers, 12, Graystieet,

near Philpot street, Commercial ro-ui, E.

MORTAR MILLS AND PORTABLE
STEAM ENGINES FOR SALE OR HIRE.—Stationary and

Donkey Engines, titeani Paus, Cornish and other' Boilers, Furnace
Work, Safety Valves, Btcani and Water Gauges. Pumjis. Tanks,
Shafting, Coupling, Phuumer Blocks, Riggers Fly-wheels, Edge
Runners. Hydraulic aud Screw Presses, Punching and Shearing
Machines, Hjdro extractors, Saw-frames and Benches, Crabs, Jacks,
Blocks and other useful machinery.—T. T. TAYLOR, 41, White-
street. Borough.

N.B.—Plant a7id Machinery Purchased. (Cash)'

REDUCED PKICES. — D. BOWEK,
GENERAL MASON, 6, Church-street, Claphiim-rojid,

London. S.W. Opeuiug. s d. M«rble
Bed-r.jom Chimneypieces ?ft. uu. 3 o eaih ... 10s.

8iu. Box do. Srt. Oiu. 6 6 203.

loin. Tniso do. 8ft. Oiu. 11 G „ ... 38a.

H«ad and Foot Stoue, & a.
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THE ATTEMPTED COUP-D'ETAT AT
THE ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH
ARCHITECTS.

THE Members of the Institute, and of the

architectural profession generally, will,

we are sure, learn with the same regret that

we have, that a coup-d'etat has been attempted

in Conduit-street (we are unable to presage

whether it will prove successful or not), the

result of which cannot be other than deplor-

able. The conspirator-in-chief, nay—as it

appears, the sole conspirator—is no less a per-

son than the President himself. Some
shadowy notice of his proposal was given, it

is true, in his opening address at the com-
mencement of the current Session, when he
promised that further due intimation should

be given of his intentions. No such due
notice was, however, our readers will be

surprised to hear, vouchsafed either to the

Council or the Institute until on Monday
evening he disclosed his plot. The propositon,

in brief, is that the Honorary Secretaryship

for home duties should be at once abolished,

that the present paid Assistant Secretary

should be raised to the office of Chief (not

Honorary) Secretary and Member of Council,

to have the sole control and management,
under the Council, of the affairs of the Insti-

tute, and that the Honorary Secretary for

Foreign Correspondence, retained in order

that the provisions of the charter might be
verbally complied with, should confine him-
self to the special duties of his post, and con-

sequently be altogether subordinate to the

paid secretary. In thus suddenly springing

a mine imder the feet of the present executive

and general body of the Institute, we are

bound to consider that the Pres-dent com-
mitted a grave dereliction of duty and abuse
of privilege, and acted in a manner the very
reverse of courteous to the Institute, the

Council, and the present Honoraray Secre-

taries ; and thiiugh professedly he has sought

the interest of the paid Secretary, a little con-

sideration will shew that this aim he like-

wise mis.sed.

Surely a step of so vital and revolutionary
a character ought to have been sub-

mitted in the first instance to the Council,

and fairly and fully discussed by them before

it was launched before the general body.
Again, without doubt it ought not to have
been tacked on, as it was, to the fag-end of

the notice-paper of a special general meeting,
already overburdened with a plethora of im-
portant business—iu the expectation that the

fatigued members at a late hour might fail to

see through the insidious nature of the de-

sign ; and obviously, tlie Honorary Secre-

taries, whose posts were so summarily to be
dispensed with, ought to have had some ap-
prisal of the manner in which they woidd be
affected by the scheme. Fortunately, although
a few too hasty members gave an inconside-
rate adhesion to it, the majority wisely
required some further time for its considera-
tion

; and, as the meeting was adjourned until
Monday next for the purpose, we trust they
will meet again in a calmer spirit, and view
the matter fully in all its bearings.

Before unmasking his battery, the President
made a few faint remarks to Mr. Seddon, the
Hon. Sec. forHome Duties, dcprecating.the idea
that any personal slight was intended towards
himself. No mention of his name, it may be
remarked, was made in the opening address
alluded to when the outlines of the scheme
were first vaguely , suggested, although very
complimentary language was used towards his
colleagues. Mr. Seddon, in reply, said that
he would accept the statement, and beg the

members to discuss the subject without re-

ference to himself, but upon its own merits,

and for the good of the Institute. More he

couldnot well say, as obviously his mouth was

closed, and it was not for him to dilate \ipon

the character of the duties of his office, which,

in his preamble, the President has declared

to be obsolete, or to explain what had been

the nature of his services during so many
years, as they were now assumed to be useless.

The Hon. Sec. for Foreign Correspondence,

Professor Donaldson, Past President, and

whose letter will be found in another column,

declared that no other course was open to him
but to resign office, seeing thit it would be

thought " honorary without honour " any

longer ; and expressed his opinion, founded

upon a longer experience than that of any
other member in the official position referred

to, as to the impolicy of the President's

proposal.

Since then Mr. Donaldson has sent in his

resignation, not only of his official position

but of his Fellowship as well ; and we deeply

regret that one of the founders and best

supporters of the Institute should have had
reason to feel himself so aggrieved as this

step indicates.

Such is a historical sketch of what has taken

place at present. The objects and prospects of

success of this attempted coup-d'etat we are

somewhat at a loss to divine.

The President has disavowed all personal

consideration in the matter, and we are bound,
therefore, to believe him. Vi^e are inclined,

then,toaccountthusforthe reasons which have
led to this extraordinary conduct on his part.

On taking office, he deprecated, with expres-

sions of hvimility for which we give him
credit, that the choice of the members had
fallen upon himself, as one whose position in

the profession did not of itself entitle him to

hold it. Certainly we agreed with him on

that point ; but looking to the parallel case

of the Presidentship of the Royal Academy,
we thought he possessed many qualifications

that might render him fit for the office. He
promised, however, that by his diligence to

the duties of the Presidentship he would
endeavour to do justice to the selection that

had fallen on him. In this anxiety to be

active there was, as it has proved, much
danger. The President should be, no doubt,

if possible, a professional man ; but, whether
or no, his position should be such as of itself

to confer dignity upon the post; and such
being the case, it is not necessary for him
always to be in the chair. On the contrary, it is

far better^ he should not be present too often,

otherwise the Vice- Presidentships become
merely ornamental nullities, and may in their

turn come to be voted imnecessary.

The activity, however, which Mr. Wyatt
has imposed upon himself has led him to be

ambitious. He would needs be dictator, with

a deferential Council, perhaps, but without
any other official than himself to originate

measures ; and a paid secretary to him in this

capacity is all that he conceives to be wanted.
This ambition further would lead him to

achieve the reputation of statesmanship.

Alas ! that with the recent foreign political

Jiaxcn to warn him, he should have fallen into

a similar snare. But we have said that the

very person sought to be benefitted would be
rather injured by the movement set on foot

in his favour than otherwise.

The purpose of the Hon. Secretaryship is

that one Fellow annually elected, and there-

fore easily removable, should hold office long

enough, if his policy l)e approved, to guide in

matters of business a Council composed of

ever-varying members, as well as a President,

occasionally in the chair, in reasonable rota-

tion with the Vice-Presidents.

An Hon. Secretary is supposed to have a

policy, and Mr. Seddon lias often avowed his
;

but a paid secretary, if he would keep his

salary, would abstain from one, and not seek

to lead the Council ; and this Mr. Eastlake

has hitherto wisely done. AVe fancy the un-

certainty of a position, salaried, yet dependent
by charter upon annual election, and the

caprices of what often have proved small,

unrepresentative, and party-spirited meetings,

flill prove but an embarrassing compensation
for increased hours. And a paid secretary

may find the policy that will be expected of

him— at least under a less active President

—

rather an awkward acquisition.

At the same time, while we think the pro-

posal an undesirable one on behalf of Mr.
Eastlake himself, we cannot but think that

he might be addressed as Secretary in future

instead of Assistant-Secretary— a term which
from the first we objected to—although the

present injudicious movement may show that

it was not adopted without some foresight,

and may have had more reason in its favour

than we discovered. In conclusion, we own
coups d'etat are usually condoned if successful,

and it may be that we should be wrong in

assuming that ilr. Wyatt has in this case

reckoned without his host
;

yet we have a

shrewd suspicion that such will prove to be
the case.

r

VIOLLET LE DUC'S " DICTIONNAIRE
RAISONNE DE L'ARCHITECTURE
FRANCAISE."'

I.

T is seventeen years ago since the first

volume of this recently-completed work
first made its appearance. It is a work which

forms an enduring monument to the author.

Replete with reflections, demonstrating great

archreological research, and exhibituig a pro-

found knowledge, both with the theory and

the practice of his profession, its completion

marks an important epoch in art literature.

Very rarely has it been given to one man un-

aided to fulfil such a task, and the industry

and perseverence exhibited here are over-

whelming. Ten volumes, extending over 5,0H0

pages of well thought-out matter, show how
enthusiastic and how zealous in his work M.
le Due must have been ; and when to this we
add the charge of an extensive practice and
the publication of those admirable works " Le
Dictionnaire raisonne du ilobilier FranQaise,"

his "Entretieur sur I'architecture," and innu-

merable brochures, we are amazed, not only that

M. le Due should have done so much, but also

that it all should be done so well. Only those

who have attempted to write upon such sub

jects can appreciate the enormous labour of

research for materials, the constant and unex-

pected cropping up of new illustrations which

revise—nay, not unfrcquently change— an

opinion partly formed, and which necessitate a

recasting of much already done, can appreciate

the work at its full value ; indeed, the fir.st

words of the first volume inform us that it is

the result of five-and-twenty years of previ-

ous study. Sure we are that what remains is

the precious ore extracted from an enormous

mass of crude facts accumulated by patient

labour, carefully sifted, sorted, and arranged,

and now presented to us a most perfect sample.

As an illustration of how great M. le Due's

task has been, let us look at what the aggre-

gate labour of a band—too small a band

—

of English architects has done. We find the
" Dictionary of Architecture " yet incomplete.

Manyyears have run since it was commenced ;

it is as yet not half finished, and, though

good in itself, it is by far less complete,

less erudite, and less reflective than this one

of the many works of M. le Due. Add, if you
will, the other works on architecture pub-

lished by any half-dozen of our leading

architects, and the aggregated brain-work is

dwarfed by the colossal labour of their French
confrere. M. le Due is a giant—he is Argus
and Briareus. Will he forgive us for seeking

in Pagan fable for this illustration of

strength, observation, and labour >. His work

* Dictionnair3 raisonn.- de I'architecture Franqaiflo

du XI. au XVI. Sioclcpar M.VioUet lo Due, nrchiteeta

du Gouvernment, Inspecteur-^^i-Ut-ral dea Edilicos Dio •

cesains. 10 vols. , 8to : Morel, Paris, 1854—186S.
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to U8 seems so superhuman that we are driven

into the dim unrestricted region of myth to

find a fitting comparison. Now although the

particular work the title of which heads our

chapter is undoubtedly well known to many
of our readers, there are many—we fear too

many—who, from its being written in

French, are unacquainted with its text ; and
then, alas, too many to whom its price will

render its possession impossible. For the

benefit of those, we propose to take a some-

what extensive review of it. We shall treat

it volume by volume, giving occasionally some
reproductions of those beautifully-executed

woodcuts which enrich its pages, and for

which alone wemuch fear it is too frequently

sought. Often do we see the architectural

detail illustrated in it reproduced in the work
of our ci-devant Gothioists in utter opposition

to the principles inculcated in the text. Such
possessors of this excellent work profane it by
such treatment ; they have not art enough to

steal deftly, and when convicted should be
doubly punished ; the crime and the blunder
both merit such a reward. All such should

inscribe over the door of their study, if they

use one, these words from the preface of that

book theythusabu.se—"If we build a new
edifice it should serve as a language, to express

our thoughts, but not to repeat what others

have said." It is well to study carefully M.
le Due's preface— careless readers never study
prefaces ; if they only had to write one
they would know how much is packed into

how little there ; but as no architect has yet
invented an illustrated preface, those who only
look upon architectural books as marine-store-

shops for odds and ends of stolen goods pay
no attention to these—and thus, we fear, M. le

Due's preface is almost unknown. We wish
that our space would let us reproduce it entire

;

as it is, we must only glance at this porch-way,
and note some few of the lessons which are

taught us on the very threshold.

In this preface our author tells us that after

having undergone the two 3'ears' regulation

wandering and desultory study in Italy, he
returned to France, and though he in some
measure before appreciated the edifices of his

own country, he was more and more struck

with the aspect of them, with the wisdom and
science which had presided over their execu-

tion, and the \mity and harmony of method
followed in their execution and their orna-

mentation. Already distinguished men had
paved 1 h 3 way to their study, lighted on their

road by the works and admiration of their

neighbours the English. They dreamt 0'' clas-

sifying edifices by styles and epochs ; they
did not follow texts, for the most part erro-

neous, but they admitted an archfeological

classification based upon the observation of

the monuments themselves. The first works
of M. De Caumont brought to light the well-

marked characteristics of the architecture of

Northern France. In 1851, M. Vitet addressed

to the Minister of the Interior a report upon
,
the monuments of the departments of the

Oise, the Aisne, the Nord, the Marne, and
the Pas du Calais, in which this elegant writer

drew the attention of the Government to the
unknown treasures which were at their very
doors. Still later, M. Merrimee followed out
the researches so happily commenced by M.
Vitet, and wandering over all the ancient
provinces of France, saved from ruin numbers
of edifices which no one then cared for, and
which form to-day the riches and the pride of

the towns which possess them. M. Didron
expounded the painted and the sculptured
poems which co-\'ered the cathedrals, and
drove away those vandals who would de-

stroy them. " But— and we say it to our shame
—our artists lemained behind, and our archi-

tects rushed oft' to Italy, never opening their

eyes until they reached Genoa or Florence,
and came back with portfolios filled with
sketches made without criticism and without
order. They set to work at once, without
ever having set foot on an architectural monu-
ment in their own country." Such is the

brief history of the rise of the " Gothic mind"
in France. There, too, we see that painting

and architecture were the last arts to receive

the impression of the time. They were not
vernacular arts, and we much fear that it is

the same now-a da}'s. If we regard the origin

of this feeling in our own country, we shall

see that it paseed through the same phase.

Horace Walpole andSir Walter Scott initiated

the study of Mediaeval art ; Chippendale
made eccentric furnitm-e ; and Rickman, a

quaker linendraper, classified our ancient

buildings under a titling of inexact nomen-
clature ; but our architects studied Taylor
and Cresy,'were learned in Stuart and Revett,

and the buildings of our own country were
left equally disregarded. Then arose Pugin,
a foreigner, and, therefore, an appreciator of

English art ; and, last of all, when Pugin
found patrons, and his son became successful,

our architects awoke to the fact that it paid,

and studied it a little also. English art has,

however, found no .such exponents as has
French art. Even yet we have no rudiments
of archeology published in an inexpensive
form for the use of schools

; yet the admirable
"Abetcedaire d'Archseologe " of M. de Cau-
mont bears date 1850, and has passed through
many editions. It is true the works of Pugin,
Britton, Sharpe, and Bowman have nobly
illustrated many of our finest Mediajval build-

ings, but they are dry lines only without
clothing—no reasonable text relating to the

theory and practice of architecture as an art.

Picturesque delineation and romancing his-

tories of our old buildings filled our bookcases,

and were mistranslated into stucco and novels

accordingly. The west front of York
Minster was boiled down to the elevation of a
Dissenting chapel, its beauties and its teach-

ings evaporated, and a bleached and tasteless

extract served up. Our old churches and ca-

thedrals are "restored" out of knowledge
and destroyed at five per cent. ; and our ar-

chitects rush ott' to France, to Italy, to Ger-
many, bringing back neat volumes of closely-

drawn lithographs, which are subscribed lor

at a high price, and afterwards tried to be
sold at a little one ; but careful investigating

study of our own Medireval architecture has,

as yet, found little or no place in the pro-

fession. Let us listen to M. le Due ; let us

hear how he set about to study the home
treasures with which he was surrounded. " In
the work which we publish to-day we have
essayed not only to give numerous examples
of the diverse forms adopted by Medieval
architecture, according to a chronological

order, but we have, above all, striven to make
known the reasons why it assumed these

forms—the principles which led to their adop-
tion. To us it appears difficult to record the

successive transformations of the arts of

architecture without giving at the same
time a sketch of the civilization which
enveloped them, and if the task should
be found too great for us we shall have at least

done pioneers'duty for our successors; as forus,

we cannot study the garment without con-

sidering tlie man V: ho wears it." Alas ! what
a lot of tailors there are amongst architects

now-a-days. But our master is speaking, so

we will be quiet. Listen !
" Now all sympathy

for this or that form of art put aside, we have
been struck with the complete harmony which
exists between the arts of the middle ages and
the spirit of the peoples in whose midst they

have developed themselves. From the

moment when Mediaeval civilization found
itself living and organized, it progressed

rapidly." " It is not to-day only that western

Christianity has inscribed on its flag the word
—Progress. Who speaks of progress speaks

of labour, of struggle, and of transformation."

That is atruly philosophical view of the records

of a nation's history by its arts, but un-

fortunately the converse does not hold good.

We have struggling, and labour, and transfor-

mation enough and to spare in art, and
especially in architecture now ; but un-

fortunately it is against, not for the spirit of

the time, and progress is not the result. Do
"Gothic '' theatres and law courts. Renaissance
tabernacles, and torturing brick churches of

no style, expressive of no sentiment, mark
progress ? Do girder bridges or cast-iron

arched ones mark progress ? Do buildings
which show how many books a man has on
his library shelves, and how few brains he has
in his head, show much progress? Alas
no ! Until common sense rules, until common
wants are expressed in a common language,

we shall have no progress, and the architecture

of this day can create but a valley of dry
bones so long as it borrows these bones only
from the past. It props up the dead body,
but it instils no life ; it studies consequence
only, and disregards the cause, and for this

reason it has ceased to be an art, and degenerated
into a trade with 5 per cent, profit and a dis-

count off. So far it certainly represents the

commercial spirit of the age, and thus far it is

true. But is that a fine art ? In reviewing M.
le Due's account of the duties of an ancient

architect, we shall have to speak further en
this point, so at present we will say no more.

We regret we cannot agree with him in his

contrast between the ancient civilization, and
that of the epoch he treats of. Like most
enthusiasts, he can only see one side of the

question ; he sums up the difference between
the two by calling the former absorbent and
the latter expansive. To our minds like causes

produce like efl'ects, and to a certain point

each phase of art has trodden parallel paths ;

each has its absorbing, each its expanding
time, as the political and social history of its

time varied ; and the arguments in favour of

any one particular phase of art expression is

equally applicable to a correlative period in the

course of the other. Absorption is simply
taking in food for expansion, and when any
style of art has ceased to absorb the feelings

of its time, if it does not expand it withers

away and dies.

LINCOLN'S INN.

A CORRESPONDENCE has lately beengomg
on iu the Times respecting Lincoln's Inn

and Lincoln's Inn-garJcns. "A Junior of Twenty
Years' Standing" opened the ball by announcing
that a new set of chambers is to be erected in

the garden of Lincoln's Inn. The veteran

junior says that these chambers will be too far

from the New Law Courts to be convenient for

barristers, and he intimates that if the recom-

mendations of the Judicial Commission are

adopted there will be local courts, and the com-ts

of appeal only will sit in London. " A Bencher,"

in i-eply, says that " the Bench have not resolved

to biiild the chambers in the garden," and that

the hoarding was put up " to enable ua to gather

opinions as to the alleged expediency of so

sacrificing the garden to meet the alleged want of

chambers, and to enable us quickly to rebuild the

almost ruinous ' Old-buUilings.'" The Law
Journal thinks this answer of the Bencher fully

justifies the warning of the Junior. In the case

of bricks and mortar, it says, the first step,

though experimental, is too often the beginning

of the costly and ruinous end. Putting up the

hoarihng to try the effect is an ominous proceed-

ing, and a word of caution is not out of season.

No doubt there is a great demand for chambers,

and the Benchers ought to do what they can to

meet it. We shoukl have thought that Old-

buildings might be gi-adually rebuilt without the

prior erection of new chambers. In these days

building work is done quickly, and barristers

might be content with chambers out of bounds

during the time of rebuilding. We trast that,

whatever decision is arrived at, the garden will

not be spoilt by the erection of a new set of

chambers, and that the hoarding will be speedily

removed.

On (lit Sir Robert Peel has sold the v.aluable col-

lection of pictures, chiefly Dutch .and Flemish,

which his father spent so many years in accumu-
lating, but which he himself does not profess to hare

especially admired. It has been pm-chased by the

Trvistees of the National Gallery for a sum of

£75,000.
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THE PATENT LAWS.

OT fewer than three Bills are before Par-

_ liament proposing to modify or abo-
lish the Patent Laws. The ery for repeal
has, for many years, come from the same
quarter, and it is still contended that the
abolition of patents would conduce to the
advancement of arts and sciences. On the
other hand, it is urged that this would put a
deadlock upon the genius of invention. Now,
between these two extremes, may we not find
a middle term, as in logic i And, if not a
middle term, then -we are'f reed back upon the
principle of patents. There are economists
who protest against "property in ideas ;" who
would disendow the human mind ; who would
treat the contriver of a new machine as the
Americans treat the author of an English
book—thank him for his production—and
steal it. A patent is granted for the mode,
easier and cheaper than other modes, of
achieving a particular result. It is as much
the individual's property as an artist's picture
or a scholar's book. Take the method of
boUing

; you cannot patent heat, but you can
patent the means of applying it. It is to the
parts employed in working out the discovery
that the Act of Parliament affords protection.
When Mr. Smith patented the screw propeller
he did not become possessed of the sole right
to the idea of propulsion by means of a screw;
other inventors obtained patents for varying
patterns. So with the paddle-wheel. The
feathering superseded the fixed iloat, and no
legal privilege was infringed. But the extin-
guishing of this privilege would be the dead-
ening of independent ingenuity. Who cares
to work without a reward .'—Who, especially
among the poor, whose dreams, while they plv
at their striving labour, are of reputation and
success 1 As well might men publish books
without copyright. An invention is not a
commodity which can be produced at will.
If we wish to have bread to eat we must till

the ground
; if we have corn to grind we must

send it to the miller ; we must sow the seed,
reap the harvest, separate the wheat from the
chafl', convert the grain into flour, and the
flour into dough, and the dough into rolls and
loaves

; and we have the needful substance on
oru- tables. But we are bound to think of the
miller and his men. For centuries, dating
from beyond Chaucer, they toiled in an at-
mosphere made unwholesome by the cloud
from the grinding grain. Then stepped in
the inventor, Bovill. He had devised a plan
for increasing the efficiency of the millstones,
while subduing the mealy dust. He patented
it. But what the outcry ? Exactly that which
greeted Christopher Columbus when he had
found out a new world. Anybody might have
done it. Each miller could have made the dis-
covery for himself " in process of time." But
the process of time is a long one, occasionally.
Three-fourths of the millers in England, for
manyyear.s, neglected Bovill's improvements,
as^ three-fourths of the engineers despised
Watt's modifications of the steam engine. An
eminent lawyer recently said—and it was a
surprising thing for him to say—that all in
ventions will be made, some day or another,
even if the patent laws are abolished. This
we can neither disprove nor accept without
qualification. The qualification is that P.atent
Laws are good, not merely because the direct
influence they have in the stimulating of in-
vention, nor even that they act, in a manner,
as premiums upon ingenuity, but because,
when the State has to deal with the demands
pt mveutors, and has to take into account the
mterests of every section of the community,
patent laws offer the most equitable arrange-
ment lor satisfying rival claims, while pro-
tecting the meritorious from pillage and ruin.
It is urged that the laws of nature are com-
mon property. But is a peculiar insight into
these laws common property 1 We do not
suppose that Newton ever thought of patent-
ing his law of gravity, or that a'matheniatician
Who squared the circle would register his tri-

umph at the South Kensington Museum. Still,

in ourda}', thousands upon thousands of disco-

veries, useful in their way, are the productions

of poor men's thought, who cannot afford to

give their time to enrich " the general fund of

the world's wisdom." They do not ask for a

perpetual prerogative of royalty in a screw-

propeller, an hydraulic press, a steam engine,

or an electric telegraph ; they w-ant, in plain

language, to gather in the first fruits of their

intellectual industry ; and they have a right

to it. Why should the dull and indolent

profit freely by the exertions of the acute

and pertinacious '? Where, rmder tho;e

circumstances, would be the natural human
motiv'e for exceptional effort '? It is very
easy to talk about the sacrifice of a few 1 ) the

general good ; yet where would the few be
found unless they felt an incentive ? It has
been wisely written there is in reality no
great and continuous labour undertaken with-

out some stimulus of a more special and per-

sonal kind than the self-satisfaction of con-

tributing to the enjoyment or profit of our
mortal race. We all denounce when a great

inventor dies unrewarded. He has been
looking keenly into the laws of nature ; he
has learned something of which we, hitherto,

have been ignorant ; he has won in a race for

which many have started ; and, forsooth, he
is to be denied the prize because others might
equally easily have won it ! For our own
part, we can perceive no tangible distinction

between copyright in a book and copyright in

a mechanical or scientific invention—setting

aside discoveries in surgery and medicine, the
disclosure of which is immediatly due to all

mankind. We cannot distinguish between
the author of a work on the screw-propeller

and the author of the screw-propeller itself.

The book is a creation, and the novelty it treats

of is an invention also ; and why should not
both be a protected ? The history of discovery
is a histor}' of surprises. We do not say that

Patent Laws are never abused. They are put
in force for un-meriterious quackeries, and for

copies of old specifications. But these abuses,

upon the whole, correct themselves. There
is no virtue in the words " by royal letters

patent " which can permanently mislead the

public. If these words were legallyaffixed to

machines constructed to produce perpetual
motion they would hardly suffice to over-

come those drawbacks due to friction and
gravitation which have always hindered such
engines from working so well in practice as

they do on paper. Patents, justly understood,
are the finger-posts of progress. They are

granted upon exactly the same principle as

that which created our Indian and North
American Empires. They are related to the
spirit of monopoly, no doubt ; but is not every
man's private estate a monopoly '? Is not
every man's personal genius a monopoly ?

Was not Sir Walter Scott'—was not our
Charles Dickens a monopolist, iu the most ex-

clusive sense of the term >. There is nothing
in common lietween these particular prero-

gatives and, for example, the infamous
monopolies created by Queen Elizabeth. The
sovereign has no longer any power to bestow
these rights. If they are falselyclaimed, they
can be cancelled ; if they are grossly absurd,
so as to include, at once, the propelling of

ships, the making of shoes, and the cutting
of turnips, they are, no matter what fees are

paid, null and void. Still, we admit an in-

justice and a difficulty. Men who can really

coal, while the other contrives an apparatus
for smelting. Which should be the patentee ?

Which should possess property in the idea '?

Clearly the one who can practically apply it.

The discoverer enlarges our knowledge ; the
inventor increases our power ; and the whole
case stands this way : some manufacturers
complain that they are hampered by patents,
that they know not what to do "lest they
should infringe the rights of some monopolists,
whom they cannot compel, under any royalty,
to grant a licence for making their apparatus
or employing their process. Against all this

we have only to plead again that mdustry
and ingenuity must have their inducements
and their rewards.

ROAD-SCRAPINGS v. "HOGGIN.'

invent nothing, may be able to suggest a slight

improvement, actually suggested by some
other man's work, the work of an original and
fertile brain. Here the patents compete un-
fairly : the greater gives way to the less. If

a man discovers the efl'ect of the actinic rays
of light on nitrate of silver he becomes
master of a new idea, and may, by publishing
his discovery, make the public share in his

knowledge. Another individual takes ad-

vantage of it, and produces a picture on a

piece of glass or a sheet of paper. Or the
the one finds a bed of iron-stone or a seam of

THE enormous cost of keeping in repair the
many hundreds of miles of roadway com-

prised within the metropolitan area renders it ne-
cessary that the greatest economy, consistent with
efficiency, should be exercised by the surveyors to

the various vestries. In the streets subject to a
heavy traffic a sharp contest has for some time
been going on between asphalte and granite "setts

;"

but whichever of these two methods of paving is

found, after thorough trials of each under all con-

ceivable circumstances, to be the most suited for

what we m.ay call " city" traffic, we suppose that
in the long lines of road abounding in the suburbs,
granite, macadam, and flint roads will still hold
ihsir own, especially now that the steam-roller is

beginning to be more widely appreciated by those
slow-to-move bodies the vestries. With the aid

of the steam roller a macadamised road may now
be made smooth, hard, and infinitely more dura-
ble than when cart and omnibus wheels and horses'

feet are made to do what should be done by the
roller. But the old method not only entails

cruelty to animals, it takes more money from
the pockets of the ratepayers ; for roads made in
such a barbarous fashion always wear very quickly
into innumerable holes, and require " mending"
incessantly. By using the steam roller the cost,

though perhaps greater at the outset, is less in

the long run, for steam-rolled roads wear smoothly
and evenly, and require little attention.

In the use of the steam-roller it is found advi-

sable to use "hoggin," a sort of sand or fine gra-

vel, as a binding material, and it has been more
than once suggested that the scrapings of the
roads, especially of those made of flints, could be
profitably used as " hoggin." We are glad to see

that at the last meeting of the St. George's,

Hanover- square. Committee of Works, the sur.

veyor (Mr. Tomkins) reported that he had made
inquiries as to the means of disposal of the road
sweepings in the various metropohtan parishes,

and as to a suitable site for the storage of a por-
tion of the road scrapings to be used in place of
" hoggin." He had written to every road sur-

veyor in London, asking two questions—1st
" How do you dispose of your road sweepings ?

"

and, '2nd, " Have you used any portion as a sub-
stitute for "hoggin," and, if so, withwhatresidt ?"

He had received answers from thirty-one sur-

veyors, of which he gave a summary. Twenty-
six stated that they disposed of the sweepings by
contract, the contractor being paid for their re-

moval. Eleven stated that they had used road
scrapings instead of "hoggin " with good results.

They did not, however, specify whether from
granite or flint roads. Five stated that they had
used scrapings from flint roads only. Four had
never used them. Three consider them useless.

Two consider that they should be used with cau-

tion. Three preferred " hoggin." Four sold

theu- scrapings for manure. There was, therefore,

a largo majority iu favour of the use of road-
scrapings as a substituto for "hoggin," and his

opinion was favourable to their being so used,
while at the same time he fully agreed that it

should he done with caution. To obtain good
results they should be used when the weather was
di-y. He was of opinion that only flint scrapings

should be used. Granite scrapings consisted of a
line powder, containing a large percentage of

organic matter, whilst Hint scrapings consisted of

loamy grit containing a much smaller percentage
of organic matter.

A new town-hall is to bo built at Madras.
Vizianagram gives f1,000 towards it.

The
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SUN-BURNERS.
{Coiifliith'il from i>. 111.)

THE next point to be attempted in order to

render the sun-burner better adapted for

universal domestic use is to reduce the heat

given out bj the lamp itself. The larger jet

at a lower pressure will somewhat help this,

and the shape of the elongated case, and con-

sequently larger air space between the light

and the atmosphere of the room, will still

more materially assist, but the most certain

aid will be in a more thorough and extensive

ventilation of the ceiling of the room itself.

As rooms are now usually built, ventilation

other than that atl'orded by the fireplace

(often closed with a register) and the occa-

sionally opened window is rarely attempted,

and spite of all that has been written, said,

and done, architects and builders still go on
in the same unscientific, unreasoning way, and
build walls for warmth and glazed apertures

for light, and let fresh pure air—the first

essential of comfort—take its chance. In a

former paper, a simple addition in the ordi-

nary manner of constructing a drop-light

window frame was pointed out (see the IjUild-

INO News for December 23rd, 1870, p. 459),

and which at such times as the crowded state

of the room rendered the heat more than
usually intolerable, might afford a most grate-

ful relief; but in addition to this, in contriving

for the introduction of a sun-burner, and
indeed for the use of any other artificial

light, an ever-acting escape of heated air must
be provided as the very first essential. To
do this, the very source of the trouble—the

heat from combustion of the gas itself—can
be used as the motive power of cure. In all

flues intended to carry off heated air into the

colder external atmosphere, the great obstacle

is the down-draught ; and numerous as are

the appliances in shape of valves and chimney
terminals to remove this, scarcely any one of

them is certain or satisfactory. It should,

perhaps, be stated that the American pattern

known as Emerson's ventilator, which is

simple and scientific in its primary principle,

is the most effective apparatus for the purpose
of an external wind-guard, and as it is pro-

bably but little known here, its form and
action may be briefly described with practical

advantage. It consists first of a base or wind-
box above the roof, of any suitable size, pro-

vided that the square of it be larger than the

diameter of the shaft or flue, and its height

not less than one diameter. From this rises

the shaft, of not less than five diameters, and
at ^top of this is a truncated cone formed
by a sloping rim jiointing downwards at

an angle of 45", and with a perpendicular
height equal to one diameter. The space be-

tween the lower edge of the rim and the shaft

is filled in with a disc of sheet iron, leaving

the form of the cap so far that of a truncated

cone. At the height of one diameter from the

open top (which is of course the top of the

tube or shaft itself) is a circular flat of stout

zinc or iron exactly the size of the base of the

c one ; this is supported upon any sufficient

number of metal rods rising from the lower
edge of the cone, and is simply to protect the

TOOuth of the flue from rain or direct down-
current. The action depends upon the move-
ment of the atmospheric wave across the top
of the opening, and with the very slightest

movement (which above a roof is almost in-

variably present) a vacuum is created in the
upper part of the shaft, and consequently an
upward direction is given to the liow of the
column of air within the flue itself.

With such a terminal as this the escape of

heated air from the gas flue will be assisted,

but it will not always and under every con-
dition of the atmosphere be a perfect result

;

to ensure a constantly satisfactory ventilation

something more must be done, and provided
that the flues are of proper capacity, are

smoothly finished internally, avoiding as far

as possible abrupt angles, and are kept secure
from external chill by being cased (when of

metal) on their points of exit above the roof,

the following plan will be found to answer ;

Divide the whole of the flues, from their com-
mencement immediately above the burner to

their discharge into the air-chest under the

chimney terminal, into two equal parts by a

diaphragm partition extending the entire

height of the flue. The precise explanation of

the law which governs the action of this very
simple arrangement can scarcely be clearly

made, but its efficacy is undoubted, and any
one may convince himself of its truth by a

simple but conclusive experiment. Light a

piece of thin paper and drop it into a wide-

mouthed, dry, and empty glass bottle (a watur
bottle for instance) ; have ready a strip of thin

c?,rd-board or stiff' paper that has previously

been cut to exactly fit the neck of the bottle,

and when the flame is just upon point of

expiring in the vitiated air of the bottle, in-

sert this card, and at once the flame will re-

turn to its pristine brilliancy and continue

until the paper is burnt out. The deduction
from this fact is that there are opposing cur-

rents in every enclosed column of air, and the

card acts as a partition to divide them, ad-

mitting on the one hand of the upward escape

of the foul super-heated air, and on the other

of the domiward stream of fresh pure air to

feed combustion. That there are upward and
downward currents of air in ordinary smoke-
flues, chimney-doctors no doubt have some
experience, but no one yet seems to have
attempted an easy and probably always cer-

tain mode of preventing what are called

smoky chimneys, by building flues sufficiently

large to admit of division by a thin metal or

ceramic partition into equal parts throughout
their entire length. A sun- burner having a

flue so made would possess advantages so

decided that the additional expense (naturally

capable of appreciable reduction as the appa-

ratus became in more general use) would not

be consideredobjectionableby most purchasers

or occupants of a comfortable dwelling.

It will thus be seen that many changes
have been made in the apparatus since its

first introduction to the public, but no marked
improvements have been made in any other

than the large machines suited to club-houses,

theatres, and the like ; the small globe-light

for ordinary domestic use remains as ugly
and clumsy in form as when first introduced.

It is somewhat remarkable, by the way, to ob-

serve how uniformly clumsy glass globes of

English make are compared with foreign ; our

glass-blowers invariably flatten them at the

poles, whereas a French or Belgian workman
gives them another swing or two so as to

sliglitly elongate the apex—in this respect

unconsciously following the well-known prac-

tice of early Greek art-workers, who corrected

the optical defects of outlines by just such a di-

vergence as brought theobjectback totheform
intended to l:>e seen. Occasionally an oval

has been substituted, but seemingly the goose-

berry has been taken for a model, and its

poles are as oblate as the globes ;
probably a

bell-shajied form, filled at bottom with a

flattened curve cut as a star, would be found
pleasing and convenient.

There are no interesting examples of

specially decorated ceilings in rooms or

buildings lighted by sunburners. On a flat

surface, the objection made to them was
at first the shadow cast from the bulky
tube and heavy frame of the apparatus

;

but since the introduction by Jlessrs. Strode

of glass and mica into their manufacture,

its force has been materially lessened. The
form of the burner itself has been im-

proved, and decoration has been introduced
;

but there are at this present time no
examples of an attempt to utilize the bril-

liant light thereby obtainable as a means of

producing legitimate efl'ect. The first point

that occurs is the fact of the luminous area

immediately around the burner ; this could

be turned to good advantage by introducting

flat decorations in pure masses of light tints

relieved by finer lines or portions of positive

colours upon a gold ground, repeating the

leading characteristics of the design upon the

outer boundary of the ceiling near the cornice,

and filling the rest of the surface with such

neutral tints relieved with diaper, floral divi-

sions, bands, or other carefully arranged de-

signs, as would not prominently catch the eye

;

making, in short, the burner, with its intense

briliancy, the central feature of the composi
tion. In domicular or coved ceilings, the

modes of treatment do not seem so dilticult,

and generally radiating bands of marked de-

sign and colour starting from a harmonious
centre, and rmited by similarly disposed de-

signs in the coving or cornice, would be

found an eff'ective and agreeable system of

decoration. Occasionally the sun-burner may
be turned to advantage for the illumination of

perpendicular decorations, as in the lunettes

under the voussoirs of coved ceilings ; for

instance, those under the dome of the Gaiety

Theatre, which have been so artistically em-
bellished by the designs of Mr. Marks, and for

panelled compartments of a frieze ; and when
the architectural decorations of the building

are thus arranged, the position of the source

of artificial light lends valuable aid.

The ceiling itself is, however, the natural

surface for decorative display ; and bearing in

mind the necessity of keeping all embel-

lishment subordinate to the overwhelming

brilliancy of the central object, an artist should

have no difficulty in treating it effectively.

There are but two modes of treating a flat sur-

face high over head ; one, by making a mass

of minute details so evenly balanced as to give

the effect of a rich simplicity equal in one

sense to that obtained by a general tint ; the

other, to draw the eye by lines, and biinds,

and groupings of embellishment, to culminate

at last in one great mass of decoration ; the

sun-burner imperatively demands the latter.

REMARKS ON SIR CHRISTOPHER WREN'S
CHURCHES.*

THE churches of Wren are almost invariably on

the Roman model ; wherever the forms of

the Pointed style are attempted they are treated

in a dead and lifeless manner, and show that

the author had an iU-concealed contempt for the

MediiBval churches, which ho never condescended

to study. Previous to the Great Fire, he was
consulted as to the reparation of Old S. Paul's,

and in a report which he made as Assistant

Surveyor-General he says:—" It will be as easy

to perform the work after a good Roman manner
as to follow the rudeness of the old design."

Look at S. Michael's, Cornhill—professedly de-

signed after the noble chapel tower at Magdalen

College, Oxford ; how thoroughly Wren has

succeeded in depriving his imitation of any part

of the hfe and beauty of the original. Look at

St. Duustan's-in-the-East ; what a curious ad-

mixture of the Gothic form with Roman details,

and how feeble the result. Look at the western

towers of Westminster, requiring no criticism

from me before an educated audience.

The plans of the various churches erected by
Wren were simple and uniform when the form of

the site permitted ; and when, as was frequently

the case, the peculiarities of the ground and the

angularity of the streets rendered it neeessaiy,

it in interesting to observe the ingenuity with

which Wren accepted the ilifficulties and solved

the problem. This is emphatically observable in

S. Benetfink, Thrcadneedle-street, where the in-

terior polygonal shape, conforming to the

boundaries of the site, has been treated in a most

masterly manner. But where practicable the

plaus of his churches were simple. The principle

he laid down is stated in a letter to a friend

which he wi-ote in 1708, respecting S. James's,

Westminster, which he thought one of his best

works. In this letter he says :
—" The churches,

therefore, should bo large, but stOl in our Re-

formed religion it shoidd seem vain to make a

parish church larger than that all who are pre-

sent can both hear and see." " The Romanists,

indeed," he goes on to say, may buUd larger

churches ; it is enough if they hear the murmurs
of the Mass and see the Elevation of the Host, but

* By F. J. FRiNCia, F.R.I B.A. Read before the Arcbi-

tectmal Aasociation on tbe '24th ult.

I
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otirs are to befitted for auditories." For breadth
and simplicity of aiTangeraent, and as realising

this lea-iiug principle, I may refer to S. James's,
Piccadilly, S. Andrew's, Holborn, S. Clement
Dane, Strand, S. Lawi'enco, Jewiy, andS. Bride's,

Fleet-street.

But passing from the plans and considering

the outline of his churches, I hope I shall not be
considered guilty of any impertinence towards
this eminent man if I say they possess in this

respect veiy few claims to admiration. The most
observable feature is that in the majority of cases

the exterior is subservient to the interior. The
confined nature of the sites on which these

London churches were built rendered the architect

comparatively indifl'erent to the form and outline

of their elevation, and induced him to throw all

his skill and energy into theu' interiors. The
beauty of some of these is only equalled by the
contrasted ugliness of the exteriors ; and there is

many a form which satisfies the eye when you
enter the church which has been achieved at the

expense of external beauty, and which results in

a most uncouth exterior. In proof of this I may
refer to S. Mary-le-Bow, Cheapside, S. Stephen's,

Walbrook, and S. James's, Piccadilly, where the

architectural critic will find abundant proof of

what I am stating. The most unsatisfactory
features in Wren's churches are the windows.
They are tasteless, exhibiting no variety of de-

sign—mere misei'able gaps in the masonry, glazed
in the most oi'dinary manner. The campaniles
have been variously estimated, according to the
predilections of the critic, but setting aside the
far famed steeples of Bow Church and S. Bride's

—

the former of which has considerable claims to

intrinsic beauty—the remainder of his towers are

either square and massive, without reUef or

variety of design, frivolous in conception, as at S.

Stephens's, 'Walbrook, or the mere piling of order
upon order in incongi'uous ingenuity, as is

observable in Christ Church, Newgate-stree'c, and
S. Clement Danes. I ought to add that in the
interior outlines of many of his churches he was,
owing to his scientific knowledge of carpentiy,

especially successful. The absence of any tie-

beam across his larger structures, and where there

is a triple division into nave and aisles, is very
skilfully compensated for by the triangular con-
struction, bringing the main support upon the
nave columns, and thus counteracting the lateral

thrust. This an'angement left him free to throw
waggon-headed ceilings over the main body of the
fabric, added to the height, and considerably
augmented the internal grandeur of efi'ect. Some
of the ceilings of Wren's churches are well

worthy of study—not as models for ecclesiastical

structures, for their outlines are now relegated

to the theatre and music hall, but as developing
new and original forms, curious adaptations of

the dome, the vault, the intersecting groin, and
the waggon-headed roof, and all remarkable for

that exhibition of sound and scientific carpentry
which enabled him, without hesitation, to carry
out his designs, knowing that structural weakness
or settlement was well-nigh impossible.

In details, the review is favourable, so far as

interior efi'ect is concerned, though the praise

must be confined to a few of the altar-screens, the
pulpits, and sounding-boards, and the entrance
porches. The style forbade any free and generous
treatment, and a cold and cheerless respectability

was the chief characteristic. The fact was that
the fine arts had withered under the blasts of

civil war, and the subsequent contests between
their enlightened friends and bitterest enemies had
well-nigh rooted out all appreciation of their

beauty from the land ; and this state of public

feeling is only too truthfully represented in the
details of the churches we have been considering.
Had Wren lived in a difi'ercnt time, and under a
better ditfusion of the Church clement, no one
can say how difl'erent might have been the bias of

his intellect, or from what other indigenous
sources he might have drawn his inspiration.

But the question forces itself upon us—If Wren
was confessedly a great man ; it his works are
deserving of study ; if liis churches have had their

suocesBive bauds of faitlifnl admirers, are they
suitable as models for our imitation ? Are they
in any degi'ee equal to the con-esponding
examples of the Pointed style which are scattered
in such ricli profusion throughout the land ? I

think the answer to both these questions must be
in the negative. The dead forms of I'agan art,

dissociated from the prevalence of the sister arts
which distinguish the Italian types of this Classic
style, fall lifeless upon tho taste of the present
day, and have well-nigh passed into extinction.

I feel as I gaze upon Wren's churches, or study

their details in the exhaustive work of my late

friend, Mr. Clayton, that I am not dealing with

an architectui'e which has any continuous vitality,

but with one which has hardly passed above

mediocrity (not including S. Paul's) even in the

hands of the eminent man under notice, and

which in the hands of imitators and successors

becomes absolutely contemptible. Models for our

imitation these churches never can be. We may
reverently admire the varied gifts of Wren—his

constructive genius, his mechanical skill, his self-

denying devotion to his art, his unvaried integrity

;

but there is not a young architect before me just

entering upon his career who would think of

sitting down to study the design of a church with

the forms and outlines of Wren's structures iu

his mind. And iu reference to tho other question,

as to thou- equality with the noble specimens ot

Medieval art, the reply must be equally distinct.

There can be uo comparison in beauty, because

there is none in the principle which originated

the rival styles. Sir C. Wren and those who
worked out the Roman style .took up an alien

architecture never naturalized among us, having

no congi'uity with our earlier religious national

life, and lacking all association with the centuries

which had gone before. It was an architecture

of the library and the man of letters, not the

architecture which represents the outflow of a

great religious principle, under whose fostering

care the successive forms of the style had been
nurtured, developed, and refined. Equally sus-

ceptible of convenient arrangement as its Classic

rival, the Pointed style appears to exhibit mani-
fold and \ aried beauties, and in the tyi)es of these

material forms our admu'ation is mixed with

wonder when we compare the results with the

general state of society and education, as con-

trasted with that which prevailed in the time ot

Charles II. and his successors ; for it is to be ob-

served that the perfection of this art, as con-

trasted with Wren's, was achieved not amid the

prevalence of national taste, the general spread of

intellect, the general thu'st and desire for know-
ledge. It rears its stately proportions during an
epoch when the mass of the peoi)le were un-
educated— vheu liie practical and humanising
efi'ects of civilisation were but little appreciated;

at a time when war usurpi-d all the thoughts of

the monarch, when the struggle for power by the

lords of the soilfo;"liade any attention to the fine

and elevating arts, und when the comforts of

family life were so Utile known that the squires

of the day w-ere lolired vastly inferior to the

humblest occupants of a suburban villa ; when
furniture was almost unknown, when even glass

windows were treated as tenants' fixtures, and
were removed from one house to another along
with his other goods and chattels. The truth is

that the very principles of the Church of the
Middle Ages were directly calculated to bring
out and perpetuate these magnificent results. To
erect temples to the Divinity was considered the

noblest work in which man could be engaged ; to

lavish iu then- erection everything that devotion,

skill, and genius could suggest ; to levy contribu-

tions on evei-y side, and promise the rewards of

heaven to the most generous ; to make the beauty
of the material edifice subserve the working out

and completuig of a vast spiritual mechanism, in

which the only two things seen were authority on
the one side and submission on the other—these
wei'e the distinctive features of the Church of the

time, and thus in their buildings they carried out
and fullilled what tho ancient) Churchmen con-

sidered their legitimate and august mission.

The ecclesiastics of the time were the master-
masons or architeets of the time ; their names
are for the most part lost to us, but there is

no doubt that those who evolved these many
forms of beauty from material things as.sociated

themselves together in one grand confraternity,

dispensing to each other the secrets of their art,

but never betraying them to the outer world,

wishing not to gratify personal feelings or

minister to individual vanity, but in accordance
with tho unbroken line of those traditional asso-

ciations by which the Church itself was held

together, and to consolidate, through tho unity of

the structures they raised, tho strength and
power of the great system of which they wt-re

tho associated brethren. I must not pursue this

lino ot thought further, but I submit it to you as

accounting iu great measure for tho superiority

of the national architecture over that practised by

Wren—as explaining the enthusiasm created by

the one, and the neglect which has fallen upon
the other. But as a final word, allow mo to say

that while we must be careful to avoid narrow
and contracted views in estimating the relative

value of both Classic and Gothic models, we need
not hesitate heartily and earnestly to express our

preference, and to work energetically, for the deve-

lopment of the t which in our judgment presents

the only true ideal of form and design.

DISCUSSION.

The President, in inviting discussion on the
paper, observed that it was remarkable how much
work Wren accomplished, and what quality and
thoroughness it exhibited, taking into considera-

tion the circumstances under which it was pro-

duced. Ho built iifty-one gi'eat churches, besides

tho Cathedral, and a large number of secular
buildings. After refening to Wren's rejected

plan for the rebuilding of the city after the Great
Fire, Mr. Watson spoke of the extraordinary
genius and scientific attainments of the great

architect, observing that his knowledge of mathe-
matics suggested the question how far mathe-
matics were necessaiy in the architectural profes-

sion, and whether they were not too often thrown
aside for the mere artistic branches of study?
Mr. G. R. Redgrave proposed a vote of thanks

to Mr. Francis for his paper, which he thought
rather under-rated the work of the Renais-

sance iu England. He was glad to find anyone
bold enough to say that Wren's churches were
ugly, for they were very ugly (laughter), built

without any pretensions to fa<jade3. It was stated

that some of the best spires of Wren's churches

were designed by his daughter, notably tht sa of

S. Clement Dane and S. Dunstan's-in-the-East,

the well-known spire of the latter church being

supported by flying buttresses. Although much
of the work of Wren's chui'ches must necessarily

have been designed by his assistants, yet they ex-

hibited remarkable variety of design, and did not

appear to repeat themselves ; but to criticise his

works in detail, the " Battle of the Styles" would
have to he renewed.
Mr. Paget, in seconding the proposition, said

that at the present time, when Medieval archi-

tecture was almost exclusively studied. Wren's
! work would well repay any attention bestowed

: upon it. He condemned many of the so-called

I

" restorations" of Wren's buildings which had
been carried out during the last few years. The
idea of restoration was not now so much to re-

store a work to its original state as to substitute

!
something new. He believed, however, that the

i way in which the work at All Hallows' Church
had been carried out furnished an exception to

this rule. He deprecated the use of tracery in

the restoration of such buildings, even when (as

Sir Digby Wyatt had suggested iu the case of S.

Lawrence, Jewry) it was of wood, although in

the latter case it interfered less with the cha-

racter of the windows. He thought that Mr.
Francis had scarcely done justice to Wren in say-

ir^g that his windows did not exhibit variety of

form. A great perversion had been made by the

use of tracery in S. Svvithin's Cnurcb. Mr. Paget
warmly commended the woodwork and ironwork
of Wren's churches ; much of the former was
ascribed to Gibbons. He thought that Wren's
spii'cs were very beautiful, those of Bow Church,
Cheapside, and S. Magnus, at London Bridge,

being good examples. Wren also exhibited the

hand of a master m the way in which he grouped

his spii-es round the great dome of S. Paul's.

Mr. Lacy W. Ridge thought that the sieeples

of Sir Chriatopher Wren had not been treated

with the consideration which they deserved The
huge roof of the Cannou-street station had to a

gi'oat extent marred the view of them which was
to be obtained from the bridges. The steeple of

St. Mary-le-Bow, Cheapside, was extremely

beautiful, and sprang from a splendid tower, and
in this age of finicking details, when each little

church und chajiel must have its turret and tower,

it was quite a treat to meet with a good square

stumpy tower (laughter). In Italy the towers

were frequently without iiuttress.-s, and such ex-

amples were wtdl worth attention. He disagi'eed

with the opinion that in restoring a building an
architect was bound to adhere absolutely to the

original design; that was an aicheological notion,

ml he was persuaileil that archa>')l tgv woul 1 lie

out iu about fifty years (laughter) He tijuught

i.liat where a design was bail it snould b<: improved.

He disagreed with the author «if the paper in the

.jpiuion that the original design for S. P.Lurs was
deficient to the one carried ont in its provisions

for acc'ommodating a congregation. His (Mr.

Uidgc's) opinion was that tho first design was
preferable.

LI
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The PnESitiENT, in putting the vote of thanks

expressed the opinion that S. James'a Church.

Piccadilly, was one of Wren's best churches, in-

asmuch as was said to be capable of holding two

thousand persons so that all could hear. The
motion having been carried by acclamation,

Mr. Fbancis, in returning thanks, incidentally

stated that Wren's remuneration did not exceed

£200 per annum. As to the suggestion that some
of the details of Wren's work might legitimately

be altered, it might be asked whether the archi-

tects who contemplated such alterations were

always competent to undertake them ? And if

they were to begin to remodel where would they

be able to stop ? In conclusion, Mr. Francis ex-

pressed the hope that some of the members would

find an opportunity to visit All Hallows' Church.

NEW ELEMENTS OF HAND-RAILING.*

(Continued from page 160.)

Plate 24.— Construction of Wreath from
;Rake to Level.

FIGURES 1 and 2. These plans exhibit a

straight flight of stairs, landing on a level

floor. Both cylinders have equal diameters.

That on right shows face of riser standing on the

spring-line, whilst that on the left is made to

stand back in cylinder.

This is all wrong
;
yet such mistakes do occnr,

even with practical men. The correct methods
for position of risers on similar stairs have already

been given. But here an error has been com-
mitted, which must be covered by producing a

wreath to stand over it ; so that no imperfection

shall appear in either rail or stairs. This will

not be difficult when wo have a system which
applies with certaiuty to every situation, be it

right or wrong.
Fig. 2. Line A B shows height of riser, and

A the step. Let under-side of level rail be

half a riser above landing. Set ofl' thickness of

rail from both rake and level, and draw lines in-

tersecting at E. Square down from E, cutting at

D. Let D L equal D A. Tangents are now in

position for lower part of wreath. The line D L
falls level, and A D stands on pitch V E. Square
over V N. This gives N E for height.

Fig. 3 shows construction of mould. Let

A, D, L equal tangents above. Draw L H ex-

tended and parallel with A D. Make H T the

height, equal that of N E above. Join A T ex-

tended. This line being both pitch and major
axis gives plain dii'ections to strike mould, as

hown.
This piece of wreath forms its own easing,

similar to that starting from a newel. Stuff for

level jiiecc should be a little thicker than that of

the rail, say half an inch. This gives the oppor-

tunity of increasing the curve across joint on
upper and lower side, and adds much to ap-

pearance of wreath.

It is understood, however, that the additional

stuff, being more than the thickness of rail, throws
level that mnoh higher. That being so, lower
the height N E half an inch.

Refcrang to Fig. 1, it is seen that riser-landing

stands in the cylinder. Height of level rail is

the same as that on right. The letter E shows
intersection made by pitch and level. Perpen-

dicular E D gives H D, and D L tor tangents.

Letters K V show height of wreath, and K E the

ordinate.

Fig. 4. Let H, D, L equal [tangents above.

Draw L T extended and parallel with D H. Let

T K, the height, equal that of K V above. Join

H K extended. Next, square over K and H.
Let K V equal T L, and H E equal H D. Join

E V extended. This line, to be correct, must
equal that of V E above.

To find width of mould on wide end.

Set off half width of rail on each siile of H.
Then draw parallel with H D to cut pitch. Now
find points to insert pins and strike the mould.
Oliservo that the tangents at Fig. 1 throw the

joint past centre. This gives to the lower piece

of wreath suflicicnt easing. Then, the level part
connecting with it remains the same thickness as

that of straight rail.

?
h FIG.

I

I)

(D

NEW ELEMENTS OF HAND-RAILING.—PLATE XXIV.

CHAPEL IN TRANSEPT OF MUNSTERMAI-
FELD CHURCH, RHENISH PRUSSIA.

THE church of Munstermaifeld is composed of

many parts, built at different times in

the middle ages. In plan it is similar to most of

the churches on the borders of the Rhine. The
front dates from the fepoch of the Carluvingian

dynasty, while there is reason to believe that the

basement existed in Roman times. The three

towers are of much more recent date, having been
added so late as the fifteenth century. The dates of

the choir, nave, transept, and two chapels are from
1255 to 1200. Our illustration represents the in-

terior of one of the chapels. The style is Transi-

tional, and the beauty of much of the detail well

worthy of notice. The material is a very soft

stone called "tuff," frequently found in the

Rhine Provinces. Paul Tornow.

A class for the study of land sun'eying is about
to be formed by the members of the Architectural
Association.

* This scries of articles is a reproduction of Robert
RiDDKLL's wurlt ou the 8ul)iect, pulilislied in Pliiludel-
pliia, and by Triibucr and Co., Loudon.

STREATHAM HILL CONGREGATIONAL
CHURCH.

THIS church, a view of which is given in our
illustrations this week, is in course of erec-

tion from the designs of Mr. E. C. Robins, of 16,

Southampton-street, Strand. It occupies the

site of the quasi-Classical building known as

Union Chapel, which was erected iu 182'J. The
chnrch is designed in the Early French Mediaeval

style, with lofty nave and aisles, but no clerestory.

An open porch with coupled Devonshire marble
columns and carved caps is situated between the

west gallery staircase and the tower and spire.

There are transepts at both the eastern and
western ends of the aisles. The organ gallery

is behind the pulpit and platform, and the dea-

coas' vestry is beneath it, on ono side of which

ia the minister's vestry, and on the other the

eastern gallery stairg. Upwards of 800 persona

are to be accommodated. The nave columns are

14in. diameter, and alternately of red Mansfield

and Blue Pennant stone, with I'ortland carved

caps and moulded bases. The cast-iron zones re-

ceive the ends of the gallery trusses which sup-

port the galleries on the north, west, and southern

sides of the building.

The interior has an open roof, and walla faced

with white gault bricks, relieved by red gault

bricks in patterns and Bath stonework. An
elaborate Caen stone screen and pulpit, supported

on marble columns, forms the eastern termina-

tion of the raised platform and t;-sfe'ated pave-

ment. The windows are all tilled with tinted

glass in patterns, and a painted wheel window
will be fixed in tho east gable wall of organ

gallery.

The' exterior of the building is faced with

Kentish rag with Bath stone dressings. The
bands in the spire are of red Mansfield and Blue

Pennant stone. Mr.

GLASGOW.

AT a meeting of the Town Council, held last

week, a Mr. Kibble offered as a gift to

the City, upon certain conditions, a conservatory

valued at £15,000. At the same meeting a pro-

posal to form a swimming and skating-pond ou

the Green was rejected by a majority.—A. Mr.

Barclay, who dates his circular from the Uni-

versity, advertises that he "is at present form-

ing a class for the study of architecture as a fine

art, to be held in the Corporation Galleries."—It

is expected that the Albert Bridge will be

opened this month—probably on the marriage day
of the Princess Louise.
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WATER MAINS.

SOME time ago we gave a series of articles

on the supply of water to towns, but the
practical work of pipe-laying was not touched
vipon. The following remarks may be taken
as supplementary to that series :—

Pipes for the conveyance of water under-
ground ore usually made of iron, cast from
the furnace, in lengths of 9ft., but large main
pipes are sometimes made ISft. long. The
external diameter of the pipe having been de-
termined, the pattern from which it is to be
cast is placed in a dry sand mould, and on its

being withdrawn a core is adjusted accurately
through the centre of the mould, of such a
diameter as will allow of the reijuired thick-
ness of metal being cast around it. When
pipes are cast horizontally, or more or less

slanting, the core by its weight sags or bends
downwards in the middle, causing a greater
thickness of metal on the upper side and a
less thickness on the lower side than had been
calculated upon. Therefore, it is preferred to

cast the pipes vertically, by which means,
with proper care, a very uniform thickness of

metal may be generally obtained. For this

jmrpose a special pit is required, of consider-
able diameter and depth, and it is not at

every iron-foundry that it is at all convenient

to construct such a pit, and those foundries
possessing themhave much advantage in com-
peting for large pipe contracts. Branches, bends,
and other irregular pipes are cast in boxes,
horizontally, and to guard againtthe difticulty

of keeping the metal of uniform thickness, it

is made greater than that of the straight
pipes to which the irregular pipes belong.

The thickness of which pipes are usually
cast, and, therefore, their weight, varies with
the positon in which they have to be laid,

embracing considerations of the head of water
under which they are to be placed, and the
external pressure to which they may be liable,

as well as of whether they will be liable to

sudden checks in the flow of water in the
larger mains, but an average strength may be
stated to be as follows :

—

Diameter. Thickness. Weight.

ins. ius. cwt. qrg. lbs.
3 a 1 11

i
If! 1 2 7

5 4
I)

2 21

i;

lil

2 3 11

7
10 32 3 2 7

8 i •1 1
1) 8 4 3 21

10 5 2 14

12
11

111
7 1

11
1^,

8 :! 7

10 10 10 2 7

IS
lU Si

12 3

20 I 14 3

21 1 20
30 li 28 2
36 li 38 2

These thicknesses are not in all cases
exactly those wliich give the weights stated,
but are given to the nearest 32nd part of an
inch ; and in practice it is better to specify
the exact weights rer^uired rather than the
thickness, the core being turned down to the
size required to give those weights exactly,
or as near as practicable, in the casting.

COST OP A LINE OF PIPES.

The price of pi])es varies with the state of

the iron-market, and so affects the ultimate

cost when laid down ; but an average cost per
yard of a line of pipes laid complete, with
lead joints, may be taken to be as follows :

—

Diameter. Cost per yd. Diameter. Cost per yard.

ius. s. d. ins. s. d.

3 4 3 12 24 G

4 5 6 14 29
5 7 IG 35
G 9 18 41
7 11 20 48
8 13 G 24 58
9 IG G 30 78

10 19 3G 105

Besides the cost ofthe pipes themselves as cast-

ings, there are some preliminary expenses to

be incurred before the pipes can be laid. A
coating of something that will prevent the
oxidation of the iron is necessary, at least, in
the inside of the pipes, and it is all the better

if they be coated both inside and out. AVhen
only the inside is coated, lime is sometimes
used in the form of a wash

;
quick-lime being

mixed with water to the consistence of cream,
and applied with a brush ; but another me-
thod, and that now more generally adopted, is

one invented by Dr. Angus Smith, and consists

of a coating of the pitch of coal-tar, which is

melted and heated to a high degree, and the
pipes are dipped into it whilst they are still

hot, thus coating them both inside and out.

It has been found that when this process has
been well performed the coating has continued
perfect for many years ; and it has tlie bene-
ficial effect of reducing the friction of the
water passing the pipes by oti'ering a smoother
surface to its action than the crude iron pre-

sents. This process adds about 5s. per ton to

the cost of the pipes. Then there is the car-

riage to the wharf or railway-station near
which the pipes are to be laid, and the haulage
from thence to the trench.

TRENCH WOEK.

The pipes having been laid alongside, the
trench is excavated to such width as will give
room for the excavators to work in, and to a
width suiRcient to allow of the excavated ma-
terial, when it shall have been refilled into
the trench, being well rammed under the
sides of the pipes, which cannot be done pro-
perly without from Gin. to Sin. of room on
each side of the pipe.

Refilling a pipe trench, like any other
filling or embankment, i.-i to be done in regu-
lar layers, not too thick to allow of their being
well rammed and consolidated, for which pur-
pose they .should not exceed a foot in thick-
ness ; indeed, to prevent further settlement,
6in. is as much as should be allowed. The
width of the trench at the bottom ought to be
80 much wider than the external diameter of
the pipes as will allow the punners (to use a
navvy's word, which means pounders) to be
used freely to ram down the earth solidly un-
derneath the sides of the pipe. Unfilled
spaces left under the sides of the pipe will be-
come self-filled in course of time, by the sol-

vent powers of tlie air they contain, causing
a gradual settlement, which may be years be-
fore it ceases ; and in roads or other freiiuented
places this sinking, being unperceived until
the crust suddenly gives way, becomes very
dangerous.

But besides this general width an extra
width is required .at the joints, to allow the
pipelayers room to turn and work in, and
this should be at least !)in. wider on each
side than the width of the trench. The
length of the joint-hole, in the direction of
the line of pipe, should not be less than 2ft.

lor .any size of pipe, and for large pipes, where
double-handed hammers have to be used, 3ft.

Tlie widths here given are those suitable for

good, firm, and dry ground, and for the
smaller .sizes of pipes where no timbering is

required; but where the trench is of consider-
able depth an additional width of Gin, is re-

quired for the thickness of the waUngs, Sin. on
each side ; and where the ground is so bad aa
to require poling boards behind the walings, a
further width of Sin. is required for them, IJin.
on each side ; and further still, wheie the
ground is of such a nature that boards cannot
be driven, but that close-planking is required,
then instead of Sin. for poling boards, Gin.
must be allowed for the thickness of the
planks or deals. Moreover, in any ground,
although there would seem to be no dilliculty

in doing it, the sides of the trench cannot, in
practice, be cut down perpendicularly ; so
that even when no timbering is required there
needs to added to the bottom widths 6in., at
least, for the top width.
The depth of a pipe trench is governed by

the consideration of how far below the .surface

frost will penetrate, and, in the case of large
pipes, how deep they.must belaid to be beyond
the jarring effects of traffic over them, which
has a tendency to cause leakage at the joints
by starting the lead fdling, which is more
easily effected when to the steady pressure of
water in the pipes is added the jarring here
alluded to.

There is another reason for laying large
pipes deeper than small ones. It is known
that a cast-iron pipe of large size will not bear
much external pressure; and when we consider
the enormous weights^say large boilers or
traction engines, which may pass over a line

of pipes—it is well to take the precaution to

prevent the pipes being subject to these pres-
sures. The following are the least depths for
pipe trenches, to which must be added Dins,
each joint hole. Greater depths than these
will occur in places along most lines of pipes,
where, for instance, a rise in the ground is

to be cut through to avoid an air lock, or
where a culvert or pipe has to be passed
under

; but all these are to be considered
special depths, and in all cases extra to the
depths given. The widths and depths are as

follow, the width being that at the bottom,
and the depth the minimum depth, exclusive
of joint-holes :

—

Diameter of Pipe. Width of Trench. Depth of Trench.

ius. ft. ins. ft. ius.
3 1 3 2 3
4 1 4 '>

4
5 1 5 2 5
(! 1 2 G
7 1 7 2 7
K 1 9 8
9 1 10 9

10 2 2 10
12 2 3 A 2
15 2 G 3 6
18 2 9 3 11
20 2 10 4 2
21 3 4 4
24 3 3 4 9
27 3 G 5 2
30 3 9 5 C

The expenses in laying pipes consist of,

besides those of the trench, those of lead, yarn,
coals, tools, getting the pipes into the trench,
jointing, caulking, running, and setting up.

As to the kind of joint, the old lead joint
maintains its position of general usefulness
amongst several other kinds that have been
proposed, one only of which has come into
use—viz., the turned and bored joint ; Vmt
this is only siutable for straight lengths, and
where the ground is not perfectly hard and
unyielding it is too rigid. Iron cement and
wood have both been proposed but never
used

;
guttapercha also has been proposed,

but the most generally useful joint is un-
doubtedly the lead joint.

JOINTS.

A lead joint is made by first caulking it

with white spun yarn to a depth of from 2in. to

2 J in. in depth, according to the size of the
pi] e, and the outer space, being from 2in.
to 2,i;in. in depth and from 3in. to lin. in width,
is run with lead, a band of well-tempered
clay being first put round the front of the
joint, working it upwards from the bottom
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and leaving a hollow space at the top, into

which the melted lead is poured, which runs

round and tills the joints at once, if the ladles

are large enough or brought up in sufficiently

quick succession to completely fill the joint at

one running, which should always be done.

After the clay-band has been removed and
laid aside to be worked up again, the excres-

sences of lead are cut off with chisels, and
whatever lead may remain projecting outside

the end of the socket is set up all round, with
properly cranked steel tools, so that they may
be held in one hand whilst they are struck

by short-handled square-faced hammers with
the other ; or else, where the pipes are large

and the work heavy, the setting-up tools are

held in hazle set-rods by one man, while an-

other strikes them with double-handed ham-
mers. The caulkers and the setters-up are

iisually separate sets of men where the work
is of magnitude, the one set preparing the
way for the other ; but in laying smaller pipes

the same set of pipe-layers do both. The
dampness of the clay-band and the moisture
on the pipes give off a vapour when the hot
lead comes in contact with them, which blows
out the lead in spray, and is dangerous to the
workmen if the precaution be not taken to

put into the hollow into which the lead is

poured a small quantity of resin.

•SOCKETS.

The hard setting up of the lead has a ten-

dency to split the socket of the pipe, and its

outer edge is therefore thickened very much
beyond what its strength would otherwise
require to be. It is usually about twice the
thickness of the body of the pipe, while the
body of the socket is half as thick again as the

body of the pipe. There are various ways
of forming the socket of a pipe. Sockets
of the shape shown in fig. 1 have been
used to save yarn and to ensure the spigot

end of the pipe being brought up to the level

of the tiody of the adjoining one ; but the

risk, unavoidable with large numbers of pipes,

of some of the ends being not truly cylindrical,

renders this method itndesirable ; for without
the greatest care and patience of the pipe-

layers turning the pipe about when they find

it will not go "home," pipes are liable to

remain only half-way home, and so bad joints

are made ; while, by employing a couple of

short wedges, one on each side of the pipe
underneath, to bring it up to its proper level,

the annular space for yarn and lead can be
easily equalized, and a good joint made with
plain sockets.

As to the form of the lead space, it is

better to make it as shown in fig. 2,

so that the lead assumes a wedge shape on
the side on which the pressure comes upon it,

tending to prevent its being blown out.

Sometimes a bead has been cast round the
end outside tlie pipe, to prevent the y.arn

being driven into the interior of the pipe, but
in severe frosts pipes are contracted, and the

' bead draws out the lead, which is not re-

turned into the socket when the pijies expand
again, but is left protruding, so that pipes

are now generally made with plain ends.
Similarly, a band, or a couple of them, used to

be cast round the body of the pipe, but there
ia no necessity for them.

In laying large pipes, they must necessarily
be laid singly, whiletwo small pipes of Sin. or
4in. diameter may be jointed outside of the
trench, and laid together. For large pi])es,

special machinery is recj^uired for laying them.
The common three-legs do well enough for
pipes up to about 18in. diameter, but for

those of 24in., .30in., 36in.,and 40in., wheeled
carriages are better. A convenient form is

one with two wheels, with a bowed axle, from
which the pipe is slung by blocks and chains.
The pipe is rolled up to the trench as near as

may be to where it is wanted, and the pipe-
carriage picks it up and carries it to its place
and lowers it into the trench. Cross timbers
and runners of half-balks are required for

this work, and to prevent accidents from

their breakage, the soundest Baltic fir timber
should be selected. Oak or other hard wood
is too heavy to move about, and American
pine gives too little warning of its being over-
loaded before it breaks, but good Memel or

Dantzic fir combines the qualities most re-

quired.

To get the pipes from the wharf or depot to

the trench is sometimes not an easy thing to

be done when they are heavy. Hauling-
carriages are sometimes made to run on four
wheels, but a very good form of carriage is

one with two broad wheels with a bowed axle,

from which the pipe is slung. For small pipes
a low four-wheeled truck is used, on to and
from which the pipes are rolled ; but for pipes
of large size it is usual to sling them under-
neath. The ordinary two-wheeled cart is very
unhandy for this kind of work, even for the
small pipes.

«

ON THE HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF
ORNAMENTAL ART.

THE twenty first lecture of this course was de-
livered by Dr. Zerffi in the Lecture Theatre

of the Kensington Museum on Tuesday afternoon
last. The lecturer said that in summing up the
contents of the preceding twenty lectures it would
be found that the statuary of the ancients miglit

be divided into three great groups, viz., the
Symbolic, the Idealistic, and the Naturalistic.

Egypt was the representative of symbolism,
Greece of idealism, and Rome of naturalism. In
these three divisions many phases and amalga-
mations of other styles had been and would be
traced. The styles represented the stages of

transition from the first attempts in art to the
most glorious productions of architecture and
sculpture—from the first scanty lines in orna-
mentation to the well-regulated symmetrically-
arranged decorations of Greek woiks. The whole
surface of the globe bad nowhere shown a decline

in art ; ou the contrary, from the pottery of pre-

historic times and the rough wooden dolls of

Egypt, Assyria, India, or Greece, to the Zeus of

Phidias, mankind had slowly but surely drawn
nearer to perfection. There could be no doubt
that this progress did not take place everywhere
simultaneously, but passed like a vivifying

shower over districts, producing various fruits

according to the quality of the soil. In science

actual knowledge was the sum total of all the
ideas, discoveries, and theories which had pre-

ceded our times, and this was the case with art

in general—with ornamental art especially . The
general motives and forms were given, and all

depended upon the right use and variation of that
which had been handed down to us by former
generations. The three groups, symbolic, ideal,

and natural, still ruled supreme, and only a right

understanding of the sphere of each would enable
us to progress iu art. The Aryans had shown
their intellectual superiority on the Ganges as me-
taphysicians and constructors of rock-hewn
temples. They had built palaces and towers
round Babylon and Nineveh ; had, as Persians,

made conquests on the Euphrates and Tigris ; and
had produced marvellous works of art iu Attica
and the Peleponessus, and at Ai'gos, Khodos,
Korinthum. Syrakos. The same Aryan spirit

might be traced on the shores of the Nile, founding
the most powerful hierarchy, and astonishing the
world with gigantic architectural productions. We
had found the same element on the other side of

the Atlantic, haviugdiscovered traces of analogous
works of art ou the shores of the Orinoco, Mis-
sissippi, and Lake Titicaca. Wherever a free in-

tercourse with Nature had taken place, a symme-
trical appreciation and correct reproduction of

forms had been the result. On the other hand,
we should find that wherever the productions of

Nature had been looked upon as being those of

an evil spirit, this had not been the case. The
more man occupied himself with the contempla-
tion of Nature, the more he realised the peculiar

charm of the blended beauties of sea aud land,

and of human beings endowed with the divine
spark of intellect, and with bodily grace ; and the
more he advanced in artistic power, plants and
flowers, trees and waves, became animated, aud
Nature spoke to the im.agination the iutelligible

language of beauty. Their reproductions were
but echoes—transcriptions of the whisperings of

Nature. Wo could trace iu art many deviations
from the path of beauty, but we should find that

through all the vicissitudes of its historical pro-

gress the productions of our great Greek masters
were never altogether forgotten or lost. In refer-

ence to the works of the Etruscans, Dr. Zerffi ob-
served that the origin of this people had been
traced to the general group of the Aryans. The
first settlers in Etiuria, the Pelasgians, had built

the town of Tarquinii, which for a long period re-

mained the chief town of the Etruscan confedera-
tion, aud had always been the centre of Greek
culture. Having settled on the western slopes of

the Apennines, this nation had, at an early period,

to struggle against the powerful influences of

Nature, and was driven to industry and enter-

prise. The people, the lecturer continued, had
had to gain their soil by force. In spring they
were compelled to stop the inundations caused by
overflowing rivers, and in summer to provide
water fur the parched valleys. They soon became
masters of the arts of constructing aqueducts and
irrigating land. They were supei'stitious, but this

was not to be wondered at, as the most extraor-

dinary petrifactions everywhere abounded. Near
Contesi the bones of a whale had been fouuil, and
the Valley of the Arno resembled a burial

place for elephants. The bones of the mas-
todon, the rhinoceros, and the hippopotamus
were scattered all over old Etruria, aud were used
to fence in the fields. Those of bears, wolves,

hya?nas, panthers, itc, were, however, in such
abundance that the peasants even at the present

day believe they grew like plants, and were sown
by invisible spirits. The aspect of Nature and
the remains of an antediluvian world had given
the Etruscan priesthood an irresistible sway over

the minds of the people. The Etruscans, unlike

the Greeks, in whom the sense of the beautiful

was keen and intense, had directed their minds to

gloomy contemplations or to practical purposes.

To defend their towns they constructed walls, and
to protect themselves from imaginary monsters
they built excellent houses. Their temples
differed in some details from those of the Greeks.
The cella had generally been square, and some-
times more than one had been constructed in the
postica. The antioa had been filled with columns.
The style was Doric, but the Etruscans never
attained that earnest majestic simplicity which
brought this order to such perfection in Greece.
The columns had bases, were more slender, and
stood further apart, supporting a wooden roof

with clumsily protruding beams aud unwieldy
cornice and ^ high pediment. Some cinerary

chests showed Greek forms, but were of coarse
workmanship. To tombs and burial places the
Etruscans devoted great cire. These might be
classified under five headings— (1) Subterranean
tombs, hewn into the tufa with steps leading
underground ; they were generally provided with
a vestibulum consisting of several chambers,
sometimes supported by columns. The ceiling

was either horizontal or pointed (in imitation

of a wooden roof). Tombs of this class

were to be found at Volci, Clusium, and Volaterra;.

(2) Subterranean tombs with tumuli above them

;

they were generally single graves. The corpses

were placed jon stone beds, to be found at

Tarquinii. (3) Burial chambers (cocuraella)

with artificial hills above them, provided inside

with a tower-like construction, to he found near
Volci, Tarquinii, and Viterbo. (4) Chambers ver-

tically hewn into rocks, with a simple or orna-

mental entrance, to be found near Tuscania. (5)

Similar rock-hewn chambers with fav,ades screen-

ing the entrance ; these facades were either in the
form of doors (as in Aria) or of Doric fronts (as at

Orchia). The tombs were all more or less orna-

mented. In all Etruscan productions the predo-
minating element was the want of idealism, as they
possessed only a sober spirit nf practical execution.

Many of their sculptures connected this people

directly with India and Egypt. The importance
of their art, from an historical point of view, was
derived from the obstinacy with which they had
held to the old traditional forms aud types of the

East at a time when Greece could already boast a

perfect art. This was clearly proved by their

tombs, the reUefs of which were full of lively

scenes, reminding us of Assyrian and Babylonish

sculptures. Having described these reliefs in

detail, the lecturer went on to say that the Etrus-

cans had at a very early period excelled in pottery

and metal works. Chiselling and founding were
well known to them, and a vast number of chests,

caudelabra, nurrors, aud other objects testified to '

their ability in working gold, silver, and bronze.

About 660b .c, Euchier, Diopos, Eugrammos, and
Demaratos were driven into Italy from Korinthum,
and had taught the Etruscans a higher kii]d of

artistic feeling. From that time these people had
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especially excelled in terra-cotta works, as was
shown by the specimens of vasea, amphora?, sta-

tuettes, and bronze works. They were very fond
of bodily ornamentation , and this was the case at

the present day with the peasants. To wear a

ring was considered essential by an Etruscan, and
this acsounted for the fact that the art of cutting
stone (tjli/ptics) was so much cultivated amongst
them. In illustration of those remarks. Dr. Zerfii

drew attention to a collection of specimens of

jewellery, &c., from the Museum, and said that
Etruscan works of art might be divided into five

classes, which were (1) the original Tuscania (as

they were called by Strabo), or Etruscau products,

which were heavy in form and details. The
dresses were stiff, and a peculiar characteristic tif

the figures was that they were without beards.
Of this class we had many bronze works, very few
sculptures in stone, some gems, and some very
ancient wall-paintings,. (2) Imitations of Oriental
(especially Egyptian and Babylonish) forms.
Tapestry was much used for floor and wall deco-
rations. These productions were good as imita-

tions, but were wanting in originality. (3) Cari-
catures, which were alw.ays to be found at times
when nations would not look upon art from a
liigher point of view. Taste degenerated, and
the quaint was preferred to the harmoniously
simple. The imagination once driven in this

direction exerted itself to excel in grotesque com-
positions ; and as these productions could not bo
brought under the rules of strict beauty, artists

found them easier, and, therefore, more delightful.

(4) Works in the best Greek style in bronze only,
such as frames and handles of mirrors. The
modern articles dc Paris had their prototypes in
the " articles of Etruria." Whenever the higher
spirit of art was neglected, the dynamic force
created highly-meritorious works, but on a far

smaller scale. (5) Mechanical products. With
reference to these, the lecturer observed that art,

looked upon as an outgrowth of bare necessity,

could not flourish. The utilitarian incubus ex-
pelled all higher ideas and aspirations from the
brain of the artist, and only where the two ele-

ments—the utilitarian and the artistic—were
combined could real works of art be expected.

In his next lecture Dr. Zerffi will take up the
subject of Roman art.

BUILDING SURVEYORS AND CONTRACTS.

THE President of the Royal Institute of the
Architects of Ireland, in his inaugural ad-

dress, among other topics, touched upon the
duties of building surveyors with regard to quan-
tities and measurements. Certain views ex-
pressed by the President led to the subject being
taken up by Mr. J.Mc. D. Bermingham, associate,

who, on the IGth ult., read a paper of which the
following is an abstract.

After referring to the way in which the prac-
tice of preparing detailed bills of quantities for
nearly all building works to be contracted for
has increased of late years in Ireland, Mr. Ber-
mingham proceeded to show that the issuing of

such quantities was desirable, on the grounds that
fair remuneration for fair work is the guiding
principle to produce harmonious action between
architect, builder, and client, and by having a
carefully prepared bill of quantities a great ob-
stacle is overcome, carrying with it, as it should,
the belief that the actual work to be executed is

therein represented, beside presenting an array
of prices likely to meet any emergency in the
event of alterations to the contract. Having
spoken of the advantage conferred on the archi-
tect by having the assistance of a surveyor, inas-

much as be was relieved somewhat of the re-

sponsibility resting upon him, the a\ithor next
considered the question, whether the absorbing of
the duties of the quantity surveyor into those of
the architect would bo judicious? He did not
believe it would, for it would be a combination in

which, on the one side, the ideal and the arliatic

should largely prcdominato in the mind,
while on the other, it is the dull monotony of
calculations, the tedious unravelling of ]iro-

blems which necessitate patience and perse-
verance. To be skilled in architecture
requires all the study and pr.actico which a
student can give, without more than incidentally
acquiring an insight into the systematic principhs
involved in ascertaining the work to be executed,
and in dealing with alterations aiising in course
of execution

; while to be skilled as a surveyor,
also requires a great amoimt of study, besides a
m\ich more intimate knowledge of the working of

a builder's business, both as regards the various

means of best and most economically providing all

materials, and of disposing of the same in the

structure. The taste developed in designing is

rather antagonistic to that developed by the in-

cessant routine of calculations. As regarded the

idea of the architect having a deputy to perform

the duties of a quantity-taker, Mr. Bermingham
had grave doubts as to whether it would be found

to work well. Of course it was quite feasible to

have the quantities issued in that way, but he
concluded that the builders would urge the attach-

ment of the (|uantitics to the contract, and in that

case would such a deputy be found equal in dis-

cussion on all questions arising to the indepen-

dent surveyor, with his great and varied range of

expeiieoce '! He (Mr. Bermingham) thought not,

and therefore he dissented from the President's

recommendation of combining the duties of the

quantity- surveyor with that, of the architect, ex-

cept so far as it suggested the employment of a

separate party. Though the two branches were
Combined in practice in many parts of England,
that fact afforded no proof that that plan was bet-

ter than the separate system adopted in London,
from which, as being the scene of the largest ex-

perience, a strong precedent might be taken.

Referring to the custom of Scotch architects, Mr.
Bermingham said that from a letter he had re-

cently seen it appeared that in Glasgow the

quantities are used principally as a schedule of

prices, and that the whole work is measured at

periods during tho course of erection, as may be

most convenient, the contractor being paid, ac
cording to the schedule, for all works over that

returned in original quantities, and having de-

ducted all under amount therein represented.

The only way he can absolutely lose, therefore, is

by undertaking work at too low a price. The
payment for measurement of executed work is

defrayed, half by employer and half by contractor.

Though this principle possessed many good
points, and recognised the honesty of paying for

work done if same had not been included in the

data from which the lumpsum was arrived at, and
vice versa, it would largely increase a surveyor's

duties, and the author did not think this plan

was tho most desirable. Would it not be time
enough, he asked, to incur expense of this kind if

the contract was departed from, in which case the

amount of departure could be ascertained with-

out the necessity of a total measurement ' There
evidently existed a strong confidence in thus mu-
tually abiding by the impartial judgment of an
independent surveyor as to the quantity and
value of the works executed, and from it the
author inferred that the aim of the proposal in

the address could 'oe obtained by a simpler but
probably quite as effectual a process.

Mr. Bermingham next proceeded to consider

what steps are necessary and practicable to operate
successfully in procuring a tirm basis on which
contracts can be entered into and completed with
an honest impartiality, and to the satisfaction of

all concerned, and especially with a view of im-
proving the confessedly unhealthy position and
relations of the independent building surveyor.

The latter, in many cases, is looked on as an
unwelcome intrusion ; and though much may be
said against him iiiuhr e.risliiig arranr/emenls, he
is, on the other hand, nrade to bear burdens not
properly his own. This is to be attributed to the
most unpleasant position in which he is now
placed. He is not supported by his natural

ally, the architect, and is barely recognised ex-

cept as the servant of the builder. Why is this ?

Is it because in the main he is employed by tho
contractor, and, in the honest protection of in-

terests entrusted to him falls foul t)f the architect ?

Id it because in points of dispute he sometimes is

enabled to prove that certain claims must be

allowed— claims which increase the expenditure
to an unlooked-for amount ? Or is it because
there is an impression that in preparing the
original bills of quantities, the tendency, unavoid-
ablo though it may bo, exists of measuring same
" f»dl," thereby increasing the amount of tenders

to the prejudice of the client, and widening the

dilference between same and tho apjiroximate

estimate of the proposed woiks? .-^mong these

questions may be found some idea of the reasons

that have brought about thisstiite of things
;
and

wit h a proposal before you of re-uniting that branch
to the others of the profession, it aceras rather

strange, that within the lapse of a comparatively

short time such a feeling of estrangement should be

eng^-ndered by the separate practice. Does then:

exist now a greater proportion of disput^'.-^ than

formerly by which this feeling would have been

encouraged ? Now though Mr. IVrmingham did

not desire to exculpate surveyurj (for some of

them were, in his opinion, laig--ly to blame in

having brought about their presint position), he
could not help expressing his beliif that architects

were not without some responsi'-ility in such
being the case. Moving in the hij;her branches
of the profession, with influence of no small degree
in regulating all matters in connection therewith,

and as arbitrators between the public and the
contractor, it was their place to inspire confidence

in the class risen up to discharge the duties laid

aside by themselves, and to have used their in-

fluence to prevent classes creeping in which have
eventually created the present unhealtliiness.

The surveyor is of course, in common with the

rest of the world, liable to err; but this is not to

be wondered at when you think of the great

division of his labour, the numberless items which,
while essential to the carrying out of the works,
are arrived at by continued strain on the memory
—by, in fact, raising the edifice in his mind ; the

systematic care required in transferring to paper
all the items occurring in so doing ; remembering
also, that by far the greater liability accrues to

him from forgetting something altogether, or in

part, than from returning same too " full."

Considering these matters, there must be an in-

stinctive inclination towards returning each item
a little " full " in order to protect from loss the
people with whose interests he is entrusted, as he
finds, on entering the pursuit of his business, that

he has a larger share of support from the building

community than from the public or the architects

who represent them. Again, where work is ad-

vertised, every class of builder may come together,

as also it may be the casein limited competitions,

where the greatest strictness is not pursued. So
long, therefore, as architects stand aloof, and that

the present sy.stem exists, the tendency with the
surveyor must be to strain the mind's view of the
impartial and just. With the adjusting of final

accounts the surveyor t-ecomes much associated,

and unless when employed by and between the
parties concernced, ho should not be b)okedas an
arbitrator, either in theory or practice. In rare

cases this does occur, and the result goes to prove
that the mutual confidence has not been misplaced,

that an impartial and fair view is striven to be
taken of the meaning and construction of the con-
tract, and the various documents that form part
thereof. On the other hand, when the surveyor
is employed either to measure "extras" and "omis-
sions," furnishing tho contractor's account, or to

check same on the part of the client, when sub-

mitted, he at once loses any claim to the position

of an arbitrator, except so far as consists in watch-
ing the interests of his client.

As before remarked, architects are not without
some responsibility for the very unwholesome
state of things which undeniably exists. Is it

not an unpleasant fact that the public regard iiu

acquaintance with stone, brick, and mortar as a

species of speculation in which all their calcula-

tions are only ideal ? Is it not characteristic of

some architects that they aim at obtaining the
greatest accommodation and effect for the sum
proposed to be expended, and does it not often

occur in that endeavour the mark is over-reached ?

With this result, that when the tenders are re-

ceived, and the works proceed, dissatisfaction

ensues, the client being put to a greater outlay

than ho desired. Another not uuusual cause arises

in the plans and specification not being clearly de-

fined. The surveyor is, therefore, obliged, in

many cases, to decide for himself between diil'erent

views, and, as a necessity, has to adopt that which
will prevent his client from subsequent lo'-s

;

while, had sufficient details of work and specifi-

cation been furnished, he could better perform his

duty, while the tenders would be reduced by a

perceptible percentage. Another cause, and ono
prolific of unpleasant consequences, occurs in the
matter of throwing the onus on the contractor, and
binding him up with .all kinds of conditions and
clauses—no doubt justifiable, as intended against

those who cannot act uprightly, but certainly not
necessary if a proper and judicious selection be
made of men of respectability and character. He
is compelled to give security for the performance
of his portion of the contract, while the party with
whom ho makes same, though possibly not a whit
more honest or safe, gives none for the perform-
ance f)f his, viz.

—

tJie payment, and this may ac-

count for the general preference for executing

contracts for and with public bodies in contradis-

tinction to private individuals. In fact, so

numerous are such contingent clauses, that in few
cases can a contract ba entered into where the
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forty who makes same haa not some game of

chance which may end profitably or the reverse.

This practice, Mr. Bermin-jham went on to show,

is neither conducive to the healthy development

of buaiuess, nor founded una spirit of equity. It

is productive of disappointment, disagreement, and
wrangliug, until nothing outside the strict letter

of the contract will be thought of, and the settle-

ment iiually becomes one of trouble and perhaps

litigation. Why not, he asked, have contracts

founded ou a fiim and strictly defiuite basis ? Why
not the preliminary difficulties disposed of by the

sutveyor, as far as possible, at the cost of the

proper party—the employer ; and such things as

extra depth of foundations, increased expenditure

in pr.tecting other properties, the connecting

staunchly of adj-ining buildings, and other such

coubiderations, be kept separate, to be paid for

over and above the contract made, accoiding to

the actual outlay or value ?

Eefsriing to the questions of the quantity-sur-

veyor's responsibility and charges, the author said

that to what extent the sun'eyor was responsible

•was a point most unsettled even in London
practice or as sanctioned by law, and with all the

faults of the existiug system it is difficult to con-

sider how he could honestly discharge his duties

and feel the responsibility resting upon him. Why
should either the builder or surveyor be asked to

pay for woik which, though omitted from the bill

of ciuantities, from which the total value is de_

lived, the employer is directly receiving the equi-

valent for .'' Why should he not honestly pay

for it ?

On the subject of charges, little can be said.

Among surveyors, as among architects and every

other class of men, you will find some who will

undermine any regulated scale, and others, not

content with it, will adopt one more remunera-
tive, and what they consider themselves entitled

to for the services they render. You cannot
control this, but you can render a permanent
service by giving forth to the profession—under
the most important professional body constituted

in this country—a scale of fees ascertained from
the practices and customs txtant.

In concluoiou, Mr. Bermingham made the fol-

lowing suggestions :

Let every architect employ his own surveyor in

all cases, and let him be paid either by his clients

directly, or through the architect.

Let fair, equitable, and definite contracts be

foimed, and the contractor be paid separately for

all contiugent works outside same.

Let the contractor have the option, before sign-

ing the contiact, of assuming the whole responsi-

bility of the surve3"or's work, no errors in same to

be of any avail, or claim against any party con-

cerned ; or let him sign it, having the bill of

quantities forming part of contract to be used as a
schedule of prices, and in case errors occur, the

amount of same to be either added to or deducted
from the contract amount when they exceeded a
certain percentage of variation.

Let BuiBcient details be given beforehand by the

architect. Let him examine the plans and specifi-

cation when they pass from the surveyor's hands,
caretolly noted and revised by him.

Let all vaiiatious from the contract be arrived
at by the .suiveyor independently between party
and party, unless in such extensive works where
two surveyors would be advisable.

Let a spiiitof mutt^al confidence be inspired

among all concerned i y having the contracts on a

fair, equitable basis for both parties, by careful

selection of respectable and upright contractors,

and by reposing confidence in surveyors who seek

to impartially administer the trust placed in their

hands.

Let every question of importance be decided by
the architect as an independent arbitrator, when
worked out and referred to him by the surveyor;
and iu any case where the parties concerned will

not abide by the decision, let a clause in specifi-

cation refer same to the friendly arbitration of

members of the Institute chosen by each, a pro-

ceeding found to work so peacefully and amicably
with merchants and their Chambers of Commerce,
thereby avoiding all law.

Lastly, and above all, let there be unity of feel-

ing and action in the general endeavour to eradi-

cate the evils existing. Let some scheme be
foatered that will carry UB out of this dithculty,
perplexity, and trouble into a futtire where the
man who wi^hes to build a mansion can do So
with the same feeling of confidence, security,
and pleasure as he would the furniture to deco-
rate it.

ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH
ARCHITECTS.

THE following correspondence refers to the sub-

ject of our first leading article this week :

—

21, Upper Bedford-place, Russell-square,

Dear Sir, 9th March, 1871.

The discussion which took place at the meet-

ing of Members on Monday last was of such a

nature, as to oblige me to write to the President,

resigning my office of Honorary Secretary. I

think it but respectful to send you a copy of my
letter, and to express my liveliest gratitude to

yourself and the other Members of the Institute

for the kiud consideration I have ever received

at your and their hands.
Believe me, my dear Sir,

Most faithfully yours,

Thos. L. Donaldson.

Copij.

Me. President, 8th March, 1871.

The proposition, which you have formally

submitted to the Royal Institute of British

Architects, that the present Assistant paid Secre-

tary should be raised to the office of Chief (not

Honorary) Secretary and Member of the Coun-
cil, and should have the sole control and manage-
ment, under the Council, of the affairs of the

Institute, so that, in effect also, the other, the

Honorary Secretary, would be subordinate to

him, is an arrangement which I think will be

very prejudicial to the official department of the

Institute, and consequently to its best interests.

This leaves no other step for me to take, or any
other Member of the Profession who has any
respect for himself as Honorary Secretary, than
to decline to be put in such humiliating subordi-

nation.

I therefore place my resignation unreservedly

in your hands, and 1 must request that my name
be withdrawn from the list of Fellows.

I desire not for one moment to stand between
the wishes of the Members and what thej/ may
consider best for the interests of the Body. I

beg them to consider this as only one mora
last instance, painful as U must be to me, of the

affection and devotion I feel for an Institution

in whose formation I was an humble instrument,

and to whose success I have devoted the most
earnest services and unswerving duty during six

and thirty years. I have done so without any
other object or desire of reward than the con-

sciousness of having served the Profession.

Believe me, Mr. President,

Very faithfully yours,

Thos. L. Donaldson.
Thos. H. Wyatt, Esq. President, R.I.B.A.

ARTISANS', LABOURERS', AND GENERAL
DWELLINGS COMPANY.

THE fourth annual meeting and soii'fie of this

company was held on Wednesday evening
last at Radley's Hotel, Bridge-street, Black-
friars, the Earl of Shaftesbury in the chair. Mr.
J. Baxter Langley, the Chairman of the Board of

Directors, before pi'ocecding to make a statement
of the affairs of the company, announced that

letters had been received from Lord Derby, Dean
Stanley, Mr. John Stuart Mill, and other dis-

tinguished noblemen and gentlemen, expressing

regi'et at being unable to attend. From the report
it appears that at the close of last year the share

capital amounted to £3,014 ; it is now increased

to £6,000, and the uncalled capital has risen from
£15,000 to £26,000. There are now 1,250 share-

holders, being an increase of 290 durmg the year.

Notwithstanding that the past year has been one
of gi'eat depression, nevertheless the directors

are enabled to pay interest of 5 per cent, on
deposits and 6 per cent, dividend ou share
capital, leaving a balance of £101 7s. 6d. to carry
forward to a reserve fund. The company has
just completed the erection of a large number of

improved workmen's dwellings, with lecture-

hall and school-rooms. The gi'catest attention

has been paid to ventilation and all sanitary

arrangements, and dry ash closets (the patent of

which the company has purchased) are used in

preference to water-closets. The directors are

preparing plans for the erection of their model
dwellings in London, Liverpool, and other dis-

tricts. While the company is thus doing a bene-

ficent work, it is a business undertaking, and
pledged to make its plans profitable to the share-

holders as well as honourable to them. With
limited capital, and without the aid of Govern-
ment loans, the company haa paid 7} per cent. In

these days, when the people are becoming con-
scious of the error of suffering the existence of

houses of "immoral construction," it is credit-

able to this company that it builds no houses of

less than five rooms. The tenant pays only
4s. 6d. per week for a five-roomed house, includ-

ing scullery and cellar additional. It is hoped
that before the next annual meeting 200 more
dwellings may be erected by the company. Mr.
Baxter Langley, having commented on and ex-

plained the report, the meeting was ably

addressed by Mr. Hugh Birley, M.P. for Man-
chester, and by Mr. William Pare (long connected
with the co-operative movement), Mr. A. A.
Walton (of Brecon, and who had been much
engaged in arbitration and conciliation), Mr.
lUingworth (M.P. for Knaresborough), Mr. Kel-

sall (superintendent of the Company's buildings

at Manchester), Mr. A. Bishop (plasterer, and
one of the Company's tenants); and the Chairman
(Lord Shaftesbury), in conclnsion, delivered a
most eloquent address on the good such com-
panies were doing and would do for the advance-
ment of public and social morality. On the

motion of Mr. Joseph Leicester, seconded by Mr.
Edward Holden, the largest shareholder of the

company, a vote of thanks was passed to the

chairman, and the proceedings terminated.

BUILDERS' CLERKS' BENEVOLENT
INSTITUTION.

THE fourth annual general meeting of this In-

stitution was held on Tuesday week, the

28th ult., at the office, 14, Bedford-row, W.C.
Mr. Benjamin Hannen (Holland and Hannen),
the President for the ensuing year, in the chaii".

There was a good attendance.

The Chairman, in moving the adoption of the

report, remarked that though the increase of

the subscriptions received during the past year

was but little over the amount received in the

preceding year, the fact that there was an in-

crease in spite of the war on the continent

(which has affected all charitable institutions),

and of the depressed state of the building trades,

was a very gi-atifying one. He approved of the

plan of grant ng pensions only to the amount
of one half the annual subscriptions received, and
of funding all donations, which formed a good
groundwork for the permanent relief of the pen-
sioners of the Institution. With regard to the
Asylum Fund, he said he noticed that the rvdes

stated that the objects of the Institution were
the relief of the decayed builders' clerks and the

maintenance and education of their children.

The name "Asylum " Fund, ho remarked, seemed
to suggest something in the shape of almshouses,

but upon that point the builders were more
likely to have correct views than most societies,

and they had come to the conclusion that pen-

sions granted to their decayed members was the

way to effect the gi-eatest good with the means
at their disposal.

Mr. H. T. BoYES, in seconding the adoption of

the report, thanked Mr. Hannen for his remarks
about the Asylum Fund, which should, with

more propriety, be called the " Orphan " Fund,
and explained that there was a rule that when
this fund reached £1,000, a general meeting
should be held to consider its appropriation. A
motion had been made about eighteen months
ago that life presentations in one of the existing

orphan asylums should be purchased in the

names of the President or Trustees, and that by
means of life insurances upon those names the

Institution should have perpetually the means of

renewing such presentations ; the cose of the first

purchase would thus be the only outlay required,

and he hoped still that this proposition might be

entertained by the members of the Institution, and
education afforded to the children of some of the

pensioners.

Mr. Thos. Stirling said he hoped there would
be another election of pensioners in November,
and announced that Mr. John Waldram (Hill,

Keddell & Waldram) was willing to give two
guineas to the unsuccessful candidate at this

election, provided four other gentlemen wonld do

the same.
The motion having been carried unanimonsly,

the officers for the ensuing year were re-elected.

Mr. Alfred R. Smith then proposed various
^

alterations in the rules, so as to admit the

widowed mothers of builders' clerks within the

pale of eligible candidates for relief, remarking

that one who had been entu-ely dependent on a

son for support would be in as bad a position as

a widow, and that every circumstance tended to
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show that the relief would not be required for

BO long a period as in the case of a widow, the
majority of whom would bo comparatively young.
Mr. Wabd objected that it was entirely alter-

ing the objects and principles of the Institution,
and that iff its present youth it was taxed suf-
ficiently to meet existing claims.

Considerable discussion took place, in which
Messra. Marcus Bourne Newton, Thos. F.
Cocke, R. Ball, and H. I. Wheatley took part,

several of the speakers expressing great sympathy
with the objects of Mr. Smith's propositions,
which were severally brought forward and
negatived.

A cordial vote of thanks to Mr. Thos. Stirling
for the kind and vahiable assistance he had ren-
dered to the society, and another to Mr. Hannen
for his able conduct of the business of the
meeting brought the proceedings to a conclusion.

COMPETITIONS.
BlRinNGHAM Assize Courts.—Our Birmingham

correspondent informs us that twenty-seven .sets

of designs have been sent in by competitors, and
Mr. Waterhouse is appointed to advise. Our
correspondent is not inclined to think that Classic
will be adopted

; and he even doubts whether the
building will be erected at all, as the town has its

hands full.

ATHARFED.iLE POOK-LAW UNIOX.—TsE NeW
WoEKHOUSE Plans.—On Friday last a special
meeting of the guardians of the Wharfedale Poor-
law Union was held at Otley, for the purpose of
selecting a plan for the new workhouse out of
twenty designs which had been furnished. The
e.r.ojncio guardians present were — Capt dn
Dyneley, Mr. F. Darwin, and Mr. Fawkes, to-
gether with thirty-three of the elected guardians.
The chaii-man (.Mr. Thomas Denison, of Yeadon)
presided. The report of the Building Committee was
read, in which plans bearing the mottoes "Alphs,"
in black, and " Economy," iu blue, were recom-
mended for the first and second prizes respectively.
It was moved and teconded that the report should
be adopted. A good deal of discussion ensued,
and various amendments were submitted. Ul'i-
mately, however, the original motion was carric 1.

The mottoes of the various plans were th n
opened, and it was found that the designs beari g
the motto "Alpha" in black had been sent in i y
Messrs. C. S. & A. J. Nelson, of Leeds, to whi m
the first prize of £50 was awarded ; Mr. C. E.
Taylor, of the firm of Taylor & Garthwaite, 'if

Bradford, the author of the designs bearing t.ie

motto "Economy" in blue, being entitled to the
second prize of £25. The following is the list of
competitors :—Mr. E. W. Stephens, London

;

Messrs. Hope & Jardine, Bradford ; Mr. J. AV.
Morris, London ; Messrs. Webbe A- Wheeler, Lon-
don ; Mr. J. F. Cobb, Newport ; Mr. John Walker,
London ; Mr. R. K. Blessbrey, Middlesbrough

;

Messrs. Robinson & Marshall, Bradford ; Mr. T.
Ambler, Leeds ; Mr. Alex. Stenning, London ; Mr.
W. Hill, Leeds ; Mr. James Fisher, Birken-
head

; Mr. Chas. Fowler, Leeds ; Mr. R. B. Dixon,
Darlington

; Mr. Thomas Clark, Bradford and
Yeadon. Two of the designs, bearing the mottoes
" AVharfe " and " Utility," had not the names of
their authors accompanying them.

occupied as pubUc offices which were very much Messrs. Gough and Lawton are the contractors.
needed, and the other portion was occupied mider a
special arrangement, so that the whole builiUng
could be pulled down as soon as the new Home and
Colonial Offices were fuUy erected. The back part
of it had ah-eady been demolished, but there was
no object in pulling down the front part at present.
—Lord J. Manners asked whether the thoroughfare
at that point <Ud not requu-e to be mdened.—Mr.
Ayrton said that point mvolved the question
whether a portion of public land was to be given up
for the purpose of widening the street. There was
no Act of Parliament which directed or authorized
any such appUcation of the property. Probably the
best method of effecting the -n-idening of the street
would be by retaiuing the land in front of the new
Home and Colonial Offices.

Indian College for Engineers.—Mr. Dickinson,
on Thursday week, asked the Under Secretary of
State for India what would be the charge on the
revenues of India of the proposed College for Engi-
neers ; what the buildiuy will cost ; what would be
the annual cost of the establishment ; and whether
it is in contemplation to attach any and what
retiring pensions iu favour of professors or others
employed in the institution.—Mi-. Grant Duff:
There will be no charge on the revenues of India on
accoimt of the Engineering College ; the fees will
be sUghtly in excess of the charges, including
interest on the buildings and plant, say on '.I0,00(M.

There will be 11 professors and instnictors on
salaries varying from TOO/, to 300?, per auunm. Of
these nine will be entitled to pensions under the
provisions of the Superannuation Act, and two will

not be entitled to pensions. If my hon. friend
would Hke the figm-es here they are :—Annual
sanctioned charge for college, as per regulations
of Secretary of State in council, 18,350?.

;

interest on buildings, &c., say, 90,000?. at i per
cent., 3,600?. ; total. 21,950. Fees, 150 students at
150?., 22,500?. ; difference, 550?.

Diiiltiiiig liiteldgcitcf.

SCHOOLS OF ART.
NOTTIKOHAM.—The.inimal meeting of tho Nottingbam

^chool of Art ivaa liold liist Tliuradiiy weok under tlie pre-
sidency of Lord Helper. The aumial repurt was of a most
aatisfiictory cLaracter. The numbor of stndenta who
attended the school during tho past yearw.ia COS. showing
ail iuereivse of 04 since the previous year. The particulars
of the numbers .ittending each ehuu, and the occupa-
tions of tho Btudents, &c., are duly set forth iu the
report. The general work of the school has boon consider-
ably in advance of any former years, .as will be seen by the
Government reports. The muuber of works sent up to
liOndon for inspection was 1,800, or exactly .00 per cent.,
more than tho average proportion per student thronghou
the country. A much greater proportion of the works wore
in the advanced stages than iu the previous year. There
were 292 works in the higher st-igos c,f instruction, and
IwOS in the elementary stages. The school has for the
third consecutive year t.akon tho highest number of prizes
among Provincial Schools, a resalt duo to tho abilitv and
energj-ot tho liead master. Mr Rawle, wi.o for the'throe
years that prize bonuses bavo been given by tlio Govern-
ment, has taken a greater amount than any other master
in the coimtry.

PARLIAMENTARY NOTES.
The New Public Offices.—Lord J. Manners

asked the First Commissioner of Works on Monday,
when it was intended to remove the block of houses
between Parliauicnt-street and King-street, facing
he new Home and Colonial Offices.—Mr. Ayi-ton said
hat a portion of the buildings iu question were now

CHUKCHE3 AND CHAPELS.

Halifax.—A new Unitarian chapel is to be
I

built at Halifax, from the designs by Mr. Davis, of

Leeds. The church consists of nave and
transepts. There wUl be a town and spire rising

to a height of llCft. The contracts for the nrw
building are all let to local tradesmen.

Salisbury Diocesan Church Bcildtog Asr^o-

ciATioN.—The annual meeting of this Assooiatiin
was held at Salisbury on Tuesday week. From
the report it appeared that six applications for

aid had been made to the Association during the
year 1S70, two on behalf of new churches, and the
remainder towards restoring or enlarging existing
buildings. In .all these cases grants have been
made amounting in the aggregate to £515, meet-
ing an estimated expenditure of £8,2S5, and help-
ing to provide 718 additional sittings. The new
churches for which aid was granted were one for
the extra-parochial district of Chute Forest, and a
new district church at Portland, and those aided
in being restored or enlai-ged were Christ Church,
Warminster, Iwerne Minster, Tisbury, and Brit-
ford. The following churches which have received
assistance from the Association have been reopened
for service during the year—viz., Churches con-
secrated

: S. Thomas, Trowbridge, West Lulworth,
and Hinton Martell ; Churches restored ; BIox-
worth, Cerno Abbas, Odstock, Silton, Turnworth,
Westwood, and Whiteparish. The diocesan archi-
tect has inspected, with a view to future restora-
tion, the churches at Stower Provost, Milborne
S. Andrew, Erlestoke, and West Harnworth.

BUILDINGS.

ATnENiEOM, Camukn-road.—The hall—the por-
tion at present being built—will bo about COft.
by 50ft., formed by a centre part 33ft. high, with
wings irregular on plan, 20ft. high. The ceiling is

semi-octagonal in section, with circular ribs of
principals dividing it into five bays in its length.
The wings are ceiled by arches transversely from
the side of .the centre part, so that the irregu-
larity of plan is only noticeable in the lower part
of the room. There will be four doors as exits

from tho ball, one at each corner of tho room.
Under the platform end of the hall will be the
retiring rooms, and a staircase down will commu-
oicate with them, as well as give direct communi-
cation underneath from one side of the platform
to the other. The building, externally, will be of
brick, with red brick plinth striogs, cornices, and
architraves, the enrichments being of red terra

ootta. The interior and exterior of the building
will be bold and simple in design, of Classical cha-
racter. Tlin rnnt.r.-ipf f„v tbo linll ia zTI .^wQ finrl

The other part of the building, which will form
the second contract, will comprise a reading-room,
18ft. high, library and cloak rooms on ground
floor, and a Mezzanine and first floor of rooms of
various sizes, as well as a basement devoted to the
keeper's residence, &c. The architect of the buil-
ding is Mr. Frederick R. Meeson.

Chiselhuest.—The foundation-stone of a new
asylum for aged governesses was laid at Chisel-
hurst on Saturday last. The building is being
erected under the auspices of the Governess's
Benevolent Institution, and the site is near the
old church, on the north side of the road leading
from Chiselburst Common to S. Miry Cray. The
style adopted by the architect, Mr. K.Wyatt, is

a combination of Elizabethan and Tudor, the low
pitch unavoidable in a row of separate cottages or
dwellings being relieved by a prominent gable
front and porch to the centre house, which is to
be occupied by the lady superintendent. When
complete, the asylum will form three sides of a
quadrangle, consisting of twenty-four separate
dwellings, each of which is designed for one
annuitant and her servant, and will comprise four
rooms, kitchen, scullery, and the usual offices. A
verandah will shelter the front entrances. The
cost of the twenty-four houses is estimated at
£15,000, a contract for the erection of the first

half h.aving been taken by Mr. Tongue, of Plum-
stead, for about half that sum.

Oxford.—The foundation-stone of a new school
for boys, for the district of Cowley S. John, was
laid on Tuesday last by the Rev. Father Grafton.
The school will measure 70ft. long by 30ft. wide,
and comprise two class rooms each 16ft. square,
and a general room, with lavatory and the usual
offices attached. The building will be of brick,
with stone dressings to the windows and an open
timber roof, covered with red tiles. The total
cost is set down at £1150. The architect is Mr.
Buckeridge, the builders Messi-s. J. Castle & Co.

Swansea.—The alterations and additions to the
Guildhall, which have been some months in pro-
gress under the direction of Mr. C. J. Phipps,
F.S.A., architect, of London, are now complete,
and the Assize Courts were opened by the judges
on Tuesd.ay. The works comprise an entire re-
arrangement of the internal fittings in both
Courts, with galleries for the public and Grand
Jm-y ; a new wing on one side, with two private
rooms for judges, rooms for High Sheriff, the Bar,
and others ; on other side. Grand Jury rooms and
residence for hall keeper ; on ground floor the
office, for the Corporation officials have been
doubled, and under courts twenty separate cells

constructed, from corridor of which are stau'cases
to docks in both courts ; separate rooms are pro-
vided for the Petty Jury and witnesses in each
court, with all proper conveniences. The con-
tractor has been Mr. John Everal, of Great Mal-
vern. The cost, exclusive of furnishing, has been
just over £3,000. Mr. Phipp's plans were chosen
in competition.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
We do no:, hold ourselves responsible for the opinions
of our correspondents. The Editor respectfully re-

quests th.it aU comrauuicatious should be drawn up
as briefly as possibla, as there are many claimants
upon the space allotted to corresponJeace.]

To Our Readers.—"We shall feel obliged to any of our
readers who will favour us with brief notes of works con-
templated or in progress in the provinces.

Letters relating to adverti-sements and the ordinary busi -

ness of the Paper should bo addressed to the EDITOR,
31, T.VVISTOCli bTREET, COVENT GARDE>f, W.C.
Advertisements for the current week must reach the

oflice not later than 6 p.m on Thursd-ay.

raoter. Tho contract for the hall is £1,579, and

THE BUILDING NEWS SKETCH BOOK.
J. U,, a contributor, says " Would it not be better to give,

the polling, orrather.vothig for the prizes in Friday's issue ?

Politicians know the value of ascertaining tlie state of the
poll as it progresses, I don't anticipate having a single
vote, and therefore don't intend to vote for anybody else."

We think it would be a wrong principle to declare
the state of the poll before it is decided. *' J, H," is

t'qunlly wrong in his reaaou for not voting. He simply ab-
duiite-S his functions because ho thinks his own sketch is

not up to the mark. We mtiy t^ll him, however, th.at he
has a vote recorded in hie favour. He and others are in-
formed that the poll closes on Wednesday evening nest.

Reckivri).—J. N. L., Vinis. H. G. W. D., C. L,, F. R, M.
T. W. S., K. O , J, H C, O, N., J. P. a., C. B. A., J. H.,
W. W.. E. F., S & Son, S. H * Co., J. A., Art Engraver,
O. B. M., J. H. W., B. P. N ,J. J,, E, S,, T. J. T.

J. C. J.—The MS. did not come to hand.
W. J. Rol.FE.—Next. week.
(;. T. Cnoi'an.—Thanks.
W. H. Wn.KlN.soN.—Mr. Godwin's design f<)r tho Bris ol.

Assize Courts will be given.
J. Hicks.—Sketch to hand.
Utile Dulci.— Pei-epective and plan tohaud.
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CmTCspnkncf.

CENTRAL HALL OF ARTS AND SCIENCES.

To the Editor of the Building News.

Sir,—T beg to decline all controversy with Mr. Redgrave,
and to state that I much regret that anything in my
letter, inserted, p. 154, should have caused such a paroxysm
of temper as almost to make hira forget the customary
courtesy nsu.il between gentlemen. Also, that I consider

him jiifltilied in making use of any means in his power to

defend the han<li works of himself and his friends from
any supposed attacks by me. I say supposed, decidedly,

because there is no word in my communication derogatory
of 1 liat " magnificent building," erected and completed en-

tirely by the people's money
I Gomplain only of misuse and misnomer; for, as at pre-

sent arranged, it is wholly unfit for scientific lectures, as

future experience will amply demonstrate. In regard to

the Coliaeum at Rome, wliich seems to have somewhat
shattered Mr. Redgi-ave's nerves, I beg to inform him that
I resided for some yeara in its immediate neighbourhood,
long before he himself wa? bom. As I have been challenged
I intend, at a future period, with your permission, to olfer

some further observatious upon the Central Ilall of Arts
and Sciences, that is to say, when it shall have been fully

opened to the public.—1 am, &c., C. E.

THE BUILDINQ NEWS SKETCH BOOK.
Sir,— In respect to the voting for the " Sketch Book ''

prizes, allow me to suggeat that every contributor be com^
pelled to record his votes, or be disqualified from receiving

a prize; otherwise those who vote will lessen their chances
of gaining a prize hy increasing the votes of tlieir oppo-
nents, who perha^is have not voted.

I should like to understand the esact meaning of the
statement, *' the least nvimber of votes will gain the third

prize." Suppose several sketches get no votes. How vill

the third piize then be given ? Will the letter of the text

he adhered to, or will no votes be counted lower than one ?

If the latter case, will the arbitrator choose the best or the
worst of the no-vote sketches?

A suitable understanding as to the above queries would,
no doubt, guide contributors in their voting.—I am, &c..

Contributor.

[We don't see how we can compel contributors to vote,

but it is only fair that they should. The phrase "the
least number of votes will gain the third prize, is not a
happy one. What, of course, is meant, is the third prize

will be awarded to the sketch which has tlie third

highest number of votes.

—

Ed.]

Inktonimttuinitioii.(^

QUESTIONS.
[2141]^ HOUR GLASS.—Can any of your correspond-

ents kindly oblige me witb a rough sketch of an hour
glass of about the middle of the fifteenth century?—Time.

[2142] COMMUNICATION WITH GARDENER'S
HOUSE.^My gardener's house is, say, 30O yards from my
house, and I wish to have some commuuiaition with it in

case of him being wanted in the night, and in consequence

of the roads and shrubberies, if I use bell- wires I can-

not have them actirg for long, and having seen some-
where that by laying down a small tube and having a piston

at the house end, and forcing in the air I could ring a bell,

Can you or any of your correspondents tell me how I could
do this, and obhge?—Camjee Wadjee.

[3143] SEWER AUTHORITY. — Can any reaJei-s

oblige by giving their opinion on the following? -The
aewer authority of A construct a sewer which is declared to

be a private improvement, and order the same to be
charged upon the adjoining house-owners and occupiers

by rates extending over six years. Subsequently, the
sewer authority make an order upon the ovei-seers of A for

payment of the money spent in naking the foregoing

sewer, to be paid out of the poor-rate. No notice is given

to the overseers that the money was wanted for the pur-
poses of this private iraprovemeut. Ilie overseers pay the
amount ordered. After paymeut by the overseers ihe
sewer authority call upon the persons whose properties ad-

join for a private improvement rate, and summon them,
upon default, before the magistrates. Is it not a fatal

objection to the rate that it is already paid ? There was
a large drain (sufficient for the purpose) before the new
sewer w:is made. See the effect of Section 45, of Public
Health Act, 1S48, incorporated with Sewage Utilisation

Act, 1S65. There were other irregularities. Cannot an ob-

jection be raised before the magistrates that the rate is bad?
The statutes bearing upon the subject appear to be the
Sanitary Acts, 186(J and 1808, the Public Health Act, 1848,

8. 90, et seq., aud the fcewage Utilisation Act, IStjo.

—

W. W.

[2144] BLUE LIAS FOR PLASTERING.—Will some
one kindly givesome information respecting the use of the
above on brick and lath for finished walls aud ceilings? If

economical as compared with chalk lime; and if necessary

to finish off with aettiug coat of chalk lime putty; if there is

any advantage in its powers of resisting damp? I have
equal facalities for getting either.—Lus.

[214!j] BURNING CLAY.—Will some one kindly give
me the process of burning clay into ballast, with the
view of using the coarse on paths and the tine on new
made garden ?

—

Burnt Clay.

[214G] BRICKS.—Will Eome correspondent kindly in-

form me where the bricks used in the erection of Mr.
Street's church, St. Jimes-the-Less, Garden-street, West-
minster, were manufactured ?—A. B.

[2148] ANTILLES PATENT TRAP. -Can any of your
readers tell me where Antill's patent trap for sinks is to be
obtained, and the price? Also, if it is satisfactory in pre-

venting stench?—A Beaver.

[2147] HERRING-BONE BRIDGING.—Will some
eader kindly give an explanation of what " herring-bone
Tidgin " is ?—IxiON.

[2149] PRICE OP BRICKWORK.—Can any of your
readers kindly inform me of the price of l>rickwork
in the neighbourhood of West Bromwich ?

—

Inijuireb,

[2150.1 SURVEYINGDILAPIDATIONS.—Will some of
your readers kindly say if a rector or vicar, as the case may
be, is liable for the dilapidation of chancel archway ; or
whether this ia a portion of the fabric, which together with
the nave, »Sic., the churchwardens are bound by lawtolook
afttr and keep in decent repair ? Again, with regaid to
mortuary chapels, &c., separated by archways from the
cnancel, whose duty is it to keep in repair the chapels,
&c., and said archways ? Will also one of your readei-s,

who has had a good experience in valuing ecclesiastical di-

lapidations, say if it is customary for surveyors to walk
round and examine the state of every fence belonging to

tho benefice glebe lands ?—A Reader.

[2151] PRESERVING PENCIL DRAWINGS.—May I

take the liberty of asking you or some of your readers to
kindly inform me what will prevent lead from rubbing
off a pencil drawing which has recently been finished,
and an explanation uf making and using it ?—W. D. J.

[2152] VANISHING-POINT.—Can you kindly inform
me how to find the vanishing-poiut of interior per.-pec-

tive?—C. A. PRiEbTLEV.

[2153] DAMP.—Can any one recommend a cure for

damp exuding on the plaster of a press in an outsid e
wall, the back vi ailing of the press being one brick thick,

with hollow space between? Is there any composition
which, applied to the plaster inside, would cure the evil?
-W.

[2154] ISOMETRICAL DRAWING.—Will your corre-
spondent, "M. G. R" kindly inform me where T. Sopwith's,
F.G.S.,*' Treatise on Isometrical Drawing" can be obtained?
PUPU.

[2155] NEW CORPORATE BUILDINGS, BIRMING.
HAM.—Will any of your readers inform me whether the
competition designs for the above will be publicly exhi-
bited ; if so, when , and how admission is to be obtained ?

—

Staff's.

[2156] OLD AND NEW BRICKWORK.—What method
should be adopted to tie in the new with the old brick-
work when carrying up a chimney-breast against an ad-
joining party wall?

—

Tvro.

[2157] SECURING PLA.TES.—I shall be glad to know
methods ofsecuriug plates when inserted in cases of repairs,

and the underdrawing is lashed to spars?—M. P.

[2158] LARGEST STONE DOME.—What is tho dia-

meter of the largest stone dome?—X. Y.

[2159] ANCIENT STONE SPIRES.-What is the aver-

age thickness of the shell of ancient atone spires?—D. M.

[2134]

REPLIES.
REMOVAL OF ROSE TREES-No.- -F.

[2136] SOLE CONTRACTS.—I beg to assure "A Sub-
scriber " that he is very properly advised. I speak from
experience, being in practice as a surveyor and valuer.

Were he to let the works solely to one couiractor that con-

tractor ^^ould re-let the different branches (excepting his

own, which would probably be that of a carpenter and
joiner), aud add 5 per cent, to the several sums for his

trouble ; and probably the masters of those different

branches would insure themselves agatust risk of failure,

or otherwise, of the first contractor, by putting high prices.

There is everything favourable to the proprietor in letting

the works separately, while it entails extra labour, expense,

aud consequently* responsibility upon the architect.—

SURVEVOK. _^____^^^_

[213(5] SOLE CONTRACTS.—Much can be adduced in

favour of both methods, but from being engaged in work-
ing several varieties in contracts would strongly advocate
sole contracting, deeming it less costly and easier worked.
In sole contracting one responsible person alone has to be

dealt with : but the alternative is "confusion worse con-

founded," involving multiplicity of contracts, drawings,
quantities, specifications, arrangements, superintendence

(amounting to surveillance), annoyance, certificates, pay-

ments, and adjustment of accounts, and involving a total

annihilation of anything like order, method, or responsi-

bility. I could enumerate several converts, erst-while

sticklers for the separate trade contract mode. Sole con-

tracting is the safest, confers most benefit, on all con-

cerned, aud is gaining, certainly not losmg ground.—F.

[2136] SOLE CONTRACTS.—" Subscriber " could not

do better than take the advice of his architect, and by all

means let the work to separate contractors; he will fimi it

more economical, and better, indeed, for all parties con-

cerned. I used to let a great deal of work to .sole cuntrac-

tora, but I nevei do it now, and don't intend again, be-

cause some time ago I estimated for joiner, plasterer,

plumber, and slaters' work from one individual (the joiner

being sole contractor) ; the amount estimated was about

£500, inclusive of the ground works. After the job w;is

squared up, finished, and paid, the joiner, who was sole

contractor, became bankrupt, and the plumber, pUsterer,

and slater had to take 53. per jiound for their share. This
is one great evil arising out of sole contiacts in Scotland.
—Richt Wranqs Naebody.

[2137] FOUNTAINS.—"J. F. S." will have to pump
the water up to a cistern, elevated about 22ft. above level

of ground at fountain, and if he then connects the cistern

with fountain by a pipe, he will get sufficient force to

throw thrt \\ater to the height he require^.—A. W.

©Ill' Mtt ^Mt.

Society tor the Encouragement of the Fine
Arts.—On Thursday week, the 2nd instant, Mr.
Hyde Clarke, D.C.L., delivered a lecture at the
rooms of this society, 9, Conduit-street, Regent-
street, " On the Common Elements of Beauty in
Race in Georgia, Circassia, the Holy Land, and
the British Isles," in which he brought forward a
new theory of the principle on which a general
standard of beauty in art has been accepted in '

Classic times and in the modern age. Dr.
Chr. Dresser presided. [A. full report of the
lecture is in type, and will appear next week.]

Impabting a Yellowish Hue to White Marble.
—M. R. Weber has made known through a Ger-
man journal, the hitherto unknown fact that
alcoholic solutions of perchloride of iron are not
precipitated by carbonate of lime, and may there-

fore be applied in different degrees of concentra-
tion to impart a more or less deep yellow hue to
white marble.

Free Lectures on Geology.— Dr. Cobbold,
F.R.S , will commence a course of twelve lectures

on geology (being the Swiney Lectures), to-morrow
(Saturday) evening, at eight o'clock, at the Museum
of Practical Geology, Jermyn-street. The lectures

will be continued on successive Saturday even-
iugs. The admission is free, and architects' as-

sistants and pupils and workmen connected with
the building trades will do well to embrace this

opportunity of instruction in a science which has
considerable bearing on their pursuits.

The Site op Newgate Market.—Last week the

site of the old Newgate Market was offered for sale

by Messrs. Winstanley and Horwood, under direc-

tions from the Markets Improvement Committee
of the City of London, and was sold in one lot

for £20,000, subject to the conditions approved by
the committee, and also by the Dean and Chapter
of S. Paul's, by which arcades or passage ways
loft, in width are reserved from north to south,

and from east to west.

Improved Industrial Dwellings.—A week or

two ago Miss Burdett Coutts entered into an
agreement by which all the land remaining vacant

on the north side of Columbia Market, and also

the small unoccupied piece on the south (adjoin-

iug Angela-gardens) will be built over with good
three-storied houses during the present year. We
(Hackney Express) now learn that Miss Coutts

has accepted an offer for a lease of 330ft. of front'

age on the south side of Crabtree-rowmade to her

by the Improved Industrial Dwellings Company.
The company are to have possession of the site on
the 25th inst., and within twelve months contract

to complete their buildings, at a cost of not less

than £15,000.

The Grat's Inn-road Burial-ground. — A
movement has been set on foot in the Holborn

district, under the auspices of Dr. Stallard and
the Rev. Dr. Worthington , of Holy Trinity Church,

having for its object the removal of what (as Dr.

StaUard said) is a scandal to the parish, viz., the

present condition of the Gray'a Inn-road burial-

ground. It is proposed to utilise a portion of the

ground for the erection of schools for 700

children, and to lay out the remainder as a public

recreation-ground. Steps are being taken to

procure the necessary Act of Parliament.

Metropolitan Tramways.—On Saturday last

the formal opening of tramway communication be-

tween the eastern end of Greenwich and the New-
cross road, near to Peckham, took place, tho

directors of the Pimlico, Peckham, and Greenwich

Tramway Company, together with the whole of

the members of the Greenwich District Board of

Works and other parochial officials who had been

invited, assembling on the occasion.

Progress of the Thames Embankment.—On
Saturday last the loop line of the Victoria Em-
bankment running from Somerset House on the

west, to the Temple-gardens on the east, was

nearly completed, only a few more stones having

to be laid down and the roadway rolled. There

is now an approach from Surry-street on the

west, and from Arundel-street aud Essex-street

on the east end of the loop line. The approach

from Norfolk-street, the principal thoroughfare

from the Strand, is at preesnt in rather a rough

state, but it is open for pedestrians,and has already

proved a great convenience.

The New Sovereign.—The Right Hon. the

Master of the Mint is to he congratulated on his
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last achievement, says the Art Journal. Con-
gratulated, that is to say, if the new coin is to be

regarded from one point of view, and weighed in

one particnlar balance. If it be desirable that

the gold currency of Great Britain should be

made the symbol of the adoption of a certain set

of views by the administration—if it be wise to

proclaim to the world, by the widely-circulating

testimony of the English sovereign, that the

rulers of England are contentedly or contemptu-

ously ignorant of fine art— if it be satisfactory to

furnish abundant i^roof that, in the direction of

• the English Mint, not only artistic talent, but
also mechanical excellence, are entirely disre-

garded—the new sovereign must be held to be a

great success. For this is what it does, upon the

face of it—it bears the same relation to the noble

gold coins of the best period of our currency that

a print from a slovenly clicht' bears to a proof en-

graving. It is a crucial instance of the difierence

between what is cheap and what is good. It be-

trays an equal ignorance of the laws that so regu-

late a coinage as to give it historic value, and of

those which regard either its jcsthetic propriety

or its artistic merit. The only thing left for its

originators to regret is that existing prejudices

have prevented them from stamping their new
issue in aluminium or Abyssinian gold.

Liverpool Aeohitectukal and AKCHiEOLO-
GicAL Society, Colquit-street. — The tenth

meeting of this session was held at the Royal
Institution, Liverpool, on Wednesday Evening
last. A paper was read by Mr. Jas. M. Hay, " On
Entasis : its Use and Misapplication in Design,"

accompanied by illustrations.

White's CLnB-HOusE. -Ihe sale of this free-

hold property took place on Tuesday, at the Auc-
tion Mart, City, by Messrs. Chinnock, Gals-

worthy, & Chinnock, of Waterloo-place. As an
investment, it appeared that the rental was £2,100
per annum for eleven years, when the lease to the

club expires. The sum realized was £46,000, the

purchaser being Mr. H. W. Eaton, M.P. It was
at first supposed that the club had secured the

premises in which they have been so long located,

but this does not appear to be the case, Mr.
Eaton having purchased the property for in-

vestment.

City Improvements.—At the meeting of the
City Commissioners of Sewers on Tuesday last, it

was announced that at a meeting of the Works
and General Purposes Committee of the Metro-
poUtan Board of Works, held the preceding day,
it was agreed to pay half the cost of acquiring five

houses ior widening Queen-street, Cheapside, be-

tween New-street and Paucras-lane. The total

purchase-money required was estimated at

£25,331. The Committee would also recommend
the Board to pay half the cost of purchasing two slips

of land in Upper Thames-street for the proposed

widening of the same. The Finance and Im-
provement Committee of the Commission were
empowered, agreeably to their request, to nego-

tiate for the purchase of property in Lombard-
street, in order to set back the frontages of the

premises Nos. 37 and 38 in that street.

Statues in the Church or S. Denis. —

A

French correspondent of the l-'all Mall Gazette

gives a list of the statues iuside the Cathedral of

S. Denis which have been injured by carelessness,

bombardment, or pillage. The most curious acci-

dent is certainly that which happened to S. Denis.

The statue of the good saint, who is popularly

supposed to have crossed a river with his head
under his arm, was decapitated by a shell. The
statue of Catherine de Medicis has two fingers cut
o£f and stolen, and a gash from a sabre on her
hands. Henry II. has lost not only two fingers,

but the big toe of his right toot ; Charles VI. hia

right hand ; Duguesclin the hilt of his dagger
;

Charles V. both hands and liis sceptre ; Charles

Martela finger ; Pepin le Bref has hid his sceptre

broken ; and Louis XVI., besides receiving a cut
across the nose, has been deprived of both his

thumbs.

Discovery of Additional Hot Springs at
Bath.—A leakage having occurred iu the hot
spriugs of the King's Bath, some excavations have
been made in Abbey-place, with a view of discover-

ing the cause. At a depth of 22ft. one, if not
two, new springs have been discovered, yielding

20 gallons at least per minute, at a temperature
of 110 deg. A number of Roman remains have
been found in the excavations, together with a
fiooring of lead half an inch thick, resting upon
concrete. It is supposed, therefore, that those
particular springs were used by the Komaus.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING "WEEK.
Monday.—Institution of Survfiior-i.—Papers " On Tithes

and Tithe Commutatiou?." By Messrs. W. Sturge
EDd J. Oakley. 8 p.m.
Royal Geodrapliicnl Socletji.—" On Mr. Thomas

Bainea's Exploration of the Gold Region between
the Limpopo Siud the Zambesi." By Dr. E. J.

Mann.
Tuesday.—Institution of Civil Engineers.—"On Phonic

Coast Fog Signals." By Mr. Alexander Beazeley,

M. Inst. C.E. 8 p.m.
Wednesday.—Society of Arts.—8 p.m.
Thursday.—Society for the Encouragement of the Fine

Arts.— " Heliotypy : its Application and Modes
of Working fully illustrated." 8 p.m.

Fuidav. -C/i'ii and Mechanical Enfjineers* Society.—
" Some Small Domestic Engineetings." By Mr.
W. Forsyth Blacli. 7.30 p.m.

Saturd.w.—Associated Arts^ Institute.—Discussion, in-

troduced by A. H. Wall. Thesis, "That the Aim
of the Paint'^r and of the Sculptor should be to

represent Thoughts rather than Things." 8 p.m.
Saturday.—Museum of Practical Geology, Jermyn-street,

S. James's. — Swiney Lectures on Geology.
Lecture II. By Dr. Cobbold, F.R.S. 8 p.m.^

Paris was relit with gas on Friday Last.

The meetings of the Associated .Irts Institute

will shortly be transferred to University College,

Gower-street.

The second Exhibition of the Old Masters at the
Royal Academy closed last Saturdtiy, and has been
even a greater success financially than the one of

last year.

The programme for the opening of the Royal
Albert Hall has been approved by Her Majesty the
Queen, and will be found in our advertisement
columns.

The laying out of the groun'ls round the Albert
Memorial in Hyde-park is being rapidly accom.
plished, and great changes are being made in the
walks and pl.antations of the Kensington-gardens.

The Architectural Selection Committee for the
Exhibition of 1871 has now been raised to its full

strength by the election of Mr. Fergusson, who
had previously been nomioated by the Architect
tural Exhibition Society, but had resigned when
that society became extinct.

The Committee of Selection for Fine Arts in the
forthcoming Exhibition have held several meetings
this week, and have decided to reject a large num-
ber of the works which havo been sent iu.

S. .James's tower, Taunton, which has been in a
dilapidated state for some years p.ast, is being
pulled down. A fao simile of it is to bo built. Mr.
Spiller, the builder of the Taunton Church College
and Exnter llailway station, is the contractor.

A new school h.as been erected .at Holywell-green

,

ne.ar Halif.ax, under the superintendence of Messrs.
Horsfal, Wai'dle, and Patchett, of Halifax.

A Bill to confirm a scheme under the Metropoli-
tan Commons Act, 1866, relating to Blaekheath.
was issued on Monday.

Considerable alterations and improvements havo
been m.adoin the arrangement and extension of the
artillery officers' library and mcssroom at Wool-
wich,

Steps are being taken to erect a new Wesloyan
chapel near the Archway-road, Highgate, in lieu of
the iron buildmg which has done duty for tho last

seven years. The contemplated outlay is £4, .500.

Now premises havo lieen erected in Now Market-
street, Bradford, as offices for the Bradford Third
Equitable Benefit Budding Society, from designs liy

Mr. T. C. Heape, architect, Mr. A. Niol being the
contractor.

A temporary sm.allpox hospital has been erected
by the Westminster Boaril of Works in Millbank-
street, and it was opened on Wednesday last for
tho reception for patients.

In tho Consistorial Court at Wells, on Tuesday
week. Dr. W.allis, the deputy-judge, gr.anted a
faculty for the erection of figures in tho jnd-
pit and nave of S. M.ary's Church, Taunton, and
also of opening four now windows in the chancel.

The Finance Comnuttoe of tho Court of Sewers
Commissioners for tho City of London h.as been in.

structod to prepare a report upon the present finan-
cial posi tion and future prospects of that body.

At their meeting on Tnesd.ay last tho City Com-
missioners of Sewers decided to p.ave Moorgato.
street and Finsbury Pavement with throe kintls of
asphalto—the \'al do Travers, Ijimmor's. and Bar.
nctt's, in order to test their respective merits.

Dr. Gibbon, tho Medical Officer of Health of the
ilolborn Disti'ict, has recommended th.at the pro-
visions of tho Artizans' and Labourers' Dwellings
Act be enforced in the case of four houses in Brook-
court, Brooke-street,

Wo are informed that the Piiissian eolrliers h,ave
done considerable damage to the sculpture ,at S.
Denis, by chipping off portions of the fingers, toes,
drapery, &c., of the statues, as mementos of their
visit.

At length the City Commissioners of Sewers have
resolved to build a mortuary upon the land secured
for that purpose in Golden-lane, Barbican. The
cost of the building will, it is estim.ated, be £5,800.

Cinikr l-rak ^ebieb.

Prices March 7.—Per Petersburg staudard hundred.—
Quebec pine, 12ft. 3 by 11, 1st floated. IGl to 171 ; do 2ud
floated, 12Uo 121 lOs ; do 3rd floated, SI to 91; do Ist
brigtit. ISl to 19 lOs : do 2nd bright, 12/ 15s to 131 10s ; do
3rd bright, Si lOs to 91 lOs ; Canadian 1st spruce, 9/ 10s to
11/; do 2ud, lilO-tto 9/; do 3rd. 71 15s to Si 5s; New
Brunswick 1st spruce, 91 lOs to Hi ; do 2nd, 81 to Si lOs ;

do 3rd, 7/ 10s to 71 15s ; do uusorted. SI*, to 9i 10 ; Nova
Scotia spruce, 7i 58 to 7i l5s ; spruce battens, 7i to 7i lOs

;

United States pitch pine, 12i to 12i 10s ; Swedish battens,
Si 10s to lOi 10^ ; Gefie and best Swedish deals. 10/. lOi
to 12i 10s : Swedish and Gothenburg mixed yellow, lot to
lOi lOs ; do common 6i Srds, Si 10s to 91 10s; Anhangel best
yellow, 12/ 19s to 14/ 10s ; do 2nd3, 9/ lOs to 10/; Peters-
burt: yellow, 13i to 13i 10s ; Wyburg yellow. 91 15s to
10/ lOs ; Finland and handsawn Swedish, 7i to 8/ ; Peters-
burg and Riga white, 81 10s to 91 5s.

Firewood, per cubic iathom. — Swedish red deal ends,
3/ 15s to 41 5s ; Norway red and white boards, 3i to 3/ 10s

;

do'roundand slabs, 2i 5s to 2/ 15s,

Flooring, per square of lin.—let yellow, 7s 6d to 10s 6d ;

white, 7s to 9s 6d ; 2nd qualities, 6^ to 7s ; matched
boards (per square §in. and Jin.), 5s to 7s Cd.

Staves.—Bosnia single- barrel, per 1,200 pieces, 25/ to
26/; United States pipe, 45/ to 53/: hogshead, heavy aud
extra. 35i to 45/ ; do slight, 30/ to 32i.

Te:ik, 12/ to 13/ per load ; lancewood spar^ (ftesb), 7s 6d
to 8 / ; ordinary to fail*, 3s to 5s.

Frt-i^hts.—Quebec, 72s 6(i to 7fis per standard ; l/73and
li Ss per load; Sweden, 2i 5s to 2/ 7s tVi per standard;
Dantzig aud Memel. 15s per load; Riga, 17s 6(i per load :

Archangel, 728 6rf; Onega, 678 6(i.

LATEST PRICES OF MATERIALS USED
IN CONSTRUCTION.

Metals,
Lbau :—

Fig Foreign per ton £17 10 £17 12 fi

„ BngliBO W.B - do IP It 19 12 6
., L'odCo. -..,,„„„„„ do 18 12 6 18*1
,, O'herbrantls „,... do IS 2 6 In 5

Sheet MiUed do IS 10 lit

Bhot. Patent „ do 20 10 21
Red or Minium „ do 19 15 S*) 10
Litharg". W.B ,.,, , do
White Dry do 27

,, ground in oil _ .. do

Copper :

—

British—Cake and Ingot ........ per ton £73 74 fl

Beat aolected
Sheet
Bottoraa
Austr.-ilian

Spanish Cake
Chili Bars, cash ....

,, Refined mgot..

do
do
do
do
do
do

76 79
80 81
73 75 1

'

71 72 10
Yellow Metal per lb Cj "i

Iron :

—

Pig 1 Scotland, cash per ton]
Welsh Bar, in London do

,. Walea do
StalTnrdshire do
Rail, in Wales do
Sheets, single in Loudon do
Hoops, tirit quality do
Nail Rod ,

Swedish

[0
7 10

9 5 ID 5

do

TlUBEB.

7 15

10

Teak load £12
Quebec, red pine .... 3

,, yellow pine.. 4
Kt. John N.B. yellow
Quebec Oak, white.. <>

,, birch 3.

,, elm 4

Oautzlc oak , 6

•0 13
15 4 1

fir .

Memolflr 3
Riga 3
Swedish 2

Mastfl.Quebei-'rfdpLna 4

,, yellow pine.. 4
Lathwooil.Danty.icbn 3

,, St. Petersburg 5
Deal8,prC.,12fl.byS
by ft in.,

Quebec, white ni>ruce 12
St.Jobn, wbitoHjiruce 12
Yellow piiie, per re-
duced C.

Canada, let (luallty. 18
2nd do U

Archangel, yelliiw .. 11

St. Petersburg, yel.

17
n 14

19 1

15 13 1

IU J4 I

.•y 13 1

Finland £7
iMemel
Qotheuburg, yellow R 10

I
., white 8 !•}

|Oeflo, yellow 10 10
ISoderbam g I'J

Chriatiania, per 0,,
12 ft. by S by ft in.
yellow 11)

Flooring boarda, jier b, d.
sq. o( Un., liiBt yel 7 6

First white ^ 7
Hi'cond i|iialities .... 6
PuuiCB Stuhb pr ton 6

Oiu,&c.
Seal, pftle....pertOD £:18

5perm body Hi ft

Cod 88 10
Whale, Sth. Sea, pale 36
Olive. Oallipoli 4^
Cocoanut, Coohin.ton 45
Palm, flae 38 10
Llnaeed li'2

Rapeaeed, Kng.pale.. 47
Oottonseed 28

£8

10 10
9 10

12 10
12

! 10
. d.

84 S
36
37

it 10
48

33 6

cTrabe ftclus.

TENDERS.
Stuand.—For rebuilding No. 2S,H<>Iy\veII-8treet, Strand

Mr. J. H. Rowley, architect. Quantities supplied by Mr.
T. T. Greeu:-

Bharpingtou & Colo (accepteil) £701
Savbrnakic (Wilts).—For the erection of tho Saveruakd

Cottage Hospital :

—

Futoher, Salisbui-y £2939
Kobortfl, Loudou,,,i,.,, ......,,,, ,i,t 29i5
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Brixton.—For the erection of schools and class rooms

in connection with the "Wealeyan Chapel, Martyr-road,

Briiton. Messrs. J. Tarring & Son, architects:—

Hill <fe Sous £2137

Heushaw 1891

Scrivener 1 "99

Myers &l Son 1"9*

Thompson 1 7S0

Shepherd 1V35

Brooklands.—For the erection and completion of three

houses at Brooklands. Mr. Shervvin, architect. Quanti-

ties supplied

:

Davidson £l043
Katcliffe 990 15

Winter 975
Herd <fc Eadie 956
Latham 950 15

Cardwell 915

City.—For nine warehouses, Monkwell-street, City. Mr.
Herbert Ford, architect. Quantities supplied by Messrs.

Hoveuden & Heath :

—

Gammon & Sons, £14919
"WUliams <Sj Go 14877

Tongue 14075

Pritchard 14512

Stimpsou 14316

Blease 14250

Perry & Co 14027

Dove Biothers 13S87

Nightingale 13S7S

Browne &. Robinson 13791

Crabb & Vaughan 13313

Conder 13077

Brass 13034

Mvers & Sous 12896

Hill, Keddell & Waldram 12896

Scrivener & White 127i5

HensLaw (accepted) 12653

M.ANCHESTEa.—For alterations and additions to pre-

mises in Deausgate, Manchester. Mr. Sherwiu, architect.

Quantities supplied :

—

Statham &, Sons ^1240
Winter 1190

Wade Bros 1160

RatcUffe 1107

Terras 1103

Wilson 1103

Herd &, Eadie 1 100

CardweU 1095

For ornamental ^cast-iron fronts, and revolving steel

shutters

:

Clarke & Co £229 5

Manchester.—For the erection and completion of a

ragged school ami working men's church, Lombard-street

Peausgate, Manchester. Mr. Sherwiu, architect. Quanti-

ties supplied:—
Wade Bros £860

Terras 732

Statbam&Sous 720

Winter 720

Herd & Eadie OSS

Cardwell 6S5

SouTHWARK.—For restorations and alterations to S.

Judc's Church, St. George's-road, Southwark, for the Rev.

John Mee:—
W. J. MitcheU (accepted) £1100

Herefordshire, March 25.—For the erection of a

school at Bromesberrow, near Ledbury. Middleton &
Goodman, architects, 1, Bedford-buildings, Cheltenham.
Isle of Ely, July 25.—For an iron bridge across the

river Ovise, at Littleport. F. M. Metcalfe, Clerk of the

Peace, Wisbech.
Chl'kwell, March 13.—For the erection of a new school,

in connection with Mount Zion Chapel. Samuel Horner's,

Little-lane, Churwell.
CoNVKT PmsoNS, March 11.—Forthe supply of timber,

deals, slate, lime, sand, bricks, lead, glass, wrought and
cast ii'on, ironmongery, gas and watai pipes, whitelead,

oils, ci'lours, &c., for twelve months. Directors of Con-
vict Prisons, 41, Parliament-street.

Debyshire, March 24.—For alterations and additions

to the County Prison, Derby. Robert Griffiths, archit ect,

Martin-street, Stafford.

Bice-ster, March 25.—For building a chapel at Fewcot,
and a vicarage house at Stoke Lyne, both near Bic ster.

Rev. C. Marsham. Caversfield, Bicester, Osou.
Bradford, March 15.—For works required in the erec-

tion of a terrace of fifteen houses, to be built near the

Manuingham Railway Station. Marsden & Bennett.
architects. Popple well's-chambers, Market-street, Bradford.

BATH AND OTHER BUILDING STONES
OF BEST QUALITY.

KANDELL, SAUNDERS & CO., Limited,

Uuarrymen and Stone Merchants.

List of prices at the Quarries and Depots, also cost of

transit to any part of the United Kingdom furnished on
application to

Bath Stone Office,

[ADVT.] CORSHAM, Wilts

CONTRACTS OPEN FOR BUILDING
ESTIMATES.

Fawsley (Northamploushire), March 13.—For the erec-

tion of farm buddings. 5Ir. Waters, Fawsley Estate Office.

Leeds, March 25.—For the erection of offices and ware-

houses, for Messrs. Goodall, Backhouse, & Co., Leeds.

William Bakewell, architect, 12, East-parade, Leeds.

Leeds March 25.—For the erection of shopa and ware-
houses, for Mr. G. Newby, Leeds. William Bakewell,
architect, 12, East-parade, Leeds.

Whittlesey, March 18.—For restoring and re-seating

S. Andi-ew's Church. R. Keynolds Rowe, F.S.A., archi-

tect, 10, Emmanuel-street, Cambridge.

SouTHPORT, March 15.—For the erection of S. Amli'ew's

Church. W. Robson and T. Fisher, Hon. Sees.

Strand Districi-, March 15.—For the supply of York-
shire and other paving, granite kerb channels, and dressed

granite, &c. ; also for relaying and repairing the carriage-

ways and footways within the Strand i.lis1rict. Thos. M.
Jeiikins, Cleik to the Board, offices, 5, T.T.vistock-street,

Covent-gardeu, W.C.
Strand District, March 15.—For the supply of mate-

rials and the execution of jobbing and measured works
required for the sewers and drains. Thos. M. Jenkius,

Clerk to the Boai'd, office, 5, Tavistock -street, Covcnt-
arden. W.C.
Midland and London and North-Western Railway

Companies (Ashby and Nuneaton Joint Railways), March
15.—For the erection of passenger stations, goods sheds,

houses, and platforms at the following places, viz., at
Meashani, Market Bosworth, Shackerstone, Stoke Gold-
ing, Suarston, Heather, Hugglesco'e, Sheuton, Higham-
on-the-HiU. Secretaries of Ashby and Nuneaton Joint
Railway Committee, Euston Station, London, N.W.
Leeds, March 15.—For the construction of a storage

reservoir, at Springfield Mill, Farsley, near Leeds. S.

Firth, architect, Undercliffe.
Leeds, March 15.—For a dwelling-house, in Lady Ht-

lane, Hunslet. Richard Towse, architect, Dewsbm-y-road,
Leeds.
Leeds Waterworks, March 17.— For the construction

of a covered service reservoii*, at Moortown. C. A. Cur-
wood, Town Clerk, Leeds.

Leeds, April 3.—Building new bridge. Quantities sup-
plied. Bridge Office, 19, Corn Exchange, Leeds.
Gloucester, Maich 20.—For the erection of a new

chapel, day-rooms, and other buildings. Mr. Medland,
the county surveyor, Clarence-street, Gloucester,

Henley Uniun, March IJj.—For the erection of new
school afc tliQ Union WorkhouBe, Henley-on-Thames.
Micbolas Mercer, clerk, Henley-on-Thames.

TO ARCHITE CTS.
GREEN ROOFING-SLATES.

As supplied to H. H. 11. The Prince of Wales at Sandringham.

The PcLiGoyle Sea-green Slates are specially adapted for

Churches, Public Buildinga, ic, &c.

(Less cosdy than ordimiry Gothic Tiling.)

These durable and non-absorbent Slatea cau be obtained iu sizes

suitable for Gothic Architeuture, at prices as under.

Iu Railway Trucks, Docks, Gloucester ;

—

Per Equivalent to

1,200 Slates. per square.

Best Gteen Slates, 14 by 7 2 17 fl ... lGs.fi.!.

Do. do. IS by 8 ... .. 2 17 6 ... 16s. Cd.

Do. do. 13 by 7 2 6 ... lis.

Do. do. 12l.y7 1 18 fl ... 1^.
Do. do. 12 by 6 17 6 ... Us.

Prices of large Sizes, Cost of Traasit, Reference Testimonials .and

Sample Specimens, may beobl-iined on application, to

MESSRS. RANDELL & CO,, Cortbam, Wilts.

Bpecimena at Museum of Geology, Jermyn-street, PiccidiHy, W.,
and at Architectural Mueeuui, Tufton-slreet, 'WealuiinBter.

BANKRUPTS.
(TO SURRENDER IN LONDON).

Charles Castleman, "Westbonrne Park Villas, Bayswater,
and Kingston, timber dealer and brick manufabturer,
March 14, at 11—Frederick Chadwick, Sellwood-terrace,

Fulham-road, builder, Slarch 22, at 1—George Wood,
Vorley Villiis, Junction-road, Upper Holloway, lat e brick

merchant, March 24, at 12.

(to surrender in the country).

Abel Richard Chapman, Heigham, builder, March 10. at

Norwich — Daniel Cunningham, Leicester, plasterer,

March li, at Leicester- Frederick Haythorpe, Ramsey,
builder, March 18, at Peterborough—William Topliam,
Hairogate, builder, March 16, at York—Joseph Seal and
Joseph Everard, Nuneaton, brickmakers aud stone mer-
clients, March 20, at Coventry.

uankruptcv annulled.

Charles Walter, Shardeloes road. New Cross, builder,

Feb. 24.

public examinations.

April li), B. E. Abery, London-lane, Hackney, builder

—April lo, H. Stevens, Swaflham Bulbeck, Cambridge-
shire, builder.—March IS, H. W. Webster, Kings-road,

Bedford-row, builder—March ?G, H. Parker, York place

and Marsh, near Huddersfield, joiner aud builder—March
21, J. Potter, Kate'a-hill, Dudley, engineer.

dividend ueetingf;

March 20, W. Brooks, Buruley. plumber—March 21, J,

Rhind, Cardiff, civil engineer—March 21, C. Evans and
T. J. Jones, Newport, timber merchants—March 17. W.
White, Poole, Dorset, builder—March 20, T. Moiiey,
Brighton, builder.

DECLARATIONS OP DIVIDEND.

W. Bell, Gateshead and Tynemouth, paint manufac-
turer, div. Ss.

PARTNERSHIPS DISSOLVED.
Butt &> Peifect, Ladbrook road, Notting Hill, builders,

— Morriss & Kett, Fincliley, builders—Kerr &, Padget,

Bradford, iroufouudei's—Piatt &l Malpasa, Madeley Heath
aud elsewhere, brick and tile manufacturers—Bi own &.

Pidliin, Bradford, painters and paper hangers—Simmons
&, Sou, Manchester, builders.

Breakfast.—Eprs'a Cocoa,—Grateftl Aim CoMroRTma.—Tbe very
agreeable character of thia preparation has rendered it a general
fivourite. The Civil Service Onzi-tW remarks :—" By a thorough
knowledge of tbe natural laws wbuh govern the opetatioubof digua-

tiou aud nutrition, and by a careful aiiiilicutiou of the fine properties

of well-aelected cocoa. Mr. Eppa bits provided our breakfast table.

with a delicately flavoured beverage which uny save us many heavy
doctors' bills. " Each packet la Ifttielled—JAMEd I£rra & Co., Jiomoco
imlhic Chemifits, Loudon.
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ACCIDENTS CAUSE LOSS OF LIFE.
ACCIDENTS CAUSE LOSS OF TIJIB.

ACCIDENTS CAUSE LOSS OF MONEY.
Provide against accidents of all kinds by insuriog with the

RAILWAY PASSENGERS' ASSURANCE COMPANY.
An Annual Payment of £3 to £6 Cs. ineures £1,000 nt Death, or an

allowance at the rate of £R per week for injury. 665,000 have been
paid as compenpatiou, one out cf every Twelve Annual Policy
Holders becoming a claimant each year.

For particular* apply to the Clerks at the Railway Stations,
to ttie Local Attents, or at the offices,

C4, CoRNHU-L, and 10, Regent stbskt, London.
WILLIAM J. VIAN, Secretary,

LEROY'S IMPROVED PATENT NON-
CONDDCTING COMPOSITION for COATING BOILERS,

STEAM PIPES, aud otherhighly heated surfaces. Much superior to

Felt, or any other composition as regards Economy, Lightness, Dura-
bility, AdhchivL'iiess, and Efltctiveiii'sB, to prevent the radiation of

Heat, Have Fuel, increase the power of steam, aud keep the Stoke Hole
and Engine Room cool ; it will at once show a leak ; it cauuot catch

or communicate fire. Used by H.M, Government in the Dockyards,
&c,, *o. Hundreds of references and testimonials, aud all infoima-
tion at F. LEROY and CO.'b, Sole Manufacturers, 12, Gifty-street,

near I'hilpot- street, Commercial ro-ul, B.
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METROPOLITANRAILWAY BUILDING
COMPETITION.

THE premium of 50 guineas for the best

design for laying out the South Kensing-
ton Estate, has been awarded to Mr. H.
Elliott. In this locality there are many houses
unlet, from having been buUt, asMr. Elliott

believes, upon an unpopular plan—upon the

smallest possible piece of ground, and in too

close proximitj' to stables—in fact, upon the

usual too greedy scale generally adopted by
speculating builders. He therefore recom-
mends to the Company a more liberal

scheme, and we should be glad if he be able

to prove, as he anticipates, that it would be
more popular. It is that which to a certain

extent has been adopted around Notting-hill,

of having a common large garden and square,

and a special small garden to each house,
avoiding the narrow strips of garden too
much in vogue hitherto elsewhere, and the
imsightly aud unsavory mews, cheek by jowl
with the houses. He forms a roadway 45ft.

wide at the Cromwell-road end, running with
an easy curve to join one that has been partly
begun upon the adjoining Broodwood's estate.

This would give a fine crescent of houses
;

mews for which, giving stables for about half
the houses, are placed where they would be
handy and unobjectionable. The houses
are of the first-class, witli staircase in
centre, permitting more equal-sized rooms
and larger hall than in houses with a
straight flight opposite the door. These
are estimated to cost a builder J2,600.
Their frontage would be 22ft. Gin. each, and
is calculated at from 33s. 6d. to 373. 6d. per
loot., amounting to £1,835 ; and with 23
stables to £1,950 Os., and deducting interest

on cost of roads and gardens, to £1,855 Gs.,

the capitalised value, at 31 years' purchase,
being £57,514 63. The rack rental value
of the houses would be £300 less

; ground-rent,
£52 103. ; and as in this locality leaseholds are
generally sold at 15 years' purchase, the lease

hold value would be .£3,712, giving a net pro-
fit of £900 ; and with probable improved
ground-rent, about £1,180—the amount is said
by Mr. Elliott be the profit made usually by
builders building upon a good plan. The
general arrangement in this case is certainly a
good one, as also is that of the houses ; the
elevations are unfortunately mediocre and
commonplace.

Messrs. Mileham and Kennedy have a
pleasantly-arranged, but less economical plan
tor laying out this estate. Jlost of their
houses are upon the ordinary plan with ob-
jectionable excrescences at the back ; and a few
others, shown with wider frontages and otlices

on the ground floor, behind them, have poor
and ill-lighted staircases, and no halls.

Mr. W. H. Lockwood shows a similar ar-

rangement to Mr. Elliott for the plan of his
houses, well-worked out, but the .style adopted
is a starved and cranky description of Gothic,
and the general plan and irregular triangles of
closely-set double-detached villas, enclosing a
too-confined common garden, is inferior. Jlr.

Klein sends two plans for this estate, one of
which gives a good crescent turned in the
opposite direction to Mr. Elliott's, looking in
front upon an ample pleasure ground adjoin-
ing the railway cutting, but the backs look
upon mews and confined courts.

Mr. Elliott has been also fortunate enough
to carry ofl' the premium of 50 guineas for
the Linden Grove Estate.

This property his but one entrance. Linden
Grove being a cid-de-sac. Mr. EUiott, jealous
of the retired character of the site, gives it

but one entrance, immediately opposite the

railway station, leading up to a semi-circular

road, with crescents of houses on either side,

with common gardens to their rear. He advo-

cates this form as giving more available front-

age, aft'ording larger, open spaces, and more
attractive and sunny than p.arallelogram3 or

straight roads, besides being particularly

adapted to the site in question. He has

gdven his elevations a character—" being a

mixture of Elizabethan and Queen Anne's
styles," with red brick and stone dressings,

and high roofs, which is certainly picturesque.

The cost would be about £2,200 per house
;

the value ^per foot frontage is estimated at

333. 6d., or about £40 per house. By this

treatment the estate is made to yield a capi-

talised sum of £47,910.
Messrs. Matthews, Quilter, & Cutler have a

plan more suited to the country, with sixteen

double villas scattered round a serpentine

road. In Linden-grove we fear such gardens
would be rather unpractical. Mr. Charles
Hayward, of Westbourne-park-villas, Mr.
Klein, and others, adopt a parallelogram ar-

rangement, not equal in merit to the above.

The premium of 50 guineas for the Camp-
den HiU Estate has been carried oft' by Mr.
C. J. Richardson. His plan has been made
with the view of injuring as little as possible

Campden House. Villas of about £200 to

£250 annual rental, with gardens, are to be
built round those premises.
The estate, it is supposed, would realise

thus £950 per annum. AVe do not notice

any particular merit in this plan. Mr. Klein
also reserves Campden House, but rakes it

with the windows of two rows of houses on
either side of its groimds.

Mr. Elliott has been even more considerate

for the existing building, putting fewer villas

around it ; but we fail to see how he can
bring his annual value to a higher amount
than Mr. Richardson— viz., £1,280. We
notice, however, £200 difference in the rental

set down for Campden House itself.

It is noticeable that none of the premiated
designs are of the too-greedy order, and that

apparently the judge, Mr. Hunt, has decided
upon what he conceives would be a liberal

and even ajsthetic treatment.
The premium of 50 guineas for the design

for laying out the Praed-street Estate has
been adjudged to Mr. Thos. C. Sorby, with a

plan giving accommodation for small dwell-
ings for operatives, and shops.

On each side of the station, opposite the

Great Western Hotel, he has placed two-room
shops, treated as an arcade, " to form a pretty

feature," and to be occupied by tobacconists,

newsagents, &c., &c.

In a narrow space over the entrance to the
tunnel he proposes " neat panels in the walls

for permanent advertisements," which we
hope he will be also able to render pretty

features. Behind the station he places a block
of model dwellings for 30 families, while a
range of neat shops and stables behind occupy
the vacant part of the frontage of Praed-street.

Mr. Klein has not confined himself to the

Company's property, and has covered over
much of the open cuttings of the line.

The premium of 50guineas for the Edgware-
road Estate has been awarded to Mr. F. A.
Klein, 'whose plans generally have been left

to speak for themselves, without any report.

Ho sends two designs ; one retaining the

present engine-sheds, and surrounding them
with factories and shops, and the other with a

large market replacing the sheds, and sur-

roimded on three sides by shops, and fronting

Mitcham-street on the other. This plan

would appear entirely to cover up the rail-

way in a manner wo can hardly think desir-

able.

Mr. Bassett Keeling has left a large open
space at the back, next Mitcham-street, and
surrounds it on three sides with a block of

building-i, with separate dwellings on the

several floors, reached by open staircases ;

between this block and others fronting Chapel-

street and Upper Lisson-street, he leaves an

internal gated street as a courtyard, forming

a playground for children of residents, ilr.

Keeling has been more fortunate as regards

the Farringdon-road Estate, the premium of

50 guineas for which he has carried off. This

site being close to the station and near the

seat of the wholesale pottery trade, he has

suggested opportunely the erection of a pottery

exchange. A centre hall, about 250ft. long,

by 40ft. wide, is surrounded by warehouses,

shops, pattern rooms, &c. On the basement

plan are packing rooms for the pottery goods,

in communication with the railway, which

passes beneath the central h,all. The scheme

seems ingenious and practical, and it would

bring a revenue, to the railway traffic in the

shape of goods.

Mr. F. M. Godden sent also a clever and
suggestive design, proposing baths upon a

large scale. In an accompanying perspective

his design, not a bad one, is well shown. The
skyline is somewhat crude, and the chimneys

seem forgotten
;
perhaps the smoke would be

utilised.

Mr. T. C. Sorby has obtained the premium
of 50 guine.as for the Clerkenwell estate, be-

sides that of Praed-street. Finding shops in

the neighbourhood unneeded, but no houses

to let, Mr. Sorby proposes to utilize the vacant

sites with small and model dwellings of a

modest description, which do not call for

comment.
The 50 guinea premium for the design for

laying out the King's Cross Estate has been

awarded to Mr. A. 51. Ridge, for an econo-

mical arr.angement of shops and warehouses,

and the morals of the neighbourhoood may
not therefore be injured or its tastes en-

lightened by the music-hall which Mr. Klein

would have introduced among them. The
lives of passengers will also probably not be

endangered by the arches -svithout abutments,

and turning round curves, as Mr. Elliott has

suggested in his elevations.

"The premium of 70 guineas for the Barbi-

can Estate has been awarded to Messrs. Wilson
and Aldwinckle, who have sent two designs,

one carrying a proposed new roadway over

the course of the line, and leaving an airhole

on one side. In their alternative plan, with

a road from the Barbican crossing it at right

angles, and bending with too sharp a turn

towards Red Cross-street, two larger spaces

are left open above the railway cutting, in the

centre of blocks of houses. The class of

buildings proposed, shops and warehouses, do
not call for remark.
The premium of 100 guineas for the Smith-

field Estate has been awarded to Mr.F. A.Klein,

of Cannon-street. For this important work
this gentleman has sent alternative designs,

differing mainly in the direction of the

principal proposed street through the site. In

the one case it has been brought so as to open
immediately in front of the Farringdon-street

Station, and in the other on the one side of

its facade, so as to continue in a line with

Cow-Cross- street, which passes the station

on the city side. The ground being

valuable, the shops and warehouses .are placed

as closely as possible upon it. Mr. Klein not

having favoured us with any report to

accompany the plans, the Company, we pre

suine, must make their own calculation as to

the outi ay and returns ; and we, for lack of time,

must leave those of our readers who may in-

spect the drawings to do the same. In our

opinion, in comp,arison with his competitors,

Mr. Klein has fairly earned this, the largest

l)remium ofl'ercd by the Company, by his well-

thought-out and practical designs.

Upon the whole, as we have said, we think

the authors of the premiated drawings have
fairly (U^served theirsuccess; but itis obviously

impossible for us to have given the considera-

tion we could have wished to the immense
mass of drawings that have been sent in re-

s]ionse to the interesting invitation of the

Metropolitan Railway Company. The entire

number of competition designs is, we believe,

not less than 300, and the pains bestowed
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upon them, and the talent and thought they
evince, is highly creditable. Aa our labours

were not impeded by the number of other
visitors—for the greater part of the time we
had only the company of the civil policeman
in charge— it would seem that the profession

is not yet fully aware of the exhibition which
is laid out for them and the public within a
stone's throw of the Praed-street Station, in

several unoccupied shops, Nos. 3, 5, 7, and 9,

Craven road. We strongly advise our readers
to avail themselves of the opportunity for the
inspection and study of these drawings thus
afforded by the Metropolitan Railway Com-
pany.

THE MALA.DY OF MODERN ART.

WE are not about to write a lamentation
on the decline and fall of architecture.

Wc believe a portion of it, on the contrary,
to be in a more hopeful state than any it has
known for a century or more ; but that the
great bulk of it is still weak and sickly, still

battling with the remains of chronic disease,

those artists whose own work is the healthiest
will be the last to deny. We wish at this

time to notice the average of modern art, not
the favourable exceptions — the buildings
which rise around us on every hand, and the
attempts of art workmanship which present
themselves in every shop and show-room.
Looking thus at the mass of what has been
done recently, and is being done at this

moment, it would be easy to make out a long
list ot failings. Such Lists have often been
made out. Criticism has been lavished—and
by no means uselessly—on the separate points
in which our ordinary architecture faDs ; but
far greater good might be done if attention
could be directed to tlie causes of these failures :

if, instead of attacking merely the isolated
symptoms, we could attack the common source
and origin of them all. It is unfortunately too
true that there are more sources than one; and
it is not by counteracting a single morbid
tendencj' that all unsoundness can beremoved.
Yet there is one tendency, so almost universal
in the average work of the day, that it may be
called pre-eminently the malady of modern
art. It shows itself under the most opposite
shapes ; it is confined to no particular style

;

it is equally at home in Gothic, Classic, or
vernacular. Unhappily, too, it has as yet
no defmite and easily recognizable name.
Sometimes it is mildly described as " weak-
ness of design," "crudeness," or "lack of
imity ;" but the essence of it in reality is in
want of thoroughness and want of thought.
The mind possessed by it never masters diffi-

culties, but always tries to shufile out of them.
Such a mind loves plausibilities, and never
goes to the bottom of anything. Its ambition is

to keep knotty points out of sight, and make
matters smooth on the surface. It never fairly

grapples with its work, and subdues it from
end to end. This is the one all-pervading
vice of our would-be art ; it sticks little bits

of ornament over its work here and there and
thinks that to be enough ; it never so much
as dreams of what is the very soul of real art

—

the conquest and mastery of each subject as a
whole.
To take the most flagrant cases fiist : out

of a hundred modern street buildings, how
many are designed as buildings, and how
many are treated as " fronts i" In how many
of them does the " design " begin and end
with the putting up of a single wall,—a mere
screen before the real structure ? The ad-
joining houses, one might have supposed,
shut out enough of it ; the architect would
be glad to display all he could—to shew by
the roofing, sometliing of the general form,
and to bring out the elevation against the sky
by well studied chimneys or dormers.
Nothing of the sort: it is much easier to
hide blunders than to avoid them— to con-
ceal an ill-designed roof th.in to invent a good
one. A few feet of brickwork will cover it

up and save the necessity for hours of

thought. This is what passes for architec-

ture in half our city shops and warehouses.
If the efl'ect is to be " plain and substantial,"

a few cement mouldings are run round the

doors and windows : if it is to be grand and
magnificent, the carver is called in to dis-

tribute over it so many yards run of his

stock patterns. There is not even an attempt
at making the building architectural ; all

that is desired is to conceal it by a plausible

falsehood. But all our street buiidings, it

wUl be said, do not begin and end with a
sham front. Numbers of them are visible

all round, sides, and roof, and chimneys as

well. Very true: but they shew in a difl'erent

way the very same fault as the others. We
are speaking throughout, it must be re-

membered, of average and ordinary works,
not of exceptionally good ones : and we sub-
mit that in all types of them may be traced
the same powerlessness to treat anyone of
them as a whole. Grant that iu the type
now in question the walls and roof are
visible

; grant that the building is so far

better than those in the pre'S'ious group ; that
it, is in fact, no worse than a common barn or

cowshed. This of course is higher praise
than can be given to a large number of modern
street buildings ; but it is rather too low a
qualification for the title of ' architectru-e."

And yet, asfaras general design is concerned,
most of the works in question have no other.

As regard shape, outline, mass, light and
shade, general effect, they might have been
the work of a country mason, and by no
means a clever one. They are probably mere
brick boxes with roofs to them ; or, if not,

their parts seem to have come together any-
how ; there is no order, no artistic arrange-
ment—nothing of what painters call " com-
position," to be traced in them. Architecture,
in the highest sense, is absent altogether.

Some architectural details, it is true, are
applied or missapplied, to make the thing
pass for " a design ; " but they are disconnected,
jarring, inharmonius, unreal. It would have
been better to have left matters as they were
than to emphasize by contrast the absence of
artistic power. " To hide with ornament the
want of art " is a line which has been quoted
tUl it has almost lost its force ; but it exactly
describes the process by which the inferior

work of the day is made to pass muster with
the public. They see wretched proportions,

shapeless outlines, bhmders, and vulgarities

innumerable ; and they are p)ersuaded into

thinking them all very fine by the addition of
a little commonplace ornament. If we turn
from building to its accessories, such for

example as furniture, the case is just the
same. The so-called " Gothic " designs are
for the most part mere pieces of barbarism
and awkwardness smothered in Gothic deco-
ration to make them go down. But neither
here nor elsewhere, in inferior work—which
unhappily means at least nineteen-twentieths
of the whole—can there be found any p)ower
to grasp and deal with general design and
arrangement. There is no ability to bring
things into order and shape, whether the
things are large or small. If they are plain,

they stand in uncompromising ugliness ; if

they are enriched, they show deformity set oft'

by finery. The designer does not touch tlie

things themselves ; his decoration is a mere
disguise ; and this, above all others, is the
malady of modern art.

VIOLLET LE DUC'S " DICTIONNAIRE
RAISONNE DE L'ARCHITECTURE
FRANCAISE."*

II.

THE first volume of M. Le Due's dictionary

contains 506 pages, embracing 45 articles,

commencing with the word ahaque (abacus)

* Dictionnaivo raisonno do I'arcliitecture Franqaisc
du XI. au XVI. Siecle.pai- M. VioUet le Due, areliitecto
du Gouvernment, Inspecteur. general des Edifices Dio-
coEiius. 10 vols. ; 8to : Morel, Paris, 1354—186S.

and terminating with that of aronde (dove-
tail), but one of these definitions occupies
upwards of IGO pages of closely printed
matter, and is illustrated with 165 engravings.
This definition, to which we shall have to re-

fer again, is an able essay on the history of
French architecture during the period em-
braced by the author's researches, and is

divided into that of religious, monastic, civil,

and military architecture. In culling from
the wealth placed before us, we shall, as a rule,

avoid those definitions which are, or ought to

be, well known to our readers, reserving our
space for the more recondite or the more sug-
gestive articles, and shall select those which
more markedly bring out the principles set

forth in M. le Due's preface, and ou which
we commented in our last number. Among
the first of these we would draw attention to

that given under the head of Application, a
word used to express applied ornament as dis-

tinctive from that decoration which is incor-

porated with and which forms a portion of the

construction of an edifice. Tlais definition

embraces such arts as painting or gilding sur-

faces, the application of oi-namental plaster-

work, mosaics, or other purely decorative

objects. In Greek architecture, the applica-

tion of a thin coat of ])laster to the surface

of a building was a common treatment ; the
remains of Pompeii, the riuned temples at

Agrigentum, exhibit this treatment as the

general one ; in fact, where the material was
not in itself beautiful, fine, and smooth, the

Greeks sought the aid of " application " to

obtain those qualities they valued so highly.

In Roman times thin slabs of rare and highly

coloured marbles and porphyries covered the

walls, a mode borrowed from and still

retained in the East. Mosaics played a great

rule in Byzantine and later times ; but these

step back too far into antiquity to be specially

commented upon by our author ; and from
the Carlovingian epoch up to the twelfth

century the clergy of France were not rich

enough to avail themselves of such luxuries.

As tiiey grew more wealthy, altar retables,

tombs, and the other smaller objects necessary

or accessory to churches began to receive ap-

plied ornament, and the feeling once generated

or revived, the art of " application " spread
till it covered the whole of the edifice. Suger
decorated the rood-loft of the abbatical church
of S. Denis with ornaments in bronze and
figures in ivory ; enamelled and silver-gilt

plaques covered the altars and tombs, and, as

coloured marbles were rare in the north,

coloured glass did duty for them. Blue glass,

mounted on silver foO, filled in the spandrels

of the arcade of the Sainte Chapelle at Paris,

having on its surface delicately-pencilled or-

naments in gold—a process of ornamentation
quite worthy of judicious revival, in sjsite of

the rather crude restoration of the edifice

referred to. At present its use seems to be
restricted to the vulgarities of shop-fronts

and gin-shops. Sometimes delicately -painted

ornaments on vellum, rivalling the illumina-

tion on the'marginsof elaborated manuscripts,

were used as the decoration of smaller objects,

and protected by sheets of clear white glass

;

an application which might be of great use

in the decoration of panels of doors and cabi-

nets. But one of the most useful "applica-

tions " referred to is one which we have not

seen revived, but which would be of great

service in the decoration of small surfaces.

"At the end of the twelfth century the ap-

plication of impressed plaster-work to the

surface of statues and smaller portions of

internal architecture was frequent. These
applications were composed of a very fine

coat of lime, on which, whilst it was moist,

delicate ornaments in low relief were stamped
by means of wooden or iron tools," and which
were afterwards painted and gilded. Nor
was this mode of ornamentation confined

entirely to internal use ; often it was used

in those deeplj'-recessed and shadow-loving

porches which form the glory of the cathedrals

and larger churches of France ; and portions
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of this species of decoration yet remain in

those of Angers and Notre Dame at Paris.

In the fifteenth century they endeavoured to

substitute a resinous composition for the

plaster coating, but without success ; that has

scaled otf and disappeared, whilst the earlier

process has endured. Traces of this species

of decoration are not unfrequently found on
the flat surfaces of walls, presenting the out-

lines of fleur-de-lis, sacred monograms, stars,

and other simple ornaments, much in the

same manner that the pargetting of our old

half-timbered houses inmany parts of England
yet do ; and it is worthy of seriously thinking

about for the decoration of our large-walled and
bold-looking churches and chapels—especially

the latter. It has the merit of being cheap. An-
other species of application is also worthy of

revival for cabinets and smaller articles of

joinery, ami is thus referred to by M. le Due.
" During the twelfth, thirteenth, and four-

teenth centuries they also applied upon wood
thin vellum, rendered flexible by being soaked
in water, and fixed to the object to be covered

by glue or cheese size. On this covering,

which followed all the forms of the mouldings,
they tooled other ornaments in faint relief;

they combed it, gilt it, and attached to it

pieces of glass painted on the under side."

Many of the processes used in this .species

are described in the work of " Theophilus
Presb. et Monac. Diversarum Artium Sche-

dula," a work of whicli we should hail

with pleasure a new translation, that of Heu-
dric not only being difficult to procure, but
also being very defective.

Those who are familiar with the richly

and quaintly-tooled impressed vellum bind-
ings of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries

will be able to form an idea of the richness

of eft'ect thus obtained by simple means ; and
the study of the class of ornament then used
for this purpose wiU amply repay the stu-

dent. Medallions of sacred or historical sub-

jects are frequent, and the judicious mixture
of plain tooled lines with reticulated or flow-

ing ornament is very suggestive. Boiled

leather was frec^uently used for coarser works,

and the application of these decorative pro-

cesses might most advantageously be revived.

Our next extract is of a more scientific and
architectural character, and from the able

definition of the word arc-boutant (flying but-

tress) we shall borrow largely.

M. le Due rightly esteems tlie adoption of

the flying buttress as one of the chief struc-

tural inventions of the middle ages; it liberated

its architects, it converted the art of building

into a science, but it ultimately, as all surplus

of science does, killed architecture as a fine

art. When architects became pre-eminently
engineers, architecture as a line art perished.

They wrought miracles and ceased to appeal

to human feelings—they no longer expressed

human ideas^they either rose to be almost
gods in making something out of almost

nothing, or they descended to the other pole

and frightened us with scientific atrocities

—

buildings constructed with the wisdom of the

serpent, no doubt, but which, certainly, if the

devils beheld they would tremble. Man
liked them not, and then the architects

changed their tactics ; flying buttresses were
abandoned ; and human nature, seeking fur a

visible expression of support, reverted to the

primitive ideas of Classic architecture. Of
course, M. le Due looks only at the bright
side of flying buttresses—he sees only l!ie use

of them ; of tlie abuse, if he is conscious
of it, he says but little. AVe feel we are
dealing with a partisan, but his pleading, or
rather his reasoning, is so exquisite it needs
the utmost catholicity in art to avoid being
pledged to the view his enthusiasm carries us
into. " According to the taste of each school,

men have greatly praised or greatly blameii
the system of flying buttres-se.s," he says, on
page 60. " We do not undertake either to

defend them or to show forth their faults
;

there is but one thing for us to say : according
to our view of this system of construction, it

is that this is the frankest and most energetic

means adopted by the builders of Medieval
times. Up to this time they were groping in

the dark ; from the moment when this system

was adopted, ecclesiastical architecture deve-

loped itself : it marched boldly on the new
pathway. To ask for a Gothic church without

flying buttresses is to ask for a ship without a

keel ; it Ls for the church as for the ship, a

question of ' To be, or not to be !
' The

problem that the architects of the Norman
epoch set themselves to solve was to crown
with a vault the Latin basilica. So far as

regards the disposition of its plan, the ancient

basilica completely satisfied the requirements

of the Latin church ; it had wide open spaces,

small supports, air and light. But the ancient

basilica was covered with a timber roof—the

absis alone was vaulted. Xow, in our climate,

these roofs were neither wind nor water-tight

;

they rapidly decayed when there were no
metal spoutings—things which can only exist

in the midst of a people skilled in metallurgy.

Moreover, wooden roofs burnt, and a building

covered only by a wooden roof, once burnt,

was destroyed from top to bottom. Up to the

tenth and eleventh centuries our histories un-
questionably record that burnt churches
necessitated new ones. The chief thought of

the clergy in those days, and consequently of

architects also who buUt new churches, was to

vault the nave. But the walls of a basilica,

supported on slender columns, did not present

sufficient resistance. In the eleventh century

the builders in the centre of France had given

up clerestories ; they resisted the thrust of

the barrel vaulting of their high naves either

by quadrant vaults, as in the Auvergnat
churches, or by small intercepting arches

springing from the aisles. Thus the naves
could not be lighted by windows ; the aisles

were almost as high as the nave, and the broad
external walls, strengthened by buttresses,

resisted the combined thrust of both larger

and smaller vaults. In the north of France
this system could not prevail ; the large cen-

tres of population demanded large churches
;

they had need of light ; it was necessary to

obtain this light by means of windows pierced

in the nave walLs, and consequently they
had to overcome the resistance afforded by
the vaulting of the aisles." "It required

two centuries of groping, of attempts fre-

quently futile, to arrive at the solution of

this simple problem;" "but when once
this way was opened, progress was rapid
for the flying buttress, which was born in the
eleventh century, reached its culminating point
and declined in the fourteenth." " Amongst
the most ancient of these flying buttresses is

that of S. Remy, at Reims, the construction of

which belongs to the latter half of the

twelfth century (see Fig. 50, p. 02). Here
this feature is simple ; it abuts directly against

the point of thrust of the vaulting, and ex-

tends its resistance in a vertical line by
means of an external column detached from
the wall above the triforium." By and by
the builders of those days found out that this

was not enough. They found out that the
thrust of pointed arches of wide span was not
restricted to a mathematical point ; that the

wall had a tendency to buckle, owing to the

divergence in tlie line of thrust created by
the sliding of the voussiors of the arch upon
each other ; and to counteract this they doubled
the arch of the flying buttress, allowing the

lower one to impinge below, and the upper
one above the exact thrust point, uniting them
by a solid mass of masonry. An early

example of this expedient is illustrated by a

sketch of the flying buttresses which support
the vaulting of the apse of the cathedral of

Soissons (illustration, Fig. 52, p. 63), the con-

struction of which goes back to the early part

of the twelfth century. The heads of these

abutting arclies rest against counterforts,

supported by engaged columns." "It is

necessary to observe that the last voussoir of

each arch is not engaged in this masonry, but
remains free to slide in case of settlement.

illustrating the application of that principle
of elasticity on which the stability of these
vast buildings depends. The faculty of

sliding thus given to flying buttresses prevents
their crippling, for it is unnecessary to say
that they would be useless unless their

thrusting force remained intact, which would
not be the case if the arch was crippled. For
example (in the diagram 53, p. 64), let

A B C be a flying buttress; if the vertical

wall D settles at all, it mu5t needs be that the
arch would be broken as B, as in Fig. 1, if its

head were engaged as A. If, on the other hand,
a settlement occurs in the buttress E, the arch
of the flying buttress would be broken at the
same point, in the manner shown by Fig. 2.

It is easy, therefore, to understand how
necessary it is to leave the arch free at A, in

order to allow of it preserving its curve intact

and accommodating itself to these circum-
stances. These precautions in the jointing of

flying buttresses were not always taken, and
the proof that they were not useless is found
in the fact that when they have been over

looked disastrous results have nearly always
ensued." These arches, as we have before

stated, were generally doubled, and in the

early half of the thirteenth century attempts

were made to unite the two—attempts resulting

in much beauty, but which appear to have
been abandonned. Probably homogeneity
destroyed elasticity. We have a very fine and
suggestive example of this treatment presented

to us from the choir of the Cathedral of

Amiens, where the weight of the unusaUy
massive vaulting necessitated an unusual de-

gree of resistance. The vaulting thereis about
1 Gin. thick ; the materials are heavy, rough
and compact ; consequently the architecture

is more massive and less delicate than is usual
with that of the thirteenth century.

Vaults of nearly 50ft. span, constructed of

such materials as these, exert an enormous
thrust, and it is worth while to examine how
the architects of those days resisted and
balanced them. If you turn to our illustra-

tion, Chartres, you will there see a sketch

of the flying buttress, with a detail of

a portion of it, as the vault was heavy, so are

they ; massive wall- buttresses receive the

arches, which are ingeniously coupled by a
radiating arcade ; each course is radially

jointed, forming a separate arch of itself, and
the whole offers an oblique resistance to an
oblique thrust. Again, the upper portion of the
buttress is connected to a channel for the water
from the roofs, the upper column shewn on
the sketch forming a down-spout to the main
roof, and it is thus conveyed to the gutters of

the aisles, relieving the nave walls from the

splashing occasioned by discharging the water
from the usual gurgoyles on to the roof of the

aisles, thus tending materially to the con-

servation of the building. This coupliog to-

gether of the arches is, as we have already

said, somewhat rare ; but tbe union of the

arch, with its upper raking line of water
channel, is ofcommon occurrence. Examples
of this mode of treatment are given in Fig. 62,

p. 72, from the same cathedral ; but of some
30 years' later date, when the single arch is

connected with the nave-way by a pierced

and traceried arcade. It wUl also here be re-

marked how the early system of spreading

the lateral thrust, virtually increasing the

thickness of the main wall by means of an
isolated column on the triforium wall, is re-

tained, and how much economy of material

and relief from the undue pressure of weights
imposed upon tlie main supporting columns is

thus afforded. From this time, the system
here inaugurated prevailed, and a good typi

cal specimen of the mode in vogue up to the

later period of this species of construction

will be found in Fig. (i'J, p. 79, taken from the

church of Saint Wulfrund, at Abbeville.
Science here out-did itself ; art had declined,

and the too-elaborate balance of resisting

forces destroyed the means adopted. The en-

deavour to gain still further lateral resistance

overshot its mark. The hindrance of the
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sliding motion <at the point A led to grave

disruption of tlie arches, for once broken at

this point the function of the arch was trans-

ferred to the straight line of the water chan-

nel. When flying buttresses were constructed

on this principle the thrust of the main
vaulting was brought to bear on the line

C D, and thence transferred vertically to the

arch A, augmenting the duty imposed on it

of carrying the dead weight of the water

channel. This causes a counter thrust from

the arch A B, which, meeting with no resist-

ance at D, the thrust of the main vaulting arch

having already been conveyed away, the wall

becomes crippled in this point, and the flying

buttress becomes no longer a means of sup-

port, but an implement of destruction. Often

and often do we see in England wonderfully

misconstructed flying buttresses, merely made
to win a competition and look pretty ; and we
would urge on all who can do so, to carefully

study the elabor.^te treatise we have thus

skimmed. To those who cannot read this we
advise them to abstain from the lase of this

double-edged sword uutil they can. Flying

buttresses are of two sorts, useful and useless;

but the useless are not simply so, they are

an element of destruction—an enemywho never

sleeps. M. le Due enters learnedly and reason-

ably into the appropriate line of curve their

arches should take, and gives to this important
subject the full consideration it demands ; but

our space prevents our giving a fuller de-

monstration of his analytical reasoning.

ON THE HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF
ORNAMENTAL ART.

THE tweuty-second lecture of his course on
the above subject was delivered by Dr. G.

G. Zerfil, in the Lecture Theatre, South Kensing-
ton Museum, ou Tuesday afternoon last. The
lecturer commenced by observing that though
the Indians, the Persians, the Egyptian jiriests,

the Greeks, the Etruscans, and the Romans had
all been members of the Ayrim group of man-
kind, notliing could have been more difi'erent

than their religious, social, and artistic conditions.

Many analogies could, however, he continued, be
traced, and the farther we went back into history

the more striking did these analogies become, all

tending to prove a common origin. It would
sufBce for our purpose never to lose sight of the

fact that the ornamental forma common to all

these nations had not always been mere copies,

but were preserved echoes of past ages, and had
varied with the geographical position of the

people, and their social condition. Referring to

the illustrations of Roman art before him, he said

that we found in them nothing but Greek motives.

The Greeks remained the distinct representatives

of individual freedom, on the basis of a demo-
cratic state-form ; the East represented despotism
in religious and social matters, and Rome would
show us these two principles in everlasting con-

iiict. The very geographical position of the city

had necessitated the use of force to sustain its

influence, and the element of force had become
the exclusive basis of the Roman world. From
the commencement of her self-created inde-

pendence, Rome had adopted not the dynamic
force of creating, but that of acquiring what
others possessed. The arrangement of her
temples, houses, bridges, and aqueducts had been
Etruscan, her ornamentation Greek, and her archi-

tecture Egypto-Asiatie. The same influences

had given her her mythology and heroic myths.
Whilst ihe Etruscans had been concentrating their

artistic powers on small articles, and the Greeks
had ceased to do more than preserve their artistic

traditions for the benefit of their new task.masters
the Romans, those Romans themselves had ex-

celled in grand and powerful undertakings, alw.ays

having before them the purpose of glorifying the
expanding and conquering force. They had erected
gorgeous temples, not proclaiming the glory of the
divinities to whom they were consecrated, but
testifying to the powers of the constructors. Their
edifices had been pompous, not constructed in ac-

cordance with the laws of beauty, proportion, and
correct ornamentation, but profusely decorated to

exhibit the wealth of the owners. Even this love

of grand appearances, which seemed so entirely

Roman, had been inherited from the immortal
Greeks. The Macedonians, once masters of Asia,

had commenced not only to found but to construct

cities on a most gigantic scale. Pergamoa, Sardes,

and Harlikarnassos had been built under the
Greeks. At Alexandria, under the supervision of

Dinokrates, the court architect of Alexander the

Great, Egyptian dimensions had served as a basis

for gig.^ntic constructions. Serapeons (temples

with ample outer buildings, symbolical of the

power of Greece over Egypt), museums, gymnasia,
baths, &c., had been built on Eyptiau plans. This
Grajoo- Asiatic tendency had beeu transmitted to

the Romans, a young and ambitious people pos-

sessing the power of carrying cut Alexauder the

Great's Titanic idea of subjugating, and at the

same time civilising, the whole world. The Romans
might be said to have remained faithful to Indo-

Germanictraditions, and had succeeded incre.iting,

if not an original, at least an imposing architec-

tecturo. The three principal political phases of

their national life w?re clearly to be traced in

the varying decorative styles of their works of

art. During the first period both architecture and
sculpture had been wholly neglected, the powers of

the nation havingbeen directed towards the estab-

lishment of an independent state exi3tence,and con-

sequently few Romans had devoted themselves to

art. According to Plutarch the representation of

divinities in human forms had been prohibited by
Numa Pompilius (714 B.C.), and sculpture had not

flourished uutil 160 years after his reign. From
Varro we learnt that though certain statues pro-

duced by Etruscan artists existed, yet there

were neither statues nor images of the gods in the
temples. Under Tarquinius Priscus a statue of

Jupiter, made of terra-colta, had been erected, and
a quadriga of the same material had been placed

on the top of the temple. An article of a treaty,

concluded by Porsena, after the expulsion of

the Tarquins and the establishment of the re-

public, stipulated that iron should henceforth be

used for ploughshares only, thira proving that this

metal had been known. Art had laboured under
great restrictions; at first the highest honour
granted to a distinguished citizen was a pillar

with an inscription ; later, a statue in bronze

not more than 3ft. in height, was granted

for exceptional merit. A statue of Horatiua

Codes, one of Cloelia on horseback, erected in the

temple of Vuloanus, and many others, were said to

have been in existence in the times of Seneca, but
public acts had still been inscribed on simple

bronze columns. The first temples and statues

must have been of small dimensions, as the temple

of Fortuna had been constructed in one year.

Notwithstanding the never-ceasing wars, the fine

arts had not bet-n neglected by the Romans, but
they had merely been employed to present some
visible signs of the heroic deeds of the

Consuls and their soldiers to the masses. By
this means they inspired the people with

pride, self-glorification, and a sense of ex-

clusive patriotism instead of a love of beauty.

After the destruction of Corinth and Carthage,

and the close of the third Punic war (145 B.C.)

security having become established, and great

wealth acquired, a greater love of art followed.

The buildings in the earlier d.ays of the Republic

had all been highly practical. The strong walls

had been constructed of large squares of stone,

and bridges, aqueducts, and cloacas had been the

principle public works. We had, said the lecturer,

traced the arch in India, and seen vestiges of it in

Persia and Greece ; we should now find that with

the Romans it had become the expression of an
interrupted, or rather perforated wall. The arch,

as perforation of a wall, had nothing to do with
the idea of supporting the roof, but waa an orna-

ment of the wall. Together with the arch, the

column with its epistyle (or architrave) had been
used to supply a support to the roof. Arcades
might be assumed to be as old as the arch ; and
when wo saw these principles revived in Italy,

we shovild not have to deal with an innovation for

mere decorative purposes, but should find that

the combination referred to was rational and the
outgrowth of the very nature of the fund.amental

principle the mixture of arch and columns. These
happy combinations of pillar and epistyle, of arch

and column, had enabled the Romans to construct

their immense buildings, and in doing this they
had given us a correct view of their national

character. They had looked upon society as the

outgrowth of abstract l>rinciples. The individual

had been lost iu the generality, and was valued in

proportion to the property he possessed. To in-

crease bis property had been the aim of every
Roman. Joyous freedom of intellect was un-
known, and the cultivation of the imagination was

1 considered aa auperfluous. With the Romans

even religion, the mother of the arts, had been
looked upon as a means for holding the masses in

subjection and obedience. To blind the people,

and force them to submission, pompous games
had been instituted, triumphal processions

held, and colossal temples and other edifices

constructed. Every column, every pillar,

each stone and carving, each console and
cornice, every niche and every statue proclaimed
Roman ambition, vanity, and national pride.

Passing now to the diflerent periods of Roman art,

the lecturer aaid that the first extended from the
conquest of Corinth to the accession of Augustus

;

the second during the rule of the Julians and
Flavians (96 ad.) ; the third from Nerva to the

thirty tyrants (96-260 a.d.) ; and the fourth from
the thirty tyrants to the foundation of the Byzan-
tine empire. During the first period we should
find Rome had been the abode of Greek artists.

Art had been taught and treated theoretically and
practically. The wealthy and powerful had af-

fected a kind of enthusiasm forart, and delighted in

luxury. The walls had been white, with painted

ornamentations in red : this led to the use of genu-
ine red-coloured bricks, mixed with others, and had
originated polylithic wall-decoration. Marble had
also been used, and the houses became more and
more decorated. A party opposed to this tendency
had arisen, and the conflict between the in tclligentcs

and icuoraii; commenced. During the second

period the emperors bad endeavoured to amuse
the masses. Art had soared high above the rules

of simplicity and truth, but was still full of admi-

rable motives. Composite columns of gorgeous

patterns ; consoles of powerful mouldings ; archi-

volts and architraves profusely decorated ; the

acanthus and olive-leaf ; scrolls of high finish,

and gigantic dimensions in general had distin-

guished this time. During the third period the

provinces had begun to show signs of vitality, and
under Hadrian Greece h.ad once more produced

great works. The power of the state, however, had
been broken. No people could tolerate tyrants like

a Comraodus without being punished. Religion

had stepped in—not the pure religion of love which
would at another period present itself for con-

sideration, but the superstitious religion of the

East. The worship of Isis and of Mithras—

a

mixture of Egyptian, Assyrian, and Persian

mystic doctrines had been introduced ; the

Chaldaean Genethlialogy, or art of divining the

future from the stars at the birth of a person
;

magic amulets ; and the Theurgic philosophy had
given the death-blow to Greek and Roman art.

The artistic object h.ad received its value from
superstition and not from its intrinsic beauty.

Beauty, on the contrary, had been considered de-

trimental to the use of symbolic signs. It was
said that the gods would no longer shower down
their gifts if beautiful decoration was employed,
because the advocates of mysticism found it less

troublesome and less difficult to deceive with

mere amulets. Thus had been ushered in the

fourth period. During this we should see the

ancient world vanish. .A.rt had invariably left

humanity when spirit and matter had been

looked upon as antagonistic elements in creation,

the one being good and the other evil. Formality

became ascendant, and faith a means for mystic

doctrines. Metaphysical symbolism had ruled

supreme, and extinguished every spark of real

.artistic sentiment, thus burying the intellectual

faculties under an oppressive tumulua of super-

stition, and checking real moral development.

The four periods, with their details in architec-

ture and sculpture, will form the subject of the

next two lectures.

CHURCH OF S. LUBENTIUS A'

DIETKIRCHEN.

THE Church of S. Lubentius is situated on the

Lahn, an afiluent of the Rhine, in the Prus-

sian province of Nassau, between Ems and Wetz-
ler. Built in the eleventh century, the church

has well preserved its original form, The exterior

is very picturesque, the building being erected ou

the summit of a high rock. The material is a very

hard atone, much used in buildings of thia pro-

vince and age. Paul Tornow.
•

The Battersea Vestry has .luthorisod the payment
of iE652 to Mr. Edward Ryde, the eminent surveyor,

for professional services rendered in v.aluing the

railway, gis, and water companies' and other here-

ditaments within the pai-ish, for the purposes of

valu.it ion, prepared under the provisions of the

V.aluation of Property ( Metropolis) Act, 32 & 33

Vic, c. 67.
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HIGH ART AND DR. DRE3SER.
lU SUBLIME AU RIDICULE ''

there is often only one step—and
that a very small one. According to a paper
read before tlie Society of Arts on February
8th last, by Dr. Dresser, on " Ornamentation
considered as High Art," the discussion

which followed, and the letters which followed
both paper and discussion, we really must say

that Dr. Dresser has perfectly succeeded in

bringing prominently—nay, artistically—the

fact before our eyes that any man may be
" sublimely ridiculous." Ornamentation, ac-

cording to our new paradoxical prophet, is

high art ; but sculpture, painting (or, as he
calls it, "pictorial fine art") is a mere false-

hood—a lie, with which the "Most High"
has nothing to do. The proposition put for-

ward by Dr. Dresser is not new. He is an
ornamentist, makes money as SHch, and natu-
rally thinks that everybody ought to become
a believing follower of his faith in ornamen-
tation as a high art. We have no objection
to this kind of one-sided enthusiasm. Let the
ghoe-black be proud and conscious that with-
out well.cleaned boots there is no salvation
of the soul; for ''cleanliness is next to
godliness." Let the baker be proud of the
loaf ho so artistically turns out, and be con-
vinced that without bread no sciences and
arts; lor "bread is the staff of life." Let
every individual, of whatever branch of art he
is, think himself the very centre-point of
gravitation of our globe, which, if disturbed
by a hair's breadth, would bring destruction
on the whole universe ; but let him beware of
ventilating his little individual pride in the
tatters of an apparently scientific garb before
some artistic society. The pride then becomes
obnoxious. The ventilation may rouse a
terrible storm. It is an old Latiu saying,
'\tigulus ftgulum odit"— in free translation,
"pots and pans often quarrel with one an-
other.'' Dr. Dresser has done immense good
with his paper. He has not convinced any-
body that a painter is nothing but a liar, but
he has given us an opportunity of judging
how much may be talked on a special branch
of decorative art, and what letters full of
abuse may be written by one " figulus

"

against the other without in the least pro-
moting a correct view on art. On the con-
trary, he gives up art again as a bone of con-
tention to the practical and theoretical op
ponents. Between these two strong-headed
parties art is dragged to the right or to the
left, torn to pieces, either over-fed with prac-
tical work, or starved to death with mere
theories. In both instances the lot of our art
is not to be enWed. Dr. Dresser appears to
personate the " theoretical talker," as a cor-
respondent has it, who, on the other side,
represents the "practical artist," Now, it

so happens that the paper read, the discus-
sion which followed, and the letters which it

l>rovoked, prove an incredible amount of
confusion of ideas and want of correct know-
ledge on both sides. Those who accuse Dr.
Dresser of being a theorist prove that they do
not know what the word " theory " means

;

and those who pretend to be all for mere
" work and labour done" are not aware that
tlieyare hypothetical theorists. For the very
assertion, that an artist has not to know, but
only to work, is a mere hypothesis, the
efficacy of which has to be proved by those
very men who hold all theoretical knowledge
on ait in abhorrence. Dr. Dresser, in his
paper, expresses opinions — hypothetical
opmions—and beyond the assertion of these
hypotheses in a very strong dogmatic form,
he does not go. His definitions of art are not
quite clear. When he asks himself, "What
is art " ; he begins his definition with a very
suspicious subjunctive, and stammers, " It
viay be said to be the disposition or modifica-
tion of things [what tluiui.s '.] by human skill
[what skill .' ] or taste [what taste 1 ] in a
manner which secures [how so /

J the awaken-
ing of pleasurable or desirable emotions [then

anybody scratching his head is an artist] of

the passions, intellect, or soul [is there in-

tellect without a soul, or is intellect not soul

md what is soul i ] of those to whom thr

art addresses itself." Apelles said to tht

shoemaker, talking of anytliing else but boots,
" )(( siitor ultra cnpidam ;

" in free translation,
" do not be a philosopher unless you know
the meaning of words." "What does this

-entence mean? "High art )««y
|
[again the

hypothetical subjunctive] be said to be an
instructive hieroglyph of beauty." AVhat is a

hieroglyph of beauty > Perhaps a white negro I

Does it stand so low with our knowledge of

art that when memliers of the Society of Arts
come together in the nineteenth century, an or-

namentist is allowed to proffer such a jingle of

words. But he does not stop there ; he goes

on and says,—" It [high art] is symbolized
imagination or emotion, such as is calculated

to teach some moral lesson or impress some
important truth." What is a symbolized
emotion ? If we have a misfortune and we
record it in our diary by two strokes crossing

one another—then we have produced a work
of art—for we have symbolized an emotion.
If we ornament a vegetable dish with a wreath
of ivy, we teach a moral lesson and an im-
portant truth ; vegetables pass away, but ivy
is evergreen, and the glories of heaven are

everlasting 1 Shall we never learn to leave

our canting propensities behind us when we
enter the temple of the Muses ! What does
Dr. ;,Dresser

J mean when he states that in

ornamenting carpets, lamps, bowls, wall-

papers, he teaches us moral lessons ? What
moral lessons 1 The moral lesson to go and
learn from Dr. Dresser how to ornament—for
he gives us some important truths into the bar-

gain ; he is not only ornamentist but mis-
sionary too. His frets, his meanders, his

arabesques, his guLlloches, are so many homi-
lies, so many collects. Yes, collects of pounds
shillings, and pence. Why does Dr. Dresser
use big word< like a quack doctor, praising
his trade as the only moral, artistic occupation
of the world ? The ornamentist is an artist

;

who denies that ? but there is no need for a
teacher of ornamental and decorative art to

talli unintelligible phrases, and to abuse all

other branches of real high art. We do not
care for mere opinions on what is high or low
art, whatever that means. We know that our
art does not bear comparison with that of

other countries in Europe, because we make
art subservient to other purposes. Art, as
art, has nearly vanished from us. Art has
been with us either the handmaid of a religious
sect or a political party, or some crotchety
practitioner, to whose ^paradoxes a quantity
of unthinking, weak-minded disciples swear.
In politics we have our " leaders :

" they save
us the trouble of thinking ; in religion we have
our sects ; they help us to look respectable

;

and in art we have our paradoxes—because
they pay ; they go down with the ignorant.
When a man uses in an artistic society the
expression " that he detests an imitative work
as an attempt at a lie," he forgets the origin
of his own decorative art, which is nothing
but an imitative work. Does Dr. Dresser
mean to say that decorative art is not founded
with all its patterns on nature ? Does he not
know that before ever a savage began to orna-
ment, every possible pattern of ornamentation
was made by Nature on shells, leaves, flowers,
wings of butterflies, &c., and that his finite

brain never will come up to the variety and
beauty of the Infinite Artist, who, through His
immutable law of affinity, has created finer

geometrical figures in snow-flakes than any
decorator of fiats or rounds will ever be
capable of inventing ; and that his geometrical
inventions and combinations of pretty little

religious tracts in lines are nothing but poor,
very poor, imitations of crystallization in

matter ( That when he calls the pictorial

artist a liar he is condemning himself. The
dillerence is only that the sculptor and painter
imitate the very highest products of the
Creator, whilst the ornamentist imitates the

very lowest forms—the winding creepers, the
A'riggling worms, the meaningless twistings

)f straight and crooked lines. If we admit
that geometrical forms taken from bodies only
may be used artistically, why should we deny
that the organic products of Nature may be
used to ennoble our nature, "to set forth

some moral lesson in harmonious shapes and
colours i

" Are not the pictures of a Hogarth
full of moral lessons, more impressive than
any ilahomedan or Dresserian arabesques i

Schorn defines arabesques " as a kind of

painting using natural forms in phantastic

dispositions and combinations to express sym-
bolically some allegory." We have here an
authority, and. his definition of decorative

ornamentation in arabesques put into plain

words would come to this : the ornamentist
says one thing and means another, that is

symbolism ; and then again, he means one
thing and says another, that is allegory. Now
in essence both these things are much worse
than imitation—they are deceptions in the

very highest degree. We know from history

that allegories and symbols have retarded

real science and art more than anything else.

Symbolism is the wide cloak under which
deception, falsehood, prejudice, hypocrisy,

and stupidity may hide. Allegories are apt

to be taken for truths, and another kind of

-

deception is practised. But there is no harm
in art deceiving us. If Dr. Dresser's hypo-
thesis would hold good, then, the '• Arabian
Nights," with their allegorical undercurrent
of meaning would stand much higUer in

poetic value than the works of ^schylua
or Shakespeare, for these latter painted

men with their passions and short-

comings ; both imitated characters as having
spoken or acted so and so; in fact, both
have been " liars !

" We wish we had plenty

such liars ; we could well do without the

ornamentists giving us moral lessons on a piece

of carpet "setting our minds towards Mecca
or Jerusalem, or some other sacred city of our
spiritual Lord and King !

" The paper of Dr.

Dresser is a curious sign of our times. Where
is our place in art-knowledge that such a paper
could be read and discussed ; and how has it

been discussed / One single member, Mr.
Burchett, spoke with dignity and thorouyli

knowledge of the different theories of art. An
honest champion, he bruke a lance in honnur
of the genius of Pbuliaa, Canova, Michel
Augelo, Titian, and threw his antagonist wiili

the spear of his cutting logic clean on the ^aud
of the arena. Mr. O. A. Sala spoke like a

newspaper writer accustomed to write on a

ho. se-show one day, on a concert at tlie Crys-
tal Palace with 3,000 perforuiers the ne.\t, and
on a secret treaty between Russia and Gicr-

many on the third ; he was very etoquent, but
said nothing. Mr. Edward Hall kindly con-

descended to plead for Moorish and Arab pat-

terns on walls and carpets, but did not alto-

gether otiject to a frieze being tlecorated like

that of llie Parthenon. We are grateful lor

this opinion, only we should like to be fur-

nished with artists who could make a frieze

like that of the Parthenon. Mr. Hyde Clarke,

with a keen eye to business, advises us, " par-

ticularly at a time like the present, when we
are contending for the trade of the world,

and when, from certain circumstances, there

seemed a probabiiity of England acquiring a

greater share of foreign commerce than she had
ever enjoyed before, to communicate some
mental expression to the common products of

the country." Where is this meutal expres-

sion tocoire from! Not from abuses of rea^

art and from a questionable praising of orna-

mental art as a product of symbolic teaching

of moral lesson taken from the inner con-

sciousness of the artist ; not by setting up a
new creed with the device :

—" Cod is God,
and Uresser his ornamentist; ' but only by an
honest and diligent study of the production

of all the branchis of art, with an honest and
humble piety, and with a deep veneration for

the intetlectual power with which the Creator

has endowed us to reproduce his creations in
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wood, ivory, clay, bronze, marble, rounds, or

on flats. The hiatorical painter who immor-
talises scenes of the life of Christ, or of Greek,

English, German, or French history, is not a

liar. He uses, instead of geometrical lines or

bunches of flowers, human forms, and speaks

through these forms to our minds. Instead

of propounding false and childish hypotheses,

it will be well for our artists to study the slow

and gradual progress of art in past ages. This

study will furnish them with ideas, and ena-

ble them correctly to appreciate their own
talents or their shortcomings. As to the let-

ters called forth by Dr. Dresser's paper, we
will deal only with two. A Mr. Wallace
writes from the Liroleum Works, Staines, and
argues against " Mr. Teacher" as an " unprac-

tised theorist," because thep'.iblic prefer wares
that are more ornamented to their taste." This

is altogether a libel on the English public.

Firms like Jackson & Graham, and others, em-
ploy excellent designers, order new patterns,

and sell them. It is the sluggish lower class of

traders, who have learnt nothing, and do not

want to know anything, that force their old

cheap patterns on the market, and accuse

the public of bad taste. Teachers of the

stamp of Dr. Dreseer pander to this tendency.

They preach ;
" Have nothing to do with real

art. Look at me, I am the high art ; I do not
sell my canvass painted over with groups of

men who are no men, but mere lies, at so

much gold per inch : I draw you a few
flowers interwoven with delicious ideas on
the immortality of the soul, the knowledge of

good and evil, of mutual love and forbearance,

&c. I follow out to the letter the old Jewish
command— I make no graven images. I keep
to the 'flat' in thoughts, words, and deeds."

It is this kind of Puritan abhorrence of the

flesh and blood and spirit in art, which
deadens it, and which must be counteracted
in schools and out of schools. We \vill now
mention Mr. Moody's letter, divided into ten

sacred commands. This writer hurls stones

and bricks of abuse at Dr. Dresser's head.

What arage, what an nnartistic way of contro-

versy. Now Mr. Moody is against all talkers

on art ; he is all for work and labour done.

But this is against the grand politico-

economical principle which has made England
one of the richest countries of the world. We
mean the principle of " division of labour."

The practical artist who has no time for the

study of past works, of abstract theories of art-

criticiam, the culture of his mind, the enlarge-

ment of his views, the feeding of his imagina-
tion, who has always to draw on his own
inner man, must have somebody else to read
and study for him, to make him acquainted
with certain laws and principles of symmetry
and )iroportion, to guide bis thoughts, to

iiirnish Lim with intellectual food. This con-
tempt and neglect of the higher intellectual

part of art education has laid our modern art

in England so low. Look at the writings of

Fla.\man, Sir Joshua Beynolds, Sir Charles
Eastlake, — all men who cultivated their
minds as well as their technical skill ; they
studied theories and works of past ages ; they
were real artists, and produced real works of
art. The art- critic, the teacher of the xsthetical
and historical branches of art, is one thing,
the piactical teacher ol designs another. The
one ministers lo the mind and the imagina-
tion, the other developes the technical per-
fection in the ttudeut. Had Dr. Dresserenjoyed
a systematic art education he never could have
propounded his opinion. Had Mr. Moody
had the same advantage he would not liave
said that theory is all nonsense ; for the une
Winckelmann has done more for the revival
a real art in Germany than all her practical
artists taken together;—_p.nd Germany is

notbadly off for artists. Let every one do on his
own field the best he can, and let us, aljove
all avoid the undue exaltation of one branch
of art over others; for all trades and all

arts, and all sciences honestly pursued, serve
to promote our general improvement. In
the replies to his antagonists, Dr. Dresser

proves clearly that he suff'ers from a sad hazi-

ness of ideas with reference to his own hypo-
theses. He comes out very strongly as the

mystic advocate of works of art "which em-
body the greatest amotmt of mind, or thought,

or intellect, and are the best or most noble."

Now the real painter works so entirely with
his intellectual power that in order to express

this graphically, Lessing makes his Conti, (the

painter) say,—" Raphael would have been a

great painter, even had he been bom without
hands." For it is not the colour of the paint-

brush, but the intellectual power that flows

through the paintbrush in pigments on the

canvass which makes the painter. But Dr.

Dresser stops his opponents short, and tells

them " You have not tlie grace to understand
my symbolic language as little as I, not
knowing Hebrew, can understand the
beauty of a Hebrew poem." First, art

is not written in Hebrew ; and, secondly,

an art that is unintelligible is no art. Take
a kaleidoscope, and shake it, and forms
without end present themselves to your
eyes ; and according to Dr. Dresser's hypo-
thesis you hold the greatest artist in your
hands, created by Dr. Brewster, to teach us
moral lessons. In passing in review of the-

oretical teachers who did no good at the South
Kensington School of Arts, he mentions Dr.
Semper as a French refugee. If Dr. Dresser's

knowledge on art is as correct as this asser-

tion, the sooner he begins his course of studies

anew the better. Dr. Semper is one of the

greatest living German practical ornamentists

and architects, who, born at Hamburg, edu-
cated at Munich, visited France, Italy, Greece,

and built the Theatre of Dresden, which was
burnt down a few years ago, and is entrusted

with the re-building of it. Dr. Semper has
written many a valuable and really philoso-

phical book on art, the study of any of which
would have enabled Dr. Dresser to talk sense

on art with that moderation and general grasp
of details which distinguish the theorist from
the parodoxical talker. What would Dr.

Dresser say to a man asserting that, only bass

notes were music, that all melodies were lies,

that bass notes alone formed the basis of music,

and taught us to recognise the infinite in the

finite, and made us see the square ofgoodness in

the circle of our inner consciousness ? X.

ALBERT DURER.

enabled to do so now. Still, if we thought that a

fair proportion of our readers would prefer illus.

trationa of buildinga lo occasional reproductions of

A. Diirer'a works, we would comply with their

request.

OUR illustration this week from the works of

Albert Diirer, is one of the woodcuts of the

life of the Blessed Virgin. It represents Our
Lord taking leave of his mother before his cruci-

fixion. The mother, in her anguish, supported by
her faithful friends, two of the other Marys
probably, baa sunk to the ground while she

listens to the last words of her Divine Son, who
standa in sad dignity iu front of the picture,

blessing her before parting. Aa uaual, the bacli-

ground is fiUed with a beautiful landscape, with a

fortified town on the left, the drawing and
details of which are admirable.
The Norfhampton Mercury, in some compli-

mentary observations it offered on the appearance
of the A. Diirer engraving, which appeared a few
weeks since, stated that our photo-litho exhibited

a certain rottenness which did not characterise

the original. This was a mistake. The original

was reprodiieed in the same size to a nicety, even
to the smalleat dot. Our illustration waa e.raetly

as it waa executed and given to the world by the

great master. The orginal, after four hundred
years of exposure and wear, waa soiled and spotty,

whilat the copy, which contained every particle of

the artist's work, waa as clean and bright as the
original when firat printed.

From some letters we have received, it is evident

that some of our readers do not appreciate the
value of those reproductions. It is well, however,

that they should know that most of Albert Diirei'a

engravings .ire literally worth their weight iu gold.

We are giving about their weight in Bilver, even
for the loan of some of them, and we could not
get them at th^t price if we did not guarantee thia,

that they should be returned harmless. No pre-

ceding age has possessed the ability to produce
fac siinile representations of works of art, and no
professional journal but the Buildino News is

VICTORIA-TERRACE, ABERVSTWITH.

THE terrace some of the end houses of which
are shown in our accompanying illustration,

has been designed for the Corporation of Aberyst-

with by Mr. Seddon, architect. The site is at the

extreme north end of the Parade, facing the sea,

beyond and adjoining the Queen's Hotel, which
was built a few yeara ago from the design of Mr.

C. F. Hayward, architect.

The terrace will consist of about twenty-five

houaes, and reach from the .aforesaid hotel nearly

to the promontory which, projecting into the sea,

terminates the Aberystwith bay to the north. Of
these, three houses have been erected by Mr
Thomas William, builder and lessee, and will bo

completed for occupationduringthe present season.

That which forms the angle house—seen in our

view— consists of six stories in height, and those

next it of five storiea. With the object of pro-

viding suitable accommodation for families resort-

ing to this favourite seaside place during the

season, the plana have been arranged so that each

floor may be complete in itself, with sitting, bed,

and dressing-rooms, and every convenience.

The principal feature in the terrace is one that

cannot well be adequately represented by an en-

graving—namely, thecolour, which has been con-

sidered with the view of affording contrast and
variety with reference to the existing buildings of

the sea-front of the town. The frontage of

Aberystwith towards the sea is very limited, and
the greater part occupied by a monotonous row of

mediocre houaes covered with drab-washed cement,

with Mr. Hayward's stately pile of the Queen's

Hotel at the nurth end, executed in the purplish

local stone, relieved by freestone dressings ; beyond
rises a noble range of green turf-covered moun-
tains, scarred by stone quarries of the above-

named hue. Mr. Seddon has, therefore, chosen

as the material to build his houaes up as high as

the second story below the roofs in each case a

bright rich red brick, from Cardiff, with freestone

and light brick dressings to the openings, and
black Stafl'ord shire bricks used as a relief in the

shape of bands and occasional diapers upon this

red ground. But the uppermost stories and
chimney stacks are in buff brickwork, with red

ornamentation. Thewindowopeningsare divided by
columns of blue and green sandstones, about 9in.

in diameter, with molded baaes and zones and
capitals carved in a simple manner. The roof of

the angle-house is carried up as a steep pavilion,

with a lofty stack of chimneys rising from its

centre. Large dormers, bay windows, and corbelled

porches give diversity of treatment to the smaller

houses.

A fine esplanade has recently been formed by
the Corporation, at an expense of about £2,000,

in front of the whole of the site of this terrace,

with several circular bastions projecting towards

the sea.

As an approximate estimate of the cost of the

houses, £2,000 may be named for the end ones, and
£1,600 for the others, but there are exceptional

advantages belonging to the site, as a quarry is

situated immediately behind it.

The Alexandra (Newport) Dock.— Ninety
thousand cubic yards of this work have been com-
pleted,(and the material used in raising the adjoining

ground to the required level of the quays, leaving

to complete the dock and entrance to the river,

about 360,000 cubic yards, the greater portion of

which is required for backing up the walls to their

full height. The dock walls for their total length

of 3,37iJft. are built up to an average height of

15ft. above the level of the bottom of the dock,

being nearly one half of the whole masonry, and
throughout they have been founded on a bed of

hard concreted gravel. The whole of the founda-

tions of the lock, including the floors, cells,

inverted arches, and recess walls, which embrace

all the massive portions of the masony, are nearly

completed to the level of the springing of the

inverts, and the whole rests throughout on an
excellent foundation. There remain to complete

this work only the eide wing and recess walls to

the coping level.

I
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BUILDING NEWS SKETCHBOOK.

THE prizes offered by iis in the Bdilding
News of June 18, 1869, have been

awarded by the votes of the competitors as
follows :

—

Ist prize of illO IO3., to Mr. H. A Gribble,
for his sketch No. 17, "Westminster
Abbey, North Transept," Feb. 4th, 1870.

2nd prize of &7 7s., to Mr. Thomas Cox, for
his sketch, No. 26, " Peterborough Cathe-
dral," April 29th, 1S70.

3rd prize of £5 53., to Mr. T. Lennox
Watson, for his sketch, No. 3, " Melrose
Abbey, South Transept," Sep. 17th, 18C9.

Without disclosing the secrets of the ballot,

we may just say that Mr. Gribble has taken
the first prize by an overwhelming majority
of votes. Ne.\t to him on the list stands Mr.
T. C. Wilberfoss, closely followed by Mr.
Deshow ; Messrs. Cox, Drinkwater, Ladtls,
Greensted, Laugham, Grant, and Watson,
possessing equally the smallest number of
votes. The second prize is more closely con-
tested, being won by Jlr. Cox by a narrow
majority compared with that of Mr. Gribble.
Messrs. Wilberfoss, Deshow and Gribble,
tread very closely on his heels. Mr. Watson
and Mr. Grant come next ; and Messrs. Hicks,
Parker, Greensted, Bingley and Garratt follow
at the bottom of the poll. The third prize
is even still more narrowly won by Mr.
Watson, Mr. Gribble very nearly being
successful in carrying it off for another of his
sketches (No. 8, Plympton S. Mary, Nov.
5th, 1869). Next follow Messrs. Drinkwater,
Cox, Langham, Deshow, and the anonymous
contributor of sketch 45 (Dunblane Cathedral,
Oct. 14th, 1870), the lowest position of all
being equally shared by Messrs. Ladds, J.
Smith, Wilberfoss, Betliell

, Dobson, Stevenson,
Smales, and the contributor of sketch No. 9,
whose name we do not know, and whose
monogram is undecipherable.

THE INSTITUTE.

SOMEWHAT contrary to our expectations,
the President of the Institute has had

pretty much his own way as far as the Secre-
taryships are concerned. Possibly the new
arrangement may be found, on trial, to work
well. If so, all we can say is, that it might
have been obtained at less cost. A question
affecting the constitution of the society, and
involving the destruction of two officers—
either of whom has done more than Mr.
Wyatt for the In.stitute— should at least have
been submitted to the consideration of Council
before it was launched at a general meeting
of the members. Common courtesy towards
his brotherolhcers should have suggested .such
an ordinary course on the part of the
President. Had it been lir.st discussed in
Council, and the probable advantages of the
suggested new arrangement set forth, both Mr.
Donaldson and Mr. Seddoii, being reasonable
men, and having the interests of the Institute
at heart, would no doubt have cheerfully
acquiesced in the change. But the President,
either in his impatience to effect reforms,
or fearing that he should not succeed
in a Council meeting, precipitated matters
as indicated in our first article
last week. One of the immediate re-
sults was that Mr. Donaldson, an lion. Sec.
and ex-President, feeling that an undeserved
slight had been cast upon him, resigned his
office and Fellowship, mid we are surprised
that Mr. Seddon did not follow his example.
We think that nny four out of five high-
spirited gentlemen would have acted as Mr.
Donaldson has done. Any one who knows
anything of Mr. Donaldson's connection with
the Institute must know how deeply he was
interested in its prosperity ; the same might
be .said, in a modified degree, of Mr. Seddon.
Had these gentlemen neglected the duties
they undertook to perform, or were they more
cyphers, the President would scarcely be

NKW ELEMENTS OP HAND-RAILING.—PLATE XXV.

justified in his impatient proceedings. These
proceedings have already produced bitter
fruit. One Hon. Sec. has terminated his con-
nection with the Society, and the other Hon.
Sec, though he felt himself all'ronted, has
curbed his feelings and condoned the offence.
Let us hope, for the sake of the future peace-
ful^ working of the Institute, th.-t the recent
action of the President may not be regarded
as a precedent. We do not so much object
to the matter of the new arrangement as to

manner of bringing it about.

NEW ELEMENTS OF HAND-RAILING.*
(Continued from page 180.)

Plate 25.— Construction op Semicircul.4r

Stairs H.wing Eight Winders.

FIGURE 1 shows gi-onnil plan. Circle, or

centre lino of rail strurk with a radius of

eight inches. Nan-ow end of wiuderj equal to

a halt square step.

Enclose circle with tangents A, B, C, D, E.
ThcBo having cut the winders, give a direction to
unfold them, measuring on tangent lines, and not
on the circle.

* This Bcriea of articlos is a veprodnction of Robert
RiDDELL'a work on the subject, publibhed in PbUadel-
phia, and by Trubner and Co., London.

Fig. 2 shows tangents and winders spread out.
Letters along the margin coiTcspoud with those
on plan. Adopt the same method as that for
laying out a string. The object being to find

pitch and height of wreath over winders. Also,

of lower and upper ramps.
Let square steps stand in same position as

those on plan. Have lower side of rail rest on
corners of square steps.

Set off half its thickness. This gives direction
to draw pitch, cutting through S, T, V. Being a
straight line makes the pitches of wreath equal,
and construction of mould simple.
The lower and upper part of wi-eath are equal

heights. Centre joint is at S. Then H V shows
half the height between V and S.

Fig. 3 exhibits construction of mould. Com-
mence by making two sides of a square. Let AABC equal corresponding letters above. Join
A C extended. This ia ordinate ; being the dia-
gonal of a square. Draw from B parallel with
ordinate. Make seat square with it. Let C K,
the height, ecjual that of H V on the right. Join
E K extended. This is pitch and major axis.
To find points for striking curves :—Let D C

equal C B. Set off on each side of D half width
cf rail. S((uare up to cut the pitch.
The moat practical way is :—Have a piece of

board suitable for mould. Lay it on, and mark
E K. Let distance on right equal E K.
Square over lines. This done, run a gauge,
say an inch from the edge. Then let EVand
that of S, equal E B. Make K T equal CA. Join
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S T and T V extended. These are tangents on
mould ; and to be correct, muat equal pitches on
the right.

_
Next, let K O equal B C. Then set off on each

side of half the width of rail. All is now ready
to sweep the mould with a string.

Pitches being equal, one bevel answers for
joints, as the application shows.

METROPOLITAN IMPROVEMENTS.
Battl-rsea.—The Metropolitan Board of Works

has approved of Messrs. Beeston & Co.'s plan for
the formation of three roads on the Parkfield
Estate, Battersea, in coutinuatiou of roads known
aa Grajshott-road, Armfield-road, and Acauthus-
roail, upon condition that the existing barriers
in Grayshott and Acanthus roads be removed, and
that no other barriers to the traffic lie erected on
the estate. The Board has also decided to con-
tribute one-half of the cost of an improvement
proposed to be carried out by the Wandsworth
District Board by the widening of a portion of
Park-road, Battersea, at an estimated cost of
£350, such contribution not to exceed the sum of
£175.

Bermondset.—At the last meeting of the
Metropolitan Board of Works it was decided, on
the recommendation of the Works and General
Purposes Committee, that the Board should contri-
bute one half of the cost of improving the thorough-
fare at Nutkin's Corner, Bermondsey-wall, esti-
mated by the Vestry at £870, exclusive of profes-
sional charges, such contribution not to exceed the
sum of £435, and to be paid to the Vestry on a
certificate by the architect to the Board of the
completion of the work, and that the Board should
contribute one half of the cost of an improvement
proposed to be carried out in Blue Anchor-lane,
at a cost of £130, exclusive of professional
charges, such contribution not to exceed the sum
of £65.

_
Shoreditch. —A Bill has been read a second

time in Parliament enabling the Metropolitan
Board of Works to widen High-street, Shore-
ditch. The street is to be widened on the west
side thereof, commencing at the house No. 163 and
terminating at Old-street-road. The Act stipu-
lates that the Board shall, not less than eight
weeks before they take in any parish fifteen houses
or more occupied either wholly or partially by
persons belonging to the labouring classes as
tenants or lodgers, make known the same by pla-
cards, handbills, or other general notice placed in
public view upon or within a reasonable distance
from such houses, and the Board shall not take
any such houses uutU they shall have obtained
the certificate of a justice that it has been proved
to his satistaction that the Board have made known
their intention to take the same in the manner
required. The Board is empowered, for the pur-
poses of the Act, to borrow such money as they
may from time to time require, not exceeding on
the whole £150,000, .and all the provisions of the
Metropolitan Board of Works (Loans) Act, 1869
(except the limitation of amount in section 38 of
the Act) , shall extend and apply to such borrow-
ing.

an inclosure, and there appeared to have been
such an inclosure in this iustiuee, as well as a
series of forts which overlooked the town on the
east and the west. Upon investigating the site it

was evident that the huts were placed on the side
of the hill which was easiest of access and most
liable to surprise, and at points from which
the advance of the enemy could be easily

descried. In addition to the main body of the
huts being placed on the most exposed side of the
hill, there were two huts which were situated in
more advanced positions, and which might be de-
scribed as the abodes of those whose special duty
il. was to announce the approach of any hostile
! ice. The hut of the chief, however, was placed
lu the part which was least dangerous, and this
was a wise arrangement, because if the chief were
taken or killed by surprise, it was probable the
town and fort would also be taken. Ca;sar ad-
mitted that the British showed no little skill in the
arrangement of their camps. As to when the town
and fort were first constructed it was impossible
to say. It was not improbable that the hills of
Britain were fortified with parallel entrenchments
even before the Celtic tribes landed on its shores.
The Celts on their arrival might only have con-
quered and occupied these strategical poiuts, just
as civilised powers in the present day took and
occupied neighbours' territory under the name of
material guarantee. Long before, perhaps thou-
sands of years before the Celtic tribes—certainly
before theCymri—set foot in Britain, the country
was inhabited by some tribes which about the same
period occupied the greater part of Europe.

THE ALBERT MEMORIAL AND THE
ALBERT HALL.

OUK contemporary the Examiner hastens
congratulate the Chief Commissioner

THE BRITISH TOWN AND FORT ON
CAER SEION.

AT the monthly meeting of the Arch;cological
section of the Birmingham and ilidland

Institute, held on Tharsday week, Mr. George
Jabet read a paper on " The British Town and
Fort on Caer Seiou." The lecturer entered into
a mmute description of the situation of the town
and fort on the hill which overlooks the Conway
Bay, and also made some remarks upon points of
interest in the surrounding country. The town
and foitwere on the hill on the left bank of the
River Conway, which was the chief line of de-
fence to the Welsh, although it was but a small
river. Caer Seion was never occupied by the
Romans, and consequently it remained unaltered,
and flu-nished them with a specimen of an ancient
Britiih fortification and town. The lecturer,
with the aid of some diagrams, gave a description
of the remains as he saw them when he visited
the locality, and stated the conclusions he had
arrived at from the position of the mounds, the
cucles of stones, &c. In the course of his obser-
vations he explained that the modern meaning of
the word town was not applicable in this case.
In its true and etymological sense, however it
could be correctly used. lu this sense it meant

Woj-ks, or whoever may claim the credit, " on the
decisive step just taken to ensure a critical pub-
lic's appreciation of the group formed by the
memorial to the late Prince Consort, with its

accessories, and the round-house nearly completed
in front of it. Until the last few days a careless
observer might possibly have failed to note the
daring defiance of all rules of beauty and fitness
by which two styles of architecture, hopelessly
irreconcilable and perfect in their antagonism,
have been brought into close proximity. But by
an ingenious deflection of the broad walk which
stretches across Kensington Gardens from the
church at Lancaster Gate to the iron gates on the
south of the Gardens, the visitor is now conducted
at once to the Memorial, and all danger of the
artists' skill in association and juxtaposition being
overlooked is removed. This placing of the
Gothic structure, the style of which is associated
in our minds with grave and solemn contempla-
tion, in conspicuous relief against the squat
rotundity and Franconish aspect of the music-
hall, or whatever other name it may rejoice in,

would be amusing in its absurdity if it did not
furnish another melancholy reason for believing
that it is utterly impossible for us to achieve, or
even conceive, anything like architectural pro-
priety ; and to make matters worse, the newly-
opened walk leads the spectator up to the
Memorial in a false line, as it were. The apex
of that building ought, to the eyes of anyone
approaching it, to coincide with the centre of the
cupola of the hall. But it does not, and the
efi'ect, besides making the observer feel as if he
were labouring under an obliquity of vision, is to
give the monument the appearance of being out
of the perpendicular : unless, indeed, it should
unfortunately turn out that the Memorial tower
possesses inherently a I'isan propensity to lean.
When the obelisk was erected on the Place de la
Concorde, though that erection was criticised at
the time as injudicious, care was at least taken
that the column should exactly bisect the Arc de
Triomphe as the two objects were viewed from
the Tuileries."

Portland Breakwater.—On Saturday week
the operations connected with the construction of
the Portland Breakwater were brought to a close
by the depositing of the last stone, without the
slightest display or ostentation, Mr. Coode, the
eugineer-in-chief, being present at tho time.
The gales of the last five or six months, many of
which have been unusually .levere, have not done
the slightest damage to the work. It may, there-
fore, not only be regarded as finished, but safe
from injury.

ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.

AT the usual fortnightly meeting of this Asso-
ciation on Friday evening last, the Pre-

sident, Mr. Thomas Henry Watson, occupied the
chair, and the following gentlemen were elected
members :—Messrs Hemy Vacher, Henry Crisp,
and F. Wooding.

Mr. G. H. Birch was to have read a paper " On
Christian Symbolism "

; but owing to illness, he
had been unable to prepare one. In his stead
therefore,

Mr. W. Paris, an architect well known for his
works in India, read a paper

ON THE TDBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT OF ISDIA,
of which the following is an abstract :^
Mr. Paris commenced by quoting the old maxim—
" A man cannot be Jack of all Trades" ; of

which he said the Public AVorks Department of
India aflbrded an apt illustration. The Public
Works Department is a very large and important
branch of the Indian Government, and it includes
a great number of different departments, such as
those of migatiou, railways, harbour, defences,
architecture and the fine arts, &c. The appoint-
ments which Mr. Paris held were such, he said,

as to enable him to realise most thoroughly the
the utter fallacy of the Architectm'al Depart-
ment as at present constituded in India. Prior
to 1803, the oflice of Ai-chitect to Government, or
as ho he was then designated, " Civil Architect,"
was held by an oflBcer of the Royal Engineers.
Tho appointment was usually given to a senior
officer, as in those days it was one of tho highest
paid sinecures of tho service. In 1864, Govern-
ment instituted an Ar-chitectm-al Department,
and in due course, an .Irchitect to Government
was appointed both in Calcutta and Bombay.
During Mr. Paris's tenure of ofiice, he had great
opportunites of tracing the som-ce of the evil of
Public Works Department architectm-e. When
he first went to Bombay, the T-square was quite
imknowu, and it was only after a considerable
time that the Royal Engineers and thcii- assistants
took kindly to its use. As Ai-chiteot to Govern-
ment, it was his privelege to receive all designs
from those about to build on the laud purchased
from Government ; and after duly criticising
them it was hia duty to forward them to the
Government for final approval. The designs in
most instances were ludicrous in the extreme.
Mr. Paris narrated the following, as giving a fau'

illustration of a Bombay architect, such as
Government is pleased to encourage in the
nineteenth century. A Parsee (who signed himself
" Architect and Surveyor ") was requested by a
native of considerable fortune to design him a
house for one of his plots of land on the Espla-
nade. The Parsee readily complied, and- pre-
pared his design, which in due com-se he sub-
mitted to Mr. Paris. The design, however, was so
bad, and showed such an utter ignorance of archi-
tectme (it was supposed to he PaUadian) that Mr.
Paris was induced to ask the Parsee what train-
inghe had received as an architect. "Oh,"he re-
marked, " I have ' GwDt's Encyclopaidia,' and two
or three other books from which I copy, but I never
had any instruction." This wasno solitary instance,
and it was not to be wondered at that the buildings
throughout India are a disgrace to the British
Government, and unworthy of tho name of archi-
tecture. The Government selects its architects
from the Royal Engineers, Civil Engineers, and
infantry and cavalry oflicers, and Padies, and at
the present time the only architect by profession
in the Governmental service that Mr. Paris knew
of is Mr. Moleccy, his fellow-pupil, and he is an
assistant to a Colonel of the Royal Engineers at
Bombay. In the benighted Presidency of Madras,
as it is called, they have a quasi-arohitect to
Government, but his title as such is suppressed
altogether, and he is called an " Executive
Engineer." In private life he enjoys the title

and reputation of " Architect to Government,"
and he docs the work appeitniuing to that
appointment. It was simply from the fact of
his title being kept sub roda that he escaped tho
wholesale clearance that was made in tho Archi-
tectural Department in January of last year.
The oflicor referred to is a civil engineer by pro-
fession, and not au architect. In India, any man
" who has a taste that way " (as is the expression
used by the Indian Government officials), be he
ever so ignorant of architecture, is sure to be
singled out aa a man of rare talent, and possibly
called upon to prepare details of tho design of

some well-known architect at home, and the mis-
fortune is that those hoUling the highest Govern-
ment appointments are, as a rule, so iguorant
of art and architecture that they cannot detect
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the difl'erenoe between an inferior and a meri-
torious design. The Government has an extra-
ordinary idea that when once a small-scale

design is prepared the architect's duties cease, and
it is presumed that the officer who carries it out
must of necessity be perfectly competent to work
out the full-sized details, and hence one never
had any particular satisfaction in preparing a
design. It was truly distressing to watch the
progi'oss of Government buildings, as in all cases
(except when models were prepared at the School
of Ai't) the detail was simply the ignorant rubbish
and insipid attempts that would naturally result

from natives being employed upon it. Hindus and
Parsees are engaged in designing Gothic caps and
every other kind of detail. Mr. Paris quoted one
instance where a Hindu was called upon to design
a reredos for a church, and not only did he do so,

but he actually modelled its ornament. The
result might be imagined. One need not be sur-

prised, therefore at the specimens of the Public
Works Department iu every station and canton-
ment of India, when, even in a highly-civilized

city like Bombay, so much encouragement was
given to the non-initiated. Of the old Public
Works Department architecture at Bombay, the
Cathedral, the Townhall, the Jamsetjee Hospital,

&c., are beyond criticism, as they were built at a
time when architecture was at a very low ebb,
even iu England; but now that architecture is an
acknowledged profession, and that there is a
School of Art in Bombay, it is a sad reflection

npon Government that they should tolerate so

anomalous a state of things. Sir Bartle Frere
did much during his Governorship to encourage
art and architecture, and Mr. Paris expressed his

indebtedness to him for many acts of kindness
and sympathy during his Indian career. It was
during Sir Bartle's tenure of office that the
School of Art was established, and he it was who
was most instrumental in introducing architec-

ture into the Government service ; and Mr. Paris
was of opinion that had Sir Bartle remained iu

office the Architectm-al Department would not
have been a victim to the retrenchments which
were called for by the Supremo Government at

the beginning of last year. In proceeding to

give his impressions of architecture "up country,"
Mr. Paris said that in every station and canton-
ment that he visited throughout all parts of India
he found the inevitable " 1*. W. D." stamped on
every church, hospital, barrack, memorial, &c.
Nowhere out of Bombay (save a few exceptions
in Calcutta) did he meet with a single building
which was not an abomination. There were,
however, degrees of badness ; but in no case did
he meet with a snccessful design or good details.

At Umballah is perhaps the only church worthy
of mention. It is a specimen of the Decorated
period of English work, and at a distance it might
be mistaken for a good thing, but on close inspec-

tion it is found to bebuilt of stucco, and thejdetails

are (as usual) carried out by ignorant hands,
although there are decided evidences that an
architect must have designed the building origin-

ally, the proportions and massing of the whole
being unquestionably good. At Delhi ia a very
fair attempt at architecture in the building for

the Goveri,ment Museum ; and it may faii-ly be
conchuied that an architect must have been
concerned in its design. Mr. Paris thought it

was greatly to bo regretted that more encourage-
ment was not given to the Hindus and Mahomme-
dans to follow up theirjownfpeculiar styles of
architecture, for it is too painfully evident that
in domestic architecture they are losing all traces
of their indigenous art, and in its place they
were engaged daily in erecting buildings of a
bastardised type of the very worst description of
nondescript Classic.

Having read some extracts from Indian
journals, showing the necessity for an improve-
ment in matters architectural on that continent,
Mr. Paris proceeded to give a sketch of the rise
and progress of Indian architecture. The very
earliest architectural histoi-y in India commenced
with Sakya Muni (or Buddha), who died 513 B.C.
Buddhism nourished for about a thousand years,
when it gradually faded into the style contenipo-
raneously elaborated by the Jains and Hindus,
and dying out with the reUgion that gave birth to
it. Next came the Dravidian tribes, who crossed
the lower Indus into Gnzerat, and who now
occupy the whole (or nearly so) of the Madras
Presidency, and are one of the greatest building
races in the world. The next immigration com-
menced a century or two before the Christian
era. They came across the lower Indus, occu-
pied Guzerat and Rajpootana, and eventually

extended to Mysore on the one hand and to Agra
and Delhi on the north. The fourth great immi-
gration was that of the Mahommedans, from the
eleventh to the thirteenth and fourteenth cen-

turies. They came across the upper Indus, and
eventually spread down as far as Mysore. The
earliest features of Buddhist art are topes, which
consist of detached pillars, towers, and tumuli,

all of a sacred or monumental character.

The earliest specimens of topes consisted

of single pillars (called lats). The largest

and most interesting tope is that of Sanchi, iu

Central India, of which some interesting casts

may now be seen in the South Kensington
Museum. The Buddhists did not build their

temples and monasteries, but cut them out of the

solid rock. The rock-cut temples and monas-
teries (or caves, as they are usually called) of

Karli, between Bombay and Poonah, are the
largest and most complete discovered in India,

and were excavated at a time when the style was
in its greatest purity. The exact date of their

excavation is not precisely ascertained, but Mr.
Fergusson ascribes it to the era of Salivahana
(A. D. 78). Sad indifference is shown by Govern-
ment for the preservation of these ancient and
most interesting relics of by-gone ages. At the
end of the cave, and in about the same relative

position as that occupied by an altar in a Chris-
tian church, is placed the shrine—in this instance
a plain dome slightly stilted on a circular drum.
This is now covered with the cheapest description

of bed-room wall-paper ; and again, on either

side of the entrance of the exterior fai,''ade are
colossal sculptures of Hindoo mythology ; these
have all been painted a very brilliant yellow, and
the features of the faces picked out iu red and
black, according to the caprice of the artist.

All this has been done since 1864. The caves at

EUora, Kenneri, and Elephanta are also subject
to similarly infamous treatment. It is strange
to observe in caves of this class iu India the re-

production of the stQl earlier wooden architec-

ture into the lithic or stone excavations of the
more modem ones. After dwelling at some length
on the characteristics of these caves, and giving
a slight sketch of the habits of the Buddhist
monks or priests, Mr. Paris proceeded to speak of

Jaina architecture. The religion of the Jains, he
said, rose to importance only on the decliue of

Buddhism, which in many respects it resembles.
Their temples are very costly and beautiful, as a
rule, and their detail is full of the most interest-
ing matter. Mysore and Dhauvai boast of a
great number of Jain temples. The lotus of
India is the prince of aquatic vegetables, and in
Hindu mythology it is the emblem of female
beauty. Brahma, it is said, sprang out of a lotus
from the navel of Vishnu (the preserver) ; and
throughout the Hindu ornamentation the
lotus is the general characteristic feature.
Jewellery is greatly introduced as a type of deco-
ration. There is a marked resemblance in the
conventional form of the lotus and the egg-and-
tongue moulding of the Romans. Mysore and
Dhauvai boast of a great number of Jain
temples. The Jains, like their predecessors, the
Buddhists, were great tower builders. At Chit-

tore is a remarkable specimen built by Khnnibo
Rana. Mr. Paris next proceeded to give a hurried
sketch of the architecture of India from the time
of the first invasion by the Mahommedau tribes.

In the course of his remarks under this head, he
described the special characteristics of Ahmedabad
and its architecture. Ahmedabad, in its most
prosperous times, contained two millions of
inhabitants, and its circumference was more than
thirty miles. Of the numerous buildings in and
about Ahmedabad, it is impossible in a slight

sketch to give any thing more than a fewiemarks
on this most wouderful of ruined cities. It was
the singular fortune of the Mahommedans to find

themselves among a people (i.e., the Hindus)
their equals in conception, their superiors iu exe-
cution, and whoso tastes had been refined by
centuries of cultivation. While moulding them,
they weremoulded by them ; and althouglynHisliug
on the bold features of theirown minaret and pointed
arch, they were fain to borrow the pillared hall, the
delicate traceries and rich surface ornament of

their despised and prostrate foes. Hence, the archi-

tecture of Ahmedabad is imbued with a great
deal of the severity of the Moslem builders, with
an admbcture of Jain delicacy and refinement
of detail. It was a practice with the great and
wealthy Mahommedans to build their own tcimbs
during their life-time ; and from that fact we find
the tombs are of great costliness, and are no
doubt infinitely superior to what they would have

been had they been monuments erected after

death. The mosques of Ahmedabad have a

marked resemblance to each other in their general

plan and design. On plan they consist of a court-

yard surrounded on three sides by colonnades,
the fourth being occupied by the mosque itself.

The minarets of these mosques are attached to

the central compartment, flanking each side of

the principal entrance. Perhaps the most
charming features of detail in these mosques are

the pierced designs which till the square window
openings. It is contrary to the Mahommedan
faith that the human form or animal life of

any description should be introduced into

the ornaraontatiou of their buildings. The
tanks at Sirkhy and Kankria, and the aqueducts
and wells in the neighbourhood of Ahmedabad,
prove that the Mahommedans were not only great

architects in those days, but great engineers

also. Their works were carried out on the most
extensive scale, and the workmanship of the
masonry is faultless. It is very sad, though, to

see all these glorious remains of the past fast

disappearing, but is nevertheless a fact that

hundreds of miles of Government roads in India

are macadamised with the dehri.i aud rnins of

old Ahmedabad and other places of antiquity.

Whilst at Sh-kby Mr. Paris found that the

Government had undertaken some repairs to

one of the palaces on the edge of the tank,

and out of curiosity he examined the restored

work, which was earned out in ntter disregard

of the feeling of the old work. These repairs

were carried out under the instructions and
superintendence of a lieutenant of the artillery,

thus afibrdiug another instance of the anomalous
system in the Public Works Department of making
soldiers archijeologists instead of keeping them
stcadUy at work at their own peculiar profession.

A short discussion ensued, and the thanks of

the Association having been unanimously tendered

to Mr. Paris foi-jhis paper, the meeting terminated.

ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH
ARCHITECTS.

AT the special general meeting on Monday
evening last, the President, Mr. Thomas H.

Wyatt, in the chair, the discussion as to the office

of secretary to the Institute (referred to in our

last impression) was continued. An amendment
was proposed to the effect that the question should
stand adjourned for the present. Butthe amend-
ment having been put to the vote was lost. After

which it was resolved— " That there be two secre-

taries of the Institute elected anually, one of

whom shall be paid such salary as the Council may
from time to time determine, and that the word
' .assistant ' be omitted from Section VIII., in the
bye-laws."

Attention having been called to Professor

Donald3on*3 proposed resignation as Honorary
Secretary for Foreign Correspondence, and retire-

ment from membership, it was unanimously re-

solved " That this meetingbas received with great

regret the resignation of the late Honorary Secre-

tary for Foreign Correspondence, and with still

greater regret the announcement of his proposed

retirement from the Fellowship of the Institute^* It

trusts that he may be induced to reconsider that

proposal, and that the Institute may long retain

the affectionate sympathy and active co-operation

of its well-known and greatly respected ex-

President, Professor Donaldson."

The next ordinary general meeting will be held

on Monday evening next, when the members will

proceed to ballot for J. B. Mitchell Withers, of

Sheffield, as Fellow, and to elect examiners and
moderators for the Voluntary Architectural Ex-
.amination of 1871. The fullowing paper will then
be read :

" On the Construction of Theatres," by
E. S.alomons, Fellow. After which a special general

meeting, of Members only, will be held, to con-

sider a proposed scheme for an annual conference
of architects, to be held at the Institute.

THE WELLINGTON MONUMENT IN
S. PAUL'S.

rPHE Wellington Monument is one of those de-

I lightful little muddles which make us all

so proud of British art and its connections with
British officialism. Copies of further oorre-

spoudence between Mr. Penrose aud Mr. A.
Stevens with different Goverment departments
have just been published for the benefit of the

House of Commons (and the Government
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printers) , in continuation of a former issue. Mr.

Stevens states that he is prepared to complete

the monument without tlie equestrian figiire by

March, 1872, for £-1,000. The First Commis-

sioner 'of Public Works has taken possession of

the model and materials of the monument, in-

closing them by a hoarding in Mr. Stevens's

studio, kindly offering him rent at the rate of 10s.

per week for the space inclosed. Mr. Stevens can

hardly be blamed for objecting to having his

studio thus parcelled out like a building plot at a

nominal ground-rent, especially when it is ren-

dered unavailable for other purposes. The whole

tone of the correspondence is, as might be ex-

pected from anything with which Mr. Ayrtou had

to do, most amiable and friendly.

AET THEORIES.

MR. F. W. MOODY, in a letter in the Society

of Arts Journal on Dr. Dresser's Paper on

Art, says :—What would the medical world say,

if the College of Physicians lent their rooms and

the prestige of theii- name to some enthusiastic

herb doctor, who, entii-ely ignorant of anatomy or

chemistry, proceeded to prove to the students

that his herbs were the only true antidotes for

all the diseases of the flesh ? Would not the

medical world blame the College of Physicians

rather than the poor herbalist ? And has not

the art world some right to expect that such an

institution as that of the Society of Arts should

THE LONGEST TUNNEL IN ENGLAND.

THE London and North-Weatern Railway, from

Liverpool and Manchester to HuddersBeld

aud the North, passes through a range of hiUt

separating Marsden on the Yorkshire side and

Diggle on the Lancashire side, the range bearing

the name of Stand Edge, and it has now three

tunnels running through it—one a canal tunnel,

and the other two for the purposes of the railway.

The first-named was commenced in 1794 and

completed in ISll ; length, 5,451 yards, or three

miles and 171 yards ; cost, £123,803 ; and the loss

of life during its progress was serious. The first

uf the two railway tunnels was made by Mr. T.

Nicholson, contractor for the Woodhead Tunnel,

which is shorter than the Stand Edge one by

about 40 yards. Stand Edge being three mdes

aud 60 yards long. It was commenced in 1845

and completed in November ISIS ;
the cost was

£171,003 123. 3id.; of the approaches £30,6U5
,

making a total of £201,608., and the largest num-

ber of men employed on the undertaking was

1,953. Nine fatal accidents occurred in its con-

struction. Messrs. Thomas Nelscn and Sons, of

Carlisle, were the contractors for the new tunnel

;

ihe work was commenced in the middle of April,

1868, and was completed in the middle of October,

1S70, or six months earlier than the time specified.

Its exact length is 5,435 yards, one yard less than

its twin tunnel ; but the actual length constructed

by the Messrs. Nelson is 5,297 2-3 yards, the

dift'erence arising from a short piece at each end

take care that the lectures delivered in their hall
j ii^ving been made when the first railway tunnel

are not the crude theories of half-developed

artists, but sound instruction from experienced

and learned men ?

And now, sir, would you allow mo to say a

word about art theories, for I, too, have a theory

about art, and my theory is, that theories of art

are the curse of the age. We have now had more

than thii-ty years of them, and I am couvmced

that if half that time had been spent in work, we

should long ago have been in the full swmg of^ a

great era of art. A man must have used his wits

to very little purpose if he has not long ago per-

ceived that, with very few exceptions, the theories

of the day are either the sophistries epuu by the

weak,with the vain attempt to keep the strong with-

in the narrow limits of their own capacities, or they

are the dogmas of critics, by which they can

easily condemn those they do not understand.

They are cheap patent Procrustean bedsteads, on

which the critic in imagination lops ofl' the limbs

of the giants he has tied to them ;
but, if we trace

these theories to their source, we invariably find

nothing more than the "/." " I siiy so."

A theory, like a mummy, is enshrined in many

cases. The outside is very gorgeous ; it is written

over with the names of the gods, and with sym-

bols and mysteries ; but, when you have taken off

case after' case, and roll after roll, each more

tedious and intricate than the rest, you come at

last to a poor, little, black, wizen monkey of a

mau.
I know only one use of art theories, and that

is a very small one. If an artist talks to me on

such subjects for a quarter of an hour, I kuow

what he can do quite as well as if I saw his work.

And I have had many a talk with theorists of all

sorts, and I always say to my friend,." That is a

very pretty theory of yours, and now will yeu

come for a walk with me into Kensington

Museum, aud into the library there, and we will fit

it on 1." aud I invariably find that iu half an hour

we have coudeumed most of the great men that

ever lived. I am bound to confess that this

result hardly ever weakens the confidence of the

true theorist. If Raphael diflers from him, so

much the worse for Raphael. But I say to my
friend, " No doubt my taste is depraved. I at-

tribute that to the fact that I have been born and

bred iu that obscure quarter of the globe called

Europe, and so I admu-e works which yourOjien-

tal tastes condemn. I am a plain man and no

philosopher, aud these things which you have

proved to be on wrong pi-inciples seem to me the

great works of great men, who probably knew
their business quite as well, perhaps even been

better, than a novice, or even an amateur."

The only euro for art theories (but that is a

certain one) is art power. If the theorist is lucky

enough to attain to this, he quietly drops his

theories, for, if he is a wise man, he knows he

has made a fool of himself, aud he sets houestly

to work to learu his business and redeem, if

possible, the time he has wasted iu nonsense. It

will he a hapjjy day for art when its votaries

work instead of talk, and arc no longer distuihed

by the idle theories of the ignorant.

was executed. The whole length is lined with red

bricks, faced with blue Staflordshire bricks. The

height of the tunnel inside the brickwork i3 20lt.,

and the width 15ft. The total quantity of brick-

work built is 52,156 cubic yards, the total num-

ber of bricks used being 16,831,149, the weight

of which amounts to 68,000 tons; 6,271 tons of

coal, 472 tons of coke, 2,421 tons of lime, 140

tons of cement were consumed ; and of powder

1.744 casks, equal to 174,4001b.; fuzees, 35,853

coils, each 25ft., equal to 170 miles; candles,

8.745 dozen pounds, equal to 104,9401b.; oil,

6,416 gallons ; and vast quantities of timber were

used. The rubbish was conveyed away by means

of tramways, which ran through passaiics under

the railway, and was tipped into boats on the

canal before mentioned. It was conveyed through

"break-ups " or cross-headings, of which Messrs.

Nelson constructed 21 ; but only 16 wer,- used at

one time. For the conveyance of the material

used in the construction of the tunnels 25 boats

and four steamboats were constantly plying, and

an immense expense had to be incurred in erect-

ing huts, providing busines;, oflice'', and putting
j

down costly plant for economizing labour. Only

one life has been lost during the construction, but

there have, cf course, been plenty of accidents of

a less serious nature. The work has been pro-

nounced satisfactory in all respects, and the line

is reported as being one of the smoothest portions

of railway travelling in the kingdom. The line

was opened about the middle of last month for

regular traffic.

The sum voted had been spent, and all the country

had got for its money was the fragment of a monu-
ment in St. Pauls Cathedral and certain other

fragments now lying in the artist's studio. He
uad been informed that the Government had made
an effort to enter into an arrangement whereby
they would have greater control over the artist

thau they had at present, so as to be able to give

an assm-ance to the country that the work would

be speedily completed. He hoped that would be

the case, but he was by no means confident of it.

Eppixg Forest.— Su: H. T. S. Ibbetson, on
Monday, asked the Chancellor of the Exchequer
whether he was aware that the timber in High
Beach, a part of Epping Forest, was being marked
previous to being cut down by private people ; aud

if so, whether he was prepared to take any steps to

restrain such action tUl the question as to the en-

closure of Eppiug Forest had been decided.—The
Chancellor of the Exchequer was sorry to say it .was :

not iu his power, even if he were wUUng, to take any

step in the matter. The Government had had uo

property in the land of Eppmg Forest, but only

torestral rights over it, and their rights had been

extinguished.

The Wellington Monument.—Mi-. Heygate on
Tuesday ask?d the Fu-st Commissioner of Works
what steps had been taken since November, 1870,

to secure the completion of the Welliugton Monu-
ment bv some sculptor of established eminence.

—

Mr. Ayrton replied that the subject had been under

the consideration of Government ever since

November, 1870, to ascertain if any arrangement

could be made in reference to it, but they had not

as yet arrived at a final determination, but would

do so in the comse of a few days, when the papers

wotddbe laid on the table.

^uiilVing Intelligent.

PARLIAMENTARY NOTES.
The Wellington Monument in St. Paul's

Cathedral.—The Marquis of Lansdowne, on

Friday, iu the House of Lords, moved for the pro-

ductiou of all further correspondence relative to

the Welliugton Monument that had passed between

Mr. Penrose aud Mr. Stevens with any department

ef her Majesty's Goverunieut up to the present

time.—The Lord Chancellor put the motion, which

was carried.—The Earl of Cadogan said that after

the correspondence had been laid ou the table of

the house he should call attention to the subject.

Lord Overstoue was about to adilress their lordships,

wheu Lord Chelmsford reminded his lordship that

the motion was carried. Lord Cairns said some mis-

uudcrstandiug had arisen from the hasty manner

in which the motion was put from the Woolsack.

He had not the remotest conception what the

motion was about. The Marquis of Lansdowne

said the only explanation he could afford their

lordships was that he was asked as a matter of

form by the noble earl (Cadogan) to move for the

production of the correspoudcuce iu order that the

subject might be brought before the house. Lord

Overstoue said the history of this transaction was

a very curious one, and it was necessary that public

attention should be called to it without delay.

When the House of Commons voted a sum of

money for the erection of a monnment to the late

Duke of WeUington iu St. Paul's Cathedral, he

formed one of the committee who selected the

designs. After that, the Government determined

to change the site, and they chose another design.

CHOKCHES AND CHAPELS.

OxTON.—The foundation-stone of a new Wes-

leyan chapel was laid last week, at the corner of

Palm-grove and Talbot-road, Oxton. The cost of

the entire building, when completed, will be about

£6,000. The edifice will be constructed of York-

shire stone, with Stourton dressiugs. The first

part of the building to be erected will accommo-

date 300 worshippers, but when entirely completed

it will seat 600 or 700. The architect is Mr. C. 0.

Ellison, and the contractor for the work is^Mr.

Alexander Bleakley, of Birkenhead.

RuoBT.—On Monday week last the foundation-

stone of a new tower at the west end of the

Roman Catholic church was laid. This tower will

form the western entrance, and will be sur-

mounted by a spire. It will coat between £4,000

and £5,000, and is being built by Messrs. tarnell

& Son, of Rugby.

S. George's, Bloomsburv.—The spire of S.

George's, Bloomsbury, is now undergoiug repairs.

The figures at the base of the pyramid were so

dilapidated as to endanger the limbs aud lives of

those whose business took them through the

church-yard below. Is this another instance of

the unsuitability of Bath stone in a London

atmosphere ?

BUILDINGS.

New Fever Hospital for Bolton.—At a

special meeting of the Bolton Board of Guardians

last week, plaus for a new fever hospital, with

ward for small-pox cases, were adopted. The

plans have been prepared by Mr. George Wood-

house, architect, Bolton. The building, which

will bo erected near to the workhouse, at Farn-

worth, will accommodate 44 patients, and the cost

is estimated at about £5,000.

Thelwall Schools, near Warrington.—These

buildings which have now been commenced (the

contract having been let to Messrs. John Collin &
Son of W,arrington), will stand upon a portion of

the Hall grounds, which has been given for the pur-

pose by James Nicholson, Esq , of Thelwall Hall.

The contract also includes the alteration of the

present school, which, with additions, will become

the school-house or residence for master. This

building, together with the land it stands upon,

and small garden, is the gift of Henry Stanton,

Esq., of Thelwall. The whole will be carried out

from the designs and under the superintendence

of Mr. William Owen, architect, Warrington.

New Sunday Schoolrooms, in connection wi

Mr. Spurgeon's Tabernacle, are about to be.erec t

at ft cost of about £2,500.
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TO CORRESPONDENTS.
We do not liold ourselves respuusible for the opinions

of our correspondents. The Editor respectfally re-

quests that all communications should be drawn up
as brietiy as possible, a'* there are many claimauts

upon the apace allotted to corrssponieace. ]

To Our Readers.—We shall feel obliged to any of our
readeis who will favour us with brief notes of works con-

templated or iu progi'eas in the provinces.

Letters relating to advertisements and the ordinary busi-

ness of the Paper should be addressed to the EDITOR,
31, TAVISTOCK faTREET, COVENT GARDEN, W.C.

Advertisements for the cuiTent week must reach the

office not later than 5 p.m on Thursday.

Received.—J. H., E. H., R. T. W., A. B., F. N., T. C.
J. P. S., A. G. T., A. T. T., J. M.
^Monumental.—Inadmissible as a query.
Tudor.—We can't say without seeing photo, and plan.

Hope Dekerred.—We Jave been waiting for good sun-

lig'it-
, . . .

G. T. C.—Your letter, though inoffensive enough, is irri-

tating. You offer euggestious and give advice without tlie

necessary ability to do either. You don't know what has

apjieiired in the Building Newb, or you would not have
advised us to give the competition designs for the New
Law Courts. You don't know 'nhat is good arcliicectare, or

you would not recommend us to give meretricious illustra-

t'ons in preference to uuiireteutious executed wurks, and
you do not know the value of A. Durer's engravings, or

yuu would not say they should have no place iu an archi-

tectural journal. Every copy of the Uuilding News,
which contains a reproduced engraving of the great

German master will, in years to come, fetch more than it;,

published price. When you know more you will probably
give less and better advice.

A CouNTiiy Carpenter.—Thanks for the suggestion

which had, however, been anticipated by us.

Cmutsponkiite.

THE INSTITUTE AND ITS PRESIDENT.

To the Editor of the BuiLDma News.

Sir,—I have no intention to question your right

aa the editor of a profebsiocal paper to criticise as

severely aa ynu please any act of mine in the

quasi-pubUc position I have the honour to hold

as President of the Institute of British Architects,

but I do protest against the mia-statementa you
have made in your leading article of last week.

You call my recent action with reference to the

Secretaryship of the Institute a coup-d'etat ; and
you state that I promised in my opening address

of last November that "further due notice should

be given of my intention to propose a change."

I gave no such promise. You then add, " No
Buch notice waa vouchsafed either to the Council

or the Institute until on Monday evening he dis-

closed his plot." I do not know what you may
consider " due notice," bui the usual fortnight's

notice was given of my intention to bring this

subject forward, and I stated at the meeting of

the Council that I should do so. The members
have since had another week to consider thia

matter, and with what result you have, no doubt,

heard.

You subsequently state my proposition to be
" that the present paid ' Assistant Secretary

'

should be raised to the office of Chief Secretary, to

have the aolc control and management, under the

C'ouncU, of tlie afl'airs of the Institute." I made
no such ])ropositiou. I never contemplated that

the Assistant Secretary should be Chief Secretary,

or that he should have anything but his own
immediate home duties to attend to.

You say, " An Honorary Secretary is supposed

to have some policy." 1 presume that the same
privilege may ho extended to the President of a

society, without his being thought "ambitious,"
" insidious," or " over active."

You conclude by stating that coups d'etat are

usually " condoned if successful." Aa more than

two to one of the members present on Monday
evening, having had threo weeks to consider my
proposition, and having, no doubt, met in the

"calmer spirit " you desired, have sanctioned my
" insidious design," I trust I may be supposed
not to have entertained it " without some fore-

thought."
As you have published Professor Donaldson's

letter to me, which was not accurate in all its

statements, I must reiiuest you' to publish my
reply to it, even though somewhat late in the
day.—I am, &c., Taos. Heniiy Wyait.

Copy.

77, Great Kussell-street,

Thursday Eveniua, March 9, 1871.

My Dear Donaldson,—
On my return to town this evening I find your

official letter of yesterday, placing .unreservedly

''your resignation in my hands " (as President of

the Institute), "and requesting that your name
may be withdrawn from the list of Fellows." I

can only say that I receive this communication

with much regret and I may add much surprise,

for although you may mistrust the policy of the

change I have Euggested in the administration of

the Secretary's Department in the Institute, and
might even be disinclined to continue your valu-

able services aa Honorary Secretary for Foreign

Correspondence, I cannot understand why yuu

should feel impelled to withdraw your name as a

Fellow, and it ia as difficult for me to comprehend
how you can suppose for one instant that any

"humiliating subordination" for yourself was

ever contemplated by me, or by those who share

my views, in desiring to cunccntratc responsihllltij

in the liome work of the Institute.

You should not suppose that because we exer-

cise conscientiously our judgment as the best

means of adding to the efficiency and life of our

Institute that we are forgetful or unmindful of

what you truly describe as " most earnest ser-

vices and unswerving duty during six- and-thirty

years." I believe they are universally acknow-

ledged, and I believe it would be very generally

gratifying that you should continue to act as our

Secretary for Foreign Correspondence, an office

that may be held in perfect independence of the

Secretary who takes charge of the lionie duties,

and therefore in no way " subordinate" to him.

Such an arrangement woiks most ett'ectively in

the Institution of Civil Engineers, with which I

have had the honour of being connected for many
years, and have seen its successful results. There

the name of the Honorary Secretary takes prece-

dence of the paid Secretary, as I had anticipated

yours would do in our case. The duties and re-

sponsibilities are distinct, and aa you so clearly

put it the other night, the labours consequent on

the duties of Honorary Secretary for Foreign

Correspondence are, I am conHdent, as much aa

should in reason devolve on one who renders

honorary services.

Let me correct an error into which you have

fallen with regard to my proposition to the Insti-

tute. I never for an instant proposed " that the

present Assistant Secretary should be raised to

the office of Cliief Secretary, and should have the

sole control and management (under the Council)

of the affairs of the Institute." I do, however,

wish that Mr. Eastlake, who now practically has

the labour oar of our Institute, who edits our

Transactions, prepares our Minutes, and who car-

ries on the bulk of the correspondence, should

have the whole responsibility and credit of the

work he does, and should be spared the unneces-

sary labour and waste of time in constant reference

to the Honorary Sscretaries. I believe it will be

for the interests of the Institute that the paid

Secretary (and I know no one who could perform

those duties more efficiently than Mr. Eastlake)

should be independent of any other control than

that of the Council, and feeling thia atrongly, I

have thought it my duty to submit the question

to the judgment of the whole body, even at the

painful cost of appearing to dill'er from one for

whom I have invariably had the greatest regard

and respect. To the decision of the Members on
this question I shall moat cheerfully bow, and if

your view should be upheld, will co-operate as cor-

dially as ever under the existing " regime."

I remain, my dear Donaldson,
Yom's very faithfully,

T. H. Wyatt, P.R.I.B.A,

T. L. Donaldson, Esq., &c., &o., &c.

LEICESTER MUNICIPAL BUILDINGS.
Sin,—You mention iu your last that only

twenty-seven designs have been sent in for the

Birmingham Assize Courts. If I recollect rightly

more than two hundred copies of the instructions

were said to have been issued. If the Birming-
ham Corporation had been as wise (i) as their

Leicester brethren, and had charged .t!l for each

copy of their instructions as a deposit, they might
have realized by the forfeited pledges not only

enough to cover the cost of printing and litho-

graphing, but a sum sufficient to pay the second

and third premiums as well. Thi.s, evidently, is

the idea of the Leicester body. Whoever is simple

enough to procure their instructions will no doubt

liud that as the £1 deposits of tlie successful com-

petitors are to merye into tlie premiums, so the

first premium (.*:200) is to merge into the com-

mission. The others (iilOO and £50) being already

provided for in tho manner I have suggested

would, you may perceive, render the transaction

a most inexpensive one to the promoters.—I am,

&c., A. B. C.

BIRMINGHAM ASSIZE COURTS.
Sin,—If your Birmingham correspondent's

surmise " that Classic will not be adopted " ig

based on a knowledge of the feeling of the Cor-

poration, and of the existence of a foregone con-

clusion as to style, then competitors who may
have prepared Classic designs will have much
reason to complain, inasmuch as tho Corporation,

in their instructions, pointedly left the question

of style an open one. If it is based merely on the

fact that the architect " appointed to advise " ig

more particularly ideutitiod with the Gothic
school, it seems not altogether complimentary to

a gentleman who, under such cii'cumstauces,

might be expected to take the broadest views.

The Corporation, I observe, do not bind them-
selves to adopt for execution any of the jiremiated

designs. As they "reserve to themselves tho

right of ultimately deciding which set of plans

shall be adopted," their feeling, if they have any,

as regards style, should be the less allowed to

influence the consideration of tho adaptability

and merits of the designs in tho first instance.

—

I am, iL'C, Greek.
[Wo have no doubt that Mr. Waterhouse will

he influenced in his adjudication by the "broadest

views."

—

Ed.1

TIN-LINED PIPES.

Sir,—In your journal for February 3rd, a cor-

respondent, referring to a paragraph quoted by
you from the Boston Journal of Chcmistr'j, re-

marks as follows :—
" It is a great pity that the paragraph has ob-

tained currency iu this country. I can only aup-

pose it originated in malace, it being opposed to

the plainest facts. Water does not corrode tin,

nor ia there any probability of galvanic action

being set up."

The first mention of the subject in the Journal

of Chemistry was in September, 18(57, when the

editor. Dr. J. R. Nichols, a chemist of large ex-

perience, said :
—" After careful examination of

this pipe, we hesitate to give it our approval. We
fear it may prove more dangerous than pipes con-

structed wholly of lead." This attracted much
attention, and persons interested in the manufac-

ture of the pipe insinuated, as your correspondent

'; has done, that it was malicious. In a longer

article on the subject, published in July, 18(58,

Dr. Nichols says :

—" At the time, we did not

know the name of the inventor or manufacturer

;

and we neither entertained nor expressed a doubt
of the entire integrity of purpose of those parties.

. . . The impression prevails that pure tiu pipe

ia practically indestructible when placed in the

ground for conveying water. This is certainly

an error. We have had a section of tin pipe in

our possession which was corroded througli. and
throuyh, antl yet it hud been in use only six

months. This occurred in the city of Manchester,

New Hampshire." With regard to the tin-Uned

pipe, he gives the following facts :
—"A jjhysician

recently brought to us a section of tin-lined lead

pipe, taken from the well of a patient sufl'ering

from lead poison, which perfectly illustrates the

position here taken. In putting the pipe in place,

it had been bent at right angles at a point near

the water, and the plumber, in attaching the

pump above, had allowed a portion of solder to

drop through the pipe, lodging directly at the

bend. Speedy corrosion commenced at this

point, promoted by galvanic action. The lining

was perforated, and lead poisoning of a marked
character rcsxMcd."

Of the fact of corrosion iu these cases there can

he no doubt, whether Dr. Nichols is right or

wrong in assertinfc that the corrosion waa " pro-

moted by galvanic action." Recent experiments

appear to show that the galvanic action iu the

case of lead and tin is very slight ; and, if so, it

cannot materially accelerate the corrosive process.

The important fact, however, ia that corrosion

may take place. Instances of the kind may
be rare, but it is clear that they do occur.

We do not understand that the makers of thia pipe

deny thia. They tell ua that some of the pipe first

put into tho market was imperfectly made, and
the like. They admit, moreover, that wheu the

pipes are joined in the ordinary way by soldering,

a portion of the tiu lining is fused and the lead

laid bare forsome /«»< t/ic/ics of its length. They
claim that this exposed surface of lead will not

corrode more rapidly than the same length of

ordinary lead pipe ; but iu the case of waters that

act readily vipon lead we do not wish to have

even a small surface of that metal exposed to such

action. The makers of the pipe have themselves
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Been the force of this objection, and have now de-

vised a means of connecting the pipea by screw
joints, without solder. This is unquestionably

an improvement, hut whether it renders the pipe

perfectly safe in all cases ia by no means certain.

The subject is still under discussion in this

country, and the Journal of Chemistry will

probably have something more to say about it.

AV. J. RoLFE, Associate Editor of

Journal of Chemistri/.

Boston, U.S„ Feb. 21.

SUNLIGHTS.

SiE,—Having used the sunlight for the com-
bined purpose of lighting and ventilating in a

large number of public buildings, I think I can
supplement the information in your article by the

result of my experience.

The first I used was at Bromley Town-hall, in

1SG5. I saw Messrs. Strode on the matter, and
they recommended their mercurial regulator for

the prevention of down draughts in the flue of the

sunlight when not in use. I determined, however,

upon a simpler expedient of my own invention,

viz., to attach two plates of mica to the inner sides

of the square vertical flue, or upcast shaft, to fall

inwards and close onto a central bar at an angle

of about 45°. The mica is so light that the least

upward movement in the column of air raises the

valves, and they are prevented opening more than
35° by a stop, otherwise they might have become
set open. When the light is not in use they fall

close of themselves, and any downward current

keeps them tight ; immediately the burners are

lighted the ascending current of warm air opens
the valves and readily escapes. I finished the

top of the flue with one of Benham's wind guards.

The late Mr. Boyle was one day atmy office, and
speaking of the mica valves, he said I was in-

fringing his patent, which consists in tlie use of

mica dampers to chimney breast ventilators. We
settled our difficulty by my paying him a royalty'

of 23. 6d.

As Surveyor of Police, I had occasion to deal

with the defective state of the ventilation of the

Police-court in Great Marlborough-street, and I

determined upon a sunlight. In this case I

finished the top of the upcast shaft pyramidally,

placing the mica dampers on the outside, like a

series of Boyle's chimney-breast valves ; at the

same time I made improvements in the con-

struction and means of fixing of the upcast shaft

and wind-guard, so as to increase its ventilating

powers. The sunlight is in daily use at Marl-

borough-street, and Mr. Knox, the magistrate, can

speak of its efficacy, though from motives of

economy, I did not enlarge the fresh air supply to

the extent I considered desirable. The sunlight

was maufactured and fixed complete by Mr. Free-

man, of Vine-street, Piccadilly, the talc cone used

being Strode's patent.

These improved sunlights have subsequently

bean fixed at several other police courts with
equal results.

The defective state of ventilation in the county
courts at Bloomsbury and Westminster was re-

ferred to me as Surveyor to the Treasury for

County Courts. The arrangement in use provided

for bringing in warmed air through large grated

holes in the walls about lOtt. above the floor, and
an ineflicient appliance for withdrawing the fouled

air at the floor level. The result was a superheated

state of the upper portion of the court, and a very

foul state of the general atmosphere, with ^.t-

tendant headachs and cold feet for all tho.se who
had to remain long in the court. I closed the in-

lets of warm air at the high level and diverted an
increased supply of fresh warmed air (availing my-
self of the old heating medium) and distributed it

by inlet gratings at numerous points just above
the floor level, so as to create a general movement
of the lower stratum of air ; I placed an improved
sunlight—as at Marlborough-street—with great

extracting power, in the lantern light ; this is not
lighted until the court is warmed, it then gives a

gentle upward movement to the whole atmosphere,
and even on the moat crowded days is found per-

fectly successful.

The usher, standing near the bench, can control

to a nicety the supply of fresh air and the velocity

of the out-going current in the sun-burner.
The same principle has subseciuently been in-

troduced, under my direction, in several more of

the metropolitan courts, and in numerous county
courts and other buildings throughout this country

;

the sun-lights being manufactured and fixed in all

cases by Mr. Freeman.
I may add that the enamelled metal basins fre-

quently seen are very dangerous and unsatis-

factory ; their shape is such that they condense
and throw down the heat on to the heads of those

below to an incredible degree ; the enamel
frequently flies by the action of the heat ; it soon
gets discoloured and black ; and from the opacity

of the cone, throws the whole ceiling into shade

The patent cone of Strode's manufacture, which I

always use, is entirely free from all these defects.

I am, ttc,

Thomas Charles Sobby.
27, Brunswick-square, W.C, March 14, 1871.

IntcrfmnmuniciitioiT,^
QUESTIONS,

[2160] CIVIL ENGINEERS.—Will aorrp of my fellow
readerH of the Buii-ding News kimlly inform me of a
few prirticnlara rtspecting the luatitute of Civil Eugineera ?

1st. What benefit doea it confer on it's members, especially

on those 300 miles from London? 2nd. Is there any
branch establishment iu the North of England, or would
it be difficult to form a branch establishment at a place
like Carlisle ? 3rd. «What are the ti'rms, and is there any
examination to pass? What ia really the qualification of
a civil engineer ? The address of the secretary, and other
information thankfully received by

—

Rusticds.

[2161] TIMBER.-Witl any of your readers kindly
inform me if deals from Gefle, Gothenburg, orSoderhamn
are as strong and as durable for carpenters' work as what
U termed beat lialtic timber in specifications ?—Would d o
Right.

[2102] ORIGINAL DESIGN OF ST. PAULS.—Could
Any of your readers inform me where a plan of this build-
ing ia to be found ?—F. L. P.

[2ir>3] WATER CLOSETS.—Can any of your sub-
scribers inform me from practical experience what class of
water closets pruve the most desirable aa regards sanitary
arrngemeuts, simplicity, and durability for a large school,
where constant use and rough usage are the average treat-

ment ? There would be required between six and twelve,

all contiguous to one another, and clear of tlie main build-

ing.—An OLDSUBaCRIBEB.

[2164] CONSERVATIVE LAND AND BUILDING
SOCIETY.—Required; the result of the recent appeal for

a surveyor and assistant auctioneer to the above-men-
tioned.—9.

[2105] ARCHITECTURAL TRAVELLING SCHO-
LARSHIPS.—Where can I obtain information about the
various architectural scholarships competed for in London ?

J. W. WOODREND.

liEPLIES.
[2l;^0] SOLE CONTRACTS.—I am aorry the task of

defending the principle of aole contracts has devolved upon
me, but really after reading the letter of '' Surveyor " in

last week's issae I ft^lt called upon to contradict his un-
truthful assertious. I will therefore proceed to deal with
his remarks iu the order he gives them. First, he says

"that the sole contractor would relet the whole of the
different branches, excepting his own, which would pro-
Viably be that of a carpenter and joiner, which is quite
Ukely. Secondly, " That the sole contractor would add
& per cenr. to the several sums for his trouble," which is

not done, aa the sole contractor is satisfied with his profit

on his own work iu all cases. Thirdly, " That jirobably

the sub-contractors would insure themselves against risk of

failure or otherwise of the sole contractor by putting on
high prices," which is perfectly right on their part ; but I

wish to a*ik " Surveyor ' if it never struck him that there
is as much likelihood of the proprietor becoming bankrupt
as the sole contractor ; a'-id likewise, has it never occurred
to him that should the sub-contractors furnish ihe pro-

prietor with tenders for their different branches they
would not only put aa high, and perhapa higher, prices than
the sole contractor, but would also add 5 per cent. In con-
clusion, I must say, from the toneuf " Surveyor's "letter,

he is very little acquainted with the tr.ade or the rules of
re&p*ictable builders, and finally advise him to read Mr.
Bermiugham's paper in last week's Building News, from
which he may learn agood deal,— X.

[2130] SOLE CONTRACTS.—In re sole contracts v
fragmentary contracts, perhaps the following quotation-
of parallel tendering under both methods will tend to
confirm my opinion expressed last week, convince
" Subscriber," and convert both " Surveyor " and " Richt
Wiangs Naebody."
Case No. 1.

Suleteudur £2300
Fragments

:

Bricklayer X581
Mason 372
Carpenter iSi joiner 693
Smith &L ironmongers 70
Slater 93
Plumber, glazier, &c 247
Plasterer, paintei", &c 222
Tiler 33
Lellhauger 8 U

Cohesion £2319 14

Case No. 2.

Sole Tender £61S
Fratjnit'uts :

Bricklayer £169 2 6

Mason 148
Carpenter & joiner iOO
Smith A, ironmonger 59 9 1

Slater 45

Plumber & glazier 36

Plasterer &. painter ,,„ 31

Cohesion JE758 11 7

Case No. 3 and last.

Sole tender £132
Fragments :

Bricklayer £41
Mason 66
Carpenter, joiner, &c 51 17
Painter 4

Cohesion .—
£165 17

—F.

[2111] HOUR GLAS.S.—" Time" asks respecting a
fifteenth century hour glass, 1 saw at the church of S.

Michael'sat Veruhim, near S. Alban's Abbey,ihe iron frame
work of the hour glass stand fixed by the side of a splendid
old pulpit, which, thank God, has been allowed to remain

,

although so many are removed by the church -restorers of
(he day. I am sorry I did not enquire respecting the glass,

but if he lives near it is worth his seeing, and perhaps what
he requires may be there also.— Wii-r.iAM Pitman, 30, New-
gate-atveet, London.

[2142] COMMUNICATION WITH GARDENER'S
HOUSE.—Your correspondent " Camjee Wadjee "will find

the electric bells much the best means of communication
in the casH he states. No cranks are required, and the
wires can be laid underground, or anywhere, so the shrub s

and roads he mentions will not in any way afibct their suc-

cessful working. I believe he will also find this much
more economical than any other method.

—

Survevob.

[2143] SEWER AUTHORITT.-Consultthe SoUcitor-
General or other equally " big >iig " — F.

[2117] HERRING-BONE BRIDGING.—It woiUd pay
" Ixiou " to quit the wheel and walk between decks a
bit, both before and after planking. Cross pieces firmly
nailed between joists to iuaure rigidity thus :

i?^
.Ofc'.^C:'^^

aro yclept herring-bone bridging.—F,

[2150] SURVEYING DILAPIDATIONS.— I have not
found any writer on the subject of dilapidations attempt
to define the exjvct limits of chancel, nave, or chapel. The
general feeling appears to be that there is a mutual oiili-

gation as regards the repair of division walls, so that

whether it is chancel, nave, or chapel being restored, the

parties make good all the surrounding walls without re-

ference to the exact limit of legal responsibility. I should

be disposed to contend that tlie so-called chaucel-arch be-

longs to the nave, as the wall in which it is situated rises

liigher than the chancel, stops the nave roof, and so marks
it as belonging to and part of the nave. The walla at

sides of chancel and the arclies in them I should say be-

longetl to the chancel. They usually rise higher than the

chapels, which are in every way subsidiary buildings, and
in most cases were added after the chancel was built. As
the fences aie liable to be asieased for dilapidations they

must, of course be surveyed. — P. E. M.

[2151] PRESERVING PENCIL DRAWINGS.—Milk
and water, or a weak solution of gum-arabic, applied by

the medium of a camel's-hair brush of somewhat exten-

sive dimensions.—F.

[2151] PRESERVING PENCIL DRAWINGS. —
'' W. VV. D." will very effectually preserve his lead pencil

drawings by washing them carefully and lightly over wit

pure sweet milk.—J, M. A.

[2151] PRESERVING PENCIL DRAWIXGS.-Tbere
are three different means in general use for fixing pencil

drawings : by hot witer, by milk and water (the milk
being perfectly free from cream), and by a weak solution

of isinglass, the liquid is applied either by using a broad
flat camel-hair brush gently passed over the drawing, Oi,

which is better still, placing the liquid in an open, shallow

ves-sel, and paaeing the drawing through it. But the ad-

vantage of setting the drawing is doubtful ; it always im-

pairs the brightness and purity,—P. E. M.

[2152] VANISHING POINT.—I think all the infor-

mation C. A. Priestly requires is " all lines at right angles

to the picture piano vanish in the centre of vision." C. A.

Priestly had bettor attend an art school class, where he

will be taught perspective properly.

—

Assistant Art
Master.

[2152] VANISHING-POINT. —The position of the

vanishing-point yaries with the particular requirements.

The most usual practice ia to put it about 5ft. 6in. high

from floor level, and a little out of centre of di'awing, just

sufficient to give variety to the 1 ateral features.— P. E. M.

[2154] ISOMETRICAL DRAWING.—" Pulpit" and
some othera ask very simple questions. He should en-

quire of the booksellers. I would, however, say it is not

a subject worth spending money upon. Isometrical per-

spective is not persijective at all, but only a clumsy imita-

tion of it. If the editor of the Building Nlws pleases,

will send a diagram and explanation for puldication. Th
thing ia learnt in two minutes.—P. E. M.

[2156] OLD AND NEW BRICKWORK.—Take out

brick, or portion thereof, at intervals from the ejistin

work, and firmly "pin in "a portion of the new brick-

work corresponding in substance.—P.

[2158] LARGEST STONE DOME.—The largest is tha

of the Pantheon, at Rome. The inside diameter, 142

S-jiu.-P. E. M.

[2159] ANCIENT STONE SPIRES.—Nine inch ra

be oonsidered a fair approximate thickness.—P, E, M.
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WAGES MOVEMENT.
The Carpet Manufacturers' Association of the North of

Eugland has reeolved to graut an increase of 10 per cent,
on the wages of theii' workmen.
The whole of the men at Messrs. Hawthorn's engine

works, Xewcastle-on-Tyne, numbering over a thousand,
t\u-ned out on Tuesday week in consequence of the masters
refusing to pay wages every week instead of every foitnight
as at present. The subject of wages has been agitaied
amongst all classes of woikaieu in the north for a con-
Biderable time past, and hence this first real move to make
masters yield the desired point is not unlikely to be fol-
lowed by some serious cousequencts.

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
Court of Bankruptcy. March 3.—(B«fore Mr. Regis-

trar Roche).—Re Brian Edwin Amery.—This was a first
sitting of creditors. The bankrupt was described as of
London-laoe, Mare-street, Hackney, builder, and was ad-
judicated on the 10th of February, upon I he petition of
Messrs. Lee & Chapman, of 72, King WilUam-street, City,
timber merchants.—Mr. F. Lamb, appeared for the peti-
tiouing creditors, and Mr. Treherne (Ireherue &. Wolfer-
stan), represented a number of creditors.—The statement
of accounts produced by the bankrupt disclosed total un-
secured debts about .£1,000, and creditors holdiug security
about £2, 40ii, against asse 8 about ^VjO. Proofs having
been admitted amounting to aOout XS.OO, the creditors
chose Mr. W. H. Pannell, public accouu aut, to be the
trustee of the bankrupts estate and efiects, and Messrs.
Treherne and Wolferatan were appointed the solicitors to
lo the future proceedings. Tlie court fixed the 19th of
April next, at 11 o'clock, for the public exammation of the
bankrupt, bt-fore the Chief Judge, at Lincoln's Inn Fields
"BllLDEH.S' QCARREI-S.—T. AND R. COSFOHD V. GeNT.—
This was an aciiou for libel, tried at Northampton on Wed-
nesday, under the following circumstances : The plaintiffs,
who are builders and contractore at Northampton, con-
tracted to make a street for the Town Commissioners,
though the expense h.\d to be borne by the respective
householders living in the street. The defendant, who is
also a builder at Northampton, refused to pay his moiety
of the expense of making this street, and, when pressed for
])ayment, wrote a letter to the newspaper, charging
Messrs. Cosford with having "scamped the work." The
Messrs. Cosford thereupon called upon the defendant to
withdraw this imputation upon their character, and the
defendant declining to do so this action waa brouglit. The
defendant pleaded justification, but after the case had pro-
ceeded fur a short time an apology was made by Mr. Bul-
wer on defendant s behalf, and a verdict waa taken for the
plaiutiflfor ten guineas, to carry costs.

The Paviko and Flagging of Streets.-At the Leeds
County-court, last week, a case was heard before Mr. T. H.
Miishali, the judge, of some interest to owners of pro-
perty. Mr. George Graham, of Alfred-place, Leeds, sued
Messrs. Abbey &, Simpson, contractors, to recover a sum
of £5, the value of some flags and kerbstones which the
defendants detained belonging to him. In October last,
the defendants contracted with the Corporation to pave
and flag certain streets in Quarry-hill, and the plaintiff
wa.-i the owner of property in one of the streets. At that
time hid property waa flagged and kerbed, but he received
a notice fiom the borough surveyor that he miist forth-
with remove the flags and kerbs, or the contractors would
take them away ;i3 no much rubbish, and accordingly the
defendants "'ho were the contractors, did remove them,
and afterwards refused to give them up or pay the plaintiff
the value thereof. Mr. William Emsley appeared for the
plaintiff, and submitted that, even if it were admitted
that the defendants had a right to remove the old flags
and kerbstones, they ha<l clearly no right to convert them
to; their own use without paying to the plaintiff their
value

; and, in any event, the utmuut hia clieut could be
liable to pay would be the coat of removal. Ii it were
otherwise, the contractors might remove all the flags and
kerbs in the streets whi*h were about to be paved and
flagged and convert them to their own use.—Mr. A. C
Granger, who api>eared for the defendants, stated that the
Corporation had given notice of their proceedings, and it
was the plaintilFs own fault if he did not remove the
Bloues; and not having done so, the contractors received
instructions to effect the removal, aud this was thecourno
adopted with respect to the reflaggiug aud repaving of all
streets.—His Hunnur was of opinion that the defeuflants
liad a right to remove the stones, if the plaintiff refused to
do BO, but that clearly coidd give the defondautd no right
to say that after removal the plaintiff had lost his pro-
perty in the flag^. The defendants must givn up the pro-
perty removed forthwith, or^.ay the amount claimed.

Sale of a BuirKFiELn.—Ar.i.E.iEu Fuaud and Peu-
.H'RY.—Recently the Justices of the Peace acting In and
for the division of Favershain, Kent, after au invesligii-
tion at the Sittingbourno Police-station, which extended
over three days, committed the Rev. W. English, vicar of
Emni.uiuel Church, Camberwell, to take lii.s trial at the
next assizes to be held at Maidstone, on various charges of
perjury and sulwrning others t^j commit iiurjury. The
proceedings were taktn by Mr. Peter Bawdun, a brick-
niakci and patentee of brick-making machines, residing at
Noil.u.d -qiiare, Notting-hill. From his evidence it ap-
P-aivd that lu 1808, in coiiHequenco of seeing an adver-
tiBMuont thata certain biickfield in the noighb..urhoo.l
of Knmham waa for sale or hire, ho wont down to that
place andsawtho defendant, ilovisited the brickfield in
company with the defendant, who reproseutud that it
contained earth capable of .making the best bricks m the
ncighbnurh...od. From the representations made by the
defendant he was induced to hire the field, one clause in
the agreement being that he should pay a royalty fur
4,000,000 bricks every year. It %vaH declared by several
witnesacrf that the earth in this field wa« not capable of
making marketable bricks. A damp of bricks Wiia stand-
ing in the field at the time in rpiestion, which defendant
alleged had been made from the earth of that particular
held whereas it was proved that many of the bricks
which were placed outside the clamp, and were of a far
superior quality to thosu in the interior, were made from
earth sp-cially cartel for the purpo.ie from auotht^r Held
Mr. Bawden consequently sued the defendant for obialuiug
fromhhn a valuable security by fraudulent pretences in
respect of this field, and the action was tritd at the Maid-
^lOne Spring Awizes in 1870. JLtefeiidaut was then exa-

mined as a witness, and in consequence of bis having, as
was alleged, sworn falsely at that trial, he obtained the
verdict. Subsequently a rule nisi was applied for in the
Court of Queen's Bench for a new trial ; the arguments
were heard before the Lord Chief Justice, who refuse d
to grant the application. The p^^esent proceedings were
then taken, and a mass of evidence was given tending to

show that the vicar of Emmanuel had not only sworn
falsely at the trial, but had suborned others to follow his

example. On this evidence the defendant has been com-
mitted for trial, as bolore stated.

A Builders' Dispute.—Extraordinary Verdict of a
Jury.—Walker v. Godfrey and Storer.—The plaintiff

in this action, a builder, carrying on business in Kich-
mond-street, Leicester-sc^uare, suwd the defendants in the
"Westminster County-Court to recover the sum of £18, the
alleged balance of an account for work done. Mr. H. T.

Roberts, of Clement's Inn, appeared for the plaintiff,

while the defendants were represented by Mr. Cooke. 5Ir.

Roberts opened the case by stating that the sum of£18 was
in reality only £8, out of which £2 Os. had been paid into
court as satisfaction. The plaintiff stated that in October
la-t he was engaged to do work for the defendant amouut-
iug to £22, and liad applied for £5 on account to pay
wages, but never agreed to lake £8 in fall discbarge of his

account. In cross-examination by Mr. Cooke, he acknow-
ledged having brfiught three actions against customers in
which he was unsuccessful, and that he had a case now
pending in the ALarlborough-street Police-court. Ho had
received £4 on account, and had taken away some old
material for which he had not given credit. The gas-
fittings, for which he charged £2 Is, Gd., were reasonable.
Mr. Rayner called, aud stated that the charges were fair

and reasonable, and Mr. Tidman, a builder aud decorator,
of Jermyn-street, considered the work done worth £14 lOs.

For the defence, it was urged that £3 was the sum agreed
upon, and that when applied to for payment on account,
the defendants demanded a statement of account, which
the plaintiff said he had no time to make out. A cheque
was at length given for £10 to change and keep £4 for him-
self on ac_'iuut, and this sum, with that paid into court,
and the niitijrials taken away, would satisfy the claim.
Mr. ^^tnrci

,
line cf the defendants, remembered the work

doni-, and s;iw it partly executed; the plaintift" was to do
it very cheaply The gas-fittings were so badly fitted that
an explosion took place on the premises. Mr. Leggat, a
builder of forty years* experience, stated that the work
was the worst executed he ever saw ; and Mr. Weymouth,
architect and surveyor, considered the work was badly
done, and worth at the most £10. Mr. HoUing. givs-fitter,

was called to prove that the gas-fittings charged at
£2 Is. 6d. would be dear at 30s. At this stage of the case,
Mr. Roberts stated that after the amount of evidence for
the defence he would not insult the jury by addressing
them. His Honour also considered he need not read the
evidence over to them, which, however, they requested
might be done ; after which they retired for nearly one
hour, and, much to the astonishment of all in court, re-

turned a verdict for the plaintiff of £15, without costs;
upon hearing which Mr. Roberts at once applied for a
new itrial, on the ground that the verdict was against
the weight of evidence. 'His Honour at once granted the
request, and fixed the 22ud inst. as the day of trial.

_
Proposed Harbour at Buenos Atres.—Ad-

vices from Buenos Ayres by the last mail state
that the report of Mr. Bateman, C.E., on the
project for a harbour at Biienoa Ayrea was a lead-
ing subject of attention. It includes the forma-
tion of several tidal docks, with accommodation
for 1,500,000 tons per annum, equal to the trade
of Glasgow—a provision considered necessary,
since the commerce of Buenos Ayres doubles
every eight-and-a-half years, and is already equal
to half that of Glasgow. The total cost of the
proposed works is estimated at £2,500,000.

Architects.—" On
By Mr. E. Salo-

§\u ma (JLabic.

Indian Arcu^ology.—Mr. Grant Duff has
officially told the public what are the inteutious
of the Indian Government for the preservation of
the architectural remains under its charge. In
his Indian speech he said that " some want of
organisation having been observable in the efforts
to preserve and to describe the architectural
treasures of India which were set on foot in 1867,
we have lately sent out, at the request of the
Government of India, one of the most distin-
guished of Asiatic arch^ologists, General Cun-
ningham, to give to the Archceological Survey
that detiniteness of aim and regularity of pro-
ceedure which seemed to be wanting : aud a cog-
nate duty with regard to the preparation of a
complete Gazetteer of India has been entrusted
to Dr. Hunter, whose book on the annals of rural
Bengal attracted so much and such deserved
attention two or three years ago." The work
was begun, not in 18t;7, but under Lord Elgin,
and stopped by his successor, Lord Lawrence, who
with the aid of Mr. Massey, outvoted the other
two members of Council. General Cunningham
then returned to England. Lord Mayo h.a8 now
put the work on a satisfactory fiotiug, aud ap-
pointed the most able of ludian archxologists to
superintend it, with a salary of £2,500 a year.

As.sociATioN OF Engini;ers in Glasgow.—At
the last monthly meeting of this association—the
President, Mr. James S. Dickson, in the chair

—

Mr. Charles H. Reynolds, jun., read a most elabo-
rato and carefidly -prepared paptr on " The
Arrangement of the Fastenings of [Iron Struc-
tures." The author confined himself more par-
ticularly to the functions of iron plates and rivets,
individually aud collectively, in malleable iron
structures subject to local straining and varying
conditions of oquiUbrium, taking for example an
iron-built tihip as being about the best instance of
one structure being subject to severe alterations of
repose and distress, and u-regularly-recurring
periods of eompresBion, teasion, and sheering.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSCTING WEEK.
HoSDAV.—Boyal Institute of British

the Construction of Theatres,
mons, Fellow. S p.m.

Societij of Engineers.—Discussion on Mr.
Thomas W'ilkins's paper "On the Machinery and
Utensils of a Brewery." 7.30 p.m.

TVESDAV.—Institution of Civil Enffineers.—Cl) "Descrip-
tion of a Wrought-iron Pier at Cleveden, Somer.
set." By Mr. J. W. Grover, M.I.C.E. (2) " De-
scription of Viaducts across the Estuaries on the
Line of the Cambrian Railways." By Mr. Henry
Conybeare, M.I.C.E, S p.m.

Wednesday.— Socief)/ 0/ y(r(s.—" On Drill, the Comple-
ment of the Present School Teaching." By Major-
Gene.ral Eardley-Wilmot, R.A. 8 p.m.

Thorsday.—Socieli/ for the Encourar/cmrnt of the Fine
Arts.—" Hobgoblins in Poetry aud Art ; or the
Beauty of Truth." By Mr. Wyke Bayliss, F.S.A.
8 p.m.

FRtDi.\.—Architectural Association.—" Ironwork of the
Middle Ages." By C. Baily, Esq. 7..30 p.m.

S^TKSRDiW—Museum of Practical Qeology, Jermyn-street,
S. James's. — Swiney Lectures oa Geology.
Lecture III. By Dr. Cobbold, F.R.S. 8 p.m.

Mr. Hyde Clarke's paper "On the Primitive
Hi.storyof Language and Art in Asia and the West"
will be brought before the Anthropological Institute
on Monday next. It lays down the basis for a new
history of the progress of art in the beginning of
civilization.

Mr. James Rankin, of Bryngwyn-park, Hereford-
shire, has offered to build at his own expense a free
hbrary and scientific museum for the city of Here-
ford, on condition that the former be maintained
by a borough rate.

It is proposed to erect new swimming baths near
the Elephant and Castle, Newington. An offer by
the proprietors to fit up wash, houses for the accom-
modation of sixty persons, upon the Vestry of
Newington taking a lease of ttie wash-houses for
twenty-one years, at a rent of £700 per annum,
has, however, been declined by the Vestry.

Tiic new Fever Hospital at Stockwell was opened
for the reception of patients on Monday last.

The roadway in Newington Butts (from S. Marj-'s
Church to Penton-plaee) has just been re-surfaced
with broken granite and rolled with one of Avehng
& Porter's 15-ton steam rollers.

At a late meotuii; of the Newington Vestry,
previous resolution, ordering that Baker-street,
White Hart Court, Nile-place, and Union-court be
jiavedwith York paving was rescinded, and it was
ordered that Wright's tar asphalte paving be used
instead. The cost of the latter was stated to be
lis. 6d. per yard, while the York paving was 5s.

The Metropolitan Asylums Board having proposed
to erect a temporary small pox hospital just outside
the .fence of Battersea Park, the inh.abitants of the
dictrict are organizing a stong opposition to the
scheme.

In the progress of some excavations at the
Taimton Union Workhouse, a few days ago, an old
tobacco-pipe was dug up, on which was inscribed
"John Hunt, 1561." It is in an excellent state of
preservation, aud is stated to bo the oldest speci-
men of a pipe known to be in existence.

The memorial stone of a new wing to the Congre-
gational School, Lewisham, for the education of
the sons of ministers, was laid on Tuesday last.
'J'lio estimated cost of the building is £3,000.

^

The Porte has authorised the municipality of
Constantinople to contract a loan for the execution
of urgent public works in that city.

It has been resolved by the parishioners of S.
Margaret, Ipswich, to orect a third church in that
neighbourhood. The site has been given.
The Shorcditch Vestry has resolved to set apart

.f500 every quarter for the purpose of flagging and
repairing the footpaths of the parish, of which there
are now about 100 miles.

The foundation stone of a new Roman Catholic
Cuthedi-al has been laid at Armidale, Australia.

Now Radford Church, near Nottingham, has been
reopened, after renovation by Mr. J. H. Lee, ecole.
siastical artist, of Lutterworth. A stained glass
window has been inserted at the east end. The
tgtal cost has been about X2Q0.
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The Lords Commissioners of tlie Admiralty have

conferred the appointment of Inspectsr of Coast-

giiard Buildings in Great Britain on Mr. Charles

Henry Perkins, late of Devonport^ and brother to

Mr. George Perkins, surveyor to the Right Hon.
the Earl of Mount Edgcumbe.

Cimkr Cruk |\ebieto.

Prices March 14.^Per Peters'burg Btandaid.— Quebec
yellow pine, best bright, 191 10s ; 2nd floated, 12i ; 2nd dry
J2l 10s; 3rd floated 9i 10s ; Petersburg 1st white, 91 5s;

Kramfers mixed white, 71 to 71 5s ; do 3rd white, 61 15s ;

Kiiugsgarden mixed yellow, 91 10s ; do 3rd yellow, 8/ 5s ;

Fredrickstadt 1st yellow, 8^ ; do 2nd yellow, 71 10s to SI

;

do 3rd yellow, Gl 15s to 71; Holmstrand 1st yellow,

61 12s 6d ; do 1st white, 5^ 17s 6d ; Gothenburg 4th white,

Gl] Hnsum 3rd yellow, 71 ISs to 91; Hernosand mixed
yellow, SI to SI 15s ; do 3rd yellow, 81 5s to 8/ IDs ; do 4th
yellow, SI to SI 5s ; Dram 2ud yellow, 61 12.f Gd to7l 2s Gd;

do 3rd yellow, 0^ Is Gd: Gefle -Ith yellow, 71 10s to SI 10s

;

Uleaborg Ist yellow, 61 ISs to St ; Wyburg Ist yellow,

91 to 91 15s ; Sandvik 3i'd yellow, SI 5s ; do mixed white,
SI 5s ; Urnea 3rd yellow, SI.

Per 120 12ft. 3 by 9.—Halifax unsorted spruce, 137 10s to

13i 15s ; do 3rd spruce, 12^ 10s ;
Quebec l3t spruce, ISl 5s ;

do 2nd spruce, 151 15s to IGl; do 3rd spruce, 12i 5s to

131 10s; St, John's unsorted spruce, 14^
Per 120 12ft. 2^ by 6^.—Christiana 2nd white, 01 15s ;

do 3rd white, 61.

Fredrickstadt beat yellow fioo.-ing.—IJiu., ISs Gd ; lin .,

Ss 9d to 10s Gd; I'm., 8s Sd; |in., 7s 6d.

LATEST PRICES OF MATERIALS USED
INgCONSTRUCTION.

Metaxs.
Lead :

—

Fig Foreign »>.»»»»..». ...per ton
ifiuguob W.B. » do

V, L'adCo. ^^^^^.^^^ do

P, , O^b er brands ^.... do
Sheet Milled do
Shot, Patent ., do
Bed or Minium ...,..„ do
Lith'irg^, W.B ....,,- .

.

do
White Dry .... .-^ do

£17 10

10 1>

18 12
IS 5

IS 10
20 10

19 15

£17 12
19 12
18 15
IS 17
1!)

21

gTQUnd in oil do

COPPBB :—

27

Britiah—Cake and Ingot per ton f73 74
Best Selected do

'

Sheet « do
Bottoms do
Australian do
Sp.iuish Cake „ .. do
Chili Bars, cash do

,, Eeflned ingot do
Yellow Metal per lb

75 10 79
70 10 81
72 75

64 11 6fi

71 73
flj 7i

PiK i Scotlnnd, cash.

,

Welsh Bar, in London
,, Wales..

Staffordshire
Rail, in Wales .

. . per ton
.. do
.. do

do
do

Sheets, single m Loudon do
Hoops, firtt quality do
Nail Kod do
Swedish do

7 10

6 12

5 10 5

7 15

10 y

Timber.

Teak load £12 "0

Quebec, red pine .... 3 15

,, yellow pine.. 4 5

St. John N.B. yellow
Quebec O.ik, white.. 6

„ birch 3 15
„ elm 4

» 5 6

13
4 15

o|
10 10
9 10

12 10
13

fir .

Memel flr

Riga 3 5
Swedish 2 5
Masts,Qnebecredpine 4

,, yellow pine.. 4
Lathwood,Dantzic,fm 3

., St. Peteraburg 5
Deals, piC, 12 It. byS
by 9 in,,

Quebec, white spruce 12
St.John, whitespruce 12 10
Yellow pine, per re-
duced C.

Canada, let quality, IS
5Dd do 12 15

Archangel, yellow ., 11 10
St, Petersburg, yeL.. 13 :0

17 10

14

19 10

13 10

J 4 10

13 10

1

Finland «7 £8
Memel
GoUieuburg, yellow 8 10

,. white , 8 10
Gefle, yellow 10 10
Soderbam 8 10
Christiania, per 0.,
12 ft. by 3 by 9 in.
yellow 10

Flooring boards, per s. d.
sq. of liu., ftiBt yel 7 6

First white 7
Second qualities .... 6
PtraiOE Stonk pr ton 6

OiLa, &c.
Seal, pale.,.. pertoD £37 10
Sperm body 84
Cod 35 10
Whale, 8th, Sea, pale 36
Olive, Gallipoli 49
Cocoanut, Cochin,ton 45
Pabn, fine 38
Linseed 33
Rapeseed, Eng. pale . . 47
Cottonseed 28 1 'I

S^nrk Idus.

TENDERS.
CiT\'.—For building w.irehouse, 23, Bevia Marks, St.

Mary Axe. Mr. H. H. CoIUds, architect. Quantities
supplied ;

—

Heusliaw £1430
Richardson 1235
Cohen ],. 1200
Newman & Mann 1145
Merritt tfe Aahby 1120
David King & Sonsi mj

GREENVvirn.—For decorative works at Greenwich Mr
H. H. Collins, architect :—

I'aine £3:;;5 17
"Wrettuu 315
Cohen 19'2

Cor [\[\[[ ifiQ

GuiSBOROuoR.—For new cemetery, Guisborough, Yorli-
sliire. Mr. R. G. Smith, architect, Hull. Quantities sup-
plied by Mr. G. W. Uanwell, 3, Westminster Chamber?,
Victoria-street, London, S,W.

;

For the whole of the works.
McConnick £4780
Radgo & Harrison 4i57 19 3
^Rennard 4300 12
Brumley 4^97
France 4130
Dodgaou 4059 1
Brown 3699

For two chapels/ dead house, and out offices.

Lord £3000 19 7
"U'ilkinsou 2445

For laying out and draining the site and building
fence walls.

*Young £1763 19 6
For laying out and draining the site.

Hudson £962
Eaton roO
Nicholson 750 5 9

Part tenders.

landless, slating ;S1S4 IS
Dauber f 'T ditto ISO
Atkinson & Son for ditto 173 17 4
Wharton, for ditto 168 7 6
Ormerod, for plastering 45

* The tender of Mr. J. Reunard for £232? 17a. was ac-

cepted for building the two chapela, mortuary chapel,
lodge and offices, and that of Mr. Young, of Sunderland
for laying out the site, draining ditto, and building fence
walls.

Hereford.—For new shop for Messrs, King, drapers.
Mr, T. Davies, architect :

—

Bigglestone £2550
Coleman &. Son 250O
King & Godwin 2394
Gough 2370
Brown 2250
Welsh & Son (accepted) 2194

Mile E'-d.—For erecting new schools, Church street,

Mile End New Town. Mr. T. C. Clarke, architect. Quan-
tities suppUeil by Mr. M. W. King:

—

Axford & WliJllier £2275
Turner & Son 2197
Brass 2188
Colemau 2100
CoUia & Son 2158
Ashby & Son 2137
Myers 2095
Pritchard 2017
Henshaw 2050
Ennor 203ij

Scrivenor & White 1972
Hill, Keddell, & Waldrara (accepted) ... 1929

New Radford, Notts.—For a Detached Infirmary to the
above L'nion, to be completed in four months :

—

James Wright & Son £2000
J. & S. Oldershaw :. 2100
J. Priestley 1795
Stevenson & Weston 1S25
J. Clarke 1705

Nottingham. — For extending lace dressing rooms,
Queens-road, Nottingham, for Messrs. C. Cox & Co. Mr.
K. Berridge, architect. Quantities supplied by Messrs.
Hovenden & Heath ."

—

Hare £8500
Hill, Kedddl, & Waldrami S423
Tynam 8307 10
Dennett & Co. (accepted) S205
Architects' Estimate 8250

St. John's Wood.—For decorative works at S. John's
Wood. iMr. H. H. Collins architect ;

—

Bockbinder £2235
Mellier 1490
Gillows 1305
Henshaw (accepted) 13S0

Clarke <fc Mannooch 9S7
Gain 970

Wandsworth.—For villa East.hill, Wandsworth, in-

cluding small conservatory. Mr. James Newman, ar-

chitect :

—

Spearing & Stewart £1021 5

Rhodes 6z Roberts 900 10
Tyerman 373 10
Nias S53
Blackburn S50 10
Kent 837
Spicer S35
Aries 816
Roavell SIO
Gooding 805 10
Grover 803
Williams 781
Capps & Ritso 780
Nightingale 779
Collins 777
Hurst 772 10
Atkinson 770
Gough & Lawton 762 10
Hearn 753
Stevenson 084
Peskett & Taylor 650

Worcester—For alterations ant" udditiou to Worcester
Infirmary. Mr. Martin Bii'niiugham, architect :

—

Everall £5-35
Yates 5295
Thompson 5223
Epsley 5075
Briggs & Sons 49'JO

Barnsley & Son 4950
Bennett 4947
Horsley Bros 4934
Lovatt 4900
Welsh & Son 4900
C. Jones 4729
JeflVey & Pritchard 4630
J. Beard 4494
Wood & Son (accep ed) 4397

-«>-

CONTRACTS OPEN FOR BUILDING
ESTIMATES.

Leedf, March 25.—For the erection of offices and ware-
houses, for Messrs. Goodall, Biickhouse, & Co., Leeiifl.

William Bakewell, architect, 12, East-parade, Leeds.

Leeds March 25.—For the erection of shops and ware-
houses, for Mr. G. Newby, Leeds. William Bakewell,
architect, 12, East-parade, Leeds.
Leeds, April 3.—Bui kling new bridge. Quantities sup-

plied. Bridge Office, 19, Corn Exchange, Leeds,
Gloucester, March 20.—For the erection of a new

chapel, day-rooms, and other buiklings. Mr. Jledland,
the county surveyor, Clarence-street, Gloucester.

Hbrefordshire, March 25.— For the erection of a
school at Bromesberrow, near Ledbury. Jliddleton &
Goodman, architects, 1, Bedford-buildings, Cheltenham.
Isle of Ely, July 25.—For an iron bridge across the

river Ouse, at Littloport. F. M. Metcalfe, Clerk of the
Peace, Wisbech.
Debvshire, Mai'ch 24.—For alterations and additions

to the County Prison, Derby. Robert Griffith^, architect,

Martin-street, Stafford.

Bicester, March 25.—For building a ehapel at Fewcot,
and a vicarage housn at Stnko Lyne, both near Bicester.

Rev. C. Mai-fiham. Caversfield. Bicester, Osoii.

Ledbury, March 'Jo. — For the erection of a school at
Bromesberrow, near Ledbury. Messrs. Middleton & Good-
man, architects, 1, Bedford-buildings, Cheltenham.
Oldham, April 5.—For the erection of new business

offices, entrance lodge, &c., for the Gas and Waterworks
Department. Thomas Mitchell, architect, Oldham.
London.—Metropolis JIanagement Acts (Plumsted

Parish).—April 5.—For laying down and constructing

2.700 feet run of 3ft. by 2ft. brick sewer, from Crescent-

road, through Sandy-hill and Brookhill-park, to Fox-hill.

J. iy[nrray Dale, Clerk to the said Boai'd. Plumpstead Djs-

triet Board, Offices, Old Charlton, S.E.
Abisodon," April S.— For the restoration and repairing

of S. Helen's Church. The Ven. Archdeacon Pott,

Abingdon Vicarage.
Staffs., April 13.—For the ere'-.tion of a small house,

farm buildings, and bridge at Stanley, near Endon, for

Mr. Isaac Robinson. Mr. Ralph Dain, architect, Shake-
speare-buildings, Hanley.
Bedford, March 28.—For the erection of a fannhouse

con taining twelve rooms, with cellars and dairy, at Clap-

ham, near Bedford. James Horsford, architect, No. 7,-

Well-street, Bedford.
Gorleston and South To^vn, April 3.—For the con

structiou of about 3,300 feet run of from 2ft. to Sift-

brick sewer, and about 7,700 feet run of pipe-sewer.

Samuel B. Cory, Clerk to the Board.

BATH AND OTHER BUILDING STONES
OF BEST QUALITY.

EAIODELL, SAUNDEES & CO., Limited,

Guarryrnen and Stone Ifferchants.

List of prices at the Quarries and Depots, also cost of

transit to any part of the United Kingdom fui-nishcd on
application to

Bath Stone Office,

[ADVT.] CORSHAM, WUts

TO ARCHITECTS.
GEEEN ROOFING-PLATES.

As supplied to H. li. II. The Prince oj Wales at Saiulrhiohnm.

The retmoyle Soa-greeu Slates are Bpecially adapted for
Churches, Fublii; Buildings, &c., Xc.

(Less I'ostly thtiv orclumry Golltic Tiling.)

These durable aid non-absiirbent Slates can be obtained in ai

Buital.Ie for (Gothic ArobitectQre, at prices as under.

Iq Railway Trucks, Doclifl, Gloucester
Per

1,200 Slatea,

Best Green Slates, 14 by 7 2 17 6
Do. do. 13 by 8 ... -.. 2 17 6
Do. do. 13 by 7 2 5
Do. do. 12 by 7 1 18 (J

Do. do. 12 by 6 17
Prices of large Sizes, Cost of Transit, Reference Testimouiuls and

Sample Specimens, loay beobtaioed on apiilication to

MESSRS. RAKDELL & CO., Coreham. Wilts.

Specimens at Museum of Geology, Jermyn-atreet, Pice idilly, W.
and at Architectural Muaeuni. riifton-street, Westminster.

Equival,ent to
per aciuurf".

la?. (!.^

lOJt. dd,
14».

lS.t.

Ha.

BANKRUPTS.
(to suhrender in London).

Frederick George Eimell, Asylum-road, Peckham,
builder, April 13, at IL

(to surrender in the cocntry),

Walter Banhani, Purleigh, carpenter, March 22, at
Chelmsford—John &, James Wilkinson, Sheflield, builders,

March 22, at Sheffield.

PUBLIC examinations.

April 19, C. Wakelin, Fleckney, Leicestershiro, brick-

maker.
DIVIDEND MEETING?;

jipril4, F. E. Shipley, Giltbrook, Notts., brickmaker

DECLAltATIOKS OF DIVIDEND.

J. H. & W. R. Taylor & J. Whittaker, Middleton
builders, div. 38. -id.—Cochran & Parker, Manchester, con
tractors, div. 2s.3 .Jd.—Teri-y, Whitwood, York shii-e,builder
div. S.Jd.^Tj. Shipway, Great Maivern, surveyor, div.

29. 3;Jd.—H. Stanley, Burton-upoa-Treut, painter, div.

S3. 2d.
'insolvent debtors' DIVIDEND3.

J. Ewina, late of Eccleston, ^Lancashi.te, builder, div.

28. lOid.

PAHTKERSHIPS DISSOLVED.
Hately & Berry, HudderdJield, gasfltters—Raveuor Bros.

Speenhamland, decorators- Harland & Fisher, Dover-
ro.adand Blackman -street, house decorators.

Breakfast.—'Errg's Cocoa.—Gratetx-l and CoMyoRTiNo -The very
agreeable character of this piejiaratiou biis reiidered it a geiier.-vl

f ivourite. The Civil Service Gazette remarks :—" By a thorough
knowledge ot the natural laws which govern the operatlonsof diges-

tion and nutrition, and by a careful application of the flneproperliea

of WL'U-selected cocoa, Mr. Epps has provided our breakfast table,

with a delicately flavoured l)6verage which miy save us many heavy
doctors' bille, " Each packet is labelled—JAMB3 Erra & Cu., Homceo
pathic Chemiata, London.
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THE IXTERXATIOXAL EXHIBITION
OF 1S7I.

WE look with great interest to the in-

fluence upon art which will probably
be exercised by the exhibitions to be in-

augurated this year. Hitherto, no art has

been recognised or popularly appreciated but
tiiat of painting, and, to a very restricted

degree, sculpture. The Commissioners have
(lone well to break down this arbitrary dis-

tinction, and have set the wise example of

recognising the claims of fine art wherever
exhibited. Even the once divine work of the

needle is not to be despised. We have long

felt the injustice under which all artists but
painters worked, and hoped that something
might be done for art ajjplied to architecture

by the Koyal Academy when they got into

their new house, but the same drawbacks
prevail in the new gallery as existed in the

old. Artists may show drawings of their

works, but cannot show the works them-
selves, and so are put at a complete disad-

vantage in competing for public favour and
appreciation with the painters and sculptors.

Their drawings, so far as the unprofessional

public are concerned, might almost as well be
away, for being imperfectly understood they
are not properly esteemed or valued. Under
the most favourable circumstances, such draw-
ings scarcely appeal at all to any but those
perfectly conversant with the technicalities

of such di'awings. But, however well one may
be instructed in such matters, still it is a very
different thing to judge of an artist's ability

by what he can put upon paper and what he
can really carry out in practice. A very fair

drawing might be made by a person but little

practised in the arts of which it treated, if he
possessed an observant eye.aretentive memory,
and some original power. AVhat would be
the result of such a clever sketch, experience
only could show : and it would require some
boldness on the part even of the professional

patron to order its execution without positive

proof that it could and would be proj^erly

carried out. In the case of architectural

works of course the nature of things pre-

cludes the possibility of anything but working
drawings being exhibited, but then in this

case nothing more is required. Few are so

foolisli as to enter into great works without
having proper advice, unless they possess

adequate knowledge themselves ; but in art

Works, a])plied to .architecture and the ele-

gance' and convenience of life, one wants to

see the works themselves, and there is not
the sliglitest reason why we shouM not. In

painting itself many artists have been beau tifid

draughtsmen, who yet have invarialily spoilt

tlieir original designs in fiiiisliing them.
They could draw to any amount, but when,
as in the middle ages, it came to putting on
the body colours, as in later times, when the
drawing was transferred to canvas, and the
attempt was made to execute it in .solid oil

])aint, the result was always more or less a
failure. JIany might be named in whose
case this was true. How far finer are the
beautiful wiushed-in outlines of tlie Queen
.Alary Book (2 B. 7) than any finished body-
((ilour pictures of the time ! Who ever saw a
pointing by Van Uilen or Van (ioyen nearly
equal to their numerous sketches V If, then,
this is true of painting, which is so clo.sely

and intimately connected in process and
handling with merely limning or draw-
ing that so much difference may, and usually
does, exist between the one and the other, it

is useless to expect that the public will tak(>

the trouble to guess at what such-and-such
a dr.awing of applied art might turn out
if executed by or under the superintendence
of such-and-such persons. They would not
do it now in the case of a painting.

much less woidd they dream of such a

thing in a piece of furniture or ornamental

utensil. We wished rather than hoped that,

when plenty of room was at last given them,

the Royal Academy would liave made a point

of exhibiting such architectural, ecclesiastical,

and domestic articles of furniture and luxury

as could as easily be exhibited as the at

present all-engrossing paintings and sculp-

tures. The Royal Academicians are masters

of the position, and, no doubt, mean to keep

it if they can ; whether wisely or no is

another matter. It is very doubtful whether
less good paintings would be sold because

the coimoisseurs also bought other equally

beautiful and meritorious decorative works.

It is quite possible that the sale of the one

might help that of the other. But then the

production of the one description of works,

for some reason or another, is not supposed to

be so honourable as of paintings in these days.

We say in these days, for it was not always

so, and we trust will not always be so. It is

quite possible that the art-power and skill

in producing a first-class work in furniture or

metal work may be tenfold that required to

produce a popular and meritorious painting,

and if really sliown there is no reason on
earth why they should not be proportionately

honoured and recompensed. At present, the

painter only has been sufficiently valued—now
probably much over-valued in numberless
cases—because other artists have been made
to get a hearing with the public. They had
no chance of exhibiting their work, so as to

bring them properly before tlie people. We
trust that the opportunity now offered by the

Royal Commissioners of the Exhibition of

1871 will not be lost. As the Roy.al Academy
did not reach its present flourishing and
prosperous state in a year or two, so we
must not expect too much, either in the class

of works displayed or in their general appre-

ciation immeeliately. The thing must take

time, but it can no longer be said that art is

cramped for want of a favourable opportunity
being offered of showing really good works
when produced or getting a market for them.
Both of these are now offei'cd. The Exhibi-
tions at South Kensington will be quite as

prominent as those at Burlington House, and,

as at that place, the artists will be allowed to

state the prices at which they will sell their

performances ; and, as is the case with paint-

ing, they may be quite certain that ere long
judges of art, whether purchasing for them-
selves, or as matters of trade to sell again,

will not grudge very high remuneration for

very high quality of design and workmanship.
In former times it has not been worth the

architects' while to spend as much or more
time, thought, and talent over the drawing
and execution of a chalice or work of furni-

ture as would have sufficed to prepare work-
ing drawings for some consider.i,ble building;
it has not been worth tlieir while simply
because, as things have been, that very
limited number of persons who have princi-

pally been their employers, and even the
societies who liave set them in motion, have
for the most jiart been so little instructed in

art, and have had so little real feeling for it,

that they have never required or appreciated
anything but the most commonjjlace copies

of the easiest works of antiquity. Correct-
ness, so called, has been the order of the day,
and hence the utterly uninteresting character,

in every point of view, of almost all metal
and wood work wliicli has been done for

ecclesiastical purposes ever since the revival.

Hence the rejection of all but the merest
mechanical processes, especially in metal
work, mostly performed (from careless draw-
ings, unintelligeiitly cojued) by the .senseless

stamp of the steam-engine. Most of these

people, well-meaning enough in their way,
have simply not under.stood that a vase of design

and worknianshi]! equal to what Cellini might
have done was worth more than a common-
place copy of second-rate ancient art ; and, un-
fortunately for the revival, this has been
chiefly the calibre of the revivalists. Correct

ritual—often only extreme ritual—h.as been

the aim : correct or admirable art not so

much as thought of. It is not saying too

much to affirm that a broader view of the

artist's duties has ever been a detriment to

those who held such than otherwise. A lively

fancy, an appreciation of humour, so universal

in ancient work, a knowledge of and love

for natural forms, especially the most perfect,

have been supposed to be almost irreligious

or profane. AH this is now over. Ai-tists

have no longer to appeal to a section only of

society. Ifthey have the powers, there is no

question that they will soon be recompensed

with honour and emolmnent. But if this is

to be so the works must really be of high

quality, and, above all, they must be original.

The man that cannot put his stamp upon his

work, whether painter, sculptor, or other

artist, will never command great esteem for

his works. We question, too, whether in

such works, to be successful, it will not be

necessary that they should be not only

original, but carried out by the designers

themselves ; for though very fine works may
be carried out by very superior workmen
from the designs of others, when thoroughly

overlooked by the originator of the design,

still it is almost necessary for the production

of the highest works that the handiwork be

done by the artist himself. This must cer-

tainly be so as far as the finishing is concerned,

as in sculpture, or even painting, some of the

rougher and more mechanical parts may be

entrusted to clever pupUs or workmen, but

the work will not reach the desired excellence,

however well it may be overlooked, without

the hand of the master himself. It may be

very like the right thing, enough so to be

undistLnguishable to the multitude, but not

to satisfy the practised eye upon whose
judgment the market value at least of such

things depends. We must not forget that, to

a great extent, the taste has to he created.

For some years to come it will be uphill

work. It will take time to break up the

present fashion for ^lediajval-pattern rub-

liish, and the worse Renaissance stuff in base

metals basely cast. But if, year after year,

original work immensely superior in every

way to these fashionable abominations be

shown at the South Kensington Exhibitions,

there will be no lack of support and en-

couragement, increasing year by year, as has

been the case at the Royal Academy. At
the same time, we must not be too sangiiine

about rapid success. It takes a long time

often before a ically great painter is rated at

his true value, and we cannot expect the case

of those who laboiu- in art-work, of a kind
that does not so entirely commend itself at

once to the eye, will be different. There will

certainly be disappointment at first, as likely

as not to the public as well as the artist.

Applied art has hitherto been so ignored that

much of the talent that should have naturally

been employed in that direction has been
deviated to less congenial, but more profitable

pursuits. This also will t;ike time to remedy.
But, notwithstanding the many drawbacks and
dilhculties which surround the subject, we
are sure that if the present opportunity is

fully comprehended by those who have the

progress of art at heart, and those who feel

their powers to force the public to recognise

that power, and, admiring it, to honour it,

and if it is energetically acted upon, the in-

auguration of tlu! Exhibitions ,at South Ken-
sington will do more towards the .advance of

fine art than anything since the institution of

tlie Royal Academy a century ago, in the
year 17G8.

SCAXDIXAVIAN MOXUMEXTS.*
THI.S work, a copy of which has re-

cently been purchased by the Institute of

Architects, on the recommendation of Mr.
Seddon, deserves to be better known than it

* ' Munuments Scandinaves du Moyen Age avcc lea

Peintures et Autres Ornaments qui !es Decoreut, Des-
siaes ot Publics." Par N. 31. M-vcdelgben, Paris, 1S02.
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is. We regret to say the valuable arcliiteo-

tural library in Conduit-street is not studied

as it should be ; we propose, therefore, to give

a description of this recent acquisition, in the

hope of inducing some of our readers to go
and examine it themselves. The work is

dedicated to the ex- Emperor of France,

Napoleon III., to whom certainly is due
the merit of having assisted towards the pro-
duction of many similar undertakings, which
otherwise could not have been completed. In
this case the service rendered to the arts is

enlianced by the fact that the author was not
even a native of France, but a Swede, and
therefore could have had but small claim to

his help. M. Maudelgren in his preface says
that, havingnotir;edthe indifference with which
the history of Swedish art had been treated,

he set himself the task of copying its remains,
and having formed a sufficient collection of

drawings, ho fli'St tried, but failed, to get
them published in London. Tliat he should
have been more successful in Paris even
Englishmen, however, will rejoice, while they
regret it should have been necessary for him
to liave recourse to others than themselves.

It is singular that, while the vivid linos

with which undoubtedly most of the churches
of our own country and of Christendom
generally were once richly dight have faded
away, a considerable number of small parish
churches in Sweden should retain in such
perfection and abundance their original and
elaborate distemper decorations. It is true
that Sweden is not the only country to which
this statement is applicable, for Didrou found
935 churches, chapels, and oratories, in his

visit to jNIount Athos, all tilled with pictures,

and that the modern (ireeks there still con-
tinued this style, which appears to be neither
slow nor difficult. He relates that he had an
oppoitunity of watching a monk with five

assistants, painting a Christ and eleven
Apostles the size of life within the space of

an hour, without either cartoons or tracings.

One pupil spread mortar on the wall, the
master drew the outline, another assistant

laid on the colours and completed the forms,
a younger pupil gilded the glories, painted
the ornaments, and wrote the inscriptions

which the master dictated from memory, and
lastly two boys were occupied in grinding and
mixing the colour. "Whether or not such
astounding celerity of execution be attainable

amongst ourselves, or desirable even if attain-

able, it is evident that painted interiors need
not be so tedious or so costly to produce as is

the case with us at present. No church, then
(as the writer of an excellent article in the
Ecrh'siologisl. on the Mural Paintings at All
Saints', Wakefield, from whom we are quoting,
observes) need excuse itself by poverty from
supplying such pictorial instruction and re-

finement to its worshippers.

The churches principally illusti'ated by M.
Maudelgren are those of Bjeresjo, Kumbla,
Floda, Tegelsmora, Solna, Torpa, Amene-
harads-Kada, and Ris'inge. In most of

these, although the style of art is stiff and
mannered, there is a wealth of design both in

the paintings and ornamental details, and a har-

mony of general effect well deserving the most
attentive study of architects and decorators.

We propose to try and cull, for the benefit

of our readers, some of the numerous lessons
that may lie learnt from these works, which,
though possilily rude in comparison with
what may have been the best examples of

Medipeval polychromatic decoration, evi-.

dently present to us fairly the general cha-
racter of the conventional treatment then in

vogue. Tlie church of Bjere.sjo consists of a
small nave of two square vaulted bays,
witliout aisles, a chancel of but one square,
barrel-vaulted, and a semi-circular apse, with
an oblong western tower as a nartliex,

placed with its widest side next the nave.
IVith the exception of this western feature,

which is one quite peculiar to the northern
countries on the Continent, the plan is not
dissimilar to many of our own small Norman
churches, such, for instance, as that at Kil-

peck. Tho soffit of the chancel arch, the

chancel and its apse, are the portions that

arc painted. The age of the paintings appears

to be the thirteenth, and that of the structure

itself the twelftli century. The soiht of the

chancel aisle bears two grand allegorical

figures of virtues triumphing over the vices.

These are given one-eighth full size in

Plate 3. The figures are extremely long, and
dressed in the same close-fitting robes to

which we are accustomed in the statues of the

portals of French cathedrals of the twelfth

century. The robes are white, shaded only

gi'een and gray, but the mantle is reddisli

ochre on the outside, lined with white. The
background is a subdued light blue, as a panel

within a broad border of quiet green, sur-

rounded by thin lines of white, brown, and
dull purple. This character of background is

that generally adopted throughout the de-

corations, and has a peculiar, but soft and
harmonious effect.

In the chancel, the walls of which are low,

the treatment is as follows :—Lines are drawn
at dado height under the sill of the windows,
and at the springing of the vaulting, just

above the arches of the windows ; in tlie apse
these are developed into rich ornamental
facets as string courses. Between these

lines figures, nearly life-size, occupy the

wall space between tho window openings.

Those on the south side of the choir are from
subjects of the Old, and on the north of the

New Testament, and round the apse there are

the Twelve Apostles.

The barrel vault is enriched with five tiers

of paintings ; the central one caiTied under
tlie ridge is the genealogical tree of Jesse, a

most beautiful composition of quatrefoils in

succession, with a figure seated in each against

a similar blue and green background to that

before described. The stem bearing these

branches, right and left, encloses the bust
of smaller figures, and the whole, with
the foliage of the tree, is thrown up by a dark
purplish ground. The lower tiers on each
side are divided from this and from each
other by red and brown lines, and have their

figures ranged upon long panels of blue, with
green borders, as before. The semi-<lonie of

tlie apse has the figure of Our Lord witliiu

vesica jiiscis in the centre, sui-rounded by the

emblems of the four Evangelists and the Virgin
on one side, and S. John on the other. All
have simply fluted gilt nimbi. As to the exe-

cution of these paintings, M. Maudelgren's
account agi'ces apparently somewhat with
that previously given of the modern Greek
practice. He says that when the mortar
had been spread on the wall and vault, it was
carefully polished with a smooth iron while
half-dry. The surface being thus made veiy
even, a wai-m light general colour was put over
the whole. The design was then traced in a
darker tint, apparently while the wall was
still damp. The nimbi, the crowns, the orna-
ments on the dress, the fruit on the trees, are

made in relief, and tlio rest of the paintings
were painted in distemper.

The next church illustrated, and that most
profusely, is that of Amoneharads-Rada, in

^Vernseland. This is quite a different cha-
racter from that at Bjeresjo. It is entirely

constructed of w ^ od, and consists simply of

an oblong nave and square chancel, the roofs

and ceilings of which internally take a tre-

foiled form, and as well as the walls above
the height of about two feet, are en-

tirely covered with a series of most in-

teresting paintings. About four feet from
the ground a rich and well - clesigncd

band of ornament runs round the church, and
an imitation curtain in plain brown colour,

about two feet deep is, as it were, hung from
it, and gives a quiet base for the decollation

above. A similar band marks the springing

Hue of the ceiling ; the height of the walls of

the nave between them is divided in the nave
by another band, into two equal tiers of

painting
;
the wall of the chancel being much

lower 'is not so divided, but is occupied with

a single tier. The ceiling of the nave is

covered by a continuous diaper of circles

enclosing subjects, and the spandrels filled

with rich conventional foliaged ornament.
There are two rows of these circles in each of

the lower curves of the trefoil-shajsed

ceiling, and five in the upper, one forming
the ridge. Thus there are nine rows in all,

forming this bold diaper, and covering the
whole ceiling.

The ceiling of the chancel is differently

treated, the lower curve having a range of

standing figures upon a slate covered back-
gi'ound under canopies in a light tint, their

pediments relieved against vermilion. The
upper semicircular curve has a range of seated

figures on each side on alternately red and
slate-coloured backgroumls, under a light

coloured arcade of semi-circular arches, with
richly ornamented spandrels, and a row of

circles along the ridge.

In this church we have no longer the green
and blue backgrounds, but instead gene-
rally plain slate-coloured ones, with, however,
narrow green borders to them ; the arches and
canopies of division are light, . white and
buff, and the vermilion spandrels and rich

bands of ornament produce a richer but less

soft effect than that of Bjeresjo. Some of the

string-course bands deserve notice, and may
be described as running scrolls, di'awn upon a

ribbon-like ground of narrow strips of dif-

ferent colours placed diagonally. The legend

of S. Hippolytus and sacred subjects repre-

sented in the paintings are full of interest

;

but for these we must refer our readers to

the work itself, our purpose being only to

give a general idea of the character of the

general treatment.

The church of Edshut is another interest-

ing variety of the same class as that last de-

scribed. It is wholly of wood, but has four

internal columns in the nave, and an octagonal

ajise projecting from the chancel. It is like-

wise wholly covered with paintings of rather

a larger size and broader treatment.

In the church of Greuna, a semicircular

apse of masonry still retains, in excellent

preservation, the paintings of its domical

vault in a much lighter style ; an ornamental

string course marks the springing of the

vault, and five light arches on slender

columns enclose subjects drawn in delicate

tints upon a white ground. Above this

arcade, upon a ground of salmon colour filling

all the spandrels, are several concentric circles

occupying the apex of the vault with the re-

presentation of the Creation. In this example

numerous inscriptions in black letters on white

labels are introduced witli good effect.

The church of Rismge is a long parallelo-

gram of six vaulted bays, the easternmost

being octagonal-ended. The vaultings are

beau'tifully painted, with the utmost tender-

ness and delicacy of effect, in subdued tints

ujion a warm general ground. The spandrels

arc filled with circles and other geometrical

forms, enclosing a multitude of subjects from

the histories of Samson, Susanna, Judith

and Holofernes, Hainan, and Ahasuerus,

with a host of personages from the Old and

New Testament. The quaint way in which

the spandrels and odd spaces are fiUed up

randomwise with strips of bands of orna-

ment and various devices is ahnost Japanese

in point of freedom.

Other exquisite specimens of decorative

paintings on vaultings are given from tho

church of Kumbla, plate 27 ; of Floda, plate

29 ; of Tegelsmora, plate 35 ;
Torfa, plate 37 ;

and Solfa, plate 10. We have not, however,

space for the description of any of these, and

our object is rather to direct the study of

our readers to the work of M. jSIaudelgren

itself. One and all, however, of the plates

are full of valuable hints as to the proper

treatment of polychromatic design, and con-

tain a mine of suggestive details for orna-

ment as well as for the iconographic arrange-

ment of sacred subjects for pictorial represen-

tation.

One point to which we desire to call

especial attention is the simplicity of the
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treatment of the paintings. Some miglit

perliaps consider this more appropriately

called rudeness. Stiff and conventional

certainly they are, and so far need not be

selected as models. In these days the public

will not be content' without good drawing,

and good di'awing may be added with advan-
tage, but the method of outlining and filling

in with plain broad colour is what we desire

to impress upon painters who woidd lend

their aid to the decoration of architecture as the

only proper treatment, and it has the further

advantage of being the oidy one practicable

in most instances on the score of cost. Until

the cost of such work be broiight within
moderate limits, it is hopeless for us to expect

to be able to jjroduce more than an isolated

example here and there, whieh rather retard

than otherwise the more general application

of this class of art.

THE ROYAL ALBERT HALL.

THE monster brick and terra-cotta struc-

ture which for four years has been
gradually growing into shape at Kensington
wasojicned by the Queen on ^Veduesday. Vi'e

have fi'om time to time devoted space to record
its progress, and to explain the purpose of its

erection, and now simply give a general

description of the building.

The heavy brickwork of the exterior has
been to a certain extent relieved by the use
of terra-cotta. A massive base of terra-cotta,

13ft. in height, supports a red brick storey
piercedwith numerous square-headed windows
deeply recessed in terra-cotta. Then comes
the principal floor, with its terra-cotta up-
holders, with round-headed windows between
each. A narrow projecting balcony runs
above this right round the building, breaking
the long line of wall, and above the gallery is

stretched an immense frieze of mosaic work.
This frieze, as most of our readers are aware,
is somewhat of a novelty. The cost of a
frieze with figures in relief was altogether
beyond the means at the disposal of Colonel
Scott, and doing his best under the circum-
stances, he determined on the experiment of a
flat frieze in mosaic. The colours employed
are buff upon a chocolate ground, the out-
lines being black. The drawings of the
artists were first enlarged by photography

;

the mosaic work was put together at the
Ivensingt.on Museum by the lady students of

(he Art Schools ; and the slabs thus pro-
duced were fixed in Portland cement to the
wall. The total area of the hall frieze is

5,200 square feet, and it occupied a staff of

ten operators during the greater part of two
years ; the cost of the designs was £782, and
of their enlargement £200; while the material

and manufacture cost £;i,l-l4. Jlr. Poynter's
composition over tlie Northern porch repre-
sents the nations dis])laying their choicest

productions to Biitaunia. One of Mr.
Pickersgill's contributions has for its subject
" Music, Sculpture, and Painting ;" another,
"The Infancy of the Arts and .Sciences;" a
third, "Pottery and (ilass-making." One of

the subjects chosen by Mr. Armitage is,

"Princes, Art Patrons, and Artists;" another
(over the E.astern porch), "A Group of

Philosophers, Sages, and Students." Mr.
Yeames depicts workers in stone, workers in

wood and brick, and Architecture. Mr.
Marks has treated Agriculture, Horticulture,
Surveying, .\stronomy, and Xavig.'ition ; Mr.
Horsley, Engineering ; and JMr. Armstead,
Mechanics.
The Northern or principal entrance consists

of an arched portico, projecting some twenty
feet from the nuxin buihling, can-ied up an
additional storey, ,and comprising a small
concert-room, having comnninication by a
corridor witli the princi])al hall. 'I'lie front is

an arch twcTity-two /eet wide, with smaller
side arches. The Eastein and Western sides
of the hall have porclu-s simil.arly treated,
except that there is no central arch, the wall
boiu;,' built up and relieved by three window
openings filled with ornamental iron grilles.

The Southern entrance connects the building
with the conservatory of the Horticultm-al

Society, into which two flights of steps lead

down.
The means of egress and ingress have been

well considered and provided for. Twenty-
two staircases commimicate with the outside,

and for each level there is a different stair-

case. The ai-ena, l()2ft. long by 08ft. wide,

is reached by six different staircases, and is

covered with movable chairs for about 1,000
persons. The amphitheatre stalls hold
1,306 ; the boxes 1,1II0

; the balcony (said to

be the best place for hearing) holds 1,SOO

people ; and the picture gallery, which will

generally be used as a promenade, will contain

2,000 persons. It is approached by four
staircases and two hydraulic lifts.

The interior of the building is a vast hall

of an oval shape, the southern end of which
is nearly filled by the organ and orchestra,

fronting which is the auditorium, the amphi-
theatre or stalls rising upwards beyond in

tiers towards the boxes. Above the Ijoxes is

the Ixalcony, and abtive that the picture

gallery, which is built over the staircases and
corridors, which form an outer zone to the
auditorium below. It runs right round the
building, the body of the hall being seen
through the thirty Italian arches with scag-

liola pillars. The boxes and balcony project
from the wall into the ellipse, each tier pro-
jecting three feet beyond that above it.

The glass roof has been hidden by a calico

velarium or awning, stencilled. This is un-
fortunately necessary to keep off an excessive
glare of light, and to prevent reverberation.

In acoustic qualities the hall is undoubtedly
deficient, and it is useless to attempt to dis-

guise the fact that the success of the future
musical performances contemplated therein

will mainly depend on their selection. "Works
of a grand and massive character—the choruses
of Handel and the like—will probably be
heard without difficulty, but compositions
which depend for their effect on elaborate

detail had better be left unattempted. Even
on Wednesday, during the Prince of Wales's
speech and the prayer by the Bishop of

London, an echo, which seemed to come from
the pictui'e gallery, tiung back the words into
the body of the building in a very unpleasant
manner.
The cost of the hall has been £200,000.

In the main outlines of the structure the
architect (C'olonel Scott) has adhered to the
plans of the late Captain Fowke, R.E., under
whose direction the earlier drawings of the
building were prepared, and who had, after a
long series of experiments, determined upon a
somewhat similar form as the one best suited
to the objects for which the hall was intended.
The designs of Captain Fowke have been
utilized, however, only so far as regards the
main features of the plan. We owe to him
the system of staircases, corridors, and exits,

the form of the roof, and the main propor-
tions of the building

; but to Colonel Scott is

due the precise form of the hall, the architec-
tural faijade, the internal arrangements of the
building generally, and the working out of
the numerous structural problems which
necessarily arose in executing so novel a de-
sign. The jilan of the late Captain Fowke
had semicircular ends, with flattened sides.

The present hall is nearly a true ellipse ; the
balcony was fii'st introduced by Colonel Scott,
and he substituted the glass rotif for the plaster
ceiling originally contemplated. The porches
and the frieze were added liy the (Colonel, and
the elevation entirely remodelled.

Nows-rooms in connection with tjio Derby Free
Library were opened Inst week.

A number of l.ibourers' cottages and other build-
infjs are about to bo erected on tlio estate of the
Right Honourable Lord Asliljurton, at All Cannings,
in Wiltshire. The greater part of tho walls, and
olher portions of Iho buildings, will bo constructed
of Portland cement concrete, niiide with slag. This
material, whieh is tho refuse of iron r)re, has hitherto
Sf^arcely been of any use, but has been proved one of
the best materials for concrete buikliug.

ON THE HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF
ORNAMENTAL ART.

THE twenty-fourth lectiu-e of this course was
delivered by Dr. G. G. Zerffi, in the Lecture

Theatre, South Kensington Museum, on Tuesday
afternoon last. In commencing he said that the
immense dimensions of the Roman temples, public
buildinc^s, and baths had rendered it difficult for the
iirtists to devote their powers to the requirements of

beauty. They had had to till up large spaces, and
to decorate huge friezes with gigantic compositions,

and although everything, as far as material was
concerned, had been at their dispos.al, they had been
ornamentists, who liad to study an allotted space,

and to decorate it with huge forms, endless varieties

of tracery, mouldings, aud groups. Architecture,

sculpture, painting, and ornamentation had, with
the Romans, not originated in a gentiine desire for

'

art, but had been received as foreign importations,

and applied to practical or social purposes. Their
architecture had been borrowed, so also had their

sculpture. Up to the times of L. Scipio, the brother

of Scipio the elder, wooden images had been carried

.about, but this gener-al's victories in Asiahad changed
tlie maimers, tastes, and customs of the people. He
.alone had brought l,4241b3. of silver .and l,1201bs.

of golden vessels of exquisite workmanship to Rome.
Bacchanalian festivities had then been tirst intro-

dticed. Their origin might be traced to tiie Indians,

but more directly to the Egyptian ceremonies in

honour of Sais. The bull and the serpent were the
oldest emblems of this worship. The Greeks hail

placed vessels ornamented with scenes from the

festivals of Bacchus on the tombs. The Hydria had
been the emblem of conjugal bliss, and persons dpng
unmarried had one placeil on their tombs. With the

Greek divinities, these customs had been brought into

Roiue, and not oidy the .artists who decorated the

temples, but even the priests, had been Greeks.
"Wooden and terra-cotta images had been abandoned,
and replaced by statues, sometimes of exquisite
workmanship, in bronze or marble. The patrician

custom of preserving wax casts of their ancestors

had developed that strong predeliction for portraiture

for which the Romans were so remarkable, Damo-
philos and Gorgasos, both Greeks, had been the first

to improve upon the p.ainting and sculpture of

Etruscan artists. Narrow-minded historians, who
were eontintially singing the praises of the Romans,
seemed to forget that Rome entirely owed her art to

Greece, Even during the later periods of the Re-
public (146 B,c,—14, .v,D,), an Athenian school hail

Ijeen exclusively engaged in working for Rome, The
artists of this period had been less original than
eclectic, btit they had certainly worked with great
taste, aud had endeavoured to overcome technical

difflciJties and attain perfection. In contemplating
their productions, we felt that a current of cool

reflection and aesthetic stiffness pervaded their works.
The breath of divine inspiration was wanting. The
forms of a Phidias, Skopas, or Praxiteles were there,

but their spirit was gone. The lecturer next pro-

ceeded to a description of different examples of

sculpture. He said there was a torso in the Belve-
dere at Rome, by Apollonius, in the style of

Lysijipus. The contiuirs were soft, the nuiscles well

filled up, and the composition faultless. It represented

Hercules resting, and was an expression of activity

in a state of siddime repose. Widely different from
this work wa,s the Farnesian Hercules, by Glykon,
wdiich was in the JIuseum at Naples, It was also

after a statue by Lysippus, but the repose was full

of agitation. Excitement streamed through the
swollen veins, and activity was expressed m the
powerfully raised muscles, A kind of mannerism
was, however, perceptible, a contradiction in the con-
cejition, which was forcibly show'n in the small head
as compared with the exaggerated size of the body.

'

The bombastic representation of the protruding
muscles was also objectionable, making the work
rather .sensational than true to idealised Nature. Of
Kleomenes, the son of -Vpollodorus of Athens, we had
the celebrated Venus de Meilici, now at Florence.
There was, undnublodly, a h.armonious rhythm in

the admirable outlines ; but, as he (the lecturer) had
pointed out in a former course, the whole conception
was contrary to the laws of beauty. We jwssessed

an excellent statue liy another Kleomenes (probably
the son of the ffprmer), which was now in the Louvre
at Paris, It was undoubtedly the portrait of a
great Roman orator. The outlines were refined, and
full of life and motion ; but, though the composition
was free from all mannerism, it was inferior to the
just-enumerated works, lieing less ideal. The Attic
school had produced the two marble colosses of the

horse-tamers, on Monte Cavallo, at Rome, According
to the inscription, they were by Phidhas and Praxi-
teles, This was not the case, but the work was un-
doubtedly a copy of the very best works of Greek art.

The composition was as grand as expressive. The
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double movements of the prancing hor?cs and the

restraining youths were harmonious aud admirable.

A relief, b^' Archelaos of Frieue was in the British

Museum. It represented an apotheosis of Homer,
and had probably been executed for Tiberius. lu
addition to an allegory, which was objectionable, we
had here an attemjit to turn the relief intu a picture.

The treatment was extremely cold and spiritless,

and the work was without artistic value. Arkesilaos,

whose birthplace was unknown, deserved to be
mentioned. He had been an intimate friend of

the celebrated LucuUus, and liis models hu'l been
more highly valued than the statues of others.

"We had a Venus executed by liim for C;»3Sar'.s

temple of Venus Geuetrix. The figure of the

goddess was draped, but rather to heighten the

effect of the limbs than to conceal them. Tasiteles,

his contemporary, had been celebrated for his uni-

versality; he had been excellent in his teehuical

treatment of marble, silver, bronze, clav, and chrv-
selephantine works. Meuelaos, a pupil of Steplumos,
had left us a magnificent marble group whicli was
in the Villa Ludovisi. It rejircseuted the meeting
of a mother with her long-lost son. The Diana at

the Louvre (of which there was a cast at the en-
trance to the male .school, in the Museum); and the

Apollo Belvedere at Kume also belonged to this

period. The technical execution was perfect, but
both figures were affected in tlieir positions. Of
much higher artistic value, and not less perfect in

all its details, was the sleeping Ariadne of the Vati-

can. Passing to the next period, the lecturer said

a change had taken place—the representations of

divinities had become rarer, those of living beings

more frequent. We drew nearer and nearer to that

stage of Itoman art in which ornamentation in

statuary and relief had been calculated as an
apotheosis of some mortal. Augustus, Germanicus,
Drusus, Tiberius, Caligula, Claudius, and Caracalla
had their portraits, which were full of life and
vigour. To this jierlod the innumerable statues of

Antiuous belonged. The production of busts, por-
traits, and reliefs had become by degrees the exclu-
sive occupation of the sculptors. These productions
might be divided into (1) the reliefs on public
monuments and ('_') the statues and busts of em-
perors. To the tirst belonged the reliefs of the

triumphal arch of Titus, which commemorated the
destruction of Jerusalem. This comp(jsition, as far

as the liveliness of the grouping was concerned,

was excellent. The execution was, however, hasty
and coarse. These observations would apply
equally to the relief of the Temple of Pallas
and those of the Forum of Domitian. The statues
and busts might be (subdivided into (a) such as were
correct representations of the originals, and (6) such
as showed us the individuals in heroic or divine
characters. We had now to consider the peculiarly

Roman tendenc}- for covering triumphal arches and
columns with innumerable figures. SValls were filled

with chronicles in marble commemorating the life,

deeds, and triumplis of a Ciesar. We had the same
verbosity in figures, the same bombast in metaphors
and allegories, and the realistic minuteness of detail

in these productions as in their Asian and African
prototypes. The whole was, however, embellished
by Greek taste; the forms were more correct; there
was a variety iu the grouping, and a naturalness in

the composition which excited our admiration,
though the fundamental priiicijile of Greek sculp-
ture, with regard to reliefs, had been sadly neglected
in all these works. The back-ground was deepened
so as to produce an effect of perspective, con-
trary to the laws of Greek artists, who as-

sumed their figures to fill the same plane. The
best specimen of tliis kind of sctdpture was un-
doubtedly the column of Trajan. More than 2,o00
separate figures, two feet iu height, wound them-
selves in a spiral round the column, which had been
erected a.d. 113, to commemorate the victories of

the emperor wliose name it bore. Including the
statue, the height of the column was 130 ft! Of
a less perfect execution than the column of Trajan
was that of Marcus Aurclius. After Hadrian,
sculpture and architecture had decayed and vani.shed.
AVe had an equestrian statue of Marcus Aurelius
which, though stiff, was not altogether without
merit. In addition to this, there was the excellent
portrait of tlie imperial monster Caracalla. Of this
head, Bnrckhardt had said that Komau art stopped
short with horror before it. The execution aud tiie

treatment of details had become less accurate; the
chisel had lost its vigour; the artists had had
no more thoughts. Portraits of ladies had
been furnished with movable stone wigs, so that the
busts might be altered to suit the changing fa.shions,
and art had become more and more a ti-^ade. The
sph-it had become master of the form, and that
form would have to regain its rights after long
struggles. After a long aud aiiparcutly hopeless
night, a new day would dawu on art aud ornamcu-

tation. The desperate collapse of the Ancient
World had buried art beneath its ruins, but we
should see her grasp at ohi forms again, endowing
them with a new aud entuely different spirit. The
sublime idealisation of the Greeks would be lost for

a thousand years, and a metaphysical symbohsation
would spiritualise coarse forms and productions.
Before this touk place, however, the Rtimans had
taken an interest in sarcophagi, in subterranean
burial-places, and iu catacombs. Death in this

world and the hope of abetter state in another had
been expressed in reliefs by figures taken from Greek
mythology. Dionysius, -^vith his emblematical myths
of au eartldy existence full of misery, aud the hope
of a future bliss, had become the prominent figure
on the stone resting-places of this period. The re-

liefs on the celebrated Pamphilian sarcophagus of the
Capitol consisted of three groups. To the left we
had Vulcanus, and close by his side Eros embracing
P.syche. The ]irincipal scenes represented the birth
and death of man. Prometheus has just finished

his human form, which Athene endows with life,

holding a butterfl}' over its head. Tlie genius of
death stands near. Psyche is shown sitting on the
dead youth's brea-'^t, wliilst Hermes receives his part-
ing soul. The third group represented Prometheus
bound to the rock, and Hercules killing the torturing
vulture. To the left we had Adam and Eve under
the tree of knowledge, and Elijah asceudiug into

heaven iu the chariot. Greek and Clu-istian ideas
were blended. We had before us the world of an-
tiquity sinking. The butterfiy of idealisation had
fled. Ancient art sank with tlrooping head into the
gTaveof the past; but as in the distant Northern re-

gii:»ns on a long summer's day the shades of even-
ing melted into the purple of the coming morning,
the vital force of man's artistic power resumed
after a short rest all its creative capacity.

ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.

A T the usual fortnightly meeting of this Associa-

XjL tion ou Friday evening last, Mr. Rowland
Plunibe, Vice President, occupied the chair. Mr.
Jameson having been elected a member, j\Ir. J. S.

Quilter, Secretary, announced that the surveving
class would, it was hopeil, shortly be commenced.
The instruction will consist of twelve lessons, six

indoors, and six outdoors, the instructor being Mr.
Bennett, as was the case last year. It was also

announced that the medals and prizes of the

Institute for 1870-71 had been awarded, and that

several of them had been gained by members of the

Association, as follows:—The Soane ^MedalHon to

Mr. W, G. Davey, and an Honourable Meution in

the same competition to Mr. Arthur Hill; the

Institute Silver Medal to Mr. S. Wyman ; the

Students' Prize of Books to Mr. John Sulman ; aud
the Medal for the Essay to Mr. Alfred Jowers —all
members of the Association. It was also announced
that Mr. Edmund Sharpe, F.R.I.B.A., of Lancaster,

hatl iu the press a description of last year's excursion

to Lincolnshire by members of the Association. It

was further announced that the apjdicatious bv
candidates for the Voluntary Examination this year
were not so numerous a^ had been auticijiated.

Eleven candidates had applied for the Preliminary

I2xamination, but only one for Proficiency, and he
was just one day too late. In drawing attention to

the MiTiutes of Proceedings of the last meeting of

the Architectural Alliance, which will come up for

discussion at the annual business meeting of the

Association, Mr. Quilter read a letter which had
been addressed by Mr. J. Douglass IMathews, the

Hon. Secretary to the Alliance, to the different

societies constituting that body. In that letter Mr.
Mathews says:

—

Iu his opening adtlre33 the President of the Hoyal
Institute of British Architects suggested the tlesii-abihty of
the amalgamation of the AUianee aud the other architec-
tural societies with the In.^titute. As far as the connec-
tion of the delegates and members of the societies with
the Institute is concerned, thi.s would, uo doubt, be most
de.sirable, in order to make the Institute the recognised
body of British architects ; but as the Alliance is a repre-
sentative body, and it can hardly be proposed to abolish
the country sucieties, it has great advantages in ascertain-
ing the views of the several soeieties comprised in it, and
through them of architects generally, which could not so
easily bo obtained from individual members through the
Institute alone. It also has opportimities of aiding the
Institute (as, for example, iu the establishment of local

examinations) and of exerting an outside pressin-e that
will bo of value to that body. It is therefore hoped that
the resolution inviting some members of the Council to be
present at the next meeting of the Alliance will be
accepted ; anil that the two societies may coutinuR to
work, each in its own sphere, but for the common good of
the profession.
To make the Alliance answer its full purjioso, it is most

necessary that it should be in a po.sitiou to obtain directly
the experience of the whole, or the gi-eatcr part, of the
architects practising in the United Kingdom, but as many
of these live at a distance from the provincial architec-
tural societies, they arc not represented. As, however,
there are archoiological societies in almost every county or ' AVorthey, in Hampshire.

diocese, and most of these include the principal local
architects. I purpose ascertaining their names, and sug-
gesting the formation of a Professional Architectural
Committee or Section, for practising architects and
students only, I should be thankful for any suggestious
towards the accomplishment of this object. There can be
no doubt that the AUiance has been found of value, and
it must be borne in mind that your assistiince is required
iu bringing to its notice those occasional subjects which
arise affecting the profession, and also that the Alliance
is still iu its infancy^ but the scheme having been fairly
organised, it would be a great pity to allow it to drop for
want of proper support from the allied societies.

On the motion of Mr. B. A. Paice, seconded by
Mr. H. W. Lonsdale, the thanks of the Association

were voted to Mr. W. Burges for his recent lecture

to the members on some of the casts iu the Archi-

tectural IMuseum.

Mr. H. L. Florence announced that it was in-

tendcil to rccomnrence the water-colour class thi.s

sea-^on. ami
Mr. (juilter further aunounced that a class was

in course of formation for the study of M. VioUet le

Due's " Dictiounaire Kaisoune de rArchitectme
Fran<;aise."

Mr. CiLVULES Baily, architect, then read a

paper

ox ENGLISH IBONAVORK IN THE MIDDLE AGES.

In his introductory remarks, Mr. Baily said that

the most casual observer of the arts and manufac-
tures of the Middle Ages would at once be struck

with the great similarity of the style and design

which exists in the several works. Whether the

object was a piece of sculptured stone, an encaustic

tile, a piece of painted glass, or a scroll of wrought
iron, the same feeling and mind which produced the

one produced the others, the only difference being

that which was occasioned by the requirements of

the material used. Passing ou, Mr. Baily said that

some of the oldest ironwork with which he was
acquainted was on the south door of the nave of

the Church of Staplehurst, in Kent. The door is

covered externally with very curiously-wrought

ironwork. It was of very early date—certainly

not long after the Conquest—and symbolical in its

design. The crosses and the dragon represent Good
and Evil, whilst the cjcle and the continuous figure

round the square signihes l-lternity. Tlie ship and
the fishes relate to those of the apostles who were

fishermen, and the zigzag forms ou the edges of

the hinges and braces—particiUarly on the lowest

hinge—doubtless represent saws, the emblem of the

Apostles SS. Simon and Jude. When this iron-

work was in a complete state many other tigures

probably existed. The head of the serpent was
very much introduced into the design of this door, as

in a great deal of the ironwork of the Norman period.

The wooden door on which this ironwork is mounted
is formed of six planks of oak l^in. thick, rebated

together, the rebates being from l^^in. to ]|^in. wide,

and fastened on to six horizontal ledges at the back
;

tliesc are of oak, and half-round in section. The
;iails pass through the iron hinges and br^ices, aud

through the ledges, and the points are clenched,

there being ornamental washers under the clench-

ings. Mr. Baily's first visit to this door was in

184G, when it was in the condition above stated ; on

visiting the church again in 1800 he found it had

undergone that terrible ordeal miscalled "restora-

tion," aud that this old door had been taken down
and repaired aud patched, but not so niucli injury

had been done as was often the case. Some parts

had however disappeared, including the mast of the

ship ; in these cases of restoration it is the duty of

those who undertake to superintend the work
to take ever}^ care that nothing is lost. The interior

of the doorway, which is semicircular, is the only

part of the old Norman church which is now to be

seen. The stonework of the doorway on the outside

is clearly au insertion of a later period, and has a

pointed head, but the iron baud on the top of the

wooden door is circular in form—a sufficient proof

that it once hung in a round-headed opening.

Scattered over our country we still have much
ironwork left of the Norman period. There is some
of very early character on the north door of the

nave of AVilliugale Spain, in Essex, and again at

Little Hormead, in Hertfordshire ; this latter in the

design consists of semicircles intersecting tlie lozenge

and the square, and on the upper part of the door

the grreat dragon is to be seen. In later Norman
times much of the Greek taste of the Lower Empire

was introduced into Europe, and is to be found in

some of the English ironwork. We see an exanii^le

of this on the chaucel door at S. Thomas's Church.

Oxford, where rude imitations of the Greek honey-

suckle form the terminations. At this period (the

latter part of the twelfth century) the ironwork coii-

sisted more or less of scrolls in connection with

straight lines, at first stiff aud formal, as at

S. Albans Abbey (in wdiich exami)le the snake's

head still tonninates the scroll), aud at Abbot's

^1

1^
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It was certainly in the early part of the thirteenth

cent\iry that Enp;lish architecture, fine and grand as

it had been previously, bep:an to burst into elegance,

and it is perhaps at this time that we find the most

beautiful works in iron. Beyond all doubt, the

most elaborate, and at the same time by far the

most extensive, church ironwork is on the western

doors of Xotre Dame at Paris. The same principle

appears in this as in most of the English specimens.

From large scrolls which spring from the ends of the

straight hinge-straps, germinate other scrfdls, more

or less circular in form, which terminate in foliage

and flowers. At Erith, in Kent, at the hall of

Merton College at Oxford, at LeJghton Buzzard,

Bedfordshire, at S. Jlary's Chapel, Norwich, at

S. Jtary's Church, Colchester, and at numerrms other

places, are works of this remarkable character. But

one of the most beautiful pieces of ironwork now
remaining is tlie guard of the tomb of Queen
Eleanor (ynie of Edward I.), in Westminster Abbey.

The students of the arts and manufactures of

the Sliddle Ages will do well to study this

wonderful specimen, and draw every inch of it

full size, outlining and shading it upon the spot,

notwithstanding the time it would take. The
paterEE of the closing rings on doors are in early in-

stances mostly in the form of a cross, and generally

of large size.

"With the view of illustrating the catholicity of

treatment to be observed in all the works of art of

the Middle Ages, Jlr. Baily exhibited a facsimile

drawhig of a rich piece of painted glass, from the

nave of Salisbury Cathedral. The scrolls in this

work resemble very closely those executed in the

uTought-iron of the same period. Mr. Baily at-

tached a symbolical meaning to the design, which he

interpreted as follows : The design is formed on the

tigure of a cross, in the centre of which is a patera,

which is coloured red to represent the body of the

Saviour ; round the cross is a circle—the crown of

thorns—and consequently coloured green. From
the patera, or the body of onr Lord, proceed rays of

light, being in blue and yellow, the extreme colours

of the rainbow, and the raj's, being four in numlter,

may represent the Gospels, added to which the whole

design is enclosed iu that mystical tigure the vesica

piscis, which so often surrounds the figure of Christ.

Specimens of fourteenth century ironwork are

somewhat rare, but there is a most interesting ex-

ample on the south door of Eastwood Church,

Essex, and tliis is, in one particular, unique. Sen-

tences are cut in the hinges and straps in fourteenth

century letters iu old monkish Latin, in which a sweet

Christian sentiment is introduced, "Peace to them who
come in

;
peace to them who go out." There are

also some fine scrolls on the south door of the nave

of Bocking Church, Essex. Passing on to the fif-

teenth century, numerous works in ^Tought-iron

are found iu all parts of civihsed Europe. The
guilds of London, which had for a long time held a

jurisdiction over the different trades, were mostly

incorporated in the fifteenth century, and in the

thirty-fourth year of the reigoi of King Henry VI.

(14o'i) Lancaster King of Arms granted armo-
rial bearings "unto the honourable crafte and fela-

shiji of the ffrannchised men of Iremongers of

the Citie of London." In the twenty-second year

of King Henry VIII. these arms were confirmed.

The Company of Ironmongers were incorporated

by Edward IV. in the third year of his reign (146:^).

In "the fifteenth century the designers of ironwork

intro(hiced the fasliion of laying one pierced plate

of open work over another; sometimes three plates

were so used, in (irder to give the effect of moulded
tracery. This practice continued into the sixteenth

century. Jlr. Baily said th-it the grandest work of

this kind he ever saw was the iron chapel of King
Edward IV. on the north side of the chancel of

S. (Jeorge's Chapel. Wimisor. It is quite as fine a work
in iron as the chapel round the tomb of Henry VII. is

in brass, and it is said that there is great reason to belieVe

it to be the work of the celebrated Queutin JIatsys.

[llr, Baily here exhibited two lock plates, illustrat-

ing this kind of work.
J A very interesting example

is to l»e seen at Norwich Cathedral, on a door of'one

of the chapels on the eastern side of the south

transept. It show-* the jiractice, then very preva-

lent, of introducing initial letters tied together with
love strings uito the design of the lock-plate.

Mr. Baily next proceeded to show various speci-

mens and sketches of Medieval ironwork. Keferring

to three hinges which were exhibited of the class

called " garnet ts," he suggested that the word
garnett as applied to a hinge was derived from the

garnishing of a door by the hinges of the middle

age^. The last example to which he directed atten-

tion, although late in d.ate, was very interesting, as

being a diploma work such as every German
apprentice was obliged to produce when out of his

time bf'fore he could start in business. In con-
clu-ion, Mr. Baily said that we might congratulate

oiu"selves upon living in a time when the beautifu

works of our forefathers were understood and appre-

ciated, and when we had artisans able to execute

works in many cases equal to those of old. Ha\ing
been brought up in the metal trades (although an

architect by profession), he had a natiu"al love of

the subject. In his young days he made the designs

from which the gates of the Royal Exchange and
those at the shot factory in the Royal Arsenal at

Woolwich were executed.

The paper was profusely illustrated with sketches

and specimens, aud was listened to with the greatest

interest. On the motion of Mr. Gilbert R. Redgrave,

seconded by Mr. Quilter, the usual vote of thanks

was tendered to the lecturer, and the proceedings

terminated.

OLD CHURCHES OF SOUTH LANCASHIRE.

SOUTH LANCASHIRE, like most English
counties, possesses certain peculiarities in its

MetUaival architecture, caused both by its position

and products, and by the character and growth of

its population.

The chiu-ches contain little to demand study,

whether looked at in an antiquarian or aesthetic

point of \iew. They are seldom found older than

the sixteenth century, and are generally very plain

and simple. Their chief value, however, arises from
their marked Gothic character, wherever they are,

and of whatever date. This Gothic character is

strongly developed in a very late Perpendicular

style of architecture of thoroughly domestic cha-

racter, and without any admixture of Pseudo-

Classic detail or ornament, which admixtiu"e is

frequently found in churches of the same date in

other parts of England. The usual plan consists

of a nave and side aisles, a chancel, and a large

square tower at the west end. The towers are

usually very massive and stumpy ; they are seldom
higher thau (iflft., and crowned by a large and
richly-moulded battlement, with or without pin-

nacles. They are generally one storey higher than

the roof of the nave, and this storey cont.aius usually

a two or three light arched window. The west face

of the tower contains a large entrance doorway, and
large belfry window above, with a good deal of

blank space between the top of the latter and the

hig 1^ .-torey. The tower buttresses are sometimes

very b !d aud ii assive, and si>metimes just the

reverse ; ihey are always placed diagonally, and
their set- fs are fnished with plain slopes. The
nave is ^ nerally long, wide, and comparatively

very low, ' owned either by a lofty parapet or by a

large and deeply-moulded battlement, which in

general character is like the tower battlement. The
clerestory wall has no buttresses, but contains a

great number of wide mndows, often eight or ten in

number, placed about two feet apart. These are

always fiat-headed, without tracery, and three or

four lights wide ; each of the lights having a

pointed or round-arched head. The mullions do not

stand flush with the face of the wall, but are set

back in a splayed square-headed reveal. The roofs

are very flat indeed, and nearly always covered with

lead. The nave aisles frequently have a similar battle-

ment to the nave, which battlement hides a flat lean-to

roof at the back, as at Deane [tarish church, near

Bolton ; or, they have eaves gutters on the outer side

of a loftier lean-to roof, or eaves gutters and a

lofty gabled roof, which partially or entirely hides

the clerestory wall. The latter is the exception; but

was to be seen in Bolton old parish church (now
destroyed). The aisle windows are mostly flat-

headed, and like those of the clerestory, but loftier,

and in some cases are arched. When the church has

side galleries, the aisles are generally two storeys in

height, tlie upper storey lighting the gallery. The
u[)l>er and lower tiers of wind'iws are frequently

alike, but the lower windows are much loftier than

the upper, the latter alwaj's being flat-headed. The
total want of anything like symmetry in the size,

width, position, and height from the floor line of

any of the aisle windows is very remarkable; they

are much fewer in number than those of the clerestory,

though often of the samecharacter, width, and number
of lights; the distance between each of them is gener-

ally dissimilar by some feet, and that without any
apparent cause. The lights and mullions are

generally of the same width and character, but the

number of lights often differs, and the sills of the

lower windows usually vary in height from the floor

by one or two feet. The stone seats for the mulliona

on all the window-sills are frequently left uncut.

We seldom find a plinth, except to the buttresses

and tower. The same general remarks apply when
the aisles are only one storey high. The buttresses

are about 1ft. Cin. wide, placed at irregular distances,

but otherwise similar to each other. They seldom rise

as high as the battlements, but have a good pro-

jection, which is dividetl into several stageSj each

stage being finished on the front face by a jdain set-

off. The four-centred arch is mostly found in iise

t >r all doorways and large chancel windows. The
doorwa^-s are often richly moulded, and are placed

where wanted, and there only, the appearance of the

elevation and position of windows and buttresses

being left to chance. A south porch is often foiuid,

aud where there is a side gallery a separate external

door is often provided for it, and sometimes
even a porch. These gallery staircase doors are often

raised on four or five steps, whilst the rest of the

chm-ch is almost below the ground level, as at

Deane ; or if an external porch is used, it is fre-

quently two storeys in height, the upper storey con-

taining a large window to light the staircase, as

formerly to be seen iu Bolton parish church. The
chancel is often a continuation of the nave, both
externally and internally, the nave battlement or

parapet being carried over it , and over the slope of

the east-end gable. In this case there are gene-

rally large east, north, and south wuidows. the east

being the largest and linest ; each of these are

arched, and divided into several lights, having a

transom in the midt.lle and Perpendicular tracery in

the head. They are always of very late character,

the upper lights always arched ; and the lower, or

those beneath the trausom, sometimes are so. All

cusping is entirely avoided. Sometimes the roof of

the chancel is much lower thau that of the nave,

and without a parapet, as at Cheadle church, on the

border of Lancashire, which chancel has three-

hght flat-headed windows on the north and south

sides. Transepts are sometimes found, as at Rad-
cliffe. where they are the height of the aisles ; but

they are seldom to be met with except as modern

additions. The transept and chancel windows, when
arched, are often tilled T\ith Flamboyant tracery.

Buttresses placed diagonally are sometimes found

at this end of the chiu-ch.

Internally, we find the nave covered hy a rich but

almost flat roof. The fronts of the main beams are

richly carved, and wall posts and struts are placed

at the ends of each beam ; these rest on wood or

stone corbels, which corbels frequently take the

shape of grotesque heads. The slightly inclined

planes of the roof are divided by richly moulded beams
and purUns into a number of large plastered squares,

with massive carved bosses at each juncture of the

beams and purlins. The wood work is always of oak,

and has a rich and beautiful appearance. The aisle

roofs are similar, but much plainer, and without

bosses. The internal walls are plastered, and the

windows have very little display. The nave arches

are plain, generally chamfered, and often have a
chamfered sub-arch. The pillars are of various

plans, but for the most part octagonal, sometimes with

and sometimes without a capital, but in the former

case the capital is generally hidden from view by an
unsightly gallery coeval with the building. The
same remark would apply to the bases, whicli, being

purposely obscured by high box pews, are little more
than rough blocks of stone. The fonts are some-
times very plain, and sometimes very rich, but arc

seldom older than the churches. The doors, pews,

aud gallery fronts are very poor and unsightly, anil

their design and plan seem to have been entirely left

to the tender mercies of the joiner. The church-

wardens' pew, altar rails, pulpit, and reading-desk

are the most richlj' decorated; the churchwardens'

pew often has a wooden canopy over it, supported

by twisted shafts. The organ is always placed in

the west gallery. The joiner's work altogether is of

no beauty, and very little interest, and being of a

bad Pseudo-Classic character does not harmonize

with the rest of the church. The glazing is executed

iu lead work, in small squares.

South Lancashire churches have a strong local

character, and though possessing but little to interest

the antiquarian or architect have a picturesi]ue ap-

pearance, auil—like the London churches built by
Sir Christopher AVren iu a different style of archi-

tecture—have a unique and distinctive char.icter,

lea\'ing " footprints on the sands of time."

R. H. S.

Uses of Sawdust.—The sawdust of various

woods is now turned to good purpose. That of box-

wood is used forcleaningjewellery, whilst mahogany
sawdust is employed for smoking fish. Birch and
roscwoitd sawdust is used by furriers in cleansing

furs. In Paris, common sawdust is very ingcuiously

utilised. A method has been discovered of forcing

the material into solid moulds by the aid of he:it and

the hydraulic press. The sawd"nst thus pressed is

said to present a brilliant surface which possesses

great durability. Logwood chips, as is well known,

are tiscd by the manufacturers of fine fniity British

port wine.'^llb. of logwood chips going to 20 gallons

of cider, together with elderberry juice and other

horrors.
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NEW ELEMENTS OF HAND-RAILING.—PLATE XXVII.

NEW ELEMENTS OF HAND-RAILING.*

(Continued from page 2'27.)

Pl.vtk 27.

—

De-sciuption of St.mrs ii.wing Three
WlNllKliS IN THE QUAUTEK ClUCLE AND LANDING,
WITH One Square Step.

rIflURE I shows a stairs, the plan of whicli is

niiythini; but good. The arrangement should

be five, or even six winders, and no square step

landing.

This would cause less sjiace for the run, and throw

the newel farthir into the hall—a very iinportuiit

matter in some situations, espceially .so A\hen the

space is very limited. But the stairs are fixed, and

no alteration can be made. The >vreath is quite

simple, and is easily constructed. Let tangents

which enclose circles be unfolded on a board, as

shown at

Fig. 2. The letters along margin correspond with

those on plan.

Let winders here stand in the same position as

those cutting the tangents on plan.

Have level rail stand above landing, to suit long

baluster on square stej). Letter E on the right

indicates corner of small square on jtlau. Then, line

E P is ceTitre of rail. Set off half its width on each

side of P. No\v form square section, and show
width and thickness of rad. Tliis done, draw the

pitch from corner of section to cut upper side of

ramp at L. Next, set off half thickness of rail.

Then lind half the height of wreath between L ami

*Thi8 series of articles is a reproduction uf RoinniT
RiDOEi^L's work on the subject, published iu Philadelpliia,

and liy Triibucr and Co., London.

N by squaring over L II, whicli gives height H T-

We are now ready for tlie mould.

Fig. 3. Let A, B, C equal corresponding letters

on plan. Join A C, the ordinate. JIake seat square

with it.

Next, draw from Ti parallel with ordinate. Let

T H, the height, equal that of II T on right. Join

H C extended. This is both pitch and major axis.

Find elliptic ciu-ves cutting jjitch, by making C D
equal C B. Set off on each side of U half width of

rail. Then s(|nare up the lines; which gives the

point required. Have tlie board ready for the nii>uUl.

Lav it on, and mark the intersections on the pitch,

as shown.

Find points to insert pins. Tins done, strike the

mould with a string.

The straigbt shauk may lie any length desired,

say N V. Trausfer it to Fig. 2, where corre-

sponding letters are shown. Draw joint V, which

gives K for straight shauk (.f ujiper piece of

wreath. F'ig. 4 shows mould for tliis. The draw-

ing is simjile. For example : Take a piece of boanl,

and run a gauge line, say three inches from edge.

Set off a distance to equal E D, shown on small

square above.

Next, square over a line, say that through ( ). Set

off on eacli side of O, hidf width of rail. Let P,

O, 11 equal corresponding letters on pitch to the

right. Let wide end of mould, and bevel K, equal

that given Ijy square secti(jn, cutting pitch at P,

also on right." Now find points to insert pins, and

strike the mould.

The square section on the luft shows the end joint

at landing. Slab S, on upper side, being cut off

square with joint, as shown.

Concave side on upper corner makes the easing.

Square section on right shows the slal) F. This is

cut off the lower surface of shank.

THE COMPLETION OF S. PAUL'S
C.\TIIEDI!AL.

MR. SOMERS CLARKE, jun., following up the

remarks of Mr. Albert Hartshorne quoted by

us last week, writes to the Standard as follows :

—

The article which he (Mr. Hartshorne) so kindly

commends is the joint production of Mr. J. T.

Micklethwaite, F.S.A., and myself, and originated

in a discussion which took place many months since

—indeed, before the " completion " scheme wis

started.

To convince myself that such a treatment of the

cathedral as is suggested by ns would not be in any

way foreign to Vhe iutentiou of Sir Christopher

Wren, I took an opportunity of inspecting the origi-

nal drawings referred to by Jlr. Hartshorne, and

with which he is no doubt familiar as an antiquary.

It is well known that Sir C. Wren did luit desire

to construct the cathedral on the jiresent plan. I

should apologise for calling attention to this well-

known fact did not the arrangement as proposed by

the cinnmittee appear to be so completely at viu-i-

ance both with the architect's original wishes and

with his work as actually carried out, that I hope I

may be forgiven in suggesting that aumngst these

drawings of Sir C. Wren's may be found one which

shows what he would have done had his first design

been executed.

It may, of course, be argued that this design, not

having been carried out, the circumstances of tlie

case are changed ; but I venture to think that the

present state of affahs simply shows that Sh C.

Wren was right, and those who compelled him to

change his plan were wrong. He wmdd make the

dome both the focus of the design and the church
;

they would have a little church put inside a big one,

and it is this little church that we are trying to get rid

of. The (h-awing to which I have referred is not

that which was afterwards worked out in a large

model lying neglected and forlorn at Kensington,

but shows a similar plan (one may roughly say a

Greek cross) internally, witliout the western dome

and vestibule shown upon the pubUshed plan called

t II original design. The dome is the church, and

beyond it, placed beneath a small dome projecting

but little farther eastward than the transepts now

project from the centre area, is arranged a small

choir, with stones on a curved plan, and the altar

and baldachiiu: beyond. This is, so far as I am

aware, the only plaii showing chou- arrangements in-

tended for tlie original design.

The difference in the state of the present buildii}g

would not permit of the plan being carried out in

the enthety, and it would have the disadvantage of

compelhng" every service to take place in the area

suited to a vast multitnile of peoiile ;
but it very

clearly proves that Sh C. ^\'reu, as I before saitl,

grasped the idea most completely, as, iiuleed, a peru-

sal of the pareutaUa wiU show that the dome was

the place for the people, and that the choir and

altar should be close at hand, not at the end of a

passage, out of hearing and out of sight.

LEYES WOOD, SUSSEX.

THE house of which we give views is situated

near Groombridge, about five miles from

Tuubridge Wells, in a very charming bit of country.

It is all of red brick and "tiles, with local sandstone

dressing. Inside, paneUed with oak, ornamental ceil-

ing, quarry glazed windows, &c., and in arrange-

ments is like anv other modern house. The whole of

the works of every kind have been exceedingly well

done by Messrs. Punnett and Sons, of Tonbridge,

who deserve all possible credit. The architect is

Mr. E. Norman Shaw.

The Pall Mall Oaxette, in referring to the alanu

felt by .some people owing to the late earthquake

shock in tho North, says that there is little cause

for alann, judging from past experience; for though

Glastonbury was destroyed by an earthqualce m
1276 yet of about 20U earthquakes that have

occui-red in the British Isles noiio have been very

serious in then- results, and dwellers in modern

bouses have at least the consolation of retlectiug

tliat they always run the risk of their lion.ses

tumbling about their ears, and of being burie.l in tlie

ruins—thov incur, therefore, no greater peril during

a prevalence of earthquake than at ordinary seasons.

J
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COMPETITION FOR THE BIRMING-
H.UI ASSIZE COURTS.

THE rL.\XS.

AX OPINION as to the architectural

merits of the designs, if not more easy

to form, is, at least, more convenient of ex-

pression than a detailed criticism of the various

plans. Indeed, it is impossible to describe

and compare the arrangements proposed by
29 architects for a building comprising so

many requirements within the limits of an

avaOable space. And yet this is, perhaps, the

very point on which explanations are most
required, since it is the one where unpro-
fessional people are the least able to form a

sound judgment. It is in reality the weakest

part of that system of competition which is

not strong anywhere. The designer does not

know, except from the very general terms of

the "Instructions," what the wants and wishes

of the employer may be. He cannot very

often tell the relative importance which diffe-

rent departments hold, or the connection that

may exist between different departments of the

municipal service. In fact, it may be asserted

without reserve that a .satisfactory plan can

be made only after consultation between
client and architect. And the argument that

competition brings into notice young and
gifted, but previously unknown men, applies

with very little force to this branch of the

subject. Skill in planning can only come
from long experience and practice. There
may be heaven-born artists who come into

the world endowed with the power to make
beautiful architectural designs—although the

present collection does not present over-

powering proof of that fact—but we never
heard of an inherent genius for the arrange-

ment of plans. At all events, although there

are some very clever and thoughtful plans

amongst those which are submitted, there are

none of such great merit as to demand instant

appreciation.

There seems to be some difference of opinion

amongst the competitors as to an initial

question—namely, whether it is necessary that

a gieat public building should have its

principal entrance in its main front, or

whether you should enter at the back,

or round the corner, or up an entry. It

may be necessary to premise that, although

the building has frontages to three streets

and to one foot-passage, yet the Ann-
street front is of greatly superior consequence
to tlie rest, and presents a point of view of

sucli importance that it will necessarily form
tlie line for the principal elevation. It would
appe:ir, therefore, that this front must be
either apjiropriated entirely to the Assize

Courts, or divided lietween them and the

jirincipal municipal buildings. And this lias

been recognised by the majority of the archi-

tects. The following ten give a portion of

Ann-street to the courts and tlie other jiart to

the corporate offices—viz.. '• Et juste et Vrai,"
" Ex pcde llerculem," '-Kniglit in Armour,"
" Let there bo light," " No. 9," " En avant,"

1 " Alpha," " Labor omnia vincit," and
" Forum." This appears on the whole to be
the best general arrangement. Nine of the

]ilans—those, namely, sentbj' " Vera," " Pallas

Atliena," " Square," and " T Square," " Quid
erat faciendum," '-Si je puis," " Fidelitas,"
" Palinam qui meruit ferat," and " Concen-
tration"—give the whole of the main street to

the courts, some of them placing the local

dignitaries entirely at the back and some at

the siiles. The whole of the nineteen, how-
ever, do not jilace the entrance to the courts
in Ann-street, and, so far, those wliich do not,

appear to us to bo inferior.

In looking over the plans we wi'ie painfully

struck by tlie fact that a great number of

them are deficient in one of the first qualifi-

cations of a good plan, the proper provision
of light. Our note-book contains distinct

notices of twelve of tlie designs to which
this objection ajiplies with great force, and
there are others which are open to it in a less

degree. The most common form whicli the

mistake assumes, and the one in which it is

most objectionable, is the provision of long
corridors of communication to important
offices and departments wliieh woidd, if built

as di'awn. be almost pitch dark. AVe cannot
help thinking that inexperience in dealing

with large buildings must be the cause of

this prevailing error, and it is just the result

to be expected from competition.

Another point of weakness seems to be the

inability to keep the various departments dis-

tinct in plan, and yet to group them together

so as to form one great design. Some of the

designs mix up the corporate offices and the

appendages to the courts in a very confused
manner, and more than one in avoiding this

fall into as great a mistake in entii'ely se-

parating the two parts by means of a road-

way or passage, so that the general effect

would be that of two medium sized buildings

instead of one important structure. "We re-

strict ourselves to these very general observa-
tions, because it would be imfair to go into

particulars of faults without explaining the

merits of each set, and it is impossible to

give so long a descrijjtion of each as would
enable a reader to obtain a knowledge of its

details.

S. PAUL'S CATHEDRAL AND
SCIENCE OF ACOUSTICS.

THE

COJIE few months ago we called our
^ readers' attention to the doings at S.

Paul's Catherli'al. and more paiticularly to the

moving away of the fine organ from its

original place in the centre of the screen,

immediately eastward of the dome, to the

centre of the choir, and then contended that

a more unfortunate act, artistically and
acoustically, could not have been committed.

Some of our readers did not agree with us,

and contended with some earnestness that

what was done by the removal of the organ

from the loft to the central archway of the

choir was a positive benefit, and actually

added to the musical effect, and that both

organist and choir of singers were helped by
the change. It may surprise such to be in-

formed that there is now a proposition afoot

for actually moving the organ back into its

old place ; not, it is true, as it before stood

on the organ loft, but on ground close to

where it stood before its removal. The sub-

ject is so important to all who care anything
about cathedi'als or cathedral organs that a

few words of protest against the contemplated
change, as it is proposed to be executed, may
not come amiss, and may even assist those

who are about to carry the work into effect.

It is certainly one of the most curious sub-

jects, both acoustically and musically, and we
refer to it in the hope of bringing back things

to the state in which Wren, the great archi-

tect of the cathedral, and Bernard Smith,

the organ builder, left tliem. It was, as far

as we know, tlie most magnificent idea for

managing and diffusing sound in existence, and
worth, we hope, a little thoughtful considera-

tion to restore.

"We must trouble the reader with a few
dimensions, and ask him to refer to a plan of

the cathedral. The organ of S. Paul's, a
singularly noble one, and of which a good
deal that is new might be said, was built by
Bernard Smith in some such way and love of

the work as the famous Straduarius bestoweil

on violins—and all possilile fame and honour
be due to him for it, and for what he did with

it—stood, before the recent destruction, on a

rood or organ loft, immediately beyond or

eastward of the monuments of Nelson and
Cornwallis. The floor of the loft was about
l.'ift. from the level of the cathedral pave-

ment. The organ is. or rather was, about

30ft. high, and about 18ft. broad, and any one
who will glance at a section of the church
will see how aihnirably Wren proportioned
the organ-case to the space it stood in, and
to the rood loft it stood on, This organ

rested on maible colunuis partly, and partly

on the return stalls of the choir, which were

arranged just as the present stall work is at

AA'estminster Abbey, the whole arrangement
being a purely !Medireval one. The spaces be-
tween the columns and the wood work of the
stalls were open, but filled in with elaborate

iron gates, now buried in the crypt, but the

backs of the stalls themselves towards the

dome were panelled. The singers, be it

observed, were placed about midway in the

choir, and at about the proper distance from
the organ for musical purposes. The organ
was some 30ft. back from the line of the dome,
so that it stood not under the dome, but under
the vaulting of the choir. Taking the arrange-

ment as it was, it certainly would seem to

have been as near perfection as anything can
be to finite powers ; indeed, we may safely say
that no one could have been more surprised

at the majesty of the result of it than Bernard
Smith himself, for no mere thinking about it

and contriving on paper could have suggested

it. Now the reader will observe that all this

is gone, and as utterly destroyed as it was
possible. "The deans' stall " now forms a

cupboard on the north side of the communion
table, and holds a few surplices, and the
" sub-deans' stall " forms another cupboard
on the south side of the communion table,

and contains probably a few brooms and
dusters, there being in reality no other place

to put the said stalls but in the crypt with the

old iron railings and useless gates !

We hope many will go to S. Paul's to see

that all this is real. There are three arches

on either side in the choir, and the further

ones ne.xt to the communion table are" opened
out " so as to admit, in the afternoon (not in

the evening) a few scattered people to hear

the sermon—not the service, for they are, as

will be seen on a plan, out of sight of that.

This is important to note, because it was one

of the reasons for the alterations. The organ,

(i.e., all that remains of it) stands imder the

comparatively low centre archway on the

north side of the choir, and the organist sits

in a sort of little pit on one side of it. He
can and does play on this organ ; but how is

most surely a .special and daily miracle. Liglit

is thrown on the keys by a common shop or

dark office reflector, otherwise the music must
be felt, for it could never be seen. It is all

of it open to common eyesight, but almost
incredible, and there is nothing like it any-
where !

But this is not all. So impossible is it

found to be to work things satisfactorily in

this miserable present arrangement that a pro-
position is now a foot to move the organ back
again to its former place near the line of the

dome, but to commit over again the fatal

mistakemadeat Westminster Abbey—viz., by
the cutting the organ in two, and the placing

one bit of it on the site of Nelson's monu-
ment, and the other bit of it on tlie site of

Cornwallis's monument, and, we may suppose,

on tlie ground. If the ingenuity and perver-

sity of things did their best to spoil the organ
before by taking it down from its proper place

and burying itundera small archway, now is it

quite certain that the plan just proposed is yet

more fatal still, for it is but to repeat the

Westminster mistake of dividing what is,

and should be, one instrument into two, and
so to render the correct playing on it an abso-

lute impossibility, for the sound from it must
be necessarily cut in twain and divided, as

well as the pipes from whicli it comes. In
a responsive chant it can be woi'ked, but in a
fugue it is fatal.

But bad as is the position of this unfor-

tunate organ at present, it is better than this

proposed plan and new thought of destruc-

tion. But some may perhaps say, in all simple
.astonishment. Why this at all? Why not put
things back again as they were before ?

What so e.'isy to do? The "choir" of S.

Paul's is ample, more than ample, for the

week-day services, and for the Sunday services

both morning and afternoon and evening.

Why not all of them under the dome, with a
temporary communion table, if need be, as in

some Continental churches, westward of the
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screen ; or, better still, under the centre of the

dome as in S. Peter's ? And again, while wie

are about it, why should any attempt be made
to do what is simply and obviously impossible
—to make people hear (truly an acoustic pro-
blem), more than 100 feet, for that is about
the diameter of the dome space, away from
the preacher, and beyond which it is almost
impossible to hear anything. Let us remind
the reader that there are two organs now in

S. Paul's, the second one, in the south
transept, close to the wall, is elevated nearly
to the very roof itself, for the purpose, when
first put up, of providing a slanting gallery,

like a theatre gallery, for the singers at the
special evening services. All this arrange-
ment has, however, lately disappeared

; the
singers' gallery has been levelled almost to

the ground, so that the monster organ is

fairly up in the air, and away from everything,
and the organist finds himself some thirty or
forty feet from the floor level of the church
and the choir of singers ! It is, of course, no
use lamenting over the dreadful destruction
that has fallen on this most imfortunate
building

;
the old iron work is probably half

rusted away, and the remains of the fine

woodwoi-k is rotting into dust in the crypt,

and there is no possible means of biinging
back the colour of the stone sm-face on the
walls, but one thing may yet be done : the
rei^lacing of the organ and stall work
as they were, and as Wren left them

—

a true "restoration," the first in the
annals of cathedral history. It is possible
to restore the choir of S. Paul's ; it is im-
possible to restore that of "Westminster
Abbey, and the motive to do this is the very
highest possible, for by no other means can
the same effect be produced. It would be
very hard to say which was the best fitted for

each other acoustically, the organ or the
church which contains it. It would almost
seem as if Sir C. Wren built S. Paul's for

the organ, and it is quite certain that Bernard
Smith built the organ for the cathedral. No
two things of beauty and fitness ever came
together before so felicitously, and no such
musical effect ever before came from the pipes
of an organ, consequent not only on the
organ and the building, but on the position of

the instrument in it, and on the mode in

which it was made to stand on the loft, and
on the admirable position of the organist and
choir. We shall always contend that it was
a perfectly unrivalled artistic and mechanical
and musical feat, and worthy alike of the
genius of the architect and the organ builder.

To treat this great subject worthily is ob-
viously out of the question in so slight a

notice as this, but it is impossible to pass
over one thing appertaining to it. Most
readers have probably heard, and many will

remember, the fine " services " by Attwood.
Attwood was organist of S. Paul's, and it has
always struck us that he was inspired by the

place to write them ; they are just fit for it,

and contain passages which the composer
must have wrought out especially for the
cathedral, and which he heai'd there, biit

could hear nowhere else. These magnificent
services of Attwood's are almost lost in S.

Sepulchre's, from the dead dulness of the
church, though they are interpreted by the
same consummate master of organ playing, Mr.
George Cooper, who presides at both places.

The destriiction, architectural, artistical, and
musical, that has been effected in S. Paul's
within a year or two is lamentable.

Tlie following caiulidatf>s were dcctcd Asanciatcs
of the Society of Painters in AVater Colonrs on
Satui-day :—Messr.i. A. Goodwin, W. M. Hale, A. B.
HonKhton, H. S. Marks, A.K.A., E. W. Macbetli, and
J. W. North.

Tlie Works and General Pmiioses Committee of

the MetropuUtau Board of Works has resolved to re-

commend tlie Board to contribute the sum of £200,000
towards the expense of making a new street from
Oxford-street to Chainng-cross, in connection with
the proposed railway to connect the Euston Station
of the London and North Western Railway with the
(South Eastern Station at Chariug-cros.").

COMPETITION.
Preseyteiiiax Cnrn( II, Pivxdleton, M.vn'-

ciiESTER.—Mr. W. H. Ward, Ciirzon Chambers,
Birmingham, has been selected from seven com-
petitors for the erection of a new United Presby-
terian Cluireh, at Pendleton, Manchester. The
church, as designed by Mr. Ward, will be an edifice

in the Early Gothic style of arcliitecture, and will

be executed in red brick, with freestone dressings,

the internal fittings and open timber roof being

stained and varnished. There will be a tower and
spire at the north-east angle, and sehool-room,

lectxu"e-room, vestry, &e., at the east end. Seat

accommodation will be provided for about 000 persons.

The total cost, inclusive of heating, lighting, fencing,

walling, &c., will be about £4,000. Tlie following

were the competing architects (invited):—Messrs.

Clegg and Knowles; Ellis and HinchcUtTe; Popple-
well; Price and Liuklater; Seddon, all of jlan-

ehcster ; Marshall and Tuke, Bm-y ; and Ward,
Birmingham.

PAHLIAMENTAKY NOTES.
COMMUNICVTmN BETWEEN S. jAMES's AND

Westminsteu.—Viscount Eoyston on Thursday
week called attention to the question which a few
weeks ago he had asked of the First Commissioner
of Works with x-efereuce to a comnumication between
S. .T.ames's and Westminster by the east end of S.

James's Park. The First Ooinmissioner of Works
said tliat unless it was absolutely necessary to enable
hou. members to come to tlie House he could not en-
tertain the question ; but he (Lord Royston) had
tliought that the Government would h.aTe had the
generosity to concede the right of way by the cast
end of S. James's Park. The lion, member for

Whitehaven brought the subject forward when Mr.
Layard was First Commissioner ; and the question
was then not only deprecated by the Firat Com-
missioner, but also by the right lion, gentleman the
member for South Hants, who had jireviously held
tliat office, and who said the road would lead to no-
where, and that he considered the proposition a

monstrous one. He did not agree that the road
would lead to nowhere, for it would fonn a commu-
nication between two important spots in the west of

the metropolis. The strongest reason, however, that
was urged against granting the request was that it

would cost £25,000. The question was again asked
of tlie present First Commissioner, who assented to

the request as a temporary arrangement. This was
in May last year, but from that time to the present

nearly twelve months had passed, and the plan had
not yet been eaiTied out. Later last year the lion,

member for Cricklade asked the right hon. member
whether he intended to carry out the statement that

he made to the House ; and the reply was that he
intended to constnict a temporary road. This was
in July ; but later in the session the hon. member
for Chiistchnrch brought the subject again forward,

when the answer of the First Commissioner was that

it was too late in the session to do any good, as it

would be too late to get an answer from lier Majesty
to the address. Under these ciiTumstiinces he
did not think it would be out of place to move that

an humble address be presented to her Majesty,
praying that she would be graciously pleased to

du-eet that the road by the east end of S. James's
Park might be opened for eaniage traffic from
Marlbort)Ugh House-gate to Storey's-gate.—Mr.
Ayrton trusted the House would agree wfth hun
in thinking that it was not desirable to trench upon
the enjoyment of the parks by the public Avithout

ample cause. Every new road necessarily deprived
the parks of some of the privacy and quietness
which was thoii- main attraction to those who wished
to escape from the crowded and noisy streets, and
therefore it was right to approacli this subject with
hesitation and caution. He could only judge of

the necessity of any encroachment on the privacy of

the parks from the expression of opinion of hon.
members representing the public feeling iu the
matter. When in tlie first iiistaueo it was proposed
to run a ro;id through the ornamental portion of

S. James's P,ark ho deprecated the suggestion as

being inconsistent with the reasonable enjoyment of

the park (hear, hear), but ho stated at the same
time that if the Thames Embankment was not
opened, and should King-street bo blocked up, he
sliould be ready to offer a temporary aiTangcment for

tlio convenience of hon. members. However, the

reverse of the contingency occurred, and thus no
serious obstruction arose during last session. During
the recess he knew from his own experience that

there had been no such difficulty with regard to

traffic in P.arliament-street as to require any change
of thoroughfare. Under those circumstances he

came to the conclusion that there was no pressing

necessity for recommending the Government to incur

the expense of an alteration ; and at the beginning

of the session, when the noble lord'inquired whether
anything had been done, he stated that uo coni-

nninicatiou had been made to liira suggesting a

change of the kind. Ho tliought the answer should

have been satisfactoiy to the noble lord, for it sug-

gested that if inconvenience was felt, it would bo for

hou. members to call attention to the subject, Ho

did not therefore complain of the cource now taken
by the noble lord, and if, as appeared to be the case,

the <lifficulty he had contemplated last session had
.arisen, be must consider whether steps could not be
taken to guard against inconvenience. He gathered
that there was a general concurrence of opiuion that
it ivould be convenient for hon. members to make use
of the channel of commiiuicatiou suggested by the
noble lord, and it would be his duty to consult with
her Majesty's Government as to the expediency of

ma-king that road. He was in a position to state that
the use of the road would be sanctioned. The
sanction of her Majesty and the Royal family had
already been granted contingently on its being
required. (Hear, hear.) But he was anxious that it

should be understood that he proposed to carry out
this arrangement on the conditions he had mentioned
last year. He ventured to suggest that the noble
lord should rely upon this statemeut, and refrain
from pressing his motion for an address, because
some of its tenus were ambiguous, and might be mis-
understood as referring to general traffic. The road
would only be open to special traffic for the con-
venience of hon. members.—Lord Eoyston then
withdrew his motion.

Ltxes of Eaixway in India.—Mr. Waterhouse
,a.sked the Under Secretary of State for India what
progress had been made in the construction of the
Govermneiit lines of railway iu Incba towards giving
effect to the announcement made at the close of last

session, that it was the intention of the Govemment
to commence laying down railway's to the extent of

800 miles, and whether any, and what, lines had
already been commenced ; and, if not, what the jire-

sent intentions of the Govemment were.—Mr. G.
Duff replied that in the course of the year, so far as
he was aware, 645 miles of railway had been opened,
but the line from Lahore to Peshawur had been com-
menced, and would be pushed forward as fast as

possible.

Hyde Park.—Mr. Brogdeu asked the First Com-
missioner of Works whether it was intended to pro-
vide for the safety of the public desiring access to

Hyde Park from the neighbourhood of Brompton,
by constructing an underground conunnnication from
the south to the north of Eotten-row.—Mr. Ayrtou
replied that the subject had more than once been
under the consideration of the Board of Works. If

it was the general opinion of hon. members that such
comniunication should be made, he should be happy
to submit an estimate on the subject.

Jniil^lng liitclligentc.

CnUKCIIES AND CHAPELS.

ALDFrELD-cuM-STUDLEY.—The fouudation-stoue

of the new church of Aldfield-cum-Studley was laid

on .Saturday afternoon by the Countess De Gre}^ and
Kipou. The site of the new building is at the west

end of Studley Park, near the obelisk, and i^ to be

an elaborate piece of workmanship in the style of

the thirteenth century. Mr. W. Burges is the

architect.

BeVerley".—On S. Patrick's D.ay, the foundation

stone of a new (Roman) Catiiolic church and school,

which have been dedicated to that saint, was laid at

Beverley. The building, which is of two storeys,

comprises on the ground-floor a girls' school, 79ft.

by 17ft. 7in. and an mfauts' school, S.Sft. 2in. by
17ft. 7iu. The height of the schools is loft, clear.

The out-offices of the usual description are at the

rear of the building. The whole of the upper

storey is devoted to the purpose of a church, and

will be 70ft by 3Cft., and 32ft. high to the ceiling,

,-xffording accommod.atiou to 4S0 people. The
roof is carried by five chamfered curved principals,

and will be finished on the inside with -nTought

stained and varnished boarding, ample ventilation

space being provided in the ceilings. The liuildings

are to be entirely of red stock .and moulded bricks.

Jlessrs. Hockney and Liggins are the contractors

for the whole of the works, the amount being

£1,500. The buildiugs are from the designs of Mr.

Edw.ard Simpson, architect, of Bradford.

Convent of the Assujiption, Kensington-
square.—The new chapel of this convent was

opened on the 18th iust. by the Archbishop of

Westminster. The Perpetual Adoration is the chief

object of the Institute of the Assumption, and Mr.

Goldie, the architect, working on this idea, has

treated the sanctuary as a kind of crown, surround-

ing the altar with polished granite columns of ele-

gant proportion, and with a liberal, yet sober hand,

carving capitals and corbels and brackets into the

richest and most varied forms. Messrs. JIcDonald

supplied the granite coliims. The lighting is by

Messrs. Hart, .Son, Peard, and Co. The architects

are Messrs. Goldie and Child.

Newport.—A new Jewish Synagogue has been

opened at Newport, Mon., ou Wednesday week, from

I
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designs by Mr. Lawrence. The buildings form a

facade of Komanesque character, of which the

centre comprises the entrance porcli, lobbies, and

and stairs, the left wing being the minister's house,

and the right wing the synagogue. The exterior is

of black rock limestone, having a rockwork face

with quoins, strings, reveals, and arches of gray

brick, and Bath stone coping, corbels, and keystones.

The synagogue has a group of four small ornamental

windows in the lower part, ligliting under the

gallery set apart for ladies, and anotlicr grmq) formed

by two semi-circular headed windows, with a circu-

lar one above them, confined under a large semi-

circular arch, the tympanum or interval being filled

with diaper Jlosaic work, in bas relief, of five point

stiirs and pellets. The minister's house, forming the

left wing, is of the s.ame character, and also has a

gabled end. but not so lofty as the synagogue, but

the windows and doorways are segmental-headed.

The entrance porch has a wide doorway, with bold

moulded brick jambs and semicircular head, under a

corbelled and gabled hood, the tynqianum ha\ing a

quatrefoil panel of red granite, with a Bath stone

chamfered margin.

S.\LFORD —A new (Roman) Catholic church, dedi-

cated to Our Lady of Mount Carmel, was opened at

Salford last week. The style of the building is Gothic,

and it is constructed of red brick with stone dressings.

Its breadth is ooft. .and length 100ft., but about

2flft. of the length, at the lower end, has been par-

titioned off for the purpose of a school, and the

place reserved exclusively for devotional purposes

will accommodate a congregation of about 1,000

persons. The architect is Mr. V,'. Halliwell, Cross-

lane ; and the contractors for the work were BIr.

Healy, .Salford (e-xcavations and brickwork), ami

Mr. jlorrissey, Salford (joiners' work). The cost is

about £1,200".

York.—The chancel of S. Petrock's church has

just been restored and beautified b}' Jlr. Samuel

Hutchison, Broadgate, ' at his sole expense. The
old whitewash of the dome has given way to a light

tinted gra_y, relieved by white ribs, converging to the

centre-light of stained scarlet glass, whicli throws

a warm shade over the whole. Tlie old dark stone-

painted walls are now diapered with imitation silver

fleur-de-lj-s on a gray ground. The reredos, which

was decorated under the instruction of the late Mr.

Gend.all, has been renovated in the same style as

before, whilst the two gas brackets that formerly

disfigured the chancel arches are succeeded by two

handsome illuminated gas standards, springing from

tlie altar-rails, which are powdered with blue,

relieved with gold aiul vermillion. The chancel

arch has been also diapered witli a dark brown

diaper on light stone ground, surnujuntcd at each

eiul witli two fleurine crosses, whilst the enrichment

over the pillars is relieved with wliito and gold. The

super-altar is painted light stone colour, and the

supports on each side of the altar are diapered with

Greek crosses (black) on a rich crimson ground.

G.MX3BOROUGII, LiNCOLNSiiiRF..—The ucw couuty

courts are now nearly completed. The old house in

the Beast-market,' built liy I".. Uawksmoor.

architect, in 1769, has been very cleverly converted

into ollices by the architect of tlie Government,

Thomas Charles Sorby, Esq., of London, and the

court-room and the public portions forms the Beau-

mont-street elevation, with entrance for judge and

public entrance. Tlie material employed is red

bricks and Anrastcr st.iiie, and tlie style is Grecian,

freely treated. The old house is a large square brick

building, in the style so well known, with square

windows and doors, and gauged brick strings and

arclies. The architect has relieved this by inserting

two handsome stone doorways with jiediments and

severe Grecian mouldings, the one in the Beast-

market front especially noticeable for the clever

manner in which a transom head, with small

columns, has been introduced to take off the appear-

ance of exces.sive height in the doorway. The ground

floor is conveniently planned, and contains a large

entrance hall for "the public, witli an open timljer

roof, and p.aved with encaustic tiles, from Messrs.

Whetstone's, of Co.alviUe, and a large court-room

with all conveniences. Vemales" waiting-room, jmlge's

room, jury-room. sci)arate W.C.'s for fem.alcs, judges,

clerks, and the jmblic, a large public onice,baihff's office,

and bankruptcy oflicc, registrar's room, &c. The first

floor is let to tlie registrars for private offices, and

coutains three oflices. The second floor contains

kitchen, ])arlonr. scullery, and two bedrooms for the

otlicc-kecpcr, larder, coal-house, &c. Mr. .Tohnson,

of Nottingham, is the contractor ; Mr. Freeman, the

gasfitter ; ami Mr. Hubert Phillips, the Clerk of the

Works.

The salary of the surveyor to the U.ackney Pistrict

Bjard of Works has been" raised from £3o0 to £050.

NOTICE.

ADVERTiSEns and others are respectfully requested

to forward their communications for the next num-
ber not later than 5 p.m. on "Wkdxesd.vy next, as

the Building New.s will be published on Thursday,

the Gth proxuiio, the following day being Good
FniD.ir.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
[We do not hold our.selves responsible for the opiuions of
our correspondents. The Editor respectfully requests
that all eommmnicatious should he drawn up as itriefly

as possible, as there are many claimants upon the space
allotted to correspoudeuce.]

To OCR Readers.—We shall feel obliged to any of our
readers who will favour us with brief notes of works con-
templated or in progress in the provinces.

Letters relating tu advertisements and the ordinary
business of the Paper should be addressed to the EDITOR,
31, TAVISTOOK-STBEET, COVENT-GABDEN, W.C.

Advertisements for the current week must reach the
ofiBce not later than 5 p.m. on Thursday.

Eeceived.—E. C, E. T. E., W. P. Me. K.. Thos. Stout,

jun., J. P. S., C. B. A., W. M. and Co.. Geo. Turner, J. C,
T.H. E., W. R. J. P. S., S. and P., W. and B., E. K., A. S..

J. H. T., W. W.. Ernest. Admirer of A. Diirer. A Competi-
tor, S. A..S. and Co., P. Bros, Art, A. T., T. H. G., W. J. W.,
B. N. S., S. E.

P. E. M.—Please send the explanations, with a few simple
diagrams of isomctrical proportion.

P. E. M. and F.—Mr. Norman Shaw.

M. J.—Your reply on isometrical drawing is simply an
advertisement, and therefore not insertetL

Coi'itspoiiiieiitc.

ESCAPE FROM FIRE.

To the Editor of the Building News.

Sir,—The sad accidents caused by fires in Loudon

during the past month induce me to ask for the

insertion of a few lines on a subject of much prac-

tical moment. I allude to the serious risk of life

annually incurred by the visitors to our seaside

watering-places, where the lodging-houses, mostly

tenanted during the summer and autumn months by

two, three, and even four families together, are

almost invariably u'lprovided with any means of

escape by the roofs, while the staircases are very

generally of wooden construction, and contracted in

size. In many localities no fire-engine is kept by
the town, and I have often trembled to think of the

results which would .almost inevitably attend the

occurrence of a fire. The remedies, partial though

they be, that I would suggest are :—Firstly, that

local authorities generally should have their atten-

tion drawn to the fact that the London Society for

the Protection of Life from Fire are willing, so far

as their funds will allow, to supply fire escape

ladders gratuitously, provided only that suitable

arrangements are made for their safe keeping, and,

failing tliis, that they should be urged to jirovide

ordinary ladders to be kept exclusively for use at

fires in some central and accessible spot. Secondly,

that builders should be brought by pressure of public

feeling to find it to their interest to construct houses

with parapets, and not eaves, and having ready

means of communication to the adjoining roofs. I

have .always been at a loss to understand why this

latter point has not been rendered compulsory by our

Town Building Acts, but where for the most part

every man's house is his castle the necessity is not

so extreme as in the crowded dwellings at the sea-

side. It also occurs to me that scune strong, though

light and portable, form of ladder might be con-

structed for private use, and it would be of great

service if any of your readers could afford any prac-

tical suggestions on this head.—Yours obedicntlv,

P.

TIIF. BIRMINGHAM COMPETITION AND
PENNY-A-LINERS.

Sir,—One of the greatest evils of competitions is

that competitors are too often judged and criticised

by those who are totally unfit to form an o]iinion at

ail in matters of art. Perhaps tlie very worst class

of these critics are ordinary newspaper reporters,

who feel obliged to say something about what is

going on in their district, and in whose remarks on

matters of this kind it is difiicult to say whether

rashness, inconsideration, or ignorance most pre-

dominates. The Birmingham competition affords

such a glaring instance of this kind that I should

be much obligcil if ymi would allow mc to say a

few words upon it in your paper of this week. I

have seen the instructions to arcliitscts, liave looked

through the plans with great care, and have also

read the torrents of abuse which are poured upon
them by these penny-a-liners. Now, Sir, how do
these critics describe the amoimt of labour in these

plans :
—" At the lowest estimate, the average ex-

penditure of the competitors in prep.aring the costly

and elaborate plans may be taken at £100 each, or

ccdlectively, £.S,000." Ag.ain : "The plans gener-

ally seem to have been prepared with considerable

conscientious labour, and in many cases go into an
immense amount of detail, &c." Again :

" Tliere

is a vast amount of thought, labour, and cost em-
bodied in the twenty-nine sets of drawings now on

view ;

" and yet they would have us believe that

thirty gentlemen who are in a position to siiend£100
on a venture of this sort, to say notliing of time,

and labour, and who include in their number, I believe,

all the leading architects of Birmingliam—have so

failed that their labours are '' unresisting imbecility."
'* a dreary jumble of common-place ambition."
" poor and inappropriate in the extreme," " dark,

gloomy, unhealthy, and unwholesome ;
" " feeble in

conception, poor in detail, and ineffective in group-

ing," "fantastical congregation of deformities;"
" would disgrace an architectural pupil of two years'

standing;" and much more of the same tune.

Next, how do the critics speak of their own
labours ? " In respect to the arrangement of the

plans," says one,
^^
fairly to examine them would

require more day.s' study than we liave been able to

sp.are hours." Again: " In what we h.ave to say of

the competitions, we shall speak of the designs (sic)

only, and this gener.ally, leaving detailed criticism

ami remarks on the plans to a future notice."

Again :
" We caunot undertake at present to do

more than record our general impressions." Lastly,

one says, with a sort of humility, that it is " a con-

test (i.e., the competition), " in which chance, or

caprice, or ignorance, often determines the reward."

This is a set of drawings, in which it is next to

impossible for any one who has not had an archi-

tectural education to form an opinion, because per-

spective drawings are excluded ; and it is more than

probable that were these very designs illustrated by

perspectives, the same critics wouhl be loud in their

praises who now vie with one another in their con-

demnation, for no architect could examine these

plans and not see abundance of skilful planning and

able designing in them ; nor could any architect

read the local criticisms and believe that they liad been

written by gentlemen of architectural education.

Apologizing for taking up so much of your space, I

remain, .Sir, your obedient servant,

A Critic of the Critr;).

TIN-LINED PIPES.

Sir,—I lately sent you a few words in defence of

the patent tin-lined lead pipes in opposition to re-

marks which appeared in an American paiier. I

have no pecuniary interest in the patent, I beg to

sav, and know nothing of the manufacturers, but on

sanitary grounds admire the invention, and think it

would
'

be very lamentable if mistakes or mali-

cious reports prevented or delayed its univers.al

adoption. The owners of the patent, or manufac-

turers, will no doubt reply in detad to the charges

made. But I should like to ask if the communica-

tions which appeared in your journal ostensibly from

America bore evidence I'f being bona fuh: They

appeared so quickly after the pariigraphs which

elicited them as to excite no small surprise. There

is naturally jealousy and ill-will in the trade re.s-

pecting .an article, whic h will much affect existing

interests, .and the fault-finding remarks are so op-

posed to experience here that the idea of some

trickery at once arises. If the American experience

is genuine, it can scarcely be that the pipes experi-

mented upon were at all similar to the English pro-

duction, but must have been of base American

manufacture. Of the English tin-lined pipes, it

may be safely asserted that the tin does not oxidise

by water; that the tin does not require to be

sfripiied otT to make a joint; that the tin cannot

beccune separated from the lead; and that the

dropping of solder would not have the effect said to

have occurred.—I am, &c., P. E. Masev.

[How our correspondent could ask wlietlier the

communications referred to were genuine or not we

can scarcely imagine, when the name of the writer,

address, an'd date are given. Of coiurse they were

genuine.

—

Ed.]

THE "CRITERION" COMPETITION.

Sir.—We have rend the letter of "P. E. M." in

tiie Building News of Saturday last, and must

express our suriirise that it sliould receive' insertion

in the c.dumns of a well-comluctcdjourna'/which else-

where characterises Mie building wo are aljunt to
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erect as "an establiyhnient for public entertainments

of a first-class character," and expresses the opinion

that ''Messrs. Spiers and Pond have set an admir-

able example."

That the writer of the letter is disposed to do us

harm there can be no doubt ; that lie has written a

letter the tendency of which to do us injury

may cause it to be regarded as actionable, is also

quite clear. He makes false statements and lays

down unfounded premises, from which he draws the

most ridiculous, but at the same time very injurious,

conclusions. With what show of right does he dare

to say that the building is to be *' nominally a

restaurant," but will no doubt "bear out the

character peculiar to such a locality." What
locality ? Piccadilly ? Though near the Hay-
market, yet within sight of the Royal Academy and

the houses of the learned societies—within a stone's

throw of St. James's Hall and the Monday Popular

Concerts—close to the best clubs, the Geological

Museum, and the Gallery of Illustration, your

correspondent prophecies that it will be "a central

attraction of 'gay life,' and like all such places pay
in proportion to tlie profligacy of its patrons." We
trust the public know well enough that we have

never connected ourselves with any disre]>utable

establishment, and we should not now be foolish

enough to endanger our reputation. The attempt of

your correspondent to get out of the dithculty b}' in-

sinuating that we shall fail, give up the premises,

and let them pass into the hands of less reputable

managers is quite unjustifiable. He states that he

has seen the designs, and made himself acquainted

with our intentions. H he has done so, he must be

aware that the establishment in Piccadilly is

intended by us to be a place for fashionable con-

certs—for balls snch as are given at Willis's Roomst
dinners on great public occasions, select entertain-

ments, and exhibitions of works of art. We pro-

pose to give to the public generally all the advan-
tages of a first-class club, and the plans have been

drawn with that intention. AVhen your corre-

spondent questions the right of the Woods and
Forests to let the ground for such a building, and
predicts the loss of license and "shutting up," he

ventures his own singular opinion. As for his

statements that tiie structure cannot be built for tlie

money, and that the cost will be far more than we
have estimated, we beg to say that we have more
confidence in our artists and siu'veyors than we
have in " P. E. M.," who winds up his letter by
saving that the competitors have " little to expect."

Does he mean that we shall not fulfil the contract

into which we entered on inviting the competition ?

If so, we answer that the contract is fulfilled. With
regard to his final expression of fear that "the
whole thing would come to naught," we would advise

him not to let his own failures, nor those of would-be
competing friends, render him too anxious in wishing
to see the failure of others. H we refrain from
taking further steps to counteract the injury in-

tended in his letter, it will simply be because we
thinlv the motive which prompted him to write it

will be apparent to ever}- reader.—We are. Sir,

Spiers and Poxd.

Central Office, .98, Bridge-street, Blackfriars,

March 29, 1871.

ALBERT DURER'S ENGRAVIXGS.
SiH,—It has struck me that if these valuable re-

productions wore accompanied by a critical notice,

pointing out more in detail their great excellence, and
ill what tlieir particular value consists, they would be
much more welcome to the mass of your readers, es-

pecially as their enjoyment and appreciation depend on
a cultivated taste, which some well-written remarks
would certainly tend to devolope.
An explanation of some of their beauties would

assist many to eujoy them, when perhaps, unaided, they
would be unable to appreciate their value. Would not
some one well up in their "subtleties" write a word
or two to point them out? They woidd then be
"educators " indeed, and do endless good.—I am, &c.,

William Henry Lockwood.
10, John-street, Adelphi, W.C.. March 27, 1871.

Sir,—With all deference to your many correspond-
ents ^vho are in favour of A. Diirer's engravings, I for
one must confess that I cannot appreciate them, and
would much prefer illustrations of good modern build-
ings and compositiou designs of superior merit, than
Durer's engravings and Church of Lubentius and ob-
jects of antiquarian interest.

My idea is that purely architectural objects are more
in keeping with the title of your journal, and such
illustrations as the " Sunderland Bank " and " The In-
lirniary, which appeared a week or two back, are far
the best.—I am. Sec,

Beccles, March i'5. 1871. S. F. Pells.

A now railway station is about to be erected at
Briton FciTy. It will be a rock stonewtuk building,
TrVitU freestone dressings,

InieiToumtmunttiait,(^

QUESTIONS.
[5171.]—Prussian Blue.—Can any of your readers

inform me linw ti^ures in Prussian blue can be removed
from a ground tint of laker'—A Reader.

[2172.]—Competition.—Is the result of the com-
petition for Victoria Hotel, C'oatham, Kedcar, yet

made public ?—F.

[217:^.]—Measurement of Masonry.—In the

event of a contract being undertaken simply to execute

certain masonry at a stated price iter cubic foot, would
it be mure equitable to measure full size every way of

stone consumed, or strictly nett in finished work?—F.

[2174.]—Gothic Brick Architecture.—What is

the best work on it ?—S. F. 1*.

[2170.]—Cutting Holes in Glass.—How can

small holes, say l-l(;iu. to l-8in. dianieter, becutor bored
in flat glass, thickness about 26oz. y—R. E. 1*.

[217G.]—Strength of Girders.—Will any of your
numerous readers kindly inform me how it is that,

though the strain in the web of a plate girder increases

from the centre to the ends, yet the depth of tlie girder

is often less at tlie ends than in the centre, the plates

being made thicker towards the ends according to the

strain ? Is there any advantage in giving a curved top

to the girder, as the phites can be increased in thick-

ness, whether the top of the girder is level or arched ?

Also, how is the strain on the upper plates of the

girder calculated when the top is arched?

—

J^ + y.

[2177.]—A Land Yard.—Will you oblige by
answering, in the Rlilding Nems, the numl:)er of

superficial feet in a laud yard, or if it is the same
quantity of feet as in a jiole or perch? Yovu" so doing
will greatly oblige.—C. W.

[217S.]—Measurement of Mouldings.—AVill

someone briefly describe the cymagraph, an instrument
used for measuring the profiles of existing mouldings,
giving its price and maker?

—

Maurice R. Adams.

[2179.] — Cleaning Pictures and Picture
Frames.—Will any of your readers oblige by inform-

ing me the materials and method used in cleaning and
varnishing oil paintings ? Also, how to clean and reno-

vate gilt frames?—F. T.

[2180.]—Trihedi'als.—Can any kind reader tell me
of a book which fully explains the properties of tri-

hedrals? I find, in page 30 of Nicholson's work on
oblique arches, only one case out of six is explained.

Also, where to procure Mr. Barry's (of Manchester)
work on groin arches, or some other practical treatise

on them?—T. F.

[2181.]—Stain on Slates.—I laid Stourbridge
ridge tiles in Portland cement, and, before the cement
was fully hard it rained, and ran a little of the cement
on Wyatt's Bangor tiles, which caused a stain. The
architect will not certify for my contract as long as the

stain is on the slates. Perhaps some reader wiU be kind
enough to inform me how I can remove it,—F. N.

[2182.]—Materials forComposing Gelatine.

—

AVould any of your numerous readers be kind enough to

inform me where and how to obtain materials for com-
posing gelatine, and how to apply it for casting orna-

ments in plaster? I am learning modelling, and have
been recommended to yon; and, being a subscriber for

several years I now take the libei-ty to solicit your
aid in this, to me, an important matter.—Yours,
Modeller.

REPLIES.

[2141.]—Hour Glass.—If the inquiry relates to

pulpit glasses, I beg to say there are none so early as the

fifteenth century. Numerous specimens exist of post-

Reformation date ; one of them is figured in Parker's

"Glossary."— P. E. M.

[21G1.]—Timber.—The deals named are all Swedish,
and the same quality as Swedish timber, but bear no
comparison, either for strength or durability, with
Memel or Dautzic timber, or Russian or Norway deals.

If you will look at the map of the Gulf of Bothnia, and
the quoted prices of timber in the "Timber Trade
Review" in this paper, you will see a proof of this, not-

witlistaiiding the statements of interested parties.

Architects may as well specify Swedish timber at once,

and clieapen cost, as pay for !\Iemel or Dantzic, and
sanction the use of Swedi-sh deals.

—

Clerk of Works.
[2102.]—Original Besign of S. Paul's,—

A

ground plan of this building, as originally designed, is

engraved in Elme's " Life of Sir Christopher Wren."
A model of tlie same can be seen at S. Paul's.—P. E. M.

[21C3.]—Water Closets.—Having lately had a

large school in liand, I, after consideration of the rival

claims of patentees, came to the conclusion that the

valve closet of Jennings, Staugate. was the best, and I

have found it answer perfectly. I should recommend
" An Old Subscriber" to pay a visit to Jennings's manu-
factory, as his lavatory fittings and other sanitary

inventions for schools, &c., are very satisfactory.

—

P. E. M.

[2165.]—Architecttiral Travelling Scholar-
ships.—Apply to the respective secretaries of the

Royal Academy and the Institute of British Ai-chitects.

—P. E. M.

[21fJC.]—Ventilation.—About 100ft. per minute.
—Fin Mot.

[21fi7.]—Flitched Beams.—If the beam is to carry

a large weight, tlieu atast or wrought-iron girder is the

most appropriate and economical, and, if it is a mode-
rate load, fix up a wood beam of sufficient strength.

The employment of flitched beams is graduaUy dying
out.

—

Fin Mot.

[21G9.]—Ventilators for Chimney Breasts.

—

After several unsuccessful attempts at making a venti-
lator which would discharge the font air out of the
room, and at the same time keep the smoke from
coming in, my last one seems to answer the purpose.
The ventilator is placed as near the top of the room as

possible. A cast-iron frame is firmly fixed in the
chimney breast flush with the plaster; the face casting
inside of room is fastened by two thumb-screws to the
fi-ame fixed in the wall, and has a projecting flange on
the back to receive the air tube. The air tube is mado
of tin, and is permanently fixed to flange ; it is 4 inches
diameter, and tui'ued up inside of flue as shown. When

ELEVATIOM VLRTICAU SEnTION

the chimney requires sweeping, the thumb-screws aro

removed, and the front casting, withauairtubeattached,

is drawn out, it can be taken out and re-inserted in less

than three minutes. Any particles of soot which may
drop into the tube inside the flue are blown out again

directly by the current of foul air rushing through, and
certainly I have not seen any pass into the interior of

tlie room. It is not necessary that the tube should bo

circular; my trial one is square, and made of wood
covered with tin, the frame inside-of room is also square,

with a square hole through ; it looks clumsy, and I am
making a new one to above sketch, as the circular tube

will have less tendency to interfere \\ith the ascent of

the smoke. Supposing the height of the flue to be 30

feet, temperature of same 82"^ F., and the temperature of

foul air to be 62° F., then, by a formida given on page

573, Vol. XII., of the English Mechanic, the foul air

would pass through the ventilator at the rate of about

4S5 feet per minute. My trial ventilator has an aper-

ture equal to 7 square inches, and, at the above rate,

ivill carry off about 23 cubic feet of foul air per minute.

It is obviously only a makeshift style of ventilator, but

it is better than none, and, by suspending a piece of

white tissue paper with thread from the ceiling in front

of the aperture, the action of the current of air may bo

witnessed.

—

Fin Mot.

[2169.]—Ventilation for Chimney Breasts.—
The Boyle valve consists of a metal plate, set at an angle

of about 70^ from the horizon, in a rectangular frame,

the plate being pierced with nine or more rectangular

apertures. Over each of these apertures is loosely placed

a small damper of mica, attached by brass chains or

hooks on the upper edge to the valve plate ; the angle of

inclination keeps the dampers closed, and prevents back

draught; but they are so light that the least tendency to

an up current raises them, and allows the heated air in

the room to escape. They should never be placed in a

smoke flue that is commonly used, as they soon get

fouled up wdth soot. In gusty weather they chatter

terribly, and so are not well suited to bedrooms. Similar

valves are made with silk dampers of larger area, but I

cannot say how long they would last.—Thomas Ch.vs.

SoBBY, 27, Brunswick-square.

[2170.]—Soiinding Boards.—A sounding board

being made hollow, of thin, well-seasoned, hard wood,

acts as a resonant reflector of sound, and should be placed

in a slanting position, to throw do^vnward and forward

the sound rays which would, in its absence, be lost in the

ceiling of the church. Make it in proportion to the size

of the puljiit, and suspend it over the speaker, so that

he will stand about one-third of its length (measured

from front to back) from the back. The edges of the

board may be moulded, and it may be hexagonal or

octagonal. Let the under side be without panels, as it

is better quite flat, and may be sufficiently ornamented

by stencil work.

—

Fin Mot.

Tho wnrks in connection with tho new Koman
Catholic Church at Ainindel, Sussex, have been re-

sumed, having been suspended all through tho

winter.

A paragraph appeared in the Buixding News,
March 17, respecting a tobacco pipe, said to have

been dug up at Taunton with the date 1561 on it.

Deception or mistake must exist in respect of this

date, as tobacco is said not to have been intrcdnoed

into this country until 158G.—P. E. M.

I
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LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
Claim for Dllapipatioxs. — Newton* and

Others t. Smith.—This action, lioard at the recent

Sussex Leut Assizes, was brought by the executors

of the late Mr. Kiinping, of Brighton, against Mr.
George Smith, for alleged dilapidations on the pre-

mises, 34, West-street, Brighton, and cottage in the

rear, in Eussell-strcet, at the expiration of hia

twenty-one years' lease of tlie same. Mr. Somers
Clarke produced the lease and explained the cove-

nants ; he also stated that he had been over the pre-

mises, and found them to be in a very bad state. Mr.
B. H. Nuuu, surveyor, estimated the damage at

£219 18s. llil, though much more would be neces-

sary to put the place in as perfect a state as it coiild

possibly be put in. Mr. Vincent Freeman, of the

firm of Cheeseman and Co., builders, Brighton, said

lie had been over the place, and estimated the work
rcquii'ed to be done, as per the surveyor's specifica-

tiou, at £242 7s. For the defence it was contended
that the dilapidations arose from reasonable wear
and tear, and from the extreme age of the buildings,

which it was aihuitted were over two hundred years

old. Defendant stated that he had spent very large

sums of money in alterations and repairs, but his

lordship pointed out in his summing up that if he
)iad done so it was for his own advantage, that he
might realise more from the property, and had
nothing to do with the stipulation to keep the place

in reasonable repair. The jury returned a verdict

in favour of the plaintiffs, to the extent of £Go.

Westminster Covnty CorRT, March 23.

—

WiLKEE v. Godfrey and Stoker.—(Before F.

Bayloy, Esq., judge, and a jury.) The new trial in this

case, which was repnrtid in our columns recently,

took place on Thursday liiit, and occupied the atten-

tion of the Court the whole day. The evidence of

the witness for plaintiff and defendants as sworn on a
former occasion and reported fn the Building
New.?, was recapitulated at considerable length,

t he substance being materially the same, with the

exception of the testimony of Mr. Weymouth,
surveyor, of Moorgate-street, City, who had esti-

mated the work done as worth at most £9 5s. 7d.

It will be recollected that the new trial was granted
on the gTOimd thatthe verdict of the jury was against

the weight of evidence. On this occasion a new jury
was empannelled, to whom Mr. Roberts, of Clements-
Inn, addressed himself at considerable length, on the
part of the plaintiff, when his Honour summed up
with gi'eat minuteness, and directed their attention

to two questions, whether, 1st, there was any agree-
ment, and 2nd, whether or not the work was
properly executed. He then left the matter entirely

in the jurj-'s hands, who at once returned a verdict

for the plaintiff for £18, less £1 for gas fittings which
were very badly done.

Case Under the Metropolitan Building
Act.—A Warning to Builders.—At Guildhall

Police-court, Mr. Charles Burtwell, builder, of

Lower Norwood, was summoned by the district sur-

veyoT of the northern division of the City of London,
before Sii* Robert W. Garden, for non-compliance
with a notice of in*egular works which existed at

the premises. No. 3, CopthaU-court, Throgmorton-
street.—Mr. Edmund Woodthorpc said that his atten-

tion was called to the state of the party-wall of

3, Coptliall-court, and 6, Wai-nford-court, by Messrs.

Cawston and Co., they having noticed a strong smeU
of burning. Notice was then given to Mr. Barker,
the owner of No. 3, Copthall-court, to discontinue

fires, and a notice was subsequently served upon the
deff'iidant to "cut into and bore," &c., to ascertain

the thickness of the chimney backs and flues. It was
tlirn found that tlie two flues (11 x 9 inches) had
been cut into the party wall, to within 4.^ inches of

tlie face of the wall on Messrs. Cawston^ side, and
that some old bond timber which existed iu the wall

had also been cut away, a portion of wliich was
charred. The defendant had tlius rendered iiimsolf

liable to a i)enalty of £20 jicr day.—Mr. Burtwell,

while fully admitting t!io f.'icts, said ho was con-
vinced at tho time that the back of the flue

was 9 inches thick, inasmuch as be flaw a header
and stretclier, and further tried tho soundness of tho
wall with a haiumer and chisel. He was willing,

liowcver, to rectify tho irregularity at once, but tlie

tenants in occupation refused to lot liim in on their

side, and Messrs. Cawston on the other.—Mr. Buira,

on behalf of the tenants, said that they could not let

tlie defendant in to carry out tho notice served upon
him unless some suitable ofhco was obtained for their

use while tho works were being executed.—Sir R.
W. Garden adjourned the cai;o for a week, in order
that the parties miglit come to some arrangement.

—

At the adjourned meeting, Mr. Woodthorije said that
nothing had been done.—The defeudatit said he imd
been refused admission; but, having entered into an
agi'cement with tho tenants' solicitors to be allowud
access to the premises, ho was prepared to comply
with Mr. W'oodthorpc's notice if tho magistrate
would grant six days for tho can*j*ing out of the
works. The case was again adjounu^d.—On Tues-
day, the 14th March, fche furiher hearing came before
Sir W. A. Rose ; but, as the defendant was not in

attendance, tho Chief Clerk suggestetl that another
summons be issued for tho following Thursday.

—

The owner (Mr. Barker) then came forward to say
tho reason tlie defendant was not in attendance aroso
from the fact that the work was being proceeded

with ; whereujion Mr. Woodthorjio emphatically
denied such statement.—On the following Thursday
Mr. Woodthorpe was examined as to the facts

already* stated, and pressed for a penalty, since the
promises of the defendant had not been fulfilled.

—

Mr. Roberts, arcliitect, of Laurence Pountney-laue,
bore testimony to the evidence of the district sur-

veyor.—The defendant said that since the tenants

had given him pennission to do the works the land-

lord had withheld his consent until the previous day,
when the works were commenced to be rectified.

—

Sir W. A. Rose said he liad no alternative but to fine

the defendant 40s., allow the expenses of the district

surveyor and Mr. Roberts, and make an order for the
works to be completed -nithin six days.

STATITES, MEMORIALS, ETC.

TriE Drapers' Hall.—Mr. E. W. Wyon to whom
the now hall of the Drapers' Company owes many of

its sculptures, has been commissioned by the com-
pany to execute two statues for the grand staircase.

The subjects are Edward III. and his Queen
Philippa. These have been appropriately chosen,

inasmuch as the compan}' were first incorporated in

the reign of Edward III., wliile the English cloth

mannfacttu'e is closely identified with Philippa. Mr.
Wyon has just finished a model of the King.

§\\x Office ^;ib(e.

Albert Durek.—The Xortliampton Mercury
says:—''The Building News of Saturday last

contains a second of the photo-lithograph reproduc-
tions of Albert Durer, to which we referred some
short time ago. The present one is ' Christ Taking
Leave of his Mother.' It is a most interesting

example of the fine old master. Some of the readers

of the Building News do not, it seems, appreciate

the value of these reproductions. Strange as it

certainly is, the editor appears to have received re-

monstrances against them. We do hope, for the

credit of the architects and artisans who may be
presumed to constitute the mass of its subscribers,

that the objectors are limited to an extremely small
number. In our day art and architecture are be-
coming closely associated, and they ought to recog-
nise their mutual dependance. It is ill for architec-

ture to be indifferent to art ; for auy subscriber to

the Building News to ignore the value of such art

as Albert Durer's. W© trust these reproductions,

notwith standing some eccentric objectors, will

continue."

Steam Boiler Explosions.—Before the Select

Committee of the House of Commons on Steam-
boiler Explosions recently, Mr. Fletcher, of the
Manchester Steam Users' Association, stated that he
was of opinion there was danger of the boilers in

some of the clubs exploding. He mentioned clubs

—

political and military—to which his remarks applied

;

and the cause he assigned for his opinion was the
fact that at these clubs the boilers were so badly set

that they were inaccessible for the piuq^ose of exami-
nation. The external brickwork went round the
boilers in such a way as to render it impossible for

an inspector to get round them. With reference to

the official report of the inspection of the boiler in
ono of the clubs referred to, the inspector stated
that the fluo did not admit of inspection. In reply
to a member of the committee, Mr. Fletcher said he
did not believe there was any danger of the boilei-s

in the House of Commons blowing up, as they were
new, and guaranteed to work up to 3001b. pressiu'o.

A great deal of amusement (the report says) was
created in the committee-room by the questions of
hon. n^embcrs with respect to the safety of boilers
in their clubs, the answers to which appeared to them
by no means gatisfactoi-y.

TuE Report of the Royal S.\nitary Com-
mission.—On Wednesday evening last, Mr. W. H.
Michael read a paper on this subject before the
Social Science Association, at No. 1, Adain-strcet,
Adelphi. Mr. Micliael said that in tho recent re-
port it was encouraging to see re-afflnned tho con-
clusions which all pt^rsona conversant with tho
subject had for many years assented to as essential
to any reform in sanitary law^viz., the consolida-
tion and amendment of all existing statutes, tho
compulsory execution of tho new law, and the estab-
lishment of a groat central authority. But the
macliinery by wliich tho altr rod state of things was
proposed to !ie brought about Mr. Michael strongly
condemned, especially tlie proposal for constituling
the Boards of Guardians the health authorities under
which the provisions of tho new law recommended
by the Commissioners were to be carried out. Ho
contended that tho guardians were ontnistcd with
certain powers as liealth authorities under the
Nuisances Removal Act of 186'0, but they had so

egrcgionsly failed to do their duty tliat the Sewage
Utilisation Act of 18G5 was passetL, with the express
view of taking the work out of their hands. Tho
guardians were not qualified iu point of intelligenco
to carry out the duties propi-tsed to bo entrusted to

them by the Royal Commission.—in the discussion

which followed, Drs.Rogcrs, StaTlard, Pcarce, Wylde,

Farr, Di-uitt, Mi-. F. S. Powell (one of the Sanitary
Commissioners), Mr. Rawlinson, and the chairman
(theEaJ-lof Shaftesbmy) took part. We may possibly
give a more extended report next week.

Iron and Steel Institute.—The Iron and Steel
Institute inaugurated its annual conference on Tues-
day by a meeting at Willis's Rooms, London, the
Duke of Devonshii'e presiding. Mr. Henry Bessemer
read a paper on steel, and stated that he was pre-
paring a series of tables for the use of engineers,
which would furnish the most accurate basis as to
the use of steel for works of every kind. He was of

opinion that the time had come when a nnifonu
pattern of rail for railways should be adopted. Tho
summer meeting of the Institute will be held iu
Soutli Staffordshire.

The Royal Commission on ScrENTinc In-
struction.—The first report of tlie Royal Com-
mission on Scientific Instruction, of which the Duke
of Devonshire is chainnan, has been issued. It
recommends tho consolidation of the School of Mines
and the College of Chemistry as a science schocil, to
be goveraed by a council of professors. Mathe-
matics, it is proposed, should be added to the courses
of instruction now given, and sufficient laboratories
and assistance for giving practical instructions in
physics, chemistry, and biology should be provided.
The Commission recommends thatthe science school
should be accommodated in the buildings now nearly
completed at South Kensington, for the projected
school of Naval Architecture and Science.

The International Exhibition of 1871.—Mr.
Edward Hall, F.S.A., having been deputed by tho
Commissioners for the International Exhibition of
1851 to give a number of lectures or addresses ex-
planatory of the system on which it is proposed to
conduct the annual Interaational Exliibitions the
first of which is to be held this year, gave his first

address on the subject in the hall of the Society of
Arts on Tuesday evening last. The substance of
ilr. Hairs remarks is (or ought to be) well Iniowu to
our readers, as the conditions for exhibitors, &c.,
have been set forth long ago in these cohtmns. Tho
discussion was spun oiit to an inordiuato lengtli, and
Lord Lyttelton, who presided, seemed glad to quit
the chair when tho talking was done. Several sug-
gestions were thrown out by the various speakers,
such as taking means for inducing the railway com-
panies to reduce thefr fares for the accommodation
of workmen coming to the Exhibition, opening the
exhibition in the evening and on Sundays, &c., and
reducing the rate of admission on certain days by
one half or more. These, and other suggestions
which were thrown out, Mr. Hall undertook to bring
efore her Majesty's Commissioners.

Slimkr Cmbe ^ebieln.

Prices, March 2S.—Per Petersburg standard—Swart-
wiek mixed yellow, £S ; Stockholm mixed handsawn
yellow, £6 IDs.; ditto white, £'5 1-js. ; Suudswall third
yellow, £6 10s. to £7 10s.: Wifsta Warf yellow, £8;
Wyburg first mills own yellow battens. £9 ; Archangel
second yellow. £9 5s. to £11 ; Bjomeborg mixed millsawn
yellow. £7 to £7 5s. ; ditto mixed white, £G 5s. ; Fred-
rickstadt first yellow, £S 53. ; ditto second yellow. £7

;

ditto third yellow, £G 10s, Gamla Carleby first niillsa\vTi

yellow, £9 to £9 5s.; Gefle mixed yellow. £9 to £11 10s.

;

ditto second yellow £7 10s. ; ditto thinl yellow deals,
£9 to £9 10s.; battens, £S 10s. to £9 ; ditto fourth yellow
planks, £8 10s. to £9 ; deals, £8 5s. to £S 10s. ; battens,
£7 15s. to £3; Gothenburg mixed white. £7 15s. to £8;
Holmsund mixed yellow, £9 to £11 ; Hernosaud mixed
yellow, £S 10s.; ditto third yellow, £7 15s.; Sandarae,
third yellow, £7 15s. to £9 5s. ; Swartwick fourth yellow,
£8; Sund common yellow, £7 15s. to £9; Soderham com-
mon yellow, £7 lOs. to £8; Nofsen millsawn white, £5 5s
to £G 15s.; Wftsa yellow, £6 10s. ; Husum third yellow
£8l5s.; Jacobstadt first millsawn yellow. £8 5s. to £9 los.;

Kungsgarden third yellow, £3 1 Os. ; Normaling
mixed white, £*nOs. to £7; dittothird white, £6 to £6 5s.;

Onega second white battens, £7 5s, ; Petersburg first

white, £7 10s. to £9 ; Quebec pine, 12ft. 3 x 11, first bright,
£9 103.; second bright, £14 to £14 10s. ; second floated,

£12 10s.; second dry floated. £12 15s.; third bright. £9;
third fioated, £9: third dry floated, £9 10s.; Quebec first

red pine, 3 x 11 inch, £14; ditto second red pine, £12 per
120, 12ft., 3x9; Matano first sprnce, £15 5s.: Quebec
first spruce, £15 58. to £18 5s.; ditto third spruce, £13 Ss.

to £13 108., St, John's xmsorted spruce yft., £11.
Per 120 12ft., 2J X 6^—Dram second yellow, £7 ; ditto

third yellow. £U 5s.

Flooring boards, per square lin. best Fredrickstadt,
93. 9d. to 10s. 3ti. ; ditto first white lin., 8s. 9d. to 9s.

(Ink Bclus.

TEKDEES.
GREEX\V7cn.—For New Baptist Chaptl, South-streB

Greenwich. Chas. G. Scarleand Sons, architects.

Hammer £5552
DoTe, Brothers 4M5
Pfttman and Co 4494
Toad 4489
Uiggs 4*13
Bttttlcy 42S)4

Dover 4V,e
«tuner : 39B9
Ennor 3935

topper 3.370
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Battersba.—For new buildings at Battersea for tlip

Dogs' Home. Quantities supplied by Messrs. Pain and
Olark :—

Bracher and Son £1998
Oolls and Sons 1896

Wicks, Bangs, and Co 1895
Manley and Rogers 1827

Thompson 1740
Tuljy 1680

Cooke and Green 1C67

Camberwell.—For rebuilding Camberwell Greencoat
Schools, St. Giles's, Camberwell. Quantities supplied by

Messrs. Pain and Clark :

—

Credit for old
materials,

Tully £.5400 £.54

PritJ-bard 4957 85

Hart 4940 1-25

Henshaw 4880 110

Nightingale 4870

Mauley and Eogers 4870 110

Carter and Sou 4787 CO

Thompson 4750 120

Hill, Keddell, and Waldram 4050 105

Cooke and Green 4525 95

Crabbe and "Vaughan (accepted) ... 4332 175

New Cross.—For four shops. Tolley and Dale, archi-

tects :

—

Jerrard £828
Feast "5
Thomas OSO

Brighton.—For excavating site for three mansions, Marl-

borougb-place. Mr. J. Hill, surveyor and architect.

Ransbottom £250
Loekvcr 200

Blaelimor and Howard 190

Swansea.—For the erection of Wesleyan day-schools

and class-rooms. Lower Oxford-street, Swansea. Thomas
Pavies, architect.

Thomas (Carmarthen) .£941

Williams 932

Thomas, Watkins, and Jenkins 8;J0

Bees 800

Jones J90
Rosser 7^5
Morgan 775

White •595

Davis and Morgan 070

Bristol.—For the erection of hou.se and shoij, Victoria-

street, for Mr. Harris. Plans and quantities supplied by

Mr. c'loutman. Exchange-buildings, surveyor :—

Bevan and Sons £544
Davis and Sou 542

Surveyor's estimate 52i» 5

Hamblett S20

Diment 515
E.C.Howell 499

Messrs. Church and Phillips (accepted) 490 10

LoNboN.—For the re-building of Nos. 155 and 156'

Aldersgate-street, City, for Messrs. M. and N. Salomans'

Mr. B. Tabberer, architect. Quantities supplied by Messrs.

Franklin and Andrews :—

T. Little f2198

J. Sewell&Son 2144

T. Eider & Sou 2120

G. Pritchard 20.85

F.Mark 20.t9

Perry Brothers 2037

E. Palmer & Son "^oas

A. M. Cohen 2020

Jane Pritchard 1997

Merritt & Ashby 1995

Browne & Eobinson 1980

Henshaw (accepted) 19.55

Eecknt's Park.—For stables, including Uttings, for "W.

S. Burton, Esq., Inner Circle, Regent's Park. Mr. H.

Saxon Snell. architect ;^

Dove Brothers £1455
Chappell I'-^SS

Howard Brothers 1244

Gibon Brothers 1190

Manley & Rogers 1147

"Wandsworth.—For Royal Patriotic Fund Boys' School,

Wandsworth, including engineering, drainage, gas, and

fittings of every description. Mr. H. Saxon Snell,

architect:

—

Higgs £22345

Hill, Keddell, & Waldram 21083

Howard & Co 21530

Henshaw 2007j)

Chappell 20326

CONTRACTS OPEN FOR BUILDING
ESTIMATES.

Leeds, April 3,—liullding new bridge. Quantities

supplied. Bridge Office, 19, Corn Exchange, Leeds.

Isle or Ely, July 25.—For an iron bridge across

the river Ouse, at Littleport. F. M. Metcalfe, Clerk of

the Peace, Wisbeacli.

Oldham, April 5.—For the erection ol new busi-

ness offices, entrance lodge, &c., for the Gas and 'U'ater-

works Department. Thomas Mitchell, architect,

Oldham.

lyONDON.—Metropolis Management Acts (Plumstead

Parish).—April 5.—For laying down and constructing

2,700ft. run of 3ft. by 2ft. brick sewer, from Crescent-

road, through Sandy-hill and lirookhill-park, to Fox-
hill. J. Murray Dale, Clerk to the said Hoard, rium-
sted District board Offices, Old Charlton, S.E.

Abingdon, April 8.—For the restoration and re-

pairing of S. Helen's Chm'ch. The Yen. Archdeacon
Pott, Abingdon Vicarage.

Staffs., April 13.—For the erection of a small

house, farm buildings, and bridge at Stanley, near

Kndou, for Mr. Isaac Kobinson. I\Ir. Ealph Dain,

architect, Shakespeare-buildings, llanley.

MiRFiELi), ;May 1.
—
\Varming of the parish church.

G, Ci. Scott, architect, Spring-gardens, London.

GoRLESTON AND SouTii TowN, April 3.—For tha

construction of about 3,300lt. run of from 2ft. to 3Jft.

brick-sewer, and about 7,700ft. run of pipe-sewcr.

Samuel 11. Cory, Clerk to the Board.

EociiD.iLE, April 7.—For furnishing the now town-
hall, Rochdale. Mr. W. 11. Crossland, the architect,

2, Carltou-chambers, 4, Regent-street, S.'W.

BAnnow-iN-Fi'RNESs, April G.—For the erection

of chapel and other buildings for the proposed new
cemetery. C. F. Prcstou, town clerk, JIuuicipal

Offices, Barrow-in-Furness.

Midland Railway, April 3.—For the erection of

an engine shed and other buildings at 'WeHiugborough.
James AVilliams, secretary, Derby.

Trinitv-Hoise. Hlll, April 5.—For the erection

of certain new buildings, and for alterations at the

farm at Preston (Somerden), in Holderuess. Edward
S. \Vilsou, secretary.

Basingstoke AV.a.terwork.s, -Vpril 29.—For sup-

plying and delivering of about 190 tons of several size

pipes, fllessrs. Russ and Minns, 9, Victoria-chambers,

Westminster, S.W.

VTanstead Loc-tL Board of Health, April 29.

—For the formation and satisfactory completion of a

certain intended roadway, with drainage and other

works. John Rogers Jennings, Clerk and .Solicitor to

the said Board.

Wevbridge, SunnEY', April 6.—For tlie erection

of a: house at Addlestone, near Weybridge. Architects,

Messrs. Baructt and H. Hook, 3, Verulain-buildings,

Gray's Inn.

Clitherof., April 15.—For the whole or any portion

of the works required in the erection of a new work-
house. John Eastham, Clerk to the Guardians,

Clitheroe.

MiKFiELD Parish Church, 5[ay 1.—For the warm-
ing of the new parish church. R. Lee Rayner, solicitor,

Mirfield, honorary secretary to the Building Com-
mittee.

Stockport, April 11.—Five separate contracts for

paving, sewering, Stc., streets. Quantities fm-nished.

Borough Surveyor, Can- Green, Stockport.

Lancashire and Yorkshire Railway, April IS.

—For supplying oak scantlings for waggons. Mr. Fay,

carriage works, Jliles Platting, Slanchester.
.

KiRBY Fleetham, April 22.—For restoring, re-

fitting, and enlarging the parish church at Kirby Fleet-

ham. John Booth, Esq., Kellerby Hall, Catterick,

Yorkshire.

Leeds, April 11.—Three shops. Sec., in Call Lane.

Quantities supplied. C. R. Chorley, architect, Leeds.

Blackburn Sewage Irrigation "Works, April

12.—For the execution of the main outfall sewage con-

duits, about three and a half miles in length, and com-

]irisiug about O'.o yards of tunnelling. C. G. H. Beck,

Esq., Town Clerk, at his offices. Town Hall, Black-

burn.

Up.minster (Essex), .\pril 9.—For the drainage of

an estate. Russ and Minns, 9, 'X'ictoria Chambers,

Westminster, S.W.

Nuneaton Local Hoabd of Health, April 8.—

For the execution of certain works of main drainage, of

about 7,300 yards in length, of brick, stonework, and

cast iron pipe sewers, sewage works. John Eastliu,

Clerk, Nuneaton.

B.V.TU AND OTHER BUILDING STONES
OF BEST QUALITY.

RANDELL, SAUNDERS & 00,, Limited,

ftuarryinea and Stone Merchants.

List of prices at the Quarries and Depots, also cost of

transit to any part of the United Kingdom furnished on
appUcation to

Batu Stone Office,

[ADVT.] CORSHAM, Wilts.

TO ARCHITECTS.
green ROOFIN'G-SLATES.

As supplied to ILTtH. The Prince of Wales at Satidringham.

The Peumoyle Sea-green Slates are specially adapted for

Churches, Public Buildings, &c., &c.

{Less costly than ordinary Gothic Tiling.)

These durable and non-absorbent Slates can be obtained

in sizes suitable for Gothic Architecture, at prices as

under.
In Railway Trucks, Docks, Gloucester ;

—

Per Equivalent to

1,200 Slates, per aquare

Best Green Slates 14 by 7 2 17 6 ... Ills. Gd.

Do. do. 13byS 2 17 6 ... ICs. Gd.

Do. do. 13 by 7 2 5 ... 14s.

Do. do. 12 by 7 1 18 G ... l:)s.

Do. do. 12 by 6 1 7 6 ... lis.

Prices of large Sizes, Cost of Transit, Reference Testi-

monials, and Sample Specimens may be obtained on ap-

plication to

MESSRS. E:"lNDELL & CO., Corsham, Wilts.

Specimens at Museum of Geology, Jermyn-street, Picca-

dilly, W., and at Architectural Museiuu, Tuttou-street,

Westminster.

LATEST PRICES OP MATERIALS USED
IN CONSTRUCTION.

Pig—Foreign . . . - ^—
„ English W.B. . . do

Le.t<l Co do

Lead:
per ton £17 17

19 15

do
do
do
do
do
do
do

COPPER.
British—Cake & Ingot . per ton

Best Selected .... do
Sheet do
Bottoms do
Australian do

„ Other brand
Sheet Milled . . .

Shot, Patent . . .

Eed or miniiun . . .

Litharge, W.B. . . .

White Dry
„ ground in oil .

19
IS 7

18 10
20 10
19 15

27

Spanish Cake , .

(I'hili Bars, cash
„ Relined ingut

Yellow Metal . .

do
do

. do
. per lb.

Iron.
. per tun

do
. do
. do
. do

do
do
do

72
74
75
79
71

64 10
71

G*

£18
00
00
18 10
19
21
20 10

00

77
00
74 10

66
73

7}

Pig in Scotlanii, cash
Welsh Bar, in London

Wales .

Staffordshire ....
Bail, in Wales ....
Sheets, single in London
Hoops, first quality . .

Nail Rod -

Swedish do

Timber.
Teak load

Quebec, red pine .... „

„ yellow piue . . „
St, John N.B. yellow . . „
Qitebec oak. white ... „

„ birch „

„ elm M
Dantzic oak „

flr

Memel Ur
Eiga
Swedish i,

Masts, Quebec red piue . „

„ yellow pine ... „
Lathwood, Dantzic, fm. . „

St. Petersburg „
Deals, per C, 12ft. by 3

by 9in.,

Quebec, white spruce . . „
St. John, white spruce . „
Yellow pine, pr reduced C
Canada, 1st quality ... „

2nd do ... .

Archangel, yellow ... „
St. Petersburg, yellow . „
Finland n
Memel .i

Gothenbm-g, yellow ... „
„ white ... „

Gefle, yellow „
Soderham „
Christiania, per C, 1211. by

3 by 9iu., yellow ... „
FI.>oriug boards, pr square

of lin., first yellow . . „
First white „
Second quaUties .... „

Oils, &c.

Seal, pale per tun

Sperm body ,,

Cod ,

Whale, South S,ja, pale . „

Olive, Gallipoli .... „
Cocoanut, Cochin, tun . „
Palm, fine „
Linseed „
Rapeseed, Eng. pale . . „
Cottonseed „

2 14 4
7

6 7

G 15
6 15
9 5
8 15
7 7

9 15

7 10
12 6

7

7

10 5
9 5

10

12
3 15

4

6
S 15
4
5

2 10

5

6

10

13
4 16
6 5

G 5

5
4 10

10

4 10
4
3 10
2 15
6 5

G 6

12

12 10

IS
12 15

11 10
13
7

8 10
8 10

10 10
8 10

10 12 10

10

17 10

14

19 10

13 10

14 10

13 10
8

10 10
9 10

12 10

12

37 10

84
35 10
36
49
48
38
32
46
28

10 6

9 G

7

38

37

4S 10
38 10

•00

33 10

BANKRUPTS.
PUDLIC EXAMINATIONS.

April 25, S. S. Wilson, Burton-street, Pimlico, builder.—

April 18 T. Hatchings, late of Pudding-lane, City, contrac-

tor.—Aiiril 25, W. Banham, Purleigh, Essex, carpenter.—

—April 26, 0. Oastleman, Weatbourne Park-villas, Bays-

water, timber dealer and brick manufacturer.—April 18,

J. Seal and J. Everard, Nuneaton, brickmakers and stone

merchants.—April IS, T. Lishman and G. D. Leng, Stock-

ton-on-Tees, irontounders.—April 24, F. Haythorp, Ram-
sey, Hunts, builder.

DECLARATIONS OF DIVIDENDS.

W. Barter, Bramshaw, Hants, builder, div. 3s. Gil—A.

Baker, Aclam-road, Westbourne-park, builder, div. 6d.

DIVIDEND MEETING.

April 19, P. Millican, Stanton, Suffolk, builder.

scotch SEQUESTRATIONS.

James Young, Glasgow, plastei-er, March 28, at 12.—

Hugh Druniiuoml, Cros-igates, contractor, April .5, at 12.

PARTNERSHIPS DISSOLVED.
IlubiUB.jn ami Mather, Newcastle-upou-Tyne. painters

Ciulee and Co., Birmingham, timber and slate mer-

chants.—Val de Travers Asphalte Company (Limited).—

Eaynor and Lord, Farnworth, builders and brickmakers.

—S. and J. Thornton, Bradley, Yorkshire, slaters.—Gale

and Ormston, Sunderland, brass founders and plumbers.

-Dickenson and Son, Goole, painters.—Vulcan Iron

Works Company, Ipswich.

Breakfast.-Epps's Cocoa.—Grateful and Comfort-

L\o—The very agreeable character of this preparation

has rendered it a general favourite. The "Civil Service

Gazette" remarks:—"By a thorough knowledge of the

natural laws which govern the operations of digestion

aud nutrition, and by a careful application of the Hue

properties of well-selected Coeua, Mr. Epps has providca

our breakfast table with a delicatcly-fiavoured beverage,

which may save us many heavy doctors bills. luion

packet is labelled-jAMES Epps and Co., Hgrncoopathio

Chemists, Lgudon.
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FLAT CARVDfG AND SURFACE
ORNAMEXT.—I.

T^IIE styles which make most use of surface
-*- ornament are naturally those which
have the largest amount of flat wall surface

to deal with. They are for the most part

Southern rather than Northern styles, and
Early styles rather than Late ones. When any
style had passed its prime and run to wiri-

ness and fritter, there were no broad spaces
left to decorate. All the foliage was then
disposed in lines or detached spots, for the
simple reason that there was scarcely any-
where else to put it. lu our own country,
Norman and Early English buildings show
the best examples of flat carving. Li the
Decorated period it has come down, in most
cases, to a mere diaper or powdering, and in

the Perpendicular one it was all but extinct.

Tracery and imitation tracery then covered
everything, and sculptm'ed ornament was
almost superseded by this easiest and most
worthless mode of decoration. It is in a
simple and massive class of building that flat

carving finds its natural home ; and it may
not be useless to the cause of architecture to
give a series of sketches showing with what
beautiful detail such a class of building may
be adorned.
The illustrations given to-day are all from

buildings in Toledo : the centre one from the
Palacio de los Ayalas, the others from the
Casa de Mesa. They are of singular but
interesting character, being, in fact, a kind of
hybrid between Gothic and Moorish art.

They show the naturalism of the former
along with the rigid conventionalism of the
latter, and they do this on the characteristi-

cally Moorish plan of having two planes of

decoration. The lower plane, the ground-
work of the principal pattern, is covered with
a sort of irregular diaper of leaves, lapping
over and intersecting each other without any
visible stem. These leaves are of a nearly
uniform shape, and arranged in pairs. Each
pair makes a kind of V, except that its sides are

convex to each other instead of being straight.

They have a midrib on their lower edge, and
veins starting from this and curving round
towards the margin : and their general effect

is not unlike that of the two terminal fronds
of the common brake fern seen in profile.

But, as before mentioned, no stems or even
stalks are traceable. The leaves meet and
touch each other closely, so as to conceal the
ground, nor can any order or arrangement be
readily detected in them. They are kept in

low relief, delicately worked, and not obtru-
sive. Above them, much more boldly carved,
comes the main design, on the principal
plane of decoration. It is on this that the
chief care has been bestowed ; it is this in

which the real design is manifest, and it is to
this that the background just described is

meant to serve as a foil. As might be ex-
pected, therefore, it has a totally different

character. It has a clear and strongly marked
an-angement, a conspicuous and beautifully
winding stem, and very often a type of

foliage copied closely from nature. Tlic two
planes or orders together make up a design
which bears inspection from every point.
Seen at a distance, the principal pattern
stands out clearly and without confusion :

looked at more closely, it is set off to still

greater advantage by the delicate ground-
work on which it reposes. Highly conven-
tional as are the subordinate forms, the whole
arrangement recalls some of the loveliest

effects in nature. AVherever we see a spray
of foliage relieved against a distant wood, or
a wild rose stem trailing overabank of mosses
and liverworts, we see an idea apparently
beyond the carver's reach, and yet one so
charming that it is .impossible not to regi-et

that it should be lest. In no material, how-
ever delicate, could it be sculptured with the
least success : it is a phase of nature which
the so-called "naturalistic" carver would in-

fallibly miss. Strange as it may appear,
however, it is by a pm'ely conventional type
that we here see it set before us. This is one
out of the many cases in which there is more
of nature in conventional than in natm-alistic

art. The latter would have tried to carve

the infinitely delicate background of moss or
distant forest, and have utterly failed : the
former paraphrases it, and succeeds. The
one too frequently aims at nothing but the
outside form : the latter goes further, and
seizes the life, the spirit. The most perfect

work would be that which gave us both ; but,

if we can only have one, let it be the soul,

the expression, and not merely the external

shell.

It is worth remarking, however, that a
closer approach to natural leaf form can be
borne in flat ornament than in detached
carving. Forms that would look WTetchedly
weak and tame standing out by tliemselves

are pleasing and graceful when they have a
solid ground to cling to. Such a type, for
instance, as that in the centre of our illustra-

tion is about the last one would wish to see

in a crocket or a capital. Its slender divisions
and its delicate toothings would be absurd if

they were alone and unsupported. They
would look palpably unequal to their- office if

they had an abacus and a set of arch mould-
ings to carry ; they would be far too slight

even to bear their own weight if carved by
themselves in stone. But merely outlined as
they are here, with no office, real or apparent,
but that of ornaments, the case is clifferent.

The circumstance may help to show what
" conventionalism" in ornament really springs
from. Several causes, indeed, may combine
to influence it, but those we are about to

mention seem the chief. The first is the im-
possibility, in most materials, of copying
natural form with exactness. The gi-eater

this impossibility the more need for con-
ventional treatment. It is possible to imitate
intricate foliage in wrought metal ; it is not
quite out of the question to outline in marble

;

but what are we to do when we want to make
it stand out boldly, say, in coarse limestone
or sandstone ? Plainly to omit all small
divisions—markings, veinings, serrations

—

and to aim at nothing more than the most
general effect of its light and shade. Here,
then, is a conventional type at once, forced
on us, whether we wish it or not, by the mere
coarseness of our materials. But, again,

suppose we have a block or corbel supporting
a heavy weight, and we wish to sculpture this

into foliage springing up as a support. The
first thing that the eye demands is that our
leaves or stems should seem equal to their

office : that we should not put, to carry tons
of masonry, a limp twig or fern-leaf which
the weight of a finger would double up. Such a
twig or leaf might pass where it only seemed
to be lying on the face of the corbel—where
the solid stone block, plain or moulded, was
visible behind it, and obviously did all the
work. But if once we cut the block itself

into foliage, the fundamental need is that this

foliage should seem equal to its work. It
wants a strength, a massiveness, a vigoirr of

up.springing life, which is not to be found in

nature at all, for what plant would be equal
to such a task as this? Hence we must
intensify to the utmost the natural expression
of force and vigour : must study growth and
power as they are seen in living objects, and
increase their effect a hundred fold as we
imitate them. We have not merely to copy a
natural shoot or stem, however strong, but to
imagine and carve one strong enough to

grow in spite of tons weight of material press-

ing it down. Hence another kind of con-
ventionalism—that of I-^arly Gothic capitals

and cornices. There is no mystery at all

about all this ; it is only the following of

common sense and palpable fitness. It is

certainly no proof of incapacity on the

carver's part, and nothing can be more absurd
than to suppose that his conventionalisms were
involuntary, that he tried to copy real leaves
and stems with exactness, but was too stupid
to effect it. The case was j^recisely the con-
trary

; he was too wise to attempt it, or, at

least, to attempt it under unsuitable condi-
tions. He knew not only how to imitate, but
how to invent; and this is precisely where he
differed from most "naturalistic" carvers of

the present day. Our examples this week,
though some of them show a near approach to
actual leaf-form, show also a large amount of

skill and study in its arrangement. They are

not, indeed, vine branches or chesnut boughs
torn from the stem and stuck against the
building anyhow. They are adapted to their

place, and made architectural as well as orna-
mental. They are, in .short, not merely
nature, but nature plus human intelligence,

and this, as it has well been said, is the dis-

tinguishing character of true art everywhere.

VIOLLET LE DUO'S " DICTIONNAIRE
RAISONNE DE L'ARCHITECTURE
FRANCAISE."

IV.

THE Villai described in our last article were
defended, after the traditional manner

of their Northern occupants, by palisades and
ditches, the towns alone, during the Mero-
vingian period, receiving anything like

permanent fortification. These villii- were
open, defended only by palisades and ditches.

Under the kings of the first race feudality did

not exist ; the vassals were nothing but large

proprietors settled on the soil and submitting
to the central authority of the chief Frank

;

but this authority became weaker in propor-
tion as the memory of the conquest died away,
and this camp-like life became lost. The new
possessors of the soil, detached from one
another, separated by forests or wide deso-

lated tracts devastated by war, could stretch

themselves at their ease ; they had no attacks

from strangers to repulse, nor had they any
need to encroach upon their neighbours'

domain. Nevertheless, these men, habituated

to an adventurous life, to pillage, to the most
imbridled brigandage, could not become all

at once tranquil proprietors, content with
their part of the spoil of conquest. They
made raids, as much from want of employ-
ment as for the love of gain, upon the reli-

gious establishments and the open villages

—

for though there was little to find there, yet
there was something to take. Hence we see

the monasteries and the Gallo-Roman inhabi-

tants forsake the plains and river sides, and
betake themselves to the heights, where they
fortified their resting-places. The flat lands

were abandoned to the o\vners of the soil,where,

finding none but the sons and grandsons of

their companions in arms, they attacked and
pillaged the vilJie. These then came to be
surrounded by walls and deep fosses, but
were even then weak places for defence, and in

their turn these villx were abandoned to

the husbandmen, the Frank chieftains es-

tablishing themselves in fortresses. In the

midst of this frightful anarchy, which the

Merovingian kings were unable to restrain,

the bishops and the religious establishments

of the time struggled alone, the one by their

patience and by a firmly-held principle, the

other by study, agricidtural pursuits, and
by uniting behind their walls the last frag-

ments of Roman civilisation.

Out of this chaos sprang Charlemagne. By
the sole power of his afbninistrative genius

he organised a species of unity ; he gathered

up the broken thread of the civilisation of

antiquity, and tried to re-unite it. Charle-

magne desired to establish a Rcnalisance.

He comprehended the fact that law and
material force were powerless to reform and
organise an ignorant and a barbarous people

unless they were first enlightened. He saw
that Art and Letters were the best and most
efficacious means of opposing barbarism, but
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Battersha.—For new buildings at Battersea for the

Dogs' Home. Quantities supplied by Messrs. Pain and

Olark :—

Bracher and Son f IMS
Colls and Sons ISM
Wicks, Bangs, and Oo !«05

Slanley and Rogers lSi!7

Thompson 1740

Tully li«'

Couke and Green l(Jti7

Cambebwell.—For rebuilding Camberwell Greencoat

Schools, St. Giles's, Camberwell. Quantities supplied by

Messrs. Pain and Clark:

—

Credit for old

materials.

Tully £.5400 £54
Pritchard 4M57 85

Hart »M0 12.5

Henshaw -tSSO 110

Nightingale *>'''"

Mauley aud Rogers 4S70

Carter and Son 4787

Thompson 4750

Hill, Keddell, and "Waldram 4(1.50

Cooke and Green 452.5

Orabbe and Vaughan (accepted) ... 4332

New Ckoss.—For four shops. Tolley and Dale, archi-

tCL-ts :—
Jerrard £S2S

Feast '"5

Thomas "SO

Brighton.—For excavatingsite for three mansions, Marl-

borough-place. Mr. J. Hill, surveyor and architect.

Rausljottoiu £250
Lookyer ^IW

Blackm or and Howard 190

SwtNSE.v.—For the erection of "Wesleyan day-schoola

aud ciass-rooms. Lower Oxford-street, Swansea. Thomas
Davies, architect.

Thomas (Carmarthen) £941

Williams 932

Thomas, Watkins, and Jenkins sao

Rees »n»

Jones ;™
Rosser *'^

Morgan ''

White ""

Davis and Morgan

Bristol.—For the erection of house and shop, Victoria-

street, for' Mr. Harris. Plans and quantities supplied by

Mr. c'loutmau. Exchange-buildings, surveyor :—

Bevan and Sons £544

Davis and Son 542

Surveyor's estimate 520 5

Hamblett 520

Diment 515

E.C.Howell 499

Messrs. Church and Phillips (accepted) 49U 10

I nsi'ON.— For the re-buildiug of Nus. 155 and 156'

AldersKate-street, City, for Messrs. M. and N. Salomans'

Mr. n. Tabberer, architect. Quantities supplied by Messrs.

Franklin and Andrews

T. Little

J. Sewell&Son ....

T. Rider & Son ....

G. Pritchard
F.Mark
Perry Brothers ....

R. Palmer & Son....

A.M. Cohen
Jane Pritchard ....

Merritt & Ashby....

Browne & Robinson 19S0

Henshaw (accepted) 1955

Regent's Park.—For stables, including Uttings, for W.
S. Burton, Esq., Inuer Circle, Regent's Park. Mr.

Saxon Snell. architect :—

Dove Brothers ^H;"

Gl)5

670

£2U1S
, 2144

2120
.

20S5

,
-.'(l.-IO

, 20:i7

,
•20:)5

. 2020

. 1997

. 1995

H.

Chappell .
1285

Howard Brothers I'i44

Gibon Brothers
1J9''

Manley & Rogers 1147

Wandsworth.—For Royal Patriotic Fund Boys' School,

Wandsworth, including e'ngiueering, drainage, gas, and

fittings of every description. Mr. H. Saxon Snell,

architect:

—

Higgs
Hill, Keddell, & Waldram
Howord & Co
Henshaw
Chappell

£22."45

2ir.s:i

215:!0

20il75

20J26

CONTRACTS OPEN FOR BUILDING
ESTIMATES.

Leeds, April 3.—Building new bridge. Quantities

supplied. Bridge Office, I'.i, Corn Exchange, Leeds.

Isle of Ely, July 25.—For an iron bridge across

the river Ouse, at Littleport. F. M. Jlctcalfc, Clerk of

the Peace, Wisbeach.

Oldhaji, April 5.—For the erection of new busi-

ness offices, entrance lodge, &c.,for the Gas and Water-

works Department. Thomas Mitchell, architect,

Uldham.

]>ONDON.—Jletropolis Management Acts (Plumstcad

I'arisli).—Ai)ril 5.—For laying down aud constructing

2,700ft. run of 3ft. by 2ft. brick sewer, from Crescent-

road, through .Sandy-hill and Brookhill-park, to Fox-

hill. J. Murray Dale, Clerk to the said Board, Plum-
sted District Board Offices, Old Charlton, S.K.

AniNGDON, .Vpril S.—For the restoration and re-

pairing of H. Helen's Chm'ch. The ^eu. Archdeacon

I'ott, Abingdon Vicarage.

.Staffs., April 13.—For the erection of a small

house, farm buildiugs, and bridge at .Stanley, near

Kndon, for Mr. Isaac liobinsou. 5Ir. Ralph Dain,

architect, Shake.speare-buildings. Hauley.

SIiRFiELi). May 1.
—
'Warming of the parish church.

G. G. Scott, architect, Spring-gardens, Loudon.

GoRLESTON AND SouTii TOWN, April 3.—For the

construction of about 3,300ft. run of from 2ft. to 3Jft.

brick-sewer, and about 7,70ort. run of pipc-sewer.

Samuel IS. Cory, Clerk to the Board.

Kociidale, -\pril 7.—For furnishing the new town-

hall, Rochdale. Mr. \V. H. Crossland, the architect,

2, Carlton-Chambers, 4, Kegeut-street, S.W.

B.lRROW-lN-FuRNESS, April 6.—For the erection

of Chapel and other buildings for the projiosed new
cemetery. C. F. Preston, town clerk. Municipal

Offices, Barrow-in-Furness.

Midland Railway, April 3.—For the erection ol

an engine shed and other buildings at Wellingborough.

James Williams, secretary, Derby.

Trinity-Holse. Hlll, Aprils.—For the erection

of certain new buildings, and for alterations at the

farm at Preston (.Somerdeu), in Holderness. Edward
S. Wilson, secretary.

Basingstoke Waterworks, .\pril 29.—For sup-

plying and delivering of about 19o tons of several size

pipes. Messrs. Russ and Minus, 9, Victoria-chambers,

Westminster, S.W.

•Wanstead Local Board of Health, April 29.

—For the formation aud satisfactory completion of a

certain intended roadway, with drainage and other

works. John Rogers Jennings, Clerk and Solicitor to

the said Board.

Wevbridge, Surrey, April C—For the erection

of a; house at Addlestoue, near Weybridge. Architects,

Messrs. Barnett and H. Hook, 3, Verulara-buildiugs,

Gray's Inn.

Clitheroe, .4.pril 15.—For thewhole orany portion

of the works required in the erection of a new work-

house. John Eastham, Clerk to the Guardians,

Clitheroe.

Mirfield Parish Ciiurcii, Jlay 1.—Forthe warm-
ing of the new-parish church. K. Lee Rayner, solicitor,

.Mirlield, honorary secretary to the Building Com-
mittee.

Stockport, April 11.—Five separate contracts for

paving, sewering. Sec., streets. Quantities furnished.

Borough Surveyor, Carr Green, Stockport.

Lancashire and Yorkshire Railway', April IS.

—For supplying oak scantlings for waggons. Mr. Fay,

carriage works. Miles I'lattiug, Manchester.

KiRiiY Fleetham, April 22.—For restoring, re-

litting, and enlarging tlie parish church at Kirby Fleet-

bam. John Booth, Esq., Kellerby Hall, Catterick,

Yorkshire.

Leeds, April 11.—Three shops, &c., in Call Lane.

Quantities supplied. C. R. Chorley, architect, Leeds.

Blackruun Sewage Irrigation Works, .\pril

12.—For the execution of the main outfall sewage con-

duits, about three and a half miles in length, and com-

prising about 650 yards of tunnelling. C. G. 11. Beck,

Esq., Town Clerk, at his offices, Town Hall, Black-

burn.

Up.tiiNSTER (Essex), .\pril 9.—For the drainage of

an estate. Russ aud Minus, 9, Victoria Chambers,

Westminster, S.W.

Nuneaton Local Board of Health. .Vpril 8.

—

For the execution of certain works of main drainage, of

about 7,300 yards in length, of brick, stonework, and

cast iron pipe sewers, sewage works. John Eastlin,

Clerk, Nuneaton.

BATH AND OTHER BUILDING STONES
OF BEST QUALITY.

EANDELL, SAUNDERS & CO., Limited,

auarrymen and Stone Mercliants.

List of prices at the Quarries and Depots, also cost of

transit to any part of the United Kingdom furnished on
apphcatiou to

Batu Stone Office,

[advt.] CORSH.\M, Wilts.

LATEST PRICES OP MATERIALS USED
IN CONSTRUCTION.

Pig—Foreign . .

„ English W.B.
„ Lead Co. . .

Other brands
Slieet Milled . .

Shut, Patent . .

Red or minium . .

Litharge, W.B -

White Dry do

METALS.
Lead:

. per ton

. do

. do

. do

. do

. do

. do
do

ground iu oil

British—Cake & Ingot
Best Selected . . .

Sheet
Bottoms
Australian ....
Spanish Cake , . .

Chili Bars, cash . .

„ Rellued ingot

Yellow Metal . . .

Pig in Scotland, cash
Welsh Bar, in London

Wales .

Staffordshire , . . .

Rail, in Wales . . . .

Sheets, single in London
Hoops, first quality . .

Nail Rod
Swedish

TO ARCHITECTS.
GREEN roofing-slates.

As supplied to H.R.S. The Prince of Wales at Saiulrinriham.

The Penmoyle Sea-green Slates are specially adapted for

Churches, Public Buildiugs, &c., &c.

(Less costly than oi-dinary Gothic Tiling.)

These durable aud nou-absorbent Slates can be obtained

iu sizes suitable for Gothic Architecture, at prices as

uuder.
In Railway Trucks, Docks, Gloucester :

—

Per Equivalent to

l.aoci Slates, per aquaro

Best Green Slates 14 by 7 2 17 r, ... 16s. 6d.

Do. do. 13 by 8 2 17 16s. 6d.

Do. do. 13 by 7 2 5 ... 14s.

Do. do. 12 by 7 1 l.S 6 ... 13s.

Do. do. 12 by 6 17 6 ... Us.

Prices of large Sizes, Cost of Transit, Reference Testi-

monials, and Sample Spechnens may bo obtained on ap-

plication to

MESSRS. B.^DELL & CO., Corsham, Wilt.s.

Specimens at Museum of Geology, Jermyn-street, Picca-

dilly, W., and at Architectural IMuseum, Tuttou-street,

"Westminster.

do

COPPKE.
. per ton
. do
. do
. do
. do
. do

do
. do
. per lb.

Iron.
. per tun
. do
. do
. do
. do

do
do
do
do

Timber.
. load

£17 17
19 15

19
18 7 6

18 10
20 10
19 15

27

72
74
75
79
71

04 10
71

OJ

2 14 4
7

6 7 6
15

6 15
9 5
8 15
7 7

Teak
Quebec, red pine .... „

„ yellow pine . . „

St. John N.B. yellow . .

Quebec oak, white ... „

„ birch .,

„ elm „
Dantzic oak „

Ur ,

Memel Or ,.

Riga
Swedish „
Masts, Quebec red pine . „

yellow pine ... „
Lathwood, Dantzic, fm. . „

„ St. Petersburg „
Deals, per C, 12ft. by 3

by tUn.,

Queiiee, white spruce . . „
St. John, white spruce . „
Yellow pine, pr reduced
Canada, 1st quality ... „

2nd do .... „
Archangel, yellow ...
St. Petersburg, yellow . „
Finland „

lilemel „
Gothenbm-g, yellow

,, white ... „
Gefle, yellow
Soderham „
Christiania, per C, 12tt. by

a by 9in., yellow ... „
Flooring boards, pr square

of lin., first yellow . . „
First white ,,

Second qualities .... „

Oils, &c.

Seal, pale per tun

Sperm body „

Cod
Whale, South Sda, pale . „

Olive, Gullipoli .... „

Cocoauut, Cochin, tun . „
Palm, fine „
Linseed „
Riipeseed, Eni^. pale . . „
Cottonseed ,,

a 15

12
3 15

4 5

3 15

£18
00
00
IS 10
19
21
20 10

00

77
00
74 10

60
73

7J

7 10
C 12 G
7

7

10 5

D S
7 15
10

13
4 15

6 5

2 10
3

5

12

12 IU

IS
12 15

11 10
13
7

8 10
8 10

10 10
8 10

10 12 10

5 5

5

6
4 10
G 10
4 10
4
3 10
2 15

6 5

6 5

6

6 10

17 10

14

19 10

13 10

14 10
13 10
8

10 10
9 10

12 10
12

7 6

7

6

37 10
84
35 10
36
49
48
38
32
46
2S

10 6

9 6
7

38

37

4.S 10

38 10

00
33 10

BANKKUPTS.
public e.^aminations.

April 25 S, S. Wilson, Burton-street, Pimlico, builder.—

\pril IS T. Hutchiugs, late of Puddiug-lane, City, contrac-

t,jV_\pril25 W. Banham, Purleigh, Essex, carpenter.—

— \pril 26, d Castleman, Westbourne Park-villas, Bays-

water tinilier dealer and brick manufacturer.—April IS,

J Seal and J. Everard, Nuneaton, brickmakers and stone

merchants.-April IS, T. Lisbman and G. D. Leng, Stock-

ton-on-Tees, iroufounders.—.Vpril 24, F. Haythurp, Ram-

sey, Hunts, builder.

DECLARATIONS OF DIVIDENDS.

W Barter Bramshaw, Hants, builder, div. 3s. 6il.—.\.

Baker, Aclam-road, Westbourne-park, buUder, div. 6d.

DIVIDEND MEETING.

April 19, P. Millicau, Stanton, Suffolk, builder.

SCOTCII SEqUBSTRATIONS.

James Young, Glasgow, plasterer, March 28, at 12.—

Hugh Drummond, Cr.iss-„l,s, cnlni.tur, April J, at 12.

PAHTNERSHIPS DISS0L,"V:ED.
Eubinsun and Mather, .Neweasth-upuu-Tyue, pamters

—Clulee and Co., Birmingham, timber and slate mer-

chants.—Val de Travcrs Asphalte Company (LimUed).—

Bayuor aud Lord, Farnworth, builders and brickmakers.

—s aud J. Thornton, Bradley, Y'orkshire, slaters.—Gale

and' Ormston, Sunderland, brass founders and plumbers.

—Dickenson and Son, Uoole, painters.—Vulum Iron

Works Company, Ipswich.

Breakfast.—Epps's Cocoa.—Grateful and Comfort-

IXG—''rbe very agreeable character of this preparation

has'rendered it a general favom-ite The "Civil Service

Gazette" remarks:-" By a thorough knowledge of the

natural laws which govern the operations of digestion

and nutrition, and by a careful application of the flue

properties of well-selected Coca, Mr. Epps has provided

our breakfast table with a delicately-flavoured beverage

which may save us many heavy doctors bills. liacn

packet is labelled-jAMES Erps and Co., Homtoopathio

Chemists, London.
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FLAT CARVING AND SURFACE
ORNAMENT.—I.

T~1HE styles which make most use of surface
-L ornament are natui-ally those which
have the largest amount of flat -n-all surface

to (leal with. They are for the most part
Southern rather than Northern styles, and
Early styles rather than Late ones. ^\Tien any
style had passed its prime and run to wiri-

ness and fritter, there were no broad spaces
left to decorate. All the foliage was then
disposed in lines or detached spots, for the
simple reason that there was scarcely any-
where else to put it. In our own country,
Norman and Early English buildings show
the best examples of flat carving. In the
Decorated period it has come down, in most
cases, to a mere diaper or powdering, and in

the Perpendicular one it was all but extinct.

Tracery and imitation tracery then covered
everything, and sculjitui-ed ornament was
almost superseded by this easiest and most
worthless mode of decoration. It is in a
simple and massive class of building that flat

carving finds its natural home ; and it may
not be useless to the cause of architecture to
give a series of sketches showing with what
beautiful detail such a class of building may
be adorned.
The illustrations given to-day are all from

buildings in Toledo : the centre one from the
Palacio de los Ayalas, the others from the
Casa de Mesa. They are of singular but
interesting character, being, in fact, a kind of
hybrid between Gothic and Moorish art.

They show the naturalism of the former
along with the rigid conventionalism of the
latter, and they do this on the characteristi-
cally Moorish plan of having two planes of
decoration. The lower plane, the ground-
work of the principal pattern, is covered with
a sort of irregular diaper of leaves, lapping
over and intersecting each other without any
visible stem. These leaves are of a nearly
uniform shape, and arranged in pairs. Each
pair makes a kind of V, except that its sides are
convex to each other instead of being straight.

They have a midrib on their lower edge, and
veins starting from this and curving round
towards the margin : and their general effect

is not unlike that of the two terminal fronds
of the common brake fern seen in profile.

Hut, as before mentioned, no stems or even
stalks are traceable. The leaves meet and
touch each other closely, so as to conceal the
ground, nor can any order or arrangement be
readily detected in them. They are kept in

low relief, delicately worked, and not obtru-
sive. Above them, much more boldly carved,
comes the main design, on the principal
plane of decoration. It is on this that the
chief care has been bestowed ; it is this in

which the real design is manifest, and it is to
this that the background just described is

meant to serve as a foil. As might be ex-
pected, therefore, it has a totally different

character. It has a clear and strongly marked
arrangement, a conspicuous ami beautifully
winding stem, and very often a type of
foliage copied closely from nature. The two
planes or orders together make up a design
which bears inspection from every point.
Seen at a distance, the principal pattern
stands out clearly and without confusion :

looked at more closely, it is set off to still

greater advantage liy the delicate ground-
work on which it reposes. Highly conven-
tional as are the subordinate forms, tlie whole
arrangement recalls some of the loveliest
effects in nature. Wherever we see a spray
of foliage relieved against a distant wood, or
a wilcl rose stem trailing ovcrabank of mosses
and liverworts, we see an idea apparently
beyond the carver's reach, and yet one so
chai-ming that it is impossible not to regret

that it should be lost. In no material, how-
ever delicate, could it be sculptured with the
least success : it is a phase of nature which
the so-called "naturalistic" carver would in-

fallibly miss. Strange as it may appear,

however, it is by a pui'ely conventional type
that we here see it .set before us. This is one
out of the many cases in which there is more
of nature in conventional than in naturalistic

art. The latter would have tried to carve

the iniiuitely delicate background of moss or

distant forest, and have utterly failed : the
former paraphrases it, and succeeds. The
one too frequently aims at nothing but the

outside form : the latter goes fur'ther, and
seizes the life, the spirit. The most perfect

work would be that which gave us both ; but,

if we can only have one, let it be the soul,

the expression, and not merely the external

shell.

It is worth remarking, however, that a
closer approach to natui-al leaf form can be
borne in flat ornament than in detached
carving. Forms that woidd look wretchedly
weak and tame standing out by tliemselves

are pleasing and graceful when they have a
solid gi'ound to cling to. Such a type, for
instance, as that in the centre of our illustra-

tion is about the last one would wish to see

in a crocket or a capital. Its slender divisions

and its delicate toothings would be absurd if

they were alone and unsupported. They
would look palpably unequal to theii' office if

they had an abacus and a set of arch mould-
ings to carry ; they would be far too slight

even to bear their own weight if carved by
themselves in stone. But merely outlined as
they are here, with no office, real or apparent,
but that of ornaments, the case is different.

The circumstance maj' help to show what
" conventionalism" in ornament really springs
from. Several causes, indeed, may combine
to influence it, but those we are about to
mention seem the chief. The first is the im-
possibility, in most materials, of copying
natural form with exactness. Tlie greater
this impossibility the more need for con-
ventional treatment. It is possible to imitate
intricate foliage in wrought metal ; it is not
quite out of the question to outline in marble

;

but what are we to do when we want to make
it stand out boldly, say, in coarse limestone
or sandstone ? Plaiidy to omit all small
divisions—markings, veinings, serrations—

•

and to aim at nothing more than the most
general effect of its light and shade. Here,
then, is a conventional type at once, forced
on us, whether we wish it or not, by the mere
coarseness of our materials. But, again,
suppose we have a block or corbel supporting
a heavy weight, and we wish to sculpture this

into foliage springing up as a support. The
first thing that the eye demands is that our
leaves or stems should seem equal to their
office : that we should not put, to carry tons
of masonry, a limp twig or fern-leaf which
the weight of a finger would double up. Such a
twig or leaf might pass where it only seemed
to be lying on the face of the corbel—where
the solid .stone block, plain or moulded, was
visible behind it, and obviously did all the
work. P.ut if once we cut the block itself

into foliage, tlie fundamental need is that this

foliage should seem equal to its work. It

wants a strength, a massiveness, a vigour of
up.springing life, which is not to be found in

nature at all, for what plant would be equal
to such a task as this? Hence we must
intensify to the utmost the natural expression
of force and vigour : must study growth and
power as they are seen in living objects, and
increase their effect a hundred fold as we
imitate them. We have not merely to copy a
natural shoot or stem, however strong, but to

imagine and carve one strong enough to

grow in spite of tons weight of material press-
ing it down. Ilonce another kind of con-
ventionalism—that of Early Gothic capitals

and cornices. There is no mystery at all

about all this ; it is only the following of

common sense and palpable fitness. It is

certainly no proof of incapacity on the

carver's part, and nothing cices the pinnacles are
than to suppose that his conveuver buttresses, and
involuntary, that he tried to coj_ buttresses to the

and stems with exactness, but was°s
_
at its root,

to effect it. The case was precisely'^ ^^^\ ""^^

trary ; he was too wise to attempt iljendicular,

least, to attempt it under unsuitable cl '
'^

tions. He knew not only how to imitate, I' *??

how to invent; and this is precisely where ht

differed from most " naturalistic " carvers of

the present day. Our examples this week,
though some of them show a near approach to

actual leaf-form, show also a large amount of

skill and .study in its arrangement. They are

not, indeed, vine branches or chesnut boughs
torn from the stem and stuck against the
building anyhow. They are adapted to their

place, and made architectural as well as orna-

mental. They are, in short, not merely
nature, but nature plus human intelligence,

and this, as it has well been said, is the dis-

tinguishing character of true art everywhere.

YIOLLET LE DUO'S " DICTIONNAIRE
RAISONNE DE L'ARCHITECTUEE
FRANCAISE."

IV.

THE ViUs described in our last article were
defended, after the traditional manner

of their Northern occupants, by palisades and
ditches, the towns alone, during the Mero-
vingian period, receiving anything like

permanent fortification. These villx were
open, defended only by palisades and ditches.

Under the kings of the first race feudality did

not exist ; the vassals were nothing but large

proprietors settled on the soil and submitting

to the central authority of the chief Frank
;

but this authority became weaker in propor-

tion as the memory of the conquest died away,
and this camp-like life became lost. The new
possessors of the soil, detached from one
another, separated by forests or wide deso-

lated tracts devastated by war, could stretch

themselves at their ease ; they had no attacks

from strangers to repulse, nor had they any
need to encroach upon their neighbours'

domain. Nevertheless, these men, habituated

to an adventurous life, to pillage, to the most
unbridled brigandage, could not become all

at once tranquil proprietors, content with
their part of the spoil of concjuest. They
made raids, as much from want of employ-
ment as for the love of gain, upon the reli-

gious establishments and the open villages

—

for though there was little to find there, yet
there was something to take. Hence we see

the monasteries and the Gallo-Roman inhabi-

tants forsake the plains and river sides, and
betake themselves to the heights, where they
fortified their resting-places. The flat lands

were abandoned to the owners of the soil,where,

finding none but the sons and grandsons of

their companions in arms, they attacked and
pillaged the villa:. These then came to be
surrounded by walls and deep fosses, but
were even then weak places for defence, and in

their turn these vitbi: were abandoned to

the husbandmen, the Frank chieftains es-

tablisliing themselves in fortresses. In the

midst of this frightfid anarchy, which the

Merovingian kings were unable to restrain,

the bishops and the religious establishments

of the time struggled alone, the one by their

patience and by a firmly-held principle, the

other by study, agricultural pursuits, and
by uniting behind their walls the last frag-

nu'uts of Roman civilisation.

Out of this chaos sprang Charlemagne. By
the solo power of his administrative genius

he organised a species of unity ; he gathered

tip the broken thread of the civilisation of

antiquity, and tried to re-unite it. Charle-

magne desired to establish a Henaifsance.

He comprehended the fact that law and
material force were powerless to reform and
organise an ignorant and a barbarous people

tmless they were first enlightened. He saw
that Art and Letters were the best and most
efiicacious means of opposing barbarism, but
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but most beautiful example of tliis class is given in

St. Peter and Paul, Exton, where both octagon and
tower are finished with battlemented parapet, the

former having large octagon turrets, also battle-

mented, hilt without pinuacles set ^lpon the broach

at the angles. The union between tower, octagon, and
spire is most beautiful and complete, the outline, the

filling-in and arrangement of windows, spire-lights,

il'C, and the light and shade, all helping each other.

In St. Mary's, Wilby, Northamptonshire, on the

other hand, the swelling and bulging effect of the

octagon is not sutHciently carried off by the too

slender pinnacles and Hying buttresses at the angles

of the tower. Mr. Freeman rather disapi)roves of

this class of spires from their "suggesting the idea

of the lower part of the spire having been Hha\'ed

down vertically"—in other words, suggesting the

bulging effect of entasis. But their advantage appears

to me to consist in the opportunity it affords of in-

troducing a massive or clustered pinnacle closely

attached to the spire, which, in skilful hands, is

capable of a great variety of treatment.

Another effective method of forming the junction

between tower and spire is that represented by the

spires of Salisbury and St. Mary's, Oxford, where

the massive or clustered angle pinnacles are supple-

mented by others higher up, and set between these

and the alternate sides of the spire, completely

filling up the gap, and producing a rich and gorgeous

effect.

Similar objections would hold good against the

application of entasis to spires which rise at once

from wnthin the plain, perforated, or embattled para-

pets of square towers, whether furnished with angle

pinnacles or not. The junction in these cases is

marked and decided, and the diagonal view is very

seldom good ; but much may be done, even liere, by
flying buttresses and large pinnacles, or by a skilful

treatment of the belfry story. Or when this is not

attempted, when the abruptness of the junction is left

unchanged, a similar squareness of effect may
be re-echoed in lesser degree in other parts of

the church to which the spire is attached, and

thereby unity of design attained. But this is rather

travelling into the principles of general design, which

I must avoid. With the exception of the few in-

stances I have given, none of the other spires that I

am acquainted with have any entasis; their lines

are straight as an arrow ; and I am convinced that

any departure therefrom, after they have fairly

cleared the base, would seriously mar the beauty of

the whole.

Turning to modern examples, I am acquainted

with none where entasis has been successfully ap]died.

It is not to be found in any of the late Welby
Pugin's works, nor is it alluded to in his WTitings.

The broach spire was rather a favourite model of his,

and that of tlie little Catholic church at Old Swan is

even yet one of the finest spires in Liverpool or its

neighbourhood, charming alike in its simplicity and

elegant proportions. That of St. Giles's, Cheadle, is

another, but richer and fuller of detail and depth of

effect. His lines are all straight and decided. IJut

instead of this swelling outline being a desirable

thing in a spire, we have numerous beautiful

examples in which the outline is a decided hollow.

See St. Nicholas, Cottesmore, broach ; St. Mary
Magdalene's, Warboys, broach ; St. Mary Mag-
dalene's, Newark, broach, -with angle pinnacles;

St. Maclou, at Rouen, &c. *tc.

In drawing these observations to a conclusion, I

would guartl myself from any desire to limit or

conline the inventive genius of the architect, and if

I have spoken with some confidence as to the result

of my own experience and studies, I am not vain

enough to suppose but that some ingenious artist

may arise more lucky than the rest, and ]iroduce a

designlike Gainsborough's celebrated "Blue Boy" up-

setting all my theories, and at the same time throwing

the best ancient examples into the shade. If such

should be the result of this paper, it will afford me
some consolation that, as the saying is, my labour

has not been in vain. I began by alluding to the

Parthenon, the most perfect embodiment oi Classic

art the world has ever witnesse<l, the typical idea of

wliich was weight adequately supported. There,

entasis had a place and a purpose. I proceeded to

refer to numerous examples of Clu-istian art—an art

in which the typical idea was that of weight annihi-

lated, and among others cited the cathedral of

Salisbury, whose steeple from floor to finial measured

over 400 feet. How graceful, how rich, and yet

how simple in outline, and how worthily it occupies

its place as prime feature in an architectural com-
position which, as seen from the north east, for

grand picturesque effect is unsurpassed by any other

in England

!

In the Gothic cathedral there is no entasis, no

effort, no strain, and the uncounteracted suggestion

of it.? presence is antagonistic to the genius and

spirit of the style. The clustered pillars do not
bulge and swell like the dropsical columns of the

Roman and Florentine schools—themselves the

caricatxues of those at Athens. They shoot up to

a height of sometimes fifty or a hundred feet with-
out swell or diminution, and without producing the

faintest impression of weakness or instabihty.

Unimpeded by the slight cap mouM, they spring
into the arch and ramify over the vaulted ceiling in

a thousand beautiful curves and fine-drawn fines,

tlien are lost in the dim infinity of height and dis-

tance, and the ponderous bosses are as lightly

carried by the fairy fingers of the groin-ribs as if

they were made of gossamer. The capital, conscious

that it carries no burden, bursts into foliage, and
ripens into rich clusters of fruit and fiuwcrs.

There is the spring of perpetual growth in every
form and detail of this glorious style ; in the

window, the shaft and the arch ; in buttress, pinnacle,

and spirelet ; in moulding, flower, and crocket. To
exhibit any swell or roundness in the spire is to

acknowledge a fiagging of this upward growth—to

admit that it begins to feel the effects of resisting

power—to proclaim at last that weight is no longer

annihilated. But it is not so : the old and decrepit,

under the weight of years and sorrow, bend into a
circle ; the young are straight and free.

THE NEW WEST LONDON SYNAGOGUE.

JUST as the City churches have become deserted

by the wealthier class of people, and new
churches are being built in the Western districts, to

accommodate the Western movement of the worship-

pers, so with the Jewish community—the older

synagogues in theCity are comparatively unoccupied,

and many new ones have within the last few years

been built in the suburbs. A short time since we
chronicled the opening of a synagogue to hold a

thousand people in Great Portland-street, and we
now have to record the consecration of a building of

similar size and great architectural pretensions which
has just been completed in LT])per Berkeley-street,

close to the corner of the Edgware-road. Among
Jews, as among their Christian fellow-citizens, what
is called orthodoxy is not universal ; and this new
building is to be occupied by what we may term a

body of Jewish Dissenters, differing from their co-

religionists truly in matters of small moment, but
still of sufficient importance to cause the Chief

Rabbi, Dr. Adler, and all the orthodox Jewish

ministers, to consider it to be their duty to absent

themselves from the ceremony of consecration.

The founders of this congregation of Jewish

Dissenters, by whom this building has been erected,

left the orthodox Jewish body some thirty years ago,

through just such a communal quarrel as caused old

Isaac Disraeli to leave the religiou of his fathers.

Starting with a small room in Burton-street, theu-

nimibers increased, until about twenty years ago

they built for themselves a small synagogue in

Margaret-street, and since then the fiu-ther increase

of their congregation has made the erection of the

building in Upper Berkeley-street a matter of neces-

sity.

This building, though monumental in character,

is erected on leasehold land belonging to the Portman
estate, and held by the trustees for a term of ninety-

nine years only. The main portion of the buihling

occupies back land, and the exterior is consequently

unseen from the surrounding streets, but the stone

entrance front in Upper Berkeley-street forms a

fitting entrance to an important building.

As long ago as January, lsi57, a building com-
mittee was formed to collect funds, and one of their

first steps was to invite a limited number of archi-

tects to submit competitive designs for the intended

building, and to ask Mr. P. C. Hardwick, the emi-

nent architect, to assist them in their selection of a

design. This resulted in the choice of the design of

Messrs. Davis and Emmanuel, of 2, Einsbury-circus,

and which has since been carried out by them.

The ImiMing recently con.sccratcd is a domical

structure, Byzantine in character, and a square on

plan, measuring seventy feet each way, and with a

wide gallery along two sides and western end ; the

ceihng consisting of a large central dome, and four

small domes in the angles, and four great arches

covering the side spaces. This ceiling is carried by
four piers of clustered columns of Devonshire marble

with carved capitals.

At the east end of the building Is a domed semi-

circular recess, or apse, in which is placed the organ

and choir, and in the centre of this apse is placed

the ark or shrine, which is the receptacle for the

scrolls of parchment containing the words of the

Mosaic Law, and is constructed entirely of inlaid

marble work.

A peculiar feature iu tliis building is the placing

of the choir at the east end of the building, facing
the congregation, and concealing them from the
view of the congregation by a screen of marble con-
taining openwork grilles of gilded metal, the

arrangements of this portion of the building remind-
ing one strongly of the new Greek Church at Paris.

The stone and marble reading-desk also, which occu-
pies the centre of the floor, resembles the "ambon "

in the older Greek churches. The organ is placed
in the apse at the east end, and behind the ark or

shrine ; certainly the very best position in which an
organ can be placed iu a musical point of ^^ew.

Some of the arrangemements of this building

deserve special consideration at the hands of those

who have the planning of our public churches and
edifices. A gangivay is reserved all along the side

walls of the building, so that persons coming in

after service has begun may reach their seats with-

out disturbing the mass of the congregation. All the

doors througii which the public have to pass swing
outwards as well as inwards, and are arranged for

the egress of a crowd on mucli the same principle

as an engineer would lay out a system of water-

pipes, viz. :—the occupants of the ground floor, 500
in number, pass out through two five feet wide
doorways into a corridor 10 ft. wide, and similar

means of egress is given to the 500 occupants of

the galleries. Where the occupants of the galleries

and ground floor meet, the hall or atrium is 20 feet

wide, and the opening of the great arch and gates

in Upper Berkeley-street is of this width. There
is thus a total prevention of a " block" in the

outgoing crowd.

From the Oriental custom which exists in syna-

gogues of separating the men of the congregation

from the women, and placing the latter in the

gallery, it becomes a special matter of difficulty to

so arrange a building as to give equal gallery accom-
modation to that on the ground floor, and in order

to give a place of meeting (ot the male and female

members of the same family after the service, a

spacious hall or atrium becomes a necessity of the

case, and consequently a feature of the plan.

The decoration also is somewhat peculiar. The
highest class of decorative art—viz., subject painting

or figure sculpture, is necessarily absent, the Jews,

so far as their religious buildings are concerned,

reading literally the Second Commandment. In

this building the decoration of the flat surfaces

depends entirely on the varied combinations of

simple geometrical forms, picked out with colour,

and on the leaves and flowers introduced in the

carWng; and here the lily, the pomegranife, olive,

fig, and palm, are the types which are convention-

alized.

One thing may certainly be claimed for this

building : the principle of truth in construction, of

which Mr. Ruskin is the apostle, has been nowhere

violated. There is none of the sham marble work,

sham stonework, and imitation oak graining, which

combined to make up the decorative materials of the

architects of twenty years ago. The artificial fighting

of the building is managed by five sunlights in the

centre of the domes, by starlights and by suspended

globe lamps under the galleries.

The part upper of the entrance building iu LTpper

Berkeley-street is arranged to form a committee-

room and residence for beadle.

Many special objects in the building have been

presented to the Synagogue by the wealthier mem-
bers of the congregation. The ark itself is the gift

of the ladies of the Goldsmid family. The pulpit

and marble pavement were presented by Mr, D. C.

Stiebel ; the reading desk by the Henriques family,

in memory of the late Jlr. D. Q. Henriques, who
shortly before his death presented the two stained-

glass windows for the east-end wall. The Command-
ment tablets on either side of the apse arch are

executed in gold mosaic by Salviati and Co., and

are the gift of Mr. Dresden, and the Perpetual

Lamp, which hangs before the ark, was given by Mr.

Jacob Mocatta. and the entrance gates are the gift

of Mr. Simon Waley.

The building has been erected from the designs of

Messrs. Davis and Emanuel, architects, by Messrs.

George Jlyers and Sons, builders, of Lambeth.

The marbie work of ark and choir screen, reading

desk and pulpit are by Messrs. Poole and Sons, the

Westminster Abbey masons. The pitch-pine seating

is by Mr. W. H. Lascelles ; the gas filtiags by Messrs.

I). Ilulett and Co.; the main portion of the stone

carving is by Mr. Williamson ; the system of hot-

water-pipe heating and ventilation has been carried

out by Mr. W. W. Phipson, C.E.; and the stained-

glass windows are the production of Mr. A. F.

Usher. The organ has been built by Messrs. Gray

and Davison, at a cost of Xl,200, and the total

cost of the building will be about X20,000.

We give this week a double-page Illustration of

the interior of the new Synagogue.
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SCIENCE IN ARCHITECTURE.

By an Experienced Workman.

A PAPER was recently read on this sub-

ject by Mr. W. Parstow at the Liverpool
Ai-chiteotural Association, and reprinted in the

Bi'iLiiiNG News, and on which we have to

offer a few remarks. We are led to make
these remarks not from any desire to cavil or

find fault unnecessarily, but simply to cor-

rect one or two mistakes into which the

writer of the above paper has been led, and
whicli our practical experience tells us are

such as the workman himself would perceive

and condemn at once. We regret tliis the

more in that such papers, when carefully pre-

pared as to facts, are invaluable, and have
great influence. In the concluding portion

(contained in the Biildixg News of March
3rd ) the writer states, in the section on paint-

ing, "With regard to the muiierous anti-cor-

rosive paints, it is no use trying to cheat
Nature ; anti-corrosive paints will not answer
the purpose their name implies. All that can
be done to obtain the objects of such paints

is to pick and form the stuff so as to reduce
the power of the elements to affect it

to a minimum. This is best secured
wlien tlie composition forming the paint

is granular, not so finely powdered as ordi-

narily. The finer the powder of the mixture,
the greater the tendency for air-holes to form
as the paint is being laid on. Paint that is

gritty or gi'anular affords a better oppor-
tunity for the air to escape." We must take
exception to the above statement, as being
contrary to our experience, for we have in-

variably found that the finer the paint is

groimd, the less liable it is to blister or become
pinholy, and the more impervious it is to the
effects of the atmospliere. The protecting
powers of all paints are in a great measure, if

not entirely, due to the oil with which they
are mixed. Jlr. Parslow himself seems to be
impressed with this fact, for he says the
coating of oil is the best preservatvei, and not
the paint. How he reconciles this fact with
the as.sertion that coarsely ground pigments
mixed with oil are the best we cannot con-
ceive, for it will be evident that the particles

of grit or gritty paint will be much more
likely to be affected injuriously and much
earlier than the fine-ground paint, simply
because they (the coarse particles) have not,

and cannot have, the same protection from
the oil that the other has ; consequently these

unground particles arc destroyed, and the air

thus gets easy access to the wood or iron.

That tfiis is the fact an experience of nigh
upon forty years fully confirms. The primary
object in view in painting the outside of wood
or iron work is to exclude the air, or prevent
its direct action upon the surface of the
article painted. We have not yet had
experience of any mixture or method
wliich will effect this desirable object perma-
nently. The next best thing, of course, is to
use such preservatives as will protect the ob-
ject for the longest time. This is best done by
using some substance which shall form a
perfectly homogenous and impervioussurfacc.
This is being attempted to be done by a num-

' ber of patent paint mixtures, most of them
being mixed and made with or from petroleum
oil and varnishes, having for their principal
feature a most abominable smell, and a faculty
for drying (|uick, the latter quality being put
forward by the patentees as a valuable recom-

'. mendation, when in fact it is, as all practical

;
men know, the strongest proof of the utter

' worthlessncss of such mixtures. Their quick
i drying is produced either by bad gums mixed

with inferior spirits, or by petroleum oils,

lime, copperas, and other forcing driers.

When laid on the work the spirit quickly
evaporates, leaving the paint dry and hard,
but without any cohesive power but that of
the gum or resin, which is in its nature dry
and brittle. Time and the atmosphere
quickly reduces the mixture to a dry hard
mass, which either cracks all over in millions
of miuute cracks, and this e-^poses the surface

of the work, or it crumbles away in powder.

Our experience points to the fact that there

is no protection for iron work so efiicacious

as well-boiled linseed oil, properly laid

on. The iron should first be well cleaned

and freed from all rust and dirt; the

oil should be of the best quality, and well

boiled, without litharge or any drier being

added. The iron should be painted over with

this, but the oil must be laid on as bare as

possible, and on this fact depends in a great

measure the success of the application, for if

there be too thick a coat of oil put upon the

work it will skin over, be liable to blister,

and scarcely ever get hard ; but if iron is

painted with three coats of oil, and only so

much put on each coat as can be made to

cover it by hard brushing, we will guarantee

that the same will preserve the iron from the

atmosphere for a much longer time than any

other process of painting. If a dark colour-

ing matter is necessary, we prefer burnt umber
to any other pigment as a stain ; it is a good
hard drier, and has many other good pro-

perties, and mixes well with the oil without

injuring it. '-Woodwork," ^Ir. Parslow says,

'before painting should be well soaked with

good priming, principally turpentine. This

keeps damp out of the wood ; a coat of paint

has not the same power." AVe are at a loss to

understand what Mr. Parslow means. We
have always understood priming to be the

first coat given to wood (as its name implies),

whether mixed with turps or oil, and is in fact

a paint in every sense of the word; and when he

says "principally turpentine" we feel assured

that he has never mixed any priming, nor

used it (although, of course, that does not

prevent his knowing how it should be done).

If he had, he would have known that if the

priming and colour were mixed with turpen-

tine, the turps will evaporate and leave

the lead upon the sui-face of the wood without

any adhesive power of its own, and it would
dust olf with the duster, or wipe off with a

rag. The turpentine might sink into the

wood, but it would soon leave it again by its

power of evaporation; a thoroughly practical

painter would never dream of adding turps to

priming, and he would be couunitting an act

of folly by doing so. The best priming coloui-

is made with pure raw linseed oil, with just a

sufficient cjuantity of best white lead added
to make a thin paint ; Venetian red, or burnt

umber, may be added to give a little colour.

This mixture will penetrate the wood to a

much greater depth than turpentine colour,

and, as we have before said, in reference

to iron, the oil is the principal pre-

serving power ; as soon as that is de-

stroyed, either by the action of foul air

or by direct chemical means, such as ILme and
soda, the lead or other pigment becomes mere
mud, and has no protecting power whatever.

That this is so every-day experience teaches

us. Again, the wTiter says the coat of paint

forms a skin over the wood, instead of soaking

into it. Now if the workman puts on too

much paint of any kind on the work at one
painting it will assuredly skin over, but we
have never yet seen primed work skin over

when propei-ly painted by good workmen ; but

when priming is done (as much of it is done
in builders' shops) by labourers we should
not be surprised at the paint skinning over,

but not otherwise. AVliito pine and red deal

and pitch pine have each a different degree of

power of absorption, on account of the diffe-

rence in the quantity of resin each contains.

If we lay the same quantity of paint on the

pitch pine as we may witli .safety put ui)(m

the deal, the former would be all covered with

skin, and the work would be completely spoiled.

We cannot expect bricklayers' and joiners'

labourers to discriminate, and thus erroneous

judgments are formed from very unreliable

facts. One otlier point we have to notice in

Mr. Par.slow's remarks, and we shall have done
finding fault with what is otherwise an ad-

mir.able paper. .Spcakingof varnishes, he says

:

" For ordinaiy purposes, where we usually

specify common oak varnish, copal varnish

diluted with oil answers
practice is often adopted,

utterly dissent from this teachin^^

first place it is rarely if ever used in p^
except when a contractor engages to tt^ a

certain quantity of varnish, and instead of

doing so dilutes it with boiled oil, and thus

cheats his employers and makes a dishonest

profit. There is unfortunately too much of

this done. In the second place every practical

man who has had any experience in the use of

varnishes knows that oil in any quantity

added to copal varnish impoverishes the

varnish, and causes it to be and to remain tacky
or sticky, not only for a time, but always. As
a matter of course, we all know that a drop of

boiled oil, termed drying oil by artists, will

prevent mastic varnish from cracking ; or a
few drops added with turpentine to varnish

which has become fat will materially improve

it, but to add oil to copal in sufficient quantity

to compete in price with common oak

varnish would utterly nun the copal. A tea-

spoonful of boiled oil to a pint of varnish is

all that can be put in witii safety, but in

any case it is a most dangerous practice

to mix oil with varnish ;
some varnishes it

will stop entirely from drying ; others,

although they may dry, will always soften

and stick when the heat of the body comes in

contact with it, and we have seen splinters

six inches long torn up from seats by parties

sitting upon them after being varnished with

varnish in which oil has been mixed. Know-
ing these to be facts, we would venture to

say to all users of varnish who have any

regard for the character of their work or their

own credit, Dou"t add oil to copal varnish. If

a really cheap and good varnish is required

for roof timbers in churches, or outside wood-
work in exposed situations, we would recom-

mend the following, which we have used with

advantage :—To one gallon of the best boiled

oil add one pint of the very best liquid driers

(Terebini) ; mix well together. This mixture

has a good gloss and very great preserving

properties, much superior in every respect to

most of the low priced varnishes. We have

also the advantage of knowing what we really

are using, an advantage not to be despised in

these days of horribly smelling compounds
which are dignified by the name of varnish.

A CoLoxi.iL MusEUJi.—The subject of a Colo-

nial Museum is now under practical agitation. Oil

Monday, on tlie motion of Lord Biu-y. JI.P., tlie

Royal Colonial Institute unanimously appointed a

committee for carrying into effect the propositions of

Mr. Hyde Clarke's paper for a Reporter on Trade

Products at the Colonial Office, and for a Colonial

Museum.
The Scalkjer Tombs at Tekona.—These tombs

have a special interest at present, as being reported to

have afforded suggestions for the two most important

memorial structures at present in course of execution

in this country—the Wellington Moiuiment in St.

Paul's, and the Prince Consort Memorial in H3'de-

park. An engraving of them is to be found in

Gaily Knight's " Ecclesiastical Architectm-e of Italy,"

to which is appendetl the following description ; —
" The three celebrated tombs of the Scaligers st,aTid

in the old cemetery of Santa Maria Anlica, which

had been the famil)' burial-place of the Scaligers before

they rose to power. The tombs were erected to the

memory of Cangrande 1., Martino II., and Consig-

norio. The tombs are all on the same plan, though
of different dimensions and different degres of mag-
nificenee. In each, the defunct prince appears

reposing on an altar tomb, which is supported b.v

pillars and surmounted by a canopy, on the summit.

of which is seen the equestrian statue of the sameindi-
vidual in the semblance of life, and arrayed in

knightly armour. The style of all these tombs is n
mixture of the Pointed and the Romanesque, The
tomb of Consignorio, which he built for himself, is

uuich the largest, the highest, and the most magnili-

cent, and is ornamented with numerous tabernacles,

statues, and bas-reliefs. An inscription on the frieze

records that the Milanese artist, Bononius de Campi-
liano, was the sculptor ; and the execution of the

work affords a proof that, in Italy, the arts had
arrived to a considerable degree of excellence in the

fourteenth century. All the tombs are in white

marble, and combining together as they do, form a

most splendid and picturesque architectural group."
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NEW ELEMENTS OF HAND-RAILING.—PLATE XXVUI.

NEW ELEMENTS OF HAND-RAILING.*

(Continued from page 244.)

Plate 28..— Coxstruction of Side-rail Pro-
jecting FROM Circular Wall Resting on
Iron Brackets.

FIGURE 1 shows stairs starting with four winders.

Let rail project two inches Ironl wall.

Set off half its width. Divide .\ E in two eqnal

parts. Then mark joint C.

Next, draw tangent.s, A, B, C, D, E. See that

these are of eqnal lengths.

Let G, D, ]•; be unfolded, as shown at Fig, 2.

The letters along margin correspond with those on
plan.

Set off two square steps. Have riser J stand in

same position as that on plan.

Let under side of rail rest on square step, also

on corner of tangents opposite C and D. Set on
half its thickness and form tlie ramp. The pitch
over winders, ami that on square steps, intersect at

T, which shows that tangents on the mould must be
equal, and its ordinate a right angle to chord A C on
plan.

Fig. 3 shows construction of mould. Let tangents
A, B, C equal those on plan. Draw line A C.
Make ordinate square with it. Have seat parallel
with A C. Let height L P equal one riser. Join
R P extended

;
this being the pitch. It also gives

direction to draw tlie mould ; which ma.v be done by
ordinate, as shown for small curve.

Or, it may be struck with a string, if the latter

method is adopted. Then the major axis is found
by making P 4 equal L B, and square with P R.
Extend line from P, and let 4 O equal O B. Then
draw through O parallel with pitch R P.

*Th!B series of articles is a reproduction of Robert
RloliliLT.'s worl: on Ihe suljjcit, publiahea in Philadelphia,
ami Ijy Triibner and Co., London,

To lind the length of elliptic curves:

Draw from O parallel with seat. Let V equal

0, Set oft on each side of V half width of rail.

Then square down, cutting at K and N, Next,

find points on major axis to insert pins. This done,

lay a piece of board on and strike mould.

Tangents 3, 4, 5, and small curve, give the mould
for lower piece of wreath, while 2, 4, 5 is that for

upper piece.

Have line through 5 marked on under side. Now
slit mould through half its thickness, thus making
two.

Cut off at 5, and square with 5.4. Let joint 2

be S(inare with 2.4. This completes the mould for

upjier piece of wreath.

Bevel K applies to all the joints, except that on

small circle ; its joint being the dotted line from
t) parallel with 5.4. It will be best, however, for

application, to draw from 6 parallel with R P.

Tlicn the bevel H applies to edge of plaidc, and

directs application of mould. Let the slabs be taken

off both sides before cutting off the dotted line. It

being the joint against the plastering.

Drive a plug and fasten with a hand-rail screw.

Tills is much neater than breaking the plastering

and wedging the rail.

The situation of square step on plan happens to

be right to make the pitch a straight line over the

winders. But, in case the step is not in the right

position, then make up])er piece of wreath have

two different pitches, to suit the ramp.

Lmprovemknt at Stepney Green.—The Metro-

politan Board of Works have informed the Mile End
Vestry that they will defray the whole cost of con-

verting the waste land contiguous to Stepney Green

into a recreation ground. The outhay for railing-in,

levelling, and planting the land in question will be

£3,000.

SOCIETY OF BIBLICAL ARCHAEOLOGY.

LA.ST week a new society was formed to

carry out investigations of great interest.

The ancient histories and monuments with which
the Bible is associatetl have links with the tone of

human thought which are of a nature to give to the

deciphering of their records very popular results.

The inaugural meeting was held on Tuesday week
under very favourable auspices, and the society

already musters a very good foundation of mem-
bers. There was a large attendance ; the Master of

the Charter House, Professor Goldstuclter, Professor

Donaldson, Captain Wilson, Mr. George Wallis, Dr.

Zerffi, Mr. Rassam, and many other eminent men
being present. The chair was taken by Dr. Birch,

who, after the reading of various letters of ap-

proval of the objects of the society from Mr. Goss,

Mr. Edwin Harris, Mr. Renouf, Mr, MacGregor,

&e., delivered a very spirited and pointed opening

address. He said that the necessity had arisen from

the extensive labours of scholars for the formation

of such a society, in order to bring together the re-

salts of researches and to diffuse a knowledge of

them amongst the public. He alluded to the rela-

tions between the monumental history of Egypt and

Assyria and the Jewish nation, the discoveries of

the Jews on the monuments of the former, and in

the contemporaneous annals of the latter country

from the twelfth century B.C. till the fall of the As-

s^^ian empire in 630. From the discoveries already

made he thought still further ones illustrative of the

earlier Babylonian and Jewish histories were likely

to be made in the plains of Mesopotamia, where the

records of the older Babylonian archives inscribed

on terra cotta were to be found. He referred to the

discoveries by Captain Wilson and Mr. H. E.

Palmer at the Wady Magarah and Sambut el

Khadem, in the Sinaitic peninsula, as illustrations

of the period of the Exodus. In Palestine he in-

stanced the recent discovery by Dr. Ganneau of a

Hebrew-Phosniciau inscription near Jerusalem, as

throwing light on the disputed question of the

Hebrew characters in the days of the Kings, and

holding out the hope of future acquirements, hke

that of the Moabite stone. The early histories of

the great monarchies of Egypt and nations of Cen-

tral Asia, he said, were not to be found written in

books, but inscribed on rocks and stones, which

cannot be studied in our libraries, but must be dis-

interred from the plains of Mesopotamia and the

Valley of the Nile. Professor Donaldson moved

that the address be printed, which was seconded by

Mr. Boyle, and unanimously carried. The Rev. A.

Mozeley and other speakers addressed the meeting.

Captain Wilson, in proposing a vote of thanks to

the chairman, stated that he was a member of their

new society ;
and in respect to the Palestine Explov

ration Fund, with which he was also intimately

connected, he thought, the objects being different,

the two institutions would mutually aid each other.

Mr. Bonomi seconded, and the thanks were duly ac-

knowledged ; as were those given by Mr. W. R.

Cooper, the secretary, for his exertions in the estab-

lishment of the society.

M
"WORKMEN'S TRAINS."

R. C. D.AWSON, Chan-man of the Metro-

politan Association for securing cheap raU-

way travelling for the working classes to and

from their work, in an appeal on behalf of the

association, remarks that four of the metropolitan

Uncs have yielded to facts and proofs by running

work-people's carriages, and "happily they pay."

We shall he glad to see all the other companies

adopting this plan on a much larger scale. Mr.

Dawson makes reference to extending the boon to

work-women, work-gdrls, errand-boys, &c., who are,

as he says, at present compelled to live in close,

pestilent streets, or to walk, morning and evening,

many miles, arriving and rotm-ning weary and worn.

If the railway comp.anies know their best interests,

they will extend the benefits of workmen's trains to

women and girls ; but a point not (apparently)

taken cognizance of by Jlr, Dawson is that semps-

tresses and work-girls will not require to travel by

the same early trains as bricklayers, ic, who have

to be at work at six o'clock in the morning,
^

The

females have to be at work from eight to nine o'clock

in the morning, to from six to nine o'clock in the

evening, beginning later and ending later than the

men. The institution of workmen's and work-

women's trains on a sufficient scale could not but

have a marked effect on the health of London,

inasmuch as it would relieve its overcrowded state,

and we should no longer hear of there being (as

there are said to be at present) 80,000 small h-TUses

standing empty in the suburbs of London.
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"THE SACRISTY."*
O T'CII istlic somewhat unfortunate name of a^ serial whose object is evidently to continue
tlie traditions of tlie Eccle.tinlof/ist. AVlien we
look at the career of the last-named work we
are perhaps as much astonished at what it did
as at what it failed to do.

It certainly taught architects and amateurs
to build parish churches very like old ones,
but it utterly failed to give us any art, properly
so called. At the same time, great allowances
should be made for the Ecclesiological So-
ciety ; the founders were all amateurs ; some
of the best of them left the Society at an
early stage of its existence ; there was very
little art-knowledge at the period, and little

was known of our ancient domestic architec-
ture

;
whereas a church was to be found in

every village, and consequently afforded
means of study. Hence arose the science
(not art) of ecclesiology.

After teaching this same science for nearly
a quarter of a century, and after making the
production of an absolutely bad church almost
an impossibility, the Society considered its

nussion fulfilled, and very naturally dissolved
itself.

Whether it is a prudent or desirable course
to take up the teaching of the said science
is a very open question, for nothing can
be more delusive than to expect a resuscita-
tion of Mediooval art from an ecclesiastical
branch of it alone. On the contrary, it will

probably be from the development of our
domestic wants that we shall obtain the
ait of the future, and it is for this reason
that one grieves to see Mr. Gould's new
serial with so narrow a title and so limited a
scope.

After all, if we take stock, we shall find
that up to the present time we have little to
boast of in matters of art. We have hardly
erected an ecclesiastical building, and certainly
no domestic edifice, which shows the full ap-
plication of the various arts (major and
minor) as they were practised in the thir-

teenth century. Mr. Gambier Parry's church
at Highnam is, perhaps, the nearest approach
to unity and completeness, but if we subtract
the still unfinished paintings of the accom-
plished founder there will remain but little

real art in the rest of the affair. The stained
glass is by no means equal in merit to the
paintings, which, by the way, it obscures so

much that dormer windows have had to be
erected over the clerestory.

As to domestic buildings, the most com-
plete are the new Houses of Parliament ; but
although there is an endless amount of carv-
ing, brasswork, and gilding, there is really no
monumental art. It is true there are sundry
frescoes done by artists who have been work-
ing all tlieir lives at oil exhibition pictures,

and the result is—naturally what might have
been expected.
But to return to the '^acnshj. Although

we must regret that Mr. Baring-Gould has not
taken a larger view of Medineval art and its

application, we may well be thankful that he
has continued the movement. Let us hope that

as time wears on, and the work becomes suc-

cessful, some more catholic title may supplant
the present one, and, above all, that the great
epic of domestic art may come in for a share
of attention equal to that given to ecclesiastic

matters. It is not to be forgotten that, to the
general public, the one is an every-day affair,

while the other is brought to their notice only
once a week.
According to the prospectus, the Siicri/ity

is designed as a means of conmiunication
between lovers of Christian art and those
engaged in church restoration. Alas, it is

rather late in the day to talk of church
restoration when every one of our old
churches has been " very much " restored

—

when young men have begun their profes-
sional lives with church restoration, the most
dilfieult and worst-paid work in the whole

• The Sacriili/. A Quarterly Review of Ecclosiantieal
Art auil Literature. (Jubu ilodffOd. 47. Bedford -street
Cuvent-gardca. 1S71.)

'

practice of architecture. In a very few years
we shall have no old churches. The Re-
formers and Puritans destroyed our paintings,

stained ghiss, and sculpture, and the present
generation has finished the work, by restor-

ing the buildings themselves.
In reviewing the present number it should be

remarked that both the editorship and the
papers are gratuitous. This, it is to be hoped,
will be altered as this publication advances in

circulation. If a man writes on a dilfieult

subject, and if an editor has to read and
arrange a mass of MSS., it is only just that
the time thus employed .should be remunerated.
There is one feature which proves much in

favour of the new serial—viz., that several of

the most important articles are signed. Thus
tlie number opens with a paper on the com-
pletion of S. Paul's, London, by J. T.
^Iicklethwait.e, a former pupil of Mr. Scott's.

Tliis gentleman begins with a n'Siiine of what
has been done up to the present time. Thus
we are told that the mosaics in the spandrels
of the dome are in themselves good, but if

continued will have the effect of reducing the
apparent sizs of the building, and that the
roof of the choir has been painted in what
mint be described as the drawing-room style.

Now the mosaics in the spandi-els of the
dome are not in themselves good, but they
display tlie same unhappy blunder as we see in

those in the pediments of the Albert Memorial
—viz., the gold of the background is not car-
ried through the draperies, and accordingly in

some lights the figitres look like dark masses
on an intensely brilliant gi-ound. Both were
cases where the architect should have revised
the cartoon before the execution, and they
only show how necessary is his supervision.
As to the drawing-room look of the roof of
the choir, S. Peter's at Rome labours under
the same defect : it looks like a boudoir on a
most gigantic scale, but this is really a defect
of the style of the building, and no one would
recommend the Byzantine mode of treatment
in S. Paul's, unless all the mouldings and
ornaments were to be chiselled off in the first

instance.

Mr. Micklethwaite's scheme is to restore
the present choir, and use it for a morning
prayer chapel. A baldachin is to be erected
under the eastern arch of the dome, and from
it a short but very broad choir is to project
westward. To this it might perhaps be
remarked that the choir in the Duomo at
Florence presents the same conditions and
a different mode of treatment, perhaps a
better one.

The second paper is by Ilcrr B. Ecke, on
what he calls the "Beast Epic," in which the
fox is more particularly described. These
sculptured animals in sacred costume, which
we so frequently find in churches, are shown to
be nothing more than allegories of the deceits
of the devil, and, in fact, they are the lineal

descendants of ^Esop's fables. The latter,

indeed, are often found literally rendered : thus
among the precious series of incised stones
in the cathedral of S. Onier, we find, inter nliit,

the fable of the " Fox and the Crane.''
The next paper is an account, by the editor,

of how a certain Jean .\yinon robbed the
royal library at Paris, in the middle of the
seventeenth century.
Then follows a description of the Mosaics

at Ravenna, by R. W. Twigg. This is a very
valuable paper, inasmuch as it describes the
costume ; it shoidd, however, have been
accompanied by one or two key drawings,
sliowing the position of the figures.

Then follows a notice, by J. Fowler, on
some representations of tlie Virgin, with two
children, on painted gla.ss, in Nostell Priory
Church, Yorkshire. These representations
are found in a series of very late (l.')87, 108'),

and 1717) German or Swiss domestic glass
presented to the church by Charles Wynn,
Esq.

; but at Thornhill, in Yorkshire, there
is a perpendicular window of 1492, repre-
senting the same subject. The second child
is .S. James, the half-brother of our Lord, and
who is said to have been very similar to him

in countenance, hence the kiss of Judas at

the betrayal.

There is a very curious representation in

VioUet le Due's " Jlobilier Francais," re-
presenting a seated woman, who supports
two children on her lap, while around are
several other children. M. Viollet le Due
thinks the embroidery (for it formed part of
a veil stretched before an altar) is symbolical
of charit}', but, curiously enough, not only is

the woman nimbed, but every one of the
children is nimbed likewise, and, if we may
trust the engraving, the child on ihe right
knee bears the cruciferous nimbus.
The paper on colour for decoration, by

Mr. John Aldham lieaton, is one of the best,

if not the very best, in the number, and de-
serves careful study, but of course colour is

not to be taught by words alone. It requires
in the first place a certain amount of natural
ability for it ; then careful observation ; and
thirdly, where possible, good teaching. Mr.
Heaton first warns us against the indiscri-

minate use of very bright colours, and then
insists that all colours should be broken up.
These, of course, are no new discoveries, and,
indeed, are at the bottom of all good colour-
ing, but they can never sufficiently be drilled

into some people, who imagine the brighter
the colours the more beautiful the work.
There are, of coui'se, harmonies and har-
monies ; there is, for instance, the harmony
which is produced by making a stratum of
dirt go through everything. This is a
very favourite resort with some decorators,
as it is with some artists. Like the Queen
Anne's architecture, it saves trouble, and,
above all, saves thinking ; but with a little

practice, any one can do it^— it is so easy to be
dirty. Then, again, there are combinations of
the brightest colom-s, all vivid, yet all broken
up—such as we see in the best Persian de-
corations, and such as Fra Angelico painted

—

there is no royal road to those liarmonies.
As it is, the colouring of stained glass manu-
facturers and that of decorators is at the very
lowest ebb, but we shall certaiidy not get out
of our dilemma simply by making dirty
harmonies.

Jlr. Heaton tells us that Messrs. Morris
and Co. have applied high art to their work

;

but surely he might have added that other
persons have done so whenever they have been
able to procure coloured cartoons from artists.

The next paper has nothing at all to do
with art ; it is pure and simple ecclesiology,

giving a sort of recipe how to design a church.
As there is no name to tliis paper, and as it

consequently carries no authority, it may be
passed over.

After this conies " Sketches in Foreign
Churches," and three pages are taken up with
what an Xaveri.an brother said to a class of
little girls in the church at Dcnaux when
catechising, and what the little girls said to
him. It reads like an extract from some of the
" Goody-goody" books published by Masters.
Next follows an account of the windows of
Strasbourg Cathedral ; it is signed " F. P.,"
but it loses its interest in a certain degree, as
the account was drawn up before the late

bombardment. It is a pity we are not told
what has been lost and what remains.
The new church of S. Barnabas, Oxford,

is criticised, and very well criticised, by
Soniers Clarke, jun., who concludes with the
remark that its reinitation as a cheap church
h.as been over-estimated

: it appears that the
cost is something like .£.^ per sitting. "Art
Metal AVork" is an anonymous paper, recom-
mending that iiotli brass and iron should be
used in a cast state, instead of being almost
exclusively wrought, as at present. Of course,
it is much cheaper to design leaves and
flowers than a well-balanced and well-relieved
model. The following extract is true, not
only of iron and brass, but of architecture,
witness the lithographs which we so often see

adorning (?) various architectural publica-
tions : — "It is really painful to see the
distortions and spasmodic flourishes so ram-
pant in modern iron work—an extraordinary
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angularity and unexpected breaking of lines

whicli, in the cant of the craft, is called ' go,'

but which is really nothing more than a little

sensational vulgarity, and perfectly different

from the work of the middle ages or of the
eai-ly revival." This paper ranks after Mr.
Heaton's as being the best in the book. It

is a pity that the author has sought refuge in

the anonymous. There are several other
contributions, including a piece of poetry, and
a liturgical puzzle, but all anonymous. In fact,

there is certainly a sufficiency of matter for
the half-crov.'n. But with the exception of
Mr. Heaton's paper on colour, and perhaps
that on art metal work, there is very little

about art, or tending to advance it. Of
course, there is a great deal of ecclesiology,

as might have been expected, but ecclesiology
is not art. Indeed, Professor Ker in his admi-
rable " New leaf " discour.ses, years ago, pro-
claimed that ecclesiology was neither art nor
architecture. The Ecclesiological Society
did its work, and did it well. When it was
done the Society was very properly dissolved,
and its publication discontinued. Whether it

be desirable to revive the latter under another
name is an open question. What is desired
at present is some publication which will take
up not only ecclesiastical but domestic art in

all its branches, working from the thirteenth
century as a standing point, and absorbing all

the knowledge of tlie nineteenth century
as auxiliary, so that eventually we may
arrive at a higher point than oui- forefathers
ever dreamed of. The beginning, however,
must be made by the architects, wlio must be
educated. AVhen they are educated, and can
draw the figure sufficiently to direct the
painters and sculptors, there will be less

occasion for the employnrent of notches and
chamfers. Some gentlemen have, indeed,
found out that the art-architect is damaging
the profession. So he is for the arcliitcct and
surveyor, who hereafter will most probably be
relegated to the latter variety of his present
anomalous qualifications. When, however,
those gentlemen who now complain draw the
figure, even " indifferently," it will be quite
time to argue the cpestiou with tliem.

W. Bur.GES.

ON THE HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF
ORNAMENTAL ART.

DR. G. G. ZERFFI delivered the twenty-fifth

lecture of his course on the above subject in

the Lecture Theatre, South Kensiugton Museum,
on Tuesday afternoon last. In commencing he said

that in treating of art from its dawn in prehistoric

times to the periods of the Greelcs and Romans, he
had drawn attention to a gi-ailual and progi-essive

development observable both in the forms and the
materials used. The primitive huts of the wigwam
type had given place to marble palaces ; instead of

the geometrically adorned pottery of the savages we
had highly decorated ornamental vases ; the wooden
idols "vvith the big heads had changed into the marble
.statues of a Phidias ; the Colossus of Rhodes re-

placed the .small and insignificant bronze wnrks of

Egjqit, and a corresponding improvement had ex-
tended itself to agricultural implements, weapons,
and articles of personal ornament. This development
had varied on different parts of the earth's .surface,

and the progress of art had been shown to have
been in every case in close connection with the
influences of climate, mode of living, religion, and
social organisation. Language and literature might
well be called the rays of the civilisation of a people,

whilst art was the true reflex of those rays. Nations
with low and undeveloped languages had no art in

the strict sense of that word ; those with borrowed
and mixed tongues had an imitative art which pro-
gressed^at the same rate as the power of expression
increased from the concrete to the abstract. The
more philosoplucal the language became the
more idealistic was the art. If, however, as with
the Indians, language became transcendental, in the
sense of Kant, and roamed in regions which could
not be fathomed by the understanding, art became
symbolic. It was often coarse, and generally re-

mained undeveloped until a new current of thought
dispersed the counteracting influences and it re-

gained activity, and wilh activity, life. Languages
kept artificially in a fl.Ked state, as the Hebrew,
Zend, Sanskrit, Egj'ptian, and Ab3'ssiniau died out,

or at least lost all their vitality and became stationary.

Nations with such languages had either no art at all,

or that which they had remained immovable. No
mistake should be made with regard to the Indians.

A new religion which had opposed the old Brahmanic
ideas had excited the people to construct marvellous
edifices. Art, like language, if it took new forms,

generally founded them on old ones whicli had died

away and were resuscitated with a new spirit.

During no period of art was this assertion more
strikingly borne out than in that which was then
under consideration. Etruscan, Greek, and Roman
elements vanished, and art was endowed with an
entirely new character. The forms were often the

same, but exhibited a new spirit, and thus appeared
to be tot,ally different. An art which grew with the

national life of a people would impress the very trade

|)roduclions with its ennobling spirit. At such a

period the utensils for cooking and every-day use,

and the toys of children would serve as expressions
of that taste which became a kind of bright

atmosphere, illuminated by the brilliant r.a3-s of an
artistic genius. At the present day we, absorbed in

utilitarian creations, had nearly dispensed with
artistic feelings, and had neglected sculpture as alto-

gether suiterfluous. Fortunately, however, this spirit

had begun to die out, and we felt we might liave not
only strong and useful, but also well-orn.amented

household goods. To foster this tendency, and to

spread a correct taste for beauty in ornamentation,
was our duty. The lecturer next proceedeil to con-
tinue the subject of Roman art. He said that the

gems, copper, silver, or gold coins and medals,
served us in reality as historical records printed on
leaves of metal or precious stone. The gems were
worked with great care, either in intaglio (deeply
cut into the stone) or in relief (cameo). The
inscrijjtions on these stones were short and concise.

The art, called glyptic, had taken its origin in

superstition and rehgious prejudice, worldly wisdom,
and a feeling of individual inrlcpendence. Jlen had
always had an intense veneration for amulets. In
more remote times a fish-bone, the feather of a bird,

or a few hairs tied in a rag had been thoirght to

possess supernatur.al powers. Later, geometrical

figures had been employed, till, in the period before

us, silver, gold, .and precious stones h.ad been used as

safeguards either against illness or the influences

of cruel divinities. The Greeks and Romans had
believed that j.ade had a very wholesome influence

on the kidneys. The amethyst (from '(T and fieduw
not to get tlrunk) was thought to be an antidote

for drunkenness. Luxury in jewellery had been
immense with the Romans. Seneca complained

that two pearls siu"mounted liy a third were required

to make an ear-ring, and said ' the raving fools think

their husbands not sufficiently tormented if they have
not two or three inheritances hanging in each ear."

Ornaments might be classified under three principal

headings. 1. Pendants, representing the law of

gravitation, always symmetrical. 2. Circles, as the

expression of the spherical motion of planets, obeying
the law of eurythmy. 3. Lines of direction which
were neither symmetrical uftr enrythmic.al, but
pointed either front or back, ilistinguishing the two
directions hy totally different lines. Nations might
to a certain extent be judged by the prevalence of

one of these principles in their dresses. The
Egj-ptians had been exclusively symmetrical ; the

Persians, Assyrians, and Chaldieaus had delighted

in the circle ; and the Greeks and Romans had used

all tlu-ee with harmonious discernment. The sums
spent on jewellery had been enormous. Lf)lla, the

daughter of M. LoUius, and wife of the Emperor
Cains Claudius, h.ad appeared in public covered

with emeralds and pearls of which the value was
£304,000. The one pe.irl which Cleopatra had
sacrificed to Antony h.ad been worth £81,520.
Metals had been worked with sharp instruments and
either chiselled or embossed. Every description of

gold and silver plate h.ad been used at their

sumptuous banquets. The hands had been washed
in splemlid metal dishes. The drinking vessels had
been of the greatest eleg.ance, and adorned with em-
bossed or wrought figures, which were often move-
able, so that different vases or goblets could be

ornamented with them. Michel Chevalier, in

writing of llie International E.xhibition, 1851,

said that he had seen an orient.al saddle,

beautifully embroidered, and adorned with jirecious

stones, the patterns of the ornamentation being

full of intricate delicacy; b\it when, on looking at

the stirrups, he had found them made of coarse iron,

he had immediately come to the conclusion that the

saddle was the production of a half civilised nation.

The wi irks of art he (the lecturer) had mentioned

till thou woidd not alone have been sulficient to

prove that a high degree of civilisation had existed

.amongst the Romans, but this people bad been as

clever in the worldng of iron as the Greeks. They had

worked helmets of polished iron of such excellence

that these had resembled silver. Workers in bronze
had been mentioned in the times of Numa, but none
in iron. The bronze works had been cnibossed. The
ornamentation had consisted of arabesques, or wild
animals, the clasps having been made to represent

lions' heads. The head of Medusa had often formed
the centre piece on breastplates and shields. In the
older works Asiatic forms had prevailed

; those of

later date and better workmanship had been in the

Greek style. At first caps made of skin or leather

{galea) had been worn. During the Republic these

hiid been replaced by bronze helmets (cassis), with
richly ornamented crests. Under Camillus (.about

3G7 B.C.), polished steel helmets, ornamented with
either three black or three red feathers, had
been introduced. At the time of Hadrian, the

cavalry bclouging to the legions had worn
casques with a visor of iron richly ornamented
with gilt bronze work. The plumes had been of red

horse-hair. Breastplates h.ad first been of leather,

and weapons of bronze, both having been subse-

quently of iron. Bundles of h.ay attached to long
poles had originjilly served as standards ; later bronze

hands had been \ised, till Marius had introduced the

eagle as .a common stand.ard for the army. Not less

developed had been the rewards for bravery. There
had been the corona civica for one who saved the

life of a citizen in a battle; the corona ?nuralis for

one who scaled a wall, both having been of gold.

The corona navalls or classica, for those who dis-

tinguished themselves in the navy, had been a circlet

adorned with the beaks of ships in gold. In addi-

tion to these there had been the corona ohsidionaliSj

of weed or grass ; the corona aurea, and many
others. Medals attached to leather straps had been

worn over the .armour. It was to be expected that

a nation that had delighted in outward pomp and
luxury should have also had a grand and imposing

ritual in religious matters. The sacrificial vessels,

plates, goblets, dishes, salvers, tazzas, small caskets,

knives, hatchets, incensers, lamps, musical instru-

ments, and the smaller and larger altars, with or

without statues of divinities, had given the oruament-
ist a large sphere in which to apply his knowledge of

m}-thology and symbolism. Whilst the plates and
vessels of every-day use had been adorned with scenes

from heroic legends, or of hunting, or with wild and
fantastic arabesques, the religious vessels, though
scarcely tllfferiug in shape, had been generally orna-

mented Avith scenes from the life of the di\nnity to

whom the temple hiid been dedicated. The sump-
tuous private hfe, the heroic spirit for military duty,

and the pompous religion, full of exciting rituals,

festivities, processions, and sacrifices, h.ad required

imposing public amusements. The Circensian games
were said to have been introduced in his grand circus

by Tarquinius Priscus. They had consisted of

horse and chariot races. Theatrical entertainments

hail always been less frequented than the circus.

Sanguinary exldbitions of wild animals devoiu*ing

one another, or of men murdering each other, had
always been more highly valued by the masses than

intellectual amusements, which elevated the mind and
improved manners. The tragedy bad been with the

Romans a mere sham. Ha\dng once tasted of the

excitement of assisting at a real fight, of witnessing

real killing performed with great grace, the merely

assumed mental sufferings of a hero could no longer

interest them. The amphitheatrical games on a

Large scale had first been introduced by Julius Casar.

At the last stage, the really sanguinary combat

had, with great refinement, been preceded by
a kind of sham fight, which hiid served to excite

a desire in the masses to see the joke, become earnest.

Having tlrawn attention to a splendid piece of armoiir

in bronze which had been used to protect the he.ad of

a horse, and which was now in the British Museum,
the lecturer concluded by observing that we had
studied the Rom.aus in their architecture, which had

been grand and imposing ; in their sculpture, which

had been sensual and deb.asing ; in their household

furnitiu-e, which had been luxiu-ious and enervating

;

in their religious ceremonies, which had been

pompous and stupefying ; in their military array,

which had been vaiu-glorious and boasting ; and in

their public games, which had been sanguinary and
degrading. Whilst he coidd, therefore, not approve

their tendency to overloiiding, he could not too

strongly recommend the careful study of then-

motives of decoration, in which they had preserved

so much of Greek beauty and the correct laws of

ornamentation. The next lecture, wdiich will be

delivered on Tuesday, the ISth inst., will he on

Christian Art, with special reference to symbolism.

It ig proposed to utilise a large plot of vacant land

at tho back of Westminster Chambers, Victoria-

street, by the erection of tho Parliament Club

Chambers, which, besides club-rooms, arc to contain

114 bed rooms.
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THE BIRMINGHAM ASSIZE COURTS AND
CORPORATE BUILDINGS.

THE COMPETITIVE DESIGNS.

A "WRITER in the Birmin^hain Daily Post says

of these designs, on which we offered some
comments last week :—
"We shall now speak of the designs only. There

is a vast amount of thought, labour, and cost em-
bodied in the twenty-nine sets of drawings now on

view; and it is painful to feel that very much of it

has been wasted—unless, indeed, the architects con-

cerned can bring themselves to regard their labour

as so much 'practice,' But. however ungracious

the task, the truth must be spoken. These gentle-

men have submitted their work to public criticism,

ami whether it U agreeable or not, they must hear

what people think. AVell, then, the truth is that

none of the designs are of a sufficient!}' meritorious

character to justify their execution. We do not

know what award Mr. "Waterhouse may have ad-

vised ; but he must have been sorely puzzled to

give advice at all. The competitors themselves, we
think, would come to much the same conclusion, if

the judgment were placed in their hands. Suppos-

ing each man to have two votes, and to give one for

himself, there is no design of such excellence as

to certainly command all the second votes, or a

decent majority of them. Several of the competi-

tors are plainly unfitted for the strife they have
entered upon : there are some designs so clearly bad
that nobody would care to look at them twice. Of
the rest, a considerable number are generally feeble

in conception, poor in detail, and ineffective in

grouping. Even the best fall short of that kind of

originality which instinctively commands attention,

to say nothing of compelling admiration. As we
have said, there are none which justify the expen-
diture of so large an amount as £120,000 in their

erection. Of course, there are degrees of merit in

these designs. There are several which are more
than creditable, considered as drawings ; and there

are others which might suit a less ambitious pur-

pose than that involved in the competition. But
we repeat that there are none which satisfy the re-

quirements of a great public edifice. We look

down screen after screen for evidence of unity of

conception and vigour of expression ; but we look

in vain. Little meets the eye but lifeless repetitions

of Classical forms, used without real understanding

of their true meaning ; or copies or adaptations,

sometimes correct, sometimes fantastic, of Gothic

models. Here and there we have an ' Italian ' de-

sign, in which the severer forms of Classic architec-

ture are what is called 'adapted' to modern re-

quu-ements ; and in one instance a competitor has

wandered into what he describes as * the Renais-

sance,' but which regard to truth obliges us to cha-

racterise as the ' Rococo.'

''As regards the style adopted by the competitors,

Gothic of one kind or another preponderates, there

being seventeen Gothic designs as against twelve

Classic, ranging from pure louic down to the sort of

It.alian which is instinctively recognised by archi-

tects and speculators as the natural style of hotels

and 'offices,' It is interesting to observe that

almost every Classic design, if not every one, is

crowned by a dome, sometimes lifted high upon the

summit of a sort of tower. Every Gothic design,

of course, has a tower, occasionally finished with

a spire; and in some instances the competitors

have liberally thrown in corner towers as well as

the great central structure. As to the rest, the

Classicists mostly give us a rusticated basement,

surmounted in the principal front by a portico, with

sculptured pediment, and a coluunade stretching

out on cither side, and shrinking timidly under pres-

sure of the inevitable dome. Here and there, in

the Italian (or shall we say 'Modern Classic'?)

designs, we get rid of the colonnade, though, as if

to make up for this deficiency on the part of his

competitors, one designer has a double colonnade
(full Corinthian) built obviously as a screen and
nothing else, and with a sort of dwarf wall between
the columns, broken up into tablets suitable to be
inscribed with the names and virtues of deceased

aldermen. Tlie worst of the Classic designs is that

they are manifestly either dead, and therefore in-

capable ; or, if imbued with modern ideas, they are

wanting in dignity, and therefore unsuitable. As
to the former class—the revival of really Classic

models—the Town Hall is enough f(»r \is : we do
not want another Pagan temple to misrepresent the

life of a modern English town. As to the latter

class—the * Palladian ' or the ' adapted ' Classic

—

however suitable it may be to domestic uses, we
cannot recognise it as possessing sufficient massive-
ness, breadth, and grandeur of effect for a great
piiblic building. It does well enough for ware-
houses and hotels, but it does not, and cannot, in

any sense realise the idea of corporate use, which
ought to be expressed in the chief edifice of a com-
munity like ours. A third variety of the Classic

—

the type of which Sir William Chambers is the chief

exponent—is yet more unsuitable : as represented here

it is characterised neither by the severe fidelity of

a revival, nor by the picturesque freedom of modern
' Italian.'

" The Gothic designs, though our sympathy turns

strongly towards them, are even more disappoint-

ing than the Classical. There are towers, spires,

pinnacles, arches, oriels, and buttresses in abundance;

and not unfrequently there are to be noted very
charming 'bits' of detail, and picturesque group-

ings. But as a rule these designs are wholly unin-

teresting. There is nobody among the competitors

who seems imbued with the spirit of Gothic art.

We are not such purists as to be repelled by de-

partures from the model period selected by a designer.

Victorian Gothic, if it be really living, is as welcome
to us as the strictest Early English. But we do re-

quire some evidence of a living power of design,

and not an exhibition of mere technical skill in the

repetition of ancient forms. It would be unjust,

perhaps, to say that the Gothic designs are more un-
suitable even than the Classical ; but it must be

said that for the most part they are bald and poor,

and that when originality is attempted, the result

is too often a fantastical congregation of de-

formities.
" We are really very sorry to have to .«;peak with

seeming harshness of so many efforts at design, no
doubt more or less well intended. The result, how-
ever, is one of the inevitable consequences of com-
petition. Many of the ablest architects will not
spend thought and labour—to say nothing of cost

—

upon a contest in which chance, or caprice, or igno-

rance, often determines the award of victory. It is

wiser, we honestly believe, to take even an inferior

architect, and set him to do his best, with ample
time for consultation, without the confu'^ing stimu-

lus of competition, than to invite a contest in which
each man is hampered by the sense of pressure and
the consciousness of probable loss. However, we
cannot expect the present competitors to agree with

us, either on this point, or as regards the general

judgment we have, with no httle regret, been com-
pelled to pronounce upon their works. Some of

them, indeed, look upon their efforts with a fond-

ness which may be excusable, though the form of

its expression is occasionally a little too self-con-

scious. For example, one gentleman describes his

design as fitted to 'complete a public place, probably
the most magnificent in the country.' Another
says that the style he has chosen (and by impUca-
tion his illustration of it) is ' admirably adapted
for lightness of proportion, affording the most natu-
ral ventilation.' The 'details and ornaments,' he

adds, 'are of a character and harmony suitable to

the locality and importance of the town, avoiding

survile {sic} copyism, but consistent with the times

in which we live.' Another mentions as the cha-
racteristic of his work, that, 'architecturally speak-

ing, the principal feature of the design is a dome,'

and that the style is 'a modern adaptation of

Classic, not picturesquely beautiful, but stately,

grand, and dignified.' One competitor gravely pro-

poses to make room for statues commemorative of
' the most celebrated Mayors of Birmingham ;

' and
another, a httle uncertain as to arch.-eological learn-

ing, vaguely describes his Gothic as ' slightl}' Con-
tinental.' The greatest triumph, however, is achieved
by a gentleman who is so greatly enamoured of his

design that he proposes to make a grand sweep-
demolishing Christ Church, erasing Cungreve-street,

and removing the Town Hall, in order that his

building may be seen to the fullest advantage."

S. MICHAEL'S CHURCH, OTTERTON.

THE new church of S. Michael, Otterton, the

foundation stone of which was laid in

March last year, was consecrated on the 29th ult.

Glancing over past history, Otterton — a pretty

village on the south-eastern coast of Devon, and
distant a few miles from Sidmouth—can boast of

something like ancient renown. A priory belong-

ing to an abbey in Normandy was founded there at

a very early period, and unc (Jalfridus, a monk who
wrote about 12ij'l, tells us that the manor was one of

theprincipal in England. Upon the site of the old priory

or nearabout'J the former church stood; but latterh'

it has fallen so much into decay, that, save only

the old tower, little remained of the early work. The
walls were of " the old Devonshire cob,"—mud and
straw : the pews were very convenient places for

anyone who did not want to be seen, and the

building had a dirty, woe-begone appearance both

inside and out. The church has now been entirely

rebuilt, with the exception of the main walls of the

tower, which, being in good condition, were not

touched. The ancient building consisted of a nave,

south aisle, a north transept, and a chancel,

but the present church, the scale of which
is altogether larger, comprises a nave GGft.

long and 2*)ft. Gin. wide ; north and south gabled
aisles, 63ft. long and 17ft. ivide, and a chancel of

good proportions. There are spacious north and
south porches. The tower occupies the same posi-

tion relatively to the rest of the structure as in the
old building, but a south-eastern angle turret has
been added, and its windows filled with tracery.

The walls of the church are principally constructed

of Berry Hill stone, with ilam Hill quoins and
dressings. Internally the building is lined with
Ashlan stone, from Beer. The architect is Mr.
Benjamin Ferry, F.S.A., of Loudon, and the con-

tractor for the whole of the works was Mr. Burridge,

of Exmouth. The total cost will be £8,000. which will

be defrayed by Lady Rolle. This is the third church
built by that lady in the immediate vicinity of her

residence within the last twenty years. The other

two are Bictnn Church, of which Mr. John Hay-
ward was architect, and Witthcombe, designed by
Mr, Ashworth, Both these were erected at a
greater cost than has been that at Otterton. The
clerk of works employed at the latter was Mr.
Thomas Cloutman.

SUPPOSED REMAINS OF A LAKE VILLAGE
AT LOCHEND.

A DISCOVERT of considerable antiquarian in-

terest has recently been made in the vicinity of

Lochend. In a strip of ground, formerly covered with
water, but now laid bare, along the western margin
of the loch, Mr. David Grieve, Lochend-road, an
active Fellow of the Society of Antiquaries, had
his attention attracted some months ago by the dis-

covery of some remains of trees embedded in the
soil. The wood was fast crumbhng into mould, and
it was only on careful examination that the eye
detected what appeared to be the outlines of heavy
logs disposed along the siurface at pretty regular

intervals. Pursuing his observations. Mr. Grieve
discovered that the remains extended along the

shore of the loch for a distance of 120 yards, the

impression conveyed being that thej' had formed
part of a great wooden framework or platform. la
the absence of an}-^ other feasible explanation of

such a structure, the supposition naturally suggested
itself that the timbers had served as foimdations for

an ancient lake village. The matter having been
brought under the notice of the Scottish Society of

Antiquaries, some excavations were made a few
days ago with a view to more minute investigations.

Three or four pits were dug, and each disclosed

rude logs of wood, lying parallel, or nearly so, and
resting on other logs which lay in a different

direction. Some of the logs were of oak, but the
greater number seemed to be of pine, with the bark
in many instances still remaining. The wood pre-
served its general appearance, but. when taken in

the hand, crumbled away like clay. Between the
logs was found a mass of rich black mould, inter-

mixed with nuts and fragments of small branches.

This is supposed to be the remains of fascines or

bundles of underwood, which might have been used
for filling up the interstices. Owing to the rapid

accumulation of water, it was found impossible to

ascertain the number of tiers of logs, or the depth
to which the framework extends. No implements

or other traces of human occupation were discovered.

It should be mentioned, however, that Mr. Grieve

recently fished from the bed of the loch, near by, a
number of bones, some of which have been identified

as those of the red deer. On the part of the anti-

quaries who have visited the place, there seems to

be a strong impression that the timber framework
indicates tlic site of a lake village, tliough further

investigation may perhaps be necessary before the

point can be conclusively determined, and the age of

the remains ascertained.

School BuiLomos.—A paragraph in the Jour-
nal of the Societij of Arts some* time since

stated that the Education Department had prepared

plans for school buildings, of various sizes, and was
willing to pcrniit their publication. It now appears,

from an ofiicial letter in reply to inquiries on this

subject, tliat '' arrangements have been already made
for thi- publication of selected plans, specifications, &.C.,

and the Queen's printers are now preparing, for sale,

diagrams with specifications and bills of quantities."

This will no doubt be a great boon—school boards or

committees will have readj' provided a choice of

approved plans from which to select at once such as

may be suitable to the varying requirements of their

several parishes.
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"Juiliiiirg IntcKigciite.

CHURCHES AND CHAPELS.

Carlisle.—JIeiiorial of Blshop Walde-
GRAVE.—A monumental brass, to the memory of

the hitc Bishop Waldegrave, has been erected in S.

Stephen's Church, Carlisle, by Jliss Burdett Coutts.

It is of oblong form ; at the ends are figure subjects

Bymbolising the Resurrection and the victory of the

redeemed; these are surmounted by lilies of the

v.tlley, arranged to iunnfleurs de lis, as suggestive

of affection and purity. Below these figures .ire

quatrefoils displaying the monogram of the Bishop,

with interlacements of trefoils, the colour of each

arranged to fornr a cross. At the bottom, the

border exliibits the emblems of the Evangelists S.S.

Jl.-itthew and John, and contains the name of the

founder of the church in which the memorial is fixed

and of its donor. The tlu-ee compartments of the

upper border are richly foliated ; at their junctions

are the emblems of the EvangeUsts S.S. M.-u-I; and

Luke, surmounted by tabernacle work. These form

abtitmcnts for a tympanum ; this, in its centre, dis-

plays the arms of the See of Carlisle impaled with

those of the Bishop. The crowning ornament of the

memorial is the cross. A highly-polished gray fossil

marble forms the ground or tablet upon which the

brass is fixed. The brass has been designed aud

executed by Messrs. Hart, Son, Teard, and Co., of

Loudon, for Messrs. T. and J. Nelson, of Carlisle,

to whom the work was entrusted by Miss Coutts.

IiIarton.—The interesting old church of Marton

is now being pulled down for the purpose of being

rebuilt. The demolition has revealed certain facts

bearing on the history of the structure. Sever.al

stone coffins of the thu-teenth and fourteenth cen-

tm'ies have been discovered in the walls, and there

are signs of successive alterations and restorations.

The church dates from the latter p.irt of the thirteenth

century, and the structural .alterations appear to

have lieen completed, as in the case of the majority

of the Warwicksliire churches, in the latter part of

the fifteenth ceutury. It is evident, however, that

the church had suffered at one time from fire, but

nothing was discovered to show the date of this

event. In the exterior wall of the chancel a bullet

was found embedded, and as it is a matter of history

that a skirmish took place in this neighbourhood

between the Parliamentary and Royalist troops in

August, 1642, in which the king's troops were

worsted, the bullet may be fairly considered of that

date. The neighbourhood was the site of an older

battle between the Danes and Saxons, in which the

son of Offa, King of Mercia, was killed, and was

subse((ucntly buried at Oft'church {lidi: Saxon

Chronicle), when before or after his father founded

a church. Two piscinas have been found, together

with some stained glass, and an inscription of the

Tndor period. The works are progressiug rapidly,

and are being carried out under the superintendence

of Mr. Punshon, Mr. James Marriott being the con-

tractor. The lay rector of the parish is Dr.

Jeplison.

Newton Abbot.—S. Mary's Church, Newton
Abbot, Devon, was re-opened on Sunday week.

The edifice has been entirely modernised, re-seated,

and re-decorated, from designs by Mr. J. W. Rowell,

architect, Newton Abbot, All seats are of pitch

pine, varnished; and the pulpit, prayer desk, and

communion rail are .all of oak. The credence recess

in the south wall of the chancel has been restoreil,

and the font has been removed from near the com-

munion table to near the entrance door. An organ

chamber has been erected, and the old organ re-

modelled by Mr. S. Hawkins, of Newton. The

floors of the aisle have been laid with black .and red

tiles, and the space within the communion rails

with encaustic tiles. The chancel window has been

filled with stained glass, by Mr. Drake, of Exeter.

The Decalogue tables, reredos, and decoration of the

chancel have been executed by Mr. Welch, of Bovey
Tracey, and the general work has been carried out

by Messrs. Be.arne and Murrin.

Peebles.—The foundation-stone of a new Free

Church was laid at Peebles on Wednesday week.

Thebuilding, which has been designed by Mr. Starforth,

architect, Edinburgh, will, including the site, cost

about £2,800.

S. Martin's, Lincoln.—Discovery oe Roman
Rexlmn.s.—The workmen engaged in digging for the

foundation of the new church of S. Martin have

come upon several relics of antiquity, whieh are

believed to be Roman. At a depth of about five

feet beneath the surface was found a three-quarter

length stone effigy of a lady with a hare in her

hand ; it is in excellent preservation, and we under-

Etaud will be photographad for the inspection of

archKologists. The workmen also found enclosed

in a roughly-made stone case, about eight or nine

inches square, a human skidl.

buildings.

Almshouses, Fulhaji.—We commend says the

Athenaum) to students Mr. Seddon's fine design for

Sir William Taylor's Almshouses recently erected

near the Bishop's Palace at Fulham. This work

consists of a range of two-storied cottages, with a

continuous high-pitched roof, having dormers rising

over and inclosing the heads of the lights on the

upper floor. The lower floor is slightly advanced

beyond its fellow, with a series of bay-windows, the

roofs of which are continuous, and supported Iiy an

arcade; at the interval of each p.air of bays are (1)

a blind opening, with a seat in each case, and (2) a

recessed porch to each pair of houses. This lower

continuous roof rests on the arcade, and each bay,

.although strictly such, is canopied by its proper arch.

A few carved panels of stone enrich the front between

the arches ; the latter are, on each side of every

porch, supported by engaged columns, the bases of

which are utihzed so as to form the seats, covered by

the arcade and apt to the dofirs. This is a very

elegant, convenient, and original mode of arrange-

ment. Each window consists of a coupled lancet,

diWded by a muUion and transom, with a quatrefoil

head. The line of cottages begins with an oblong

t'lwer, having an external stau-case of stone and a

pyramidal roof, that is stirraounted by a coronet and

vane. This tower supplies a very effective element

to the composition of the whole ; its upper stage is

enriched by an arcade .and scnlptvu-es inserted ; a line

of carved panels is placed below the parapet of the

tower. [We shall give an illustration of these alms-

houses in an e.arly number."]

Gateshead.—The directors of the Gateshead

Branch of the National Provincial Bank of England

have found it necessary to erect more extensive

premises than those at present occupied. They have

therefore determined to build upon the site at the

junction of High-street and Swinburne-street, a bank

of a plain substantial Italian character ; the two

fronts to be of stone, divided by rusticated piers

into eight bays with a pierced parapet at the top of

the building. The size of the banking-room will be

about 43ft. long by 27ft. wide, and will be lighted

bj' large semi-circular headed windows. There are

also to be strong-rooms, treasury, and book-rooms

on the ground floor and basement. The first floor

will be arranged to meet the requirements of the

resident man.ager, and the clerks' rooms, fee, will be

on the basement. The foundation stone of the new
premises was laid on Thursday last week. Sir. John

Gibson, of Westminster, is the architect for the build-

ing, for which Mr. Joseph Elliott, of North Shields,

has obtained the contract ; Mr. WiUiam Glover is the

clerk of the works.

L.umbetii Worioiouse.—On Monday last the

foundation-stone of the new Lambeth Workliouse

was laid by Mr. J. Doulton. The site selected is in

the rear of the new Lambeth Police-court, and is

94 acres in extent. The architects of the new
building are Messrs. Parris and Aldwinckle, of Sise-

lane, Bucklersbttry, whose designs were selected by

the Guardians in a limited competition. The builders

are Messrs. Crockett, Diclcinson, and Oliver, the

amount of their contract being £44,390. The esti-

mated total cost, including site, is £58,000.

teachers. In the competitions open to all schools of

art in the kingdom this school this year had 28

students who reached the standard of third grade

prizes, as against 23 the year before, and these had

obtained two silver medals as against one the year

before, three bronze, as against none in the corres-

ponding period, and five Queen's prizes. Five

students, too, obtained " Art Blasters' " certificates

of competency in special groups of subjects. In the

national competition for fan designs two prizes had

been obtained by students of this school, and a third

design commended. One had been purchased by the

Science and Art Department, and the tluee have

been selected for exhibition in the International

Exhibition of 1871, and for competition for the

Queen's prize of £40. In the competitions in the

schools the committee, as usual, had refrained from

personally judging the works seat in by students.

The Queen's gold medal awards had been adjudged

by a committee of artists, formed of Miss S. D.

Durant (sculptor). Miss M. D. Mutrie, Miss Annie

F. Mutrie, Professor R. Westmacott, R.A. (sculptor),

Mr. E. Armitage, R.A., and Mr. W. D. Dobson, R.A.,

and they decided " that, as a single work, the model

of ' Discobolus,' of Myron, by Miss Emily Selous,

deserves the honour of this medal." They added,

" At the same time the committee cannot break up

without expressing their great satisfaction with the

productions of certain other candidates." The report

then gave other details more particularly connected

with the competitions among the students for prizes

presented by friends of the school, .and the list

showed that trading firms were coming forward

with offers of prizes for designs, among them being

chromo-lithographers, oil-cloth makers, and silk

weavers and carpet makers, testifying to the value

of these schools, not so much because they created

mere designers, but as " a means of infusing correct

appreciation of that which is true according to pure

taste."

SCHOOL OF AET.
The Female School of Art.—On Saturday

afternoon the theatre of the new London University,

in Burhngton-gardens, was filled by an interested

audience, called together to witness the ceremony of

presenting the prizes to successful students of the

now thoroughly-established Female School of Art.

The prizes included the gold medal of the Queen,

who is the patron of the institution, as well as

national silver and bronze medals, won by students

of this school in competitions provided by the Queen

aud by the Science and Art Department, some of

those being limited to the school itself, and some

being among all the schools of art in the kingdom.

Lord Elcho presided. Mr. Rowe Valpy read the

annual report, from which it appeared that during

the summer session of 1870 the pupils who .attended

the summer session numbered 155, and the winter

session 139, as against 141 and 122 of the year

before. In the award of premiums to head masters

and mistresses of art schools by the Art Department

of the Privy Council the name of Miss Gann, the

head mistress of this school, stood second on the

list, and the year before it stood third. The relative

value of the position thus attained was to be seen

when it was taken into .account that this was the

only exclusively female school of .art in the kingdom,

and that it waa conducted entirely by female

STAINED GLASS.

Ghavesend.—A stained glass window h.as jus

been fixed at Christ Church, Gravesend, in memory
of the late Rev. Charles Hind, B.A. The .subjects

selected are full-length figures of SS. Peter and

Paul, with an angel above bearing a scroll. The
effect is said to be most satisfactory. Messrs.

Mathews and Cobham (late with Messrs. Clayton

aud Bell) of Great College-street, Camden-town, and

Gravesend, executed the work.

Weston.—Two -windows have been placed in the

chancel of the parish church at Weston, near

Otley, by Mrs. Dawson, of Weston Hall, as a

memorial of her late husband. The subject repre-

sents the Holy Apostles and Evangelists. Tho
windows have been painted by Burkhart, of Munich

Dunfermline—Memorial Window.—A window
in stained glass, designed and executed Uy Messrs.

Ballantine, George-street, Edinburgh, has just been

placed in tho ancient Abbey of Dunfermline by Mrs.

Chalmers, as a memorial of her late husband, the

Rev. Dr. Chalmers, of that church. In tho centre is

a representation of the Women at Tho Grave, and

undenieath a medallion cont.aining a likeness of Dr.

Chalmers. The window occupies a central position

in the south aisle.

The Lacy Memorial at Newark.—A very

beautiful stained glass window has, during the past

week, been placed in the parish church in memory
of the late J. P. Lacy, Esq. The work was entrusted

to Messrs. Hardman and Co., of Bimiiugham, aud

has been carried out by them, under the superinten-

dence of Mr. Wm. Bliss Sanders, .architect, of

Nottingham. The glass harmonises in general treat-

ment with the architectural character of the window,

and with glass of the corresponding period, i.e., the

fifteenth century. The v.arious groups are placed

under rich crocketed canopies, those of the two

centre lights (which contain the most important sub-

ject of the window) being carried through the

numerous openings in the tr.acery strrmounting them

to the summit of the window. The other parts of

the window are filled with conventional foliage. Tho
window contains in all six lights. The subject oc-

cupying the two centre lights is tho " Agony in the

Garden." Dexter light, Our Blessed Lord healing

S. Peter's mother-in-l,aw ; the adjoining light, tho

healing of a woman with an issue of blood. Sinister

light, healing the blind m.an ; the adjoining light,

tho healing of the centurion's servant.

St. John's Roman Catholic Church, Gr.avesend,^ is

at present undergoing extensive alterations, both in-

ternally and externally. Mr. Blake, builder, of

Gravesend, is carrying out tho work.

Rich.ard Glover and Mary Ann Morel have won
the two prizes offered by the promoters of the Alex-

andra Park and Palace scheme for the best essays on

the me.ans of making this institution a pl.ace of

improving play to tho toiling population of North

Loudon.
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TO CORRESPONDENTS.
tWe do not hoM ourscIv<\s resiioiisil>l.^ for tho opinioua of
our correspondents. The Kditur respectfully i-equests

that all communications should bo drawn up as briefly

as possible, as there are mauy claimants upon the space
Allotted to correspondence.]

To OtTR EB.4DiiRS.—Wc .shall feel obliged to any of our
readers who will favour us with brief notes of works con-
templated or in progress in the provinces.

Letters relating to advertisements and the ordinary
business of the Paper should be addressed to the EDITOB,
81, TAVISTOCK-STEEET, COVENT-GAEDEN, W.C.
Advertisements for the current week must reach the

ofQce not later than -5 p.m. on Thursday.

EECErvED.—E. T., T. C jun., B. W., jun., L. and H.,
G. P., B. G. and Co., J. E. W., \V. O., Surveyor, J. E.,

D. E. F., 0. B. A., E. W., W. B., J. V. and Co., Eev. E. E.,
Art, W, T. D.. H. Son and P., W. J. and Co., J. C. J., J. A. C,
E. W., L. F., Entasis.

OxE i.y A Fix.—See back numbers.
Albert Lewis.—A notice of the Albert Diirer engravings

such as that suggested in Mr. Loekwood's letter last
week will be given with our nest engraving.

J. EiTSSELL Walker.—We cannot supply Albert Diirer
independent of the Building News. Possibly they
may be published after, in a separate form. See answer
to Albert Lewis, above.

Erratcm.—In last week's BuiLDrNB News, under the head
"Building Intelligence," the paragraph headed "York,"
and referring to the restoration of S. Petrock'a Church,
shouid have been headed "Exeter."

Albert Dcrer.—Tho rev. gentleman who favoured us
with the loan of DUrer's "Christ Taking Leave of His
Mother," given by us three weeks since, says, in a letter,
" The print, in its present state, is worth full £25." We
gave it to our readers for about a halfpenny!

Mr. A. J. Lacey, of Princess*-street, Norwich, joins in the
chorus of admiration of the Diirer engravings.

" Another' Member of the Aechitectdeal Asso-
ciation."— There is no doubt that the verdict is
gone in favour of the Diirer drawings, and particularly
if explanatory notes be given at the same time. Yoii
see we are giving "details of construction" in the
Viollet le Due series, which will be found, as we
promised, to be one of the most valuable series ever
presented to British architectural students.

Cnntsponkiite.

AECHITECT.S' CHARGES.
To the Editor of the Building New.s. •

Sir,—I shall be glad if any of your readers
can inforni me what per-centage an architect

is legally entitled to ifnder the following circnm-
stauce :—A client of mine obtained from me the
necessary designs, working drawings, details, and
.specifications for erecting two villas. The contract
was let to a builder, and one third of the work was
actually executed under my superintendence. The
builder failed, and the work was suspended for

ne.arly a year and a half, at the end of which
period, my client requested me to furnish my
account. The agreement between us is the scale of
the Institute of British Architects, which was
lianded to my client Ijcfore the works were com-
menced. This scale is unfortunately silent as to
cases like the above, and as to many others which
constantly occur in practice.

I rendered an account, claiming the full 5 per
cent., but adding a note to the effect " that I am
really and willing to do all that can be rerpiircd of

me in completing the work whenever it suits my
client to proceed." He ha.s at all times announced
his intention to proceed sooner or later, and h.as

never made the slightest complaint ; indeed, on the
contrary, has stated that he was perfectly satisfied.

He has been released from tho contract with tho
builder on advantageous terms, and he has the
needful funds at command to complete tho work if

he pleases ; but he stoutly demurs to my claim and
referred me to his solicitor. Under the adnce of
that worthy, he employs a quantity surveyor to
measure the work actually executed, with the view
to tendering me the per-centage thereon.
The (piantity surveyor is also instructed fo pre-

pare plans, &c., for completing the bouses as origi-
nally designed (clever fpiantity surveyor I whose
motto nmst be " ex pcdc IlerciUem"), but he is not
to avail himself of those in existence in my office,

but to reproduce them with the aid of the work
partially executed.

I am told that cases such as the above have fre-
quently arisen, and have been decided in courts of
law, notably one connected with tin hotel in Brighton.
My solicitor wants to know the names of such cases,
anil no doubt some of your correspondents can give
them to An Ill-used Architect.

S. PAUL'S CATIIEDR.iX ORGAN.
Sin,—I must dissent from the opinion of the writer

of the article on this subject. 1 believe that if the ideas of
Wren hail been unfettered, the orjian would never have
bcfu placi-d on the screen as originally, but have been
put iu some other less obstructive position, or divided.

as it is intended to be, so as to allow a clear and tmob-
structcd view of the interior from west to east.

Acoustically, thej arraujjcmeut proi>osed will, 1 think,

be an improvement, as other instances prove wliere it

has been adopted ; while, architecturally, the effect

cannot be questioned, as it is a manifest impropriety to

destroy the length of a building by an organ, however
beautiful or effective in itself. To place such an instru-

ment in suclt a central position is, moreover, an
illogical ari-angement, as no building is, or should be,

designed for tlie organ or its case, but, contrariwise,

such an accessory should be adapted to the structure.—

•

I am, &c., U. lU'SKissoN Guillaume.

Intcrroiiumtiucatioit*

[21S3.]—"Warming and Ventilation.
—

"VHiat is

the latest good treatisu ou those iiuestious?— A.
CusniXG.

[21S4.]—The Cymagraph.—Tufoi'matiou where
to obtain the above, ami the price, would oblige. This
question has been asked at various times by different

subscribers, but I am not aware of any answer ever
appeai-ing.—A. L.

[2185.]—Boundaries of Soho.—Would one of

your readers define the bouudaries of the district kuo^Ti
as " Soho," and state authority ?

—

Charles Bl'ssell,

20, Soho-square.

[2186.]—Mortar,—On page 494 of your last volume,
reference is made to " the main results of certain recent

experiments made to obtain accurate information as to

the process of the hardening of lime and mortar," &c.

Where are the reports of these experiments to be
found, and of what was the mortar composed?—

A

Speculating Builder.

[21S7.] — Pocket Gauges. — Will any of your
readers kindly tell me if they know of there being
made any pocket gauges for testing weight and thick-

ness of milled lead, zinc, &c., similar to those used for

gauging wire ?

—

Frank.
[2188.] —Measuring Cement.— I should feel

obliged if you will give me, in the next number of
the Building News, the nimiber of square inches iu a
bushel for measuring cement?—A Subsckibek.

[21S9.]—Moss on Stucco.—Gray lime stucco on
outside of buildings is generally discoloured by a species

of moss. Can any of your readers inform me of any
way of destroying this moss -without injury to the face

of the work ? Sulphmic acid has been tried iu vain,
as. after painting, the moss soon reappeared. Could
any compound of magnesium, which destroys vegeta-
tion, be used with effect, and, if so, bow applied?

—

Yours, &c., Fakeham,

EEPLIES'.

[217;j.] —Measurement of Masonry.— It is

usual fo measure the stone full size in the work, in the
same manner as taking out quantities.—W. K. A.,
Uckfield.

[2175.]—Cutting Holes in Glass.—Holes can
be cut in glass, to form glass slates, with a diamond
di-ill and sweet oil.

—

W. K. A.

[2181.]—Stain on Slates.—Can be removed by a
weak solution of muriatic acid.—W. K. A.

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
The rriaric'ATiox OF Eivers.— In tlio Ttmrt of

Chancery, on Monday week, before tho Lords Justices,
the case of tho Attorney-General v. the McrthjT
Tydvil Local Board of Health was heard. The ques-
tion raised was whether a sequestration should l)0

enforced against tho defendants for broach of an
injunction granted some time since, to restrain them
fnnu poiuing sewage into the river Taff, so as to be a
nuisanno to the relators. The sequestration has been
from time to time suspended, and the matter was re-
ferred by the Couii; to Mr. Bailey Denton, to report
what tlie defendants ought to do to obviate the
nuisance. Mr. F.ailey Denton has now roportnl that
tlio works which ho considers necessary have not
been executed, and that what tho defendants have
done is insufficient. The matter accordingly came
before the Court again. Their lordshi[i.s ^I'^^ided a
further sequestration on the teniis tliat the tlifnidants
are, under th« direction of Mr. Baili-y Dfiiloii, to
carry out the works which ho considers nece-ssarj',

and that they are also to pay tho full costs, as be-
tween solicitor and client, of tite different applications
which have bceu made to tho Coui-t as to the
sequestration.

iMroiiTANT TO CONTil.\CTOiis.—In tho West-
minster County Court on Thursday, before F.
Bayley, I^sq., an action was broxight by a builder
and carpenter, named William Kivinrc, carrying tin

rather an extensive business iu Bedfordb\u"y, and
describing himself as a contractor, against Mrs.
Annie Roberts, proprietress of the Eoyal Hotel, Hay-
market, to recover the sum of £17 for work and
labour done.—Mr. E. K. Bartlett, solicitor, wa.i for

tho plaintiff, and Mr. Mitcliehnore for tho defciulant.

From plaiiiiiff'H statement it appeared that li<> con-
tracted with d''fi'iidaiit in tho early part of tho year
to put tho prumiacs occupied by defuudaut in thorough

repair for the sum claimed, which having done he
sent in his bill, which she refusing to pay he took

these proceedings.—Mr. Mitchelmore, in reply, said

tho conduct of his client must certainly appear
strange, if plaintiff's story was true, which he shovild

prove it was not. He certainly undertook to do tho
work by contract, but instead of doing so in a proper

manner, he so damaged the top apartments as to

render them untenantable, and it would cost many
pounds to XJut them right, which was the reason of

pa3^nent being refused, and he would now call

defendant.—Aunie Brown deposed that she was land-

lady of the hotel in question, and plaintiff, as he said,

contracted to put it iu thorough repair. Having
professed to do so, she discovered that the rain pene-

trated both attics, entirely spoiling the paper and
damaging tlie walls therein, as well as those of tho

rooms underneath. She thereupon woxild not pay
him unless ho completed his work properly, which
refusing to do unless he was paid fm-ther amounts,
she allowed herself to be summoned.—Mr. John
Brown, 5, Woburu-place, Burton-cresent, a prac-

tical surveyor for above forty years, had exammed
the hotel at defendant's request, and said that the

work, if properly done, would have been worth tho

amount charged, but it w^ould cost many pounds to

put it right.—This evidence being corroborated, his

Honour obsei-ved that it was evident plaintiff had not

fultilled his contract, and his decision was against

him. Judgment for defendant, and all costs.

C

aDiiMe.

H.VRBorr. or Refuge, Jersey. — A Bill was
pa.s.seil on Friday last by the Jersey States for the

coustructiou of a harbour of refuge at that island,

chiefly for the accommoilation of steam-packet

traffic. Strong opposition was raised by the party

in favour of a harbour at N(jirmont, on tlie west

side of St. Aubin's Bay. The plan selected is that

of Mr. Coode, and includes a landing-stage ou the

east side and breakwater ou the west side of the

small roads. The cost of the works will be

£254,000.

An Imit.^tor of Jin. Peabody.—We hear that

a gentleman whose name has not j-et been an-

nounced is about to emulate the generous deeds of

the late Sir. Peabody. He intends to expend

£30,000 for the erection of a lunatic asylum for the

benetit of the middle lower class, which will be

done at once. In addition, he is prepared to devote

for pubHc and useful purposes a sum equal to that

given by iSIr. Peabody, so soou as he can satisfy

himself as to the best means of effecting tliis so as

to do the greatest public good, and to avoid the risk

of pauperising classes who might not in then- present

position be ehgible recipients, in public opinion, for

such a gift.

W.VTEK Works Sii.ires.—A financial contem-

porary sa^'s t

—" All well-managed water companies,

whose engineers have made available the experience

of the present day, possess property which should

become yearly more valuable. No corporal ivm or

populous district should be without their own water-

works, and there are few classes ,of local invest-

ments which are more safe."

George Morl.ind's Pictures ix AViiitecross-

STREET Prison.—We understand that Mr. George

Ellis has succeeded in saving the most important

portions of the two pastoral scenes painted by Jlor-

land on one of the wall.s of Whitecross-street Prison

while under confinement there for debt. This prison

is now a thing of the past, and its site is in ruuis.

The preservation of these interesting relics was a

work of no ordinary difficulty, as they had to be cut

out of the solid brickwork from walls of immense
thickness, added to wliich the dry and brittle nature

of the surface rendered the operation very

haz.ardous.

Cleveland Iron Ores.—The Eailicay News
understands that some very important discoveries

have recently been m.ade in the treatment of

tlie iron ores of the Clevel.and district. By
the use of a composition, which is stated to be very

inexpensive in its ch;iractor, the sulijhnr and phos-

])horus arc got rid of, and iron of a very fine quality

is obtained from the ores. Tlie process has been tested

in every possible way during the last three mouths
at Palmer's shipbuilding works on the T^iie, and
witli the most satisfactorv results.

A school-room, with necessary vestries, &c., will

shortly bo crrfMcd in connection with tho Mostyu-
road Wesloyan Chapel, Brixton.

Astloy's Roy.al Amphitheatre was submitted for

.sale by auction by Messrs. Driver on Tuesday
weolc. Tho highest bid was £10,000, which did not

come up to tho reservo price, and consequently tho

property w.as bought in
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A temporary iron church, capable of accommmla-

tiiig 200 porsous, has been erected, at a cost of £200,

bv the Surrey Church Buihling Association, at the

end of Hamilton-road, Lower Norwood. The interior

walls and the benches are constructed of stained

deal.

The laying of the foundation stone of the East

London Tabernacle, Bow (a Baptist place of worship),

will take place on Good Friday.

The Metropolitan Board of Works has, at the

solicitation of the Lambeth Vestry, inserted a clause

in the proposed new Building Act, making it a penal

offence to stencil on pavements.

A site has just been secured for the erection of

the church of S. Philip tlio Evangelist, Old Kent-

road.

The laj-ing of a double line of street tramways has

been commenced at the Elephant and Castle end of

the Walworth-road. The line will extend to

Camberwell, and ultimately to Peckham, joining the

Pimlico, Peckham, and Greenwich line. The road-

way between and on either side of the lines is being

paved with the Val de Travers asphalte.

The monument erected to Ernest Jones in the

cemetery at Ardwiok, Manchester, will be uncovered

on Saturday.
Plans are in preparation for the erection of new

schools in connection with the church of S. John the

Evangelist, Bromley-road, Aecrington, at an esti-

mated cost of £1,500. The architect is Mr. William

S. Varlcy, Blackburn.
The death is announced of Mr. William Bennett,

landscape painter and member of tho Institute of

Painters in Water Colours. He was sixty years of

age.
•

timber l^rak Jlebielu.

PbiCES, April 4.—Per Petersburg standard—Archangel

yellow, £12 10s. to £14 lOs. ; ditto seconds, 49 IDs. to

£10 68.; Petersburg yellow, £!.) to £13 10s.; Wyburg
yellow, £9 15s. to £10 10s.; Finland an<i hanilsawu

Swedish, £7 5s. to £8 6s. ; Petersburg and Kiga White-

wood, £8 15s. to £9 10s.; Christiana deals, best lorts,

yellow and white, £10 to £12 10s.; Norway deals, other

sorts, £7 to £8 58, ; ditto battens, all sorts, £5 10s. to

£7 59.; Swedish and Gothenburg good stocks, £10 to £11 ;

ditto common aud thirds. £8 15s. to £9 15s. ; Getle and
best Swedish deals, £10 10s. to £12 15s.; Swedish battens,

£8 10s. to £10 lOs. ; pitch pine, £12 10s. Timber
per load — Higa, £3 5s. to £3 10s. ; Dantzig and
memel crown, £4 to £4 10s. ; ditto best middling

£3 10s. to £4 ; ditto good middling and seconds, £3 3s. to

£3 7s.; ditto common middling, £2 12s. to £3; ditto

undersized, £2 12s. to £3 2s., ditto small, short, and irre-

gular, £2 is. to £2 153.; Stetlin, £2 15s. to £3; ditto small,

£J6S. to£2 10s. ; Swedish and Norway halks, £1 12s. to

£1 18a.; Quebec deals, per St. Petersburg standard, Urst

floated, £10 to £17 10s.; ditto seconds, £12 10s.; ditto

tllirds, £i) to £9 5s.; ditto first bright, £18 to £19 10s.;

tltto seconds, £12 15s. to £13 lOs,; ditto third, £3 ISs. to

£9 10s.

^nk llttos.

WAGES MOVEMENT.
Alloa.—A fortnight ago we stated that the opera-

tive joiners of Alloa came out on strike on being re-

fused an advance of ^d. per hour on their wages. The
dispute has been compromised by the men agreeing to

accept \d. per hour additional, and yesterday they re-

sumed work. A new set of by-laws, to be hung up in

each workshop, has been drawn up and printed, and
will be mutually signed by employers and employed.

Broughton auc Ashworth £^61 5

Eccles and Sons 900

Knowles (accepted) 8.S4 10

Carpenters' and Joiners' Work.

^„ £548 10

Entwistle 480

Whittle 478 10

Abbott 4150

Townend (accepted) 440

Lincoln.—For the restoration of the church ot St.

Mary-le-Wigford. Mr. Bayley, architect, Nottingham:

—

Messrs. Vickers £1385
Huddleston 1159

Messrs. Otter and Binns 11'24

Slingsby 1080

Johnson V>r>r>

Messrs. Barker and Smith 921

Young (accepted) 878

London.—For alterations at 23, Finsbury-place, City

for Dr. Crosby. Mr. J. H. Bowley, architect :

—

Parrett £">'>9

Sharpington and Cole 280

Scrivener and White 251

Snowdon (accepted) 224

NORTH Wales.—For the erection of a villa for T, E'

Horton, Esq, Mr, Joseph Fogerty, architect, 1, Westmin-
ster-chambers, S.W.';

—

Movers £5350
Cockburu and Son 6200

A. and W. Eoberts 6087 10 9

Treasure and Son 4916 17 11

Roberts 4389 G 4
HnighandCo 4295

C, N. Foster (accepted) 4020

Penton\'ILLE.—For new parish schools, S. James's,

Pentonville. Messrs. Habershon and Brock, architects :

—

Wood £95G

BadnORSHIRE.—For the erection of school, and resi<lence

attached, for the parish ot Llandegley (exclusive of haul-

age, fencing, or olBces). Mr. E. H. Lingen-Barker, archi-

tect:—
Williams and Jones £365
Potter 348

Ihimer, Bros 325

Ingram aud Jones (accepted) 324

Evans ''30

BOMFORD.—For the erection of a dwelling house in

Western-road, for Mr. David March. Architect, Mr. E. C
Allam. Quantities supplied:

—

Black i:548

Davey 546

Hinds 510

White (accepted) 495

Shropshire,—For the erection of schools at Prior's

Lee, for Earl Granville and others. Mr. Joseph Fogerty,

architect, 1, Westminster-chambers, S.W, :

—

Marrion £1683 7 2

Millington 1535 3 2

Yates HSa 7

Nevett 1387
Cobb (accepted) l'-'9G

St. Neots.—F».ir the erection of dwelling-house and
offices at Wintringham Hall, for Mr. Thomas Day. Mr. John
Usher, architect:

—

Uenrv Field £2460
B. Nightingale '2427

L, B. Moore 2366

E. Twelvetrees '^-'SO

Pattinson, S.W 2'2DO

Hutchinson, W 21S!)

S. Foster 2106

Henry Young 2149

Brown and Withey '2028

Charles Lord li'90

Uob.son and Taylor 1987

Edey and Weldman 1771

LATEST PRICES OF MATERIALS USED
IN CONSTRUCTION.

Pig—Foreign . .

English W.B.

METALS.
Lead:

. per ton
do

„ Lead Co do
„ Other brands . . do
Sheet Milled .... do
Shot, Patent .... do
Bed or minium .... do
Litharge, W.B d.j

White Dl-y. do

„ ground in oil . . do

Copper.
British—Cake & Ingot . per ton

Best Selected .... do
Sheet do
Bottoms do

£17 17
19 15
19
18 7

18 10
20 10
19 15

27

£18
20
00
18 10
19

Australian
Spanish Cake . .

Chili Bars, cash
„ Belined ingot

YeUow Metal . .

do
. do
. do
. do
. per lb.

Ikon.
. per tun
. do

do
do
do
do
do

00

77
00

71

U
64 10
71

74 10

65 10

TENBERS.
Bream.—For improvements to an Inn at Bream,

Gloucestershire. Quantities supplied:

—

Jones £.->70 15

Morse 550 13

Meredith 543 10

Organ aud Bennett 485 10

Kear 445
Heath, Simmonds, and Adams 430
Dobbs 425

Hereford.—For shops, &c., Hereford. Mr. O. Smith,
architect, Boss. Quantities supplied:

—

Stephenson £2193
Meredith 2836 6 1

King and Godwin 2SO0
Lee and Watkins 2750
Welsh and Sons 2625
Bowers 2500
Moreland (too late) 2497

Horsham.—Fer the .erection of new tower and spire,
and rebuilding the south aisle of S. Mark's Church,
Horsham, Messrs. Habershon and Brock, architectB:

—

Manley and Rogers £4011
Scrivener and White ., 3930
Sharp, Bros 3792
Carter and Son 3566
Perry and Co 3421
Newman and Mann 3325
.Rowland 3321 6
Shearburn 3078

Over Dauwen.—For drainers', excavators', masons',
bricklayers', and flaggers' work for a villa at Over Dar-
wen. William S. Varley, Esq., Bhickburn, architect.
Quantities supplied ;.—

BATU AND OTHER BUILDING STONES
OF BEST QUALITY.

EANDELL, SAUNDERS & CO., LimitecJ,

ftuarrymen and Stone Merchants.

List of prices at the Quarries and Depots, also cost of

transit to any part of the United Kingdom furnished on
apphcation to

Bath Stone Office,

Pig in Scotland, cash
Welsh Bar, in London

,,
Wales

Staffordshire ....
Rail, in Wales ....
Sheets, single in London
Hoops, first quality . .

Nail Rod do
Swedish do

Timber,
Teak load

Quebec, red pine .... „
yellow pine . . „

St. John N.B. yellow . . „
Quebec oak, white ... „

„ birch „
„ elm „

Dantzic oak „
fir

Memel flr „
Biga ,1

Swedish ,i

Masts, Quebec red pine . „

„ yellow pine ... „
Lathwood, Dantzic, fm. . „

„ St. Petersburg „
Deals, per C, 12ft. by 3

by 9in,,

Quebec, white spruce . . ,,

St, John, white spruce . „
Yellow pine, pr reduced C
Canada, 1st quality ... „

„ 2nd do , . . . „
Archangel, yellow ... „
St, Petersburg, yellow . „
Fmland „

Memel "„

Gothenburg, yellow ... „
„ white ... „

Getle, yellow „
Suderham „
Christiania, per C, 12ft, by

3 by 9in., yellow ... „
Flooiing boards, pr square

of lin., first yellow . . „

First white „
Second qualities .... „

Oils, &c.

Seal, pale per tun

Sperm body „
Cod
Whale, South Saa, pale .

Olive, Gallipoli .... „
Cocoanut, Cochin, tun . „
Palm, fine „
Linseed „
Bapeseed, Eng. pale . . „
Cottonseed ,,

2 14 4

7

6 7

7 15
15

9 6

8 15

7 7

9 15

12
3 16
4 5

6
3 15

4
5 fi

2 10
3

3 6

7 10
12 6

8 6
7

10 6

9 6
7 15
10

13
4 15
6 6

C 6
5
4 10
G 10

4 10

4
3 10
2 15
6 6
6 6

6

12
12 10

18
12 16
11 10
13
7

8 10
8 10

10 10
8 10

17 10
14

19 10
13 10
14 10

13 10

8

10 10

9 10
12 10
12

[advt.] CORSHAM, Wilts.

TO ARCHITECTS.
green roofing-slates.

As supplied to H.fi.K. The Prince of Wakt at Sa/uliinifham.

The Penmoyle Sea-green Slates are specially adapted for

Churches, Public Buildings, &c., &c.

[Lets costly than ordinari/ Gothic Tiling.)

These durable and non-absorbent Slates can be obtained
in sizes suitable for Gothic Architecture, at prices as
under.

In Railway Trucks, Docks, Gloucester:

—

Best Green Slates 14 by 7 ...

Do. do. 13 by 8 ...

Do. do. 13 by 7 ...

Do. do. 12 by 7 ...

Do. do, 12 by G ,..

Prices of large Sizes, Cost of Transit, Reference Testi-

monials, and .Sample Specimens may bo obtained on ap-
plication to

MESSES, E-VNDELL & CO,, Corsham, Wilts.

Specimens at Museum of Geology, Jermyn-street, Picca-
dilly. W,, and at Architectural Museum, Tufton-street,

Westminster,

10 12 10

7

37 10
S3

36
49
48
38
32
45
27 10

10
9

'0

84

37

48 10

532
U
32

Psr Enuivalor tto
1,200 Slates, por aiiuare

2 17 6 ... 16s. 6d.

2 17 6 ... 16s. fid.

2 ."i (1 ... 14s.

1 18 G ... 13s.

1 7 6 ... lis.

BANKRTJPTS.
TO SURRENDER IN LONDON.

Abbot, James Arthur, St. Paul's-road, Highbury, con-

tractor April l.S, at 11.—Keene, Frederick, Walworth-

roail, late builder, April 21, at 11.—Mitchell, William

Henry, Chippenham-road, Harrow-road, builder, .\pril 18,

at 12.
'

TO SUKIIENDER IN THE COUNTRY.
Sidey, George, Ealing, April 14, at New Brentford.—

Chappeil, William, Upper Beeding, builder, April IS, at

Brighton.—Davis, William, late of Small Heath, near

Birmingham, and Acock's-green, builder and brick-

April 17, at Birmingham.

PUBLIC EXAMINATIONS,
April 14, L, Richardson, Shillington, Beds, builder,—

April 26, T. Poolly, Maidstone, Ume merchant.—.\pril 24,

G. Culshaw, Southport, builder.

PARTNERSHIPS DISSOLVED.
Dowling and W^alsh, Facit, near Rochdale, coutr-ictors,

—Emmott and Dewhurst, Wine Wall Quarry, near Colne,

quarrymen.—.\shton and Co., Newton-heath and Mirfleld,

joiners.—Wolstenholm and Co., Blackburn, j.jinera—

Parry aud Son, Salford, joiners.—Robert and Co., Low
Moor, and elsewhere, stonemasons.—Dalby aud Son, Ban-

bury, timber and slate merchants,—W. B, aud V. Stewart,

Scarborough, architects,—Eoden and Owen, Bridgcnortli,

brass and iron founders.—Cook and Son, Walworth-road,

bricklayers. —
Breakfast.-Epps's Cocoa.—Gratefcl and Comfort-

I.;G._The very agreeable character of this preparation

has rendered it a general favourite. The "Civil Service

Gazette" remarks:—"By a thorough knowledge of the

natural laws which govern tho operations of digestion

and nutrition, aud by a careful application of tho flue

properties of well-selected Cocoa, Mr. Epps has provided

our breakfast table with a delicately-fiavoured beverage,

which may save us many heavy doctors' bUls.' Each

packet is labelled—JAMES EPFS and Oo., Homoeopatnnj

Chemists, London.
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NEW EMBANKMENT FROM BATTER-
SEA TO CHELSEA.

^TIIDES are the enemies of commerce. Hence
-*-_ it follows that one of the principal
objects of the improvement of rivers and all

navigable bodies of water, is to annihilate, or
rather to nullify, the effects of tidal action.
Except in those seas (such as the Baltic and
the Mediterranean) which may almost be
termed tideless, so very small is the range of
the varying water level, some artificial pro-
vision must be made to meet the regular
alterations in depth, if the traffic is to be
developed to its fullest extent. But at present
we are not concerned with the commercial or
utilitarian view of the subject, although the
end to be attained is the same. The action
of tides is destructive of the picturesque.
AMiat can be more agreeable to the sight than
the prospect of a fine harbour or river at high
water, crowded with vessels, freighted with
the products of every country and nation?
Look at the same spot when the tide is out,
the vessels stranded, some heeling half over,
the muddy bottom, the slimy piles and tindjers,
and the general aspect of neglect and desertion
that pervades the whole place. This desirable
elimination of the tidal action may be effected
in two ways, either by dredging out the fore-
shore so as to permit the water to reach the
required spot, or by pushing out a wall, pier,
or jetty to reach the water. But, whether
we regard the subject in a utilitarian or orna-
mental light, it will be found that the end
proposed is identical. Sometimes a combina-
tion of the two methods is employed. A wall
may be built out a certain distance on to the
foreshore, and the ground excavated or
dredged to a certain depth in front of it. The
difficulty attending the dredging of navigable
channels is, that when once commenced, the
task is interminable. In fact, it becomes a
constant charge upon the receipts of the
traffic, and may be put under the head of
" maintenance of way " with quite as much
truth as with which that important item
figures in railway statistics.

The embankments of the Tliamcs may be
considered both an example and an exception
to the statement we have laid down. Inso-
much as they have accomplished the removal
of a large number of wharfs, they have to
some extent tended to discourage local com-
mercial dealings ; but, on the other hand, the
construction of roads and gardens on the em-
banked foreshore is a proof of the change
that has been effected in the lateral range of
the tide. The object of the metropolitan
river walls may be briefly stated to bo the
joint improvement of land and water. In this
respect much has been already done ; more
will shortly commence to Vie done ; and
ultimately it is to be hoped the embankment
of the Thames will be carried out in its

entirety. The portion which now claims our
attention is that which will speedily be taken
in hand, the contract having been let. It
extends from Battersea-bridge to Chelsea
Hospital, where it joins the existing wall ; the
total distance is a trifle over three-cptarters
(li a mile. The demolition of property, and
the consequent conqiensation, will not bear
any proportion to that incurred in the case of
those parts of the embankment situated nearer
the centre of London. At the Battcrsea end
the greatest amount of demolition wdl occur,
and those who are acquainted with that
locality will undoubtedly say, 'tlu; more
demolition the better." There is only one
possible objection that can be raised against
the destruction of all property of a description
that is, without the slightest doubt, utterly
unfit for human habitations. Fit or unfit,
people do live in them, and it is neither just
nor reasonable to evict them wliolesale with-

out providing them house-room elsewhere'
Our readers scarcely require to be reminded
of a prominent example of the evil effects of
extensive demolition of property that appeared
iu our daily contemporaries of last week.
Leaving Battersea, and following the line of
the intended embankment wall, the plan of

the proposed work shows that several wharfs
in the neighbourhood of Chelsea Botanical
Gardens will be interfered with, and the
interests of the proprietors will have to be
taken into account in the matter of compensa-
tion. AVithout wishing to prejudice the
claims of owners of riparian premises, or to
deny that a strong case might be made out for

an exception, we are disposed to assert that,

solely 7/;-o bono piihUco, there should not be a
single wharf on the up-stream side of London-
bridge. To adduce our arguments on this

point would carry us wide of our present
subject, but the gradual and successive
removal of the wharfs higher up the river is

an unmistakeable corroboration of the correct-

ness of our views. Among other collateral

improvements which will be contingent uiion
the construction of the new wall, will be the
removal of the wretched old landing-places
called Chelsea and Cadogan piers, and the
substitution of others, built on the iron

pontoon principle. Apropos to the question
of our piers, it may be remarked that the new
ones are not, to use a common expression, " up
to the mark." Already they are dirty and
mean looking, and are sadly in want of two
or three coats of good paint. Perhaps, after
all, they are quite good enough for the boats
that come alongside.

Let us now take a glance at the actual
works of construction that have to be executed
iu accordance with the designs of the engineer
to the Board of Works. In the first place,
there is the river wall itself, which will not
present any particular difference in mere
contour from that of those already built.

Several of the details, however, vary consider-
ably, and deserve a passing notice. Concrete
backing and granite facing will be common to
all, but the dressing of the face stones in the
new Chelsea Embankment wall will be of a
more elaborate character than that previously
adojited. Instead of plain smooth ashlar
work, the surface of the stones will be
" rusticated." The general ajjpeai'ance of this
is very good, and the parapet is superior in

design to the other exi.sting examples. Con-
crete blocks are employed in parts of the
foundation, although tlie particular value to
be derived from them is not by any means
apparent. As the wall is situated wholly
within the line of low-water mark, the prin-
cipal part of the contractor's work will be of
the nature termed tidal, and there will be no
necessity for the heavy dams used in the con-
struction of the walls lower down the stream.
•Should circumstances be favourable, the wall
will not give much trouble in building, but
the case will be otherwise with the sewers.
These consist of a principal low level sewer,
and the vai-ious branches required to effect

the thorough drainage of the district. Some
of these are situated over thirty feet below
the surface of the intended roadway, and
tunnelling will liave to be resorted to for a
considerable length. Should water be met
witli, which is almost a certainty, bearing in

mind that the site of the main sewer is on the
foreshore of the river, this part of tlie work
will be the nut to crack. Pinnping makes a
terrible hole iu an estinuvte, and is, moreover,
an exceedingly awkward item to provide for

in antieii)ation. The drains are ])artly of the
barrel and partly of tlie oval form, and will

be built of brickwork set in cement. hi
addition, there are penstocks, chambers,
entrances, descents, manholes, ventilating

shafts, and the usual addenda to all sewage
and drainage works, to l)e executed. So far

as the population of London is concerned, the
real benefit to it is comprised in this portion
of the undertaking, although the other features
of it are not to be undervalued. These consist

of the furmatiou of a roadway, and of several

ornamental plots of ground, similar to those
in process of laying out in the vicinity >

'

Westminster, Charing-cross, and AVaterloo
bridges, This road will be of great con-
venience to all those living out in the direction
of Battersea, as it will obviate the necessity
of making the detour by t^ueen's-road, and
afford them a straight thoroughfare to Chelsea-
bridge and Grosvenor-road. Summing up
tlie advantages that are to accrue to the
inhabitants of Battersea and Chelsea in par-
ticular, and to Londoners in general, from the
proposed new embankment wall, tliey com-
prise an improvement in the river, increased
facilities for land locomotion, and a permanent
system of local drainage and sewerage, which
constitutes one of the vital features m the
hygiene of every great city. Considei-ed as
a whole, the Chelsea Embankment will, when
completed, add another item to the list of
those important public works which alike

benefit and adorn our metropolis.

VIOLLET LE DUC'S "DICTIONNAIRE
RAISONNE DE L'ARCHITECTURE
FRANCAISE." *

V.

^TlIIE importance of the Norman conquest
-*- has not, we think, received sufficient con-
sideration at the hands of 1\I. le Due. The
spirit of organisation existing in these semi-
civilised Northmen is hardly sufficiently recog-
nised. How great that was we English know by
the effect their conquest of this country had,
and that this organisation was not a rigid pre-
conceived rule, but a receptive, absorbent feel-

ing, is manifest by their adoption of many
Saxon, and to them foreign elements, when the
two phases of civilisation met and amalga-
mated in this country. The same receptive-
ness of their character is strongly marked in

existing evidences of their occupation of the
Sicily and Apulia, where the Saracenic forms
of art were at once adopted by the new-
comers, and whence came to their newly-
found motherland a new influx of Oriental
feeling. Impinging upon the already settled
Orientalism existing in central France, we have
before indicated, a new sense of vitality was
thus given to architecture. The minarets of
Eastern mosques gi'ew into towers and spires,

and a strong trace of Eastern birth is visible
in all the decorative accessories of the edifices
of Norman France erected at this period,
and which spread thence into our own country.
Nor is this evidence of Orientalism marked
only by the presence of decorative features

;

the absence of certain forms is equally indi-
cative. Rarely in Norman architecture do
we see statuary introduced, and its first intro-
duction is like the first steps of this art in all

countries—feeble and constrained. The vest-
ments are swaddling-clothes, restricting rather
than indicating motion. The narrow folds of
the drapery follow closely the enveloped form,
and we can trace in Medireval sculpture the
same progress of internal growth that we
find in the self-recorded history of this branch
of art in India, in Egypt, or in Greece.
Sculpture was too delicate a plant to bear
transportation and transplantation, but from
those sources whence, in our opinion, Euro-
pean art in the birth of the Middle Ages was
drawn, it, from religious causes, had no ex-
istence. The Koran, adopting literally the
law of Moses, forbade it ; but when ritual
laws against it were not inqiosed, the human
craving for the creation of this highest form of
beauty caused its culture, and necessarily this
demand produced a supply, and the growth of
that supply followed the same natural laws as
in other countries. But we must resume our
review of ^l. le Due's estimable work. He
noteshowthat "during the twelfth century the
Domaine Royale—the heart of France in M.
le Due's eyes, for there lies Paris—was shut
in by foreign foes

; how that it isolated itself

* Dictioanaire raisonnd (le rftrchitecture Frani^aiae
clu XI. ail XVI. .Siocle, par M. Viollct le Due. arehitecte
(Iu Gouvernment, luspecteur-gdueral ties Editlccs Dioees-
sains. 10 vols. ; svo.; Morel, Paris, 18.54—ISIiS.
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from foreign influeuces, and how thus this

isolation fostered the growth of a new school,

the which grew up strong in its nursery, and
which, when this portion of the country was
strong enough to march forth, impressed itself

on those districts from whence it expelled, or

where it incorporated into itself, its foreign

foes. It is during the last years of the
twelfth century, and in those which formed
the commencement of the thirteenth, that all

the grand cathedrals of the Domaine Royale

were founded, and almost entirely finished

according to these new plans. Notre Dame at

Paris, Notre D.ame at Chartres, the cathedr.als

of Bourges, Laon, Soissons, Meaux, Noyon,
Amiens, Koucn, and Cambrai, Arras, Tours,
Seez, Coutanocs, and Bayeux were commenced
under the reign of Philip Augustus, and almost
all finished before the thirteenth century came
to a close. Champagne, so closely allied,

politically speaking, to the Domaine Royale
under Saint Louis, raised on its side the grand
cathedrals of Reims, Chalons, and Troyes.
Burgundy and the Bourbonnaise followed the

new direction imprinted on architecture,

and built the cathecb'als of Auxerre, Ne-
vers, .and Lyons. As to Carcassone, making
a detached portion of the Domaine Royal,
it received and solely adopted the ojficial

architecture of the time, notwithstanding,
that up to the fifteenth century it remained
surrounded l)y those countries, which still

followed the indirect traditions of the Ro-
man rule. Guyenne, which was p.art of the
appanage of the English crown until the time
of Charles V., and Provence, which did not
become French until that of Louis XL, were
not penetrated by the new style, or where it

did find its way it produced but sorry
imitations, foreign to the spirit of the country
in which they found themselves placed. In
Brittany the new style developed itself some-
what slowly, and alwa3-s preserved a chai-acter

which belonged rather to England than to

that of Normandy and Maine.
'

' Round these newly erected cathedrals

sprang up the episcopal residences and
palaces, chateaux, and a thousand other
edifices impressed with the new phase of art.

Taking their type from the mother monument,
and being childi-en of the same familj',

the accidental peculiarity impressed upon
the principal building by the configuration of

the site, the local requirements of the place

or the taste of the artist who designed it, was
repeated in the secondary edifices even where
they were not induced by necessity. '• The
most striking feature in tliis new system of

architecture, which was adopted at the end of

the twelfth centm-y, is its entire em.ancipation

from Roman tradition. We cannot believe

that this emancipation was the result of

caprice or disorder ; on the contrary, it was a
natural result, logical and harmonious. Once
the principle acknowledged, the consequence
followed with a vigour which admitted no
exception. Even tlie faults of the archi-

tecture of this period are derived from the
imperious pursuit of this jarinciple."

" In the style of French architecture, which
was created in the thirteenth century, the dis-

position, the construction, the statics, the scale,

and the ornamentation dilfer absolutely from
those of the Anticpie school. They were the
consequence of two civilisations based on en-
tirely differing principles." " The Roman
monument is a species of modelling on a
form which pei'uiitted the rapid use of an
enormous mass of materials, consequent upon
the facility with which a large body of workmen
could be obtained. The Romans had at their
disposal large armies habituated to public
works, and could throw a large slave popula-
tion upon a building; they therefore adopted
a mode of construction convenient to these
social conditions. To raise their edifices it

was not necessary to have a body of skilled
labourers. Some special men to direct the
works, a few painters and plasterers, who
covered the crude masses with a rich envelope

;

a few Greek artists to do their carving was all

the skilled labour needed, and plenty "of brute

force sufficed for the rest. Thus, whatever
might be the distance from the metropolis to
the place where the Romans built their amphi-
theatres, their baths, their aqueducts, their
palaces, or their basilicas, their architecture
was the same, andthebuildingsof the Romans
were before all things Roman. In spite of
soil or climate, regardless of the natiu'e of the
materials or the custom of the inhabitants, they
were buildings of the city of Rome, and never
the individual work of an artist. From the
moment when Rome planted her foot upon a
foreign soil, she there reigned supreme, and
effaced everything that was strange to her.

This was her power ; the arts followed the
same principle as her politics, and under this

crushing influence the individuality of man
disappeared. Even Greece—that' brilliant

home of art and liimian development, even
Greece was extinguished by the breath of

Rome. Christianity alone, by giving a senti-

ment of personality to the individual man,
could struggle against this giant, but it took
centuries to clear away the remains of Pagan
civilisation. We have here, however, only to
examine one portion of this grand work of

hmnanity in the middle ages. At the end of

the twelfth century all those principles
which indicated the final triimiph of those
ideas which Christianity had given birtli to

were firmly rooted. The principle of personal
responsibility manifested itself, and the indi-

vidual man coimted for something." The
arts (thus reflecting the political sentiment of

the time) set forth the individual expression
of the artists engaged in their execution
without destroying the imity of the whole.
There was, in fact, unity and variety at

the same time—a unity produced by liberty,

not tyranny. The architect regulated the
height of the capital or the frieze, fixed their

projection or outline, but the sculptor could
convert this into his own individual art-work

;

he moved in his own sphere, and he took upon
himself the responsibility of his own work

;

and architecture during the twelfth and
thirteenth centuries, whilst submitting to an
uniform fashion, and although based upon
absolute principles, permitted great latitude

in their application. From the commence-
ment of the thirteenth centiu-y architecture

developed itself accorchng to an entirely new
method, thenceforth each part was deduced
from another with rigorous exactitude, and it

is by changes of method that revolutions of

art and science are commenced. Now con-
struction determines the form, piers destined
to support several arches divide themselves
into clusters of columns, these columns
are of greater or less diameter in j^ropor-

tion to the weight they have to bear

;

they rise directly to the superincumbent
arch, and their capitals are proportioned to

the work they have to do. The arches are

broad or narrow, of one or two orders of

voussoirs as may be needful. The walls become
useless and completely cUsappear in the large

buildings, where they are replaced by cleres-

tories filled with coloured glass. Every need
becomes a motive of decoration—the roofs,

the water-spouts, the windows, tlie me.ans of

access to, and circulation round, the different

storeys of the building—even the ironwork,
the leadwork, the means of heating and ven-
tilating, are not masked as we so frequently
find them in the buildings of the sixteenth cen-
tury, but are boldly confessed, and contribute
by their ingenious combination, and by the

taste which always presided over their execu-
tion, to the richness of the architecture.

In a fine thirteenth century edifice, let it

be as rich as you will, there is not a super-
added ornament, for each ornament is the
consequence of some want fulfilled. " Indeed,
so immediately is architecture allied with
our history, with the intellectual conquests
of our country, to our national character, of

which it reproduces the principal traits, its

tendencies and directions, that we are at a loss

to understand why it is not more known and
better appreciated ; and we cannot conceive

why its study is not prescribed in our schools

as the teaching of history." Unfortimately,

both in France and in England, architecture

has become a dead language, not understanded

of the people ; indeed, the science of history

itself is misunderstood, and our schoolmasters

mistake a dull catalogue of dry dates, a list of

bloody and useless battles, for the true teach-

ing of history. "When this becomes really a

study, when the knowledge of the past

is looked upon as a guide for the future,

then architecture may be expected to

receive that attention it merits ; the world

may perhaps become somewhat wiser, and
perliaps the architecture of that blessed time

may become a living art, as expressive of

modern wants, of modern manners, and mo-
dern ideas, as was the architecture of those

days when it lived and flourished. The
great impetus given to the art of architecture

in the thirteenth century, the age of Al-

bertus Magnus, Thomas Aquinas, and Roger

Bacon, the age of searchers after wisdom and

truth in science and art, the birth-age of

many a modern invention in fact or faith,

was checked in France by the misfortunes

which desolated her in the fourteenth cen-

tury. During the thirteenth century the

architecture of France and England marched

side by side, but in the fourteenth their paths

diverge, and their ways grow widely separate,

yet in both the temptation to perform mira-

cles in science, rather than create beauties in

art, led to the destruction of what is called

Gothic architecture, and, as might be ex-

pected, France felt sooner than we did the

influence of the ItaUan Renaissance of the

fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. The archi-

tecture, like the manners of the people,

changed more rapidly than did our own
;
our

isolated position m.ade us more strongly con-

servative. These points we shall have to

consider more in detail in viewing the various

detached portions of M. le Due's work. We
have entered somewhat fully into his sketch

of the rise and progress of architecture iu

France, to show how thoroughly he takes up
his subject, how he studies it as an expression

of the human mind, and how he reads in it

the sentiments, political, moral, and religious,

of the men who have left us this legacy of

their brain-work, and in our succeeding

numbers we shall follow him into the progress

and development of religious architecture in

France.

THE GHOSTS IN WESTMINSTER
ABBEY.

ON Easter Sunday four white marble statues

that have been placed in the four large

niches of the reredos of Westminster Abbey,
were rmcovered, and formed the subject of what
might be called an inaugural sermon by the

Dean. The two next the altar table represent

S. Peter and S. Paul, and that to the right of

S. Peter, and on the same side of the table, is

Moses, and that to the left of S. Paul, and on

the same side as that figure, is King David.

The dean explained the selection of these

figures to be representative of the pillars of

the Church, S. Peter and Moses being asso-

ciated as its law givers, and S. Paul and

King David as its exponent preachers, and

alluded to the former pair as appropriately

placed on, and turned towards, the side of the

abbey in which the past statesmen of England
have been buried, and to the latter as point-

ing to the well known Poets' Corner, in

which the sweet singer of Israel especially

might claim a place. Would that we could

consider these statues as admirable is their

execution as in their selection. The main and

prominent objection to them is the colour of

their material, or we should rather say their

want of colom-, for white marble is iii no way
suited for the Medireval class of sculpture.

The general effect of these statues is ghostly

in the extreme, standing, as they do, in niches

of alabaster, surrounded by the deeply-tinted

stone of the abliey.

The principal merit of the reredos was

that, following the design of the ancient
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facade towards the shrine of Edward the

Confessor, it harmonised infinitely better

with the architecture of the building than any
of its more gimcrack modern compeers (such,

for instance, as that at Kly) do in the other

cathedrals into which they have been intro-

duced. In point of colour, too, until these

pale ghosts interfered with it, there was a

quiet richness about the alabaster and
marbles that was very satisfactory.

It is, liowever, in the quality of the art-

work, if it may be dignified at all by such a

name, that this statuary falls so lamentably

short. The modelling, like the colour, is

altogether out of keeping, and the outlines

and attitudes of the figures are ungraceful.

Moses, at a distance, looks like a Lazarus

struggling to get out of his graveclothes,

and King David's bunchy petticoats are

anything but kingly; while S. Peter and S.

Paul are simply common-place, and the

effect of the arm of the latter is unfortunate

from a distance.

The nimbi, also, which crown the heads of

these representative saints and apostles, are

not, as usually, executed in the same material

as the statues, but are thin plates of beaten

brass, and have a flimsy and poor appeai'ance.

The sculptor, unable to get the feet of his

figures to stand within the circumference of

their proper pedestals, has allowed the toes to

project, and given himself the unnecessary
trouble of putting corbels of white marble to

support their projections, and these look like

clods of snow that have stuck to their several

sandals.

It pains us to have to make these remarks

;

but, in the interest of truth and of art, it would
be wrong to conceal the deliberate opinion
which we have formed on the subject. When
will i\Ir. Scott come to understand that it

behoves him not to waste the great oppor-
tunities which are showered upon him ? Upon
how many reredoses has he lavished thousands
of pounds, without producing, or fostering,

anything superior to the ideal of art to be
found in the workshops of the New-road '?

If we inquire, with a feeling of regret and
perhaps of reproach that our painters and
sculptors of eminence confine their efforts to

easel pictures and statues, having no relation

to, or harmony with architecture, whose fault it

we shall see that it is that of those architects

who have the opportunity of seeking the aid

of the greatest artists in the land, and yet

deliberately choose to spend the money placed

at their disposal in twisted colunms and agate

balls and such trumpery instead, and entrust

to mere decorators and carvers works that

ought to be given to Royal Academicians.
It is with sorrow we turn from a contem-

plation of this reredos of ^\'estminster Abbey,
and we would fain forget, if we could,

its dollish mosaics and these ghosts, which
mutually destroy the little merit that each
possesses.

The paintings on the screens of Norfolk,
and the polychromatically coloured statues of

Cologne Cathedral, might have supplied hints

of what was needed in this jiarticular case,

and we hope hereafter to see better statues

thus treated in these niches of the Westmin-
ster reredos ; but the drawing and modelling
of those which now occupy tliem are by no
means good enough to form the ground-work
for any appropriate colouring wliich might
otherwise bring them into harmony with tlie

building. Nothing could ever impart to these
feeble modern Classically-treated figures the
proper and vigorous character of appropriate
Jledixval statues.

Not Tkue, we Trust.—The West London
Advertiser s.ivs:^" Grave doubts iirevail with
repird ti> the safety of the Prince Consort Memorial
in Hyde Park. The rods arc still left—temporarily,

we are assured—from cap to cap of the columns
across the arches, iiotwithstandiTif^ the comments
they excite. Architects and builders say that it

will not be safe to remove the tics; some say further

that, the structure being insecure, those rods are not

SttfficieDt to hold it well together."

THE GLASGOW INSTITUTE OF
AKCHITECTS.

THE members of this Institute dined together in

the George Hotel, George-sijuare, on Good
Friday. Mr. Alexander Thomson, I.A., President,

occupied the chair. Mr. Campbell Dotiglas, I. A.,

Vice-President, oiHciated as croupier.

The President, in proposing the toast of the

"Glasgow Institute of Architects," delivered the

following address :—This institution is still in its

infancy, not much more than half through its third

year. Of course, its liistory is correspondingly

brief ; and although we may have the satisfaction of

knomng that it has not existed, during even that

short period, without benclicial results, yet the inci-

dents are not sudi as to call for remark at this

time. But in a gi-eat and growing community such

as this our "Institute" has a history for tlie making,

and I would aslc you to go along -nith me in

considering how tliis is to be accomplished, ft is

essential to success that we should have a good

motive to begin with. In our petition for incor-

poration we stated that our object was, " The
advancement of the art and science of .irchitecture,"

Ac, and the Government of our coimtry, in closing

with these proposals, committed to \is specially

the duty of watcliing over and developing the art

within the bounds of this important district. But

if we loolv into the matter seriously, we will pro-

bably find tliat we have laid ourselves under obli-

gations to an intiuitely higher Power. The laws

of architecture do uot consist in a series of arbi-

tr.ary contrivances. They were not invented by
man, but merely discovered by him. The process

was one of slow degrees, carried on in widely-

separated quarters of the globe through a long

succession of ages, here a little and there a little,

sadly marred in many cases by crudity and

error, in some radiant with Divine truth, yet all

possessed of points of relationship showing a

common origin. It is a most remarkable fact that

architecture in its highest forms does not bear the

least resemblance to anything in Nature, that it is

peculiarly and exclusiveh' a human work ;
and yet,

long before man came to need it, long before the

foundation of the world, at the very beginning, in

the councils of eternity, the laws which regiUate

this art were framed, and, gentlemen, it cannot

be supposed that thej' have been drifting down
the stream of time unheeded by their Author.

Emanating fnnu such a source, they cannot be

trifled with blamelessly. I am inclined to think

that they cannot be perverted with impunity. If

we feel oiu-selves called on to administer these laws

under the influence of those motives, I believe that

the present state of things cannot continue mucli

longer. The questitm has often been asked, " How-

is it that there is no modern style of architecture ?"

This question has been so often put without receiv-

ing any answer, either by word or deed, that it has

come to be considered a foolish question. But so

persuaded am I of its propriety, and so sure am I

that it must sooner or later be taken up in earnest,

that I shall continue t(-i reiterate the obnoxious
question as often as oj^portunity offers, and at the

same time do w'hat I can to demonstrate the

reasonalileness of the demand and the practicabilitv

of getting quit of the trammels that have so long

prevented our enjoying the ftiU privileges and
honours to which our profession is justly entitled.

Every past period of civilisation had its architec-

ture growing ovit of it as by a natural

process, and exhibiting in a permanent form the

more ini]iortant features of its development.

But with us architecture has all but ceased to be a

living art, and the present age, so ricli in achieve-

ment in other departments, is seen making the mo.st

ridiculous efforts to insinuate its overgrown person

backwards into the empty shells of dead ages, which
lie scattered about upon the old tide marks of civili-

sation, rather than secrete or shell for itself accord-

ing to the ordinary course of nature. If we have
no architectural style, it is not for lack of material,

for we know nearly all that has over been done. It

is not for lack of wealth, for our uiulertakings are

most extensive, and exhibit a lavish expenditure

of money. It is not for want of intellectual

talent, for we have excelled all former ages in the

number and grandeur of our discoveries. How is

it, then, that there is no nrodcru style of architec-

ture? Some will answer that the field is exhausted;

but genius ancl enterprise has converted many an

exhausted field into a stage from wliich decjier and
richer fields have been reached and wrought. I

will not say that it is easy to riil ourselves of the

odium that attaches to us in allowing or contribut-

ing to the continuance of this viTy unnatural and
unsatisfactorv' state of things, but it is not difficult

to point with clearness and certainty to the

means by which that most desirable end is to be

obtained ; and it is thus— To abandon with, all

convenient expedition the whole mass of accumu-
lated human traditions under which we have been,

as it were, smothered, and take earnestly to the

study of the Divine laws, and b3--and-by we shall

lind it more difficult to keep runniiig in the old rut

than hitherto we have found it dithcult to get out of

it. Let us once fairly comjirehend the living law,

and we will at once and for ever get freed from the

bondage of dead forms. And yet these old forms

are not to be despised ; far otherwise. They are

there for dissection. They are there to teach us

what has been already discovered—to place us

upon an elevated starting - point for yet

higher attainments — to connect our sjTupathies

with the men whose thoughts they represent,

arul with the Creator whose laws they reveal

to us. I admit that there are in some of

the more highly developed styles features which

are as near perfection as we can well conceive,

and, in .so far as we can thoroughly compre-

hend the spirit that is in them, they rem.ain to us

living forms. But as no two minds are exactly

alike, and as all our work should be done " on soul

and conscience," it is better that everything should

be cast into the criicible and reduced to fluid

thought, to be remoulded into fresh forms of ex-

pression, even at the risk of suffering a little deterio-

ration. If we are duly watchful, the process, by
being often repeated, must lead to improvement and

idtiniate emancipation. The majoritj' of our popular

writers on architecture affect to speak derogatorily

of all attempts to purify and regulate our architec-

ture, aiul boldly advocate those styles wluch admit

of greater latitude and variety. They take great

dehght in marking the peculiarities of individual

treatment, of the characteristics of different nations

and periods, of the interestuig association which they

suggest. Again, we are told that our cliief business

is to embody the prevailing taste of the time—to

adapt oiu- designs to the sympathies of our clients.

High art is said to be irksome, and so a style based

upon what is called common sense and homeliness is

specially recommended. Now, there is a certain

amomit of feasibility in .all this, but in reality these

are the doctrines which have brought our art into its

present state of degradation, and reduced its pro-

fessors from the position of teachers and ministers of

truth to the servile condition of caterers to popular

caprice. The wTiters who have inaugurated the

ptresent state of things are for the most part mere
literary men, who are guided more by sentiment than

knowledge ; or professional men, who find it easier

to adapt the old than to create the new, and seek to

justify their course by a free use of the pen in

appeals to popular prejudice. The latitude and
variety which they advocate is much nearer akin to

license than to liberty. True liberty consists in

knowing and obeying thelaw. The law is embarrass-

ing only to the trangressor, or to those who, from
ignorance of its coiirse, put themselves in opposition

to it. If we could conceive of a man having a

perfect knowledge of the law with imlimited power
of ima,gination, what unbounded freedom, what
grandeur, what purity, what variety would pervade
all that he did ! But the great ditficult}' that we
have to deal with is not the inability of architects to

keep pace with other professions, but the obstruc-

tions which are placed in their way by their

employers
; for, instead of giving encouragement to

progress as a thing essential, or even desirable, the

custom is to forbid it as a thing intolerable. The
public has got it into its head that it knows by in-

tuition what is right, and utterly ignores the results

of special training and life-long study. Instead of

being looked up to as the exponents of architecture,

we are regarded as mere agents, and instructed what
to do within certain reco,gnised limits of common-
place. The public believe that it imderstands and
loves art, whereas if your work has not the familiar

commoni)lace aspect— if it docs not suggest some
pleasing association—if it does not resemble some
other thing that has been sanctioned by some
authority—in .short, if it has nothing to reaommend
it but its artistic merits, it is unceremoniou.sly put
aside as dcs]iicable, anil just in proportion to its

excellence is it hated and condemned. An intelligent

]iublic cannot brook instruction, and regards any-
thing that seems above its comprehension as offensive

and insulting. AVhile this state of things is allowed
to continue, it is evident that we will neither be
respected nor remunerated as we ought to be, and so

the aim of this association should be to devise means
to (uit umtters into a n;ore satisfactory position.

There is a story told of Canova which may be
repeated here by way of illustration. Some great

man had died, and some of the people of the town in

which he had accidentally been born thought it a good
opportunity of bringing themselves before the world,

and resolved that his statue should be erected in

their market place. They were recommended to
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give Canova the commission, and accordingly a

deputation was sent to Italy to tell the sculptor

what was wanted. He heard them and said, " Is

Mr. Flaxman too busy to take your commission ?"

" jir. Flaxman ?" said they. " We never heard of

him." " .'Vh," said he, " you English sec with your

ears. Your own Flaxman is the lirst sculptor in

Europe, and you don't know it. Give him your

commission."
" Now, then, the question is how are

we to get peojile to see with their eyes. The funds

of this institution are not calculated for aggressive

measures. It is not intended that we should hold

meetings to which the public might be invited to

hear lectures. AVe cannot support a local periodical

for the purpose of advocating our views; but perhaps

.some of our members might be willing to join a

committee whose business it would be to act upon

the jniblic through the press, either by writing

themselves or getting selections from books and

periodicals quoted in the local papers, or any other

means that might appear likely to further the pur-

poses of the Institute. The public have no interest

in being misled, and, if we could manage to awaken

an interest in our work, improvement would follow

as a matter of course.

ART AND SOCIAL LIFE.

MR. II. H. STATHEM, Junr., recently de-

livered a lecture on this subject before the

Liverpool Literary and Philosophical Society. Mr.

Stathem touched" on painting, music, architecture,

and decoration. The following may be taken as a

sample of tlie lecture :—
Nor can it be said that this nonchalant attitude

towards the art of painting, as publicly exhibited,

is compensated for by any very large amount of in-

telligent appreciation thereof in private life. It is

true that the " patronage " of art (as it is termed),

the ambition to possess a tine collection of paintings,

is no longer considered as the exclusive privilege of

the uobility ; that this ambition is largely indulged

by a class' who, a generation or two back, wcndd

have scouted such an outlay as a frivolous waste

of money. And there can be no question that

among the wealthier mercantile men of England

are to be found those who have both^ .a genuine

enthusiasm for, and a very competent critical judg-

ment on, works of art of a high class ; and that a

perception of the value and dignity of art is slowly

permeating social strata which were ouce considered

to be necessarily innocent of any such predilections.

But is there not, in the meantime, a vast amount

also of mere ostentatious display of the power of

the purse in such matters,— a sort of feeling that it

is
" the thing " to have good pictures, a display of

what is called a "valuable painting," exhibited just

as another man exhibits particular old port, as

sontething he was lucky in getting, and which every-

one cannot get? Aiid is this a worthy way of

looking at a great branch of imaginative art ? And

still meaner is that appetite for speculation in works

of art, too frequently luet with, which leads a man

to look out for ])ictures that are likely to rise in the

market, and to boast (as if it were something to be

proud of) that he can get twice as much for that

picture any day as he gave for it. It is to be feared

that this mercenary view of art is only too much

encouraged by the grasping and money-making

propensities of some of the artists of most popular

name among us. It was remarked by an eminent

French critic, the late M. d'Henriet, whose

admirable Essay.s on Art were familiar to

the readers of "the Revue des deux Mondes,

that many of the English artists, though they

devoted a great deal of tiiue to the study of the

greatest examples both of ancient art and of foreign

contemporary styles, seemed to carry none of the

fruits of it i'nto their practice; "they make arrange-

ments," he says, "with a picture-dealer, and produce

rapidly the style of pictures which will command a

price "in the market." It is known that this is

precisely the case with regard to some of the most

popular Englisli painters; and the result is what

might be anticipated from such a system; the prices

are forced up to a conventional standard by thea\'arice

of dealers ; and the painter, Hnding that he can get

his price for anything with his name to it, is content

to turn out pictures with no recommendation except

the power of m.aniinilation which long practice h.as

given him, and to repeat himself to any extent,

until one is .absolutely weary of the sight of his

mannerisms. Hundreds of pictures of this kind are

bought, at prices which are quite ridiculous, by

persons who positively would not give a shilling for

the same work without the artist's name on it. And
this sort of folly, and these forced prices, foster the

idea that art is only a luxury for the few ; a notion

wliich seems at least to be practically acted upon.

In how many of the drawing-rooms of persons of

average means do we find, ou looking at the walls,

any indication of the owner's tone of mind, anything

to show that the pictures or prints hung there are

introduced from any better motive than merely to

fill up tlie w.all, and give the room a furnished look ?

Prints or iihotographs of some well-known popular

picture, or some of those great, coarse, common-place

engravings which "Art Unions" dispense to their

subscribers, mostly form the staple, with, perhaps,

some starved little statuette of a Venus or a dancing

girl; and rarely indeed is there anything which

suggests a new and original idea. Yet something

far"better than this is attainable, were it wished for,

without pre-supposing extravagant outlay. I have

certainly known rooms, and those of no wealthy

owners, which it was a pleasure to go into, not

because their walls were decorated with expensive

purchases, the work of well-known or famous artists,

but because all that was hung there had a meaning

and significance, and whether it were print, or photo-

graph, or water colour, showed unmistakeably that

it had found place there, not as a mere piece of

furniture—not because it filled up the wall, or went

well with the carpet or curtains—but because it was

something that its owner loved, that answered to

soine phase of Ids own mind, and furnished the

starting-point for some pleasant train of thought and

association. Thus it is that genuine art, even in its

simpler forms of expression, can imi)art a character

and grace of its own to a dwelling, wliich no mere

tasteless or ostentatious expeudittu-e can emulate.

ON COLOUR FOR DECOR.S.TION.*

IT may be well to consider the two senses, or

perh.ii)S the loose sense, in which we use this

word colour. A country ih-aper, who has set

out his window against market-day, with satins or

de laines of every positive hue in its most brilliant

kev, rejoices in the colours of his display. The dyer

who has most recently distanced his competitors in

the qn.ality of the last new form of aniline dye with

which he has managed to load the fibres of the silk

or wool in his pans, is said to be " the best colour

dyer," and his results are pronounced to be splendid,

magnificent, superb. And it is to be observed that

the°taste of to-day all goes in the direction of fiery

and fierce colours", whether woven fabrics, in chin.i,

in glass, or indeed in whatever form they can be

supplied, so that though a proportion of pleasant

tertiary tints and grays are constantly being produced

in coloured materials, they are evidently not "the

fashion," and it is the " new " green, violet, or blue,

just as a year or two ago it was magenta, which

challenges "public admiration, and is pronounced to

have surpassed all other colours.

It is evident, however, that this is oidy a tempo-

rary relative standard, for the " sjdendid and mag-

nifi"cent " blues and greens of ten years ago are

tlu-own entirely into the shade by the fierce and

positive tints of to-day, and these agiiiu may likely

enough be left behind by the chemical discoveries of

the next decade.

But when an artist speaks of the " fine colour
"

of a painting by Tintoret or Turner, or of a Jle-

diieval or Oriental brocade, he speaks of successfid

combination of harmonious tints which was as

"fine" when produced as it is now, and as it will be

(fading or deterioration .apart) centinies hence.

In this sense, a piece of colour meriting all the

above superlative adjectives and many more may

be, for instance, a series of gTadations of whites,

yellows, and grays and no more. And in writing

on colour, I wish to show the worthlessness, nay,

hurtfulness, of the popular admiration of it in the

former sense, and the extreme value and beauty of

it in the latter.

Happilv, besides artists not long passed away

—

such as Turner and AViUiam Hunt—we have others

now alive and at work—Jlillais, Rossetti, Burne

Jones, andotliers—ivhose easels do annually turn off

works of art, many of them entirely fine in colour,

and more than one of wliom also design stained

glass, frescoes, embroidery, and furniture; so that

we need not be entirely relegated to Jledianal times

f,)r specimens of tine colour in tlie artistic sense.

Work good in colour can be obtained in this

country as well as in the East, though from neither

source is it abuiulant. I will therefore mainly

confine my remarks to that sort of colouration of

which we" have too much, and of which we want,

or should want to be rid. Colouration may be roughly

grotqied in two classes ;
first, the use of large

masses of evenly dyed or painted hues, the chief

beautv of which is "supposed to consist in their ab-

.solute and positive brilliancy, and in their rivalling

in intensity all other attempts at the same ;
secondly.

a style of decoration which rejoices in the high-

From The -Sacrisi". By JOU.N ALD.^M Ueatox.

SDauding name of "Polychromatic," the merit of

which consists in bringing together, k.aleidoscope-

fashion, as many contrasting colours as possible

each as full and positive as may be, and all placed

in the closest juxtaposition.

Both these abuses, often in their grossest possible

forms, both sep.arately or unitedly, occur in modern

stained glass, in church draperies and embroideries

in crochet work, in w;ill decorations (ecclesiastical

and domestic), and last, but by no means least, in

dress.

Evervthing worth having has its use, and, iin-

fortuna'tely. also its abuse. Possibly even absinthe

and aniline have their proper uses, though, so far as

we know at present, they are only employed, the

one to destrov the appetite for wholesome food, and

the other to" ruin the taste for wholesome colour.

Laudanum mav be life-giving as a mecUcine, brandy

as a stimulant; as a beverage, either of them is

simply poison, but a poison so insidious in the hold

taken upon appetites gross enough to demand them,

that there have been men not content with edlier

separate, who must needs mix the two, and drink

them undiluted. It is the same in langu.age: a

string of superlative adjectives, or a pointed and

even violent expletive, may at times be servieeable

to point a denunciation, but a speech con.sisting en-

tirely of these would be voted unbdrable. Now a

gre.a"t de.al of our present use of "decorative'

colour is in no way more defensible than these in-

stances. The east end of a chmch is painted a

fierce and searching smalt blue, powdered with

burnished gold stars, and it is pronounced

" beautiful." I have seen Eucharistic vestments, I

regret to say, of a full and piquant " mauve " silk
;

and again, of an intense " new " green, which made

one wince to look at ; .anti-m.acassars and "Affghan

rugs, have, of course, .always been " Polychromatic

horrors. Etnas serving as vents for disordered tastes
;

but they have not been sufficiently powerful

safety-valves, as the silks ami ribbons displayed

at any evening partv will testify. Holy Scripture even

has "become a favourite medium for exhibiting,

in the initial letters of Uluminated texts, crude blues,

creens and violets, all too excruciating and unen-

durable. But perhaps worst of .all, because most

permanent, is the stained glass of the majority of our

makers. It may be broadly divided into two sorts,

the kaleidoscopic, consisting of sidashes and dots of

all tho most brilliant colours, set in patterns with a

little modicum of browuy-gT.ay outlines, and the-

Well, I have just been to examine a fine specimen of

the other, and I will describe it. The scene repre-

sented is our Lord at the well of Sam,aria. I take

credit for arriving at this fact, for there is no legend,

but the Saviour (.listingnished by the usu.al nimbus)

rests his hand u|.(ni a little brown jug, capiible of

holding .about half a pint, and a woman before him,

in a melodr.amatic and ridiculous attitude, holds a

bit of cord. Our Lord is dressed in a tunic or coat

of a st.artling ruddy violet shade, like beetroot juice,

or the flower of the mountain primula, much inten-

sified, banded across the knees with an elaborate

border of arsenical green, and is further enveloped

in a loose and flowing cloak of briUiant crimson, the

lining of which, a radiant " mauve," is turned up at

every possible point. The woman of Samaria has a

dress of rich full violet, and both figures are sm-

rounded by foUage and herb.age of the most pungent

and poisonous greens imaginable, while the archi-

tectural caiiopv above them is three or four shades

of clay and fii"wn. The figures are two-thirds the

size of life, and the rest of the window is quite as

bad ; no words that I can use can convey an adequate

idea 'of the intensely positive colours of .all the glass

in this window, a large and costly one, recently pro-

duced by one of the most fashionable makers for a

well known Yorkshire parish church. After this

infliction, it was a relief to open a box of old

"slacks" and " cruels," worsteds used thirty years

ago for embroidery; gray-greens, olives, citrons,

yellows, cedar-like browns and reds, all, too,

"beautiful, ;uidof sufficiently recent production to make

one feel very bitterly the rapid deterioration of

taste in this matter of colour even during the life of

the present generation, for it is beyond doubt that

this style of thing is quite modern. No old work has

it either in glass, painting, or embroidery. It is

essentially the taste of a nation whose capabiliites of

enjoying really fine art have been deteriorated and

deadened by two centuries or more, in which art has

been neither practised, remembered, nor loved.

We are .all conscious, secretly or avowedly, thf.t

Europe, having had an age of art, has passed out of

it, and has got into a shopkeeping and money-

grubbing age, and that if we want standards of high

taste we must look back to Holbein and Van Eyck,

Albert Diirer, Tintoret, and Angelico. And so

those who want to make money out of stained glass

or colour decoration are driven to defend the present
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vicious use as best they can. "Oh, but if the

Mediaeval artificers had only Icnown how to make
aniline blue, or panes of glass twelve feet square, of

course they'd have done so," &c., &c.

But it will not do ; a couple of hours at South
Kensington or the British Museum ought to be

enough to convince every candid inquirer that

i\Iedi;^val artists and colourists were at least equal to

Tis in every handicraft where comparison is possible,

if not indeed, as I am convinced, vastlj'' superior to

us ; and fortunately as regards painting, stained

glass, and embroidery, tlie immediate question before

us, it is perfectly practicable to institute a very close

comparison, from wliich we soon learu that, they did

know how to produce the most rich and brilliant

pigments and dyes, but that they used them in ex-
ceedingly moderate tiuantities ; so that it may be
broadly stated tiiat in the best INIedia^val work we
never tiud the "bjectiouable use of crude and raw
colour which I have deprecated above.

Nor do we in Nature. I suppose the most
splendid pieces of colour we ever see are tine sun-

sets and rich spring meadows, with flowers and
foliage. For example, take the deep lusli growth
in a fruitful orchard, the trees loaded with apple-

blossoms above, the grass "with orchids and butter-

cups and a hundred flowers below. But where, in

either of these, do we find the lea-^t authority for

those level and brilliant masses of positive green,

blue, or violet, the delight of modern upholsterers,

chm-ch decorators, and milliners? The sunset

sk}' is gray blue, shading downwards to daffodil

yellow, barred across with warm grays, orange,

amber, crimson, and blood reds; pur])le, if it

occurs at all, is fleeting and uncertain, and nowhere
is there ever an even xiugraduated colour—all is

fhictuating, each colour dying into the next, and
all into grays. The green of a spring meadow is

so yellow a green that in a shop we should call

half of it olive, and the rest yellow, and the flowers

are mere spots, touches, indications of colour and
light, mixed up, blended, confused: some one kind,

the bluebells, or the rose campion, or the apple
blossom, carrying tlie daj' completely, and making,
in harmony with tlie grass, itself made up of a
hundred tints, or in contrast to it, a pictiu-e, not
" polychromatic,'' though in some form or other
many colours may be there, but a liarmoniously
varied effect of one colour, or one colour in contrast

to a second, tilled everywhere with gradations, and
with light and shade.

Tlie fact is, if we are to take our cue from Nature,
our blues and greens, and especially our violets,

must be entirelj'' dififereut to the shades now gene-
rally used. Really tine blue, such as is to be found in

Nature (or iu Mediajval art), is either much grayer,

like the sky, or much greener, frequently with green
ill it, like the bell gentian; whereas our "new"
green, ''emerald" green, and others akin to it, are

utterly and wholly bad, and are not to be found in

nature in any shade, light or dark.

If anyone will take the trouble to examine a
large and varied bench of foliage, either of deci-

duous summer growth or of evergreen, it will be
found to be thnrougldy olive. A grass-plat is olive,

and not "green" at all in the modern dyers' use of

the word : so, again, are ferns—olives largely mixed
with canary-like yellows. To be sure, malachite,

copperas, and verdigris have the crude bine-green
colour in them (though full of variety), but we do
not desire of art that it shall remind us of poisons

and death, like a horrible conception of Dore's.

Modern violet seems abhorrent to both nature and
art. A little of it is seen fleetingly and rarely in a
sunset

; in a delicate condition in fruits and flowers;
in high art almost never.

The modern use of red Is less unexceptionably
bad ; for though we are afflicted with magenta,
there are scarlets imd vermilions almost sure to be
good, if used with some amount of graduation : and
there is Turkey red, wliich is always g*iod. It is

noticeable, however, that some of the a/aleas are
magenta in colour, and yet are pleasing : why, then,
is magenta so wholly bad in decoration ? I think
it will he found (hat the exceedingly positive form in

wiiich we now produce certain tints—magfula in par-
ticular—renders ihcm almost incapable of gradation,
except in the hamls of an artist who will use them
with consummate nuKleratinu, and lead n\> to them
by studied gradation. Now, if we examine the

azalea, we tind it to be fufl of gradations—here in

the direction of pink, there of yellow, again towards
blue; all too delicate to be followed, except in labo-
rious and expensive work of high art.

Yellows, hap].>Ily, seem, with the exception of

oerraiu shades known as "maize," to be almost
wholly good and wholesome. AVorkeil iu harmony
with gilding and gold thread, they form a safe and
pi' asant haven, which decorators would do well to

employ more frequently, rather than make so many
dangerous voyages iu the bark " Polychi-ome."

It may, perhaps, be replied, " AVell, but I like

'new' green, blue, violet, and magenta; they

appear to my eye to be effective and pleasing, and I

shall persist in using them, whatever you raaj' say."

The argument, if it be worth the name, proves too

much, if anything, for it would justify the drinking

of raw brandy as a beverage, or the indulgence of

any other intemperate and coarse taste which, as we
know by experience, may prove agreeable to indi-

viduals. But, having shown that these crude

colours are not to be found, at all events in the way
in wliich we now use them, either in nature or art,

I proceed, and reply to such an objector, "Your
new blue, &c., is not most ' effective.' It is start-

ling at first glance, and it kills everything near it,

to be sure, but a tine gradation of gray or greeny
blues, culminating somewhere iu a touch of full

blue or of green, of a wholesome character, is

really very much the more telling and effective. There
is a piece of stained glass in, I think, the east wall

of the south transept of Y'ork IMinster, which well

illustrates this—the robe of a saint, from a distance,

is a splendid blue, yet, when examined closel}', it

proves to be a c(dlection of more or less bluish-

grays and iudigo blues, all gradnating towards one

little bit of ultramarine. And I have lately seen

furniture of the time of Henry A'lII., still covered

with the tine brocade of that period—satin ground
with a velvet tigure—the effect of which at a little

distance was blue, ver_y blue
; but on examination

the satin proved to be a very pale and very gTay

blue, and the velvet to be a very dark neutral

green. I am convinced that such examides are not

exceptions, but point to the rule."

To give practical hints, which shall ajiply equally

to stained glass, wall decorations, church vestments,

and embroideries, furnishing. &c., &c., is not easy

;

nevertheless, I offer a few suggestions in three ways.
First, by giving some memoranda of Oriental and
Mediaeval fabrics before me ; second, by making a

list of dangerous tints, which it is well to avoid;

third, b_y pointing out a few safe harmonioiis con-

trasts, which last must be, at best, merely an indi-

cation of what might be said on this head.

Japan is, as far as I know, the only school of

living art now in existence, and some of the

Japanese manufactures are of extraordhiary beauty,

such as the following :

—

A. Two designs in gold only, on a rich full

scarlet satin ground : one very small and diaper-

like ; the other, a bold damask pattern, a stiff,

woven materia], jiaper and silk, probably intended

for wall-covering.

B. A blue-gray crape, for a dress ; the design,

birds and flowers, and wavy lines representing atmo-
sphere and water, all very delicate and graceful, left

in a grayish white, the blue-gra}' ground being

printed. Amongst the flowers comes a hedge or

trellis of gold thread and a few lines of black. At
large intervals a leaf, or flower, or berry is em-
broidered in gi'een, red, or white silk, iiever exceed-

ing the size of a shilling for each object so empluislsed,

and generally much smaller.

C. A fringed sillc for a dress, tlie ground dark
chocolate, printed ; the pattern left in white

; the

tigure in the fabric giving variety to both. The
design is of quaint rolling lines, like conventional

water lines and rit-li masses of leaves and flowers,

about a fourth ]iart of which are embroidered in

gold thread, apple-green, scarlet, and white silks;

each embroidered leaf or flower bearing about the

same relation to a square yard that the capital

letters do to this page of letter-press. All the rest

left, evidently with intention, a quiet white.

1). An Algcrine, satin-like fabric, dark scarlet

ground, with stripes, upon the- threads of which
zigzags have been prlutecl before weaving, one stripe

being yellow, and the same .scarlet as the ground;

the next black and a ruddy white.

E. An ancient danmsk, probably taken out of a

church in Spain. An exceedingly rich and (piaint

design, consisting nuiinly of scrollwork, in se\'cral

shades of yellow silk, inclining to browns, with

Spaces or panels tilled with red, blue, and green, each

of these being particularly low in tone, andtlie whole

very rich, yet quiet, in effect ; a truly magnificent

fahric. in tine condition.

Ill none of these, and I select them for their rich-

ness, variety, and costliness, is there any approach

to tlie sort of thing now S() much in vogue for

altar froutals, for vestments, for illumination, where

two, three, or more positive colours in masses

are put upon a ground equally positive and con-

trasting.

Again, Angelico surrounds one of his finest Ma-
donnas (in hnrd Dudley's collection) with a draperv

painted with extraordinary force and care, consisting

of gilded pomegranateSj with a touch of vermilion

—

where the stalks of each group meet—all on a dark
gray, nearly black, ground ! John Bellini |aits behind
a portrait, a curtain, splendidly drawn, of dark oljve

green, powdered with sprigs of creamy white and
small red berries, though the portrait is that of a
priest dressed in black. Nothing at all equivalent to

the stained glass above described is ever to be found
in the realms of art ; it has been reserved for the

nineteenth century—the age of the "god of getting
on "—to perpetrate such an outrage.

In stained glass, however, Messrs. ^lorris & Co.,

of London, have fortunately applied high art to

their work, and any one desirous of avoiding the
''colour" of the above specimen, may do so by
appl}'ing to them,*

In embroidery, church draperies, wall decorations,

&c., if it be not possible to obtain the assistance of

the artists mentioned above, much trouble and
<ianger may be avoided by adopting some such rules

as these;

—

1. Violets of all kinds (except those in spring

hedges) should be avoided. When the colour is

required for church-work, get cloth or silk of a dark
"old-fashioned" violet, and leave it alone; adding a

line or border of red or white, if decoration be
needed.

2. Positive black or white is nearly always
dangerous ; dark bottle green, or a mixture of that

and dark chocolate, is a great improvement ou
black ; and white, excejit when wanted in touches

or lines as a high tint, should be as yellow as good
cream.

;l. Avoid blues if possible, being very Scyllas of

dithculty to ordinary hands ; if they must be had,

let them be of a grayish indigo character, or

greenish, hke that splendid pigment, " Prussian

blue."

4. All greens of a malachite and poisonous hue
should be avoided, as we would avoid arsenic in our
food; if blue greens be demanded by the nature of

the design, they should be quiet, gray, and neutral.

And 5. All reds inclining iu the least to bloomi-

ness or purpliiiess, should be avoided with equal

care.

On the other hand, all the .shades of yellow, from
deep orange, through browny yellows and citrons,

amber, and canary colom*, into apple-greens and
olives, until we come to something as dark as
invisible green, are not only most precious and
beautiful, but are also the most necessary and
u^^eful. And all the reds which range between flesh

tint, through scarlet, into a coppery brown, are
equally beautiful and valuable.

In combinations, I would suggest the following,

which of course are not to be supposed to bind the
decorator's fancy, but only to indicate a few safe
dhections in which shipwreck may probablv be
avoided :

—

1. "\Yhites and yellows are always safe; the while,

if iu mass, should be gray and creamy, and then a
little positive white produces a high light upon it;

and the yellows may range from pale canary to deep
orange, and even to brown. Some of the most
beautiful stained glass ever made consists of tigures

drawn in dark brown outlines, dressed in whites and
yellows, and a background the same; and this is an
excellent manner for fresco.

2. Equally safe is a coloured ground, decorated

with gradations of the same colour, with lights of

white or yellow, supposing always that the ground
colour is a safe one, c.f/.y in oUve-grceu drapery, em-
broidered with foliage, dark olive-green stalks, pale

olive and a]iple-green leaves, flowers of white, buds
or berries of yellow.

3. A tine and safe effect is produced by using a
cream white ground, powdered with a diaper or
objects in yellows, wlule the main feature stands out
in rich and full colours, say two kindred colours, as

green and Prussian blue; e.g., stained glass, com-
posed of a groundwork of quarries, carrying little

yellow and hrown diapers, with a saint or angel
ilrcssed in green and blue, on a little green grassy
mound.

1. This may be extended by making the principal

object in two contrasting colours, gay reds and
greens ; but it is a goud rule to adopt (unless a
Millais or Kossetti be thealviser, in which case their

way is the way), that when two contrasting colours
have bem used ou a grount', such as yellow and
white, it is best to stop there, and seek to enrich the
effect if magnificence be desired, by increasing the
gi-adations of the colours already emidoyed, and sa
their beauty, rather than, by increasing the con-
trasts, to multiply the difiicuUIes and the chances of

failure, or at least seriously to le9si,n the probabili-

ties of success.

* Only let them stipulate to have iifw aisi,*Qs. li in

really provoking to see tho samo flgurt s oi'tr and over
again in MeBBr9.Morri8'awindow8 throughout iho country.
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NEW ELEJIENTS OF HAND-RAILING.—PLATE XXIX.

NEW ELEMENTS OF HAND-RAILING.*
(Continued from page 200.)

Plate 20.

—

Con-sthuction of "Wheath for
Staihh which Stand on Acute Anglk.
Having a Laxiiing to Give Access to a

DoOIt OR M'lXDOW.

FIGURE 1. AVhcu the ground ]ilan of stairs

makes either ohtuse or acute aii^i^lea, adopt

the same process for the construction uf the mould
as if the strings were parallel.

For example

:

The centre line of the rail is enclosed by the tan-

gents A, 15, C, D, E. Now let these he unfolded at

Fig. 2. Have the winders to stand in the same posi-

tion as those on plan. Also the square steps. Draw
"the pitches and ramps, as shown. I3e careful to

have that of D E parallel with A B, in order that

one mould may answer for both pieces of wreath.

The letters on the pitches agree with those on the

ground plan.

Find height and direction for ordinate by squaring

over from joint C, cutting at L; which gives A L
for height. Next, extend A li, cutting at H. This

^ives L H as direction for ordinate.

We arc now ready to draw the mould as shown
at Fig. 3.

Let the tangents C, D, E equal those on plan.

Let E H equal L II on the right. Join H C ex-

tended. This gives the ordinate. Draw from D
and E parallels with it Make seat square with it.

J^et height equal that of A L on the right.

Draw the i>itch and complete the mould, as usual.

See that its tangents A, B, C agree with correspond-

ing letters on pitches to the right.

Stairs of this form are often seen in London,
Paris, and other cities of Europe, as well as in this

country; and where necessity of location demands
such a i)lan, the method just given may be adojjted

for its construction.

* This series of articles is a reproduction of Robeut
ETjjKBi.L'a work on the subject, publinhed in Philadelphia,
and Vjy Triibner and Co., London.

THE PRINCIPAL STAIRCASE OF THE UNI-
VERSITY COLLEGE AT ABERYSTWITH.

THE picturesque staircase shown in oiu" illustra-

tion of this week is the principal one belong-

ing to the University College of Wales, formerly

known as Castle House, Aberystwith. Mr. Seddon,

the architect of the structure, is to read a descrip-

tion of that and other buildings erected by him
in and near that town at the Institute of Architects

on Monday next.

A ground plan and entrance elevation of the

Castle Hotel as it -was tlien called, and for which

purpose it was built, will be found in the number of

this journal for December the 28th, 1SG6. Since

that period the building has been purchased by the

promoters of a scheme for establishing an Educa-

tional College in Wales, and strenuous efforts are

now being made towards completing and endowing

it. We trust that if these are successful the Com-
mittee will resolve upon finishing the Avork in the

same spirit as that in which it was begun, and not

spoil it by injudicious economy; for having pur-

chased it for so much less than it cost, as they

have done, a certain moral responsibility is attached

to the bargain.

The plan of the staircase, as may be snfllcleutly

seen from our view of it, is complex. The first

flight leading from the main corridor, which is

curved, is a straight one. Then from the landing a

few circular steps wind round each supporting

column of the vaulting, and thence another straight

tliglit on each side leads to the corridor on the first

floor. The shafts of the columns are all of Ran-
some's patent stone, and the capitals and vaulting

of Bath stone.

Fall of Basaltic Pillars at Staffa.—Pieces,

three or four feet in length, of two of the basaltic

pillars at the entrance of Fiugars Cave, Staffa, at

the west end, have fallen from a height of from 40

to 50 feet. A shock of earthquake was felt in lona

on the 22nd ult., and the inhabitants connect the

two events.

THE CRYSTAL PALACE AQUARIUM.

WITH the exception of the aquarium in the

Regent's Park and the one in the Zoological

(Jardens at Dublin (both of them confessedly

imperfect), no pubhc aqu.arinm exists in Great
Britain. This state of things will soon be altered,

however, for some time ago, as many of mir readers

will remember, a company was formed with a capital

of £12,000, to make at the northern end of the

Crystal Palace (the p;irtiou which was partially burnt

down in iWtJH) an aquarium of large size, whichisnow
nearly finished, and will soon be opened, anil in which
(according to Mr. W. A. Lloyd, writing in the

Athenaeum') all the successive improvements which
experience has suggested will be combined. The
Crystal Palace aquarium, connected with the Palace

itself by stairs, measures 312ft. long and 20ft. high,

and is in widtli fjSft. in some places and 36ft. in

others. The public portions of the building consist

of tliree rooms—a saloon, of which the floor-space

measures 184ft. long and IG^ft. broad; a south
room, having a floor space of 30ft. long and S^ft.

broad
; and a north room, with a floor space of 14ft.

long and S^ft. broad. Besides these, there are in

the i)art not shown to the public, a work-room, an
engine and boiler-room, an apartment to contain the

heating apparatus, two store-rooms, an attendants'

gallery running fnnn end to end of the entire

building, and an office. There are 150,000 gallons

of sea water, weighing 700 tons, of which 130,000
gallons are in a reservoir below the saloon, and

20,000 gallons are distributed among CO tanks

containing the animals. These tanks are of various

dimensions and proportions, varying from 76 gallons

to 4,000 gallons each, and ranging in depth

vertically from Gin. to Gft. of water. The sea water

is raised into these tanks from the reservoir below

the saloon, and it flows tlu-ough and amongst them,

faUing down a succession of levels, so that in its

progress it may do as much work as possible, until

it enters the reservoir from whence it came, and
from which it is again and again pumped by steam
power at the rate of from 5,000 to 10,000 gallons

an hour continuously day and night, and by means
of this aerating motion, coupled with the oxygena-
tion derived from growing plants, no change of

water will be needed, and the quantity will be used

year after year indefinitely, the loss of fresh water

by evaporation being supplied weekly by the addi-

tion of an equal quantity of water distilled on the

premises. Most of the essential parts of the

aquarium are in duplicate. The architect is Mr.

C. II. Driver, who has shown much iugennity in

every part, and in making a saving use vi all

portions of the area assigned to him. This aquarium
will, for its size, be the most economical one ever

made, both in construction and maintenance.

UTILISATION OF LONDON SEWAGE.

AT the last meeting of the Metropolitan Board of

Works, a report was brought up from the

Works and General Purposes Committee, which

stated that the solicitor to the Board had had before

him the draft of an agreement between the Board

and the Native Guano Company, for carrying into

effect the arrangement for allowing the Comiiany to

erect works at Crossness, for the purpose of treat-

ing a portion of the South Metropolitan Sewage by
the ABC process. The plans which accompanied the

agreement had been submitted to and considered

by the engineer to the Board, and also by the

engineer and solicitor to the Company. The follow-

ing are the main points provided for :—The Com-
pany are to be at liberty to build works, as approved

by the Board's engineer, the possession of ground

being given to them on the agreement being

executed, and they are empowered to carry on their

process for one year, from the 1st of July next,

provided no nuisance or annoyance is caused, and

no interruption occasioned by the Company to the

main drainage works. The Company indemnify

the Board against all loss or damage by reason of

any nuisance except by their process, or for any
damage to or interruption of the Board's works at

Crossness. It is understood that the permission to

use the land is to be without any charge to the

Company. In the event of a nuisance, or bank-

ruptcy, or winding-up of the Company, the Board

reserve a right to re-enter, and the works of the

Company in case of bankruptcy are thereupon for-

feited to the Board. The Company are also pre-

cluded from assigning or parting with the agree-

ment or any benefit therein, and the Board are to

have free access to the Company's works at all

times, and may view the process and keep records

of the chemicals, &c., used. The Company were

anxious to have immediate possession, in order to

prejiare their manure for the market at the proper

season. The Committee submitted the agreement

and plan with the report. The report was adopted.

I
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THE DESIGNS FOR THE PROPOSED
CORPORATE BUILDINGS AT BIH-
JSIIXGHA^M.

"l"!/!^ understand tliat >[i-. "Watevliouse
' » (the architect appointed V)y tlie Es-

tates and Buildings Committee of the Town
Council to make a selection of the best

designs sent in for competition for the pro-
])Osetl Corporate Buildings) has returned the
following as being the most meritorious :

—

No. 0, bearing no motto; No. 17, motto,
" Perseverantia

;

" No. 27, motto, " Forum ;

"

No. lo, motto, " In Uno ;

" and No. 12,

motto, "Desideratum." Of No. 9 there are
nine drawings. Classic style ; of No. 17,

twelve drawings. Classic style ; of No. 27,
thirteen drawings, Gothic style; of No. 15,

eight drawings, Classic style ; of No. 12,

eight drawings. Classic style. There were
twenty-nine designs sent in for competition,
of which seventeen were Gothic in style,

eleven Cla.ssic, and one Renaissance.
Invitations liave been sent out by the

Estates and Buildings Committee to the
members of the To\vn Council to inspect
the selected designs on Friday and Saturday
(to-day and to-morrow). We believe that
No. 9 is contributed by a stranger to
Birmingham, and that Nos. 17 and 27
are by local architects. In fact, in this,

as in other so-called " anonymous " competi-
tions, the names of the comjietitors have not
been kept secret, and the authorship of many
of the various designs has been known from
the very commencement of the jmblic exhibi-
tion of the drawings. In these cases, if the
author himself is silent, his friends are inva-
riably garruloire, andseoretsthat are not worth
preserving seem to be told with as much
alacrity as those that are really important. It

is a curious thing that, whilst twenty-nine
sets of drawings only were received for this

important range of public buildings, forty
sets of designs or thereabouts liave been sent
to the neighbouring district of West Bromwich,
in competition for the Town Hall that is

about to be erected in that dull neighbour-
hood. "We understand that in this case also
the committee is puzzled with the conflicting
merits and demerits of the various designs,
and would be glad if it were possible to
combine various features from the rival draw-
ings, and by taking a little from each, and
not much from anyone, combine that which is

gooil in the designs, and leave out that larger
portion which is quite other than good.
The logical result of this wish, which so

many cuniniittees have felt, and which some
hav<' had the hardihood to acknowledge, will

be that ]>resently committees will adver-
tise for designs, not for complete ado])tion,

but as storehouses from which a " Combina-
tion" architect may, witli a genius all his own,
select the pretty bits at the dictation of the
committee, and melt them into a design,

which would even then be as original as

nineteen-twentieths of competition drawings
are at any time.

Anil we do not doubt but that architects
could be fonnd, possibly in plenty, to re-

spond eagerly to such an invitation.

Tnr: Ix^^TiTrrrox ok Civii. Enoinkki'.s.—
During the l:ist rumrtcr the .liMitiiiiis to the list of

mt'inbers of all classe.s liave been 1.'>1, while the
casualties have been 41, showing an effective increase

of 110. The numbers on the list on the .')th inst.

were II! Honorary Members, 721 Members, 1,0,'jl

Associates, and 204 Students ; makiTiK a total of
l,!iyo, as agaiHst 1,847 at the same date last year.

TlIK CoXTR.VC T roK THE CUKI.SKA E.MIl.V.NK.MKST.

—At the last nieeting of the Metropolitan Board of

Works, a lelter was read from Messrs. Neale and
I'ry, deiliiiiuf; to carry out the contract into which
they had entered witli the Hoard at the ])revious

meeting for tlie construction of the Chelsea Kmbank-
mcnt and the Northern I-.0W Level Sewer, at a cost
of Xl 12,404, on the ground that they had discovered
an error in the pricing of their estimate. The con-
tract was consequently let to Messrs. Markwiek and
Thurgood, of Lambeth, at the sum of ill 14,000.

WATER.

MR. BAILEY DENTON has, in a letter to the

Times^ called public attention to the neces-

^it\ of ]»reserving water in our country A'illages ;

—

" A\'e are ntiw on the eve of a season which must be

attended by a water famine among the rural poor, if

it be not providentially relieved by the fall of more
rain than usual, with special means taken to preserve

it when it falls. At this moment the springs

throuijhout the country are lower, and the surface

ponds and pools have less water in them, than n\y

memory recollects to have been the case in any
former spring ; and, as vegetatitju is getting rapidly

forward and evaporation is becoming more active, it

is not likely that the subterranean stores will be in-

creased by anj' amount of rain which may now fall.

But it is in the power of cottage-owners to collect a

portion of the rain which may fall, bj- the jiro-

vision of underground tanks^ and so luake up in

some measure for the scarcity produced by the re-

currence of several dry summers without the inter-

vention of a thoroughly wet winter to effect a

balance. A labourer's cottage and outbuildings

generally cover about 2;^ poles of land, and half an
inch of rain falling upon them wovdd, if collected,

furnish ^154 gallcins, which, at 10 ft'allons a day,

would last five weeks. But 1 venture to repeat the

question 1 have so often, with yoiu- permission,

already asked—When are we going to collect and
store the surplus waters of winter—there is never a

winter without surplus tlrainage and surface waters
—for disposal in the summer ?"

Mr. J. C. Clutterbuck makes the following re-

marks f)n the subject in the same paper:—"In the

year 1852 the water in the chalk stratum, whence
at least two-thirds of the perennial water flowing to

the tideway in the Thames is derived, was lower in

Ajiril of that year than at the present time. With
the exception of January, the rainfall from February
to May inclusive was little more than half the

average, yet the year 1852 was the wettest year for

the last thirty years at least, and by the beginning

of December the water in the chalk stratum was
higher than it has been since, and the flood, known
in the Thames Valley as the Duke's flood (because it

rose to its highest on the day the Duke of Wellington
was buried) exceeded any other within the last fifty

years. AVhether the ' balance ' lost in the winter

will be made up in the summer and autumn of this

year we have yet to learn ; but seasons often repeat

themselves, and a dry spring is often followed by a

dripping summer ; but as matters stand at present

no waste of water should be made, and it is just the

season to provide faidvs for cottages, farmsteads, and
other places, from the roofs of wliich water may be

discharged and stored."

COMPETITION.
BoWLlCs's FiVK Ac ItLS CilAniTV EsT.VTlC, C.\.M-

UKKWKLL.— Some time ago it was decided to survey
this estate, and to obtain plans for rebuilding the

property upon it. The survey having been made,
the General Purposes Committee of the Camberwell
Vestry advertised for |ilans, offering £20 for the best
and £10 for tlie second-best i>lan. In response to

this advertisement, thirty-six plans were received,

and referred by the General Purposes Cl^mmittee to

a sub-committee of thentselves, on which hajipened
to be two of the trustees of the charity. This sub-
committee selected ten of what they considere<l to be
the best plans ; and subseipiently re-selected five.

The General Purposes Committee then brought these
plans before the Vestry, but the Chairman of the
Committee (Mr. E. Dresser Rogers) declined to give
priority to any single plan, because, as he said,
" S(jme of the competitors' names had oozed out." It

was therefore resolved to submit these five jilans and
five others to the insjiection of Mr. Pownall, .archi-

lect, giviuK him no further instructions than a copy
of the Committee's resolution, and the advertisement
in answer to which the plans luid been sent in. Blr.

Pownall decided in favour of two plans, neither of
which was among the tea chosen by the Committee.
These two plans the Committee could not approve,
the one bciiiK' framed for pulling down the whole of

the old buildiiif,'s on the estate, and the other pro-
viding for a much smaller revenue than some of the

])lans chosen by tlie Conunittee were laid out for.

The matter was next referred to the Trustees, who
rejected the two plans recommended by Mr. Pow-
nall (and which were marked respectively *' Spes

"

and " Vigilans ") and deciiled in favour of the plan
marked " L'Esperanie," the author of which is Mr.
William Berriman, of Camberwell, the architect to

the Trustees.

The erection of the cottage hospital at .Shaftes-
bury, in memory of tlie late Marquis of Westniiustcr,
is about to be commcuced.

METROPOLITAN IMPROVEMENTS.
TlIK WiDEXIXG OF LlDGATE-IIILL.—At the last

meeting of the City Commissioners of Sewers, it

was resolved, on the recommendation of the Finance
and Improvement Committee, to instruct the Solici-

tor to serve the usual legal notices on the owner or

owners of houses situate on the south side of Lndgate-
hill, and severally numbered. 01, (Jo. and 07, to take
the same, with a view to complete the widening and
iniprovinf; of that |)ortion of the said street.

WiDEXI.SO OK ToOLKV-STUEET, SlllTIIUAniC.

,\t the last meeting of the S. Olave's District Board
of ^Vorks, it was resolved to offer £700 to the Rev.
Canon Bamber, for ground to be acquired by the
setting back of four houses in Tooley-street, and
partly in Unicorn-yard. It was also resolved that
the Metropolitan Board of Works should be asked
to contribute towards this improvement.
ESEAEGEMENT OF BlELIXGSGATE MaHKKT. At

a meeting of the Court of Common Council, on
AVednesday week, it was resolved, upon the recom-
mendation of the Markets Committee, that Billings-

gate Market should be extended to the western side

of Darkhouse-lane, and that the Committee .should

be authorised to prosecute the Bill introduced into

Parliament for obtaining powers to acquire the
necessary property for that purpose, and raise the
requisite funds to an extent not exceeding £150,000.

AsiMiALTE Paving in- S. PANCitAs.—At a meet-
ing of the S. Pancras Vestry last week, a report
was submitted by the Works Committee, recom-
mending that a contract be entered into for paving
Guildford-street with asphalte, at an estimated cost

of £1,200. The recommendation was negatived,
on the ground that the asphalte was too expensive
and too slippery, by 20 to 22.

The Pavixc. of Hajiiltox-place.—At the last

meeting of the Metropolitan Board of Works, a re-

port was presented from the Works and General
Purposes Committee with regard to the proposed
paving of Hamilton-place, both footw-ays and
carriage-way, with Val de Travers asphalte. The
report said it would be remembered that tenders were
ojiened for the formation of the roadway, &c., and
the Board determined to accept that of Mr. Webster,
amounting to £3,329 10s. At the same time the
Engineer's report on the memorial from the inhabi-
tants was laid before the Board, and a copy of it,

together with the report of the Engineer, wa.s

ordered to be forwarded to the Vestry of S. George,
Hanover-square, as the body on whom the care of
the roadway would devolve, with a request that thev
would furnish the Board with an expression of
their views upon the subject. The Committee had
received the reply of the Vestry, which was to the
effect that they recommended the Board to construct
a macadamised roail in Hamilton-place, and to make
the footways of York paving. The Committee re-
commended that the views entertained by the Vestry
be communicated to the memorialists. "

Tlie report
was agreed to.

Royal Ix.stitute ok British Arciiitkcts.—
Her Majesty having approved of the award of this
year's Royal Gold Medal to Mr. .James Fergusson,
the formal presentation of it, with the Soane
Medallion ami otiier prizes, will lake place at tlic

meetin;; on ^Monday evening next, when a paper will
be read b\- I\lr. .1. P. Seddon, Hon. Sec., on the new
University College of Wales at .Vber^-stwith.

Destruction- of the Economic Miseim,
TwicKiiXHAJi.—CIn Wednesday week a fire was dis-

co\'ered at the Economic Sluseum, Twickenham.
Notwithstanding the most strenuous efforts to save
the buildiii};, the Museum, coach-house, stables,

and outbuildings were totally destroyed. A fire

broke out in the lower part of the building on Tues-
<lay afternoon. The salvage men and others say it

was soon init out, with but little damage; but it

appears probable that some smouldering lire was
left unextinguisheil. Tlic Museum was erected by
Mr. T. Twining, and its maintenance is said to have
cost £1,000 per annum. It was established with a
view to impart to the iniblie a knowledge of domestic
and sanitary economy

; and for this purpose it was
.supplied with a very Aahiable collection of models,
designs, &c. The movement wliich led to the for-

mation of the Sluseum was ccmimenced by Mr.
Twining in 1850, was sanctioneil by the Council of
the Society of .\rts in 1852, and inaugurated by an
exhibition of domestic economy at Paris in 1855.
The Twickenham collection was begun at the house
of the Society of Arts in 1850. The food depart-
ment was exhibited in embryo at South Kensiiifjtoii

in 1857, and gave rise to Dr. Playfair's admirable
food museum. The next year it «"as transferred to
the Polytechnic Institution, where other classes were
added, and in 1800 the collection was removed to
the commodious building which was destroyed by
lire on \\'ednesday week.
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CHURCHES AST) CIIArELS.

BoLTO!J.—The foundation stone of Victoria

Weslej'an Chapel, Grecian-street, Bolton, was laid

on Good Friday afternoon. The new building will

adjoin the old Wesleyan schools, and will be 101ft.

long bj' 50ft. wide. The principal entrance will be

on the south side, in which a double porch will open

into a vestibule, extending the full width of the

chapel in length and lift. wide. From thi.s, on

either side, the main staircases to the gallery are

approached. The chapel has two aisles. The
benches are open, with framed and moulded ends.

The communion platform is raised, and on it the

pulpit will be placed. Behind the pulpit are three

vestries on the grouiid floor, witli an additional one

above, and also a side entrance and staircase to the

gallery for the use of tlie school children. The
gallerj' has a circular end, which extends over the

vestibule, and immediately behind the pulpit is an

arched recess for tlie organ. The roof is ceiled at

the level of tlie collar-beam, and tlie principals and

rafters are stained and varnished. The building is

Gothic in style, and the materials used are patent

bricks, with stone string-coiu"ses, arches, and other

dressings. The total cost of the l>uilding will be

about £6,000, and accommodation will be provided

for 950 people, .alloiving 20in. of scat space to each
person. Wr. James IMartin is the contractor, and
Messrs. Cunliffe and Freeman are the .architects.

Great Hokton.—On Easter Tuesday the foim-

dation stone of a new chiu*ch, dedicated to S. John
the Evangelist, was laid at Great Uortou, near

Bradford. The cost of the chiuch, including the

spire, which it is not intended to erect at present, is

about £7,000, and towards this amount £4,500 has
been raised. The church, designed by Messrs. T. H.
and F, Healey, of Bradford, consists of nave, with
north .and south aisles and apsidal chancel, with
north aisle and tower, serving for vestry and organ
chamber, on the south. The principal entrance is

by a south porch. The n.ave is 113 ft. long, the

total width across aisles 55 ft., and the height from
floor to riilge 57 ft. A massive tower is designed

to stand at the east end of the south aisle, with

spire, rising together to a height of 170 feet. The
style is Early Gothic, the windows lancet-headed,

with a large rose window in the west gable. The
church is to be built inside and out of stone, no
plaster being used in the interior, and tlie roofs are

to be boarded. The stalls and chancel iittings will

be of English oak, and the seats of deal, stained

and varnished. Accommodation will lie found for

about 700 persons. The works have been let, aud
are being executed under the superintendence of the

architects.

Greywell Pari.su Church.—On Thursday, the

fith iust., the GrejTvell parish church, which has

been restored, was re-opened by the bishop of the

diocese. The church, which was in a very (hlapi-

dated state, requiring extensive repairs, is very old,

the tower bearing the date of 1G25, aud the old

reading-desk that of 1624; but there is every

probability that it dates from a much earlier period.

It has a rood screen of carved oak, wdiich is retained.

The chancel has been wholly re-built, and the walls

pierced with three windows in tlie Gotliic style. The
east window is tilled with stained glass. New oak

seats are placed in the chancel. In the nave the

.ceiling is taken awa}', the roof being opened to the

rafters, and the windows restored. The aisle and
chancel are paved with encaustic tiles. Mr. Ewan
Cliristian was the architect, and Mr. "W. Lee, of

Odihani, the builder.

Heckmondwike.—On Good Friday the founda-
tion stone of a new place of worship for the

Independents of Doghouse, Heckmondwike, was
laid. The building will accommodate 600 wor-
shippers. It is from designs by Mr. Iliscox, architect,

Harrogate.

Liverpool.—On Monday last, the foundation
Btone of a new chapel for a new sect, the members of

which call tliemselves the Free Church of England,
was laid at Liverpool. The style of the new
building is to be Early EngUsh, and the church is

to accommodate 450 persons in the body and 150 in

the gallery. There will be a schoolroom underneath,
which will hold 350 cliildren, .also two vestries and
classrooms. The edifice will be constructed of red

brick, and the front elev.ations will have white
Stourton stone dressings. The cost is estimated at

£1,600, exclusive of the land, which is valued at

£300. The architect is Mr. Eichard Owen, of

Liverpool, and the principal contractors are Mes.srs.

Nicholson and A\Te.

JIanchestek.—On Easter Day, the Bishop of

Manchester opened a new iron church in Alexandra-

road. The building was erected by IMessrs. Jones

and AViUis, of Birmingham, at a cost of £1,000, of

which £'200 remains to be raised. The edifice

provides accommodation for 600 persons. The
length of the nave is 85ft. and the chancel 15ft.

The width is 40ft. The height to the eaves is 12ft.,

.and to the ridge 33ft.

North Luffexhaji.—The parish church of

North Luffcnham, Rutlandshire, was re-opened on

Easter Day, after restoration. The church contains

work, or traces of work, in the Norman, Early

EngUsli, and Decorated styles of Gothic architec-

ture, the chancel being for the most part Decorated.

The ceiled roof has given place to one of open

timber—deal, stained and varnished ; in the room of

the old east window, there is a new one of five

lights supporting tracery, the leading character of

which is that of qnatrefoiled vesicas. At the east

end of the chancel, a handsome reredos has been

erected, chiefly of Caen stone : between two
buttresses orn.amented with traceried niches, are

three cttmpartments backed with alabaster, the centre

one containing a calvary in red marble, and the two

outer each an arcade of three bays with Decorated

tracery in the heads ; surmounted 1>3' an enibattled

cornice, enriched with the ball flower. In the old

east window have been placed various specimens of

rich stained glass of the 13th and 14th centiu-ies,

apparently taken from the windows of the chancel.

These consist of sliields of arms and pictures under

foliated canopies, and have been carefully inserted in

other windows after re-arrangement and restoration.

The new east window is entirely filled with cathedral

glass in qu.arries. G. E. Street, Esq., A.K.A., was
the architect engaged, and tlie work has been

executed by Jlessrs. Eichardson and Messrs.

Roberts, of Stamford.

Oxford.—The renovation of the interior of S.

Clement's Church is now all but completed, and a

striking effect has been produced by the substitu-

tion of low open woodwork seating, instead of the

old high-backed and uncomfortable pews. The
chancel is confined within a low wjill of Bath stone,

neatly dressed, and, witliiii, the choir-seats are of

open oak work, the lectern being also of the same

wood. A new altfir rail has been added, this lieing

supported with wrought-iron stand.ords floreated.

The vestry has been removed from the eastern to the

western end of the church, and a new i ulpit has

also been added. Its base is formed of Bath stone,

ornamented with three clustered columns of Devon-

shire niiirble. Al)ove these is tlie podium, on the

sunimit being an open pulpit formed of polished

ebony, rosewocd, and walnut columns, with carved

oaken capitals, interlaced with Norman moulded

arches, carrying a broad oak top. with brackets and
book board". This is the gift of G. H. Morrell,

Esq. The wiiole of the work hiis been ably

carried out by Messrs. Hono'hr and Castle, of

Oxford, at a total cost of about £1,100.

Thornton (Br.\dford).—A new Congregation.al

church was opened at Thornton on Good Friday.

The style is Early Decorated Gothic, and Messrs.

Autlrews and Pepper the architects. There are

three entrances to the principal front. Over the

central doorw.ay are two double-light windows, filled

in with geometrical tracery of bold design. A
tower is placed at the south-west angle of the

church, affording access by a staircase to the gallery,

provision being made for a spire and also for a

corresponding stau-case, in the form of a porch or

transept. The internal length of the chm-ch, in-

cluding the vestibule, is 90ft., the width 42ft., and

the height 3Gft. The galleries are supported on

light iron columns, carried uji to the roof, the latter

being formed in the centre with curved ribs. Ac-
commodation is found in the church for upwards of

650 adults. The total cost of the works executed

is from £2,505 to £3,000, exclusive of the site.

BUILDINGS.

Cardiff.—On Saturday week, the foundation

stone of the new premises for the Western Mail, S.

JIary's-street, Cardiff, was hiid bj' Mr. L. V.

Sherley. When completed the buildings will com-

prise, on the ground floor, fronting S. Mary-
street, commoclious publishing and advertising

offices, clerks' and managers' rooms, &c. On tlie

first floor there will be cditor.s', sub-editors', and

reporter.s' rooms, waiting rooms, lavatories, &c.

On the second floor will be apartments for resident

porter and housekeeper. In the re.ar of the ofiices

on the ground floor will be the machine and com-

positors' rooms, engine-hou,se. &c. The machine

room will be 70ft. long by 36ft. wide, and the

composing-room will be 100ft. long, 37ft. wiile, .and

25ft. high, giving sufficient space for 100 com-

positors or more. Special attention will be given to

the lighting, w.arming, and ventilation of the new
builduig. The buildings will have a frontage of

42ft. to S. Marv-street. The stvle adopted by the

architect (Jlr. Peter "miyte, C.E., of Cardiflf) is

modern Gothic. The materials used will be PwUy-
paiit stone for the walls, the dressings being of

Bath and Mansfield stone. Mr. Samuel Shejiton is

the contractor.

Liverpool.—On Thursday week the foundation-

stone of the new Hospital for Infectious Diseases,

Netherfield-road North, was laid by the JIayor of

Liverpool. The new building, of winch Sir. Thomas
Cook, of South Castle-street, is the architect, will

afford accommodation for 100 patients. It is to be

built of gray brick, relieved with coloured bands and
parti-coloured arches over the windows and door

openings. The cost is estimated at aliout £6,000,

besides which the amount paid for the land is about

£4,000. The contractors for the erection of the

building are Messrs. Haigh and Co., the following

being the sub-contractors :—Brickwork, Mes.srs.

Jlakinson and Glover; masonry, Mr. S. Forrest;

slating and plastering, iMr. Thomas Jones ; and
plumbing, &c., Mr. G. Nicholson.

WiNSFORD.—Mr. James Bedford, A.Pt.I.B.xV., of

Jlanchester, and Mr. J. A. Davenport, surveyor, of

Over, have jointly submitted a design which has

been .approved for the new Town Hall at M^insford,

Cheshire. The intended site is a pictiu-esque spot,

adjoining the River Weaver aud Winsford bridge.

The building will fie constructed on piling in the

fifteenth century stvle of lialf-timbered erections,

with plastering between the wall framing. No
stone, brickwork, or other wei.ghty material will be

used, as novel provision will be made to lift the

building when necessity arises, for by reason of the

pumping up of briue (the staple commodity of the

district) the buildings in the neighbourhood

gradually subside, with many rents and fissures,

reminding the beholder of a South American city

subject to earthquakes.

c

ARCHCEOLOGICAL SOCIETIES.
Kent Archceological Society. — Tlic Council

of this society licld tlioii' quarterly mectin.g at

Cliillingtou House, Maidstone, on Thursday, the

28th ult., at which were present, the Earl Amherst,
jiresidcnt ; Mr, Godfrey-Faussett, honorary secre-

tary ; Mr. Petlcy, the Kcv. W. A. Scott Robertson,
Mr. S. BuiTa, Mr. W. J. Lightfoot, assistant secre-

tary, .and others. It was resolved that the annual
meeting of the society should be held at Seveuoaks,
.and should include .an inspection of the house at

Kuole, and the art-treasures which it contains, by
kind permission of Lord Buckhurst. Several new
members were elected to the society.

Lincolnshire Diocesan Architectural So-
ciety.—A preluuinary meeting of the local com-
mittee of the Lincolnshire Diocesan Architectural

Society was held on the 28th ult., the Mayor fn tho

chair. It was proposed that the annual meeting of

the society should be held on the 22nd and 23rd
June, and on the first day to visit the clinrclie.s in

following places: Newark, Kelham (and Hall),

Averham, Upton, Hockerton, Caunton, Norwelf,
Carlton-on-Trent, Suttou-on-Trent, Cromwell, and
North Muskham. In the evening there will 1)C a

public meeting in the Town Hall, and papers will lie

read on places of interest in the locality. On the
23rd Newark Castle will be visited, also the follow-

ing churches :—Hawton, Baldcrton, Clayjiole, Stub-
ton, Penton, Brouglitou, Becfdngham (and Manor
House), Bamby, aud Oodilington. After the second
day's excursion there will be a public dinner in tho
Corn Exchange. Subsequently in the Towni Hall
further papers will be read, aud a museum of anti-

quities and ciuiosities will be open.

The Bible Christian Chapel, Cambonie, is in

com'se of reconstruction, under the du"ections of Mr.
J. Hicks, of Hedralli, architect. Tho works consist

of reseating the g'rouiid floor, new galleries, open
timber roof of curved hamiuer beam principals,

st.aircase tow"er, having a slated spire rising to the

height of sixtj'-five feet from ground, new vestry,

and other worlts. Tho cost will be about £500, and
accommodation will be provided for 520 persons. The
liuilder is Mr. Samuel Richards, of Fahnouth.

A now Wesleyan chapel has just been completed

at Silsden. It is designed to seat 500 persons, and
lias cost, including fittings, £2,600. The style is De-
corated. "An Aniiitrrtural Student'' sends ua a

cutting from tlie Kciijhleij News as a sample of the

general run of newspaper reports of now buildings.

Iteferring to this chapel, that journal says :
—" Tho

exterior, which is in the Gothic style, is pleasing and

unpretentious. The doorway, which supports on

small Corinthian columns an elegant ornament, is

sunnouuted b.v a spacious aud handsome five-light

Gotliic window, flanked on tlie riglit by a graceful

steeple of slender constnictiou."
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TO CORRESPONDENTS.
[We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions of

our correspimdeuts. The Editor respectfully requests

that all communications should be drawn up as briefly

as possible, as there are many claimants upon the space
allotted to correspondence.]

To Our Readers.—"We shall feel obliged to any of our
readers who will favour us with brief notes of works con-
templated or in progress in the provinces.

Letters relating to advertisements and the ordinary
business of the Paper should be addressed to the EDITOR,
31. TAVISTOCK-STHEET, COVENT-G.VRDEN, W.C.

Advertisements fur the current week mxLst reach the
office not later than .j p.m. on Thuraday.

Recf.ived.—E. T., R. W., jun., R. A., T. R., C. B. ^V.,

G. T. R., T. C.

Erratum.—Pendleton Presbyterian Church Competi-
tion'.—In the notice of this competition which appeared
in uur impression of the 31st ult.. Messrs. Ellis and
HinchcIilTe were named as competitors. We should
have said Barker and Ellis. The first mentioned firm

are. we are given to understand, stonemasona, and not
architects.

M. Agar.—^Read the notice again. Does it not state that

If*- are giving the series of articles on VioUet le Due's
great work? The price of the work in paper covers is

£12 V2s.

A. F. SpBAQUE.—An illustration of the Albert Memorial
in Hyde Park ha-s not appeared in the Buildiso. News.

Corrcsponbciicc.

ARCHITECTS' CHARGES.

To the Editor of the Building Xe\v3.

SiK,—For the information of your correspondent
" An Ill-used Architect," allow me to give an

opinion and experience which I hope may be useful.

The first clau-ie in the Institute document, which

must be regarded as the contract in this case,

specifies that " the usual remuneration for an archi-

tect's services, except as hereinafter mentioned, is a

commission of 5 per cent, on the total cost of the

works executed from his designs, &c/' Further ou,

we have sumlry exceptional cases mentioned, one

being clause 1'2. under the heading '' Alterations in

Design :" " If the architect should have drawn out

the design complete, ready for estimate, the charge

is half the usual commission above named ;" and
further, clause 13; "If the architect should have, in

addition, procured tenders, the charge is one-half

per cent, extra to the above."

Now it is evident, under these clauses, that had

the client chose to suspend operations when the

tenders were received the architect would be entitled

to 3 per cent, of the 5 ; and beyond all question he

must be paid that at least. But then the work went

beyond that point, a contract being entered into, the

details being j^repared, and the architect having

commenced and being ready and willing to do his

part in order to give the client full value fur the

remaining 2 per cent. As there is no clause in the

contract to subdivide this, and it being a ma.\-tm of

our law that " an entire contract cannot be appor-

tioned," he is entitled to the whole of it, and did

quite right to send in his account for the full o per

cent, whicli, if he is tirm. he must be paid. It is

exactly on the same principle that any other

employ^ engaged for a certain time or to do a cer-

tain work, and dismissed before the completion of

the time or work, sends in his claim for, and has to

be paid, the full amount of his agreement. Instances

of this occur every day ; and the wonder is that any
one can be ignorant of such elementary principles of

justice and law. I rather think that in this instance

the client would feel very much aggrieved had the

architect chosen to throw up the work in the middle

of it ; and the latter would lind that he could not

recover his fee-i in .such a case, even for the part he

had done.

In a nearly similar case which occurred with me
fiome years ago, I took the advice of eminent counsel,

who directed me to send in my account for the full

5 ])er cent., and on its being refused, to issue a writ

with two counts—one in the ordinary form for
' wrongful tlismissal." and the other for " work and
labour." The client and his solicitors talked very
big for a while, and pretended to laugh at such an
ab>urd claim as they called it; but, on referring the

matter to equally able counsel on their own side,

they were advised to pay the amount forthwith, which
they had to do, with costs to my solicitor, withi[i

twelve days of the service of the writ.

If your correspondent be "'ill-used" any longer

after the above information is given him, he will

only have himself to thank for it. A case somewhat
similar was decided in the Courts at Westminster.
Mr. lia^sett Keeling being the plaintiff; but there

wt're pli-uty uf otlu'r>^. and. in fact, the principle is so

obvious as to need no great reference to cases to

make it manifest. If his sohcitor takes active steps,

as mine did, he will probably be paid without any

more trouble.—I am, itc, F. K. I. B. A.

Sir,—I think "An Ill-used Architect" scarcely

makes out a case of bad treatment. He seems, on

the other hand, to be entirely in the wrong. It was

surely a mistake to claim "'the full 5 per cent."

under the circumstances described in his letter of the

7th inst. That commission would include superin-

tendence to completion, but the work has not been

completed. A mere declaration that the architect

will be ready and willing to do all that can be re-

quired of him in completing the work whenever it

may suit his client to proceed does not justify a

present claim for the labour unperformed. A com-

mensurate allowance should be made and charged

when the full services have been rendered. The

5 per cent, when dissected is commonly made to com-

prise 2^ for drawings and specifications, another half

when tenders are obtained, and a further half, per-

haps, when a contract is fully entered into. This

leaves for the duty of superintendence from 1^ to

2 per cent To avoid litigation by reasonable

sacrifice is always commendable, and here the super-

intendence may be allowed for at the rate of 2

per cent. One third of the work having been done

under the contract, the full commission is so far

chargeable. On the remaining two thuds there has

been no superintendence, and the abatement is con-

sequently 2- oths of 2-3rds = 4-loihs, or os. 4d. in

the pound on the whole amount.—I am, &c.,

TuoiL^s Morris.

BUILDERS V. ARCHITECTS AND CLIENTS.

Sir,—Most of your readers will, I imagine, s^tii-

pathise with " An Ill-used Architect " under the hard

circumstances of the case which he submits to the

public in your last issue. With your permission, I

should like to draw attention to another case of

hardship, not an unusual case, but one of every-day

occurrence.

About three years ago a contractor, on the com-
pletion of a large building, was ordered to send in

the accounts to the architect. The accounts were

delivered, and after maiiiiainiug profound silence for

seven mouths, the architect, without giving notice

to clients or contra tor. suddenly visited the build-

ing, and made an account of his own. He took the

contractor's bills as a basis, aud divided each item

by six, setting down the result as the full valus of

the work. This rule was adhered to in the deduc-

tions also, except that the sum in the contractor's

account was multiphed by six, and the product sub-

tracted from the architect's value of the work.

This extraordinar}' mode of making an account

reduced the balance due to the contractor to a mere
nominal amount, which he very naturally refused to

accept as a settlement of liis claim. A certificate of

completion wa.s then asked for, to enable the contrac-

tor to take law proceedings. Not until a month
ago would the architect condescend to reply, and
then, after a delay of two years, the certificate was
sent, dated on the day it was written, nearly three

years after the work was finished. The conditions

of contract jirevent any action being taken until

three months after the date of the certificate of

completion ; hence he was asked to alter the date to

avoid further delay. No reph* has been received,

and consequently the contractor must again wait

till the time has expired before he can seek any
remedy.

I have simply related the dry facts of the matter,

in the hope that your readers may carefully consider

the case, together with that of '• An Ill-used Archi-

tect." A free expression of opinion on common
and uncommon abuses of these kinds might go some
little way towards removing them.—I am, &c.,

SVKVKYOB.

BOURNEMOUTH PLEASURE GROUNDS
COMPETITION.

Siu,—Some time ago an advertisement appeared
in your and other journals inviting architects and
others to send in designs for the proposed pleasure

grounds at Bournemouth. In compliance with this

notice, I prepared a set of plans and forwarded them
to the Commissioners. About four <»r five weeks ago
it was announced publicly that the plans of certain

parties had been selected, and subsequently I received

a notice (about tlu^ee weeks ago) that the other

designs would be returned. I accordingly wrote to

the Surveyor of the Commissioners to know if the

plaus would be exhibited or whether the competitors

would have the privilege of inspecting the premiated

designs. No notice was taken of this, nor indeed

of three or four subsequent letters written to him
and the Clerk respecting the plans, which have not

been returned, and I am at a loss to know what
cause there is for such delay. Jloreover, the in-

structions issued to competitors stated that if any

further information was required it coidd be obtained

at the olHce of the Commissioners. This informa-

tion, however, was never accorded to me. as I wrote

two letters to the Surveyor of the Commissioners,

who had not the coiu-tesy to send a reply. I am,

therefore, compelled to ask through your pages the

course I am to pursue, or if other competitors have

been served by these officials in the same polite and

gentlemanly manner.—I am, &c., G. H. G.

IntcrconmiuiuQtioii.

QUESTIOXS.
[oiiio.]_"W"ells.—I should feel obliged If any reader

can inform me of the simplest aud cheapest method of

forming a well, through gravel aud chalk, about ^Oft.

deep. Whether boring, driving, or digging. Small
supply only required. I have thought of Norton's tube-

well, used in Abyssinia, but am rather iu doubt about
it.—J. S.

[J191.]—Preserving Distemper Decorations.
—Could any reader inform m*^ ii there is any way of

preserving decorations in distemper ou ]ilaster from
the effects of gas and smoke, or any application by

which the surface can be rendered permanently wash-
able without too much glaze V—J. S.

[2192.]—Washingr "White Brick Houses.—
"Will you or some of your numerous readers give me
some information as to the best means to wash down
the exterior of a white brick house? I have used

water and soap, and find that this does not get out the

black stains.

—

Inqliuer.

[2193.]—Problem.—Will one of your correspon-
A

dents explain how this is done ? If in the c A & a b c,

B a c

^ C = 3i° 42' 30", aud side a =* 210, and 6 = 110,

Find the other angles, ha\-ing given log 2 = -SOlOSOiJ,

and L cos 17" -21' 15 = 10 oooloOu.—H.

[2194.]—Dra-wings of Labourers' Cottages.

—

Can any of your uumeious readers inform me \\ liether

there are any drawings of labourers' cottages published,

aud where they are to be procured?—F. L. 1*.— [At

least a dozen have, from time to time, appeared in the

Blilding News. Ed.]

[219^.]—Brickwork on Paper.—In your " Inter-

communication' of some seven months ago I noticed

a method of accurately representing brickwork on
paper; but, having mislaid the paper, would som^.' kind

correspondent repeat it ? I have laid on a compound
of Venetian red aud crimson lake, and shown the Joints

by lines of flake white, which require repeated applica-

tions to make the joints visible -, whereas, iu the

method referred to, I faucy one application by the

drawing pen of a proper water colour would suffice.

—

R. C.

liEPLIES.

[•21CS.]—Strength, of Girders.—The following

calculation will show accurately the different breaking

weights of the girder iu the two positions. To begin

with A. Here the girder is a flanged girder, not of

B

—12-
1

the best shape, as there is a considerable waste of metal
iu the top flange ; but this does not interfere with the

calculation, which is based upon the strength of the

bottom flange. Let W = breaking weight at centre

in tons, A, the number of square iuclies of sectional

area in the bottom flange ; L. the span ; U. the depth ;

and, C, a coustaut. By Ilodgkinson's riUo we havc^
A X D X Cw= -^

Substituting the values iu the question

—

9 X 12 X 26
11.7 tons.W

20 X 12

Now for the case B. Here the girder consists of two
rectangular beams, which, being united by the cross

pieco, niay bo considered to act as one. Putting B for

the breadth of the beam, and using the same letters,

we have, for one beam

—

B X D2 X C 0.75 X 144 y 0.9 f 4S.GW - r - -
20 (tona

The whole girder has a breaking strength, therefore, of
2 X 4. 80 = 9.72 tons.—CllECK.

r2172.j—Competition.—In answer to *'F.V query
about the competition for the Victoria Hotel. Coatham,
Kedcar, I—-bfing one of the competitors—can only s^y
that I have not yet received any further comm-mica-
tion from the secretary than that hi- is son-y I have
been unsuccessful, and that my drawings have been
returned to me. The drawings were returned in the
morning of one day, and this note did not arrive till

the evening of the next day. The compt-titiou was a
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public one, and yet none of the competitors and none
of the public were allowed to see the drawings. I know
of one gentleman who saw them by permission of one
of the directors, and perhaps more coiUd have seen
them by going through the same process; but I should
have thought that, in simple justice to the competitors
and the public, there would have been a public exhibi-

tion. Another competitor whom I know is quite as

dissatisfied as I am with the way in which we have
been treated, and I should advise all competitors who
have received no further communication from the
secretary than that he is soiTy they have been unsuc-
cessful, and their drawings are returned, to write again,

and ask for the information which "F." wants

—

i.e.,

the result of the competition. Architects are not quite
such selOsh fellows as some people appear to think
them, and, when Fortune does not favour them, they
are auKious to know who has gained her fair smile. I

have forgotten to say that I have Iieard that, though
competitors were hurried most injuriously—both as
regards their designs and their health—the drawings
were huug for two weeks before the directors met
together to inspect them.—G.

[2176.]—Strength of Girders.—The i-eason that
the depth of a girder at tlie centre is often greater than
at the ends is, that the strain on the flanges is greatest

at that point, being inversely proportional to the depth.
It is not so with the strains on the web, which are
least at the centre, and greatest at the end ; and are,

moreover, independent of the depth of the girder. The
advantage of curving the top flange of a girder is that
it saves metal in the flanges towards the ends. By
making the strains throngliout the flanges rather more
uniform, it utilises the excess of metal which must
practically be put there, although not absolutely re-

quired by theory. Tlie strains ou the arched member
must be obtained by a carefully constructed diagi-am.

as the ordinary formulce do not apply.

—

Engineer.

[2187.]—Pocket Gauges.—"Frank" is informed
that he may obtain gauges of the thickness of lead at

Fenu's, Newgate-street. Mr. Edmeston, the architect
of the Vieille Montague Zinc Company, of Cro^vn-
court. Old Broad-street, provides a very handy gauge
for those who adopt his method of zinc roofing.—A. H.

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
Architects' f'liARGE.s. — At tlic Westminster

County Court on Wednesday week, tlie case '' Phipps
V. Robertson" wa~s lieard. The plaintiff, Mr. C. J.

Phipps, architect, susd the defendants, Mr. William
Wybrow Robertson and Mrs. Robertson, for work
done as architect in connection with the New Court
Theatre. The claim was £45 3s. 6d. ; and the de-
fendants paid fifteen guineas into court. Mr. Laxton,
barrister, appeared for the defence ; and Mr. Francis
for the plaintiff. Mr. Francis having- briefly opened
the case, explaining the cLj-cumstances of the claim,
Mr. Phipps said ; I am the plaintiff in this action,

an architect, and a Fellow of the Institute. I have
been in practice for fourteen years, and was architect
for the Queen's, the Gaiety, the Vaudeville, the
Variety, and many other theatres. On an interview
Mrs. Robertson explained that she wished me to
prepare plans, estimates, &o., for the Court Theatre.
No furtli'T details were then gone into. I proceeded
to make out the plans. They were the ordinary and
proper plans which an architect would prepare for

these works, and sufficient for tenders upon them to

be made by the builders. The actual builders' work
was £1,459. The plans were afterwards fully ex-
amined by defendants ; no objection was raised as to

them, and as far as I was concerned I considered the
matter settled. I subsequently heard that another
architect, Mr. Emden, had been engaged, though I

hadno such intimationfroni the defendants. The plans
were returned to mo on November 10 by Mr. Robert-
son. 2J per cent.—my charge—is usual and reason-
able, and I have been paid it before without demur.
I have charged this only upon £1,459, and not upon
the whole cost, as I did not wish to make a long bill.

AVhether the work is abandoned or another architect
is employed, 2^ per cent, is the usual charge.—Mr.
Chas. P. Hayward, architect, and member of the
Royal Institute of British Architects, said he was
acquainted with the ordinary charge of architects.

Those made by Mr. Phipps were the proper profes-
sional charges. The defence was that Mr. Phipp's
plans would have cost more than the sum originally
agreed upon ; but the judge gave a verdict for the
plaintiff for the whole amount claimed.

"WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

Watering the Streets of Westminster.—
At a special meeting of the Westminster lioard of
Works, on Friday week, convened for the purpose of
receiving a report from the Street Cleansing and Sanitary
Committee, submitting a letter from Mr. Cooper,
stating that, in the event of the Board deciding to use
his patent salts for watering the whole of the district
during the ensuing season, he would agree to supply
200 tons of salts for the sum of ±'500, and undertake
the supervision of the watering of the streets at his
o\vn expense, and to carry out the vrork with ten
horses and carts, the Committee's recommendation
that Mr. Coopers offer should be accepted by the
Board was adopted.

The Lambeth Pottetiies.—" A Surgeon" writes
to the Times to complain of the dense volumes of smoke

rolling northward from the Lambeth Potteries over
Lambeth Palace and S. Thomas's Hospital, occasionally

almost obscuring those buildings from view. This so-

called smoke is, this correspondent says, for some
reason, more dense on Fridays than on other days, and
consists largely of arsenical fumes, which tend to

devitalise and wither up every living thing with which
they come in contact. It is, he thinks, clearly the duty
of the Metropolitan Board of Works to take whatever
steps may be necessary to change this slate of things.

Disinfecting Apparatus in Crowded Locali-
ties.—An injunction has been ol)tained for restraining

the ^'estry of S. Pancras from erecting a disinfecting

chamber in Somers'-town, on property of which Lord
Somers is the ground landlord. The Lancet, referring

to the subject, says :
— '' We do not believe there is the

slightest danger or nuisance in such an erection if

proper precautious are observed, aud there is a certain

fitness in placing it in densely crowded localities, where
it is most frequently required. Indeed, the real danger
to the public is increased by placing the apparatus in a
position which requires the infected clothes to be
removed long distances through tlu^ streets. The
objection is, therefore, due rather to local ignorance
and prejudice than to au intelligent appreciation of a
public need, and we regret that Lord Somers should
have lent himself to give those prejudices a practical

effect."

B.VRNET and Hadlet Sewac.e,—At a recent

meeting of the Joint Committee of the Barnet Local
Board and the Hadley Vestry, it was resohcd that Mr.
Bailey Denton should be authorised to survey and
report what, in his opinion, should be done to get rid

of the sewage difliculty in those places.

Bridgwater.—The preamble of the Bridgwater
Water Bill, which has for its object the better supply
of water to the town or district, was proved before a

committee of the House of Commons on Friday week.

T.vuNTON.—The annual meeting of the shareholders

of the Taunton Water Works Company was held last

week. The report stated that soon after the last annual
meeting the new reservoir was completed, at a cost, to-

gether with other necessary works, of ^61.820 17s. Id.,

the whole of which outlay had been paid out of income.
The balance sheet for the year 1870 showed a balance

on the income account of £504 I-js. 5d., from which
sum the directors recommended the payment of a
dividend on the share capital at the rate of £4 per
cent, per annum, free of income tax. The report was
adopted.

Cubic Space of Cowhouses.—A difference of

opinion has arisen between the S. Pancras Vestry and
the magistrates of the district as to the amoimt of cubic

space which ought to be provided for the accommoda-
tiou of cattle. The Vestry think that 700 cubic feet is

suflicieut for each cow. but the magistrates hold, witli

Dr. Stevenson, the Medical Officer of Health for the
district, that it would be unwise to reduce the breath-
ing space for each animal below 1.000 cubic feet.

Unhealthy Dwellings in the Holborn
District.—At last the Holborn Board of Works has
resolved to take proceedings under BIr. Torrens's

Artizans' and Labourers' Dwellings Act. wliich in this,

as in other di-tricts, has too long remained practically

a dead letter. At a recent meeting of the Board, the

surveyor (Mr. Lewis II. Isaacs) recommended the total

demolition of some dilapidated and unhealthy dwellings

in Union-court, Saffron-hill, and the owners are re-

quired to show cause why the buildings should not be
accordingly razed to the grouud.

The Metropolis Water Bill.—The Paddingtou
Vestry have decided to petition against the JletropoUs
Water Bill, in order that they may have a Iocub standi

to oppose some of the provisions of the measure in

committee. The Vestry seems generally in favour of a
Bill to provide a constant supply of wat4>rto the metro-
polis, but the members are almost unanimously opposed
to giving the Z^IetropoHtan Board of Works power over
the plant of the existing water comiianies. The S.

Pancras Vestry has also petitioned against the Bill.

The Newiugton Vestry, however, has passed the follow-
ing resolution :

—"That in the opinion of this Vestry
a constant su])ply of water for the metropolis is

desirable. That the supply should be distributed under
regulations, and subject to the control of a metropoUtau
authority."

LAND AND BUILDING SOCIETIES.
The Conservative Land Society. — The

quarterly meeting of the shareholders of this society
was held at the offices, Noi'folk-strcct, on Tuesday
fortniglit, Viscoiiut Rauelagh in the chair. The chair-

man, in moving the adoption of the report, con-
gratulated the shareholders on their prospects for
the financial year, six months of which have now
elapsed. In the first place, theii' receipts were quite

up to the mark ; the demands for buiMing advances
were more than ample, and the starting of a system
of periodical sales by auction to realise their securi-

ties must act advantageoiisly. In fact, the society
had grown to that extent that it was more economi-
cal to have their lawyer and siurveyor and their o^\ti

auctioneer on the premises than to trust to out-door
assistance. Wlien the society was originally formed,
now nearly twenty years since, its ultimate aim of

effecting a genex'al good was little thought of. It

must be remembered that they started as a political

society only. The executive committee, with
many years' experience have tested its political

action as a land society. Socially it was essentially

Conservative in its nature, bccanse property always

involved responsibility. It would be a rotten foiinda-

tion to rest a commercial undertaking on political

support only. Sir L. Palk seconded the resolution,

aud it was unanimously carried. A vote of thanks
was tendered to the chainnan, vice-chaii'man, and
members of the executive committee.

Eastern Mutital Building Society.—This
society, which is, as its name implies, a mutual or
terminable building society, had its sixtli annual
meeting at its offices, 12, Bed Lion-squai-e, W.C. on
Wednesday evening, the 22ud of March. Mr. C. H.
i\ Lewes, architect and surveyor in her Majesty's
office of Woods and Works, presided, and moved
tlie adoption of the report and balance-sheet. The
report stated:—"Your directors have much plea-

sure in presenting the sixth annual report and state-

ment of accounts of the society. The cash at the
bankers, it will be seen from the accounts, amounted
at the end of the financial year to £1,055 Ss. Kkl.,

the whole of which sum has been appropriated.

Your directors have fixed the entrance fees for the
ensuing year as foUow.s :—On A shares, £2 per
share ; on B shares, 7s. 6d. per share ;

and on C
shares, Is. per share. Your directors beg to express
their gi-eat satisfaction at the manner in which tho
members having obtained appropriations from the
society have made their retmiis, tliere not remaining
unpaid at the end of the financial year a single shil-

ling that was due on that accoimt." Mr. Wood
having seconded the adoption of the report and
statement of acco\mts, it was put and carried unani-
mously. By the rules of this society the whole of

the directors retire annually, but are eligible for re-

election. The following past directors, Messrs. P.

E. Van Noorden, C. H. F. Lewes, W. P. Potter,

Abraham, H. K. Millard, Mosely, W. Wood, G.
Haselden, Montague Scott, and Kobinson, were
unanimoush- re-elected; and Messrs. Baker and John
Hardy were elected to supplj' two vacancies.

Messrs. Henry Colls, John Baker, and J. A. Haselden
were elected the auditors of tho society for the

ensuing year. Votes of thanks were then passed to

the directors, auditors, cliairraan, and secretary (Mr.
J. H. Shead), and the proceedings then tcnninated.

Clerkenwell.—At the annual dinner of the St.

John's ITiuted Benefit BuiUling Society, held re-

cently, th(> secretary' said that during the period that

the society had been established they had issued

500 shares, and an appropriation had been made
with the recurrence of every quarter. The total

sum received was £2,000, aud a profit of 12^ per
cent, was divisible amongst the members.

Adelphi Benefit BriLDiNa Society. — This
is the name of a new society whicli has just

been started under promising auspices. The names
of tho arbitrators, trustees, aud others who have
identified themselves with the society foiTU a good
guarantee as to its being established in good faith.

Mr. George Howell is the secretary, and the office is

at 9, Buckingham-street, Adelphi.

Lambeth Permanent Benefit Building
Society. — The nineteenth annual meeting tif

this society was held on Wednesday furtniglit,

at Wilcocke's Assembly Booms, AVcstmin.ster-

bridge-road. The report stated that notwith-
standing tho great depression of the past year,

and the continued depreciation in house pro-

perty, the business of the year was nearly equal to

that of any of the preceding years of the society's

existence. Tho total amount now advanced from
the commencement of the society was £114,840. Tho
total number of shares at the last annual report was
3,080^ ; during the past year 318 new shares had been
taken, 154 withdrawn, 56 realised, 65J redeemed, and
4 forfeited, leaving a total of 3,119. Of this number
1,200 were advanced, and 1,919 invested, sliares. Tho
deposit account had progressed satisfactorily, aud the

directors had reduced the interest on deposits to 4
per cent. The receipts were stated to be £28,478
14s. 3d., and the expenditure £27,309 9s. 6d., leaving

a balance at the bank of £1,000 on deposit, and £lG9
4s. 9d. current accounts. The report was adopted.

Exeter Freehold Land Society.—The four-

teenth annual meeting of the members of this society

was held on Tuesday fortnight. The balance-sheet

showed the total receipts to have been £9,034 lis. 4d.,

and the pajonents to have been £14,129 17s. lOd. ; tho

sum lent on mortgage amounts to £6,073, being an

increase of £2,055, and the profit realised, after

paying all expenses of management, is £988 18s. 3d.,

which enabled the committee to declare a dividend

of £5 per cent, per annum, leaving a balance of £90
in favour of the cxuTent year's account. The number
of members on the register is S6G, subscribing on

1,485 shares, being an increase of three on the

fonnor and 14() on the latter ; 135 members havo
joined the society during the year.

Hinckley and County Permanent Building
Society.—The members of this society held its

anniversary on the 22nd of March. The reports read

showed that the society had been doing business on

a very large scale. And was in a very prosperox^s con-

dition, being the oldest society in the town. Some
discussion was elicited as to the division of profits,

when it was found that some of the last shares of

withdrawal had gone a much longer period than

those on the first out-going members.
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STAINED GLASS.
Martock.—A stained glass window has just been

placed in the east end of the chancel of Martock
Church. The window- is illustrative of scenes in

the life of oiu- Lord, and cost £2j0.

Wtmeswold.—A committee has been formed for

he piiqiose of colled ing subscriptions for placing a

8'ained glass window in the south aisle of the parish
cliurch tpf AVymeswold, in memory of the late Dean
Alford. who was for eighteen yc:u-s the vicar.

KlBTVOKTHBEACCH.lMPC'ircECH.LEICESTEESHmE.—A stained glass window has been placed in this

ehurcli, designed and executed by W. Holland and
Son, "Wai-wick. It is of three openings, which are

treated with one subject extending over them, of

the raising of Lazarus, under foliated canopies of the
ivy and passion flower ; in the tracery are angels
bearing scrolls with texts. A brass plate fixed under-
neath explains the object of the memorial.

Birmingham.—The windows over the main en-
trance to S. Nicholas Church, which occupy a
corresponding position to "what would be the west
end in most churches, which have just been filled

with stained glass, were unveiled on Pahn Sunday.
The principal window, which is a very barge one,

consisting of three lights, has been em-iched with
figures of the Twelve Apostles, on diapered back-
gn.tunds of niby, blue, and yellow, the whole being
filled in with grisaille ornament and enclosed in a
border. A circular window above has been treated
after the same manner, and ui the centre of it is

placed, as one of the s\Tnbols of Di's-ine inspiration,
a figure of the descending dove. A small opening
below, inmiediately over the doorway, contains the
Greek cross, the emblematic triangle, and the passion
flower, symbolising some of the cardinal doctrines
of the faith, with a reference also to that br.anch of
the Church to which S. Nicholas belonged. The
figures of eleven of the Apostles came into the pos-
session of the Window Committee by accidental
circumstances; and the task of completing their
number, and of adapting them to their place, together
with all the rest of the work, has been executed by
Mr. Swaine Bourne, of King Edward's-road.

STATTTES, MEMOBIAXS, Etc.

Alloa.—A handsome monumental brass, provided
by Lord Kellie as a memorial of his cousin, the late
Earl of M.ar, is about to be placed in the floor of
S. John the Evangelist's Church, Alloa. The work,
which has been designed by Mr. E. Anderson, archi-
tect, Edinburgh, consists of an oblong brass plate,
intended to be inserted in a polished slab of black
marble. Koimd the margin runs a broad border,
containing the inscription. The comers of the tablet
are finished with small circular shields, bearing,
within trefoils or quatrefoils, the Mar and Kellie
crests. Smaller circles, above and below, present
the late Earl's monogram, and the general groimd-
work of the design is filled in with rich diapered
ornament.

MoNr >rEXT to Mr. Ernest Jones.—Shortly after
the death of Mr. Jones, a subscription was opened
for the benefit of his family, and to erect a monu-
ment to his memory. A sum of £2,250 was sub-
scribed, and of this amount £100 was set apart for
the erection of a monument in Ardwick Cemeteiy,
Mtinchester, which was micovered on Satm-day in
the presence of a vast concoiu-se of people. The
monument is of gray granite, stands twelve feet
high, and is sumiouii'ted with a draped funeral urn.
Below the left panel is the name of the deceased and
the following inscription:—"Full of warm sjnn-
pathies and generous desires, he freely toiled and
sufTiTcd in behalf of the wronged and oppressed, and
made liimself a name honoured and beloved by the
Iieople whoso welfare he sought through life, and in
whose service he met an imtunelv death.''

A IIiNnrit) Tkmi'Le IX Lon-dox.—According to
the lloiiibaij Gazette, it is probable that a Iliudoo
temple will in a few years be erected in London.
There was a meeting of influential natives held in

Jooaghur (in Kett%-(v.iy) a few weeks ago, at which
it wa.s resolved to raise a subscription for the purpose
of encouraging and assisting young Hindoos who
desire to go to England for the purpose of finishing
their education. A respectable vernacular paper in
Bombay assures us that a temple of llurlieshwur
Mahadew is to be erected in London out of tlie fund,
about a lac of rupees being set apart for that
purpose.

Blaxdford Blildinc; OpKRATi\-r:s' Bi:xp:fit
SociKTY.—The second septennial distribution of the
capital of this society took jilace on .Saturday week,
when £2oU was divided amongst the loo members
who were " good" on the books of the society on the
2.5th of March last. The sums received" by the
members varied from £1 17s. 6d. to 4s. Cd. The
principle regulating the division was that the balance
of cacli q\iarter during the seven years should be
divided between the members good on the books at
the end of the quarter, aud at the end of the
seyenth vear.

§\\x Mtt %Mk

A New lLLr>nxATixG Gas.—Dr. Letheby has

reported upon Dr. Eveleigh's method of producing

gas at a low temperatme in iron retorts. The
pecuharity of the manufacture consists in the dis-

tillation of the coal at a low temperature, and

the subsequent conversitiu of the volatile con

stitnents of the tar into permanent gas. This gas

is nnich less offensive than ordinary gas, and it is

so rich in hydro-carbons that it cannot be biu'nt

from a standard argand burner with fifteen holes and

a Tin. chimney at a larger rate than four cubic feet

per hour, giving at tliis rate tlie light of 15-7

standar<l sperm candles.

The Proposed Mortu.vrt for the City of
LoxDox.—At a late meeting of the City Commis-
sioners of Sewers, it was resolved to erect a mortuary
upon a plot of land, already secured in Golden-lane,

Barbican, the cost of such erection not to exceed

£5,000. At the meeting of the Commissioners on

Tuesday week, the matter was again discussed,

when, on the motion of Mr. F. S. Richards, it was
resolved to defer the commencement of the necessary

works until Lady Day, 1872—the object being,

apparently, to shelve the matter altogether. It was
contended by the mover that a temporary mortuary,

which had already been built, was sufficient for all

piU"poses, iuasmnch as only one dead body had been

placed in it since its erection.

Stf,.v5i Boiler Ixspectiox.—The Liverpool Poly-

technic Society has been drawing attention to

the necessity of the inspection of steam boilers.

In the last foiu- years there appears to have been 210

explosions, killing 315 persons, and injiu-ing 450

more. The Society has published a memorial to

Mr. John Hick, M.P., Chairman of the Parliamentary

Select Committee on Steam Boiler Explosions,

ttrging the necessity of making the inspection of

boilers compulsory.

MiGR.\Tiox OF LAnorR.—Mr. E. G. Davenport
writes that he is desired by an eminent firm of

contractors, who are now constructing some heavy
railway works in the midland counties, to make
known as widely as possible that they are ready to

engage, at 3s. to 3s. 9d. per day, anj' number of

na\Ties up to 1.500. who may apply to them ou the

works. Fiu-ther particulars can be obtained by ap-

plication at any of the district offices of the Society

for the Organisation of Charitj', of which the

addresses can be learnt from any policeman, or at

any workhouse, or by written application to Mr. E.

G. Davenport, at 28, Laiica.ster-gate. ^X. It is

necessary to state that none but thorough ua%Ties

or out-door labourers accustomed to the use of pick

and sp,ade will be taken on.

IsDrsTP.LVL Partxerships.—The Encaustic and
Tesselated Tile AVorks, Jackfield, Shrewsbm-y, have
lately passed into the hands of a new company, of

which Mr. A. H. Brown, M.P., became a member
on condition that the principle of allowing the men
a share of the profits of the concern should be

adopted. The company, according to the Shrejvs-

bxiry Chronicle, have obtained a fresh lease of the

property, and .are about to expend some £10,000

in building aud machinery, which cost will be dis-

tributed over the period for which the lease is taken

—which is for si.xty years—in order that the men
who are admitted to an interest in the concern

should, over and above their wages, participate in

the profits made from year to year.

Proposed New Poultry M.vrket for the
City.—At a meefmg of the Court of Common
Council, on Wednesday week, the M.arkets Committee

presented a report recommending that a Poultry

Market should he constructed itpon the vacant land

belonging to the Corporation adjacent to the new
Metropolitan Meat Market, .at a cost not exceeding

£25,000. and that the Committee should be authorised

to prosecute the Bill introduced into Parliament with

the view of obtaining powers for effecting that object,

and for dismarketing the present Iiide and poidtry

markets. The report of the Committee was adopted,

and referred back for execution.

Hackney and tilk DirsT CoxTnAfTous.—The

Hacknej- District Board of Works doidn the probity

of the dust contractors, and, notwithstanding that

tenders were sent in, have resolved to employ carts

at lis. a day. Four years ago the contractor paid for

the dust, last ye.ir the parish paid £8G0, and in the

tenders sent in the lowest price for the East and

"West Divisions is nearly £2,000. One member of

the Board, according to the Parochial Critic, dis-

tinctly charged the contractors with having

"cooked" the lenders. The combination is to be

resisted, and the cheques and bank notes in the

tenders were returned to the " cooks."

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING 'WEEK.
MOXDAY. EoyaJ Institute of British Archittete. " Ou the

University College of Wales, and other Buildings
at and near Aberystwith." Mr. J. P. Seddon,
8 p.m.

Society of Engineers. Discussion on Mr Baldwin
Latham's paper " On the Ventilation of Sewers."
7.30 p.m.

Tcesday. Institution of Civil Engineert. " On the .\rchi-

medean Screw Propeller, or Helix, of Maximum
"Work." By Sir Francis Charles Knowles, Bart.,

M.A., F.R.S. 8 p.m.

Wedxesd.vt. Society of Arts. " On the Economical Con-
struction of Workmen's Dwellings, and e.specially

in reference to Improving the Health and Habits
of the Class." By Dr. Stallard. S p.m.

Thursday. Society for the Encouragement of tlie Fine
Arts. " For and Against Shakespeare." By Dr.
Doran, F.S..\. 8 p.m.

Friday. Architecturat Association. "On the Treatment
of Terra-Cotttt.' By Mr. J. T. Perry, A.B.T.B.A.
7.30 p.m.

Ci' it and Mechanical Engineers' Society.. "On
Metallurgy and Mining in Poland.'" By Mr. G.
Eedes Eachus, Assoc. Inst. E.E. 7.30 p.m.

SATtTRDAY. Museum of Practical Geology, Jermyn-street,
St. James's, Swtuey Lectures on Geology. Lecturt
YII. by Dr. Cobbold, F.B.S. 8 p.m.

The inhabitants of Glastoubtu'y have decided to

adopt the Local Government Act.

Mr. Pyle, an old and respected builder, of

Tiverton, died suddenly at his residence, Behnont-
terrace, on Monday morning last. Ho w.as in his

eighty-first year.

The works in connection with the new cottags
hospital at Yeovil have just been commenced bj* the
contractor, Mr. Frederick Cox.

A new church school is about to be erected at

Redruth for the Rev. J. W. Hawksley, rector. The
walls will be of local hammer-dressed facing stones,

and graxute dressings, the roof to be of open
tuuber work varnished. Accommodation wUl bo
provided for 210 cldldren. The architect is Mr.
Hicks, of Redinith.

The Third Duke of Cornwall's Rifle "Volunteers
(Falmouth) are about to erect a commodious drill

hall, 100ft. long, 40ft. wide, with armoury, sergeant's

residence, &c., attached. The funds are provided by
a limited liability company, of which the volunteer
officers and men are the principal subscribers. Mr.
Hicks, of Rediaith, is the architect.

Following the example of Sir Benj.omin Guinness,
Mr. Henrj' Roe has undertaken the cost of re-

storing the second cathedi'al of Dublin, Clirist

Church. The work, it is estimated, will cost

£50,000.

A new chapel is in cotiree of erection at Silsden
for the members of the United Methodist Freo
Church. Accommodation will be provided for from
400 to 500 persons. There will be a school beneath
the chapel for 150 scholars. The total cost of the
erection will be £800.

The next election of pensioners on the funils of

the Builders' Benevolent Institution will take place

ou the 25th of May next. We regret to hear that

Mr. A. G. Harris, the secretary of the institution,

has been confined to his room bj- illness for the past
two months.

It is proposed to restore the pai-ish chm'ch of

Potteme. The Ecclesiastical Commissioners have
undertaken to restore the chancel.

The Mayor of Weymouth has reported to tho

Town Council that the British Archa;i ilogical Asso-
ciation had decided to visit tho town during tho

ensuing summer.

The equestrian statue of General Scott, ordered

liy Congress, is completed at Newburg, New York.

It cost 30,000 dollars.

The first steps towards the restoration of the

magnificent chou- of the Abbey Church, Tewkes-
bury, have been taken by a Dissenter, Mr. T. Collins,

who has undertaken, at his own cost, to restore the

original o.ak walls, and to add whatever may be re-

quired, " by reason of liis veneration for the building

and liis lovo of mcditeval architecture."

A disinfecting chamber hag been erected by
Messrs. Fr.iser for the Rotherhithe "Vestry.

Tho post of Inspector of Nuisances in the S.

George's llanovcr-squarc, district is vacant.

The North Metropolitan Tr,amways Bill was read

a second time in tho House of Commons on Monday
week.

A proposal to widen King William-street, City, by
removing a part of the base of tho King William

statue, is under tho consideration of the City Com-
missioners of Sewers.

Mr. Thomas Landseer, tho veteran engraver, is

engaged on "Tho Life and Letter.s of William

Bewick, the artist." William Bewick was a Idnsman

of the celebrated Thomas Bewick, the wood
engraver.
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Signor Micliele Mainicci, director of tlio Giornalle

delle Artie delle hidustrie, died at Florence a short

time back, aged forty-seven.

The following gentlemen have been elected

Fellows of the Society of Antiquaries:—Messrs. G.

Bounor, J. Eae, J. L. K. Oliiihant, J. S. Swan, .T. S.

Eawle, J. W. Holme, J. A. Rolls, V. D. H. Cary-

Elwes, and Colonel J. Bayly, E.E.

Mr. Eobert Furness has been elected by the S.

Pancras Vestry as tlie representative of that parish

at the Mctropo"litan Board of Works, vice Mr. Silas

Taylor, deceased.

The New Yorl Drvyglsfs Circular sxyn that

borax is superior to everything else for exterminating

the cockroacli. The smell or touch of borax is said

to be certain death to them.

Messrs. Albert Goodwin, W. H. Hale, A. B.

Haughton, H. S. Marks, A.E.A., E. W. Macbeth,

and .1. W. North, have been elected Associates of the

Society of Painters in Water Colours.

On the 24th ult. died Mr. George Nicol, fonnerly

secretary to the directors of the late British Institu-

tion. Mr. Nicol was in his sixty-third year. On
the same day Mr. Thomas Agnew, long known as a

picture-dealer and print imblisher, of London and
Manchester, breathed his last, iu the seventy-sixth

year of his age.

pRTCES. April 11.—Per Petersburg standanl—Quebec
yellow pine, li'ft. 3 x 11. first bright, .£19 Lis. ; ditto first

dry floated, £18 153. to £19; second bright, £14; third

bright, £9 5s. to £9 10s.: third floated. £9; third dry
floated, £9 10s.; Holmsund third yellow. £8 to £9-
Kopuiansholmen mixed yellow, £10; ditto third yellow,

£8158.; Ljusne mixed yellow, £9 10s. to £10; ditto third

yellow, £9 to £9 5s. ; Onega first yellow, £14; Petersburg
first yellow, £12 to £13 10s. ; ditto second yellow. £8 10s.

;

ditto first white, £7 15s. to £9 10s. ; Soderham first yellow,

£8 5s. ; Stockviken mixed yellow, £9 to £9 15 ; ditto thinl

yellow, £8 15s.; Sn'artwick mixed yellow, £10 to £11
;

Uteuburg first yellow, £7 10s. ; ditto mixed yellow,

£8 10s. ; Bjorneburg mixed yellow, £G 15s. ; Galstrom first

yellow, £9 10s, ; ditto second yellow, £9 lOs. ; ditto mixed
white, £7 15s. ; Gefle third yellow, £9 63. ; ditto fourth

yellow, £8 ; Fredrickstadt second yellow, £7 to £7 5s.

;

ditto third yellow, £7; Hernosand mixed yellow, £8 to

£9 ; ditto third yellow, £8 10s. to £8 15s. ; Husura mixed
yellow, £10; ditto third yellow, £7 15s. to £9; ditto fourth
yellow, £8; Hudikswall third yellow, £7 lOs. to £8 10s.

Per 120 12ft. 3 x 9. Christiana first white, £19 15s.; ditto

Kccond white. £17 15s.; St. John's spruce, £12 to £14;
Quebec first spruce, £15 to £18 10s. ; ditto second spruce,

£13 10b. to £13 15s. ; ditto third spruce, £12 to £13 5s.;

Saquenay first spruce, £13 15s.

Per load, Hernosand timber, £2 6s.; Memel, £3 3s.

;

Dantzig crown, £4 10s. to £4 12s.; ditto best middling,
£3 103. to £3 15s. ; Pitca yellow balks, £1 9s. to £1 12s.

^rabe H'tlus.

WAGES MOVEMENT.
Newtastle.—The carpenters and joiners have struck

work. The dispute lictweeu the shipbuilders 011 the

north bank of the Tyne and their joiners has terminated
amicably. .Joiners iu shipyards will now be, pecu-

niarily, on e(inal terms with their brethren iu the house
trade. The question of weekly wages is still under
negotiation.

Nottingham.—A short time siuce, the carpenters

and joiners made an application to their employers for

an advance of wages, and a social conference on the
subject ensued, but without any agreement being come
to. It was then decided to refer the matter in dispute

to Mr. Robert Evans, urcliitect, who has just given his

decision, of which the following is a copy :
—

" I,

Uobert Evans, the referee appointed for the present

year in all matters in dispute between the employers
and the oi)eratives connected with the carpenters' aud
joiners' branch of the building trade in Nottingham,
liaving heard the representations of the operatives,

urging an advance in the rate of wages, together with
the statements aud arguments for and against the same
by the respective interested parties, do decide that the
rate of wages remain as agreed upon by the Hoard of

Arbitration, at a meeting held April 2S, 1M70.—K.
Evans."

TENDERS.
Erigiitox.—For the erection in carcase of one mansion.

Marlborough-place. Mr. John Hill, architect. Quantities
supplied :

—

Keltey £1739
Nightingale 1G86
Hall 1073
Heynolds 1(173
Snuwdon ICOO
Loekyer 1550
Newuhara 1480
Barnes 1325

Brighton.—For the erection in carcase of two man-
sions, Marlborough-place. Mr. John Hill, architect.
Quantities supplied:

—

Kelly jC1G;38
Hall 1609
HejTiolds 1575
Nightingale 1555
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Loekyer IMO
Snowdon 1^00

Barnes 12M
Newnham 118^

Essex.—For sewerage at Brentwood. Ru«s & Minns,

engineers ;

—

Contract No. 1.

Wainwright & Wilson £4120
Anderson & Dumnore 3227

Eitson a;il4

Walker & Yoxall 3310
Furness 3182 11 2
Hawley&Co 3010
Wood, F. & F. J 2934
Tanner 2912 5

Kyan&Co 2700
Marshall 2.')00

Sibsey 2443
Hayward 224-)

Bugbird 2230

Contract No. 2.

Marshall i:2070

Cochrane & Co 20i;s

Begg 19-54

LawrieSCo 1321

Dennis 1908

Sib.sey 1901

Laidlaw & Son 1809

Oakes* Co 1750

Fletcher 174.1

Contract No. .3.

Furness £719
Baker & Son 70.')

Ciitler&Son M.I)

Kyan&Co tl''5

Tanner C-'l -

Marshall COO

Stevens 4S9

Hayward - 480

Bugbird 478 18

Sibsey 4.30 u 9

Dennis 393

Henley-on-Thames.—For the erection of school and
residence at Shiplake. Mr. Frederick Uaslam, architect :—

Willis (accepted) £51)0

Le\vi.sh-\m.—For reredos. S. Mark's Church. Sir. W. C,

Banks, architect, 39A, Gracechurch-street, E.C. :^
Earp £404 5

Field and Co 395 10
Wittingham 385
Williamson 3115

Lovelock 3115

McCarthy 350

London.—For the erection of premise.s at Carlisle

-

street, for Messrs. Edwards & Roberts. Theodore K.
Green, Esq., architect :—

Cock £2090
Henshaw 2243
Wicks, Bangs, & Co 2187
Sharpington & Cole 2173
Hill & Keddell 21.50

Browne & Robinson 2130
* Scrivener & White (accepted) 2105

London.—For rebuilding Nos. 277 to 279. Oxford-street.
Messrs. (Jeorge Lansdown & Pollard, surveyors. Quanti-
ties supplied:^

Higgs £8070
Howard 7813
Macey !^ 7773
Patniau & Fotheringham 7G12
Hill S Sons 7243
Adamson & Sons 7226
Heu.shaw 7093
Morter 6847

PlMLlco.—For erecting five house at Victoria Station,

S.W., for W. S. Salting. Esq. Mr. Knowles, jun., architect.

Quantities supplied by Messrs. J. & A. E. Bull :

—

Wagner £3270
Warr 29.50

Eeunett 2895 17

Foster 275G
Wright, Bros 2725
Heath 2690
Sle]]henson » 2G83
Cullum 2675
WcLachlan 2572
Newman * Mann 2.5.50

Nightingale 2543
Capps & Eitso 2475
Gnuding 2435 10
Snowdon 2420
Aitchi.son & Walker -asc,

Cooke & Green 2382
Groome 1279

PLU.MSTEAD.—For Sandy Hill and for hill sewer, opened
by the Plunjstead Board of Works at Charlton, S.E., on
5th April, 1871. Mr. F. F. Thorne, surveyor to the Board :

—

Lewis £3300
Miguer 3300
L.iuergan 3094
Young 3000
r.loomHeld 3985
Tongue 2960
Brown 2782
Coles 2729
Wigmore 26.50

GUI ford 2700

Kirk (accepted) 2276

Hubbard 2000
Surveyor's estimate, £2850.

Putney.—For sewer works:

—

No. 1. No. 2.

Contract. Contract. Total.

Aries £202
Wigmore 205
Aviss 177

EocilK.STER.—For the restoration and enlargement of

Cliffe Rectory-house. J. P. St. Aubyn, Esq., Lamb's-build-
ings. Temple, architect :

—

Naylar (accepted) £2000

Shaftesbury.—For the erection of cottage hospital as

a memorial of the late Marquis of Westminster, K.G.

Mr. J. B. Corby, architect, Stamford :

—

Thoday £1909
Thompson 1793 12

Richardson & Roberts 17G0 15

Halliday & Cave 1713 10

Law S: Son 16G2

Miles (accepted) 1431 11

S. Pancras.—For alterations to the S. Pancraf Com-
mittee of Works' office in Edward-street:

—

Aitohison* Walker ..£317
Bale 3110

Crockett '-90

Kipps (accepted) 278

Twickenham.—For finishing five houses, the property

of H. S. Edwards, Esq. F. Allen Edwards, architect :

—

Wigmore £2620
Spicer 2587

Ebbs 4 Sons 2120
Speariug & Stewart 1323

£262 £464
229 10 434 10
239 416

CONTRACTS OPEN FOR BUIL,DING
ESTIMATES.

Manchester, April 19.—For the supply of 1,000

sets of oak scantling tor wagons, for the Lancashire

and Yorkshire Railway. William S. Lawn, Secretary,

Manchester.

Market Harborouoh. April 18.—For a new
Wesleyan chapel and premises. 'NViUiam Allen, Hon.
Sec. to the Building Committee.

ilETHOroi.is Local Management Acts.—Plum-
stead Board of Works, April 18—For the construction

of sewer and other Works, in the Wellington-road, in

the parish of Kltham. James Murray Dale, Clerk to

the Board, I'lumstead Board of Works OiBce, Old

Charlton, .S.K.

MiRFiELD Parish Cnuncn. May 1—For the warm-
ing of the new parish church. U. Lee Itayner, solicitor,

Mirlield, honorary secretary to the Building Com-
mittee.

PiTCArLE, JEay 4.—For the mason, carpenter, and

slater work of completing the steading of offices at

Loanends, Dnrno, by I'itcaple. Ale.v. Gcddes, Logic

Klphinstone.

I'lumstead (Kent), 'April 20.—For building a de-

tached villa and stiibles at Shrewsbury-lane, .Shooter's-

liill, I'lumstead, Kent. Messrs. William Gosling and

.Son, 76, King-street, Woolwich, S.E., architects aud

surveyors.

RoDLEV, April 18.—For the erection of a Wesleyan
Slethodist Chapel, at Rodley, near Leeds. Alfred H
Thompson, architect, 14, Park-square, Leeds.

Trinity House. London, E.C April 24.—For the

erection of a lighthouse, keepers' dwellings, &c., at

Hartland Point, in the County of Devon. Robin Alien,

secretary.

Wanstead Local Board of Health, April 29.

—For the formation of a certain intended roadway,

with drainage and other works. John Rogers Jen-

nings, Clerk ,and Solicitor to the said Board.

War Depart.ment Contracts, April 22.—For
the supply of material and performance of such work
as maybe required in planting, &c., externally and in-

ternally, the barracks at Preston. W. G. Hamley,

Colonel, District Royal Engineer Office, Mancliester.

St. Mary (Islington), April 20.—For the alteration

and enlargement of their workhouse school, at Hornsey-

road. William Hicks, Clerk, Guardians' Offices, St.

Jolin's-road, Upper HoUoway.

Streatham, April 17.—For completing two houses

at Streatham-common, Surrey. Jlessrs. Dean, Sou, and

Taylos, surveyors, 5, Blark-lane, E.C.

Strood (Kent), April 19.—For building an infant

school. George Ruck, architect, Maidstone.

GoRSELEY, May 6.—For the erection of a school

and teacher's house, at Gorseley, near Newent, Glou-

cestershire. Middleton aud Goodman, architects, 1,

Bedford-buildings, Cheltenham.

Guildford Waterworks, .Vpril 25.—For sinking

a well in Mill Mead. Thomas Russell, Clerk to the

Local Board, Guildford.

Hull, April 20.—North-Easteru Railway.—For the

erection of stables, at Waverley-street. C. N. Wilkin-

son, Secretary, York.

KiRBY Fleetha.ii. April 22.—For restoring, re-

fitting, and enlarging the parish church. John Booth,

Esq., Kellerby Hall, Catterick, Yorkshire.

Aberdeen Waterworks E.\tension.—Contract

No. 10, April 19.—For providing, erecting, and main-

taining, for a period of twelve months, a hydraulic

pumping engine, with appurtenances, in an engine

house at Cults. Office of the Surveyor, Police-chambers,

Aberdeen.

Basingstoke Waterworks, April 29.—For sup-

plying and delivering of about 190 tons of several size

pipes. Messrs. Kuss and Minns, 9, Victoria-chambers,

Westminster, S.W.

Dablaston, April 24.—For making new streets on

the Butcroft building estate, in the parish of Darlaston.

Loxton Brothers, architects aud surveyors, Victoria-

chambers, AVednesbury.

Leeds.—North Eastern Railway, April 20.—For the

erection of a warehouse, at Marsh-lane. C. N. 'Wilkin-

son, Secretary, York.

Coleford (Gloucester), May 0.—For the erection of

a church. Middleton and Goodman, architects, 1, Ued-

ford-buildings, Cheltenham.
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PADCTED DECORATIONS IN NOR-
FOLK CHURCHES.

IN contimiation of the description which
we gave recently of some painted decora-

tions from the churches in Norfolk, we
propose now to notice the illustrations of the

rood-screens at Randworth and Barton Turf,

in that county, which have been published

under the direction of the Norfolk and
Norwich Archseological Society. The plates

of both these publications were drawn and
lithographed by Mr. C. J. W. Winter, and
the descriptive notes accompanying them
are by that zealous and able antiquarian, the

Rev. Jolm Gimn, Vicar of Barton-Turf-with-
Irst«ad. lliese quarto pamphlets are welcome
instalments of the work undertaken by the

above-named society in accordance with a

resolution passed at a general meeting, when
it was determined to attempt the publication

of a series of a larger size than the octavo
pages of the Society's Journal, illustrating

some of the antiquities of the county, the
rood-screens being specially recommended for

the commencement of the work. The carrying
out of this proposal was systematically set

about, and as a first step, a circular was
addressed to the clergy requesting informa-
tion about the screens in their churches, to

which upwards of three hundred incumbents
replied, thus enabling a complete list of the
rood-screens in the county to be formed.
The next step taken was to commission

Mr. C. J. W. Winter to execute drawings of

the screen at Randworth, supposed to be
the most beautiful example, and he has since

executed others, illustrating the screens at

Tritton and Barton Turf. The same artist

kas subsequently transferred his drawings of

the screens of the churches of Randworth
and Barton Turf on to stone, and these foiin

the illustrations of the two works we arc

noticing. One plate in the former one has
been executed in chromo-lithogi'aphy, and
gives a very good indication of the mode of

treatment and style of colouring adopted in

these paintings upon the screens of the
churches of Norfolk.

Randworth church consists of a nave and
chancel, without aisles, and the rood screen

proper—/.(..the arcade with the panels below
—is placed, as usual, between the piers of the

chancel arch. The rood-loft beam, with the

loft itself, extends beyond the opening of the

arch, and is continued along the eastern wall

of the nave the whole width of the church.

Those wings, extending to the north and south

walls respectively, formed rotables to altars,

and the altars are enclosed by parclose

screens, the .spaces bo enclosed forming chapels

dedicated to special saints, in these cases

supposed to be the Blessed Virgin and St.

John the Baptist. The remains of the altars

are still to be seen behind the boarding of

pews. The general view of the whole of this

screen work from the nave is very fine. It is

divided into an arcade of sixteen arches

;

eight of these in tlie centre are open, giving a
vista through the screen into the chancel.

These arches are narrow, and tall in proportion,

and about 2ft. in width, the piers supporting
them being slender, and decorated with a
buttress on the face. The arches are richly

fringed with eusped work ; the pier support-
ing the two central arches is interceptecl just

below their springing by a wider arch, span-
ning the two central spaces to give entrance
to the chancel. There are then three spaces
on each side, which are filled up to the height
of 4ft. Gin. from the floor line, with two
panels to each space. ' These six panels on
each side of the pas.sage-way arc filled with
paintings of the Twelve Apostles, standing
Kgures, with their names inscribed below,
tnd each is accompanied with his usual
;mblem

These wings or parclose screens are a

continuation of this part of the rood-screen
;

they extend from it at right angles about six

feet into the nave, and each has three lower

and two upper panels. Three only of these,

being one of the former and two of the lower,

contain figures. The upper one on each side

is a bishop, and the lower figirres S. George
and S. Stephen on the north wing, and .S.

Lawrence and S. ^Michael on the south wing.

The paintings on the retables are more im-

portant—firstly, on account of their higher

position, being on the line of sight above the

altar tables of the chapels : and secondly, they

each occupy the whole width of one of the

arched divisions, instead of half only, as those

of the rood screens. There are thus four

figures to each retable, which are seated.

Those on the north side are S. Ethelreda, S.

John Baptist, in duplicate, and S. Barbara.

Those on the south retable are S. Mary
Salome, wife of Zebedee, with her two
children ; S. Mary the Virgin ; S. Mary, wife of

Alpha3us or Cleophas, with her four children
;

and S. Margaret.
Each figure in these panels of the retables

is represented as seated in front of a back-
ground of diapered drapery, held up by an
angel occupying the space within the arch.

These angels are exquisitely ornamental
figures, clad as it were in feathers, which cover
their arms and bodies ; they have, however,
short mantles with rich jewelled morses.

They have quaint head-dresses, some of which
are like turbans surmounted by large crosses.

Tlie drapery in which the principal figui'es are

clad is covered with the richest conceivable

patterns, and the whole of their costumes
constitute a complete mine of ornamental
detail. The coloured plate, which forms an
exquisite frontispiece to this work upon the

Randworth screen, represents the figure of S.

Mary Salome, with S. James Major and S.

John the Evangelist as children. The former
bears an escallop shell in his right hand, and
with the left holds out a pear to his brother
John, who, seated on his mother's knee,
holds a bird (probably the eagle, his usual
emblem) in his left hand. S. Mary's dress is

of gold, with the richest pattern flowing over
it, and her cloak is of ruby. The dresses of
the children are simple and shaded with blue
and murrey colour. The background is gieen,
diapered with gold and white ornaments, and
the augel above has blue and gilt wings ; the
space around is filled in with vermilion. The
whole effect is gorgeous and rich in the
extreme.

We shall return upon another occasion to
the equally interesting example at Barton
Turf, and trust the society may soon be able
to illustrate some other of these screens, for
which the county of Norfolk is so justly
famed.

EXHIBITION OF THE INSTITUTE OF
PAINTERS IN WATER COLOURS.

THE junior water colour society, which
opened to the public on Monday

last, holds an unpleasant position amongst
other exhibitions. It is never the best of its

kind, for we must concede to those artists

known asthe " Old WaterColour" precedence
over the younger society, while the new exhi-
bition at the " Egyptian Hall (the Dudley
(iallery) has of late years been a medium for

the enthusiasm of the youngest aspirants to

this branch of artistic fame, so that nothing is

left to the Institute but the middle and
mediocre station. This body lost a move
when they constituted them.selves a closed
society, like the Old AVater Colour Society.

Had they formed themselves into a body of

members, and yet admitted outsiders to ex-
hibit with them, on the plan of the Royal
Academy, they would have given great variety
to their exhibitions, and attracted the rising

water-colour painters, who would have eventu-
ally joined their ranks, and have given them
a prestige amongst other societies. As it is,

tliis prestige has gone over to the Dudley

Gallery, whose promoters seized upon the
weak point of both the already existing water-
colom- societies, and turned it to then- own
advantage. The exhibition seems to us this

year not quite up to its usual standai-d,

though a few good works preserve it from
being entirely commonplace. Before we
proceed to remark upon the pictures, we may
perhaps be allowed to point out that it is

high time that the name of the late D.
Maclise, R.A., who died rather more than a
twelvemonth ago, should be erased from the
list of the honorary members of this society.

Mr. Herbeit, R.A., is the only honorary
member who has contributed a work to the
exhibition. The subject is "S. Mary Magda-
lene crossing Golgotha to the Tomb of our
Lord." There is much religious feiTOur ex-
pressed in her face, and an excellent tone of

colour in the saint's diaperies. In her hands
are the vases containing the spices and oint-

ments for embalming. Behind her, in the
middle distance, are the walls of the Holy
City. The sky indicates the first dawn of an
Eastern sumise—little crimson clouds cross

the horizon, though the stars are still shining.

Mr. Edmund Wai-ren has sought a new field

for his art, and abandoned Surrey beech-
woods for Irish rivers and mountains. No. 8,
" By a River," is car'efully wrought. The
sky is fidl of light, and the clouds at once
relieve and mingle with the distant hills,

while the winthng of the stream away into

the distance is well felt. No. (>«; "The
Eagle's Nest Mountain, KiUai'ney," is perhaps
the artist's best work here : the reflections

in the river ai'e so well expressed. Mr..
Warren has improved very much lately in
his sky painting ; he no longer gives us thfr

hard cutting clouds he was at one time
so fond of. All his skies in the present
collection ai'e true to nature ; they now
remind us of (what the sky really is)

an arc of the firmament, whereas in his
fonner pictures they always appeared as if

perpendicular to the eye. No. 125, "Killarney,"
is not equal to Mr. Warren's other works

;

there is a want of repose about it, and the
texture is woolly. " Harvest Time," by the
same painter, gives one of his favourite
Surrey scenes ; the sun gleaming over the
field of corn is truthfully painted. No. 177,
"The After Glow, Upper Egypt," by Charles
Vacher, is rich in tone, and the stately
cohmms, so far away now from civilisation,

are solemn in feeling and harmonise well with
the deep crimson of the sky. Mr. Carl
Werner sends a large work, a very minutely
wrought intei-ior of the great Khan, at Ken-
neth, Upper Egypt. No. 1-11, " Plucking a
Pigeon," by Andrew C. Gow, is a work of
much merit, and is delicately finished and
well painted throughout. Some card-sharpers,
evidently old hands at their nefarious trade,
are engaged in cheating a hapless youth.
One of the worthy party is pretending to give
him good advice, whilst he is in reality super-
intending his hand. Another carelessly lolls

against the mantelpiece, apparently absorbed
in his cigar. The time chosen by the painter
is the picturesque costume worn in the reign
of Queen Anne. The faces should be studied
in this pictm-c, for though so small, they ajl

have a marked individuality of their own.
We arc getting rather tired of Mr. Shaldcr's
art. Year after year we see the same sheep
in the same lanes, or browsing on the .same
ferny commons ; these pictures are m ell

finished, and like Nature, but this is a case
of having too much of a good thing. Mr.
liouis Ilaghe's most important work in the
gallery is " The Baths at Pompeii," to which
the Romans were wont to resort much in the
same way that moderns do to their clubs.
Another work of merit by the same artist is

No. 13!», " Salle d'Armes." No. 60, " The
Lover's Disguise," by J. D. Linton, is a nice
treatment of a very worn-out subject^—an old
father introducing a music-nia.ster to his
daughter, who sits listlessly there, quite
unaware that the stranger is her beloved one
in a new garb. In " The Reproof," No. 120,
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by the same painter, the background is very
much in the way of the figures, and runs in

an ugly straight line across the picture. No. 44,
" A Sand-pit, Borth," by R. K. Penson,
is capital in tone. The murky colour of the

sand from the recent rain, the cloudy gi'ay

sky, and the muddy I'ushes in the foreground
are true to Nature, though she is not pour-
trayed in one of her pleasantest aspects. Mr.
Small sends two works, both of great ability

and marked individuality, to the ICxhibition.

No. 82, " Frozen Out," is, as its name implies,

a winter scene. A shepherd in a most pic-

turesque smock is pouring food for his sheep
into a trough ; these, unable from the deep
snow to get sustenance for themselves, crowd
around him, eager tor their meal. The rich

colour of their heavy fleeces contrasts with
the pure white of the snow and the black

coats of the rooks who come flying down
to partake witli the sheep. Some old trees

ancl liayricks occupy the middle distance,

and relieve against the graj' winter sky,

which breaks near the horizon into a yellow

and pale green line of light. The only fault

we have to find with tliis work is that the

birds are a little large. No, 156, "Potatoes,"
Mr. vSmall's other picture here, a woman and
child digging for potatoes in a country garden
with a pleasant cottage background, is very
trutliful and picturesque. Mr. Tidey sends a

large figure subject. No. 199. '• Flowers of

the Forest," graceful maidens arranged in

groups, painted with delicacy and ease. Mr.
Jopling's portrait of a lady with large eyes.

No. KI9, is neither better nor worse than
his usual productions. The fur on the dress

is perhaps a shade better painted than are

bis draperies in the general way. No. 74,
" Dust," by Valentine ]5romley, is rather

carelessly wrought, but the colour is good.

Mr. Edward Fahey's paintings of old houses

are very excellent. No. 103, " The New
Place," Pullborough, is capital in colour, and
the boy feeding the chickens and the white

ducks are happy accessories to the scene.

The colour of the group harmonises well with

the gray lichen-coloured walls of the house.

There is the same feeling for tone and colour

in No. 142, "Part of the Cappucini Convent,
Kome." This artist's third drawing here.

No. 187, is not quite so happy a picture as

the other, the subject being rather ugly. Mr.
Collier has some clever landscapes which call

for attention, particularly No. 29. "The
Eskdale Fells," and No. 150, "Downs near

Lulworth." No. 40, "A Tempting Offer,"

will sustain Mr. Bach's reputation, though it

is his only work here. Amongst other pic-

tures of merit we may mention No. 25, " A
Gray Day on the Surrey Hills," by K.

Beavis; No. 32, "Ad Old Chalk Pit, East-

bourne," by H. G. Hine ; No. 175, " The
Last Glass," by C. Green; and No. 223,
" Gillingham, on the Medway," by James
Orrook.

DRAWING THE FIGURE, AND WHERE
TO DRAAV IT.

THERE are so very many things all of

them coming under the general term of

Fine Art that it would be not a little diffi-

cult to select one of them that should be

I'cgarded as more important than others,

and as calling for special and urgent treat-

ment. In this difficulty, however, there is

certainly one thing which does specially call

for and demand attention, and that of no
ordinary kind, and it is what is by some
called " drawing the figm-e," or, in other and
perhaps plainer terms, the capacity in the

artist of copying or outlining on a flat sur-

face, as ii sheet of paper, the I'.uman form.

By some, as by Mr. liurges, this accom-
plishment is ranked so high, so very high,

indeed, as pretty nearly to transcend all

others, and to possess or confer the power of

doing almost everything which the artist can
be called upon to do. Indeed, he goes so far

as to contend that the architectural failure

of the day—and this he acknowledges—is due

more than all to figure-drawing incapacity.

If those who think thus are right in this, then
is the way clear before us without much
further discussion, and there is nothing for

it but to start again ik novo, and in a way
which must necessarily, however it be done,
not a little startle the powers that be where-
ever and whoever they be. But the real and
all-important cjuestion first is, "What is really

meant by " d awing the figure," and what is

the figure, and how does it differ from other

forms, and where is it best to be got at, and
what is the good of it, or in it, when found ;

and lastly, and perhaps more than all, who
are they to whom we are to look for this

figure drawing, or human figure interpreta-

tion ? All these are points of no small im-
portance and interest at the present moment,
and will be found worth a little consideration

and thoughtful looking into, IjCt us try at

one Oi' two of them. Drawing the figure, be
it observed in the first place, is a phrase

not a little ambiguous ; it does not come from
the Academy, so is not one of the stock-in-

trade expressions of modern Antique art ; it

certainly does not come from j\Iedi<evalism,

or G othic art days ; and most surely cannot
lie attributed to the (ireek, or great figure-

rendering and interpreting times. If truth

must be told, it is a purely modern architect's

ofiice expression, and simply means this : the

capacity in the architect himself to delineate

on an ordinary architectural drawing those

conventional statuesque figures which fill in

niches and stand on pedestals, and always go
to make up a stained glass window. Every
reader will at once know what is here meant,

and if he does not, then a visit to Westminster
Abbey or S. Paul's will at once accurately

inform him. The stained glass window figures

in the north transept of Westminster, and
the new marble figui-es in the niches of the

altar screen, are, we take it, very favourable

examples of this kind of work, and will show
well what the problem is. We do not know
whether or no it is meant that the architect

should himself personally draw out to a large

full-sized scale, and in suflicient detail for a

carver or glass-painter to work from, such

figures as these, but we will assume that it is.

The architect, therefore, would so far be a

painter and sculptor, half way ; he would do

all but actually paint the figure on the actual

glass, or carve it out of a block of stone or

marble. That no architect can or does do
this in ordinary practice is quite certain ; no
one, indeed, ever knows who in reality does do
this work in modern architectural practice

;

we never know who it is that tries, at least, to

throw life into our modern churches and
buildings ; it is always a mere matter of

business, and is the work of the con-

tractor and his staff. It would perhaps

be impossible to hit upon a subject

connected with art and architecture more im-

portant tlian this, and it is quite certain that

no art subject contains witliin it so difficult a

problem ; indeed, we may safely affirm that all

the wide gulf of difference between the old-

world art and method of work and our
present business system is exemplified in it.

In the oldest work of the figure designer, or

sculptor, there has never licen a doubt but
that the work he did, whatever it was,
whether rude or fine, was the work of his own
hand and head ; and, more than this, that he

went to work at once and directly on the

material itself, whether wood or stone, on
which his skill was to be exercised

; and that

no intermediate drawing on paper prepared
the way, as it were, for his final art skill. The
result was his own, and the means direct and
siuiple, and without external help in aid of

those means. In the oldest archaic Greek
sculpture, for example, there is impressed on
it the absolute and certain evidence that it is

the work of the man and the workman who
designed or cojjied it, or thought it out

;

there is no evidence whatever that any
intermediate drawing went between the final

result and the indication of it on the stone

surface made by the workman or sculptor

himself. A drawing on paper would, indeed,
seem to be almost an impossibility in such
work as this, and had it been possible, must
have maimed, if not destroyed it outright ; or,

in other words, it would have been impossible
to do such work at all. In the British Museum
collection there are several specimens of Early
Greek work which show beyond all possibility

of doubt that the artist and the workman, the
draughtsman and the stone-cutter, were one
and the same man. We instance more
jiarticularly Eaidy and Archaic art, because
art of this kind is a good deal alike all

the world over. It is all of it real and
genuine, and being, as it is termed, " un-
tutored," and rude, there was the less oppor-
tunity for indirect or intermediate action of

any kind. It is the simple, outspoken, out-

written woik of the human mind in a simple

and unorganised state. There is no work by
the hand of man more interesting and in-

structive than this, and it is ever to be re-

gretted that so much of it has perished, and
that so little remains. We would here notice

especially, and as confirmatory of our view of

old art production, those four strange-looking

figures in Venice, so often photographed and
sketched, standing at their corner angles, and
on their rnde pedestal, a fragment of some
colunmar capital, and surrounded—and, itmay
be added, illustrated—by carved panels of

rough foliage. They are in themselves enough
to refute all possible arguments that can be

advanced in favour of the system of " art

manufactm-e," wherein a number of artists,

however able, successively go to work in the

production of a work of art. Rude, and "out
of drawing," as the phrase is, as they are, the

life in these strange figures is wonderful, and
as impossible even to copy in spirit and in

truth as are the marbles of Phidias. We
would ask the reader to study these figures

attentively, not in a drawing, still less in an
engraving, but in a jihotograph, which cannot

err, and he will see what the rude and un-

tutored sculptors or .stone-carvers of the

distant past could do, and how faithfully they

could transmit to us the look and semblance

of the men of their own day. Let us add that

beneath these four figures, and carved out of

the plinth on which they stand, are some
figures of animals and dragons fighting, and
an ape wonderfully true to life. Such animals

as these could not be copied from a drawing on

paper ; the man who thought out these strange

fancies could alone draw and cut them on or

out of the stone block. No reader who will

look long enough and attentively enough

at these rude sculptures—certainly not those

who have been fortunate enough to see them

—

will be likely to agree for one moment with

the dictum that it is the proper business of

the architect, and a good thing for him, to

make a dr.awing for the sculptor to go

by, .and so to convert such sculptor into a

mere working tool and pair of hands. No
counsel was ever more destructive of

real and genuine art-work, and what is

more, the better it is done, tlie worse it is for

both the designing architect and the execu-

tive sculptor, for both are alike injured by it.

The arciiitect loses his own thought, wliich

is thrown away with the paper it is drawn on

;

and the sculptor loses his faculties themselves

entirely, for he is working out, as a mere
machine, the thought and work of another

man, and can have thus no sort of need of

his own. It is, as every one will see, the •

direct reverse of the old and past system of

art-work. It is simply " art-manufacture."

Art-manufacture up to the present moment
has produced absolutely nothing of real

artistic might, or strength, or value, simply

because it is impossiljle ! We would ask Mr.

Burges to I'econsider the position he has

taken by the light of this rude and antique

art.

But let us look at this subject in one other

light. If the architect is to be in the future

so capable as this, half painter or half sculp-

tor, what a pity it seems that all his good

and able work should be doomed, according
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to the above theory, to destruction. These

indicative drawings, be it observed, are, and

nnistbe, of value in themselves ; tliey are the

result of the artist-architect's—a much
better terra, by the bye, than the not-under-

stood one, art-architect—best and highest

powers. They must be the evidences of

liis power over the delineation of form, and

must show how nuR>h of the life of luunanity,

to say nothing- of animals, he is capable of

rendering for the instruction and delight of

other men ; in short, they are the evidences of

his artistic " handwriting," his mind and
hand both being visible in them. AVhat a pity

it seems to throw them away as waste paper!

Now-a-days we really see nothing of the per-

sonal artistic power of the architect, or even,

it is to be feared, of the sculptor, and most
surely not of the glass-painter or the wall

decorator. K any want proof of it, let them
look at the roof of S. Paul's and at tlie Abbey
windows. What a marvel it would be, and
what a change it would make in matters

artistic and in the constitution of art and
architectural societies, if all architects,

sculptors, glass-painters, were to exhibit the

work of their own liands, as the painters of

oil pictures are, somehow or other, compelled

to do. We know of nothing that Mr. Burges
could do so well calculated to advance the

cause of real and bona fide art as to exhibit

any such of these very drawings of his, i.e.,

the actual drawings, however rough they may
be, of ' the figure," which he now hands over
to the stone-carver, or wood-cutter, or glass-

painter ; or, still better—if we may dare even
to hint at it—that he, or some other architect

equallj- accomplished, should draw on the

stone wall itself of some one of their many
churches or school-houses one or more
figures illustrative of almost anything they
fancy—their own hoiiu file work, from and
by their own good hands, and out of their

own heads as far as may be. This would in-

deed be to work in the old and forgotten

method, now obsolete, but it would realise

again tons not only the modus operdndi of the
great past, but the real work itself, and not

its semblance, would be again ours ! More,
much more, might be said. C. B. A.

ANNUAL REPOKT OF THE COUNCIL OF
THE lN.SriTUTE.

THE fiiUuwiiig is the report of the Council of the

Uoyal Institute of BritLsh Arcliitects, wliich

will b'' .submitted to the Aunual Meeting on Mou-
(biy, JLiy 1st:

—

The Council hiive satisfaction in reporting that

the Institute, as regards both its liruincial con-

dition and the extent of its membersliip, con-

tinues to be prosperous and progressive. It will

be remembered that in the early part of 1870

there was a large accession to the cla.ss of Fellows,

cliietly derived from the ranks of the Associates.

This could liarilly be exi)ected to occur in two con-

secutive years. liut nine Fellows (si.x of whom
were new members) have !)een elected since the last

.-iiniual meeting ; while the list of Associates has

lieen recruited by an addition of seventeen. This

would represent a numerical increase fully reaching

the average of jiast years, liut for the deduction of

tive Fellows, wlio liave witlulrawn from membershiji,

and three wlio liave died since last May. The clasii

of Associates lias lost two hy retirenieiit and one liy

death. The names of .John ,Shaw and I'liilip

Uardwick, It.A., deceawd Fellows, will long be

remembered as those of two distinguisiicil and
successful architects, who were associated with the

e^irliest days of the Institute, and who contributed

with some others to give it that position in the

professional world wliich then so materially dejtentled

—an<l still de[)ends—on the character and ability of

its members. The late Mr. Oswald Arthur had
only been elected a Felhiw in iMfiH, and was little

known ill London. liut in the West of ICngland,

where he cliietly ]>ractised. lie was held in great

respect. Mr. Carter was an .\ssociate of four yciu-.s'

standing, who died suddenly and while still a young
man. The number oj Fellows is now 27(», and of

Associates 2 1:3, making a total of 010, or Vi iu

advance of last year. There are also eleven

Students, of whom six were admitted gratuitously

as passed candidates in the Voluntary .Vrchitcctural

Examination.

In regard to finance, it will be observed that the

actual expenses of the Institute in 1870, (including

an outstanding account for that ye.ar since paid)

exceed those of the previous year by about £250.

This excess is easily explained. The cost of the

Voluntary Architectural Examin,ation, lield for the

lirst time" after an interval of four years, amounted

to nearly £100. An increase in the respective

salaries of paid officers,* proposed and sanctioned by

the Council, represents £90 more. A sum of £.50

was voted out of the funds of the Institute, at a

.general meeting, iu aid of the Architectural Art

Classes, while the cost of books purchased for the

library (£80), and of prizes awarded (£104), exceeded

together, by about £i;0. the disbursements made

under the same heads in ISG'J. When, therefore,

these exceptional items are deducted, it will be found

that the ordinary expenditure of 1870 was some-

what less than that of 18ii:i, and is certainly far

below that of 18(J8. The Council have satisfaction

in observing that the cost of the Annual Conver-

sazione, the award of the £50 prize attached to the

Soane Medallion, and some other expenses, which

not many years ago were considered as exceptional,

can now' be regularly defrayed out of the funds of

the Institute ivithout incouvenieuce. The money
donations to the Libriuy are maintained with con-

tinued liberality, and among those of the past year,

the generous ccjiitribution of 25 guineas from Mr.

A. J. Humbert, Fellow, deserves especial mention.

The sum of £68 was invested last year in Consols,

while Sir William Tite's donation of £100 was

devoted, together with some accumulated interest

and other moneys, to the piu-chase of JIadras

liailway Stock for the " Travelling Fund."

In reviewing the events of the past session, the

Council need scarcely dwell on the extreme gravity

of the difference which arose last year between Mr.

E. M. Barry, R.A., and Her Majesty's Office of

Works, respecting the ownership of drawings

lirepared by the late Sir Charles Barry and Mr.

E. M. Barry himself, for the erection and sul)sei|uent

alterations "of the New Palace of Westminster.

Apart from the interest which the Institute as a

corporate body was likely to feel in the solution of a

question materially affecting the position ami private

rights of one of its members, the point at issue was

one in which every architect felt concerned who cared

to maintain a principle of professional practice, long

sanctioned by custom. The special general meetUig

convened to consider the subject was a full one, and

almost unauimous in its opinion. A series of resolu-

tions was passed in support of Mr. Barry, and

in deprecation of the unreasonable claim made upon

him by the Government. Meanwhile a mass of

evidence as to local custom, contirmiug the views

then ex]iresscd, had been contributed by the principal

architectural societies and practitioners throughout

the kingdom. A deputation from the Institute

waited on Mr. Gliulstone, and explained the feelings

entertained by a liu-ge majority of its members,

both on the subject of Mr. Barry's dismissal from

his official ])Osition as arcliitect to the Houses of

Piirliament, and also on the general question as to

the right of ownershi)) to architects' druw^iugs. Mr.

(JIadstone promised that the Government woulil give

the matter due attention, and Mr. Barry has since

received from the Office of Works a communication

which to some extent modities the original claim of

t!ic Government. But the broad [irofcssional

question still reniiiins to be settled, and until .some

decision shall have been arrivc<l at in one of the

superior courts, where evidence of custom ni.ay be

produced, doubt (Ui llie legal as]iect of the matter

must prevail. Under these circumstances, the

Council, haying consulted the honorary solicitor .xnd

taken counsel's oiiinion, can only reeomiucnd that

the ownership of architects' drawings should be

secured to them by a spec-ial agreeiuent between

themselves and their clients, before any work is

undertaken. The necessity of this course might be

supported by many .'irgument.s, but it becomes

doubly obvious while an imiiression exists on the

part of the public that an arcliitect, in parting with

his drawings, gives up tlie copyright of his design.

Tlie International ICxhibition of 1871 is too im-

port.'int a sulijei't to he jiasscd over without notice.

In the early part of last year the Council received

from Lieut. -Col. Scott, 1!.E., an iiitimaliou that

the Coiumissioners were willing to receive any
suggestions on the scheme which the Institute might

consider it desirable to offer. Tliis was followed b.v

a proposal to jilacc on the Committee 'if Selection

(for (.'lass IV.) an architect, to be nominated by the

(Joiincil. .\ similar proposal w.as at the same time

made to the .\ssociation and other ar<'hitectural

In the following proportions:—£.50 to the Assistiint

Secretary, whose previous salary had been £2.10; £:J0 to

the Lihriiriiin, whose jircvious salary had b(^en £70; £Io
to the Clerk, whose previous salary had been £.50.

societies. But the Council considered it only due to

the Institute that the name of the President for the

time being, which by some unaccountable omission

hail not been included in the original Koyal Com-
mission of 1851, should now be added e.c ojficio to

that body. A suggestion to this effect was accord-

ingly made, through Mr. Beresford Hope, M.P.,

Past-l^resident, in the proper quarter. But the

Commissioners did not adopt that suggestion, though

they offered to place Sir William Tite and Jlr.

Beresford lliqie, as iiidividu.il members, ou the

Commission. The Institute, therefore, actin.g on a
a resolution passed at a general meeting on the SOth

of Jlay last, declined to be put, as a body, in official

relation with the International Exhibition, and it

was left open to individual members to contribute

and co-operate as they miglit think desirable.

Some practical .suggestions made by Professor

Kerr at the close of last sessivui induced the

CfUincil to refer the subject of the Voluntary Archi-

tectliral E.xamination to a speciiil committee, who
after several meetings prepared a Report since issued

to members of the Institute, and containing pro-

positions for a reform by which the scheme of the

examination might be simpUHed and rendered more
available for its purpose. It was understood, how-
ever, that the proposed changes should not be

carried into operation until 1872, and it is perhaps

owing to this impending .ilteration that no candidates

have this year presented themselves for e.xamination

in the Classes of Proficiency and Distinction under

the old regime. Eleven candidates have, however,

apiilied to be examined in the Preliminary Class,

anil the Examination for that section will therefore

take place in May. The conduct of the examination

is now entrusted to a standing committee, whose

duty it will be to put into working order the general

suggestions made in the report' above mentioned, so

that they may be carried out iu future. In con-

nection with this subject, the Council cannot over-

look the frequent allusions which h.ave been recently

m;ule both in the Institute and elsewhere to the

necessity for promoting in a more iiracticai manner
the cause of professional education by the establish-

ment of lectures, drawing classes, and an organised

curriculum of study. It is popuKarly su]i])osed that

the Institute might with facility and slioiild with

willingness undertake these functions. The truth is

that the causes which at jiresent deter it from

doing so have never been clearly understood. It can

scarcely be supposed that the Institute could ever

hope to offer advantages to the student which are

not already afforded at the two principal London
colle.ges, at the Eoyal Academy, and at the South
Kensington Museum, to say nothing of private

offices. But even if this were possible, and if the

gener.al body of members were of one mind on this

subject, there would still remain the practical difficulty

of ways and means. At present the annual income

of the Institute is no more than sufficient for its

ordinary working expenses. If it is to become an
educational body, funds must be available for the

]>urposc. Meanwhile, it may be remembered that

the Institution of Civil Engineers—a far more
numerous and therefore wealthier society—attempts,

no further than tliis Institute, to provide instruction

for its students, who are numbered by hundreds,

while the students' class at the Institute is, by
comparison, merely a nominal cue.

The consultations which took place last year

between the Council (assisted hy the Professional

Practice Committee) anil a committee of the Loudon

Builders' Society, with respect to general clauses

for conilitions oif contract, resulted in tlie pubhca-

tion of a document, which it is to be hoped may-

be found sug.gestive and useful to members and

to the profession at largo. In issuing it, however,

the Council felt bound to guard themselves agamst a

supposition that they were ende:iyouring to lay

down any absolute rules on the subject. The speci-.

tied chiiises are only recomnicnded on tlu* gr*uiud of

general expediency, and tlicir adoption or rejec-

tion in individual eases is left to the discretion of

members, who will be guided on tliis point entirely

by circumstances which it would be needless to

detail, and, as a general rule, by the legal advisers

of their clients.

At four Exaniiii.itious which have bei-ii held,

miller the ^fetropolitan ISuilding .\ct id ls55, during

the past olliciid year, seventeen candidates have pre-

sented tbcmsclvcs. Of these, four, recommended by
the Hoard of Examiners, have received from tlie

Council certificates of competency to act as district

surveyors, and their naiucs have been dul.v com-

iiiuuicated to the Metropolitan Board of Works.

The ability and judicious care with -which these

examinations are jieriodically conducted redect the

highest credit on the gentlemen who gratuitously

undertake their management.
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The Metropolitan Buiklings and Management

Bill, wliich occupied the attention of a special com-

mittee at the Institute in 1868, has since undergone

such considerable alterations that it has been

deemed advisable to refer it again to a committee

for consideration. The notes of this committee,

after having been submitted to the Council for ap-

proval, will be in due course brought under con-

sideration at a general meeting before being for-

ivarded to the Metropolitan Board of Works.

The Council have observed with satisfaction that

the appointment of a committee charged with the

duty of selecting papers to be read at evening meet-

ings, has been attended by general success. Without

attempting a comparison, in point of excellence, of

the papers read before and after this arrangement

was made, it may be fairly assun\ed that the in-

creased attendance of members and visitors at

evening meetings, and the spirit with which

discussions have of late been maintained, are due in

a great measure to the interest and exertions of this

Committee.

The President's opening address for the present

session was remarkable for its practical and com]jre-

hensive notice of many matter.s connected with the

welfare of the Institute and the interests of the pro-

fession. It was preceded and followed by several

papers of great interest in the several departments

of architecture, archceolog)', biography, and science,

viz. :

—

" A Brief Memoir of the Commendatore Poletti,"

Hon. and Cor. Member, by Professor Donaldson.

P.P., Hon. Sec. F.C. " Cologne Cathe.lral," by W.
Burges, Fellow. "On some Ancient Irish Churches,"

by Arthur Hill, B.E., Associate. " Ou the Ad-
measurement of Sky in Cases of Light," by E,

Wyudham Tarn, M.A., Associate. " On the Taj

Mahal at Agra," by Wm. Emerson, Associate. " On
a Scroll from the Church of S. .Tohn the Baptist,

Chelmorton," by Fairless Barber, F.S.A. " On some
recently discovered Examples of Ecclesiastical

Decoration," by J. P. Seddon, Hon. Sec. *' Sugges-
tions on the Architectural Voluntary Examination
of the Institute," by Professor Kerr, Fellow. '' Ob-
servations on the West Front of Wells Cathedral,"

by Benjamin Ferry, F.S.A., Fellow. "A Brief

Notice of the late Signer Raffaelle Politi," Hon. and
Cor. Member, by Professor Donaldson, P.P., Hon.
See. F.C. "On the Mystery of the Tomb of

Charlemagne," by the same. "A Communication
respecting the Designs for the Completion of S.

Petronio, at Bologna," b}' H. L. Florence, Associate.
" Considerations on the Selection of Building Sites,"

by Professor Ansted, M.A., Hon. Member. "On
iS. Thomas's Hospital," by Henry Cur^e3^ Fellow.
" On the Mathematical Theory of Dome Construc-
tion, by E. Beckett Denison, Q.C. " On the ltoi;)f

of S. Pancras Station," by ^V. H. Barlow. C.E.,

F.R.S. " On the Alexandra Theatre, Liverpool, and
the Construction of Theatres generally," by E.

Salomons, Fellow ; and " Ou the University College

of Wales, and other Buildings at aiul near

Aberystwith," by J. P. Seddon, Hon. Sec.

The proposition that an annual conference of ar-

chitects should be held at the Institute was sub-
mitted to and approved by a special general meet-
ing, held on the 20th of March last. The scheme,
which it is only fair to state was suggested by a
similar one originally set on foot by the Architec-
tural Alliance, had been preWouslj' discussed by the

Council and by a special committee. The same
committee, with the addition of some members who
have kindly consented to act as honorary secretaries

in the several sections proposed for discussion, are

now proceeding to organise the scheme and to make
.arrangements for its practical reahsation. The o])-

portunities thus afforded of considering, in open
assembly, professional questions of public interest,

cannot but tend to promote the cause of architec-

tural art, and to foster that feeling of good fcllow-

.ship and esprit dc corps wliich .are essential to the

integrity of every calling, and to the maintenance
of satisfactory relations with the public.

The award of the Royal Cold Medal for the current
year to Mr. James Fergusson, D.C.L., F.K.S., has
met with general approval by all who are acquainted
with his literary works—the fruits of industrious
research and accurate archaeological labour. To
this gentleman, and other members of the committee
who have devoted time and attention to the selection

of books purchased for the Institute Library, the
thanks of the Council are due. Several important
works have been bought,* and many others (some
of which were considerately selected "from the list of

* Among these may be mentioned :—" Los Promenades
deParLs," by M. A. Alphand, witli steel, \i-.w»l, aud diromo-
lithographic illustratiuus ; Chapiiys "Mt>yi>u A^'e Pittnr
esque ;" Mandelgren's " Monuments Scandiuavcs'du Moyen
Age ;" So., &C.

l.ibri Desiderati) have been presented by members.*

The Council venture to call attention to this list,

which has been prepared with great care, trusting

that the deficiencies which still remain may in course

of time be supplied. The donations in money have

amounted to £>i% during the past official year.

The catalogue of drawings, prints, and photographs,

compiled with commendable p.ains by tiie Librarian,

S. W. Kershaw, M.A., is now in the press, and will

shortly be available for reference. It is trusted that

members will bear in mind how valuable and

interesting the contents of the library now are, and

that they will not fail to encoiu^age younger members

of the profession to avail themselves of so rich and

accessible a source of information. It should be

remembered that the library is open on three

evenings during the week, as well as daily diu-ing

office hours.

The list of prizes offered by the Institute for

1871-72 will shortly be supplemented by private

generosity. Mr. H. W. Peek, M.P., after ha^^ng

commhuicated his intention through Mr. Beresford

Hope, M.P., Past President, has kindly placed the

sum of £72 at the disposal of the Council for distri-

bution in money prizes, to be awarded to archi-

tectural students, under certain conditions, for the

three best sets of drawings illustrative of the

restoration of Eastbury Manor House, Barking, and

of an ancient giiteway in the neighbourhood. Full

particulars of this competition will be issued in due

course, and it is hoped that 31r. Peek's liberal offer

will meet with an adequate response.

There remains but one subject more which calls

for special mention in this rejiort, viz.—the change in

the official management of the Institute, which has

recently been decided on. It will be in the recol-

lection of members generally that, at the special

meeting held on the 13th of March last, it was
resolved " that there be two secretaries " of the

Institute elected aunuiilly : one of whom shall be paid

such salary as the Council may from time to time

determine, and that the word "assistant" be omitted

from section 8 in the byelaws. Acting upon this

resolution, the Council have nominated F. P.

Cockerell, Fellow, as Honorary Secretary for Foreign

Correspondence, and C. L. Eastlake, Fellow, as paid

Secretary for home duties. It will of course rest

with the general bodj' of members to confinn tliis

nomination or otherwise, as thej' think tit. The
Council cannot but hope and believe that the change

recently sanctioned and carried out will tend to

increase the usefulness and energ}' of the Institute.

In recognising the expediency of this change, the

Council cannot forget the long and valuable ser-

vices rendered by those gentlemen who. during

past years (and while the finances of the Institute

did not justify the .appointment of ]>aid officers on

the present footing), gratuitously devoted so much
time and attention to the affairs of the Institute as

Honorary Secretaries. The welfare of every society

similar to this in origin and constitutitm must
depend on such kindly help in its early progress.

But as the field of its labourswidens with its growth,

official duties multiply and require more direct

responsibility, as well as undivided attention. It is

then that the experience of those who have
relinquished their control in matters of detail may
become useful in aiding them to guide the general

body on broad questions of principle or policy, b}'

their advice and Influence as private members.

DRINKING FOLTJTAINS.

WITHIX the last few years a channel ha.s Ijcen

opened through which the humane and
benevolent have dispensed their charitable gifts in

erection of drinking fountains and cattle troughs

throughout the metropofis, and scarcely any society

deserves more the supixjrt and sympathy of jhe

])ubfic than " The Metropohtan Drinking Fountain

and Cattle Trough Association," formed for the

jiurpose of alleviating the distressed condition of

men and animals compeUed to toil through the

London streets during the hot summer mimths.

Probably few of our readers have not witnessed the

eagerness with which the fountains and troughs are

surrounded, and it is to be regretted that the funds

of the Association wiU not permit of the erecti(tn of

more troughs for cattle, as these seem to be particu-

larly desirable. The one opposite S. Pancras Church
in the Euston-road, and that in the Tottenham-

court-road, appear quite inadequate for the tralfic

.along the respective portions of the metropolis, and

the lengthening of each, similar to tliat in the

* A large and illustrated work relating to " The Seven
Pagodas on the Coromandel Coast," edited tiy Captain M.
W. Carr, lias recently been received from Sir W. Tite,

M.P., ex-President. Mr. E. I'Anson, Vice-Prosident, and
Mr. T. Wells, Associate, have contributed many volnmes
of great interest.

Uxbridge-road, would much relieve the want. Our
object, however, is not so much to call attention to

the peculiar claims of the Association on the public

as to consider the growing importance of tlrinking

fountains as additions to the architectural embellish-

ments of the metropolis ; from the simple recess in

a wall, they have sprung up to the monumental

and costly erections to be seen in the Victoria,

Regent's, and Hyde Parks, and a description of

some of them may not be inappropriate. Un-
fortunately, a few of the smaller ones have not

been maintained in the most desirable manner.

The neat one in the Tottenham-court-road has had its

carved foliage filled up "with one or two coats of

paint ; that in the Marylebone-road, outside the

Workhouse, has been painted black ; the one in the

Euston-road at the south-east entrance to the park,

and that near the York and Albany, have undergone

sufficient scraping to destroy the sharpness of the

profiles and car^^ng. The fountain in Hyde Park

near the Marble Arch was noticed in the pages of

the Building News some two or tliree years ago,

and we mil not now enlarge upon it further than

by saying that, in our opinion, it is a jiretentious

Gothic structure, inartistic in treatment, and profuse

in very questionable ornament. It is somewhat a

relief to turn from this to the one erected in the

Broad Sanctuary, Westminster, near the Canning

statue. The style is Gjthic, the plan octagonal, with

grouped columns at each angle, and intermediate

single columns, carrying pointed arches, traceried,

and with crocheted gables ;
between each gable is a

small shaft, carrying pedestals, on wdiich are small

figures. In the centre is a large shaft, supporting

the groined canopy, and from which the water is

obtained ; the whole is surmounted by a crocketed

spire of metal work, terminated by a cross. All the

shafts are of marble, caps and bases of stone, and the

pedestals to columns of red Mansfield. The detail

appears to have received much attention, the

mouldings generally are good, and the ornament and

sculpture varied and well carved. Considerable

effect is obtained (although somewhat .spotty in

places), by the disposal of Mosaic work in the

spandrels, and between the square ornaments

in the hollows of gables. The gener.al effect of the

lower portion is satisfactory, but all above this

less so. Coloured decoration is here abundant and

misplaced ; the juxtaposition of the metal and stone-

work, and the starting of the spire, are badlj'

managed ; in fact, tlie metal work altogether appears

a mistake. Had the upper portion been designed in

the same spirit as the lower, the fountain must have

been a success, but such an abrupt sticking on of

such a spire as this to stonework h.as produced an

imsatisfactory result.

Another large drinking fountain is placed in

Guildhall-yard, City, Gothic in style and square on

plan, with plain plinth, panelled above, with carved

shield* and nail-head ornament between each shield
;

a string of carved foliage r«uis round above the

shields. On each side of the square are pointed

arches, sqjandrelled and gabled, and supported by

small columns with red granite shafts
;
pinnacles

rise up at each angle, and a centr.-vl S|)ire terminates

the fountain ; small figures are placed under two o£

the arches, a.nd inscriptions under the others ;
the

water flows from a sculptured subject of Moses

striking the roek^ and provision for dog.s is made at

the base. The design of this, although evidently

carefully studied^ has not that thorough Gothic

feeling displayed in the fountain at Westminster

—

notably the stiff spandrelling and the Classic-like

uniformity of the shield course. The ornament is

good, as are the mouidmgs, and altogether the work

is pleasing ; an adi,lition to the height, would, how-

ever have improved. it-

Passing on to tho«e more recently erected, the two-

i>n the Regent's Park deserve special notice. That at

the ncirthern end of the Broad-walk has a stone base,

cctagonal ou plan, with three steps up to a white

marble pUnth, plain, and square on plan ; ou each side

are groups of three small red granite shafts, carrying

red> granite basins, and on each angle stand

clustered columns of reoL granite, with wdiite marble

bases and carved caps of v-aried foliage ; within these

coliinins are pointed arches, spandrelled, and carried,

on gray granite pilasters,, moulded at angles, the

space between having cirole in centre (from which

the water flows), and panels rouad. The tympana

are tilleil in with sculptured, subjects on three sides,

and bra-ss inscription on tjie foiu-th ;
the faces of.

arches are dotted with seBii-eircidar buttons ;
above

the abaci of caps rise up pinnacles, chamfered and

gabletted aud finialled ; between the i)innacles are

crocketed,. gables, with finiiils .at top. and with dog-

tooth ornament in hollow ; the tympana of tliree of

the gables- are sculptiu-ed, aiul in the fourth is placed

a clock. Tie whole is terminated by a spire, square

ou plan, jp.bletted about the centre, and with bouquet
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at top; the faces are V grooved horizontally, and

stopped ; a string rnnning round above the caps of

columns is effectively relieved liy five pointed stars,

inlaid with dark coloured marbles. The whole of

the material is of white marble ; the fohage is ex-

ceediKgly pretty, especially the bouquet to spire and

the crockets; the mouldings are good, and altogether

it is a work reflecting great credit on both architect

and sculptor.

The fountain placed opposite the entrance to the

Zoological Gardens in the outer circle of the park

has but just been completed, and there is a novelty

about it particularly striking. The plan is a

quatrefoil,- with huge red granite basins at each foil,

carried on dwarf columns of red granite with white

marble caps ; in the centre is a canopy of white

marble, containing figures, and terminated by a

cluster of metal lamps, gilded. The water is obtaineil

at the angles of the quatrefoil, and unusually near

the ground ; in each basin are pla^^ng jets, and

good provision for dogs at the base. Compared

with the one in the Broad-walk, this fountain is

coarse, and there is an entire absence of that quiet

repose and harmony distinguishing the other. This

does not result alone from the placing of iron lamps

directly on white marble ; there exists no relationship

between the red granite base and the wliite marble

canopy. The pniiiortion, also, between the lower and

upper portions is decidedly bad ; the basins are much
too large for the canopy, and the canopy too small

for the metal work, which appears to crush it ; the

figures as seen in profile are of queer expression, the

jointing of the marble work roughly executed, and

the general effect of the whole may be summed up

in the word coarse. W. W.

ARCHITECTURAL ART CLASSES.

WE have been requested again to call the at-

tention of our readers to the work of these

classes, which have now for some time been carried

on at the Architectural Museum, Westminster. The
Figure Class seeks to enlist the support of the more

advanced students, who, after giving proof of fair

proficiency in drawing from the antique, proceed to

study from the living model Draped and costume

models liave lately been introduced, owing to the

exertions of the member.s of the class themselves.

The subjects are selected and set with due regard to

archaM)logical correctness, and the course of study is

specially adapted for architects. The Committee
anxiously look forward to a more general .support

from the members of the architectural profession.

The subscriptions are paid monthly, and all par-

ticulars can be had of the secretary, Mr. Lacy W.
Ridge, 2.5, Bedford-row, or al the Mn.seuni, on Tues-

day, Thtirsday, and Saturday evenings, when the

tlass meets.

The Ornament Class furnishes opportunities for

study every day and (hiring three evenings each

weeTi. It is intended for pupils and those compara-

tively Tittle advanced in drawing, and experience has

shown that man}' of the students require instruction

of the most elementary character. The fee is Init

2s. Crt. a month, and }-et it is not found that many
avail themselves of the opjiortunity thus offered,

which is the more remarkable, as the inspection of

any collection of drawings made by architectural

pupils sI)ows that, -viith Ijut few exceptions, they

have not attained the jiowcr of expressing archi-

tectural ornament to the extent that even a iforking

drawing may be fairly considered to flcmand.

Arrangements are proposed f<»r those who can attend

in the evening only, and such are requested to com-
municate witli tbcTTonorary Secretary.

A Water Colour Class is lieiog arr.aiiged -•inder the

instruction of Mr. TSiaftel, of the Old Water Colour

Society. The class will have seven lessons at Con-
duit-street, anil five out-door lessons on Satvirday

afternoons. Ap]ilicatious shmild be sent at once to

Mr. Klorence, in, CTaig's-court, S.W., who acts as

secretary to tins cUss.

Tile Committee of the Architecturiil Art Cln.s.ses

still find it necessary to appeal to those members of

the profession who have not already subscribed to

place their iiameF. on the list of donors to their

funds. They liave been ])ut to considerable expense

in littiitg-up and completing the mnHeum for the

accommodation of the .students, while the classes

themselves have, as was, indeed, almcst inevitable

at the commencement, Iieen far from self support-

ing. Additional Oouations will !« very acceptable,

and will be ackr.ovi ledged thriuigh thcMun. Sec.

COMPETITION.
BiR.MiNCiit.vM Lo'w Courts, &c—fWe learn that

a protest has been made by a competitor against the

referee's decision, in the ground thsrt. "Uie designs

ignore the print^' instructions.

ON THE HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF
ORNAMENTAL ART.

DR. G. G. ZERFFI delivered the twenty-sixth

lecture of this course on Tuesdaj- afternoon

last, in the Lecture-theatre at the South Kensington

Museum. He commenced by observing that he had

shown in his former course that a gradual but total

change had been Iirought about in the ancient world

by the two most memorable events in history—the

birth, life, teachings, and death of Christ ; and the

migration of the Teuton nations from the North to

the South. The Classical world sank into oblivion

for a time. Tlie spiritual individualisation of out-

ward forms n-as the ideal of Classic art. All the

forces of nature, all abstract conceptions, were

moulded into visible and tangible forms. These

forms, however, were not necessarily what they

appeared, but were the products of the imaginations

of the arti.sts themselves. Thus the infinite gods

were the creatures of finite beings, and consequentl}',

in spite of the inexpressible beauty of their forms,

were doomed to dissolution. The divinities of old,

in their charming or terrifying conceptions, were

never masters of fate. They bore the character of

divine unmutability only when pourtrayed in wood,

stone, marble, clay, or bronze, and legends

attributed to them human lives, full of passion and

of contests with reality. In stone only was Jupiter

a divine conception ; in the ab.stract he was an un-

ruly being, devoid of all higher spiritual beauty.

He (the lectiu-er) did not agree with Schiller that

"because the gods had been more human, men had

been more god-like," but tliought that humanising

the divinities, and making them so much like finite

mortal beings, had caused the Classic gods to perish.

Not having been embodiments of an infinite, self-

conscious, supreme spirit, but merely finite forms of

finite beings, they had, like everytliing finite, passed

away. Widely different was the new order of things.

The infinite ivas understood, for it had become flesh
;

it had lived and suffered, and had passed away to

shine in everlasting brightness. The anthropomor-

phism of the Greeks was bare of reality ; it existed

neither in the spirit nor in the flesh, but only in clay

or stone. In the new era, man created in the image

of God found his god in the image of man. Whoever

comprehended the Son comprehended the Father
;
he

who loved the Son loved the Father. Father and Son

were made one in sphit through the Sphit. God per-

vaded humanity, and humanity became conscious

of what God had been, was, and could be. Thus

the God of Christianity became in conception as well

as in form the real and the true God, whilst the

gods of the ancient world sank into mere creations of

the imagination. In the new Pantheon of the

Christian world, the different gods of all nations and

of all times were dethroned. The fire of intellectual

consciousness destroyed them, and instead of a plastic

polytheism, art had only one God, one Spirit. We
admired Greek art, and upheld it as an imperisli:ilile

model of taste, gTace, and idealisation of human

forms, but all these forms were the personifications

of tlie different attributes of the one and indivisible

divinity. Creative power in Jupiter, wisdom in

ApoUoj fire in Vulcan, water in Neptune, love in

Venus, intelleia in Minerva, and strength in Hercules

—all these scpjirate attributes were united in one

spiritual conception, with a self-conscious knowledge

of its own divine nature. It was characteristic that

all the Classical sculptures were without that ex-

pression of the inner soul and mirror of the intellect,

the pnpil of the eye. The soul had to be supplied by

the imagination of the spectator. God in modern art

npijcared witli an omniscient spirit, and in the flesh

with eyes beaming with divine consciousness. His

nature" was revealed through his spirit in his life,

death, und resurrection ; in bis teaching, loving, and

sufferirig; in the harrowing incidents of the life of

his inovher ; and in the acts of his disciples. It was

revealed also in those in wliom the divine sjjirit was

active—for His sjiirit miglit manifest itself in every

individual, wdicthcr rich or |ioor, mighty or weak,

beailt-iful or mis-shapen—and in these particular

manifestations it lost nothing of its universal unity.

In the past all Nature had been alive with gods.

Every hush, wave, brook, valley, and mountain,

each breath of air, was produced by, or was the

dwelling-place of a divinity. In the new era tlic

phenomena of nature lost their importance as sub-

jects for plastic art, and all the allegories, myths,

and symbols became meaningless and senseless, if

not sinful. Symbols, allegorie-s, myths, and em-

blems had beeii growing for centuries and centuries

under the |)nwerful influence of nature. The sym-

Ixdi..- tree, witli its roots and liraiichcs. its flowers

in .:irt, its fruits in philoso|iliy and ethics, could

not be torn up over - night even hy the

power of a total spiritual change which had

of the degree of ci^vilisation in a nation, and the most

faithful formal exponent of the religious conceptions

and social condition of the different strata of man-

kind, was ap|iarent at the epoch of this most im-

portant artistic revolution. Art had, up to this

time, been the revealing teacher of the gods, truth in

the ancient world having been the outgrowth of

symbolic art. This process reached its climax in

the idealised sculptures of the Greek gods. Truth

was suddenly revealed as haNing been the same from

eternity. Truth, then, existed svithout a visible

sign ; it was absolute as the Divinity, the supreme

source of it. It was no longer the fetish, the colos-

sal figure of Amn, or the terrifjdng S'iva, but, in the

words of Justin the Martyr, " God in Christ, and

Christ in God," became '-the very Logos"—the

universal reason—" of which all mankind were par-

takers, and therefore those who lived according to

the Logos were Christians, although they might piiss-

with you for Atheists ; such among the Greeks were

Sokrates and Heraldeitos." According to S. Augus-

tine, the Christian religion "had existed among the

ancients, and had not been absent from the beginning

of the human race until Christ came in the flesh, from

which time the true religion began to be called

Christian." This was verified in .art, even in the

different patterns of ornamentation. During the

p.ast periods we had observed in all the different

nations a longing to exalt the mind, a desire to brmg

the incomprehensible .and the infinite into some form.

It was a painful striving to give body to the bodiless.

Intellect attempted to pierce the night of mystery,

and to reach the day of reality. Symbolism afforded

the only means of doing this. Geometrical lines

were first used, and these soon gave way to plants

and animals ; these again were succeeded by mon-

strous idols, which in their turn were replaced by the

beautiful ideals of Greek art. The same was to be

observed in the temples themselves, .and in the

ornamentation of their walls. There was and always

would be a pecidiar charm in symbols, allegories,

and myths. The endeavour to explain some mys-

terious sign was a pleasm-e. The more unintelhgible

such a sign was the more welcome it would be.

Anything veiled in darkness and shrouded in mys-

ticism had power over our minds. The symbol

spoke to us with exciting brevity, and over.awed us

by its winding lines and strange forms. By its aid

so much of tiie incomprehensible was given us in a

small compass. The triangle, two united triangles,

the cross, the square divided into four squares, the

squiire in the circle, or the circle, squ.ire, .and tri-

angle combined, had been invested with a wonder-

fully-large amount of mystery. The next step was

the impersonation of the incomprehensible in

gorgeous monstrous forms, adorned with an endless

variety of emblems, which became the outward and

visible .signs of some mward and secret meaning.

The lecturer, having described in detail some of the

various forms of symbolism, went on to say that

Christian art had emancipated the spirit as such,

and the body with its accidental formation was no

longer of supreme importance. The spirit, the in-

tellect that lived in the body, was all in all. We
should step, with Christian .art, into two worlds :

(1), a spiritual world, in which the intellect moved

in a circle, took its origin in the infinite, lost its

transitory bodilv form, and returned to the source

from which it emanated
; (2), a world of external

forms, which had only a meaning as fragile

vessels of the eternal intellect. In the Classical

world the spirit ruled the formal phenomena:

in the early period of Christianity the spu-it

sank into 'itself, neglecting the outer world

altogether, separating it from the spirit, but endow-

ing the visiWe productions of Nature with some

ontwiird meaning, some allusion to another world.

Karlv t;;hristian :irt, again, might be considered under

the foUois-ing divisions :—(!.) Friun a religious point

of view, starting with the life, death, and resurrec-

tion of Christ, who was the focus of all things.

The eternal Spirit was embodied, left its infinite form,

and again freed from its fetters, regained its absolute

divinity, i'i-) From a worldly point of view. The

.spirit, freed and redeemed in Christ, sought a totally

new sjihere of action in harmony, love, duty, fideUty,

self-abnegation, and bravery. (:i) From an indi-

vidually characteristic point of view. The artist,

with a freed soul, might now undertake to reproduce

whatever he liked. He was no longer bound by

canon.s, thougb the fact that the canons of the old

world retained their hold on the Christian mind to

some extent afforded a proof that art could not be

scp.arated from its gradual historical development.

The consideration of the extent to which the symbols

of the ancient world were used in early Christian art

will fiirm the subject of the next lecture.

filk-i the world. The great fact that art had always

beet the most trustworthy and truthfiU expression

The Lamljeth Vestry has decided to bolTOW

i;20,000 for paving puqioscs.
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RENAISSANCE IN FRANCE.

EVERYTHING French is sure to interest

us at this moment. The practical

French science of war sank into insignifi-

cance before tlie better theoretical training of
the Germans. French literature has for the
last twenty years not ruled the refined society
of Europe. French art, however, lias still a
hold on the minds of all those who are capa-
ble of appreciating originality, united witli a
keen power of imagination, well balanced by
a refined feeling for beautiful forms. French
art is still studied in Germany, and deserves
to be studied in England. Whatever our
Anglo-Saxon predilections may be, we must
confess that, though the Gauls are not yet
capable of managing their State affairs, they
certainly manage matters of art with gre.at

skill and taste. The cause is obvious. In
political matters the French are altogether
ignorant of the first principles of fieedom

;

whilst in art they study the products of all

nations with intense diligence, and adapt
whatever they find to be really beautiful. Pre-
eminently an imitative race, like the Romans of
old, they use and transform everything
with great liveliness, and thus often produce
admirable works of art. Dr. ^V. Liibke's
" History of the Renaissance in France,'"*
which serves as a text for this article,

points out the defects as well as the good
qualities of modern French arcliitecture.
Whilst we are still in a state of transition,
not yet capable of breaking either witli the
Classic or Gothic past, often mixing up the
two antagonistic elements into an incon-
gruous architectural "hodge-podge,"' the
French have long been cajiabU^ of estab-
lishing an architecture of their own

—

graceful as well as imposing, effective
as well as beautiful. In literature and poli-
tics, as well as in art, the F'rench have always
received their first impulses from abroad,
(ireeks and Teutons have worked out these
problems from their " inner consciousness," as
a Hegelian student would say; the French
liave taken their fundamental forms from
other nations, from outer influences, made
themselves masters of these forms, and pro-
duced something new. When they rebel,
they must have a red Phrygian cap as an
emblem

; when they write a classical drama
they take Orestes, Phedra, or Lucretia,
Brutus, or Caesar, as the leading characters

—

tran-storm these ancient worthies into modern
ladies with plenty of "rouge" on their cheeks,
dressed in hoops and tucked-up skirts, or into
gentlemen with silk stockings, knee-breeches,
and splendid gold snuff-boxes. The Roman
or Greek prototypes have vanished. 'We see a
genuine French Orestes or Brutus before us,

with modern love phrases or heroic speeches
on his lips. This is exactly what they
have done in architecture. Renaissance in
Italy originated in the creative genius of the
nation. The Reformation which, in the six-

teenth century, took a decidedly theological
and metaphysical direction in the Nortii of

Europe, exercised in Italy a powerful influ-

ence on the regeneration of art. Whilst
Reuchlin urged the people to study the
gloomy grammar of the Hebrews, and
Erasmus of Rotterdam revived the study of
Greek philology, Perugino, Michael Angelo,
and Raphael excited the Italians to study the
prophets in imposing forms, and the Greeks
in tlieir ac :oinplished works of art. In the
North of Europe the movement was spiritual

;

in Italy it was a revival of beiiutiful forms.
We are, l;owever, sjiirit and body, ami only
a union rf the two elements into one har-
monious total will lead us to attain the climax
of our artistic development. The French have
tried to jnit this theory into practice. French
Renaissance did not take its origin in an irre-

sistible impulse of the national spirit, but in
the wills of kings and nobles. Only by degrees

* Geschichte der Renaissance Frankreich.i. Von Wil^
HELM LurtKE, Professor Uer Kun.itgeschichte iim Poly-
techuikuni nnd der Knnstshule in Stuttgart. (Stuttgart

:

Ebuer and Seubert. London: A. Siegle, 110, Leadenhall-
street.)

do we find the artistic genius of the
French mastering the despotically imposed
foreign lines and forms, and working out a
national style, simple in its conception and
elegant in its expression. V\'e must at the
same time remark that in France everything
took a decidedly secular direction. Whilst in
Italy the churches were principally, but not ex-
clusively, affected by the newly-revived style,
in France the Renaissance buildings were
mostly those of kings. From the castles of
Bury and Blois, down to the Louvre and
the Luxembourg, Renaissance churches and
chapels were of secondary importance. The
Renaissance life of France was altogether
different from that of either Italy or Ger-
many. In Italy the old prejudices of asceticism
gave way ; a new spirit of beauty and piety
in colours dawned over the peninsula in the
bright sun of a Southern sky. The merry
colours revolted against the darkening clouds
of pietistic self-abnegation; the old "heathen
Venus sprang again from the silvery brine of
the Adriatic, and regained her swav in the
sacred, spiritualised, and very beautiful form
of the JNIadonna and lier child. Hercules
appeared as Moses, Jeremiah, or Ezekiel, and
the majestic features of Jupiter were borrowed
to give jiower and dignity to the Creator of
all things, visible and invisible. In Cermany,
under a cloudy sky, with at least five months'
snow, covering meadows and fields, trees,
and high-gabled house tops, colours had less
charms, but the minds of the learned soared
above this world into the regions of spiritual
criticism, of theological controverey, meta-
physical disputations, and a correct appre-
ciation of the hidden powers of Nature. In
France, life was a mixture of the two elements,
with a sprinkling of chivalrous love for
reality, pomp, and vanity. French life was
bold, enterprising, eager for change and
adventure. AVe can scarcely behold the ele-
gant gold and silver, ivory and bronze vessels
and ornamentations, the stone palaces, with
their decorated fronts, the plans of the
castles, with their many staircases, without
being reminded of the careless life that
must have produced this style in art.

Above all the mysteriously winding stair-

cases leading to some hidden closet, with an
enchanting view on a lovely garden, greatly
excited our antiquarian curiosity, for there
was always much love to be found in " la

belle France," more than is good for a well-
regulated household. Whilst tlie Renaissance
in Italy was sublimely religious, and the Re-
naissance in Cermany profoundly philoso-
phico-theological, the Renaissance in France
was extremely practical and architectural. In
Italy we may study the revival of modern art
systematically, and trace its slow and gradual
progress from the angular and heavy forms
of the middle ages to those of modern
elegance and perfection. In France this task
is scarcely possible ; we can only divide our
subject into historical periods, and state what
the ruling powers wished to have executed,
" selon leur bon plaisir." From the time of
C'harles VIII., who rushed off to Italy and
prepared a campaign of merry-making, down
to Louis XIIL, when the French Renaissance
style was settled, kings and nobles began to
build castles in Italian forms. Italy was in
those times the powerful motor in poetry,
science, art, and philosophy. It was in Italy
that Charles VIII. for the fii'st time saw
triumphal arches and stenographic works in

all their splendour
;

palaces with arcades,
gardens with ponds and fountains, parterres
of roses and lilies. It was in Italy that
the French had an opportunity to compare
their dull, cornery, heavy, quaint, and dark,
half-Norman, half-Gothic architecture, with
the splendidly-towering, lofty and airy pro-
ducts of Italian early Renaissance. What
wonder that their hearts throbbed with joy,

and that they longed to introduce works like

those of ISrunellesco, Ghiberti. and IMasaccio !

Do we not even now admire their genial con-
ception ':* Italy taught the French architecture.

The French appear to have forgotten this

circumstance
; they think Renaissance is

a Fi'cnch word, and that therefore France
must have been the creator of this new style.
The French have, as usual, " annexed

"

foreign motives and forms, and altogether
ignored those to whom they owed them. This
is the more to be regretted, for had the French
not lost the historical basis, they might have
studied a little more Classical simplicity, in the
ingenious variety of the Italian Rena'issance,
and continued to improve upon it. In Italy,
as well as in France, the regeneration of art
was the consequence of an assiduous study of
the antique. Without the Greeks, no Renais-
sance. Louis XI. already felt this, and tried
to improve the University of Paris, which
had been for centiu'ies the hotbed of meta-
physical mushrooms by introducing the study
of Greek classics. This study worked wonders.
The interest excited for heathen divinities,

nymphs, and sirens was immense
;
proper care

was to be taken of the body, and cricketing
and round games were cultivated to improve
the agility of the limbs ; both games were
introduced from Italy

; but only very few
selected spirits took an interest in beautiful
forms. Furniture and ornamentation were
still very stiff, very Gothic, very sombre, and
in perfect contradiction to the spirit of the
Gauls. The style with nooks and corners, pin-
nacles and little useless spires, and still more
useless towers, of oriels without sense, and
buttresses without purpose—of all those
geometrically-confused arches, trefoils, tri-

angles, and circles, this whole mystic incom-
prehensibility, expressed in piles of stone,
was in perfect accordance with the theological
subtleties and windings, the points ami
counterpoints of the German mind. But to
the French, who never dived deeply into any
mj'steries except those of love and equality,
this style soon became perfectly unintelligible.

The Italians taught them better art
; the

English made them acquainted with politics,

and the Germans with science. Comines
spiced his diplomatic dispatches with artistic

remarks on the beauty of the marble palaces
in Venice, the splendid decor.ations of the
halls and rooms, the stately furniture, and the
soft carpets. He admired the splendour of
the t^ertosa at Pavia, the most beautiful
chm-ch he ever saw. He and his successor.
Cardinal George of Amboise, became the
most fervent advocates of the new artistic

tendency in France, which they had learned
to admire in Italy. As soon, however, as the
spirit of Greek and Roman antiquity was
aroused in France, the French used it with
intense fervour. But the new tendency was
mixed with many a superstition dear to the
middle ages. The architects felt a new
electric fluid streaming through the world,
and applied it in the beginning to light up their

old Gothic forms. In the time of Fr.aneis I.,

(161.5-1517) the change in life and architec-

ture was more decided. He himself was
beautifully made, brave as Achilles, and loved
wit and art, wine and science. He was the
first to admit ladies at court. " A coiu't

without ladies," he declared, "is a year
without spring, a spring without roses."

Castles and palaces were built, and provi-
ded with reception halls and cosy closets,

libraries and sumiJtuous bedrooms, front and
back staircases, front and back gardens,
bowers, and statues ; but an Italian was in

reality tlie soul of all these new changes and
forms. . Benvenuto Cellini had to invent, to

suggest, to create for France ; he had to

make golden salt-cellars, silver vases, a
colossal fountain for Fontainebleau, and
twelve silver statues of gods and goddesses,

which served as candlesticks at the royal table.

P'rancis I. and the genial Cellini were friends

;

the philosophical artist, endowed with
boundless imagination and a keen sense

of beauty, found in the king a master capa-

ble of appreciating his eminent qualities,

and thus ait flourished with magic
power in France. Leonarilo da A'inci, that

highly accomplished master, versed in all the

sciences of his times ; Andrea del Sarto, Kosso,
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and Primaticcio took their abode in France,

and turned Fontainebleau into a perfect

museum. One hundred and twenty-five

marble statues and casts of the column of

Trajan, of Laocoon, Venus, Ariadne, &c.,

adorned the palace of Francis I. Raphael
painted a S. Michael for him, and Titian

painted his portrait. The French king turned

abbeys into studios for Italian artists, and his

spirit created a fervid love for beauty through-

out the whole of his kingdom. The archi-

tects at that period were Frenchmen, and
kept to the old regulations and plans—though
they had to break with the past and to adapt

themselves to the exigencies of modern
Italian art. They did this by degrees—first in

secular buildings, and, in the second half of

the sixteenth century, even in churches. The
palaces preserved an outer and an inner court

(Ixisae cour and cour (fhonmnr). The plan of a

castle may be best studied in that of Bury.

We have a draw-bridge, flanked by two
t<3wers ; a principal court-yard, surroimded
by dwellings ; a long gallery, the show apart-

ment of those times ; double staircases lead-

ing into the ornamental garden, which was
surrounded by a wall, at the further end of

which stood a small chapel ; a fruit garden,

the wall of which was provided with a tower
for pigeons, and large domestic buildings. But
these forms were endowed altogether with a

new spirit. The towers which in olden times
served as a means of defence were, as such,

useless"; they received large windows to over-

look the beauty of the country. During the

middle ages men turned their minds, houses,

and castles too much inwardly. This is the

reason that our very best Gothic churches are

in places where nothing can be seen of them.
Later castles and churches turned their

fronts outwards ; they began to look hospitable

and solemnly inviting. The unwieldy big
gates, with a crippled, dwarfish door at their

sides, were changed into high portals with
an elegant cornice ; the windows on the roof

still preserved some Gothic forms with
pinnacles, but they were more in the shape of

pillars and columns ;
the windows were pro-

vided, but only for a time, with stone cross-

beams, and the frames ornamented with fine

Gothic mouldings. The general arrange-

ment of the groimd-plan was still confused
and contrary to the laws of symmetry, but by
degrees a greater regularity was observed
in the proportions of the different parts of

the building. Most of the castles built under
Francis I., as Chambord, Madrid, La Muette.
and Andre, consisted of more or less numerous
independent lodges, each of which was pro-
vided with a sitting-room, bed-room, dressing-

room, retiring-room, and a separate entrance
and staircase. Every floor had a ".salon," a
kind of drawing-room, or even several such
rooms, occupying as far as passible a central

position. As we mentioned before, the most
important apartment in these palaces was
tlie gallery—a hall of oblong dimension.s

—

very much like the Assyrian halls of state,

of which the banqucting-rooms of the old
castles form the transition links. These
galleries, with their ceilings in gold and
colours, their pictures and rich stucco orna-
mentation, had an effect totally different from
that of the old halls with their cross-vaults
supported by pillars, and their high-arched
windows with painteii glass panes. The high
turret-like roofs, -with windows, and their
ugly companions, the tliin chinmcys. were
kept as a dear relic of Gothic ((uaintness,
and served to destroy the effect of the
imposing lines of the French Kenaissance.
'Hie light decorations of the walls, the
mouldings round the doors .and wiiitlows. the
division of walls by ])ilastersor half-columns,
and the cornices, took decidedly (ireek forms.
In Italy ever>-thing was well balanced : no
protruding, dish-cover like housetops were
allowed

; the lines with the Italians were
straight, interru])ted only by statues or vases
on pedestals, delineating their elegant forms
on the dark blue sky as back ground. The
French also adopted the early decoration of

the Italians—the Corinthian capitals, with
only one row of acanthus leaves, out of

which grew dolphins, dragons, and various

winding figures. Elegance in this kind of

composition, variety of motive, grace of

invention, and a peculiar delicacy in the

execution, distinguished the French artists

above those of all other nations, as soon as

they made themselves more acquainted with
the antique. The interior decoration of these

buildings opened even a greater field for the
ornamentist. Ceilings with rich panellings

and rosettes, belts charged with foliage and
guilloehes, beautifully carved in marble and
profusely gilt, produced wonderful effects,

heightened by the well chosen heavy tapestry
in silk, damask, taffeta, or velvet, in plain

colours with flower patterns, or in Gobelins,
with rich pictorial representations. Chairs,

beds, baldachins, tables, consoles, curtains,

looking-glasses, and frames of pictures, were
all brought into strict harmony with the new
style. All mimicry was avoided ;

the orna-
mentation was rich, but not overdone ; the

patterns were graceful : nymphs, sirens,

dolphins, arabesques, telamons and carya-
tides, tritons and imaginary animals, did

not look like a collection of ill-arranged,

badly-united, grotesquely composed mon-
sters. The upper ornaments were not
made heavier than the lower, nor the laws
of gravitation disregarded ; the acanthus
did not look like badly-cooked and worse
dished-up cabbage-leaves, nor the vines

like curl-papers, nor the grapes like small

cannon-balls. The paintings filling up the

walls and panels, replacing the old-fashioned

wood-carvings, were tasteful—many of the
refined Italian patterns having been introduced.

At last, towards the middle of the seventeenth
centirry, all became confusion, all fell into

those mistakes svhich some of our modern
artists appear most eager to imitate. Our
study ought to be directed to the products of

Lescot, Bullaux, de L'Orme, de Brosse, &c.,

who teach us how to use bon'owed forms, and
to endow them with charming originality.

Dr. Liibke's work serves this purpose. He
traces step by step the growth of French
Renaissance from the times of Charles VIII.
to those of Louis XIII., when with Louis
XIV., the real Cinque-Cento became a matter
of the past, and the sickly spirit of the
age produced sickly forms in art. The
publication of historical books like the
monograph in question, and also Dr.
Liibke's " History of Art," which has
reached a fifth edition, notwithstanding the
sanguinary struggle which the (jermans
had to go through, shows what vitality

exists in Germany in matters of art. It is an
acknowledged fact that a correct apprecia-
tion of history and a thorough knowledge of

theory serve even a genius. The difference

between a genius and an every-day artist is

that the geiiius has the theory inborn ; he knows
it intuitively, he has it in his eyes, in the
tips of his fingers, he follows out the .abstract

rules of art unconsciously. But not all artists

are born geniuses : what the one possesses as

a gift from above the other has to acquire
by hard study, and the study cannot bo
limited to a mere practical reproduction of
certain forms

; he has to make himself ac-

quainted with the historical progress of the
different styles, as the only means of repro-
du(-ing what is good, of avoiding what is

bad, of ini]iroving what is capable of
further development. This we learn only
through history. A\'e often see our archi-
tects clinging to certain forms with a polyp's
tenacity, or we see them changing those
forms ; but, unacquainted witli tlieir origin,

they distort them, mi.x them up with others,

and produce some of those eyesores wliich

disgrace the thoroughfares of J.,ondon. Our
modern times are not made for Renaissance,
but Renaissance is certainly marie for our
times. 'I'he long straight lines which
form its basis, interrupted with arches,

afford US plenty of space for showing our
talents; whilst the obsolete Gothic is more

convenient for those who like quaintness to
hide their ignorance in taste, their want of

knowledge in decorative motives, their total

incapacity of producing a modern build-
ing. We would especially advise our young
striving artists to study Renaissance, that of
Italy first, and that of France next. The
Germans have in later times, through an in-

defatigable study of Greek monuments of

art., and the best Cinque-Cento, produced,
under Schinkel, an entirely new architectural
school, which has succeeded in bringing the
old (ireek Classic style through a happy com-
bination of the best Renaissance ornaments
into perfect harmony with the wants and
tastes of our age. The modern spirit of in-

C|uiring philosophy wants light, fresh air,

and as few nooks and corners and hiding
places as possible. X.

OLD CHURCHES OF SOUTH LANCASHIRE.

{Continued from 'page 243.)

BESIDES the plain, but more usual type of

Lancashire Medifeval church architectiu-e,

spoken of in a previous article (JIarch 31st). there

are richer, older, larger churches found in some of

the densely populated towns. The most important

of these are the Cathedral Church in Manchester

and the parish churches of Wigan and Lancaster—
the latter, though in North Lancashire, ha^'ing every

characteristic of a South Lancashire church. These

buildings are few and far between ; they were built

in the fifteenth century, and belong to the richest

and latest type of the Perpendicular style. The
ground plans are very varied, .ire nuieh larger, and
differ cousiilerably. not only from their plainer

neighbours of the following century, but also from
one another ; the general character, however, of nave
and side aisles, choir and side aisles or chapels, and a

tower without spire, remains the same. The towers

are placed at the west end, as a rule, but that of

AVigan Churdi stands in the middle of the north

side ; they are both lofty and imposing, with rich

but slender buttresses placed at the angles, two
buttresses on the front of each face. A spiral

staircase is often placed in one of the outer angles,

but concealed as much as possible by the adjoining

buttresses. The towers are generally divided by
string-courses into four stages, and rise two stories

above the roof of the nave, the buttresses being

similarly subdi%ided by the same string-courses and
by plain or gabled set-offs. The upper story and
the upper jmrt of the tower is always of very rich

design ; the former usually contains one large

transomed window on eadi side, with rich tracery in

the arched head, and panelling from the springing

of the arch to the string under the battlement ; this

is found in JIauchestcr Cathedral. In A\'ig.an Church
there are two three-light transomed windows on

each face with a string course above, and over that

a hue of panelling, broken in the centre by a clock

dial, and a string-course above the panelling. The
upper story of Lancaster Church tower is entirelj^

plain, but has a large four-light debiised window on
each side, "with ornamental carving in the heads of

the arches. The towers are crowned by weU-moulded
battlements, which are sometimes plain and some-

times open, but they never have a very imposing

appearance. The pinnacles are small, but elaborate

;

they crown the buttresses, and two or three are

(pften grouped at the angles, one or two pinnacles

of smaller size being often placed at eqtial distances

apart on each face of the tower. Tiie clock dials

are important features, iheir position being very

often coeval with tlie building ; this is the case in

Manchester and Wigau. In the former tliey occupy
tlie third story, or tliat just above the nave, and
form the centre on three sides of a beautiful

]iannelled story; the dial is omitted on the ejist

side of this tower. The lower stories of the tower

are very ]3lain, sometimes having a door in the west

face and large window above, but very often

without these features; and only an insignificant

staircase doorway is provided, and small windows
jilaced sometimes only on one side, and sometimes

on all tlie sides of the upper story. .Sometimes

tlic tower opens by a large arcii into the nave, but
often has not the slightest internal connection—in

tlie latter case being simply a belfry throughout.

Tiie nave is long, wide, aiul low, witli broad side

aisles, which are not so liigh as the nave, but often

of nearly the same widtli. In Manchester Cathe-

dral there are two aisles on each side of the nave,

both of these being under the same lean-to roof, but

separated internally by an arcade. The clerestory

wall generally has flat buttresses crowned with

pinnacle-s ; these divide the wall into a number of
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bays, each bay containing a large and wide window.

In Manchester Cathedral there are wide six-light

windows in each bay, with tracery in tlie arched

heads, and richly carved spandrels. In Wigan
Church there are two two-light arch-headed

windows, and Lancaster has one arch-headed

window. The windows are very numerous in all

cases, and placed near to each other—a well-known
feature in the Perpendicular style. Above the

windows is a richly-moidded string and battlement,

the latter being sometimes open, and very rich. It

is in general appearance like that of the tower, and
broken at equal distance.^ by the pinnacles, which
form a highly picturesque sky-line. The roofs are

flat, and entirely concealed by the battlement. The
nave aisles generally have a similar battlement to

that of the nave, which hides a flat lean-to roof.

The side aisles are divided by buttresses into a num-
ber of bays of equal mdth, the buttresses being often

richly panelled, and crowned by pinnacles. Each
bay contains a large arched window, the arched head
being little more than two straight lines, rounded at

the angle of junction with the jambs ; the two-
centred arch is, however, found over the mder
windows. The walls are left plain, and the windows
are more lofty, and set at a much greater distance

from each other than those of the clere.story ; they

are divided into many lights, sometimes sub-

arcuated, and having characteristic tracery in the

arched heads, with a strhig-course below and drip-

stone above. These windows are always Late in

style, and tliose of a debased character are by no
means rare. The stone seats for muUions on the

window-sills are often left uncut, as at Lancaster. A
bold phnth is always found round the whole church

;

and it may be remarked that whenever ground of

higher level occurs, however slight the difference

may be, the plinth is raised to suit it. this eleratinn

being executed in the most pointed manner, l)eing

often placed in tlie centre, but still more frequently

to the east end of a bay. This can be seen in Man-
chester and Wigan, and also in Lancaster, and at

Furness Abbey, in North Lancashire. There is

generally a soutli porch ; but small side doorways are

constantly found. These side doors are placed under
the centre of one of the aisle windows, the string-

course under the windows being raised in conse-

quence, or if the doorway is very large the window
is left out, as at Wigan. Their general form is a

depressed arch, in a square frame, and over this a label,

the jambs ornamented with shafts, and the spandrels

tilled mth shields and fotiage. The choir, or chancel,

is, as a general rule, merely a continuation of the

nave, from which it is sometimes separated by a

large octagonal turret on either side, placed in the

centre of the side walls and crowned by stone spires

;

these turrets are often very richly decorated. At
other times the choir is a continuation of the nave
without any external break. The clerestory is

generally tlie same, or nearly so. Often the nave

and choir are of equal length, and the tiu-rets stand

in the centre of the church, as in Manchester
Cathedral ; but sometimes the choir is much shorter,

as at Wigan. There are generally side aisles or

•hapels north and south of the choir ; the side

aisles are for the most part a continuation of the

nave side aisles, but very often chapels are found of

the same height, sometimes outside the aisles, and
sometimes as a substitute for them. The chapels are

of the same general character, but often much wider,

and covered with gabled roofs, which give a remark-
ably rich effect to the east end of the entire chm-ch.

Cusping is abundantly introduced both in windows,
battlements, and itauelling. Transepts are never

found.

Internalh', the oak roof of the nave Is very flat,

and often very beautiful; the fronts of the main
beams are richly carved, with wall-posts and struts

placed at the ends of each beam, the wall-posts

resting on richly carved corbels or shafts, the shafts

being often provided with capitals, strings, and bases,

and resting on the capitals of the nave or choir

arcade. The sb'ghtly inclined slopes of the roof are

di\ided by richly-moulded stiffening-pieces and
purlins into a number of large squares, which
squares are sometimes carved in an elaborate
geometrical pattern, and at other times left plain,

the latter being the rule. The aisles and chapels are

covered by similar, but plainer roofs. Bosses are

not often found. The internal walls are often
plastered, with stone dressings. The pillars and
arches are remarkably rich, and are generally
splendid examples of the Perpendicular style of

architecture. There is always a tine large arch
between the nave and choir. The pillars and
arches of the choir arcade sometimes differ

considerably from tlinse of the nave, both in

general effect and richness in detail. This is to be
seen at Lanca,ster. Tlie font with its canopy is

always very elaborate, and of the same date as the

church. The wood-work, coeval with the church, is

of great value, and of the richest detail. The choir

stalls in Manchester Cathedral are certainly among
the finest stalls in England. There are often rich

wooden screens before the side chapels ; and at

Lancaster parish church there is a fine wooden
altar-screen.

Beautiful though these churches may be, the

beaut}^ is like the flicker of the djing ember ; a
strong debasing influence is plainly marked, which
influence is clearly manifested in the plainer sixteenth

and seventeenth century churches of Deaue,
Prescot, Huyton, Faruworth, Aughton, Ilalsall,

Prestwich, Cheadle, Eadcliffe, Kivington, Eccles, and
formerly in Bolton, forming a strong contrast to

those progressive architectural days prior to the

fourteenth century, when the architect's main idea

was, not eccentricity, fashion, or the biu"lesque, but
grandeur in conception, beauty in form, and truth-

fulness in execution, not only in the most imposing
mass, but also in the humblest detail or ornament.

K. H. SXAPE.

THE ENLARGEMENT OF BILLINGSGATE
MARKET.

THE Markets Committee of the Corporation, in

their report relative to Billingsgate Market,
which was taken into consideration at the last meet-
ing of the Court of Common Council, state that

they had before them several plans for the enlarge-

ment^ and improvement of the market, which they
carefully considered. Finding that any attempt to

extend the market to the eastward vruuld be opposed
by her ^Majesty's Commissioners of Customs, and
that the o-wners of property to the westward of

Darkhouse-Iane would oppose any extension of the

market in that direction, they instructed the architect

to prepare a plan for enlarging the market by ex-
tending the same up to and including the west side

of Darkhouse-lane, which he has done. After

further considering the subject, it appeared to them
that the requirements of the market would be sufli-

ciently met by thus extending the market as shown
upon the jdan, and making such alterations and im-
provements in the c<tnstruction and arrangement of

the whole of the market as experience had shown to

be requisite for the convenience of the trade, and the

due and proper carrying on and conducting of the

business of the market-; and after mature deliberation

they arrived at the conclusion that these objects

might be attained at an expense not exceeding the

sum of £150,000. including the cost of acquiring the

property that does not already belong to the Corpo-

ration. They therefore recommend that they should

be authorised to prosecute the Bill introduced into

Parliament for the purpose of obtaining the neces-

sary powers to enable the Corporation to acquire the

property reqim'ed for the extension of the market to

the western side of Darkhouse-lane, and to raise a

sum not exceeding £150,000 for that piu-pose, and

for the alteration and improvement of the market

;

and also to amend the Billmgsgate Market Act,

1.S4G, with reference to the assessment and collection

of tolls, stallage, rents, and market dues, and in such

other manner as may be deemed advisable for the

advantage of the Corporation and the due and proper

management and regulation of the market.

the new one being supposed to exhibit the design
and character which the old one exhibited 700 or
800 years ago. So had many of our tinest cathe-
ch-als been " restored," not only obliterating so many
beautiful pictures, but wiping out so much historic

record which existed for us in these stone rehcs of

the past. It was of no use to tell him that tin's

treatment of the edifices in question was for their

preservation, because it made them not worth pre-
serving. It was the destruction of everything in

them for which we loved and prized them. So
treated, any building lost its identity and merged its

existence in another, a new and comparatively un-
interesting building. If asked what he would do
with these structures, he would answer " Let them
alone"; and seeing they were confessedly unsuit-

able forms as regards their present uses, employ the

money in entirely building suitable ones, exactly
adapted to the present worship—a course by which
we should have in each case two cathedrals, one a.

really useful one. and the other left in its integrity,

and all its native and acquired beauty, instead of

one bad one, uncomfortable as a church, and spoiled

as an antiquity. As to the old buildings, he beheved
that, in a majority of instances, with their enor-

mously thick walls, they had sufficient strength left

in them to brave the Tooth of time and be the de-

light of ;U1 men of taste for ages to come, increas-

ing in interest and beauty for every succeeding

generation ; and when they fell to n;ius being more
beautiful still—a state, however, which, if diUy
protected, they would be many centiu-ies in reaching,

for those buildings that had reached it did not reach

it by the action of any agent at present operating

on oiu- cathedrals, but only by violence, war, or the

rehgious fanaticism of the reformers. It was gene-

rally supposed that for the loss of all this historic

interest, and of the beauty that time and weather

bestow, we were compensated by getting back in

each instance the original architectural beauty of

the building as it came from the hands of its author :

but this was a great mistake. He beheved this re-

storation not only did not bring back the original

beauty of the building, but it took away what little

may have remained of it. He did not blame the

arcliitects for this evil so much as the clergj^, who
had otherwise injured the study and thwartetl the

progress of architecture by undue interference in

the style and design of ecclesiastical structures.

A disc\ission ensued upon the subject, after which
a vote of thanks was accorded to Mr. Hug^ns.

THE RESTORATION OF OLD CATHEDRALS.

A MEETING of the Liverpool Architectural

Society was held on Wednesday fortnight, in

the Royal Institution, Colquitt-street, under the presi-

dency of Mr. Vale.

The paper of the evening was by Sir. Samuel
Huggins, " On the so-called Restoration of our

Cathedrals and Abbey Churches." After dwelling

at some length on the beauty and the moral and
intellectual value of the edifices in question, he pro-

ceeded to the expression of his views as to the

nature and effect of the operation called restoration,

to which so many of our cathedrals and ablicvs anil

ancient parish chiu"ches had been subjected through-

out the land. He said it was cutting away the old

familiar face that had looked out upon and been

lovingly looked upon by a score of human genera-

tions ; the face on wliich the lights and shadows of

ages had been cast; that had bni-ne the brunt of

time and change, weather and atmos]ilKTe, and

otlicr natural influences, and which had given it

.^uch tints and harmonies as rendered it more
beautiful than in its prime—tints and harmonies

that lent new gladness to the sunbeam, and that

licggared all the artificial polychromy in tlie world :

it was cutting away all this, and substituting for it

a feelingless mask of new stone hewn by workmen
of to-day. It was putting the inside, the mere

lining of an old church, into a new outside one;

Rochester Castle.—The Rochester Town Coun-
cil have made a rate of one penny in the pound for

the purpose of maintaining the Rochester Castle

gardens as a place of pubHc resort. The gardens

will be laid out and planted by means of a pubhc

subscription, but the Corporation have the power to

make a rate on the citizens for their maintenance.

Plans have been approved for laying out the ground.

Disused Graveyards,—Mr. Robert Baker, one

of the chief inspectors of factories, in his evident.'' be-

fore the Roj-al Sanit;u-y Commission, which appears

in their second report, just issued, expresses his

opinion that all disused graveyards in cities and

towns should be asphalted or flagged over, the

gravestones being set among the flags or in the

asphalte. In the city of York, and even in Leeds

now, he says, the disused graveyards remain as

they were originally before the cemeteries were put

in operation, and so many bodies have been interred

there that when the rain falls it must necessarily

pass through the yards where the interments have

taken place, and may materially affect the wells in

the neighbourhood, if there are wells there. Ceme-
teries, Mr. Baker states, should never be upon a

hill or upon the side of a hill, unless where sloping

towards a river. He thinks that at every cemetery

there should be a mortULU-y for from one to fifty

bodies, with separate cells with locks and keys, the

numbers of the cells and keys to correspond, and

that it would be desirable in the ca.se of non-conta-

gious diseases that the bodies of the poor should be

conveyed soon after death to these mortuaries—if

need be, at the public expense—the key to be given

up to the relatives from the time the body is depo-

sited in the cell until the time of interment, which

time should be fixed in order to prevent offence in

the summer time. The removal of bodies to these

mortuaries to be optional when the death has occurred

from a non-contagious disease, but compulsory when

it has occurred from a disease that is contagious. In

this latter case, Mr. Baker is of opinion that it should

also be compulsory to have the body placed within a

shell within a coffin (if it be desirable that it .should

be kept for the arrival of friends), and that between

the coffin and the shell there should be an interstice

of pitch, the lid of the shell being also pitched on.

but with a glass over the face.
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GODWIN & CRISP'S DESIGNS FOR THE
BRISTOL ASSIZE COURTS.

WE have more than once been invited to give
the designs submitted by iUessrs. Godwin &

Crisp fo"" the Bristol Assize Courts, and oul}' a few

days si°<!« we received a letter from an esteemed

Manchester correspondent asking us to do so. We
this week comply -n-ith the request. Some of our

readers will no doubt remember that this competi-

tion was a rather extraordinary one. Tlu-ee prizes

were offered, and a limited number of architects

—

thirteen, if onr memory serves us correctly—were

invited to submit designs. In due course the designs

were sent in, and Mr. Waterhouse was requested to

advise the Committee in the matter of selection. After

conscientious and marked consideration, he awarded
the first prize of £10.5 for the plan bearing the motto
"1066;" the second, of .£52 10s., to ".^clesColstonian;"

and the third, of £26 as. to " Nisi prius." It was found
on referring to the authors of the mottoes, that Messrs.

Godwin & Crisp had swept off the tliree prizes

;

and one reason why they were so successful was,

they strictly complied with the printed contlitions.

One of the chief features of their designs was the

preservation of the historical Colston's Hall. Some
of the unsuccessful competitors raised an objection

that their plans had not been considered on their

merits, and various reasons were urged in defence of

the statement. Mr. Waterhouse was memoriahsed
to reconsider his decision, or to advise a second com-
petition. This he refused to do, and gave unanswer-
able reasons for his refusal. The Corporation, how-
ever, when it received the report of the Finance Com-
mittee, refused to be governed by it. The Pall Mall
Gazette, in an article -written .at the time, said : The
whole affair is, in fact, a specimen of those corporate
and committeewayswhich are the bane of architectural
art, and which have covered the land- with third and
fourth-rate specimens of the incapacity of third and
fourth-rate men." After a great deal of squabbling,
and in opposition to a protest from the Council of

the Eoyal Institute of Architects, and a memorial
from well-known men, a second competition was
decided on. In the second competition Messrs. God-
win & Crisp carried off the second prize for a
design, of which we will give an engraving in an early
number.

EOYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH
ARCHITECTS.

AT the fortnightly meeting of this Institute on
Monday evening last, the President, Mr. T.

H. Wyatt, in the chair, a letter was read from Mr.
Cockerell informing the Council and Members of the
death of one of the oldest and most distinguished of

the Foreign Members of tlie Institute, "M. Felix
Duban, which took place at Bordeaux during the
early days of the siege of Paris. Several donations
in books to the library having been announced, the
thanks of the Institute were, on the motion of Mr.
Penrose, tendered to the various donors. Mr. Edward
Bu-chall (Associate), of Leeds, was then unanimously
elected a Fellow.

Present.vtiojj of Royal Gold Mkdai, axd
Institute Pkizks.

The Chaiusias then said that it was his agreeable
duty to present (with the concurrence of Her Most
Gracious Majesty the Queen) this year's Royal Gold
Medal of the Institute to Dr. Fcrgusson. it would
have been more gratifying to him (tlie President)
had the duty fallen to other hands than his, for any
one of his predecessors in that <.hair could more fully
have stated the claims which Dr. Fergusson possessed
to that honour. However, it gave him (Mr. Wyalt)
the opportunity of stating thus jiuhlicly the "great

personal regard and esteem he had long felt for Mr.
Fergusson. It was not, perhaps, generally known
upon what principle or method tliis annual Royal
Gold Medal was disposed of by the Institute. Though
no detinite rule had ever been laid down for its aj)-

propriation, the custom of late years had been

—

firstly, to award it to some foreign arcliilci-t or anti-
quary of distinction

; secondly, to an English arclii-

tect of eminence who had succeeded in executing a
building or buildings of great merit ; and thirdly, to
one (architect or not) who had made any notable
contribution to the history or literaturi' of the pro-
fession. Ha])i)ily for himself, Mr. iMTgussuii hail

not adoiitcd the profession of an arcliitecl ; the medal
was awarded to him for liis patience, zeal, and industry
as an antiquars-, and for his high power as an architec-
tural historian and autlior. It was not necessary
in that room and on that occasion to enumerate
the works which Mr. Fergusson had contributed to
the literature of architecture and its branches

; lie

would simply sru- that they formed a really valuable
acquisition to the Institute Library. (Hear, hear.)
Tills country was indebted to Mr. Fergusson not

only as an architectural historian, but for the valu-
able services which he had rendered as one of the
Royal Commissioners on National Defences. High
honours hiid been conferred on him at Oxford, and his
appointment to the post of Secretary to the Commis-
sioners of Her Majesty's Works and Public Buildings
reflected thegreatestcrediton the late Chief Commis-
sioner, Mr. Layard. (Hear, hear.) That appointment
was universally popular in the architectural profes-
sion, and it was deejily to be regTetted that circum-
stances had arisen on the appointment of Mr. Ayrton
to the Chief Commissionership which had necessitated
Mr. Fergusson's resignation of the secretaryship
which he held with so much honour to himself and
with such advant.age to art and architecture. In
conclusion, the President expressed the hope that
Mr. Fergusson would on that occasion detail the
circumstances under which he was led to turn his

attention to architecture. He trusted that Jlr.

Fergusson miglit long live to wear the gold medal
which he had the honoiu' to present on behalf of the
Institute. (Cheers.)

Mr. I'erousson, who was very warmly received,

said lie felt extremely flattered and gratitied by the
presentation of this medal, and by the manner in

which he had been received. In response to the
wish expressed by the President, he would explain
the circumstances which had induced him to devote
so much time to the study of architecture. He
believed he was born with an architectural " bump,"
for from a boy architecture had been the delight

and pleasure of his life, and the (me ambition he
had cherished from a youth was to be an architect.

He was not, however, able to choose for himself,

and was consigned to a counting-house. That
counting-house, however, led him to India,

and when he first went to the East, he entertained

some hopes of being able to solve the mystery
.attaching to Indian architecture, which no one else

had then succeeded in doing. During the ten years
he was in India he spent most of his time in study-
ing tlie architecture of the land and tracing its

histor}-, jind in the course of his labours he came in

contact with men who were building buildings in

the same method as was known to have been followed

in the building of the Mediaeval cathedrals of

Europe—that is to say, they were associated in con-
fraternities or guilds. When he returned to England
he determined to become an architect, but before

carr^-ing his rGSolntion into effect he made two dis-

coveries which induced him to alter his purpose.

The first discovery was that architects were not then
treated as they ougiit to have been, either by
Government, judges of competition designs, or by the

]niblic at large, and this was by reason of the fact

that the ujiper classes did not appreciate tlie art, and
consequently did not appreciate the position of an
architect. He also discovered that his principles or

ideas with regard to the practice of architecture as

a profession were wholly opposed to the methods
pursued by the architects of this country. In his

opinion, the system of copyism then in vogue, and
now followed to a very great extent, was a mistake,

and he was not jircjiared to follow that system. But
he felt that if he set up as an jirchitect, advocating
and jiractising new principles, or at any rate princi-

]iles entirely at variance vnth those generally followed,

he should most probably have to sit still, waiting for

commissions which would never be entrusted to liini.

He tlierefore abandoned all idea of becoming an
architect, and determined to take to the literature of

the art, as he thought it possible in that way to do
more good to the profession and the public than by
liractising as an architect. The whole of his works
were ^vritten by him with the view not of teaching
architects, but with the hope of instructing tlie

piildic, and leadin.g them to a higher appreciation of

architecture as a real living art. The one objei-t he
had had in view was to place the art in a
popular and [straightforward manner before the

public, and to try to get them to believe in the art. In

(hfing this he had often been misunderstood. He had
always strongly (dijected to the copying system, and
what made him prize the medal just iiresented to

hiiii more than anything else was that he regarded
it as a tidien that the architects felt that, in what-
ever he had written, he was not actuated by any
motives but those of regard for the good of the pro-

fession. (Cheers.) In conclusion, he would just

state his views in reference to the practice of

architecture as an art, aiul what he beliavcd to be

necessar\' to raise architecture to its original and
highest aim. On one occasion he had heard one of

the most eminent members of the Institute advise

students to copy—to till their copying books and keep

them, so as to have materials for use hereafter. Now
his (Mr. Fergusson's) advice to students Would be "(.'opy

all you can till you have learnt thoroiiglil\- to appre-

ciate all that has been done before ; but when you begin

to practise, throw away or burn your copying books,

and think." It was only when a man thought how he
could build most conveniently, and ornament hisstruc-
tiu-e most appropriately, that he might be said to be
an architect. Until we went back to the real-thinking,
earnest-working style, buildings appropriate to the
time would never be erected. He had inculcated
this theory honestly .and earnestly, and he regarded
the presentation of the medal as a testimony on the
]jart of the profession that he was not entuely
mistaken in his i-iews. (Applause.)
The various prizes offered by the Institute were

then presented by the Chairman as follows:—The
Sonne Medallion, with 50 guineas, to Mr. Craven.
(The drawings submitted in this competition by Mr.
jVrthur Hill were deemed by the judges as worthy
of "honourable mention.") The Institute Silver
Medal, with 5 guineas, to Mr. Wyburn. Silver
Medal for the best essay, to Mr. Alfred .lowers.

Mr. J. P. Seddon, Honorary Secretary fir Home
Duties, then read a paper "On the University
College of Wales, and other buildings at and near
Aberystwith." The "other buildings" referred to
in the title of the paper are the ancient parish
church of Llanbadarn-fawr, and Victoria-terrace,
Aberystwith. Inasmuch as all of these works have
been described and illustrated in the Building
New.s,* we need not devote further space to them,
especially as Mr. Seddon's paper of Monday evening
last consisted in substance of the particulars already
published by us, supplemented and fully expl.ained,

however, bj' a very large and beautiful collection of
dr,Twings and sketches. We should also state that Mr.
Seddou obligingly came forward at the last moment,
owing to the illness of his Ibrother, Captain Seddon,
R.E., who was originally announced to read a paper
on that evening.

Mr. C. F. Haywaiid, in rising to propose that
the thanks of the Institute should be tendered to
Mr. Seddon for his paper, bore testimony to the
extreme beauty of the detail in the College buildings
at Aberystwith.

Mr. Angell, as a member of the University
Executive Committee, no less than as an architect,

cordially seconded the proposition. He had been
greatly struck by the boldness and originality of the
college buddings. Clearly Mr. Seddon had followed
the ad-sice of Mr. Fergusson, and eschewed copyism.
He hoped and trusted, both for the honour of Wales
and the credit of architecture, that Mr. Seddon
would be allowed by the Committee to complete his
design in its integrity, subject only to such modifi-
cations as Mr. Seddon might recommend as necessary
in view of the altered purpose of the buililing.

(Hear, hear.)

The thanks of the meeting having been formally
tendered to Mr. Seddon, the proceedings terminated

THE HANCOCK PROCESS OF ENGRAVING.
fXlHE large engraving in our opening pages this
-L week represents the Hotel de Ville, Ghent, as
it appeared and was lithograjihed forty years since.
It has been reproduced by the " Hancock process."
.\s we do not know the modus operandi of this
process of reproduction, we will not attempt to de-
scribe it. Our readers, anil we may say a large pro-
portion of the British pubhc, are, thanks to the
Building News, familiar with photo-lithography.
Previous to photo-litho' engravings iippeariiig in our
pages but very few knew any of the merits of the
process by which they were jiroduced. Now, inquiries
are being made about it in all directions, and imita-
tors of the IiuiLi)iN<; News are doing theu^ best to

use it. But photo-lithography is subject to one
serious disadvantage. It cannot, like a wood en-
graving, be printed with the letter-press. It must
be printed on a separate and jieculiar-quality paper.
Our double-page engraving this week is produced by
the Hancock process, and printed with the letter-

Iiress. This, for many kind.s of work, is a great
advantage, as it involves only one printing. Photo-
lithography and the Hancock process of ciigra\-ing

are each advantageous in its way, and in many
respects both are superior to wood engraving.

Tlie Exotcr Local Board have before them two
priqiositions for the disposal of tho city sewage. In
Iwitli cases offurs .-iro made, not only to construct
thr^ necessary w.)rks without asking the Board for
assistance, but, on the contrary, to give some thou-
sand.s of pounds for the sewage, and, at the expira-
tion of twenty-five yeans, to hand the whole of the
works over free of cost.

• A ground plan and entrance elevation of tho Collega
Buiklinjts (then known as tho Castle Hotel) will bo found
in tho JJUILDIN8 News fur Deeeniber '28, ISCti, with an
ftrcompanyin^ description. Thn principal staircase was
ilhiMtrutetl and described by us only last week. Llanba-
ilarn-fawr Church, as restored by Mr. .Seddon. was de-
scribed and illustrated at; pp. 14.S and 15-J of "Vol. XIX. of
this journal. Victoria-terrace, Aber.vstwith. was described
and illustrated by us in our number for March 17 last.
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Juniiturt anb gctoration.

GILDIKG AUD OKNAJrENTING ON GLASS.

BT AN EXPERIENCED WORKMAN.

(Continued from page 228.^

THE letter of " W. INI." mentioned in " Office

Table," March 24, refers to oiu- article

upon graining machines, which appeared in

these columns on February lOth. " W. M."
charges the author with being actuated by
personal feeling in recommending one ma-
chine in preference to another. 'J'his charge

is so utterly groundless that we should have
refrained from noticing it, but that we are

anxious that not a shadow of doubt should

rest upon the fact that there is no process or

machine we have described in these pages

l)ut such as we have ourselves used and fully

tried in the regular course of work ; and we
unhesitatingly and confidently appeal to

.all practical decorators, graincrs, marblers,

embossers, and gilders, in support of the

practical truth of even the minutest detail

given of the various processes described.

'This being so, we can well afford to smile at

unfounded charges, such as are evidently

contained intheunpublishedletterof "W.M."
Having said thus much to reassure those who
put some faith in what we have written, we
proceed to more congenial matters.

Gilding upon glass with gold and silver

leaf is a means of decoration, as we have
before stated, which might, and which we
believe will, eventually have a much wider
application to decorative purposes than it at

present obtains. Sign-writers seem to have

a monopoly of the art, and we are rather

inclined to think that this fact has something

to do with the neglect or indiffei'ence with

which it is treated by decorative artists. It

is true that japanners make much use of glass

gilding for inserting in various domestic uten-

sils for the drawing and dining room—fancy

boxes, photographic glasses, and various use-

ful and ornamental articles ; but we tliink the

-work capable of being used for a much higher

class of work, if properly and artistically

bandied. Beautiful contrasts of every com-
bination of dead or matt and burnish and gold

•of several shades of colour, and silver, may be

used in combination with colour in this IdncI

of decoration, and any tmt of gold and silver

leaf may be used with perfect immunity from
danger of tarnishing, because the glass pro-

tects the gold from the influence of the atmo-

sphere ;
and, in fact, if the work is properly

done, there is scarcely any limit to the time

it will last. If the work is kept from direct

injury by being scratched oi' chipped, we
have no reason to doubt its being as little

liable to decay as any kind of painting which
can be done ; in fact, we may say it is

less liable to actual decay, inasmuch as it is

protected by the glass in front, and by either

wood boards or glass at the back, thus ren-

• "dering it impervious to the action of foul air,

.and making it a permanent decoration, which
will remain for ages fresh and clean as the

day it was done, and which also may be
cleaned without injury, and is suitable for

any position. The polish of the glass will

mo doubt appear to some persons to be an

objection to its use in some situations and for

some purposes, but we think that this diffi-

culty may be in a great measure obviated by
.a judicious use of colour. A\'all paintings

liave occasionally to be covered with glass to

protect them from atmospheric influences,

a recent notable examjile being the frescoes

in the lobbies of the Houses of Parliament,
which have just been so covered. Now, we
see no valid reason why works of a high class

may not be painted on the glass ; or if not
painted directly on the glass, they might be
painted in such a manner, or by such a method,
that they would be easily transferred to the

glass after lieing painted. It is a common
practice to paint a figure subject or a landscape
in oil upon either silk, canvas, or paper ; the

work is then varnished, and while the

varnish is wet, the painting is put upon the

glass, and all the air carefully pressed out

from underneath, and th\ts the painting is

secured to the glass
; in fact, this plan is,

so far as we know, the only really successful

method of effecting this object, for it will be
evident that the difficulty in the way of

painting on the back of the glass so as to appear

as a finished painting upon the front side, is

almost insuperable, simply because the glaz-

ing and finishing touches, high-light, &c.,

used in ordinary painting would have to be

done first, and the opaque or solid colours and
ground colour last, thus reversing the process

entirely. This is, of course, a totally

different process to that used in glass paint-

ing or staining proper, but we see no I'cal

difficulty in transforming a finished painting

to glass in the manner above described ; and
although its adoption and practical use would
be attended with some difficulty, still we think

that in many cases, even as regards pictures

or representative subjects, much may be ad-

vanced in its favour. But with regard to

decorative subjects we have no manner of

doubt whatever. Decorative ornament and
decorative design afford a wide field for its

application, but would necessitate the most
careful treatment, in order to avoid vulgarity,

the great difficulty being to avoid gaudiuess

or a too-violent contrast. The glass lends so

much splendour to the gold and colour that it

is very difficult indeed to avoid garishness
;

but when the colouring is kept quiet, and in

perfect harmony with the gold and silver, we
obtain a richness of effect and a perfection of

finish which is scarcely possible in painting

upon any other material. We cannot see

any objection to this style of decoration being

used for the panels of doors and architraves,

in combination with embossed ornament, the

friezes of the entablatures of our doors, wall

panels, certain portions of ceilings, panels of

sideboards, wardrobes, bookcases, &c., &c.
;

on all these suitable designs might be intro-

duced emblematical of the uses to which each

is put. Its brilliancy and permanent cha-

racter should be a great recommendation. It

is true that there is an objection which many
persons will be ready to urge against our

view of this matter—namely, the risk of

breakage ; but the same objections might be

urged against canvas, for it is quite certain

that the force required to break a plate of

glass a quarter of an inch thick would most
certainly knock a hole thi-ough canvas ;

but,

putting that aside, we might with equal

force apply the same argument to all articles

of vcrtii which are made of glass or clay

—

vases, Bohemian glass, Sevres china, ma-
jolica ware, mirrors, and all the thousand

gems of art we prize beyond rubies and fine

gold. Therefore we think the argirment goes

for naught ; at all events, the suggestion is

worthy of the serious consideration of the

decorative artist. Chemists and di-uggists

make much use of this style of decoration.

The large show jars (specie jars) seen in their

shop windows having the pharmaceutical

arms and various other nondescript designs

and legends emblazoned upon them are gilt,

etched, and coloured in this style. All

designs and inscriptions done upon the

glass have to be done backwards way—that is,

they have to be done on one side of

the glass to be seen or read on the other side,

which necessitates the whole of the design

being worked from the back. This is not so

difficult as it seems at first sight, in working
upon flat surfaces ; but in the case of the

large specie jars spoken of above, the design

and letters, in addition to being done back-

wards, have also to be done upside down.
The design has to be worked through the

opening at the top of the jar, which is not so

large as the body of it, which fact, of covu'se,

increases the difficulty. Many of these designs

comprise figures of men, animals, and reptiles
;

and when we consider that these are shaded,

and etched, and coloured with the figures and
letters upside down, and with the arm thrust

through a hole at the top, and also that the

surface of the glass is cylindrical, we must
give the artists great credit for the pm-suit of

art under unexceptional difficulties. Many
beautiful designs, being combinations of

ornament and letters or inscriptions, are done
in this style for the decoration of the in-

terior and exterior of shops. Very large

sums are expended by enterprising trades-

men for this purpose, for which it is ad-

mirably suited in every way—door and
window plates of glass, instead of the

ordinary engraved and brass plates. It

is a mistaken notion that brass plates for

business purposes are the cheapest and best in

the end; this is not so. If we only take into

consideration the difference in the time re-

quired to keep them clean, we shall find that

the advantage is immeasurably in favour of

the glass. In fact, we are convinced that

the whole of the original cost of the work is

ultimately saved in this item alone ;
and if

we contrast the appearance of the two, and

the variety of treatment the one is capable of,

and which cannot by any possibility be applied

to the other, we shall find that every consider-

ation is in favom- of the glass. This being the

case when this style of work is applied to

business purposes, we consider the fact a

further argument in favour of gilding and

ornamenting on glass being usecl to a much
greater extent, and for a much higher class

of decoration than it has hitherto been.

AVhen the gilding and silvering are done

in combination with embossing, very beauti-

ful work may be produced; for instance,

if we take an embossed plate, having the

whole of the glass obscured except the orna-

ment, and then gild or silver the ornament

alone, a chaste and beautiful effect is pro-

duced ; but this will require the embossing

to be cut sharp and clear on the edges. The
gold will not be so clear and bright as it is

upon the plain glass ; but if, in addition to

the ornament, we emboss a fine line at a dis-

tance three sixteenths of an inch from the

edge of the ornament, leaving a margin of

plain glass about one-eighth of an inch running

all round the ornament or letters, we thereby

produce an effect as of matt and burnish.

The plain margin will have a brilliant bur-

nish, which, by contrast, wiU cause the em-

bossing to appear almost dead or matt ; and

these, in contrast with the obscured gi-ound,

will have a beautiful effect. We may also

use coloured grounds instead of the obscured

or ground glass, and in this case we may put

any width of burnished gold margin to the

embossed ornament without embossing the

outline.

(To be Continued.)

LAYING \'EXEERS.

THE.ijii.fj-kan^rtizan, inanarticleontliissubject

says two methods are ordinarily resorted to in

veneering such curved surfaces as ncciu' on the

pillars and blocks of tables, fronts of sideboards, or

on moulduigs in general : the one is to strengthen or

svipport the natural tenacity of the veneer on its

being bent; the other, to increase its flexibility.

The former is effected by gluing on the outgide of

the veneer canvas or calico, to preserve it from

fracturing under the unequal pressure of the caul

while the veneer is being pressed down ; the Latter,

by subjecting the veneer to the action of moist

steam, a process similar in principle to that employed

by shipivrights in bending their planks to the re-

i|uired curv.atnre. Veneers having a strong roe or

curl, from the extreme irregnharity of their griiin,

suffer by being subjected to a sharp heat or to

extreme" moisture, their contractions and expansions

being so very unequiil that they speedily fracture

;

accordingly, they require to be carefully covered

with canvas -whenever they are laid on a curved

surface, and in all circurastances must be cauled

down. When the veneer for any surface consists of

several pieces, and these marked by a waved or

extremely irregular figure in the wood, as frequently

occurs in rosewood, or without any decisive in-

dications of grain or direction of fibre, as in Amboine

wood, yew tree, oak root, or bird's-eye maple, it is

customary, in forming the joints, to follow the

prevailing direction of the figure in the wood, or to

join the pieces together in lines which are least likely
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to be detected by the eye in the timshed work. T»>

effect this, the edges of the veueers are lap^ied ou and

glued to each other ; after the glue is dried, a fret-

saw is made to pass through both thicknesses

together, tracing by the cut the intended line of the

joints, which, on the superduous wood ou both

pieces being chipped off, are quickly and perfectly

formed. These waved joints in the veueers, when
the required conveniences are at command, are

better, and as expeditiously made, by this methotl,

a.s those that are straight and -wTought by the plane

;

thev are, besides, often more economical than the

others in the saving of veneer, and, under the circum-

stances supposetl, always more elegant. The joints,

after being prepared in the above manner, are put

together iu the dry state, and connected by slips of

cloth glued over them. On these bemg dried, the

veneers are then cauled dowu.

Veneers are laid by two methods—by the hammer
or by caul. Hammering is a process of easy appli-

cation when the veneer is of a mild and pliant

nature. For some work, this method is more con-

venient and expeditious than cauling—such as for

border finishing, for slipping, for cross or feather

banding, the la}ing of sweep.s, and generalh- for

small work. Some extensive surfaces, not otherwise

easily accessible, are best to be done by the hammer;
such as the tops of sideboards, or commodes, when
these are clamped to thickness from under. Ham-
mered surfaces are not generally so secure in stand-

ing as those that are cauled, in consequence of the

veneer requiring on be moistened on its upper side

with water or thin glue, to counteract its tendency to

curve up from the ground, and also to admit of the

hammer gliding easily over the surface. The handle

is fixed into the head, low down, so as to give the

operator greater leverage power over it. A blade of

steel, one-eighth inch thick, is inserted into the head

below, ha^'ing its under edge rounded along its length,

so as to concentrate the pressure exerted on the

hammer, and assist the smoothness of its action.

The form given to the head above furnishes at once

a good hold and an easy rest for the hand. In laying

a large veneer with the hammer, the assistance of

several hands is required : the ground and veneer are

gently heated previous to the gluing; the glue is

then spread ou both, and the veneer, on being laid

on the ground, is coated over with thin glue, and
rubbed down with the outstretched hands of several

persons.

TUE BlACKFRLVKS AXD CA3n!ER\\'ELL TRjV»t-

WAY.—Rapid progress is being made in the con-

struction of the tramway from Blackfriars-bridge

to Camberwell-green, and a portion of the line in

the Walworth-road, from the Elephant and Castle to

Draper-street, is already finished, the siu-face of the

roadway between andoneither side of the trams being

paved with the Val de Travers asphalte. The rails

are laid on wooden sleepers, embedded in Portland

cement concrete ; the asphalte is laid over this con-

crete. At the Camberwell end the line will join

the Pimlico, Peckham, and Greenwich line, and at

the City end, leaving the Elephant and Castle, it

will be carried along the London-road and the

Blackfriars-road. In the last named thoroughfare

a large number of men are engaged in excavating

the surface of the road for the reception of the rails

and sleepers.

Fatal Acciiiknt to ax Arciiiticct.—On Tues-

day afternoon Mr. Payne, the City coroner, held an

inquest on the body of Mr. AVilliam Henry Dean,

aged sixty-seven, a retired arcbite<-t and surveyor,

residing at Stratford. It appeared that shortly

before two o'clock on Saturday afternoon, Mr. Dean
arrived at tlie Fenchurch-strect Railway Station for

the purpose of returning home by train. He hmrried

up the steps leading to the middle platform, and was
seen walking along, aiitl just as he came up to the

engine of a Woudfnrd train, which was coming into

the station, he staggered and reeled against the side

of the tender, and as he wjis falling his chest struck

the step of the guard's break, and the deceased was
whirled round several times before the porter could

extricate him. He breathed once or twice and then

died. Dr. Eiltle saiil tlia( the deceased was much
bruised about tlic head and face, and there wa.s a

very severe wound on tlie bat-k of the head. He
was inclined to the opinion that the deceased was
seized wth giddiness, and then a fit, which was
the cause of death, hastened by the injuries which
the deceased had received. The injuries, however,

were quite .'^ufiicient to produce death. If he had
fallen on the platform in the lit, without coming in

contact with the train, probably he would have died.

The coroner having briefly summeil u\\ the jury
returned a verdict of "Accidental death, the result

of accidentally falling against a train, wliile the

deceased was iu a fit."

Cibil (Sugiiuniitg.

VI.VDUCTS ON TUE (, A>UJRLVN RAILWAYS.

THE following is an abstract of a paper, " Descrip-

tion of Viaducts Across the Estuaries on the line

of the Cambrian Railway,'* read by Mr. Henry Cony-
beare, M. Inst. C.E.. before a recent meeting of the

Institution of Civil Engineers :

—

The coast line which this section of the Cambrian
Railway followed for nearly bC miles was indented

by numerous estuaries, which were crossed by via-

ducts ha\'ing an aggregate waterway of upwards of

o.OOO ft. ; most of these estuaries were very shallow,

and the line traversed them on timber staging ; in

all cases, however, the viaducts across the low-water

channels were permanent constructions, with wrought
iron superstructures resting on cast iron piers.

The \iaduct over the tidal water of the Dovey
had an opening span of 35 ft., ou the principle first

used by Mr. Brunlees. M. Inst. C.E., in the via-

ducts in Morecambe Baj*. The channel was not

more than o ft. deep at low water of spring tides,

and as it was uuportant to complete the bridge as

rapidly and as cheaply a-s possible, the author em-
ployed ordinary piled foundations, fixing a cast iron

splice at the top of each timber pile, and dri\ing it

with it su that the whole length of the timber

should be sunk in the bed of the channel. So
placed, timber piles would last as long as cast iron

;

they afforded a much cheaper foundation, and one

more rapidly executed than screw pihng. A similar

expedient was adopted in constructing the fenders

for the opening span of the Barmouth viaduct.

The construction of the viaduct over the estuary

of the Mawddach, at Barmouth, presented some
difficulties, owing to the peculiar character of the

foundation, and to the extraortlinary velocity of the

current at certain times of the tide. This ^-iacUict

had a waterway of 2,600 ft. The estuary exten-

ded about 10 miles inland, and at the point where

the railway crossed it, was constricted to less than

one-half its normal width, by the projection from
Cader Idris of a craggy promontory, called Figle

Fawr. The deeper water (54 ft. at ordinary spring

tides) was close to the northern shore, and the

northern bank, which was of basalt, shelved down
almost precipitously into deep water ; beyond this

the bed of the channel was of sand, constantly

shifting and var^-ing in depth from 2 ft, to 8 ft.

Below the sand was a bed of compact gravel from
G ft. to 8ft. deep; and below this again a peat bog,

to a depth not passed through in the preliminary

borings.

The piers next the northern bank were placed on
shelving rock, and were necessarily cast iron cylin-

ders. But the mdvnoii\Ti depth of the peat under
the other portions of the channel rendered the em-
plojTnent of cylinders inappUcable for the remaining
piers, and screw piles were consequently used. The
bed of the gravel over the peat was all that could

be depended upon to cjirry the bridge, and as this

was too thin to be loaded heavily, the spans were re-

duced to about 40 ft. ; and in order to equalise the

load on the piles, and to distribute it over a large

area, tiie six yjiles of each pier were arranged in

two equilateral triangular gr^nips of three each, the

upper lengths of each group forming a tripod. The
diameter of the screw discs was 3 ift., and the load
about 2^ tons on each square foot of their surface,

which was about one-half their sustaining power
;

after the surface of the channel had been covered
with stones, this bearing area wa.s supplemented by
discs of 4ft. and 4 ft. in. in diameter, which were
bolted on to the piles and rested on the stone

work. To avoid weakening th^ crust of gravel on
which the stabifity of the bridge depended, the screw
discs of the piles were placed 8 ft. up the i)iles. The
inconvenience inseparable from this mode of con-
structifin. when applied in such an exposed situa-

tion, was attributed to the fact that, the ])iles of

which the pier was composed—though sufficiently

strong collectively when the jtier was complete, and
all its constituent parts firmly braced together, to

withstand any stress of weather—had little indi-

vidual strength when standing singly, or remaining
unbraced, while the i)ior was in process of erection.

Tlic works, therefore, were somewhat delayed by
piles being broken, and the staging for them was
swept away diu-ing heavy gales while the piers were
in progress ; but there was no instance of the slight-

est accident occurring to a pier after the I)racing

was once completed. Considerable (lifficulty was
experienced iu sinking the cylindrical jiiers rjwing to

the velocity of the current, and the works had on
one occasion to be suspended for some months.

The opening span was 47 ft. between the points

of support, which was contracted to 3fi ft. by the

fenders. The description of drawbridge to be em-

ployed in closing this opening was detem^ined by the

specialties of the foundations of the pier from which

it was projected, which were on hard r<»ck, shelving

abruptly in a direction transverse to the axis of the

bridge. Hence a s\\ing bridge was out of the (jues-

tiou, and there only remained the telescope or

sliding drawbridge. Of these there were two
varieties, the under drawbridge and the over

drawbridge. The former was devised and first

employed by Mr. Brunlees, and was that adopted by
the author for the opening span of the Dovey viaduct.

The over drawbridge was less generally known, but

one had been erected some years previously at Rhyl^

and had worked satisfactorily. Irrespective of its

general mechanical advantages of wtirking more:

easily and of being lowered into position instead of

being lifted up into it and supported in it. the over
drawbridge was much better adapted to the require-

ments of the Barmouth site, in respect to foimdation,

than the under drawbridge, for the latter required at

least a second row of piles for the support of its;

sUding drawbridge, and as this had to be withdrawn

between and M'ithin the supports of the contiguous-

bay, its "sndth was either restricted, which in this:

case would have interfered with the footway along-

side the railway bridge, or the intervals of the pile^;

it slid between were undulv increased.

ON TllE NEW ROSS BRIDGE.

A RATER was read on the 28th ult., at the Insti—

tutiou of Ci\il Engineers, on '' The New Ross
Bridge," by Mr. Henry N. Maynard, M. Inst. C.E.

The author stated that this bridge was built over

the River Barrow, in Ireland, on the site of an old

wooden structure, which was swept away by ice,

and where the river was navigable for vessels of 2,00(>

tons bintheu and was tJoOft. wide and 38ft. deep at

high water of sjiring tides, there being a tidal range-

of 2oft. The bed of the river was chiefly sandy

clay or marl, ^\ith thin layers of debris^ the marl

varj-ing in hardness, and overlaying a bed of about

7ft. of gravel, under which was rock. The timber

bridge was composed of mere trestles, resting on the

mutl, at intervals of 25ft., and covered with joists

and planking, having a portcullis of 30ft. opening,

and it was said to have cost about ten shillings per
square foot of surface.

The new bridge was of iron, and had been designed

by Blr. James B. Farrell, M. Inst. C.E., Wexford,
and Mr. P. BiirchalL, Kilkenny. It consisted of

foiu: spans of fixed lattice girders, each 88ft. iu the

clear, and of a swing bridge ha\'iug two openings of

ooft. each. The roadway was 32ft. wide, compris-

ing tw<,i footways each of 5ft. Gin., and a carriage

way of 21ft. The road was carried between the
lattice girders on crossed girders and buckled plates,

these plates being covered with 6 in. of Portland

cement concrete, then a layer of asphalte 2 in^

thick, upon which was made metalling 4 in. tluck,

except over the swing spans, where a wooden floor^

cambered like a ship's deck, was laid.

The piers were pairs of cast iron cylinders sunk.

to the rock. Oft. in diameter at the base and 7ft. in

diameter at the top, having one taper length below

low water to connect them, and tilled with Portlaml

cement concrete. The central pier, under the swing-

-span, was formed of a cluster of five cyluiders

braced together, upon which a strong circular girder

formed a roller path for the bridge to tiu-n upon, the

turning being performed by chain and wheel gear.

The abutments of the bridge were to have been,

built of masonry; but at the author's suggestion

iron was substituted, thereb}' -saving much time and
money. These abutments were composed of three

cj-linders, each 7 ft. in diameter, and of cast iron

plates tilling the spaces between them and forming,

also the wings. An ornamental stone parapet was
built on the uq> of the wing plates, at the back of

which, as well as inside the cyUnders, concrete was-

deposited.

(.'onsidcrablo difficulty was encountered at first in

sinking the cylinders. It was hoped that sufficient

clav would be found to hold back the water. After

building up a cylinder 45ft. high, it was lowered to

the bed of the river and found to reach sufficiently

above the water level for the attachment of another

length. The interior was then excavated by the

sand jtump, until the cylinder had sunk 14 ft., when
an atUlitioiud lengtli was added, and weighted as

before. After remaining a few hours this suddenly

sank 13 ft., carrying away some of the braces of

the staging, which were not arranged for so great a
movement. When the damage to the stage was
made good, the water was pumped out of the cylin-

der, but the inside coidd not be kept dry, for as soon

as the earth at the bottom was disturbed, the men
were driven out by water coming up through it^

Compressed air apparatus was then used, and the

earth excavated to the lower edge of the cylinder,

on tlie pressiu-e of the air being removed the cyliu-
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der immediately -went down another 13 ft., and on

examination there -was found to be a deiith of l*0 ft.

of earth inside. This earth -vvas taken out until

good hard gravel was met with, into which the

cylinder liad penetrated 5 ft., and as this p-avel im-

mediately overlaid the rock, it was deemed a suffi-

ciently good foundation. Various means were tried

to pump out the earth from the inside of the cylin-

ders, but it was too tenacious to be removed satis-

factorily in that way. Mr. Jlilroy's excavating

apparatus was also used, and acted very well, but it

was eventually found necessary to complete the

work by compressed air apparatus. All the cylin-

ders in the bed of the river were subject to descend

suddenl}-- from 6 ft. to 13 ft., when they reached a

certain stratum, and after the first was sunk suitable

arrangements were made in the staging to meet this.

The time occupied in sinking a jtair of cylinders to

the proper depth was about ten weeks. On one pair

operations were commenced on the ord December,

and the excavation was completed on the 5th

February, by meansof thesand-pnmpand Mr. IVIilroy's

machine. The compressed air apparatus was then

iitted on, and the cost of the wh<ile was about £250
for labonr, exclusive of the use of staging and

tools.

Owing to the difficulty in fixing the piers in tliis

iriver. the author was led to design an open braced

pier for similar cases, and stated that if it had been

adopted here, a saving would have been effected of

£8,000. and the work would have been executed in

less time. This pier wonld consist of a cluster of

four liraced tubes of cast iron, connected together

as one, with sohd wrought iron screw piles passing

through them ; the old braced structure, with its

screws being lowered through the water and the

screM'S driven down inside the tubes, sliding

through the latter in a telescopic manner, until they

reached the hard bottom of gravel, the bracing

forming a guide and stage for the screwing down,

and afterwards becoming a permanent portion of the

Ptrncture.

The ironwork in the piers and abutments weighed

1,18'2 tons, and in the superstructure 650 tons.

There were besides of other materials, masonry,

10,656 cubic feet, concrete 2,000 yards, timber

3,000 cubic feet., and timber in dolphins 9,750 cubic

feet.

The work was executed by the jNIessrs. Kennard
Brothers, of Crumlin, under the author's superin-

tendence, and was commenced in April. ISOiS, the

readway being opened for traffic in July, 1869.

The total cost was £36,250, or about £2 5s. per

square foot of surface. The cost of fixing, includ-

ing the staging, was £7 9s. per ton of iron.

PERUVIAN RAILKOADS.

Perit is constructing three great railroads to connect

her coast with the coimtries east of the Andes. The
one from the coast to Arequi]ia, and across the

Andes to Puno, and thence to Lake Titicaca, on the

dividing line between Peru and Bolivia, is progress-

ing favourabl}'. Forty miles have been finished

between Arequipa and the coast, and traversed by
powerful engines with construction trains. There

are 6,000 labourers at work on the road. The
difficulties of the mountainous ground are tremen-

dous, but have lieen triumphantly overcome. Many
of the huge cuttings and embankments have called

out the highest kind of engineering skill. "Within

six months the ancient city of Arequipa, founded liy

Pizarro, away up in the vale of the Andes, will be

in close communication with the coast. The region

around Arequipa is rich in silver and copper mines,

audjiroduces cotton, wool, sugar, and nitre, the ex-

ports of which have been comparatively inconsider-

able for want of cheap transport. This the railroad

will give, and will inspire new life into the com-
mercial and social relations of those productive but

hitherto little known elevated vallovs of the Andes.

Old "Wooden "Water Maixs is the City.—
During the relaying of a new line of metal pipes

through Gracechurch-street lately, several trunks of

stout elm, varying in length from Hit. tu lOft., have
been unearthed. They present an irregular form,

exactly as they grew when living trees, the bark
remaining attacherl to many of them. Some of

them ;ire from 18in. to 2-lin. thick at one end, but
of course they are thinned down at the other ex-
tremity to enable them to pass a few inches into the

bore of the other lengths of piping to which they

were attached. The bore does not run uniform in

some of them, and varies in diamrtcr from 6in, U>

yin. These old trunks are in tolerably good pre-

servation. It is well known that the water of the

New River Company was lirst introduced into the

City by means of these wooden pipes.

ARCH^OLOGICAL.
DiscovEHY OF Stone Coffins at PkOrEN.

—

Several stone coffins, probably containing the remains

of monks of S. Ouen, have been discovered in the

garden of the Hotel de Yille of Rouen, the site of

the ancient Presbytery. Some of the coffins are hewn
oiit of solid stone, while others are biiilt of stones

from ancient buildings, cut in the Roman fashion.

The Abbe Cochet, who has superintended the exca-
vatiims, declares that one of the coffins is of the

seventh century.

Mi:i>i.EVAL Glass.—At a recent meeting of the

Society of Antiquaries, the Kev. A. Pownall exhi-

bited a glass bottle of peculiar shape which had been
found in the foundations of a wall at Lutterworth

Church. Mr. Pownall also exhibited another bottle,

of almost precisely the same type and make, wliich

had been found among the foundatiousof the chancel

wall of South Kilworth Church—a wall built be-

tween 1390 and 1420. Medi;ieval glass of ascer-

tained date is so extremely rare that any specimen
is of great interest.

RE5IAINS OF A Roman "\'illa near Croydox.—
"Within the last few days some remains of an extensive

Roman villa have been discovered in the vicinity

of Croydon. The building stood east and west, and
the site is not far from being exactly north-east

from Rcddington Church aiul Hall, and about a
third of a mile from them. A chamber, l(!ft. 5in.

by 9ft. llin., has been uncovered, and an opening
from this leads into a small semi-circular apse in

the north-west corner. A second chamber, wliich

appears to be the base of a small tower, is partly

beyond the north-east corner. The internal dimen-
sions of this are only 3ft. lin.. by 7ft. 9in. Part

of a third chamber or passage, 5ft. 6in. wide, has

been met with east of the former ones, and several

walls lead temptingly away from the uncovered
portions. The walls are only about 18iu. high, and
average about the same in thickness. They are

constructed of rough flints, with a large admixture
of the well-known flat Roman bricks, and have been
plastered internally and externally. Some of the

fragments of plaster met with in the excavations

still show bright broad bands of red colour on a
white grounil. Numerous fragments of coarse

pottery have been met with, but only one piece of

Samian ware, and also ])ortions of scored flue tiles,

showing that the building possessed a hypocaust.

Three coins only appear to ha\'e been foimd. These
are of Comniudus, Coustantine the Great, and
Constans, and are very much worn. The chambers
have all been paved with flat tiles on a bed of

concrete. The site is almost level, and on very low
land. There was nothing above ground to indicate

the existence of ancient walling beneath, and the

ground, which is fidly 2ft. deep above the walls,

seemed to be quite imdisturbed. The land around
the spot where these remains have been discovered

is full ()f organic remains, but no fragments of

building have been met with elsewhere.

Arabic Numerals in "Wells Cathedral.—
Mr. Jas. T. Irx-ine, of Coomb Down, Bath, writing

to Notes and Queries, says :—Since the restoration

of the west front of "Wells Cathedral began it has

been discovered that in tlie line of subjects repre-

senting the Resurrection of the Dead, each group has

had a number marked on it. In the space over end
of north aisle of nave the figures of A. 8.9. occur,

which are Arabic numerals almost precisely as used

in the jiresent day. These sculjitures are of early

date, and not like those of the three top rows, con-

taining the figure of our Lord, the row of apostles,

and tliat of angels, all of which are of Perpendicu-

lar date, though evidently not the work of one

artist. The rising figures of kings, queens, and
bishoi)s have crowns or mitres over their heads,

otherwise they are naked. The tomb slabs are all

plain ; but, from their general shape, together with
those of crowns and mitres, the sculptures cannot

tlate later than tlie Early Decorated period. The
general character of the other numerals seen does

not agree with the figures used during tlie Perpen-

dicular period. As the restoration proceeds a greater

variety of the figures will be seen, and perhaps

further information obtained. The material used is

the local Dtjulting stone, so that the work was exe-

cuted at or near the spot ; but the use of these

figures seems to raise a <loiibt, in so far as, if the

artists were local men, their numerals of this sort

were used commonly much earlier than is generally

supposed ; or, if otherwise, the carvers were brought

from a district where these numbers were known to a

ctinntry where they were not generally used or

known, to execute the sculptures. Xo letters have
as yet been seen on any **i them, nor masons' marks,
though masons' banker-marks are abundant on the

cathetlral and in the bed-joints of tlie stones of the

west front. Mr. Irvine would like t* be informed

of .uiy authentically-dated early examples in England.

Juiftiiiig Intclligciite.

CIIUltrllES AND CHAPELS.

Abtiiorpe.—On Wednesday 'week the parish
church of Abthorpe was re-opened for divine
wr)r:^liip, after haviiii; been nearly wholly re-built.

The olil church consisted of a nave, north aisle,

south porch and chancel. The new church which
takes its place is consideralily more commodious. 1

1

consists of a nave, north aud south aisles, chancel

with a south aisle, and minister's vestry on the north
side, north and south ]:)orche.s, and a tower and spire,

so that it will be seen considerable additions have
been made to the ori,i;inal structure. The church,

which is situated in the most conspicuous part of

the village, is in the Early English style, and is

built of local stone, with Bath dressings, the general

finish and completeness of the worii being greatly

to the credit of the builder. Internally, the editice

has a high-pitched roof with open timbers. The porches

have also high-pitched roofs with open timbers. The
cost of the work will be about £'2,200. The work
has been doue from the designs of Ewan Christian,

Esq., architect to the Ecclesiastical Commission,

AVhitehall-place. London, the builder being Mr.
Robert Walpole, contractor, of Stonv Stratford,

Bucks.

BERKiiAM.sTKr>.—On Friday last, Berkhamsted

Church, a beautiful relic of Early lu-chitecture, was
reopened after a thorough restoration by Mr. W.
Butterfield. Tlu' structtu-e is cruciform, with a

central tower, nave, side aisles, chancel, and north

and south transe]>ts. Two large groined chapels of

great interest open out eastwards from the north

transept, and one chapel with recessed tombs in its

south wall opens out eastwards from the south

transept. The sacred eilifice is of various dates of

architecture, from the twelfth to the .sixteenth

centuries, and is of tine proportions. The nave has

a lofty clerestory aud an imposing west end, which

has been nearly rebuilt. The old work has been

faithfully copied in all cases. The outside face,

doors, and windows of the entire building had so far

perished many 3-e.ars since that the whole had been

repaired and coated with plaster. Tlie church

externally was, in fact, a ruin, but it has now been

thoroughly and substantially restored, excepting

only the south wall of the nave, for which the funds

subscribed were insufficient. The old-fashioned and

inconvenient box pews have been removed, and

their place suppHed by open seats. The total cost

up to the present time has been about X.^,000.

Bricititon'.—A new chapel has been erected in

North-street. The frontage is of Kentish Rag,

from Maidstone. The dressings and .spire are of

Bath stone. The tower and spire are 113ft. high.

There are three arched doorways in front of the

church, divided by polished red granite shafts, the

spandrels of the arches being richly ornamented with

medallions. Mr. J. Wimble, of Ixindon, was the

architect, and Messrs. Myers and Son the builders.

Church Extknsiujj.—The Incorporated Society

for Promoting the Enlargement, Building, and Re-

pairing of Churches aud Chapels held its usual

monthly meeting on Monday last, at 7, Whitehall,

S.W., the Rev. Canon Nepean in the chair. Grants

of money were niaile in aid of the following objectsi,

viz. :—Building new churches at Clayton West, in

the parish of High Hoyland, Yorkshire ; Croxley

Green, in the parish of Rickmansworth ;
Kilburn,

S. John the Evangelist, Middlesex ; Newsome, in

the parish of Lockwood, near Huddersfield ; Pallion

S. Luke, in the parish of Deptford, Sunderland;

I'rimrose-hill. S. Mary, Middlesex; and Shepherd's

Bush, S. Luke, in tlie parish of S. Stephen's, Ham-
mersmith ; Rebuilding the churches at Eglwsilan,

near Pontypridd, Glamorgan ; and Lincoln, S.

Mark's. Enlarging or otherwise increasing the

accommodation in the chm-ches at Alverscot, near

Faringdon, Oxon ; luimore, near Bridgewater,

Somerset ; Fishi>onds, near Bristol ; Kilgwrrwg,

near Chepstow, Monmouth ; Keyworth, near Not-

tingham ; Llanllowell, near Usk, Monmouth ; Port-

bury, near Bristol; Snargate, near Folkestone, Kent;

South Hill, Callington, Cornwall ; and Wookey,

near Wells. Somerset. Under urgent circumstances

the grants formerly niailc towards enlarging aud re-

storing the churches at lianarth, near New Quay,

Cardigan ; Llangunider, ne.ir Crickhowell, Brecon ;

Meonstoke, near Bishop's W.altham, Hants; and Nor-

wich, S. Michael-at-Thorn, were increased. Grants

were also made from the School Church and Mission

House Fund tow,ards building mission churches at

Bridge-street School, in the parish of S. David's, Car-

marthen ; Trevigra, in the ]iarish of South Hill with

Callington, Cornwall; and Tyler's Hill, in the parish

of Chesham, Bucks. The society Hkewise accepted
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the trust of a sum of money as a repair fund for the

Church of S. Matthew's, Duddleston, near Bir-

mingham.
Gloucester Catiieprm,.—\ special effort is

being made to complete the choir restoration of

Gloucester Cathedral in time for tlie triennial

musical festival, in September next. Much of the

basement has been prepared for the new tile flooring,

and Mr. Godwiti is now m.aking the tiles. Tlie

jiattern selected is tliat of some of the ancient tiles

found in the cathedral. The decoratit^ns of the

vaiUtini,^ were completed some time ago by Messrs.

Clayton and Bell ; the canopies and stalls are being

restored by Messrs. Farmer and Brindley, of

l.,ondon, and the tine clerestory windows on the

north side have been filled mth stained glass, while

tlie west window has been cliiefly restored with

fragments of ancient glass found in the chajiels of

the crypt and elsewhere. Two other works of great

interest have been finished, the restoration and

decoration of the chapel of S. Philip, as a memorial

to Sir C. W. Codrington, and the restoration, at the

cost of the Earl of EUenborongh, of the chapel in

the north transept. The work in the first is Norman
in character, and is founded on fragments in Ely

and Diu-ham Cathedrals. The great window of tlie

north transept is, we understand, to be filled with

jiainted glass at tlie cost of Sir M. llicks-Beach,

M.P., as a memorial to the late Lady Beach. The
subject will probably be the life of S. Paul, as that

of the great window in the south transept depicts

incidents in the life of St. Peter.

H.vitLESTON.—On Easter Tuesday the foundation-

stone was laid of a new church fi»r the town of

Harleston. Norfolk. The design is by Jlr. Phipson.

It will consist of a nave 68ft. long by 20ft. Gin.

wide, and 41ft. high to the ridge of the roof. On
each side are four Decorated arches opening into

aisles of similar length and 10ft. wide. These
are lighted by three-light windows, and the nave
has a clerestory of trefoil and quatrefoil lights en-

closed in equilateral arches. The chancel is 30ft.

long, and the same width as the nave, witli an
apsidal east end of five bays, with a single-hght

window in eacii hay. There will be room for about

400 persons. The contract amounts to £3,150, ex-
clusive of pulpit, prayer desk, lectern, font, stained

glass, screens, enclosing walls, gates, &c., and has

been taken by Mr. Grimwood. of "VVeybread. The
style is Geometrical Decorated.

H.vnnoG.VTK.—On Tuesday week, at Harrogate,

the Bishop of Ripon opened the recently-erected

church of All Saints, at Harlow-hill. Harrogate,

Tlie arcliitects are Messrs. Shutt and Thompson,
Harrogate and Leeds. The building itself is un-
ostentatious, yet not without architectural pre-

ten.sions ; and is designed in the continental style of

<TOthic architecture. It contains nave, transept,

cliancel. organ chapel, and vestry. The roof is

open-timbered, and the whole interior is effective and
liandsome. The exterior is bold in style, and free

from much ornamentation. The tower is surmounted
hy a spire.

lltNXixoii.xM.—On Wednesday week, Ilunning-

liam ]iarish church was re-opened for divine service.

T'lie cluirch, wliicli is dedicated to S. Margaret,

i« of the thirteenth century style of architecture,

and consisted of a nave, chancel, and small north

aisle. It has a small wooden tower, in wliic-h are

two bells. The architects were Messrs. Waller, of

Gloucester, and the contractor w;x.s Mr. .T. Marriott, of

Leamington and Coventry. The new portion of the

building, consisting of the north aisle, is of the

Early ICnglish style, and the walls are built of native

.sand stone, with Bath .stone dressings. The roi>f is

of red deal, the rafters being varnislied and open to

view. Between the rafters is latli jind phister, and
the roof i.s covered witli Staffordsjiirc lirowii tiles.

Tlie floor of tlie aisles is laid witli Minton tiles, ami
filled with low-backed portable seats of red deal,

varnished, and giving an additional accommodation
for forty jiersons. The chancel has been newly
roofed, and tlic roof over the body i>f the church
lia,s been thor(mghly repaired.

Nkwpori.—At Newjiort, Soutli Wales, a new
synagogue has beenerected. The principal front forms
a fai^idc of Uomane.si|ue character, of w hich the centre

comprises the enlranco porch, lobbies, and stairs,

the left wing being the minister's house, and the

right wing the synagogue. The exterior is of black

rock limestone, having a rockwork face, with (pioins,

strings, reveals, and arches of gray brick, and Hath
stone co])ings, corbels, and keystones. The interior is

60ft. from east to west, and I^oft. wide, and is

divided into eight bays by the corbels and elliptical

arch ribs of the roof and ceiling, which is of red

pine, stained light oak colour, and varnished. The
cost of the building, including all expenses, has
been XI, 02.'!. The architect was Mr. Lawrence. Mr.
Chack being the builder.

PATTisiijiLi, Church.—The church of the Holy
Cross, Pattishall, was re-opened by the Bishop of

Peterborough on Thursday week. The old building

was in a disgraceful state ; still there were jioints of

interest whichit was desirable should not be lost, aiiri

under Jlessrs. E. F. Law and Sons, architects, of

Northampton, its most interesting features have

been jireserved. At the east and west extremities

of the north aisle, there is some long and short work

which indicates the Early Saxon character of the

church. Similar evidence is also to be discerned just

by the pulpit, at the east end of the nave. The

chancel arch is Earl}- Norman. Two early arclies

of a Transitional character opened from the north

side of the chancel into the sacristy, which is a

modern structure. At the east end of the north

aisle is an early arch of a like character to the

chancel arch. 'There are also the remains of a jamb,

in the north wall, of what formed a sort of north

transept, and a corbel, indicating the springing of an

arch forming a -chapel on the north side. This is now
opened into the church. There is an early Norm.an

doorwav towards the west end of the north aisle, but

that has been stopped ixp for some time, and not

lieiiig retpiired for the purposes of the church, it was

thought advisable to allow it to continue stopped

up. The old galjpry has been removed. 'The

stoncw-ork throughout the church, internally,

! has been thoroughly scraped, cleaned, and restored.

Nothing has been done to the roof, which remains

simply with its smooth-plastered bricks. A foot-

pace divides the nave from the chancel, and upon it

stands a new oaken rood-screen. The sanctuary

chancel is approached by two steps from the lower

part of the chancel, and in these steps are fancy tiles

fitting to the risers. The font is new, and of a very-

early character. The restoration has been carried

out under the supervision of the architects bj' Mr.

Shakeshaft, builder, of Ashton.

Walsall.—Last week the new- church of S.

Michael and All Saints, Caldmore, Walsall, was
consecrated by the Bishop of the diocese. The

style is Early English—the materials used being free

stone with Bath stone dres.sings—but, at present,

the nave and chancel only are complete. The internal

dimensions of the nave are 80ft. long by 27ft w-ide,

and of the chancel, 35ft. long by 22ft. w-ide,

both being proportionately lofty. The .arches of the

nave spring from massive stone columns, and the

spaces are for the present filled up w-ith brickwork,

w-hich can easily be removed when circumstances

justify the addition of the aisles. The clerestory is

pierced with five double windows on each side, each

being divided w-ith a pillar of black marble, and a

circular window occupies the centre of the wall above

the porch. The cost of the work so far carried out

will be about £2,500. The architect is Mr. Veale,

and the builder Mr. Lovatt, both of Wolverhampton.

York Diock,sax Church Buildlnc; Society.—
At a meeting of the Committee of this Society on

Friday last, in the Vestry of York Minster, grants

were made towards the follow-ing objects :—Exten-
sion of new church at Bridlington, il30 ; increase

of accommodation at Beverley, £22 ; ditto at Selby,

X'2(t, Three grants of £150 each were made of new-

jiarsonagcs, two at Scarborough and one at

Shcttield.

nuii.nixG.s.

A II.u.L iim: Tin; Foke.sters.—On Wednesday
w-eck the Lord M.ayor laid the foundation-stone

of a iiall which is about to be erected in Wililcrness-

row, Clcrkcnwcll, for the accommodation of the

members of the Ancient Order of Foresters in the

London l.'nited District. The total height of the

Iniilding. from footings to ridge, will be more than

70ft. The elevation is ifedi;c\'-al in style, having

a porch in Portland stone, wifh polished red granite

columns from .Uierdeen. The general facing of the

building will be in yellow malms, the heads and sills

of the windows being of box-gnuind Bath stone, with

bands of red bricks rnnning throughout at the level

of the heads and sills, and with reheving arches over

the window-lieads of the same material. 'The cor-

nices will have bold stone cantilevers, or c(msoles,

(rarryiug ;in iron eaves gutter; the w-liole is sur-

mounted by a high-pitched slated roof, with deco-

rated iron ridge railing surrounding the flat at the

tipp, constructed as a skylight over the grand hall.

The side elevation, 80ft. long, is rather more deco-

rative in character. Series of stone muUioned

windows, with carved caps, are introduced on the

upper floor, sharply-pitched dormer projections on

either side of the roof receiving louvres required for

the ventilation of the hall. The construction of

the roof and internal ceiling of the ball is riither

peculiar ; the tie-beams, principal rafters, queen

posts, and ordinary rafters being of fir, while the

struts are of cast iron, two wrought iron bolts, which

cross each other diagonally, jiassiug from head to

foot of either queen post. All this, however, is con-

cealed from view by a horizontal ceiling, consisting

almost entirely of ground sheet glass, and intended

to be fixed in panels (each about 9ft. Gin. by 8ft.)

of light |_ and "f iron, the bars dividing the .separate

squares to be arranged in varying and fancy

patterns, diagonal and otherwise. When completed

the interior will have a series of pilasters on either

side, with moulded dado, bases, and enriched ca)is

;

and a series of arches above w-ith decorations in tlie

spandrels will carry a carved cornice of rather un-

usual depth. A gallery will also be provided, carried

upon cast iron columns by light lattice T\Tought-

iron girders, and protected in front by a light

wrought lattice railing of the same material; over

the principal st.aircase, w-hich will be of Park Spring

stone, there will be a domical light of wrought iron.

The designs and plans were furnished by ]\Ir. W. L.

Gomnie, of Wycombe Honse, Hammersmith, and

Fareham, Hants ; but differences having arisen be-

tw-een him and the committee, ^lessrs. George Lans-

down and Pollard, of Warwick-court. Charing-cross,

were appointed to superintend the execution of the

works. The contract is being carried out In- Mr.

Hcnshaw, of Macclesfield-street, City-road, the con-

templated outlay being .about £8,000. exclusive of

the cost of the freehold land (amountuig to about

£4,500).

A New- Hospital for Wiltshire. — On
Wednesday week the Marchioness of Ailesbury laid

the foundation-stone of a new hospital which is' to be

erected on a pleasant site in Savernake Forest,

rather more than a mile from the town of Marl-

borough. Some five years ago, a cottage hospital

was opened near the site of the new building, the

necessary expenses being defrayed by the Marquis

and Marchioness of Ailesbury ; and the movement
proved so satisfactory and beneficial to the poor of

the different parishes w-ithin the Marlborough

district that it was determined to build a permanent

and coiumodious hospital. The Rev. .1. 0. Stephens,

vicar of Savernake, evinced much interest in the

undertaking, w-hich, indeed, may be said to have

origuiated with him, liis proposals being liberally

seconded by the marquis and marchioness, who have

contributed about £1,300 towards the cost of the

new hospital, besides presenting the site. The

architect is Mr. G. Gilbert Scott, and the contractor,

Jlr. Ellis Roberts, of Islington. The estimated

cost is £3,000, tow-ards which about £2,750 have

been promised.

On Tuesday, the 12th April, a new Wesleyan
Chapel -w-as opened for divine wor.sliip, at Ccedygric,

Monmouthshire, by the Rev. Pctre M'Kenzie. 'The

chapel was carried out from plans by and under the

.supervision of Mr. E. A. Lansdown, architect, Bristol,

and New-port, Monmouthshire.

LiEii^ AND Moorlands Buildixg Society.—
The fourteenth annual meeting of the members wa.s

held on Friday, the 31st ult. The report of the di-

rectors statedth.at the receipts during the past year

(including a balance of £101 18s. 4d. in the trea-

surer's hands .at the commencement of the year)

amounted to £38,1546 5s., and the payments to

£31l.21() 7s. 5d., leaving a balance due to the trea-

surers of £468 4s. Id., showing a larger amount of

business than had been transacted in tiny previons

year. The iiffaii-s of the society were thoroughly in-

vestigated, and its assets and liabilities carefully

valued in June last, when bonuses were allotted to

the amount of £1,771) 9s., realised during the two
l.nceding years. The sum of £1,983 17s. lid. had
been paid"aw-ay in bonuses during the past year

alone, and the .sum of £3,117 os. was still standing

to the credit of members for bonuses earaed out of

past profits. The total number of shares in force

w-as 8,573, being an increase of 1,091 dm-ing the

year.

Edindueoh Architectur.il Association.—The
usual fortnightly meeting of this Association was
held on Wednesday week. Mr. Robert Morham,
jnn., president, in the chair. After the ordinary

business, and the election of two new members,

Mr. W. G. Shiells read a paper upon " I'he Renais-

sance and the Revival." After briefly tracing tho

causes which led to the Renaissance and to the

recent Gothic revival, Mr. Shiells said that during

three centuries our architects had been expressing

tlioms(dves in a dead language, and that conse-

quently the art had not enlisted the sympathy of

the unlearned. The Revivalists, again, were fol-

low-ing a course similar to that w-hich an author
wr^uld d<i were he to adopt the language of Chaucer.

This course, ho thought, might probably lead to

the dcveloimient of a new style likely to bo

generally appreciated. He then threw out somo
bints as to the procedure he thought should be

adopted by the profession in order to procure this

result. Ojiinions w-ere expressed by several of tho

members present, and the thanks of the meeting

were awarded to Mr. Shiells for his instrnetivo

paper.
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TO CORRESPONDENTS.
rWe do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions of

our correspondents. The Editor respectfully requests

that all communications should he drawn up as briefly

as jwssible, as there are many claimants upon the space

allotted to correspondeuc*.]

To OUK Readeks.—We shall feel obliged to any of our

readers who will favour us with brief notes of works con-

templated or in progress in the provinces.

Letters relating to advertisements and the ordinary

business of the Paper should be addressed to the EDITOK,
31. TAVISTOCK-STEEET, COVENT-GAEDEN, W.C.

Advertisements for the current week must reach the

office not later than 5 p.m. on Thursday.

Eeceived.—S. & Co., S. W. & Son, J. T. & Son, Walter

Campbell & Co., J. C. W., J. A. Son, & Co., G. T. B.,

W. S. T.. C. H. B. H., L. & N., E. E., J. W., E. J. S.,

J. M'D., G. E., C. J. L.

H. HIRCINS.—Sketch returned.

W. G. G.—Sketch returned.

F. H. HORNBLO^^R.—^Sketches received and returned.

Glascow Mason.—Hardly the thing for discussion in the

BriLDiNO News. Ask some "practical operative

builder" in Glasgow.

J. S.— Gwilt's " EncyolopKdia of Architecture," published

by Longman.

S. JiARy-LE-WiGFORD, Lincoln.—In the list of "Tenders"

published in our impression of the 7th inst., it is stated

that "Mr. Bayley," of Nottingham, is the architect em-
ployed to superintend the restorations at this church.

Messrs. Eohert Clarke & Son, of Nottingham, write

to say that they are the architects concerned in the

matter, and that there is no architect of the name of

" Bayley" practising in Nottingham.

and thorny one, and the foot-prints axe often stained

with blood and dented with the sign of a cross.

But from obedience and restraint there come master-

hood and freedom, as from tlie chrysalis there springs

a higher, loveher, and brighter life. But the work of

spiritual ascendancy, the people's elevation from

ignorance and moral degradation, can only be at-

tained by presumptuous men humbUng themselves

—

truly a great ordeal—by their becoming like little

children, willing to be taught by those who, through

obedience, have learnt to lead.

We feel sure that this day of humiliation, the

time when artists shall be recognised as preachers

and their works shall be appreciated as unspoken

sermons, is not far distant. Though their dehcate

and precious lace be torn by the rough hand of

ignorance, or soiled with the warm touch of passion,

let them go on weaving, knowing that soon its

beautiful combinations and iuterlacings, its strange

crossings of warp and woof, will be understood ; and

that when " an intelligent public " shall begin to

take the lowermost seat, and when the master of the

feast shall say to the artist "Friend, go up higher,''

it will be a suitable wedtUng garment. K.

€mtsp\ikm.

THE LAST FIRST.

To the Editor of the Building

Sib,—" An intelligent public

highly charged with organic matter ; and in no case

when" these waters have been exposed to the usual

reagents for detecting the presence of tin or lead has

the slightest quantity of these metals been detected.

I have, therefore, satisfaction in recommending the

lead-encased block-tin pipes, not only as an admir-

able invention, and well adapted for supplying

water in a pure condition, but as a means of render-

ing our water supply throughout the kingdom free

from the dangerous lead-taint with which it is now
so frequently affected." 29, Great Marlborough-

street, London, 29 December, 1869.

News.

cannot brook in-

struction." Such was one of the remarks made by
the President of the Glasgow Institute of Architects

on Good Friday last. It reads hke a paradox. Yet

every architect has been brought in contact with

men who should have been content to occupy the

position of learners, but who have arrogated to tliem-

.selves the dogmatic tone of teachers. The taste of

the cultmred man, based on great principles, has

been obliged to give way before the self-assertion and

vulgar prejudice of an uncultured, purse-proud chent.

And yet this latter has been, very likely, in other

respects an intelligent person.

Men walk through life without hearing the mad-

dening ecstacy of a sky-lark, without listening to the

story of creation as told them in the heavens at

night, and without seeing majesty in the slow,

changeful motion of the snow clouds. But the faidt

is theirs alone. It is very seldom an inteUigent

man lacks the power of receiving the lessons of all

that is beautiful in him and about him. The reason

that he does not receive them is tliat he does not

recognise in the artist a preacher ; or, if he does, his

faith in all preachers is weakened by the fact that

those of another land too often make a text the peg

on which to hang the banner of their learning, or,

worse still, the tattered Hag of an old-world dogma.

If he accepted the artist as his teacher he would

learn the lessons to be constantly learnt in all that

is around him, and would consent to follow where

now he leads, and leads so very inaccurately.

Let us see in what sense the artist—whatever Ids

particular held may be, wiiether painting, sculpture,

or architecture—is a preacher, how he attains to that

office of masterhood, and wiiat must be the position

of the less-technically-cultured if the world is to

progress in an art path. Our human nature is a

twofold one—material and spiritual. The former is

the stronger of the two. The truth of this is

evidenced in the history of the Church in the desire,

which has so often manifested itself, to realise the

earthly lives of our Lord and of the saints. From
such a desire sprung the pride of the Lombard in

possessing a rusted nail, and that of the Venetian in

being the custodian of a ghastly skeleton. As this

link to earth is weakened, as the material nature is

subdued, and the spiritual nature is cidtivated, so

will be the increase in national morality. This ^vork

of weakening on the one part, and strengthening on

the other is attempted to be accomplished in many
ways ; and by those whose sermons are addressed

through the eye it is sought to be accomplished

(perhaps unconsciously by liim who is forwardin,g

the work) by appealing to the imagination, one of

the most powerful means by which the teacher can

reach the heart of the taught. To wield this instru-

ment of imagination well, and so promote the

elevation of the spiritual nature, requires that a man
should undergo discipline and bondage, and his path,

like the narrow jiath which has become a royal

highway since the Divine trod therein, is a rough

TIN-LINED PIPES.

Sir,—Referring to the statement made by Mr. W.
.1. Rolfe, of Boston, U.S.. in a letter published by

you on the 21st February, that the makers of this

pipe (tin-lined pipe), are not understood to deny

that "corrosion may take place in the pipes, but

tell us that some of the jiipes first put in the

market was imperfectly made and the like " was

doubtless applied to the manufactm-ers in the Uiuted

States. We leave them to speak for themselves,

but we, the makers of the piping in Great Britain,

most emphatically deny that corrosion does or can

take place in connection with ordinary service water,

and have also to state that we brought the manu-
facture of our pipe to perfection before we put a

pound of it in the market.

Our works have been in operation for about

eighteen months, and in that time we have manu-
factured a large quantity of the piping to meet both

the home .and foreign demand, but have not received

one complaint of any imperfection in our pipe, but

on the contrary, daily receive expressions of satis-

faction as to its conduct and adaptability for the

luirposes to wiiich it has been applied. We may
mention that specimens of our make will be open to

the inspection of the scientific and general public in

the Internation.il Exhibition which opens in the

beginning of May next, among which specimens

will be seen a whole coil, split open tnmi end to eud,

as proof of the continuity of the tin-lining.

With reference to the remarks of Mr. Rolfe on

joint-making of tliis pipe, we have to state that the

mode we adopt is perfectly safe, and in aU cases

certain, an unbroken surface of tin being presented

to the water from end to end of any Ime of pipes.

Our own investigations, verified by the results of

those made by men of undoubted scientific .ability,

disprove the idlegations made that pure tin, such as

the internal surface of our pipe presents, is corroded

or appreciably affected in any w.ay by oriUnary

service water.

Mr. Rolfe's letter implies that considerable atten-

tion is being given in America (as is also the case in

tlus country) to the necessity of henceforth dis-

carding the metal lead as a conduit for water or other

liqmds for dietetic purposes. The evidences obtained

by chemists, and the conclusions deduced by medical

men from the examples that come before them of the

loss of health and fife winch is attributable to the use

of lead pipes and cisterns, malce this necessity

absolute. A substitute for these is requhed, and we
feel convinced it is provided in our manufacture,

wiiich, retaining the valuable physical qualities of

lead, presents at the same time perfect freedom from

danger.—We are, sir, yours, &c,,

Liverpool. Walicek, Cuipbell, & Co.

E.YTRAfT FROJi .\ Report made by Edwin Lan-
KESTER, M.D., If.R.S., ON Wai.ker, Campbell,

& Co 's Lead-encased Block Tin Pipes.

" I have recommended slate cisterns and gutta-

percha tubes for tlie purpose." [Storage .and trans-

mission of water for ilietetic purposes.] "I have

now, however, no hesitation in saying that the lead-

encased block-tin pipe and tin-plated sheet lead,

manufactiu-cd by Messrs. Walker, Campbell, & Co.,

are superior to any othei materials I have seen for

pipes and cisterns.

" I have tested these pipes for several weeks -with

great care, and have exposed them to the action of

various kinds of water ; in no case have I discovered

in the water the slightest tr.ace of lead, tin. or .any

other mineral matter whatever. I have submitted the

pipes to the action of distilled water, Thames water,

water from .artesian wells in London, and to water

AN ARCHITECTS' ASSISTANTS' UNION.

Sir,—It seems evident, from the constant com-

plaints in your paper and others, that an almost

universal discontent prevails among the architects*

assistants of Great Britain. Permit me to suggest

that, instead of farther occupying your columns and

then- own time with useless letters, they should en-

deavour to do something towards improving their

present position. Among architects and all other

employers of labour the invariable practice is to get

all thiit can be obtained from their servants at the

least jiossible cost, aud to regard no interests but

their own. Complaining to them or reasoiung with

them can be of no avail; they will never move
except on compulsion ; and it appears to me that the

only remedy assistants have is to form themselves

into a union, by which means they may protect

themselves .against employers, afford each other

assistance in cases of misfortune, aud prevent them-

selves from being robbed by unqualified clerks, who

work for low salaries. It is a matter of wonder to

me that the class which, on account of its being so

scattered, most needs a union, shoiJd never yet have

thought of one, or at least never have done

anything tow.ards its formation. Those who have

not considered the matter may see the advantages of

a union in the report of the " Engineers' and Mill-

wrights' Union," which has just been pubhshed. I

am, &c.

Leed.s, April 16th, 1871. Sejiper Pap.atus.

["Semper Paratus" simply advocates a trade

union of architects' assistants to get what they can

by " compiUsion."

—

Ed.]

VILLAGE IRRIG.\TION OF INDIA.

Sir,—It is wonderful how much Nature has done

for India, and how little the Indian Government,

since the days of Clive. It would be far better for

India if those ch.arged with the u-rigation were to

select a competent staff of agricidtural engineers, to-

carry out the work, instead of fetclung out theoreti-

cal "clerks, from the ofiice of some aged engineer,

" father of his line," of Westminster, who never saw

a water-table unless at Charing-cross.

Before any great scheme is attempted, every

village in the roadless districts, where hundre'ds of

people die annually of starvation, should have a

tank for the storage of water during the rains of

the monsoon, instead of .allowing the useful element

to run waste into the sea, and, therefore, serve no

useful object.

In those isolated districts during the intense heat,

there are few fiving things to be seen, the quiet

shadows lie sleeping on the ruins of hills ; but the

stillness of the dreary sohtude is broken by the^

murmuring of the ring-doves and the whirr of the

antelope in his wild career.

Surelv, irrigation is not such an abstruse science

—it requires no grand arches with lofty piers, sur-

mounted by the British h(ui ; but simply drams cut

to convey "the water from an inexhaustible source

over the thirsty land. The merit of a work consists

more upon the amount of benefit it is the means of

doing than upon the amtiunt of money spent upon its

construction.

In many parts of India the land is so fruitful

that in some cases it is .assessed at 35 rupees per

beeghli, and 170 rupees have been paid for well irri-

gated sug.ar-cane and cholum fields.

Let Imiia have an inexhaustible supplj' of water ;

let educated natives have a share in the administra-

tion of affairs ; do away with the biineful commerce

in patronage, and we shall hear less of the ins.alubrity

of India, or of the laws of blood and climate, and

the land of the high-caste Brahmin will no longer

be the grave of the low barbarian of the West.—

I

am, &c., PiERSE Arthur.

THE SHAFTESBURY COTTAGE HOSPITAL.

Sir,—In your lists of tenders for last week. I ob

served those relating to the above memorial hospital.

The accepted tender amounts to £14-31 lis. Od.. or

nearly double the original amount fixed by the com-

mittee. It will be remembered that the instructions

issued by the committee were for plans. Sec. Sec, (" Site-

plan, foundation plan, roof plan, &c.," aud a proper-
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tiouate number of elevations and sections), for a

cottage hospital to cost .£800. Forty-two designs were

subnutted, and, according to a reliable letter which a

correspondent addressed to you at the time, the com-
mittee seemed to have chosen a design which, before

it could be carried into execution, required to be re-

modelled, and the committee even withheld the £20

premium until the plans had been revised. I am
quoting from your correspondent—indeed, according to

his account (and I do not think he was contradicted)

the committee seemed to have chosen a very crude

design. Under these circumstances, I do not think it

i^ too much to ask for some explanation of this. I

cannot doubt that the committee, or their architect,

will be willing to afford such. It would be some
satisfaction to many wlio. like myself, took some
pains and trouble in the matter, and sent in designs

which could be executed fur the amount named by the

committee.
I know of another architect who sent in designs

upon which the greatest care was bestowed, and of

which some eminent medical men thouglit highly.—

I

am, &c. The Author of One Design.

Sir,—"Ignorance vms bliss," to a certain extent, on
the above matter until your last issue, and it may be
*' folly to be wise" now, seeing that the matter—com-
petitors included—is " taken in and done for." One of

the conditions of the above competition was, " cost not

to exceed £800," and under the heading of "Tenders,"

last week, we have "Miles (accepted) £1,451 lis."

These facts, I presume, speak for themselves, and
somewhat loudly. No doubt there are extenuating
•circumstances, and that the matter will receive ample
elucidation: " black's not so very black, nor white so

very white," when viewed in the right light, but—the

Wight's the thing.

I consider "L'Homme qui Rit," of February 3,

1871. was a bilious man, or one fast of the clutches of

*' the green-eyed monster," and still enjoy the same
opinion, but with this thought, by way of addenda: he
is " L'Homme qui Kit." We shall assuretUy have him
70Tite again.—I am, &c., F.

COMVETITIONS.
Sir,—Your remarks in the Building News of last

week, relative to the competition for the Town Hall

for West Bromwich, indicate anything but a hopeful

state of things for the many architects who have gone
to the trouble and expense of responding to this com-
petition.

The commissioners ought to be requested, in common
justice, to call in professional ai<l, as intimated in their

instructions, and thus emuhite their Birraiugham
friends, unless they wish to incur the disgrace so richly

^ieserved by another committee— I allude to Wednes-
bury Town Hall—in a similar competition not a hun-
dred miles from West Bromwich.

As one of the competitors, and knowing the difficul-

ties of the site—particularly with regard to lighting

—

I am convinced that a committee of non-professional

men are quite incompetent to judge of the various

arrangements that will be submitted to them.
" Bowles's Five Acres Charity Estate Competition,"

in this week's number, affords another instance of the

disgraceful manner in which these competitions are

managed.—I am, &c., A Competitor.

Sir,—"The cry is still they come-." the latest hails

from Bradford, Yorkshire, of competition notoriety.

With commendable county honesty the projectors of

the jiroposed new church of 8t. John. Little Horton-
laue, wind up their invitation, n la benediction, with
tlie information that " It has been decided that no
premium can beoffered !" Here's a glorious opportunity
for the gratuitous glimmering of some great light

hitherto lying under a bushel ! What next, and next?
—1 am &c., F.

BUILDERS V. ARCHITECTS AND CLIENTS.

Sir,—A free expression of opinion on the common
or uncommon abuse ([uoted by "Surveyor" last week
is a matter of some trilling dithcuhy when that opinion

lias to be based on an e.r pnrfr statement not alto-

gether devoid of strong colour. The architect would
be, to all intents and purposes, doing the correct thing
in dividing the contractor's charges by six, provided
that worthy had used the same figure as u multiplier in

concocting his claim—ami I could name a case in point

where a much more extensive numeral was put to a

similar abortive use. As for deductions, it is a well-

kno^vu fact that there never are any !

Dry facts oft-times receive qualilication, and even
liquefaction, by the addition of aquo.sity from a deep
and oft-quoted source, somewhat ri'(iuisile before the

case can realise the hope of careful consideration.—

I

am, &c., Surveyor No. 2.

ARCHITECTS' CHARGES,
Sir.—Wouldn't it be be advisable on the part of "An

Ill-used Architect " to con your last week's report of

the case " iMupps v. Uobertsnu," and draw his own con-
clusions therefrom? Th>' j)laintiff wiis evi<)ently ready
and willing to do all tliat wa.^^ retpiired whenever it

suited his clients to proceed, liut hi-, in my mind very

wisely, forebore pushing the fidl t'-') prr ci-nt. chiim. as

he assuredly would have done had he adopted
"F. R. I. B. A.'s" logic. In a case i)reci8ely similar to

the one quoted by your correspondent the architect

witldic'ld a charge of XJ lOs. percent, upon the unlinished

work— inisolieitcd. If he had received the full amount,
what would have reimbursed him who might some day
liave to complete the work? Architixts arc not ira-

miortal.—I am, &c., F.

ANTIQUITY OF PIPES.

SiK,—Yom- correspondent "P. E. M." seems to

doubt the age of the pi[)e found at Taunton, with the

date laGl inscribed on it. For his beuelit 1 extract the

following from the notice of Cawdor Castle, by Mr.
Billings, in his " Baronial Antiquities of Scotland :"

—

" In one of the apartments of this new ei-ectm-e is a

carved stone chinmey-piece, containing the family
arms and several grotesque figures One of

these rude representations is that of a fox smoking a
tobacco pipe. On the stone is engraved the date 1510,

at which time that -wing of the castle was erected.

. . . . There can be no mistake as to the date, or

the nature of the representation. The fox liolds the

'fragrant tube' in his mouth exactly as it is held by its

human admirers, and the instrument is such as may be
seen every day by those who patronise the cutty pipe."

" P. E. M." should remember Sir Walter Raleigh did

not invent smoking, and it is quite possible that some
of our roving forefathers may have used the pipe,

though without influence sufficient to introduce it as a
habit, as Sir Walter Raleigh did. From a footnote

I observe 3Ir. Billings' extract is from " Carruthers'

Highland Handbook" (p. 15-1).—I am, &c.,

St. Mungo.

SnttrtoinmitnicatiaiT.(^

QUESTIONS,
[219fi.]—Fire-proof Construction.—Could any

reader favour me with a statement of comparative cost

per squan- >:ird of lire-proof construction on (1st) Den-
net's itriiuipl'- ; c'nd) Fo.x and Barrefs; (3rd) Philips';

and (4Ili) with Iieams and brick arches, for a clear span
of 2:'}' 0" in each case, and a length of UK)' 0' feet? I

think such a statement was given in the Building
News some time ago ; but I liave unsuccessfidly con-
sulted the indices as to the matter.—C.

[2 197.]—Mounting Tracings.—Will some fellow-

reader kindly inform me of the best method of mount-
ing tracings? Also, the materials used? I have tried

several processes, but without obtaining a perfect

article.

—

Alpha.
[219S.]—Architectural Liferary.—Can any of

your readers kindly inform us whether there are any
architectural circulating libraries to which provincials

can have access, by paying carriage of books, &c. ? If

so, the address of one or more would oblige.— S. and S.

[2199.]—Engineering Establishment, Chat-
ham.—Can any one inform me whether—and, if so,

where, and at what price—I can obtain the series of

engraved sheets consisting of a number of architectural

details prepared at the Royal Engineering Establish-

ment, Chatham ? And. also, whether there is any text-

book referring to them.

—

Dermod.
[2-JOO.]—Q,uantity of "Water per Head.—In

preparing a reservoir for water to supjdy domestic and
stable purposes in a country house containing, say, '-H)

persons, what number of gallons per day for each person
should be reckoned? For the supply of a town, I

believe twenty gallons per head per day is considered
ample. Is this too much for a house supply?

—

Dermod.

[2201.]—New Shoreham Church, Sussex.—

I

shall be obliged if you or any reader will advise me
how to act in the following matter ? Being anxious
to make sketches of New Shoreham Church, Sussex, I

api)lied to the sexton for the keys, as a notice on the

churcli door directs. He objected, saying his orders

were to "give the keys to no one." However, upon
my paying a gratuity he compromised the matter by
locking nu' in the bviilding. This advantage I am now
denied, on the ground that the sum given was not large

enough. I wrote to the vicar, fully explaining my
object, and requesting permission to place a ladder

against the exterior walls, in order to obtain dimen-
sions of the east front and flying buttresses, and
received a very brief, uncourteous reply, refusing me
altogi'ther, without the slightest reason being assigned.

I have ealled on the vicar since, but he declines to see

me. Is iie justified in acting thus, thereby treating the

parish church as private property?—A Young Akchi-
TKCT.

[2202.]—Wood Lice.— f shall be obliged if .some

one will kindly inform me how to rid my house of

wood lice, as Ihey are most destructive.

—

D<)MKStic.

[22ii;j.]—Measurement of Glass.—Plate glas.s. T

am told, is correctly measured on th<' longest liui'. Is

it so? Should stained glass be measured nett, or in a
.similar manner? And .slionld tlie window be measured
as it stands. (»r should each piece of glass l)e treated

distinctly ? Wlien a price per foot is given, the niethod

of arriving at the superlieial contents is left to custom,

and custom is a weathercock.—S. S.

[•2204.]—Price of Excavation.—If a contractor

gives II unitonn i)riee per cubic yard for excavation,

some of which, he is inlormed, will be KUt. deej), and.

in sijuaring up. claims an extra price per yard for that

beyond f.ft. ill depth, is he entitled to consideration as

a sane person?— .'^. S.

[220.-,.] —Rolled Girder.—Will "Check" (2108)

kindly calculate the breiikiug weights of a wrought-iron
girder of the same .span and section as before, as I. is

calculations were made for a cast-iron girder, althougli

the question said "rolled girder?"

—

Rolled (Jikdek.

[220(1.]—Cleaning Wall Paper.—Can any one

tell me of a speedy and certain means of taking out oil,

accidentally or otherwise, got int<) wall paper, which is

upon the walls? Answers will oblige.

—

Ego.

l^EFLIES,

[21SS.]—Measuring Cement.—" A Subscriber"
wiU. find one bushel of cement will cover 1 and l-7th

square yard lin. thick; 1.^ sijuare yard ^in. thick; 2^
square yards ^in. thick. 1 of cement to 2 of sand wiU
cover 3i square yards. 4^ square yards, and G| square
yards according to thickness.— II. A. C.

[21D0.]
—

"Wells. — The "simplest and cheapest
method of forming a well " is to dig out the ground
and line the sides with brickwork, set upon wooden
(elm) curbs. The ground having been dug out to a
depth of about 8ft., but more or less according to the
natm*e of the ground, a curb is laid down, consisting of

segments of a circle, whose internal diameter is that of

the intended well, and whose external diameter is that

which will allow the brickwork to be built upon it,

whether 4Ain. for a small well, or 'Jin. for a larger one.
Then, when the lining has been built up to the surface,

the further progress downwards may be made by either

of two methods—viz,, pressing down the ring of brick-

work as the excavation proceeds underneath it, by
means of weights, such as pig iron, or by excavating the

ground underneath the curb for a part only of the cir-

cumference, and under-pinning the cm'b with brick-

work, in sections of about aft. in width, progressively,

until the whole circle is completed. This is supposing
a permanent supply is desired. Norton's tube-well is

very useful for an army on the march, or for a tempo-
rary supply anywhere ; but, for a permanent one it is

a very inferior contrivance to a proper well. It is

necessary, in order to procure a pure supply of water,

to keep out the surface water, and this is best done by
building the brickwork in cement, and flushing up every
joint solidly. Ground blue lias lime, if fresh, may be
used instead of cement, and is cheaper ; but every care

should be used to fill every joint with cement or mortar,
so as to keep out of the well the soakage from the sur-

face, which is always impure, and that is easily done by
careful workmen.—C. S.

[2193.]—Problem.—I must first point out an error

in the data supplied, either typographical or other. It

should be L cot not L cos l?-* 21' 15" = 10-5051500.

The ordinary trigonometrical formula for the solution of

a triangle, having given two sides (a, b), and the in-

cluded angle (c) is

—

Ltan L(A - B) =log(a - 6) -l«g(a+ &)-|-Lcot^

This formula determines

—

—— & —-^ is known.

since it is 90^
C

thus A and B can be foimd. la

the present case a — 6

a + b

10 - 110 = 100
10 + 110 = 320 = 10 X 2

.*. substituting in above formiUa, we get—

Ltan 1 (A - B) = log 100 - log 10 - 5log2 + Lcot-5

= 2 - 1 - 1-5001500 + 10-5051500

45^sincethisistheouly admissible value.

A + B
90° - 17^ 21' 15" ^ ' 3S' 45"

i. e., A - B = 90 & A + B = 145^ 17' 30" fr©m which
2 — ns we get, at once A = 117^ 38' 45"

B = 27'" 38' 45"

I shall be happy to give any further explanation if

required.—T. H. E.

STAINED GLASS.
DiDDLEBURY.—A staiiied glass window has been

erected iu Diddlebiiry churcli, Salop. The window
consists of two opeuing.s, with a subject in each,

viz., " The Descent from the Cross" in the left hand,

and " Tlio Eutonibmeut." in the right, with an
emblem in the tracery, snrronndod with rich back-
ground and border. Messrs. Dono and Davies, of

!Sln'owsbui-j', were the artists.

London Institution, Finsbury CiRCus.^Ata
conversazione held at tlio London Institution on
Wednesday week, Mr. Charles Baily offered some
observations on glass i)a.intings whicli still exist

in the Church of \lo\y Trinity, at Long Melford,

Suffolk. The history and pecidiar characteristics

of the windows, fac similes of which were exhibited

on tho walls and tables of the library, were dwelt
njjou with brevity and (clearness by Mr. Baily.

A Birmingham gentleman, desirous of promoting
tho intellectual culture and enjoyment of the inhabi-

tants, has given £3,000 jls the nucleus of a fund for

investment for the pnnduisc of pictures to be publicly

exhibited in Bmniugham.

The New Forest.— Sir Harry Veniey asked the

Secretary to tiio Treasury on Tuesday whether the

report was true that within tho last five years a great

([uantity of the finest be(!ch and oak trees in the

New Forest had betn cut down, and tliat much of

tho wt)od had been sold for firewood; and whether
tho Government would take measures to prevent any
further destruction of tho timber in the forest until

the question had been discussed in Parliament.—Mr.
I'iiixter, in rei)ly, said that it was true that to a cer-

tain extent some timber had been cut down within

the last fow years, together with some underwood,
but all the ornamental timber had been left standing,

and none but small branches had been sold for fire-

wood.
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LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
Ee Thomas Quinn, Builder.—Last week a

meeting of the creditors of Tliom;is Quiun, a builder,
carrying on extensive business at Kenuington-park,
Forest-hill, and Hammersmith, and wliu also traded
as a merchant at No. 32, Great S. Helens, under the
ytyle or finn of Quiun and Co., was held at the
Guildhall Tavern, for the purpose of considering an
offer which the debtor had made of paying a com-
position of 5s. in the pound by two equal instalments
of three and six months, the last instalment secured
by the guarantee of a creditor and the bankrupt's
acceptances. The trustee under the bankruptcy was
called to the chair, and after considerable discussion
it was resolved to accept the proposal on payment
of costs, and upon the arrangement being ("arried
out the banki-uptcy will be forthwith annulled.

Court op Bankruptcy, April IH. — Re
Frederick Hailey.—(Before Mr. Registrar Pepys.)—This bankrupt, who was a builder, carrying on
business in the Lady Somerset-road, Kentish Town,
had filed a petition for liquidation, owing debts of
about £4,000, aud the time for registration of the
resolutions had been extended by the Court until the
15th March, with a view to obtaining the concur-
rence of various non-asseuting cretUtors.—Mr. S.
Tilley, the solicitor for the proceedings, applied for
an order to register the resolutions to which the
necessary assents had now been obtained. His
Houour, upon the ground that the time allowed for
registration had expired, declined to grant the appli-
cation.—Mr. Parker, the debtor's solicitor, after-
wards attended, and stated that he luid been unfor-
tuuately detained. He was prepared vnth evidence
to account for the delay.—His Honour said that point
might be mentioned again on affidavit, but he could
not hold out any hope that the application would
succeed.

Infringement of the Buildixc; Act.—Mr.
Thomas Dudley, arcliitect, Pall-mall, was summoned
at Marl borough-street, on the 12th inst., bv the Board
of Works and Vestry of S. George's, for an infringe-
ment of the Metropolitan Local Management Act,
by erecting a structure in frout of the premises of
the Co-operative Supply Association, Albert-terrace,
Brompton.—Mr. Besley said the erection complained
of was a covered way of glass and iron projecting
from the premises of the Supply Association and
beyoud the general Hue of buildings.—Mr. Arntz,
surveyor, considered that this covered way resting
on iron pillars was a structure within the meaning
of the act.—Two other surveyors gave similar evi-
dence.—Mr. Poland, for the defence, said these pro-
ceedings could have no public object ; he rather
suspected they orginated in jealousy occasioned by
the establishment of a successful undertaking. He
contended that the erection complained of w;\s

neither a building, an erection, nor a stnicture,
witliin the meaning of the Act. The erection was
nothing more than a covered way on the private pro-
perty of the company, put up for the convenience
of customers. It was no part of the premises; it

was a kind of covering, erected on posts easily re-

movable, and fastened to the house by means of
sockets, which also could be taken away immediately.
If these kiud of coverings were pronounced illi-gul,

then every shopkeeper who put up posts in tlie

streets as supports to his sunshades was guilty of

an infringement of the Act and liable to its penal-
ties. There was no pretence for sa^'ing that this

was an erection such a-s to bring it within the mean-
ing of the Act, and he relied on previous judgments
aud on the merits of the case for a verdict in his

favour. He liad another objection against the form
of the summons, the complainant having summoned
the architect instead of the Go-operative Supply
Association. He would make one other remark.
Before the Association altered the ])remises at a
large uxpeuse, aud put up the covered way to keep
the rain from customers, the erection not extending

. beyond the common Hue of buildiugs, the cost of

which was upwards of £90, there was an ugly tar-

paulin in the same situation put up by a velocipede
maker who then tenanted the shop, and this was
never interfered with.—Mr. Tyrwhitt took time to
consider his judgment.

Terrey v. Clark,—A Verbal Agreement.—
In this case (heai'd recently at the Clerkcnwell
Goimty Court, Ix-fore Gordon Whitbread, Esq.,
judge), the plaintiff was a builder, of Clorkeuwell,
and the defendants were Messrs. Clark and Co.,

shutter manufacturers, of Rathbone-place, Oxford-
street. The action was brought to recovrr £8 5s.,

for work done. Defendants ]iaid i'(i 15s. into court.
Mr. Boydell, solicitor, appeared for tin- (h'tVndants,
and plaintiff conducted his own case. It appcan-il
from the statement made by Mr. Boydell that about
the beginning of this year plaintiff was written to to

construct a melting furnace for defendants. He was
shown one defendants had, and told it did not answer
in consequence of its being open at the top, where-
upon plaintiff described how he should build tlie new
one, with a dome or covering, so as to retain the
heat, and he guaranteed that it would get a heat suf-
ficient to boil lead, the puqiose it was intended for.

Grafton, the defendants' managtT, gave the order,
and asked what the cost wmdd he, and was told by
plaintiff it would be £5. He was then ordered to

proceed with ^the work at once. Grafton told the

plaintiff that any information he required respecting

the flues, &c., wt^uld be given by the foreman,
Mackenzie. The plaintiff completed the furnace, hut

it did not answer. The plaintiff was requested to

make some alterations, which he did, and charged
moderately for them ; but what defendants objected

to pay was the sum of £1 10s. for building a

dome when it was clearly imderstood before the

order was given that a dome was to be erected, as

the size of the aperture was actually discussed. The
fnruace was an exact couuteqiart of a kitchen or

wash-house copper, with the addition of a plaster

top. Plaintiff had been offered £6 los., which he re-

fused to accept. Plaintiff denied that any agreement
was come to about a dome, and called his bricklayer,

who swore that plaintiff, in giving him instructions,

never mentioned anything about a dome, and said it

was a suggestion made by defendants' manager
afterwards, when it was found that eufftcient heat
could not be obtained by the furnace as erected.

Plaintiff never agreed to erect a dome iu the agree-

ment for £5. His Honour said it was pity the agree-

ment was a verbal one. He was sorry to have to

decide against plaintiff, because lie felt that he did

not understand that a dome was to be included: but

in the teeth of the evidence given for tlir d.*f.*n<-c,

which clearly showed the defendants understood it

to bo included, he could do nothing else. He was
much struck with the straightforward way iu which
the plaiutift' had gfveii his evidence, but he nmst
decide against him, with costs.

"WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

Marylebone.—The Vestry of the parish of S.

Marylebone have resolved to demolish some houses

in Stephen-court, under the provisions of the

Artisans' and Labourers' Dwellings Act. Dr. Whit-
more, the Medical Officer of Health, has also reported

as unfit for human habitation some houses in S.

James's-place, Notting-hill, but these the surveyor

has reported to be " capable of repair."

A New Deodoriser.—Dr. Voelcker, the distin-

guished agricultural chemist, calls attention to the

use of spongy iron as a deodorising material of

gi-eater potency than animal charcoal. Sewage
water passed through a filter of this substance is

completely purified, and this filtered water, after

having been kept six months protected from the air.

was perfectly sweet, and free from any fungus

growth. The spongy ii-on is obtained by calcining

a finely-divided ore to charcoal. Mr. Spencer, whose
name is comiected with the discovery of the electro-

type, has for some time been advocating the use of a

filter of this d^'scriptiim. Its power of rendering

water beautifully transparent, and apparently free

from all organic matter, is ^its strong recommenda-
tion.

Sewage I'tilisation.—On this subject, Mr. J. J.

Mcchi, of Tiptree Hall, Essex, the well-knownagricnl-
turist, gives his opinion as follows : "Themo.st perfect

and practical instance I know of the utilisation of town
sewage is, iu my opinion, that on Mr. Hope's
Breton's Farm, near Romford, Essex. The luxuriant

and rai)id growth of the numerous and varied pro-

ductions afford unmistakeable evidence of the food-

l)roducing powers of town sewage. Mr. Ho})e pays
'2s. per head ]>er annum of thu population of the

town of Romford who use the sewers. The town
conveys the sewage to Mr. Hope's farm, and there

raises it 20ft. ; all the rest is done at Mr. Hope's

cost. Mr. Hope's successful practice confirms my
own decided conviction tliat the sewage should pass

tUrect from the town to the farm, and that settling

tanks, deodorisers, &c., are a costly mistake." [A
full description of the method of utilising sewage
adopted by Mr. Hope will be found iu a rt-cent

volume of the Building News.]

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
Monday, Institution of Sui tn/ois. i> p.m.

Tuksdav. Imtitution of Civil Engineers. " Further Ex-
periments ou the Strpugth of Portland Cement."
By Mr. John Grant, M. Inst.. C.E. 8 p.m.

Wednesday. Societij of Arts. " Photography in the
Printing Press, being a Description of the Work-
ing of the Heliotype Process."' By Mr. Ern.'.st

Edwards, B.A. 8 p.m.

THURSD.A.Y. Society for the Encouraflemejit of tin' Fine
Arts. " The Influence of Cheiip Prints on PnMic
Morals." (Illustrated.) By Mr. W. G. Larkiiis.

8 p.m.

Saturday. Associated Arts' Institute. "On Some Cha-
racteristics of the Venetian School of Painting."

By Mr. William Davies. 8 p.m.

Museum of Practical Gcologn, Jermi/n-ntrcct.

•St. James's. Rwiney Lectures on Geology, Lecture
VIII. by Dr. Cobbuld, F.R.S, 8 p.m.

A proposal made by Captam Mercier on behalf of

the Cabmen's Shelter and Public Lavatories Asso-

ciation, for permission to erect a shelter and lavatory

on the Knightsbridge cabstand, was considered on
Friday last by the Westminster District Board of

Works, and was favourably received. 1'he object

was referred to the Works Committee for tiieir re-

port.

®\\x M(t Cable.

The Val de Teavers Asphalte.—At a meet-
ing of the City Commissiouers of Sewers on Tuesday
last, ^Ir. J. T. Bedford, a memijer of tiie Streets'

Committee, stated tliat the asphalte laid down i:i the

roadway of Cheapside had just been subjected to a

severe test, which it had stood most satif^factorily.

A lorry and a large block of granite, weighing to-

gether 23 tons, had passed over the road without

making the slightest indentation.

The Gi'.eat Pyramid.— " A Note on the Ante-

chamlier of the Great Pyramid," by Captain Tracey,

K.A., wa3 read by Mr. St. John Vincent Day, be-

fore the Scottish Royal Society on Monday. The
paper contained a great variet}' of measurements

aud calculations, designed apparently to bear out in

some respects the theory lately broached by Professor

Piazzi Smyth in reference to the Great P)Tamid.

Headers interested in the subject will do well to

consult the recent numbers of the English Mcchinilc

and l]'urld of Science, where the matter has been

fully discussed.

The Dahien Canal.—Kuconraging intelligence

is again received from the Darien Canal Surveying

Expedition. The latest reports state that the .\trato

and Tuvra rivers route has been denioustratetl to be

lierfectly practicable for a canal route. The distance

from ocean to ocean is 12,i miles, 75 miles being

through u.avigable waters. Fifty miles of canal are

to be constructed, 30 miles being along a level sur-

face. In the remaining 20 miles the highest eleva-

tion is reported at not over l.iOft., and Captain

Selfridge hopes to tind a point in the dividing ridge

as low as 75 or 100ft. elevation. The cost of the

canal over this route is roughly estimated at

130,000,000 dollars.

The Reputed Work.s of Count D'Orsay.—
At a conversazione, held at the London Institutiim,

Finsbury-circus, on Wednesday week, Mr. Dra|ier

described some drawings by the late Mr. Nicholson,

who was iu the employment of Count U'Or.say iit

Gore House, Kensington, some twenty-tive year.s a,go.

The count at that time was in .some repute as a

jiainter and sculptor, but Mr. Draper expressed his

belief to be that none of the works which came out

under the coimt's name, and which made so great a

reputation for him, were actually designed, modelled,

or in auy material degree superintended by him, and

that a great deal of credit attributed to the count

was due to Jlr. Nicholson.

ENGINEEiaXQ and Oy.STERS IN THE TrOPICS.—
Natural phenomena must be regarded by the

engineer in the tropics. Oysters (says Nature") are

a newly recorded enemy to the engineer. Some
gourmand suggested the harbour of Tuticorin as a

.suitable place for oyster-beds, and the Madra.s

Government, doubtless appreciative of the value of

ovsters, either for eating or for pearls, turned a deaf

ear to remonstrance. Time has, however, justified

the remonstrants, for though the projectors have got

an abundant supply of oysters, the harbour of

Tuticorin is now said to he in danger of total

destruction by the growth of the oyster-beds, and

the attention of the Government is .seriously directed

to cross the love of the oy.sters. Tlie Madras coast

is so ill-provided that harbours are more valuable

than oysters, and a campaign will be duected against

the latter.

The Carriage-Way Tiiiioufai S. Jameb's-

,._\n]v.—Mr. Ayrton, says the London correspondent

of the Birmiiifiluun Daily Pout, h.as made a very

grievous mistake in yielding to the aristocratic

pressure put upon him to permit carriage traffic

through the east end of S. James's-park. Crossing

the parade yesterday at the back of the Horse

Guard.s, I was amazed to find it intersected with a.

line of brick rubbish, intended to .serve as the foun-

dation for the new road from Marlborough House to

Storey's Gate. It is simply destructive of that

portion of the park, and tmns the whole of it into a

mere oasis between streets, sometliing little better than

an ordinary London square. All this Vandalism, .all

this waste of public money, is perpetrated, not for

the sake of the people, but for the sake of a few

wealthy idlers, who want to get from their clubs to

Westminster without going through Whitehall.

The time s.aved cannot be more than two minut;es

at the outside. It is perfectly scandalous that the

House of Commons should have allowed such an

open job. The people, mark you, are not to use the

road. Nothing less than a cab is to be .allowed to

pass. There .are hundreds of tradespeople in Picca-

dilly and himdreds of costermongers in Westminster,

whose time is more precious than that of the average

member of Parliament ; but they are to be

excluded. They are to pay the ta.Kes with which
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the road is to be made, and their children may, if

they please, get run over on it, but bevond that

they have nothing to do with it.

Hyde Pahk.—A correspondent in the Times, in

reference to the present condition of this park, says

:

—"The paths across in dry weather are so covered

with a sharp gritty gravel that few persons use them.

The walkers of all classes seek the paths formed on

each side, which are free from grit, and have only a

smooth foundation of soil. The consetpience is that,

along some of the principal paths, the turf is trodden

away on each side for a space of from ten to thirty

yards. This ungrassed desert extends more and

more every month. On some spots large spaces are

entirely bare of gTass, and in dry weather are

covered with dust. Even in those parts of the Park

where there are no paths the gra.ss has died away
over large patches, and no attempt is made to re-

plough, or manure or sow them ; and even where

they have tried to sow the sides of some of the paths

they have not railed in the part which was sown, so

that the newly-springing grass has all been killed

down before it was fauly grown. Anything more

untidy, more neglecteil, or more ivretched than some

parts of this splendid property it would be difficult

ti) lind. And then, to show how little the managers

care for its appearance: they have only just cut the

turf off acres of the most beautiful parts of the Park,

and have left the barren and unsightly ground with-

out a blade of grass. This is done in order to cover

the ornamental jjarts near the drives with the turf

which is taken off, as if we could not afford to buy
turf from the country. In this way the beauty of

the Park near the Bayswater-road, and within sight

of the houses along that road, is quite destroyed. All

this appears all the worse when you bear in mind the

enormous value of the land itself and the great care

and taste which are being expended by our pro-

vincial towns upon their parks, which have not one-

huudredth part of the value of Hyde Park. Even
in Kensington Gardens the state of the paths and

of their edges is disgraceful. I write now merely to

draw attention to a state of things which is the

daily subject of the comment of thousands."

Cljips.

It has been resolved by the Clerkenwell Vestry to

pave Exmouth-street, Clerkenwell, with the Val de

Travers asphalte.

The Baptists of Great Yarmouth have just erected

a commodious chapel, situate on the Welleslc3'-road,

Northbeach. It was oiJcued ou Good Friday.

Four unoccupied houses in Union-street, Torquay,
wt^ro on Friday week crushed by the fall of a huge
piece of rock, supposed to have been loosened by
blasting operations in the vicinity.

The foundation-stone of a new Sunday school in

connection with the Wesleyan Chapel, S. George's,

Shropshire, w;us laid on Good Friday.

It is projiosod to restore the church of S. Luke,
Lower Norwood, at an estimated cost of ±'3,400.

The New Townhall at Poplar will be opened on
Thursday next

It is proposed to rebuild Exe Bridge, at Exeter, at

a cost of £2,000.

It is proposed to erect five Established churches in

Dundee, at a cost of i;i0,0U0.

The London Street Tramways (Extension) Bill

was read a second time in the House of Commons
ou Monday evening last.

Tlio report of the Select Committee of the Metro
politau Board of Works' Leicester-square improve-
ment and Siioreditch Improvement Bills, was printed

ou Tuesday last.

The waterworks tunnel of Buffalo has been ex-
tended COft. into the lake. The tunnel is to be Oft.

in diainclcr, and more than 700ft. lniig.

The boring of theUoosac tunnel, in America, five

miles in lengtli, is steadily i)rogressing. It is ex-
pected tiiai the work will be completed in 1874, as
promised by thu i^tntrantors.

In Paris tliere has been a meeting of artists, with
Citizen Cuurbet, appointed by tlie Conunune, for

chairman. It was resolved ahnost unanimuusly
that the Ccilnmn of Victory, in the I'laeo Ven-
dome, andtlio Arc de Triomphe, ordered to be pulled

down by the ('niniiuine, were artistic monuments
which should be iireserved.

The Paddington Vestrj' at their meeting on Tues-
day last approved of the report of their Public

Health Connnittee,, which condemned the principle

of a constant water supply for the metrojjolis.

The Rev. Beale Poste. LL.B., well known as a

Kentish archioologist, died at his residence, near
Maidstone, on Saturday morning last. The deceased
vaa bom in 1793.

PERSONAL.
Mr. Edward CoUinson, the representative of the

liarish of S. George's, Southwark, at the Metropoli-

tan Board of Works, has resigned that post. The
Vestry have appointed Mr. Eedman as his successor

in that office.

Mr. Henry Edwards, M.P., is about to build, at

his own cost, a working men's club for Wc^-mouth
and Melcombe Kcgis.

Mr. David Nicholls has obtained the contract for

the erection of a new bridge at Leeds, at a cost of

il5,alD.

The Taylor prize of fifty guineas offered

tlu-ough the Statistical Society for the best essay on

local taxation, has been awarded to Mr. Pinl)ert H.

Inglis Palgrave, third son of the late Su- Francis

Palgrave.

Mr. F. H. Fowler, architect, of Fleet-street, has

been elected a member of the vestrj' of S. Dun-
stan's-in-the-West.

On Friday last, as Mr. Henry Grant, a master

mason, of Forest-hill, was passing along near the

Loudon Bridge Eailway Station, he fell upon the

flagstones, and expired in a few minutes from
apoplexy.

Mr. Guildford L. Molcsworth has resigned the

office of Inspector-General of Public Works in

Ceylon, to accept the more lucrative, but not less

responsible, post of Consulting Enginneer for the

State Railways of India.

Peter von Hess, a German historical painter, died

at Munich an the 4th inst. He was bom at Dussel-

dorn in 1793.

Sir W. Tite, M.P., F.R.I. B.A., has, we are glad to

say, so far recovered his health that he hopes at once

to resume his Parliamentary duties.

Mr. E. J. Poynter, A.R.A., is likely to be nomi-
nated Slade Professor of the Fine Arts at the London
University.

^rnhtx Crak Itijiefo.

Prices. April 18.—Timber per load:—Ri.ga, £3 5s. to

£;3 7s.; Dantzig and Memel brown, £4 to £4 lOs. ; ditto

best middliug, £3 10s. to £4; ditto good middling and
seconds, £3 'Js. to £3 7s. ; ditto common middling, £2 12s.

to £2 17s,; ditto undersized, £2 12s. to £3; ditto small,

short and irregular, £2 5s. to £2 15s. ; Stettin, £2 13s. to

£3; Swedish, £2 lis. to £2 15s.; ditto small, £2 5s. tu

£2 lOs. ; Quebec red pine spars, £3 15s. to £4 15s.; ditto

mixed and building sizes, £3 15s. to £3 5s. ; ditto large

yelluw pine, £4 5s. to £5 5s.; S. John's and board yellow
pinp, £3 15s. to £4 10s.; ditto building sizes, £3 5s. to

£3 15s. ; pitch pine, £3 5s. to £3 Ids. ; Quebec oak, £f) tu

£G 5s.; United States oak, £4 to £5; rock elm, £4 to

£4 10s. ; ash, £3 10s. to £4 10s.

Deals, &c., per Petersburg standard :—Archangel
yellow, £12 10b. to £14 10s.: Petersburg yellow, £13 to

£13 10s.; Wyburg yellow, £9 15s. to £10 10s.; Swedish
and Finland hand-sawn, £7 to £8 ; Petersburg and Eiga
white. £Jfl to £12 10s. ; Gothenburg mixed yellow, £10 to

£10 lO.s.; Quebec first floated yellow pine, £16 193. to £18;
ditto first bright, £18 to £19 lOs.; ditto second floated,

£12 10s, to £13; ditto second bright, £13 5s. to £14s.; ditto

third floated. £S 10s. to £9 10s. ; ditto third bright. £8 158.

to £9 10s.
;
Quebec first spruoe, £9 10s. to £1 1 ; dittu second,

£H 19s. to £9; ditto third, £7 15s. to £8 Ss.; Gefle and
best Swedish yellow, £10 10s. to £12 lOs.; ditto Battens,
£8 IDs. to £9 lOs.

^nbc B'cfos.

WAGES MOVEMENT.
Barrow-in-Furness.—The boiler makers of Bar-

row-in-Furnoss are on strike for an advance of six-

l)enco per d:ty-

Newcasti.e-on-Tyne.—It i? feared, says the Nor-
thern Echo, that tlie joiners employed by the Corpora-
tion of NewciLstlc-on-Tyne. wlio were never affected by
former disimte.a in the trade, will have to turnout with
the men on strike in the other -branches.

TENDERS.
. AsnFOun.—For au aiidition to Crown Field House,
Bethersilen, near Ashford, Kent. Messrs. ToUey & Dale,
architects :

—

Leo& Padgham £837
Bridge & Bourne 775
Fowler (accepted) 734

Easln'Ortokk.—For water-works. Messrs. Russ & Minns,
engineers :

—

Contract No. 1.—Pipes.

BegK .SHOD IC

Head (Howard) lai;.S 1*

Wallia & Stevens 1.1I2 4 2

Spittle l'.;70 11 9

Hodges & Co 1256
Hobbs 12!'iO II

(iielgud 1212 IB 10

Whitmore&Co. 12H0
Firmstuno & Co. .: 1222
Cameron & Eobertaon 120S 10
Clay Cross Co 1200
Ulidlaw i Co im-i
Cochrane & Co 1188
Bailey, Pegg, 4Co 11711 7
Uursley&Co 1170

Tomlinson 1168

Jordan 1161 7

Marshall 1150
Lawrie 1149 7

Sibsey 1060 17 3

Contract No. 3.—Pipe Laying.

Furness £940
Sibsey 931

Beck '& Co 854
Crump 797
Baker&Son 762 10 5
Painter 728
Mar.shall 664 n

Bugbird 620
Tomlinann 610
Chandler 60.3 10 5
Stevens .510 10

Blankeborough 574 15

Slade 5:J4

Contract No 3.—Reservoir.

Tomlinson £4-54

Fui'uess 440
Slade 376
Marshall 375
Jennings 373
Bugbird 365
Batten 365
.Sibsey 344

Bow..—For the construction of tanks, and other works
at the sewage pumping works of the West Ham Local
Board of Health, adjoining the river Lea, Canning Town,
Bow Creek :

—

Jackson £7200
Eivett 6278
Wigmore 5950
Marshall 5730
Harris (accepted) 5.597

City.—For rebuilding Nos. 155 & 156, Aldersgate-street,

for Messrs. M. & N. Salaman. Mr. B. Tabberer, architect :

—

Little £2198
Sewell & Son 2144

Eider & Son 2120
G. Pritchard 2085

Mark 2039

Perry Bros 2037

Palmer & Son 2035
Cohen 2020
Mrs. Jane Pritchard 1997

Merritt & Ashby 199S
Browne & Kobinson 1980
Henshaw (accepted) 1955

City.—For converting the "Welsh Chapel, Aldersgate^
street, into a warehouse, for Mr. Clark. Mr. Wimble,
architect:

—

Fairhall & Co £1480
Easton. Bros 1478

K:imsey 1434

Killby 1342

Hart 1290
Scrivener & White 1239
Newmann & Mann 1235
Morter ' 1169

Harrow.—For the construction of roads and drainage
works on the Greenhill estate, for the United Land Com-
pany :

—

Pearson £.3575

Wigmore 3149 10
Pizzey 2577
Vickers & Crane (accepted) 2449

HE.SSLE, NEAR HiTLL.—For the erection of house, stables,
offices, &c., for E. Ash, Esq., at West-hill. Mr. E. G.
Smith, Architect.

Clarke & Son £3.393

Blakeston 33ao

Eedfearn 3316
Clarkson _ 3290
Barritt , 3228 17 B
Jackson ; 3170
Musgrave&Son 3150
Foster. 3081 2

Highbury.—For works at Highbury for the Pritish

Land Company (Limited) :^

Blaekmore £6,826
James Pizzev 6656
John Capper 6599
William Crockett 6600
Phillip Stiff 6500
<). W. Cole 6*20
Wainwright ft Wilson 690O
Anderson & Dunmore 5760
.lospph Brown 5640
W. T. Jones 6604
liloonitleld & Morris 6500
'1'. Williamson 6490
James Uaro 5425
Josc])h J. Haynes 6300
William Wigmore 5150
William Eilej 4600
Thomas Pearson (accepted) 4444

London.—For repairs to house at Heme-hill for Mr.
Taber. Mi'. W. H. Powell, architect:

—

Smith £313
Cowtan & Mannooch 172 17 6

Nk\v1'0UT, Mon.—For alterations, &c., to Nos. 1 and 2,

r.aneswell-road, to form shops for Mr. Joseph Simmonds.
Messrs. Lawrence & Goodman, architects. Quantities
.supplied :

—

J. Linton £193
W. J. Baker If2
H. Eivhards 180
W. Banlleld 176
W. Biggs 175
D. Prosser 175
O. Jones 163

J. Whitaker 152

Miles* Son 137

E. Phillips (accepted) 12S
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NeWPORT, MoN.—For a pair of villas on the Caerau
estate, for Mr. J. Davies. Messrs. Lawrence & Good-
man, architects. Quantities supplied :

—

W. Hazel £1740
J. Whitaker iriSiR

W, Jones 1.5.56

J. Linton 1129
G. Jones 1420
H. Richards 141.5 10
J."W.Chack(aeceptedwlthdednctions) 1400

Papdington.—For the erection of stables, &c., and a
dwellinfr-house, for London General Omnibus Company,
under the superintendence of Mr. Tosh. Quantities
supplied by Mr. A. J. Bolton :

—

Wicks, Bang, & Co f.WDB
Moore 341

8

Eaton & Chapman .j-SGO

Coleman 3300
Hill & Keddell .3294

Williams & Son „ 328.5

Bowman „ ,
3117

Mann 3087
Ford 3052
Bledge 2933
Goodman 2884
Atchinson & Walker (accepted) 282.5

Mr. Tosh's estimate, £2873.

Prnge.—For baker's premises. Messrs. Spalding &
Enight, architects, 1, Bloomsbury-place, W.C.

Ba.sh.am, Bros £1217
Stephenson 1147
Dover 1099
Peskett & Taylor 107.5

Nightingale 1074
Crossley 10.59

Capps & Ritso 10.53

Scrivener & White 1028
Hollidge 990
Watson. Bros .• 98.5

W. * F. Croaker 96.5

Hughcsdon 925

Streatham.—For finishing two houses at Streatham
for Mrs. Mulloy. Messrs. Dean, Son, & Taylor, surveyors,
5, Mark-lane, City:

—

Cooper £759
Watson, Bros „ 72.5

Smith 700
WatersonS Co 69.5

Blease 6.50

Carmody ^. 64.5

Day 635
Mason & Bristy ; 625
Machin 620
Chaplin 61.5

Brazzer 600
Kipps ;577

German 675
Pierpoint 570
Boyd 565
Button 660
Ivory 495
Gooding 485
Blackburn 475
Warr 469
Collins 425

SuaRET.—For house in Salmon's-lane. Caterham, near
Warlingham Station, for T. Leonino. Esq. Mr. Richard
Martin, architect. Quantities .supplied by Mr. Frederick
Sparrow, 80, Richmond-road. N. :

—

Langmead & Way £121S
Turner & Sons 1190
Rmethur.st 1145
Jarrett 1140
Ward 1123
Bray 1050

TTXBRTDGE.—For new offices in Hish-street, and ware-
house, &c., for Messrs. Grimsdale & Sons. Mr. C. J.

Shoppee. architect, London. Quantities supplied by Mr.
Sidney Young :

—

Adamson & Sons £1.369

Conder 1.363

Taylor 1309
Kearley , 1290
Gibson, Bros 1287
Brass 1128

Fassnidge & Sons (accepted) 1092

CONTKACTS OPEN FOR BTJILDING
ESTIMATES.

Clf.ckiieaton Local Board, May l.^For the
erection of five double sets of 5-brick Gas Retorts.
David Hirst, Clerk to the said Local Board.

Walton Improvement Commission, Essex, May
1.—For the sea-wall and defences opposite the (Jlcbe,

at Walton-on-the-Naze, Essex. Frederick B. I'hilbrick,

Clerk to the Commissioners, Colchester.

Bradford, May 4.—For the sewering levelling,
paving, flagging, channelling, and otherwise complet-
ing .tiuecu-street. Brook-street, and Thorn-Street.
Kobert Wilson, Clerk, Bradford.

Devizes, April 29.—For the restoration of I'ot-

terino Church, near Devizes, in the county of Wilts.
Architect, Mr. Christian, 8a, Whitehall-place, London.

Hampton East Highway District, April 25.—
For the maintenance and repair of the highways of

the several parishes within the said district (except the
parish of llanborough). Mr. William Edwards, Dis-
trict Surveyor, Witney.

Brighton, April 28.—For the bricklayer's, car-
penter's, and builder's work to be done in making cer-
tain alterations and additions to the various public
offices, and other parts of the to\\'ii hall- "David Black,
Town Clerk.

Aberayon, April 30.—For the erection of a new
church at Aberayron, Cardiganshire. Messrs. Middle-
ton and Goodman, 1, Bedford-buildings, Cheltenham,
Architects.

MiRFiELD Parish Church, May 1.—Forthe warm-
ing of the new parish church. E. Lee Rayner. solicitor,
Mirfield, honorary secretary to the Building Com-
mittee.

Reigate Western Sewer. May 1.—For the con-
struction of a main sewer from near the Park Pond, at
Reigate, under the Park hill, to the irrigation works,
at Earlswood. Clair J. Grece, town clerk and clerk to
the said local board.

Maidenhead, May 1.—For the erection of new
schools. Christr. G. Wray, r.R.I.B..4., architect, 46,
Cannon-street, London.

Ireland, May 1.—For erecting and completing a
new barrack for the Royal Irisli Constabulary, at C'hir-
civeen, county Kerry. Mr. Arthur T. Williams, 9,

Newnham-place, Cork.

Ireland, May 1.—For erecting and completing a
new barrack for the Royal Irisli Constabulary, at Bruff,
county Limerick. Mr. Martin Morris, No. 3, Richmond-
terrace, Limerick.

PiTCAPLE, May 4.—For the mason, carpenter, and
slater work of completing the steading of offices at
Loanends. Durno, by Pitcaple. Alex. Geddes, Logic
Elphin,stone.

Trinity House, London, E.C, April 24.—For the
erection of a lighthouse, keepers" dwellings, &c., at
Hartland Point, in the County of Devon. Robin Allen,
secretary.

Wanstead Local Board or Health, April 29.
—For the formation of a certain intended roadway,
mth drainage and other works. John Rogers Jen-
nings, Clerk and Solicitor to the said Board.

GoRSELEY, May 6.—For the erection of a school
and teacher's house, at Gorseley, near Newent, Glou-
cestershire. Middleton and Goodman, architects, 1,

Bedford-buildings, Cheltenham.

Gdildford Waterworks, April 25.—For sinking
a well in Mill Slead. Thomas Russell, Clerk to the
Local Board, Guildford.

Basingstoke W-\terworks, April 39.—For sup-
plying and delivering of about 190 tons of several size
pipes. Messrs. Russ and Minns, 9, Victoria-chambers,
Westminster, S.W.

Darlaston, April 34.—For making new streets on
the Butcroft building estate, in the parish of Darlaston.
Ivoxton Brothers, architects and surveyors, Victoria-
chambers, Wednesbury.

Coleford (Ciloucester). May 6.—For the erection of
a church. Middleton and Goodman, architects, 1, Bed-
ford-buildings, Cheltenham.

BATH AND OTHER BUILDING STONES
OF BEST QUALITY.

EANDELL, SAUNDERS & CO., LimiteiJ,

ftuarrymen and Stone Merchants.
List of prices at the Quarries and Depots, also cost of

transit to any part of the United Kingdom furnished on
application to

Bath Stone Office,

[ADVT.] CORSHAM, Wilts.

TO ARCHITECTS.
green roofing-slates.

As supplied to H.R.H. The Prince of Wales at Sandringham,

The Penmoyle Sea-green Slates are specially adapted for
Churches. Public Buildings, &c, &c.

{Less costly than ordinary Gothic Tiling.)

These durable and non-absorbent Slates can be obtained
in sizes suitable for Gothic Architecture, at prices as
imder.

In Railway Trucks, Docks, Gloucester:

—

Best Green Slates 14 by 7 ...

Do. do. 13 by 8 ...

Do. do. 13 by 7 ...

Do. do. 12 by 7 ...

Do. do. 12 by 6 ...

Prices of large Sizes, Cost of Transit, Reference Testi-
monials, and Sample Specimens may be obtained on ap-
plication to

MESSES. EANDELL & CO., Corsham, Wilts.

Specimens at Museum of Geology, Jermyn-street, Picca-
dilly, W., and at Architectural Museima, Tufton-street,
Westminster.

Pel Equivalent to
1,2 10 Slates per square

2 17 6 ... 163. 6d.
2 17 6 ... 16s. (id.

2 5 ... 14s.

1 18 6 ... 13s.

1 7 ... lis.

LATEST PRICES OP MATERIALS USED
IN CONSTRUCTION.

METALS.

LEAD:

Pi^'—Foreign , .

,. English "W.B.

„ I>pad Co. . .

Other brands
Slifot Milled . .

Shot. Patent . .

Red or minium . .

.per toa £17 17 6 £1S
do 1ft 15

do lit

do IS 5
do 18 15
do *J(i 10
do lU Vj

2U

IS 10
19
21

20 10

Litharge, "W.B do
White Di-y do

„ ground in oil . . do

Copper.

British—Cake & Ingot . per ton
Best Selected .... do
Sheet do
Bottoms do
Australian do
Spanish Cake .... do
Chili Bars, cash ... do
„ Kefined ingot . ,

' do
Yellow Metal .... per lb.

Iron.

Pig in Scotland, cash . per ton
Welsh Bar, in London . do

Wales . do
Staffordshire .... do
Rail, in Wales .... do
Sheets, single in London do
Hoops, first quality . . do
Nail Rrtd do
Swedish do

Timber.

Teak load
Quehec, red pine .... „

„ yellow pine . , „
St. John N.B. yellow . . „
Quebec oak, white ... „

,, birch
,

elm „
Dantzic oak „

fir

Memel fir „
Riga „
Swedish „
Masts, Quebec red pine . „

„ yellow pine ... „
Lathwood, Dantzic, fm. . ,,

St. Petersburg „
Deals, per C, 12ft. by 3
by 9in.,

Quebec, white spruce . . „
St. John, white spruce . „
Yellow pine, pr reduced C
Canada, 1st quality ... „

2nd do
Archangel, yellow ... „
St. Petersburg, yellow . „
Finland „
Memel „
G-othenburg, yellow ... „

„ white ... „
Gefle, yellow „
Soderham „
Christiania, perC, 12ft. by

3 by 9in., yellow ... „
Flooring boards, pr square

of lin., first yellow . . „
First white „
Second qualities .... „

Oils, &c.

Seal, pale per tun
Sperm body „
Cod
Whale, South Sea, pale . „
Olive, Gallipoli .... „
Cocoanut, Cochin, tun , „
Palm, fine „
Linseed „
Rapeseed, Eng. pale . . „
Cottonseed

,,

27 (1

9

71 72
73 74
74 77
79
71 75 10

64 10 66 10
70 72 10

6i 7i

2 15 41
7 7 10
6 7 6 6 12 G
7 15 8 5
6 15 7
9 5 10 S
8 15 9 5
7 10 7 15
9 15 10

12 5 12 10
3 IS 4 15
4 5 5

G 6 5
3 5 4 10
4 4 10
5 5 6 10
2 10 4 10
2 10 3 10
3 5 3 10

2 5 2 15

4 fi 10

4 6 10

3 6
5 5 5 15

12 10 18
12 10 14 M
18 19 10
13 5 14
12 5 14 10

13 13 10
7 8

8 10 10 10
S 10 9 10

10 10 12 10
8 10 12

10 12 10 0'

7 6 10 6
7 9 G
6 7

37 10 38
83 84
35 .35 10
33 33 10
49
46 48
38
31 10 31 15
45
27 32-10 P-

BAlOaiUPTS.

TO StIERENDER IN LONDON.

Williams, Alfred, Warwick-road West, Paddingtou

»

builder, April 28, at 11.

TO SCKKEN0EE IN THE CODN-TRY.

Price, David GrifBth, Cardiff, builder, April 29, at
Cardiff.—Thornton. William, S. .lolm's-hill, Wandsworth,
builder, May 5, at Wandsworth.

BANKRCPTCT AKNOLLED.

Ford, Henry, and Attwood, William Henry, Easthourne,
builders, .\pril 11.

PUBLIC EXAMINATIONS.

May 23, F. G. Himell, Asylum-road, Peckham, builder.—

May 4, J. and J. Wilkinson, ShetBeld, builders.

DECLARATIONS OF DIVIDENDS.

J. Browd and C. Leach, Halifax, builders, div. 5s.—.A.

Marriot, S. Neot's, gas and hot water engineer, div.

3s. Sfd.—J. Cutler, Bournemouth, builder, div. 5s. l^d.—
Blache and Co., Wilson-street, Finsbury. and Eanelagh-

road, Pimlico, timber and veneer merchants, div. I ad.

SCOTCH SBQDESTEATIONS.

.John Bobertson, Leith, builder, April 24, at 2.—Alex-
ander M'Donakl, Lerwick, housewright and joiner, ApriS

21, at 12.

PARTNERSHIPS DISSOLVED.
Maples and Capps, Spalding, timber ,merchants.^

Hillyer and Benfell, Wokingham, brick makers.—Loo and
Welsh, Leeds, marble masons.—Wrigley and Dawson,
Manchester, engineers.-J. and T. Frank, Pickering,

timber merchants.—Harper, King, and Co., Union-court,

Old Broad-street, iron founders.—Scrivener and Stephen-

son, Chipping Bamet andNew Barnet, builders.—Walkden,
Hill, and Co., Rochdale, brickmaker.s.—Uarratt and
Holmes, Birmingham, plujnber.s.—Apperly and Co., Dud-

bridge, Gloucestershire, engineers. Shellard and Sous

Keynsham and Bristol, lime burners.—Ilollingworth and

Eastwood, Leeds, ioinors.—SutelifTe a-vl -Jn..s. Bri'jhouse,

Yorkshire, engineers.—Jones and Sutcliffe, Heatoa Norris,

iron founders.
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THE AGE OF EXHIBITIOXS.
'T'HIS is the era of direct industrial and
-'- artistic emulations. We borrowed its

spirit, no doubt, from remote epochs, from the
days tluit saw the games of Greece and Kome,
from tlie tournaments of the JNIediseval times,

from those who first instituted races by land
and water. Those were competitions in

strength, agility, courage, the use of arms,
and sports

;
yet all represented the same

feeling, though rarely did two nations enter
the contest together, except in fatal earnest.

Now, however, there is scarcely a field upon
which tliese rivalries are not undertaken;
horses, cattle, swine, dogs, even babies, have
been brought together to challenge a prize,

and, at last, the battle for the championsliip
in works of beauty, taste, and utility is

nothing less ardent than the strainings for
victory on the Derby course or in the Oxford
and Cambridge boat race. The desire is to
press forward, to carry the colours in first, to
win public testimonials, to wear the Olympian
or the Istlimian crown, tliough not to brandish
the bloody trophies of the Colisseum. The
idea, of com-se, is not new. It fascinated the
French Republicans of the last century ; it was
adopted by the Empire and the Restoration

;

it made its way, feebly at first, in England
;

but thence it spread to Italy, Turkey, the
United States, Spain, and the British Colonies,
with amazing celerity. "\V'e, however, atoned
for our slowness by the Palaces of 1851 and
1862, and France did not exceed us by her
more ambitious temples of 185.5 and 1867.
The provinces and Ireland followed, and at
length, in London, International Exhibitions
are to be institutions of annual re-appearance.
And the cause? It is a growth of tlie modern
intellect. If we seek a reason why the Polar
regions, the temperate zones and the torrid,

the lofty hills and the deep valleys, should
have been created ; why all portions of the
earth's surface, why the Polar cold and the
equinoctial heat should not have been com-
mingled to create one equable Paradise,
yielding all things necessary to man, it may
be found, apart from all the mechanical and
chemical considerations governing the
economy of the physical world, in the needful
stimulus to the moral nature of man, the

necessity of bringing the denizens of the entire

surface of the globe into personal communion,
for the purpose of exchanging their different

productions
; thence commerce, or mutual

buying and selling; thence rival self-seeking;

and thence improvements. As the wind
carries winged seeds over the earth, so trade
carries arts, civilisation, and hmnanity, as a
consecjuence ; but it has become an instinct,

at last, to compare the results and understand
the process. "Who thinks of tlie freight which
is in the hold of a gi-eat East-Indiaman, unless
to calculate its value ? Who ? Because few
have had set before them the possible fruit

that cargo may bear, far and wide, or tlie

cost and labour-saving inventions that en-
hance the merchant's profit. Well, an Inter-
national Exhibition admits the thoughtful
public behind the scenes and into the pene-
tralia; it gathers a concourse of " commercial
travellers " from every quarter, whose packs
are all opened simultaneously; it is, as it

were, a demand for fair play in the universal
market; there is no exclusiveness in this com-
prehensive sluivv-room. Natural enemies and
ancient allies. Frenchmen and Englishmen,
Venetian and lurk, Portuguese and Parsees,
are admitted upon free terms, into the arena,
and, notwithstanding we have observed that
the scheme of competitive exhibitions is

not new, that of international exhibitions,

on a grand and generous scale, dates un-
questionably from 1851. All mankind were
then invited to the friendly struggle, to hear

with their own ears, and see with their own
eyes, the voices and works of civilisation, and
know what industry had done with its hands,

and intellect had directed with its brains.

Originally, the project was to promote
brotherhood among mankind—an idealism

long since dissipated, .at least so far as regards

the influences of 1851 ; to make all cognizant

of what each can do for others—a lesson never
ending, still beginning

; to diminisii hmnan
drudgery by mechanism ; to promote arts of

the higher kind ; to show how clothing may
best be made by machinery, without handi-

craftship ; and to prove how much more abun-
dant and various than had hitherto been
imagined were the materials of human food.

Its comjjass, of course, was in detail greater,

embracing all, and more, that has grown out

of the ingenuity of men from the day wlien

the aboriginal Briton painted his skin with
" the juice of woad," to that on whicli a forty

ton locomotive was transmitted from Pad-
dington to Hyde Park with no more difficulty

than if it had been a toy. Its aim, perhaps,

was wider still—to exclude, if we may so

speak, all exclusion, to mingle the feelings

and wants, the happiness and prosperity, of

all nations, and to evolve out of individual

rivalry a common trimnph. But, descending
to a more practical level, what, looking afar,

yet not omitting to look also behind, may
ultimately be anticipated from the proofs of

human capacity and power of learning afforded

by these emidations ? That every large farm
shall possess its rail or tramway ; that land
sliall be cultivated in circles by the force of a
central engine ; that drains shall be made by
ploughs? Possibly. However, we look for

changes applicable to the more nmnerous and
familiar wants of life, as, for example, in the

matter of clothing. International exhibitions

have advanced us l.iut little in these respects.

All nations have presented their costumes, but
the new fashions, the new materials, even the

new head-covering—where are they? Where
is the clothing made without hands, without
stitches ; the art which is to extinguish the

class of sempstresses, and say to them, " Be
no more ?" Still hang the fiu'longs of cloth

upon the walls ; still click the shears that cut

it into fragments
;

still stands the needle-

maker, manipulating his morsels of steel-wire

;

still exist sewing-machines, notwithstanding
the wretched slaves of slop-work. As for

taste, the progress is even less, and we have
not much to copy from the vaunted pic-

turesqueness of other lands. The lay-figure of

modern Greece is as ugly as gold-lace can
make it, not being excelled even by Tunis
or Eastern India, or any other half-savage

country, in its total absence of grace. It may
be that the beauty of imdraped forms has
rendered the world indifferent to the caprices

of its costume. But what, after all, is the
significance of clothing? Not merely that we
shall conceal ourselves with coverings of spun
wool, silk, or cotton; not simply that we
must keej) our bodies warm. Both purposes
are equally answered by the flowing robes of

the Turk, the silk stockings and breeches of

the last century, or the male stiffnesses and
feminine furbelows of the present. Well, this

last point tempts us back to another, and we
must recal, to some extent, our opinion that

nothing is to be learned from the less culti-

vated races in the matter of dress. Only a

European would wear what is called a fancy
waistcoat, or a cross-barred pair of trousers,

a Scotch plaid or a plaid shawl. Chequered
lines disfigure the human form, vertical lines

do not. Whether from facility of weaving, or

whatever cause, Jloorish and Arab cloaks,

and the South .Vmericau poncho patterns,

consist chiefly of vertical stripes, and con-

stitute elegant draperies. These are among the

lessons to be learned, even down to the humble
necessity, bouts. When will the alternative

cease to lie between filthy blacking, useless

in rain, and jiatent leather, elegant for a
lounge, but nil.St unhealthy for walking? It

is true, we have l)een taught some things,

both by exhibitions and the habits of Conti-

nental travel they have induced, and nobody
expected an Utopia of taste and convenience
all at once. But we must not be led into

thinking that these proposed shows are the
only exhibitions of the age. Every Italian

gallery, from the A'atican to the Pitti Palace,

every shattered and crmnbUng tomb along
the Via Dolorosa, the arches of the Colissemn,
all columns that rise like enchanted shapes
of snow upon the hills and headlands of

Greece, all of Doric, and Corinthian, and
Ionian beauty that remains to us, each
Aphrodite and Phryne, each Psyche and
Eros, every graven gem and every Titan wall
wrought in the far past—all these are ex-
hibitions. The British Musemn is one, the
National Gallery is another, and that at

South Kensington is an inexhaustible re-

pertory. Nevertheless, the displays to which
we are more particularly adverting are calcu-

lated to produce a more immediate effect,

because they are special and evanescent, and
one effect has been, in every instance, to set

amazing numbers of the world's inhabitants in

motion. Many people, truly, did run to and
fro. Remember, for example, the statistics

of 1851. Not the Goths who overran Italy,

not the armies of Xerxes, not the host of

Seuiiramis, approached comparison with the

foreign multitudes which thronged to Hyde
Park in that year. Of the sixty-two

sovereign states then composing Europe, only
eight had a larger population. The Athenian
Empire never reached so high a point. With
half that number the Macedonian madman
conquered Western Asia. Venice, at her

Ijroudest, counted not so many subjects.

Holland could not have sent half the crowd,
supposing her to have exported every
Dutchman, nor Sweden and Norway, nor
Denmark and Portugal united ;

nor Ba-
varia and Wurtemburg, even though
they had emptied themselves. Wurtemburg,
indeed, with Saxony, Hanover, Lubeck,
Frankfort, and Bremen would have failed.

But France sent her peaceful soldiers to a
total three times out-numbering the first

Napoleon'stei-rible Army of England ; Prussia,

a larger force than ever the Great Frederick
led

; Austria, more men than found their way
through Brandenburg during the Phirty Years'
War. There never was, indeed, considering

the space of time, so general a movement of

people in Europe. And this must be regarded
as a fact of the highest importance, charac-

terising the Age of Exhibitions. It must not,

however, be supposed that they receive en-

couragement from all sides. It is said that

they lead to the undue pressing and canvass-

ing of manirfactiu'ers and traders ; that they
are expensive frivolities, which we cannot
afford ; that they result in no practical good

;

that they admit the foreigner to pry among
oiu- industrial secrets; that they are no more
instructive than a Chinese collection, or a
museum of hunting spoils ; that every shop
in London is in itself an exhibition—
which we grant — and that, consequently,

these huge bazaars are unnecessary, and
even injurious ; that they create jealousies

and foster a habit of servile imitation

;

that tliey copy the policy of King
Mezekiah, who repented of having opened
the doors of his treasm-e-house ; and that they
tend to merge England in a sort of cosmo-
politan league, in which she will lose her

historical character. Experience has disposed

of these objection^. Every successive ejdiibi-

tion has been more popular and successfld

than its predecessor ; and there have been no
occasions when people unable to travel have
been so delighted as by making the torn' of

the world beneath these crystal roofs. It is

not only products that they are introduced to
;

it is to arts, to manners, to history. They begin
to apprehend why England is what she is; why
France is what she is; why the East is dif-

ferent from the West ; why there is one human
stain]) in the region of La Plata, and another

within the frozen limits of the habitable earth.

See the ^Vrabian category—the harness, the

tent covering, the saddle, the sword, and,
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The CuAiRjiAN having put the motion to the

meeting, it was carried with acclamation, and Mr.

Perry briefly responded.

The Chairman, in calling attention to the designs

exhibited on the walls for the Soane Medallion and

other prizes, said it was encouraging to see the style

,of drawing and power of design improving in tlie

competitions for these prizes from year to year. It

should be remembered by the members, however,

when looking at the designs, that they should use

their own judgment, and not accept everything as

good which merely appeared to be .so at the first

blush. There were constantly to be seen drawings

showing a great deal of character and intention upon
the part of those who made them ; but he thought

that the members, as a class of students, were rather

too apt to attach more value to such things than

<hey really possessed. He noticed now that a method
•of getting ii}> these drawings similar to that practised

in tile French school was coming into vogue in this

country—viz., using tints in gradation. Certainly,

whate^'er the design might be, this plan gave an

amount of (igoiir to the drawings which was very

noticeable, and was far more forciljle than any
amount of etching.

The proceedings then terminated.

ON THE ECONOMICAL CONSTRUCTION OF
WORKMEN'S DWELLINGS, AND ESPE-
CIALLY IN REFERENCE TO IMPROVING
THE HEALTH AND HABITS OF THE
CLASS.*

THE author confined his observations to that part

of the subject which relates to the provision

of lodgings for single men. Having laid down
some general principles for future guidance, Dr.
Stallard proceeded to examine into the possibilities

of profit, the danger which tlu-eatened to reduce the

profit and convert it into loss, and then proceeded
to inquire whether it was within the bounds of

possibilitj' to provide suitable buildings which
should Tiield a profit of at least five or si.x per cent,

to the capitalist. In the first place, he .argued

generally that 4d. per night, or 2s. per week, was
within the reach of the poorest working man. This
was th2 result of Mr. Ajcher's experience at West-
minster, and he did not think it possible to find a
poorer class. In the central parts of London it

was quite as easy to obtain 6d. per night, or 3s. per
weeli, as it is 4d., and the extra income would be

rendered necessary by the extra cost of sites. But
for the purpose of his proposals he should reckon
4d. per night, or 2s. per week, .as the sum with which
he had to deal. It was scarcely necessar}* to offer

observations to prove that this, in the hands of the

present proprietors of lodging-houses, was a remu-
nerative sum. How, othermse, could lodging-houses
floiu'ish as they did at even 3d. per night ? A man
and his family lived comfortably out of the profits

of 20, 40, or 50 beds. When, a few years ago, a
model lodging-house was opened in Liverpool by the

P.ev. Cecil Wr,ay, there was not a decent lodging-
house in the town. He opened with 134 bed.s, part
at 4d. and part at 6d. per night. The profit,

after paying every possible expense and adequate
interest on every farthing of capital laid out, was
at least £1 per bed per annum. Since then the rev.

proprietor had opened a second establishment, and
there were at this moment in Liverpool more than a
thousand beds managed on the same plan at 4d. per
night. One proprietor had two houses, each con-
taining 80 beds, the profits on the two establishments
being not less than £400 a-year. Yet the .accom-
modation was by no means equal to that of a work-
house. The improvised nature of the houses made
it impossible to secure adequate light and ventilation.

The cubicles were more or less overrun with vermin.
The lavatories, urinals, water-closets, and kitchens
were open to many objections, .and these structural
defects gre.atly augmented the expense of firing,

soap, linen, service, &c. All these objections applied
with even greater force to the m.ajority of London
lodging-houses, ami yet it was absolutely certain
that they paid spleralidly. At the present moment
there were in London 1,310 registered houses,
accommodating over 80,000 individuals. In Liver-
pool there were over 1,000 registered lodging-houses

;

indeed, in every centre of industry there was an
enormous demand, which was very inadequately
met. It might be objected that there were many
failures. Tliis, however, was not surprising when
the general character of the keepers of these estab-
lishments was fairly reckoned up. Many were
drimken bullies, without education, often witli-
out character. And even where societies had failed,

* Abstract of a paper read hcfore the Society of Art.-!
on Weduesday, the lath inst., by Mr. J. H. SiAiLAKD, Ja;.B.
&c.

there were reasons for such failures. In the case of

the Soho Chambers, the Society for Improving the

Dwellings of the Industrious Classes converted a

large warehouse into a lodging-house for 128 single

men, and they suffered a loss of more than £200 a

year. It was surprising to find that, .although the

rents, t.axes, and repairs exceeded £500 a year, it

was not that great expenditure which caused the

loss. If the beds had only been reasonably filled,

i.e., if there had been only 10 per cent, of empty
beds, the income woiUd have amounted to £850,
which which might have been expected to cover

reasonable outgoings besides the rent. But the beds

were never full ; the place was only an adaptation
;

the dormitories were uncomfortable, overrun with

vermin, and ill-ventilated ; whilst, on the otherhand,

service cost £226 15s. per annum, or near upon two
pounds per bed. At Albert-buildings, Mile-end, an

opposite mistake was m.ade. The buikling was .all

that an enlightened architect coidd make it. It was
provided with niomerous workshops, a laundry, a

libr.ar}', and speci.al restaurant, n<me of which, how-
ever, were ever used. The house was erected for

234 single men, and was never more than two-thirds

full. Lodgers were not even coaxed into it by a

reduction of the charge. It was altogether above

the requirements of a Mile-end and Svhitechapcl

l>opulation, and it has been converted into family

dwellings. Again, it was not the high rent wliifli

was the cause of failure. If the building had proved

really suitable, it might have been filled most easily,

and the addition of another 20 per cent, of lodgers

would have raised the interest actually obtained

from one to five per cent. Nevertheless, the same
profit woidd have been attained if the building

had been strictly limited to the actu.al requirements

of the occupiers. But it was not simply a want of

lodgers or excessive rental which contributed to the

failure. The size and perfection of the building

involved an extravagant outlay in gas, coals, and
service. By contrasting this service with that of

the bitildings in Great Peter-street, Westminster, it

would be seen that in the one case it was £350 a

ye.ar for 170 lodgers, whilst in the other it w,aH less

than £90 a year for 100 lodgers, and yet in the

latter everything was against the cleaners. The
rooms were small and ill-adapted to the purpose,

and nothing but the most constant labour would
serve to keep them in a creditable state. Dr.
Stallard thought it might be concluded that rent

ought not to be the cause of failure, and would not

be if the buildings were kept sufficiently simple in their

character, and suitable to the requirements of the

classes it was desired should occupy them.

It was necessary to lay down certain rigid but

very simple rules for the construction of such es-

tablishments. There were three great sanitary

agents wduch it is scarcely possible to provide too

lavishly—\iz., light, air, and eoap and water. Unseen
dirt was never removed, and served as the nidas of

vermin and disease. Of air it was impossible to get

too much in a lodging-house, if it could be brought
in without thejcreation of a distinct draught, of which
the lodger had an insuperable dread. No part of any
lodging-house should owe its cleanliness to paint or

varinsh, but to plain soap and water ; in fact, no
materials should be employed which would not

wash. In the next place, all the materials should

be cheap, and the fittings substantial. There must
be no complicated machinery—notlilng within tlie

reach of the lodgers which can fcy any possibility

get out of[order. Water-closets should be excluded, as

being .altogether beyond and above the capacity of

the lowest order of laboiu-ers ; indeed, under their

use, they become a source of condnual expense.

There must be no boilers, no steam engines, no
ventilating apparatus requiring adjustment; in fact,

everything must be well within the experience of the

most ignorant. As to the accommodati'^n, three things

were essential :—1st, a separate sleeping apartment,

whicli might be used as a dressing-room, workshop,

or study ; 2nd, a good kitchen, with an open fire

;

and 3rd, a general sitting-room, for readiug, con-

versation, and amusement. Of these by far the

most important was the first. Tlie auchor proposed

that every chamber should be 8ft. long, 4ft. Gin.

wide, and with a ceiling 8ft. above th*-. floor, made
of perforated zinc. Above this ceiling was a

passage, which commimicated externally with the

open air by means of perfor.ated brickjj,. and inter-

nally with the interior of the builduiig. As the

door of the chamber ought not to reach the

floor, there would always be an abandant .supply

of fresh .air without the possibility of draught.

A somewhat similar arrangement had been adopted

at the Woliiug Convict Prison, but it wa.s there

spoiled by a jierpendicular diaphragca within the

]iassage, and the gi-ating at the top oS tJie cell was
too open to keep out draught. The p«Guliar. feature

of .this scheme of veutilatiou was that ji.xtepeti'.lcd on

the Large extent of opening for the admission and dis-

charge of air, whereby diffusion took place without the
possibihty of draught. On this plan, everj- ceiling was
practically open to the sky, and every floor was for

purposes of ventilation at the top of the house.
Moreover, the arrangements were quite beyond the
control of the inmates. No one could shut it u)i or

put a stop to the interchange which went cm between
the air of his room and that outside; The more open
the passage was, the less would the violence of any
extensive wind be felt, since its force would be ex-
pended in passing through the building, and not in

passing through the room. The chambers had
sep.arate windows, and the doors opened on a corridor,

which commenced from the first floor of the building,

and was lighted from the top by a sky-light, also

made to open freely on two sides. There were three

tiers of chambers, the upper stories being approached
by a staircase at the end, and by galleries around
the corridor. As regards cubic space, the Army
Sanitary Commissioners arrived at the conclusion

that a man required GOO cubic feet for the main-
tenance of health. Now. a scddier existed under
peculiarly favoiu-able conditions. He Was well and
regularly fed, only moderately worlted, and had no
really dirty work to do ; but a labouring man had
to undertake all sorts of dirty work, his clothes were
rarely clean, and his skin was generally grimy with
dirt and perspiration ; and yet, curiously, the law
only provided that he should have 300 cubic feet in a
common lodging-house, and 350 cubic feet in a sub-

let room. Space was far more essential to the

working-man than to the soldier, and instead of

beinginsensibly poisoned and prostrated by breathing'

offensive and expired air, he ought to be seciu-ed an
abundance of that which imparted new vigour and
new life, and by which he was enabled to rise re-

freshed from his slumbers. One of the great

advantages of the plan which Dr. Stallard submitted

to the meeting, would be, he aaid, that it would give

to every occupant a space of more than COO cubic

feet, besides ventilation such as woidd not be found

in any other form of building. As to the ftirniture

of the chamber, there must be the means of clearing off

the bedstead at a moment's notice, in order that the

lodgermight, if he chose,wash himself from he.ad to foot

without wetting the bed clothes, or that he' might

set to work at his trade, or that the itttendant might

properly wash the floor without hindrance. This

might he accomplished in three different ways:

—

Firstly, by replacing the bed by a hammock, which.

Being taken off the hooks, might be rolled up and
pl.aced on a shelf provided for it ; .secondly, the

bedstead might consist of' an iron framework,

fastened to the wall by a hinge ; it was turned up
close when not wanted, and' the rolled-up bedding

was, as before, put tipon the shelf over hcAd. The
third was the simplest and the best plan. IjCt there

be a low, wooden bedstead, strong and well jointed
;

it need not be more than from 8 to 12hi. from the

floor, and it must be so made as to stand upright in

the corner of the chamber. Of course the betiding

woiUd be treated as before. There was yet .another

plan, but somewhat above the capacity of a four-

penny lodger ehas.*, however—^i-iz., an iron tamp •

chair bed.stead, which folded up, and had a recess

underneath for the bed clothes. Every chamber

should have .a wash-basin, a slop-pail, .a water jug,

and a towel.- all of wMch articles might be fixtures,

that is, fastene»l so that they coiddi not l>e removed.

T'hen there must be a lotiking-glascy a library shelf,

a metal th-inking cup, a table, stool, or chair. The

floor should be of asphalte. It would be well,

if practicable, to make a night-s-hirt part of the

furniture, and perhaps its safety might be ensured

by a small deposit. If the house were erected for a

.sixpenny class he would give a special gashght, to

be paid for .at so much ai week, if there was likely

to be a demand for it. As to the service, the ques-

tion of having the cleaning done by men or women
w.aa one which must be determined in. some measure

by the character of the lodgers; but Dr. Stallard

w.a-s altogether in favomr of employing women.

Every chamber shoiJd have a private loclc, and the

superintendent a snaster key.

The other essenijiils in Dr. Stallard's plan were, he

oJjserved, provided in a special wa.y, and on a

principle which .adapted itself to the number of beds

in the building, vrhether .30 or 300. When the

dormitories, as in George-street, Bloomsbury, were

only 23ft. wide, and there were three stories, it was

found that the grovmdfloor was not safBcient for the

kitchens, reading-room, and superintendent's offices,

&c. In his plan, he had widened the building with-

out .augmenting the quantity of flooringat the upper

pajrfc, .and the incresised space thus provided contri-

buted greatly to the wholesoiaeness of the bed-rooms.

By having this spice and the ventHatiiig pa^ a;7cs

.tbcve the ceilings they, got rid of all special «;
-

garatus for vcntUatii'n. . SYliatwerecalledjt-.e»tilatins
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shafts were quite as often inlets as nutlets when they

acted, and they often never acted at all. But by thus

widening the biulding a large space for kitchen, Ac,

was obtained on the ground-flonr, and also a large

floor space on the tirst-floor, which might be used as

a general reading-room, or parcelled out into special

sitting-rooms, as in the plan. The superintendent's

apartments and staircase were placed at the entrance;

and the otlices, \nz., day lavatories, urinals, coal-house,

and general storeplace, might either occupy a portion

on the ground-fioor or be placed outside. Baths might

be managed in the basement, below the entrance-hall

and lodge. They were desirable where there were no

baths near, but Dr. Stallard would not erect them
until the tenant was wUling to pay full rent for them.

There should be a cooking-grate for every 70 lodgers,

and it was desirable that there should not be more
than two cooking ranges in one room. As regarded

the li\'ing rooms, it was desirable that there should

be as much variation in the building as possible, due
regard being had to the economy of fuel and
service. Where the numbers exceded 100 it would
not be difficult to have a special smoking-room.
After consultation with practical men he was of

opinion that a building for 200 would prove most
economical.

As to the cost, he referred to the estimate of Mr.
Saxon Snell, in whose judgment and experience he

had the greatest confidence. Mr. SneU had erected

some most admirable infirm wards in the City-road

at a price n'ithin the estimated cost. The accommo-
dation provided in the plans he lia<l prepared for the

author consisted of 204 bedrooms, Sft. long by 4ft.

wide, with an available breathing-space of 720 cubic

feet per bed, and adequate ventilation, on the plan

.ilread}- noticed, on the first, second, and third tioors

;

1() private sitting-rooms, each 9ft. long and Sft.

wide, on the first-floor
;

porter's lodge, lavatories,

water-closets, kitchen, reading, conversation, and
dining-rooms, of adequate size, on the ground-floor.

For the building only, the estimated cost was £8,000.
If bath-rooms, heating apparatus, &c., were added
on the basement, the additional cost will be £7.50.

As it would be sufficient to provide 600 instead of

720 cubic feet per head, there would be a slight re-

duction effected by narrowing the buUding three

feet ; but the author proposed to leave this out, and,
for the purpose of calculation, adopt the plan as it

was. He calculated that £2 per head, or, say, £400,
would provide what might be called permanent
fittings, to be let with the buildings, such as shelves,

bedsteads, firegrates, &c., and if a site could be got
for £600, the total cost would be £9,000, which, at

5 per cent., would entail a rental of £.500 a-year,

Tith an allowance of £50 a-year for repairs. If the
site should exceed this cost (that of the Albert-
'chambers at Mile-end cost £650), it might become
necessary to add another 3d. per night to the rental

of the rooms. The question was, cotUd a tenant be
expected to undertake the management of such a
building with a reasonable prospect of profit? The
author inclined to think so. His balaace-sheet migSst

be roughly estimated as follows :

—

Capital Acoocst,

220 sets of beading
Other utensils

I.VCOSIE.

300
108

a.

4es

, 1 r.M u;
. i-J4 IG

LIS.'. 12
. lis

204 beds, at 2s. per week...
16 „ 3a.

Dedvot 10 per cent, tor empties...

1,067 12

EXPESBITCRE.

Rent ..„ 500
Interest on capital employed at 20 per cent.... 80,
llates and taxes . 70
Gas, ci-als, water, ... 100
.! sei-vants, at £30 a^-year each 90
Soap and sundries... ... 20
Newspapers , 7 12
Balance of profit for manager 200

1,007 12

In the foregoing. Dr. StalhuH? said that his
•primary desire had been to prove the possibility of
providing a building -which, under f,iir management,
should give the lodger the same sort of ac-
commodation which was provided for the soiilicr,

the convict, and the pauper, and t* do this at the
cost of Is. per bed per week. If the expenditure
had been estimated at £10,000, instead of £9,000,
this would still be done, as 220 teds would yield

£572 per annum at that rate. He was "con-

fident that a go>3d manager woxxld be able t«

pay the rent he hajl proposed, for in a vast majority
of cases he would be able to make half-a-crown, or
even three shillines per week of the sort of accom-
modation providei Lastly, lather than forego the
competitian, 9ven with lodgiog.hsuses at 3d.

,
per

night, he would consent to give up the important

point of cubic space. Jlr. Snell informed him that

by doing aw.ay with the corridor, and putting the

Idtcheus half below the ground, the building might
be narrowed to 23ft.. at a saving of not less than

£2,000 on its cost. This estimate was supported by
the cost of George-street. This would give 400
cubic feet to every occupant, and would enable the

tenant to reahse a larger profit at 3d. per night than

under Dr. Stallard's plan at 4d. It appeared to

him, therefore, that a cautious execution of the plans

he had proposed would enable them to compete suc-

cessfidly with the wretched, filthy, and ill-ventilateil

apartments now in use. In conclusion. Dr. Stallard

said that as premiums were offered for model

farms, in the same manner he thought it would be a

most desirable thing to issue premiums for the best-

conducted model lodging-houses, not conducted by
servants of public societies, but by private indi-

viduals. He also thought that if some portion of

the Peabody Fund could be directed to this lower

and simpler mode indicated by him, it would really

render an immense service to the poor of Loudon.

In the discussion which followed,

Mr. Fletcher asked in what way the down draught

was effected by the zinc roof spoken of—whether it

was really prevented; and s.aid he did not quite

understand what amount of light was got into the

private rooms shown on the plan. They seemed to

him to be some 3Uft. below the roof, and only to

have a borrowed light.

Blr. EspixAssE thought that the only way to get

over the cUfficulty would be by the assistance of the

Government, not by building such houses out of

taxes, but bj- using the savings of the working

classes, which were now deposited in savings banks

at 2i per cent.

Dr. H.iP.DWic!vE concurred heartily with all th,at

had fallen from Dr. Stallard. He himself had

brought forward a scheme for pubhc dormitories

three or foiu- years ago, very much on the plan now
suggested, and he thought it would be not at all

difficvdt to show that all local authorities, corpora-

tions, and parishes ought, in .some manner or other,

to provide in every district some such accommoda-
tion. Some ye.ars ago. Professor Kerr, of Univer-

sity College, introduced a plan of single large rooms,

16ft. square, for families, which could be let for

about 3s. Gd. a-week, giving a large amount of

cubic space for the family, which was very essential,

and though it was but one room, still partitions might

be erected so as to pro\'ide for decency and comfort

in every way. This subject came daily under Ills

notice as medical officer for the district of Padding-

ton. For instance, a man and his wife with three

or foiu- chdtlreu, or even more, were found living in

one room. There was no power to compel them to

have two rooms, and yet they had, perhaps, only

150 cubic feet each. The results were perfectly

horrible. He believed that consunxption and tuber-

cuLtr diseases generally, such as the wasting of

children in early life, scrofulous affections, and so on,

were quite as easily preventible ss zymotic diseases

by aproper condition of the air. Hebelievedtbatwhat

had been done in the way of chirity had frightened

capitalists, and prevented their entering into

building speculations, it being a general notion that

such enterprises would not fiay. This, he beheved,

often arose from the needlessly expensive manner in

which they were erected.

Mr. CAltTEK said he had hoped, from the title of

the paper, that it would have h.ad some
reference to the nefarious practices of speculative

builders, who ran up horases merely for sale, and

that some recommendations would have been in-

cluded in it for an alteration in the Building Act
such as should compel builders not only to make
^\"aUs of a certain thickness, but to construct them of

proper material, for it was impossible to construct

aijy building economically unless it was well con-

structed in the first place. A great deal more might
be done by private effort. He knew of a private

individual who was now building small houses at

Stratford, of four rooms each, with small gardens.

Pi a cost of £115, vMch would be let at 6s. a week,

free of all taxes.

Mr. ViGEiw said that he had been rather surprised,

as a practical land-surveyor, to hear that building

model lodging-houses had been financially a success.

"Where they had been so, it was not where they were

boilt for what ni-rht be called the poor of London,

bat for tliriffy working men. Those companies

which were held fmt as being successful would not

take a man as a tenant unless he was recei\ing from

25s. to £2 a weeh wages. What was wanted, how-

ever, was accommodation for the labouring men
who earned not more that £1 a week, and it was
possible to provile this, but it had not yet been done

jwoHt.ably. The trustees of Mr. Peabody's trust,

til which hc'Tvas considting land-surveyor, m.ide it

a rule to admit no one who earned more than a
guinea a week. They were doing great good by
provitling decent accommodation for this class, and
they never distressed a poor man if he was in a

temporary difficult)' from being out of work, but
treated bun with every consideration. The paying
companies, on the other hand, if they had a tenant

who could not pay his rent, either turned him out or

seized his things, and tliis system of working made
all the difference in the residt. His clients were

most anxious to do the best they could, and if any
one would kindly communicate any plan which
promised to be of service to the working classes of

London, he had instructions from Lord Derby, the

Chairman of the trustees, and bis colleagues, to

thoroughly examine it, and lav' it before the Com-
mittee, when it woidd receive the most earnest

attention.

Mr. Allen said he could give the results of his

practical experience in the matter, being the builder

of houses erected by the Waterlow Comirany. It

w.as quite a fallacy to say that such buildings did

not pay. He must correct one statement made by
the last speaker, for the companj- never seized, and

vet they let their rooms at a lower rent than those

in the Peabody-buildings. Yet the company had

always paid a fair dividend of 6 per cent., with a good

working staff, well remunerated. He was now
engaged in providing healthy and well-ventilated

homes for working men, with all necessary comfort,

to let at a rent of 2s. per week per room, free of all

rates and taxes, and this imder a ground rent of £1
per foot frontage, or 6d. per foot super. In his

opirdon charity had done more mischief than enough

in this matter, and it would have been better for the

poor of London if Mr. Peabody had buried his

money. The opinion had got .about that a working

man's house could not be built so as to pay ; but

the farther you got from charity the nearer you got

to justice. He was at that moment engaged in

building houses for the working men to the extent

of about £40,000, and at about half the cost of the

Peabody buildings, and, what was of the greatest

importance, the company never attempted to give the

joint use of anything, but in each tenement provided

.all that was necessary, so that each tenant had a

home of bis own. Other people might build houses,

but his object was to provide homes, for, small as it

might be, an Englishman liked to have a home on

which he could turn the key and feel himself master

of. He had lettings as low as 4s. a week, for which

was provided a nice room, a bed-closet, and a Uttle

wash-house with a sink, and every domestic

convenience. In the Peabody btiUdings there was

no such thing ; in fact, they did not provide homes

at all. He iiad worked it out practically, and found

it coidd be done ; but still the help of the Government

was required in order to carry out the idea

thoroughly. As for the term "model lodging

houses," it sfiink in the nostrils of Englishmen, and

he had .always set his face against it. The .system

of building eight or ten-roomed houses, and then

putting four or five families into them, ought not

to be allowed ; it was the root of all the mischief. It

was much better to build a large house properly

constructed, but it was necessary to go six or seven

stories high. It took one story to pay the ground

rent, and another to pay the rates and taxes, so

that vou were bound to carry them high, but there

was no objection to that ; indeed, the upper stories

let first. He would add that the company h.ad only

built two blocks in which an attempt was made to

accommodate a lower class of tenants by letting so.

many have the joint use of the wash-house, and he

had been engaged that afternoon m making out a

contract to .alter them and make them into distinct

houses, for they would not let as they stood.

The Chairman (the Earl of Shaftesbury), in

the course of a long speech, said he was astonished

to hear from the gentleman who represented the

Peabody lodgmg-houses that the principle upon

which they went was not to demand the rent in case

of persons" falling mto difliculties. That was all very

well for a private proprietor, and it might be a

matter of Christian feeling so to act, and if they

chose to put the Peabody buildings upon that foot-

ing, well and good. At the same time, did not that

constitute these great buildings mere eleemosynary

institutions—the very last thing they wished the

workman to be subject to ? He did not think, how-

ever that Dr. Stallard had intended to raise a dis-

cussion on the wi<le question of lodging-houses and

domiciles for whole families. His paper was confined

to lodging-houses for single men. The rent was,

luider^is system, still to be 2s. per week, and that

sura could "not be paid bv a large proportion of the

poor of London. Sir. Vigers had told them that the

Pe.abody trustees wanted to get the poorest classes

into their bnildings. and tliat they would take any-

one who had a weekl wage not exceeding £1 ;
but
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The Chairman having put the motion to the

meeting, it was carried with acclamation, and Mr.

Perry briefly responded.

The Chairman, in calling attention to the designs

exhibited on the walls for the Soane Medallion and

other prizes, said it was encouraging to see the style

.of drawing and power of design improving in the

competitions for these prizes from j-ear to year. It

should be remembered by the members, however,

when looking at the designs, that they should use

their own judgment, and not accept everything as

good wliich merely appeared to be so at the first

blush. There were constantly to be seen <Irawings

showing a great de.al of character and intention upon
the part of those who made them ; but he thought

that the members, as a class of students, were rather

too apt to attach more value to such things than

-they really possessed. He noticed now that a method
«f getting uji these drawings sunilar to that practised

:in tlie French school was coming into vogue in this

-country—viz., using tints in gradation. Certainly,

whatever the design might be, this plan gave an

amount of vigour to the drawings which was very

noticeable, and was far more forcible than any
amount of etching.

The proceedings then terminated.

ON THE ECONOMICAL CONSTRUCTION OF
WOEKMEN'S DWELLINGS, AND ESPE-
CIALLY IN REFERENCE TO IMPROVING
THE HEALTH AND HABITS OF THE
CLASS.*

THE author confined his observations to that par'

of the subject which relates to the provision

of lodgings for single men. Having laid down
some general principles for future guidance. Dr.
Stallard proceeded to examine into the possibilities

of profit, the danger which tlu-eatened to reduce the

profit and convert it into loss, and then proceeded
to inquire whether it was within the bounds of

possibility to provide suitable buildings which
should yield a profit of at least five or six per cent,

to the capitalist. In the first place, he argued
generally that 4d. per night, or 2s. per week, was
within the reach of the poorest working man. This
was th? result of Mr. Archer's experience at West-
minster, and he did not think it pos.«il)le to find a
poorer class. In the central parts of London it

was quite as easy to obtain 6d. per night, or 3s. per
week, as it is 4d., and the extra income would be
rendered necessary by the extra cost of sites. But
for the purpose of his proposals he should reckon
4d. per night, or 2s. per week, as the sum with which
he had to deal. It was scarcely necessary to offer

observations to prove that this, in the hands of the

present proprietors of lodging-houses, was a remu-
nerative sum. How, otherwise, could lodging-houses
flourish as they did at even 3d. per night ? A man
and his family lived comfortably out of the profits

of 20, 40, or 50 beds. When, a few years ago, a
model lodging-house was opened in Liverpool by the

F^v. Cecil Wraj', there was not a decent lodging-
house in the town. He opened ivith 134 beds, part
at 4d. and part at Gd. per night. The profit,

after paying every possible expense and adequate
interest on everj' farthing of capital laid out, was
at least £1 per bed per annum. Since then the rev.

proprietor had opened a second establishment, and
there were at this moment in Liverpool more than a
thousand beds managed on the same plan at 4d. per
night. One proprietor had two houses, each con-
taining 80 beds, the profits on the two establishments
being not less than ^£400 a-year. Yet the accom-
modation was by no means equal to that of a work-
house. The improvised nature of the houses made
it impossible to .secure adequate liglit and ventilation.

The cubicles were more or less overrun with vermin.
The lavatories, urinals, water-closets, and kitchens
were open to many objections, and these structural
defects greatly augmented the expense of firing,

soap, linen, service, &c. AU these objections applied
with even greater force to the majority of London
lodging-houses, and yet it was absolutely certain
that they paid spleralidly. At the present moment
there were in Londini 1,310 registered houses,
accommodating over 80,000 indiviiluals. In Liver-
pool there were over 1,000 registered lodging-houses

;

indeed, in every centre of industry there was an
enormous demand, which was very inadequatelv
met. It might be oljjeeted that there were many
failures. This, however, was not surprising when
the general character of the keepers of these estab-
lishments was fairly reckoned up. Many were
drunken buUies, without education, often with-
out character. And even where societies had tailed,

* Abstract of n paper read before the Society of Arts
on WeduoBday, the llith inst,, by Mr. J. H. Stallaku, M-H.,
etc.

there were reasons for such failures. In the case of

the Soho Chambers, the Society for Improving the

Dwellings of the Industrious Classes converted a

large warehouse into a lodging-house for 128 single

men, and they suffered a loss of more than £200 a

year. It was surprising to find that, although the

rents, taxes, and repairs exceeded £500 a year, it

was not that great expenditure which caused the

loss. If the beds had only been reasonably filled,

i.e., if there had been only 10 per cent, of empty
beds, the income woulil have amounted to £850,

which which might have been expected to cover

reasonable outgoings besides the rent. But the beds

were never full ; the place was only an adaptation
;

the dormitories were uncomfortable, overrun with

vermin, and ill-ventilated ; whilst, on the other hand,

service cost £226 15s. per annum, or near upon two
pounds per bed. At Albert-buildings, Mile-end, an

opposite mistake was made. The building was all

that an enlightened architect could make it. It was
provided with numerous workshops, a laundry, a

library, and special restaurant, none of which, how-
ever, were ever used. The house was erected for

234 single men, and was never more than two-thu-ds

full. Lodgers were not even coaxed into it by a

reduction of tlie charge. It was altogether above
the requirements of a Mde-end and Whitecliapel

population, and it has been converted into family

dwellings. Again, it was not the hi.gh rent which

was the cause of failure. If the building had proved
really suitable, it might have been filled most easily,

and the addition of another 20 per cent, of lodgers

would have raised the interest actually obtained

from one to five per cent. Nevertheless, the same
profit would have been attained if the building

had been strictly limited to the actual requirements

of the occupiers. But it was not simply a want of

lodgers or excessive rental which contributed to the

fiiUure. The size and perfection of the building

involved an extravagant outlay in gas, coals, and
service. By contrasting this service with that of

the buildings in Great Peter-street, Westminster, it

would be seen that in the one case it was £350 a

j'ear for 170 lodgers, whilst in the other it was less

than £;iO a year for 100 lodgers, and yet in the

latter everything was ag.ainst the cleaners. The
rooms were small and ill-adapted to the purpose,

and nothing but the most constant labour would
serve to keep them in a creditable state. Dr.

Stallard thought it might be coucluded that rent

ought not to be the cause of failure, and would not

be if the buildings were kept sufficiently simple in their

character, and suitable to tlie requiremeuts of the

classes it was desired should occupy them.

It was necessary to lay down certain rigid but
very simple rules for the construction of such es-

tal)lishments. There were three great sanitary

agents wliich it is scarcely possible to provide too

lavishly

—

viz., light, air, and soap and wjiter. Unseen
dirt was never removed, and .served as the nidas of

vermin and disease. Of air it was impossible lo get

too much in a lodging-honse, if it could be brought
in without tliejcreation of a distinct draught, of which
tlie lodger had an insuperable dread. No part of any
lodging-house should owe its cleanliness to paint or

varnish, but to plain soap and water ; in fact, no
materials should be employed which would net

wash. In tlie next place, all the materials should

be cheap, and the fittings substantial. There must
be no complicated machinery—nothing within the

reach of the lodgers which can by any iiossibility

get out of[order. Water-closets should be excluded, as

being altogether beyond and above the capacity of

the lowest order of labourers ; indeed, under their

use, they become a source of continual expense.

There must be no boilers, no steam engines, no
ventilating apparatus requiring adjustment; in fact,

everything must be well within the experience of the

most ignorant. As to the accommodati'i^n, three things

were essential :—1st, a separate sleeping apartment,

wliich might be used as a ilressing-room, workshop,

or study ; 2nd, a good kitchen, with an open fire

;

and 3rd, a general sitting-room, for reading, con-

versation, and amusement. Of these by far the

most important was the first. The autlior proposed

that every chamber should be 8ft. long, 4ft. Cin.

wide, and with a ceiling 8tt. above the floor, made
of perforated zinc. Above this ceiling was a

passage, wliich communicated externally with the

open air by means of perforated brick-^, and inter-

n,ally with the interior of the building. As the

door of the chamber ought not to reach the

floor, there would always be an abwidant supply

of fresh air without the possibihty of draught.

A somewhat similar arrangement had been adopted

at the Woking Convict Prison, but it wa.s there

spoiled l>y a ]ierpendicular diaphragca within the

passage, and the grating at the top oS the cell v.as

too open to keep out draught. The poo-diar. featuxc

of .this scheme of veutUatiou was that itctepcaded ou

the large extent of opening for the admission and dis-

charge of air, whereby diffusion took place without the
possibility of draught. On this plan, every ceiling was
practically open to the sk)', and every floor was for

purposes of ventilation at the top of the house.

Moreover, the arrangements were quite beyond the
control of the inmates. No one could shut it up or

put a stop to the interchange which went on between
the air of his room and that outside. The more open
the passage was, the less would the violence of any
extensive wind be felt, since its force would be ex-
pended in passing through the building, and not in

passing through the room. The chambers had
separate windows, and the doors opened on a corridor,

which commenced from the first floor of the building,

and was lighted from tlie top by a sky-light, als(?

made to open freely on two sides. There were three

tiers of chambers, the upper stories being approached
by a staircase at the end, and by galleries around
the corridor. As regards cubic space, the Army
Sanitary Commissioners arrived at the conclusion

that a man required 600 cubic feet for the main-
tenance of health. Now, a soldier existed under
peculiarly favourable conditions. He Was well and
regularly fed, only moderately worked, and had no
really dirty work to do ; but a labouring man had
to undertake all sorts of dirty work, his clothes were
rarely clean, and his skin was genercally grimy with
dirt and jierspiration

; and yet, curionsly, the law
only provided that he should have 300 cubic feet in a

common lodging-house, and 350 cubic feet in a sub-

let room. Space was far more essential to the

working-man than to the soldier, and instead of

being insensibly poisoned and prostrated by breathing

offensive .lud expired air, he ought to be secured an
abundance of that which imparted new vigour and
new life, and by which he was euiibled to rise re-

freshed from his slumbers. One of the great

advantages of the plan which Dr. Stallard submitted

to the meeting, would be, he said, that it would give

to every occupant a space of more than GOO cubic

feet, besides ventilation such as would not be found

in any other form of building. As to the furniture

of the ch.amber, there must be the means of clearing off

the bedstead at a moment's notice, in order that the

lodger might, if he chose,wash himself from he.idto foot

without wetting the t>ed clothes, or that he' might

set to work at his trade, or that the attendant might
properly wash the floor without hindrance. This

might he accomplished in three different ways:

—

Firstly, by replacing the bed by a hammock, which,

being taken off the hooks, might be rolled up and
jJaced on a shelf provided for it; secondly, the

be<lstead might consist of an iron framework,

fastened to the wall by a hinge ; it was turned up
close when not wanted, and^ the rolled-up bedding

was, as before, put upon tlie shelf over hc'vd. The
third was the simplest and the best plan. Let' there

be a low, wooden bedstead, strong and well jointed ;

it need' not be more than from 8 to 12in. from the

floor, and it must be so made as to stand upright in

the corner of the chamber. Of eourse the bedding-

would be treated as before. There was yet another

plan, but somewhat above the capacity of a four^

penny lodger clas.s, however—viz., au iron camp

'

chair bed.stead, which folded up, and had a reeess-

underneath for the bed clothes. Every chamber

shciiild h.ave awash-basin, a slop-pail, a water jug,

and a towel ,- all of which articles might be fixtures,

that is, fastenetl so that they could' not i« removed,

'fhen tliere must be a looking-glasDy a library shelf,

a metal drinking -cup, a table, stool, or chau-. The

floor should be of aisphalte. It ivoukl be weU,

if practicable,, to make a night-shirt part of the

furniture, and perhaps its safety might he ensiu-ed

by 3 small deposit. If the house were erected for a

sixpenny class he woiAl give a special gaslight, to

be paid for .at so much a week, if there was likely

to be a demand for it. As to the service, the ques-

tion of having tie cleaning done by men or women
was one which must be determined in some measure

by the character of the lojlgers ; but Dr. Stallard

W.1H .altogether in favom- of emplsying women.

Every chamber should have a private lock, and the

superintendent a master key.

The other essenij.alsin Dr. StaUard's plan were, he

oliservcd, provided in a .special way, and on a

principle which .adapted itself to the nianber of beds

in the building, whether 30 or 300. "WTien the

doi-mitories, as in George-street, Bloomsbury, were

only 23ft. wide, anil there were three stories, it was

found that the ground floor was not sufficient for the

kitchens, reading-room, and superintendent's oflices,

&c. In his plan, he had widened the building with-

out .augmenting the quantity of flooriiigat the upper

part, and the increased space thus pcoi-ided contri-

buted .greatly to the wholesomeness of tlie bedr-room.s.

Bv b.aving this space and the ventilating pa^^•^ges

Above the ceilings they, got; rid of all spctikl »; -

poratius fcT ventilatii^a, . S^Hiat were esdledita^tilatir^
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shafts were quite as often inlets as outlets when they

acted, ami they often never acted at all. But bj' thus

mdening' the building a large space for kitchen, &c.,

was obtained on the ground-Hoor, and also a large

floor space on the first-floor, which might be used as

a general reading-room, or parcelled out into special

sitting-rooms, as in the plan. The superintendent's

apartments; and staircase were placed at the entrance

;

and the oflices, viz., day lavatories, urinals, coal-house,

and general storeplace, might either occupy a portion

on the ground-fioor or be placed outside. Baths might
be managed in the basement, below the entrance-hall

and lodge. They were desirable where there were no

baths near, but Dr. Stallard would not erect them
imtil the tenant was willing to pay full rent for them.

There should be a cooking-grate for every 70 lodgers,

and it was desbable that there should not be more
than two cooking ranges in one room. As regarded

the living rooms, it was desirable that there should

be as much variation in the building as possible, due
regard being had to the economy of fuel and
service. Where the numbers exceded 100 it would
not be difficult to have a special smoking-room.

After consultation with practical men he was of

opinion that a building for 200 would prove most
economical.

As to the cost, he referred to the estimate of Mr.
Saxon Snell, in whose judgment and experience he

had the greatest confidence. Mr. Snell had erected

some most admirable infirm wards in the City-road

at a price within the estimated cost. The accommo-
dation provided in the plans he liad prepared for the

author consisted of 204 beihrooms, Stt. long by 4ft.

wide, with an available breathing-space of 720 cubic

feet per bed, and adequate ventilation, on the plan

already noticed, on the first, second, and,third floors
;

16 private sitting-rooms, each Oft. long and Stt.

wide, on the first-floor
;

porter's lodge, lavatories,

water-closets, kitchen, reading, conversation, and
dining-rooms, of adequate size, on the ground-floor.

For tlie building only, the estimated cost was £8,000.
If bath-rooms, heating apparatus, &c., were added
on the basement, the additional cost ^vill be £750.
As it would be sufficient to provide 600 instead of

720 cubic feet per head, there would be a slight re-

<luctioa effected by narrowing the building three

feet ; but the author proposed to leave this out, and,

for the jmrpose of calculation, adopt the plan as it

was. He calculated that £2 per head, or, say, £400,
wotild provide what might be called permanent
til tings, to be let with the buildings, such as shelves,

bedsteads, firegrates, &c., and if a site could be got
for £600, the total cost would be £9,000, which, at

5 per cent., would entail a rental of £.500 a-ycar,

vith an allowance of £50 a-year for repau-s. If the
site should exceed this cost (that of the Albert-

'chambers at Jlile-end cost £650), it might become
necessary to add another 3d. per night to the rental

of the rooms. The question was, conld a tenant be
expected to undertake the management of such a
building with reasonable prospect of profit? The
author inclined to think so. His balaitce-sheet migJst

be rouglUj- estimated as follows :

—

Capital Acooukt,

220 sets of bedding
Other utensils

IXCOMB.

204 beds, at 2s. per week
16 „ 38. „

Dedvot 10 per cent, for emptier..

1,0C7 12

EXPprSDITURE.

Heitt 500
Interest on capital emplt^ed at 20 per cent.... 80,

llatCB and taxes 70
Gas, C( ais, water, ... ^„ 100
:j apr\*ants, at £;iO Br-year each !K>

Soap and sundries... 20
Newspapers 7 12
Ralauco of profit for mana,^er 200

.•!00

100

a.

4(l«

. l,n>v) u;

. 121 10

ll.s.l 12
lis

1,0C7 12

In tlie foregoing, Ur. Stallard -sjild that his
primary desire had been to prove the ]iossil)ility of
providing a building -which, under fjir management,
should give the lodger the same sort of ac-
tommodation which was provided for tlio soldier,

the convict, and the pauper, and to do this at the
cost of Is. per bed per week. If the expenditure
had been estimated at £10,000, instead of £11,000,

this Would still be done, as 220 beds would yield

£572 ))er jinnain- at that rate. He was "con-

fident that a go>3d maniigor xwuld be able ta

pay the rent he ha/1 proposed, for in a vast majority
of cases he wonld be able to make half-a-crown, or

even throe shillings per week of the sort of accom-
modation provided. Lastly, lathar than forego the
competiticn, aven with lodgiag-heuses at 3d. , per

night, he would consent to give up the important

point of cubic space. Mr. Snell informed him that

oy doing away with the corridor, and putting the

kitchens half below the ground, the building might
be narrowed to 23ft., at a saving of not less than

£2,000 on its cost. This estimate was supported by
the cost of George-street. This would give 400

cubic feet to every occupant, and would enable the

tenant to realise a larger profit at 3d. per night than

xmder Dr. Stallard's plan at 4d. It appeared to

him, therefore, that a cautious execution of the plans

he had proposed would enable them to compete suc-

cessfully with the HTetched, filthy, and ill-ventilated

apartments now in use. In conclusion. Dr. Stallard

said that as premiums were offered for model

fiu-nis, in the same manner he thought it would be a

most desirable thing to issue premiums for the best-

conducted model lodging-houses, not conducted by
servants of public societies, but by private indi-

viduals. He also thought that if some portion of

the Peabody Fund could be directed to this lower

and simpler mode indicated by him, it would really

render an immense ser^nce to the poor of London.

In the discussion wdiich followed,

Mr. Fletcher asked in whatway the down draught

was etfeeted by the zinc roof spoken of—whether it

was really prevented ; and said he did not quite

understand what amount of light was got into the

private rooms shown on the plan. They seemed to

him to be some 3Uft. below the roof, and only to

have a borrowed light.

Mr. EspisASSE thought that the only wa.y to get

over the difficulty would be by the assistance of the

Government, not by biulding such houses out of

taxes, but by using the savings of the working

classes, which were now deposited in savings banks

at 2^ per cent.

Dr. Hardwicke conciured heartily with all that

had fallen from Dr. Stallard. lie himself had

brought forward a scheme for public dormitories

three or four years ago, very much on the pjlan now
suggested, and he thought it would be not at all

difficult to show that all local authorities, corpora-

tions, and parishes ought, in some manner or other,

to provide in every district some such accommoda-
tion. Some years ago. Professor Kerr, of Univer-

sity College, introduced a plan of single large rooms,

16ft. square, for families, which could be let for

about 3s. Oa. a-week, giving a large amount of

cubic space for the family, which was very essential,

and though it was but one room, still partitions might

be erected so as to provide for decency and comfort

in exery way. This subject came daily under his

notice as medical officer for the district of Padding-

ton. For instance, a man and his wife with three

or foiu: children, or even more, were found living in

one room. There was no power to compel them to

have two rooms, and yet they had, ]icrhaps, only

150 cubic feet each. The results were jierfectly

horrible. He believed that cousum.ption and tuber-

cular diseases generalh', such as the wasting of

children iu early life, scrofulous affections, and so on,

were quite as easily preventible as zymotic <liseases

byaproper condition of the air. Hebelievedthatwhat

had been done in the way of chsrity had frightened

capitalists, aiKl prevented their entering into

building speculations, it being a general notion that

such enterprises would not pay. This, he believed,

often arose from the needlessly expensive manner in

which they were erected.

Mr. Caiktek said he had hoped, from the title of

the paper, that it would have had some
reference to the nefarious practices of speculative

builders, who ran up lurases merely for sale, and

that some rec<)mmendations would have been in-

cluded in it for an .alteration iu the Building Act
such as should compel builders not only to Huike

walls of a certain thickness, but to construct them of

proper material, for it was impossible to construct

aify building eionomically unless it was well con-

structed in the first place. A great deal more might

be done by private effort. He knew of a private

individual who was now building small houses at

Stratford, of four rooms each, "with small garden.s,

<it a cost of £11.5, Which would be let at Cs. a week,

free of all taxes.

Mr. Vi(5EK.ssaiil that he had been rather surprised,

as a practical land-surveyor, to hear that building

model lodging-houses hail been financially a success.

Where they li.ad been so, it was not where they were

bnilt for what rai;lit be called the poor of London,

bat for tliriffy working men. Those companies

which were hchl out as being .successful would not

take a man as a tenant unless he was receiving from

25s. to £2 a week wages. What was wanted, how-
ever, was accommodation for the labouring men
who earned not more that £1 a week, and it was

possible to provide this, but it had not yet been done

profitably. The trustees of 5Ir. Peabody's trust,

tn which he was consulting land-svirvevor, made it

a rule to admit no one who earned more than a
guinea a week. They were doing great good by
providing decent accommodation for this class, and
they never distressed a poor man if he was in a

temporary difliculfy from being out of work, but

treated him with every consideration. The paying

companies, on the other hand, if they had a tenant

who coixld not pay his rent, either turned him out or

seized his tilings, and this system of working made
all the difference in the result. His clients were

most anxiou.s to do the best they eoidd, and if any
one would kindly commimicate any plan which
promised to be of service to the working classes of

London, he had instructions from Lord Derby, the

Chairman of the trustees, and his colleagues, to

thoroughly examine it, and lay it before the Com-
mittee, when it woidd receive the most earnest

attention.

Mr. Allen said he could give the results of his

practical experience in the matter, being the builder

of houses erected bj' the Waterlow Comiran}-. It

was quite a fallacj' to say that such buildings did

not pay. He must correct one statement made by
the last speaker, for the company never seized, and

j'et they let their rooms at a lower rent than those

in the Peabody-buildings. Yet the company had

always paid a fair dividend of 5 per cent,, with a good

working staff, well remunerated. He was now
engaged in proiiding healthy and weU-ventilated

homes for working men, with all necessary comfort,

to let at a rent of 2s. per week per room, free of all

rates and taxes, and this under a ground rent of £1

per foot frontage, or 6d. per foot super. In his

opinion charity had done more mischief than enough

in this matter, and it would have been better for the-

poor of London if Mr. Pealjody had buried his.

money. The opinion had got about that a working;

man's house coidd not be built so as to pay ; but

the farther you got from charity the nearer you got

to justice. He was at that moment engaged in

building houses for the working men to the extent

of about £40,000, and at about halt the cost of the

Peabody buildings, and, what was of the greatest

importance, the company never attempted to give the

joint use of anything, but in each tenement provided

all that was necessary, so that each tenant had a

home of his ovra. Other people might build houses,

but his object was to provide homes, for, small as it.

might be, an Engli.shman hked to have a home on

wliichhe could turn the key and feel himself master

of. He had lettings as low as 4s. a week, for wliich

was provided a nice room, a bed-closet, and a Utile

wash-house with a sink, and every domestic

convenience. In the Peabody buildings there was

no such thing ; in fact, they did not provide homes

at all. He iiad worked it out practically, and found

it could be done ; but still the help of the Government

was required in order to carry out the idea

thoroughly. As for the term "model lodging

houses," it stank in the nostrils of Englishmen, and

he had always set his face against it. The .system

of building "eight or ten-roomed houses, and then

putting four or five families into them, ought not

to be allowed ; it was thereof of all the mischief. It

was much better to build a large house properly

constructed, but it was necessary to go six or seven

stories high. It took one story to pay the ground

rent, and another to pay the rates and taxes, so

that you were bound to carry them high, but there

was no objection to that ; indeed, the upper stories

let first. He would add that the company had only

built two blocks in which an attempt was made to

accommodate a lower class of tenants by letting so

many have flic joint use of the wash-house, and he

had "been engaged that afternoon in making out a

contract to alter them and make them into distinct

houses, for they would not let as they stood.

The CiiAiuMAN (the Earl of Shaftesbury), in

the course of a long speech, said he was astonished

to hear from the gentleman who represented the

Peabody lodging-houses that the principle upon

which they went was not to demand the rent in case

of persons falling into difficulties. That was all very

well for a private proprietor, and it luight be a

matter of Christian feeling so to act, and if they

chose to put the Peabody buildiiigs upon that foot-

ing, well and good. At the same time, did not that

constitute these great buildings mere eleeniosyn.ary

institutions—the very last thing they wished the

workman to be subject to ? He did not think, how-

ever that Dr. Stallard had intended to raise a dis-

cussion on the wide question of lodging-houses and

domiciles for wdiole families. His paper was confined

to lodging-houses for single men. The rent was,

under his system, still to be 2s. per week, and that

sum could "not be paid bv a large proportion of the

jmor of L<jndon. Mr. Vi'gers had told them that the

Peabody trustees wanted to get the poorest classes

into their buildings, and that they would take any-

one who had a weekl ivage not exceeiUng £1 ;
but
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that was a large wage for a great proportion of the

people. There was another difficulty in respect

of the lodging-houses for single men, and that

might be one reason why they so often had

a great number of vacant beds, and that was dis-

tress in trade. Whenever that toolc place, the let-

tings fell off very much indeed. In George-street,

they had at one time from 31) to 3.5 beds vacant,

simply becaiise the men could not pay the rent.

"Workmen in London, and also in the agricultural

districts, could not abide living by themselves ; the}'

infinitely preferred taking a lodging in a house
where there was a family li\ing. The difficulty was
not so great for a single man as it was for large families.

The great difficulty to be contended with was the

necessity which existed for a large number of people

living upon the spot near which their work was
carried on, and the consequent necessity for making
provisions for persons whose weekly wages would
not endure to the extent of Is. per week for the

purpose of domiciles. That was a matter that would
puzzle philantlu-opists and statesmen for many
generations to come. Until they could find a set of

men who were able to pay a larger sum for weekly
lodgment, they woulil never get the improvement in

the people's dwellings carried out on a large com-
mercial scale. Now, there was one mode of douig

it to a certain extent, but not fully. He was sorry

that Dr. Stallard passed over in a cursory way, and
with somewhat of contempt, houses which he said

had been made habitable by adaptation. Really and
truly this was the only way in wliich they would
be able to provide for the great mass of the popu-
lation of London, and if they would only take the

trouble to go to Tyndall's-buildings, Charles-street,

Drury-lane, and see the alteration that had been
made by .adaptation, and com])are the state of these

buildings with what they were before the society of

which he was president took them, and .also with the

state of the courts and alleys around, they would
find that, although they by no means approached to

perfection, yet they gave decency anil health. The
rents were regularly paid, and the occupants were
enabled to have a tenement of three rooms at a
much less figure than woidd be given in other i)laces

for a home in only one room. They were enabled
to do that because they had not spent a Large sum
of money—not having had to build from the ground.
In conclusion, he moved a vote of thanks to Dr.

Stallard for his paper.

Dr. ST.\LLAiin, in reply, said he could not endorse
all that had been said by Mr. Allen with regard to

giving homes to single persons ; it was all very well

to say that they would be better off in married
homes; but in many cases they coidd not do so; and
there were about 100,000 single men in London
living in lodging houses, which were barracks of the

very worst discription. Barrack-life was the curse

of a soldier's life, and the pecularity which he wislied

to introdnce into these lodging-houses was that each
man should have a chamber to iiimsclf. lie was
inclined to agree with Mr. Archer, of Westminster,
that a single man could afford -Id. a night, or 2s. a
week, for lodgings such as he proposed to provide,

and he would be much better off tlicn, if he only
earned 10s. a week, than married men who got "20s.

or 25s. and paid the rent requhed by the Peabody
trustees or Mr. "Waterlow's company. Government
could help this object in one or two ways. He should
like to see powers given to local autliorities to take
sites compulsorily for workmen's dwellings where
such were absolutely required, in the same way as

public corapanics took them away for their own pur-
poses. He had not the least desire to find fault with
the principle of adajitation, which was very good in

its way, but it would never lead to anything like a
proper standard of what was necessary, and he
believed the houses so adapted were almost always
dark, ill ventilated, and chfficult to keep in order.
The subject could never properly be dealt with on
lAilanthrojiie jirinciples. It must be made to pay in
some way, even if the commonest possildc buildings
were put up—anything better than the wretched
holes now used for loilging-houses. Witli respect to
the question of down draught, if the wire gauze were
sufficiently fine, any draught would be impossible

;

but of course with such an arrangement it was
necessary to have a large surface in onler to get suf-
ficient air. With respect to the lighting of the private
rooms, it was quite true tliat they only h.ad a
borrowed liglit, imt he did not wislj to lay much
stress upon them, and his impression was" that it

would be better to keep tlie space open for other
purposes. In conclusion, there was one other way
in which the law and the public might help in thi's

matter, and that was by more stringent provisions
with regard to overcrowding. There was no doubt
tliat the proprietors of the wretched lodging-houses
in London reaped enormous profits, hut he saw no
reason to prevent the law stepping in to alter this

state of things. If they were unwholesome, why
should not the standard be raised ? and if 300 cubic ft.

were not sufficient, let it be increased. Nothing, how-
ever, would be of any use until corporations and
guardians of the poor saw the itnpropriety of giving

relief to people living in these wretched conditions.

It was really tlie poor rates and charity which kept
these miserable places open.

BONE.S V. FLOWER.S.

THE contractors, the Board of Works, or Mr.
Ayrton—whoever is responsible—having been

unwillingly compelled to cease using the bones of

the plague-stricken who were buried in S. Martin's

pits in 166G as a road material for South London,
have, with a praiseworthy disinclinatioa to waste a
good thing, distributed a few cart-loads in Kensing-
ton Gardens, where, during the past week, they have
been picked up, submitted to anatomists, and duly
recorded in the daily papers by indignant and poetic

correspondents. One of these gentlemen compli-
ments Mr. A}Tton on his wisdom in making " toys of

the ashes of a bygone age, to instruct the youthful
mind of the upper ten in anatomy and the worthless-

ness of lunnan life." We can hardly believe that

Mr. Ayrton wfiuld countenance the introduction

anywhere of anything not practically useful, but are

rather disposed to think his motives were the same
that inspired him, according to the matchmakers,
to attempt '" to take away tlie flowers from Victoria

Park"—namely, his usual desire to make himself as

disagreeable as possible to everybody. (>f course,

it may be that Mr. Ayrton is not responsible for the

distribution of skulls and other bones in Kensington
Gardens ; if so, we offer him the consoling reflection

that a score of such unjust imputations could not
render him more unpopular than at present—that is

impossible.

PROPOSED NEW FRUIT, FLOWER, AND
VEGETABLE MARKET.

THE " patcliing-up" process to which Covent
Garden Market is now being subjected is a

miserable apology for the necessary improvements
which ought to be carried out by the agents of the

Duke of Bedford. None can wonder that the market
gardeners and nurserymen, who are weary of the ap-

parent disinclination of the owner to meet the grow-
ing wants of the public and the trade, have serious

thoughts of deserting his market altogether.

Mr. Henry ^Meyers, the president of the Market
Gardeners', Nurserymen's, and Farmers' Association,

together with several of the other members, attended

by appointment at the Guildh.all the other day for

the purpose of meeting the Markets Improvement
Committee of the City of London, and fully explain-

ing the requirements of the market gardeners with
reference to the great need for improved market ac-

commodation for the disposal of fruit, flowers, and
vegetables within the metropolis. Mr. Meyers stated

that the growers had for many years been making
applications to the agents of the Duke of Bedford
to construct a roof over the whole of Covent Garden
Market, and make other really necessary improve-
ments ; but no steps had yet been taken. Under
these circumstances the growers were glad to hear

that the Corporation of London contemjilated certain

improvements and alterations in the City markets.

Some of the mfmbiTs Iiad expressed an opinion tliat

the site in Sniithfield near the new Meat-market
woidd be most advantageous to both buyers and
sellers

;
yet, after taking into full consideration the

central position and great width of Farringdon-
street, the Market Improvement Committee ajipearcd

to consider that by means of a ju(hcious outlay in

altering the present inconvenient levels and ap-
proaches, giving ample means of ingress and egress,

and constructing a light roof over tlie whole area of

Farringdon Market, the latter would be a source of

ni*.tre ])r(tfit to the Corporation, and within a few
years would rise from its present unsatisfaetor}' state

to the position of a really first-class, well-attended

market. The deputation was courteously received

by the JIarkets Improvement Committee, who went
into the discussion in a business-hke manner, and it

was ultimately agreed that a sub-committee from the

Markets Improvement Committee sliould meet a sub-
committee from tlie Market Gardeners' Association

to discuss and arrange the necessary details ref]uired

citlier for tlie improvement of Farringdon Market or

the erection of a new market opposite the new Meat-
market.

It is understood that the Stock Exchange will

shortly bo enlnrgod at the Hercules-passage en-
trauce, tho existing space being insufficient toll

-

accommodate the large number of members antb
their clerks.

ARCHITECTURAL PHOTOGRAPHS.
^PHE Architectural Photograph Society
-*- having been discontinued, for some time
tlie profession has been obliged to content
it.self without any views of details of build-
ings taken specially for their advantage.
The failure of the attempts to do this work

by the co-operation of ntimbers was due
mainly to the fact that the photographers could
not lose sight of the somewhat natural wish
to please the majority of their subscribers by
producing pretty views rather than architec-

tural studies. Another difficulty which I
have found practically important lias been
that the photographers had always mainly
before them the paramount necessity, accord-
ing to their ideas, of the photographs taken
being perfect specimens of their own scienti-

fically-mechanical work ; whereas it often

happens that an exquisite example of archi-

tectural detail is so situated that it is impos-
sible to get a proper liglit thrown upon it.

Again, I have taken long and expensive
joui-neys to distant places with photographers
for the especial purpose of taking views of a
building, and after arriving there the day
has proved unfavourable, and no entreaties

could induce my companions to risk their

reputation by even attempting to obtain any
negatives, so that the whole expenditure of

time and money has been lost. Now, for the
purposes of the profession this mechanical
perfection is unimportant, and must be, at

any rate, held to be secondary in importance
to the procuring of negatives of the details

required, which, if legible at all, can be re-

produced or copied by other processes, and
answer every piu'pose. To give an example.

I have by me a photograph, which I value

highly, of the entrance to the Chapter House
of the Abbey at Romersdorf, taken under
most unfavourable circumstances, after an
amount of entreaty on my part which would
have moved sterner liearts than those of my
excellent companions on that occasion. The
negative proved, as they expected, so indiffer-

ent that only one positive was able to be taken
from it, but tliat was all that I wanted, and
it could now be reproduced faithfully by the

engraver or lithographer with ease. Again,
I had toiled up with my friend to the top of

the lofty hill .above Oobern, on the Moselle,

and found in the chapel of the castle on its

summit a mine of architectural orn.ament.

The camera and apparatus were left in the

vilhage, to be sent for if required. Unfor-
tunately, the day was cloudy, and the interior

dark, and though I pleaded almost witli tears,

saying that negatives of any sort would serve

my purpose and help me to make the

drawings I proposed, I was tmable to iirevail,

and thitt journey was rendered comparatively

useless.

Now one cannot but highly appreciate the
true artistic feeling displayed by tliese photo-
graphers ; it is so akin to that jealousy

wliich good architects and artists always
entertain of allowing any work of tlieirs to

be put forward wliich they feel to be not up
to the mark. Still we, as a profession, do
not.seek for pictures in their representations

of details, and would prefer to have some
upon which we can rely for all the points we
care about, ratlicr than none at all. Such
difficulties and disappointments as I have
sketched out liave hitherto tended to dis-

courage the production of the peculiar class

of photogr.iphs wliich architects desire.

I am glad, however, to say thiit a young
.architect of my acquaintance, who has
made himself an able photograiihei-, and
who possesses a first-class apparatus for the

purpose, has undertaken to devote himself to

tliis work, and lie writes to me that lie has

arranged with a Mr. Herbert Cruz, of Much
Wenlock, for the disposal of the results.

"All the pliotographs," he says, "will be
specially selected .as good architectural

studies." (And here I may remark that he is

a perfectly competent judge in such m.atters.)

"Where jjossiblej geometrical views as

nearly as possible will be obtained, and pre-
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ferred to sidelong or perspective views. A
doorway or window may be photographed

from the centre of the opening, and the re-

sulting photograph is equal to a measured
drawing, if only one dimension is figured on

each print to give scale to the whole. All

the prints will be sold unmounted at the

uniform price of one shilling each, the sizes

varying from 12 by 10 inches down to cabinet

size. Up to the present, photographers have

only taken general views, but I shall confine

myself almost altogether to details which
cannot fail to bo valuable to the jirofeesion,

and deserving of support on account of the

low price charged." A considerable number
of prints have already been taken from the

best portions of Hereford Cathedral, and from
that architectural bijou, "West AValton Church,
Korfolk, together with fine Early details

from Acton Burnell, Salop, Goodi'ich C'astle,

and otlier places, many of which were selected

at my request. John P. Seddon.

HEATING BY HOT WATER.

MR. ALFRED SMEE, in a comniunic.itioii made
to the last meeting of the Royal Horticul-

tural .Society, makes some remarks on heating by
hot ^vater -which will interest all concernecl in heat-

ing by that means. Wr. Smee says: "Having to

draw up some remarks upon the circulation of

water in hot water pipes, it occurred to me that the

tlow and return miglit be managed by the use of a

single I'ipe, instead of two, as now universally

adopted. I directed the experiment to be tried by
affixing to the socket end of a 4in. pipe an inch

supply pipe from an ordinary bi>iler, and a second

pipe communicating with the bottom of the 'fin.

pipe and the bottom of the boiler. As I expected,

the circulation was most perfect anil rapid, the hot

water flowing along the upiier surface of the ]iipe,

and the cold water returning along the lower

surface. Two currents in opposite directions were
created in the pipe, and the action was so perfect

that I ordered a frame to be fitted up forthwith,

which has been in operation ever since. This mode
of heating by a single pipe may be, no doubt, of

frequent use, and manifestly, from the simple and
portable nature of the apparatus, the arrangement
will commend itself to the attention of horticul-

turists. But engineers whom I have consulted con-

sidered that the plan could not possibly answer

;

and having occasion to write to the eminent
hydraulic engineer, Mr, K. ICaston, I ])ut in a [tost-

script :
—'Can you circulate water in a single ]npe?

I can.' He replied that, by accident, a single pipe

had once been arranged by one of his pupils, instead

of two, and this, to his surprise, was found to

answer, .\fter Iiaving my arrangement explained
to him, he stated that there were many cases in

which he should adopt it. With this exception,

every practical engineer has considered the plan im-
possible ; nevertheless, it is most easy of construc-

tion and perfect in action, and I commend it strongly

to my brother horticulturists in all cases where a

single pipe is sufficient to commiuiicate the neces-

sary heat."

riLTOX, NE.VR RHEPTON MAI.LET.

rPlIIIS line parish churcli was reopened for Divine
JL worship by the Lord Bishoi) of the Diocese,

on Thursday, the 2l)th inst., after a complete re-

storation at a cost of £i,'MI). The works have been

fifteen months in hand.

The diurch consists of a navo. ii'trth aisle, chancel,

and soxith porch, with tower at west end. of various

dates of architecture, from Norman to IVrpcndicular.

The rich and elaborately carved oak ro(pfs, of the

latter style, have been perfectly restored. The
cluircli was in a deplorable state, covered with
whitewash internally in every part, anil rough-cast
extcr]i,ally ; completely blocked U]) with galleries,

to obtain access to which the walls of nave and aisle

had been cut through, in one ca^e destroying a

Norman arch, another, a window. The body of the

church was tilled with box seats facing all parts of

the com]iass.

The whole of the pews and galleries have been swept
awa.v, the church reseated with ]iitch pine open
benches, walls re-stuccoed internally. re]iaircd, and
re-pointed externally. The church has been re-

paved with Doulting stone in iliamond squares; and
njew pulpit and font in Bath stone have been erected.

The south door, of Norman date, with zigzag
mouldings, has been carefully restored ; and the north
door, which is of Early Englisli date, has been re-

opened, after being blocked up for years. The

lower stage of the tower is of Early English diite,

with a tine lancet window in the south wall, which was

found blocked up half its height, has been opened

out and restored.

In the south wall of nave the remains of a

Norman " stoup " were discovered on removing the

plaster, and consider.able portions of Norman mould-

ings, Ac, were found to have been used iu building

the walls of the Perpendicular date.

In the north w.all of aisle, under a recessed arch,

ornamented with the ball llower, is an incised stone

slab, a floriated cross with face in centre. This had

been removed from its original position, but has now
been carefully repl.aced, and remains of wall painting

were discovered on the north wall of aisle, and on

several parts of the stonework, on removal of the

whitewash.

No contract was taken for the works, but they

have been carried out by a staff of workmen under

Mr. Creed, the Clerk of Works, the architect of

the rc-toration being Mr. A. E. Gough, of Bedford-

square, London.

The chancel was undertaken by the Ecclesiastical

Commissioners, and under the superintendeuce of

their arcliiteet, Mr. Christian.

Pilton was formerl}' the summer residence of the

abbots of (ilastonbury (it is about six miles from

Glastonbury), and the manor-house, adjoining the

church contains remains of Medieval work. It is

also known for possessing a tine Media!val barn

(scarcely second to Glastonbury), and of very

similar design (poorly illustrated iu Parker), with

the four evangelistic symbols carved in the gables,

&c The church is most picturesquely situated on

the side of an abrupt hill, grouping with the barn

and manor-house, and justly considered one of the

finest in that part of the county.

ASPHALTING GARDEN WALKS AND
STREET PAVEMENTS.

C^
.'VS-T.VR is not soluble in water. Make a

X note of this, for it is the chief point in

asphalte works—roofs, tanks, walks, roads, and the

like. As well might you attempt to mix tallow

with water as gas-tar with water, and hence the

importance of .all articles being dry that have to be

united with gas-tar. Now, when yon get lime frf)ni

the kiln (says a writer in the Gardeners'

Chronicled, and slack it nicely by adding a large

amount of cold water to cold stones of lime, the

mixture will neither be cold nor wet, as one would

think it ought to be, but fiery hot and apiiarently

dry
;
yet there is no disputing the fact that into this

dry powder you certainly did pour real water by
the g.allon, and it must be there now in some sliajie.

t'hemists tell us that when fluids assume tlie solid

form heat is evolved, and .although A\-e may not

recognise the presence of water, the gas-tar will ; so

that in all cases where slacked lime is mixeil with

gas-tiir it is a grave error, for water is there, aiul "gas-

tar is not soluble in water." But if you wish to get at

the secret of asjihalte making, jionnd the new lime

and pass it through a tine sieve, and mix this with

coal-tar, and see the result. The writer was shown
a large factory that was roofed with paper and

covered with gas-tar and lime in this way. The
owner had previously tried the .slacked lime and
woiulered at his failure. The intelligent workman
will boil his gas-tar to get any moistiu-e out of

it, and having his pounded lime ready, he can add
to suit his circumstances. The composition of bone

is tlie point to be aimed at, for the bone-earth by
itself would be hard, but not tough, and the gelatine

would be tough and i-lammy, but not hard ; mi.xed

together in due proportions, they are perfection.

Mineral pitch used in pavitig is very well for

street work, but when the sun is ])owerful it

is quite fluid ; not so is the jjitch when lime

has been added, and as a small sample tried will

give the proper ]iroportion, there can be no exctisc

for having melted pitch adhering to the shoes of the

passenger. Lime is able to do the master-stroke,

but it must do it in its own way. If the carriageway

or footway is to be a perjuanent way, its levels must
lie rigidly set out first, ami good hard materials used

to make up the levels; white line dry gravel,

|ielibles, or cracked stone, may bo tarred and

levelled aiul rolled just as would be done if no tar

were used ; but when the stone or gravel is tarred

they absorb none, wdiercas the lime has united with

the tar, and the compoinul is quite different from

either of its parents. We see constantly about any
of our large towns heaps of eindirs and clinkers

(scoria') being mixed for nudiing foot|iaths, the gas-

tar iHiured on or over at raudoin. the liner parts

being left to make a smooth finish. This is good

enough for parish business, and is, moreover, cheap,

but whoever has seen Ijrst-elass as|ihalting in London

and elsewhere will allow that it is very nearly all

that eoidd be desired for walks or roads.

CHARACTERISTICS OF EXETER
CATHEDRAL.

THE Yen. the Archdeacon of Exeter delivered a
lecture on the " History and Characteristics

of Exeter Cathedral" last week. In concluding his

lecture, the Archdeacon said that some of the

cliaracteristies of the Cathedral are its transceptal

towers, its bi-lateral s3'mmetry, the unbroken \ista

of its vault. Another characteristic is its unusually

uniform and apparently studied numerical treatment.

This is seen in the height, length, and breadth of the

nave and transept towers, each of which, as given

by iMr. Hewitt, is 140ft. Like tlie New Jerusalem
in the Revelation, " the length, and the breadth, and
the height are equ.al." Very unusual, too, is it, if

not unique, for the nave and choir to have, as

here, the same number of bays, and that, too, the

mystic, aiul in cathedrals uncommon, number of

seven. And so nearly exactly in tlie centre is the

great middle boss of the transept (bearing, it seems,

the figure of the Black Prince) that if an axis were
let down from it. and the whole cathedral turned

round upon it, the great east and west wndows
would, as nearly as possible, take each other's places;

as of course the north and south transepts would.

Another and chief characteristic is the perfect unity

of style in the interior as it exists, marred

only by the introduction of the east window.

It is, perhaps, the only cathedral in England iu

which you can take up a point of view (viz., at the

east end) from which you behold one style pre-

vailing throughout, and that, too. the most perfect

style, the Decorated. Salisbury is still more com-
pletely of one style, but that is Early English.

The supreme and most glorious characteristic, how-
ever, of the cathedral is its architectural harmony,

in which respect, jierhaps, it cannot lie matched in

M-the world. The pillars and the vaulted roof exhibit

an immense and almost unexampled multiplication

of regular and rhythmical intervals. Each of the

thirty marble pillars is sub-divided into sixteen

minor, but still massive tlutings : 480 in .all, of which

h.alf, i.e., 240, are visible at one time. But it is iu

the vaulted roof that the most astonishing effect of

this kind is re.ahsed. The earlier roofs of Chichester

aud Hereford are simpler ; and later ones, as of

King's College Chapel, show what may be done by
a rich and mazy iiattern. But in the vault of

Exeter, the rhythmical repetition of parts reaches

its acme. Each of the fifteen compartments ex-

hibits twenty-four facets, so to speak, at a certain

angle to each other. Bold groining ribs divide these

facets from each other, and are themselves so moulded
as to jiresent each one fifteen different surfaces, with

intervening hollows to the eye. There are. there-

fore, nearly i;,0(iO surfaces in all. half of them
visible at once, every one rhythmically placed, and

affecting the eye with an agreeable impression of

light and shade.

EXETER DIOCESAN ARCHITECTURAL
SOCIETY.

TIIIC quarterly meeting of this society Wiis held

at the College Hall on Friday week, the Right

Hon. the Earl of Devon presiding. Among those

Jiresent were—The Ven. Archdeacon WooUcombe,
Rev. Canon Cook, Rev. Prebendary Barnes, Rev. P.

Willi.ams, Rev. H. Tudor, Rev. 'G. W. B.Wills,

Messrs. H. S. Ellis, II. Ford, and Hayward (2).

The Hon. Secretary (the Rev. J. L. FuUor) read the

quarterly report, which stated that since the last

meeting the following jilaiis had lieen considered by

the Committee :—1. For re-seating and re-arr.inging

the church of S. Dominick, Cornwall, but as the

plans were not sent in at an early stage, a grant had

lapsed, the necessary conditions not having been

comi>lied with. 2. I'lans for re-arranging the chan-

cel, and effecting re]iairs in the church of .\U

Saints, I\Iertoii. it. Plans for a new chapel at Lyn-
raouth. 4, Plans for repairing the jiarisli church of

Down S. Mary. A grant had also been made to the

Rev. J. B. Strother, towards re]iairing and re-litting

of a portion of the screen heretofore iu S. Mary
Major's Church, which is to be erected iu the church

of S. Mary Steps, and also a grant to S. Enoder,

Cornwall, for replacing some of the line old carved

seat-ends of that church. The report then went on

to detail the steps taken by the Committee with re-

spect to the contemplated Cathedral Restoration,

especially with reference to the efforts made to in-

duce the Dean aud Chapter to reconsider their decision

to retain, in its [ireseut condition, the screen between

the choir and the nave.

The dinner of tlio Artists' Benevolent Fund, on

Saturday, presided over by Captain F. Egerton,

M.P., was rem.arkable for the agreeable innovation of

the presence of ladies. The principal speaker was
Sir Francis Cirant, President of the Royal Academy.
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WATER SERVICE OF DWELLINGS.

THE comfort of the occupants of a house
is dependant to an extent that can

iscarcely be over-estimated upon the thorough-

ness of the manner in which the work of the
phtmber lias been contrived and carried out.

Unfortunately, much of the most important
pai-t of the work is hidden from sight, .so that

the honesty of the mechanic has to be taken
upon trust ; whilst there are few houses, how-
ever badly built, but that appear "all right"
for the first few. months. In renting or pur-
chasing a dwelling, therefore, no part of the
whole is so difficult to be sure about as the
character of the plumbing. The equality of

the water supplied by public companies to all

large towns is a matter to a certain extent be-
yond individual control ; and yet there are

means whereby objectionable properties may
be mitigated or changed, and these are well

worth a little practical attention, as the first

step tow.ards secm-ing the full benefit of the
sanitary blessing of good water. Rain water
is the most pure, and when filtered is the best

for domestic purposes ; the water, therefore,

that most nearly ap^jroaches to this, such as

would be derived from uncontaminated brooks
and surface deposits, is, generally sjjeaking,

the best that we can obtain. To fit it for

universal use it should be always filtered, not
only before admission into the mains, but also

in every house, and to do this eft'ectually a
self-acting constant process is the only one
that is of any use. The cistern, therefore, from
which the general fsupplj^ for culinary and
table purposes is derived should be divided,

and the water made to pass through a bed of

fine sharp well-washed sand and grit before
being drawn off at the usual tap over the sink.

This, observe, is only for the purpose of

arresting the material deposits and impurities
that the water may contain

; for the clestruc-

tion of organic matter and of injurious

soluble particles the aid of chemistry must
bo called in. Practically, nothing will

be foimd so certain, so harmless, and so

easily applied, as every moniing just before

the water is turned on from the main (this,

of course, referring to an intermittent, not to

a constant service) to pour in a small quantity
of Condy's disinfecting fluid, which, for

convenience, may be first diluted to one-half
its strength, one bottle making two, and then
from half an ounce to an ounce of the reduced
fluid poured into the larger or open division

of the cistern. By this means the slight dis-

colouring of the water by the fluid will ha\'e

been taken up before it can be dr.awn from
the tap, and the water will run off clear,

bright, and as nearly pure as any ordinary
process short of distillation and the use of

chemical reagents can make it. It should be
remarked that the cistern should always be
as nearly as possible completely emptied
each day before the fresh supply comes in,

and if a servant be encouraged to make this

a special duty, the little time it will I'cqnire,

as also to pour in the disinfecting fluid, will

soon cease to be felt as a trouble. The superior
facility with which culinary operations will

be carried on, especiallj^ in the cooking of

green vegetables, leaving them of good
colour and removing the unpleasant odours
generally attendant, will alone repay the extra
time required for the process described.
When water is of disagreeable hardness, the
filtering and disinfecting process will be
found equally a remedy, although in extreme
cases it may be desirable to mix a small
quantity of diluted lime water in the cistern

about once a week. The remedy, however,
for impurities in the water is literally at the
fountain-head

;
the water should be filtered

and chemically freed from all impurities be-
fore it is allowed to be admitted into the
mains, and the supply should not only be
constant, but what is called high service—that

is, it should be driven at such a pressure a.s

to rise to the highest floor of any building in

any neiglibourliood. AVhen this is done all

the costly imperfections of cisterns, liall-

cocks, and the like, will be done away with

and more than half the plumbing work will

bo saved. What will remain must also bo of

good quality of material, and the woi-k well
done, as it will have to bo submitted to

a test by disinterested examiners before the
water will be permitted to enter from the
main. Tanks and cisterns in poor houses are
fertile soiu-ces of disease and death, and even
in better class dwellings are no less danger-
ous. Witness the recent lamentable poisoning
of a clergyman's family at Weymouth by the
careless use of water from an uncleansed
tank, in which the stagnant fluid was farther
poisoned by the decaying carcase of a rat.

Dead rats and mice are constantly to be
found in cisterns, especially in tho.se for the
supply of water closets upstairs ; and when,
as is often the case, a housemaid's sink is

supplied therefrom, and a tap is added to fill

water jugs and toilet bottles, the danger is

brought home to every householder. In all

cases a cistern should have a movable wire
cover to keep out such deadly intruders, and
it should be examined and emptied at least

weekly, and a little Condy freely used. In
mentioning this disinfecting fluid it may be
well to state that for such purposes it is

thoroughly useful, and is so harmless as to be
used almost universally on board ship for
purification of the drinking water ; for re-

moving bad odours, and for neutralising
poisonous gases of drains and sewers, careful
examination of its effects has not given results
so entirely satisfactory, but for water it is

most valuable.

Having secured a good supply of purified
water, the first thing is to be certain that the
house di-ains are properly connected with the
public sewer, and are carefully levelled and
trapped. This is not a matter of course, as
sui-veyors can only too assuredly testify, easy
as the rules may seem. The point of gravest
importance is that the house drain discharges
into or near the top of the sewer, and that it

has a sufficient fall. The next essential is

that, where possible, the soil pipes from the
closets should be made to discharge into tlie

drain near to the outlet, so that the surplus
water from roofs, surface, sinks, and the like

may be admitted behind them, and thus carry
off any deposit. The drains should be of
glazed stoneware, and never less than
six inches in diameter. The head of the
drain should be trapped, and every sepa-
rate inlet into it should also be pro-
vided with an efticient trapping apparatus.
Above all things it should be insisted on that
the house drain is so laid as to be easily got
at, and if it is constructed of glazed stone-
ware, laid carefully, with covered removable
openings in one or two lengths, a brush or
rake fitted in size to the interior can easily bo
introduced for the purpose of removing an
obstruction. A word of advice is offered as

to the objectionable practice of sinking base-
ment floors so much below the surface of the
ground

; this necessitates laying the drains,

and consequently the sewers, at a great depth,
adding enormously to the expense of construc-
tion and to the difficulties of removal of their
contents, and in London is the cause of most
of the present evils. In all new neighbour-
hoods, no sinks or water-closets should be
permitted below the surface of the ground,
and if occasionally unavoidable, and the kitchen
and other domestic oflices are obliged to be
situated in a sunk basement, the sewage water
should be discharged into the drain at or near
the ground level : better suffer this incon-
venience than incur the risk of i^oisonous exha-
lations by attempting to connect at a lower
level. All these important points being satis-

factorily adjusted, it must be remembered that

to work well the di'ains must be kept well

supplied with water, for if the traps are allowed
to liecome dry they cannot act. and poisonous
gas will rise from the sewers and jiermeatethe

house. The plan of emptying cisterns daily

is, therefore, if only in this respect, a very
good one.

The pipes that convey the water through
the house should be of good size ; better have

one too large than too small, for it is the tap,
not the pipe, that regulates the volxmae of
the stream. A bad custom prevails with us
of covering up and concealing our service and
waste-pipes, so that when an accident occurs
the wood work or walls are injured to get at
the pipe ; better by far make them so cieanJy
finished and well-arranged as to be orna-
mental in themselves, and keep them always
in sight. Then, when a leak appears, its

effects will be seen at once, and often all

injury may be prevented. The pipes should,
as far as possible, be carried upon in-
side walls and partitions, to avoid injury
by frost, and, as an excellent precaution,
should always be so laid that the water can-
not lodge in any part ; by this me.ans a tap at
the lowest level will always empty a pipe,
which is a precaution sometimes most valuable
in severe weather. It is not unusual to see
the rain water leaders brought down from the
gutters of the roof into a soil pipe, and this
plan is sometimes recommended because it

affords a means of flushing the soil pipe, and,
by its superior height, is supposed to act to
some extent as a ventilating shaft to the
drain. On every score it is a most pernicious
practice, and should not be allowed. In
winter there is the danger of the solid con-
tents of the soil pipe lodging in their passage,
and then, should rain fall in the gutters, there
is no escape for it but into the house through
the syphons and waste pipes, causing serious

damage and .annoyance, whilst in liot dry
weather the escape of foul air above the head
of the water pipes easily becomes a source of

evil by finding its way into upper rooms.
When a soil pipe is carried on the outside of

a building it should be covered by an earthen
pipe of large diameter, which will be an effec-

tual prevention against frost. The wood-
work of all water-closets should be so put
together as easily to be taken apart without
injuring the walls or skirting, and the under-
side of the seat should be roomy, so as readily

to adjust or repair the apparatus. Of the
apparatus itself it may briefly be said the
simplest is the best. So many patented con-
trivances exist that it would be invidious to
select, but for the trap and basin glazed
stoneware in one or two pieces is the liest.

I'lenty of water is the obvious means of pre-

venting effluviimi ; as a disinfectant nothing
appears so useful as MeDougal's powder,
which is sprinkled from tin canisters having
a jjerforatcd head.

The fittings of a bathroom cannot be too
simple

; the less casing and wood-work the
better; in fact, the bath looks better, costs less,

and is more easily kept clean and in repair,

if standing by itseK. It should always have
a light-hinged flap or cover, to close down
upon it when not in use. For hot water, a

gas heater attached to the bath itself, will, if

projierly made, be foimd the least costly mode
of obtaining a supply. The simplest applica-

tion consists of a boiler with gas ring lielow

it. and a zinc wire gauze between it and the

bottom of the boiler. In the boiler are no
openings, excepting a pipe top and bottom,
communicating with tlie bath, which when
required to be used must be filled with cold

water, and the gas lighted: as the water
heats in the boiler (fed as will be seen from
the bath itself), it will circulate throughout
the bath, and will soon rise to the proper

temperature. The top should be closed upon
the bath to retain the heat until ready for

use. Where gas is not convenient, a small

fire-plate heating a boiler in precisely the

same manner will supply its place. When the

levels will permit, it will be found preferable

to let the waste-pipe of the batli discharge

into the pan of the water-closet, or into a

housemaid's sink, than to connect it with the

soil-pipe, as unless the water of the bath is

fi-equently used, the trap may become dry,

and foul gas find entrance into the house.

The housemaid's sink is too often a serious

offence, instead of being, as it should, a great

convenience. The only safe rule is to make
it of enamelled ware, not lead, and to line
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every part of it, floor, sides, ceiling and back,

with glazed tiles. Even these precautions will

be insufficient if a servant will carelessly leave

wet clothes, and the like, in a corner ; so for

these, a glazed jar or pan with a cover should

be placed, and then no offensive odours will

escape. Especial care should be taken that

the trap to the sink of the housemaid's closet

is large, and not moveable ; a rising cone of

perforated copper is the best cover, and

this sliould never be allowed to be taken off.

The rules, then, to secure comfort and clean-

liness in a house in respect to its water-ser-

vice may be sunmiarised thus : Purify the

water in the supply cistern ; keep all house

drains sweet and clean ; have no sinks or

water-closets below the gromid levels
;
place

all water and waste-pipes in full sight where
they can readily be got at and any defect be

seen ; then, having done these things, keep a

watchful eye over them all, and, to prevent

danger in severe cold, turn off t)ie water and
empty the pipes at night. Experience will

soon show wliether this latter precaution is

necessary, and the little trouble so simple a

matter will take is amply repaid by the saving
• of expense and the freedom from annoyance
and repairs.

«
ON THE HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF

ORNAMENTAL ART.

DR. G. G. ZERFFI delivered the twenty-seventh

lecture of this course iu the Lecture Theatre,

South Kensington IMuseum, on Tuesday afternoon

last. In commencin_:j, he said tliat nothing could

be more interestiiig than a study of symbols and
nij-ths ; not from a merely technical, or mechanical,

but from a philosophical point of view. In treating

the subject, he intended literally to coitimence ab

ovOj and would begin with the egg. This .spherically-

shaped, motionless, and lifeless thing, from which
large or small lining creatiu-es crept forth, must have
engaged the attention of observing mankind. ludi^in

records told us that the invisible god, after creating

the live elements and dispersing darkness, had created

water, and had given motion to it. This motion had
produce<l the golden egg, shining ^\ith the bright-

ness of a thousand suns, and bearing witliin it

Brahma, the creator of all things. According to the

Phcenicians, Xpovog time, ttoOoq desire, and o^Ly^V
vapoiu*. «ir fog, had produced the iirimiti\'e egg. Un
the Euphrates the same egg appeared, where it was
said to have fallen from Heaven into the river; it

had been hatched by pigeons, and brought forth

Venus, the goddess of love. To tliis might be

attached the myth of Leda, which had originated iu

Egyptian lore, and passed to the Greeks and Romans.

The egg-myth had i)r(idnccd the egg or tongue

and ball and arrow ornamentations, which were
amongst the nmst elegant decorations of Classic,

Gothic, and Renaissance buildings. Passing from
the egg to the serpent, we should tind that

this animal occurred -in Indian mythology, and
most distinctly in the Zend-Avesta. The serpent had
been the symbol of ,\liriman. It hail also been the

attribute of Artemis of ICphesus, and, as it was
thought to have been one of the (irst products of the

earth, had been ma<le a symbol of Jlinerva. With
the Egyptians, eternity had been represented by a

serpent rising in an oblique arch, with its tail hidden

under its body, thus hjiving neither beginning nor

end. These serpents had been called Unci from the

Coptic Uro, King ; in German Ur, very old. With
the Greeks this animal had also been the .symbol of

Chronos. In the Orpheic cosmogony water and
mud had been the second emanations of the creative

force, and these had produced the serpent, winged,

:and with the heads of a bull, man, and lion. This

had been called Xoovotj aytipciror. time that never

ages. Indians, Persians, Egyptians, (ireeks, Hebrews,
and Teutons had made endless use of the serpent.

It was not surprising that it should have been
employed in different windings in ornamentation.

We had six celebrated casts front the Stosh museum.
The lirst rejiresentcd an eagle which stooil on its

right foot, round which a serpent was coiled. The
eagle was in the act of raising its left claw

to defend itself, whilst horror and anger flashed

from its eyes. The whole comjiosition was
full of life and motion. The second was a kind of

parody on this group, and represented a cock inso-

lently treading on the tail of a serpent, and uncon-

scious of the danger, defying his powerful antago-

nist with sparkling eyes. The third represented a

stork bending down to devour a serpent. In this

instance the serpent appeared as a means for satis-

fying the 'gluttony of a superior animal. In

the fourth a bull was seen pursued by a serpent

;

strength succumbing to craft. In the fifth a war-
rior seated, mth his shield by his side, is bending
<lown to seize a serpent which is coiled round his

right leg. The sixth was the group of Laocoon.

Next to the serpent was the bull. This animal had
from the oldest times been used as a symbol cd

strength and power. The worship of INIithras had
been closely connected with the bull. Mithras had
been fire, and the bitll he had killed the earth, which
Dshemshid had pierced with a golden dagger (alle-

gorically referring to the introduction of the plough).

The bull had also been the representative of matter.

The creative sun entered the sign of T.aurus after

the sprhig equinox, and everj'tlnng flourished. With
the autumnal equinox, wlien the sun entered the

sign of the Scorpion, the productive power of the

earth died away. Spring was represented either

by a tree or by a youth mth a raised torch.

Autumn was shown either as a tree laden

with fruit, or an old man with his torch

turned doiAiiwards. In the Persian cosmogony,

JMitlu-as and the bull had a still higher and deeper

meaning. According to the Zend-Avesta. Abudad
was the prophetic bull, and foretold the destruction

of hell. Serpents, scorpions, and ants, which were

the representatives and companions of Ahriman, had
lulled the bidl. The dog by its side was the dog of

comfort, wluch reminded it of Tashter (with the

Egyptians, Sothis—Sirius—the Dog-star). The
bull also served as a symbol of S. Luke. The
mysteries of Mithras had had seven degTees, tliis

number being taken from the seven planets. This

number had been most important iu the ancient

world. Seven was the number of strings to Apolln's

lyre ; of reeds to Pan's pipe ; of the days of the

week ; of the critical days in medicine ; of the

branches of the candlestick in the temple at Jeru-

salem : of years that -Jacob had to serve for Leah,

and afterwards for Rachel ; of the ears of corn an<l

the kine of which Pharaoh had dreamt; of the

gods of Scandin.avian mythology; of the cardinal

virtues .and the deadly sins; and of the .sacraments

in the Romish Church. This number had taken its

mystic origin in the aspect of nature, as had .also

many other s^Tubols and mysteries. This assertion

was clearly illustrated by the bee. The bee was an

extremely clean, sober, and diligent animal, and had
been beUeved by the Egj-ptiaus to have sprung from
the dying body of the biUl, and hence was called by them
bidl-horn. The moon, as the static or fem.ale principle

of creation, had been called jifXityna the bee, by the

Greeks. The bee in the form of a nj'mph, Melissa,

had been also thought to h,ave first prepared pure

and wholesome food. It had served to represent

allegorically cleanliness and sobriety, and had also

been the symbol of ,-the so.ul. Tlie eagle, the hawk,
and the grillin or vulture were all symbols of

Indian, Egyptian, Persian, Greek, and Roman
divinities. At the present day the eagle was the

synilicd of .St. .lohn. It had been sacred to Ormuzd,
and hacl served .lupiter to lead the souls of heroes to

Olympus. As a contrast to this the dove might next

be mentioned. Whilst the eagle expressed might,

daring, and, in fact, the dynamic force of creation, the

dove, .as the representative of the passive or static ele-

ment, was the attribute of Venus and Adonis. Adonis

re])resented vegetation in its innumerable forms. Doves
had been sacrificed to him at the ceremony of burning
his images, which commemorated his descent into

hell. Adonis h.ad also been Osiris and Horns. The
dove had, with the Ancients, represented the spirit of

Augury, and was found as a symbol of spirit and
love in Assyrian, Phcenician. and Persian temples,

and was tn be seen on many tombs in the cata-

combs. The peacock had been the attribute

of ,Iuno, and was the emblem of pride both

in ancient and modern times. The willow, as

a tree of mourning, formed a link between

older myths and our modern customs. Wil-
lows, shading the graves of the dead or drooping

by the river-side, had been the abodes of nymphs,
and shed their foliage into the runinng water as an

emblem of time. Tlie crab had been sacred to

Astarte, and had also been the sign of the summer
sidstice. Astronomy and religion h.ad been so

intimately cfinnected that it was not suriirising that

the i>rimitive Christians should have used many
astronomical symbols, together with the cross, to

tyi)ify the sufferings and death of Christ. The
liositlon froin east to west .and north to south ha<l

r(']ire.-.ented the lines of the equator and the ecliptic

intersecting each other. The A as celestial nortli

pole, and the Q as celestial south pole, and the

division of the sacred body of Christ into twelve

parts, corresponding to the twelve signs of the

zodiac, were ex]iressive of the higher and lower

faculties of the universe. Tlie lily, which had
been an attribute of Juno, became sacred to the

A'irgin Marv. It w:is the emblem of innocence and

purity. The rose and myrtle had been with the"

Greeks emblems of love .and jo_v. The rose, by the
Christians, was used to express pure and heavenly
love, and the myrtle served to adorn brides at the
altar. The tendency to speak through symbols had
been inherited by Christianity from olden times.

Symbolism, like the first imperfect sounds which fell

from the hps of children, was abrupt and unintelli-

gible, and endeavoured to express joy or grief by
signs. The artists of this period, having lost the
ground upon which the ancients had produced their

works of art, and having been without forms in which
to express the new order of things, had naturally
had recourse to s™ibols to typif}' the spirit of their

religion. For this purpose they had used the legends

of India, Egypt, and Greece. All the attributes of

Dionysius, Dewaiiichi, Rama, Hercides, Krishna,
Osiris, and Horns had served to glorify Christ.

The triangles of S'iva, Vishnu, and Brahma had
been employed by the early Christian artists to

express the Trinity, and the plans of Eg}-ptian,

Greek, and Roman temples had served both Jews
and Christians as models for the construction of

their own. We should, however, see that by
degrees the symbols would vanish, as mauldnd at

large became able to appreciate the beauties of

Christianity. In conclusion, the lecturer drew
attention to the great importance of the studies of

compiirative phUology and comparative religion,

which served to give a clear idea of that gradual

.and progressive development which had embraced
art, language, religion, and civilisation in general.

The next lectiu-e will be on the Early Scandina-

vian, Keltic, and Saxon monuments.

AMALG.OIATED SOCIETY OF ENGINEERS.

A PRETTY true index as to the state of the en-

gineering trades, not only in the United Iving-

dom, but also iu Canada, Bombay, the United States,

Turkey. France, and other countries, is to be formdin
the annual reportsof the Amalgamated Society of En-
,gineers. The '20th annual report refers to the improved
state of trade, which has greatly augmented the so-

ciety's funds. The number of members in 18.50, wheu
the society began its career, was 7,000. At the close

of last j'ear the number had increased to 34,711, and
the branches from 80 to 324. During the year eight

branches have been formed, one at Boston, Massa-
chusetts, one at S. Louis, Missouri, and on,e at

Atlanta, Georgia, and five elsewhere. The number
of members is the largest ever on the society's books

at one time, no fewer than 2,850 having been ad-

mitted during the year. The total income and the

balance in hand amounted to £161,505 7s. llfd.

One of the principal items of expenditure is

the amoimt paid to unemployed members, their

claims ha\iug absorbed no less a sum than £32,707.

There has also beeupaid to sick members over £18,12 5,

and for accidents over £1,600. Tlie largest expen-
ditiu-e in any one year was £43,550 in 1852, during

the noted lock-out. A summary of the ages of those

admitted during the year shows that the members
join early. Of the 2,850 a^bnissions the average age

is 24^ years, only three persons at 40 ha'S'ing been

enrolled. The amount of expenditure per member
during the year was £2 5s. 6^d.

AKCH_ffiOLOGICAL.

Discovery in tue Gu.vno Deposits ofPerc.—
An English engineer in Peru states that rem,arkable

discoveries have been made in the lower excavations

in the guano of the Gnanape Islands. The gn.ano

appears to have preservative properties. Besides

gold ornaments and other objects, a quantity of

cloth was found, said to have paintings of animals

and symbols, of which the cidours were well pre-

served. The Alhcno:U7ii doubts about the paiutings

and the symbols, because it suspects that the stuff

was lappa, or stamped cloth, as in Polynesia, with

which traces of intercourse have been found in

Guanape. An early remittance of some of the

objects to London is expected.

KiiM,VN' Rem.vixs in Mauiv-laxe.—.A corres-

pondent directs pidilic attention to some Roman
remains seen by him in Mark-lane. The relic iu

question is a portion of what .appeared to be the

curved summit of an arch of considerable width,

formed entirely of tesserae of cl.ay about three-

([uarters of an inch in thickness. ' There was mctrtar

under the tesxertv, several of which had been

loosened. The form is arch-like, but it is possible

that the siu-face was origin.ally flat, and that there

has been a partial sinking caused by time or

.accident. The part uncovered is alxml four yards wide

and two deep; but there is no doubt a much larger

e-spanse which is still uncovered.
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NEW ELEIIEXTS OF HAXD-RAILING.—PLATE XXX.

SKETCH OF DESIGN FOR NEW
COURTS OF JUSTICE.

/^UR readers are familiar with the history
^^ of tlie new Law Courts movement.
They know how keenly the matter was con-
tested year after year, and how it was at last
decided to Iniild the magnificent structure on
the Strand site. After everything was sup-
posed to have been settled, such as the clear-
ance of the site, which cost three-quarters of
a million of money, the exhibition of the com-
petitive designs, and the selection of the
architect, it entered into the head of .some
dreamy enthusiasts to overturn all the
airangements which had been made, and to
shift the site from the Strand to the Thames
Embankment. 1 lad the Thames Embankment
existed five years jireviously, the suggested
change would have been well worth considera-
tion. The suggestion, however, came too late.
But Mr. Layard, as might have been ex-
pected, was fascinated with it ; Mr. Lowe was
more than half in love with it, because
It was said the building on the Embank-
ment would cost less than the pro-
jected one on the Strand site. Strange
to say, tlie Government partially com-
mitted Itself to the new plan, and Mr
Street, the selected architect, was instructed
to furnish a new design for the contemplated
new site. And we this week give, by the
permission of the architect, a double-pa"-e
photo-litlio illiTstrat 0:1 of the design, as drawn
by himself. For all practical purposes, how-
ever, the design, elaborate as it is, might never

have seen the light, as a reconsideration of the
matter induced the (Government to abandon
altogether the idea of erecting the new Law
Courts on the Embankment. It is surprising
that they even for a moment seriously con-
teinplated such a thing. The only thing the
nation now has for the serious expenditure
of time and money caused by the Embank-
ment site agitators is Mr. Street's elaborate
design, now presented to the art public
through the Building News.

NEW ELEMENTS OF HAND-RAILING.*
(Contmucd from page 278.)

Pl.vtk 30.—Outside Steps and R.\ii.s i-oit Porch
OR Ver.\nda.

TJ~1IGUI;E 1 exhibits the ground plan. Risers
-L curve<L Haiul-rails si.x inches wide. .Side
cnrves not limited to any parlicidar radius. For
example: Assume line X f..r radins. This eives
A, B, C for tangents. Tluit of li C falls level when
in position. It is also the ordinate.
Remember the statement concerjiinf,' the height of

newels lieint; regul.ated and determined by the situ.i-
tion and length of tangents on gronnil jjlan. This
drawing furtlier illustrates that p.iinl. For ex/imple :

Suppose the angle of t.-ingents, meeting at B, re-
moved to the second riser ; and the under side of
ralie-rail to measure two feet from top of step, and
on a line with face of riser. Then it is clear that
the height of newel is two feet seven inches from top
of lirst step to under side of mitre cap. Riser bein"
seven inches.

This series of articles is a repri^luction of Robert
Ki[ii)Ki.i,'s witrk on the .subject, published in Philadelphia
iiiid by Trubncr and Co., London.

This is fully explained at Fig. 2, where tangent
A B and steps are unfolded the same as those on
plan.

Let under side of rail rest on square step. Set off
half its thicltness, cutting at L. Now observe the
space between top of first step and under side of cap.
This being added to height of rail gives that of
newel. Tangent A B has determined this point.

Find the height of wreath by squaring over A B.
Fig. 3 shows the construction of mould.
Commence by making the right angle A IS to

equal that on plan ; having corresponding letters.

Let B equal B A. Draw from C parallel with
B A. Let K N, the height, equal that of B L on
the right. .Join A N extended.

Next, make O T parallel with C K. This done,
square over T N A. Let A E equal A B. Make
N L equal K C. Join E L. This line, to be correct,

must equ.1l pitch A L on the right. Let T V equal
O C. Set off on each side of V half width of rail.

Set off the same on each side of A.
Now tind points to insert pins, and you are ready

to strike the mould.
The bevel at N is ap|ilied to square section on the

left. The projection of straight wood below A is

equal to the mitre on the square cap.

This problem will be valuable to the mason who
operates in stone. The r.ail being worked out of oue
block ; it forming mitre, cap, and ramp.
To find the thickness of stone

:

Let R K be the face of w.aU. Then make L P
equal B D (Fig. 1). Draw P R so as to leave a
curve on the ramj). Then liraw H K parallel with
it. This gives ten inches as the thickness.

The mould for this must be constructed to suit the

pitch P R ; and the line A L remains in its present

position ; that being the centre of wreath.
To curve risers:

Make two plough-grooves on the back, say IJin.
from edge. Then kerf.

Have two ribs made to the required curve. Force
them into the plough-grooves.

PRESERVATION OF ANCIENT REilAINS.

REFERRING to a suggestion made by a corre-

spondent of the Dorset County Chronicle, that
clauses againsttheilestructionof stone monumentsand
simihir ancient areh.'eologieal landmarks should be in-

serted in leases. Dr. Chr. Cooke writes to that journal
to say that the [dan has been adopted by Jlr. Forbes

—

the Laird of Culloden—in Inverness-shire ; and
doubtless, if generally adopted by landlords, many
old monuments, even now, might be preserved,
which, in the absence of such restriction, will cease
to be visible before the end of this centur}'. There
seems to be some desire on the part of tlie Govern-
ment to assist in such preservation, luit not to

advance money for the purpose. In Anglesea
recently some remains were pointed out to the writer
as being those of a cromlech which a prior tenant
had destroyed in a " drunken spree." A line crom-
lech at Mathey, in Pembrokeshire, and another near
JIarlborough, have been destroj-cd bj- the tenants
since the Ordnance surveys were taken a few years
ago. Other instances of Vandalism might be re-

corded, including the destruction of the Constantine
dolmen, in the West of Cornwall—a national io.^.

From the Gentleman's Magazine of May, 1844, it

appears that the late Sir Cliarles Lemon offered to

purchase this relic, hut the then owner demaiuled
X.jOO for it. Landlords themselves, however, some-
times cause these monuments to be destroyed for

building purposes, itc. It is most desirable, .says

Mr. Cooke, that ancient buildings, monuments, and
their sites should be included in all the Ordnance
maps, and archaeological societies would confer a

benefit upon posterity—as Dr. W. Boilase, Dr.
Stukeley, and other antiquarians, have upon their

posterity—by causing accurate drawings and photo-
graphs to be taken of notable buildings, cromlechs,
kistvaens. julijirs, encampments, ttc, in Great Britain

and Ireland

Institution of Civii. Engineers.—On Satur-
day evening the annual dinner of the Institution of

Civil Engineers was held at the Hanover-stjuare
Rooms, Jlr. C. B. Vigmdes, the President, in the

chair. Mr. Gosclien responded for the Navy, Lord
Halifax for her Jfajcsty's Ministers, and the Earl of

Kimberley for the House of Lords. The Chancellor
of the Exchequer, in proposing the toast of the

evening, expressed his opinion that the profession of

civil engineering was perhaps the noblest that the

world Iiad yet seen. The right hon. gentleman, in

speaking of the kind of education required in a civil

engineer, deprecated too much attention being paid

to ancient histrpry, and advocated the imparting of a
tliorough knowledge of the power of natural force.s,

such as attraction an<l electricity, and nf the way to

ilirect and regulate them for tlie benefit of mankiiiJ
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THE ROYAL ACADEMY EXHIBITION
OF 1871.

TO our mind, the first sight of the Royal
Academy Exhibition is the most pleasant

coup (Tosil of the season. The treat is en-

hanced this year by the exemplary way in

which the " hangers " have performed their

not very light or grateful task, and for which
they deserve our warmest congratulations.

TJie arrangement of the pictures is at once
symmetrical and well-balanced, and the finest

works are so surrounded that they are en-
.shrined and supported, while they in their

turn support and enhance the works around
them. Attention is called at once to the
chief pictures, and passes from the jewels to

the gold in which they are set. We should
mention too that the line of pictures has been
raised this year, so that a larger number of

works will find room on the walls of the
Academy, and when the galleries are crowded
the people who are unable to see the pictures

equal with the eye. may turn their attention

to those works which have been raised to a

higher level. On first entering the exhibition

we are natm'ally attracted by the dead white
of the sculpture. In the vestibule stand two
fine busts, one of Mr. Gladstone, by Neville
Burnard, the other of Sir Hope Grant, by
Thomas Woolner ; but leaving this por-
tion of our subject for later considera-
tion, let us enter the first room, and de-
vote ourselves to the pictures. Mr. Vicat
Cole will greatly add to his reputation by
his fine landscape. No. 52, " Autumn Gold,"
a cornfield on the slopes of the Surrey
hills, looking over the weald of Sussex. Seldom
has the hue of afternoon sun been better given,

while the arrangement of the figures, the
reaper with his sheaves, and the loaded waggon,
is excellent. Without coming at all too
forward, or obtruding themselves upon the
eye, they greatly add to the composition.
Opposite this picture hangs Millaia's fine land-
scape, " Chill October," of a river with a few
willows in the middle distance, and the wind
shaking the dry reeds in the foreground.

There is rain in the air, but it is a fresh breezy
day, and the running water, whose smooth
surface is broken by slight silver ripplings. is

gradated imperceptibly away into the far dis-

tance with consummate power. !Mr. Cooper's
picture, " Amongst the Fells," a snowstorm
and sheep, rather disfigures the room by its

overwhiteness. No. 70, "Rosy Cheeks," by
G. A. .Storey, is a clever fresli picture of

children gathering apples, the children being
evidently portraits. Mr. Mac A\'hirter"s land-

scape we cannot praise ; it is only a common-
place bit of scene-painting. IMr. .Vrmitage's
'' Peace " depicts French peasants ploughing
up bullets, bits of helmets, and other relics of

war. No. ,")8, " (Jueen Mary Led to Execution,"
by L. J. I'ott, is a work of .much merit by a

young man. Coming down a flight of stairs,

the balustrade and landings hung with black,

is the imprisoned Queen, who seems dazed
with a vague feeling of coming terror. Her
armed governor, whoevidently loathes his ta.sk,

leads her on. In the background are attendants,

and descending the steps are armed retainers

and the chaplain of the ca.stle. Notwith-
standing some defects of execution, there is

much promi.se in this work. " .V Question of

Propriety," viile the annals of tlu; Inquisition

of Seville in KJSI), by E. Long, is ]>leasant in

colour. The subject is a dancing girl who is

brought before the Inquisition for them to

judge if her performance is cfirrect. The
various ways in which these "elders" gaze
upon her dancing are well given. Pa.ssing

into Gallery No. II., Mr. Leslie's large picture

of " NauBiciia and her Maids," No. 103,

instantly arrests attention. The painter has
chosen his subject from the Gth chapter of

the 1st book of the Odyssey, and seized the

moment where the princess, having gone out
witli her attendants to wash the regal robes.

afterwavds rests to partake of the viands pro-
vided by the Queen, just before Ulysses, who
is hidden near, shows himself, and claims the
protection of the nymph. In the foreground,

Nausicaa. with a ball in her hand, crowned
with m}Ttle and dressed in white, reclines

upon a blue rug- She is a lovely creature

—

an ideal princess, the creation of the painter's

brain, and her maidens, almost equally beauti-

ful, are grouped around her. The one in

green, who is arranging Nausiciia's wreath, is

specially graceful and elegant. The one
standing on the right, darker in colour than
the rest, and evidently inferior in rank, holds
the newly-laved garments in her arms. The
back-ground is tender and spring-like, and
thoroughly English in feeling ; but somehow
Mr. Leslie's power of painting is so great,

and his sense of beauty so complete, that
this peculiarity, instead of being a crime,
is another addition to the charms of his

work. iSIr. Leslie, perhaps from the habit
of painting out of doors, adopts a very
brilliant key, and avoids darks in his picture.

No. 81, " Dr. Harvey and the Children of

Charles I.," by ]Mr. Yeames, depicts the fol-

lowing incident in the life of the philosopher :

The discoverer of the circulation of the blood
being entrusted with the children of the ill-

fated King during the wars of the Common-
wealth, led them into the fields, and being
absorbed in a book failed to observe that they
had strayed into danger, and it was not till

the bullets from a distant skirmish came
whistling past him that he was aroused to the
peril of the two boys, who are pourtrayed as

having climbed up the bank to look on at the
fray. The combination of landscape and
figure in this picture is good, and it is a great
improvement on ^h: Yeames's late works.
iSIr. Calderon has a very excellent portrait

picture in this room ; the lady's green and
white dress is capitally painted : her action,

too, is characteristic. Mr. Prinsep's portrait

of a lady and child—the lady in a red dress

—is boldly painted ; so too, are his two boys,
one clinging to a balustrade, the other fond-
ling a white cat. No. 122, " The Avenue
Deubies," by R. Redgrave, is a very bright
and sunny landscape ; the figures in the fore-

ground are evidently portraits. " The Death
of Buckingham," by D. W. Winfield, is a
powerful work, rich in colour, and though
the subject is full of horror, it is not at all

ghastly in treatment. It represents the dead
body of that Duke of Buckingham whom
Felton mui'dered laid out on a billiard-table

in a hall. Down the staircase come his wife
and sister, appalled at the fearful sight below,
and on the ground lies the long knife with
which the murder was committed. The fore-

shortening of the figure of Buckingham is

admirable. " Cromwell Sitting for his Por-
trait," by F. S. Cary, is capital in colour, and
a work of much merit. " Colder than .Snow,"
by G. II. Boughton, is very well painted, but
the story it is supposed to tell is somewhat
confused. Mr. Marcus Stone's picture of

Henry VIII. and his son is unfortunate in

composition ; the figures are too small for the
canvas, and there is no dignity in the action
or figure of the king, which is, besides, badly
drawn. No. lOO, by H. Roberts, is a clever
work. The subject is a Puritan soldier lead-
ing a party out of a wood on the track of

footsteps ; they are marching as if in fear of

being surprised. The work is exceedingly
well painted and truthful ; bnt the heads have
too much the aspect of being drawn from the
same model. The landscape part of the pic-

ture is excellent. Mr. ilardv sends the old

story of "The Wedding Breakfast" (No. 121),
a very pleasantly painted work. The sisters

and brothers and other relations of the bride

sit round the table ; the father has just risen

to drink health to the young couple,

while /((.•>• father looks on, and remembers the
time long ago when he ilid the same thing for

the present speaker. "The Children's Dance"
(No. PJC)), by G. B. O'Neill, though less

finnly painted than Mr. Hardy's picture, is a
])leasant work. Blooming little girls between
eight and ten, an age when dancing is really

pretty, skim round with tlieir younger brotiiers

—an elder sister presides at the piano—while
the grandparents look on with tender admira-

tion. The servants peeping from the stair-

case appear, to us, a little small.

In the centre of the great room on the
north side is placed i\Ir. Leighton's " Her-
cules Struggling with Death over the Body of
Alcestis," an attempt after that higher branch
of art so much needed in the Academy.
Stretched out on a bier across the picture
lies the apparently dead body of the devoted
wife, with a wreath of myrtle, and robed in
white drapery. In front of her on the left

are maidens weeping and strewing flowers.

On the right Death tries to enter" to carry
away his prey, but is forced back by Her-
cules. The action of the two figui-es is finely

conceived. In the centre the bereaved hus-
band, in an agony of grief, gives vent to his

sorrow. A storm rolling away in the dis-

tance, and the sun breaking forth, indicates

the return to life of the victim whom Her-
cules succeeds in rescuing from the destroyer.

The whole, though a noble conception, seems
to want a little more vigour in the darks, and
we are not entirely satisfied with the ana-
tomy of the back of Ilercules's right arm. As
opjjosed in manner as it is in position to Mr.
Leighton's picture is a work of much im-
portance by Frith, "The Salon d'Or at Hom-
burg," showing a phase of life and a state of

society by which modern civilisation is dis-

graced, and which will, we hope, soon be a
thing of the past. In the centre is a des-

perate woman leaving the table ; having
staked her last stake, hope has given place to
desperation, we can divine the end ; near her
a husband is presenting his wife, who takes it

reluctantly, with some of his ill-gotten gains.

On the opposite side of the table is a woman
who has grown old at the gaming board ; she
knows all the shifts, meannesses, and petti-

nesses of a gamester's life, and she still makes
an effort to appear youthful in her get-up.

At the end of the table a young man anxious
to make another stake is restrained by his

wife. The stolid, bored look of the officials,

weary with the routine of duties in which
they have no interest, contrasts with the
intense attention and anxiety of the players

—

Le jcu C!:t fait—the dealer is about to give

out the cards, the two croupiers (one of whom
examines his watch to see if the time is not
nearly up) are ready to take in the stakes,

and the president sits overlooking the whole.
Behind him are groups of the usual visitors

to this fashionable bath; some of them, pretty
girls in the first freshness of blooming youth,

are about to stake, out of mere desire for

amusement, a small sum upon the gaming
table,littlethinkiugthatmany of the now hard-
faced hahitues began in the same way. The
picture, though capitally painted, leaves an
unpleasant impression on the mind, because
it delineates one of the worst vices of the

human race, and while we gaze we earnestly

hope that this picture will soon be no longer

a ghastly reality, but a memento of the past.

Next to this picture is a fine portrait of Mr.
Bruce, the Home Secretary, by II. T. Wells.

The west end centre is occupied by the

principal work of Mr. ]Millais. The subject

is taken from that passage in Exodus
which describes the battle against Amalek,
when the Israelites prevailed only when
the arms of jNIoses were raised to Heaven, so

that they were held up by Aaron and Hur till

the setting sun, when the victory rested with
the children of Israel. This is a very ambi-
tious attempt by Mr. INIillais, and a very suc-

cessful one, powerful in colour and grandly
drawn. The law-giver is dressed in a dark
robe, whereas iis a Levite he should have
been arrayed in white ; but this is an anach-
ronism which the painter may have deemed
necessary to the composition of his work. He
has shown great strength of mind in giving

the Jewish type of features to the tiiree

Hebrews, though it is not at all painfully

insisted on. On either side of this picture

are works by Horsley and Ward. In No. 182,
•• .Vnna Boleyn at the Queen's Stairs, Tower,"
^Ir. Ward has chosen the moment when the

unhappy Queen first feels a strong present!-
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ment of her approaching fate. She is des-
cribed as throwing herself down on the step,

and exclaiming, " Jesus, have mercy on me !"

Behind her, on the right, is the Spanish
Ambassador and his suite, who naturally look
on callously at her woe. jMr. Horsley, in No.
193, gives us a scene from the life of a still

more unfortunate Queen, Jilary Stuart, wlien
under the care of Lord Shrewsbury she suffers

from the cruel treatment of the proud Bess
of Hardwick. Mary is feeding the pigeons,

birds as pretty and bright as herself, but free,

while the nobler bird is enthralled in a
cage. The little page who holds the plate

of bread-crumbs for her forgets the respect

he owes to his sovereign while engaged
in a deep reverence to her haughty
gaoler. His action is rather awkward, though
the idea is good. On the left two women
attendants rise respectfully from their seats.

This picture is painted with all Mr. Horsley's

crispness and fondness for cheerful colouring.

Mr. Hook has two jiictures in this room, a

shepherd boy extracting a thorn from the foot

of his dog, a few sheep, and the usual rural

l>aokground, make such a piicture as we are

accustomed to from Mr. Hook, charmingly
green, and full of true country feeling. His
Norwegian subject in this room has all the
verdure of England, and but for the curious
erections for trapping the salmon might have
been painted from many parts of Cornwall or

Scotland. iNIr. Calderon's chief work is in this

room. No. 16(3, "On Her Way to the Throne."
A yoimg and beautiful queeij is having the
last touches put to her toilet ere the two
ushers in waiting di-aw aside the curtains of

the state apartment. A bevy of fair ladies,

graceful and charming, are following her down
the stairs. The dresses are well treated,

nicely finished, without intruding on the eye,

and the execution is agreeable. It is a picture

of much grace and beauty. Mr. Calderon is

much stronger in his work this year than last.

The new Associate, ]Mr. Marks, sends a capital

picture. ' The Bookworm."' The old man is a
wonderful bit of cliaracter, and all the
accessories of the picture—the quaint skele-

tons of birds, the books, and instruments—are

most carefully and conscientiously wrought.
No. 144, " Cleopatre apporte ii Cesar dans un
Tapis," by Gerome, is not an agreeable
picture, though the quality of painting is

•excellent. No. 210, " A lloman Emperor,
A.D. 41," by Alma Tadema,, is one of the
largest works ever exhibited on the -walls of

the Academy by this painter. It has all his

usual attention to the minutiaj of Roman life,

and the same power of restrained colour as

his other works exhibited in this country
;

but this picture is painted with greater bold-
ness and facility, and is quite one of the
painter's masterpieces. The subject is the
min-der of Caligula by the prajtorian guard.
The dead Emperor, witli three or four com-
panions, has fallen at the base of a terminal

• bust. The author of the crime, Cassius

Chjerea, a tribune and captain of the guard,

by withdrawing a curtain lias just discovered
Clairdius, uncle of the murdered man, and
salutes him emperor. Claudius, who is in

deadly fear of sharing his nephew's fate,

imagines that he is being mocked, and listens

to the shouts and acclamations of the women
and soldiers rather as if tliey were savage
outcries of vengeance than acclamations in

his favour. The marks of bloody fingers on
the pedestal of the bust are tokens "of the
recent fray. Observe the careful finish and tlie

delicacy of haudlinginthe paintingof the jiave-

ment and the marble column. This picture
will claim much attention, and be of great
interest to the public. We must, however,
criticise the grouping of the dead, who lie all

together in sucli an involved heap that the
different figures cannot be disentangled. :Mr.

Cope's picture of Guy showing the plans of

the hospital -n-hich he intended to found to
his friend Dr. Mead is an historical incident
of much interest, and painted \vith all Mr.
Cope's usual carefulness. " Annie," by J.

Archer, is a very elegant and joretty porti-ait

of a young girl about seventeen ; the same
painter has another subjeo^f picture in this

room. Mr. Mason sends a landscape placed in

the corner of the room, delicate and trutliful in

colour. The President has two large works
in tliis gallery—one an equestrian portrait of

Sir James Yorke Scarlett. The new Painter-

in-Ordinary, i\Ir. Sant, sends a charming jjor-

trait of his daughter, whieli has something of

the freshness and grace of Gaini5borough.
Mr. Knight has a good half-length portrait

of the late Joseph Henry Green. Mr. Watts
sends the two handsome Academicians,
Millais and Leighton. To the latter he has
not done full justice, but the head of Millais

is a cliaracteristic likeness, painted with great
power and feeling for colour. Though many
Academicians are conspicuous by their absence,

we think this may safely be pronounced a
more than average exhibition, and having
gone thus farand criticised the principal works
in the great room, we must put oif a more
detailed account of the remaining galleries

for a later notice.

EXPERIMENTS ON THE STRENGTH OF
PORTLAND CEMENT.*

IN a jirevious paper f the author had stateil that
'* further esperimeuts ivere desirable, on the

strength of and adhesion between bricks and cement
under varying circumstances; on the limit to the in-

crease of strength with age ; on the relalivestrengthof

concrete made with various proportions of cement
and ballast," &c. The experiments described in this

paper were made with the view of throwing
additional light upon these points ; and might serve

to show those interested in the subject the direction

whicli their inqniries might advantageouslj' take,

and the large field yet open for their labours.

Before describing the new series of experiments,

some of the points in the pre\dous paper were
reviewed. Among these were "the limit to the

increase of strength with age," whicli Tables XVIII.,
XXIV., XXV., and XXIX. were intended to

illustrate, and the experience of the last five years
was given.

Table XVIII. had contained the results of one
hundred and sixty experiments, intended to extend
over ten years, with Portland cement, weighing
1231b. to the bushel. Neat cement, which at seven

days broke at SIT. lib. increased gradually in

strength, till at two years it bore a tensile strain of

1324-illb. By the extended tables it was shown that

the maximum had been attained at two years, and
that the result was 1327-31b. at seven j-ears. AVith

sand in equal proportions the increase in strength

continued; that which at seven days broke at

353'21b., at one month at452-olb., and at two years

at 790-31b., or 4-2, 60, and 00 per cent, of neat

cement respectively ; bore S18-llb. at four years,

8211b. at live j'ears, 819-51b. at six years, and
8ij3-01b. at seven years, being about Go per cent, of

neat centent.

Table XXIV. gave the strength of Roman cement
at various stages from seven days to six years. The
results did not uniformly and regularly increase

This cement bore a strain of 201-831b. at .seven days,

37G-81b. at six months, 323-81b. at twelve months,
4381b. at two years, 450-81b. at three years, 512-Clb.

at tour years, 4fi6-91b. at five years, and 4GG-61b.

at .six years. The irregularities were very great,

and confirmed the conclusion that this kind of

cement was not nearly so uniform in strength as

Portland cement, and that though two-thirds of the

price it was only about one-third of tlie strength, and
therefore double the cost of Portland cement measured
by strength.

Table XXV. rel.ated to another Roman cement,
and brought down the experiments five years later.

Cement which at seven days broke with a tensile

strain of 2321b., and attained to its niaximnm
Gio-llb. at twelve months, broke at 54G-31b. at two
years, G03-81b. at three years, G32-21b. at four years,

G27-41b. at five years, and 6CG-41b. at six years.

Table XXIX. referred to Sledina cement, which
at sc^'en days bore strains of 92-llb. (1st series), and
2111b. (2nd series), attained amaximiuu strength of

47G-91b. at twelve months, and bore only 27Glb. at

two years.

As a jireliminary to the further experiments bere-

after described, upwards of two hundred were made
to ascertain if the form of mould which had been

previously used could be improved. The results of
these were given in Table V. No. 1 was that which
had been adopted at first (January. 1859), because
found in use both in France and England. No. 2
showed the same size, nith the inner angles rounded
off. Twenty moulds were made of each kind ; ten

were broken at seven days, and ten at thirty day.s,

all having been kept in water. Forms 2 and S gave
the highest results, and it was therefore jjresumed
that No. 2, the form of mould shown in Plate 3 of

the original paper, was of all these the least subject

to error and irregularity. The later investigations

of Mr. Bramwell, " On the Influence of Form on
Strength," would lead to further experiments on this

point. A large number of experiments had been

made as to the best mode of avoiding distortion from
the line of strain. The plan originally adopted was
shown on Plate 2 of the former paper. Another
method was also shown on Plate 4, but it was found
that moulds frequently broke at the holes in each

end of the specimen instead of at the neck. The
original form of clips was therefore reverted to, but

in combination with knife-edges at each end of the

chps.
,

The next step was to estaljhsh the conditions to

be observed in the following new series of experi-

ments:

—

A. On the strength of Portland Cement tested by
tensile strain at different periods, from one day to

twelve months, mixed by hand and ground in a

mortar mill.

B. On the adhesion between bricks cemented with

Portland Cement and lime mortars, tested by tensile

strain at the end of twelve months.

C. On the strength of Portland Cement neat, and

with tUfferent proportions of sand, tested at the end

of twelve months, by compression in a hydrauhc
press. Size, 9in. by 4^in. by 3in.

D. On concretes of different proportions of Port-

land Cement and lime, with gravel, sand, and other

materials, tested at the end of twelve months by
compression. Size, 12in. bj' 12in. by 12in., and Gin.

by Gin. by Gin.

For these experiments 38 bushels of Portland

cement were i)rocurcd; the gross weight being

4,3001b. lloz., or 113-17Glb. per bushel. 'When

sifted through a sieve of four hundred holes per

square inch tliis was reduced to 4.2011b. 4oz., or

llO-oGlb. per " striked " bushel. About 361b. were

afterwards rubbed through the sie%'e; 311b. woidd

not pass, and there ^vas a loss of 291b. A certain

quantity of cement was sifted, when it was found

that the gain by sifting was about 14 per cent.

The foUowing were the weights per bushel aud per

cubic foot of the materials used in the new series of

- experiments ;

—

Materials.
"Weight of One

Bushel.

Weight C.f One
Cubic Foot.

Portland cement
Sand and ballast

lbs.

110-oG
1-23-40

98-30

-llG-00

113-00

107-00

12G-00
120-00

lbs.

8G-375
96-400

7G-5G0

Broken granite

„ pottery

:, shag..."

flints

,,
glass

90-G25
88-280
,•-3-594

98-440

93-750

* Abstract of paper read by Mr. Jnji.N Gkant, before the
Institution of Civil Eugiueers, April 2i>.

t Vi'le Minutes of Proceedings Institution of Civil
Engineers, Session 186j-IJ, Vol. XXV., p. Gii.

Table VI., Series A., gave the strength of the

Portland cement used tliroughout these experiments

at different periods from one day to twelve months

;

first, mixed by hand, and next, mixed in a mortar

mill for thirty minutes. In the first case the maxi-
mum strength seemed to h.ave been attained at four

months ; in the second, at one month ; the greatest

strength of that mixed by hand was about double

that mixed in a mortar mill. The hand-mixed

cement maintained its strength; the mill-mixed

declined from its maximum at a month to the end

of the experiments. This resiUt was probably due

parth- to the process of crystaUisation, or setting,

having been interrupted by the continued agitation,

and partly to the destruction by attrition of the

angular form of the particles.

Table VII., Series B, on the tensile strain re-

quired to separate bricks cemented together with

Porland cement and lime mortars, would require to

be greatly extended before trustworthy deductions

could be made from them. In the case of perforated

bricks the cement mortar seemed to act as dowels

between the bricks, aud the results were consequently

high. The Suffolk and Fareham red bricks adhered

well to the mortar.

Table VIII., Series C, on the strength of Port-

land cement bricks tested by crushing, was, so f.ar as

it went, very instructive. As a rule, strength ia-
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creased with density. Wheu tlie cement was in less

proportidiis to the sand than 1 to 2, or 1 to 3, those
dried in air bore a greater pressure than those kept
for twelve months in water. This would lead to the
inference that when the quantity of cement was
small, bricks or blocks of concrete should be kept
some time oTit of water, to harden before being used.
Contrasting the strengh of these concrete bricks with
different clay bricks, it was found that down to the
proportion of fi to 1 the former compared favourably.
Thus, bricks made of neat cement bore a pressure
equal to that of Staffordshire blue bricks or best
Fareham red bricks. Bricks made in the propor-
tions of from 2 to 1 to G to 1 of cement were equal
to picked clay bricks of sis varieties.

The D series showed the strength of concrete
bricks made with Portland cement, mixed with
various metals in different proportions, and crushed
after being kept a yeiu-, half of them in air and Iialf

in water. The general deductions were, that those
made with the largest proportion of cement were the
strongest, the strength being nearly in proportion to
the quantity of cement. Tables were given of the
strength of 12in. and Gin. cubes of coi^crete made
ivith ballast, Portland stone, broken granite, pottery,
"'"-, flints, and glass, mixsd with Portland cementslag

in the proportions of (!, S, and 10 to 1, and com-
pressed. Half were kept in water for twelve
months. The most prominent result of these tables
was that concrete made of broken stone or broken
pottery, was much stronger than that made of
gravel, due, no doubt, partly to the greater propor-
tion of cement absorbed in the latter case in cement-
ing the liner particles of sand, and partly to the
want of angularity in the gravel.

. Comjiression
and an increase in the proportion of cement .ilike
increased strengtli. In making concrete bricks or
blocks of moderate size compression might be applied
mth advantage

; but with large masses of concrete
it would be difScult to do -so, without running the
risk of interrupting the process of crj-stallisation or
setting, whicli commenced immedi.ately on the appli-
cation of moisture. The cost of laljour so applied
would therefore be better employed in a larger ad-
mixture of cement.

The different modes of using Portland cement in
the construction of sewers were described : in some
cases only as a foundation or as a backing for
brickwork

; in others sewers, 4tt. Gin. by 3ft., of
concrete were hned, with half-brickwork ;" and' in
other instances sewers were formed entirely of con-
crete in the proportions of 1 of cement to « of sand.
The cost of this concrete was less than half that of
brickwork, but if rendered inside with cement it was
about the same as if lined with half brick—perhaps
the cheapest form of sewer, combining strength with
.soundness. .Sewers and culverts of almost any size
might be made on this principle. Sewers made of
concrete and not rendered inside, though some-
what chcajjcr, had one practical tlisadvantage iu
busy thoroughfares, inasmuch as they required a
long length of centering, on account "of the slow
setting of tlic concrete, and it was tliercfore neces-
sary that about doul)le the length of trench should
be open at one time. The cost of a concrete sewer
4ft. by 2ft. Sin. was 10s. per lineal foot, exclusive
of excavation. Under the same contract a brick
sewer of the same size, flin. thick, cost IGs. Gd.
Another concrete sewer, 7ft. Oin. in diameter, cost
IGs., or inclusive of earthwork, side entrances
junctions, &c., about 233. per lineal foot. Thi.s
sewer was in some respects exceptional, inasmuch
as it consisted of little more tlian an arcli over a
previously existing invert ; the lower half was
however, rendered with cement and sand, in equal
proportions liii. thick. Kverything being taken
into consirleration, the most economical combination
wa.s JAin. of brickwork in cement and the rest in
concrete. Another sewer lift, by 9ft., of concrete,
with a lining of 4iin. brick in cement, was men-
tioned.

In the construction of the Albert, or Southern
Thames I'.mbankment, it was originally intended to
form the wall of brickwork, with a granite facing;
but after about a fourtli part of the work had been
executed, U.Slio cubic yards of Portland cement
concrete, made in the projiortions of 6 to 1, at lis.
per cubic yaril, were substituted for an equal quan-
tity of brick work, at 306. per cubic yard.

From the experience already gained in the use of
Porlland cement concrete, there would seem to be
hardly any limit to the purposes to which it might
be applied. It wars gradually being brought into
use in the construction of dwelling-houses in different
parts of the country, and there was no doubt it

would be siill more extensively employed in the
construction of ilocks, piers, breakwaters, .and other
massive enginccrinii; works.
Many experiments had been made iu the manu-

facture of bricks of different proportions of Portland
cement and sand, and these were equal in strength

and appearance to most kinds of clay bricks. Where
concrete could be used in a mass, it was cheaper
than when used in the form of blocks, and still

cheaper than in the form of bricks. In 18G7, a

ntunber of arches were formed with " Be'tons

Agglomijres," by M. Coignet, under the steps leading
from Westminster Bridge to the Albert Embank-
ment ; also 40ft. of sewer, 4ft. by 2ft. by 8in., in

the CamberweU-road. Similar arches and sewers
were constructed of Portland cement concrete, and
the general result was that the Portland cement
concrete was both stronger and cheaper than the
beton.

Tables were given of the strength of 589,217
bushels of Portland cement used during the last five

ye.irs on various works south of the Thames, show-
ing an average tensile strain at the end of a week of

806*631b., equal to 3o8".Jlb, per square inch, being
an improvement on that reported five years ago of

2001b. on the breaking area of 2 J square inches, or

891b. per square inch. The (piality had not onlj'

been maintained, but had continued to improve.
The strength at the end of thu-ty days of 37,200
bushels of the same cement, as ascertained by eleven

himdred and eighty tests, averaged 1,0241b., equal
to 4651b. per square inch, showing an aver.age of

2341b., or 30 per cent, over the cement tested at

seven days, which broke at 7901b. Wherever the
nature of the work would admit of it, tests at the

end of a month would be found more satisfactory

than if made earlier, as heavy cements, though the

strongest eventually, were the slowest to set. The
standard originally specified was 4001b., or 2J square
inches, and this was soon afterwards raised to 5001b.,
or 2221b. per square inch This had since been
increased to 3501b. per square inch, or 7871b. on the
breaking area at seven days. For the purpose of

comparison the same sectional area at the breaking
point (2"25 square inches) had been retained.

Further experience had confirmed the earlier con-
clusions, that the strength of Portland cement
increased with its specific grarity, its more perfect

pulverisation, and its thorough admixture with the
minimum quantity of water in forming mortar.
Heavy cement, weighing 1231b. a bushel, like that
referred to in Table XVIII., took about two years
to attain its maximum strength used neat ; but by the
admixture of sand or gr.avel, cement, mortar, or
concrete was reduced in strength and set less rapidly
than neat cement. Roman cement, though from its

quick setting property very valuable for many
purposes, deteriorated by exposure to the air before
use; and was about double the cost of Portland
cement if measured by strength. In making cement
concrete it woiUd from this seem desirable to spend
no more time than was absolutely necessary to affect

a thorough admixtiure of the cement with the saud
and gravel.

WORCESTER DIOCES.\N ARCHITECTrRAL
SOCIETY.

THE seventeenth annual meeting of this flourish-

ing society was held at Worcester on the 15th
inst., under the presidency of Earl Beauchamp. The
annual report, read by Mr. Severn Walker, the
hon. sec, stated that the first excursion of the
season took on Jul}' 5 last, to the neighbourhood
of Upton-on-Sevcrn, for the purpose (d visiting

Eastington, Longdon, Pendock, and Birtsmorton.
Eastington is stated in the report to be an excellent

example of an ancient tind)er manor-house, haWng
the hall with its screen perfect, a picturesque porch,
richly-carved barge boards, antl a bay window in

the tirst lioor, connected with the gable in an unusu,al

but artistic manner. Pendock Church is a small
structure, with a ma.ssive fourteenth century
western tower. The north and south doorways, the
jambs of the chancel arch, and tlie font, are Norman,
but the windows are later insertions. Jlost of the
old 0])en seats remain. The Church of SS. Peter
and Paul at Birtsmorton, is an aisleless cross church,

with western lower and soidh [lorch. The side

windows are of two lights, and JIidiile-]>ointecl in

style
; those at the gable ends of three lights, aiul

'I'hird-pointcd. The nave is filled witli (he original

ojien oak soats ; and on the end of one of them is

fixed a curious cylindrical alms box. The wocxlen

gates across the chancel arcli remain, and also the

returned stall-like seats of JClizabethan character.

Amongst other noteworthy features may be mcidioned
an elegant piscina in the chancel, a plainer one
with a square drain in the south chapel, old stained

glass in the east and nave windows, &c. Near to the

church stands the Court-house, surrounded by a
moat, long the seat of the ancient family of Nanfati,

and in which Tluskisson. the slalesman, was born in

17GU. The house dates from tlie sixteenth centurv.

but the gateway, with its massive wooden doors, is

probably late fourteenth centurj' work.

The second excursion of the Society took place on
the IBtli of September, when the Abbey Church of

Tewkesbury and the curious church of Decrhtirst

were visited. The remarkable architectiual features

of the latter building were pointed out by the vicar,

the Rev. G. Butterworth. After dining at the Swan
Hotel, Tewkesbury, the party, under the guidance
of the Rev. Charles Bontell, visited the Abbey
Church, with its fine series of tombs?, chantry chapels,

and other monumental remains.

Of the works executed in the diocese, the report

says that the prhicipal work done at the Cathedral
during the past year is the pavement of the Lady
Chapel and eastern transepts, which the committee
regret being unable to report favourably of. It is

composed of red and yellow Mansfield stone and
Portland stone, arranged so as to form a diamond-
shaped pattern, with a quatrefoil surrounded by a
narrow band of black marble iu the centre. The
pattern is so large—extending the whole width of an
aisle—as to diminish the apparent size of the build-

ing ; and the entire absence of anything like richness

of effect renders it unworthy of this important and
beautiful stucture. It is to be hoped that the pave-
ment of the choir and nave will be more satisfactory,

both in design and material. On removing the effigy

supposed to represent Bishop Wilham de Blois (who
died in 123G) last September, a stone coffin, contain-

ing a skeleton and fragments of vestments, was ex-
posed to view. Portions of as many as ten figures

of saints embroidered with gold thread, together with
an elegant border, fringe, &c.. were found in tolerably

good jjreservation, and are deposited in the Chapter
library. Full-sized drawings of all these fragments
were made bj' iMr. C. Henman, jim., architect, of

Croydon, and will be published in the forthcoming
'' Sketch Book " of the xVrchitectural Association.

An appeal made last spring for funds to complete the

restoration of the Cathedral, and to pro^^de internal

fittings, was liberally responded to, a larger sum
than required being promised in the course of a few
weeks. The rough surface of the choir vaulting has

been plastered, and Messrs. Hardman .are now deco-

rating it in gold and colour. The old walls have
been repaired, and other works are said to be in

hand, consequently the completion of this important

restoration may be looked for at no distant period.

The new church of S. Philip, at Webheath, in

the parish of Tardebigge, was designed by Mr.
Preedy, and erected at the cost of the lato ^^arouess

Windsor, on a site given by Richard Hemming, Esq.^
of Bentley Manor. It consists of chancel, vestry,

nave, and north porch, with a bell gable at the east

end of the nave. The style is Early Middle Pointed,

accommodation being provided for 200 worshippers.

The pulpit, the prayer-desk, and other chancel tit-

tings are of oak ; the roofs and nave seats are of

deal ; and the font of stone, with shafts of Irish

green marble. Beneath the east window is a band-
some reredos, haying in its centre a white marble
cross between panels containing angels, executed in

glass mosaic.

Bishampton Church has been rebuilt, with the
exception of tile tower, under the direction of Mr.
Preedy. The new structure occupies the site of the

former building, but the nave is five feet wider than

its predecessor, to compensate for the loss of room
occasioned by the omission of the transeptal chapel

on the south side of the old church ; and there is a
vestry north of the chancel, into whicli it opens by
a side arch. The old Norman doorways, some small

windows of the same date, two or three pointed •

windows, and a few other fragments have been re-used.

The new windows of tlie nave were copied from a
14lh century square-hcadeil one belonging to the

previous church. The chaucel is well arranged, and
in the sanctuary is a full-sized altar table, with a
credence niche ami slab on the north side. The
rather heavy-looking nave roof is of somewhat
lower pitch than usual, and might have been carried

u]) to the belfry stage of the tower with advantage
to its apjicarance both externally and internally.

A chape!-of-ease. dedicated to S. Mark, has been
erected in the district of The Lye, near Stourbridge.

It was designed by iSIr. Smith, of the latter place ; is

built of red brick, with stone dressings, and com-
jtriees a wide and rather short apsidal chancel, vestry,

nave with nortii and soutli aisles, north jiorch. and
western bell-cot. The funds available for the
erection of this building being comparatively small,

a method of construction differing from that usually

followed in structures of this character has been
adopted. The nave is separated from its aisles by
arcades formed of cast-iron columns and wo odea
arches. These support a clerestory also of wood,
having two cinquel'oiled windows in eacii b.ay. The
roof is slceiJ-pitched, and strengthened with iron

tie-rods to guard against the settlements which
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sometimes occur iu this undermined district. The
architectural effect of tlie interior is not of course

equal to that of churches constructed entirely of

masonry or brickwork, but nearly all the ,^eats com-

mand a view of altar, chancel, and pulpit. The
onlj' attempt at decoration is the painted centre

^vindow of apse, executed by Messrs. Ward and

Hughes.

A chapel, dedicated to the Good Shepherd, and
constructed for 120 worshipjiers, has been erected at

the Hook Common, in the parish of Upton-upon-

Severn, from the designs of jMr. (1. Row ('lerke. It

consists of chancel with vestry, nave witli south

porch, and bell ,e;able over the chancel arch.

St. Andrew's Church, "Worcester, after undergoini^

two attempts at partial restoration durin.i^ the last

twenty years, was in a most unseemly state, espe-

cially as regarded the north aisle, when the present

rector took charge of the jiarish in 1807. About
two years ago, Mr. Hopkins was commissioned to

prepare plans for a thorough renovation of the

entire building ; but the necessary funds for carrying

out the whole work not being forthcoming, the in-

tended improvement was confined to the north aisle,

and the eastern portion of the south aisle, which

"have been almost re-built, new windows and door-

ways inserted, and the old panelled roofs repaired ; a

new carved and panelled ceiling being placed over

the south chapel, which now serves as a vestry,

with the organ between it and the chancel. The
exterior of this chapel is surmounted by a rich

parapet, pierced with quatrefoils, terminating

towards the west in a crocketcd jtinnacle, which
rises out "f a massive buttress. The old work, being

chiefly Third-pointed, the same style has been

adhered to in the restoration. The chancel has been

re-arrangcd for clergy and choir, and the wide north

aisle provided with chairs. About £1,100 has been

expended, and £1,0U0 more will be required to com-
plete the work.

The parish church of Longdon, with the exception

of the tower, was rebuilt about the year 178H, in a

more unsightl}' manner than was usual even at that

time—when ecclesiastical art may be said to have

sunk to its lowest state of degradation. It was
built of brick, the south, or " show," side being

covered with stucco, and having a large Venetian
Tvindow in the middle, while a small and low semi-

circular projection at the east end served the purposes

of chancel and sanctuary. In lst.>8, plans for re-

building the church in character with theoldtuwcr and
spire were prepared l>y Mr. Arthiir lilomHeld ; but

these being considered to involvetoo hirgean expendi-

ture, it was determined nut to interfere with the

fabric of the nave, but merely to re-arrange the fittings,

and build a new chancel and vestry.

S. Thomas's, Dudley, S. James's, "Worcester, and
"S. John's, Kidderminster, all modern churches, are

noticed in the report as having been considerably

altered and improved. Amongst tlie new buildings

erected in the neighliourhood, the rejiort refers to a

mission hall in "Wildes'-plaee, ercctcil from the de-

signs of Mr. H. Rowe, Late Gothic in style; two
groups of school buildings in the parish of Powick,

^rom the designs of Mr. Preedy. and an infants'

school for the parish of S. Clement, AVorcester, from
plans by Mr. E. A. Day, of a simple Pointed type. The
recently com])leted new churches of Pcdmore and
West Malvern, will be noticed in the next report of

the Society. The im]iortant church of King's

Norton has been placed in the hands of Mr. Hop-
kins, for thorough and careful restoration, and the

parish church of Birlingham is abnnt to l)e re-built

under the superintendence of Mr. li. Kerrey.

On the motion of Mr. J. G. A. AValker, seconded

by Jlr. II. llolden, the report was unanimously
adopted, and the officers for the ensuing year having
been re-elected, the proceedings terminatctl.

BARROWS ON THE YORKSHIRE WOLDS.

THE closing lecture of the session in connec-
tion with the Hull Literary and Pliilo.sophical

Society was delivered a fortnight ago at the Royal
'Institution, Hull, by the Rev. Canon (Jreenwell, the

subject being " The liarrows on the Yorkshire W(dds."
The lecturer, in his introductory remarks, said

that barrows or mounds were to be found in nearlv
all parts of the earth. They were found in England,
but they were, perhaj^s, in greater abundance in the

southerTi parts of Asiatic Russia and the northern
shores of the Black Sea than anywhere else. In
Africa they were the most numerous on the shores

of the Mediterranean. There were not many of such
remains to be found south of the desert of Sahara.

The mounds however, of which he was to speak, and
which existed on the Yorkshire Wolds, were of a
time which might be called pre-liistoric. The works
attributed to Homer contained acLounts of interments

similar to those in the barrows. The Yorkshire

Wolds, where the barrows were found in such abun-

dance, appeared to have been at one time a sort of

island, being bound by the sea and swampy land.

It M'as, therefore, a desirable piece of territory, and
was well populated. The barrows, which were sup-

posed to contain the remains of great persons and

heads of families, went in proof of the belief that the

Wolds were extensively peopled. There were also

earthworks crossing the Wolds, beginning at Danes
Dyke, near Bridlington, whicli went in support of

the same belief. Another striking indication of the

occupation was the great number of flint ini]ilements

scattered along ct near the surface of the groiind.

The barrows on the Yorkshire Wold were of two
kinds, the long and the round owes. The former

were the fewest in number and furnished the least in-

formation. Theywere nearly all placed east and west,

the east end being wider than the west end. It was
believed that the long barrows were the burial places

of the earliest peojde connected with the barrows,

and who lived ]ierhaps 1,000 years before Christ.

The round barrows were of a later period, as iu them
were found traces of metal. There were also secon-

dary interments in the long barrows, uf the same
kind as those in the round mounds, which went far

to prove that the long barrows were those of an

earlier people. Many bodies were found in some
barrows burnt, but how theburning was effected was
not known, there being no traces of charcoal, and the

chalk and oolite being fused so as to have bone fixed

in the stone. This state of things existed in some
barrows, where were also found

'
the remains of

numerous other bodies, violently broken and distri-

buted about. It might be that they were the re-

mains of persons eaten at the funeral ceremonies of

the great persons buried in the barrow, as the Viones

were scattered about in the same way as the remains

of animals feasted upon at other interments. The
lecturer then proceeded to describe the interments in

the round mounds, stating that men, women, and

children, probably the whole members of families,

were found buried together. The mounds were also

encircled with stones in a Druidical manner. Pot-

tery, ornaments, weapons, and other inijilements

were found in the barrows. In many mounds urns

were found, but whether they contained parts

of bodies, kindling to set the bodies on fire, or

were placed for the use of the departed on their way
to another world, is not known. The lecturer states

that the conclusions arrived at respecting the re-

searches at the barro\f^s were that the jiectple of that

time at which the mounds were made lived at a

period of 1,000 years before Christ, being when
iironze was only used in small quantities, and when
the \ise of iron was uidcnown. The traces of clothing,

bones (tf domesticated animals, and other articles,

showed that the peojJe were considerably advanced
in civilisation.—After some disciission a hearty vote

of thanks was accorded to the lecturer.

ART METAL WORK.*
(Frow the Sacristy.')

IN the enthusiasm for general workmanship which
accompanied the revival of Mediaeval art, a very

natural reaction set in against the perpetual repe-,

tition of feeble designs by means of casting, both in

iron and other metals, to which the world had been

accustomed fron\ the middle {)f the eighteenth cen-

tury. The mechanical nature of the jTocess was
declared entirely to preclude the individuality so

characteristic of old work, and an exterminating

crusade being instit\ited against the ab()mination,

was carried to so successful an issue that a specimen

of cast work, even in brass, dared seldom to show
itself in the presence of the " Gothic architect" and
his ff)!loAvers, whilst cast iron is oidy admitted as a
structural necessity, and is not to be aUowed as an

object of art, excepting perhaps as a coil case for

hot-water pipes, or in a similar subordinate position.

It may be taken as a maxim that if you must have
iron it must be wrought.

There is, however, no doubt that the incapacity of

the artist or manufacturer Avas really the cause of

cast iron being thus cruelly cut off from all commu-
nication with theMedia?val revivalists. The process

itself is sensible enough, and is such an one as the

artists of the Middle Ages would certainly have
used had tiuTo been facilities for so doing; but it

was supposed that Pugin looked upon it with dis-

favour, and his enthusiastic followers came to the

conclusion that all good metal-work must be wrought,

and so the matter has rested, leaving cast iron to the

* In uur impression for Friday, tlie 7th lust., Mr. Burges
reviewed The Sacristy, a now qimrterly review of
cfclesiastieal art. He spoko of two articles which the
review contained as pai'ticularly worthy of attention ; one
on " C'oluur for Decoration," which we reproduced a fort-

night .since, and the other uu " Art Metal Work," which
we reproduce now.

engineer and ironmonger, who continue as of yore,

to repeat ad nannvam ten thousand hideous patterns

for things of common and everyday use which might

as well be iu accordance with " true principles*' as

not.

We are quite justified in criticising the produc-

tions of those who are professedly followers in the

school of Pugin from a high point of view. They
themselves demand that we should do so, and were

they but true disciples of their master, it would be

difiicult to find a more agreeable task. After study-

ing his works, more particularly that magnificent

collection in the Houses of ParUament. one cannot

fail to be lost in ailmiration at the wonderful energy

and knowledge which may be said almost to have

re-created a forgotten phase of art ; whether he

designed for brass or iron, the utmost thought and

consideration for the most appropriate treatment of

the metals was never wanting—from a door-handle

upwards nothing was too unimportant: indeed,

one can never be sufficiently thankful that two such

great artists as Barry and Pugin were enabled to

work together over this superb building. Neither of

them alone could have carried it out; and we would

further venture to say that they were the only two

which together could have done it.

One can, however, see where, especially in some

few details of the brass work, the imitators have

found a certain precedent for the style of work now
so common. The better designs are not copied, but

the peculiarities (and what in Pugin we can scarcely

venture to call defects) are abundantly reproduced,

and may be seen in every ^'art metal worker's"

window by the score.

It would be needless to call attention to the fact,

were it not so universally overlooked, that the

artistic treatment demanded by brass and iron is

very different. Cast iron is capable of receiving a

sharpness of modelling almost, if indeed not quite

equal to bronze, although—to our shame be it

spoken—it is to Berlin we must go to find this

perfect execution. Brass can no doubt be brought

to a very sharp finish, but its artistic effect is not so

good as when the lines are somewhat softened and

"the edges rounded off. With the beauty of this

style of work Pugin was perfectly acquainted, and

the specimens we have before referred to amply

pr(«ve it. The doors leading from the peers' lobby

into the House of Lords, and numerous lesser objects,

chandeliers, grills, and door-fittings, are all charming

examples of the beauty and applicability of cast

brass treated as such; but when we turn to the work

of our own day, we find, as an universal rule, that

the design, whatever it may be, wliich has been

executed in brass, would have been far better carried

out in wrought iron. The imitators have, in fact,

imitated such work as the rails in the House of

Lords and round the throne, where there is a -certain

approach to wrought-iron detail, and have over-

looked the finer work.

Thin wiry crosses, with leaves punched out of a

plate and stuck on, take the place of the fine

modelling we see iu old brass work.

Passion-fiowers, tendrils, and naturalistic leaves

are j)roduced in so tender a material, that after a

short lapse of time the mostexposed parts invariably

become unscrewed, or are liuocked off—a thing which

in itself should condemn such a mode of work. An
examination of old work shows us that whilst

wrought iron, wliich is riveted and welded together,

is worked to the utmost degree of delicacy, brass is

universally employed in a more solid manner; and

casting is almost invariably resorted to. The magni-

ficence of cast brass is hardly to be exceeded. There

are noble specimens of this class of work still exist-

ing in Holland, Belgium, sundry parts of Germany,

and other parts of the Continent, whilst at home we

possess the sumptuous gates and grill in Henry the

VII. 's chapel at Westminster, which will long

outlast such rtimsy things as the Lichfield screen or

other similar works, which, to use the words of Sir,

Burges, '' are at the mercy of the first jierson who

has got his opportunity and a screwdriver." Not

OTdy, however, can no satisfactory reason be shown

why we should not once more return to the employ-

ment of good legitimate castings in brass, but we

venture to tliink that this much-abused process

applied to iron may dare to invade the precincts of

the ;irt metal worker's shop, and eveu show itself in

the church.

Well knowing that in exposed situations cast iron

is practically indestructible, whilst wrought iron rots

with the utmost rapidity, it is simply absurd to

object to the use of the former material for external

railings, gates, and screens, because, forsooth, it is

not '' Gothic." As we have before said, the artist

must b3 at fault in these matters, ofid not the

material. There can be no doubt that when men

were so happv as tu knnv nothing about "style," or

the trammels which the modern interpretation of the
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word brings with it, haJ. cast iron beea as available

A material as it now is it would have been very

largely employed where we now consider it to be

inadmissible and unworthy. "Why a rood screen,

including the figures, should not be constructed of

cast iron as well as of wood is a question difficult to

answer, bcith materials being equally capable of an

artistic treatment perfectly suitable to the require-

ments of the case ; but there are no ''examples' of

old cast-iron screens, whilst there are any number of

wooden ones, and it being totally wrong to do any-

thing without some ''authority," it is ob\'ious that

we shall not see any cast-iron screens, at least for

the present. At the idea of a cast-iron bench-end

for a church, every one would turn up their eyes in

pious horror, and talk of garden-chairs ; but there

can be no reason why such a thing should not be, if

yre were only iip to the mark. It is, however, to be

devoutly hoped that no one will attempt such start-

ling novelties under existing circumstances. AVe

have only ventured to put the case in, perhaps,

rather a str{»ng form, feeling certain that a great

number of the things which are supposed to be

•'correct" and "Mediieval," are just the very things

that the artists of the Middle Ages would not have

done, if they had possessed the facilities we enjoy.

Having beaten ca^t iron out of the field, wTought
iron has certainly had its way most completely,

occupying all available ground in the regions of

ecclesiastical metal work; and he must be a bold

man indeed who ventures to approach the terrible

and prickly things erected by modern ingenuity, did

he not know that Mr. Burges's words, before

quoted, applied to iron as well as brass work. In-

deed, it is said, in proof of this, that at a certain

cathedral, boasting an elaborate rood screen, artfully

compounded of wrought iron and brass, the verger

was wont to exhibit specimens that had become un-

screwed anil fallen off, to show to the British public

that the proper metal worker had not been employed
to execute the work, the man who should have done
it being no other than his own son. How true this

story may be, we will not undertake to say, but that

the things can be unscrewed we will certainh' aver,

and without the aid of a screwdriver.

It is really painful to see the distortions and
spasmodic flourishes so rampant in modern iron

work, an extraordinary angularity and unexpected
breaking or crossing of lines, which in the cant of

the craft is called ""go," but which is really nothing

more than a little sensational vulgarity, showing
neither art nor skill, and perfectly different from the

beautiful works of the Middle Ages or of the early

revival.

A wrought-iron rood screen is something to be

thought of with terror—such hard wiry lines, plates

cut into hugh coarse crisp.i, and great rosettes stuck

at all points ; whilst gates, door-hinges, and raiUugs

have not cscaj^ed the contagion, and " go" abound
in them all. There are, nevertheless, some most
pleasing exceptions, as, for example, the beautiful

work at S. Peter's, Vauxhall, enclosing the chancel;

or the magniticent liinges to the west doors of Kly
Cathedral, which for size and elaboration are not

surpassed by any of the Mediaeval works in this

country.

We have now said enough to show that tlie con-

dition of art metal work is not at present so emi-
nently satisfactory that there is not great room for

improvement; but so long as men are satisfied to

copy each other in.stead of going to the fountain-

head fur inspiration, .so long shall we have vulgarity

instead of originality, and false treatment instead of
*' true principles."

London and Middlesex Aucu-i:oi,onicAL
^ooiETY.—A gr-urral meeting of this society will
ho lifjd at tlic hull of the Leatherscllers' Company,
S. liclfu's-plafc. City, on Thni'sday next, tlio -Uh
May, when the following papers will be read:—
" Remarks upon tho (Charters, Records, and History
nf the IjOatln*rsf-ll(;rH' ('onipany," by Mr. W. if.

Black; " The Hospital of Le Papcy, Bishopsgate,"
by tho Kov. T. Hugo. Numerous drawings, prints, Ac,
of Lcatlier.solicrs' Hall, and the neighbourhood, will

be exhibited by Mr. J. E. Gardner. The society will

then proceed "to tho (Church of S. Andrew Under-
shaft, when the following papers will bo read :

—"A
Brief Nnlico o( the Celebrated I'liinter, Hnns
Holbein, ns a rarishioner of S. Andrew ITuder-
shaft," by Mr. W. II. Black;" *' Remarks upon tho
Records of tho Church," by Mr. W. H. Overall,
from thence tho society will go to the Church of 8.
Peter. Cornhill, where "the rector, the Rev. R. Whit-
tington, M.A., will make remarks upon tho his-
tory of the church and the archives of the
pan^h. — At the ordinary evening meeting held
on MtMidav week, at tho University College,
Gower - sit'opI, Mr. Birch read a paper ' On
an Ancient Tbuber-houso in Lime-street." and
Mr. 11. F. Holt oxhibited and duseribed a roll.-e-
tion of persoualrelics, lonaerly belonging to U ustavus,
King of Sweden.

PARIilAMENTARY NOTES.

The New Schools.—Mr. B. Hope on Friday last

asked the Vice-President of the Committee of

Council whether, considering the wide-spread in-

convenience which was being felt throughout the
country by the delay on tho part of the Education
Department in approving plaus for new schools, he
proposed to avail himself of additional professional
assistance in their examination.—Mr. W. E. Forster
said that the Government had taken power to obtain
assistance in examining the plaus of the new' schools.

Undoubtedly, there had been much delay, but that
had not been o-wiug to arrears in the architect's de-
partment, but to the number of applications which
bad to be answered. The department was working
as hard as it could, and were getting as many per-
sons to work as could be really employed to expedite
the business.

Metropolis Water Bill.—On the motion on
Thursday week that tliis bill be read a sccoud
time, Mr. Collins complained of tho delays inter-

j>osed to the progress of so iiuportant a measure—

a

measure in which the ratepayers of the metropolis
felt the deepest interest. If it was intended to mako
alterations in the bill such as the Government had
made in the Gas Bill, he thought it would be better

tu withdraw it altogether, and ask leave to introduce
another bill.—Mr. Harvey Lewis said the ratepayers
ctf the metropolis ought to know when this bill

would be brought forward for a second reading, and
that it sliould not be put off night after niglit. He
wished that the Goverament would fix a night for

the bill.—Mr. Bruce agreed that the bill wi\s one of

such importance that full opportunity should be
given to discuss it.—Dr. LyonPlayfairsaid the rate-

payers of the metropolis would have to pay three
millions of money more under this bill than was to

be appropriated altogether for the abolition of pur-
cliase in the army, and he thought it most desirable

that time should be given to discuss tho measure.

—

Mr. Cratifurd said if the Govenmieut were going to

make alterations in the bill, the best course would be
to withdraw it altogether.—Mr. Shaw Lefevre con-
sidered the measure a favourable one, as the compul-
sory' power was given up, while the permissive
power was retained.—The second reading of the bill

was then postponed.

The Aluert Memorial.—ilr. Hardcastle gave
notice of his intention to ask the First Commissioner
of Works whether the unsightly iron bars lately

fixed between the arches of the Albert Memorial
were permanent or temporary', and whether there

was any truth in the report that the columns were
bulging outwards so as to endanger the safety of

the construction.

The New Forest.—Mr. Baxter promised Mr.
Fawcett that every care should be taken to prevent
vent anything being done in the New Forest
which would be likely to affect the decision of Par-
liament. He did not think, however, that it would
be expedient to interfere with the inconsiderable

amount of felling which was now going i.)n.—Mr.
Fawcett gave notice that he would on an early day
take the opinion of the House as to the expediency
of permitting timber to be felled in the New Forest.

Hamilton Gardens.—Mr. C. Denison intended

at an early day to ask the House whether the open-
ing of the new street from Hamilton-gardens north-
ward did not offer a fitting opportunity for restoring

Hamilton -gardens, whicli were properly a part of

Hyde-park, to public uses.

Water Supply.—Mr. Kaj'-Slmttleworth gave
notice for Monday, May 23. to call attention to the

reports of two Royal Cuimiiissions on the subject of

water supply and tlio pollution of rivers, and to

move that the water supply of London should be
derived from pure sources, and be supplied on the
(Constant system.

The Effluvium in St. James's Park. — In
answer to Mr. Monk, Mr. AjTton said that his

attention bad been called to the presence of an
offensive elHuvium in tlie basin of the ornamental
water in St. .lames's-park. He had gone there to

judge for himself, and had failed to discover tliat

ulUnvium. He believed that it was in consetiuence
of tho mud having been covered with lime. Tho
whole would shortly be cleared away.

Metropolitan Water Bill.—In an.swer to Mr.
Crawford, Mr. Bruce stated that he would not pro-

ceed with the above bill after eleven o'clock that

evening (Tuesday). Ho would take into considera-

tion the suggestion for withdrawing it and proceed-

ing with another bill.

New Route to India.—Sir G. Jenkinsnn gave
notice for the 2:Jrd May to call attention to a pro-

I>osed plan of establishing a new route to India by
way of the Euphrates Yallej-.

The Law of Land Settlement.—Mr. Wren
Hoskyns called attention on Tuesday to the in-

jurious effect of the present law of land settlement,

and moved a resolution declaring that it is opposed
to jiuldie policy, by diminishing tho investment of

capital in the soil and preventing the freedom of

sale and purchase. He .-Lttributed the evils of our
land system to our practice i)f long settlements and
entails for twenty-one years beyond the life of living

persons. Where this prevailed the Courts required

evidence of a title for a long time back; hence the
difficulties and complications of sale and transfer.

The obstacles to the distribution of land, and its

natural tendency to aggregation, were thereby in-

creased. He maintained that there was no reason
in the nature of tilings why men of small as well as

of large means should not invest in land, and he
anticipated considerable improvements in agricul-

ture from a change in our practice.—Mr. W. Fowler,
in seconding the motion, made an elaborate speech
against our land system, maintaining that the in-

terference of the law with the natural devolution
of land restricted its adequate cultivation and the
productive powers of the people. He was for abolish-

ing life tenancies altogether, and having land helil

entirely in fee simple. Limited owners, he asserted,

had neither power nor motive to spend money on
the land, to build cottages, or to effect other im-
provements.—Mr. Beresford Hope objected to the
resolutions as the first step towards making land a
mere instrument of earning money, and as tending
to the destruction of the residential senthuent.

Entails, and the desire to found a family, he argued,
contributed more to the advantage of all classes of

rural society than dealing with land in the spirit of

speculation.—Mr. Jessel denied that settlements and
entails prevented the granting of leases or the multi-
plication of holdings, or tlie building of cottages.

These things depended on the disposition and means
of the owner, not on the character of his ownership,

and if every limited tenancy were turned into a feo

simple to-morrow the owners would act just in tho
same way. He pointed, too, to the great selling

value given to the land by the possibility of

transmitting it to descendants.—Mr. Gregory took

much the same view of the motion, but Mr. Dent
was in favour of simplifjdng the sale of land in the

interest of poor owners.—Sir Roundell Palmer ad-

mitted that such subjects as the simplification of

titles, the length of settlement, and the " horrible

incubus of conveyancing" well deserved considera-

tion, and he should be glad to see them embodied in

a bill. But these were not the times, considering

the strange doctrines about property in land which
had found favour in high quarters, to deal with such
questions with vague resolutions. Touching cur-

sorily on the merits of the case, Sir Roundell

pointed out that life tenants could borrow money,
for pei-manent improvement, and dwelt on the advan-
tages of family estates to all classes.—Mr. Pell

maintained that land, including suburban freeholds,

was divided into a larger number of parcels than
ever, and referred to the services of younger sons in

colonisation.—The Attorney-Genoral, in urging the

withdrawal of the motion, mentioned that the Lord
Chancellor had prepared a bill to facilitate the

transfer of land (which would be brought in next
session), and a bill for administering the real estate

of intestates. But the matter was not one to be
dealt -nith in an abstract motion, which, by the way,
did not include settled personalty.—Mr. Wren Hos-
kyns declined to withch-aw the motion ; and, after

some observations from Mr. Gladstone and Mr.
Aekland, it was negatived on a division by 70 to 49.

"WATER SUPPLY AND SANTTARY
BLATTERS.

Sewacje Vtilisation at Norwich. — The
sewerage works for the city of Norwich are completed,

and on Monday week, fi-r the first time, the sewage
was delivered on in the land at Kirby Bedon Farm.
All enginuering difficulties have now been set at

rest. The sewage is conveyed from the pumping
station at Trowse in iron pipes, laid under and

along the Kirby-road. For the reception and

utilisation of the sewage the Corporation now hold

under lease 1,293 acres, of which it is proposed to

place ninety under sewage at once. This will be

done by means of an open duct or carrier running

across "the farm above the level of the land, with

subsidiary ducts, provided with sluice gates at cer-

tain distances. The laud is sown with Italian rye-

gnvss. The works have been carried out under tho

direction of Mr. Moraiit, the Engineer to the Cor-

poration.

Unhealthy Condition of Liverpool. —
Liverpool bids fair, according to the Food JoiirnaU

to bcconii' the unhealthiest town in England, if it is

not so already—tho doath-rato having latterly risen

to 50 in 1,000 ; so that the Health Conmiittee has its

hands full. The principal object of tho Commission
which is now sitting is to examine tho foundations

of the houses of certain districts, some of which are

eomposed of eindi-r refuse from the ashpits, and
others ()f eh'-mieal refuse; so that, added to the

chronic dirt and bad dniinage, there are the distinct

evils arising from the exhalation of deleterious gases.

Tlie small-pox, which is terribly rife in Liverpool,

is i»ropagated, inter alia, by the fondness of the

Irish population for wakes, whicli, with the accom-
panying whisky and drunkenness, are constantly

being held in the room with the corpse, no matter

what has boon the cause of death. It is mentioned

in the Medical Times that a child died of small-pox,

and that tho mother immediately placed the corpse

ou the table, and marched off with the sheets and

blankets, just as they were, to the pawnshop

!
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CJIURCIIES AJ^U CH.VPELS.

BiRJiiNoiiAM.—On Monday the memorial stone
of the new Handsworth Congregational Chapel was
laid. T\Tien the work which has been commenced
has been carried out. the chapel will be extended in

length by 30ft., and it will have a new front of best
brick, with stone dressings, in the Byzantine style.

The edifice will be entered by a vestibule, in which
there will be porches to tlie floor and the galleries.

The whole of the flooring will be reseated with open
seats of de.il, stained and varnished. Mr. G. Engall,
Temple Eow West, is the architect, and Mr. Stokes,
Wheele3''s-road, Edgbaston, the contractor. The
contemplated outlay is nearly £2,000.

BIRMI^G^IAM.—On "Wednesday week, Lord Leigh
laid the foundation stone of S. Cuthbert's Chiu-ch,
Winson Street, Birmingham Heath. The edifice

will accommodate about 800, aud it will consist of
nave, north aud south aisles, chancel, vestry, north-
eastern tower, and turret. The nave will be 80ft.

long, 27ft. 6in. wide, and 52ft. high to the ridge,

with the clerestory, the roof being open-timbered,
boarded, .and covered with slates. The aisles will be
12ft. wide, and will be divided into five bays by
stone arches upon Mansfield stone piers, each bay
being hghted by a three-light window, with traceried
head, surmounted by gables, a picturesque effect

thus being given to the exterior. The chancel is to

be apsidiil, 27ft. fiin. inside, and hghted by three
three-light gable windows. The tower will be 93ft.
high, and is to form one of the principal entrances.
The building will be of brick, with Bath stone
dressings, and the style Eiirly Decorated. The
architects are Messrs. Bateman and Corser, Birming-
ham, and the contractor, Mr. W. Matthews. The
estimated cost, exclusive of the tower, is £3,100.

Bradfohd.—The erection of the Sion Jubilee
Memorial Chapel and Schools is to be proceeded
with iimnediately. The body of the chapel is in plan
a parallelogram, 80ft. by 68ft., and is intersected by
four aisles, all of which converge on the baptistry.
Thechapcl will comfortably seat 1,200 adult hearers.
Behind the chapel, on the ground floor, spacious
school accommodation will be erected. On a serai-
basement story, under a portion of the school build-
ings, \vill be found an excellent dwelUng-house for
the chapel-keeper ; also the heating apparatus, coal
store, and other conveniences. The roof of the
chapel will be in one span, and the relative propor-
tions of length, breadth, and height have been care-
fully considered witli a vnew to good acoustic effect.

Externally the cliapel and schools will form a group,
designed in a simple yet bold and effective style of
Italian architecture. The openings are all square-
headed, and the estimated outlay, including the
grounds, will be about £12,600. The superinten-
dence of the work is in the hands of Messrs. Lock-
wood and Mawson, architects, whose designs were
selected in a limited competition.

Bkamptiin.—Bramjiton Church, Norfolk, was re-
opened on the 13th inst. after complete restoration,
the church having previously been in a most deplor-
able and imsafe condition. The south and west
walls have been rebuilt, a new roof put on, all the walls
re-plastered, and the whole church re-floored and re-
seated. The chancel has also had the north wall re-
built, and has been re-roofed, re-floored, and re-seated.

The church is paved with Staffordshire tiles, and the
seats, being open benches, are of stained deal. The
windows are glazed with cathedral glass. The
original character of the church has been, as far as
possible, preserved. The whole of the work has been
carried out in a substantial manner by Mr. Chapman
builder, of Hanworth.

Bristol.—On Saturday week, the Green Bank
Cemetery, Bristol, was consecrated by the Bishop of
Gloucester and Bristol. The cemetery is situated
at the junction ol S. George's and Stapleton parishes,
and is nearly 20 tmrci m extent, eleven of which are
at present set apart for burials. The cemetery is
laid out on a hill, tlie top of which is in the midst
of the enclusure, aud advantage has been taken of
this to form roads and paths ivinding round the hill.

Each walk or road will be knowu as an avenue,
and planted in accordance with its name, as, for in-
stance, Oaktree Avenue, Cypress Avenue, Laurel
Avenue, Cedar Avenue, Ac. The ground has been
planted l.y Mr. .John Nelson, of S. Michael's Hill,
under the supervision of Mr. Parker. The chapels
are placed near the summit of the hill, the land de-
clining from them in every direction. There are
two chapels, one for Episcopalians, and one for Non-
conformists. They are connected by corridors, in
the centre of which is a campanile, or bell tower,
90ft. high. A mortuary and post-mortem room

.are provided. The works have been carried out by
Mr. Wilham Brock, contractor, of Temple Meads,
at a cost, including land, of £12,000, under (the

direction of and from plans by Mr. Henry Masters,
Architect, of Park-street, Bristol. The stoue carv-
ing and sculpture has been executed by Mr. T. H.
Margetson.

Cevi.on. — Bishop Claughton consecrated on
Tuesday, the 21st of Febru,ary, the church of All
Saints, Galle, Ceylon. The church is a cruciform
structureof considerable size, being 120ft. in length,
80ft. in width across the transepts, and over 50ft.
in height from the floor of the nave to the ridge of
the roof. The whole church is built of granite and
coral, and is, in some places outside and throughout
inside, plastered. The style is early French Gothic.

Great Waltham.— On Thursday week the
Bishop of Kochester consecrated a new church at
Great Waltham, Essex. The building has been
erected by Mr. Brown, builder, of Chelmsford and
Booking, from the designs and under the superinten-
dence, of Mr. Chancellor, architect, Ipswich, the cost
being £2,500.

IIanley.—The tender of Mr. Matthews, of Han-
ley (£()40), has been accepted for the cvdargement of
the chancel of S. John's Church, and the work has
been commenced. The chancel will be mlvanced to
within a short distance of (he railings, and will be
flanked by a vestry and an organ chamber. Messrs.
Palmer, .architects, of Hanley, have supplied the
design, which is Gothic, and the work will be exe-
cuted in brick and stone.

HuxnAM.—The parish church of Huxham, dedi-
cated to S. Mary, was reopened on Tuesday week,
and re-consecr.ated by the Lord Bishop. The build-
ing is Decorated in style, aud consists simply of nave
and chancel (the one being di\ided from the other by
a late Norman arch), south-west porch, and small
bell turret, the latter being surmounted by a gilded
vane. It has been entirely rebtult, with the excep-
tion of the chancel, which was restored four or five

years since, from the design of Mr. J. Hayward,
architect, ' Exeter. The exterior walls are built
mostly with mixed stone that came from the old
building, and the roof is covered with slate, red
ornamental tiles runnmg along the point. The
interior walls are built ol Thorverton stone. The
building is capable of seating about a hundred
people, and the cost of the restoration will be about
£500. The architect is Mr. B. Fcrrej-, F.S.A.,
London, aud the builder is Mr. Inch, of" Crediton.
The wood and stone carving is by Mr. Harry Hems,
of Exeter. Messrs. Hart, Son, Peard & Co. supplied
the brackets for the reading desk, .and Messrs. Cox
& Son the lectern. A remarkable feature in the
church is the ancient font. It is a very fine Late
Norman example, and has been restored by Mr. H.
Hems. This extremeh' interesting old rehc, datuig
just after the Norman Conquest, has been found to
consist of one block of Beer stone, a soft white
material. The whitewash and paint of ages have
been removed by the agency of chemicals, and now
the ancient Norman masonry stands out sharply and
freshly. The cut of each tool mark is clearly visible

on close examination, and it is curious to notice that
the surface, instead of being rasped or " dragged "

over, as is now the universal aud recognised custom
with the local masons, is " tooled " in a manner
similar to the way stones are "dressed" in the north
of Engkand.

Liverpool.—To meet the requirements of the
growing population of W.alton-park, Liverpool, a
new Congregational school-church h.as been erected,
and will be opened on Sunday next. The building^
which wUl seat about 200 persons, lias been buUt
from the designs and under the superintendence of
Mr. Hy. H. Vale, F.E.I.B.A. It is built of orna-
mental banded and coloured brickwork, with white
stone dressings, the style adopted being the Gothic
of the twelfth .and thirteenth centmies, freely
treated to suit the local materials. The sole con-
tract was executed by Mr. H. Sharrock, of Eice-
laue, Walton.

MAN.SFIELD.—The ancient church of S. Peter's,

Jlansfield, was on the 14th inst. reopened, after under-
going a complete restoration. The works h.ave been
carried out, at an estimated cost of £o,G3G, by
Messrs. Cave and HaUid.ay, of Greetham, under the
supervision of Mr. W. Smith, architect, of John-
street, Adelphi, and comprise the entire rep.air of the
masonry inside and out. new roofs throughout the
church, new floors bedded on concrete, new tracer^
and gliiss to .all the windows, heating apparatus, &e.

Newark.—The foundation stone of the new
church (detlicatcd to S. Leonard) now erecting at
Newark was laid on the 13th instant. The total

cost of the edifice will be £4,000. The design and
plans .are Iiy Messrs. Evans aud Jolly, of Notting-

ham
; and Messrs. Hodson and Facon, of that place,

.are the contractors for the fabric, the foundations
having been laid by Mr. Fretwell, of Newark. The
is Early Decorated in style, and it will con-
sist of a nave 72ft. by 25ft., north and south
aisles 72ft. by lift., chancel 30ft. by 25ft., with
chancel aisles for organ and .accommodation for

children. There irill be GOO sittings. Ancaster
stone is used for the exterior walls.

PLUJinLAXD.—At Plumbland, near Aspatria, a
new church has been erected. It is of white stone,

from the T,allentu-e quarries. The arches .are alter-

nately of red and white, supported on columns of

white stone. One or two prominent feattu'es of the
old church have been preserved in the inside, an old

Norman chancel and a Gothic window in the transept
being the most noticeable. The church will seat

about 400 [lersons. Pitch pine has been used
throughout the church, nith the exception of the
furnishing of the chancel, which is of oak. The
architects were Messrs. Cory & Ferguson, and Mr.
Graves the builder.

Eestoration of Christ Church Cathedral,
Oxford.—The vacation has not been wasted by the
dean and chapter of Clu-ist Church, and the restora-

tion of the cathetiral, has been considerably advanced.
The south transept is now visible, and instead of

being blocked up, as formerly, by the organ and
vergers' rooms, one now looks upon the external
w.all, the window in which is very fine, but is. un-
fortunately, spoilt by the present flat roof, which
hides the upper part of the arch. An open Perpen-
dicidar roof, it is stated, is to be substituted for the

present flat one, and this will be a great improve-
ment. The two rooms formerly used as quarters for

the vergers, beneath this ^vindow, have also been re-

stored, and good stone substituted for whitewash and
plaster. The organ, which is undergoing repair,

will be placed at the west end against the great ^ve&t

window, and the present screen moved back some
way westwards, which will thus give more accommo-
dation to the undergraduate members of the house,
who are rather crowded at present. The stalls and
seats are to be rearranged, and ivill probably be all

new ; those for the dean and canons are to be moved
fiu-ther up beyond the place now occupied by the
choir. There seems to be a prospect of one or two
new painted memorial windows, which will somewhat
tone down the present glare from the recently-

cleansed white stone of the w,aUs and pillars, and the
east window appears to be the first that should be
filled in. The cloister running along the south side

of the cathedral, as also along the canons^ houses, is

undergoing restoration, which it sadly stood in need
of ; the quadrangle has been lowered 2ft. or 3ft. to

its original level, so that when finished the entrjince

to the cathedral will be effected by several steps.

S.u,op.—On Wednesday, April 12th, _ a new
church for the township of Cluuton, in the parish of

Clunbury, Siilop, was opened for Divine service. It

has been built from the designs, and under the super-
intendence of Mr. T. Nicholson, F.I.B.A., of Hereford,

the diocesan architect. In style it is Early Deco-
rated, and is built with native stone externally and
internall}', reheved both inside and out with freestone

dressings ; the interior work being fair hewn and
neatly set. The roofs are framed with open timber

work, boarded on the upper side, aud finished with
ornamental cornices. The entrance doorway is pro-

tected by a timber porch, and the western gable is

surmounted by a bell cote. The floors are laid with
plain tiles in the body of the church, and in the

sanctuar}^ with ornamental encaustics. The sanctuary
contains a carved credence, constructed in the north

wall, also a sediha and piscina in the south wall.

The roofs are covered with Broseley tiles, and the

gables are terminated with metal crosses.

South Scarle. —On Easter Thiu-sd.ay, the re-

opening of the parish church of .South .Scarle after

restoration took place. The structure, which pos-

sesses excellent specimens of the twelfth, thirteenth,

fourteenth, and fifteenth centuries, had long

slumbered in whitewash .and decay, to the former of

which it is doubtless owing that the stonework has

been well preserved, the arches having come out

of their incrustation almost in their pristine colours,

and with all the delicate marks of the workmen's
chisel u|)OU them. A noble Norman arcade, richly

ornamented with the cable and other devices, is a

striking feature, and too little known. The chancel

is pure E.arly English, with eight lancet windoivs ;

two being in the east end. Both church and chancel

have been well restored, the former by Mr.

Bnckeridge, of Oxford and London ; the latter by

Mr. Christian. The cost has been about £1,^00.

Tattenhall.—On Wednesday week t;ie memorial

stone of a new Congregational chu-'^'fi was laid at

the village of Tattenh.all, ne.i;- Chester. The new

church, the walls of -which are now nearly built,
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is situated in the centre of the village, fronting to-

wards the east. It is a neat stone structure of the

Gothic style, from the designs of Mr. T. M. Lock-
wood, architect, of Chester, affording sitting accom-
modation for about 270 persons on the ground floor.

The building contains also a vestry at the west end,

and is approached from the front by two porches

with vestibules. There is a large, handsome, traceried

winil*>w at the front, and five windows, containing

twelve lights, at each side. The total height to the

apex of a high pitched roof is about 40ft., the

interior being ceiled a short distance below the

junction of the principals. Buttresses between the

side windows serve to give additional strength to the

building.

\Valwortu. — A new church dedicated to S.

Stephen, situated in Villa-street, ^yaIwo^th-common,
was consecrated by the Bishop of London on
Friday. The style of this structure is described as

Italian Gothic, and the plan consists of a nave -Sift,

long by 30lt. wide, with side aisles and a chancel,

terminating with a three-sided apse. The roof is

groined, having moulded stone ribs supported on
clustered shafts, surmounted by richly-carved caps.

At the sides of the chancel are two tiers of windows,
glazed with tinted cathedral glass. The nave, which
is surmounted with a close boarded, arch-shaped
Toof, is divided from the aisles by four Portland
5tone columns. ^\"ith elegantly carved capitals, which
support lofty, well-lighted clerestories. The edifice

is constructed of brick, -^vith Bath stone dressings,

and sittings (;dl free) are provided for 750 (including

the wt'st end gallery) worshippers. The total cost,

including the site on which the church stands, is

about £7.500. The builders were Messrs. Tarrant,

the architects Messrs, H. Jarvis & Son, Southwark.

BriLDIXGS.

Bradford.—The new schools which have recently

been erected in connection with S. Thomas's Church,
Cropper-lane, Bradford, were formally opened last

week. The principal front is towards the church,
and the style of architecture adopted is in harmony
with that of the church itself. The front part of the
building consists of a large room, l-i(jft. long and
20ft. wide. This serves as a boys' and girls' school,

being thvided with a moveable wooden partition. In
the rear of this is the infant school-room. 48ft long
by 20ft. wide, with a shding gallery at each end.

All the rooms have open-timbered roofs, and the

interior walls are lined with pressed brickwork. The
schools will, it is expected, accommodate 730
-children. The entire cost has been about £2,500.
The architects are Messrs. Lockwood & Mawson, of

Bradford, and the contractors Messrs. Ives & Sou,

of Shijiley.

Dublin.—New premises for the English and
Scottisli Law Life Assurance Association have lately

been erected in Lower Sackville - street, Dublin.
The style adoptede is Italian, the material emiiloyed
being Portland stone. Mr. W. Stirling is the architect,

and ^lessrs, Cockburn & Son were the contractors.

'I'hu carved work was executed by Mr, C. AV.

Harrison.

Gla.soow.—A new model lodging-house in Dry-
gate, Glasgow, erected by the City Improvement
Trustees, has recently been opened for the recepti<m

of lodgers. It consists of four stories, the up])er

tlu'ee of which are to be used as sleeping wards,
while on the street flat are, on one side, the superin-

tendent's quarters, and on the other the dining-hall,

with a kitchen and scullery in rear, hot-platc and
heating apparatus. On each side of the three upper
flats there is accommodation for forty-eight lodgers.

Each flat is divided by a middle passage or lobby
into two wards, with two doors to each ward, open-
ing respectively on compartments having bunks for

twelve persons. The bunks are of wood, with the

exception of those in one of the wards on the second
florir, which are of galvani'/.ed sheet iron, and will

probably be set apart for casual visitors. At the

farther end of each jiassage conveniences are ])laced,

and half a dozen cust-iron lavatories are provided
for each flat in the recesses off the staircases.

GuNNKHsituKY.—A raugc of four new vineries

has just been erected at Gunnersbury I*ark. Acton,

the seat of Baron Lionel De Uothschild, M.P.. by
Mr. James Gray, of Chelsea. The range is large

ami lofty, and great space, airiness, and abundance
of hght issecured. Inpointof elevation it is a leaii-to

range, with a steep half-span at the back to give the

requisite height. The lengtli of the four liouses is

It'Uft., each being 40ft. long by 30ft. wide, inclusive

"f tt broad paved way Oft -wide, running the entire

length rd t!ie houses. The sloping roof of glass is

2Gft. will^ from the eaves to the a])ex. and the depth
of the h:dl-sp^„ at the back is loft. Of the 20ft
of sloping roof, tht upper Sft. is formed of sashes of
that depth, and these c:v« be lowered for toj) ventila-

tion when requisite. Veutilation at the bottom is

obtained by means of a iine of sashes in front of the

house, opening outwards. The houses are heated

by means of hot-water pipes. The total cost is

estimated at £1,C00.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
["We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions of

our correspondents. The Editor respectfiJIy requests

that all communications should be drawn up as briefly

as possible, as there are many claimants upon the space
allotted to correspondence.]

To Our Eeaders.—We shall feel obliged to any of our
readers who will favour us with brief notes of works con-
templated or in progress in the provinces.

Letters relating to advertisements and the ordinary
business of the Paper should be addressed to the EDITOR,
31. TAVISTOCK-STEEET, COVENT-GAHDEN, W.C.

Advertisements for the current week must reach the
office not later than 5 p.m. on Thiu-sday.

Received.—W. H. L.. H. J., jun., "W. J. N.. J. S., J. P. S..

E. W.. C. B. A., W. E, D., E. C, P. E. M,, G. O. Z., S, and
Son. E. W. G., E. E. E., Survevor No. 3, Plato Junior,

Entasis, W. E., J. H., E. L. G., W. "W., G. E. S., J. H.,

S. Brothers, G. N.

W. T. S,—What numbers do you want ?

P. E. M.—In our notice of the Hancock process of engrav-
ing we said that the original view of the Hotel de Ville,

Ghent, was lithographed. This is a mistake, though,

perhaps, not one of any importance. It was etched on
copper.

J, H,—Please send drawing.

Contspoiikiitc.

ARCHITECTS' CHARGES.

To the Editor of the Buildikg News.

SiK,—The letter of Sir. Morris in yours of the

14th inst., and th.it of "F." in yours of the 21st

inst., are interesting, as shomng the profouuil

ignorance that prevails amongst architects as to

their legal rights. Mr. Morris seems to regard it as

preposterous that an architect should be paid in full

for work which he has entered upon, and is quite

willing to complete, but which the employer, from

some caprice or other, chooses he shall not complete.

On his principle it is equally preposterous for an

employ^ to look for his salary to the end of his

term if dismissed before it, or for a landlord to re-

quire a quarter's rent from a tenant who leaves in

the middle of the quarter. When architects are

relieved from such every-day habilities, it will be

time for them to think what corresponding indul-

gence they are to extend to the public.

One of our most eminent architects not long ago

asserted this claim against the Government, and
also, in a well-kuowu case, against the committee of

a parish church, the consequence of which was tiiat

in both cases the intended dismissal was recon-

sidered, and the architect allowed, as he ought to be,

to finish his work and earn his money. When
emplovers tind that they cannot dismiss architects

withi'ut proper compensation, they will be more
careful not to act so arbitrarily and capricioush' as

the client of ''An Ill-used Architect" seems to have

done.

The case of Phipps against Robertson, quoted Ijy

" F„" is not bj- any means to the point. Mr. Phipps's

employment never went beyond the preparation of

plans—no contract having been entered into upon
them, or superintendence commenced, as in the case

of '• An Ill-used Arcliitect." Had a contract been

taken on Mr. Phipps's dra'W'ijigs, with his name
mentioned in it as the superintending architect, and

had the work partly proceed,ed under his superin-

tendence, I rather tliinli he would not be fool enough

to let the work be placed in other hands without

seeking his proper remedy. Moreover, that case was
only tried in a county court, and as the plaintiff re-

covered in full all he sought for, it docs not in the

least disprove anytliing in my previous letter. It

often happens that arcliitects, from ignorance of

their real rights, only claim part of them. Tliis

was notably the case in Ebdy v. M'Gowan, in re-

ferring to which Mr. Baron Bramwell, not at .all

inclined to side with the architect, intimated pretty

clearly that liis proper remedy would have been by

an action for wrongful dismissal, in which he sliould

sue for the full 5 per cent,, and not by an action for

work and labour, in which he cl.aimed but 3 per cent.

"F." very absurdly asks, " If the architect had

received tlie full amount, what would have reim-

bursed hiTn who might some day have to complete

the work ?" I answer, "That is tlie employer's own
look out." If lie choose to dismiss his architect in

tlie middle of his work and have another, let him

pay for his caprice. For my part, I should be very

little inclined to take up work from which another

.architect had been unreasonably disniisseiU on any

terms, and it would be more creditable to ottr pro-

fession generally if that principle were more fre-

quently adopted. Architects are not immortal, to be

sure, and if a brother architect were to die in the

course of his work, I should be quite ready to take

up the business, and complete it for a fair proportion

of the 5 per cent., and arrangements of this kind are

common enough between executors and clients ; but

a case of dismissal w^hile the original architect is

.alive and healthy, and moreover, ready and willing

to complete his work, is a very different thing.—

I

am, &e., F.R.I.B.A.

BUILDERS V. ARCHITECTS AND CLIENTS.

Sir,—Your correspondent "Surveyor No. 1 " gives

the public the benefit of his experience by sho^ving

up the tyraimy which is too common amongst

architects, and is fast making the profession odious

to both proprietors and builders. I am fully

convinced that two-thirds of builders who become
bankrupts can trsice then- faU to the unjust ways
of architects under whom they work. Within the

last four years I have been called in to measure up
the work of three contractors who stopped payment,

and the cause of two stoppages was deficient

quantities, which the contractors had no means or any

idea of finding out until too late. And deficient

quantities I have always found are those supplied by

the architect to the same contract, who would rather

descend to tricks, and even fraud, than hand over the

work of taking out the quantities to honest tlis-

intere?ted building siu-veyors. I would not be so

liard upon my brother architects if I found them

wilUng to recoup the contractors when found out

with false ([uantities, but this act of justice they never

do until legal proceetUngs are taken against them.

One instance in my experience showed clearly enough

that architects will resort to acts of tjTanny to

compel builders to yield to their unjust requurementg,

where a piece of work had been condemned which the

clerk of works had .allowed, with wliich other archi-

tects found no fault ; but after the builder explained

that the architect had quarrelled with him because

he woidd not allow him to pay for materials, and so

pocket the builder's legitimate profit, his bad motives

became very transparent. If these acts of unfau-ness

towards builders were of rare occurrence I would

not mention them to throw iliscredit upon the pro-

fession, but they are often recurring, as your corres-

pondent " Siu-veyor " proves, and do more to reduce the

respectability of the profession than anytliing else,

and cause many respectable architects to be

suspected by both proprietor and builder; and it

becomes the duty of everyone to expose such

trickery that comes into then experience, and so

benefit both architects and builders.

If architects will be honest they will find it the

best ivay to teach builders honesty.—I am, &c.,

SURVEYOK No. 3.

Sib,—In reply to " Surveyor 'No. 2," I may say

that several competent and impartial persons have

pronounced the contractor's charges to be in strict

accordance with, the ordinary trade prices. With

reg.trd to the statement that " there are never any

deductions," meaning. I presume, that there are

never any deductions in contractors' accounts, it

only goes' to show that the case I have quoted must

be a very honoiu-able exception, as the deductions

were large and nmnerous.

The last paragraph in his letter is quite unintel-

ligiblcj :
'• liquefaction " and " aqiiosity " have been,

apparently, too much for him.—I am, &c.,

SunvKYOR.

Sei<f-Ski5Iming Hot Met.^l Ladlk. — An
American has invented and patented a most con-

venient implement, in the shape of a ladle for

pouring bol metal, such as leail, &c., which is

furnished with an automatic skimmer, so that the

ladle and its contents n\ay easily he manipulated with

one haiul, leaving the other hand free. It is one of

those simple inventions which are re;dly of much
value, though requu-ing little inventive skill for their

contriv.ance.

Ti:sTixci Gas in London.—The argand burner

of Sugg is the official standard for the measurement

of gas in London. The burner for testing the

ordinary gas of the Gas Light and Coke Company,

which ought to have IG-candle power, must be the

Londim argand. No. 1, of Sugg, with a glMS

cyhnder 2in. in diameter, and 6in. high. For the

gas of the Imperial Gas Company aud the South

Metropolitan Gas Company, which must possess an

illuminating power of 14 candles, the gla.ss chimney

mav have Ijin. di.ameter, aud Gin. height. The

chimney may be made Tin. tall if th^ fiame leaps

over the top.
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IntcrtoinmunkatifliT.

QUESTIONS.
[2207.] —Cemetery Chapels, &c., Tunbridge

"Wells.—Can any infornintiou b<' given as totlii- rcj^ult

of this competition?—A Stakeholder.
[2208.]

—

Rain "Water Tanks.—Upwards of a year
ago I had a hir;,'e rain wat<-r tank formed under the
floor of my kitchen. It was con.?tructi*d in the usual
way, and is perfectly water ti^Iit, The walls were built

with brick, and the inner siufaie lined witlt Koman
cement. The water, however, after it has remained in

the tank two or three days, becomes so hard that it is

quite unfit for washing purposes. Can auy of your
readers sugfjest any means for preventing this change
in the water ?—E. F.

[220!).]

—

Church Architecture.—Are the churches
of Somersetshire liner, as a rule, than those of any other
county? Whicli is the finest west front. Wells or
Exeter? Answer will oblige.

—

Steve Shute.

[2210.]

—

Problem.—Can the following problem be
solved geometrically ? A li C D is a field. The .«ides

Ar-..,,^^ A IJ, C 1) are parallel to each other,

f;
and at right angles to the base li D

;

"" but are of unequal length. It is

required to divide the plot into two
eijual parts by a line drawn parallel

to A B and C l3.

—

Land Suhvevok.
[22H.]~Schools of Art.—Will some one inform

me when the competition drawings recently sent to
Kensington will be on view at that place ? lly so doing
you will greatly oblige a great many more competitors,
who are anxious to go and see them this summer.—
R. J. KODHURST.

[2212.]

—

Hand-Railing.—Would some practical
reader of the Buii,ni>r, News kindly define the diffe-

rence between a " Vandyke " and a "Stop "joint in a
staircase hand-rail ? I fail to find the terms in an archi-
tectural dictionary.—(i. T.

[2213.] — Satin "Wood Boards.—I shall feel

much obliged if any of your correspondents will favour
me with advice under the following circumstances. In
the south of India, about twelve months ago, a large
ball-room floor was laid with satin wood boards, .'•in.

wide and l^in. thick, grooved, cross-tongued, and
nailed at the edges. It was supposed, at the time, that
the boards were well seasoned ; but that could not have
been the case, as tliey have shrunk to an exti-aordinary
extent, and look most unsightly. Of course the best
plan to adopt would be to take up and relay the whole
floor, but that would involve considerable expense and
iucouveuience to my clients. I am. therefore, anxious
to fill the joints with a stopping which will match the
boards in colour, be easily run into joints wbicli are
not parallel or of uniform width, and which will not
shrink. It should not be brittle, as dancing upon the
floor would cause it to come out ; and, as glue will not
set in this climate, that should not be one of the ingre-
dients. I thought of satin wood sawdust as the base of
the composition

; but it would have to be mixed with
something to form it into a paste, which would harden
when dry. It should also yield to the plane when the
floors are smoothed. The ingredients used should also,
if possible, be procurable in this country.—W. D. -M.,

Ceylon.

[2214.]—Practical Construction,—Will some
one kindly oblige by giving the simplest course for a
practical man to acquire knowledge for calculating the
strains. fordeterrainingthe proper sizes of materials used
in construction, timber, wrought and cast iron in
columns, girders, &c., or a work suitable for clerk of
works.—ASPII1.4NT.

[2215.]—Precedents of Reports.—Will any one
tell me whether there is a book of precedents of Reports
on liuildings published? Mr. Donaldson's "Hand-
book" deals only with specifications.—A Student.

[221G.]—Duties of Land A^eut.-Will you or
any of your readers kindly recommend to me some
book on the valuation of property and the duties of a
land agent? Also state the price. I want, if possible,
to get a cheap one.

—

Surveyor.

REPLIES.
[2172.]—Competition.—For the information of

" O" and all whom it may concern, I have since ascer-
tained that "Fortune's Fair Smile" prjmo (in the
matter of the Victoria Hotel, Coatham, Itedcar) was
bestowed on Mr. K. G. Smith, Hull; secoiulo, ou
Mr. lilessley, location unknown. Number of competi-
tors not stated. I am grieved to learn that a fortnight
was wasted previous to the inspection, as the consump-
tion of "midnight oil"—mitigation denied—might
have been avoided. A curt expression of sorrow for
non-success, and an apprisal of the return of the draw-
ings was, in this case, likewise awarded. To this may
be added the gratification of defraying the cost of dua'l
transit. Will the premiated designs appear in this
publication ?—F.

[2175.]— Drilling Holes in Glass.—Use the
Archimedian drill, with a blunt-pointed bit of copper
or iron to the size of hole wanted. Then, with fine
emery powder and water, drill your required hole.—
Mason.

[21S4].—The Cymagraph.—The question is still
asked where can this instrument be obtained ? It was
invented by Professor Willis ; he read a description of
it at the Institute of Uriti^h Architects, February, is:;7,
and it was illustrated in the Civil Engineer and Urchl-

tect»'' Journal of that year. About 1840 I went witli a
drawing into a little mechanic's shoj) in St. Martin's-
lane, to ask him to make it ; he showed me one which
he had made, if I remember, for Professor Willis. I

purchased it, and this instrument is still in my posses-
sion. I should be happy to show it to auy one wishing
to see it, if he cannot refer to the above work. There
is an objection to the instrument, hardly to be explained
otherwise than with it in hand. Since writing the
foregoing, I observe in the volume of the ArcluEologla
just published (p. 90), that Mr. J. H. Parker, F.S.A.,
states that the cymagraph has been " p<'rfeotod by
Mr. Kdmund Sharpe, of Lancaster." A lett<'r addressed
t<t liim would most probably bring a reply.

—

Wyatt
PAI'WOKTII.

[2i:)2.]—Washing "White Brick Houses.—

A

reply to this query would oblige.—F.

[2195.]

—

Brick-work on Paper.—Itule joint lines
with Chinese white.—F.

[2203.]—Measurement of Glass.—The questions
of " S. S." ou this subject invit"' the rpiery he applies
to the contractor (2204). " Is he entitleii to considera-
tion as a sane person?" AVhat does In- mean by plate
glass being measured on the "longest line?" It is

measured as all other ordinary glass, superficially. His
question as to stained glass seems equally vague. And
his statement that " wlien a price per foot is given, the
method of arriving at the superficial contents is left to
custom" is very funny. The custom happens to be the
rule of multiplying the length by the breadth, the
result being the superficial contents, about which there
is very little indeed of the " weathercock."—W. W.

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
A Claim foix "Extk.\s."— T[oik;kinsox v. Rrs-

SELL.—Thn plaintiff in this case (heard at tho
Clcrkenwell County Court last week, before Mr.
Gordon Whitbread. the judge") was a builder, carry-
ing on business in the King's Cross-road, and he sued
tlie defendant, residing at No. 11, Vincent-terrace,
Islington, for £2 10s. lOd. for work done. The
]>l;iiutiff deposed that at the defendant's request he
did certain repairs to his house, and supplied the
materials. The defendant first told plaintiff what
ho wanted done, and while the work was going on
botli the defendant and hi.'^ wife gave directions for
different tilings, which had been charged for extra.
The defendant had paid £1 14s. on account, leaving
a balance as above; 5s, 3d. had been paid into court.
Upon cross-examination the plaintiff admitted that
he sent in a bill to the defendant ; that nothing was
said about " extras" in this bill ; that when the de-
fendant paid him the £1 14s. upon aceount, it was
agreed that the balance and "extras" were to stand
over ; and that it was at the request of the defend-
ant that witness did nut put the " extras" in this bill.

Tho defence was that the work had never been
completed, and that the sum jiaid into court was
sufRcient for what had been done. The judge said
lie believed the claim for "extras" was an aftcr-
tliought on the plaintiffs part, and upon looking
through the account and upon tho evidence he
thdught only 5s. was due, and made an order accord-
ingly.

Extensive Robbery of Building Mateuials.—
At the Thames Police-court on Thui'sday last, John
Kegan, George Bush, John Bush, his son, and
George Harbor, labourers, were brought before Mr.
Lushington charged with stealing and receiving,
knowing it to be stolen, a quantity of wood and
other building materials, the property of Mr. John
Eatcliff, builder, of New-road, Mile-end. "While the
prosecutor (who held the post of registrar of births
and deaths for the district of Mile-end Old Town)
had been devoting his attention for several days to
the preparation of the census-papers for his district,

Regan, who had been in his emplo3''ment for some
time, had robbed him of the niaterials to a large ex-
tent, the two Bushes and Harber being the receivers
of the stolen property. Mr. Ratcliif had been
robbed of £25 worth of wood, besides window
sashes, ite., and a good deal of the property was
found in the possession of the prisoners.—Mr.
Lushington remanded the case for a week.

Offences Under the Purlic Health Act.
William Lipseomli and William Rood, dust con-
tractors, were summoned before Mr. Ellison at
l^ambeth Police-court on Thursday week by the
Vestry of St. Giles, Camberwell, fnr not nbeyi'.ig
former orders made by the magistrates of this court
for the removal of an accumulation nf dust and re-
fuse prejudicial to tlie jiublic health.—Mr. Besley
prosecuted on the part of the parochial authorities,
and proved that the accumulation in each ease liad
not been removed since the month (jf November
last, and that it was a great nuisance to the inhabi-
tants and highly injurious to health. In both cases
it was shown that a penalty of 5s. a-day had been
imposed in November, but that liad not* caused de-
fendants to obey the order. In tlie case of Reed it

was proved he had stated he would rather pay £100
than remove the dust. Mr. Besley asked for the full

penalty of 10s. per day in both cases, and that for a
period of eighty da5's in each.—Mr. Ellison con-
sidered that there had been a wilful disobedience of
the ('r<lers of the Court. He fined each defendant
His. per day for eighty days, and made an order with
costs.

Important to Land and Building Societies.—The Attorney-General v. Gilpin and Others.
—This ease, tried in the Court of Exchequer on
Tuesday, was of considerable importance to building
and land societies. It was a proceeding by the
Attorney-General against the defendants for the
forfeitm-e by them of two penalties of £50 each for
paring two drafts without the same being respec-
tively stamped; and. by order of Mr. Baron Martin,
the facts had been stated without pleadings for the
opinion of the Court.—The defendants were the
trustees of the National Permanent Mutual Benefit
Building Society, commonly called "The National
Freehold Land Society," which was duly registered
pursuant to the Cth and 7th AVilliani IV., c. o2, and
they were the drawers of the two drafts in question.
One Stephen Ranger, of Maidstone, was a member of
the society, and the owner of one uncompleted share.
On the 27th January. 1870, he sent a notice of his
intention to withdraw the share, and on the next
day the accountant acknowledged its receipt, and
enclosed a fi)nn which he requested liim to fill up
and return. Ranger did this, and the accountant
forwarded a draft filled up, but imstamped, which
Ranger signed and paid away, and it was paid by the
defendants to the bidder. The followhig is a copy
of the draft:— "National Freehold Land Society
(registered as tlie National Permanent Mutual Benefit
Building Societv, pursuant to the Gtli and 7th Wm.
IV., c. .S2).—£10 18s. 2d.—1st Feb., 1870.—On
demand, i)ay to bearer £10 18s. 2d. out of tho money
standing to the credit of my shares, and payable to
me pursuant to notice of withdrawal.—Stephen
liiuiger.—To the Ti-ustees of the National Perma-
nent Mutual Benefit Building Society, 14, Moorgate-
street, Loudon."—It was endorsed thus:—"Pay
Smith, Payne, and Company,—Randall and Company,
Maidstone."—The next case arose under similar cir-

cumstances, with this excej)tion, that the draft was for
interest due on a completed share. Tho same form
of draft was used, and the words were :—" October
31, 1869.—On demand pay to bearer 12s. Id. for

interest on complete share account due to me this

day.—E. A. Tanner." The practice of the society
was to make advances to members upon the mort-
gage of jiroperties acquired by them, to enable them
to complete purchases, to build upon land, or to
alter or repair existing buildings, and it also made-
advances to other persons as well as members upon
the mortgage of real or personal property. The
operations of the society w^ere of a very extensive
character. During the year 1868-9 the average
amount on the society's books standing to the credit
of members whose shares had been realised was
£518,365, and the average amount on uncompleted
shares for the same period was £581,111. while the
amount of drafts drawn in the manner described for
principal and interest by members was about £19,865.
On the part of the Crown it was contended that the
drafts, being payable to bearer on demand, were like

ordinai'y drafts of that kind, and ought to bear a
stamp; and the defendants argued that they were
entirely exempted by the Friendly Societies Acts
from the necessity of having stamps, and that con-
sequently the Crown could not recover the penalties
they now claimed.—The Court took time to consider
their judgment.

A Builder in Fault.—At the Marylebone County
Court on Wednesday, before A. Abbott, Esq., Deputy
Judge, an action was brought by Mr. Charles Smith,
plumber, painter, &c.. of many years' standing, in

Cochrane-street, :S. John's-wood, on a bill of ex-
change for £20. against Mr. Peter Kellan, builder,

Bristol-gardens, Bayswater. where he is likewise
proprietor of the Sheldon Hotel, there situate.

—

Mr. Montagu Williams was counsel for the plaintiff
;

Mr. Clarke, solicitor, Paddington-green, acting for

the defendant.—It appeared from plaintiff's state-

ment that he had for years been acquainted and done
work for defendant, who, in August, 1869, engaged
him to fit up and finish, in his line, tho requirements
of four houses he was building in Bristol -gardens.
On their completion, the amount owing him being
£17, defendant gave him a bill of exchange for £20,
including £3 for work previously done, which latter,

however, having been paid since the commencement
of this action, made the sum of £17 still only due.

—

In answer to liis counsel, plaintiff said that the bill,

on becoming due, was not himoured, and defendant
referred him to a Mr. Tildesley, an extensive brick-

maker, who offered him, in lieu nf money, possession

of some stables which he himself said he had taken
of defendant as pajmient of an account the latter

owed him. Those terms, however, he declined, and,

being imable to obtain any money at all from defen-

dant, he took these proceedings.—Mr. Clarke, in

rej>ly, said his client had made a deed of composition
with his creditors, and Mr. Tildesley being one of tho
trustees was tho cause of his sendifig plaintiff to

him. The deed had certainly been made since these

proceedings were taken.—Mr. Williams thereupon
submitted that, as such was the case, it could not be
accepted as a plea for the non-payment of plaintiff.

—His Honour: Certainly not; and he should cer-

tainly not entertain it. The work, itwasnot'-euied,

had been doiic, and must be paid for, he c- i^sidering

the defence an attempt to shutHe <nit of ''^ jn^t claim.

His decision was fur £17 aud all costs.—Judgment
so entered.
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IxcREAsixa Demand foi: White Woods.—The

Gardenefs Chronicle remark-^ that the taste which

has of late years been increasmgfnr light—wemij^ht

even say white—woods for bedrnoni furniture has to

a large extent done away with the old system of

painting and graining. Silver fir and spruce are

now largely in demand for bedroom suites, and
nothing can be more cleanly in appearance and
pleasing to the eye than these simply polished nn-

painted woods. A similar good taste is also shoivni

in the seats and other woodwork of modern, churches,

for where oak is too expensive common pine and
pitch pine, simply varnished, are noiv largely u.scd.

The bold dark lines prodiiced by the annual rings of

the latter render it specially adapted for church

work, and large quantities of the wood are now used

in this country. It is supposed to be the produce of

Pinus australis, and comes from the Southern States

of North America. It is not a little remarkable

that, even in lirazil, a country aliniuiding iu hard
wooded timber trees, the pitch pine is largely used

;

indeed, it is preferred fi'r building purposes. It is

said that the turpentine with which it abounds pre-

vents the attacks of the white ant ; and, moreover,
it can be obtained from the States of America, sawn
to any required scanthng, as cheap, or cheaper, than
timber could be procured from the adjoining forests.

ScBWvVTS FOit THF, CiTY Stkkict.s.—In his re-

port of the works executed by tlie Commissioners
of Sewers in the year 1870, Mr. William Haywood,
the Engineer and Siu-veyor to the Commission, thus
refers to tlie question of subways:—Some impor-
tant public ways were disturbed during the year by
the Post Othce authorities for laying down pneu-
matic tubes of the transmission of letters. I believe

that fiirther djsturbance of the jniblic ways of the

City will take place for similar p\irposes \ this, with
other circumstances, points to the construction of

subways in streets of large trafhc, as a remedy for

the inconvenience which results from opening the
surface. Subways are already made along the
Holborn Viaduct and Charterhouse-street, S. An-
drew's-street, Snow-liill, and Queen Victoria-street,

which latter street, however, is not yet given up to

the Commission by the Metropolitan Board of

Works.

Street Gutters.—In connection with the sub-
ject of improvements in roadways, a suggestion has
been put forward by Mr. Henry Carr, C.E., to the

effect that the present plan of maldng the gutters

at the side of the road and the best way in the
middle should be reversed. He thinks that by this

means the slow heavy tratfic woidd be sent to the
sides and the open space iu the centre reserved for

the lighter vehicles.

Institution of Surveyors.—At the ordinary
general meeting, held on Monday, March 27th, the
following donations to the library were announced :

—

J. Rains' '' History and Antiquities of North
Durham," by C. J. Smith, DarHngton ; E. Milling-
tnn's " liibliotheca Massovjana sive Catalogns
Variorum Librornm," 18i;7, by C. J. Shoppee ; H.
J. Morgan's Report (1870), on Sewage Irrigation
at the Lodge Farm, Barking, by the author. The
following donation to the Library Fund was an-
nounced :—E. Carritt, £2 2s. A vote of thanks was
unanimously (>asscd to tlie dniiors. A paper was
read by Mr. II. J. Morgan, ciilitled "The Progi-oss
in Utilisation of Sewage, as Shown by Experience
Gained upon the Lodge Farm, liarki'rig." A dis-
cussion followed, which wa-s adjourned to the next
meeting, and a vote of thaidis was unanimously
passed to the author of the paper.

The Ai.nERT Memorial.—Some of the pro-
fcssif.nal journals have been at tlie pains to contradict
the statement wliich appeared in a suburban journal
regarding the alleged insecurity of the Alhert
JMcmorial. One journal, in disproving the assertion,
with rather more acerbity than seems necessary,
afterwards excuses the offending journal by stating

"there is some justification for the statementthat

^^^''* ^" the structure presents the anomaly
of one having arches which are reallv doing no work
whatever as such." The arclies have comparatively
little to do, being, as is correctly enough observed,
relieved by the two box girders, the ends of which
at tlie level of the top of the spandrels are built into
ibe masonry. It is. huwever, more than questionable
wheUuT our wouhl-he sensational West End con-
tainprtrary knew anything al)out this "anomaly"
and whether after all-it is lair to call it by that name.
Archo.'^ may exist fur other j)iirposes than that of
supporting weight.

iJuii.iuNos K.S Affected nv the Vinii.VToiiY
Movement of M.vl-teu.-Ah American paper says

that the folloiving illustration of the vibratory move-
ment of matter is attested by Professor Horsford :

—

" The top of the high tower which constitutes the

liunker Hill Monument inclines towards the west in

the morning and the north at mid-day, and towards

the east in the afternoon. The movements are due

to the expanding iuHueuce of the sun as it warms,

in succession, the different sides of the structure. A
similar but more marked movement is produced on

the dome of the Cajntol at Washington, as indicated

by the apparent motion of the bob of a long plumb-
line fastened to the under side of the roof of the

rotunda, and extending to the pavement beneath.

This bob describes daily au ellipsoidal curve, of which

the longer dfamcter is 4in. or 5in. in length. By
molecular actions of this kind, Time, the sure but slow

rlestroj-er, levels with the ground the loftiest monu-
ments of human pride."

A New Theatre.—A company, which numbers
among its shareholders the names of several well-

known play^\Tigbts, has been formed for the purpose

of purchasing a site in the City suitable for the

erection of a theatre. Several properties were sub-

mitted to the directors, and they have finally selected

a freehold block situated in Goswell-street, close by
the Aldersgate-street station. For this site, which
covers an area of over nine thousand superficial feet,

they have offered the sum of £18,000, and should

this offer be accepted they will proceed at once with

the erection of a theatre and restaurant, after the

model of the Gaiety Theatre in the Strand. The
block, which is square, is admirably adapted for the

pur]iiise. having entrance accommodation iu no fewer

than foiir streets.

City Architecture of the Past.—But few
of the quaint-looking gabled houses of the City of

London now remain, and of these four or five are

about to be removed ; two, indeed, are almost de-

molished now, viz., 155 and 156, Aldersgate-street.

One of these was, until very recently, in the occu-

pation of Mr. Hurley, newsagent ; the next was a

coffee-shop. The other old houses about to be taken

down are in Fore-street, at the corner of Milton-

street. Lath and plaster are the principal materials

of which all these houses are constructed.

The International Exhibition..—The Com-
missi()ners of the International Exhibition have ap-

pointed Mr. T. Roger Smith Reporter on the Archi-

tectural Designs, Drawings, and Models exhibited

under Class 4. The official reporters are, it is

understood, to prepare a series of papers similar to

those which were published relative to the Paris

Exhibition of 1867.

Wimbledon Comimon and Seavage Utilisa-
tion,—The Wimbledon Local Board having recently

petitioned the Home Secretary for powers to

acquire compulsorily a portion of Wimbledon
Common for the jjurpose of establishing a sewage
farm, a large number of persons residing at Wim-
bledon, Roehampton, Putney, &c., memorialised the

Home Otlice against the scheme, urging that the es-

tablishment of a sewage farm so near their resi-

dences would be prejudicial to health. The Local

Board, in reply to their petition, have just received

a communication from the Home Ulhce, informing

them that the Home Secretary cannot grant their

request, inasmuch as the Legislature considers the

t)peu spaces and commons should be preserved as

much as possible for the benefit of the public.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
Monday, noim! Jm^t'dute of British Architects. Annual

General IMi'i'tin^,* of Members only. H p.m.

Tuesday. ijistHution o/ Civif Ewjinecrs. 8 p.m.

WiiDNEsnAY. Society of Arts. 8 p.m.

TuURSDAY. Societij for the Encouragement of the Fine
Arts. 8 p.m.

FuiDAY. Architectura' Astoeiation. Annual General
Business Mpetniff, and Paper "On Canterbury."
By Mr. E. C. Lee. A.E.LB.A. 7.30 p.m.

Civil and Mechanical Engineers' Socict'/. "Orna-
mental Caat Iron." By Mr. C. H. Driver. 7.30
p.m.

Saturday. Mitsnim of Practicaf- Geology, Jermi/n-street,
.S7. JamesH. Swiney Lectures on Goolugy." Lecture
IX. By Dr. Cubbold, F.E.S. 8 p.m.

San Fraucisco is to Iiave a new City Hall that will

bo 57fi font iu length. Four years will be mquiri'd
to complete it. In the centre of the building is to be
an open quadrangle, 120 by 115 feet, with a fountain.
Corridors will run all round this opeuiug, communi-
cating with tim various offices.

'I'he I'y.iih (^as Company are having the roofs of
tlit'ir retort-honscs raised, so as to permit of the
entrance of trains from their new railway. Ono of
tlicsi; roofs, which had bwn lifted on supports, fell

\:isi week, just as twidve men were leaving it. Tlie
men osf-aped injury, but a large amount of damage
was done.

Cjjips.

Over twelve hundred churches wore built in the
United States last year.

Lord Charles Eussell has granted permission to a
distinguished artist,, celebrated for his caricatures,
to frequent the lobby of the House of Commons.

It appears that during the sieg-o of Paris the
asphalte pavement was largely used, both for fuel
and for the distillation of gas to fill balloons.

The Prince of Wales will preside at the first

annual dinner of the Artists' General Beuevoleut
Fund, to be held at the Freemasons' Tavern on the
Gth of May next.

A new company is formed, called the Brent Moor
China Clay and Mica Works, for the purpose of
turning to better commercial account the immense
quantity of China clay in Devonshire. We shall

have more to say about the uses of this clay iu a
futiu-e number.

On Thursday week Sir Francis Lycett laid the
foundatitm-stone of a new Wesleyan cha^iel, which
is about to be erected at AVood Ureen. This is the
first of fifty chapels which the Wesleyan connection
have detennined to build in Loudon and the suburbs
during the next ten years,

A new and large coal depot is in course of con-
struction at the back of tlie Walworth-road, be-
tween Hanover and Amelia-streets, in connection
with the London, Chatham, and Dover Railway.

A new organ in Scale parish church, Surrey, was
opened on Tuesday week. The instrument was
built by Mr. W. M. Hedgeland, of Gower-street,
London, at a cost of £150, and consists of one row of
manuals, (5G notes), and an independent pedal organ
(oi) notes).

The west window of Worlingworth Church, Suf-
folk, has been filled with stained glass, as a me-
morial of tho late Lord Heunikor, The subject
represented is Moses with the Tablets of the Law.

The Plumbers' Company have subscribed twenty
guineas to the fund for the completion of S. Paul's.

A man was engaged last week in repairing the
stone-work at the summit of Messrs. Hepburn's
tannery chimney, Bermondsey, a height of about
180ft. The operation was commenced by flying a
kite over the chimney, then a ''Steeple Jack"
ascended by means of a rope secured mast fashion.

PERSONAL.
Mr. C. B. Arding has been elected Surveyor of the

parish of S. Bride, Fleet-street, London, in the placo
of his father, who has recently resigned.

Mr. J. S. Rawle, of the Nottingham Government
School of Art, was recently elected a Fellow of the
Society of Antiquaries.

Edward Simpson, better known as " Flint Jack,"
a notorious vendor of spurious antiquities, such as
flint arrow heads, &c., has been committed to prison
at Northallerton for a munth, as a rogue and vaga-
bond.

It is stated that Mr. Frost Creswick, an architect,

and son of the tragedian, is about t(-> go tn Florence
in counection with a great undertaking, which will
probably detain him for two years.

Mr. W. Cave Thomas delivered a lecture at the
Ti:)wn-hall, Famham, on Thursdav week, entitled
*' To What, End Shall wo Study Art>" The lecture

was given in aid of the establishmunt of local art

and science classes.

Tho death is recorded of Mr. James Field Stan^
field, second surviving son of tho late Clarkson
Stanfield, R.A., aged forty-one. Mr. Stanfield died

on the 8th inst. at Buenos Ayres, of yellow fever.

Mr. Naftel, of the Old Water Colour Society, has
been appr>iuted teacher to tho Water Colour Class in

connection with the Architectural Association.

Prince Napoleon is reported to have given £20,000
for a house at Lancastor-gato, for which, with fore-

tliouglit, he contrived to save tho choicest furniture,

pir-turcs, and objects of art that onco glittered at

Mcudon and the Palais Royalo. Tho Prince is also

said to have sold his estate in Switzerland to Mr.
Lucas, thn well-known contractor, for X70,000.

The death is announced of Signor Francesco Paolo
Palizzi, a Neapolitan painter, long settled iu Paris.

Ho died suddenly while on a visit to Naples.

A committee of tho Institute of Architects met at

the statue of Queen Anno in St. Paul's Churchyard
on Wednesday week, to confer and advise with th©
Doan and Chapter as to setting back tho railings at

tlie wostcrn end of the churchyard. The members-
present included Mr. T. U. Wyatt (President), Mr.
\V. Burgps, Mr. Talbut Bury, Mr. Ciiristiau, Mr.
CiK-korell, Mr. Godwin, Mr, I'Anson, Mr. Horace
.loncs (the City Architect), Mr. Pearson^ and Mr. St.

Aubyn.

In our report of the presentation of prizes, &c., at

the Institute last week, Mr. Craven is nieutiouod as

tlie wiininr of this year's Soane Medallion, whcreaS;
Mr. W. G. Davey, a pupil of Mr. Butterhold'Sj/wag.
the successful competitor.
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Prices, April 25.—Per S. Petersburg standard:—Quebec
yellnw piue, 12ft. 3 x Hin., second floated, £12 15s.

;

second di-y floated, £13; third flc-ited, £9; third dry
floated, £9 10s.; Pinsacoala pitch pine, £12 10s.; Wasa
white, £9; Wifsta Warf mL\ed yellow, £9; ditto third

yellow, £S: Wvburg second yellow, £8 1.5s. ; Sannesund
second vellow. £7 12s. M.; Skelleftia third yellow, £7 I.5s.

to £8; ditto mixed white, £7 6s. to £7 10s.; ditto third

white, £7 5s.; Sundswall mixed yellow, £8 5.s. to £10 5s.

;

ditto third yellow, £7 5s. to £8 10s.; ditto fourth yellow,

£7; ditto mixed white, £8; Skutskar mixed yellow,

£9 10s. ; ditto third vellow, £8 ; ditto fourth yellow, £7
to £7 5s. ; Stockholm" mixed yellow, £7 lOs. ; ditto third

yellow, £6 15s. ; Soderham mixed yellow, £8 10s. ; ditto

mixed white, £6 10s.; Sikea mixed yellow, £9; Petertsburg

first white, £8 10s. to £9 10s. ; ditto first yellow, £10 to

£12 15s.; Onega first yellow, £14; ditto second yellow,

£9 16s.; ditto third yellow, £10; Ljuone mixed yellow,

£9 16s. to £10; ditto third yellow, £8 10s. to £9 10s.;

Laurvig second yellow, £7 to £8 5s.; ditto first white,

£8 10s.; ditto second white, £7 15s. to £8; Munksund
mixed yellow, £9; Memel yellow, £9 lOs.; Nyham yellow,

£8 16s. to £9; Grimstadt first yellow, £7 5s. to £8 10s.;

ditto second yellow, £6 16s.; ditto first white, £G 53. to

£8 5s. ; ditto second white, £6 to £7 10s.

Per 120:—12ft. 3 x Oin. Wiramichi spruce, £12 5s. to

£13 5s.; Saguenay first spruce, £15 10s. to £1G; Matane
first spruce, £15.

SilTvk Itlus.

WAGES MOVEMENT.
The Joiners' Strike im Newcastle.—The strike

of the house joiners in Newcastle continues without

any prospect of immediate settlement. The masters

have held meetings and complain of the terrorism and
intimidation exercised by the turn-outs. On Thursday

week disturbances in the streets were renewed, and four

or five of the ringleaders were taken into custody.

TENDERS.
Brightos.—For a supply of paving-bricks, for the

Town Council Works' Committee :

—

Per Thousand.
E. & N. Norman (65000) £3 7 G

J. & B. Norman (50000) 3 7

GraYCtt(accptd.) (90000) 3 7 G

Tulley (4.5000) 3 7

Bristow& Son ...(40000) 3 3

Beomlet.—For water-closets, baths, lavatory fittings,

and other plumber's work, at the Poplar and Stepney (Poor

Law) Siek Asylum, Bromley, Middlesex. Arthur & C.

Harston, architects, 31, East India-road :

—

Finch £1600
Jeakes&Co .-. 14S5

Mann (accepted) 1445

Architects' estimate, £1500.

Dorking.—For alterations at residence, Harrow Lands,

for Mr. Dixon :

—

Lynn & Dudley (accepted) £1500

Fenton.—For the erection of house, offices, and stables

for the Right Hon. the Earl of Durham, at Fenton
Northumberland. Mr. Thos. Farrer. architect ; Mr. H.
Leighton, surveyor. Quantities supplied by Mr. H. J.

Harris ;

—

Kyle £18,727

Eeed 18,5G0

Brass 18,384

Elliott 10,150

Halls Sons 15,470

Scott

.

15,243 12

Gyadon 14,830

Sanderson 14,530

Hudspeth 14,282 9 6
Jackson & Shaw 14,174

Smith fiSrown 13,993

Eobson &>ion I3,G29

Harrow-on-the-Hill. — For converting the "White

Hart, High-street, into a shop, for Mr. William Winkley,
Messrs. E. Habershon & Brock, architects. Both tenders

exclusive of bricks, which will be supplied by the owner:

—

Woodbridge £147 16

Eindell (accepted) 115

HORNSEY.—For road and fence-walls. Aged Pilgrims'

Asylum. Hornsey-rise. F. Boreham, architect :

—

HUl & Sons £588

Horsham.—For rebuilding the tower and spire of S.

Mark's Church, Horsham :

—

Shearburu (accepted) £3070

London.—For alterations to the Horse-Shoe Brewery
Tap House, for Mr. Chas. Best. Messrs. Mayhew & Caldcr,

architects ;

—

Thomas & Son _ £550
Eaton & Chapman 465

Steood.—For infant school at Strood. Mr. (Jeorgo Buck,
architect. Quantities supplied:

—

Flint & Dover £990
Booker 040

Wallis & Clements 930
Gates 897

J. West, jun S05
SoUitt 814
Clements (accepted) 790

"Westminster.—For alterations to Messrs. Yickers'
distillery, "Victoria^street. Messrs. Mayhew & Caldor,
architects :—

Curtis £333
lilaton & Chapman 330

King & Son 327

Turner & Son 325

Woking.—For the erection of cottago residence for

Mr J. Salter, at the Hermitage brickfields. Woking :—
Slade £.540

Millard 482 5
Faggnter 451 18
Whitburn 450
Harris 414
Martin & Wells (accepted) 350

CONTRACTS OPEN FOR B"aiLDING
ESTIMATES.

Lewisham District Bo.^rd of Works, May 10.

—For the construction of a 15-in. pipe sewer, in the
Dacres-road, Forest-hill, about 8G5ft. in length. Samuel
Edwards, Clerk to the Board, Grove-place, Le^visham.
Lewisham District Board of Works, May 10.

For the kerbing, channelling, metalling, and forming
the Court Hill and Kyecroft-roads, Lewisham ; the

Queen Adelaide-road, Penge ; and a road near South
Penge-park. Samuel Edwards, Clerk to the Board,
Grove-place, Lewisham.
GooLE, May 9.—North-street "Wcsleyan Chapel.

—

For painting, graining, and gilding the interior of

the above-named Chapel. Bev. C. W. L. Christion,

Old Goole.
Armlev, May 5.—For the erection of a shed and

other buildings, in Tong-road. Brown and Rhodes
Brothers, Tong-road Mills. Armley.
AdmiR-Alty, Whitehall, S.W.. >ray 9.—For

1,SS0 loads of Dantzic fir timber, 3,500 stage deals, 100

loads of Dantzic oak thick .stuff, and 300 loads of oak
plank. Francis W. Rowsell, Superintendent of Con-
tracts.

Ilfracombe Harbour and PierImprovfmests,
May 7.—For the construction of a pier, breakwater,

landing-stage, and other works. Surr and Gribble, 12,

Abchurch-lane, London, E.C., solicitors.

WiLNECOTE (near Tamworth), 3Iay G.—For the
erection of the new schools, (ieorge Skey and Co.,

Wilnecote Works, close to the 'VN'iluecote Station,

ilidland line.

Leeds, May 5.—For the reconstruction of Swan-
n1th-Two-Necks Inn, Hnnslet, Leeds. Thomas Mar-
shall, Architect, 20, Queen-street, Leeds.

Long Melford, May 10.—For rebuilding Liston

Hall, uear Long Melford, in the county of Suffolk.

Colonel Palmer, 19. Victoria-square, London, S.W.
Cleckheaton Local Board, May 1.—For the

erection of five double sets of 5-brick Gas Eetorts.

David Hirst, Clerk to the said Local Board.

Walton Improvement Commission, Essex, May
1.—For the sea-wall and defences opposite the Glebe,

at Walton-on-the-Naze, Essex. Frederick B. rhilbrick,

Clerk to the Commissioners, Colchester.

Br-adford, May 4.—For the sewering, levelling,

paving, flagging, channelling, and otherwise complet-

ing Queen-street, Brook-street, and Thorn-street.

Robert Wilson, Clerk, Bradford.

MiRFiELD Parish Chdrch, May 1.—For the warm-
ing of the newparish church. E. Lee Kayncr, solicitor,

Mirfield, honorary secretary to the Building Com-
mittee.

Reigate Western Sewer, May 1.—For the con-

struction of a main sewer from near the Park Pond, at

Reigate, under the Park-hill, to the irrigation works
at Earlswood. Clair J. Grece, Totvn Clerk and Clerk to

the said Local Board.
Maidenhead, May 1.—For the erection of new

schools. Christr. G. Wray, F.E.I.B.A., architect, 4G,

Cannon-street, London.
Ireland, May 1.—For erecting and completing a

new barrack for the Royal Irish Constabulary, at Chir-

civeeu, county Kerry. Mr. Arthur T. Williams, 9,

Newnham-place, Cork.

Ireland, May 1.—For erecting and completing a

new barrack for the Royal Irish Constabulary, at Bruff,

coimty I-imerick. Mr. Martin Morris, No. 3, Richmond-
terrace, Limerick.
FiTCAPLE, May 4.—^For the mason, carpenter, and

slater work of completing the steading of offices at

Loanends, Durno, by Pitcaple. Alex. Geddes, Logic

Elphinstone.
GoESELET, May 6.—For the erection of a school

and teacher's house, at Gorseley, near Newent, Glou-

cestershire. jVIiddleton and Goodman, architects, 1,

Bedford-buildings, Cheltenham.
Coleford (Gloucester), May G.—For the erection of

a church. Middleton and Goodman, architects, 1, Bed-

ford-buildings, Cheltenham.

LATEST PRICES OP MATERIALS USED
IN CONSTRUCTION.

Pig—Foreign . .

„ English W.B.
„ Lead Co. . .

„ Other brands
Sheet Milled . .

Shot, Patent . .

Red or minium . .

Litharge, W.B. . .

White D17. . . .

„ ground in oil

British—Cake & Ingot
Best Selected . . .

Sheet
Bottoms
Australian ....
Spanish Cake . . .

Chili Bars, cash , .

„ Refined ingot
Yellow Metal . . .

Lead.

per ton
do
do
do •

do
do
do

do
do
do

Copper.

£17 17

19 15
19
18 6

18 16
20 10
19 15

27

per ton 71 10
do 73
do 74
do 79
do 72
do
do G5

do 70 10

per lb.

Iron.

Pig in Scotland, cash . per ton 2 15

Wilsh Bar, in Lond.jn .do 7
Wales .do 7

Staffordshire .... do 7 15

Eail, in Wales .... do 6 15

Sheets, single in London do 6

Hoops, first quality . . do 8 15

Nail Eod do 7 10

Swedish do 9 16

£18
20

IS 10
19
21

20 10

72 10

7 10
fi 12
8 5
7

10 5
9 5
7 15
10

Timber.

load

BATH AND OTHER BUILDING STONES,
OF BEST QUALITY.

EANDELL, SAUNDERS & 00,, Limited,

Guarrjonen and Stone Merchants.
List of prices at the Quarries and Depots, also cost of

transit to any part of the United Kingdom, furnished on
application to

BATH Stone Office ;

COESHAM, WILTS.

Teak
Quebec, red pine .

„ yellow pine
St. John N.B. yellow
Quebec oak, white .

„ birch . . .

„ elm ....
Dantzic oak . . .

fir . . .

Memel fir ....
Eiga
Swedish
Masts, Quebec red pine

„ yellow pine
Lathwood, D.antzic, fm,

St. Petersburg „
Deals, per C, 12ft. by 3

by 9in.,

Quebec, white spruce . . „
St. John, white spruce . „
Yellow pine, pr reduced
Canada, 1st quahty ... „

„ 2nd do ... . „
Archangel, yellow ... „
St. Petersburg, yellow . „
Finland 1,

Memel m
Gothenburg, yellow ... .,

., white ... „
Gefle, yellow
Soderham n
Christiania, per C, 12ft. by

3 by 9in., yellow ... „
Flooring boards, pr square

of lin., first yellow . . „
First white ,.

Second qualities .... „

Oils, &c.

Seal, pale per tun

Sperm body „
Cod
"SVhale, South Sea, pals . „
Olive, Gallipoli .... „
Cocoanut, Cochin, tun . „

Palm, fine 1

Linseed ^^

Rapeseed, Eng. pale . . „
Cottonseed .1

12 6

3 16
4 6

6
3 S
4
5 5
2 10
2 10
3 5

2 6

4
4
3

5 6

12 10
12 10

12 10
4 15
5

G 5
4 10
4 10
6 10
4 10
3 10
3 10
2.10
6 10
6 10
5
5 15

13
14 10

19 10
14
14 10
13 10

8

10 10

9 10
12 10
12

6

8 10
8 10

10 10
8 10

10 12 10 O

37 10
83
35
34
49
43 10
37 10
31 5
44 10
27

10

P-j 10

34 10

49

31 10

32 0.

[.Vdvt.]

TO ARCHITECTS.
green eoofing-slates.

As supplied to H.RH. The Prince of Wales at Sandringham.

The Penmoyle Sea-green Slates are specially adapted for

CUiurches, Public Buildings, &e., itc.

(Less costbj titan ordinary Gothic Tiling-.)

These dur.i.ble and nou-absorbent Slates cau be obtained

in sizes suitable for Gothic Architecture, at prices as

under.
In Railway Trucks, Docks, Gloucester;—

Per Equivalent to

1,200 Sliitei

. 2 17 1;Best Green Slates 14 by 7

Do. do. 13 by 8

Do. do. 13 by 7

Do. do. 12 by 7

Do. do. 12 by 6

2 17
2 5

1 1,S

1 7

qaaro
IGs. Cd.

IGs. Cd.

14s.

l:3s.

lis.

Prices of large Sizes, Cost of Transit, Eeferenco Testi-

monials, and Sample Specunens may be obtained on ap-

plication to
MESSES. E.ANDELL & CO., Corsham, Wilts.

Specimens at Museum of Geology. Jermyn-street, Picca-

dilly, W., and at Architectural Museum, Tufton-street,

Westminster.

BANKRUPTS.
TO SCKREXDER in THE COENTRT.

Dravton, John Wesley, Yeovil, plumber. May 3, at

Yeovii.—Booth, James, George, and Joseph. L harleswortn,

ironfounders. Mayll.-Lloyd. John,|Poutyclerk, Llandebie,

briokmaker, May 17, at Carmarthen.

PUBLIC EXAMINATIONS.

May 31 J. A. Abbott,' S. Paul's-road, Highbury con-

traetor.-May 2"3, J. Garner, Liverpool, painter --May .3.

W Davies, Birmingham late builder and brickmaker.—

May 25, W. Chappell, Upper Beeding, Sussex, builder.

DIVIDENO MEETINGS.

May 23, H. Terrel, late of Ashford, Middlese.^ carpen-

ter --May 19, J. Onslow, Darby End, near Dudley, l.me

burner.—May 9, E. Danby, Burwcll,

plumber.

DECLARATIONS OF DIVIDENDS.

E. Askew, Great Ponton, Lincolnshire builder,

2s J. s. Barnsdtill, Nottingham, painter, div.

Cambridgeshire,

dir.

5d.

PARTNERSHIPS DISSOLVED.

Mackney & Woolnough, Sandwich, Kent, Engi^|^;s.-
- Newcastle-upon-Tyne, engmee7^-7>»nmn.

"_-iJuest, Bros.,

Thomas, Bir-

Paulin & Sons,
Tillotson, & Smith, Ilkley. stone niasons_.-

SSiTfl^&sS^ ChSS'vSon-Fouudry Com-

pany, Laucashire.
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THE STARTmG-POINT FOR A
MODERN STYLE.

HOW to bring modern architecture a. little

nearer to the level of modern wants and
circumstances is, of all art questions, the most
pressing. In fact, it includes them all. Give
us an architecture as fit for our purposes as

that of the Middle Ages was for theirs, and all

minor problems will soon be solved. But the

demand is an immense one. How much it

implies few of those who talk about develop-

ing a modern style ever seem to realise. A
modern style is not to be invented by one man

;

it will not start into being in a day or a year.

We are not of those who believe, either, that

the best chance of obtaining it is'to reject the

past and begin on the " all original " system.

There must be a nucleus around which new
ideas can crystallise ; there must be a solid

foundation on which new additions can be
built up. There must be, in short, .some style

or period of a style assumed as a basis, some-
thing in which we can alter what needs altera-

tion, and retain what is woi'th keeping. The
question is, what style affords the most hopeful
starting-point?

In trying to arrive at a conclusion on this

subject, there is at least one circumstance in

our favour. We are not left to judge of it

merely by logic and a prion speculation.

There is a far better guide before us—the

teaching of experience. With no more trouble

than that of walking about the streets of any
large town, there are put at our disposal the
results of innumerable experiments bearing
on this very question. Within the last fifty

years it would be hard to say what style has
not been tried. Styles and shades of styles

without number are being tried at this moment,
till it is almost a puzzle to find two architects

who employ the same one. Nothing, it is

true, shows more fully the unsettled state of

modern practice than this. Nothing so clearly

measures out to us the distance we have
to travel before we attain an architectural

system of our own as the fact that few
of us can even agree as to which, of all

existing systems, comes the nearest to it. One
after anotlicr we have tried them all,—Greek,
Roman, Italian, and Renaissance ; English-
(iothic, French-Gothic, Italian-Ciothie

;

Gothic of all periods—Early, Middle, and
Late

; Rouianesque, too, and Byzantine ; not
to spe.ak of Moorish and Arabian. We have
tried thcni separately, and we have tried them
mixed, and after half a contui'y so employed,
it i.s surely not too soon to examine the
result. Which has proved most succos.sful in

the past ; which offers most promise for the
future ? To attain some general agreement
on this question would be an immense step in

advance. To pidl all together, instead of all

pulling in ilifTcrcnt directions, would soon re-

volutionise the state of affairs. Even if we
could clearly decide what to reject out of all

these styles, something woidd be efTeeted.

It would be no slight gain to prevent the
extravagant waste of force that is now going
on, to settle positively what roads could lead
nowhere, and to save every one from
w.asting his time and trouble on thcui in
fut\ire.

To state the objections to many of these
styles as a starting-point may seem to most
of our readers a needless task. They have
practically decidcil for thcmselvesthat Gothic,
in one or aTiother of its phases, is alone
deservint; their attention. But even for
those wlio have nidst resolutely fixed on their
future course; it is not useless to recall the
reasons why tliev have fixed on it. The
adii]ition of ,\[edir8valism becau.se it is the
fashion, and its adoption because it comes
nearest to what we reallj^ want, are two very
<lifferent things. At the present moment,

we have far too much of the former and far

too little of the latter, The bulk of modern
work could not be so lifeless and unreal as it

is if those who produce it had to account for

and defend its characteristics. Its authors

are aimlessly drifting with the tide—and
should it turn, would di-ift just as aimlessly

in a contrary direction. There is more hope
of any class of men than of these. Future art

will owe more to those who take up the very
worst and absurdest of styles from genuine
conviction, than to those who take up the best

merely because the popular fancy of the hour
may applaud it. The genuine Gothic archi-

tect of the day may look with respect on
such works as those of Mr. Cockerell or

Messrs. Thomson, of Glasgow ; he may feel

that the designer of the courts at South
Kensington was a man and a brother ; but
what can he think of those who produce the
regulation church or schoolhouse of the

period ? And the public speak of them, too,

as Gothic architects
; suppose them to be his

speci.'d friends and colleagues ! Of all the

dead-alive architecture of the day, he must
surely hate dead-alive Gothic the most.
That writer might do no slight service who
would set in the .strongest lights the faults

as well as the merits of modern Medijevalism

;

who, if such a thing were possible, would
drive all its followers into following it with
intelligence and discrimination ; who would
force them to decide how far to follow it

—

what part to keep and what to reject. Such
a writer might take a candid survey of other
styles, and tell the truth about them. He
might insist on the good in them—for there

is good in them all : a kind of good, possibly,

beyond our reach, or not worth paying the
necessary price for—and if so, this truth

should also be made clear and unmistakeable.
But it is truth, and not half-truth, that we
want ; we need not pretend that there is

nothing admirable in any style but one, for

fear we should desert that one which we have
chosen. Those who have taken a course with
their eyes open, and made up their minds
with full knowledge of the faets, are not so

easily to be turned aside. They can beai' to

recognise the merits of other systems besides
their own ; for they are either striving to

introduce these same merits into their own
system, or they see with perfect clearness
that it is impossible so to introdirce them
without destroying greater ones.

A thorough examination, then, of the faults

and advantages of the various architectural

fashions now in vogue amongst us might lead

to useful results. It is too great a subject to be
even outlined here, and to many of our readers
all its interest would probably be connected
with one only of itsdivisions. They have decided
that (iothic is preferable to anything else as
a starting-point ; but what especial phase of

Gothic is best for the purpose is perhaps not
equally clear to them. "Early Gothic," we
shall probably be told, is the type selected

;

but Early ( iothic may mean two very different

things. It may mean, and most frequently,
jK'rhaps, docs mean, in this connection, a half-

developed tracery system ; it may also mean
a system in which there is neither tracery
nor any necessary tendency towards it.

VVhieh of these two is the best foundation foi-

modern work—the incomiiletc (ieometrical,
or the perfected Lancet style? The question
is no easy one to answer, and the beauty of

early tracery windows has conmumly decide<l

it in favour of the type which admits them.
VVe are not sure as to the wisdom of this de-

cision. Tracery once allowed, it is not easy
to stop its development. Some cf our leatling

architects, having .started years ago with its

best and earliest forms, have been, and are

still, going through a ' decline and fall '' of

(iothic in their own practice. Their plate

tracery has grown up into bar tracery—and
this into moie and more complex forms ; the
rest of their details have kept it com])any,

and their work has passed on from Early to

Middle Gothic, or Later. The breadth and
freshness and simplicity which once character-

ised their work are gone. The hopefulneaa
has vanished from it ; the germs of a nine-
teenth centui-y building style are no longei
to be sought there ; its authors have given
up thinking for themselves, and have
swallowed the Medifeval system whole. They
'• make it " a.d. 1371, and ignore the trifling

fact that their clock is five hundred years too
slow. It is the natural result of having
accepted the principles by which Middle
Age art grew old and died. It would sm'ely
be safer to adopt those only by which it

first attained perfection ; the perfection of
the pure Lancet period, which, had it never
been exchanged for a puerile and frittered

tracery style, might h.ave held its ground
against the strongest efforts of the Renais-
sance. The introduction of tracery was
more, perhaps, than anything else, the destruc-

tion of Gothic. A pointed style, free from
all, even the very slightest, germs of tracery,

does not, like an opposite one, plainly contain
the seeds of its own ruin. It will, we think,

harmonise with a higher class of painting

and sculpture, and will not demand anex-,
aggerated quaintness in their productions in

order to assimilate them to itself. It is

strong, beautiful, and severe—natural and
reasonable ; fit for an age whose best

characteristic is earnest study of facts rather

than wild fantastic redundance of imagination.

THE ARCHITECTURAL DRAWINGS
AT THE ROl'AL ACADEMY.

XITAVING in our preliminary notice of the
-"--*- architectural ch-awings at the Royal
iVcademy exhibition in the last nvunber of

our journal given a general sketch of them, we
propose now to consider them more in detail.

We shall not, however, have occasion again
generally to refer to any other drawings than
those which represent designs for proposed
or executed buildings, as we have sufficiently

noted the principal works of those artists

who select architectural subjects for their

pictures and water-colour drawings. The
first in order of the designs according to the
catalogue is—875, New English Church about
to be erected at Patras, Greece, from the
designs of G. Vialls. The view shown is,

that of the interior, which is of a simple
and appropriate type for the purpose. 877,
Stainecl-glass Window, St. Mary's, Reepham,
Norfolk, by A. O'Connor, is of the ordinary
mistaken character adopted by glass manu-
facturers rather than artists—a transparency,
it might be called, representing the Cruci-
fixion, treated as one composition, spread
over a three-light window, ignoring the
midlions. The di-awing of the iigures is veiy
defective, irrespective of the mistake of their

being in perspective, and tlse masses of
bright colour are at the sides of the picture,

which lacks, in consequence, any concentra-

tion of general effect. 878, Estate Offices,

Loch Rynu, Dromod, Ireland, for the Earl

of Leitrim, by Sir 51. D. AVyatt, is a weak
drawing of a modest cottage, fairly well

treated, with the exception of the porch,

which is miserably treated. Sir M. I).

Wyatt has also sent his original study
for the new ceiling of the hall of Clare Col-
lege, Cambridge, a meregeomctrieal arrange-

ment of ])seudo-beam construction, all tho

members of which are vastly too heavy, while

the careless sci'atches which stand for orna-

ments to nil in the panels and spandrels only
represent the worst description of rococo that

could be bought at any plaster-shop. Surely
no college at Cambridge can seriously intend

to perpetuate such work in actual execution, •

with the memory of what Mr. Burges h;i«

done for Worcester College in view. No. 87!)

is a Villa at Eastbourne, by J. P. Jones. This

is very indifferent in detail. That at Whitley,

Surrey, by R. Nevile (88(3), is far better,

thougli the ehinmeys have exaggerated height

in proportion to the building. No. 8S1,

Sketch for a Cottage Hospital, intended to be

erected as a memorial to the late Marquis cf
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Westminster, by F. A. Butler, is a picturesque

and pleasing block of building. 8.S5, Altera-

tions to Bloomfteld Hall, Sunningdale, Berks,

by K. W. Edis, is a pleasing drawing of an
unassuming and appropriate gentleman's
country house. Mr. Edis's more important
work, No. 981, " View of jiroposed restora-

tion of, and additions to, the old Bishop's
Palace, at Buckden, in the county of Hunt-
ingdon," has the same characteristics, and the

additions are picturesque and in harmony with
the old work. The tomb at Kensal-green by
the same architect is somewhat commonplace,
but yet quite imobjectionable. Mr. Brooks
has been somewhat unfortunate in having all

his pen-and-ink drawings of his churches in

the East-end of London hung too high.

No. 887, S. Columba, Kingsland-road, No. 933,
S. Chad, Haggerstone, and No. '.t:!9, S. Andrew,
Plaistow, are all bold and effective works, but
lacking refinement ; the plate tracery in the

windows, for instance, is too large and bald.

Mr. Seddon exhibits in No. 880 a portion of

his Victoria-terrace, at Aberystwith, an
effective drawing of an ordinary class of

domestic architecture, enriched mainly by the

colour of the materials ; the general character

is Mediaeval, with columns as midlions to the
windows. 889, Interior of Memorial Chapel
at Malaga, by J. James, is not equal in its

treatment to its pretensions, and will not
bear comparison with the neighbouring
drawing. No. 894, Interior of S. Augustine's,
Kilburn, now in course of erection, by J.

L. Pearson. This recalls the effect of Mr.
Pearson's vaulted church at Lambeth. The
plan seems peculiar, and to consist of a lofty

nave and chancel, and aisles nearly as higli
;

the latter divided by a gallery into two
stories, after the Continental fashion. The
whole is vaulted, and delicately enriched by a

sparing use of coloured decoration. The
vaulting appears strangely to cut across the

windows of the east end, which are ari'auged

as a double row of triplet lancets. The
drawing is a good one, and the effect solemn
and subdued. Mr. S. Clarke, Jun.'s drawing,
No. 895, of the interior of All Saints' Church,
about to be erected at West Bromwich,
Staffordshire, also suffers by its close neigh-
bourhood to Mr. Pearson's. The nave seems
of great width, and its open roof heavy and
ugly ; and the composition of the reredos at

the east end is not in accord with the window
above. Far better is the design exhibited

by the same architect, in conjunction with
Mr. A. Hartshorne, for a mansion to be
erected near Warsaw, in Poland, No. O.'jl.

This is really a good drawing of a fine work.
The plan shows the main building to be a

quadi'angular block, enclosing a covered court
in the centre. The entrance fac^-ade is a fine

composition, flanked by towers and projecting

wings of subsidiary buildings. The detail is

Elizabethan, simply treated, without the

ordinary extravagances, and with more so-

lidity than usually appertains to that style.

896, a new Drinking Fountain, Smith-
field, by F. Butler, is a clumsy structure,

which, though pretentious, will be no improve-
ment upon the ordinary low modern type
of such works, which is much to be regretted,

considering its important position in the

metropolis, 893, Design for a National
Mausoleum, by H. Lonsdale, is a creditable

prize student's drawing, and as such has
merits ; but the combination of the dome with
the Gothic cathedral-like substructure is not
successful, 892, Royston Hall, Kent, Messrs.
Habershon and Pite, is a large but hardly
pleasant drawing of a mansion, whicli is not
without some of the feeling of old work in

the gabled end and chimneys, but is indif-

ferent in general grouping, and in the detail of

the principal front, and particularly in the
huge and useless battlements to the porch.
908, House at Baveno, Ijago Maggiore,
now building, by W. A. Boulnois, is a large
structure, with raised central and wing blocks,
with high pavilion roofs with unpleasant
outline. Its best feature is tlie colonnade
which surrounds the whole building. 913

is Mr. H. L, Florence's prize design for

a theatre in the modern French style, which,
though highly creditable for the purpose for

which it was designed, hardly bears its present
prominent position among the drawings of

actual works. The flank buildings do not

well support the moi'e imposing block which
forms the main fai;ade. INIr. Florence also

sends three sketches of but moderate excel-

lence. No. 931 is the best of these, and the

archway is delicately treated. 91.'i, Mr.
Norton's church, to be erected at Newport,
Monmouthshu'e, has a passable nave and aisles,

on to which a sort of transept is unhappil}'

grafted, and a very poor, though pretentious,

tower and spire are equally misplaced over
the west bay of the chancel. Mr. Norton
sends also two drawings for mansions, 967,

North-west view of St. Audrie's, Somerset,
tlie seat of Sir Acland Hood, and 9()8,

Elveden Hall, Suffolk, the seat of the

Maharajah Dliuleep Singh, the former Gothic,

and the latter Italian, almost equally vapid
and ill-proportioned, as well as indifferent

in point of detail. The south-west view of the

former (No. 950) is somewhat better than the

opposite or entrance side of the house.

912, Town Hall, Law Court, and Public
Offices, Todmorden, by J. Gibson, is a Classic

structure, of a character now seldom affected,

and one which we should be certainly sorry

to see revived generally. It is a rectangular

building with apsidal termination, with an
order of attached half columns against the

former, and detached columns carried round
the latter, bearing an entablature, the frieze

of which is enriched with a guilloche pattern,

interrupted over each column by a gigantic

rosette. The spaces between the columns
have two ranges of openings, the upper
circular and the lower rectangular, with
panels of sculpture between round the apse

only. The effect of this portion is simple

and stately, but much spoiled by being raised

upon a high basement story required for

subordinate rooms and offices, affording one
more instance to prove that Classic architec-

ture cannot adapt itself to modern require-

ments. Mr. B. J. Talbeit has an elaborate

drawing, 917, showing the interior of

a hall, in order to show suitable furni-

ture and fittings of his character of design.

918, the tower and spire now being erected

at St, Blary's, Rugby, by Messrs. 'Whelan and
Heyes, is pretentious, but unsatisfactory; the

tower is starved and thin, and the lucarnes

badly set upon the spire, 923, Red Leaf,

Penshurst, Kent, now being rebuilt from the

design of R, P. Brown, is a 'oad example of

the worst description of Cockney Gothic,

and we regret deeply to learn that it has re-

placed an interesting old Georgian house,

which has been ruthlessly pulled down to

make room for it. 932, Lythe Hill, Hasle-

mere, Surrey, erected from the designs of

F. P. Cockerell, is a many-gabled red brick

house, tolerably satisfactory in general effect,

but the hybrid character of the detail is to be

regretted. Mr. Cockerell also sends 959,

Down Hall, Harlow, Essex, the seat of Sir

II. Selwin-Ibbetson, ISI.P., built of concrete

with stone dressings and plain surfaces,

decorated with "sgraffits." We are pleased

with these artistic designs in a novel
material, but the building itself we cannot
commend. The treatment of the wing
blocks is especially unsatisfactory. 927
is a very elaborate design by Mr. Sed-
don for the furniture and decollation of

Brecon College Chapel, The Crucifixion is

the subject represented on the east window,
upon a large scale, with coloured figures upon
a grisaille ground. The coved ceiling has a

range of patriarchs from the Old Testaujent,

and figures of angels above upon grounds
alternately blue and green ; the effect of this

alternation is hardly satisfactory to our miud,

and we think that it would be preferable if all

the panels were lilue with green borders. There
is a large space of walling on the side and
east w^all filled with compositions from sacred

subjects, treated in and early an conventional

manner. The whole effect is rich and decora-
tive. The figures, we learn, are by Mr.
Rossiter. Mr. Seddon also has a richly de-

corated interior of Grosmont Church, ]Mon-
mouth.shire, No. 964. 937. North-east view of

Preen ISIanor, Shropshire, now erecting from
the designs of R. N. Shaw, is, in our opinion,

the gem of the whole collection. It is an ex-

quisite di'awing in pen and ink of a picturesque
structure, the lower part in mullioned stone
architecture, and the upper in Old English
timber construction. Perhaps the way in

which one of the gables cuts into the adjoining

roof might be objected to ; but the whole
effect, to which Mr. Shaw's elongated chimney-
stacks add much, is most charming. 936,

Garbridge House, Westmoreland, now being

erected from the designs of O. Hansard,

suffers by being close above Mr. Shaw's
drawing, but is simple and unobjectionable in

character. 940 is a beautifully-executed

drawing of a design for the New London
Corn Exchange, submitted by (r. G. Scott,

junr. We look in vain for any trace

of Medireval training in this design, which
looks as if it had been composed by South
Kensington students, in the meretricious

style of their '-Keramic" refreshment-room.

We regret greatly upon this account the

appearance of this otherwise clever drawing
upon the walls of the Academy. 939 is an
exterior view, and 947 an interior view of a

highly original design for the same building,

by Messrs. R. Hesketh and T. II. Watson.

As drawings these are perfect, but as designs,

though full of ability and clever adaptation

to the material (iron) adopted for the roof,

bizarre and peculiar. We really cannot regret

the non-execution of this curious horse-shoe

shaped covering, with the columns below

placed on the rake, to take the thrust of the

principals, 943, Eaton Hall, Cheshire, by
A. AVaterhouse, is, we regret to say, a

lamentably costly expenditure in pseudo-

Gothic ; and we are prevented from seeing

whether the detail of his town-hall at

IVIanchester is any better by the strangely-

foreshortened perspective of the drawing

of it. No. 948. Mr. Street has sent one

of his characteristic pen-and-ink sketchy

drawings of his design for the proposed

restoration of and additions to Christ Church
C^athedial, Dublin. They undoubtedly form

a picturesque and stately pile of buildings.

946, St. Luke's, Deptford, by T. H. Watson,

seems, from this " first sketch " for it, to'be a

pleasing and picturesque church. The tower

is over the western bay of the chancel, with

a semi-circular apse to the east. 952, New
Library and Museum, Guildhall, by H.

Jones, is a grand opportunity lost, the Gothic

detail being far below par. The drawing is

also an indifferent one. The same may be

said of Mr. Brandon's Marlborough Club-

house, Pall Mall (955), Indeed, we hardly

understand how an educated architect could

associate its round-arched doorways with mis-

placed key-stones and the coarsely-moulded

semi-Gothic bay window above in juxtaposi-

tion. Mr. J. O. Scott seems to betray equal

ignorance of or carelessness for proper

Mediaival detail in his ugly roof over Speld-

hurst Church, near Tunbridge Wells, which

he is rebuilding. He sends an outlined

drawing of it, for which the Academy have

shown apparently the same consideration as

we should have done by hanging it as high

as they could. We only wish they had

treated in a like manner No. 960, design for

Town Hall, Winchester, by Messrs, Salmon

and Jones. 958 is the exterior, and 920 and

902, interior views of l\lr. Spiers's design for

the " Ch-iterion," which we lately reviewed in

our notice of the competition designs for that

proposed structure. 962 is an exquisite

drawing of an excellent design for the

interior of a church now being erected near

Bristol, by jSIessrs. Ponton and Gough,

Bristol. It is treated like a basilica, with

semi-circidar apse and baldachino ovui- altar
;

semi-circular transverse ai'ches mark oft' as a

chancel the two bays westward of the apse.
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The roofs are trefoil shaped, and delicately

enriched with colour. The whole effect is

quiet and good, but resembles somewhat that

of Mr. Blomfield's Church at Oxford. With
the pleasing reminiscence of this drawing, we
take leave of this small collection of archi-

tectural drawings, some of which grace, and
some, alas! disgrace, the walls of the Academy.
It cannot but be allowed that the hangers

have been more than generous to architects

upon this occasion, and that it is by no means
chargeable to them that the nximber of works
hung is as small as it is. We should our-

selves have rejected a considerable number
even of those drawings which have obtained

prominent places upon the line of sight. At
the same time there are a few drawings and
designs of very high excellence, and which
may be studied by professional men with
very great advantage.

DIVISIONS AND BOUNDARIES OF
LAND.

THERE is not a surveyor or engineer of

experience who has not been engaged in

cases involving the question of the correct

boundaries of certain portions of land. The
irregular and imperfect manner in which the

limits of property as well as of large districts

are defined is a constant source of litigation,

and is, besides, the cause of much hostility

and bad feeling arising among contiguous
landowners and tenants. A forcible instance

of the trouble and annoyance that is occa-

sioned by our ambiguous boundary lines was
mentioned in the last report of the Sanitary

Commission. A certain parish was not main-
tained in the condition it ought to be witli

regard to sanitary provisions, and a summary
order was sent by the Secretary of State to

the local authorities to execute the works
neces.sary to ensure the health of the com-
munity. The authorities replied that the site

of the proposed works was not in their own,
but in the adjacent parish, a statement which,
there is scarcely need to remark, was vehe-
mently contradicted by the party tlius impli-

cated. Before any steps could be taken to

carry out the works which were so urgently

required, it was obviously indispensable to

settle the contested point, which was not

effected without some delay and accompanying
expense. Almost numberless instances could

be adduced to demonstrate that the existing

methods of defining the limits of different are.as

of land, whether they be of a large or small

extent, is radically defective, and that the

abandonment of tlie old system, and the
adoption of a new, would, if judiciously

put into execution, be attended with the
greatest advantage to not only the owners
of the soil, but to the nation at large. There
is no doubt that the subject embraces a wide
range, but that only renders it of tlie more
importance. It is possible that some of our
readers may not quite agree witli the plan we
are about to propose, but altluiuij;h we are

averse to change for merely tlie sake of

change, yet at the same time we are no
advocates for the retention of a regime or
the maintenance of a system which has
nothing liut antiquity to rei^ommcnd it. No
one is better aware than oui'selves that every
alteration is not necessarily an ini])rovement,

nor is every innovation a reform.

Let anyone; take a map of England and
Wales drawn to a large scale, and study the
divisions of tlie separate counties. He will

find that not only are the r(;s])e<:tive sizes

excessively disproportionate in extent, and tlie

boundaries tnrtuous in the extreme, but that
tliey are not even distinctly individualised.

Smaller parts of one county are, as it were,
divided altogether from the main jiortion.

and j)itchforkcd headlong into the centre of

their neighbours. The same description of
severance can be observed in majis of the
sister countries. .\.ssuming counties asthe chief
division of the country, there are, in addition,
ridings, hundreds, ciuchics, parislies, dio-

ceses, unions, boroughs, districts, and many

other divisions depending upon local customs
which are not known outside their own
territory. It is but fair to suppose that at

some time or another the necessity for tliese

various distinctions did exist. It is equally

fair to ask if it exists any longer. To what-
ever purpose it may be applied, the whole
principle of division rests upon the funda-

mental theory that the smaller portions, or

subdivisions, shordd be exact sub-multiples

of the larger. Even in our own imperfect

and arbitrary standards of weights and
measures this rule is practically recog-

nised. It is rather curious that those

measurements relating to land should be a

partial exception to this rule, and the same
holds good with re.spect to the proportion

existing between the larger divisions already

mentioned. There is not the slightest

attempt at proportion between the relative

areas of the principal and subdivision, nor

is there any between those of the same
character. The whole system, both as re-

gards enumeration and superficial extent, is

a complete chaos. It is impossible to imagine

that all these divisions are wanted, or that

some of them are not frequent causes of

annoyance and confusion to the owners of

property. We venture to assert that if the

distinguishing characteristics of each were
lai<l down on paper, the most experienced

surveyor woidd be unable to name them all

correctly. A thorough revision of those

antiquated obsolete lines of demarcation
should have been introduced at the time of

the Trigonometrical Survey, and that reduction

of number and general simplification effected

which would so greatly conduce to the public

benefit. Th.at would have been the oppor-
tunity to seize for carrying out the improve-
ments, but the plan is now as feasible as ever.

The accuracy with which the geodetical opera-

tions of the survey have been conducted, and
the precision with which the physical featui'es

of the ground have been delineated, in addition

to the calculation of the acreage, would render
the task comparatively light. In all pro-

bability, before anything would be attempted
now, we should have at least two or three

commissions appointed to inquire into the

whole matter, and some five or si.K years after

their respective reports had been compiled, a
faint notice might be taken of their contents.

At the present day, not a single step can be
made towards any important measure until

some years have been consumed in discovering

that which was patent to every one at the

beginning.

.Vssumiiig that the simplification of our
present land divisions and boundaries would
be of great advantage to the country, we may
now proceed to i:.he second part of our
subject — namely, the nature of those

boundaries. These may consist either of

natural or artifical lines of demarcation.
Both are to be met with on large estates ; but
the former are nearly universal in the case of

counties, p.arishcs, and those divisions of land

which are determined by authority, in.stead of

depending upcm the claims of private ]i,arties.

The natural [iliysical features of the j;iouiid

constitute wliat we have termed natural

lioundaries. such as rivers, lakes, mountains,
and forests, and have from time immemorial
served for this purpose. But it will not for a

moment be denied that these are no longer
competent to perform this duty, if they were
so in former days. Mountains are levelled,

forests are cut down and burned, arid rivers

are diverted, so that the entire face of a

district is altered in a few years. Tnde)ieiidently

of artificial causes, the channels of rivers,

which are the most general land boundaries,

are continually shifting their cour.se. The
result in this instance is that either the

boundary shifts with the river, or it takes a
suit in Chancery to re-determine it. When-
ever a sipiabble arises among local parties,

involving jierhaps no great amount of loss or

g.ain to either, the question of boundary is

often referred to the " oldest inhabitant,"

who, in all likelihood, was never well ac-

quainted with its original position, much less

with the altered one. In travelling through
the country, the limits of this or that parish

will be frequently pointed out by the observa-

tions, " That tree is in the parish of So-and-
so," " That small clump of trees is in the

other," " That little hillock is the boundary
of another." When landmarks of a nature so

perishable, and so easy of dispute, are per-

mitted to occupy the important situations

they do, it is no wonder that litigation is

the only resource to those who are interested

in the accurate determination of the boundary.

»

It is true that the same remark might be
made respecting the w<alls, palings, and
fences which separate different properties,

but that is a consideration for the proprietors

and occupants. It is not the duty of the

(iovernment to define the limits of the pro-

perty of private individuals, but it is its

duty to define that of the national and
public divisions of land. It is, moreover,

its duty to define it in such a manner as

will render all uncertainty and dispute im-

possible.

The plan that we consider the best adapted
to fulfil the object in view is the abandon-
ment of all natm-al boundaries, and the sub-

stitution of artificial ones. It has already

been observed that the former date from the

earliest times ; so do the latter. In the days
of the patriarchs, landed properties were
marked out by stones or posts, placed to in-

dicate the divisions of family estates. It was
easy to remove these landmarks, and set

them in a different place, and thus a dis-

honest person might enlarge his own estate

at the expense of that of his neighbour.

Hence it was a matter of considerable import-

ance to prevent this crime among the Israe-

lites, as with them it would be equivalent to

forging, altering, destroying, or concealing

the title-deeds of an estate among ourselves.

Accordingly, by the Mosaic law, there was
an especial curse attached to the person who
committed sucli an act. Josephus, in his

history, carries this point further, and con-

tends that the use of these ancient landmarks
was not confined solely to indicating the

limits of individual properties, but that they
were employed also for the same purpose
with respect to the boundaries of neighbour-

ing kingdoms and adjacent ten-itories. In

the days when petty chiefs were numerous,
when the feudal lords were so powerful as to

gain for themselves the title of king-makers,

a dense forest, a steep mount.ain, or a deep
river constituted a natural and suitable boun-
dary between their respective lands. But
with the progress of intercommunication

and locomotion, there has arisen the want
of a better and more accurately defined

system of lines of demarcation than that

which is afforded by those in exist-

ence. Omitting the consideration of the

fact that individual claims are frequently

dependent upon the accurate adjustment of

public landmarks, the instance quoted at the

commencement of our article demonstrates

how seriously public interests may be affected.

-Again, the increase in the value of land is

closely connected with the whole question.

In former times, a deviation of a hundred feet;

one side or the other would not have been re-

garded as worth disputing, but now a tenth

jiart of that distance would suffice to set the

opposite landowners by the cars. In the brief

sketch wliicOi we have laid down, it is not

possible to allude to the details of the pro-

posed revisiiMi of our land boundaries. But
if the jirincipal lines of demarcation were
once dcteriiiiued, the arrangement of the

secondary would involve but comparatively

little trouble. The case is analagous to that

of a large survej'. When once the main
lines have been laid out and checked, and the

survey found to '• close," the " filling-in," or

the determination of the smaller and less im-

portant lines, is an easy task. Moreover, if

they should be erronous, they are readily

corrected by a reference to the more im-

portant ones. We have not space at present
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to describe tlie practical metlioi ty which the

rectification and permanent unalterable adjust-

ment of our present incorrect and uncertain

BSitural landmaiks luight be accomplished, but

shall discuss them on a future occasion.

tered unto by a regular clergy, dependent

upon various abbeys and priories, and attached

VIOLLET LE DUC'S "DICTIONNAIRE
KAISONNE DE L'ARCHITECTURE
FRANCAISE."*

VI.

IN ti-acing the rise, the growth, and the de-

cline of the ecclesiastical architecture of

France, we must necessarily traverse much of

the same ground over which we have travelled

in our former notices of M. le Due's work.

Then we considered the general principles

which led to the development of French archi-

tecture. Now, wc shall endeavour to confine

our observations to those special applications of

them to church building ; and here, as hereto-

fore, we shall the rather give the substance of

M. le Due's work than a literal translation of

Ms words, deviating from our text when and

where necessary, in order to render his illus-

trations more forcible to English readers.

"Amongst all pcoi)le religious architecture

is the fii-st to develope itself; it not only sup-

plies the most powerful moral want, but it

provides also an asylum, a place of refuge,

and a protection against violence." A temple

or a church was a sacred place ;
armed men

dared not to enter it, and in it the weak
found a superhuman strength for defence

from the strong. It was in the temple or

the church that the archives of the nation

were preserved ; under its shadow were held

the great religious or civic assemblages which

the necessity of tlio times demanded. At such

times, the need was most felt for the sanc-

tion of a superhuman power to the people's de-

liberations, and this sentiment was especially

felt in Christian time.^. The Pagan temple

-was but a sanctuary, wherein none, save the

priests and tlie initiated, could enter ; the

people remained without those sacred walls,

and thus these edifices, even where they yet

remained intact, in Italy or in Gaul, suited

not the Christians or their worship. The
ancient basilica, with its large open spaces,

its tribune, its aisles, and its portico, readily

lent itself to the new faith and the new law.

Indeed, it is even probable that the disposi-

tion of these Roman buildings had a cert.ain

auioimt of influence on the usages and rites

of the early Cliristians from the moment
when they issued from the catacombs, and

dared openly to exercise their new form of

worship, into this subject we cannot now
enter, but must confine ourselves to the

history of ecclesiastical architecture from

the period when the Christian basilica of

the Carlovingian epoch became a settled

foi-m. Then one altar suiEced ;
bell towers

were built to call together the faithful, and

to advertise them of the hour of prayer. The
tribune of the Tagan basilica was not large

enough to hold the large concourse of clergy

gathered togetlier in tlie church, and the

choir had to encroach upon the space left

open to the pulilic in the Roman edifice. The
church was not isolated, but roimd it (as

round the Pagan temple) were grouped the

dwellings of the priests and clerics, the

porticos, the sacristies, and sometimes even

the schools. There, too, were the libraries,

and the smaller rooms for the treasury, the

chartulary, the safe custody of the sacred

vessels and the costly sacerdotal ornaments,

and round it were lodged the penitents and
tho.se whom the troubles of the times had
driven there to find the only place of

"sanctuary" which could protect them.
Hound all tlieso extended an enclosing wall,

guarded by f(n'tified gates, which were closed

at night, and within which lay God's acre for

the dead and the gai'dens of the living. A
largo number of these churche.5 were minis-

* Dictionimire raisonnd de Tarchiteeture Frant;aise

du XL au XVI. Sioele, par M. Viollei le Ddc, Architeote

du Gouvernmfint,, IuKpectcur-g<?ueral rte.s Edillcos D'oces-

3«ins. 10 vols. ; 8TO. ; Morel, Paris, 18-34—18G8.

to these establishments. The collegiate and

parochial churches, and even the smaller

chapels, possessed, in a greater or less

degree, all the requisites for the adminis-

tration of their services, such as small

cloisters, sacristies, and presTiyteries. The
cathedrals contained within their precincts

the chapter-house and its dependencies,

large cloisters, synodal halls, the bishop's

palace, and the other requisite buildings.

Such, then, being the general requirements,

let us see how they were met, and the general

arrangement of an ordinary church of the

tenth" century will be best learned from a

-glimpse at the diagram given in oiu- sheet of

illustration. This is not a literal copy from

any one existing building, but au architec-

tural summary of the ordinary disposition of

such a building (see Fig. 7). At I is the

portico which preceded the nave, the " nar-

thex" of the primitive basilica, under which

rested those penitents to whom entrance into

tlie church was temporai-ily forbidden, or

those pilgrims who arrived before tlie church

doors were opened. This porch was usually

roofed over by a lean-to roof, and gave en-

trance to the chm-ch by means of three doors,

closed at night, and shut in by curtains

during the day. At N stood the baptismal

font, generally in those days situated in the

centre of the nave, but sometimes, as in after

times, placed at the end of one of the aisles, H.

The nave ( i had usually down it a wide clear

passage-way, serving not only as a means of

circulation, but also for the separation of the

two sexes. At P was the tribune whence tlie

epistle and gospel were read, and where, in

later days, the jube or rood-loft was placed.

At A was the choir where the clerics sat, and at

O was usually the entrance to the crypt, in

which lay the remains of that saint to whom the

church was dedicated. On each side of this

steps led up to the elevated chancel or

sanctuary. The principal altar was at C,

having behind it at B the seat of the bishop,

abbot, or prior, and those of tlie canons or

monks extended on the right and left to such

adistance as the exigencies of the establishment

demanded. The transepts were at E, and

the secondary altars were placed in apsidal

chapels behind them at D. At F was usually

the sacristy, communicating witli the cloister

L, and thence into the other conventual build-

ings. Sometimes access to the cloister from

the poi-tico was obtained by means of a porch

at K, and in those days the bell towers were

usually raised over the last bays of the

lateral aisles near to the transepts iVOI, not,

as became aftex-wards the custom, in the front

of the church. The '• servants of the church"

were thus placed in more immediate inter-

course with the bell chamber, and were not

obliged to traverse the crowd of the faithful

to ring the sanctus bell during mass, nor

had they far to go to give notice of the offices

for the night. Down to the end of the last

century the abbatical church of S. Germain
aux Pres retained its bell towers thus placed.

Clmiy, Vezelay, many other churches, and

a large number of the cathedrals, have yet, or

had, their towers thus disposed, and our

own country(Contains several examples of this

arrangement, of which Exeter may be men-
tioned as a typical specimen.

" In the tenth century the apses and lower

story of these towers v.'ere almost the only

portions of the church which were vaulted, the

nave, aisles, and transepts being covered with

wooden roofs. By-aud-by, as the science of

construction become more developed, the

choir and tlie eastern parts of the church,

where the distances were short, and where the

heavy towers supplied weight, became vaulted;

but it was a long time liefore the architect

became brave enough to vault the nave.

One mode of doing this was generated by the

architects of that church of S. Front, at

Perigueux, which, as we have before men-
tioned, had so great an influence upon the

course of architecture in central France.

In our sheet of illustrations we give a

plan and transverse section of this -(Figs.

8 and 9), remarking that not only is the

disposition of the plan the same as that of

the church of S. Mark, at Venice, but that

the dimensions of the two chui'ches axe

almost identical. The chief variation from the

parent model is that the arches andthedomi-
cular vaulting here employed are formed of

two segments of circles, giving a pointed and

not a round arch, albeit that the pointed arch

was not yet adopted in the rest of France,

That itwas here chosen on scientific principles,

and as a means of throwing the thrust lower

down the walls, there is but little doubt, and

we find the principle thus generated becoming

generally recognised elsewhere. The solution

of the problem of vaulting the naves and

larger spaces thus given was seized upon with

avidity, and during the eleventh and twelfth

centuries a great number of churches thus

constructed sprimg up in Aquitaine, amongst

which we may name those of Souliac, Cahors,

Angouleme, Tremolac, S. Airt-Senieur, Salig-

nao, S. Emilion, S. Hilaire at Poitiers, Puy-en-

Velay, and Fontrevaidt. Of this latter

(which dates from the twelfth century) we
give a plan and a section of one of the

bays of the nave (Figs, 10 and 11). It

will here be seen that the plan developes

itself from the Greek cross form to that of

the Latin cross adopted throughout the

next. Four domioular vaults or cupolas,

with pendentives, cover the nave, supported

by side arches and strong buttresses projecting

inwards—a system revived in the foui'teenth

century, and which became a strongly-marked

feature in the ecclesiastical erections of the

later Renaissance and the Classic revival. In

such parallel lines does architecture march at

different epochs and in different styles. From
Auvergne as a centre, and following the Loire

as far as Nevers, another system was in vogue.

There, in the eleventh centui-y, when they

abandoned the system of wooden roofs, they

adopted the barrel vault of semicircular

section for the nave, resisting its thrust by

means of quadrate archesabove the side aisles—
a system which continued to be practised

during the twelfth century, and which spread

itself "down as far as Toulouse, where it is

used in the fine church of S. Sernin. As

a type of this system we give a plan and two

sections of the interesting Church of Notre

Dame du Port, at Clermont Ferrand, built

in the later years of the eleventh, and the

commencement of the twelfth century (Figs.

12, 13, and 1-1). The plan exliibits the reten-

tion of the basilicon form, and the section

through the nave shows a well-marked trifo-

rium, but the necessity of resisting the thrust

of the nave arch prevents the insertion of a

clerestory or the admission of any direct light

to the nave.

LONDON POOR HOUSES, AND AVHAT
TO DO WITH THEM.

IT must always be a problem how best to

build for the " poor " of a great city. In

the attempt to provide for the rich and for

those who can pay for what they want, we

are never at mucli of a loss, for the wealthy

man who seeks a new home, or has deter-

mined to build one for himself, can always

order what he thinks he needs ;
but \vith the

poor, who are entirely at the mercy of others,

it is far different—they must take what they

can get, whether good or bad. No one can

go through any of the poor, dingy streets of

London without wondering who bmlt them,

and for what class of people they were

originally constructed ; and if any one very

cuiuous indeed in these matters should

happen to make periodical visits to very, very

poor neighbourhoods, he will see how year by

year the'houses get blacker and blacker, and

indeed, if truth must be told, more and more

picturesque. There is no harm in this change

of colour from bright new oil paint to the

natural brown and rusty blacks which weather

and time gives to a place ; but there is unfor-
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tunately another change which goes on at the

same time with it, and that is, the house be-

comes more and more rotten, floor-boards,

walls, ceilings, stairs, roof, and even solid

brickwork, feel the touch of time, and get

more and more ricketty, and need week by

week more of repair and looking to. Many
are the streets in London to which we could

point which would illustrate our position, and

the thought often occurs to us : What a pity

it is that some wealthy philanthropist does

not go to work and do the comparative little

that is needed to keep the poor house from

falling about the poor tenants' ears ! How
little, indeed, sometimes needs to be donel

People are sometimes turned out by

the score from the dingy street when

but a few pounds expended in time would

save them and their houses. This sad neg-

lect in not a few cases has driven whole

families of people to find homes else-

where, and in more thickly-crowded places
;

but by the simple plan of repairing and

adding some character to the dingy and worn
streets of London as they are—selecting, of

course, if the matter be one of gift, the

very worst that can be found—how much good
might be done ! It is not a little surprising

to consider with how little of money, mate-

rial, and labour you can verily "improve"
and render habitable, and in some measure

interesting, if not artistic, a common and
ordinary London house. Let us, for example,

take one of the plainest, flat as the street

pavement, and as bald. If possible, take away
so much of the front of it as shall make the

roof visible, or partially visible ; improve, if

that be possible, the chimney pots, put wide

balcony slabs and railings on the sills of the

upper windows to hold fiower-pots for window
gardens, and an ordinary lean-to roof over

the street entrance doorway, sufticiently pro-

jecting to shelter the wayfarer from the rain,

and you find that you have, at a few pounds
cost, knocked a little character, or say differ-

ence, into the bald and shadowless house front

—little enough, perhaps, but still better than

blank nothing. In the most improved of now
houses, as all know, even the very water-pipe

is hidden away under the brickwork, so that

that little break in the monotony of the bran

new street is wanting. This is the very least

that might be done. We can only hint at

the poor street iiuprovement that would come
of the raising by a story or two the small

houses in it, and by the simply turning the

roof round, so as to show a gable end fronting

the street of suflicient projection forward for

a good broad shadow. But a few such houses
even in a long line of desolation would lie

quite a thing to wonder at, and to pause to

look at. Our proposition, be it distinctly ob-

served, does not involve the pulling down of

the poor and dingy and darkened street, but
the adding something, however little it may
be, to it— even as we have said, to a single

chimney-pot, if of a sightly form, and to a

few boards over t!ie street-door as a lean-to

and shelter ; anything, indeed, to break the

monotonous nothingness of modern improved
street architecture, not only as it is to be found
in the new L(jn(h)n suburbs, but in the older

parts where attemjits have been maile to

modernise them by the removal of the dormer
windows, water-pipes, and other old-fashioned
quaintnesses yet to be seen in some of the
b;ick streets of Westminster (particularly Old
Pyc-strect), in Whitechapel, in I)riu-y-lanc,

in many streets in the Borough
; and indeed,

and happily, in numbers of places out of the
main thoroughfares, as in some of the narrow
streets round S. Paul's. It is, indeed, dillicult

to understand how any one can for one
momentcontend thatcommon house building is

improving. The very best, the most full of art,

and the most convenient house woidd be one
yet left in a poor dingy impainted neighbour-
hood, put into common and good, not orna-
mental, repair ; and with some of the artistic

features of bye-gone London house-building
restored and added again to it—a blessing
indeed to the London poor, and worth any

quarter of a million ! We have noticed only
the outside of dingy street houses, for to go
inside of them would involve us in no small

an amount of building details, and we had
almost said specification work, and because so

very little needs to be done. In houses we
could specially refer to, a back narrow street

in Shoreditch, there is really nothing that

any one of a common humanity-loving turn

would need to do beyond mending of defective

plaster, and the replacing of broken floor-

boards, and mending broken windows, and
simple cleaning. No mistake coiild be greater

than the attempt to do too much. Once
get into what is called decoration and
smart painting, and newness, and small

gentilities, and you drive the present

poor people fairly out of the place,

and so help not those who really want the

help and can do nought for themselves, but
new-comers find their way in, and take pos-

session, and " improve " the neighbourhood
;

but where then are the former occupants

—

those whom you '
' go out for to see " and help ?

Nothing can possibly be more short-sighted,

nay, dowm'ight stupid, than the way in which
more than one philanthropic person has gone
to work with their long pm-ses to improve the

condition of the " Poor of London." All they
have as yet done has been to give a helping-

hand to those who can hardly be fairly said to

require it of them, for the simple reason that

they are for the most part in a position to do
at least a part of the work for themselves,
are in the receipt of steady wages, and are not
the " poor " in the real and hoiid fide sense of

that word. An ordinary working man in Lon-
don, in receipt of tolerably regular wages, is,

of course, always in want of some object or

other of either convenience or luxury, and is

all the better and happier when he can get it

;

but the " poor " man is always in need of

some actual necessity of common existence.

It is such that go to the wall in the fell

struggle for life in a great and populous city,

and the one strait to which they are sure to

be driven is to the very worst of habitations,
for the worst only are left by competition to

them. To the worst of habitations, therefore,

you must go—not to pull it down, and build
a better, for other people, but to make that
more habitable, not •' ornamental"—for that is

throwing money away—but more habitable,
and, it may be, more roomy, and, if it be really

jiossible, to so far alter it as to take advantage of
its necessary construction, and to get some
little character or art-feeling of some sort or
other into it, for of one thing we may be
quite certain—that fine art is a want even to

those wlio know nothing about it.

C. B. A.

THEORY OF THE ARTS.

Art Education.—Ideas of Fokm jVnd

Magnitude.

{Continued from Page 170.)

TN the preceding paper I said an cxperi-
-^ mental accpiaintance with form should
precede the more complex study of geometry,
which deals in the relations of various kinds
of extension, and in the purest abstractions.

1 would here, however, preface a word of

explanation. 1 have said elsewhere that
gennietry is a science of the most developed
and complete kind ; that it has reached, if we
may borrow Comte's definition, the "positive "

stage ; in fact, that luardciml sooner arrived at

exact ideas of form and magnitude than at

those of other sorts of knowledge—physics, (or

instance ; and this, because geometry w;is the
most abstract kind of knowledge, and could
be learnt without the assistance of any other
kind of ideas than those of the most abstract

and mental sort. Euclid's Elements, though
improvable in its definitions and arrangement,
is, as evei-yone knows, the text book and
basis of all our geometrical and matlicmatical

conceptions, and has been so for over 2,01 )(

I

years. I5\it the Kgyptian or t'haldean idea of

the subject was undoubtedly confined to that of

the art of land-measuring, and it was left tor

the (j reeks, Thales and Pythagoras—the la.st.

the discoverer of the celebrated 47th proposi-

tion—and notably Plato and Archimedes, tu

advance the art to a science in which the
properties and relations of space and magni-
tude are considered in an abstract sense
purely. Here then, lines and angles, surfaces

and volumes, regardless of the physical pro-
perties of bodies, are merely so many abstrac-

tions of the mind.
But we see in this instance, however, that the

science was evolved out of the art ; that land-

measuring preceded geometry as a science.

Now this evolution is to be marked, and bears
upon the theory I am expounding. The art

invariably or generally was the first phase of
its corresponding science. Every science has
been so developed from a primitive art ; ail

the empirical arts of the Early and Middle
Ages were the germs of the scientific theories

which have now taken their place, andarchitec-

ture is not an exception. Again, architecture

is a complex art : it is made up of knowledge
of different kinds. The most simple and
exact of this knowledge is that which lias

changed the least, and was perfected the first

Simple ideas of form, proportion, and simple

mechanical conceptions were about the first

and most primitive of this art. The materials

employed were simply subjected to these

ideas without the modifying influences arising

from a diversity of circmnstances and require-

ments which the modern architect and artist

only understand. Hence the homogeneity,
unity, and beauty of the ancient styles or

modes of expression in architecture and
poetry ; and other kindred arts also attained

the same completeness from ideas of the most
simple and intuitive kind. Thus, the pyramid,

cube, and the cylinder were the elements or

types of most of our anticpie models. The
simple ideas and relations of the triangle,

square, and circle suggested all that was
grand and enduring in the early formative

arts of Egypt and Greece, as well as in after

ages.

It can hence be understood that the early

ideas of form in the abstract seconded, or

rather created, the simplest architectural

conceptions, or more tndy it may be said,

the earlier geometrical notions and architec-

tural conceptions in the abstract were spon-

taneously evolved. Indeed, it may be easily

assumed that no simpler idea could have

possibly existed than that the materials at

the disposal of man were first placed in some
geometrical form, or that some idea of pro-

portion or relation of one line to another was
conceived long before even the nature of those

materials was considered.

But from this self-evident conclusion, it is

clear that geometrical notions formed the

basis of architectural design in the abstract

long before geometry was studied in a scientific

manner. The art or the practical application

of the science came before the theory in the

same way as the art of building comes befon^

the scientific theory, which will eventually be

understood. An "abstract" idea must not

be confounded with an "abstraction" in

which the mental process is concerned. Geo-

metry in its simple primitive state is analogous

or representative of the first kind of mental

perception. Its axiomatic truths are so intui-

tive and self evident that no ratiocinative

process was needed to place it in a .stat<'

of exactness. Now, architectural knowledge

is made up of abstract and experimental

sciences: hence it is in a state of confusion

and discordance. However advanced our

chemical a<'quaintance is with the materials

we employ, our mechanical perfection of

manufacture, our mechanical knowledge,

inventions, and resources, we yet lack the

power of employing these arts to the best

advantage, of analysing or sepai-ating the

ideas or elements we possess, or of co-

ordinating them in one science ;
and this

defect is from the want of the power of analysis

and abstraction. Our abstract knowledge of

the art is much the same as it was when the
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first temples were built, but the art has grown
in complexity with an advancing civilisation,

and is now become chiefly the art of utilising

and giving expression to all others. It has so

much that is new to digest and assimilate that

it will, I fear, be a long time before architects

will give to it a higher function than that of

being the vehicle only of the appliances and
arts of the ironmonger, carver, and decorator.

So much in parenthesis. In my next I will

show that the proper way to study geometry
is to begin by the perception of the objective

.and easiest truths, not abstractions of thought.

G. H. G.

ON THE SO-CALLED KESTOKATION OF OUR
CATHEDRAL AND ABBEY CHURCHES.*

I
NEED scarcely insist hofore a Society like this

on the moral ami intellectual value of the great

and ancient monuments of tmr art. Of all the crea-

tions of man the)' go farthest to enrich and adorn the

material world, beautiful as it (iriginally i$. Pictures

and sculptures are for the most jjart conlhied to

interiors—poetry and music lie mute on the shelves

of the library till read or sung ; but time-honoured
monuments of architecture evermore embellish the

face of the earth, and increase and complete, so to

speak, the furniture of the glnbe
;
growing generally

into such harmony -with all around them that they

seem as if, with Milton's Pandemonium, they had
risen from the earth " to the sound of duUet sym-
phonies and voices sweet."

Taken for all iu all, such works are the most
interesting material objects on the face of the earth

—

more interesting than mountains, trees, rivers, hills

or valleys, sea or slvv, for they are exponents and
pictures of the soul; they are man's work as well as

God's work, and combine the beauty and interest

of both. They are more touching to the heart than
any pm-ely natural production, for the human associa-

tions that cling around them; while, in reflecting

at once the beauty and sublimity of the outward
creation and of the sou! of man, the great fountains

of all art and beauty, they hold affinity with poetry

and literature, and the highest creations of the

imagination and intellect. The edifices to which my
remarks will more particularly refer, the cathedrals

and abbeys of the Middle Ages, axe, moreover, the most
vivid and characteristic relics and mementos we have
of that period of European history when most of

our institutions received their birth. Nor should

they be the less interesting for being the actual work
or design of those bishops, abbots, and other ecclesias-

tics, to whiim we are indebted for keeping alive

during the dark ages the seeds of truth and know-
ledge— men who by their intellectual .supremacy

held the head of the worUl above the deluge of bar-

barism tliat generally overspread societ}' ; while

their origin and foundation, going back, as it does,

into the early ages of Christianity, places them
among the most romantic and poetic piles in the

world. Monuments of the religious zeal, of the

form of worship, of the jiriestly power, of the

popular prostration, of the architectural, sculptural,

and pictorial skill of ages that have passed away,
they speak at once to the eye and to the soul.

To contine ourselves to home. Nuthing brings us

face to face with all that is interesting in the historv

of our own country like these wonderful monuments,
on which the whole minds of our forefathers have
been poured out, almost realising the wish of Job
that his words might be graven with an iron pen
and lead in the rock for ever. They were bibles and
sacred literature and history to our forefathers ; and,

with their acquired beauty, they are history, and
poetry, and painting, and music to us. They are

our poetic mountains, our Parnassj, our Helicons,

our Hippocrenes, our Muses' haunts. They breathe

inspiration around them, and lil! the mind, through
the eye, with music, as an organ tills it through the

car with vague dreamy pictures.

It is highly important that everything that can
be done to preserve these structures to us should be
doue. It is the mode at jiresent employed for tlieir

preservation, their so-called restoration, oa which I

propose to make some remarks. Let us consider
what this "restoration" means—the operation to

which most of our first-rate cathethals, that of

Ely, Worcester, AVestminster, Chester, and many
others which I cannot name, have been more or less

subjected. It is cutting away tlie old famihar face
that has looked out upon and been lovingly looked
upon by twenty generations of mankind ; that has
watched the birth and progress of our civil and re-

ligious Hberty—the face on which the lights and

* By Samuel Huqginr. Read before the Liverpool
Architectm'al and. Archeeological Society.

shadows of ages hav>? been cast ; that has borne the

brunt of time and change, weather and atmosphere,

and othei natural influences, and which have given

it such tints and harmonies as rendered it more
beautiful than in its prime—tints and harmonies

that lend new gladness to the sunbeam, and that

beggars all the artificial polychromy in the world ;

it is cutting away all that was visible to the eye of

day and the eye of man, and of course all that was
associated in our minds with the history, legends,

and traditions of the past, and substituting; for it a

feelingless mask of new stone hewn by workmen of

to-day ; which is, in other words, robbing the

]iresent generation, and all unborn generations, of

the legacy to them of the past ages—robbing them
of what they ought to receive with increased

interest and beauty, and sending down changelings

to posterity. In the case of exterior restoration

only,* it is putting the inside of an old church into

a new outside one, the new one being supposed to

exhibit the design and character which the old one

exhibited six or seven hundred years ago ; thus

putting a gap of so many centuries between the ex-

terior and the interior with regard to condition, and
between the actual state of the building externally

and its natural and proper state, to which time and

weather and atmospheric action had subdued it.

So have many of our finest cathedrals been ''re-

stored "—too many for me to mention. They have

had, each, its outside portion cut away, and another

thin-walled church built exterior to it to enclose

the linini; of the old one, which is all that remains

of the Meihajval cathedral ; not only obliterating so

many beautiful pictures, but Aviping out so much
historic record, which has been truly said to exist for

us in these stone relics of the past, and whose united

and eloquent utterances form one of the most in-

teresting chapters in the history of the world The
Muse of History, utterly disconcerted by these

doings, must weep over many an obliterated page

of British History.

To me, this " restoration," the rude hand of which

has passed over gable and tower of so many of our

noblest cathedrals, seems not only treason against

art and beauty, but the highest species of sacrilege

that could be committed. It not only robs the

church ; it murders the church—ilestroys its cen-

turies of historic Ufe, and the life and beauty that a

thousand agencies and influences have been breath-

ing into it, and which, once destroyed, all the genius

and skill, all the power and knowledge of man,

backed by all the wealth of India or California,

could not recall.

Chester Cathedral, for example, which is now
suffering this operation, will, so far as the exterior

is concerned, cease to be the ancient Abbey Church

of S. Werburg, a relic of monachism and the

middle ages, and the haufliwork of the Freemasons,

with history and poetry in every stone; it will be

virtually a new building, a piece of modern Gothic,

and not a whit more interesting, architecturally or

otherwise, than a new building in the same style or

styles, constructed with equal ability.

It is of no use to tell me that this treatment of

the edifices in question is for their preservation,

because it renders them not worth preserving. No
one has a more earnest wish for their preservation

than I have myself, or would more rejoice in their

jireservation ; but this mode of preserving them is

worse than a farce. It is the restoration of them to

oblivion and the dust from whence they came. It

is the destruction of everything in them for which

we love and jirize them, and for which we looked

upon them with a sort of religious veneration. So
treated, an edilice loses its identity, and merges its

existence iu another, a new and comparatively un-

interesting structure ; the more uninteresting from

its aim to be what the old one was once, rendering

it a mere archa^oloiiical compilation instead of a new
desij;!!, which might give some pleasure by its origi-

nal beauty.

We often, it is true, take circuitous roads to our

ends, or use means apparently calculated to frus-

trate rather than accomplish them. We stoop to

conquer—we go backwards a few steps that we may
take a greater leap forwards; but while in our

senses we never go counter to the laws of nature.

We do not tell lies, for instance, to promote veracit}*,

or rob and murder for the sake of justice and

humanity. But in this work of "restoring," reason

and sense are completely set aside. A cathedral is

destroyed in order to its preservation ; it is partial!}'

taken down to make it last the longer ; which is

not unlike knocking a man down to make him stand

firm, or, to take a more accurate figure, it is flaying

him alive, and substituting for his natural integu-

» Some, I beUeve. have been '^ restored" both outside

and inside, which is utter annihilation ; but as 1 am not
acquainted Iwith any instances of this. I confine my
remarks to exterior "restoration," which is sufflciently

destructive.

ment some foreign material for the good of his

health. It is even worse than taking the skin off a

man; for a man with his face distigured, and his

skin destroyed, while the immortal spirit remains
with him, is still a man "for a* that," the essence of

his manhood being not in these external features.

But of the buildings in question the essence and
part of main interest is in their face fir surface ; amd
not in the interior only, but in the exterior, which
by the restoring process is for ever annihilatevL

Kernel and shell of a cathetlral are alike the pro-
duct of mind, sometimes of genius.

Against this kind of restoration, in any degree, X

would protest. Where it is only partially perpe-

trated it is proportionably destructive, as it is in the

Church of S. John, Chester, which has had Httle

more than its clerestory re-cased ; for no lover of

the picturesque and beautiful who visits Chester,

and recollects what that building was twenty years

ago. can fail to feel that virtue has gone unt of it.

I woidd protest against any kind of restoration

that removes the old face, which in every instance,

in our climate, must be more beautiful by the cos-

metics of Nature than ever it was in its prime.

Even against that lately adopteil at Carlisle Cathe-

dral, a skiunlug operation, or merely cutting away
an inch or so of the surface, which though in some
respects not so bad a one as the other, inasmnch

as it still leaves old stone to the light, is yet a

suthciently barbarous one.

Nothing Hketo this "restoration" was ever done

by the Mediieval architects themselves, the original

desitjners of our cathedrals, who met the exigencies

of their day in reference to church accommodation

in quite a different manner. They never made
any attempt to restore the original design, which

they would have felt to be a retrograde movement

—

neither agreeable to their own genius nor conso-

nant to the way of art—but pulled down a de-

cayed or insutiicient part when it was necessary,

and made what additions or enlargements were re-

quired, in their own style and from their own
designs. By so doing they have approved them-
selves architects, and have left lis the suri^assiugly

romantic and enchanting piles which we are now
disenchanting.

"Restoration" is a process to which there is no
analogy in Nature, as there is of every operation

of genuine building. Nature builds, and invests,

and cements and tints, and gilds, and beautifies,

but she does nothing analogous to this. When she

restores, it is from within the operation proceeds,

and works outwanUy. When an animal sheds its

coat, that coat is renewed with increased life and

beauty from the vital principle of the animal—not

replaced by a dead integument without assimilation

or vitaUty. Ni>r does restoration resemble any
genuine restorative operation of man, as picture-

restoring or the rebinding of an old book, iu which

latter operation the part of main interest and value,

nay the work itself, remains intact, and^ with

greater protection than before, only the worn-out

unessential accessory being removed.

Genuine picture-restoring is a totally different

tiling, and bears no analogy to it. It is merely

cleaning the picture, removing the old varnishes,

and restoring any part that is entu-ely obliterated

to as near what it was as can be judged by the

context, that is. the surrounding parts. The re-

storing painter does not go over the whole surface

of the pieture, as the restoring architect goes over

the entire building, and repaiut it (hiding what is

underneath) to what he supposes it must have

origiually been. If he did this the picture would

bec^jme worthless, and in proportion as it approaches

this state it deteriorates in value. Let a picture by

Raphael or Titian be so treated by a modern artist,

however eminent, and instead of the three or four

thousand guineas it might have been originally

worth, it would not bring as many shillings.

Let me not, however, be supposed more conser-

vative than I am. I do not object to the supply-

ing the often partially ruinous buildings in question

features or parts which are absolutely destroyed, to

repair mutilations produced by accidents or violence,

or supply omissions in the composition and design

of any otherwise fine example, as in the addition

of a "spire, which, in furuisliing a counterpoise to

the nave arches, miglit add to the security of the

building. I would in every case tenant the empty

niches with statues, restore a destroyed canop\-,

pinnacle, or parapet, and would do anything that

woidd really add to the perfection of the pile.

On the other hand, I would remove from the

cathedral anything that has no right to its place on

or about it-^any excrescence or thing that really

mars or veils the beauty of the original design,

which, however, is of rare occurrence in England,

English cathedrals being in general beautifully

situated, with romantic uatiu-al accessories, and not,
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as are many of the French, insulted by the

contact of wretched hovels built up agaiust their

sides.

If asked, in reference to their preservation, what
I would do with these buildings, I wuuld answer, Let

them alone; and seeing that they are confessedly

the architectural embodiments of a form of worship

of other days, and of generations differently

educated to the present one, to which all their

adaptations and symbohsras refer, and consequently

unsuitable forms as regards their present uses,

employ all the money that can be collected, and
which I am quite sure would be amply sufficient for

the purpose, in entirely building snitable one.^i.

exactly adapted to the Protestant wor.'-ihip, a coiir.^e

by which we should have, in each case, two cathe-

drals—one a really useful one, and the other left in

its integrity and beauty, a venerable reUc and truth-

ful witness of the past, instead of one bad one,

ill adapted, uncomfortable as a church, and spoiled

as an antiquity, for which it was cliiefly of interest

and value.

This plan, moreover, would open a new field for

originalit}' in ecclesiastical design, and assist archi-

tects in recovering their lost place as architects ; for

restoration is not the work of an architect, but of au
archseologist. It is the glorious prerogative of art

and architecture that, like poetry, it makes all its

materials new for the gratification of a divine

instinct in man ; but on the new stone mask that is

set up in a restoration, instead of the old face uf the

building, the architect has no scope for the exercise

of any of the faculties of an artist ; taste, feeling,

and imagination, if he have them, exist in him in

vain, for no life, or sentiment, or emotion can be

exercised on his work ; in which, be it known, he is

not aiming at some ideal type of beauty in his own
mind, but merely copying the supposed forms and
lines of the original building, arrived at by jnitting

together broken bits or fragments of the old work,
and consulting any lifeless drawings or engravings
that may happen to be extant, and that will throw
any light on the original. It is an operation
merely of archieological knowledge, industry, and
mechanical skill.

The plan I propose, moreover, would yield oppor-
tunity for resolving the best form for Protestant
churches and catheilrals, and showing that the Gothic
style of architecture would consistently lend itself

to any form—to the right one as well as to the
wrong one—to a compact octagonal, hexagonal,
or circular form, as well as to the cruciform.

As to the old bnildings. I believe in a majority of

instances, witii their enormou.sly thick walls, they
have sutflcient strength left in them to brave the
tooth of Time, and be the delight of all men of taste

for ages to come, increasing in interest and pic-

turesque beauty for every succeeding generation ; and
when they fall to ruins being more interesting and
beautiful still ; a state to which, however, if duly
protected, they would be many centuries in reaching;
for those buildings that have reached it, as Fountains
Abbey, and the Abbeys of IMelrose, Kelso, Elgin,

Jedburgh, it is well known did not reach it by the

action of any agent that is now operating on our
cathedrals, or by anything short of violence,

accident, war, or religious fanaticism of the
Reformers. ' Pre.servation." not restoration, should
be oiu- watchword, anrl our motto " U.i as little as

possible, so that the old fabrics only hang together
as long as possible."

In especial cases especial nit-aiis of preservation
might be used. Where the liistoric interest of a
church was surpassingly great, I would do with it

what we should all do with an ()bject of great artistic

beauty (tr precious material, when that f»bject was
only a few inches in size either way, instead of so

many hundred feet, and what I have a faint recol-

lection of having seen suggested by some writer
several years ago. I would jiut it under a glass
shade. Suppose we had amongst us a building in

which St. Peter or the Api>stle of the (lontiles was
known to have taught, or in which tlwir ^Ia>Irr
Himself had taught, I would prevent farther injury
from weather by enclosing it around and above in a
sort of crystal palace of iron and glass, with a
passage of some ten feet all round between the
building and its ca.se.

I appeal to the educated common-sense of man-
kind generally whetlier there i.s not a vast difference
In interest, leaving artistic or acquired natural
beauty out of the question, between the genuine
ancient building and the same building as restored :

one the headwork and handwork of men r>f other
days, and very different days from ours, the other
the mere handwork of our contemporaries. I feel

sure that a thousand intelligent travellers, if

they answered consistently with their published
remarks, would rejdy to me in the aflirmative.
Nay, I could quote the remarks of as many

in joiu"uals, diaries, itineraries, note-books, and
the like, which would be quite tantamount to such

a reply. I happen to recollect more distinctly than

any other those on the neighboiu-hood church of

Bebington, in Cheshire, of the well-known American
writer. Nathaniel Hawthorne, which I mil give you
as a specimen. What is it that interests and attracts

him in this church? It is that every i)art of it,

especially the steeple, *' looks old, old, old."' "There
it stands," says he, "among the surrounding graves,

looking just the same as it did in Bloody
Mary's days

; just as it did in Cromwell's time."

What could he have said about this church, or would
he have noticed it at all, if all of it that Queen
Mary's or Cromwell's days had looked upon had been

cut away, and everytliing about it was new, new,
new, as will shortly be the case with the once vener-

able cathedral of the diocese? To the non-profes-

sional, merely educated man, who takes no cognizance

of artistic or picturesque beauty, but only of the

historic interest, the difference must be sufficiently

great. But even the historic interest is more felt by
the architect, or others capable of understanding at

the same time the changes of style and of feeling the

full force of the beauty that time and climatal action

bestows.

Suppose. Sir, yoiu- annual tour this next summer to

be into the East—to Egypt, to Syria—you wish to see

those far-famed wonders, the Halls of the Pharaohs,
built before the exodus of the Israelites, the birth of

Moses or Job, or even the call of Abraham ; or you
would visit some of the earliest Christian churches

and monuments of S\Tia and other parts of Asia, as

the church of SS. Sergius and Bacchus at Constanti-

nople, the church of the Nativity at Bethlehem, the

Jlosque of Omar at Jerusalem, supposed to be the

church built by Constantine over the tomb of the

Savioiu". Some one edifice would probably attract

you to its site more than any other. Imagine your-
self finding this one edifice *' restored," and you could

n(pw neither see nor touch the original building; would
you not be greatly disappointed, and anxiously

inquire if there did not remain untouched some small

bit of the ancient work, even a few square feet or

inches, and if you found such in\'ulnerable bit of the

original building, would it not be in that the interest

for you would henceforth inhere? Should you goon
to the far East, and visit the cave-temples of the

Hindoos, what would be your feelingof disappointment

if you found that those mysterious works of the

early Brahmins and Buddhists, the original of which
is lost in the night of ages, had just been re-cased or

re-lined hy English masons ?

But we need not go to Asia or the far East for

illuustration of the principle I contend for; sufficient

may be found in Eurf)pe and nearer home. The west
front of the Burg at Vienna, the Castle of S. Angelo
at Rome, the Ducal Palace of Venice, the Tower of

London, the Kremlin at Moscow, are trophies

snatched from the jaws of Time, and prized, I believe,

as such by their respective nations. Let these be

built over with new stone, would they be so still?

Re-case the White Tower in London, restore the Bloody
Tower on the Thames, could they be shown to the

traveller any more as the work of Gundulf the

Weeper and Henry III. ? I have myself seen and
touclied, with intense ])leasure, in the foundation of

tlie walls of Chester, blocks of masonry that bear the

unmistakeable impress of the colossal bands of the

Romans, and so coeval with Christianity itself.

Think you I sliould have had the same pleasure if

these stones had been entirely covered Mith new
materials, ancl I could neither see nor feel the original

work, which, in receding from my tom^h and sight,

might as well be a thousand miles away, or in Rome
itself?

I once made a journey .to York solely to see its

venerable Minster, which I sauntered through and
around with deep interest and delight. What was it

gave me this pleasure? It could not in any great

degree be the beauty of the general design and com-
po.>*ition. nor tliat of the sculptural detail, for these

were not new to me ; I had seen theni on paper a

thousand times before. It was the acquired beauty
of the structure, the beauty bestowed on it by the

artist hand of Nature, and which no views of it coidd

give. It was its historic as.sociations and retlectious

of the minds of other times, of the intellects and hearts

and fancies of men of a most mysteri<ius age. It

was these that so delighted me. and not the magni-
tude and design of the building. If 1 could have

found such a structure as this, or the corresponding

one of Lincoln or Wells, or Lichfield or Peterborough,

renewed without disappointment or decrease of

pleasure, I must have been insensible to the rainbow
luies of some of the most exquisite pictures which the

peni-il of Nature has spread over this world; as well

as blind to the still nn)re touching pictures, warm and
rich of the old times, which start into life to the inner

eye round such ancient and romantic piles. lu a

word, I must have been void of imagination and
feeling for the past, and a stranger to association of

ideas—faculties

Which out of all the lovely things we view
Extract emotions beautiful and new—

and consequently without claim to the title of artist.

It is to the actual surface which we have seen and
liandled that association clings, whether the object be
wall or ground. "Jly battlefield has been altered,"

said Wellington, tlisappointed, on revisiting Waterloo
after the soil had been dug ui>—the soil on which
he had struggled with Napoleon—to form the
great monumental mound there raised. It was the
same operation of the law of association that led the

Pisana to bring earth from the Holy Land, on which
holy feet had trod, to floor their Campo Santo;
that caused the bringing home of the sculptured

linings of the Assyrian palaces, and that even origi-

nated the Crusades. It is what gives interest to the

interior of the Egyptian Catacombs, the Catacombs
of Rome and Naples, and makes the visitor so de-

lighted at Pompeii. It is a source of mental grati-

fication, acknowledged through all literature and
history. Fewer would visit Southern or Eastern
lands if the sun of those glorious climes shone only

on restorations. Fewer would visit even our British

Jluseum if the relics of the Parthenon and other

ancient shrines, and the winged bulls of Assyria, were
replaced by casts.

It is generally supposed that for the loss of all

the historic interest of a restored edifice, and of the

beauty that time and weather had bestowed on it,

we are compensated by getting back its original

architectiu-al beauty ; that is. that the building is

actuallj' restored to the condition in which it came
out of the hands of its author. But this is a great

mistake—nay. more, I believe that " restoration " not

only does not bring back the original beauty of the

building", but it takes away what little may have re-

mained of it. I do not see how any edifice that is

reallv a work of art and the offspring of cultivated

taste, in which, however dilapidated its condition,

there must be some lingering, some vestige, of its

original charms of outline and composition—I do not

see how it can be at all treated in the way in

question, by the most able and dehcate hand, with-

out injury. The soul and spirit of architecture is

enshrined in its surfaces, and all charm and beauty

of outline results in great part from beauty of

surface. Let the Indian mausoleum called the Taj
Mahal at Beejapore, the solemn and expressive

beauty of which it is said moves its visitors to tears,

let it undergo this process, and would men and
women approach it weeping ? This is an extreme
example, the tomb of Nour Jehan being among the

most graceful structiu-es that ever reared their domes
into the welkin ; but the principle applies to all

works of art, and it can be no true work that does

not lose what grace and dignity remains to it by such

treatment.

The restorations, as far as they have gone, at

Chester Cathedral have been as ably executed, I

suppose, as such works can be ; but I will venture

to say that there was far more of the spirit of the

original in the' old tower of that cathe».lral, dilapidated

as it was, before it was touched by the architect,

than in the tower as restored, which has none of the

grandeur it uimiistakably possessed in its former state.

As to the rest of tlie work, I mean in the body of

the building, any one may see, upon contrasting the

reproduced tracery and ornament with what remains

of the old, the grace and delicacy of which is ex-

quisite, that the new carving is a mere apology for

what the (>rigin:U must have been in its prime. The
entire cathedral, besides having all the want of

interest of a new erection, will be a work of a lower

class of art than it was before.

There is something calculated to shock an artistic

and delicate imagination in the very idea of this

mode of arresting the decay of a great building,

which, thougii it may be a very proper one for

dilapidated warehouses, barracks, magazines, or

other engineering works, is abhorrent to the airy

ethereal nature of architecture.

I have made in the foregoing remarks frequent

mention of Chester Cathedral, not from any ill-will

towards those concerned in its restoration, but simply

because it is the catheilral with which 1 am best

acquainted, from having resided for s<jnie years in

Chester ; because it is the cathedral in which I have

been most forcibly impressed with the surpassing

interest and beauty of these structures; and because,

being the cathedral of our own diocese, it is the one

with which you also will naturally feel interested.

For myself, I recollect when I was living in Chester

there was nothing that gave me a respite from the

low and depressing cares of ordinary ami daily Ufe,

and calmed and soothed me, whilst it delighted and
arul gave wings to my imaginatfon. like a visit to

the cathedral, more especially the unique chaytar-
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house and beautiful cloisters. The cloisters, which I

most frequently visited, virtually took me out of the

present life ; when I had left the fashionable resort

of Eastgate Street, a few minutes' walk has conducted

me in effect into the Middle Ages, which seem to

linger beneath these magic arches—from the nineteenth

into the thirteenth century ; so eloquent of the past, so

redolent of the hopes and fears, the joys and sorrows,

of otiier days, is this cloister : a gem of the past

world, glittering among the rubbish of the present

one ; and which, on my return into the gay and
lively city, seemed like something recollected in a

dream. No novel of Scott or Fielding, or play of

Shakespeare, I feel sure, could so have transported

me out of my dail^'' mood into a world of poetry

and romance as a visit to this cloister, haunted by a

thousand memories and reminiscences of the past,

which meet you at every turn—spirits gladder and
brighter, I ween, than the present age will bequeath

to a future one. The whole place is alive, glowmg,
eloquent with story. But this is not all ; its

value is not limited by its historic associations: Beauty
sleeps beneath these arches, and sunlight, when
it wakes her up, looks lovelier than elsewhere.

Here, more than anj'where I know of, has archi-

tecture been heightened by the weird sculpture and
arabesques of Nature, in the shape of flowers and
mosses. Architecture and Nature, like music and
poetry, have here met and coalesced, and the whole
breathes anyatmospliere of fairyland. It contains an
inexhaustible mine of material for the artist-painter

in search of the beautiful and poetic, that only a
host of agents—accident, repeated additions and
alterations, changes of style, weather, vegetation,

and centuries of time—coidd have created ; and here

and there presents subjects which, for effect of power-
ful and vivid light and shade, Rembrandt himself

wo\dd have been delighted to paint. I consider the

cloister of Chester Cathedral, whatever its archi-

tectural merit, has become by its association with
Nature one of the most toucliingly beautiful aud
poetic objects in England. Nature has with every
delicate grace invested it, and not only has she

marked it for her own, but she revels and rejoices in

the possession of it. Nestling as it were into the

bosom of the ever-blooming mother, it seems as

much a production of Nature as of art—as much a
growth from the earth as an erection of man upon
it. '^ Clothed in part with a vegetable garb, it

appears," to use the language of Wordsworth in

reference to some kindred objects, " as if it were
received into the bosom of the living principle of

things as it exists and acts among the woods and
fields," and belongs more to the green earth and
the glorious sky than to the busy city.

We are told that this cloister is not to share the

fate of the cathedral at present. It is greatl}-- to be

hoped that it never will, and that for this lovely and
sequestered spot " the bitterness uf death is past."

It is to be hoped it will not be touched beyond the

rebuilding of the entirely destroyed south side. There
is even less excuse for molesting this part of the

cathedral than any other, as, in the common sense of

the word, it is of no use, and exists only for beauty,

and can only be Cdusidered as an ornamental ac-

cessary to the Protestant cathedral.

The principle for which I am contending does not
apply to the great masterpieces only of oiu" art, but
to the country parish churches, many of which,

though possessing small pretensions to architectural

merit, are yet, as they stand half-buried in foliage,

most perfect gems of beauty and grace, especiallj'

valuable to the landscape painter, to whom indeed

they are among the most delightful objects on earth,

and by whom their "restoration*" everjTvhere

going on must be felt as a calamity to be deeply

deplored.

I am profoundly convinced that when, in the

progress of taste and true feeling in relation to art,

the public mind shall become attuned to the highest

notes of arcliitectiu-e, and able to appreciate the
touching beauty arising from the exquisite and
poetic blendings of architecture and natme, that it

will look witii a mournful regret on this restoration,

alias destruction, of these and the greater class of
edifices of which they are the offspring—a class of

works which, in the sublimest lands, would add
fresh beauty and sublimity to the scenery ; regret
something akin to that with whicli those ancient
Jews of the Captivity looked upon their second
temple, remembering "

the superior glory of the
first ; and turn with disgust and loathing from these
new and iahc faces of their old friends.

Let it not be supposed that for the evil I would
expose in this paper I am blaming the architect
alone, who is probably generally overruled in the
matter, and without sufhcient influence to resist the
popular rage. The evil is due mainly to a dearth of

taste and ignorance of art among the wealthy and
educated classes, even amongst the most learned and

relined. The class chietly to blame, I believe, is the

clergy, who, I regret to think, have otherwise

greatlj"^ injured the study and thwarted the progress

of architecture, by their undue interference in the

style and design of ecclesiastical editices. I say

undue interference, for nothing but the devotion of

a lifetime, or at least of long years to the study—an

amount of study which no clergyman can give to it

consistent with what is due to his own great science

—could quahfy anj-" man for dictatorship in archi-

tecture. I make this charge advisedly, from the

observation and experience of many years, and
without any irreverence for the sacred office of the

priesthood.

I feel sure, however, that if architects had that

high artistic feeling and degree of culture which
becomes tlie architect, and had a due appreciation of

tliose beautiful relics of the past, no ood}' could or

would dare to touch them. It is, I believe, against

the best interest of architects to have the exceeding

beauty of these works destroyed—beauty which is

continiially increasing, as every year adds a scale to

the shell-tish ; for nothing would go farther to

educate their own sense of beauty and that of their

clients and the public, and at the same time show
the latter the value of art and architecture, than

those doubly-blessed objects, left uninjured in all

their acquired and venerable beauty.*

Professor Donaldson and Mr. Edmund Sharpe
have recently protested against a great abuse which

has gradually sprung up among U'^, that of colour

in the interior of churches. It is to be hoped that

leaders of the profession will also raise a voice

against the most mischievous, because more irreme-

diable, abuse to which I here call attention.

In conclusion, it may be thought that my
language in this paper is over strong. I believe it is

not strctnger than the occasion calls far; and I could

not honestly or truthfully use milder. If I have

spoken strongly' it is because I have felt strongly,

and because I am anxious that my words should take

effect. I have felt the evil I complain of as a

severe personal loss, aud I cannot think that in this

I stand alone, since those feelings which it offends in

me are in a greater or lesser degree common to man-
kind. Let me indulge the hope that, however dis-

agreeable my remarks may be to some individuals,

tiie intention of personal offence to any one will not

be imputed to me. No one who knows me will sup-

pose that I have any personal interest to serve by
them.

ON THE HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF
ORNAMENTAL ART.

THE twenty-eighth lecture of this com-se was
delivered I\y Dr. G. G. Zerffi in the Lecture

Theatre, South Kensington Museum, on Tuesday
afternoon last. In commencing, the lecturer observed

that the Northern Teutons had exactly resembled

the old Greek heroes, as described by Homer. They
had lived in fighting, and had met death in battle,

and, lirmly believing in the immortality of the soul,

had gone to w"ar with the same light-heartethiess as

to a dance. The analogy that existed between these

Northmen and the warriors of the old world was
exphiined when we reflected that the many Teuton
tribes were members of the Aryan group, and be-

longed to the same family as the Indians, whether
Buddhists or Brahmans, Persians or Greeks, Wlien
the great migration of the Aryan peoples had
taken place, and the Bactrians, Pelasgians, Thracians,

Phrygians, &c., had peopled the south and south-

west of Europe, some tribes penetrated to the north

and north-west, bearing with them the language,

customs, and religion of their ancestors. These
customs had, however, been changed and modified by
their contact with the aborigines. In their new
northern abode they had been forced to make them-
selves acquainted with Nature, which influenced them
at every step. The sky was misty ; the woods end-

less and impenetrable, affording refuge to numbers
of bears, foxes, wolves, &c., which had to be hunted
and killed. Rivers and rivulets abounded, overflowing

the plains in springandproducing swamps in summer.
It Avas not surprismg that, surrounded as they were

by a nature cold and inhospitable, they should have
peopled the forests \\'ith dwarfs, elves, and dragons,

and the rivers with Nicks. These latter were dan-

gerous little spu-its, with bright eyes and beautiful

* It mij,'ht be hinted to deans and chapters, and church-
wardens, that Enfrlish churches, great and small, are only
placed in their hands in trust for the public, to whom tUcy
priiperly belong; and that while there is a portion of that
public, iiowGver small, refined enough to appreciate them
as wfirks of art ennobled and spiritualised by Nature,
they (the deans and chapters and churchwardens) have
no right to despoil them as such, wliich they certainly d<.>

when they cut away all on which Nature has breatheil,

the old features or facjades—the parts which alone appeal
to the imagination, and wind themselves round the hearts
of the susceptible.

tresses, and sang on the borders of rivers and lakes,

enticmg young knights to plunge into the stream in

the hope of sharing their splendour and happiness.

Full many a song recorded the misfortunes of

knights who had fallen asleep on the banks of the

rivers, and who had infallibly been drowned unless

they had resisted till a cock crew. These legends,

transformed into prose, merely recorded the difficul-

ties encountered by the early Teuton settlers when
they had established themselves in the dreary

northern regions of Europe. The metaphors in the

old songs of the Edda also referred to the continued

struggles between man and Nature. The horse had
been a ship, serpents had been swords, the oak and
the pine trees had been giants in splendid battle-array,

and the waves, sisters of the warriors bathing^

their brows when they wearied of the contest.

Nature had not, however, been supposed to have
been peopled by malignant spirits only. Stone and
wood wliich, in the form of huge rocks and vast

forests, had overawed man, afterwards enabled him
to construct dwellings, and the swollen and mighty
rivers had served him as high roads. Every leaf

and flower, too, had its fairy tenant. Spirits and
elves danced on the grass in open places by moon-
light, creeping forth from their hiding places.

Gnomes and dwarfs were at work beneath the

sm-face of the earth, and were, many of them,

friendly to man. In considering the ornamenta-

tion of the Scandinavians, Kelts, Normans, &c.,

we had again before us the Azoic or lifeless

period of art. Their monuments were outgTowths of

the first impressions of creative nature, and their

religion ha*! partaken of the same character. They
had one superior God, Wodau (Guodan, Goden,

Guten, Gott, God; from it we have AVodau's day,

Wednesday) who was said to have been Buddha.

He was the Universal Father. Next to the father

of ali they worshipped Nerthus, the nourisher, Earth.

In common with the old Indians, they had had a
great veneration for trees and groves. During the

worship of Nerthus, their spears had been consecrated

and peace proclaimed until the priests had recon-

ducted the goddess to the sacred lake. The slaves

who assisted in the rites had been swallowed up by
the waters of the lake, and hence a mysterious fear

had arisen as to what that might have been which

only those about to die had been permitted to see.

The dwellings of these Northmen resembled those

of the Greeks of the Homeric age, those of the

chiefs ha^^ng been surrounded by a wall strong

enough to serve the purpose of defence. The court

had been divided into an outer and inner court. The
first had been provided with stables and barns, and
the latter with the dwellings for men. The
principal building had corresponded with the Greek

Meg;u-on, which had been oblong, and divided bj'

wooden pillars into three parts. In the midst of the

southern or eastern pillars had been the seat of the

master of the house, the seat of honour; opposite to

this, on a lower platform, had been the second place of

honoiu-. These seats had been surrounded on both sides

bj' benches, the hearth having been iu the midst. In

general the position of the house had bees, like that

of the Egyptian temples, from west to east, excep-

tionally from north to south. In the first case the

seat of honom- had been in the south, iu the second

in the east, always facing, the light. The pillars of

the seat of honour had reached above the roof, and

had been adorned with sculptured heads of Thor (the

Godof thunder—Thor's day, Thursday). These pillars

had been connected by a wooden framework, which

had served both as lantern and chimney. There had

been no windows, the hall having been of the same

height as the house. At the end of this hall, on a

raised platform, has been the seats for women. This

kind of stage had been separated from the rest of

the hall by a lattice, behind which the women sat and

worked; they had, however, been able to join in the

conversation of the men. The side spaces had gene-

rally been separated into small compartments, and

used as bedrooms. The spaces between the platform

for the women and the last pillars had been elongated,

and had served as store-rooms and larders. Before

the hall, opposite the women's tribune, had been the

golf, or entrance hall. This had been provided with

a low stone hearth, and was raised so that steps

led into the hall. Doors had been situated on both

sides of the Golf. Before each door there had been

a small out-house, large enough to serve as a cellar

or store-room. In this description of the plan of a

Northman's house we recognised the principle of

constructing several detached buihlings for one com-

mon purpose. In this the fundamental character of

the Teuton spirit showed itself. Individual freedom

was the basis on which they had built up their social,

religious, and artistic development. The dwelUng-

hoiises Skiili (chalet, castle) had been like every free

Teuton, a detached whole; everything had been

separate and yet combined, forming a homogeneous-
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total. The principal hall had generally been 150ft.

li>n,2:. 78ft. broad, and 78ft. high, and had been

wainscotted throughout. The house had often been

provide<l with suspended upper-rooms (Lopter,

lobbies), which "had been reserved for the numerou.s

followers of the master. Besides this there had

been the general hall, parlours, rooms for conversa-

tion, rooms for attendants, and houses for the

womeii. with a working-room or boudoir. Upper
stories approached by outer staircases had not

been uiusnal. The bedrooms and also the cellars

umlergr'>und had been separated, the kitchen and
the wasahouse ha\'ing been connected by snbter-

ranean lassages. The same principle of indiWduali-

sation or isolation had shown itself in the other parts

of the houses. The bake-house, malt-house, granary,

barn, ami stable, had each been provided with a

separate entrance and roof. The whole had formed
a group of buildings around the dwelling, and had
all been arranged according to the laws of symmetry,
subordinating the secondary parts to the primary
elements of the whole plan, and bringing variety

into unity. This architectural system had been

inheritec. It reminded us of the descriptions of the
old Indian houses in the Ramayana; of the Graeco-

Roman edifices, and even of the plan of Chinese
building?. These constructions had been of wood.
Wood had been the real material of Teuton
ornamental art. "Wood-carving had paved the

way tf' stone sculpture, which had retained

to a fcigh degree the original motives. The
carvings, especially those at the ends of beams and
rafters, had been painted. The ornamentation had
been qiite in accordance with the impressions

receivec from Nature, the predominating forms
having been grotesque animals and confused winding
or interlaced lines, which reminded us partly of

Indian, but more particularly of Mexican productions.

The oU Scandinavian and Keltic monuments might
be clasified in the following manner : (1) Minne-
blocks, (love-stones) grave-stones

; (2) frontier

or battle-stones, — monuments erected in com-
memoration of important events, not funereal

;

(3) miscellaneous objects, such as carvings, weapons,
jewels, tools, playthings, utensils, &c. The patterns
of orcamentation on stones, jewels, weapons, and
houses, all bore a remarkable resemblance to Asiatic

forms. Tapestry must have been known, and had
given rise to imitations in wood. The floors of

houses and churches had been generally of clay,

covered with straw and mattings. At great festi-

vals, however, the floors had been covered with
cloth, and the walls ornamented with tapestry, the

work of Teuton women, who from the earliest

times had excelled in works of this description.

In opfosition to the rotten and hollow institutions

-of the old so-called civilised world, the Teutons,
who had embraced the doctrines of Christ, became
the pioneers of the modern world in religious

fervour and self-denial, as well as in politics.

We might distinguish three distinct historical

epocha in the growth of Medieval art. The first

epoch lasted till Charlemagne, and art during tliis

period was altogether subservient to religion. The
.-fecular and the spuritual were united under differ-

ent aspects. The second epoch brought a revi-

val of the old Kastcrn spirit of theocracy, wliilst

the state sank into a kind of Indian Feudalism.
During this period Clu-istian freedom was entirely

perverted. We should see a revival of slavery in the
form of subjection on the one hand, and immoral
licentiousness on the other, and the art of that period
reflected these two directions with unmi.stakeable
clearne.'^s. The third period began after Charles V..

when secularity, conscious of its power in science and
art, freed itself, regained its creative and unlimited
force, and turned back to the glorious patterns of the

Greeks whicli bad been lost. Nature and beauty
were studied for their own .sakes; art was practised
for the love of art, and no longer starved, as it liad

done, the purposes of an establisln^il creed, but be-
came so connected with religion that it was recog-
nised as a powerful civiliser, a teacher in itself,

independent of the faint lustre to be obtained from
some special theological system. Art rose like a
ph(XMiix from the ashe.^ of the past, and reprmluced
tiie variegated forms of Nature stamped with the seal
of the intellect of the artist. The fir.st of the^e
epochs will form the .subject of the next lecture.

Tin-, STONK PERIOD IN GREKCE.
TNFORMATION concerning the Stone Period in
J- Greece may be Interesting, says a WTiter in the
Athenmum, to many 'of your readers, and new to most
of those who occupy themselves with the study of
pre-historic archieology. The oldest antiquities "in a
country long visited by able observers iu searcli of
antiquities have hitherto, by some unaccountable
oversight, almost entu-ely escaped the notice of

travellers and antiquaries, though it is evideat from
several passages of Pliny's "-Natural History" that

they attracted the attention both of the Greeks and
Romans. These pre-historic relics are much more
numerous than might be supposed from their having

been so long overlooked ; and, indeed, their number
is a reproach to antiquaries in a country where so

much attention has been devoted to the search for

antiquities by observers from every country in

Europe. The writer of this letter directed the

attention of the dealers in coins and antiquities to

the importance of relics of the Age of Stone, and

gave them a money value, by printing, in 1869, a

pamphlet, in Greek, on Pre-historic Archaeology in

Greece and Switzerland, which he distributed over

the country as widely as lay in his power. The only

pre-historic relics that had long attracted notice were

the artificially-formed fragments of obsitliau, which,

when found in the tumulus of Marathon, were mis-

named Persian arrow-heads ; but which the writer

observed, in 1836, must have been mixed up in the

soil when the earth was heaped into a tumulus over

those who fell at Marathon. Sixty years ago. Sir

Wilham Gell picked up similar fragments, which he

called flint, at the triodos, where the three roads,

from Livdea, Daulis. and Dystomo to Delplii, unite

at the entrance of the pass between Parnassus and
Cirphis. Gell. under the impression that the frag-

ments at Marathon were Persian arrow-heads, says

of those he found at the triodos^ that they were

'•perhaps a confirmation of the discomfiture of the

barbarians in the Odos Schiste^ Similar artificial

fragments of obsidion have now been found in many
places in Northern Greece, the Peloponnesus, and the

islands of the Archipelago.

The only collection of stone axes or celts which
existed besides that of the writer, previous to the

distribution of the pamphlet, was formed by M. von
Heldreicli, Curator of the IMuseum of Natural
History at Athens, and may be seen in the

mineralogical collection at the University. Since

the circulation of the pamphlet, the writer has in-

creased his collection of stone relics, independent of

knives and other pieces of obsidian, from not more
than a dozen objects to upwards of 250. The stone

axes or celts alone amount to 170, var\*ing in size

from under an inch in length to upwards of six

inches, and are of the forms represented in Sir John
Lubbock's " Prehistoric Times," p. GS. and Sir

William Wilde's " Descriptive Catalogue of the

Antiquities in the Museum of the Royal Irish

Academy," Vol. I. pp. 41 and 45. The greater

number are smaller than those preserved in the

museums of Switzerland. Dr. Keller, the kind and
zealous President of the Antiquarian Societ}- of

Zurich, pointed out to the writer, in the summer of

1868, six or seven good specimens of the common
forms and material in Greece, which had been col-

lected in the island of Eubrea, and presented to the

Museum of Zurich. The long, flat implements, that

resemble chisels, are rare, because they were easily

broken. The finest in the T\Titer's collection is six

inches long, an inch and a half broad, and three

quarters of an inch thick. It is of a green stone, as

is apparent from a fracture, but the surface is white,

prohably from the effect of fire. Hammers are also

rare, but the collection contains two pierced with
round holes for handles. In form the hammers re-

semble those found in other countries; but one is

triangular, and another, which is two inches and a
half long and nearly as broad, formed of a beautiful

dark green stone, resembling hehotrope. has one side

beautifully polished, to serve as a polisher. One of

the axes, nearly four inches in length, is of the same
beautiful material, and has been highly pohshed, but
its edge is almost entirely broken off. Sling stones,

oblong, oval, round, and fiat elliptical stones are
also found ; and several polished triangular stones,

of viu-ious sizes and different forms. A few stone

points or borers have been also collected.

The stones of the greater part of the implements
found in Greece are finer and harder than those

that are found in the rest of Europe. The greater

number are of grey, greenisli grey, and brown stones

(apparent!}' varieties of diorite), green .stone, por-

phyric stones, and brown iron-stone. Many are

also black, from lustrous velvet black to dull brown.
Lydian stone, basaltic stone, and iron-stone, which
from its polish has a metallic lustre, and looks like

steel, but is nut magnetic. A few of these dark
stones, but not the heaviest, are magnetic. Red
jaspery, iron-clay, and granitic stones are not un-
cominou. Seven or eight of the smaller celts are

jade or nephrite, varying in their green colour, and
in their degrees of hardness. There is a small chisel

of amethyst, rather more than an inch in length and
nearly half an inch broad, with two notches on the

sides for tying it to a handle. There is also a small-

axe-shaped celt of carneliau, an inch and a half long

and an inch broad. 1 fear to fatigue vour readers

with details that might prove interesting only to

students of pre-historic archaeology.

It would be a step towards enlarging our know-
ledge concerning the pre-historic population of Greece
if we could ascertain with certainty the character of

the sites selected for their villages or towns. Where
many families dwelt together, positions adapted for

defence with stone hatchets, obsidian arrow-heads,

and shng-stones, or casting-stones, from the hand,

would be occupied when they had easy access to -

supply of water, from which it would be diflicult for

an enemy to cut off the communication. It is prob-
able, theref'.re. that when the lakes of Greece shall

have been carefull5' examined by intelligent obser-

vers, traces will be found of lake-dwellings similar

to those of Switzerland, Italy, Ireland, and Scotland.

The plain of Dobrena. near the ancient Thisbe. must
have been a lake in pre-historic ages. "Works remain
which, in very early times, converted it from a
marsh into land capable of cultivation ; aud these

works were, of course, ascribed to Hercules. Thej'

still serve their original purpose, and upbraid modern
energy and intelligence, which cannot dominate the

waste of waters at the lake Copais. Many fine stone

implements have been foimd at Dobrena. From
Tanagra a good many specimens have been obtained,

and a good idea of the defensible nature of the site

and its facilities for commanding a supply of water

may be seen in the .sketch given in Leake's " Travels

in Northern Greece," ii. 453. The site was as well

adapted for the men of the Age of Stone as for the

Greeks of the heroic and classic ages. Another class

of pre-historic habitations will be found in sites that

offered very slight defensive advantages in later

times, when the knowledge of metals gave men
greater powers of attack. One of these villages of

the Stone Period occupied a secluded position in the

range of hills that connect Parnes with Pentelicus,

overlooking the plain of Aphidna. It is an area sur-

rounded by heights, protected against the cutting

north >vin(ls of winter by rocks which form a preci-

pice barring all access from the plain below, except

by the gorge of a small ravine which afforded the

supply of water. Large c^uantities of chips of obsi-

dian, as well as numerous artiricially-worked frag-

ments, are found all round embedded iu the soil.

Other sites might probably be ascertained from the

quantities of obsidian scattered about. At Kephisia

and Aghias Kosmas on the Attic coast they exist

in great quantity ; and it must be observed that

obsidian is not found either in Northern Greece or

the Peloponnesus, and must have been transported in

the boats or canoes of this Age of Stone.

Another interesting subject for investigation -will

be to ascertain from whence the stones were obtained

of wliich the implements found in Greece are com-
posed. Many were evidently worked out of the

rolled pebbles found in different parts of the country,

which were selected from experience of the tough-

ness that was combined ^Wth their hardness, and

from their natural form requiring the least possible

labour to give them the desired shape. Red jaspery,

iron-clay, and lirown argillaceous iron-stone are

found as rough pebbles in the glens of Euboea, and

celts fashioned from them are not uncommon in the

island. Jade, amethyst, carnelian, and Lydian

stone were perhaps brought from other lands.

IMPROVED DOOR FURNITURE AND CASE-
MENT STAY.

AMONG many useful inventions introduced by
Messrs. William Tonks and Sons, of Birming-

ham, two are well worthy of attention. One of

these is their patent keyed door-furniture. The in-

convenience attending the use of many of the older

forms of door furniture from the inseciu-ity of their

attachment to the door where the requisite adjust-

ment is obtained by using a loose spindle sliding

into, but uot secured to the knob, is entirely done

away with by Messrs. Tonks's improvement. One of

the knobs is securely fixed on the square of

tlie sjMudle. when screwed up to the required position,

l)v an iron dove-tailed key. An iron plate intervenes

between this and the door to protect the latter from

friction, which is received in and covered by a com-

pound rose differing in construction from tho.se

usually enq)Ioyed, \\iuch covers it, and is screwed

on to the collar of the iron plate. The results of

this arrani;emeiit are great facility and security of

fixing, exactness of adjustment, and impossibility of

its disturbance.

The wedge casement stay is another simple but

ingenious contrivance. The simplicity of its con-

struction allows it to be made of wroughtiron, either

plain or covered with brass, and thus sulBcient

strength is afforded to resist the strains under which

stays of the ordinary make often bend or break.

The fastening is based on the wedge principle, and is

secure aud simple.
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NEW ELEMENTS OF HAND-RAILING—PLATE XXXI.

NEW ELEMENTS OF HAND-RAILING.*

{Continuedfrom jmgc 322.)

Plate 31.

—

The Wre.vth and Ramp at L.vxnisG

OF CiitcuLAK Stairs.

THE rails for circular stairs require more than

ordinary care in their construction.

If either joints or curves are incorrect, such errors

may not be noticed until the work is jixed. Then
the eye instantly detects a deformed and irret^nlar

curve ; which is at once condemned as unworkman-
like, and unlit for use.

There are four different positions at the landings

of circular stairs ; the wreaths for which have been

considered difficult. This system, however, makes
the construction jierfectly simple.

The first example is that shown at Fig. 1.

The straight rail on the floor has a ramp connect-

ing with wreath landing. The joints are made so

that each piece stands over five winders. The
tangents are drawn through centre of joint A and
C, and intersect at B. The pitch of rail being a

straight line, makes the ordinate IS O.
It matters not what angle the tangents make, a

line drawn from their intersection to centre of plan

is alwa^'S ordinate. That is to say, when the

pitches are equal—as in this case they are.

Draw lines from intersection of winders and
centre of rail parallel with ordinate, cuttingtangents.

Unfold A, B, C, and positioiv of winders on tan-

gents, as shown at Fig. 2. Let under -side of rail

rest on risers A and C. Set off half its thickness.

Then set off under-side of rail abiive floor, say six

inches. Assuming short balusters on winders 2 - 2.

Then the centre cjf rake and level rail intersects at

E. This forms the ramp. Its curve could be im-
proved by changing the pitch to B D.

In that case a sep.arate moidd would have to be
made. Let the present position be considered as fixed.

*Thi8 series of articles is a reproduction of Robert
RlDDELL's work on the subject, published in Philadelphia,
and by Triibner and Co., London.

Find half the height of WTeath between A and C

by squaring over B L, which gives L A. We are

now ready to draw the mould. Its construction is

show^n at Fig. 3.

Commence by drawing a straight line in any di-

rection ; say that marked " ordinate and height."

Take any point ; s.iy O. Square over seat. Let O,

B, C equal corresponding letters on plan. Draw C
P parallel with ordinate. Let L, the heiglit, equal

that of A L on the right. Join P L extended.

Make L R equal L P. Square over the lines. Let

P A and R C equal P C. Make L B equal B.

Join A, B, C. These lines, to be correct, must equal

the pitches at Fig. 2.

Next, find length of elliptic curves by extending

the scat.

Let O N equal O C. Set off on each side of N
half width of rail. Then draw parallel with ordi-

nate, cutting the pitch.

Next, let L O, on line L B, equal C. Set off

on each side of O half the width of rail. This

done, strike mould with either trammel, straight-

edge, or string. The last, of course, preferred, be-

cause the quickest. The application of this mould

is : I^et bevel lines, shown on square sections, be

marked on both surfaces of stuff, and square with the

joints. Then lay the mould on, and have A B and

B C stand over those on surface of stuff.

SKETCH OF DESIGN FOR NEW COURTS
OF JUSTICE.

LAST week we gave a perspective of the .sketch

furnished by Mr. Street for the new Courts

of Justice contemplated to be erected on the Thames

Eml)ankment, and this week we give, for the benefit

of the admirers of Mr. Street's architecture and draw-

ings (and their name is legion), a portion of the sketch

enlarged. Next week, or the week following, we

shall give a photo-litho of Mr. Street's drawing

of the proposed restoration of Christ Church Cathe-

dral, Dublin.

THE FORTHCOMING CONFERENCE OF
ARCHITECTS.

UNDER the auspices of the Roy.al Institute of

British Architects, as we have previously an-

nounced, a General Conference of Architects will

commence at the Rooms of the Institute on Monday,

the 22nd inst., for the purpose of discussing ques-

tions of Professional Practice and Education,

Archaeology and -^rt, Construction and Science.

The opening meeting will take jdace at 2 pm. on

Monda)-, the 22nd of May, and will be foUoved by
other meetings on the 23rd and 25th, wlien tie pro-

ceedings will terminate with a ijublic dinner, to

which non-professional guests will be invitef. All

Members of the Institute will have tlie rght of

attending the meetings. Other practising aicbitects

(British or foreign) who may desire to at:end are

requested to apply at once for cards of admission to

Mr. C. L. Eastlake, Secretary of the Institute. Each

architectural society in the United Kingdom is in-

vited to send a delegate to represent it oBicially at

the Conference.

During the Conference an Exhibition will be held

of architectural designs and drawings of a p-actical

and geometrical character, e. g., Plans, Elevations,

Sections, &c. (unframed). Architects who may be

willing to contribute such works are requested to

forward hsts specifying the number, size, and

subjects of the drawings offered, which should be

sent, when possible, in portfolios. Perspective views

will be inadmissible.

The time occupied by the Conference is prcposed

to be allotted as follows :

—

1st Da}-, Monday, 22nd May, 2 p.m. :—General
opening meeting: address by Mr. Tliomas H.

Wyatt, President of the Institute. 8 p.m. ;—Ordi-

narv general meeting of the Institute : paper by F.

C. Penrose, M.A., Fellow, "On the Decoration of

S. Paul's."

2nd day, Tuesday, 23rd May, 2 p.m. :
S<ectional

meeting : Professional practice and education

;

8 p.m. : Sectional meeting : Archaeology and art.

3rd day, Thursday, 25th May, 2 p.m. :
Sectonal

meeting: Construction and science; G-30 p.m.

Pnljlic dmner at the Freemasons' Tavern. The

length of each meeting will be limited as nearly as-

possible to two hours and a half.

Two Fellows and one Associate of the Institute are

appointed to act as Hon. Secretaries to superiniend

the arrangements necessary for each subject or

section, viz. :—Professional Practice and Education,

E. I'Anson, V.P., and T. Roger Smith, Fellows, and

R. P. Spiers, Associate; Archeology and Art, Wm.
Burges and E. W. Godwin, F.S.A., Fellows, and

Thos. Wells, Associate; Construction and Science,

Charles Barry .and Professor Kerr, Fellows, and

E. W. Tarn, M.A., Associate; Exhibition of

Practical Drawings, C. C. Nelson, F.S.A., and J.

Norton, Fellows, and J. Douglass Mathews,

Associate ; .\rrangements for Public Dinner, Horace

Jones and O. Hansard, Fellows, and Arthur Cates,

Associate.

Communications respecting papers to be read, or

of subjects to be brought forward for discussion,

should be addressed to the Hon. Secretaries of the-

special department for which they are intended, at

9, Conduit-street, Hanover-square, W.

Cards for the dinner will be supplied to members

of the Institute and other gentlemen attending the

Conference, on payment of one guinea to Mr. C. L.

Eastlake. Sec. R.LB..A., at 9, Conduit-street, Han-

over-square. Applications for these cards must be

made not later than Monday, the 15th of May.

ZINC WATER TANKS.

THE Lyon Medical contains an article, by M.

Zinrek, who has examined water which had

long been kept in such tanks. He has found that

the water dissolves so mueb the more zinc as it con-

tains more chlorides, such, fi^r example, as the

chloride of sodium. The water also takes up larger

quantities of zinc in proportion to the length of con-

tact. Boiling does not, however, precipitate the zinc

from water charged with the metal. A sample of

the former was tried, in which the chlorides were in

sm.all iiroportion, but which had been a long time in

a zinc tank. As much as fifteen grains of zinc wa,s

found in each quart. To prevent this state of

things, the author advises the zinc tanks to be coated

inside with an oil-paint, the bases of the paint being

ochre or asphalte. No minium, ceruse, or carbonate

of zinc should, however, be used. Fifteen grains in a

quart seem an enormous proportion, nor docs the

author say whether he found the actu:il metal or a

salt of oxide of zinc.
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THE LONDON INTERNATIONAL
EXHIBITION OF 1871.

THE mention of an international exhibition

conjures up in the mind at once the

idea of a vast building of glass and iron,

giving a grand internal vista of multifarious

objects, gay in decoration, and filled with a

noisy, moving crowd of people. Those who
come to the present Exhibition with any
such ideas will certainly lie wofully disap-

pointed. ZMany will probably ask, when they

arrive at the place, where the Exhibition

Building is. The present and permanent
building for future exhibitions consists of

two low narrow brick erections, flanking the

east and west sides of the Horticultural Gar-

dens, awkwardly connected at their northern

ends with the Conservatory and the Albert

Hall. The arrangement, as may at once be

seen, is a very inconvenient one, it being

just as though part of a collection was in

Pall Mall and the other in Piccadilly. The
length of the circuit, the break in the

southern extremities, and the necessary

amount of staircase, is out of all proportion in

fatigue to the pleasure or profit gained. As
to the architectural department in the gallery

of the Albert Hall at an altitude of fifty-four

feet, but that it is the only place where the

general public can hear the music, it would
probably be never visited at all. Those who
do come will think more of the music than of

the pictures. So utterly exhausted were the

inquiring visitors who gained this height on
Mondaj' that scores of ladies and gentlemen
sat about on the tloor, other accommodation
not having been provided. The Hall is a

gigantic maze : its doors, corridors, and stair-

cases are so numerous and so similar that it

causes general bewilderment and universal

vexation.

If the external appearance of the Exhibi-
tion Building creates disappointment, most
certainly the contents will to those who
expect much. In such exhibitions we expect,

as a matter of course, novelty—in art, manu-
factures, and science the latest new thing.

But here certainly half, if not the major part,

of the works are old—previously exhibited,

and well known. In the architectural depart-

ment but very few of the drawings are new
;

some of them are very old friends, seen at

many an exhibition over and over again
;

whilst the gallery of I^nglish oil pictures

gives one the idea of last year's Royal
Academy. .Some pictures I remember in the

last International Exhibition of 18(i2. I'he

collection of china is the most complete and
effective department, but here also we recog-

nise old acquaintances. So all through.

Certainly this may claim to be considered an
exceptional year, but one cannot but feel

surprised at there being so little that is fresh.

Except to introduce new works, and making
otherwise obscure merit known, what is the

use or need of such exhibitions? It would
have been far better for its ))rcstigc if the

opening had been delayed till next year.

Great credit is taken by those who have the

management for the exclusive character, as

they say, of this exhibition, nothing being
admitted but of the highest excellence. Yet
it would be dinicult to detect this principle

by the works themselves : there may not be
anything present jiositively bad, b\it as cer-

tainly there is naught of the very highest

quality. Nothing nmch above mediocrity
has as yet been elicited. There is nothing
in this Exhibition but can be beaten by
similar objects in the Museum on the other

side of the road. Sundry objects of cabinet

work I should like to have spoken of, but as

they were not labelled it is useless to mention
them on the present occasion. Some caViinets

and other costly articles of furniture show
taste and fancy, but are almost too fastidious

in their decoration by colour and varied

materials. Messrs. Elkington, whose noted
line art works always furnish a treat, exhibit

but little. It unfortunately hai)]iened that a

grand and exquisitely-beautiful work they

have in hand, by JI. Morel-Ladeuil, could

not be completed in time. It will probably

be a chief object of attraction next year.

The present position of many things is odd,

if pei-manent. For instance, a very elaborate

font and cover, by Forsyth, in the open cor-

ridor of the garden ; Belgian marble chimney-
pieces in the upper conservatory corridor

;

and the Indian jewellery in the lobby of the

old garden entrance. In the aforesaid garden

corridor is a good collection of the well-

known manufactures of the Messrs. Doulton.

I had ho])ed to have seen in the archi-

tectural collection good geometrical French
drawings such as were in the last Paris

International Exhibition, but such there are

not. The foreign drawings present are not

remarkable, and the English ones, of course,

are of the highly-coloured quasi -landscape

kind now in vogue. It would be an excellent

rule in future exhibitions here, to admit only

geometrical drawings, as being more strictly

fitting and more instructive. The most pro-

minent exhibitor is ^Ir. Waterhouse, dis-

playing the picturesque and powerful style

of drawing for which he is famous, and for

the which he justly deserves credit, he being
one of the few men who can do his own
work. One of his designs is for the Natural
History Museum, to be erected south of the

Horticultural Gardeas. One wonders why the

carefully eliminated design of Captain Fowke
should have been set on one side after accept-

ance. His design was much .tdmired : and
although the new one is somewhat similar in

style, yet it is certainly not so good. The
terminations to the towers are hideoui, and
would, if erected, excite endless ridicule.

The erection of this museum will complete
the scheme which, judging from one of his

speeches, the late Prince Consort seems to

have had in view, and which, as a sort of

memorial to him, has for years been quietly

and perseveringly carried forward. It may
be that the exjienditure of such vast sums
of money on this favoured locality will

appear to many as extravagant "hero wor-
ship " and mere waste ; with the museum in-

tended, the whole sum will probably amount
to more than £1,000,000, but without such
ruling motive, we should probably have had
nothing at all, and as long as architecture

gets patronage, and art generally is popular-
ised, good, at any rate, results.

The Exhibition building, plain as it is, with
no ornament towards the road—as it is said

it will at no distant time be shut in by other
buildings—and with but little towards the
garden, has yet, it seems, cost, with fittings,

£100,(100 ! Many will probably wonder how.
To rid us of the repro;ich that we cannot in

this country manage a State pageant was, it

seems, the intention on Monday by a spectacle

of iniusual character. Ala,s ! it but proved
the rule. The ascents and descents, the
tortuous winding ways, and the ill-kept,

narrow path, broke the line into fragments,
destroyed all irapressiveness, and caused a

complete failure !

One matter in connection with the Exhibi-
tion it is but just to notice. The refresh-

ment department has been entrusted to the
well-known contractors, Messrs. Spiers &
Pond, who have carried ovit their duties with
their usual taste and efliciency. ITnfortu-

nately, whilst the interest of visitors culmi-
nates towards the northern extremity of the

building, the southern end, cut off in a great
measure from interconuuunicatioii, is deserted,

and the dining-rooms in that part are not
seen and arc unknown. Of the multitude
present on Monday, but few had the curiosity

to jienetrate to the extreme south. This
seems to require a remedy. It was said that

only with season tickets were there to be any
admissions on Monday. This was a rule

certainly largely departed from. Indeed, iT

but half the number of those jirescnt paid

three guipeas the result must have been a
very handsome sum.
As regards the acoustic properties of the

hall, there was no echo to be distinguished on

Monday in the gallery, and it is to be hoped
that the admitted defect may be effectually

corrected. Whether the velarium (there

appeared to be three vails) will have the
effect is open to question. It shows wonderful
hardihood in the designer, in the face of

known objections to such shape, spending
£2<.)0,tK)0 on this amphitheatrical experiment.
The truth seems to be that our knowledge is

still insufficiently exact to enable us to design
a music hall with certainty as to the residt,

our practice being simply empirical.

As regards the Albert Memorial, par ix-

ceJleiice, I noticed that the connecting bars at

impost, which have lately created such
aninuidversion, are now removed. As great

care was taken in the construction by the
use of girders to bring the superinciun-

bent weight perpendicularly on the angle
pier, and employment of ties from pier to
pier, to resist any possible thrust of the
merely ornamental arches, there is probably
but little danger. Inasmuch, however, as an
arch can never be said to be at rest, there

must always be a certain uncertainty about it.

P. E. M.

SWEDISH GRAXITC.

ALL building stones may be classified, roughly

speakinii;, under one of two heads—namely,

those that are suitable for foundations, and those

that are adapted for face work. We (^Eiu/ineery

have just received a spechiien of granite from the

Malmon granite quarries in .Sweden, which is stated

to be capable of being used for both purposes. It is

now well known that from the North, whicli formerly

sent us only the rough timber, we can obtain ready-

maiie door and window jambs, frames, sills, and
other finished specimens of carpenters' and joiners'

work. It seems now that tlie same advantages are

to be obtained in stonework. The JIalmbn granite

can be delivered ready dressed in blocks of different

sizes at any of our ports on the east coast at a price

less thau that at which the native stone can be sup-

l)Iied. "With respect to the stone itself, which is

a grey granite, it is of rather a fine grain, and, in

the absence of any finished s^jecinien, we are inchned

to class it under the former of the heads we have
alluded to. It would yield in hardness to the

Aberdeen and the Guernsey granite, and therefore

would not be so well suited for paving sets, but

would answer extremely well for backings and
foundations. It is true that the price of labour in

.Sweden is much less than in this country, but at the

same time the cost of transport is proportionately

augmented, so that what is gained in one way is lost

in another. The blocks of the Malmon granite range

in dimensions for "stretchers" from 3ft. Gin. to

oft. by ilt. Sin. by 2ft. 3in., and for headers the

measurement is 3ft. fiin. by 2ft. 3in. The price

depends upon the amount of dre.ssing that the stone

is required to receive before bemg shipped for this

countrv.

DAMP UWLLLINGS.*

KESUJIING this subject where we left itf—
namely, at the consideration of the materials

for walls—it will be obvious that, as all external

walls are exposed to more or less wet weather, our

efforts will be most usefully directed to preventing

the moisture from entering at the outer face of the

wall; or, if we cannot prevent its penetrating the

surface, then we must api)ly ourselves to hindering,

its passage quite thrcuigji the wall.

The use of materials which liave a very hard face^

such as tile best sorts of bnilding-stime or liricks,

especiallv machine-made bricks, will, if tlie jnints of

the work are well *' pointed," i. c, tilled with mortar,

keep out the moisture effectually. The best class of

cement used on the face of a wall does the same
tiling; and when bricks of a porous quality are of

necessity used, it is often the best safeguard to

"render" tlu^ walls witli Portland cement. It is

iiwjiortant to notice tliat not only the face but the

top of every wall must be protected. It is to keep

the wet from soaking into the bodj' of tlie wall that

every window has a sill of hard stone, or some other

inqiervious material, and tliat .ill parajiets or other

uiijirtUected walls re(piire a coping; and the top

surface of all cornices or chininey-ca[)s, or even

strings and other i)rojections, is. in the best class of

buildings, protected witli lead or cement for the same

purpose.

* Hy Mr. T. Rogkk SJirru, in the Food Journal,

t See BuiLui.NG News, Vol. XIX, p. 347.
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Where the materiiJs are not naturally impervious,

many at tempts have been made to arrive at some mode

of rendering them so. Professor Church, Messrs. Ran-

3ome, and recently Messrs. Gay, may be named as

the most prominent among those who have proposed

chemical means for accomplishing the induration of

building materials with more or less success. It

would be out of place as yet t try to fix the degree

of success wMch has attended their eiforts ; "whatever

any or all of them m.ay prove to have accomplished,

no one of them has yet gained universal acceptance,

or superseded the two applications in which practi-

cal masons have long put faith—^iz., a wash of soap

uud alum and a coating of oil. Perhaps oil, when
iHiplied thoroughl}^ and in dry weather, may be said

to be as yet the only application wliich extensive

experience has pronounced successful, tlimigh the

soap and alum-wash has been frequently found

useful.

If the surface is once passed, the thicker the wall

the longer it is in being thoroughly soaked, and the

less wet will penetrate it from short rains ; but almost

the thickest solid wall will sooner or later give passage

to continuous moisture if its outer face be once pene-

trated ; and experience has constantly shown that a

hollow wall is drier than a soUd wall of the same

tliickness. When building in stone, it is especially

desirable to have an inner lining of brick, with a

clear space of from two to four inches between it

and the wall, and as few solid points of contact be-

tween the two as possible.

The employment of two materials—such as stone

with a backing of brick, or soft brick with a facing

\)f harder brick, or of flints, or even of rough-cast

—

often produces a tolerably dry w.all, without much
expenditure of hard material ; and Taylor's facing-

bricks, which are little more than tiles each with a

ledge, but which can be employed to face a wall

built of concrete with perfect success so far as dryness

.goes, are a good instance of the application of this

principle ; so are the tiles used in Sussex and

some other counties to form the face of external

timber framings ; but in exposed situations, or

with only ordinary or bad materials at com-

mand, hollow walls may be recommended as the best

precaution hitherto invented. In some cases, contact

between the outer and inner wiiU can be almost

entirely prevented by connecting them togetlier

with iron cramps. AVhen this is not done, the

greatest care must be taken to reduce the points of

connection to a minimum, to employ hard materials

at those points, and even to break the continuity of

the communication by leaving those bricks which are

used as ties clear at both ends. It is almost needless

to add th.at the cavity must be kept clear of mortar

and rubbish. A less perfect mode of preventing

annoyance from damp than by buihling hollow walls,

but a favourite expedient, is to "batten" the inner

face of the wall ; that is to sa)', to place strips of

wood against it, cover them with laths, and plaster

on the lathing. By this means, the inner face next

the room is usually preserved from the actual ap-

pearance of moisture ; but as it is possible that the

whole wall beliind the battening, if solid, may be

moist all the time, this is au inferior method to the

hollow ^vall. For very exposed situations, or very

porous materials, a combination of the two, i.e., a

hollow waU, battened in addition, is to be re-

commended.
Where moisture is at all likely to enter from the

ground on which a house stands, it is most desirable

to cut off the foot of the w.all from .all communica-
tion with the upper part by a " damp course,'' com-

. posed either of slate laid in cement, or of some sort

of asphalte or coal-tar, or of vitrified tiles made for

the purpose ; and this should go quite through the

external walls (in damp soils it should be used also

in internal walls), below the level of the lowest floor.

Where earth comes against the walls to any extent,

it is desirable to have either an open area, or what
is called a '• dry area," to prevent its actually touch-

ing the walls ; and in wet soils an intercepting drain

outside that area will also be of service.

In good buildings, it is often customary to cover

the whole surface of the eartli under all floors with a

layer of concrete or asphalte or some otlier hard

body ; and this, no doubt, promotes the dryness of

the building to a great extent. Solid floors, i.e.,

floors of stone, tile, or brick, should .always be laid

on a pretty thicli- Layer of concrete or dry rubbish,

not direct on the earth.

The precautions which can be taken in Iniilding

in the hrst instance point to what may be done in

cases where a dwelling-house, actually erected,

pro%'es damp. Supposing that no unfair amount of

water falls on any part of the walls—a matter to

which we shall return presently—and that damp
shows itself from ordinary rainfall, or from the

i^ouud, the precautions to take in the hope of curing

the evil are the same which we have alreadv indicated

as preventives. If the circumstances permit it, a coat-

ing of Portland cement will more often than not

keep out the effects of weather. Where this cannot

be used tteoughout, it is often applied with good

effect to chimney-stacks. These are much ex|)osed,

and often absorb much wet, and let it soak down.

At any rate, the tops of all walls, cornices and
chimneys can always be so protected. Where
cement is inappropriate or inadmissible, as is often

the case, the mortar-joints must all be looked to,

and the ^'pointing," i.e., filhng up with mort.or, or

jireferably with cement, put in thorough repair, so

as to make the face of the wall as even as possible;

and in many instances oiling, or otherwise indurating

the whole face of the wall, may be tried in addition.

If these remedies are not successful, or not appro-

priate, as it is impossible to form a hollow in a w;Ul

already buUt, the only course left that can be applied

to the waU itself with any promise of success is to

batten the inner face as before described ; but this

is an affiiir that interferes so much with all the

joinery .and other internal fittings that it is rarely

practicable to carry out such a measure. Forming

a dry area round the walls is frequently a service-

able remedy where the lower part of a house is damp,
and draining the site is often of very great serWce.

So, in many cases, is the taking up the lowest floor,

removing a foot or two of earth, covering the fresh

surface with concrete and relaying the floor, leaving

good ventilating channels for the air-space so

formed.

A very fertile source of dampness is " cbip."

Even the small amount of rain-water falling on a

window, and which, after draining down, finally

drips from the window-sill, has a great tendency to

render the wall immediately below that sill damp;
for whenever the wind blows towards the wall, every

drop is likely to be blown against its siu-face. This,

by the bye, shows the folly of our making the

wall immediately under wiudow-sdls thinner than

elsewhere, which it is customary to do for conveni-

ence sake.

The drip from a roof not furnished with a gutter,

or from a verandah that is too shallow, or, worst

of all, from a defective rain-water pipe, is, however,

larger in quantity and more exposed to wind than

that from a simple window-sill ; and this source of

dampness often remains for a long time undetected,

as the place where the water falls against tlie wall

will often be distant from that where it escapes.

As a general rule, it may be laid down that there

is nf> auxiliary so powerful in diminishing the

amount of such moisture as cannot be actually shut

out from any part of a building, as a free circulation

of air. It is to be remembered th.at the atmosphere

is .almost .always in such a state that when it comes

into contact with free moistiu-e it will absorb some
of it. Let. therefore, openings communicating with

the cavities and vacant spaces of a house be freely

provided. The hoUow space in a roof, the space

between floor and ceiling, aud the hollow under a

floor, should all enjoy a free circulation of air. It

is even desirable, in building hollow wa'ds, to attempt

to promote a c'u-culation of air in the cavity, and in

all these cases it should be remembered that two

openings are requisite to each hollow in order to

give much hope of a current or change of air.

Where there is uo ventilation under the lowest floor

of a house, the joists and timbers will soon begin to

decay. This may be accelerated by covering the

floor with oilcloth or kamptulicon or simil.ar non-

porous coverings. Ivy or' creepers against external

walls, and even trees growing close to them, tend to

promote moistm-e by cutting oft the circulation

of air.

The failure of any portion of the arrangements

for water-supply or drainage will be pretty sure to

lead to damp. As general rules, no drain should

ever be permitted to pass under any part of a

dwelling-house ; and when this cannot be prevented,

the drain should be so laid, witliout being covered

up with earth, that every part of it which is under

the floor of the house can be reached at once. The
water-pipes, on the other hand, should be kept well

within the house for warmth's sake, and, where they

leave it, should be at a level fif not less than 3ft.

at the least below the surface, for protection against

frost. Whenever practicable, water-pipes should be

left where they can be seen and got at. Iron is

preferalde to lead for their material, antl the arrange-

ments should always include the means of shutting

off water-supplies in very frosty weather.

It only remains to suggest to those persons who
unfortunately find themselves in a damp house

which they cannot leave, that they ought to use as

many remedies as they can, rather than only one at

a time ; that, as far as possible, what is done should

be done in dry weather ; and that the repairs or

remedies attempted should be carried out with good
materials and labour, in the most thorough way

possible, and under vigilant supervision. Damp is

most insidious, finds its way in at very small and

very out-of-the-way inlets, and when once estab-

lished seems very loth to be disturbed. Those who
build for themselves will, we hope, not overlook

the very just importance of the simple precautions

necessary to keep their houses dry ; but we should

be especially gratified if these observations induce

some of our readers wlio rent houses to bestow some
little pains in ascertaining, before they take a house,

if these precautions have been attended to or

not. It is wise to try to select a wet day
for looking over a house, for if the day be

fine, and the weather dry, damp spots as well as

many other defects may be easily overlooked. Let

the intending tenant look for the existence of damp-
courses, dry areas, and ventilation under floors ; let

him avoid a ground floor that is not a little raised

above the earth outside, unless he is sure there is a

good cavity under it well ventilated. Bricks that are

manifestly porous, or which change colour very much
when rain falls, parapets with no copings, walls

where the pointing is not thoroughly sound, eaves

without gutters, aud the like, are to be looked upon

with great distrust ; and an unsound roof or ill-

arranged gutters (of which, by the bye. few non-

professional persons can form a good opinion) ought

to be looked upon with as much disfavour as a

dining-room of the wrong shape, or a ilrawing-room

that looks gloomy. In one word, in choosing a

house in which a man intends himself and his family

to live, he should look out for the imlications of

damp as pointing out the presence of one of the

most serious enemies to the comfort, if not to the

continuance, of theu- life, which he can have to

encounter.

YARMOUTH HARBOUR.

THAT part of this harbour known as "The
Brush " is situated near the embouchere of the

river, aud forms a projection jutting into the stream

of at least 30ft., while it runs from east to west

about 225ft. Placed at one of the most important

points of the navigation, this angular intrusion into

the river has formed for ages a great obstruction,

and the rapid decay of the work of late years, in-

volving its .absolute refrontal and reconstruction or

entire removal, has, under the ad^nce of the engineer,

Mr. J. Cubitt, C.E., backed by the deputy-engineer,

Mr. W. Teasdel, C.E., induced the Port and Haven
Commissioners to adopt the latter alternative.

Superintended by Mr. Teasdel, relays of men are

daily engaged in effacing this long-standing dis-

figurement to the harbour. In carrying out the

work, the utmost caution is requisite, and onh-

portions can be removed at stated intervals, destruc-

tion and reconstruction being effected simultaneously.

Piles of large dimensions and iron land-ties have

been laid down, in order to prevent the quay from

slipping outwards. Thousands of old piles have

been uprooted ; they are of English oak, and are, for

the most part, rotten and honeycombed with worms.

They appear to have been put in in the .shape in

wliich the trunks grew, and not squared up, as is

the case with modern piles.

THE ACOUSTIC QUALITIES
HALL.

OF ALBERT

LIEUTENANT-COLONEL SCOTT, in a letter

adilressed to the Times, on the acoustic

qualities of this hall, which have been very much
discussed recently, says :

—" It is clear, therefore,

that the hall has certain excellences which conmiend

it to musicians, and it is worthy of note that these

excellences are chiefly such as it was feared the

hall, from its large size, could not possibly possess.

"The question of echo, meaning by the word

the repetition of a sound by reflection after an ap-

preciable interval, need not detain me. The differ-

ences of opinion on this point are to be accounted

for. Many improperly term ' echo ' what they

should call ' resonance.' In one or two places also

there is still a sufficient concentration of the reflex

waves of sound from the glass roof to produce a

sensible repetition from very loud and sharp noises.

This is noticeable along the major axis of the oval

to the distance of two or three seats on either side

of it. It is also audible, but to a less extent, at the

seats adjoining and immediately over the orchestra.

Such echoes are easily cured. The second velarium,

added since the opening day, has done much ; the

ste])S I am now taking will do more ; and, mean-

while, for every person who detects the echo fifty

cannot do so, and, of those who hear it, not one in

ten, judging from the reports I hear on all sides, is

troubled by it.

" There is, however, another set of phenomena

which merit some consideration. I mean that re-
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petitiOQ or continuation of sounds "which arises

from setting up a vibration in bodies at a distance

from the source of sound.
'• In considering the mode in which the interior

walls of the Hall, should be finished three courses

were open to me, each one of which has advocates

whose opinions on such a subject merited attention.

The first course was to discard resonant materials

as far as possible. Those who think that this is

the right course argue th.it after the sound h.is

reached the ear the sooner it is absorbed the better,

and that any degree of resonance from the walls of

the building is detrimental to musical effects. A
second course was to finish the walls with hard,

well-polished plaster, and to lay the floors with tiles.

This is the opinion of one of the most distinguished

organ builders of the day. A third course was to

line the walls with a resonant material, and I

decided on the plan of using wood, for the following

reasons:— 1. The buildings most remarkable for

their acoustic properties hjive been all so finished.

The celebrated theatre of Parraa, Her Majesty's

Theatre in the HajTnarket, which was destroyed by
fire, the Surrey Music Hall, which shared a similar

fate, and the theatre of the Royal Institution, were
all lined with wood. 2. It is a generally received

opinion that a room sufticiently non-resonant for

spealiing is too dead for musical purposes, and that

the resonance derived from wood is more beautiful

than that obtained from other materials. 3. The
correction of undue sonority by draping is a simple

matter, but it would have been costly to have im-
parted resonance to a building deficient in this re-

spect.

" Let me call the attention of musicians to the ex-
tent of the resonant material in the Hall, and remind
them of a phenomenon which may assist them in

determining how far the resonance should be toned

down. The whole of the high wall behinil the

orchestra is of thin wood, carefully tongued together,

with an air space between this wood lining and the

brick wall. The whole of the upright wall of the

picture gaUery. with the exception of the pilasters

which divide it into bays, is lined in a similar

manner. The co\'ing of the roof and that portion

of the roof which is not of glass is also of wood
tongued together.

" Now, it is a matter of common observation that

musical sounds often set up a vibration in the sound-
board of a piano, glass-drinking vessels, and similar

resonant objects, and manifestly an interval must
elapse between the actuating sound and the .sympa-
thetic response. Assume a sufficient distance be-

tween the sounding body and the responding instru-

ment, and a sufficient intensity in the utterances of

the former, and we may obtain an echo-like repeti-

tion of the original sound at an appreciable interval.

The woodwor.k behind the orchestra of the Hall
would give its response to sounds emanating from
the pfisition of the big drums in considerably less

than l-l(Jth of a second for persons in front of the

orchestra. Tliis sounding board, therefore, could

give no repetition of sound, Ijut it very possibly in-

tensifies tlie effects of loud musical instruments,

such as drums and trumpets, more tlian the deli-

cate notes of a violin, or of the human voice.

The effect would vary, of course, with position.

Tlie woodwork of the picture gallery would com-
mence its response, for a person in or close to the

orchestra, in about the one-eighth part of a second,

and tlie response would increa.se in intensity, pro-

bably, as the wave of sound reached bay after bay.

up to nearly a quarter of a second. For persons in

the gallery itself the resonance ^tf its wood work
Wfmld commence at once and gradually die aw.ay.

The wood work of the ceiling would probably pro-

duce a somewhat similar, but. from the wood work
being continuous, a more complicated effect. To a
very large extent, however, this sounding-board is

prot^'cted from the direct wave of sound from the

orchestra l)v the interposition of the velarium. The
resonant gbT^s of the roof is similarly covered.

"His clear that we have here an immense resonant
surface which admits of being toned down to the
point which musicians may wish by the simple ex-
pedient of draping, but here comes tlie diinculty."

Dr. C. .1. I). Williams, in a letter to the Times on
this subject, says :

—" If the walls had been faced
witli a hard, smooth, dense material, such as stone,

tile, or plaster, they would liavc so perfectly re-

flected the sound as to jirochiee distinct cchoe.s.

which, retarded by distance anrl repeated so long
after the original sound, would confuse the words
of speakers, and musical notes out of time, and
tliercfore out of tune, wonlcl follow. Confusion and
discord would liave been the necessary results. If

the walls had been completely covered with a soft,

flaciid material, like drapery, which damps (»r

deailens sound by completely neutralising the vibra-
tions, there would be neither echo nor resonance ; but

although loud notes might have been distinct enough,

all weaker sounds would be as much lost as if they

were made in the open air, A lining of thin, light

wood will neither reflect the sound nor damp it, but

will, in a measure, receive and participate in its

vibrations, and thus increase the body of sound in its

vicinity, without any sufficient retardation to injure

time or tune. The general result will be to make
the whole air of the amphitheatre, with its resound-

ing wooden walls, vibrate in harmony or system

with the leading notes of the orchestra without any
stray notes or echoes to cause confusion."

HALES OWEN ABBEY.

LAST week 3Ir. Holliday read a paper before

the Archaeological Section of the Birming-

ham and Midland Institute, on Hales Owen Abbey.

After triicing its history back as far as 1102,

he proceeded to describe the present appear-

ance of the ruins. The character of the architec-

ture of the church is exceedinglj- simple, and from

what now remained it is pretty clear that the church

has not been altered at any time, but continued

until its destruction in very ne.arly the state in

which it was originally built. The jiresent remains

are of 1.3th century date, with one exception—a por-

tion of the south side of the choir having been built

in the 14th century. From a conjectural plan of

the church, it consists of a nave, north and south

aisles, north and south transepts, and chapels east

of the transepts. Mr. Holliday minutely described

the prob.able character of the church with its ]irin-

cipal featiu-es, and adjacent monastic building.

With reg.ard to the intern.al decorations of the

churcli, he observed that it was the fashion now-a-

days, in the restor.ation of churches, for .architects

to scrape off all the whitewash and plaster, under

the impression tliat that was put on by the church-

wardens in the last century ; the fact, however, was
that in the 13th. 14th, ami 15th centuries churches

were generally plastered inside, and he found evi-

dences of the whole of the interior of Hales Owen
Abbev having been plastered. Almost every piece

of plaster found by him had upon it a narrow red

line, but he discovered no traces of decorative paint-

ing on a Large scale, nor anything like figure

subjects. About two years ago. he happened to

be looking over the ruins, and finding that frag-

ments of paving tiles had frequently been found,

and sometimes whole ones, by the permission of

Lord Lyttelton he made sever.al excavations, .and

discovered a number of broken tiles buried in a heap.

Most of the subjects on the tiles were, however.

obliter>ated. From the portions which remained, he

found that they resembled a number of curious tUes

discovered on the site of Chertsey Abbey in 18.i3.

Mr. Holliday, who exhibited elaborate dr.iwings of

these tiles, most of which were perfect, explained

that the figures they bore represented the romance of
" Tristram," and remarked that it was strange that

tiles used in a sacred edifice should illustrate secular

subjects. There were no tiles equal to them in

England, and they were probably made as early as

1277, and not later th.in 1298.

DORKING.

IT is as great a mist.ake to judge places as people

by appearances. How often do we see a snug
little village on the banks of a river, the smoke of

the cottages curling above the trees, the neighbouring

meadows smelling as sweet as they look, and think

as we gaze on the scene that '" if there is peace to be

found in the world, a heart that is humble may meet
with it here." Yet (as the Pall Mall Gazette says)

such is not alw.ays the case. Take Dorking, for

instance. If tliere is a ple.as^nt-looking place, it is

Dorking, and, moreover, it is associated in the minds
of most peojile with fresli butter, pure milk, new-laid

eggs, and chickens aliove the average. Yet the

account given of it by Mr. James Dewdney, a corn-

miller residing in the place, in his evidence before

the Rftyal Sanitary Commission, is calculated to

iliminish ratlier than to enhance its attractions in

the eyes of most people in their senses. In the first

place the drainage seems to be slightly defective.

"IloWjis the town drained?" asks the Chairman.
" It is not drained at sill," replies Mr. Dewdney.
We further learn from Mr. Dewdney that the water

supply has been ' very bad ;" and certainly it does

not seem to have been very good, for he states :
" It

is notorious that at one time the peo]ile of Dorking

were drinking p.artly spring water and partly the

brook water and sewage mixed." Under these cir-

cumstances it is not surprising to learn that the

people at Dorking have suffered much from fever:

they also appear to h,ave suffered much from local

authorities. " The vestry," says Mr Dewdney, "is

the local authority, but it cannot be used, aud for

this rea.son, that whenever we have a vestry called

for the purpose of improving the state of the health

of the town, we have a vast nimiber of small pro-

prietors of cottages who immediately go to their

tenants and tell them :
' Oh, if you have this done,

you \\'iU have your rents doubled.' The conse-

quence is that whenever any good measure is pro-

posed, those men come out to the vestry and outvote

us, so that we really are powerless. There were
two or three vestries for the purpose of draining the

town, but we could not do anything."

ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH
ARCHITECTS.

\ T the annual general meeting of this In.stit[rte,

-'-'A. held on Jlonday evening last, the President,

Mr. T. H. Wyatt, in the chair, the report of the

Council for the past official year (which we printed

inextenso in the Building News for the 21st ult.,

p, 291). was unanimously adopted, subject to a few
verbal amendments. The report briefly referred to

several matters of professional interest—viz., the

Voluntjtry .tVrchitectural Examination, for which a

certificate is now issued to pa.^-^ed candidates ; the

question raised between Mr. E. M. Barry and Her
Majesty's Office of Works ; the new Jletropolitan

Buildings and Management BUI; the forthcoming

Gener.al Conference of Architects (to be held at the

Institute on the 22nd. 23ril, and 25th of this month);

the prizes for 1871-72 otfered to architectural

students (recently supplemented by a liberal dona-

tion from 'ill. H. W. Peek. M.P.) ; the general

conditions of contract settled between the Institute

and the Loudon Builders' Society, together with the

yearly statement as to finance and extent of member-
ship, which appeared U> be satisfactory. The meet-

ing having then proceeded to ballot for the Council,

hon. officers, and secretary for the ensuing year of

office, the following gentlemen were re-elected :

—

As President—Sir. Thomas H. Wyatt ; as Vice-

Presidents— Messrs. Edward I'Anson .and Alfred

Waterhouse ; as Ordinary Jlembers of Council

—

Messrs. A. W. Blomfield, M.A.. W. Burges, H.
Ciurey, C. Fowler, E. W. Godwin. F.S.A., J. H.
Hake^vill. Professor Kerr, R. L. Roumieu, J. P. St.

Aub^Ti, and J. Fowler (Louth). The following

gentlemen were elected to fill up vacancies occasioned

by retirement in rota or resignation :—As Vice-

President—Mr. Horace Jones (the City Architect)

;

as Ortlinary Slembers of Council—Messrs. G.

Aitchison. B.A.. H. Dawson, R. J. Withers, W. M.
Fawcett, M.A. (Cambridge), aud E. Sharpe, M.A.
(Lancaster) ; as Hon. Secretary for Foreign Corres-

pondence. Jlr. F. P. Cockerel! ; and as Secretary, Mr.
Charles L. Eastlake. Messrs. Harry Oliver (Fellow)

and J. Douglass Matthews (.Associate) were elected

auditors for the ensuing year.

CHICAGO WATERWORKS.
CHICAGO, as our readers are doulMless aware, i.*

one of the most important cities of the United
States, and h.a.s been called the " emporium of the

West." Within the past few years its population

has increased enormously, and whilst in 1858 the

daily average consumption of water was less than

3,000,000 gallons, in 1865 the amount required was
not less than 6,500.000 gallons. In view of this

state of things, and with the probability of a still

further augmentation of the demand, measures were

taken to supply the city with a Larger quantity of

water, for the accomplishment of which its position

on the shore of Lake Michigan offered great adviin-

tages. Through the kindness of an American cor-

respondent, we are en:ibled to give a descripticm of

the works, with an illustration of probably t.he most

important feature in connection with them.

To avoid the risk of the water being contami-

nated by the outflow of the Chicago river, it was
decided to drive a tunnel under the bod of the lake

for a distance of two miles from the shore, and

though tliis plan was at first opposed, it was ulti-

mately carried out with complete success. The
horizontal di.ameter of this tunnel is 5ft:, and the

vertical, two inches greater, this size being fixed

upon as capable of siipplying 50 gallons a day per

head to 1.000,000 iiiha"liitants. The work was
commenced by sinking ;i cast-iron land-shaft, made
in sections loft, long, by Dft. internal diameter, and
1 Un. thick ; these being united by flanges bolted

together, and with rust joints. No difficulty of

any moment was exjierienced after reaching the

clav, and the bottom of the shaft having been

lined with masonry, the tunnel was commenced,

which consists for the lirst 20ft. of three shells of

brickwork, each 4in. thick, tile remainder being

lined with two shells, set in cement joints half an

incli thick. The upper arch was built on a ribbed

centre of boiler u-on, the lower by templates or
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plattens in the usual manner. SufRcieut room for

the brickwork only was excavated, the last four or

five top courses being driven into well tempered
cement mortar previuusly placed in the cavity. The
^eatest difficulty met -with in driving the tunnel,

was from intiummable and explosive gas; but the

miners learning to detect tlie proximity of the

cavities containing it, bored small holes and allowed
it to biu"n itself out.

The peculiarity of the work, however, and pro-
bably its most important feature, was the " crib" to

protect the lake-shaft or inlet from masses of ice,

from storms and passing vessels. This crib, sectional

illustrations of which we give, is a sort of pentagonal
breakwater, 4()ft. in Iieight, and the sides of which
each measure 58ft. The inner portion, or well, has
aides of 'J'Jft., parallel with the outer ones, the thick-

ness between outer and inner faces of the crib being
25ft. This construction was built on shore, on a
flooring of I'Jin. white pine ; the outer and inner

faces and the wall between them being also built of

the same timber, except 10ft, of the upper portion of

Ihe outside, which, to better ivith.stand the action of

the ice, was constructed of white oak. The angles

of the outer and middle walls were secured by brace

walls, and cross-ties passing tlirough the middle wall

were dovetailed into the outer and inner walls, being
placed Dft. apart horizontally, and 1ft. vertically.

The floor was laid uu ground timbers, and these were
secured to the lirst two courses of wall timbers by
bolts with large washers, the other timbers being se-

cured by pointed bolts 34in. long, driven in slanting
in opposite directions.

Openings 4ft. wJile by 5ft. high were made in the

crib, and provided >\ith sliding shutters, so that
water could be drawn from the bottom, middle, or
top of the lake; these openings, with the wells ex-
tending from tliem to the top, were timbered round
in the same manner as the other portions. Tiie
whole of the outside surfaces of the outer and inner
walls were sheathed with '2in. white pine, placed
vertically and spiked on; the upper portions of the
outside were, hnwever, sheathed with 3in. oak, and
the corners protected by angle-iron lin. thick, and
extending 2ft. each way. Every possible precaution
was taken to secure strength, and the crib when
completed was launched and towed out to its position
in the lake, where, after a few mishaps, it was
deposited in its appointed place and tilled with stones.

The crib being securely settled, the sinking of the
lake shaft was immediately proceeded wi^h in a
similar manner to that adopted with the shore shaft,

but an extension of the tunnel and a provisionary

shaft were constructed as shown in Fig. 1, in view of

future reqiurements. The tunnelling was then

carried on from the lake end, and when the two
parties of miners met the faces of the masonry were
only TJin out of lining with one another. The
total length of the tunnel is 2 miles 7ft.; but a

shore tunnel connecting the laud-shaft with the

pumping wells was also constructed, but not at so

great a depth as the lake tunnel, the bottom of

which is 72ft. below ordinary water level. Miilway
between the landshaft and the pumping-wells is

situated the '* gate-chamber," constructed of brick

3ft. thick, and divided into five compartments, with
walls 20in. thick, in whicli are sliding gates to

shut off the water from the pumps which are

not at work. The "gates," like those of the

crib and inlet shafts, are operated b}' screws worked
from above.

The crib has a lighthouse and sleeping rooms fur

the atiendants built on it, and its success is now
fairly established, as on several occasions broken ice

has lodged on its soutli side, forming banks several

hundred feet long, and extending from the bottom of

the lake to ten feet above the surface. The quality

of the water is reported as generally excellent ; and
since the opening no indications of injury to the

tunnel or the crib have been observed, and no diffi-

culties of any importance experienced, but as the

population is still rapidly incre;ising, an additional

tunnel will have to be constructed, and extra pumps
erected. In our engraving, Fig. 1 is a vertical

section of the crib and inlet shaft; A A being the

sliding shutters for the admission of the water; B,

the provisionary shaft; C, the bulkhead; 1>, the

main tunnel; and E E, two of the openings to the

lake. Figs. 2 and 3 are horizontal sections of thecrib,

Fig. 2 being composed of parts of sectioiKs to show the
' iidets." — E7if}lish Mechanic and World of
Science.

Improved Mortick Lim'k.—Our attention has
been called to a new improvement in mortice lucks,

manufactured by Messrs. Keubeu Burkitt & Co.,

Wolverliampton. It is simple in its construction.

Tlie action is arranged for the points of contact of

the latch crank and the follower rolling over each
other, and being a perfectly balanced motion, with
great strength, all friction is avoided. In the

better (jualitythe metal is a composition, an improve-
ment on brass, considerably hardened by the mix-
tures introduced

ARCHITECTURAL SOCIETIES.
Architectural Ixstitute of Scotland.—On

Wednesday week, in the Society of Arts Hall, Edin-
burgli. Sir Henry Bryden read a paper entitled
"Some Account of the Church of S. Magnus, in
Orkney," to tlie members of the Aroliitectural
Institute of Scotland. Sir Heiirj^ said the Church
of S. Magnus was certainly the finest architectural
structure in Scotland ; and, though many differed
with him, he considered it superior as a record of
iirchitectural art to any similar building in England.
Historically, he thought no building could be found
in Great Britain so interesting; and this was no
doubt owing to the circumstance that it was first

begun by Norsemen, and that its history carried us
back to the days when those bold seamen and
warriors first came into this country. Sir Henry
proceeded to recount the events which led to the
ex-ection of the church, and with the aid of numerous
di-awings traced the progress of development of the
grand old pile from 1138, the year in which the
i'uilding is said to have been commenced, till the
sovciitociitli .-piitury. At the close of his description,
Sir Henry aihulcd to the styles of architecture ex-
hibited in Fnniess Abbey, Cartmel Church, and
Dunfermline Cathedral, all of which were founded
in the twelfth century, and contrasted them with
those of S.Mii-^nns. A short discussion followed, andat
the close of thi' pn.ir.-dings Sir Henry was awarded
a vote of thanks fur Ids interesting paper.

LivRPooL Architectural and Archjeolo-
GiCAL Society.—The annual meeting of the present
session was held at the Koyal Institution on Wed-
nesday evening last. The business for the evening
was the delivery of .students' prizes, the reception of
the treasurer s statement and annual report, and the
election of officers and council for the ensuing session,
together with the president's closing address.

Royal Institute of the Architects of Ire-
land.—An ordinary general meeting of the Institute
was held on the evening of Thursday, the 20th ult.

The rresident, James H. Owen. Esq., M.A., occupied
the chair. Tlio Assistant-Secretary having read the
minutes of the former meeting, also a communica-
tion from the Roj'al Institute of British Architects
relative to the Conference to be hold in London,
saitl it was his painful duty to record tho removal
hv ileath of three members of their body—viz.,

Messrs. William G. Murray and C. A. Sherry, Fel-
lows ; and Mr. Thomas Collot, student. The Presi-
dent read a paper entitled " Sundry Notes," upon
which there was an animated discussion, and for

which he received a cordial vote of thanks. Messrs.
Charles Geoghegan, Fellow, and G. C. Henderson,
Associate, acted as scrutineers for tlie ballot of Mr.
W. M. Mitchell as Fellow; Rev. J. W. Hardman,
LL.D., as Honorary Fellow ; and W. B. Law as

Associate ; all of whom were declared duly elected.

SCHOOL OF ART.

Yarmouth.—An exliibition of the works executed
by the students of the Yarmouth School of Art
during the past half-j'ear was held in Yarmouth a
few days ago in the class-rooms of the school, South
Quay. The number of works exhibited was not
large, but the majority of them were well-executed.

The whole of thu drawings, with the class studies,

numbering 442 altogether, have been forwarded to

the Science and Art Department, South Kensington,
to "enter into competition with those from the other
schools of art in the United Kingdom.

PARLIAMENTARY NOTES.

The Enchoachments in Epi'ing Forest.—Mr
Cowj^er-Temple, on Friday last, seconded by Mr.

Holms, moved an addi'ess calling on the Government
to take measures, in accordance with the addi'ess to

the Crown carried last year, for preserving as an

open space, for purposes of health and recreation,

those parts of Epping Forest which have not been

enclosed with the assent of the Crown or by legal

autliority. After expatiating on the sylvan beauties

of the Forest, and tho pleasure it gave to hundreds
of people at the East-end of London, he criticised

severely the action of the Government, particularly

in tlie sale of the forestal rights and tlieir proposed

legislation of last year. Nearly X1G,0UU had been

obtained for these forestal rights, and this, he con-

tended, ought to be voted back for purchasing the

rights of the lords of the manor and fur other ex-

penses, the remainder to be furnished by the City of

London, the Metropolitan Board of Works, and the

adjoining parishes.—Sir H. Sclwin-Ibbetson pointed

out that tlie lords of the manor had proprietary

rigid s, which could not be bought out, he calculated,

under i:20O,UU0. In their name he advocated some
satisfactory arrangement which would respect their

rights and keep open a large portion of the forest.

—

Mr. A. Johnson urged that the rights of the public

should be maintained, and Mr. Beresford Hope, as a

metropolitan ratepayer, called for a broad and gene-

rous treatment of the question, and pointed out that,

while at the West-end people had all the parks,

Kew, Richmond, t&c, open to them, at the East

there were only Victoria Park and Epping Forest.

He suggested to Mr. Lowe that to preserve tho
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forest from furtlicr enclosure would be au appro-

i.riate compensation for the fright he had recently

i,aven the match makers.—Mr. Aldennan Lawrence

and Mr. Samuda also supported the motion, the

former sliarply attacking the administration of the

Woods and Forests, and the latter expressing his

ciiinion tliat the preventing of further encroachment

would serve all pui-poses.—The Chancellor of the

Exeheqncr denied that this domain was the peculiar

property of the people of the East-end, but ad-

mitted that the C^rown ought to do all in its power

to secure them the enjoyment of it as long as it did

not violate its duty to the remainder of Her Majesty's

subjects. He asserted that the Government by the

Bill of last Tear had done more in this direction

than Mr. Cowper-Temple's motion would, for while

he only asked ten- a sum of £1.5,000 odd to be paid

back, the Bill would have secured for ever 600 acres,

whicli had been valued at £100 per acre. The rest

of the couutry would hardly consent to bear the ex-

pense of recreation grounds which London could

well afford to pay for. It was impossible for him to

assent to a motion which called for the preservation

of 3,500 acres.—Mr. Gladstone also spoke against

the motion, which ho professed not to bo able to

understand, and offered on the part of the Govern-

ment either to reintroduce the Bill of last year or

to surrender the forestal rights of the Crown to the

Metropolitan Board of Works.—Mr. Cowper-Tcmple
replied that this offer had been made in 18G3, and

declined by the Board of Works.—Mr. V. Harcourt

was of opinion that the suggested arrangement was
most unsatisfactory, and maintained that, if the

forestal rights of the Crown had been exercised in

the interests of the Crown, these enclosures never

could have been made ; and Mr. Kinnaird suggested

that the matter should be left in th« hands of Mr.

AjTton, who, before he w.as in office, held the

soundest popular views about it. After some further

remarlcs from Mr. Gladstone, Mr. Anderson, and

Sir H. Hoarc, the House divided, and the Govern-

ment w.as beaten by a majority of 101—197 to 96.

Stueet Tramways.—Sir H.Hoare asked the Presi-

dent of the Board of Trade on Monday whether his

attention had been called to a letter which aiipcaredin

the Times of the Ttli of April, containing the

opinion of the editor of the New Yorh Evening Post^

that if proper precautions had been taken when
charters were granted in that city it would now be

in receipt of sufficient revenue from them to pay all

expenses of paving, lighting, cleansing, sewerage,

&c. ; and whether, seeing that no independent evi-

dence liad been laid before the House as to the con-

-ditions upon which concessions were now granted in

the United States, any steps had been t^iken, or

W(}uld be taken, to secure evidence upon that im-

portant point before further powers were granted

for the construction of street tramways in the meti-o-

[jolis.—Mr. tihichester Fortescuo said the position

of the Board of Trade was this :—An Act of last

.Session gave power to local authorities to construct

tramways if they chose, and, if they did not choose,

to allow companies to do so. In no case had the

local autliorities elected to construct tramways ; on
the contr.ary, they had given their assent under the

Act to the schemes promoted by companies. The
Metropolitan Board ol Works had declined to em-
bark upon the constraetion of tlicm. Under these

circumstances he felt bound, acting in the spirit of

the Act of last year, to place before rarlianient the

scliemcs which "had received the sanction of the

local authorities. They would be embodied in pro-

visional orders, and their fate would then depend
njion the House and its committees.

The New Forest Bill.—Mr. Hambro asked the

Secretary to the Treasury whether it was his inten-

tion to proceed with the Now Forest Bill ; and if so,

wljether lie would name a day, or jirobahle day, on
whicli ho would take the second reading of tiiat

liill.—Mr. Baxter saiil that in consciiuence of the

pressure of jmblic business it was not his intention

to proceed with tlie New Forest liill this session.

Ho would take that opportunity of stating, in refer-

ence to the proposed motion of the lion, member
for Brighton, that it was not intended to make
any fresh enclosures in tlie New Forest, pending
legislation, and that trees would only be felled for

the effecting of necessary repairs, the necessary
opening of plantations, and the satisfaction of the
rights of feuholders.

The Inhabited House Duty.—Mr. Eykyn asked
the (;iiancellor of the Kxchequer wlietlier, taking
into consideration the statement made to the hon.
member for Nottingham, he would direct the Com-
missioners of Inland itevenne to discontinue tiie

collei;tion of tlie inhabited house duty for ''offices or

business premises used only as such," and direct the

return of all amounts that had been collected in

orror.
—

'i'lie Chancellor of the Exchecpier replied

that the description of premises referred to in the
ijuestion of tiie hon. gentleman did not come within
the exemiitions of the Act of 1869 ; and ho could
not, therefore, make the required order.

The ALDEnT Memouial.—On Thursday week,
in answer to Mr. llardcastlc, Mr. Ayrton stated that
the iron bars which had been complained of in the
Albert Memorial were about to be removed, as the
structure was now completely secure.

Kensington GAEnENS.—In reply to Lord Elcho,

Mr. Gladstone stated that Kensington Gardens were

under the control of the First Commissioner of

Works, and that no other .authority was responsible

for their management ; such being the case, he

should leave his right hon. friend to answer the other

questions of the noble lord.—Mr. AjTtim then pro-

ceeded to explain that last session he had made a

proposal to Parliament to throw a portion of Hyde
Park into Kensington Gardens. Parliament voted

the money, and the jilaUs were submitted to the

House. Everything that had been done since had
been done by liis authority, and for it he was wholly

responsible." The plan sulnnitted contained only th.at

portion of the park which was affected by the pro-

posed alteration. If the noble lord wanted any

further infoimation, he could find it in any good map
of London. An account of the number of trees cut

down would be furnished whenever the House
thought proper to consider the subject. On being

further pressed by Lord Elcho, the right hon. gentle-

man stated that the object was to carry a walk from

the Albert Memorial to the centre of Kensington

Gardens, and that the last plan was finally settled in

December l.ast.

The Chelsea Embankment.—Dr. Brewer stated,

in answer to Mr. H. Lewis, that the Chelsea Em-
bankment was to be constructed of granite, and that

that materi.al was used because it was the most
durable and host suited for tlic purpose.

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
Leg.\LITY of a Eekedos.—Chancellor Phillpot

gave judgment, at Exeter, on Saturday, in tlie Con-
sistorial Court, in the Lyntou reredos case. Mr.

Kiddell, the people's churchwarden at Lyntou, prays

for a faculty against Mr. Baker, the vicar's church-

warden, and also another churchwarden, called

Taylor, to remove figures of Our Lord on the cross,

wit h the Virgin on one side, and S. John on the other,

ui the reredos of Lynton Church. Two points were
raised— first, whether the reredos was included in the

faculty granted for .alterations ; and secondly,

whether the figures were legal. The judge held

that the reredos was not included in the faculty, and

that the figures were illegal. A plain cross was
legal, a crucifix was not ; -and the addition of figures

to the crucifix to m.ake it into a group did not make
it legal. The removal of the figures was ordered,

and the Ten Commandments were directed to he set

up in their place; costs to follow the order. On the

application of Mr. Phillinnn-e, Mr. B.akcr's counsel,

the last part of the order about the commainlments
was withdrawn, Mr. liiddell's counsel agreeing.

Notice of appeal was, of course, given, and issue of

the removal faculty was stayed for a month.

"WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

Utilisation op Thames Sewage.—The N.ative

Guano Company have accepted the tender of Mr.
Webster, the contractor for the Thames Embank-
ment, for the construction of their new works
adjacent to the pumping station at Crossness, near

Erith, on the Plumstead Marshes, which were some
time ago inaugurated by the Prince of Wales.
Operations have been commenced for the erection of

the works, which will consist of five enormous
wrought iron tanks, sufficiently large to contain

each day's pumping, ilrying sheds, warehouses. &c.,

and the company, which for some time past has been
successfully engaged in the utilisation of the sewage
of the towns of Warwick and Leamington, are very
sanguine as to the the results of the undertaking.

Pollution op CAiimGANSHiRE Eiveus. — On
Tuesday weelc Dr. Pranklaud and Mr. J. 0. Morton,
two of tJie Rivers Pollution Commissioners, com-
menced an inspection of tiie basins of the rivers

llheidol and Ystwyth and their tributaries. Tliese

rivers arc alleged'to have been rendered impure by
the contamination of water running from mines in

tlie ui>i>er portion of ('ardiganshtro.

Ely.—Mr. J. Bailey Denton lia.s, .at the request of

the Local Bo.ard of Health, reported on the best

means of titilising the sewage and improving the
sanitary condition of the city "of Ely. He recom-
mends that the sewn-ge should be conveyed, partly

by gravitation and partly by pumping, to tlie Tur-
botsey farm, and there to bo used for irrigation. He
estimates the cost of executing the necessary works
at £7,980, exclusive of casements and onginccring
expenses.

New Reservoiu poii STOCKrouT.—The Stock-
port District Waterworks Company liavi^ just lot

some large contracts for the Bollinhurst reservoir

and covcre<l conduit at Lyme Park. Wht^n thie

work is coniidcted the company will have a storage
of 160 days' supply, indiqiendent of what the streams
would yield and in addition to the 1,000,0110 gallons

a day which the Maiicliest«r Corporation Water-
works are required to furnish.

The S. James's, Westminster, Vestry liave re-

solveil to erect at once two refuges in Ki'gent-street,

one opposite Air-street and one oi)posito New Bur-
lingtou-street.

§uitoing liitclligcitte.

CHURCHES AND OU.VPELS.

Eatiieaston.—On Tuesday week anew Congrega-

tional chapel was opened. The plan is a simple

parallelogram, consisting of five bays besides the

chancel. The entire length of the building inside is

61ft. Gin., its width oOft. 6in., the height from floor

to apex of roof •27ft., and the height from level of

road to top turret 62ft. The chapel is arranged to

accommodate 325 persons ; the chief entrance doors

are in the front. It is built in the Gothic style, of an

early date. The architects of the chapel were Messrs.

Wilson & Wilcox.

LivEiti'OOL.—Christ Church, Linnet-lane, was con-

secrated last week. The church is built according to

plans supplied by Messrs. Culshaw & Sumners. i if Liver-

pool. Both externally and internally thestructiueisof

Stourton stone in two tints, with a slight intermixture

of red stone in bands. The style of architecture is Early

Decorated, freely treated. The plan consists of nave,

north and south aisles, chancel, vestry, and tower,

with east, north, and south-west porches. In the

interior, the nave is 32ft. Sin. wide by lO.'jft. 8iu.

long, divided from the aisles by six arches and cleres-

tory, supported upon five moulded York stone

shafts, with moulded bases and carved capitals. The

chancel is 30ft. long by 28ft. wide, sepiu-ated from

the nave by a richly moulded arch springing from

stone shafts and sculptured corbels. The sittings

are of pitch pine, with covered bench ends, and will

seat 800 persons. The lectern was supplied by
Hart & Co., of London.

MiiccAS.—The parish church of Moccas, said to

he the most ancient in the county of Hereford, was
reopened by the Bishop of the diocese on Tuesday

week. The church, though of small dimensions, is

an exceedingly chaste specimen of Early Norman
architecture, consisting of nave, chancel, and apse.

The architect engaged was Mr. Gilbert Scott, jun.

The work includes the reseating of the church with

open seats of oak, the removal of the whitewash

ceiling, and the substitution for it in the nave and

chancel of a flat pannelled roof of oak, chastely

carved—the roof of the apse being also of oak,

though, of course, not flat. Both chancel and apse

have, too, been raised to their original pitch. The
tracery of the chancel windows—which, though the

style of architecture is in other respects pure

Norman, are in the Decorated style—has likemse

been restored; a new and substantially-built oak

porch takes the place of the old porch ; the ivy by
which the exterior of the building was formerly en-

cased has been removed, and the walls pointed in

parts and carefully restored, blocks of travertine, of

which the cJinrch is built, being, where necessary,

neatly let in. The execution of the restoration has

been carried out by Mr. Franklin, contractor, of

Deddington, neiir O.xford.

Nkwcastle-on-Tyne.—The corner-stone of a

new United Presbyterian church and schools, now in

the coiu-se of erection in Westmoreland-road, New-
castle-on-Tyne, was laid on the 26th ult. Accom-

modation is provided for 800 persons in the church,

and for 300 children in the schools, the former being

entered through a projecting porch by stone terrace

steps raised about oft. from the ground ; and tho

latter, owing to the gradients of the side streets, is

approached on the level at the opposite end. The

style of architecture adopted is Early Gothic, and

the character of the walling is what is locally called

" sneck walling," with ashlar dressings. The total

cost will be between four and five thousand pounds.

Mr. Thomas Oliver, of Newcastle, is the architect
;

Messrs. N. & R. Reed the contractors, and Mr. K.

Davidson the clerk of the works.

S. Alu.vn's Ahuky.—.At a recent meeting to take

into consideration the present condition of S. Alban's

.A.hl)ev, a report from Mr. G. Scott, R.A., was read,

stating, among other particulars, that the central

tower of the .\bbcy was in great danger, and that

many other p.arts of the fabric required immediate

attention. It was proposed and carried unanimously

"That the reparation of the Abliey he undertaken

as far possible in accordance with Sir. Scott's report
;

that a subscription list be opened ; subscriptions to be

spread over live years, if so desired." Those present

were formed into a committee, with power to add to

their number. The Earl of Verulam consented to

act as treasurer, and Mr. II. J. Toulmin and the

Uev. W. J. Lawrance, rector of S. Alban's, were

appointed secretaries. It is estimated by Mr. Scott

that the sum of £42,650 is required for the repara-

tion of the Abbey (exclusive of all internal fittings,

restorations of screens, tombs, &c.), of which £26,048

is considered by him to be absolutely "necessary

work." This does not include architect's commission
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and other coutingencies. The committee trust that
funds may be raised in the county on such a scale

as may enable them to undertake this great work,
and to appeal with confidence to the country at large
to assist in preserving one of its most interesting
national monuments. It is proposed to hold a public
meeting in London early in the ensuing summer.

S. Andrew's, Holborn.—Considerable altera-
tions are proposed to be made at S. Andrew's
Church, Holborn. The completion of the Viaduct
has brought the roadway some COft, nearer the
church than it originally was, and the noise of the
traffic now interrupts the services. It is therefore
deemed necessary to alter the windows, and to make
them of a rather more ecclesiastical character, and
to follow the Byzantine style of two-light window,
with trefoliated circle round the top for A-entilation.

The organ is to be removed from the west gallery,
where it is now placed, and conceals the oldest piece
of the church architecture remaining of the ancient
building. This is a fine archway, and one which
withstood the fire which destro_ved the remaining
portion of the old edifice. The whole of the altera-
tions contemplated to be carried out is estimated to
cost about £5,000.

Splottlands.—On Wednesday week the new
Congregational chapel at Splottlands, Cardiff, was
opened for divine worship. The chapel is described
as being in the " Victorian " style of architecture,
and is 42ft. long inside, 34ft. wide, and 28ft. 6in.
high, accommodating 500 persons, including sittings
in the galleries. Mr. J. Price is the builder, the
architect being Mr. J. FoUett Fawckner, of the firm
of Messrs. W. G. Habershon and Pite. The contract
was taken for the sum of £1,440.

BUILDINGS.

Brighton Library and Museum.—A report
of the Brighton Pavilion Committee will be laid
before tlie Town Council at their next meeting, on tke
plans submitted to it by the Borough Siirveyor (Mr.
Lockwood) for the appropriation of that pajt of the
pavilion known as the Eastern Coiu-t for a public
library and museum. Mr Lockwood proposes to
construct on the ground floor an entrance haU from
Church-street, two library and committee rooms, and
a centr.al gallery of 115ft. by 30ft., to be used as a
public reading-room or for art collections, or a picture
gallery, with, on the east side of this gallery, a sub-
scription reading-room and library, a reference library,
and a lavatory, and, on the west side, tlu-ee rooms,
suitable either for library or museum purposes. On
the upper floor there will be seven more rooms,
including a lecture and museum room, with cross
galleries. Altogether they occupy an area of 10,600
superficial feet on the ground floor. The estimated
expense is .about £0,000.

Newcastle-on-Tttne.—The M.iyor of Newcastle
recently- opened the new and commodious schools
which have been erected in connection with the
Bath-lane Church from the designs of Mr. Thomas
OUver, F.R.I.B.A., of Newcastle (who was also
the architect of the church). The style is Gotliic,
the principal elevation, facing Locke-street, pre-
senting a large central block, flanked by gables at
the east and west ends. The building is' lighted by
large three-light windows in the centre blocks, and
by four-light windows in the gables. There is a
spacious porch at the north-west angle, and entrance
to the building is also obtained by means of two
side doors at the east-end of the" building. The
centre-block is surmounted by a bell-turret, rising
about 34ft. above the level of the ridge. The prin-
cipal schoolroom measures ii5ft. by" 55ft., and is

divided into centre and sides by cast-iron columns,
used as supports for the roof, the portion of the roof
over the sides being open, and the roof over the
centre waggon-headed in form. Class-rooms .are

provided at the east-end of the building. These
class-rooms are separated from each other by means
of movable screens, and a spacious room 45ft long
by 15ft. broad can be obtained by moving the
screens. Accommodation is provided for the
education of 600 children. Mr. C. Lowry and
Messrs. R. and N. Eeed were the contractors, and
Mr. Henry Andrews acted as clerk of the works.

London Assoclition- of Foremen Engineers
AND Draughtsmen.—At the monthly meeting of
members to take place to-morrow (at eight p.m.),
at the City Terminus Hotel, Mr. W. Llovd Wise
will read a paper on " The Patent Laws." The sub-
ject is one of vital interest to skilled workmen and
artificers generally, and it will no doubt be practi-
cally treated and intelligently discussed on this
occasion. It may be stated that non-members
will he readily admitted on application. Mr. Joseph
Newton, Royal Mint (president of the association),
will occupy the chair.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
[We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opmious of
our correspondents. The Editor respectfullj- requests
that all communications should be drawn up as bvietfy
as possible, as there are many claimants upon the space
allotted to correspondence.]

To Ode Headers.—We shall feel obliged to any of our
readers who wUl favour us with brief notes of works con-
templated or in progress in the provinces.

Letters relating to advertisements and the ordinary
busmess of the Paper should he addressed to the EDITOE
31, TAVISTOOK-STEEET, COVENT-GAEDEN, W.C.
Advertisements for the current week must reach the

ofQce not later than 5 p.m. on Thursday.

Eeceited.—W. H., W. R. C, W. P., O. 0., E. W. & Co.
T. E., E. E., C. A. B., J. B., E. E. E., S. Brors, W. S. & Co.'
K. C, E. W. D., Art Student, S. O., J. H., J, N., J. H. E.
H. L. and W. W.—Next week.
J. E, Wight.—Sketch returned.

Fuller and Lavers.—Photos to hand. Can't promise to
insert.

J. A.—The next of Albert Diirer will be given in a week or
two. It will be the Apocalypse, kmdlv lent by Mr. W.
Burges.

STRENGTH OF PORTLAND CEMENT.
To the Editor of the Building News.

Sm,—I observe in your remarks upon Mr.
Grant's paper that his experiments were made on the
tensile strength only of cement. I do not dispute
that this form of making the experiment is the best,
but, having occasion lately to consider how and to
what effect this material could be applied in the
making of footways in a district where flag-stones
are expensive, I procured samples from several
makers of cement, and tested their strength cross-
wise, and perhaps it may not be uninteresting to
you to know the results. I thought that for my
pm-pose this form of testing the strength might be
more practically useful than that of direct cohesion,
besides being more easy of application. The results
were that, reducing the co-etticients of strength to

the form of xo = '
^

, where to expresses the

breaking weight in lbs. applied at the centre of the
bar. b the breadth, and d the depth in inches, / the
length between the bearings in feet, and c the co-
efficient sought, c = 36 in the strongest specimen,
and 3.3 in the weakest, excluding some specimens of
inferior manufacture. The number of experiments
with specimens of a good sort was about seven or
eight.— I am, &c., c. S.

ARCHITECTS' CHARGES.
Sir,—"An Ill-used Architect" has been fortunate

in obtaining prominence for his case in your
columns, and an advocate in "F.R.I.B.A.," "who
could hardty be more zealous were the complaint his
own. The time wouW also be opportune for the
Gener.al Conference shortly to be held, did novelty
present itself. The honorar_v solicitor of the Institute
might be moved to pronounce any relevant bearings
of the law of contracts could any contingency not
already provided for be said to occur ; but no" such
peculiarity appears. " F.R.I.B.A." may be willing
to point out the addition.al power against his client
an architect acquires by the incidental mention of
his name, or a reference to his drawings, in a deed of
contract between the owner and builder. That cir-

cnmst.antial document commonly provides against a
change of .architects as a matter of ordinary proba-
bility that need not and must not vitiate the bargain
between the real pjirties thereto. Next let me
inquire at what period .an architect becomes entitled
to claim five per cent., and upon what amount ? The
contract has a proviso for extras and omissions
which the owner is at liberty to order

; and whether
the outlay be increased or diminished, it is upon the
modified result, and not upon the original amount,
that the commission is chargeable. The Institute
scale directs that " The commission is to be charged
upon the wiiole value of the work executed, with
the addition of two and a half per cent, upon anv
omissions." Here, then, is a rule perspicuouslv laid
down by the body of which "F.R.I.B.A." is pre-
sumably a member—a rule that leaves the owner free
to determine the contract at any moment, th.at guards
the .architect against illiberality, and protects the
public from gTasping, hard, exacting dem.ands, but
too-well calculated to scare clients, and destroy the
confidence that may, I humbly presume to assert, be
reposed in the general mass of the profession.— I am.
&c ThomjVs Morris.

Sir,—"F. R. I. B. A.'s" uncalled-for flourish

respecting "principle," " professional credit," and all

that sort of thing, " to the contrary notwithstand-
ing," is apparently a shrewd and decent fellow, and.
in the main, undeniably correct. I was once some-
what amused by an actor in a well-known farce,
whose great point was the constant iter.ation of the
anything but agreeable remark :

" I'm in the law :

ain't you frightened ?" And for the life of me, I
cannot disabuse myself of crediting the existence of
a connecting link between that worthy disciple of the
sock and buskin and our reputed " F. R. I. B. A."
Speaking equitably, and admitting that equity and
law are anything but near relations, I still m.aintain
that the architect who seeks to enforce a claim for
the p,ayment of services never rendered, simply—very
simply—commits a suicidal action. It won't pay
either architect or client to appeal to the " glorious
uncertainty " over every trifle.

I fail to see the absurdity of the situation in-
sinuated by our forensic friend, and with the follow-
ing p,arallel beg to terminate. He says " ' F.' very
absurdly asks • If the architect had received the fuU
amount, what would have re-imbursed him who might
some day h.ave to complete the work ? Architects are
not immortal,' " and then very naively proceeds to
advertise himself thus :

— " Architects .are not im-
mortal, to be sure, .and if a brother architect were to
die in the course of his work, I should be quite ready
to take up the business, and complete it for a fair
proportion of the 5 per cent."

Now if the executors of the origin,al architect had
already obtained the full 5 per cent, for carrying out
a portion only of the work, what would he say,
if so employed, at the corresponding fairness of

being " left out in the cold " as regards remuneration ?

Wouldn't he be fairly entitled to undisputed custody
and wear of the absurdity medall?—I am, &c.,

F.

BUILDERS v. ARCHITECTS .\ND CLIENTS-
Sir,—In reply to " .Surveyor," the contractor's

charges may be "in strict .accordance with the
ordinary trade prices," and still m.ay be in excess of

what he is fiiirly entitled to. It is just possible that

he is endeavouring to obtain an advanced price fir
the extra work ; a very common practice, even in

the face of a deterrent clause.

Again, the deductions may be "large and numer-
ous," and still far below what they should be.

To reiterate (repeat) and simplify :
— " Dry facts

oft-times receive qualification (abatement, diminu-
tion, modification, restriction, limitation), and even
liquefaction (the act of melting), by the addition of

aquosity (wateriness) from a deep and oft-quoted
source " (the well of truth)

; which being translated

(explained) or interpreted (expounded) for the
behoof (profit, benefit, advant.age) of " Surveyor,"
who evidently belongs to the "call a sp.ade a spade'
fraternity (brotherhood, class), aud, moreover,
cannot discern objects not in close proximity to his

nasal organ, may be read thus :—The statements
don't read like truth, and no one can form an honest
opinion thereon, unless they hear both sides of the
question ; or sounds like a lie and requires corrobora-
tion (strengthening or confirmmg) ; or again, seems
apocryphal (of uncertain authority or credit, false,

fictitious) what says the opposition.'—or yet again,
" T'es a' wunner, let t'other cove spake." " Sur-
ve^-or," from his line of argument, is " owt" but a
total abstinence man, or he wouldn't " give out" that
" liquefaction" and " aquosity" have been too much
for any one. Is it possible to have even "too much
of a good thing ?"

Being an advocate of the happy medium, I take
the liberty, in extremis, of strongly recommending
" Survev'or" to invest (lay out money) in a portable

edition of the works of any lexicographer (the

author of a lexicon or dictionary).—I am, &c.,

Surveyor No. 2.

ANTIQUITY OF PIPES.
Sir,—With respect to the Taunton pipe, I would say

to "St. i\Iungo" that the question is uot the invention of

smoking, but whether the article found is, as stated, a
tobacco pipe. If it is, the date is evidently false. If the
pipe is a clay, as we are left to suppose, it is another
proof of its not being so old, for not until the practice
of smoking became general is it likely there was any
manufacture in that material. The carving he refers

to at Cawdor Castle I think very untrustworthy. In
the first place, the writer of the Highland Handbook is

not likely to be very learned in antiquities. He as-

suredly errs in asserting the thing represented in the
year 1510 to be a tobacco pipe. And if the date of the
chimney-piece is beyond question, the nature of the
carving is not. I expect the pipe was intended tor a
musical one—monkeys in MediEeval carvings being often
represented with musical instruments,—and that the
simUarity to the cutty pipe is owing either to the rude-
ness of tile carving, iujury from decay, or, what is uot
at all uuUkely, comparatively recent tamijering.

I am, &c., P. E. M.
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Inltrrommnnication.

QUESTIONS.

^.,217.] Soil Pipes.—The opinion of practical men

on the following question is solicited. Are there any

objections to connectins; two -vvater-closets, on different

stories, to one stack of soil-pii)ey Do any incon-

veniences arise from such use y— A. Z.

|-.i2is.]_" Water Service of Dwellings."—In
the article under this head in the Blildixg News of

iSth April, it was observed :
" lATien a soil-pipe is

carried on the outside of a building it should be covered

by an earthen pipe of large diameter, which wnll be

an effectual prevention against frost." The soil-pipe is

filled with gas from the sewer, and nothing else. Is

this precaution necessary ? Many country houses have

the soil-pipes running up two and three Stories, and,

beyond casing them at bottom to preserve the lead

from injurv, there seems little necessity for a precau-

tion that may be prudent, but must be very unsightly.

Will the writer of the article alluded to favour us with

any better reason for the act ?—A. Z.

'

ij219.]—"Waste Pipe of Bath."—Does the

writer see any objection to discharKins the waste into

the upper anil of a cast-lead siphon trap? The bath-

room is. in general, placed on the same level as the

water-closet ; the trap offers a convenient outlet. The

pan would be inconvenient, and this method offers the

advantage of a trap regularly flushed with water.—A. Z.

[2220 ;—Foul Air in Soil Pipes.—To prevent

the escape of foul gas into the house, the best method

that suggests itself is to connect a J or lin. lead pipe to

the liighest point of the soil-pipe, and lead the same to

the ridge, as far distant from windows and chimney

openings as possible. The opinion of your readers is

sought, for these matters are worthy of ventilation.

—A. Z.

[2'221.]—Common Kights.—Can any reader of

"Intercommunication" give an authentic answer to

the foUomng query ? Before commons were enclosed

and common rights commuted, could a cottager, not

legally settled in the parish, acquire, by term of resi-

dence, a right to use the town land? And, if so, of how
many years ?

—

Trustee.

[2222.]—Engravings,—^Can any of your readers

inform me how to remove spots of whitewash from an
engraving ? I find that, by scraping carefully with a

knife, I cet all the white off, but a yellowish stain still

remains.

REPLIES.
[iics.]—Strength of Girders.—Assuming that

there are no holes in the girders in question, all we
have to do to calculate their strength as wrought
girders is to employ another " constant." The prin-

ciple of the calculation is identical, no matter what
material may be used. For the flanged girders the

rule, when the proper figures are put in, will be

—

\V = 9 X 12 X "5 9 1.5 = 3325 tons;
20 X 12 4

or nearly three times as great as a cast-iron girder.

Again, for the double beam, we have

—

0-7.J X 144 X 1-SSW
20

= S-29 tons;

or. multiplying by two. the whole beam will bear a

breaking weight in the centre of lii'53 tons, instead of

fl"72 tons in the former case.

—

Check.

[21S4].—The Cymagraph.—For the information
of "A. L.," I may say that 1 took j)arlicular8 of the

cymagraph exhibited by Mr. Sharpe during the excur-

sion of the Architectural Association last summer, and
on my return hal one of the instruments made by a

young mechanic here. The cost was lus. Gd., exclusive

of the small drawing-board required as a base of opera-

tions. If *' A. L." will send me his address, I will for-

ward him that of my artisan friend, who will doubtless

make his cymagraph on the same terms he made mine,
or I will post " A. L." the working drawing, and he
can get one made for himself.—W, Larner Sugdex,
Leek.

[2197.]—Mounting Tracings.—The mounting of

a large tracing, say the size of a sheet of " lionble

elephant," is rather a ticklish affair, and requires a con-

siderable share of both jjractice and dexterity to make
a satisfactory job of it. Tracings are gen<Tally mounted
on stout paper ; but also, sometimes, on calico or linen.

The great secret is to have the tracing thoroughly well

and uniformly wetted. As " C." appears to be in

trouble, I may inform him that he will find a roller

made of, or rather covered with, some soil material, very
useful in getting rid of the air bubbl"s and reuilering

the paper smooth. The roller used by paper-hangers
is the sort of thing. As a friendly " wrinkle," I may tell

**C." that if he really wants to nuike a tirst-rate job of

mounting either drawings or tracings, let him mount
them on silk. I have mounted one or two maps for

private use in that manner, and there is nothing that
can come near them.

—

Hint.

[2 r,i;).]—Engineering Establishment, Chat-
ham.— riie sheets and text-books you allude to are of
a kind rarely or ever published, except in the form of
" Transactions of the Uoyal F.nglneers," and can be seen
at any large library. <.)f course an odd copy may be pro-
cured now and then, but tha volumes are never in the
itmrket. Try at r?pon's. Charing-iToss.—Vi.vrou.

[2200.]— auantity of Water per Head.—
Mr. Rateman, one of our first hydraulic engineers, puts
tho allowance of water per head in large tOttTis at

thirty gallons; but, in " Dermod's " case, twenty would
leave an ample margin for contingencies. He must
take care to make his reservoir Large enough to hold

about eighty or ninety days" supply.—E. E.

[220-3.]—Measurement of Glass.—All panes

must be measun-d .-.'iiurat.ly. the dimensions taken

between tie' reltates, and all irregularly-shaped panes

must be measured the e.xtreme size each way.—T. P. C.

[2203.] — Measurement of Glass. — Plate
Gl.\ss.—Each piece is measured superficially. Ex-
ample : A plate 5ft. long aud 4ft. wide would be charged

as 20ft. Stained Gl.iss.—This part of the question

needs particularising. If simply used of one tint, in

square sashes, then each piece is charged according to

its supertice, as in plate glass ; but, if fitted in lead

lights, and of different tints, it becomes a question of

agreement. As far as custom exists, the superficial

contents of the whole window would be charged, the

shaped portion bein.g at a higher rate, and the border,

if any, bearing an extra charge.

—

Cuas. B.

[2203.]—Measurement of Glass.—Can the self-

evident fact of \V. W.'s" being in a state of Egyptian

darkness be made to serve to prove, even by a triumph of

chicanery, that I am '* non compos mentis .^" Because

he is very verdant, is it a natural sequence that I am a

fool from the caprice of circumstances

—

i. e., the juxta-

position? " W. W." has no part or lot in this matter.

He is evidently of the genus "meddle aud muddle;"
his freaks herein assimilate to those of a bovine quad-

ruped within the precincts of a porcelain repository.

It is scarcely within the limit of possibility for so

transparent a query to enter such an addle-pate, or for

such an opaque cerebral development to be cognisant

of the fact that five distinct methods exist of computing
the superficial contents of an ordinary Gothic window.
Finally, if, owing to inadequate mental calibre (1) you
don"t comprehend a question " evident to the meanest

capacity ;" or (2), owing to insufficiency, or total absence

of technical knowledge, you cant answ'er it, or (3),

o\ving to causes best left unsung, you won't answer it,

but choose to "write yourself an ass" in preference,

don't meddle with it ; but rather take to heart and
apply the trite maternal abjuration ;

" Xever play with
edged tools."— .s. S.

[2213.]—Satinwood Boards.—Various coloured

sticks made to match f.auey woods are procurable in

London, used by cabinet makers and marqueterie

cutters. It is similar to Sealing wax. I believe that

no kind of filling has been invented that will alter its

colour too, as the wood ages, excepting for walnut,

because walnut scarcely changes colour from one to a

hundred years old. Brimstone is good iilUng for satin-

wood. A mixture of white lead and htharge will stick

in. VThy not run molten metal, brass, lead, or pewter?

Such liuin.gs would improve the look of the wood.

—

R. Ch.ikles.

STATUES, MEMORIALS, Etc.

The Delisi Massacre.—On Friday week, which
exactly completed a year since the foul murder of

Mr. F. Vyner by Greek biigauds, a mural monument
to his memory was placed in one of the compart-
ments in the wall of the south aisle of the choir of

York Minster. It consists of a large panel of

polished brass, dispersed in the centre of which is

an liarly l^iiglish foiliated cross. The panel is orna-

mented with a bordering of blue enamel work, jiud

is surmounted by a perpendicular Gothic c;inopy

supported by polislied Devonshire marble columns,

the caps, finials, and crockets being carved in the

German Gothic stylo. On an oblong polished brass

plate underneath is the inscription in Roman cha-

racters. Below the inscription is inserted in tho

carved stonework an enamelled brass quatrorfoil

bearing the arms of the Vvnier family. Tlio sculp-

ture is from the chisel of Mr, Earp, of London, aud
tho onianientfid brass woric is from the establish-

ment of Messrs. Hart, Son, Peard, & Co., London.

Brighton.—A fortnight ago a monument to

the memory of the late Rev. J. N. Goulty, of

Brighton, was unvoiled at the Extra-Mural Ceme-
tery, Lewes-road. The monument, which has been
erected at a cost of £100 by Messrs. Bennett, con-

sists of a plain granite obelisk, standing on a slab

of Yorkshire stone.

IWEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
MO.\DAY. Inslilution of Sarvei/ors. Discussion on the

" Rating and Local Government," and "Local
Taxation" Bills. 8 p.m.

TCESOAY. Iiutilution of Civil Engineers. 8 p.m.

WEBNESnAT. iSdcicf;/ of Arts. 8 p.m.

Thursday. Socictu for the Encouragement of the Fine
Arts. Third Vomrrnazione of the Season (at South
Kensington Museum). S p.m.

Saturday. Mti-^mm of Prartica! Qeolofjn, Jermvn-street.

St.Jamf.i's. Swinev Lectures on Geology. Lecture
X. liy Dr. Cobbol'd, F.E.S. 8 p.m.

Tin; City MoRTtAKV.

—

Vi'c are glad that the

obstructives have been fin.ally defeated at the last

meeting of the Court of Common Council. In

spite of a resolution carried by the exertions of

those members " who thought the present buiMings

good enough," on the 4tli of April, it has been de-

termined at once to proceed with the erection of the

mortuary, at a cost of .£.5,000.

§u Office QDiible.

The Late Mr. H. F. Hcjlt.—We much regret

to note the death of Mr. H. F. Holt. Ilis name was,

perhaps, remarks the Guardian, not as well known
as it deserved to be ; but among his friends he was
acknowledged to be one of the most learned of art-

critics : his communications to various societies,

and his little papers in Notes arid Queries, were

alwaj-s welcome. At the last meeting but one of the

Archaeological Institute he spoke with his usual

energy, as well as at the last meeting of the London
and Middlesex Society. There is a paper of his

writing in the current number of the periodical we
have just named, aud he, although in the prime of

life, has passed away. He held the opinion—and his

holding it was to many a sufficient reason for being

of the same mind—that the much-debated windows

at Fairford were the work of Albert Durer. He was
particularly learned upon this artist's productions,

and for his championship of the great Albrecht's wife

he earned the sobriquet of " Attorney-Gener.al to

Madame Dilrer,"—which the profession he followed

made most fitting. It is to be hoped that the work
he had in hand upon the life of DUrer is sufficiently

advanced to allow us to look forward to its publica-

tion. The interesting controversy on the Starstou

frescoes commenced at the penultimate meetmg of

the Archaiological Institute, and then postponed, wUl

never now be completed. Mr. Holt died on April 15.

Lectures on Fine Art at Cambridge Uni-

versity.—Sir M. Digby AYyatt, Slade Professor of

Fine Art at Cambridge University, has this week

given the following lectures :—Wednesday, " On
Engraving ;" Thursday (yesterday), " On Wood-
cutting ;" and to-day (Friday), the lecture wUl be
" On Lithography," The remaining lectures of the

M,av term mil take place as follows :—May 22nd,

"On Stained Glass;" M.ay 23rd, "On Enamel;"

May 24th, " On Mosaic." The lectures are given

at the FitzwUliam Museum.

The Llmmee Asphalte.—The Limmer Asphalte

Company have obtained the contract for paving

Lombard-street, and are proceeding with the work.

This asphalte. though comparatively unknown in

this country, is as extensively used in Germany and

Russia as the Val de Travers has been in France.

The streets of Berlin, Hanover, Magdeburg, &c.,

are paved with Limmer asphalte, and a portion of a

Bermondsey-street was paved with it last August.

The North Bridge, Edinburgh.—In view of

the proposed Tramways Bill of Edinburgh being

carried, public attention is being directed to the

necessity of widening the North Bridge, one of the

main connections between the old town and the new.

The bridge was built a century ago at a cost of

£18,000, more regard being paid to solidity than to

mere architectural beauty in its construction. At
either end the bridge is 52ft. "wide, but in the centre

it is narrowed to 40ft.. so that taking 17ft. as the

width over which tramways will extend, this will

leave but a very small space between the footpaths

and"the tramways. A plan has been projected by
which the bridge could be made of the uniform

width of 60ft. It is proposed to add 4ft. of masonry

at the widest parts of the bridge, and to add 10ft. at

either side of the narrowest part by means of pro-

jecting iron beams supported by iron corbels. The
cost of w-idening the bridge in the manner jiroposed

is estimated at about £7,000.

The Wall on the Thajies Esib.vxkment.—

At the last sittiLg of the Metropolitan Board of

Works it was agreed to stay all further action Avith

reference to the construction of a wall around the

Crown property on the Victoria Embankment until

the motion of" Mr, W. H. Smith in the House of

Commons shall have been disposed of.

PKorosED New Oi-kua Ilousi-. IN Oxford-
street.—With the Royal Italian Opera House in

Covent Garden unopened, with two of the lessees of

London theatres in the Bankruptcy Court, and with

the known fact that some of the other London

theatres are not paying, it is proposed to form a

ccnnpany to build another opera house in Oxford-

street. The prospectus estimates that the cost of such

building, together with restaurant or shops, will be,

including all fees, expeiLses, &c., £17,000 ; the rent

to be £3,(>;50 to pay an interest of £17,000 ; deduct

from rent £500 to pay necessary yearly expenses,

&c„ and £3150 will p;iy an interest of 19 per

cent, to the investors, \\lnit an imagination the

promoter of the new undertaking must have ! Mr.

W;iUer ICmden is the proposed architect of the

projected new opera house.

SiicuvTY Foit the Encouragement of the
Fine Arts.—In connection mth this vigorous and

flourishing society, an art college has been estab-
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lished, to afford to young artists and others (of both

sexes) an opportunity of obtaining assistance

calculated to advance them in those branches of the

fiine arts in T\'hich they ma}' desire to receive in-

struction. It is proposed to commence the ensuincr

session with the fi Howing class lectures:—^Esthetics,

by Dr. Heiuemann, Professor at the Crystal Palace

School of Science and Art ; Anatomy, b}' Mr. J. \V.

Walton; History of the Fine Arts, by Dr.

Heinemann ; Perspective, by Mr. J. Saddler ; Upon
the orchestra, its component parts, and the elements

of musical composition, by Mr. A. Gilbert, K.A,

Mus. Besides these, there will be courses of lectures on

"Decorative Art," and " Light and Shade and Com-
position ;" and the following class lectures are in

contemplation,—Architecture, Geolog\', and Meteoro-

logy, as appHed to landscape painting, modelling, and

painting. Members of the societ}' are free to all

class lectures.

Art Union of London.—The annual meeting

of the subscribers to the Art Uninn of Loudon
was held on Tuesday week. The report presented

to the meeting stated thated that the depression in

trade, and the war, had caused a falling off in the

amount of .subscriptions, which this year is

£10,171 7s. Of this sum £5,040 is allotted for

prizes, and £2,681 2s. lOd. is the cost of the prints,

&c. The reserve fund now amounts to £15,741.
The prizes distributed include one work of art at

£200, two at £150, two at £100, two at £75, three

at £60, four at 50, besides nearly one himdred
prizes of smaller value. In addition to these, bronze

vases, chromo-lithographs, and busts of the Princess

Louise are awarded.

Royal Architectural Museum.—This museum
will be open to architects and their friends from ten

a.ni. to seven p.m. daily, during the Conference of

Architects, on visitors entering their names in the

book for that purpose.

Bridgixc; thic Forth.—An old plan for bridging

the Forth has been brought to light by the Dundee
Advertiser. The idea of effecting the object was, it

appears, very carefully considered by a skilful

engineer niure than half a century ago, the engineer

being Mr. James Anderson, of Edinburgh, The
scheme proposed was to have a suspension briclge

thrown over the Forth at Queensferry, and it was
designed in the year 1818. The bridge would
virtually have been three suspension bridges hnked
together, the northabutment being atXorth Queens-
ferry, the lirst pier on Garvie Island, and the second

aboutmidway between that and the south shore at a

point where the foundation would ouly have been 10ft.

under water. According to the plans, the height of

the bridge above high-water mark would have been

90ft., and the north and central spans would each
have been 2,000ft., and the southern .span 1770ft.

These plans and sections are exceedingly interesting,

and it is said to be intended to bring them under the

notice of the directors of the North British Railway,
as showing that the proposal of bridging the Forth
was ingeniously considered so far back as the

beginning of the century.

AspHALTE Pavement in the City.—It seems
probable that in the course of a few years all the

thoroughfares of the City of London will be paved
with asphaltc. The success attending the experi-

ments in Cheapside, Threadneedle-street, and Old
Broad-street, has led the inhabitants of other locali-

ties to i)etition the Common Council, almost simul-
taneously, that their streets may be at once repaved
with the new material. We notice that the Corpo-
ration is wisely trying more than f»ne form of

a-sphalte before deciding which to use generally, and
would advise a continued trial before any final de-

cision is arrived at.

Technical Education.—At the usual monthly
meeting of the Livery Committee it was reported that

the Turners' Company had resolved to give the free-

dom of the companj' and the silver medal as a reward
for the best specimen of turnery, and that the com-
peting wr.rks were to be sent to the Mansion House.
The Lord Mayor was expected to give away the
prize. It was also reported that measures were in

progress at the East-end of London for promoting
technical education, and Mr. F. W. Campin was
directed to inquire of Sir Antonio Brady, who was
understood to be connected with the matter, as to the
nature of those measures, in order that the connnittee
might be enabled to form a judgment as to their

bearing on iis action in regard to the promotion of
technical educatit^n by the City companies.

Institution ok Surveyors.—At the ordinary
general meeting, held on Monday, April 24th, the
following donations to the library were announced :

"House of Comnuns' Return on Tithes Commuted
under the Local Inclosure Acts," "House nf
Commons' Return on Tithes Commuted under the
Tithe Commission," by Lieut.-Col, G. A. Leach

;

W. Hope's lecture on " Sewage Irrigation," by the

author. A vote of thanks was unanimously passed

to the donors. The adjourned discussion on the

paper by Mr. H. J. IMorgan, entitled " The Progress

in Utilisation of Sewage as Shown by tlie Expe-
rience Gained upon the Lodge Farm, Barking," was
resumed, and after a long debate concluded. At the

ordinary general meeting, held on Monday, May 1st,

the following donation to the hbrary was announced,
" Transactions of the North of England Institute of

Mining Engineers, Vol. XIX. 1869-70," by the

Council of that Society. A discussion took place on

the "Rating and Local Government" and "Local
Taxation" Bills, and was adjourned to the next
meeting.

The Tower of All HALLo^ys' Church, Uiter
Thames-street.—At the meeting of the City Com-
missioners of Sewers on Tuesday last, the Finance and
Improvement Committee brought up a report in refer-

ence to taking down the tower of All Ilallow.s' Church,

Up|>er Thames-street, for the jnirpose of widen-

ing the street, in which the Committee stated tliat,

after inquiring into the matter, they found that

the parish expected the Commissioners to be at a

cost for the works of at least £5,000, and that under
the circumstances the Committee considered it was
not desirable to take any further steps at present

therein, as it appeared jtrobable that the church
would shortly be removed under the Union of

Benefices Act, \vhich they thought very desirable.

They therefore recommended that the matter should

be allowed to drop for the present.

Fall of Houses in Bermondsey.—At a meet-

ing of the Bermondsey Vestry on Monday evening,

the Inspector of Nuisances reported that a house in

Anthony-street had fallen down, but fortunately

without anyone being hurt. This is the second

house in the street which has fallen, and some of the

other houses are said to look as if it was their inten-

tion to follow suit. The attention of the Metro-
pohtan Board of AVorks has been directed to these

dilapidated buildings, and it is to be hoped that, for

the public safety's sake, the district surveyc)r has

taken such action in the matter as to prevent

further accident.

National Gallery.—It appears, according to

the Academy., that the Government, while advanc-
ing the large sum of money for the purchase of the

Peel collection of pictures, does so with the clear

understanding that the annual sum jdaccd at the

disjjDsal of the Commissioners for the National

Gallery is thus forestalled for a number of years.

The National Gallery had actually two years'

(£20,000) allowance to dispose of; the Govern-
ment have therefore advanced £55,000 to make up
the £75,000 to expeiul on this enormous quantity of

things by "Wouvermans, Metzu, Van de Velde,

Hobbema, *S:c,. &c.. and lor five years and a half

the National Gallery can make no additions, except
by application to the supreme authority. In this

case, one would sa}-- Sir "William Boxall's office will

not be very onerous to him.

Roman Remains in Mark-lane.—Commenting
on the communication which appeared in the Times
last week, the Rev. J, Hoskyns-Abrahall writes, ex-
pressing his opinion that, on examination, it would be

found that in this instance a tesselated pavement has

partially sunk, from there being underneath it a
hypocaust. This, producing tlie same " arch-like

form," has occurred at the Northleigh " Roman
villa," a mile west of his house. By adopting the

method used at the site of Ancient Carthage, the

Mark-lane XtQ^frpiuror, or any other, might be taken

to the British Museum without the loss of a single

tessera.

THE INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENOINEERS.
At the meeting of this society on Tuesday, the 2n(l of

May, Mr. Charles B. Vignoles, F.R.S., President, in the
fliair, twelve candidates were balloted for and declared
to he duly elected, including three members—viz., Mr.
William John Bird Clerke, A.B.. Trinity College. Dublin,
Ex. Engineer, P.W.D., Eumbay ; M. Louis Joseph Aim.V
Thome de Gamond, Paris ; and Mr. Ruhert Picrcy,
(xreat Winchester-street-buildin^s. Nine geiulemen were
elected Associates, viz. :—Mr. Herbert Chftpman, Assist-
an^Engiueer, G-reat Snuthern of India Eailway ; Mr
George Cooper, General Manager for the Contractors,
Central Argentine Railway ; Mr. Henry Tanner Fer-
guson, District Locomotive Superintendent. South Devon
and Cornwall Railways ; Mr. Druitt Halpin, L(.>comotivo
Department, Scinde. Punjaub, and Delhi Railway ; Mr.
Hodgson Monteith Layard Junes. Old P.road-street; Mr.
Charles Ferdinand de Kierzklmwski, Gi-c,it iicnr;,'o-street

;

Mr. Walter Hy. Maudslaj'. I'^ast (ircenuich; Mr. James,
Assistant-Engineer, Madras Irrigatiou and Canal Com-
pany; and Captain John Lidstnne Watts, R.E1., Assistant-
Secretary, Guv.ernment of India, P.W.D., Calcutta. The
Council reported that, acting under the provisions of
.Section IIL, Clause VII., of the Bye-Laws, they had,
during the present session, transferred the following gen-
tlemen from the class of Associate to that of Member :

—

Messrs. Benjamin Chapman Browne, Herbert Louis
Augustus Davis, George Eedes Eachus, Edward Gotto,
Thomas Manson Rymer Jones, Algernon Joy, and Henry
Shield.

S.

An extensive and very valuable bed of fireclay has
recently been discovered on Kingstown Down, in
Cornwall, which it is now proposed to work by a
joint-stock company.

The new railroad bridge across the Missouri river,
at S. Louis, has been finished, at a cost of 1,000.000
dollars. It is the largr^st drawbridge in the world.

There is some talk of an industrial exhibition at
Smyrna.

The cost of the new houses of Parliament to bo
erected at Berlin is estimated by the Committee of
the Federal Council at 750,000 thalers.

A new station on the Tottenham and Hampstead
branch of the Midland Railway was opened on Mon-
day, called West Tottenham aiid Stamford-hill. The
inhabitants of the above district will thus now have
direct access to the City and AVest-end, via the
Metropolitan R;iilway. The junction with the Mid-
laud Railway is at Kentish-town.

In spite of the opposition of the Metropolitan
Board of Works, the Bills for the preservation of
Wandsworth, Wimbledon, and Putney Commons
have passed the Committee of the House of
Commons.

Waterbcach Parish Church, Cambridgeshire, was-
reopened on Tuesday week, after being restored at a
cost of £1,000.

It is rumoured that a movement is about to be
inaugurated for the erection of a memorial of the
lato Sir John Thwaites on the Thames Embanliment.

The Freemasons of Oldham have opened a new
hall, built at a cost of about £2,500, in Union-street.
The building is of stone.

The Metropolitan Board of Works will to-day
open the tenders for the erection and completion of
the new Chelsea Embankment, one and a half mile
in length, and extending from Chelsea to the Old
Battersea-bridge.

A few days ago the roof of the old parish church
of S. John, Bacup, at the west end, and directly

over the organ, communion-table, and reading-desk,
fell coraplettdy in, reducing the entire place to a per-
fect wreck.

It is said that the old church at Denbigh is to be
converted into a graimnar school.

The Clerkenwell Vestry have revoked, by a large
majority, their resolution to re-pave Exmouth-street
with granite, and have decided to use asphalt*
instead.

A report from the Board of Trade on the tram-
ways of the Metrripolis ^vill shortly be laid before
Parliament.

The Metropolitan Board of Works has ordered
the renumbering of the houses in Great Winchester-
street, Great Winchcster-street-buildings, and Win-
chester-buildings, all in the City.

The City Commissioners of Sewers resolved, at

their meeting on Tuesday last, to borrow £100,000
from the Bank of England on the credit of tlie Con-
solidated-Rate, to be paid off by equal instalments,

with mterest, within the term of twenty years.

PERSONAL.
As will be seen in anotlier column, Mr. T. H

Wyatt was, on Mtrndaj- evening last re-elected

President of the Royal Institute of British Archi-

tects for 1871-72,

Captain Edgcombe, R.E., principal of the Madras
Civil Engineering College, has accepted a pro-

fessorship in the now Engineering College abotit to

bo established at home under Colonel Chcsney. The
salary attached to the professorship is £600 per
anuum.

Both Messrs. Fry and Neave, and Messrs. Mark-
wick and I'hurgood, wlio had successively taken tho

contract for the construction of the Chelsea embank-
ment, having raised objections to proceeding with

the work, the Metropolitan Board of Works has re-

solved to invite further tenders.

Sir William Tite has been re-elected a Vice-Pre-
sident of the Society of Antiquaries for the present

year.

Professor Gustav Jiiger, the distinguished histori-

cal painter, died at Leipzig on the IDth April, in his

63rd year.

Miss Burdett Coutts has offered to hand over
Columbia Market to the Coqioration of the City

upon such couditiwns as will realise lier intentions

in regard to the poor people of the metropolis.

Miss Coutts has expended about £250,000 upon the

market.

Mr. W. G. Larkins gave a lecture on Thursday
week before tho Society for the Encouragement of

the Fine Arts, the subject being ''The Inllueuce of

Cheap Prints on Public Morals." Mr. S. C. Hall

occupied the chair.

Lord George Hamilton, M.P.. recently laid the

comer-stone of the Church of S. John the Evan-
gelist, M^'illcsdcn.
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SCULPTURE AT THE INTERNA-
TIOXAL EXIIIBrriOX.

A REMARKABLE progress has been

made in the appreciation of sculpture

in England since the Great Exhibition of

1851. It will be remembered that then,

and long after, Power's Greek Slave, the

Reading Girl, and the Amazon, were regarded

as wonders of art ; in fact, our annual displays

in Trafalgar-square had consigned this

beautiful craft to an utterly inferior position.

It was buried in a cellar
;

it was represented

by puffy busts and commonplace nudities

;

we have the same eternal Venus a hundred
times repeated ; the same nymphs, Dianas,

daughters of the sun, and bathers, scarcely

ever, unless when Baily, or Gibson, or iLac-

Dowell figured forth the human form, be-

traying a gleam of genius. The first artist's

Eve at the Fountain enjoyed a long reign
;

the second's tinted Aphrodite disappeared too

rapidly from public view to become very

popular, though his Aurora brightens many
a gallery ; but in the interval which has

elapsed, we have witnessed a wonderful

progress. Ko doubt the conventional types

intrude : still Clytie dies on the old approved
plan : still ^lusidora bends her bashful head;

still the gu'lish Nausicaa sports among her

maidens ; but there are signs of a nobler

feeling amid " the jargon of the marble mart."

Much of the degeneration to which we have
referred was due to the vulgarity and igno-

rance of English travellers abroad. They
would bring home statues ; they would have
them at a cheap rate ; they would insist upon
their commissions being executed swiftly, as

if by steam. Hence the glut of rubbi.sh.

roughly cut, unpolished, imitative, and devoid

of thought, which is piled up Ln every auction-

room of the kingdom, after satiating the

vanity of a soon-wearied possessor. We
begin to perceive, however—although the

indications are few, because sculpture is

not a popular art in this country—mani-
festations of a better sentiment breathing

through it. Andthisismoretobe noticed, inso-

much as we have no supreme teachers now.

The Greeks have dropped the chisel, and no

beauty is created from the white bosom of

Pentelicus. The Italians, .although they re-

joice in the quarries of Carrara, are stationary,

except at intervals, when such an image as

that of the ' Dying Xapoleon." by Lara, fills

the imagination with awe. We cannot con-

ceive, liowever, a study of deeper interest

than that of sculpture, if only the visitor to

exhibitions will turn for awhile from the

jingle and glitter of the miscellaneous depart-

ments, and try to concentrate the mind upon
those figures, wrought as in solid snow, which,

even more than i)aiuting, make humanity
appear divine. Nothing from the pencil of

Raphael or Titian equals—except, perhaps, in

expression—the (i races or Dancers of ('anova,

or the Classic pictures—for they are pictures

—of Flaxman. Compare them with tin; life-

less effigies of the lienoni school in Italy, and
of Banks and his pupils in England. It was
not always .it beauty they aimed; tlu; one
modelled a pope and the otiier a judge.

Flaxm.iu's taste, indeed, was rather lieroic

than delicate, though he. too. could exercise

his magic upon the .Mother of Love and the

pretty Cup-bcarcr of the (iods. But in his,

as in most other cases, professional necessi-

ties interfered grievously with the full

ripening of a dreamy and undaunted genius.

Portrait sculpture is an .aliomination. AVe
could have dispensed with Mrs. Tighe for

the sake of a second Psyche ; and for one
Daidalian ideal we would surrcn<ler a thou-
sand monuments of the Yarborough family.

Now. ranging through the exceedingly ini-

pei-fect collection of sculpture at Kensington,

and avoiding, upon principle, individual

criticisms, what do we find ? That this mer-
cenary art still predominates, notwith.standing

the improvements we have referred to ; and
that a reason universally assigned is that

people will paj' more for their own ugliness

in marble than for any vision. With all our

ambition, shall we ever have another Laocoon,
or another Apollo Belvedere ? Another Venus
of the Capitol, or Artemis with her bow ?

We are under some circumstances of disad-

vantage, unquestionably. In the first place,

our climate is not propitious to the study of

the human figure : in the next, our manners,
fashions, and modes of thinking interfere

materially with the freedom of art ; then, our

sculptors have long been hampered by prepos-

terous traditions ; finally, it is possible that

they cannot command models of the purest

type unless abroad, in the South. We would,

however, point out, both in the Exhibition

structm-e, and in the JIuseum at South
Kensington, the curious lines by which this

most creative of all arts has made its way.
The Egyptians were no lovers of beauty,

but inordinately addicted to sculpture ; their

works were at once colossal in dimensions and
deformity ; they were without ease, grace, or

variety of attitude, stiff, grim, and repulsive

as though they had been executed by geometri-

cians. Y'et that nation had the highest sense

of the sublime, understood the proportions of

the human form, and was not without a
knowledge of anatomj'. Why, then, did it

never produce a lovely statue ? Was it that

no loveliness existed in the land ? We are

constrained to this opinion, because beauty,

though born in Egypt, was never born of it,

a view not discredited by the example of

Cleopatra, whose face has been so often

libelled in pictures and statues, since Cleo-
patra was a Greek of the piu-est Grecian blood.

The specimens at the Crystal Palace and the

British Museimi may profitably be examined,
after those at .South Kensington and in the

new Exhibition buildings. But, of course,

ancient Greece bears away the palm. It is

impossible for our artists not to imitate its

types. Being perfect, they cannot be sur-

passed. Being perfect, variation from them
means degeneracy. A\'here is it conceivable

that any man can excel Minerva Callimorphus,
or the Amazon whose limbs were so exquisite

in outline that some of those Pag.ans adored
her as they did the Callipyge V It simply
remains, therefore, as we cannot be rivals

of the Athenians, to be their jmpils.

In one sense, no doubt, om- sculptors do sit

at the feet of the antique masters, but in

a very narrow sense. To copy is not to study.

All the chalk Venuses de Medici. Niobe
groups, Cupids, Hebes, Hercules, and Dianas
in the world will not make an artist. These
are no more than exercises to the eye and
hand : for there is a science in scidpture not
to be acquired by mechanical practice.

Observe the horses on the IJlgin marbles, and
compare them with the rigid and lifeless ex-

j)eriments of Orient.alart. The Greeks knew
how to vary their figures, with absolute ac-

curacy, in the attitudes of preparing to run,

striking, bearing a weight, making ready to

leap, leaning, (lying, and f.illing, and Flax-
man lays great stress upon these points. They
never forget the attributes of their statues,

divine or human, but never forced them into

melodramatic pi'ominence. And the distinc-

tion of .sex was spread by them over the entire

form—it was as apparent in the foot as in the
face. All these are delicacies of art imjiossible

to overvalue ; nevertheless, they are too fre-

quently mi.ssed ; liut it does not follow that

seul|)ture must be inferior because it is

modern, or we should lie guilty of ingratitude
' to Pisano, Donatello, (ihiberti, ^Michael

Angelo, Cellini, and Da Vinci, all of whom
are illustrated in the favoured region of .South

Kensington. Moreover, we have mentioned
Canova, Flaxman, Gibson, and Baily. Flax-
man's most illustrious pupil. It may be hoped
that the school founded by them will be en-

larged and enriched, as our younger artists

may enlarge and enrich it if they will only
resist the tempt.ations which the tastes of our
time too often hold out to them, especially

those of rapid work, of simpering prettiness,

of dranrntic attitudes, of fantastic accessories,

and of servile imitation. In nothing is the
art of design put to a more crucial test than
in the conception of a statue ; it is excessively

difficult to avoid remoulding some old work,
and equally so to avoid mannerism in a new
one. I'et the art is so exquisite in itself that
no love and no patience can be said to be
thrown away upon it.

ARCHITECTUR.\LDRAWIXGSATTIIE
IXTEKXATIONAL EXHIBITION.

T"\7'E have already stated that the collection
' ' of architectural drawings at the Inter-

national Exhibition does not comprise many
new drawings, nor, indeed, any that have been
apparently made for the purpose, nor can they
be even considered faii-ly representative of the
past work of the whole of the profession. A
great many of our first architects have not
responded at all to the invitation of the Com-
missioners, and others have only contributed
a drawing or two that they might happen to

have by them. The Gothic school in p.ar-

ticular is conspicuous by the absence of such
names from the catalogue as Sti'eet, Purges,
Seddon, Penfield, Shiiw, Christian, and others.

On the other hand, the Messrs. Barry, AA'ater-

house, and Wyatt are large contributors, and
several of the recent competitions have fur-

nished specimens of such work as is usually

produced under such high-pressure circum-
stances. On the whole, the nmnber and im-
portance of archit«ctual drawings that have
been sent is sufficient to render it desirable

that we should record them, and note their

individual character, as we propose to do
upon this occasion

;
and we may again, per-

haps, consider their general bearing as to the

history of architecture in our day and the
promise they afford for the future. Messrs.
Banks and Barry's competition design for

the Foreign Office stands first on the list—.a

monotonous three-decker pile of modern
Italian, with an inelegant central block to the
side facing the Park, and the angles are

marked by pavilion-roofed towers, which are
the best features in the design, and sufficiently

stately. We turn, however, from a contem-
plation of its somewhat commonplace detail,

with a sigh of relief to Jlr. E. Sharpe's beau-
tiful drawings of the interior of the church of

S. Edydius, immediately above the last des-

cribed, and of the Lady Chapel, Tournay
Cathedral, hung as a pendant near. Mr. E.

3SI. Barry's perspective view of the Cannon-
street.Ilotel claims attention as the represen-

tative of an important finished work ; the

same character of high-roofed angular wings
to those remarked upon above give the prin-

cipal character to the facade, but the manner
in which the turrets are attached to one side

of these, and crowned with cjuasi-spires, gives

them a lop-sided and unhappy effect. The
building is undoubtedly a striking one, from
its height and mass, but the detail is not
what we ought to expect from our architectual

Royal Academician. Messrs. Came and
Jowcrs's drawing of villas at Lancing does
not deserve its prominent position on the line;

whereas ^lessrs. Speakman and Charles-
worth's competion design for Manchester
Town Hall, which is in the row above, might
fairly have claimed to have changed places

with it. This is not the best point of view of

their proposed building, and shows a some-
what heavy and inelegant grouping, and other
parts, as well as the smoking tower in the
distance, have decidedly a modern manufac-
turing look about them. Mr. D. Brandon's
Bayham .Vbbey is a large modern mansion,
with sundry Elizabethan tr.appiiigs, which
might well be dispensed with, seeing that

there is not much of Eliz.abethan feeling in

the design. Simdry sham gaViles, covered

with vapid scroll-work, are offensively obtru-
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sive. Mr. Sorby's Town Hall, Bromley, is

represented by a clear and vigorous drawing,

l)ut, with some merit in arrangement, partakes

too much of the prevalent vulgar character of

Victorian Gothic, as, for instance, in the spiky

lancet heads of the windows of the belfry

stage of the tower. Mr. E. ]\I. Barry's beau-
tiful cb-awing of his design for the National

Gallery deserved, for its own sake, as well

from the importance it attained and from its

success in the competition, a position on the

line of sight, rather than that allotted to it on
the top row. The too great nmnber of its

domes and turrets, and non-predominance of

any one of them, is the defect of the design,

which otherwise is grandiose. One cannot
help wondering what relation the practical,

well-lighted portion of the structure can have
to these colonnaded and purely ornamental
jiarts. Utility is certainly not the grinding-

.stone of modern Classic architects. The ex-

hibition below of Messrs. Banks and Barry's

new building for the use of the learned and
scientific societies at Burlington House will

serve to keep in memory the structure which
has been at a standstill in Piccadilly for so

long a time that we wonder the police have
not ordered it to move on. It might remain
at a standstill, however, for all the interest

we can manage to feel in it, notwithstanding
that the metropolis is as yet ignorant of

any archway of similar gigantic dimensions,

as that which we are so often told forms its

principal feature, and we certainly would
ourselves devoutly pray that it might never
attain to the eminence that the proposed row
of terminal ornaments would give it. These
hylirids between pots and pyramids actually

overtop the chimneys thatappear in thedesign.
In the next bay of the corridor we have Mr.
Verity's successful design for Messrs. Spiers

and Pond's proposed structure, to be called
" The Criterion." It is well massed, but very
heavy in the part below the lofty pavilion roofs.

The detail is no better and uo worse than in

the Cannon-street Station, and the great

archway over the entrance might rival that

of Burlington House, but has not the same
excuse on the score of utility. Below it is a

very good but too brown a drawing of one of

the entrance archways of Amiens Cathedral
fa(;'ade, which of course, being as purely
ornamental in its purpose as ]\Ir. Verity's,

might seem to have been placed in juxta-

position to disprove what we have above
advanced on the subject. There is truth,

however, in the objection which might be
ajiplied to both cases, though the vast arch-

way at Amiens has claims to regard as a work
of art, encrusted as it is with sculpture, to

which the other, of course, has uo pretensions.

Mr. E. M. Barry, and Messrs. Banks and
Barry, who are large contributors, appear
again side by side below, the former with four

delicate drawings in one frame for a new
House of Commons Division Lobby and
Reading-room, as ju-oposed for the Houses of

Parliament, in wliich his talent for arrange-
ment is conspicuous, though correct taste as

to detail is not so. As is well known, Mr.
Ayrton prevented the execution of these de-
signs, and carried out some less important
ones under other superintendence. Bylaugh
House, Norfolk, the subject of Messrs.
Banks and Barry's drawing, is a large and
certainly stately building of an Elizabethan
character, in which, fortunately, a profusion
of their objectionable pyramid-pots are over-
shadowed by well-grouped masses of chim-
neys. Messrs. A. Smith and T. Kisley ex-
hibit a preposterous design for a sham modern
castle, called Castle Carr, Yorkshire, "not
yet com)ileted :

" such a ridiculous travesty
of feudal architecture ought never to have
been commenced in this century. Mr. T. H.
Longford's drawing of a restoration of
Henry the Third's tomb in Westminster
Abbey is hung too high for close inspection

;

it seems a creditable and careful piece of

work, but sadly injured by the tasteless way
in which the inscription is appended, and the
drawing finished with a heavy background

;

as a pendant is hung a similar restoration of

the shrine of Edward the Confessor, also by
Mr. Longford. Better in having a clear

backgroimd, the reliquary above the shrine ap-
pears too insignificant for the substructure.

ISIr. J. C'rawley has a good drawing of the
first appropriate and unpretending country
mansion we have come to. It is in fair har-

mony with old English work, and yet
adapted to modern requirements. It is said

to be in Hertfordshire. Messrs. ISIills and
Murgatroyd have sent their competitive de-
sign for the Natural History Museum upon
the site of the Exhibition building of 1.H62.

Above the principal cornice line they have
indulged themselves in all the meretricious
weaknesses of the modern Italian style : but
if all their pepper-castors, vases, and sham
gables were swept away, the substructure in

its massing and general features would appear
very meritorious. The drawing is a delicate

one, executed in sepia. Far inferior is

the gin-palace-like block of building above,
poised upon a few sheets of plate glass,

entitled " Proposed premises for Messrs.
Brandon in Oxford-street, by S. Giles.''

The Sailors' Home, Bombay, by J. !M.

Anderson, is a suitable and well-thought-out
design under novel conditions, and the detail

of the light colonnades of the verandas
which surround the briilding will repay a
close examination. Below this drawing is

another by Mr. Charles Barry (of the firm

of Banks and Barry) of his great work,
Dulwich College. The drawing does not do
the building credit, for although the compo-
sition is formal and the detail by no means
first-rate, the work itself exhibits the evi-

dences of lavish expenditure of careful thought
throughout. A drawing of the interior of

the great hall hangs near. The roof is ponderous
and overdone, though well-intentioned and am-
bitious. The last drawing in this bay is the
first of the numerous contributions of Jlr.

Alfred Waterhouse. It i-epresents the new
buildings of Gonville and Cains College, at

Cambridge, facing the King's Parade. The
drawing is an able one, from Sir. Waterhouse's
own hand, and the building unc|uestionably

picturesque, and has over the entrance arch-

way a lofty tower with corbelled circular

turrets at each angle, and is covered with a

spire Hanked by high chimneys. The arch-
way is low and scmi-circular-arched-headed.

The dormers are bold, and the details a sort

of Burgundiau version of Italianising Late
Gothic ; the double stone roof of the oiiel at

the angle of the building is, however, heavy,
even for the style that he has adopted in this

instance. Mr. Horace Jones's British and
Irish Magnetic Telegraph office in Thread-
needle-street is a thoroughly Victorian

version—or I'ather we should say corruption

—

of Italian architecture, which we cannot stoop

to criticise. It is of the City civic. Mr.
J. H. Pollen exhibits a drawing of much
interest, that for the decoration of the
princijial entrance archway to the museum at

Oxford. It is a curious and original experiment
founded upon Venetian work, as expounded by
I\Ir. Iiuskin. "Sh: Pollen is not answerable
for the unpleasantly exaggerated pointed arch
of the opening. "We fail to see much power
in the treatment of the delicate ornamentation,
and could wish the figures and animals
selected for illustration freer from what looks

like distortion or caricature ; still there is

in it an exemplification of the lamp of sacri-

fice, not unmingled with sparkles from that of

life, which deserve recognition. Beneath a

nightmare-like vision of a cathedral sent to

the Lille competition by Isaac Ilolden and
Son, and a tamer but saner one prepared as

a Royal Academy probationer's drawing by
some nameless student lumg beside it, is a
drawing by Mr. T. It. Wyatt, the President

of the Institute of Architects. This is his

competition design for the IManchester Town
H.all. It is spoilt by the hideous compilation

of boxes piled up as a spire over the central

block of the building, otherwise the angles

are rounded off, and crowned by small domes

in a manner that is picturesque, and the
main story is not without dignity. The
entrance archway resembles that which the
world may yet hope to see at "The Criterion,"

grandiose, but injm'ed in this case by the
pedimented doorway within, which seems to

proclaim the inutility of the great archway
that overshadows it. Beneath is a drawing
of two of the blocks of building of which S.

Thomas' Hospital, by ]\Ir. Currey, are com-
posed. Here they are seen in all their naked
ugliness, rendered unnecessarily chilling by
the coldness of the drawing itself. Mr. T. II.

Wyatt has also a large drawing of the quad-
rangle of the new Liverpool Exchange, a
melancholy work, with the ugliest of curved
pavilion roofs over the centre and ends of the
wings that were ever invented. Mr. G.
Truefitt's Bank at Altrincham, Cheshire, ia

a very clever and satisfactory rendering of

the local method of timber construction, but
the drawing is cold and unattractive. Mr.
C. H. Thomas' West-end mansion would pass

muster among modern sjjeculating builders'

work of the first class, were it not for the

abortions of roofs he has disfigured it with.

Mr. II. A. Harbishire has a drawing of his

Columbia Jlarket, Shorcditch, a structure

which, architecturally speaking, is beneath
contempt. ^Miat would our Mediaeval

ancestors have said if they had known that

such stuff would ever be fathered upon the

Gothic style, which they refined with such

infinite care ? Mr. Waterhouse's drawing,

in his best style, of the central hall for the

new Natural History Museum at South
Kensington is quite a relief after the contem-
plation of the last. This is in the round-
arched style, in which he is comparatively at

home. Messrs. Salamons and Jones have sent

a drawing of the exterior of their Reform
Club at INianchester—another of the striking

modern Gothic buildings for which that city

is becoming famous. The general scheme of

fai^'ado is good, but the detail wanting in

purity and refinement, and the angle turrets

are heavy, and their upper story more novel

than pleasing. Mr. Edis's small warehouse in

Budge-row, City, is a tolerably satis-

factory treatment of a difficult problem, tho

treatment of a mere slice in a street. Here
the Medi»val style he has adopted is certainly

the most pliable for the purpose. Mr
Joseph Clarke's Iloddesdon Church has a

high tower with a saddle-backed roof. -The

two main stories of the tower are not very

harmonious. Mr. W. II. Brakspear sends

wdiat he calls a "duplicate drawing " of the

Houses of Parliament, prepared for Sir

Charles Ban-y in 18i3—no one will regret

the modifications afterwards made in tho

carrying out of the work. Below is a very
clever and effective sketch of part of the

triforium in Westminster Abbey, by ISIr.

Waterhouse. Alongside of this is Mr. F. P.

Cockerell's architectural composition entitled

" Laborare est orare," a light and delicate

drawing of some monks in a JMediseval

Italian cloister engaged in carving various

figures, and next to this is certainly the most
]5owerful and able drawing we have yet seen

by Mr. E. P. Spiers, of the portico of Esneh
Tcmjjle. In the centre of this bay is a de-

sign by Mr. James Fergusson for the Albert

INIemorial in Hyde Park. If it were not for the

four smaller editions of it which surround
the central and larger one, we must own that,

although open to criticism in point of detail,

it is a fine massive pile, infinitely to be pre-

ferred to IMr. Scott's birdcage like one that

has been erected. There is no question here of

the manifest ability of the piers to support

the arches, and the stone dome with tho

seated figures at the angles fitly and har-

moniously crown the whole ; the arches are

semicircular, and Romanesque in feeling.

Had the central mouimient been raised upon
such a flight of steps as J\Ir. Scott's, and the

smaller ones at the angles left at the bottom,

the effect would be vastly iuqiroved. Mr.

J. James exhibits here two drawings of his

Spring Hill College, Birmingham. We pre-
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fer the view from the back, which is pictu-

resque : the treatment of the detail of the

facade is indifferent, and spoils what other-

wise might have been a fair design. Mr. W.
ilaywood"s houses, shown in his drawing of

tlie Holborn Viaduct, are very uninteresting,

and Mr. jMarrable"s Chancel of S. Peter's,

]>cptford, tliough clever in an engineering

jioint of view, is not a style of eccclesiastical

architecture at all to be desired. Jlr. Pollen

has sent a curious and suggestive drawing for

the treatment of the timber and plaster work
of a ceiling. Unfortunately, it is hung rather

too high for examination. It is stated to

have been executed at Blukling Hall. Mr. W.
AN'hito has also his design for S. Saviour's

Church, Highbury, with a stately nave, but
tlie central tower sadly wants raising; and
i\h'. J. H. Metcalfe has a charming pen-and-ink
drawing of Burford Hall, Cheshire ; the

buildings are unpretendingly and well treated.

In the next bay are several large drawings,

of which the chief are Sir J. Pennethorne's
original, intermediate, and the executed de-

sign for the University of London in Bur-
lington Gardens. These are drawn, imfor-

tunat<?ly, to very different scales, wdiich

renders a comparison difficult, but it is evi-

dent that many regrets would be wasted over
the second version, in a sort of Italian Gothic,
which was partially commenced. Mr. E. M.
]>arry appears again here with a characteris-

tic and rather vigorously composed design
for a town mansion for the Grosvenor estate.

Mr. Henry Dawson has a bird's-eye view of

his extensive building for the Loudon Orphan
Asylum at "\A'atford, and Mr. T. H. Watson
his premiated design for the same building

;

the former is decidedly the more practical.

Mr. 1). Brandon exhibits the elevations of the

two facades of his Junior Carlton Club, and
Mr. Gibson his Birmingham branch oflice

of the National Provincial Bank. In the
next bay are Messrs. Speakman and Charles-
worth's really effective design for the ALan-
chester Town Hall and portions of Mr. J. O.
Scott's more pretentious one ; the interior

of Messrs. Davis and Emmanuel's now
sj-nagogue ; and a very pretty drawing of a

Ihorfiughly old English looking mansion in

Hertfordsliire, by Mr. J. Crawley, and
another by Mr. Edis at Buckden, in Hunting-
donshire, apparently tinted by the same
liand, and, the entrance archway excepted, the

same remark might applj' to the arcliitectural

detail ; the grouping, however, is not so good.
The weakly-tinted drawing of Mr. G. Ci oldie's

Pro-Cathedral at Kensington docs not do jus-

tice to that really line interior. AVe have
here also i\lr. Horace Jones's Smithfield

Markets, of wiiich we are pleased to be able

to speak in higher terms than of the former
drawing of his mentioned by us. We con-
sider this, on tlie whole, a fairly-treated build-

ing for the purpose, although we never
could understand the use of so much inflam-

mable timber in its roofing, and fear it might
be easily destroyed if any neighbouring build-

ing were to catch fire. The last drawing in

this compartment is a most important one,

and of present interest ; it is that of the new
Natural History Museums at South Ken-
sington. Altliough we cannot a])]irove of

the domical terminations of all the towers,
and woulil wish to see the whole of these
tlun'oughly and railically revised, we con-
sider the main part of the structure simply
and well treated, and it would form an im-

I

posing public building. The style is Bound-
arched Boinanesfpie, but in the ranges of

panels below the windows Gothic forms .are

introduced, wliicli we should recommend to
be avoided. In the next bay we have a man-
sion, (ireenhurst, near Dorking, by Mr. St.

Aubyn, pii'turesque, but a little w.anting in

repose
; j\Ir. Emerson's fountain at Bombay,

ratlier a close imitation of a fountain designed
by j\[r. Burges—but as this is a very good
variation upon an excellent tunc, we are glad
that it has lieen actually carried out ; another
country mansion by Mr. C'rawley we do
not like so well as his last described.

Mr. L. Collmann has an Italian dining-room
ceiling at Deysbrook, West Derby, near

Liverpool,harmoniously decorated. Here, also,

are two more of Jlr. Longfield's able and
careful restorations of tombs in Westminster
Abbey ; and a restoration of a Perpendicular

screen in Paignton C'hmxh, Devon, by W.
Brakspear ; and of mosaic pavements in Can-
terbury Cathedral and 'Westminster Abbey,
by Mr. F. Judge ; a pretty little design for

parish schools, Chesham, Bucks, by Mr.
jMorton M. Glover, who also sends a drawing
for a proposed Congregational Church at

Stamford-hill—a vast improvement upon the

usual character of such buildings ; and JMr.

Worthington his grandiose design, in not very
satisfactory Gothic, for Manchester Town
Hall. In the next compartment, among a

number of drawings of little interest, we have
creditable schools at Malton, by Messrs. Al-
dridge and AVillis ; a Parisian-looking design

for a museum, by ilr. Spiers ; Ephin Cathe-
dral, by Sir. Goldie, a heavy and not prepos-

sessing work ; and a a^ood pen-and-ink draw-
ing of a rather fine interior of hall, by W.
Lee, part of a competition design for the

jManchester Town Hall. The best work in

the next bay is Messrs. George and A'aughan's

Bodegas, in Granada, for the Duke of

Wellington. INIr. G. G. Scott has his design

for the Albert Hall, a compositicn on a qua-
trefoil plan, with a central dome over the

crux and seini-domes over each wing, in ela-

borate Romanesque ; and Sir M. D. Wyatt a
number of pretty but slight architectural

sketches. In the next bay we find a few old

friends, and among them !^Ir. T. C. Sorby's

competition drawing for the Midland Station

and Hotel at S. Pancras ; Mr. E. Barry's ex-

terior of Crewe Hall, and interior of the restored

S. Stephen's Crypt, Houses of Parliament

;

a somewhat picturesque structure forming
the entrance to the Market-place at Ayles-
bury, by jNIr. David Brandon ; and ]\h-. G.
Truefitt's Bank at INLanch ester, which is more
quaint than architecturally correct. In the
next compartment we have several of the
really fine drawings which the JManchester
Town Hall competition called forth, in the
centre that of Mr. G. O. Scott, flanked on
either side by those of Messrs. Speakman and
Charlesworth, while below is that of Jlr.

Waterhouse, with one submitted for the
Assize Courts in the same town by Mr. Frede-
rick ISLaw, who kindly gave a Classic as well
as a (tothic dream to choose from. Mr.
Emerson has here his ^Vllahabad Cathedral,

and Mr. T. Wyatt his ^Lansion in Park-lane for

Sir D. C. Majoribanks
; and in the last liay

we have in the centre JMr. Somers Clarke's

General Credit Offices, JjOthbury ; a bank
erected at Salisbury, by JL'. Henry Hale ; a

fine drawing of the interior of Sherborne
Abbey, by Messrs. Slater and Carpenter, who
also send their rather overdone reredos of

Chichester Cathedral ; Mr. Darbishire's
parody of a cathedral interior in the hall of

his Columbia Market ; and a heavy-looking
Scotch mansion, by Messrs. Peddle and Kin-
near, entitled Newtonaird, Dumfries-shire.
'Che few foreign architectural drawings that
h.avo been contributed we may notice upon
some future occasion, but the space which we
have defWfted to this collection of arcliitectural

drawings is as much as we can spare upon
the present occasion.

VIOLLET LE DUC'S " DICTIONNAIRE
RAISONNE DE L'ARCIIITECTURE
FRANCAISE."*

VIL

T^IIE question of the vaulting of the tran-
-*- sept is solved in a simple f.ashion by
means of barrel vaulting below the spring-

ing line of the .abutting quadrant arch which
resi.sts the thrust of the main vault. (See

* Dictionnairp raisonnil ilo rarohltr'ctm-i^ FraiiijmsR
du XI. ail XVI. SiOL-Ie. par M. Vini.l.KT I.K I>rt', Arehitecte
du aouvemmoiit, Inspoi-tcur-genoral <les likiillccs D'occa-
saiiii. lOvuls.: Svo.; Mi.itI, Paris, 18-il—1808.

Fig. 14, on last week's sheet of illustra-

tions.) This system of construction rendered
the churches d.ark and gloomy when necessity

compelled them to be large, and thougli

this might suit the south of sunny France,
yet it was found in.applicable to the duller,

cloudier climate of the north. Direct light

was there found to be an imperious neces-
sity

; but how to supply this want, and at

the same time obtain that security from the
ravages of fire afforded by a vaulted nave,
was a subject of some perplexity to contem-
porary architects. At first they shirked the
solution of this difficulty ; the aisles were
frecpiently vaulted, and a clerestory inserted
above them, but the n<ave yet remained covered
only by a wooden roof, .and a good ex.ample
of this system is presented in the abbatical

church of S. Reniy at Reims, an edifice of

the twelfth and thirteenth century, and which
system prevailed on the banks of the Marne,
the Saone, and throughout Nonuiindy. Of
this mode of construction we give a suggestive

illustration from a later class of church com-
mon in Normandy and in the Ch<ampagne
district, which was common about the
early jiart of the thirteenth century (See
Fig. 1.'), in the present number), .and which
will commend itself to the necessitous builders

of cheap churches and chapels. In order
to save the expense of high nave w.alls, and
yet, at the same time, to obtain a sufficient

amount of light in the body of the church,
the nave w.all is pierced with windows above
the piers, the arches which cross the aisles

carrying the gutters from their roofs, and the
n.ave is, like the aisles, covered with an open
timber roofing. Where wood is easily procur-

able, and stone difficult to get, it is not easy
to find a cheaper mode of obtaining a good
church than the expedient here adopted, as

the least possible height proportionate to the
breadth is thus necessitated, and at the same
time ample light is admitted to all parts of

the interior. Such simple expedients as these

did not, however, satisfy the builders of the
larger edifices needed in those days. A vaulted
roof to the nave for all important churches
was looked upon as a necessity, second only
to the admission of light, and the architects

set to work to find a means of combining
these two desiderata. They tried many ex-
periments, and the tendency of them .all was
to raise the window head up into the vault-

ing. This was done timidly at first, and
after the old Roman m.Tuncr ; but the
curvilinear line produced by the junction
of the soffit arch of the window vault
with that of the main space did not
harmonise with, the other features of their

buildings. To bring the he.ads of the win-
dows below the springing line of the main
vault necessitated an enormous height, .and

before the introduction of flying buttresses

was almo.st an impossibility, as the means of

resisting the thrust were not easy to find. The
greatest step taken at this epoch, and one
which led to enormous results, was that in-

duced by the '• happy thought " of crossing

the one vault by another of equal altitude,

and one of the earliest examples of this treat-

ment on a large scale is found at Vezelay.

This mode of vaulting was by no means
uncommon in small spans, .and will be
found in the plans and section of the nave
of Notre Dame du Pont at Clermont Fer-
r.and, before referred to (Fig. 12), but it had
not previously been attempted on so large a
scale. In our next we shall give <an interior

view of this gr.and church, looking towards the
entriincc, from which it will be seen that by
the means here adopteil the altitude of nave
was reduced to manageable proportions, and a
good space of window light obtained, whilst

the thrust of the nave v.aulting was transferred

to points immedi.ately over the nave pillars,

paving the way for the introduction of resis-

tance .at these points by means of flying

buttresses. 'J'he importance .and progress

effected by this latter feature we have before

commented upon in our notice of M. le Due's
definition of flying buttresses (arc houlant),
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and when once the use of these was established

their combin;ition with crossed vaulting led

to all the boldness of construction and the

chiefest part of the beauty of Gothic archi-

tecture. Progress in the art was now very-

rapid, and in the end of the twelfth century

the pathway thi'ough the difficulties of

Mediaeval construction was distinctly visible,

and able pioneers set out to clear it and make
it practicable. Such an one was the architect

of Notre Dame at Paris—a work commenced
in 1168. He attempted a very great task for

his day—it was to construct a nave of 11 metres

span between the supports, with doubled
aisles, having alarge upjier gallery, all vaulted.

This is how he commenced his work (see Figs.

IG, 17, and 18). He gave to his collateral aisles

only a moderate height. The windows of the

outer side aisle would at least suffice for the

lighting of this portion of the structure in A B.

The triforium was vaulted with pointed arches

ramped up so as to clear the heads of the

large high windows of the exterior wall at

C I) ; tlie open arcade at E allowed these

windows to light the nave in the direction of

the dotted line 1) F, the clerestory let light

upon the vaulting, and the flying buttresses

resist the thrust of the great vaults. The
exterior of this vast edifice (Fig. 17) leaves

nothing to be desired : it is majestic, full of

unity, and easy of comprehension
;
but the

interior exhibits many faults of proportion

(Fig. 18) : the aisles are not only low and
crushed in appearance, but they are too equal

in height to the arches of the gallery ; the

naked wall above these appears heavy
and blank, and is miserably pierced

by the clerestory windows whose heads are

lost in the groining of the main vault. It

seems as if its constructors hardly knew how
to finish an edifice commenced on so vast a

plan and so largely conceived.

It has frequently been asserted that some
deep occult symbolism pervaded the ideas of

the architects of the middle ages, and that

this impelled them to raise such high and
lofty naves, but a reasoning examination of

their works leads to an opposite conclusion.

Breadth and height were structural sequences,

and we find their endeavours taking the di-

rection of reduction ratlier than of increasing

the height of their edifices. Common sense

ruled, and therefore they did good work
and begot a living art. If we examine the

section of Kotre Dame at Paris (Fig. 10), we
shall see that a less height could not have
been used ; in fact, the building is as nearly

as possible equal in height and width.—a pro-

portion common to all times and all peoples.

In their efforts to bring down the height of

their buildings the architects of the early

lialf of the thirteenth century began to

abandon the gallery over the side aisles—

a

legacy of the old Roman basilicas which im-

pressed itself almost indelibly on the build-

ings wliich succeeded them.

PHILOSOPHY OF THE SOIL PIPE.

WHEN human beings are constrained to

live closely in places not prepared for

their reception, as in camps, the want of

drainage soon begins to be felt, and the

putrescent fermentation of animal deposits

occasions disease of the class termed zymotic.

"Wherever dwellings are so situated that the

refuse, especially the liquid refuse, cannot be
freely carried off, noisome exhalations are

tnnitted, and the air is rendered poisonous.

Wet weather is not less wholesome than dry.

AVet seasons are, in fact, accounted the
liealthiest ; but a foul, wet soil is a source of

danger, insidious and deadly. Open sewers
are notoriously baneful ; cesspools are but
pits of corruption at the best, and when
open, simply yawning and devouring graves.

Running waters are of sanitary value when
pure, and to keep them from pollution is a

charge of national concern. Foul waters are

best removed rapidly, unseen, unsmelt,
through covered channels. London depends
equally on her river and her drains. The

Thames brings the wealth of commerce, but
witliout sewers she would be uninhabitable.

The contrast between modern and ancient

London is remarkable. The aspect of the

open flood does not more widely diifer from
the darksome streams beneath the earth. She
is now an example of cleanliness and health,

while the devastating plagues of old repre-

sent so many epochs in the history of filth.

The Great Fire did in a day or two the

purifying work of centuries. It was truly,

as Dryden termed it, a " chymick flame."

It separated the city of the past from
that of the future, and, tinctured with

a saving incense, came like an incorpo-

real priest between "the dead and the

living, and the plague was stayed."

From this wide and genei'al view that con-

cerns sewers and public management we may
turn to the drains of houses. They constitute

an expedient whose city origin can scarcely

be doubted. It is in cities that the incon-
veniences of neglect are augmented, and the

penalties in form of scourging diseases inten-

sified. In many parts of England there re-

mains a wholesome abhorrence of ch'ains

within the house ; and in London no class

of houses is so healthy as those habitations of

moderate scale that have all the conveniences
situated externally. It is in domestic edi-

fices of a superior grade that danger is chiefly

to be feared. The sensitive habits of the

upper classes lay them open to many forms of

attack, and expose their dwellings to many
pernicious agencies from which their less

fastidious neighbours with smaller houses
are altogether free. The complete residence

must have cisterns, sinks, baths, and water-
closets at every turn, while for each point of

supply there must be a corresponding point
of discharge.

But it is only necessary to transcribe a de-

scription to be met with in " A House for the

Suburbs." " The whole waste of the house
is conveyed to the di'ains by a large upright

tube called the soil pipe. It is subject to no
great stress, and is not particularly strong

;

but being virtually a continuation of tlie

drains to the upper part of the house, it is

very important that it should be air-tight. In

a case where no branches were required, I

had the drain pipes continued up to the gutter

to receive the rain water. It is the soil pipe

and connected apparatus that more than any-
thing else fill houses with fold air. The pipe

being in direct communication with the

drains, is a receptacle for their vapours, and
these being in jiart composed of hydi-ogen,

the lightest of all known substances, are ex-

ceedingly buoyant. Every inlet from the

soil-pipe to the house may be carefully trapped,

biit ti-aps are not always effectual, and the

subtle fluid too generally escapes with its

charge of pestilence. It is only necessary to

think of the quantity of atmosphere a single

grain of musk will affect to judge of mias-

matic consequences from continuous, though
minute, doses of poisonous air. This source

of disease is obviously peculiar to houses of

several stories, with appurtenant internal

conveniences ; and great loss of health is, no
doubt, the result of a mere oversight in the

contrivance of these accommodations. The
apparatus of a closet is sometimes almost as

intricate as the movement of a chronometer,

and yet avails but little ; nor can it be other-

wise, while the great defect remains un-
perceived. The volatile pent-up fluid

requires—indeed, insists upon—an outlet,

and, failing any other vent, pollutes the house.

It would surely be well, therefore, to prepare

an innocuous exit for so agile a foe ; and
this can be done with little trouble or ex-

j^ense. It is only requisite to carry the soil-

pipe to the roof, higher than, or at a distance

from, any windows there, and leave it open,

so that in many cases it will serve also for a
rain-pipe, as in the instance already adduced.

This plan was followed at the barracks of the

Commissionaires, in the Strand, and I have the

testimony of Captain Edward Walter, the

patriotic founder of the corps, as to the capital

results. 'Although,' says this officer, 'the

entire space allotted to each man is mueli

less than that recommended by the Army
Sanitary Commission, we have a much less

average of sickness than any regiment in the

service, and not a single case of fever has

occurred.' There is no modern discovery

about it, as will be seen by the next passage.
" It was certainly with something like the

pride and hope of an inventor that I put for-

ward a project which had taken much time

to mature and simplify ; but all claim to

novelty was destroyed by the subsequent

perusal of a small volume by Sir Henry
Wotton. A century and a half ago, when
that book appeared, water-closets were un-

heard of ; but upon the expediency of venti-

lating house drains it is explicit and conclu-

sive. Sir Henry says, ' Touching conduits

for the suillage and other necessities of the

house (which how base soever in use,

yet for health of the inhabitants are as

considerable, and perhaps more than the

rest) I finde in our Authors this counsell

—

that Art should imitate Nature in these

ignoble conveyances, and separate them from
sight (where there wants a running water)

into the most remote and lowest and thickest

part of the Foundacion ; with secret vents

passing up the walls, like a tunnel, to the

wilde Aire aloft, which all Italian Artizans

commend for the discharge of noysome
vapours, though elsewhere, to my knowledge,

little practised.'
"

Commencing with an air-trap next the

sewer, the glazed stoneware tubular drain-

pipe of almost universal employment may be

extended any distance witliin the house.

''Junctions" should be inserted where pipes

are to be brought down, and all the joints

must be carefully stopped. The fewer pipes

the better, and a single soil pipe will serve

for any nund^er of closets in the same pile,

that is to say, so nearly above each other as

to admit of funnel pipes for carrying their

contents into it. The more it is used, the

longer will it probably remain serviceable, as

frequent washings prevent the deposit, that

when allowed to dry and harden, contracts

the bore. Not a single trap now used is to

be omitted. Every passage for the sewer

gas into the house is to be protected ;
but the

one great principle inculcated is that, after all

the guarded points have been passed, a free

exit may be foimd at the top.

ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.

THE annual general business meeting of this

A.ssociation was held on Fridaj' evening last at

No. 9, Conduit-street, W., Mr. T. H. Watson,

President, in the chair. Messrs. .Tames Tillet, F.

I'ringle, .1. W. Hunt, and W. M'. Robertson

were elected members. On the motion of Mr.

1!. A. Paice, secretary, seconded by Mr. \Y. L.

Spiers, the best thanks of the Association were

given to Mr. G. G. Scott for his kindness

in allowing the members to visit the works in pro-

gress at the St. Pancras Hotel, in connection with the

Midland Kadway Station. Mr. Paice also announced

that on Saturday, the 20th inst., a visit would be

paid to a new Convalescent Hospital now in course of

completion at Stepney, and to Mr. Brooks's new
Church at Plaistow.

THIC ARCniTECTUK.VI^ CONFEREXCE.

Mr. P.iii'E read a letter from Mr. Eastl.tke, the

Secretary to the Royallustitute of British Architects,

respecting the forthcoming Conference of Architects,

and requesting that the subject should be brought

before the members of tlie Associatiiin, witli tlie view

of securing their co-operation in tlie scheme. The

letter stated that the Council of the Institute were

desirous that delegates from tlie .\ssociation should

attend the Conference, and would he glad to receive

the names of the delegates who might be appointed,

as well as any suggestions whieh the Assoeiation

could make as to the conduet of the Conference.

Mr. Lacy W. RiDf:n suggested that the matter

should stand over till the next meeting, when the

Committee, having discussed the matter, would

probably be iu a condition to advise the members

whether delegates should be sent to the Conference.

He thouglit that the general body of the members

was not sufficientlv well versed in the subject to
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decide there and then whether delegates should be

appointed.

The PuESiDKNT pointed ont that the time was
short, as the (,'onference commenced on the 22nd
inst., and it would therefore be too late to leave the

appointment of delegates to the next meeting. lie

thought that the Association could hardly, with any
good grace, refuse to send delegates, in response to

the letter from the Institute. The coming Conference
was an attempt on the part of the Institute to carry
out a scheme that the Association had in a great

measure previously pledged itself to in connection
with the .\rchitectur,al Alliance. It was highly
desirable that architects should by some means be
brought together for the purpose of interchange of

idea-s on professional matters, and this would result

beneticially not only to the persons taking part in

the Conference, but to the i)rofession at large. He
thought, therefore, that the Asaociation would do
well to appoint delegates to represent it at the
Conference. Perhap.? the best plan for the meeting
to adopt would be to pass a resohition that delegates

be sent, leaving it to the Committee to select the dele-

gates.

Mr. J. Douglass ]^Iathi;\v.s proposed aresolutiou
to that effect, as he thought that all other architectural

societies wouldhave representatives at the Conference,
whether delegates or not.

M. J. T. Pekry seconded the motion.

Mr. Lacy VT. RiDr.Ksaid he had no objection to

urge against the a(Io]iti<in of the resolution. lie

thought the only dilKcalty that might arise was that
the Association was already more or less committed
to the Architectural Alliance, and he thought it

possible that many of the members might object to

send delegates from their body to what might in

some measure be characterised as a rival scheme to

that which they had already pledged themselves to
;

but as Mr. Mathews, himself an officer of the
Alliance, had proposed the resolution, he supposed
it was aU right.

The motion was then
carried.

put, and unanimously

The Librarian having announced several additions
to the library, the meeting proceeded to discuss the
relations of the Association with

TIIE ARCHITECTURAL ALLIAXCE.

Mr. J. DoUGLA.ss JIatiiews said that it was
usual at the business meeting of the Association for

its delegiites to the Alliance to make a report. The
delegates, had, however, ver}- little to snlimit to the

meeting beyond what was mentiimed in the minutes
of proceedings of the Alliance, then in the hands of

the members. Mr. Mathew.s, after referring to a
letter which he addressed some time ago to the

various provincial societies seeking their co-oper.ation

with the Alliance in interesting provincial architectural

students in tfie Voluntary An hi tectnral Examination,
spike of the I'resiilent of the Institute's suggestion in

his inaugural address a.s to the desirability of the

amalgamatioii of the Alliance and other architectural

societies with the Institute, He (Mr. Mathews)
however, could uot see tliat such a change was, for

the present, at any rate, desirable. The .\lliance

was an independent body, and its great advantages
were that it was the means of bringing together the
representatives of various architectur.al societies

throughout the kingdom, for the discussion of
matters of professional ijitcrest, and this had not
hitherto been done l)y any other boiiy. .Since this

proposal h.ad been made by the President of the
Institute, th.at body had taken upon itself to hold an
Architectural Conference, which, if successful, was to

be eontiuued annually, .and which might probably
make it a matter for the consideration of the societies

constituting the Alliance whether the hitter boily

might not be dissolved. He did not tliink, however,
that in the discussion of the (picstion the .Association
slioidd take the initiative in proposing its disso-
lution, for although it sent twice as many delegates
to the Alliance as any other of the constituent
societies, it was in reality the least interested of any
one of them in the Alli.inee. He thought that the
annual gatheriiiKs of the Alliance had been produc-
tive of much i,'i>od. inasmuch as the provincial dele-
gates had been made thoroughly acquainted with
the work accomplished by the Association

; and the
Association was hiokcdupon) in the provinces as what
an architectural society should be, anil was copied in
many respects. With respect to the coming
Conference, it had been established by the Institute
with the same end in view as that which had
prompted the .'Vrchitectural .\lliance to hold similar
annual gatherings for the last seven or eight years,
only it was thouf,dit that the Institute could, by
reason of its position as the chief professional
society in the I'nited Kingdoni, carry out

the project more'completely. He thought it was
much better that a strong body like the Insti-
tute should take up the matter, and work it

thoroughly, for he was no advocate of rival societies
having the same ends in view ; but, at present, he
did uot think that the Alliance should be allowed to
die out or surrender itself indiscriminately into the
hands of the Institute. The Committee of the
Alliance had been asked to send representatives to

the Conference at the Institute, but they had not
seen it in their power to comply with the request,
inasmuch as the annual general meeting of the
Alliance did not take place until next month, and
the Committee did not feel at hberly, without being
deputed by the whole body of the Alliance, to take
any part in a scheme which would virtually cut the
ground fniin uniler the .society of which they were
ofKccr.s. He did not think that the Institute had
treated the .\lliance in exactly the right way ; for,

before determining to hold this Conference, the Insti-

tute oiight, in common courtesy, to have consulted the
Alliance, which was in the field so long before the
Institute condescended to take up the matter, espe-
cially as the Institute had given the Alliance the
credit of being the pioneers of this movement. The
Alliance meeting would, therefore, take place this3-ear

as usual. Before it was held, however, the Conference
at the Institute would have pas.sed over ; and, in

view of what might or might not be achieved by the
Conference, it would be for the delegates of the
societies constituting the AUi.ance to determine
whether the latter body's annual gathering would be

necessary or not for the future, and whether, in fact,

the Architectural AlUance would thenceforth have
any raison d'etre. Probably, if the Conference at

the Institute was a success, the Alliance would be
dissolved. He read a letter which he had sent to

the various societies composing the Alliance, in which
he had drawn attention to the subject. In this letter

he reminded the societies that at the last meeting of

the Alliance the following resolution was passed,

viz. :
—

" That the Royal Institute of British Arclii-

tects be invited to meet the Delegates of the Archi-
tectural Alliance, consisting of the following allied

societies (stating their names), ouce a year at their

annual meeting." This was communicated to the

Secretaries of the Institute, and in reply a letter Wiis

received from them dated the 14th February, stating
" That the Council of the Eoyal Institute of British

Architects feel unable to comply with the proposal,
but they have under their consideration a scheme
which it is believed will reali.se all the objects .sought

to be obtaineil by the Architectural Alliance." Ou
the 22ud April the following letter wtis sent to Mr.
Mathews, by the Secretary of the Institute :

—" Dear
Sir,—The Council of the Institute having decided to

hold a General Conference of .Architects towards the
latter end of next month, in accordance with the
plan already announced by advertisement, I am re-

quested to beg that, as Honorary Secretary of the
Architectural .Alliance, you will attend the Con-
ference j-ourself, together with three other members
of that body who may be selected to represent
officially at the several meetings on the 22nd, 23rd,
and 25th of May. In making this proposal *\ie

Council desire to express their full acknowledgment
of the fact that the ' Conference ' scheme originated
with, and was suggested b_y the Architectural
Alliance, whose members for some years past have
exerted themselves with praiseworthy zeal to

promote by their co-operation the objects which the
Institute now ilesires to maintain by the cstablish-
nu'iit of an Annual Conference. Further particulars
of the scheme as at present arranged are now under
consideration, and will bo forwarded to you in due
course." That letter was followed by another on
the 21th April, in which Mr. Eastlake said:—"I
regret haying omitted to explain in my letter of the
22nil inst., that the four members of the Architec-
tural Alliance (iiu-Iuding yourself) who may be
selected for the i)ur|jose, are invited to become
members of the Committee appointed to carr_\* out
the scheme, and requesting the names of the members
of the Allijince, who have been selected, in order
that they nwiy be at once added to our Committee List,"

He wished it to be understood that, although he had
accejited ollice on one of tiie Conmiittces for arrang-
ing the Conference at the Institlde, he h.ad done so
as a private member of the Institute, and not as an
officer of the Alliance. Personally, he thought that
the Conference, if successful, would greatly benefit

the profession, and aid in conferring on the Institute

the prestige which, as the foremost jjrofessional

society in the kingdom, it ought to possess. He
therefore suggested to the members of the Associa-
tion that they should leave it to the delegates, whom
they were about to re-appoint, to take whatever
course they thought advisable as to the continuatice
or dissolution of the Alliance.

opinion of the Committee of the Association that
whatever classes were started by them in connection
with the Association were started, not in opposition
to any others that might exist, but in order that the
members might have the best means of ijistrtiction

at their disposal; and, whenever at any time the
Institute had expressed a wish to take up any move-
ment started by the Association, no objection had
been raised if it was thought that the Institute could
do the work better. He ifelt sure that if the status
of the profession w.as to be raised in the eyes of the
]niblic it must be by means of the position held by
the Institute. Mr. John Papworth, in a letter ivritte'u

a short tune ago, h.ad stated that the Association
was doing the Institute harm. Well, if so, it was
the fault of the Institute. The Institute ought to
have taken up what the Association was now doing
ten years ago. If the Alliance had achieved nothing
else, it had forced the Institute to undertake to hold
an annual Conference of Architects. He knew
personally that it was entirely due to the efforts of
the AUiance that the Conference had been decided
upon. From the time that the Institute had taken
the matter up it had put forth all its energy to make
the Conference a success in every way, and he had
great confidence in the issue. And", even if the
success of the Conference was such as to render
unnecessary the annual Conference of the Alliance,
the latter body need not be absolutel3- dissolved, but
might be kept up nominally by retaining its oflicers.

On the motion of Jlr. Lacy W. Ridge, seconded liy

Mr, J. S. (^hiilter, honorary secret.arv, the thanks of
the Association were tendered to its delegates at the
last meeting of the Alliance, viz., Messrs. T. Roger
Smith, T. M. Eickman, J. Douglass Mathews, and
R. Phene' Spiers.

5Ir. Lact W. Ridge h.ad gTeat j leasure in pro-
posing that the same four gentlemen should be re-
elected to represent the Association at the .Alliance

at the next annual meeting, because he thought that
two of them had expressed the extremely sensible
view that if it was found that the Conference pro-
posed to be held at the Institute should answer
purposes for which the Alliance was established, the
Alhance should cease to exist. He believed that the
curse of the architectural profession, especially in
the metropolis, was the great number of societies

existing, and therefore he should be very glad to
learn that the Alhance was a thing of the p.ast, if its

work w.as done more effectually l)y the Institute.

The President thought the .Association was to be
congTatuIated, as one of the societies comprised in
the Alliance, that they had been so far successful in
realising the objects for wliich the Alliance was estab-
lished. At the same time, it was worth consideration
whether the Alliance might not still continue to exist
with advantage to the profession.

The motion before the meeting w.is then put, and
unanimously adopte'd,

THE ARCinTECTURAL ART CI_\S.SES.

PiiiNK Si'iERs said it had .always been the

The PRE.SIDENT then directed the attention of the
members to the financial condition of the Architec-
tural -Art Classes held at the Architectural Bluseum,
Westminster. He said that although they had
been established at considerable cost of labour and
money, they had not been so successful as had been
anticipated. Since the classes had been removed
from the Association's rooms to AVestminster, there
had been a great falling off in the attendance,
although the character of the instruction given h.acl

been greatly improved in value. It was highly
essential to the welfare of the members of the
.Association that these classes should be carried on,

and the junior members of the profession should do
their best towards supporting them, the senior

members having already done their part. The fees

were fixed as low as was compatible with keeping
the affair out of the categt>ry of charitable institu-

tions ; but it was anticipated witli an increased atten-
dance, that the income would always meet the
necessary expenditure, but of cour.se in starting, a
great outlay had to be made for furniture aiul fittings,

models, &c. This had been a great drawb.ack, and
in <irdcr In strengthen the funds of theClasses, it was
priqinscd to start a subscription list amongst the
mendiers of the Association—those who were most
benefited by the Classes—fi-xing the maximum sub-
scription at half-a-guinea, aud it was hoped that the
response would be as liberal as had been the response
of the senior members of the profession to the appeal
on behalf of the Classes.

Mr. Lacy A\'. Ridge, (Secretary of the Art
Classes), also spoke at some length on the same sub-
ject, after which

Mr. E. C. Lee read a paper "On Canterburj-,"

an abstract of which will appear in ue.xt week's
Building News. After a brief discussion on the

paper, the meeting terminated.
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LONDON AND MIDDLESEX ARCHAEO-
LOGICAL SOCIETY.

A GENERAL meeting of this society was held on
Thursda}' week at the hall of the Leather-

sellers' Company, when 5Ir. "\V. H. Black delivered

an interesting address upon the charters, records,

and history of the company. The records went back

as far as 1472, and the compauy was granted royal

letters patent by Henry VL There was no incorpo-

ration, Tlie Rev. T. Hngo, A'"ice-President, then

read a well prepared paper on the Hospital of Le
Papey. Bishopsgate, showing how it was formed,

and illustrated the Christian spirit and worldly

sagacity of its promoters. After inspecting a col-

lection of drawings by Mr. J. G. Gardner, illustra-

tive of the locality and of the adjoining church, the

members proceeded to tlie church of S. Andrew
Undt-rshaft, where an address was delivered by Mr.

Black upon the celebrated painter Hans Holbein, as

a parishioner of S. Andrew. In the course of his

remarks, Mr, Black contended that some monument
should be erected in the parish to the memory of so

jijreat a man as was Hulbein. A paper was also

read by Mr. W. H. Overall upon the records of the

church. The comjiaij' next proceeded to the church

of S. Peter's-upon-Cornhill, where the Rev. R.

"VVhittington read a paper upon the history of the

church and the archives of the parish. In the even-

ing the members dined at Kennau's Hotel, Cheap-
eide.

LONDON CRYPTS.

THE recent destruction of the ancient crypt at the

Aldgate end of Leadenhall-street (commented
upon at the time in the Building News) was a piece

of Vandalism wliieh archaeologists were loud in

deploring
; but, as the City Press points out, they

may find some comfort in the fact that there yet

remain in the City several of these interesting speci-

mens of the architecture of bygone ages. The
principal cr^'pt is that under the Guildhall, which is

rich in its antiquarian associations. It is a portion

of the ancient hall, erected in 1411. S. Bartholo-

mew's crypt, in Bartholomew-close, is (or was until

recently) in good preservation ; it is very extensive.

There is a tradition that there was once a subter-

ranean passage extending from here to Canonbury.
In excavating for the foundations for the new otlices

of the City of London Union, shortly to be erected

in Bartholomew-close, some interesting remains will

probably be found. The crypt under Bow Church,

Cheapside, is said to be of the time of William the

Conqureror. Mr. Timbs says "Wren thought it to

be of Norman workmanship, but was mistaken.

There is a crypt of somewhat more modern date

—

of the fourteenth and sixteenth centuries—under
Garroway's Coffee House, Change-alley, Cornhill.

It is of ecclesiastical character, and has a piscina.

There are several groined arches in tine preservation.

It is believed that the present floor is not the original

one, from the circumstance that a portion of it re-

cently gave way. In addition to S. Paul's Cathedral,

the sites of other crypts now in existence in the

City are Lamb's Chapel, Monkwell-street ; Leather-

sellers' Hall, S. Helen's-place ; Merchant Taylors'

Hall, Tlireadneedle-street ; and tlie Church of S.

Mary Aldermary, Bow-lane. There is also a very
fine crypt at S. John's Gate, Clerkenwell,

THE NEW CHARTERHOUSE.

THE buildings now in course of erection for the

terhouse School are fast approaching to comple-

tion on the high ground above Godalming, near

Guildford, where a site of about 70 or 80 acres has

been purchased by the governors for the purposes of

the school, the rest of ''Sutton's Hospital" remaining,

for the present at least, in London. The buildings

stand on a level spot of table land, commanding tine

views over Surrey and Sussex, with sloping ground
on all sides, and sm-rounded with pleasant woodlands.
Tliey will consist, when completed, of an irregular

group of two quadrangles or courts, with hall and
chapel, and school and lecture rooms en suite. They
are in the Gothic style of the fourteenth century,
with high pitched roofs and lofty towers at the

centre and principal angles. The architect, Mr. P.
Hardwick, has so contrived the arrangement of his

buildings that they all have a cloistral intercommu-
nication from end to end, so that the bo}s, to what-
ever house they belong, may all reach the chapel,
hall, &c., without going into the rain. The centre
part of the building is devoted to the residence of the
foundation scholars or gown boys, the head master's
and the second master's residences standing on either

side. The dormitories have a double row of windows,
affording light and ventilation, and they are sub-
divided into " cubicula," after the ancient and now
generally revived fashion. Adjoining the dormi-

tories are "studies " for the upper boys, and a suite

of rooms for the matron and for those boj-s who are

on the sick list temporarily. The same arrange

ment, with some slight moditications, is repeated in

the two other masters' houses. These are now al-

most built, the walls beiugraised to their full height,

and th? timbers of the roof being for the most part

placed in position. The walls of the school and

lecture rooms are not so far advanced ; but it is con-

fidently expected that the entire building—so far as

it is intended to complete it at present—will be

roofed in within less than three months, and that the

school will be transferred from London to these

"green fields and pastures new " about Easter in next

year. The chapel will be completed only gradually,

beginning from the east end ; the portion now being

erected will accommodate from 250 to 300 boys, but

when carried to its western extremity it will hold

COO without inconvenience. It is hoped that the

means at the disposal of the governf)rs will enable

Mr. Hardwick speedily to erect also an infirmary at a

short distance from the school buildings.

CONFERENCE OF ARCHITECTS.

WE beg to remind our readers that the General

Conference of Architects %vill be opened at

the rooms of the Institute on Monday, the 2'2nd inst.,

at 2 p.m., by an address from the President, T. H.
Wyatt, Esq. On the following day papers will be

read at 2 p.m., on subjects connected with pro-

fessional practice and education ; and at 8 p.m. on
archaeology and art. On Thursday, the 25th inst.,

the section of construction and science will commene
its sitting at 2 p.m. Discussions will be invited

after each paper is read. Architects who are

desirous of affording information upon any of the

above subjects should at once communicate with

the Hon. Sees, of the various sections, or with the

Secretary of the Institute.

ROYAL ARCHITECTURAL MUSEUM.

THE report of the Council of this institution for

the past year has just been issued. In it the

Council state that thongh the generous aid of the

friends of the Museum the institution is free from

the mortgage debt with which it was encumbered,

and that the annual resources of the Museum can

now be devoted to the promotion of its intentions.

At the date of the last report the debt was i.1,000.

Donations, including £25 from the Goldsmiths'

Company, enabled the Council to pay off £100,
leaving £000 to be raised within the four 3'ear9

over which the morgage deed extended. Then came
the offer of £150 from Sir William Tite, on condi-

tion that the remaining £750 should be subscribed

for within one month. Not only was the condition

complied with, but the Council believes that there

will probably be a surplus sufficient for providing

articles of furniture, fittings, &c., for the use of

students, in which tlie Museum has hitherto been

sadly deficient. By an arrangement with the Com-
mittee of the Architectural Art Classes, established

in the Museum buildings, tlie upper gallery has been

railed round, and access to it obtained by the erection

of a permanent staircase from the floor) beneath, thus

rendering the whole of the Museum accessible to*

visitors, and providing increased space for specimens.

The Council last year endeavoiu-ed to obtain dona-

tions or loans of books towards the formation of a

Library useful to students and others attending the

Museum. A list of desirable works was compiled at

some trouble, and issued with an invitation to friends

to give or lend any of the books mentioned, but the

Council has received very little help in this matter.

There is now a renewed desire for the formation of a

Library, and the Council has now the means of provid-

ingproper fittings, &c., for the purpose. In May. 1870,

the Members of the Worldng Men's Club and Insti-

tute Union were conducted through the Museum by
Mr. Edward Hall, F.S.A., who, in conjunction with

the Treasurer of the Museum, Mr. G. G. Scott, R.A.,

explained the value and characteristics of the various

specimens. In February last Mr. Seddon lectured on

the casts specially illustrating the history and prin-

cipals of foliage and architectural ornament ; and
in March Mr. W. Burges on tlie casts specialty illus-

trating figure sculpture and grotesques. The
Council had been able to assist in a slight degree the

Architectural Examination Class formed at the Ruyal
Institute of British Architects by temporarily placing

at its disposal a selection of casts suitable for instruc-

tion in free hand drawing, and it is hoped that

during the approaching Conference of Architects at

the Institute the provincial members will visit this

Museum, which will be open free to them on the

occasion. The insurance of the collection, as well

the building, against fire, has been effected with the

Hand-iu-Hand Oflice. The Bluseum is represented

on the Commission for the International Exhibition

in the person of its President (Mr. Beresford Hope),

while its Honorary Secretary (Mr. Joseph Clarke)

acts as its representative on the Committee of Selec-

tion for objects of Fine Art. The Council records

with regret the loss, by death, of one of its Vice-

Presidents and oldest and best friends, Mr. Philip

Hardwick, R.A., and of its colleagues. Professor

Donaldson, by friendly retirement, and Mr. Wille-

ment, bj- death.

ROCHESTER CASTLE RECREATION
GROUNDS COMPETITION.

WE this week give an illustration of a design

submitted for the above competition by
Mr. A. Baker, architect, and Mr. W. Lee, landscape

gardener. The view selected shows a portion of a

terrace of dwelling-houses proposed to be built on

the west side of the grounds, with the entrance gate-

way to the grounds occupying the site of the

ancient entrance to the castle, a few remaining

quoin stones of its angle turret forming part of a

similar feature in the new gateway. In this design

the highly interesting architectural associations of the

ancient castle and its surroundings were taken into

full considerati':)n, which we regret to say was not

the case with the majority of the forty-nine designs

sent in, harmony with the modern esplanade rather

than with the ancient castle being generally aimed at

.

SIR WILLIAM POWELL'S ALMSHOUSES AT
FULHAM

THE illustration which, according to a recent

promise, we give this week of the Almshouses

erected from the designs of Mr. Seddon at Fulham, re-

presents the portion next the road, with the tower

built to hold the general water cistern for the

whole of the buildings, and a small room for a

library in the first story, and the gas meter

below. The entire structure consists of resi-

dences for twelve widows, arranged in pairs, each of

which has one entrance doorway situated under a

recessed porch. On either side of this is the bay

window of a living-room. The porch is formed by
an arcade of three arches from bay window to bay

window, carried on corbelled piers. Another arch

connects this bay window of this pah with that of

the next, and thus the cornice above is continuous,

as well, as the lean-to roof, which covers the whole

arrangement of porches and bay "windows, which

are thus connected, and made into one feature. A
staircase is carried up within opposite each doorway,

and branches right and left to a bed-room over each

living-room, lighted by the two-light traceried

dormer windows seen in the lithograph. The
material of the walling is a brown Yorkshire sand-

stone, with dressings of golden-coloured Caniden

hmestone, and the columns of green sandstone.

The roofs are covered with Broseley tiles, with terra-

cotta ridge crests. The several down-pipes in the

front are made into ornamental features. The

three carved heads in the upper story of the

tower represent Faith, Hope, and Charity, and blocks

of stone are left in the panels below for figures of

saintly women, with the Annunciation on the return

face. In the gable next the tower is the inscription

" God's Providence is our Inheritance." The doors

are constructed of pitch pine, with ornamental

panelling of bog oak and other woods. The
site is a charming one, facing the picturesque

church tower and churchyard at F'ulham, and backed

by the fine trees of the Bishop of London's grounds

immediately behind.

The work has been executed by Mr. Wigmore,

builder, of Walham Green, from the designs and

under the superintendence of Mr. Seddon, as archi-

tect. The cost has been about £3,000, provided

partly by the funds of the charity and sale of the old

almshouses on another site which had fallen into

dilapidation, and partly from subscriptions raised in

the neighbourhood by the Rector, the Rev. R. Baker,

and Mrs. Baker, for the special purpose that the

work might be made more architectural than would

be otherwise justifiable under the circumstances.

Some pictiiresqueness has been attained by the

manner in which the structure has been arranged at

the opposite end from that shown by our illustration.

One pair of the residences has there been turned at

right angles to the rest, so as to face the road and

make the general plan an L shape, and an archway

in the angle leads through to the rector's garden

beyond, and a launtlry and washhouse for the use of

the inmates has been provided at the corner thus

left between the residences. A bay window, corbelled

out from a flat pilaster to light the first floor of the

end house, gives a pretty feature to complete the

building there, where the gable end faces the church-

yard.
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TERRA-COTTA AT THE IXTERXA-
TIOXAL EXHIBTiTOX.

THE authorities at South Kensington have

done well in giving so much prominence
on this, the first of a series of annual exhibi-

tions, to terra -cotta—a material to which the

Government builings there owe so much, and

in furthering tlie introduction of which the

late t'aptain Fowke, R. E., Mr. Godfrey
Sykes, and the students of the Art Schools

have done such good service. There is a

certain shyness about all new materials which
architects and builders hre very long in over-

coming, and although terra-cotta can hardly

now any longer be called a new building

material, its use seems to us to be still re-

markably restricted, owing, doubtless, to

certain prejudices and interests wliich have

yet to be removed. The show of terra-

cotta is upon the whole a good one, though
the names of some of our leading manufac-
turers are conspicuously absent ; foreign

countries, as might be expected from the dis-

turbed state of the Continent, do not come up
to the mark.

It may be as well, perhaps, before referring

to special objects in the exhibition, if we
glance briefly at some of the leading features

of the manufacture of terra-cotta, and point

out a few general facts which may guide us

in our subsequent consideration of the sub-

ject. The clays used in the preparation of

terra-cotta may be divided into two group.s

or classes—viz., (1) those consisting of pure,

or comparatively pure, silicate of alumina,

which will stand the highest heat of the

furnace and burn to a white or buff colour at

very high temperatures, but remain nearly

pure white if exposed to a moderate fire, and

(2) of those which contain varying pro-

portions of protoxide of iron or sometimes
manganese, and small quantities of lime and
magnesia, and which fuse at high tempera-

ture, but burn to various shades of red if the

firing process is conducted at a more moderate
heat. From these two classes of clays are

prepared the red and white varieties of terra-

cotta, though we may mention incidentally

that some firms stain their white clays with

a red colouring matter to produce a red body.

Throughout the North of England and Scot-

land (we believe, without exception), the clays

of the coal measures, technically known as

" fire-clays," are used in the manufacture of

terra-cotta. Many of these beds are ex-

tremely pure, and owing to their freedom

from extraneous matters they produce an

excellent article ; but it seems to us, from a

careful examination of all the principal manu-
factories in the North, that too little attention

is devoted to the preparation of the clay, and
consequently that the terra-cotta made from
fire-clay can rarely compete, as far as the

body and texture is concerned, witli that

which is made from a more carefully prepared

mixture of clays by some of the firms nearer

London. The preparation of the fire-clay

consists merely in selecting the jiurer lumps,

grinding them to powder, and after admixture
with various proportions of previously-burned

clay, called " grog," to counteract excessive

shrinkage, passing them through a pug-mill

to temper tliem ready for use. It is obvious
th.at, in using a mixture of clays—-;ay those from
Devon or Dorset, or mixtures of these with
fire-clay,—in order thoroughly to amalga-
mate and incorporate them, a very careful

pugging will liere(piireil, eveiiif they arenot, as

we believe is .soiiietinies tlu' case for fine ware,
run into slip and inixcil in the liquid state. A
further advantage of the mixed material is

that from the use of two or more clays,

varying in composition, a more homogeneous
and comp.act body is generally obtained,

which is proved by the difference in the
shrinkage under firing ; and from such mix-
tm'es a more qonqjlete vitrification of tlie

mass frequently ensues, owing to the pre-

sence, more especially in the Dorset clays, of

a small percentage of the alkalies, which acts
as a flux. The mi.xturo of clay.s for the

manufacture of terra-cotta has, however,

some very serious drawbacks—namely, the

danger there is that from carelessness in pro-

portioning the respective quantities of each

kind, differences may arise in the shrinkage

and colour of the resultant terra-cotta during

the progress of the work. Moreover, from

the extra labour and care requisite in the

mixing, the terra-cotta made from a mixture of

clavs can scarcely ever compete in price with

that made from pure fire-clay. We cannot

now go into any other manufacturing ques-

tions ; we have already alluded to the shrink-

age of clays, and we may add that, from the

time it goes into the mould until it leaves the

kiln, fire-clay terra-cotta shriuks on an

average one and a-half inches in the foot

;

mixed clay terra-cotta from three-fourths of

an inch to one inch in the foot ; and red

terra-cotta, owing to the more tender firing,

only about three-eighths of an inch in the

foot.

We may now pass on to notice briefly some
of the more important objects in the terra-

cotta gallery, which is situated under the

eastern arcades of the Horticultural Society's

Gardens. As we enter the gallery from the

south we find some statues by Boni,

of Milan, in red terra-cotta, very imi-

form in tint, but crude and unpleasant in

colour—a fault, by the bye, common to

nearly all the red terra-cotta in the building.

Signor Boni's figures are apparently good
from a manufacturing point of view

;
but if

they are made on the same principle as was
the terra-cotta he supplied for many of the

new buildings at ]\Iilan—namely, a thin sur-

face veneer of a finer material over a coarser

body beneath, which veneer was, when we
were last in Milan, rapidly scaling off—we
must most unequivocally condemn them. The
practice of using a face of a more expensive

body over a coarser ground is most reprehen-

sible, as the difference in the expansion and
contraction of the two substances in the

course of a few years causes hair cracks, which
retain moisture and speedily effect the decay
of the block. In the corner of the arcade is

a very good column by E. jNIarch and Sons,

of Berlin. Prussia, the surface of which is all

that could be wished, and which, though
light in colour, seems from the touch to have
been well fired. Ascending the steps, we
see on the right and left two vases and pedes-

tals, by J. Stiff and Sons, of Lambeth. These
are noticeable from having the name and some
of the enrichments in a red body on the buff

ground
; as the letters are small, the difficulty

with regard to shrinkage which the use of the

two different kinds of clay superimposed fre-

quently involves has probably been avoided.

Immediately before us, on the landing, is the

Amazon vase, made by Messrs. Doulton and
Co., of Lambeth. This is a monster piece of

terra-cotta, rather weak in design, and with
little to conunend it except its success in

t)oint of manufacture. Of course, to make
such a large vase, and to pass it through
the kiln, presents many difficulties to the
the m.anufacturer, and for haying so well over-

come these difficulties we must give thi.s firm

the highest praise. They seem to aim rather
after producing these unusually large pieces,

for we find outside in the garden a fountain
in terra-cotta, some of the parts of which are

of an astonishingly large size, and the
colossal figures modelled by Mr. Ball, for tlie

now Lecture 'llieatre at the South Kensington
Mu.seum, were, if we mi.stake not, fin'd at

Messrs. Doulton's works. INIcssrs. Doulton,
however, come out strongly at the Exhibition
not oidy in fire-clay goods and terra-cotta,

btit in stone-ware of all kinds—they are, in

fact, by far the largest exhibitors in Class

VHL, and their goods are collectively of

first-rate quality. Mr. James Pulham, of

Broxbourne, is also a large contributor, and
sends some well-executed tcrra-cottas, for tlie

design of which, however, we cannot say very
much. He seems to sacrifice the freeilom of

the design in order to obtain finish and sharp-
ness, and to have cleaned and polished up the

enrichments, to make them resemble stone

carvings. This aiming after stone is the

great error of many of our manufacturers

;

not only do they underburn their ware to

keep it light in colour, and thus expose it to

the danger of rapid decay, but they clean and
scrape off all the vitrified surfaces after firing-

to take away any little irregularities which
may have presented themselves ; and even
before going into the kiln the outer skin of

the clay, which has formed in drying, is often

removed. After the loss of this film no terra-

cotta ever gets such a good face as it would
have done if it had never been touched. It

is difficult to account for this, but it

may be due to the drying out of cer-

tain alkaline salts in the clay which
tend to form a species of etttorescenco

on the surface, and these salts by acting on
the silicates slightly vitrify the exterior of

the block. One manirfacturer in this year's

display seems to have made a great point of

thus mutilating his terra-cotta, and has in-

vented for this poor scraped material a grand
new name " Glypto-terra-cotta." Mr. George
Smith, of Coalville, has a stand of very light

coloured, porous-looking ware, some pieces of

which rather remind one of overburnt

loaves which have been carefully rasped. He
has succeeded wonderfully well in doing

away with all the freedom of outline which
the plasticity of the clay affords, and in

effacing from his ware every appearance of

what it really is, the general effect of the

work bearing a faint resemblance to indif-

ferent stone carving. He states in a very

conspicuous placard that it is one-third les.s

cost than stone,which we should doubt, and that

it is miperishable, which needs further con-

firmation. We must, however, congratulate

Mr. Smith upon his pattern-work, which is

something far superior to the general run of

such productions.

The '\\'atcombe Terra-cotta Clay Company-
have some carefully made vases, flower boxes,

and architectural enrichments. The texture of

this clay is very good, but it will not stand

much fire. "\Ve have seen some specimens of

this material burnt in a white terra-cotta

kiln which were almost blackened by the

heat, but if the temperature is not too great

a dark red and very hard terra-cotta may-

be produced, which, however, appears toi

shrink very considerably, and to be liable ti>

twist. The terra-cotta exhibited by this

firm will not bear oui' test of hardness

—

namely, the point of a penknife, and has there-

fore not been, we consider, sufficiently fired for

out-of-door work. It wasstatedatthe time this,

was first introduced that it was so pure as to be
capable of being used for the finest descrip-

tion of pottery without further preparation, a.

statement which has not beon justified by
experience ; the inlaid vases and flower-pots

shown by the '\\'atcombe Company, which

present the smoothest possible surface, havu

doubtless been made from slipped clay. For
ordinary earthenware of the finer sorts there

is only "a very limited market for good red

clays, and for architectural uses there will,,

wethink, never be a large demand for red

terra-cotta.

The excellent red bricks shown by Messrs.

R. and N. Norman, of St. John's, Hurstpier-

point, although they do not come within the

province of our present paper, displayed as

they are in the same compartment with some
excellent Tru.ssian red terra-cotta, seem
almost to provoke an infpiiry into the differ-

ence between the two materials. The
simplest solution of this question would be
by maintaining that the terra-cotta was a
vitrified brick, an assertion more easily made
than proved. Very little of the terra-cotta

in tlie Exhibition can fairly be said to be

vitrified to any great extent, and the main
difference in the case of the red ware between

the terra-cotta and the brick consists in

using for the latter a more silicious clay, and
burning it at a lower and steadier tempera-

ture. Both the colour and texture of Messrs.

Norman's bricks is, we think, superior to that
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of the best red terra-cotta, and if -vve cowlA

feel certain of both articles being of equal
diu-ability, we should not hesitate to select

the brick.

Those who only know terra-cotta from the

ordinary run of specimens shown as manu-
facturers' chef <ro:nvres at Exhibitions, will

scarcely conceive what beautiful colours it

will assume when properly fired. Some
Austrian terra-cotta made by ]\1. V. Brause-
wetter, of A\'a,£rram, is to our mind admirable
in point of colour; and that shown by Messrs.

CTibbs and Canning, of Tamworth, pleases us
the best among the English examples. The
danger of firing for tlie dark buff colour is

the difficulty it entails of making all the
blocks uniform in tint, and the great expense
in fuel itinvolveswhen using refractory clays,

the difference in tint between pale straw
colour and buff necessitating often twenty-
four hours' longer firing. The contraction, of

course, is also very much greater, and the

tendency to twist or rack is increased. All

these considerations weigh greatly upon the

ultimate cost of the material, and cause the

manufacturer to hesitate before venturing
upon the dark coloured terra-cotta. We
must not forget, too, that many people prefer

the ligliter coloured ware, on accoimt of its

fancied resemblance to stone. There is one
fact we may be sm'e of in using the richly

coloiu'ed terra cotta—namely, that it has at

any rate been well fired.

There are so few actual novelties in this

Exhibition that we must make the most of

those we find. Thus, Messrs. tiibbs and
Canning send some hexagon pots of very
tliin light terra-cotta, which they have intro-

duced for the pirrpose of filling in tlie span-

drils of vaulting. These seem to us_ to be

admirably adajited to the purpose ; but might
they not, with good results, be gradually

increased in size from top to bottom, so as to

make them of voussoir shape in every direc-

tion':" This would, we think, greatly increase

the facility with which they might be fixed,

and improve the key. 'I'his firm also send
some specimens of tlieir glazed terra-cotta,

whicli they term "Delia Robhia ware:" this

consists of the application of colours in the

form of enamels to the biscuited terra-cotta
;

if this can bo done cheaply, it bids fair to

compete favourably with the now very ex-

pensive majolica ware. Messrs. March and
(Sons send a large tablet decorated with ai'a-

besques, the patterns being formed by incis-

ing the ornament into the unburned clay and
filling up the incisions with a dark chocolate

body. Mr. Pulliam and INIessrs. Doulton
make use of red clay to enrich various orna-

mental objects made of the white terra-cotta;

and Messrs. J. Stiff and Sons send some arch

blocks very successfully inlaid with stained

bodies in various colours. AVe must put off

for another article our review of the re-

mainder of tlie terra-cotta, after which we
liope to conduct our readers over the wonder-
ful collections of pottery and porcelain in the

adjoining gallery.

ON THE HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF
ORNAMENTAL ART.

DR. G. G. ZERFFI delivered the twenty-ninth

lecture of this course at South Kensington on

Tuesd.ay afternoon last. He said that the notion

that llie Kelts, ISritons, Scandinavians, ami Teutons

had possessed no art at all at the time when the}'

came into contact with the Roman was clearl}' con-

tradicted b}' facts in the shape of a lar^'c number of

monuments and works of art. These Northmen
were called barbarian.s by the Romans, but barbarism

was an exceedingly relative term. These nations

were eminently distinguished by their honesty, in-

dustry, economy, and morality, and were in these

respects far superior to the ci\iliscd Romans. Itnt

it was, unfortunately, only too often that nations or

tribes looked upon themselves as the only civilised

beings, looking upon all outsiders as barbarous. Tlie

Chinese expressed great contempt for us, and we
returned tlie compliment. To an Egyptian, an

Egy]itian only was civilised; to the Romans, only a

Roman was entitled to respect. Thus the members

of a particular nation despised other peoples wdiose

language they did not know, and of whose manners
and customs they were profoundly ignorant ; and by
withdi'awing themselves into a narrow circle checked

the progress of civilisation. Ignorance ruined the

ancieat Romans. Rapt in admiration of their own
achievements, whether on the tield or in the forum,

in literature or in art, they came to look upon the

Northmen, who fought one with another, and lived

simply and frugally, as mere nonentities. Had they

but condescended to make tliemselves acquainted

with the fact that these men, though wearing coarse,

home-spun linen, posses.sed excellent swords, spears,

and Ijattle-axes, all made of iron, and, better still,

that they were gifted with indomitable courage, they

might have averted the terrible catastrophe which
fell upon them. It must be confessed that the

Teuton nations did nt.d at that period possess that

higher intellectual culture, that love of refinement

and ju"t, wdiich was as necessary to intellectual

progress as moral worth. Their uncorrupted and
unprejudiced minds were, however, more susceptible

to the truths of the Christian religion. The Indians,

Greeks, and Romans worked out their national life

and development from within. The Teutons, on the

other hand, developed themselves from without.

The new style in art was founded on Roman, Greek,

and Asiatic pattern.s, mingled with Indian and
original Teuton motives. The originality of Keltic

art coulil be best studied in the Round Towers. The
Round Tower was a building of extraordinary

interest, erected for a purpose wliich it was difHcult

to discover. AVe had obeUsks, pillars, and towers in

India, Scythia, Scandiuavia, Slexico, .and Peru,

among Budilhists, Mahometans, and Christians.

To point upv.'ards to some better worlil, either by
means of a symbolic block or the eloquent belfry,

the metal hearts of which beat in unison with our

joys or griefs, was a natural tendency iu man.
The Round Towers of Ireland were of Cyclopean

structure, i. e., built without cement, and hail driven

many a learned archasologist into propounding the

wildest theories with regard to their origin. Three

wi.rks on the subject the lecturer commended as

especially interesting. Of these, that by Petrie

was the most reasonable ; that by O'Brien

the most paradoxical ; and that by Keane
apparently the most learned. In .addition to these,

a whole phalanx of ivriters had endeavoured to

constrain to speech these mysteriously silent stone

spectres of a bygone age. There were fifteen dif-

ferent theories respecting these Round Towers, which

respectively asserted: (1) that they were cmstructed

by the Danes ; this view w;is but vaguely sup-

ported, and was dismissed as unworthy of credence

by Petrie
; (2) that they were of Phccnician origin

;

with regard to this theory, it was highly probable

that commercial relations had existed between

the Kelts of Ireland and North Gaul and the

Pho'in'cians, for even at the time of .Solomon

the Phoenicians h.ad extended then- navigation as

far as the south-western coast of Spain; still

we knew too little of then- mythology to be

able to say what the Round Towers might have

signified, even if they were really to be ascribed

to them ; (3), that they were of purely Clu-istian

origin
;

(I), that they were Persian fire-temiiles

;

this theory went far, and served to connect Zoroaster

and the Parsees with the Old Kelts
; (.0), that they

were Druidical, a kind of minaret from which the

priests summoned the worshippers on high festivals

topr:xyer; (li), th.at they were gnomons, or .astro-

nomical observatories ; this might have been the

case ; we could not, however, produce the calcu-

lations of one of these Keltic astronomers, nor

discover any traces of his having made them
; (7),

that they were emblems of the creative god of nature;

this was also possible ; emblems of this kind were

common to all nations
; (1^), that they were of

Buddhistic origin, and h.ad formed parts of Buddhistic

temples ; the D.aghopas of the Buddhists bore,

however, little or no resemblance to these towers;

(I)), that they were .anchorite towers ; there was
nothing to make us doubt this ; some of the early

Irish Christians might have wished to live on a lofty

height, so as to detach themselves from a sinful

world; (10), that the}- were penitential towers;

the cruelty of fanaticism was boundless ; why
should not some good persons h.avc invented this

kind of martyrdom for those who incurred their

displeasure? (11), that they were belfries; we could,

however, find no traces of bells, aud a belfry withuut

them would have beeu somewhat purposeless; (l->),

that they were keeps or monastic castles ; the dis-

tinction "between these keeps and the pillars just

mentioned was not very obvious; the rules, how-

ever, were stricter for those who performed the duty

of turning themselves into hving statues; (13), tliat

they were beacons ; as, however, many of t hcse

towers stood in deep valleys, their aiiplicability to

this purpose was not apparent
; (14), that they were

watch-towers; this was, for the reason just adduced,

unlikely, and (1,5) that they were monuments in

commemoration of the Tower of Babel, ami were
erected by the dispersed Cuthites ; this theory was
the more remarkable, as it had been evolved from

the theory of purely Christian origin. The lecturer

next referred to the Irish Crosses, with their

ingenious ornamentations, the motives of wdiichwere

taken from textile fabrics. The cord, with its

windings, twistings, knots, coils, and recoils, enabled

the .artists to jiroduce an unlimited variety of

beautiful and symmetrically-arranged patterns. The
form of the cross was certaiidy peculiar, and went
further than the Round Towers to connect the Kelts

even with the most ancient Egyptians. The crux
ansata, the sign of Venus, or, if reversed, that of

the Earth, might well have been the Irish cross.

This resemblance was equally striking in the crosses

of Killamer}-, Kilklispeen. and Tuam, and in those of

Scandinavia, Denmark, England, and Scotland. The
sign of a crossed circle with ornamentations could be

as well explained by a reference to mythical lore as

by Christian motives. It was .also striking that, con-

sidered philologically, most of the Irish saints ajipeared

to have originated in heathen divinities. To see this

required but a small stretch of the imagination.

Thus S. Buithe was Wnodan or Buddha, or Boodh,

S. Mochudee was s.aid to be the representative of

Mahody, an Indian divinity of lilephanta ; S.

Dagan, the Philistine god Dagon ; aud S. Jloloch,

the iron idol Moloch of some heathen nations, aud

so on. If these derivations were correct, the assertion

that the Irish crosses were either Buddhistic or

astronomical monuments might also be so. In

connection with the elevated piUar-like round towers,

as gnomons they might have been astronomical signs.

We were especially concerned with their ornamen-

tation, which might be studied in O'Neil's correct

drawings, and in Westwood's work on earl}- Saxon

and Irish ornamentation. Passing on, the lecturer

said that we should find that the Church had m.ade

great progress, and had estabhshed itself firml}- as a

spiritual power. The primitive simplicity of the

Christian symbols vanished, and the ornamentation

on tombstones became gorgeous. In referring to

the Catacombs of Rome and Naples, the lecturer re-

marked that it was a most important fact that the

inscriptions contained in the Lapidarian G.allery in

the Vatican at Rome were void of all pr.ayers for the

dead ; there were no .addresses to the Apostles, iMart}Ta,

earlier Saints, or the Virgin Mary, only one epitapli

being found with the phrase :
" Ora pro nobis."

Tliese facts went far to prove the simplicity of jjri-

mitive Christianity. But a considerable change li:id

taken pLacein the fourth century, A. D. In architecture,

as well as iu dogma, two distinct currents began to

flow from the Christian source of love, one of

wliich tiicdc its course towards the East, and became

known to us as the Byzantine style; tliS other

taking its course towards the West, and forming

the Romanesque style. Whilst, however, luirope

w:is expending its powers in rearranging the

broken social relations of humanity, a new move-

ment arose wiiicli threatened to overwhelm the

whole world. Mahometan, Jloorish, and Indian

art progressed with rapid strides, and excluding, iu

reaction against the old idols, both animal ami human
forms, produced geometrically perforated slabs, and

gorgeously decorated flats of marvellous beauty.

Whilst in ivor}--carviug w-e coidd trace a gradual

dying out of .oi't from the .^rd to the 11th centuries

A.D.,"Mahometau art tried to establish the false prin-

ciple that only geometrical ornamentations were of

mental origin, and that pictorial art was a mere un-

truth. But both branches w-ere mental abstractious

of solid bodies, the one of those of inanimate, aud

the other of those of animate nature.

The next lecture will treat of the E.arly

Romanesqne aud B}-zantine styles, in ci>nnection

with Mahometan ait.

Addition.\l Prizes at the Institute Fon
1.871-72.—As already announced in the Buildino

Nknvs, Jlr H. W. Peek, JI.P., has generously placed

at the disposal 'of the Council the sum of £72, to be

devoted to money prizes for 1871-72—viz., two of

the respective amounts of £42 and £20 for the two

best sets of drawings illustrating the restoration of

E.astbury M.anor Ilonse, B.arking, and a third prize

of £10 for tlie best set of drawings illustrating the

restoration of Barking Churchy.ard Gateway. These

prizes are offered to .architectu.al students whose age

does not exceed tweiit}'-one, under the condition that

the prize drawings should remain Mr. Peek's pro-

perty. In consequence of this, it was stated, at the

last ordimiry meeting of the Institute, that Eastbury

Manor House would be withdrawn from the hst of

subjects for the Institute Silver Medal competition.

A special vote of th:inks was passed to Mr. Peck f.ir

his liber.al donation.
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CHIIRCUES Axn CltXrELfl,

Calverton, Bucks.—Tliis cliurt-li has of late

been undergoinfc some cbani;es. Among them, may
be mentioned the addition of aline reredos of Italian

mosaic work, representing the " Adoration of the

Magi," and the chancel arch wliich has been treated

in a most efficient manner uith polychromatic

decoration, the main featnres being an introduction

of the emblems of our Lord's passion, on shields

within quatrefoils. The pulpit has been painted

witli sitting figures of four great preachers, S. Peter,

S. Paul, S. John the Baptist, and S. Barnabas. It

is proposed that the west door (now blocked up)

shall be re-opened, and a design for the same has

been already made. The standards supporting the

new altar rail are the work of the village smith,

from drawings fnrnished by the architect. The
mosaic and mural decoration are the work of Messrs.

Bell and Alm^md, of London. The whole has been

successfully carried out under the superintendence of

Mr. E. Swinfen Ilarri.s, Junr., architect, of London
and Stony Stratford.

Ei.LESBOROUGU.—The church of SS. Peter and
Paul, EUesborough, Bucks, was re-opened on the

2nd inst., after restoration and enlargement. The
building has been enlarged only by the addition of

an organ chamber and vestry on the soiith side of the

chancel, but with the exception of north and west
walls of nave and arcade, the church has been
entirely rebuilt—the tower at a cost of i.'l.l.')0; the

chancel and chancel aisle at a cost of about £1,200
;

and the south aisle, porch, and portions of the nave
at a cost of about £1,800. The style of the work
is chiefly Perpendicular. The chancel roof is of the

original steep pitch, and is of oak of massive
scantling, covered witli green slates. The nave and
aisle roofs are almost exact reproductions of the

ancient flat roofs, and are covered with lead. The
whole of the stone carving has been executed by Jlr.

Bromfield, of London. The bod}' of the church is

fitted with open benches of pitch pine, those in the

chancel being of oak. The jiassage ways are paved
with Godwin's tiles. Mr. Leaver, of Maidenhead,
has executed the ornamental wrought-ironwork of

doors. Mr. Giles Holland, of Thame, carried out

the several contracts, under the direction of Mr.
Preedy, architect, London.

ExMOUTii.—On Monday week the foundation-

stone of anew Wesleyan Chapel was laid in Bruus-
wick-square, Exmouth. The building is to be a
plain one (with the exception of the front) in free-

stone dressings with limestone facings, open portico

in front, with windows over. There will be sitting

accommodation for 350 on the floor of the building.

and for 100 in the gallery at the south end of the

building, which will be supported by pillars. The
architect is Mr. Luder, and the builder Mr. H T.

W. Perry, of Exmouth. Tlie contract is for £s75.

Frkistox.— On Monday week the old Priory

Church of Freiston, Lincolnshire, was reopened after

rest<tration. The nave roof has been restored, and the

eastern part renewed entirelv. The east wall has

been rebuilt, and the beautiful Transitional Norman
arch exposed to view. The east window is new.

The south aisle has been entirely rebuilt in character

with the arcades inside, e.Kci'pt the west wall, which
contains a good two-light Ui-curated window. The
church has been rc-scated and floored with tiles

throughout. The pulpit and lectern, the former of

stone and the latter of oak, are new, aiul the screens

to north and south ai.sles have been restored. The
font has been restored, and the clerestory windows
have been reglazed and rcpairi'd. It is much to be

regretted that tin- north aisle could not be restored

for want of funds. The works, wliit-h have been
rather more than twelve months in hand, have been
carried out by Messrs. S. & \V. Paflinson, builders,

of Kuskington, near Sleaford. Mr. I'ltwler was the

architect.

CJhk.\t Totiiam.—The memorial stone of a new
Congregational Chapul was laid on Tuesday week.
The building is dcHigned to accommodate 32U
persons—viz.. 2;10 on the grovincl th)ur. and Hi) in a
gallery at the end. The walls arc of the red I*rick of

the neighbourhood, relieved with white arches, bands,
and patterns; the window and do(»r openings are

circular-headed, the architecture being of a Roman-
esque character. The internal dimensions of the

building are -ITft. in length and :Jltft. in width. The
estimated cost of Uie whrtlc wtirks, wlien completed,
is £000. Mr. King, jun., of Ualstead. is the cftn-

tractor, and Mr. Charles I'ertwee, of Chelmsford, tlie

architect.

LivKUPOoL.—On Saturday afternoon the founda-
tion-stone of a Unitarian church was laid at Liver-

pool. It will be a small but neat structure in the

Gothic style, having seat room for about 400 persons
;

and in its erection brick will be employed, with
coloured brick and stone dressings. The cost is

about £2,100, including the amount required for the

purchase of the land. Jlessrs. John l*arker &, Son
are the builders.

Lower Clatton.—On Saturday last the Bishop
of London consecrated anew church, situated in the

London-road, Lower Clapton. The structure consists

of nave, aisles, chancel, chancel aisles, north and
vestry porches, and western narthex. There is no
tower or spire, but a lofty belleote at the junction

of nave with chancel, in which are two large bells.

The style is Middle Pointed Gothic, very freely

treated. The materials of which the church is built

are brick and stone, the interior being elaborately

ornamented by coloured bricks, and depends
principally upon a lofty clerestory for its light, aided

by a circular west window, the tracery being of

a beautiful yet simple design. The clerestory

windows are of two lights, with tracerie<l heads, and
ten on each side ; the aisle windows are of single

lights, small; and the east window is of five lights,

with traceried head. Under the west wimlow is an
arcade of three brick arches, the tympanum of the

centre, in front of which is the font, being filled in

with an ornamental cross. The arches to the nave
and chancel arcade and west wall of chancel are of

stone, on Portland-stone pillars with carved ca]is.

The contract was taken at £'),nri'), and has

been well executed by Messrs. Axford andWhillier,

under the superintendence of the architect, Mr.
Wigginton, P.R.I.B.A., of Cornhill.

Oldcotes.—On the 3rd inst., the new (Roman)
Catholic Church of S. Helen, Oldcotes, Nottingham,
was ojwned. The church is designed in the style of

the fourteenth century; it comprises a nave, with
south porch, a chancel and chancel-aisle and transept

;

the chancel-aisle is divided so as to form a chapel and
an organ-chamber, separated from the chancel bv
screens. The windows have flowing tracery, and the

arches are of stone, handsomely moulded ; Roche
Abbey stone is the material of the walls, and for tiie

roof and other timbers, the screens, organ-case, tra-

ceried doors, benches &c. ,cedar is exclusively employed.
The architect is Mr. S. J. Nicholl, of London ; and the
builder, Mr. J. Athron, of Doucaster.

Si'Ki.DiiCRsT. — On Saturday week, the rebuilt

parish church of Speldhurst, Kent, was consecrated.
The church has been rebuilt by Mr. Constable, of
Penshurst, from the designs of Mr. J. O. Scott.
About £4,50u has been spent in the erection, and
the building, which is in the thirteenth century style,

is calculated to seat about 450 people. It is built of

Sjieldhurst stone, with open timbered roof and red
tile covering.

Stow.—A new United Presbyterian church is to be
built at Stow, N.B. At a meeting of the congrega-
tion last week, the committee recommended a plan
prepared by Mr. John Paterson, architect, 21, S.

Andrew-square, Edinburgh. Tiie church, the style of

whicli will be Gothic, is to be built of blue whinstone,
with white freestone dressings. It will consist in

plan of a nave, with aisles at each side, and a gallery

over tiio entrance lobby. The number of sittings

will be 500, and there will be a meeting hall, vestry,

aiul other apartments in rear. The tower is placed
at the south-west corner of the building, and, with
the spire, will rise to the height of UOft. On the
opposite flank is a smaller tower, with a pointed and
slated roof.

SYWKij..^Sy\vell Churcli, Northampton, was re-

opened by the Bishop of Peterborough on the 4th
inst. The old building was in a deplorable and un-
safe condition. The present restoration consists al-

most entirely of the re-building of the main body of

tlie church. The worlds have been done at the sole

expense uf the Right Ibm. the Lord Overstone. The
character and style of the original edifice have been
preserved. New open timber roofs of pitch pine
have been added for the nave, aisle, and transept.

The whole of the old seating has been removed, and
is now replaced with open pitch pine scats. The
pnlpit, reading desk, and lectern are executed in

wainscni oak. The works have been carried out
from tiie designs and under the suiierintendence of

Mr. J. Munder, architect, of Overstune Park.

BI'ILOINGS.

IlATriKMi IIkatii.—Tlie foundation-stone of a

new mansluii about to be built an the site of Down
Hall, at Ilatlield Ileatli. for Sir 11. Selwin Ibhetson,

was laid on the 25th ull. by Lady Ihbetson. Mr.
G. J. Cockercll is the architect of the work.

Till-: Nkw Buiujixas for tiik Gkxkual Post
Offiok.—On Saturday last the members of the Ar-
chitectural Association to the number of between 30
and 40 paid a visit of two hours' duration to the

new buildings now in course of erection for the
General Post Office in S. MartinVle-Grand, Mr.
Williams, of Her Majesty's Office of AVorks, accom-
panied the members over the works, and most
courteously placed the whole of the drawings of the
building, plau.s, sections, &c., before the members.
Before leaving, the members unanimously tendered a
•special vote of thanks to Mr. Williams, who briefly

acknowledged the compliment, and so was brought
to a clo.se one of the most interesting and instructive

out-door gatherings which the Association has had
this season.

Wallasey.—On Jbmday, the foundation-stone of

new public oflices for the Wallasey Local Board was
laid. The building, which is to be constructed of brick,

will be in the Italian style, and will have a front-

age to Church-street of 48ft., with a depth to the

rear of 72ft. Mr. James T. Lea, the surveyor to

the local board, is the architect, and Mr. S. Ellaby,

of Liscard, is the builder. The cost, including that

of the site, is estimated at £2,000.

COMPETITION.
LiVEurooL.—Out of sixteen plans which were sent

in for comiietition for the new Stanley Hospital,

Liverpool, tlie Mi'dical Institution recommended
three to the building committee for their selection.

Sixteen out of seventeen members of the building

committee voted in favour of the plan bearing the

motto "Health," the second place being given to the

plan bearing the motto *'Meo perlculo." The
envelopes having these mottoes were subsequently

opened, when it was found that Mes.srs. Duckworth
& Medealf were tlie successful competitors for the

first prize, and Mr. T. Fogg the winner of the second

honours. The adopted plan of the new building was
submitted to the inspection of Mr. Hale, agent for

Lord Derbj', on Saturday'-, and after carefully ex-

amining the different sections he expressed complete

satisfaction with the jiroposed building. The third

plan recommended by the Medical Institution,

although highly meritorious, could not be adopted

by the committee in consequence of the excessive

expense in carrying out the work.

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
Court or Bankruptcy, j\Lx.v G.—Re Hollands.

—The bankrupt, William Simon HoUauds, described as

au architect, of Kichmoud-terruce, Clapham-road, was
unable to attend on a former occasion in consequence
of suffering from small-pox. He had filed no state-

ment of affairs.—Mr. Wood appeared for a creditor, Mr.
Alilridge for an official assignee.—The b.iukrupt being
still unable to attend, a further adjournment was
ordered.

Important Decision Under the IIighway
AcT.—lu the early part of January last SIi'. Jacobs, an
extensive irou merchaut and dealer iu steam boilers

aud machinery, on the east side of Newingtou-cause-
way, was summoned before Mr. Benson, the magistrate
at the Southwark rolice-conrt, by the Vestry of S. Mary,
Newington, under the Highway Act, 5 aud C Wm. IV.,

caj) -30, sec. 72, for unlawfully damaging the pavement
in front of his premises adjoining the London, Chat-
ham, and Dover railway-bridge.—The case was prose-

cuted by Mr. Besley, on behalf of the Vestry, aud
Mr. Metcalfe appeared for the defendant.—It was
adjourned several times, owing to the magistrate's
illness ; but, having now returned to his duties, he gave
his decision on Monday last. It appeared that the

defendant had for many years carried on business asau
iron merchant ou the west side of the Causeway, but
had entered into a large way of dealing iu second-hand
steam boilers and all sorts of luavy machinery. Ho
leased from the London. Chatham, and Dover Kailway
Company six arches opposite, at a yearly rental of

£-ifjO, aud erected gates ou each .'^idp. He had an entry

in Tiverton-street, in the rear, but the locality was too

niuTow to admit heavy and lar^e machinery. The cou-
eequence was that he was eoiupelled to receive large

boilers and machinery iu front, aud, to prevent obstruc-

tions, he had a trolly on which tlie goods werw con-

veyed across the ])avement. Mr. Jacobs applied to the
Vestry before he took his goods across, and offered to

pay for a substantial crossing, but they refused, and as

the pavement was broken the Vestry repaired it, aud
took tlie present proceedings for damaging and destroy-

ing the i)avement.—Mr. Metcalfe contended that the

defendant Inid a right of entry to his premises, aud the

Vestry had no case against him.—Mr. Besley cited

several cases in opposition, exiilaining that the Cause-
way had been dfdieatcd to the public over twenty
years, aud no person had a right to disturb it. In fact,

doing as iVlr. Jacobs had done would be the ruin of

many shoi>kecpers along that part of Xewington-cause-
way.—Mr. Benson was of opinion that defendant had a
rigid of entry to his premises, therefore be dismissed

the sinnmons ; but, at the reeiuest of Mr. Besley, he

gi-ant< d a case for the Court of Queen's Bench.

Active steps are being taken by the Poplar Board
of Works towards carrying out the improvement so
long projected of the extension of the Ruman-ruad
into Stratford.
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PABLIAMENTARY NOTES.

The Uppeu Trent Puiufication Bill.—On tho

motion on Monday for the second reading of tliis bill,

Sir 0. Adderley moved that it be read a second time

that day six months. The ground of his opposition

was that the Government had a measure which would

deal with the subject much more effectually and in a

uniform manner all over the kingdom.—Mr. Eoden

seconded tho amendment, and stated that the object

was to create a river conservancy with very arbi-

trary and unnecessarv powers. It was unfair that a

population of 160,000, none of whom, with the ex-

ception of one or two landowners, were in favour

of the proposal, should bo put to the expense of this

legislation.—Mr. Loch said the pottery district

spread over six or seven miles of the river Trent in

a narrow valley, into which tributary streams

flowed on either side, containing not only the refuse

of manufactories, but other matter which made the

river no better than a common sewer. The popula-

tion of the district was increasing at a greater rate

than in any other part of the country. Beginning

with the century, the district contained a population

of onlv 23,000 jicrscjus, wliicli, in 1870, had increased

to 120,000. It was quill! clear that the condition of

the river must become worse if some measnres were

not adopted to prevent it. This jnatter had long

occupied the thoughts of the people of the district

;

and at a public meeting helil at Stoke, a unanimous

resolution was passed that a bill should be brought

anient to crovide for the purification ofbefore Parliament to provide for the puri

the river.—Mr. T. M. Bass supported the bill.—Mr.

Bruce said he was applied to by liis hon. and gal-

lant friend opposite to receive a deputation, in order

that he might give his assistance in the House
against the bill. That induced him to examine the

bill, and after consulting with the Secretary of the

Local Government Office, he was of ojiinion that he

was bound to give this bill his support as a useful

public measure.—Mr. Melly said the proposition of

this bill was that a joint committee should be ap-

pointed, containing three or four members of each

town council and each local board, and that this

joint committee should have power over tho sewers

of the whole district. He appealed to the House
whether such a power should be granted. The bill

was brought in by one single landlord, and the peti-

tion for it was signed by sixty-four of his own
tenants and gamekeepers, while it was opposed by
160,000 persons, and by every member of the district

except the member for Derby. As ho was deserted

again by tho Minister, he appealed for support to

the Conservative party.—The House then divided-
Ayes, 115 ; noes, 1-17—32. The second reading was
consequently lost.

Metropolitan Tramwat.s.—On the question of

the second reading of the London Street Tramw.ays
(Kensington, Westminster, and City Lines) Bill, and

of tho Metropolitan Street Tramways (Westminster-

bridge and Battcrsea Park, &c.. Extensions) Bill,

Mr. Ayi-ton said, on Tuesday, that he desired that

full opportunity should be given to hon. members of

considering what might be the necessity for these

bills. It was for them to consider whether the

powers conferred under these bills should be gianted.

A proposal had lieen made to extend the tramway
over Westminster-bridge to the Thames Embank-
ment. That was a matter on which the convenience

of Parliament ought to be consulted. He should be

glad to hear any objection that might be urged, and,

with that view," he thought it desirable that, if the

bills were read a second time, they should be con-

sidered by a committee.—Mr. Hermon trusted that

the question would be considered by a committee

before the second reading of the bills. He had occa-

sion, a few days ago, to make a journey to Green-

wich, and his experience of the tramways on the

other side of the water was anything but favourable.

. Mr. Bathiust said he had been chainnan of the

committee wliich had considered this question, and

tho committee had declined to sanction the con-

tinuation of the tramway over the bridge, though he

believed that the engineering obstacles wliich had

formerly been apprehended were not now supposed

to exist, and the increase of traffic which it was sup-

posed would come by way of the Thames Embank-
ment had not been realised. He concurreil in the

course suggested by the right hon. gentleman,

—

Mr. Dodson thought the best mode of solvuig the

difficulty would be by postponing the reading of

these bills for a short time, and he would, therefore,

form.ally move, with a view to their further conside-

ration, that the bills be read a second time that day
week.—The amendment was adopted unanimously.

Crown Lands and Forests, and Foreshores.
.- The Chancellor of the Exchequer, replying to

Lord H. Scott, said, by an Act passed in the 11th

year of George IV., it was enacted that tho Com-
inissioners of Woods were bound to observe the

directions, not being contrary to the provisions of

the Act, which shall be given by the Ti-easury

touching the discharge of their duty, and that no
sales, except sales not beyond £100, shall bo made
under tho Act without the previous authority of tho

Treasury. By an Act passed in 1866, the jurisdic-

tion of the foreshores was transferred to the Board
of Trade. Tliese matters were c:i,n'icd out by the

Secretary to the Treasury, but the Ch.ancellor of the

Exchequer was practically responsible.

Natural History Museum at South Ken-
sington.—Mr. C. Bentinck asked the First Commis-

sioner of Works whether her Majesty's Government

had approved any design for tho exterior .architec-

tural elevation of the proposed Natural History

Museum at South Kensington ; whether the ap-

proved design was substantially the same as that

now exhibited by Mr. A. Waterhouse, at the liijyal

Albert Music Hall, and numbered 3673 ;
and, if so.

upon what grounds a design had been adopted

which was at variance with the style of the adja-

cent buildings of the South Kensington Museum;
and whether, before the vote for the N»tnral His-

tory Museum was proposed, he would exhibit di-aw-

ings or a model of the approved design within the

precincts of that house.—Mr. AjTtonsaid the design

referred to was prepared some three years ago for

the information of the then First- Commissioner of

Works, and that was the basis of the design

that would be ultimately adopted, but daily im-

provements were being made in it, and as soon as

they were completed he should be happy to have it

exhibited in the library. If the rule was that such

a building should conform to the other buildings in

the neighiiourhood, lie had no doubt the architect

would "follow that course.—Mr. C. Bentinck asked

when the right hon. gentleman would exhibit the

design.—Mr. Ayrton said that must depend upon

when the arcliitect had completed it. When ho had

ho should have much pleasure in exhibiting it.

Hyde Park.—Mr. Sykes wanted to know on

Thursd.ay week whether the First Commissioner of

Works intended to lay down fine gravel for the

convenience of riders on the side of the cari'iage

road between Grosvenor-gate and Hyde-park-
corner, as in former years.—Mr. A\Tton replied that

the Superintendent of the park had always exercised

a discretion in doing so when he thought the rainy

season had ceased, and it had been his opinion that

that period had not yet .arrived.

WATER SANITARY

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
[We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions of

our correspondents. The Editor respectfully requests

that all communications should be drawn up as briefly

as possible, as there are m.any claimauts upon the space

allotted to correspondence.]

To Our Eeaoebs.—We shall feel obliged to any of our

readers who will favour us with brief notes of works con-

templated or in progress in the provinces.

Letters relating to advertisements and the ordinary

busiuess of the Paper should be addressed to the EDITOR,
81. TAVISTOCK-STREET, COVENT-GARDEM, W.O.

Advertisements for the current week must reach the

office not later than 5 p.m. on Thursday.

EeCETVED.—T. T., S. & Co., V. E. M., C. E. A.. M. B. A.,

W. F., G. L. J., L. &. B., A-. M. C L. S. & Oo.. B. G., juu.,

W. H., E. L. S., J. B. S., W. B, n. St. J., W. H. L. (with

drawing), J. H., W. W., E. P. M. (with drawing).

F. B. I. B. A.—Next week.

The ARCniTEOTURAL Drawinos at the Eoyal Aca-
DKIIV.—In last week's BuiLMSO NEWS, it is stated

(p. 337, bottom of column) that Mr. F. .\. Butler's desi;^

for the cottage hospital in memory of the late Mar.niis

of Westminster is " intended to be erected." Mr. Butler,

wishes us to state that his design is not the accepted

one, and consequently is not the one which will be

carried out. The statement in the catalogue that it is

to he carried out is incorrect. Mr. Alfred Smith also

wishes us to state that No. 88.5 (referred to on p. 338,

top of column) is his design.

SUPPLY AND
BIATTERS.

Islington.—Dr. Ballard, medical officer of health

for Islington, has reported to tlie 'Vestry that several

houses in Eose-aud-Crown-court, in tho occupation

of working men, are in a dangerous state, and unfit

for human habitation. The report has been referred

to the surveyor.

IMPORT.ANCE OF IRRIGATION.—It is well ktlOWn
that tho land in most parts of the country is by
artificial means now thoroughly underdrained, and
the quantity of rainfall, which has of late years

been much below the average, is said to be affected

thereby. The injurious effect of long-continued

droughts has, therefore, become a quest 'n f vital

impfu-tance. With the view of obviating the heavy
losses from these droughts, which occur to the agri-

cultural interests in the west and south of England,

it is proposed to make u.se of some of the natural

valleys of the small tributai*ies of the Wye, near the

town of Bhayader, for the construction of storage re-

servoirs. These reservoirs, it is said, could be kept

filled by the surplus water during heavj' rainfalls,

and the surface of the water in them would be at

the height of 500 feet above the level of the sea, so

that the water would command and could , be floated

over an area of more than 2,000,000 of acres. By
me.ans of a head main channel tho water could be

taken first out of the resei'voii's and conveyed to

such lands as may bo laid out for tho purpose by
means of smaller mains and trenches. It is estimated

by Mr. Hamilton Fulton, the engineer, who was
associated with the late Mr. Philip Pusey, M.P., in

making experiments respecting the beneficial effects

of irrigation, that the probable cost of iirigating the

land on a large and systematic plan wunhl not ex-

ceed an outlay of £12 per acre. On this basis he

calculates that the presen' value of the fee-simple of

the 2,000,000 acres averages £iO per acre, or an
annual rental of ill 15s. per acre. Such land, after

a proper system of irrigation w.as introduced, would
be worth at least £4 per acre per annum, or a fee-

simple value of £100 per acre.

STATUES, MEMORIALS, Etc.

Monument to General Outram.—The Com-
missioners of Woods and Forests have appropriated

a site of land on tlie Thames Embankment, adjacent

to the Hungerford-bridge, for the erection of a monu-
ment to the memory of General Outram, the funds

for which have been raised by private subscription

of personal friends. Mr. Webster, the contractor for

the Thames Emb.ankment, has experienced con-

siderable difficulty in the excavation of tho founda-

tion of the column, as, owing to the ingress of water,

the shaft, which was originally contracted for at a

depth of 22ft., had to bo carried down to a depth of

44ft. before solid ground could be reached.

Pamsgate.—On Sunday week two new statues

were inaugurated in the Benedictine Church of S.

.\ugustine, Bamsg.ate; one of the Sacred Heart, the

other of S. Joseph. The statue of the Sacred Heart
is by Mayer and Co., of Munich, and that of S.

Joseph by Mr. Boulton, sculptor of Eamsgate.

ContspiikiTce.

ARCHITECTURAL COXTRASTS.

To the Editor of the Building Nkws.

Sir,—Contrasts are almost as numerous in archi-

tecture as in Nature, but with the essential difference

that, whereas those in the hnm.au form—in intellect,

in ]iassions—are generally outside the scope of man's

control, artistic contrasts are subservient to his

will, .and it rests with architects whether the great

differences visible in their works shall reflect credit

or the reverse on each respective author, when his

designs are compared with others.

Prob.ably there is no city more abundant in architec-

tural contr.asts than London, and although it may not

contain such architectural glories as are to he found

in other cities, as a field for study it is as valuable as

anv presenting to us innumerable examples of what

to" avoid. It would appear, however, that existing

meritorious works have very little influence on tlie

minds of some architects. The s.anie errors are re-

peated, and the same fond clingings to the wretclu'd

architecture prevalent in Loudon at the end of the

last century are still observable ; and there can be no

hope for marked improvement till these culpable

blunders—often the result of ignorance—are rooted

out. These thoughts suggested themselves to me on

gazing at a building in Savile-row, Burlington-

gardens, now undergoing extensive alterations /or the

Royal Geographical Society. Generally the works

are" simply iu the character of renovations, but the

conversion of a part of the premises into a lecture

theatre, and the plastering to the elevations, deserve

more than a passing notice. The lecture theatre is

not yet completed ; but enough is done to show that

the result must be one certainly not calculated to re-

move the unfortuuate impression prevalent as re-

gards the ability of architects of the present day.

The most glaring error at present is the cast-iron

columns supporting the gallery and roof. These are

what may he termed Classic in style, and in size would

be ample if executed in stone. The detail of the

mouldings, the caps, the bases, tlieflutiugs, the abrupt

stopping of the flutings, .are ugly in the extreme;

and yet these columns are to be looked upon at every

lecture by a society of learned men. A nice idea

they -nill have of the art powers of the architect

!

Turning now to the plaster-work in the elevations,

the same spirit pervades it. The window heads

to the elevation next Savile-row are as bad as

they could be ; the swagger ornament, the jianels,

the" trusses, the moulding.s, the tympana— all, all,

utter trash, and the treatment of the long openings

next Vigo-street innocent of any attempt at design

;

and all this is in delightful contrast with and under

the very shallow of Sir James Pennethorne's magni-

ficent University, of the dignified building of the

Branch Bank of England, and immediately opposite

Mr. Wimperis's clever and skilful building, showing

what may be done with bricks and mortar when an

.architect conducts the work.

It is not b>o late to ask those who are superintend-

ing this work just to consider how much injury this

way of doing it inflicts upon the profession gene-

rally, and to endeavour to bestow upon the finish-

ings a little more care and thought, so as to relieve

somewhat the b.ad taste, the inartistic feeling, and

the unfortunate contrast that is apjiarcnt bL-tween

this building and those ineutioned above.— I am,

&c., W. W.
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A LOCAL BOARD SURVEYOR.

Sir,—The members of the Soutliborough Local
Board met a short thiie siuce to elect a Surveyor,

Several applications for the office had been received,

and after some discussion the salary was fixed at

£30 per annum. A local man was then proposed
for the office, and the chairman thoujicht it right to

say that " he approved of the nomination, as the

plans produced proved the candidate's .abilities, and
then his fatlier had promised assistance." M'e
suppose pecnniary assistance must be meant ; it will

certainly lie requhed. The chairman then added
" that it gave him great pleasure to know that they
had such a talented young man in the neiglibour-

hood." Several other members followed with flatter-

ing speeches, one remarliing that their proposed
Surveyor was " very gentlemanly and modest in his

conduct." Now if this paragon is to have the

enormous salary of £30 per annum, what would be
offered to an ordinary surveyor wlio had no fatlier

to assist him, and. if gentlemanly, was not parti-

cularly modest ? I write this for the benefit of

aspiring would-be Local Board Surveyors, advising
them to steer clear of Southborough.—I am, &c.,

H. L.

Iiikrtoinmunicattoit.CS

QUESTIONS.
[222D.]—Clock Tower.—Is there any rule by

which to calculate the size of a clock dial iu proportion
to its height from the ground ?—X. Y. Z,

SEPLIES.
[2203.]—Measurement of Glass.—"S. S." has

got Iiimself into a dense fo;^ ; .ind, although suffering
from total blindness, is most unwillin.ffly conscious of
the fact. He cannot, however, relish the idea of being
accused of having allowed himself to wander into tliis

fog, so he endeavours, by the employment of indecent
invective and frothy outpouring, to silence those who
plainly make him aware of his short-sightedness. lam
afraid " .S. S." is a little too sensitive, and am exceed-
ingly grieved that, by simply asking him a question,
and venturing to apply to him an observation he applied
to another person, he should have supposed that I, for
one moment, doubted his perfect acquaintance with
matters .artistic, practical, and technical : it was because
I was so convinced of the soundness of his questioning
that I desired a little more of his knowledge, and I

have received it. liut it sc-ems to me that "S. .S." does
not yet—he will, no doubt, in time—possess the art (I

tremble while writing this) of knowing how to intelli-

gibly express himself. I gather now, from his last
effusion, that he meant to ask how the glass in a Gothic
window, probably with irrcgidar-shaped squares, should
be properly measured. He didn't say this in his first

communication, and I was foolish enough to suppo-^e
that what he wrote was the exact information he
desired to acquire. I now see my folly. It was my
duty to think and think, so as to become acquainted
with what he meant, not with what he mill. But why,
amongst all his vituperation, did not "

.S. .S." conde-
ecend to answer the challenge I gave him ? He wan-
dered, poor fellow, in his raving, entirely away from
the subject ; let him return to his original questions,
and to my response—word for word—and convince the
readers of the III ilding Kews, by quiet proof, that I

am the consummate ass that he .says 1 am. Sti<-k to
the subject under discussion, clever .Mr. " S. S.;" don't
wander. And why, finally, did you, being acquainted
with five distinct methods of computing the area of glass.
put yourself in the place of an inquirer, and act so
deceitfully? And allow me to say tlmt I do not intend
to discuss this question any further, as you have, to my
mind, provi-d yourself ignorant (d common courtesy
and of the ordinary forms of politeuess.

—

W. W.

The North London Trajiwav.—The tramway
line to Ilighgate will in a few d.iys be completed as
far as the "Angel " at Islington. The workmen are
tidd off in lengths at intervals along the whole line
of the C'ily-road, and there is scarcely any pause in
their ofierations. The line is n double one, and the
grooved rails are laid ujion red deal sleepers, which
have undergone the process known as "pickling" to
preserve them from rotting. The sleepers are
scantling of six inches in dejith by four inches wide.
The rails are ajiart from groove to groove about
four feet six inches, and arc connected by iron ties

passing through the sleejicrs below the pavement at
every six feet in the length of the rail. Between
each line uf tramway a good pavement of Guernsev
granite is firmly Iniii, the interstices being filled in
with concrete. The North London Tramway will
convey passengers from Jloorgate-streel, City."direct

to Ilighgate, affording facilities for reaching" several
suburban districts at a fast pace and a che.ap rate.

M00RGATE-.STREET Railway Station. — The
short line of rail wliich will connect Ludgate-hill
Station -with the station at Moorgate-street is being
rapidly pushed forward. This connection will obviate
the inconvenience of trains between the two stations

having to back in or out of the Farringdon-street
Station. This inconvenience is so great, and the
shunting of the trains at Farringdon-street so danger-
ous, that there is not at present any regular service

of trains between the London, Chatham, aiul Dover
stations and Moorgate-street ; but when the short
curved line now in progress is completed a great
traflicwilldevelope itself between the south of London
and Jloorgate-street. The arrival shed and jdatforin

at Moorgate-street Station are in course of erection,

and a wing of the additional buildings reqn'u-ed at

the station is ne.aring completion. Much work,
however, remains to bs done, and some months must
elapse before the line will be opened for public
traflic. Moorgate-street Station, when it receives

this new addition of traffic, will become the greatest
centre of metrojiolitan arrivals and departures by
rail, including, as it will, connecting branches of the
Great Northern, the North-Western, the Jlidland,

the Loudon, Chatham, and Dover, the South-
Western (via Claphain .function and Ludgate-hill,
London, Chatham, and Dover line), and the eutire
system of the Jletropolitan and Metropolitan District

Railway Companies' lines.

TiiK Patent Laws.—At a recent meeting of the
London Association of Foremen Engineers the follow-
ing resolutions were adopted :—1. That the recogni-
tion of property in inventions contributes most
materially to the wealth of the community, and that
the abolition of such property- would be most injurious

to the industrial progress of the nation. 2. That
tlie Committee of the London Association of Fore-
men Engineers and Draughtsmen are hereby requested
to consider thedcsir.tbility of appointing a deputation
to wait upon the chairman of the House of Commons
Connnittee. to submit the foregoing resolution, and
to give evidence thereon if necessary.

A PROFESSORSIIir OF ClIEJIISTRY AT THE
Royal Academy.—The Royal .\cademy proposes
to institute a professor.ship of chemistry, " the sole

obj'eet of which," as Sir F. Grant stated at the
Roy.al Academy dinner, " will be the study of the
properties of colours, varnishes, &c., so as to in-

sure, as far as possible, purity, and above all, per-
manency of colour." The professor will deliver
lectures (says the Atlicndum) on the properties of
colour ( ? pigments), which will be open to artists

generally
; he will also instruct painters of mural

decoration in fresco and oil. The Academy proposes
to construct a laboratory for the purpose.

The Institi-tion of Civil E.n-oixeeks.—At the
meeting of the members of this societ^ on Tuesday,
the 'Ml inst., Mr. C. B. Yignoles, F.liS., President,
announced that he proposed to give a conversazione
at the house of the Institution on Tuesday, June 6'

for which he .should be glad to obtain the loan of
models of engineering works, small and light pieces
of mechanism and scientific instruments, as well as
of paintings and water-colour drawings by ancient
aiul modern masters of eminence, depicting some
en.gineering work, object, or matter—as "abridge,
lighthouse, aqueduct, or harbour (or other effect of
engineering skill) set in its appropriate landscape."

Cjjips.

Mr. J. Harding h.a.s resigned his office as surveyor
to the Romford Board of liealth. Mr. Hen-tage has
sncceeded him.

Mr. Alfred Lawrence, of the firm of Lawrence
Brothers, i.s a candid.ate for the vacancy created at
the Metropolitan Board of Works by the resignation
of Mr. Hows, tlie member for Shorcditch.

Professor Gertner, the well-known portrait painter,
died the end of last month at Copenhagen, llo was
a member of the Danish Academy of Arts.

Messrs. T. Roger Sjuith, T. M. Rickman, J.
Douglass Mathews, ami R. Phenc .Siiicra have been
apjiointed by the Architectural Association to repre-
sent that body at the annual meeting of the Archi-
tectural Alliance, which will take place ne.'it month.
The Queen has expressed her intention to ojien the

new S. 'J'honia,s's Hospital in the latter part of June.

The e;ist window of File)' New Church, consist-
ing of three lights, has just Ix-en filled with stained
glass in memory of tlio late Admiral Mitford. The
design and work was executed by Mr. J. W. Kuowles,
of Y'ork.

Messrs. Mathews and Quilter have received an
intinnition from the Metropolitan Railway Company
that a supplenu'idary i)remium of ten guineas has
been awarded to the design sent in by them in ron-
pctition for buildings on the Company's laud at
South Kensington

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING "WEEK.
TiEsD.w. lyutiliilion of Cii-i'Enijineers. "On thi' Treat-

ment of Town Sewage." By Mr. \. Jacob, Assoc
Inst. O. E. S p.m.

Wednesday. Societii of Arts. 8 p.m.
Thursday. Society for the Encouragement of the Fine

Arts. " On Art Teachings in History." By Mr
Daniel Grant. 8 p.m.

FRtDAV. Architeetural AsKoeiaiion, "Put Yourself iu his
Place." By Mr. E. J. Tarver. T.'iO p.m.

Cirif and Mechanical Engineers' Society. "On
the Use and Selection of Stone for Engineering
and Architeetuj'al Work." By Mr. A. C. Pain
7.30 p.m.

Saturday. Museum of Practical Geology, Jermvn-street,
St. James's. Swinev Lectm-es on Geology." Lecture
XI. By Dr. Cobbokl, F.E.S. 8 p.m.

^iiukr Craiie |lebulu.

Pkices, May 9.—Per S. Petersburg standard :—Arch
angel first yellow, £12 10s. to &U 10s.; ditto second yellow
£9 10s. to f 10; Quebec pine, iirst quality floated, ilO 103
to £18; second ditto, £12 10s. to £13; third ditto. £8 103
to £9 10s.; first quality bright, £18 to £19 l(Js.: second
ditto. £1.3 5s. to £14; third ditto, £8 1.5s. to £9 10s.
Quebec first spruce, £9 10s. to £11; second ditto, £8 IDs
to £9 ; third ditto. £7 1.5s. to £8 5.s. ; S. John's first spruce
£8 10s. to £9; second ditto. £8 to £5 5s. ; third ditto,
£7 10s. to £7 15.S.; unsorted. £8 to £8 5s.; Nova Scotia,
£7 5s. to £7 15s.; spruce battens. £7 to £7 lOs.; pitch piu9
planks, £12 10s. to £13; Swedish batten, £S10s. to £9 10s.;
Gefle and best Swedish deals, £10 10s. to 12 10s.; Swedish
ami Gothenburg mixed yellow, £10 to £10 10s.; ditto
common and thirds. £.S 10s. to £9 10s. ; Christiana deals,
Urst yellow and white. £10 to £12 10s. ; Petersburg and
Eiga white deals, £8 10s. to £9 5s.; Wvburg yellow,
£9 15s. to £10 10s.; Petersburg yellow, £1.3'to £13 lOs.
Timber per load:—Stettin. £2 13s. to £3: Swedish and

Norway balks, £1 12s. to £1 18s.; Swedish. £2 10s. to
£2 I5s. ; ditto smaU, £2 5s. to £2 8s. ; Memel and Dantzig
Crown, £1 to £4 10s. : ditto smaU best middling, £3 10s.
to £4; common middling, £2 12s. to £2 17b. ; undersized,
£2 12s. to £.3.

Deck deals per 40ft. Sin.;—Dantzig crown, 17s. to 2Is.;
ditto brack, lis. to IC3.

Freights :—Quebec, £3 133. 9d. to £3 15s. per standard
for deals, and £1 7s. 6d. io £1 8s. per load for timber. The
mills of tre S. Lawrence, Saguenay, and the lower ports
generally, £3 10s. per standard; Swedish ports. £2 -Ss. to
£2 10s. for ports in the Gulf of Bothnia; Dantzig and
Memel. 14s. per load ; Archangel. £3 12s. 6d. per standard

;

Petersburg £2 per ditto; and Higa £2 10s. per ditto.

•Stock of timber, deals, &c., at the public dock.s, 1st May
(from Messrs, Churchill & Sim's circular) :^

1871. 1870.

Foreign deals iu pieces 1,0S'2,000 ... 686,000
,. battens 722,000 ... 498,000
„ boards 1,017,000 ... 934,000

flr timber in loads 22,000 ... 11,000
Colonial pine deals and battens in

pieces 9.33,000 ... 716,009
„ spruce ditto in pieces 371.000 ... 474,000

pine timber in loads 1,000 ... 2,500
East Indian Teak 6,400 ... 7,'200

Crak Ucbs.

WAGES MOVEMENT.
The Newcastle Engineerixg Trade.—At a

meeting: of eugiueering tirms of Newcastlo. Gateshead,
and district, held on Saturday—Sir William Armstrong
in the chair—a circulai* was read from the acting com-
mittee of the Nine Hours" League requesting a re-
duction of the liours of labour from fifty-nine to tifty-

four liours pc-r week. The meeting unanimously
resolved that the application should be declined, and
that the secretary of the League be informed of such
resolution. Tlie masters are very firm, and it is

rumoured that, in the event of the men persisting in
the movement, there will be a geueral lock-out.

Preston.—The joiuers of rre?toii are agitating for
a cessation of work at noon on Saturdays. On Satur-
day last the representatives of the workmen received a
letter to the effect that at a meeting of employers it

had been unanimously resolved "that tlie request of
the workmen be not granted, the same being contrary
to the rules pieviouj^ly agreed to by both parties con-
cerned. Six munlbs" notice is reciuired before any
alteration shall take place in such rules." At some of
the yards on Saturday tlie men left their work at
twelve o'clock, apparently determined to have the
complete half holiday. On Monday last it was announced
that six of the employers had conceded the demand.

SiiKFriELT>.—Inconsequence of two firms of painters
not agreeing to the advance of wages recently asked
for by their workmi'n. Jifty operatives commenced a
strike on i\Ionday. 'J'hc success of the workmen is con-
fidently expected.

Leeds.—On Tuesday night a meeting of the carpen-
ters and joiners of Leeds was held in the Temperance
Hall. S. Tcter's-street, with the object of determining
what steps shoidd be taken in regard to the nine hours*
movement. Correspondence has taken jilace between
the working committee appointed to promote the
movement and the masters' association, and this was
read at tlie commencement of the meeting. The men
had sent in a notice asking, amongst other things, that
their hours should be reduced to fifty hours a week, and
their wages advanced from (J^d. to 7d. an hour; and
to this the masters had replied that the present state of
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trade in Leeds would not reasonably allow of any of

the demands of the notice being complied with, and

that they refused to appoint any committee to discuss

tlie proposed alterations. It seemed that the men's

committee had declined to submit the question to the

Arbitration Board, and had named a deputation of six

to debate the questiou with the employers, and on

Tuesday night on their behalf it was proposed that the

meeting should pledge itself to support the committee

in working out the notice as sent to the employers

—

namely, that titty hours constitute a week's work, that

they be paid 7d. an liour, that piece-work be abolished,

anil that arbitration be done away with. The mannerin

which the committee had conducted the correspondence

with the masters was freely criticised, a strong ojiiuion

in favour of the nine hours' movement was expressed, and

some of the speakers advocated leaving the question to

be decided by arbitration ; but there were others who
considered arbitration as carried out in Leeds a mere

sham. Several amendments were proposed, and in the

course of the discussion upon them the committee

placed their resignation at the disposal of the meeting.

It was resolved almost unanimously to go on with the

demand for nine hours and 7d. an hour, and the mem-
bers of the working committee on the platform were

avigmented to the number of twenty, to form the com-

mittee to carry out the object of the meeting. The

majority of the men present were strongly ojiposed to

arbitration being resorted to, and in favour of a strike

in the event of the masters refusing to concede the

nine hours. .

«

TENDERS.
Brighton.—For office iniprovements at the Town HalL

Mr. P. C. Lockwood, C.E.. Borough Surveyor. QuantilicB

by Mr. J. Chester, Lansdown;

—

O. Cheesman & Co -6272,^

(i. E. Loekj-er 2CM
B. E. >fightiDgale (accepted) '^01.

Blackmore & Howard *''-*"'3

City.—For the erection of new printing-offices for

the Standard newspaper, 10.5. lot, lO.i, Shoe-Ume. for

James Juhnatone, Esq. Mr. Rawlinsou Parkinson, archu-

teet. Quantities supplied by Messrs. George Lansdown
* Pollard:—

Colls & Co £*>'''''<'

Crabb& Vaughan '^•'Si'

Deards '""
0. N.Foster S7'27

Sewell & Sons Sij^O

Henshaw
'r*f-^\l

Morter '';';iJ

Jackson & Shaw (accepted) ^^^^

HOMERTOfJ.—For the erection of new Wesleyan chapel

and schools at Homerton. Mr. Alexander Lauder, architect:

Quantities supplied by Messrs. Lee & Walton :

—

Hill & Sons £^»l"
Dove, Bros 6"'
Hobson '^"•1

High "'^''>

Bartlett t Sons f'^'-'"

Hill, Keddell, & Waldram SSli"

Allen 5S10

Colmau 57Ci)

Ennor 5''''-

Brown tfc Robinson ">fi"~

Henshaw ^-^^^

Liverpool.—For the erection of a warehouse for

Messrs. Piekford & Co., Great Howard-street. Mr. Geo.

B. Isborn, architect and surveyor. Quantities supplied :—

Mullen i:'::W8

Urmason *^1^'*

Eome ''I'lO

Tomkiuson &Sons M'.n

Haigh & Co '!>«

Holme & Nieol 'WM
Jones & Sons (accepted) 59ii^

For Hydraulic Machinery :

—

Sir 'Wm. Armstrong & Co. (accepted) £905

NOTiFOl.K.-For additions to Coltishall Hall, Norfolk.

Mr. E. Makilwaiue Phipson, architect ;—

I^ewell £175.5 10

Downing !•*«« H
Cornish (accepted) U3S

Oakley.—For the erection of a shop and six cottages at

Qakley, Bishop's Storttord, fur Mrs. Chamberlayne. Mr. A.

"W. N. Burder, architect :

—

Roberts £-2200

Brown (accepted) 1703 2 e

Cole, Bros 1597

S. Luke's.—For building three houses in Memel-street,

Old-street, S. Luke's, for Messrs. Leage * Allberry. Mr.

G. B. French & 'W. S. R. Payne, architects. Quantities by

Mr. E. Mortec :-

Blott £1M7
Perry, Bros 1333

TUNBRIDGE 'Wells.—For re-building Ashnrst Lodge,

Langtoa, near Tunbridge 'Wells. Mr.Josiah Houle, archi-

tect i—
Geo. Smith & Co £900.7

Macey 8744

Patman & Fotheringham y-'>''5

(bonder 8414

I'Anson 8:iH7

Axford & 'Whillier 8IU4

Foster 8018

Trinity House (London), May lij.—For the erec-

tion of additional buildings for gas works at Haisboro

High Lighthouse. Robert Allen, Secretary.

Leicester, May IS.—New Cattle Market and Abat-

toirs.—For the erection of the abattoirs, offices, housi's,

bridges, walls, and other buildings. Samuel Stone.

Town Clerk.

Drigiilington and Gildeusome Gas-Ligiit

Company, May 23.—For the supply of 1,000 yards of sin.

cast-iron socket-pipes, weighing lUilb. per yard, to be

cast vertically, and tested to a pressure of SOOft. of

water, and delivered at Birkenshaw-station, or on the

Bradford-road, between "Westgate-hill and Holme-lane.

Thomas 'Wilkinson, secretary. Gas Office, Drighlingtou.

East Uudiiam Ciiincii, Norfolk, May 27.—For

the new tower, nave, and complete restoration of the

church. Messrs. Clarke & Hollands, Newmarket, Cam-
bridgeshire.

Chelsea, May 22.—For the formation of roads and

footways, and the construction of sewers and other

works in the parish. Charles Lalice, 'N'estry Clcik,

"N'estry }Iall, King's-road, Chelsea.

Admiralty, Jfay 15.—Contract for Haulbowline,

Cork Harbour, Ireland. Forthe supply to 11.51, I'oek-

vard. Ireland, of 1,200 loads of Baltic lir timber.

Ilirectors of Works of the Navy, Admiralty, 2, Spring

Garden-terrnce, London, S.'W.

Bradford, .Tune c—For emptying, cleansing, and

disinfecting all the middins, ashpits, privies, and cess-

pools in the said borough. 'W. T. McGowan, Town
Clerk, Town Clerk's Office, Bradford.

'Winchester, May 27.—For the erection of a new
Guildhall, police-st.ation, museum, and other buildings.

Walter liailey. Town Clerk, 'Winchester,

Canterrury, Jlay 24.—For three cottages, stabling,

and other works, near Canterbury. John Green Hall,

architect.

Darwin Water 'Works Company. May 31.—For

the masonry and other works required in the con-

struction of a store and service reservoir. Thos. Dux-
bury, secretary.

Chichester Corn E.^jchange, May 17.—Forthe
building of a corn store. Architect, Mr. Elkington,

ii'i. Cannon-street, London.

Durham, May 20.—For a new police-station and

police-court at West Hartlepool, and for new cells and

police-court at Stockton. Ralph I'ark l'hilii)Son, Clerk

of the I'eace's Office, Durham.

Iron.

Pig in Scotland, cash . per ton £2 IG 3 £0
Welsh Bar, in London .do 7 .0 7 10

Wales .do C 12 G C 15

Staffordshire .... do 7 15 85
Bail, in Wales .... do C 15 70
Sheets, single in London do 9 5 10 6

Hoops, first quality . . do 8 15 9 5

Nail Rod do 7 10 7 15

Swedish do 9 15 10

Oils, &r.

Seal, pale pir tun 37 10

Sperm body 82 «
Co.l „ 35 10

Whale, South Sea, palo . „ 34 9

Olive, Gallipoli ,
48 10

(^'ocoauut. Cochin, tim . ,, 49

Palm, fine „ .'l?

Linseed ,
32 6

Rapeseed, Eng pale . . „ 44 10

Cottonseed „ 27

n
8:1

34 10
49 u
.50

8
»

(1 a

32

A^

CONTKACTS OPEN POE. BUILDING
ESTIMATES.

Farncombk (Surrey), ilay 15.—For the erection of

an additional class-room. Mr. Kowe at the Francombe
School.

Cardife, Slay 19.—For the erection of new iulir-

mary, vagrant wards, board rooms, and offices, at the

Cardiff workhouse. W. 1'. Stephens, N. Clerk.

CCIDENTS CAUSE LOSS OF LIFE.
ACCIDENTS C.tnSE LOSS OF TIME.

ACCIDENTS CAUSE LOSS OF MONEY.
Provide against accidents of all kinds by insuring with the

E.\ILWAY PASSENGERS' ASSURANCE
COMPjVNY.

An .\nnual Pavment of £3 to £G 5s. insures £1,000 at

Death, or an allowance at the rate of £G per week for

injury. £5G5,000 have been paid as compensation, one out

of every Twelve Annual Policyholders becoming a

claimant each year.

For particulars apply to the Clerks at the Eadway
Stations, to the Local Agents, or at the ofllces, 64, Corn-

hill, and 10, Regent-street, London,

WILLI.^M J. VIAN, Secretary.

BATH AND OTHEE BUILDING STONES,
OF BEST QU^VLITY.

EATOELL, SAUNDEES & CO., Limited,

Quairyinen and Stone Merchants.

List of prices at the Quarries and Depots, also cost of

transit to any part of the United Kingdom, furnished on
application to

Bath Stone Office :

COESHAM, WILTS.[ADVT.]

TO ARCHITECTS.
OUEEN ROOFING-SLATES.

A3 mppUed to H.RH. The Prince of Walei at Sandringham.

The Penmoyle Sea-green Slates are -specially adapted for

C'hurehes, Public Buildings, &c., &c.

(Less costly titan ordinary Gothic Tiling.)

These durable and non-absorbent Slates can be obtained

in sizes suitable for Gothic Architecture, at prices as

under.
In Railway Trucks, Docks, Gloucester:—

Per Equivalont to

1,200 Slntes. per siiuura

Best Green Slates 14 by 7 2 17 6 ... IGs. Gd.

Do. do. 13 by 8 2 17 8 ... IGs. Cd.

Do. do. 13 by 7 2 6 ... 14b.

Do. do. 12 bv 7 I 18 C ... 13s.

Do. do. 12 by G 17 6 ... lis.

Prices of large Sizes, Cost of Transit, Eeterence Test!

menials, and Samiple Specimens may be obtained on ap-

plication to

MESSES. E.^NDELL & CO., Corsham, Wilts.

Specimens at Museum of Geology, Jermyn-street, Pieeo-

dilly, W., and at Architectural Museum, Tufton-street,

WestmiuMter.

LATEST PRICES OP MATERIALS USED
IN CONSTRUCTION.

wATIONAL INSTITUTION FOR
DISEASES OF THE SKIN.

Physician—Dr. BARE MEADOWS, 49, Dover-street,

Piccadilly, W.

New Patients are admitted at 227, Gray's-inu-road,

King's-cross, W.C., on Thursdays—Morning at Ten, Even-

ing from Six till Nine.

Also at the City Branch.lO, Mitre-street, Aldgate, E.C.,

on Wednesdays. Same hours.

Average number of patients under treatment, 1,00(J

weekly THOMAS EOBINSON, Hon Sec.

METALS
Load.

Pig—Foreign . . . . per ton £17 17 6 £18

Ei.glish W.B. . . do 19 15 20

Lead Co. . . . . do 11)

" OtluT brands . do 18 6 18 10

Sheet Milled . . . . do 18 15

. do

Ej^d or minium . . . . do lil 15 20 10

Litharge, W.B. . . . . do
White Drv . do 27

„ ground in oil . . do

COPPElf.,

British—Cake & lugot . per ton 71 10 72 »

Best Selected . . . . do 73
. do 74

Bottoms . do
. do

79
72 75 10

. do

. do C4

,, I^nlned ingot . . do 70 10 .2

-iYellow Metal . . . . per 11>. U H

rpriE TRADES' ACUMEN : a Table for

I readily Ascertaining the number of yards, feet,

inches and parTs in anything that requires measurmg
Notrade6houldbewithout.it. Post free for 13 receqjt

stamps.

Published and Sold by S. FUNKENSTEIN, 25, Great
Queen-street, Holbom.

JOHNSON'S LAW OF PATENTS.

Just Published, in 12mo., Price Is., cloth.

A CONCISE VIEW of the LAW connected
with LETTERS PATENT for INVENTIONS. By

J \MES JOHNSON. . it the Middle Temple, Barrister-at-

Law, and J. HENEY JOHNSON, Assoc. Inst. C.E.,

Solicitor and Patent Agent, Lincoln's Inn-flelds and Glas-

gow : Authors of " The Patentees' Manual.

"

London: LONGMANS, GREEN, & Co., Paternoster-row

Now Ready, crown 8vo., cloth, illustrated by forty-eight

plates, and numerous wood engravings, 18s.

ELEMENTARY PRINCIPLES OF CAR-
PENTRY, by THOMAS TREDGOLD, revised from

the original edition, an! partly re-written, by J. T, Hurst.

London : E. & F. N. SPON, 48, Charing-crosse.

Just published.

THE ORNAMENTATION of the TRAN-
SITION.\L PERIOD of BEITISH AIICHITEC-

TUEE A series of Illustrations of the Carved Work
of the Transitional Period, taken from the Pier, Capi-

tals Doorway.s, and Arcades of the principal churches of

tiiat period in the United Kingdom, in three numbers.

No. I, Imperial 4to., forty-two Lithographic plates, 21s.

London; E. & F. N. SPON, 48, Charing-cross. Birming-

ham : G. BIEBECK.

EWACtE IRRIGATION AND
. , DOWNW.\.ED FILTE.\TION.—A paper on the

SELECTION and PREPARATION of SUITABLELAND,
read at Maidstone, Nov., 1870, by Mr. J. BAILEY DEN-
TON, C.E. One Shilling by post.

E. B. SMITH, MaiiUtone Journal Office. Maidstone.

ALUAP>LE PHOTOGRAPHS.—Taken
specially for Architectural Study and illustralmg

some of the best old work in Wenloek Priory, Hereford

Cathedral, and other buildings in the West of England,

may be had of Mr. Herbert Cruz, Photographer, .Much

Wenloek S.ilop. The sizes of the I>hotographs un-

mounted will vary from 12in. by lOin. down to Gjm. by

41111 the price will be the same for all sizes— viz., Is. each;

one mint poat-fres for 13 stamps ; or one dozen different

tubjeots p'ist-free for 12 shillings. A list of subjects will

be sent on rece ipt of a stamped directed envelope.

NPKECEDENTED EASTER NOVEL-
TIES at the ROY.-VL POLYTECHNIC.-" SNOW,

ICE and GLACIERS," with Wondrous and Experimoiital

Illustrations, introduced in PEld'KSSol! I'KI'l'Kll S New
Entcrt9inmeiit.-MUSICAL Cd.M ItlX-VritL-NS l;i';«b..-.-d

from SIXTEEN DEUMS, played by Herr Juhus W eiden-

bach (in German Military Costume), unaided, and slu.wmg

bis command over these instrimients.—A Lile like it igiue,

i la "LULU," springs thirty feet high ; and Signor \ alou

tine performs his evolutions on the Slack Wire; illustra-

tive of Mr J. L. King's discourse on the " Art of Balanc-

ing "_Humorous and Farcical Entertainment by George

Gfossmith, Esq.. Jun.-Madame Roustleld's Life-like Illus-

traUons of Collins' ODE TO THE PASSIONS, with the

other Entertainments.—ONE SHILLING.
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ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES OF
RUBBISH.

IF architects have not, long before now,
been snowed up in their otiices by a storm

of illustrated catalogues, it is to that valu-

able invention, the waste-basket, that they

owe their safety. By incessant labour in

filling and discharging it, the drift may be

so far reduced as to leave only a slight

sprinkling over the desks and tables ; and at

the year's end, few of the sufferers, probably,

realise how much has been accomplished by
their manful and persevering efforts. Coidd
each packet be consigned to its destination

just as the postman delivers it, matters would
not be so bad. It might then be possible to have
a separate letter-box for this class of com-
munications, connected by a sufficient waste-

pipe or wooden trunk with the dust-bin ; and
the downfall would thus be carried off with-

out delay or inconvenience. But, imfortu-

nately, amongst the mass of rubbish which
cannot be got rid of too soon, there is now
and then something which one would be soitv

to lose. After dozens of catalogues which
simply prove that the firms who issue them
are quite in the dark about the capabilities of

their own special businesses, there may come
one whicli is really welcome, and which de-

serves to be kept. Containing good designs,

based on sound principles of construction

and well studied, even in the smallest details,

it affords a presumption that those who
have produced it may be trusted : that

they will turn out their work with intelli-

gence and thoroughness: that they mean to

rise in their profession, and so deserve to do
so. Their good catalogue, in short, marks
them for men to be tried

; while the bad
catalogues of their contemporaries mark
them quite as emphatically for men to be
avoided. Xo architect with any regard for

his own reputation can risk putting his draw-
ings into the hands of people who, from slieer

ignorance, will caricature them in execution,

who will murdei' his detail, perhaps spoil his

construction, and certainly make his design

a distorted likeness of what it should have
been—-'The same, but ah! how changed!"
And this is all tliat can be expected from those

who send him gi-atuitious proof of their own
want of art education.

Looking at the matter purely as one of

business, it is surpiising that so small a

section of the advertising houses sho\ild

trouble themselves about the design of the
things they advertise. A well-known writer,

indeed, has estimat<'d that in order to reach
the maximum of what is commonly called
" success." some 30 per cent, of a man's efforts

should bo directed to <loing his work well,

and tlie remaining 70 per cent, to getting it

universally talked about. 'I'hcre is too much
truth in this cynical remark ; but it hardly
applies to the case we are now considering.

It makes all the difference whether the work
is to he advertised amongst the public at large.

or amongst a class who have more or less

studied it , and understand what it might be and
ought to be. People who do not know good
from bad naturally third< mo.st of what makes
most noisr. Having little confidence in tlieir

own judgment, they ask, like I'nnrlix visitor
at the Royal Academy, "What it is that a
fellow is to admire this year ?" and decide on
admiring whatever they hear of most fre-

quently. Yet even the uninitiated, we may
hope, will soon need more than Mr. Hclps's
'M) per cent, of excellence to satisfy them.
Taste and rpfinenient spread, slowly and in-
sensibly, but sorely, even amongst those who
take little p.ains to acquire them, and the
manufactiirer who ignores such things will
find himself year by year falling further out
of the rfiee. But it is not the general public

who are in question here. We are noticing

the illustrated catalogues which are circulated

amongst architects, and most of which are

filled with designs which everyone deserving

the name of an architect can only laugh at.

The matter has nothing to do with styles of

ornament. It is not that a series of Classic

sketches are sent to a man whose practice is

purely Mediajval, or a number of Gothic ones

to another who never ventures beyond Greek
or Italian. It is that the designs exhibited fail

in the very styles they attempt, if they

attempt anything to be called a style at all

;

that no one, in whichever direction his pre-

ferences of this sort may lie. can possibly

have anything to say to them ; that the Classic

architect looks on their vernacidar Classic

with horror ; and that the Gothic one on their

manufacturers' Gothic with disgust. It would
surely be worth taking a li1;tle trouble in

order to make them less repulsive amongst the

class they are meant to attract. Whatever is

worth doing is worth doing well ; and a

firm which takes the great trouble and
expense of issuing an illustrated catalogue

may as well take the slight additional trouble

ancl expense necessary to make it a good one.

Even bad designs have to be paid for ; in

drawing and printing, in paper and postage,

they cost just as much as good ones. The
people who issue them go nearly the whole
length with their successful contemporaries,

but just at the one vital point which divides

failure from success they stick fast, and pro-

ceed no further. They do almost all that is

necessary to gain position and honourable

fame, and for want of doing quite all, they

miss them. They are like a farmer who
should take the gi'eatest pains with his

groiind, ploughing and dressing and cleaning

it, spending hnndi-eds of pounds in labour

and manures, and should then at the last

moment try to save a few shillings per acre

by sowing it with worthless seed. There is

no extravagance like misplaced economy, as

many of those who practise it doubtless find.

" But," some of them may say, '-if the archi-

tects to whom we send catalogues do not like

our designs, we are perfectly ready to

execute their o-mi." Yes, doubtless, but how
would they be executed? Art workmanship
cannot be done except where there is some
art talent employed about it, and there is all

the difference in the world between two
copies from the very same design made by
two different classes of manirtacturers. This,

of course, is a thing that the inferior manu-
facturer cannot be made to see ; could he see

it, he would very soon cease to be inferior.

If he could only realise the multitude of

points where his copy fails he would be in a

fair way to begin coiTecting those failures.

Unhappily, they are invisible to himself,

though obvious enough to th.ose whose ap-
proval he solicits. Art tr,aining, in fact,

acts mainly by giving keen and quick per-
cejition, by making clear at a glance those
delicate shades of expression which escape the
untaughteyc. All good work, even the boldest,

is, as Mr. Huskin says, full of delicacy. The
mechanical jiart of it. indeed, may be done by
common workmen, jirovided only that there
is a trained intelligence to superintend them.
But the firm who issue a catalogue of in-

ferior designs show clearly that they neither
have had an art training of their own
nor employ the services of any one who
possesses it.

It is not, however, a mere question for

theory and speculation whether excellence

of design deserves the attention of manufac-
turers. It is one that can be still more easily

decided by facts. In spite of all that can be
done by advertising and the other modes of

pushing a business, it remains well known
that the most successful houses, at least in

the trades connected with architecture, are,

with few exceptions, those whose standard of

design is the highest. There is no need to

quote the names—for they are familiar to

everyime—which luave become celebrated for

such things as metal-woi'k, pottery, stained

glass, cabinet-work, or pattern tiles. They
gained their reputation, and they keep it, not

less by artistic excellence than by first-rate

workmanship. The two things, indeed,

usually go together, for no one tries so

heartily to make his work endure as the man
who feels that it deserves to endure. And
there are openings for ecpial success, on
similar principles, in many other branches of

trade in which the art element as yet is rarely

to be traced. Everything, for instance,

which the iron foimder originates (as distin-

guished from what he makes to order from
drawings) seems to have a special curse

upon it. Stoves and grates, in particular,

might be meant as an ingenious means of

slow torture to everyone of artistic sensibili-

ties. The genius of vulgarity glories, as it

were, in thus confronting us in the very centre

of our houses, and looks out triumphant from

the one spot of all others from which we
might think most completely to expel him.

It is surely not unreasonable to wish for

foundry patterns which would at least be in-

offensive. Without putting the productions

of every firm on the same level, it still is a

weary and disappointing task to make selec-

tions from most of them ; and the expense, to

say nothing of the trouble, of having grates

purposely made from an architect's drawings

can in many casesbe ill afforded. And if grates,

.

as arule, are repulsively ugly, chimney-pieces,

.

even the most costly, keep them well in coun-

tenance. The plain ones are generally shams

from top to bottom, and the rich ones have

splendid material lamentably ill-used. The
marble mason, again, when he turns to

monuments and gravestones, succeeds but

little better than he did before, and seems

bent on attaining the least amount of excel-

lence with the largest possible outlay. The
plumber, more modest than some of his

iDrethren, knows his own weakness, and only

prays that his work may be covered up ;
but

the gasfitter, imlike him, makes his most

questionable productions only too conspicu-

ous. We might go on with the list, excavat-

ing from the year's accumulations all sorts of

catalogues, for all sorts of goods, most,

though not all, alike in this, that their

designs are more calculated to lower than
raise the names which are attached to

them. It is in the interest of manufactu-
rers, quite as much as in that of the public,

that we have tried to point out how these

productions strike architects and other art-

educated people. We have looked at the

matter simply as one of business, and find it

hard to see why, when excellence of design

has been proved to be a first condition of

success, so many candidates for public favour

should be so little in earnest about attaining

it.

THE ENGLISH PICTURES AT THE
INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION.

IN a former article we gave our rcadere a

very full and detailed account of the pic-

ture galleries at the International Exhibition,

and stated our conviction that as to lighting

and space they would be about the best in

I'mgland, and perhaps fully equal to any
existing galleries on the Continent. This
opinion has been endorsed by all those

artists and connoisseurs who have seen the

Exhibition since the jjictures have been placed.

I'hey have all unanimously declared them to

be, as nearly as possible, perfect, and quite

suitable rooms for the display of works of

art. Very few objections have been raised

to what we must consider a drawback—viz.,

placing the sculpture down the centre of the

galleries; indeed, the arrangement has been so

skilfully made that the vista is as little dis-

turbed as is possible, and the pictures do not

appear to suffer so much from the glare of

the marble as we should have expected. It

was at fir.st proposed that all works exhibited

at the International should have been painted

by the artists within the year, so as to give

tlie Exhibition a tlistinctive character amongst
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other international exhibitions, and also that

the jJictures sent should have never before
been exhibited in London. These conditions

were found to be too strict, and the rule was
relaxed so as to take in pictures ]iaiuteil

within the last ten years, and even this rule

has not been strictly adhered to, many pic-

tures now in the galleries liaving been exe-

cuted prior to that date ; while we have met
with not a few works which we remember
having seen only last year on the walls of

the Royal Academy, besides one or two pic-

tures which were favom-ites with us at the
'62 Exhibition. But far be it from us to

quarrel at another view of our favourites ; on
the contrary, it is quite refreshing to look at

them once again ; while it seems but fair that

the younger members of the profession should

be allowed to see their works occupying
better places than the exigencies of the Royal
Academy and the necessarily limited space

there will allow of. It is a pity that the

offensive smell from the oil used for the ma-
chinery in motion underneath the picture

gallery should sometimes be so strong as to

render looking at works there a pain rather

than a pleasure, and we trust that the authori-

ties will have thick curtains placed at all the

entrances to exclude at once the noise and
the smell. We observe a good many foreign

pictures intermingled with the English ones

in this gallery, and this seems to us an ex-

cellent thing. Why should each nationality

have a picture gallery to itself V Would it

not be much better that they should all be
mixed together and compete one with another?

Let us hope that this plan may be adojjted

thoroughly next year, and that the picture

galleries, at least, will bo completely inter-

national. In so large an exhibition it will be
perhaps best to depart from our usual custom
of taking all one painter's works together,

and to follow the niimbeis, which, by the way,
are as j'et far from perfect.

No. 10, "The Minstrel's Gallery," by
H. S. Marks, is one of this artist's best

works ; but it has been so recently be-

fore the public that further criticism is

unnecessary. No. 15, " Portrait of the

Artist," by T. J. Gullick, is also rather too

well known to us ;
there is something in the

attitude which reminds us of the portrait of

himself that old Sass exhibited years ago in

the Royal Academy, and called " Ecce
Homo." No. 10, " Hauling up a Fishing

Boat," by R. Beavis, is a clever work, built

upon the Rosa Bonheur school ; the fallen

horse in the foreground is painful, and the

action of the other horses rather exaggerated.
" Crawley Rocks, Oxwich Bay," by 0. V.

Knight, No. 19, is a very sunny picture ;
the

reflection of the hill-side in the water of the

bay is capitally given. The advantage to

pictures in the good light in which they are

placed in the International Exhibition is very

apparent in Mr. Archer's " Helen of Kir-

connell ;" it looks better in colour, and in

every way than it did in last year's Academy.
The suliject is that verse of the old Scotch

ballad where Helen is shot in her lover's

arms by some jealous aspirant for her hand.

The figure of the man (dimly seen half hidden
behind the fern across the stream) who has

done the dastardly deed seems too liig in pro-

portion to the other figures
;
the landscape

part of tlie pictiu-e is excellent. No. 30 is a

pleasant little landscape by George Mawley.
No. 35, " Evening," by G. Lucas, is too much
of a copy of Linnell, and is, besides, a replica

of other works by the same arti.st ; it is too
tricky in method to please. Mr. Ijcighton's
" Mermaid," No. 3(1, is not a very favourable
specimen of this great artist's powers. Mr.
Poynter's "Andromeda" is a very clever

work ;
the flesh is capitally wrought, the

drapery is effective, and the dash of the waves
against the rock excellent. No. 39, " ISos-

castlc Harbour," is conscientiously painted,

though the subject is but a poor one, and
the treatment dry. The artist asks a very
modest price for so large a work. No. 42,
' The Causerie," by Alma Tadeiiia, represent-

ing two Roman ladies gossiping together, is

very delicious in colour, and the marble pave-
ment, as usual, beautifully painted. The
figui'c of the dark lady on the right strikes

us as wanting back to her head
; she is also

painfully ugly, but M. Tadema seems not to

care to paint feminine beauty. Mr. Watts
has many portraits in this exhibition ; all

powerful works, they are curiously displayed

in Quaker-like frames, which has at least one

merit, that of simplicity. In No, 51, " Lord
Lawrence," Mr. Watts has been more suc-

cessful as to likeness than in No. 49, " The
Prince de Joinville." We are glad to see

again Mr. Faed's important picture of " The
Last of the Clan ;" the figure of the old man
on the white pony is pathetic. No. 03 is

another good specimen of the artist's powers.

Mr. Poole's poetical picture of " Philomena's

Song" may always be seen with renewed
pleasure : the colour is beautiful, and the

feeling of the work charming. It is a curious

contrast to this artist's other work here, " The
Visitation and Surrender of Syon Nunnery,
Isleworth," which, though it has the same
feeling for colour, reminds us of Charles

Landseer's pictures ;
several of the nuns are,

though, as pretty in their demure way as the

ladies listening to the song beside the beau-

tiful lake. No. 73, "The Plough," by F.

Walker, is full of power and full of light

;

the brilliant glow on the sand-hills is true to

Nature. This is an impressive picture, and

one of the artist's best works. Though so

recently exhibited, it is with much pleasure

we see it ag.ain, for there is a simple grandeur

about it which is rarely seen in land-

scape art. The painter seems to have seized

upon Nature in one of her dignified

phases, and has embodied it on his canvas.

He has painted an effect, not a scene, and is

therefore an artist indeed, and not, as are so

many landscape painters now-a-days, a topo-

graphist. No. 70, " Diverging Paths," by
F. B, Harwell, is a good subject, but rather

black and uninteresting in treatment. No. 78,
" Sunset on the Pine Forest at Castel

Fusano," by an Italian artist, Cavaliere

Vertunni, is a bit of scene-painting rather

than a truthful rendering of Natiu^e. No. 85,
" Renewal of the Lease Refused," is one of

Mr. Nicol's best works here. No. 35, by the

Dutch painter Israels, " The Mother Sick"

would be too painful were it not for the

pendant picture. No. 92, " The Mother Well."

They are charming in tone, and avoid all that

meretricious colour so much seen in Faed
and Nicol ; there is also none of that affecta-

tion of fini.sh and patchiness of parts which
is an essential characteristic of the Scotch

school. No. 100, " The Way to Church," by
Rossiter, is a pretty subject, and the land-

scape part of the picture, though a little

hard, is good in tone, but the heads of the

children are too large. No. 103, "A Spring

Day—Birch Trees Budding," by J. Mac-
Whirter, is very delicately handled, and the

relief of the slender birchen foliage against

the blue sky is cleverly given. In No. 104,

" Island—lienley-on-Tharaes," by W. Field,

the background is too important for the

figui-es, and the flickering lights upon the

trees divert the eye from what we presume to

be the principal point in the picture, the

ladies getting out the lunch. No. 114, " Tea
on the Grass," by J. Archer, is a very prettily

painted group of portraits ;
but here, again,

the background entrenches too much upon
the figures. In No. 136, " School Time," by
.1. Clarke, the artist has exaggerated the

wisdom of the schoolmistress by giving her

too large a head. No. 142, " Painter and
Patrons," by Eliza Turck, a boy painting the

portrait of a toy soldier on a board, while his

little sister looks on, in a sort of half-work-

shop, half-CiU'penter's yard, is very carefully

painted, and all the details perhai« a little

too minutely given. The children do not quite

unite enough with the background, but it is

a little picture of much merit, and very

modest as to prico. Another pretty little

picture is No, 107, "The Fisherman's

ramOy,"by W. Ascroft. Mr. G. Cole has
a fine landscape with a felled tree in the
foreground, fresh and spring-like, No. 161.

No. 189, " Herod's Bu-thday Feast," is a good
specimen of Mr. Ai'mitage's art, painted with
great vigour.

In passing into the tower galleries, it is
'

with regret we see the pictures so badly
placed. It is impossible to display pictures
with firrniture, especially when they must be
hung so high above the eye. Sui'ely it would
have been better to refuse the works
altogether, than to exhibit them imder such
very disadvantageous circumstances ? It is

alike discouraging to the artist, and a blemish
to the Exhibition, for an Exhibition cannot
with success be treated like an ordinary
room ; it is larger in proportion, and displays

furniture not made to siut the room, but to

expose in single pieces, and such furniture

does not assimilate itself «'ith pictures.

Passing through the water-colour gallery,

which contains such a perfect collection of

water-coloiff art that it requires a notice to

itself, we n'ill j^roceed to the second large

gallery called Room X. No. 273 is perhaps
the best of Mrs. Ward's works here, repre-

senting an incident in the childliood of Joan of

Arc. The eolouris less gaudy than usual with
her, but the figure of Joan of Arc is inelegant,

and the head made too big, by the super-

abundance of hair. No. 285, " Lane Scene
near Ecouen," by J. C. Thom, is pleasant in

tone; the colour of the moonlight is well

rendered, and is not that unpleasant black

and white colour it is usually depicted. The
cattle going down the lane in the darkness

are very well di-awn. No. 290, " The
Drunkard's Cloak," by J. E. Soden, is a good
subject, but bad in colour. In No. 313, we
find an old favourite, " Electra at the Tomb
of Agamemnon," by F. Leighton. Mr,
Watt's portrait of "Thomas Carlyle," No. 318,
is more like Barker's " AVoodman " in the
Vernon Gallery than the author of " Frederick

the Great." Perhaps Mr. Millais never
painted a finer picture than his portrait of

his three little girls, called "Sisters," No. 323:
their faces are so charmingly real and child-

like, and the masterly painting of the white
drapery and flowery background is beyond
praise. The many art students who visit this

exhibition will do well to study carefully the

painting of the faces; a great deal may be
learnt from close inspection of the artist's

mode of work. No. 384, " The Mower," by
Arthur Hughes, is an aggravating picture; it

combines gross faults with great cleverness

;

the colour is poetical, and the sentiment

charming, but the di'awing is so bad that the

children's heads are immensely too big, and
the feet of the mower, if visible, would be out

of the picture. No. 371, "The Sea Coast
after a Storm," by W. L. Wyllie, is too

violent, but proves the artist's ability for

better things. "The Toilet of a Lady of

Ancient Rome," by C. W. Nicholls, No. 379,

represents a sad scene, alike repidsive and
degrading : an unfortunate slave having

dropped a crystal vase, is ordered a flogging

by her haughty mistress. Several beauti-

ful slaves, assisting at the toilet, gaze

with trembling sympathy on the luckless

girl, and in the distance stands the grim

executioner with the whiji. This work is

highly finished and well painted. Mr.

Walker's picture of "The Bathers, No. 389,"

is wonderfully improved by being placed

under glass ;
instead of looking husky and

dry, it appears juicy and full of beauty. The
delicate hues of the background are tenderly

and truthfidly painted. It is a very fine

work. The positions of all the bathci's are

so graceful, without being affected, V>ut the

drapery strikes us as rather too ragged. No.

427, " Mr. Gladstons," is Mr. Watt's best

portrait in the gallery ; it is both powerfully

painted and an excellent likeness. Mr.

Millais has painted iqron "The Knight

Errant " since it was in the Academy !as4,

year, and has improved it very much. The
face of the damsel, instead of bemg full, is
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turned to the side, and partially covered

with falling hair. This alteration refines the

sentiment of the picture. Xevertheless, it is

rather a pity that the painter has not attended

more to t!ie di-awing of the figure. The ankle

is too big, and the foot injured by bad shoes,

not at all the shape a beautiful foot should

be, and the entire painting of the flesh is a

little coarse. The figure of the knight, how-
ever, is very perfect, and the background is

full of charm. No. 432, " On the "Way to the

Cattle Tryst," by Peter Graham, is a fine

landscape. We were glad to see here, too, " A
Spate in the Highlands," by the same painter.

A curious picture is No. i'iO, " Scene from
the Merchant of Venice," by J. C. Hook,
painted long before the artist took to his

marine subjects, at the time when he was
called " Red-stocking Hook." Observe how-

clever is the arrangement of the whole work,

how much character there is in Shylock, and
what a sweet womanliness in the disguised

Portia. No. 442, -Whittling," by E.

Barclay, is clever, but the treatment rather

too fiat. '• Moonrise," No. 44.3, is Mr. H.
AV". B. Davis's best landscape here

;
the cattle

are, we suppose, lighted by the dying-out
daylight, as so much colour could scarcely

be perceived by moonlight. London is

wonderfully changing with all the new build-

ings, and the Thames Embankment is so

rapidly altering the Thames, that Mr.
Roberts's paintings of the river will soon
have a new value added to them as mementoes
of what has been. There are two capital

works by him in the exhibition. Our favourite

is No. 45.S, " S. PauFs from the Thames,
looking East." Space forbids our mentioning
many other works of merit which have found
wall-room in these galleries, so we must leave it

to our readers to find them out, and criticise

them for themselves. We have confined our-

selves to merely pointing out those which
we consider most important.

THE MAKING AJS'D REPAmiNG OF
ROADS.

A ROAD should be considered as a struc-
-^^ ture having two essential parts, a
foundation and a wearing surface. The duty
of the first is to keep up the second to its

work, and may be made in any way that

satisfies the one condition of unyielding firm-

ness. It has been sometimes said that a

.slightly yielding or elastic foundation is

better than a rigid one, and if that elasticity

could be had at a sufiicient deptii below the

surface it might be so, but practically it is

not to be h;ui, and the danger of trying to

make the foundation elastic far exceeds the
objection of rigidity.

A gi-eat deal of unnecessary discussion used

to be indulged in as to whetlier the plan of

making the fcmnilation which was adopte<l by
Mr. Telford or tliat i>ractised by Mr. Macadam
was the better. Telford's plan was to pitch

the road-bed with rough stones, set closely

by hand, with their broadest edges down-
wards, and their greatest length crosswise of

the road, the breadtli of the upper edge of

any stone not exceeding four inches. All the

iiTcgularities of tlie upper jiart of the pave-
ment were broken off by the hammer, and
the chi[is packed by hand and wedged into

the interstices. The depth of the stones
when finished off was 7in. in tlie middle
part of the road, .'jin. at a distance of 'Jft.

on each side of the centre, 4in. at 12ft., and
.Sin. at l.'ift. The surface thus fonned a
curve, having a rise of 4ir. in the centre.
This is clearly a good foundation, but it

is somewhat against it that the bed is fiat,

and that if water should percolate through
the top coating and tlnough the ])aven^ent it

would, on some kinds of gi-oiind, as ui)on
clay, weaken its- bearing power; but if the
ground is porous, as sand or gravel, or rocky,
a.s it was on most parts of the great
Holyhead road made by Mr. Telford, this
objection to a flat bed does not arise.

Whenever the bed, however, consists of

clay or other impervious ground, the bed
should be sloped downwards from the centre

to the sides to about the same extent

as Ml-. Telford allowed — viz., 4in. in a

width of Lift., so that water may drain away.

Two straight slopes for this purpose are

better than a curve. Macadam, on the other

hand, considered this pavement foundation

to be unnecessary, and insisted that the native

soil, properly formed and drained, must be

considered to be the foundation, and carry

the weight of the traffic ; and that whatever

stone may be laid on is only to preserve this

foundation from injury, and its thickness

should be regulated only by the quantity of

material necessary to form such a protection,

and not at all by anj' consideration as to its

own independent power of bearing weight

;

and that it is an erroneous idea that the evils

of an undrained, wet, clayey soil can be

remedied by a large quantity of materials.

But what makes the discussion upon the

two methods of little use, is the fact tliat

Macadam's own practice approaches that of

Telford, for on laying on the broken stone he

was careful to lay first a layer 3in. thick, and
have that pretty well consolidated by traffic

before any more was put on : and this and the

succeeding layer may be taken to stand in

the place of the pavement of Telford. The
native surface having been formed. Macadam's
system was to lay first a layer of three inches

of clean broken stone on a dry day. and after

the traffic had almost, but not quite, con-

solidated it, the ruts being kept raked in as

soon as they are formed ; a second layer of

three inches was laid down in a wet time,

moisture facilitating the union of the two.

Then the third layer forms the top coat,

and carries the traffic. jNIacadam insisted

strongly on the necessity of the stones being

clean and angular, whereby the angles inter-

lock -n^th each other and form a solid struc-

ture : whereas, if other material be admitted

under the pretence of binding, it jn-ovents

this close union, absorbs water, and in frost

disrupts the mass. ^Macadam's method of

laying the foundation—that is, the fir.st two
layers of broken stone—has the disadvantage

that in wet clayey gi-ound the traflic forces

the stones into the ground, and it rises

through the interstices, although Macadam
maintained that draining would prevent this.

Draining, however, cannot altogether prevent
it. and it is only to be prevented by selecting

a dry time for laying down the first layer of

stone. The first layer being accomplished

the second becomes easy. Telford's pave-

ment is easy under any circumstances and in

any weather, but is more expensive. It has

the advantage, however, of distributing the

weight on the surface over a large area of

foundation, for if we take a wheel touching
two square inches of the surface, the pressure
is carried down to the foundation stones,

which rests on a broad surface of, say, ten
inches by five inches, or fifty square inches,

so that the bearing surface is multiplied

twenty-five times. 'I'o prevent the displace-

ment of the foundation stones, the carts

bringing the stone wei-emot allowed to pass
over them.

'I1u' foundation, then, having been laid,

whetlier of one or the other kind, or in any
other way, so that it bo unyielding (in the

manufacturing districts engine ashes are

largely used, and make a very good founda-
tion, laid on seven inches deep in two layers,

the tralfic being allowed to pass over them
before the top coat is put on), the wearing
coat has then to be put on, and now the

quality of the stone comes into question.

'['he most durable stone is that which is

toughest. Merc hardness is no test of

quality for the purpose of road making.
Flint is hard enough, but it is almost the

worst material for a road, because it has no
toughness.

In his "Discourse on the Study of Natural
I'hilosophy," Sir John Herschel says :

—

" Hardues.s is tliat disposition of a solid

which renders it dilfioult to displace its parts

among themselves; thus steel is harder than
iron. The toughness of a solid, or that

quality by which it will endure heavy blows
without breaking, is again di.stinct from hard-
ness, though often confounded with it. It

consists in a certain yielding of parts, with a
powerful general cohesion, and is compatible
with various degrees of elasticity."

The most useful stone is that which is

most difficult to break up. Such is the blue
granite of Guernsey ; a trap rock found at

Clee Hill, in Shropshire (the Clee Hill Dhu
stone) ; a stone got near Macclesfield, in

Cheshire ; the whinstone of the north of

England ; the Penmanmaur stone from Wales

;

beach pebbles and boulders ; a stone brought
in the bottoms of ships as ballast from
Bombay ; another from Port Phili]i ; and
other such kinds of stone. Stone of secondary
quality is the carboniferous or mountain
limestone, and the harder sandstones. Broken
flints form a third quality, and the lowest is

flint gravel. This last is unfit for anything
but bye-roads. It is very extensively used
in the south of England for all kinds of roads,

but it is not economical to use it where there

is considerable traffic. The comparison of

the strength of different kinds of stone by
the steady weight that pieces will bear before

crushing is not admissible in the case of road-

stone, for the weight it has to bear is not a

steady one, but one of impact. Most of the

roads round London are made with fiint

gravel, and in the coaching days, there was a
select connuittee of the House of Commons
upon Highways, and before that committee
evidence was given that for the first few
stages out of London it required ten horses

to do the same work that eight did bej'ond

them, and thi,t the horses out of London,
although better animals to begin with, were
worn out in four years, while on other

roads they would last six years. It may be

laid down as an axiom that it is more econo-

mical to bring good materials from a distance

than to use inferior ones obtained close at

hand. Thus, in London, for the heaviest

ti'affio, it is more economical to use Clee Hill

Dhu stone at Ifis. :ld. per ton, Enderby stone'

at 15s. 6d., and (iuernsey granite at 15s. 6d.,

than any other stone, although the prices are

less ; and at ^lanchester they use the Pen-
manmaur stone at 12s. per cubic yard rather

than other stone which might be had much
nearer. The thickness of this top coat is not

of much consequence ; it is only required to

protect the foundation from the action of the

traffic, and may be any thickness that is con-

venient ; and the most economical thickness

will be determined by considerations of labour

—how much it costs to lay down a coat of

2in., one of Sin., one of 4in., and if Gin. be

put on it must be put on in two layers of Sin.

each, and then how much will that cost ? And
each of these costs must be compared with

the standard of wear, which will be the same

whatever thickness the coat of stone may
be ; and in this, as in many other things, the

middle course will more often be right than

either extri'me, and it will generally be found

that from S to 4 inches is the best thickness.

It is true that on such a foundation as Tel-

ford's more than this is I'cquired above tlie

pavement, or the road would be too rigid
;

and accordingly Telford directed that 4in. of

broken stone should intervene between the

pavement and the top coat of stone.

"The middle 18ft. of pavement is to be

coated with hard .stones to the depth of Gin.

4in. out of these Gin. are to be first put on and

worked in by carriages and horses, care being

taken to rake in the ruts until the surface be-

comes firm and consolidated, after which the

remaining 2in. are to be put on.'' The next

thing to be considered is the size to which

the stone of the to]> coat shall he broken.

l?oth Telford and IMaeadam said to such a

size that its longest dimension .should

be not more than two and a half inches,

which would be, for average materials, cubes

of about l.Viu., and :Macadam further directed

that no stone should be more than Goz. in
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weiglit. But neither dimension nor weight

can be accepted as logically defining the

proper size, because that depends upon the

nature of the material. To reduce flint or

sandstone to the dimensions proper for trap-

rock and granite, would be to ensure their

immediate grinding up and removal from the

road. But there is no doubt tliat for the

better kinds of stone the size can hardly be

too small, so long as they are broken to a

uniform size, and here the superiority of hand-

broken stone over that broken by machine is

vei'y evident. Hand broken stone is more
uniform in size, and approaches more nearly

to the best form—the cube—than can be had
with any machine, for while the machine
bx'eaks up some of the stone into too small

fragments, it cracks many of the pieces of

the right size, and thus when the traffic comes
over them they split, and they are split also

by the action of frost. We believe the French
engineers disregard the cleanliness and
uniform size insisted upon by Macadam,
and allow even dust to be mixed with the

clean angular stone, but we are convinced

that this is a mistake. The object of having the

stones clean and free from extraneous matter,

is that they shall interlock, and the angles

adjust themselves so as to come home, stone

to stone, and so form a solid body ; but when
dust or other substauce i.s allowed to come
into the cavities they cannot do so, and are

thereby rendered less stable. It is probable

that the success of the French engineers in

making roads is due to the attention they pay
to rolling the surface ; but even by that

means they cannot force the stones into

contact when dust intervenes. Breaking-

stone would seem to be a simple thing enough,
and one that any able bodied-man may do as

well as another, but it is not so. In the first

place, it requires a particular kind of hammer.
The head must be of solid steel. The shape

of the face of it must vary with the kind of

stone to be broken. The handle must be
pliable, and not a stiff piece of wood—it must
therefore, be a green stick— and hazel

or ash plant is used. Then a stone-breaker

must know where to hit the lump he is to

break, and where he shall hit it depends on
the nature of the stone. A great deal of

strength is wasted by men unaccustomed to

stone-breaking, who take up the work for

the first time, and work with tools of the

wrong kind.

The shape of the surface of a road is im-
portant. There are three forms of surface

;

one, the most common one, a curved sur-

face, having a rise from the water channel
to the crown of 4in. or 6in. ; the second form
is the straight slope on either side of the

centre ; and the third the hanging road,

where the slope is all to one side, the road
having only one water channel. In the

latter case it is generally dictated by local

circumstances, but the other cases are

general. The higher the crown is made above
the water channels for the sake of getting

the water quickly off the I'oad, the more is

the traffic restricted to the centre of the road,

for nobody will drive on sidelong ground if

he can get a level footing. There is not
much difference between the two forms, for

if the road be made at first with straight

slopes it will soon become worn down at the
apex into something like a curved form. But
there is a good deal to be said against the
practice of raising the centre of the road too
much in either way, for the object ought to
be to get the traffic spread equably over the
width of the road, and thus we come to the
conclusion that as little rise as possible should
be given to the crown; and ;^in. in 10ft., or
1 in 40, is sufficient to allow the water to
run off, and if it takes a longer time to run
off such a road than it does on a more
rounded one, that is of less consequence than
unequal wear.

The road having been formed, it has to be
maintained as nearly as possible in its

original form. There is no stone that is of
exactly quality throughout, and the reason

why a road wears into holes is that the

softer parts here and there are worn away
,

before the rest, leaving the hardest portions

of the stone standing up iu ridges or knobs,

and when this attains to a sufficiently ob-

jectionable degree the boles are to be filled

up with new stone broken very small, and
no more stone used than is sufficient to bring

the surface up to the level of the adjoin-

ing unworn portions of the road.

The common error is to put too much stone

on a place that wants some mending, and
many roads have been raised considerably

above their original level. The object should

be to keep up the thickness of the metalling

as nearly as possible to that it originally

had. This cannot be done absolutely, but it

can be approximated to ;
for instance, if the

original thickness of the top coat be -tin., one

inch of the be.5t part of the material, as well

as that used for patching, will be worn away
in, say, twelve months, leaving the thickness

nowhere more than .Bin. It will be proper
then to repair the road with a fresh coat of

stone, raising the thickness to, say, 5in.,

which would then allow two years' wear
before another coat of stone would be required.

Whenever a new coat may be necessary, the

surface of the road is to be picked up to a
depth of two inches, the surface readjusted

in form, the material sifted and relaid, with

the addition of as much new stone as may be

required to make up the two inches. The
time of year most suitable for repairing roads

is the spring; the succeeding summer then

hardens the road and leaves it in a good con-

dition to resist the traffic during the wet
winter months.

Of the new asphalte roadway, the English

experience is not yet sufficient to enable us

to judge of its diu-ability, but so far as it has

gone the wear appears to be absolutely

nothing in Threadneedle-street and Cheap-
side, and the smoothness and noiselessness

are much in its favour ; but although

it may ultimately be generally used,

stone paving will probably continue in use

for many years for the heaviest traffic,

although the objections to it, even to the

best kinds of stone, are nimierous, and some
kinds of stone are simply abominable from
their slipperiness ; and the noise that a stone-

paved road produces is such that where the

residents have sufficient influence over the

parish or other local authorities, they prevent

it being laid down, and in other instances,

where the appeals against it have been un-

successful, residents have vacated their houses,

and the authorities have lost the rates upon
the property. The only thing that can be

said for stone paving is that it costs less in

maintenance than a macadamised road does,

where the traffic is excessively heavy ; but

when we come to get broken stone properly

rolled and set before the tratfio is turned

on to it, there will be some hope of the

more extensive use of that kind of road.

THEORY OF THE ARTS.

Educ.vtion in Form—Solid Bodies.

[Continued from page 342.)

I HAVE attempted to show that architec-

tural science, like knowledge in general,

is made up of two kinds of facts, one kind
being taught by pure reason, as all self-evi-

dent truths, the other kind derived experi-

mentally, or mainly from observation, as

physical science. To a certain extent, indeed,

before we can reason or deduce we must
gather empirically certain facts, and although
science has advanced from the abstract to the

concrete or from the simple to tlie complex,

the first notions of all sciences, as I have

shown, were indefinite or empirical, and it is

purely iu the order of their simplicity or

easiness of comprehension that we gain facts.

The science of geometry is conclusive on

this point. An experimental introduction to

geometry is the only way of making the

study interesting and valuable. The mind

must observe or perceive before it can reason.

Hence the futility of teaching abstract for-

mulas and definitions of lines and angles before
some experience has been gained by dis-

covery of facts.

A child gathers its native tongue, not from
the laws of grammar, but from the conversa-

tion of those about it. These laws are learnt

afterwards, and only after a sufficient quan-
tity of words have been gained and under-

stood. If we apply this principle tu the

primary ideas of form or geometry, we shall

first begin by objective or solid representa-

tions of squares, cubes, pyramids, globes,

and the like, or model exercises in the pri-

mary ideas of form, before proceeding to the

abstractions of their properties and parts. A
stock of elementary notions are obtained in

this way which the student can analyse by
degrees—the faculty of abstraction being

gradually called into requisition at the same
time. Solid geometry, which in most of our

treatises is placed after "plane," should un-

questionably be learnt first, as more repre-

sentative of actual substance and geometrical

conditions ; besides which the solids admit of

being cut into sections, illustrative of the

various plane figures, and exercise the mental

faculties of analysis and combination in an

eminent degree. A thorough acquaintance

with solids of various forms would help more
to the attainment of stereographical draw-

ing, so essential to the architectm-al stu-

dent, than any elaborate treatise on " Pro-

jection." What is more useful than the

sections of conical bodies by planes, or

the intersection of curved surfaces, in the

various requirements of the art of building ?

Now, actual experimental observation by
cutting rectilinear and curvilinear soUds will

aid the eye and mind to such a degree that

verbal descriptions of the methods of pro-

jecting these lines will readily be compre-

hended. The diversity of combination and

intersections obtained affords to the architect

a prolific scope of suggestion and invention,

which is of far more value than any amount
of archreological studies. The designer is con-

tinually called upon to consider the effect of

certain features or parts of his design being

intersected by wall surfaces at different angles

;

and the want of this knowledge of solid

bodies is painfully manifest in many designs

and actual buildings. The thing, in fact, is

left to chance ; the plan and elevatioli is too

frequently left to work out the problem in

actual bricks and mortar, and crooked lines

or twisted surfaces, bungled mitres and inter-

sections, are the inevitable results which no

amount of surface enrichment can atone for.

If this knowledge of solid geometry is left

to be acquired in the usual way after certain

abstractions have been mastered, the con-

sequence is that only a vague superficial

notion is obtained, because the mental process

has not been facilitated by the aid of the eye.

No clear conception of space and form can be

made without some palpable or tangible evi-

dence submitted to the senses, and we have

ample proof of this in the absurd notions en-

tertained by many of truths that are simply

accepted as such without experimental evi-

dence. Many propositions of science are

thus no more than mere facts committed to

memory withoat any tangible meaning or

distinct idea of them. The use of models

cannot be too strongly commended as assist-

ing the mind through the eye to the compre-

hension of relative dimensions and form,

particularly in studies like geometry, where

abstract truths can only be learnt mentally.

No solid ideas can be' formed, for example, of

lJietetrahedron,cube, octahedron, or other re-

gular or irregular solids, from mere definitions

or descriptions of them ; but when once the real

objects have been presented to the mind

through the senses, their properties are readily

rmderstood, and their construction is rendered

boSli simple and entertaining. No more

useful study for an architect there can pos-

sibly be thivnthe consti'uction of the various

stViids, 01- the development of the coveaings-
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of solids, as polyhedrons, prisms, pyi'amids,

cones, &c. This can easily be learnt, prac-

tically, by models : but their development on

paper should be thoroughly mastered, as a

very essential step to architectural knowledge.

The use of stereography in carpentry, roofing

problems, masonry, &c., is of great impor-

tance, as every practical man knows. The
combination or junction of roofs of different

forms, as conical with plane surfaces, and
irregular plans, as trapeziums, require often a

very correct knowledge of the effects of inter-

section under different angles and slopes,

nothing being so disagi-eeable or ugly than

twisted or winding surfaces.

After solids have been mastered, the com-
prehension of plane figures is naturally

acquired, the mind having undergone a

valuable experience, or tentative process,

through the perceptions.

As a great authority on intellectual edu-

cation has said, "The proper preliminary to

geometry is a practice in those constructive

processes which geometry will facilitate."

It is quite certain that after solid geo-

metrical ideas, correct notions of points, right

lines, parallel lines, angles, sm-faces, and the

other component parts of plane geometry, are

quickly gained by a process infinitely more
iustnictive and easy than by dry definitions,

or abstractions of such elements of form.

I will simply refer my younger readers

to " Inventional Geometry, " published by
Messrs. !Mozley, of Paternoster-row.* It will

thus be evident that such a mode of studying

geometry as I have shown will have more
relish for students, particularly those who
have acquired a certain power with their

- pencil, as it will naturally di-aw out their

inventive faculties, and employ more profit-

ably much of that time which is now wasted
in learning to draw or copy the figure, land-

scape, and architectural examples. Again, to

give abstract or rational demonstrative
geometry first, leads many students destined

for practical professions to neglect alto-

gether what they deem so repulsive, simply
because it is a natural law that the mind will

devote itself to those studies it best under-
stands and enjoys. The faculties being
thoroughly disciplined with problems which
have been presented both ocularly and
mentally by diagrams and models, they
readily begin to comprehend those relation-

ships of forms and quantity which rational

geometry or Kuclid's Elements treat of. De-
finitions, axioms, and all abstract formulas are

now understood, and the practical problem
may give place to the demonstrative theorem.
One application of great value of such a

knowledge of tlie geometry of solids is the

art of projection or delineation on a plane
surface. i)rawing from models, as taught in

our art schools, is the best initiatory method
of acquiring this art, and this should ac-
com7)any the experimental knowledge of

of solids already recommended. Tlio ndes of

isometric and p&rallel projection should
fi)Jlo)r these first ocular notions of express-
ing solid bodies on paper, though this order
is often reversed, upon the a.ssiunption that
sketching from nature is a more advantxid
stage of mental perception than the piactice

of abstract rules. Isometrical representation
is one that is of gi-cater value to the architect
than generally recognised, and is f;ir too
little employed, but often substituted by
false' anil di'lusive perspective, 'i'hc great
advantage of this mode of projection is that
the receding lir.es and surfaces of objects are
equi-angular and i)arallel, thus admitting of
a scale. The plane of projection being
equally inclined to the isometric axes, lines,

and surfaces, a relative* proportion caii be
established to the real size, and thus it is

easy to construct scales having these relations
to one another. Not so in pictorial or natural
perspective, the correct drawing of which is

frequently neglected, and the art nialc a
means of deception.

But there is one other great advantage in

objective or tangible representation, which
shows how valuable an ally the art application

of geometry is to the science as a rational or

scientific study. I allude to the value of

correct diagrams in illustration of scientific

instruction of various kinds, as in giving

correct ideas of relative magnitude, velocity,

time, and other abstract conceptions not

otherwise clear. Thus we have a valuable

practical verification of this mode in giving

the relative strains and forces in constructions

of vaiiotis kinds, as roofs, girders, &e., which
has lately been used ; also the same method
may be employed in conveying statistical,

geological, meteorological, and even social

phenomena and information. The relation

of space to area may be shown by diagrams

of squares. Tlie sizes orareas of coimtries, &c.,

can be proportionately shown by taking the

square root of the area in miles as the side of

the square, or inversely. Correct ideas of

relations of number, value, space, to time or

other conditions, can thus be formed which
no verbal description cotild give. Again,

the problem of the circle and many calcu-

lations of areas and solids may derive much
help from diagrams or representations ; and
many jiroblems only solved by nimiber and
numerical relations generally may receive

important aid from geometrical approxima-
tions. G. H. G.

'Si-o also remarks by Mr, Marcel, air. Wjse, Herbert
Spencer.

WHAT -WILL THE CONFERENCE DO ?

rriHERE is to be, as our readers are aware, a
-"- Conference of Architects to be held in London,

to be opened on 5Iouday next, the 2"2nd inst., at the

rooms of the Institute of British Architects. We
fully recognise the necessity for this architectural

gathering, and are not a little interested in the

solution of the question, '• "What will come of it ?''

As we announced last week, there is to be an address

from the President of the Institute,- a general reading

of papers, with subsequent discussion of their con-

tents ; and there is also to be a dinner, without which

Enghshmen seldom assemble—or like to assemble

—

to effect any object. Meanwhile there has been

issued from the Secretary of the Institute a general

in^'itation to architects all round to come forward

with suggestions or information in reference to the

topics mentioned in the programme. This last feature

of the coming gathering is, to ourselves, far more inte-

resting than the promised papers ou "Archteology and

on Art," ''Construction and Science,"' or than even the

dinner. We should like verj' much to know whether

town and country architects(aifiliatedandnoa.affihated

to the Institute) have largely availed themselves of

this invitation to contribute suggestions and infor-

mation out of which the Conference will be able to

dcN-ise and bring about any wholesome measure of

practical benefit to the professional body.

Is there not a cause for a great Congress of

English Architects—town and country arciiitects ?

Assuredly there is. It is high time that practitioners

(they are all to be practitioners) in Loiulou and the

provinces, who differ so very widely in their respec-

tive methods of .serving the public, should come

together, and devise means for healing the profes-

sional maladies which they arc all agreed exist, to

their serious iliscomiiture and degradation. If these

gentlemen will but aciiicve this one feat in the Con-

ference of 1871, they may possibly, in the next one

to be held, inaugurate a sound, national code of

uniform professional practice, a uniform technology

(no slight desideratum in these penny post days).

and, last not least, a uniform Institute of English

(not to say British) Architects, to the utter rout

(artillery, horse, aiul foot) of the professional

({Hacks who now thrive and wax fat on the general

chaos we see in the corpus architeclonicum. There

is jilenty of work to be done, many doubtful ques-

tions to settle, many anomalies to get rid of, or at

Ic.'ut to abate. Here arc some that occur to us ; it

is not every day that town aud country architects

meet in friendly conclave, and we cannot do better

than invite attention to a few urgent matters tli.at

occur to us. They are, it is true, chietiy trade

questions, as one might say, " not to put too fine a

point upon it," and we offer them, nith all due

deference, for solution :

—

1. What are the true functions of an architect

;

is he an equity judge between client and builder, or

an agent only of his client, whose object is to squeeze

for him all that can be got out of a contractor, or

C' tell it not in Gath !") a mere builder's crony, to

squeeze all the two can out of a client ? This third

alternative would seem to be the prevaiUng notion

with town capitalists, if one may judge by the very

homccopathic bits of town practice that are distributed

among the crowd of London architects. How much,

let us ask, of the street and " terrace " architecture

of London and its enormous suburbs can our town
architects display as their handiwork to their country

cousins ?

2. If two parts of sharp sand go to one part of

good stone lime, how many pupils ought in fairness

to be mixed with any given ntmiber of architects'

derlvs? It is a very old, old problem this. Cannot

the assembled arciiitects settle it for all time to

come?

3. Is it, or not, comme il faut for country archi-

tects to take out their own quantities, and measure

up their own extras and omissions ; and If not, why
not?

4. Is a uniform Building Act desirable for both

the metropolis and the pro^-inces, as not a few of

our legislators seem to think ?

6. Having regard to the very many .Jeremiads

which occasionally fill our columns on the mischief

and the cost of architectural competitions, is it not

desirable for town and country architects all round

to refuse "from this time forth to evermore," to

supply committees with, say more than one rolled-up

sheet of drawings per book post per architect ?

6. Is the traditional 5 per cent, commission on

outlay too much or too little to receive: does it or

not include the detailed adjustment of builders

accounts ; and, if the Conference can settle the ques-

tion, what is to be done with non-conference archi-

tects ("knob-sticks," let us call 'em), who take lese

from their clients to undersell their brethren ; or,

exact more from, say, the contractor, to " sell " their

clients ?

Here are just half-a-dozen questions, put for

simplicity's sake in homely phraseology. Can the

Conference deal with them : in a paper, or a dis-

cussion, or in (perhaps more potent than anything)

an after-dinner speech ? We "pause for a reply."

S. S.

OX ORNAMENTAL CAST IRON.*

SO much has alread_v been said by many able
writers, great in the artistic world, both for

and against the subject of this evening's paper

—

%-iz., "Ornamental Cast Iron," and from wh-isc

opinion it seems so much a want of modesty to

differ, that I feel great diffidence in venturing to

occupy your time with my ideas upon the nuilter,

but it is with the hope that, while, on the i>nc hand,
I may interest some of my hearers, I shall myself
gain information and instruction from the tliscussion

which may follow my remarks. I propose to take
up the subject in the following order, viz. :—(1) A'
slight glance at the ornamental cast ironwork of the
last, and the early part of the present ceiitur}-. and
of the present time. ("2) The fitness of the material
for ornamental and architectural piu-po.ses. (3) The
principles which should govern the forms of orna-
ment in cast iron.

I. ORNAMKXT.VI, CA.ST lUO.N WOItK, PAST AM)
FKliSliXT.

It is in every respect unfortunate fer cast iuon

that it first came into use in England for ornaments
purposes in the seventeenth century (though I

believe there are specimens of ornamental cast iron-
work as old as the fifteenth century in Germany),
as it suffered in a most nuuked m,anner from the

debased taste that prevailed during the last 150
years. Had it been known to the great Mediaeval
architects, I feel sure they would have ni.ide use of

its great capabilities, and have left the stamp of

beauty on this, as tUey did on other materials they

• Paper read by Mr.. C. H. Deiveh before the Civil and
Mechanical Engiuecrs' Society on Fi'iduy eveniDg last.
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SO fittingly applied to arcliitectviral and ornamental

purposes.

Almost the first use made of cast iron was iji

Tailings, gates, gratings, fire-grates, and work of a

similar nature. Most of my hearers are no doubt

-aware tluit the railing.^ round St. Paul's Cathedral

were among.'St the earliest works executed in cast-

iron ; they were cast at the Gloucester furnaces,

about tivo miles from Lamberhurst, Sussex, the

then principal iron furnaces iu England, which were

supplied with iruu-stone dug in the immediate neigh-

bourhood. This railing cost abtnit (Jd. per pound.

The total cost of the whole railing and stone coping

was about £11,000; and, considering that there

could have been but little known then of the capa-

bilities of the material, they are fairly well cast, and

are well suited to the design of the building they

surround.

It is curious to note the poverty iu the designs

of railings, gates, posts, fire-grates, &c., which

were in general use until the last tweut^'-five

or thirty years. The minds of the designers seemed

always to run on one idea. For example, an

original mind discovered that a lot of spears stuck

up would make a good railing, and for ever after

railings must always be spears, somewhat varied,

it is true, in the shape of the head, but spears still.

Again, during the great wars at the latter end of the

eighteenth and the beginning of the present century,

many iron guns were cast, some of which became
aiseless as guns, and were converted into street posts.

Straightway (the number of damaged real guns jiot

being sufficient to supply the need for posts) sham
guns were cast with imitation balls jammed into the

imitation muzzles. Then as tn fire-grates, some of

us doubtless remember the what was at one time

almost universal design—viz. Fig. 1. In every-

thing where cast iron was employed there was the

same poorness and flatness of treatment, no doubt

due in some measure to the want of skill on the part

of the manufacturer or workman, who cramped all

the efforts of designers who might have wished to do

better things, by saying that this or that pattern

would not "draw," i.e., leave the sand easily. I

cannot but think that much that has been said in

disfavour of the use of cast-iron for ornamental

purposes by great art-writers like Mr. Ruskiu must

be due to the wretched design emjduyed, and the bad

use to which cast-iron has been put, rather than to

any inherent unfitness of the material itself for

artistic purposes.

Diuing the last twenty or five-and-twenty years,

there have been great improvements in the designs

employed for this, as for other materials, and with

improved designs manufacturers have risen up who
have shown no mean skill in the practical execution

of them; and this is an important point, as the success

of a design for cast iron ornamental work depends

very largely upon the skill of the manufacturer, and

the intelligence brought to bear upon the subject;

for in my own experience I have had work executed

from the same drawings by two founders—the work
of one had all the spirit and intention of the design,

while that of the other was heavy, dull, and lifeless.

In the first rank of ornamental iron manufacturing
founders of tlie present day must stand, I think, Mr.

Walter Macfarlane, of Glasgow. This gentlemaa has

made a complete revolution in the matter of gutters,

dowu-pipes, terminals, crestings, »Scu., and to a great

extent the general improvement that has taken

place in these matters is due to the example set by
him to other manufacturers, as he has shown, by a

skilful arrangement of the moulding-boxes, aud
attention to the cooling of the castings, that it is

])0ssible to execute almost any design iu cast irun.

In thus mentioning Mr. Wacfarlane's name, I do

not mean to say there are not now other manu-
facturers who will turn out work as well as he does—
for instance, Messrs. Laidlaw, of Glasgow, the

Colebrookdale Company, Hood, of Keading, and
notably Skidmore, tif Coventry (who have of late

turned their attention to cast iron), and many others

I ct)ultl nanu' ; but I consider Mr. ^Macfarlane in

a great measure led the way.

The credit I have given to the manufacturers for

the improvements which have taken place in cast

iron work must, however, be shared with the
pattern-maker; for however skilful the founder with
his sand, aud however good the design, the pattern
is still the great point, audi may say very often the
weak jjoiut, for designs are mostly made to a com-
paratively small scale, and these designs are placed
directly iu the pattern-maker's hands, who are gene-
rally intelligent carpenters, andean make a model or

patternofa girder or water-pipe wellenough; but they
have little or no knowledge of drawing, and none of

ornament, and they set to work to enlarge the de-

sign as well as they are able to the required size,

giving their own reading of any ornament that has

be executed. When the pattern is finished it is

rarely seen by the architect or designer; but the

founder proceeds to cast from it at once, and the

result is such that it disgusts all with any artistic

feelings, and they are led to lay the blame for the

failure of the effect of the work on the material, in-

stead of on themselves for their own neglect of a

most important part of the process of the manufac-
ture of ornamental cast iron.

If good ornamental cast iron is wanted, there must
be a good pattern, and to get a good pattern it is ne-

cessary to take some considerable amount of trouble.

It amounts to this : after the design has been drawn
to a small scale, so as to judge of its general effect,

it should be drawn to its full size by the designer

himself, who, while so doing, will often see points of

detail which he can improve as he goes on, for if he

leaves the design to be enlarged by another it will

only be slavishly copied, not only as regards the

good points, but also with respect to all the defects of

the original, which are likely to be exaggerated, and
it is wonderful what a difference the mere thickness

of a line makes in the beauty of a curve.

The design being drawn full size, should be

slightly shaded, as it greatly helps the pattern maker
to understand the intention of the designer, and to

make sure of a satisfactory result, the pattern itself

must be inspected while in progress, as it ma}' occur

that some slight alterations are necessary to suit

some practical difficulty iu mouldiug. and it is well

that the designer himself should make the reqiured

change, and there is the further advantage that

workmen get to understand to some extent what
you want done.

It will be found with the better class of pattern

makers (if a little pains are taken at first in ex-

plaining one's wishes, and sometimes, perhaps,

making a rough sketch in clay of any particular

part), that they will quickly accustom themselves to

the designer's ideas, aud save one a great amount of

trouble iu the eud.

I wish to call the attention of my hearers to some
full-sized tlra^viugs, as illustrating the remarks I

have just made, and I may mention that these are

some drawings from which patterns for the Santiago

Market work have been made, aud you will see by
comparing the photographs of the work as executed
how nearly they have been carried out,

II.—FITNESS OF CAST IRON FOR ORXAJIEXTAL AND
ARCHITECTURAL PURPOSES.

It is curious that the use of cast iron for orna-

mental purposes should be so much eonderauecl by
high-class artistic writers, for wheu we come to con-

sider their objections closely, we find little can be

said against cast iron that cannot with equal justice

be said of brouze, or any other molten metal; aud
why a piece of art work which shall be wholly

lovely in bronze is to be considered debased and bad
art if executedin cast iron, I fail to see, as its mode
of mauufacture is much the same. Both brouze and
iron require a design, then a pattern to be made in

some easily-worked material, and a mould takeu

from the pattern, and finally the molteu metal run

into the moidd ; and beyond the intrinsic value of the

metal employed (a low ground indeed to take), the

value as a work of lut is the same (or should be), as

there is the same laboiu- of mind aud work of body in

either case. While there is at the present day a

great deal written and said about art, andoriginality

aud design, there is still a great tendency to follow

the lead of the few, and make it a fashion ; and if

one or two acknowledged leaders in the world of art

say this or that is bad art, this fiat is at once

adopted b}- their immediate followers, aud through
them quickly' accepted by the general public, aud it

thus becomes a canon of art which it is heresy to

disbelieve. Thus, if Pugin, the great reviver of

Gothic art, had looked favourably on cast iron,

and devoted some of his great skill upon the designs

for it, it would probably have been thought as well

of as it is now run d(.iwn aud objected to.

Despite Mr. Pugiu's and Mr. Ruskin's objections,

I feel convinced, as I have before said, that had the

great Mediievalists had cast iron they would have

gloried in it, aiul much of the cast work that was
done in brass and bronze might have been done iu

iron; and it is ridiculous to suppose that they would

have neglected to use a material so convenient and

durable, for they cast brass aud used it iu their

gates, grilles, and tomb canopies, some fine specimens

of which still renuiiu in this country (as the gates

to Henry VII. 's Chapel), and in Holland aud
Germany many very superb examples are to be

found; and they who so well knew how to use the

molteu brass would equally well have used uudten

iron, and instead of having comparativtdy few

examples of their art in molten metal work (brass

being very costly), we should have been able to have

to rejoice iu many trophies of their skill.

I do not mean, however, to contend that cast iron

is to be always preferred to -nTought—quite the
reverse; but I maintain that while each is good in

its place, in some places cast iron is better than
wrought, as cast iron bears exposure to weather far

better than wrought, which qiuckly rusts and rots

away ; therefore, for external work—viz., crestings,

finials, grilles, railings, &c., cast iron is particularly

suited.

But the common expression as regards cast iron is,

"Oh, it is so inartistic ! so lifeless !" &c. But with

whom does the fault lie (if it is so) but with the

designer ? Ruskiu says :
" Fine art is that iu wliich

the hand, the head, aud the heart go together." Let
us see how we can apply this axiom to cast iron. In

the first stage (iu the design) the hand must be skilled

in the use of the pencil to obey the head, from
whence the thought is conceived, and of which the

heart approves, for ^vithoutthe heart is in the matter

no good result will follow, whatever may be dictated

by the brain. In the next stage, the model, or

pattern, there again must be the skilled aud practised

hand of the skilful craftsman to obey the mind em-
ployed in comprehending the design, and the heart

making the labour cheerful ; aud iu the last stage

there is the moulding and casting, the hand
trained to finish the sand -mould; the head,

with its liuowledge of the proper qualities of

the metal to be employed; and the heart,

in the willingness to perfect the work as much as

possible. We have thus, in all three stages, the

three points which are necessary to produce fine art,

and they not only go together in each stage, but in

the whole, for we can take the three .stages thus:

—

The hand which makes the pattern, the head which

designs it, and the heart which completes it by
perseverance to the end—i.e., the finished casting.

I therefore thiuk that ornamental cast u-on, by Mr.

Ruskin's own showing, comes under the head c;f '•'Fine

Art." Again, Mr. Ruskin, writing on the " Work
of Iron in Nature, Art, and Policy," has the follow-

ing, which I quote, as showing how one is led to

condemn a material from a dislike there may be to

the use made of it. After speaking of what should

aud should not be done iu different materials, he goes

on to say :

—

These are the main principles in this matter which,
like nearly all other right principles in art, we moderns
delight in coutradiciing as directly aud specially as may
be. We continually look for and praise in our Exhibitions
the sculpture of veils and lace and thin leaves and all

kinds of impossible things pushed as far as possible in

the fragile stone, for the sake of showing the sculptor's

de,\:terity. On the other hand, we cast our iron intu bars,

brittle, though an inch thick, sharpen them at the ends,

and consider fences and other work made of such
material decorative ! I do not believe it would be easy to

calculate the amount of mischief done to our taste in

England by that fence iron-work of ours alone. If it were
asked of us by a single characteristic to distinguish the
dwellings of a country into two broad sections, and to set

on one side the places where people were for the moat
part simple, happ3^ benevolent, and honest, and, on the

other side, the places where at least a great number of

the people were sophisticated, unkind, uncomfortable,

and unprincipled, there is, I think, one feature which
you CAn tlx upon as a positive test: the uncomfortable
aud unprincipled parts of the country would be
the parts where people lived among iron railings,

and the comfortable and principled parts where they
had none.Jr A broad generalisation, you will say;
perhaps a Iftle too broad; yet iu all .sobriety it will come
truer than you think. Consider every other kind of fence

or defence, and you will find some virtue in it. but in the

iron railing none.

Mr. Ruskin then goes on to say wliat are tlie

peculiar advantages and beauties of every different

Mnd of fence—such as brick walls, wood paliugs,

low stone dykes, lowland hedges, the woodeu hand-

rail, in each and all of which he finds there is some

good, pleasant, or noble meaning, and continuing, he

says :—
But what meaning has the iron railing? Either

observe, that you are living in the midst of such bad_

characters that yuu must keep them out by main force of

bar—or that you are yourself of a character requiring to

be kept inside in the same manner. Your iron railing

always means thieves outside or Bedlam inside—it can
mean nothing else than that. If the people outside were
good for anything, a hint in the way of fence would be

enough for them ; but because they are violent and at

enmity with you, you are forced to put the close bars and
the spikes at the top.

Mr. Rusldu then speaks of his admiratiim of a

low wall about three feet high, which he could easily

jump over, or lean over to talk to any one outside,

aud says

—

That is the sort of fence to have in a Christian country;

not a thing which you can't walk inside of without

making yourself look like a wild beast, nor look at out

of your window in the morning without expecting to see

somebody impaled upon it in the night. And yet further

observe that the iron railing is a useless fence, it can

shelter nothing and support nothing; you can't nail your

peaches to it, nor protect your flowers, nor make anything
' whatever out of its costly tyranny, and besides being

useless it is an insolent fence; it says plainly to every-

body that passes, "You may bean honest person, but

also, you may be a thief; honest or not, you shall not get

in here, for I am a respectable person, and much above
you ; you shall only see what a grand place I have got to

keep you out of! Look here, and depart in humiliation."
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lu the foregoing remarks it will be noticed that

Mr. Euskin takes up his condemnation of railings

not because they are iron railings only, but also

because they are cast iron railings. Still, all that

has been said irill equally apply to wrought iron

;

and, if railings are wrong, then it is just as bad to

have wrought iron a.s cast. But the point is worth

considering—19 it necessary that cast railings should

be always upright bars, with pointed spikes, and so

high that one cannot jump over or lean upon ? Is

it not, I say, the fault of the designer and not of

the material, that a cast iron railing should be ugly

and forbidding?—A cast iron railing or fence can

be made to have graceful flowing lines, around and up

which climbing plants may twine and add, by their

natural beauty and graceful curves, to the elegant

fancies of a well-executed design ; and, further, to

make a raihng or fence more to Mr. Kuskin's mind,

the t'>p need have no spikes, but have a moulded

capping on which he can lean and talk to passers by.

Mr. Ruskin, in the passage I have quoted, seems

to crown the horror he has for iron railings by

flinging at them what he evidently thinks the worst

«pithet he can use ; he ealls them cast iron, the word
" cast " being printed in italics. I wonder what poor

cast iron has done, that it should be treated thus

!

It is, however, onlj- fair to say that Mr. Kuskin, in

•continuation of this subject, has uTitten very much
to the point (for though these remarks, from the

context, evidently refer to wrought iron, they will

do equally well as regards cast) when he says :

—

This, however, being, in the present stage of civilisation,

a frequent manner of discourse, and there being, unfortu-

nately, many districts where the iron railing is unavoid-

able, it yet remains a question whether you need make it

ugly, no less than significant of evil. You must have
Tailings round your squares in London, and at the side of

your areas; but need you, therefore, have railings so ugly

that the constant sight of them is enough to neutralise

the effect of all the Schools of Art in the kingdom V You
need not. Far from such necessity, it is even in your
power to turn all your police force of iron bars actually

into drawing masters and natural historians. Not, of

course, without some trouble and some expense. You can
do nothing much worth doing in this world without

trouble ; you can get nothing much worth having without

expense. The main question is only what is worth doing
and having. Consider, therefore, if this is not so. Here
Is your iron railing as yet an uneducated monster, a

Bombre seneschal, incapable of any words except his per-

petual '-keep QUI" and " away with you!" Would it not

be worth sume trouble and cost to turn this ungainty

ruffian porter into a well-educated servant, who, while he

was severe as ever in forbidding entrance to evilly-dis-

posed people, should yet have a kind word for well-dis-

posed people, and a pleasant look and a little useful

information at his command in case he should be asked a

question by the passer by ?

These, and the previous remarks, though they

refer only to railings, apply also to other works

executed in cast iron. The fitness of cast iron for

public decorative purposes, has at present, however,

been but little tested. With the improvements in the

means of protecting iron from oxidation which

modern science has supplied, and the facilities in its

production, tliere seems to be every reason for re-

commending its being employed more extensively

in statuary casting.s, and other works of art, than

has hitherto been the case ; and wliile equal, if not

superior in strength to bronze, its cost in comparison

is trifling.

The production of a work of art in cast iron will

tend to increase, and not diminisli, the skill of the

moulder, in the careful prepiu-ation of the mould ; for

in bronze casting, the nature of the material allows

an .amount of liberty being taken in repairing any

defective part, that iron does not admit of. Hence

the production of artistic cast iron work, from the

care and skill required in the formation of the

patterns and moulds, educates the artizan, and

increases his manipulative skill, while the low cost

cf the material admits of its being thus freely used,

and should tend to aid tlie general cultivation of

public taste. Tlie fine skin on the best castings is

a proof of the perfection which has been arrived at

in the casting of iron, and the su])crior fluiility of

iron, in its molten state, as comparecl witii molten

bronze, is another great point in its favour.

That cast iron will ultimately take a prominent

position as an artistic material there can Ijc but

little doubt, and that there is growing feeling in its

favour is evinced by the more fref|iu:nt use of it in

professed works of art, as may be e.xamidcd b.v the

lamps on the Thames Kmbankmcnt (<-apital si)eci-

mens of casting), antl in a general way by the

balconies, roof castings, lampstaiuiards, railings, &q.,

&c., which here and there appear, many of which

are good both in design and execution.

In concUiding this second portion of my subject,

I would observe, if it is legitimate to use terra cotta

(and art writers say it is) in architectural decoration,

so Is it equally right to use cast iron. Terra cotta

is moulded from patterns previously prei)ared, as

iron is. " Oh !
" but it is said, " terra cotta is a

genuine material, used in the fifteenth century, and

is a good honest material, and does not profess to be

anything but what is—viz., moulded burnt clay,"

and so it should be witli cast iron ; the material is

honest enough, and should be honestly treated,

which is not the case if it is used to imitate wrought

iron, stone, or any other material. Cement stucco

itself (perhaps the most abused of all buihUng

materials) is good if properly used, and not jointed to

imitate stone, nor used as a flimsy screen to hide b.ad

material and workmanship, or like Madame Rachel's

enamel, to hide the defects of age. Everything is

good in its place, and cast iron is good in its place.

III.—FOKMS FOR ORSAJIENT IN CAST IKOX.

Now as to my third point—viz., the principles

which shoidd govern the form of ornament used in

cast iron.

As I have just said, cast iron should be used as

cast iron, and not as an imitation of any other

material. With this end in view, we must always

keep in mind that it is moulded, or ratlier I should

say, formed in a mould (for I take it that the word

moulded refers rather to clay or wax, or other

similar substance which is moulded or fashioned

under the hand of the modeller), and therefore no

form should be used in cast iron suggestive of its

having been hammered or riveted or wrought into

its final shape. Nothing can, I think, be wor.se than

to see cast iron striving to look like wrought. I

have here a specimen, well enough cast, which is in

every respect .all that cast iron should not be ; it is

to all intents and pm-poses a wrought iron design,

thougli it was designed for, and intended to be

executed in, cast , iron bj- a gentleman high in the

rank of architects. I have seen cast ironwork

showing a lot of .sham rivets and bands, cast in

imitation of the rivets and bands of wrought work.

If scroll-work ornamentation is used, all curves and

sprays and leaves should spring from the main stem

in a natural way, gro-\nng out of it, and not with

the appearance of being fastened on. Thus, for

example, if this were executed in wrought ircm, it

would be done as in Fig. 2, the rivets showing,

as it is right they should ; but in cast iron the

spray should spring out as in Fig. 3. Mark the

Fl C.3

distinction : in the one A and B are two separate

pieces of work joined together by the rivets at C,

and in the other A and li are all part of the same

piece of work. Again, you have often, I dare say,

seen cast scrolls formed as in Fig. 4—a most im-

proper form to my mind—as it is wholly and only

suited to wrought iron. The sections which I think

should be given to cast iron scroll-work are shown

by Figs. 6, li, and 7, or other similar forms, as sug-

gestive of being moulded and not wrought, as in

F/C.7
F/C, 6. FIC. 8.

Fig. S, as while it is the best form that can be

chosen for the pattern easily to " draw" from the

sand, it is a most unusual anil dillicult wa.v of

bending a ^vrought iron bar. Another point there is

as to twisteil work, that is.twistcd bars. I think to

represent this in cast iron is wrong, as it is essen-

tially an imitation of wrought work. I know it

is a tempting form, as it always looks well, and I

confess to having cunimittcd the same mistake

myself ; but the consideration I have given of late

to" what I think are tlie proper principles on wliich

we shoulil work with regard to cast iron convinces

me that it is an error, ami a grave one, artistically, to

represent twisted work in this materhal. For what is

the effect inten.led ? It is that of a square or any

(dhcr .section b.ir twisteil by mochanic^al force till it

obtains the form shown in" Fig. i), very capital, and

easily done in wrouglit iron, but bad and diHi<ult if

done in cast ; and tliough, as I have said in tlic tirst

jiart of my paper, many dilTiculties are thrown in

the w.ay of designers by the manuf-acturcrs saying

this or that pattern will not draw from the sand,

yet it is well worth whih^ fc^r a designer for cast

iron to keep this point somewhat in view, for if he

does he is less likely to make his designs tmsnited

for cast iron than he otherwise would.

I have been told by some whose opinions on
artistic matters I value very highly that it is not

right to have scroll-work at all in cast iron, as it

conveys the idea of its being bent, and then-fore

wrought. As a mere abstract principle they may
be right, but if we are to carrj^ out this principle

in its entirety, we must equally object to scroll-

work or tracery in stone, on the ground that it

.gives the idea of its being bent or wrought into the

form in which it is presented to us. This reasoning

will not. however, apply to twisted worli, as twisting

is, as I have said, especially a WTOught iron form of

work, and conveys the idea of labour on the

material itself, and therefore is tmsnited to cast

iron, which should only show the labour already

in the moidtl, as the impression in wax shows the

labour in the seal.

If we wish to ornament the main stems of our
scroll-work, we can do so by reediugs or flutings,

following the lines of the curves, giving them an
effect of lightness and grace. These reatlings can be

P-IC.9^^
FIC. II

ric.io ;^G^tJu^
stopped at intervals by either flush or projecting

cross lines, as in F^ig. 10, which are effective in

giving vigour and force by contrast.

In foliation I do not think we should, in cast-iron,

endeavour to attempt to give it the light and

crumpled effect so fine in wrought iron ; it should

rather be flattened out, and the different veinings or

markings scooped or dug out, as they would, in fact,

be done if carved in wood.

I think we thus make another point as regards

cast-iron—viz., that it is not only moulded, but it is

also carved, or rather it represents the impression of

carved work ; and I think, if we always bear in mind

the fact that the model or pattern is generally made
first in woorl, and suit our forms to what can be well

and appropriately done in that material, we shall not

be far out in the end as regards the effect of the

work when it comes to be cast.

In designing for cast-iron, some judgment and

skill is required to so regulate the thickness of parts

in such a way that the castings shall not, in cooling,

flaw or crack from one part cooling more rapidly

than another ; for though the careful founder can

regulate the cooling of the casting in some measure,

yet there is still great risk of failure and increase in

the cost of the production.

In the forms used in both cast and wrought iron

for architectural purposes, attention shoidd be paid

to the position it wnll occupy ; thus, for crestings,

your design should be bold and decisive, and so ar-

ranged as to be dependent on its outline alone, so

that when seen black against a bright sky it shall

still look satisfactory to the eye.

In gates and railings, if for external work, foliage,

if used, should not be left standing out loose, as in

F"ig. 11, as it is a temptation to the mischievous to

knock the leaves off, but they should be arranged 30

that they are supported, as in Fig. 12.

In thus giving my ideas as to what I think should

be the iirinciplcs we should work upon, I must con-

fess I am in the position of a jireachcr who preaches

good things, but does not act up to them, .as some of

my designs will show, for I have often done some of

the very things I have this evening condemned; but

whUe preparing this |iapcr some of the ideas I have

l)Ut forth have occurred to me, which I shall endea-

vour in future to act up to.

Mr. Driver concluded his remarks by quoting an

extract from an article in the Sacristy^ as it

strongly confirmed the views he liad taken in his

paper on the subject of cast iron for ornamental

purposes.*

The pa]ier was illustrated b.v castings lent by

Jlessrs. Macfarlane, and Ijy specimens of wrought

iron work lent by llie Skidmore Company. A dis-

cussicui ensued, in which the President, Mr. J. B.

Walton. Messrs. A. C. I'ain, K. Fulton, — Young,

C. H. Rew (.Secretary), and F. E. Cooper took part,

and the customary vote of thanks was tendered to

Mr. Rew for his paper.

• This article was quoted at length in the BniLDIKa

Xews for April 28 last.
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CANTERBURY CATHEDRAL.*

THE author confined the bulk of his remarks to

the portion of the Cathedr.^l known as Trinity

Chapel, and to the Corona, ascribed to William the

Enghshman, the pupil of William of Sens, the archi-

tect of the westernmost portion of the choir. The
Englishman, on the whole, seemed to have bettered the

instruction of his master, without, howTver, shoiving

much originality of design or any great advance in

detail, saving iu the caps of the crypt, which were

very clever. Doubtless the planning of the corona

was origin.ally the foreigner's idea, taken from the

similar arrangement in his own cathedral at Sens,

as the general treatment and details were similar iu

many respects, though simpler, but it was to be

regretted that some figure sculpture had not been

introduced. After giving a sketch of the historj' of

the Cathedral, abridged from Professor Willis's

account of the "Architectural History of Canterbury

Cathedral," Mr. Lee described the general arrange-

ment and appearance of the edifice. It was long and

comparatively low, and laboiued under the dis-

advantage of having its site almost on a level with

the river Stour. A less advaut.ageous spot, artistically

considered, could hardly have been selected
;
yet much

of the consequent loss of dignity is made up for by
the exceeding beauty of the Angel Tower. The
general grouping, as viewed from the hills on either

side of the valley, especially from those on the north-

east, was very fine ; and from the point of view even

the WTetched western towers, erected in 183'.l (in

place of the ancient Norman ones, which were too

simple and dilapidated to please the architectural

mind of the period), became comparatively harmless,

and lost much of their debased appearance. The
author expressed it as his opinion that the nave,

erected in 1380-1410, was by far the finest portion

of the church. It was delicate in its detail, grand

in its proportions, and simple in its material, and

far more impressive and pleasing than the squat

hap-hazard division of the bays, the coarse mouldings

of overhanging abaci, and annulets projecting into

space without at5y consideration of their effect as

seen from below, and the eternal chevron moulding

continually cutting away the lines of strength in the

arch, and giving in many aspects a zig-zag intrados of

a most uupleasing character. Moreover, much of the

appearance of the chou- was damaged by the Purbeck

marble, enough iu itself, even wdien sparingly used,

to do away with all breadth of effect. If, instead

of spending their funds in this marble (the expense

of quarrying, working, and transit of which must in

those times have been proportionately far Larger and

the labour more tedious than at present), the ancient

ai-chitects had added a few feet more in height, giving

more room above the choir arches and triforiuui,

allowing for the effect of the projecting abaci, w liich

in most instances hid the lower half of the triforium

:u"cade. the grandeur of the whole interior would,

l\Ir. Lee considered, have been greatly improved.

Entering upon a detailed description of the

Trinity Chapel, formerly S. Thomas's Chapel,

Mr. Lee said he considered this part of the

cathedral the most satisfactory part of the whole

Innlding, es|iecially the crypt of the chapel, which

showed what our English architect coidd do when un-

trammelled by another's disposition and details. The
general effect of tliis crypt and the corona was
grand in the extreme, the mouldings bold and

simple, and the whole work massive to a degree
;

the clustered groining ribs springing from the centre

column, the support of the shrine and floor over,

gave a lightness and yet solitlity fully in keeping

with the rest of the work. The towers in the

crypt had no entry that could be discovered, yet

were obvioxrsly hollow, as might I)e seen by suuiU

openings on the outside lighting the interior. What
mostly struck Mr. Lee iu working out this ]:ilan was
the extremely haphaziu-d way in wdiich the work
was laid out ; it appeared to have all been done by
eye. The btittresses invariably started off at

different angles to the transverse groining ribs

which thrust against them. These, again, in no
single instance hit the centre of the buttress which
took the thrust, and in some cases were very wide

of the mark indeed. The centre of the corona was
about nine inchiSs off the centre-line of the chapel,

which completely non-plussed the trusting measurer,

who would take one side as a correct representation

of the other. The result, therefore, was seen in the

groining to the ambulatory of the crypt, which
must have caused considerable trouble to the work-
man. The details, however, were very fine. The
caps were unique and well worthy of study, and

the way in which they grouped with the massive

double columns was extremely tine. The groining

ribs were of not unusual mouldings, but were filled

* Abstract of paper read before the Architectural Asso-
ciation, May 5, by ilv. E. C. LEE.

in with rubble, roughly carved in some places,

worked in herring-bone at apex. The wh<)le had

been roughly coated with pla-ster, which from time to

time had peeled off. The plastering in corona still

showed traces of painting iu parts, consisting of a

powdered diaper in red and black on a crown, and

QQ for Maria. The ribs betrayed no remnants of

colour. There were the remains of a fine pontifical

figure in the act of blessing on the westernmost

double coloumu on the south side, in red, j'ellow, and

black, and tracings with a point on the ashlar of

the west wall of the four evangelistic emblems,

boldly drawn. There was also a fine fresco on the

vaulting of the chapel under Anselm's tower, under

which, again, was another chapel termed .John the

Baptist's, of which the whole of the walls were

covered with Romanesque paintings, now much muti-

lated and injured by damp, and peeling off rapidly.

On the floor of Trinity Chapel the plan became more

complicated and the work richer. Che\Ton mouldings

enriched all the transverse ribs in the ambulatory, and

the diagonals were enriched with dog-tooth orna-

ment ; so, also, the entry to Trinity Chapel, and

round all arcading to windows in ambulatory. The

effect, though rich, was not pleashig. The main

arcade of Trinity Chapel was sim]iler, and conse-

quently happier in effect. Tlie columns to these

arches were mostly marble, some Purbeck. others of

a yellow kind ; all smaller angle and vaulting shafts

on inside were Purbeck, then- diameters varying from

Min. down W bin. The main coupled coluiuns had,

m all but two instances, been ^eplaced with stone

ones, copied conscientiously from casts under the

direction of Iilr. Austen, the .architect to the

Cathedral ; but, unhappily, marble detail in carving

did not translate well into stone, and the want of

spirit of the old work was painfully obvious. The

two coupled caps th.at did remain were fine speci-

mens, though mutilatetl, and they had rpiite the

feeling of the best quality Early French wi>rk in the

crockets. The marble paving .still remained, though

much knocked about, as also a fine mosaic pave-

ment in the manner known as " Opus Alexandri-

num." There was also a number of incised stones

in the paving, with the incisions filled in with cement,

of about the date of the fourteenth century, finely exe-

cuted, representing, when complete, the Virtues and

Vices, the Labours of the Year, and the Signs of the

Zodiac. There were now left less than two dozen of

this valuable series, and those much damaged, for

the most part. Iu conclusion, Mr. Lee said that the

Cathedral was worthy of study as an exam|ile of

French work done under dilficulties in England

;

but, if the aim in measm-ing the work of the two

Williams be th'at of improving one's knowleilge of

architectural design, with the exception of the crjqit

it would be nuich better for the stiulent to go to

some good example iu the north-west of France

than to spend much time at Canterbury. But for

studying the more delicate works in marble and

stone, such as screens, monuments, effigies, &c.,

there were few cathedrals where the student could

find a more varied or richer collection.

After a brief discussion, the best thanks of the

members were tendered to Mr. Lee for his paper.

ON OFTHE HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT
ORNAJIENTAL ART.

THE thirtieth lecture of this course was delivered

by Dr. Zerfli at the South Kensington Museum
on Tuesday afternoon last. In commencing, be ob-

served that he had, in a former course of lectures,

referred to the origin of the Arabs, and described

their ethnological characteristics and mode of living,

and had drawn special attention to the causes which

had produced Mahometanism in the East. In the

fourth century the very plan of the foundation of

the Christian Church had vanished. Cliristiauity

became the ruling religion, of the Roman State, and

was so changed by the iutroduction of Pagan festivals,

and of heathen gods .and goddesses in the form of

saints, that the Church was .attacked as idolatrous.

Christian architecture, undoubtedly, took its forms

from those of Rome. The first basilicas were, in

fact, Romau courts of justice. The first Church of

S. Peter, and that of the Sepulchre at Bethlehem,

were buildings of that kind. The capitals -were

Corinthian, and the ornamentation Roman or Greek,

interspersed here and there with crosses. The

aspsis or seat of the Roman judges was reserved for

the elders and clergy. Sculpture and painting ^vers

not introduced until after the fourth century. This

innovation provoked a fanatical opposition in the

East, and Mahomet denounced as idolaters all

those who produced images or representations of (iod

or His works, in the same sense as in the fourth

chapter of Deuteronomy, v. 15-18. In the West, the

unages and carvings served to civilise the rough and

wild Teutons, who delighted in these outward signs.

The old Teutons themselves had but few festivities,

and these had chiefly referred to changes in the sea-

sons. The Feast of Fools, the Roman festival of

the January calends, was at an early period cele-

brated throughout Christendom. The Feast of Asses,

in commemoration of Balaam's ass, was not less uni-

versal. In both these festivals a largo field

was left open for the reintroduction of the Diony-

sian and Bacchanalian customs, together with Eas-

tern and Jewish emblems and figures. Jews and

Gentiles took part in the processions ;
Virgilus

Maro was represented as walking arm-in-arm with

Nebuchadnezzar, and the Apostles as surrounded by
sybils. The object of these mummeries was good, as

on such occasions the catholicity of the new faith was

proclaimed ; but the manner in which the idea was car-

ried out must have been repulsive to many stern and

ascetic spirits in the church. Art was brought to the level

of buffoonery and caricature by these festivities, and

language and poetry became no less degraded by

them ; their influence, however, was not entirely bad.

They produced hfe and movement, which were al-

ways to be preferred to a despotically imposed

propriety which n-as not the outgrowth of genuine

and natural moral laws. Ou the other hanil, it

could uot be denied that these customs had done

more to produce the terrible rupture between the

Eastern and Western churches than even theological

disputes. In the bright and sunny Eastern climate,

surrounded by all the beauties of a bounteous Nature,

it was ea.s_v for man to disijcnse with carvings and

processions ; in the gb)omy North-west of Europe,

however, where the imagination was bent on

mvsticism, this was much more dUBcult. This dis-

tinction between the people was expressed with the

utmost clearness in their art. In the conceptions of

the Middle Ages, monstrous though they were, we saw

the germs of'afuture high art, destined subsequently

to developeinto the masterly and perfect creations of

a Michael Angelo. Mahometan art, on the other

hand, exclusively occupied itself with the decoration

of flats, and brought that branch of art to perfection.

The Mahometans were the artists of the desert.

The dark-blue sky studded with innumerable

glittering stars ; the crescent brilliantly illuminating

the balmy nights of spring, summer, or autumn;

the oasis covered with resplendent verdure, and the

rose-prau-ies of the Persian highlands, deeply in-

fluenced them, and made them see the world as

through a prism. They were happy in inanimate

nature only. From life, sorrow, care, and grief were

inseparable, but crystals and flowers woulil only

yield delight. The imagination of the Eastern artist

was fettered, and though he had produced works of

inexpressible beauty (and was our master if we

wished to become thoroughly acquainted with good

wall or floor decoration, as we could not do_ better

than adopt his principles), he still remained always

monotonous and limited in motives. Mr. R. Red-

grave, in his excellent report ou the Exhibition of

1851, most justly recommended the study of Eastern

art, but some ornamentists had read his words in the

s.ame spirit as that in which the Mahometans

had judged Clnistian art, and despised everything

that was not an illuminated text or a mere inter-

lacing of lines producing geometrical forms. If

these ornamentists could not give us, together with

their ideas, the minds, modes of thinking, and

customs of the Mahometans, we should certainly

never adopt theu exclusively geometrical ornamen-

tation. We must, however, admire the Mahometan

mosques, and coidd not help being ench,auted by the

perforated slabs nsed as wiudow.s. The suu or moon

shining tlnough these patterns adorned the dark

rooms'^ with beautiful designs. This perforated or

lattice work was often seen on the fountains in the

courts of the mosques, and the patterns reflected on

the rippling w.ater had an admirable eflect. The

study of colours, and a correct appreciation of

various tints, n-as the most distinguishing feature in

all Eastern ornamentation. This was to be observed

in the carpets from the East, of which Mr. Redgrave

said that they were generally designed with a Hat

border of flowers of the natural size, and with a

centre of larger forms conventionalised, in some

cases even to the extent of obscuring the forms—

a

fault to be avoided. The colours were negative

shades, of a medium or half tint as to light, and

dark tending rather to dark with scarcely any con-

trast, and therefore a little sombre in character.

Three hues were principal, and largely pervaded the

surface—viz., green, red, and blue; these were not

pure, but negative, so that the general effect Wiis

cool, vet rich and full in colom-. The colours,

instead of cutting upon each other, were mostly

bordered with black; the blue had a slight ten-

dencv to purple, and a few orange spots enhanced

and enlivened the effect. The ilistribution of colour

in these fabrics was far simpler than in those from.
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India, which admitted a larger proportion of warm
neutrals, as brown and brown purple, and also a

greater variety of colours. The colour of the Indian

carpet was so evenly distributed, and each tint so

weU balanced with its complementary and harmo-

nising hue, that the general effect was rich aud

agreeable; the hues all tended to define the geo-

metrical arrangement of the forms. As colour

became more and more an essential element in

the development of art, it was as well M'e should

make ourselves acquainted with it from a higher

point of view. Colours might be studied in

three different ways—viz., physiologically, physi-

cally, and chemically. In the first they pre-

sented themselves as ever-changing; in the second

as transient, though stationary fur a time; and in

the third as fixed. Colour, from the moment when
the rainbow first appeared in the heavens, possessed

an all-powerful charon for mankind. That colour

had an influence on the animal world was evidenced

by the rage expressed by a bull at the sight of red.

Children, like savages or tineducated persons, always

dehghted in bright colours. Blacks preferred white

hats; whites preferred black hats. The inhabitants

of the Stjuthern hemisphere indulged in bright and
lively colours, and loved to have those colours as

variously and unharmoniously mixed as possible.

The artists of these regions had, however, studied

the harmony of colours to perfection. The Germans
preferred blue, the English sombre colours, and the

French light and lively colours. This went even

farther. Young ladies preferred pink, light-green,

white, and magenta ; elderly ladies brown, dark-

blue, violet, and mauve. Violet and bright yellow

were more pleasing to the blonde, blue and orange to

the brunette, and purple or white to the dark. The
primary colours were more nsed in the Southern
hemisphere, whilst in the North the secondary, nega-

tive, or cold colours aboimded. The warm yellow

was exhilarating. Gold was yellow, and always
produced an agreeable impression. Orange was still

livelier. Vermilion, or red, were preferred by savages

'and children. The cold colour blue had something
of a shade in it ; this beautifully soft, bright, and yet
dark shade had the most soothing influence onus.
There was a charm in the cold and quiet aspect of

the blue firmament. This colour was not so much
impressive as elevating. A correct theory of the

arithmetical proportions of the primary and secon-

darv colours in their different combinations to pro-

duce the be.-t possible flat decoration of siu-faces,

deduced from tlie best oriental patterns of ornamen-
tation, was minutely detailefl by the lecturer, and
illustrated by a large number of beautiful diagrams
from the Art Library, and by several objects from
"the Museum collections.

M
THE WATER SUPPLY OF CROYDON.
E. BALDWIN LATHAM, the consulting

engineer to the Local Board of Croydon, has
iust published a report on the water supply of

<!roydon. It appears that the present waterworks,
which were constructed to supply ii millions

of gallons daily, will not long meet the increasing

rcfiuirements of the ])npula11'in unless measures fur

the prevention of waste are adopted, or additional

waterworks constructed. Two causes of waste are

named by l\Ir. Latham. First, that due to the

negligence or culpable carelessness of private

individuals; and the second, owing to the defective

and unsatisfactory condition of the wrought iron

service pipes which have l)cen laid down for a
number of years. ^V'ater waste preventive cisterns

are recommended for the purpose of checking the
first : ,ind to avoid the second Mr. Latham
advises the removal of the ohl iron pipes, and the

substitution for them of lead service pipes. This
advice is based on a series of experiments conducted
by him with regard to the durability of various
materials usuil in the construction of pipes. A por-
tion of soil wa.s taken from a district in Croydon
known to have an effect upon pi]ies when laid in it.

A small (piautity was placed in an cartlicnware jar,

•and two sliort lengths of pipe were buried in it, the
action taking place in the soil tlirougli alongpericjd
being artificially produ<'ed liy clislillcd water con-
taining a small pcr-centagc of nitric acid. After
forty days, the order in which the pipes stood the
test, was as follows:— Block tin. lead, enamelled iron

tulie, tin-lined lead, composition, Lavenant ena-
melled iron tube, plain iron tube, and galvanised
iron tube. The expense of block tin renders
its adoption out of tlic f|ucsiioii. and it seems
likely therefore. that lead will be chosen, should
the Croydon Local Board act on the advice
of their engineer, especially since Dr. Odling is

satisfied that the Croydon water mav he conveyed in

leaden pipes withiiut any risk either of contamination
of the water or corrosion of the pipes.

THE PORTOBELLO PIER.

THIS work is now so far completed that as soon

as the Sheriff shall have certified the pier to be
" fit for the purpose intended," the directors will

announce the opening day, arrangements for which
are already in progress. When the undertaliing was
commenced in April of last year, it was computed
that the pier would be ready for opening in August
last, and the contractors bound themselves, under a

penalty of £o per day, to have tile work completed by
the first of that moutli. Time has showii, however,

that it was impossible to finish the pier by that date

The heavy portion of the work was the sinldng of

the pile pillars into the bed of the sea. The first

was sunk on the 15th April, 1^70, but as the work
progressed, difficulties increased. Tlie pier is a

substantial structure, and stretches from the pro-

menade into the water to a distance of 1,250ft. The
main body of the pier is 1,080ft. in length, and 'i'ift.

in breadth, the remaining length of the structure

consisting of the pier-head, 60ft. broad. The pillars

on which the flooring of the pier rests are ninety-

six in number, twenty-four of which are l'2in.

in diameter, and seventy-two 9in. They are mostly
in loft, lengths, and are joined to ea<'h other by
means of screw bolts through projecting flanges.

The process of sinking the pillars into the bed of the

sea was interesting. The sinking end was shod with
a toothed nozzle, into which was inserted an iron

tube, which in turn was connected by flexible hose
to a hydraulic pump filled from a pijie running into

the sea. The water thus forced downwards at the

nozzle cleared away the sand for the boring, which
was carried on by a forward aud reversing move-
ment of a horizontal unequal-shafted manual lever.

AVrought-iron girders surmount the pillars on each
side, connecting them along the line ; aud long metal
rods, wliich stretch across the breadth of the pier,

impart additional strength and solidity to the
structure. There is a saloon at the seaw.ard end of

the pier, with a promenade over it 70ft. by UOft.

THE CONFERENCE OF ARCHITECTS.

ARR.iNGEiMENTS are being made with a view
to enable gentlemen attending the Conference

to obtain access to certain objects in the metropolis
of special interest to architects, both by way of

facilitating inspection at all times in the day-time
upon the presentation of cards, which may be
had at the rooms of the Institute, as well as by
organised visits at an appointed time under the
guidance of a cicerone possessed of special luiowledge
of the object visited. Of the former may be named the
collection of water-colour copies of the ItaUan
frescoes at the rooms of the Arundel Society ; among
the latter, the Albert Hall and Memorial, the British

Museum, Lambeth I'alace, S. Thomas's Hospital,

Westminster .\bbey, and other places are spokeu of.

Particulars will be published iii a few days. These
intended visits will doubtless .add much to the
interest of the Conference week ; the presence of their

friends will afford to London members just that
amount of additional interest for lack of which
things that m.iy be always within reach are always
neglected; aud having the matter previously
arranged will doubtless save much valuable time to

those who come from a distance, and may have to
make but a limited sojourn in town.

PROTECTING WATER-PIPES.

XT is self-evident that as far as practicable all iron
-*- water-conduits should be protected from oxida-
tion, not only to jirovide against the premature
giving way of the metal, but to secure the scarcely

less important desideratum of avoiding any undue
rouglicningof tlic internal surface or the diminution
of the bore by the accumulation of rust. The pre-

vention of these evils is neither easy nor common,
and the detriment occasioned by them can in many
rases hardly be cominited. We have heard it stated

b.y those apparently well qualified to judge that the

want of "head " exjieriem^ed witli the water supply
of New York city is in a great measure due to

increased friction of tlii^ water flowing in contact

with the con-odcd surfaces. Of means more or less

capable of preventing the results just referred to,

that most approved, says the American Artizan, has
comjirised the simple coating of the surfaces with a

tenacious varnish. That used on the pij^es of the

Cocliituate Water-works in Boston withstood a ten

years' test, and at the end of tlie time the |)ipes

" were found to be almost free from rust or ochreous

deposits." It was composed of coal-tar, distilled

until tlie naphtha was wholly eliminated, and the

tar or pitch brought to about the consistency of wax.
The tar reduced to this condition was heated to

three hundred degrees, a temperature at which it was
kept tluring the di]>ping operation, and about eight

per cent, of linseed oil added to it. The pipes of

cast-iron were heated to a degree determined by the

judgment of the engineer in charge, and immersed in

the prepared tar for from thirty to fort.y-five

minutes, at the expiration of which they were placed

in such position to drip that the remaining layer or

coating of the material should be of uniform thick-

ness. This method of protecting the pipes, now
exclusively adopted in the water-works of most of

our cities, is undoubtedly muck better than nothing,

and its advantages, like those accruing in California

from the coating of wrought iron pipe with boiled

asphaltum, far in excess of its cost ; but, despite the

freedom from oxidation claimed for the Cochituate

pipes, it is quite possible that better and more per-

manent results can be gained by other and dissimilar

means, especially those which would furnish the in-

terior of the pipes with a mineral covering of appre-

ciable thickness, and of a character not liable to any
change from the action of the water.

THE THAMES EJIBANKMENT.

MR. GORE, of the Oflice of Woods and Land
Revenues, has made a report to the Treasury

on the subject of the arrangement made when the

Thames Embankment Act of 1862 was passed. A
valuable concession, he says, was made in favour of

the ratepayers, and on the other band, the Treasury

judged it to be right to reserve to the Crown and the

Consolidated Fund the parts of the bed and foreshore

of the river belonging to Her Majesty, to be severed

from the river b.y the Embankment. He states the

quantity of land belonging to the Crown, situate

between the outer wall of the Embankment and the

itid line of high-water mark, at about 10^ acres.

Rather more than half of this was surrendered to

the IMetropolitan Board, without any money con-

sideration, for the site of the Embiinkment and road-

way ; some small pieces were added to .Somerset-

House and the Board of C'lutrol, or sold for the

extension of Whitehall-place ; more than two acres

were demised to the lessees of the houses in White-
hall-gardens, &c., as garden ground ; and rather

more than 2^ acres are not yet appropriated. With
regard to this last, he says that the jMetropoIitan

Botu-d have not, aud never had. any interest in it.

He proceeds as follows:— "The condition under
which the land has been filled up aud was to be

fenced formed an integral part of the arrangement

between the Crown and the Consolidated Fund, on

the one hand, and the Metropolitan Board on the

other hand ; and that arrangement was fully con-

sidered by the Select Committee of the House of

Commons to which the Bill was referred, and fiu.alh-

adopted by Parliament. If that arrangement had
not been entered into it would have been necessary

for the Metropolitan Roard to have made a monev
conipensation to the Crown, and to the Consolidated

Fund for the whole of the Crown land required for

the purposes of the undertaking, and also for the

rights of water frontage belonging to the Crown and
the public that were extinguished by the construc-

tion of the Emhaiikment. The Crown and tlie Con-
solidated Fund have carried out the arrangement in

question, so far as they are concerned, and the rights

and property of the Crown property, that were re-

quired for the purposes of the undertaking, have

been surrendered to the ratepayers without any
money payment. In return, aud by way of ex-

change, there w;rs secured to the Crown and the

natiou at large the improved value of the Crown
lanil iutervening between the old water-line and the

Embankment roadway, consequent upon the

reclamation effected or aided by the Embankment.
The arrangement was deliberately sanctioned by
Parliament in the Thames ICmbankment Act, 1862

;

and I venture to submit that it was a fair and

reasonable settlement as between the Crown and the

general public interested in the (.'onsolidated Fund
on the one hand and the metropolitan ratepayers on

the i>tlier hand." Mr. Gore observes that it has been

urged recently that so mucli of the land reclaimed

at the cost of the ratepayers of the metropolis as

may be in front of tlie ancient line of buildings

should be devotedto the purposes of public recreation

and amusement ; and that proposal would appear to

be intended to apply to nearly the whole laud re-

claimed between Westminster and Blackfriars-

briilges. But part of the land has been sold to the

railwai' comiiauy
;
part is vested in the trustees of

the societies of the Inner and Middle Tcm]ilu; part

has been demised to the lessees of the frontage

houses. These various interests were created imder

arrangements advantageous to the ratepa.yers. No
suggestion appears to have becH made as to the

source from which fimds are to be provided for the

purchase of those interests.
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PLAN OF PRIMCIPAL FLOOR

WINCHESTER GUILDHALL, &o.

ASnOKT time since we offered some criticisms
ou Winchester Gnildliall competition, and we

tliis week give illnstratioiis of tlie design to whicli
was allotted the first iwcmium. The architects are
Messrs. .Teffery & Sldller, of Maidstone. There is

every reason to believe that the comiietition was a
fair one, and consequently Winchester in such
matters contrasts favourably with some cities. The
arrangements and principal dimensions of the pro-
posed building are as follows :—The principal floor
is approached by the double flight of steps. The
large hall, eighty feet by forty-five feet, is adai->ted
for concerts, lectures, &c., and attached are three
ante-rooms, one being fitted as a serving-room, with
lift from kitchen, to be used on the occasion of
public dinners. The municipal oflices comijrise
three oflices for toiTO clerk, and two for the borough
surveyor, and large committee room, sessions court,
and council cliau;her with movable fittings forty
feet by thirty feet, magistrate's room, and retiring-
rooms, all with lavatories, waterclosets, &c., at-
tached. The basement is arranged for police apart-
ments, cells, fire engine, armoury, large kitchen,
hall-keeper's residence, coal stores, and vaults, &c.
The whole of the first floor is devoted to librarv and
museum purposes. The total frontage of building
next High-street is about l.iO feet, and it is pro-
posed to be executed in liath stone, with red Mans-
field bands aiul columns. The tympana of arches
will be scHl])tured to illustrate 'important events.
The statues will also represent benefactors or illus-

trious persons in connection with the past history

of the city of AVinchester.

References to Plan.
1 Clerk's Drawing Office.

2 Borougli Surveyor's
Private Ofliee.

'i Waiting Kooni.
4 Entrance Hull.

5 Gates.

6 Waiting Room.
7, S Offices.

9 Town Clerk's Private
Office.

10 Strong Room.
11 Committee Room.
13 Lavatory.
1

3

Water Closet.

14 Corridor
15 Hall Keeper's Staircase.

Ifi Lift.

17 Corridor

18, 19 .Serving Rooms.
20 Ifcket Box.
21 Staircase.

22 Water Closet.

23 Lohljy.

24 Private Entrance.
25 Lobby.
2G Water Closet.

27 Steps to the Bencli.

28 Corridor.
29 Bench.
30 Clerk's Desk.
31 Door for Jurymen.
32 Tabic.

33..Jmy Box.
A Barristers.

B Attorneys.
C Reporters, &c.

THE FALL OF THE VENDOJIE COLUMN.

THE Column of Victory in the Place Vendome
has fallen, after an existence of rather more

than sixty years. The Parisians are apparently
afraid that the bombardment may not do damage
enough to the art monuments of Paris, and probablv
if the Commune exists another week the novel feat

of hauling down monuments ell masse may be
repeated, to the gratification of the roughs and the
danger of the houses.

The C<»lumn, erected in honour of the Army by
the First Napoleon, was begun on the 2oth of

Augiist, ISOC, and ftni.shed on the 15th of August,,

1810, under the direction of D. V. Denon, J, B.

Lepfere, and L, Goudom, architects, at a cost of

one million five hundred tliousand francs. The
shaft and the pedestal were of stone The bronze bas-

reliefs, which ran upwards in a spiral form outside,

represented, in chronological succession, the incidents

which intervened between the departure of the troops

from lioulogne and the victory of Austerlitz. These

bas-reliefs were cast out of l',2fl0 pieces of cannon

taken from the Germans and the Russians, the metal

weighing .'IfiO.OOO lb. The Column was an enlarged

copy of the Pillar of Trajan at Rome ; but, as a

work of art, had not much merit. On the pedestal

were representations of the conquered troops, with

their uniforms and weaiions, and at each of the foiu:

corners was placed an eagle. The statue of himself,

which Napoleon caused to be placed on the summit
of tiie colnmn. Was remoA'ed .at the restoration of

the Rourbons. Louis Pliilipjie, for the gratification

of the army, reproduced and re-erected the statue in

1833. This .second statue, which differed from the

first, and was cast from cannon taken from the

Arabs, appears not to have pleased Napoleon the

Third, who removed it, and erected in its stead

another, eopieil from the model of the original, which

representeil the "Little Corporal" clad in Roman
Toga and Laurel-crowned.

It is worth remarking that a colossal equestrian

statue of Louis the Fourteenth was erected in 1669,

in the Place Vendome, which in 171I2 was over-

turned and melted down bv the Revolutionists.
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FURNITURE AT THE INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION.

/^NE of the first lessons taught in grammar
is that two negatives can never make an

affirmative. Would that our designers of fur-

niture might learn that a like rule applies

to their work ! If one dragon be but an

indifferent ornamental creation, tying two

back to back may make a symmetrical com-

position, but does not render more attractive

the nature of the creatm-es. Yet, to plaster

butter upon bacon remains still, unfortu-

nately, the normal ideal of our cabinet-

makers and upholsterers in general. We
notice, indeed, with pleasure some efforts in

quite a contrary direction, and can perceive

that the aid of architects has evidently been

sought by more than one firm. It may be

thought that in this we assume more for the

profession than is strictly due, and that the

credit might be given at once to the manu-
facturers themselves. Were the names of the

designers in all cases attached to the articles

themselves, there would be no difficulty in

ascertaining the correctness of our views on

the subject, and we think it is to be re-

gretted that the Commissioners did not insist

upon so obviously desirable a condition. In
justification, therefore, of what we have
advanced, we would call attention to the

strange variety in the character of the articles

exhibited by the two firms of Messrs. Gil-

low and Messrs. Trollope. Some elaborate

and costly specimens sent by each house are

of the ordinary jog-trot, clumsy, and in-

artistic, vernacular class of furniture, while
others, to which we shall direct notice, are

novel and thoughtful works of a far higher and
advanced style. We hope that the success

which these latter efforts deserve will be
attained, and lead to their graduaJ superces-

sion of their old-fashioned competitors. 'With

these few preliminary general remarks, we
shall pass to our review of the individual

contents of this department of the ex-

hibition. In West room No. 7 are two
Gothic oak doors, exhibited by Mr. Brit-

cher, designed and carved liy Mr. G.
F. Copping, joiner for Lord Stafford, very
rich in general effect, delicate in execu-

tion, and full of variety in detail ; but the

way in which the mouldings are mitred and
cut to a feather edge to fit the slojies of the

sills of the panels is modern, and not Media;val

in treatment, and objectionable. Messrs.

Gillow have an cbonised dossal with a ribbed

cove to support the cornice, divided into

panels filled with stamped leathei', the raised

ornaments enriched with colour and relieved

by a gold ground. The lower sides or jambs
of the dossal are arranged in firnamental

panels, decorated with incised gilt lines, with

a centre occupied by painted heads and
embossed brass shields. The effect of the

whole is quiet and satisfactory ; the character

of the design is Elizabethan. The object of

this dossal is to form a background for some
oak furniture, consisting of a sideboard and
two chairs, which are quite worthy of tlicir

framework. The motif im the sideboard has

been taken from the Elizabetlum woodwork
with very delicate mouldings. Tlie mixture
of some of a decided Gothic character, and
good of their class, with some carving of the

same nature, together with others of very in-

ditTcrent Classic, is an anomaly wliieli escapes

notice from the exceeding minuteness of each.

Itows of bobbins coimect a lower rail with a

quaint effect. The panels arc of box-wood,
with a line of ebony i-ounil each, and they are

carved with animals, birds, fishes. frHit, and
diapers. The effect is severe, but we think

not very striking in comparison with the cost,

nor do we think it is likely to be popular.

The straight-backed chair on each side is in

admirable harmony, and has a richer appear-
ance from the stamped and gilt leather with
which the seat and panel in the back are

covered. Another equally delicate but more
effective cabinet is exhibited by Messrs.

Collinson and Lock. It is of ebony, enriched
with ivory and red, and panels with figures

in ivory-white and brown dresses upon a red
ground. The form is good, and the detail

affects the same delicacy of moulding as

Messrs. Gillow's, and a character also par-
taking of a refined sort of Elizabethan. We
can commend the taste displayed in this

cabinet and in the chair which accompanies
it. The embossed leather panel in the latter

is a beautiful picture, which we should fear to

lean back against. It is fitter for a panel
to a cabinet, and seems out of place as

used, and is not quite in harmony as to

colour with that employed for the seat.

Another cabinet of a very different descrip-

tion, by the same makers, Messrs. Collinson &
Lock, deserves attention. It is of satinwood,
with painted decorations, but the two upper
doors in the centre arc of black plate glass in

small panels, divided by gilt bars. 'J'he effect of

this is too startling in point of contrast.

Although there is much to commend in this

specimen, and nothing approaching what is

vulgar, it is more ordinary and common-
23lace than the darker cabinet by the same
makers. Messrs. Gillow also have an ebonised
high cabinet, with two carved light wood
panels in the doors of the upper part, which
are well carved with a female figure and two
amorini in each

;
delicate inlays and Amboyna

wood enrich the rest. The effect is harmo-
nious, but not novel or remarkable. A cabinet
in carved ebony with niches to hold two vases
by the same firm, but by another designer,

is of the old-fashioned pretentious descrip-

tion. Messrs. Jackson and Graham have two
arm-chairs, which have little to recommend
them except, perhaps, novelty, though we
should be inclined rather to say strangeness.
A toilet-table, lent by R. Hunter, has an
ugly glass frame, but the effect of the drawer
fronts of the pedestals is charming for refine-

ment of colour. Lovely little plaques of

AVedgwood ware, with white figures upon
greyish-blue ground, are let in at inter-

vals, and each is surrounded by a line of

ebony and band of red zebra wood in a
panel of hare-wood, with borders of satin-

wood. A sort of wardrobe and toilet-table

combined, by Mr. W. Walker, of satin-wood,
inlaid, and with ivory furniture, is compara-
tively ineffective, and inelegant in shape. A
small cabinet, by Messrs. Trollope, of black,
inlaid with ivory, in the Florentine style, is

effective, but the ornamentation very common-
place. Some ormolu-mounted buhl furniture
is exhibited by \j. Mignienne and Messrs.
Wertlieimer ; this is of that vulgar and osten-
tatious, but inartistic, class of work in which
we cannot affect to feel any interest what-
ever. A large cabinet, by Messrs. Jackson
and Graham, of ebony, profusely inlaid with
ivory, and with occasional bosses of lapis

lazuli and marbles, is more refined, and cer-
tainly handsome, but has little in point of
artistic treatment to repay the vast labour
lavished upon it. A chair, exhibited by
Messrs. Collinson and Lock, ebonised and
gilt, and covered with embroidered velvet,

does credit to its designers, .1. M. Smith and
F. V. Hunt. Another very good chair is

exhibited by Mr. C. Bevan. He calls it an
ebony library chair, covered in embossed
morocco. It has strength where it is needed
—at the point of juiu-tion between the seat

and the back—and the legs and rails are well
coimected

; the treatment is Mediaeval. In
the next room. No. 0, we find a work which
affects a higher style of art, inasmuch as it

luis three large p.-iintcd panels witii the in-

scription, "May-day, ,May-day, the blythe
May-day, the merrie, merrie month of May."
There is, however, no harmony of tri'atment

lietween the woodwork and the paintings.
The latter must be looked upon indepen-
dently, and arc very well in their way, except

that they are painted upon slabs of porcelain
so thin that the centre one has been broken
already. The absence of glass is commend-
able

; the wood framework of walnut is heavy
and commonplace. A toilet-table, by A.
Foley, is miserable in form, colour, and con-
struction ; the elaborate stretcher, supporting
a vase which it is not competent to bear, is

to pieces already. Near it stands a not much
bettcrsatin cabinet, with indifferently painted
arabesques. In the centre of this room stands
a pretentious architectural erection, intended
for a sideboard, by Messrs. Trollope. It
might as well have been executed in stone as-

in wood
;
the conception of the whole is absurd.

An ebony cabinet by the same firm standing
near is better, but heavy and commonplace.
The same remark would certainly not apply-
to the neighbom-ing cabinet, also by Messrs.
Trollope, but by a different designer, in a
style which would appearsomewhat too moderni
and Victorian, while their other contributions
we have noticed are too old-fashioned. This,
however, has many good points, and ie

effective, but somewhat too loud. The ma-
terial is deal, and the ornament obtained by
stains by the xylateehnagraphic process.

Baskets of flowers in the panels, thu.5

executed, are certainly striking examples of
what may be done in this manner. A far

better cabinet of the same description, by the
same firm, stands opposite this on the other
side of the room ; this is in good tone. A
more artistic example of the same class of
work, and one much to be commended, is a
pianoforte standing in the centre of this
room exhibited by Mr. J. Gamble. It is

decorated by ISIessrs. Wornum with figures,

and other ornaments in the way we have
described above. A piertable, in white wood,
with pendant wreaths of carved flowers,

might rival Grinling Gibbons's work; but
one would fear to approach it in a room un-
guarded by a railing as here—a breath
would blow away the petals. As ornament,
of course, such work is qiute a mistake. This
talile supports an Italian ebony cabinet, in-
laid with ivory, a style of work suited
to an object of this size and character,
and here treated with quietness and reserve.
In the corner of the room is an effective

encoignure cabinet in the Renaissance style,

by L. Frullini. The grounds of the ornament
in the pilasters is gilt. A carved walnut
cabinet by F. Wirth, in the same style, calls

for no special remark
; it is in the Austrian

version of Renaissance, now so well known,
but which has no very distinctive or achuir-

able character. A clock-case by C'ortelazzo,

resembling a triiunjihal archway, is of the
same class. Lady Emerson Tennant has lent

an ebony sideboard executed in India
" after a European design." The European
share in the work is not the best, but the
Indians have nurnaged to get some little

native pluck into the details. So also have
the Japanese into a wonderful straw-faced
cabinet lent by Lady Rutherford Alcock ; the
raised plumage on the storks is \cry fine.

There is one quality which is more or less

characteristic of all classes of work in

this department, whether English, foreign,

or oriental. This is the admirable mechanical
execution of the several works. There ai'e

some tables which we have not noticed

scattered about the picture galleries which
almost rival in mere point of workmanship
the Japanese storks above mentioned, but
unfoi'tuiiately this excellence is lavished upon
utterly unmeaning and ccmiparatively unin-

teresting forms and designs. A\'e feai' it is

this lower (piality of high finish which is

mainly attractive to both the public and the
producers of this class of manufactures. It

arrests the mind from the search after high
aims. Still, upon the whole, we have found
a sufficient degree of appreciation for the

better and more artistic specimens exhibited

in this department, and we hopefully look

forward to the working of the new leaven,

the existence of which we have been pleased

to be able to point out.
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GILDING AND ORNAMENTING ON GLASS.

BT AN EXPERIENCED WOEKMAX.

(^Continued from page 304.)

HAA'ING described some of the innume-
rable uses to wtiich this Tvork may be

put, we now proceed to point out the best

methods of working. Gilding on glass differs

from all other kinds of gilding. In gilding

by any other process the medium, or size, for

securing the gold-leaf on the object to be gilt

is invariably laid on first, and when the size

has arrived at a certain state of dryness the

leaf-gold is applied, and thus the surface of

the gold is left clean and free from any foreign

body. But in the process of gilding on glass,

the size, or mediimi, is on the surface of the

gold, between the leaf and the glass, and
consequently can only be seen through this

medium. It will be at once evident that the

clearer and more transparent the size, the more,

brilliant the gold will appear through the

glass. All kinds of transparent gelatinous

substances and numerous methods have been

tried to attain this desirable object in the best

manner, and with varying success. We our-

selves have tried all sorts of things, but have

not yet found anything to answer the pui-pose

so well as pure isinglass. Some writers add
whiskey, spirits of wine, and other spirits,

but we discard all these things, and use the

purest isinglass, prepared in the following

manner : Procure (from any respectable

chemist) some of the best Russian isinglass
;

if good, it will be colourless, and will all

dissolve in water. Put a pint of rain water
into an ordinary enamelled pan. Let the

water boil, and then skim off any scum which
may arise to the surface. Now add a few
shreds of the isinglass ; letthis dissolve, and it

will be found, when this has taken place,

that an additional scum will rise to tlie sur-

face, which must be taken off with a clean

tablespoon. The water will then lie purified,

and free from any other matter but the pure

isinglass, and will have a slight yellow tinge.

The size must now be strained or filtered

through the best white blotting-paper, such

as the chemists use for filtering, into a per-

fectly clean basin, or other glass or earthen-

ware vessel ; when cool it is ready for imme-
diate use. It must be clearly understood that

no success can result, either in making the size

or in the working, except the greatest care is

taken that everything used in the process is

perfectly clean and free from the sliglitest

trace of impurity. A camel-hair flat tool in

tin may be used for laying on the size, care

being taken that the same is clean and free

from dirt. The gold-leaf used for gilding on
_glass is the ordinary gold-leaf of commerce,
but shovJd always be placed in white books.

Gold-leaf as a rule is placed in small books
about S^in. square, containing twenty-five

leaves of gold ; the paper is rubbed over with
red ochre or rouge, in order to prevent the

gold from sticking to the leaves, which they
otherwise would do, and the gold be thus

wasted. Now a portion of this rouge
naturally adheres to the leaf when it leaves

the book, which in ordinary gilding is of

course dusted off while manipulating it, and
the surface of the gold is thus freed from the
dust ; but if this gold is used for gilding on
glass, the rouge is placed between the gold
and the glass, and thus its brilliancy is in-

jured, and it appears streaky and spotty.
This is a fruitless source of failure and dis-

appointment. To obviate this it is best to
have the gold-leaf put into clean white books,
without rouge or any other powder ; but
there is a difficulty in this, inasmuch as if the
gold be kept long in these books, it is apt to
stick to the paper, and the gold is wasted ; it

is, therefore, necessary that the gold should
))e ordered from the gold beater shortly
before being used, and if kept any time, both
this and all other kinds of gold-leaf in books
.should be kept in a jierfectly dry and warm
place, and should there be any suspicion of
dampness, it should always Tie placed in a
warm oven, or other place, to drive out the

damp. The same rule applies to silrer-leaf

as well. The glass to be gilt will require to

be perfectly clean ;
this may be ascertained

by breathing upon it—if the moisture from
the breath flies clean off without leaving any
film behind, we may conclude that the glass

is clean. The design must now be put upon
the opposite side of the glass to that we are

about to gild, either by pouncing, or by
applying the tracing or design, as before

described. The glass must now be placed
upright, with a slight backward lean; the

bottom edge should rest upon as small a

surface as possible. Two small wooden pins
fastened on a flat board, or the pins of an
ordinary easel, will do. If the bottom edge of

the glass rests its whole length upon a table

or shop -bench, the size as it runs on the table

is apt to rise again and run up the glass, and
carry dust or other impurities with it from
the bench ; on the other hand, if it rests

upon two pegs, the size runs away clear.

' The gold-leaf is laid on the glass in the

ordinary manner, with the tip cushion, which
we do not stay to describe here, as we shall

speak of it more particularly in a future

article on gilding processes in general. The
process of gilding is as follows :—Place a

nvmiber of leaves of gold in the cushion. Now
flow on the size over the part to be gilt, using
it freely, then lay on the gold in as large

pieces as convenient ; if gilding solid, it is

best to use whole leaves, but as it requires

much practice to do so with success, half

leaves are pei-haps most convenient ; follow on
until the whole of the space is covered. If

the size gets dry, or iiows off before the
whole is covered, it only requires the un-
covered parts to be again sized, which is in

almost all cases necessary. If we are gilding

a line of letters or a breadth of border, the
glass should be placed so that these lines

shall be perpendicular, because we can gild

one line without the size flowing over, or

drying on another line, which is in all cases

an advantage. A point of great import-
ance is to observe, when the size is placed
upon the glass, whether it flows evenly
over the glass, or whether it runs into a

number of rings, as if spots of grease were
on the glass. When the latter is the case,

we may be sure that either the glass is

not clean or the size is not pure. When
the parts to be gilt are once covered,

the glass must be put away until dry.

The gold must then be polished or rubbed
with fine cotton-wool. If this is done
gently, but firmly, it presses the gold close

to the glass, and hardens it so that

it will bear the size to be brushed over it

without moving. The cotton-wool for this

purpose should be of the very best and clean-

est kind, such as the chemists and di'uggists

use and sell. If there be any grit or dust in

the wool it will scratch the gold, therefore too

much care cannot be used in its selection

and use. Another coating or layer of gold
must now be laid upon the first coat, and
thus it becomes double gilt ; very much of

this work is done in single gilt, but it has
not the solidity of the double gilding. When
the second coat of gold is perfectly dry it

must be again well polished with the cotton

wool. This will cause the gold to have a

bright burnish, but if there are any specks or

marks in the gold, or, in technical language, it

is not as bright as we would desire, this may be
remedied by washing the gold well witli hot
water, as thus:—Pure water should be used as

hot as it well can be. Flow it all over the

glass freely and repeatedly with the size

brush ; this will remove the whole of

tlie size and any other matters from between
the gold and the glass, and when it is dry the

polishing must again be done, which will

pi'oduce a brilliant burnish 071 the face of the

gold. Tlie back should then be sized again
;

it will now be ready for writing. We may
give a caution here as to the use of the hot
water, as there is much danger of breaking

the glass, in cold weather especially, and there-

fore the greatest care is required in its ajipli-

eation ; the operation should always be done
in a warm room, and in winter time it is the
safest plan to flow the glass with lukewarm
water first, and gradually increase the heat,
so that the expansion of the glass may be
gradually produced, and thus the danger of
breaking be avoided. After many years' ex-
perience, we can confidently recommend the
above process as being the simplest and best
means of obtaining bright biu'nish gilding on
glass.

The material and varnishes used for writing
upon the gold are various. Any quick hard-
drying varnish will answer the purpose, but
for our purpose we have found in practice
that Brunswick black, black japan, or cabinet
varnish are the best. Of the three we should
prefer the Brunswick black, and, in fact, it

is generally used for all black and gold work

;

but when coloured grounds are used this

black is not admissible, simply because,
although it dries quickly and hai'd, yet it is

always soluble in turpentine, and when a light
or coloured ground is put on the glass, the
black rubs up and smears, so we see that
this very quality which makes Brunswick
black invaluable for embossing and for glass-

gilding processes to be shortly mentioned
also, makes it unsuitable to others. Black
japan is not liable to this objection, but is of

so brittle a nature that it requires to be
qiuckly worked, or it is liable to chip in

scraping (to be described) ; we therefore

prefer to use the cabinet varnish, which is

colourless, and dries hard and fli-m. When
writing with this varnish, a little chrome
yellow should be rubbed up with it, so tliat

we may see what we are doing ; a very little

indeed will suttice.

The design or lines of letters are now
jiounced or traced upon the gold, using either

pipe-clay in powder, charcoal, or Indian red.

The design must be placed face side down-
wards, and the letters will be written back-
wards way, so that they will read right

through the glass. In many cases it is use-

ful, when there are straight lines of letters,

to place a straight-edge upon the top and
bottom lines, and take off a line of gold about
one-eighth wide ;

this may be done by using
the end of a pencil-stick, or a piece of hard
wood. We thus get the tops and bottoms
of the letters perfectly straight, and in doing
large Egyptian or block letters, we uiay cut

all the horizontal and perpendicular lines, or

edges, quite square and sharp in this way.
especially if we use theT square. In writing

small letters, the writing may be done with-

out these lines top and bottom, but are

written full—that is to say, the tops and
bottoms of the letters go beyond the lines,

and are cut level afterwards with a sharp
chisel and straight-edge, and any inequalities

or bad edges may be cut straight in the same
way. A steel straight-edge is the best, and
the chisel should be an ordinary joiner's

chisel, about one quarter of an inch in width.

The steel is laid straight on the line, and tlie

chisel pushed along, which cuts off the

colour and gold perfectly sharp and clear.

Long straight lines may thus be made
straight and equal in width. When the whole
is written and squared up, tlie superfluous

goldmay be washed off with damp cotton wool,

which takes up and retains it, and, of course,

becomes very valuable ; for in nine cases out

of ten there is more gold to come off the glass

than is left on. This arises from the fact

that it is scarcely possible to gild to the exact

form of the letters, and, in fact, it is not wise

to do so, except in very large letters, as it is

more economical, and the gold is brighter if

we gild lines of letters solid ; therefore this

auriferous cotton wool is taken great care of,

and sold to the gold-beaters, who burn away
the cotton, lieat out the gold again, and we
thus use it again and again. Flat ornament
in gold or silver is, of course, done in the

same way as we have described for letters.

Etching and shading by linos in ornament,

and figures in gold on glass are, of course,

done in a different manner to the abovil
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AVhen the gold is laid on, and washed with

the hot water, the design is poimced or traced

upon the gold, and the lines are cut or scraped

out with a stylus of box-wood, or any other

hard wood, the outline first, and then the

shading, in single lines, with cross hatching.

AVe hare used strips of whalebone, of an

eighth and a quarter of an inch wide ; these

are squared at the ends, and then jagged or

indented at the end with a penknife ; with

this, broad shading may be done with good
effect. Lines may also be run by cutting a

notch of the reqmred width of the line cm a

square-ended piece of hard wood ;
the wood

at each side of the hollow or notch clears the

gold of the glass, and the line is left the exact

width of the space or notch between. ^Mien
the etching and shading is finished the shaded
parts may be painted in with vegetable

black, mixed with varnish ; or if the design

is wholly black, with the exception of the

gold, Brunswick black may be used. The
superfluous gold is now washed off, and those

parts required to be coloured are laid in with

. the necessary tints.

(To he continued.)

D
now .SMALL-POX .SPREADS.

R. WHITMORE, in his last mcmtlily medical

report forJIarylebone. say?;: *^Tiie ji^eatimport-

anre of properly disinfecting linen. &c., worn Ijy an
infected person is strikingly illustrated in tlie follnw-

vag brief narrative, the truth of whicli I am able to

vouch for :—Some body linen worn by a person who
had been suffering from sm.all-pox was sent from a

family in London to their laundress at Hendon, with

a caution not to mix it with other linen, but wash it

separately. Tliis caution the laundress disregarded,

and the following are the known results ; others there

probably arc, but as yet I have not been informed of

them. The son of the laundress, who had the

handling of the linen, took the disease and died, her

daughter also, and one of the washerwomen, took it

;

the latter carried it home to her own family', .and

other persons living in the same village have taken

it. In a family at Staumore for whom this laun-

dress waslicd, tlie servant took the disease and died,

a child of tlie family also took it, but recovered. In

a family living in this parish, whose washing also

went to this laundress, three female servants took

the disease, one of them severely. I>ut all of them

—

who have been treated in our own hospital—are now
convalescent ; tlieir ma-ster and mistress escaped, and

probably for this rea-son, on the week when the in-

fected linen was washed, their own body linen was
not sent. Efforts are being made to punish the

offenders in this case, but from the difficulties which
surround it, they will not, I fear, be successful.

"

GOSSIP FROM GLASGOW.
FROM OUR COKBKSPOXDF.NT.

WHEN the Spectator w.as accompanying .Sir

Roger de Coverley " on tlie water to

Spring Garden." the good old knight " bid him
observe liow tliick tlie city was set with churclies."

He might Iiave saiti the s.ame of Glasgow, and the

cry is still "tlu-y come." A mission cliurcli is about
to be Tiiiilt in Petershill-road Ijv the congregation of

the '• Free " Tron. Tlie style is Gothic, the cost is to

be aliout £4,1100, and the accommodation is to be

for a thousand worsliippers. The United Presliy-

terian liod}' is abfuit to build a chiu'ch at tiie corner

of Taylor and Albert-streets, for seven hundred of

a congregation, at a cost of nearly X.i.lMii). and also

in the Gothic style. The congregation of • Free
"

S. Enoch's intends buifding in Dumbiu-ton-road.
The site is one that will afford an ojiiiort unity for a
skilful architect. A church, in the Gothic style, for

the United Presbyterians, is in progress in (.'uniber-

land-strcet. Further, this active and influential de-
nomination is having one of its oldest meeting-
houses, that in Duke-street, re-frmited. And the

Kirk-of-.Scotland, unaffrightcd by any vision of

"disestablishment" that maj' be looming in the
future, is alioiit to build a place of worship in the
neighbourhood of the South-side Park.

The foundation-stone of a Town Ifall for Hillliead

—one of those parasitical Uttle burghs that live upon
Glasgow, and withal ;fre indepemlent—was laid on
Saturday with much M,xsonic ceremonial. The
architects are Messrs. Clarke and Bell ; the cost
will be about £9,000 ; and the style is Greek—the
style in which the architects commenced their pro-
fessional career in GKi.sgow about twenty-tive years
ago, when they were the successful competitors for

the City and County Offices and the Merchants'

House. In the HiUhead new building there will be

a public hall, a court-house, a commissioners' room,

town-clerk's, hscal's, collector's, and other offices, a

police-office, fire-engine station, &c.

Among the plans that " passed the Dean of Guild

Court" last court-day were those by Mr. Honeyman
of an intended addition to the Western Club-house.

In this addition Mr. Honeyman will likely have

some difficulties to overcome. Although the eleva-

tion towards Buchanan-street has great dignity, re-

sulting chietly from breadth of treatment and large

masses of dead wall, the elevation towards S.

Vincent-street—that to which Mr. Honeyman is

about to add—is comparatively commonplace, the

fa(;'ade being short, the voids many, and the solids

narrow, and to continue its fenestration would be

certainly not to improve it, while to venture in the

part added upon a different disposition would be

alike to risk a violation of the unities and to divide

the building into separate sections. Nor will the

difficulty be lessened by the regular, yet peculiar ar-

rangement of the main entablature's consoles. There

is a difficulty, but there is also an opportunity—an

opportunity of giving a dignity to the S. Vincent-

street elevation similar to that enjoyed by the eleva-

tion towards Buchanan-street.

Mr. Burnet of Glasgow has been the successful

competitor for the new offices of the Clydesdale

Banking Company. The building—the princijial

" event " of the season—will be proceeded with im-

mediately.

Among notable buildings presently in progress

are an addition to the County Offices, by Messrs.

Clarke and Bell; business premises now nearly com-
pleted, for Mr. .John Orr Ewing, by Jlr. .James

Thomson ; offices for the Scottish Widows' Fund
Assurance Company, by Messrs. Peddle and
Kinnear, of Edinburgh, and in which may be found

a lesson how to draw and how to model Italian

ornament ; dwellings and shops at Bridgeton Cross,

by Mr. James Thomson ; stores, &c., for Bailie

Morison, by Mr. Bromhead, with their excellent

sculpture in wood of S. George and the Dragon, by
Messrs. Kay and Reid ; and business premises in

Union-street, by Alexander Thomson, possessed of

his usual originality, but without his usual vigour.

Of the more interesting incidents in our archi-

tectural world, I ni.ay mention Mr. George Thomson
(of Messrs. Alexander and George Thomson, the

widely-known architects in Greek), leaving the pro-

fession for missionary enterprise in Western Africa.

This is not the place in which to detail the nature

of this enterprise, suffice it that it is as original as

it is disinterested. Mr. Thomson goes out on his

own responsibility, at his own cliarges, and. although

an office-bearer in the Unitetl Presbyterian Church,

wholly independent of any ecclesiastical in.achincry.

Part of his self-ini])osed work is to found a sani-

tarium for raissioniuics and a training college for

natives.

PARK-LANE AND HAMILTON-PLACE.*

SIR,—I am anxious, by 3'our leave, to call at-

tention to the present opportunity of improv-
ing Park-lane in connection with its continuation

through Hainilton-i>lace, now at last in progress.

The traffic down Park-lane going 'north and
south, and passing from Paddington to Victoria

Station and Belgravia, is great and increasing. It

joins Piccadilly' on a level, crossing the great tide

which fl(jws east and west, and it would be difficult

to find a more dangerous spot than Hyde Park-
corner, where the glut of cress streams of traffic

attains its maximum.
What is wanted is a complete separation of the

north and south from the east and west traffic, and
the avoidance of a level crossing. This may now
be done by continuing Park-lane along the side of

Hamilton-place at a low level, passing under
Piccadilly, ancl across a corner of Hyde Park and
the garden of Buckingham I'alace in a cutting
crossed by bridges. The upper outlet would be in

Park-lane, near to Stanhope-g.-ite. some .'illO yards
from Piccadilly: the lower outlet would be in Gros-
venor-place, about 400 yard.s from Hyde I'ark-

corner, nearly opposite to Chester-street. The
present roadw.avs in Piccadilly and ('onstitution-

hill would be carried over the low-level road on
bridges.

The new descending road would not interfere

with Hamilton-place, but would he parallel to it,

and separated liy a balustra<le. It would not affect

the impr'tveinwit now in ]")rogress. but would be an
addition to it. and would widen Hamilton-place.
The adoption of this plan would separate the

cross streams of traffic, and would greatly relieve

* From the Times.
\

Hyde Park-corner from the danger which now
exists there, and which will be increased by the

opening of Hamilton-phace.

There would be no practical difficulty in carrWng
out this suggestion, and as little or no land

would be needed the expense could not be

large. The bridges might be made ornamental, and

the corner of the park and garden is so remote from

Buckingham Palace that the privacy of the latter

would not be affected. Grosvenor-place is alreadj"

much lower than Piccadilly, so that the approach

from that side presents no difficulty of gradients.

The descent on the Park-lane side would not be

steeper than Regent-street or ,St. -James's-street.

I should add that the idea of this improvement

was first suggested to me by a leading member of

the medical staff of St. George's Hospital, than

whom none can better estimate the perils of Hyde
Park-corner.—I am, &c., Edward M. Barry.

21, Abingdon-street, Maj- 13.

o
THE WINDOW-BLIND OF THE PERIOD

WE have had submitted to us by Messrs. Hodkin-
sou and Clarke, of liinniugham, specimens of a

new Venetian blind manufactured by them, wliich well

deserves pubHc attention. The blinds are manu-
factured in thin sheet iron, with the edges and

holes folded over to prevent friction on the tapes

and cords. The metalhc window-bUnd never wants

repainting, can be fixed in half the space required

by the ordinary wooden lath blind, has an elegant

appearance, and is fire-proof. The colours, which

can be varied to suit the fancy of the purchaser,

are deposited on the surface of the metal at a tem-

perature of 170 degrees, and an enamel is thus

produced having a perfectly hard face, and yet of

a sufficiently flexible nature not to chip or blister

under the ravs of the sun.

COMPETITION.

Leeds.—The committee of the Corporation ap-

pointed to examine into the twelve designs sent in

for the alteration of the east side of the Central

Market, and the improvement of the market itself,

have agreed to aw:u-d the first premium (£75) to

No. 11, motto "Practical;" and the second (£40).

to No. 4, motto, " Vive et Vivas." Mr. William

Swallow, Belgrave-street, Leeds, is the author of

the first design ; and that which to the committee

seemed next in order of merit was the joint pro-

duction of Mr. T. Dyne Steel, C,E. (from whose
designs Leeds new bridge will be built) and Mr. E.

A. Lansdowne, architect, Newport, Jlonmouthshire.

Mr. Swiillow's design represents an elevation in the

Italian style, with a range of shops and four storeys,

for the east side of the market. It ret.iins un-

broken the Grecian character of the Duncan-street

entrance to the market, but shows a re-arrangement

of the interior, with a gallery running round. Mr.

Swallow gives three alternate estimates in accordance

with varying suggestions, and to cost respectively

£7,500, £7,000, or £5,000. The leading featiu-e of

the design sent in by Messrs. Steel and Lansdowne,

as is the case with several others, is the utihsing of

the present building externally, and tills they pro-

])ose to accomplish by building a new eastern eleva-

tion in the s.ame style as the present Duncan-street

elevation, the latter to be cleaned down and slightlj-

enibellished. They jiropose to sweep away the

whole of the present roof, and substitute one of iron

principals and girders, and to have a biilcony similar

to that at the Corn Exchange, only mder, with shops

leading from it. Their estimate of cost of rocou-

strnction is £(i,!l88 14s. id. Four of the unsuccess-

ful designs have estimates attached ranging from

£4.000 to £5.000. One estimate is as low as.

£1,!I85, exclusive of inside alterations and the cost

of a' dome; and another estimate, without reserva-

tion, is as low as £2,126.

jV Gi.vxt oi- TiiK Forest.—The New York
Times states that a solid section cut from one of the

original " big trees " of Calaveros county, CaU-
foriiia, is in New York, on its way to a European
museum. Five men were employed twenty-five days

iu cutting down this huge tree; its height was 302

feet, and its largest diameter 32 feet. The specimen

wa.s cut at a distance of 20 feet from the base. The
stump is covered over, and is now used as a ball-

room, being so large that thirty-two persons can

dance a double cotillion ou it, and leave room for the

band and spectators. If one has sufticient patience,

the age of the tree might be determined by count-

ing the annular rings; but, to save trouble, it has

been already ascertained that there are more than

2,500 of them, each representing a year.
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NEW ELEMENTS OF HANDRAILTNG.—PLATE XXXIL

NEW ELEMENTS OF HAND-RAILING.*

{Continuedfrom page 346.)

Plate 3-2.

—

Construction of Wre.vth Landing
ON Circular Stairs.

FIGURE 1. The position of this landing show.'!

that the level rail must be continued around
the curve. Fix upon the joints, say A and P. This
leaves two risers from joint A to the floor. Draw
tangeuts P H and H A extended. The length of

A B is unknown until the tangents P, H, A and
winder are unfolded. This is shown at

—

Fig. 2. Letters P, II, A stand in same position

as those on plan. Winders in like manner. The
rail on pitch and level have intersected at C.

The perpendicular from C gives A B, which
transfer to tangent on left. Draw from 1! touching
ch'cle at N in such manner as to make seat N O
square with N B.

Fig. 3 shows construction of mould for wreath
landing. The Une B N gives ordinate.

Draw from A parallel with it. Let D L, the
height erpial that of B on the right. Join N L
extended. Square over lines. Then let L A equal
D A. Make N C equal N B. .Toin A C. This line,

to be correct, must equal pitch A C on the right.

Complete the mould as usual. Its ajiplication is

to keep the joint N fair with that of the stuff, and
line N C stand o|iposite that made by bevel shown
on square section.

Fig. 4 is the mould for piece of wreath to stand
over five winders, and joins that on the landinf.
The. construction being a repetition of that given in

*TMs series of articles is a repn-iduction of Robert
EinDELi/s work on the subject, published in Philadelphia
and by Trlibner and Co., London.

'

preceding plate. For example : Draw a line in any
direction, say that marked " Height and ordinate."

Take anv jjoint, sav R. Square over the seat.

Let R, K, V equal O, H, A on plan. Make V L
parallel with ordinate. Let R O, the height, equal
that of A _E on the right. Join L O extended.
Make N equal O L. Square over the lines. Let
L P and N A equal L V. Also make H equal
R K. Join A H and H P. These lines must equal
pitches on the right having corresponding letters.

To find the length of elliptic curve : Let RT equal
R v. Set off on each side of T half width of rail.

Then draw parallel with L V cutting pitch. Find
the points to insert pins, and sweep the mould
with a string.

Observe at Fig. 2.—The underside of rail rests

on risers 2*2, and covers five winders. This being
the pitch, it gives the heights, and a proper direction

for the construction of moulds.

PARLIAMENTARY NOTES.
JlETr.OPOLITAN I'.UIl.DINGS AND ilANAGEMENT.

—Sir W. Tito obtained leave on Wednesday week to
bring in a bill for consolidating, witli amendments, the
Building Acts relating to tlic metropolis ; for re-
gulating the formation of streets, and of sewers and
drains in the metropolis, and for other purposes
relating thereto, and the bill was read a first time.

The Hospitals at Stockwell.—Sir M. H.
Breach, on Thursday week, asked the President of
the Poor-law Board whether his attention had been
called to the fact that on several occasions recently
the new fever and small-pox hospitals at Stockwell
had been withont water for several hours at a time;
in spite of repeated representations to the authori-
ties of the Southwark and Vauxhall Water Com-
panies, by whom the supply should be provided,
and whether any steps could be taken to remedy so

serious an evil.—Mr. Stansfeld, in reply, stated that
since the hon. baronet had given notice of the ques-
tion, be bad received a communication from the
engineer of the waterworks, in which he entered
into an explanation as to the alleged deficiency of

supply to the hospitals in question. It appeared
from that explanation that one of the main pipes
had been broken, but that the most prompt steps had
be taken t*^ repair it, and there was no doubt now a
sufficient supply of water to the hospitals referred to.

Rivers Pollution.—In the House of Commons,
on Friday last, Mr. Bruce, in answer to Mr. Kay-
Slnittleworth, said he had urged upon the printers

all possible dispatch in the preparation of the thii-d

rc].urt of the Eoyal Commission on Rivers Pollution,
l)ut could not state "when it "would be delivered to
members.

The Wellington Monument.—Earl Cadogan
gave notice on Monday that as he had observed
that reference had been made m the other House to

an arrangement wliich had been entered into for the
completion of the Wellington mommieut, he would
ask on Friday next what the nature of the arrange-
ment was.—Tho Marquis of Lansdowue said he
would lay it on tho table.

METRoroLiTAN TiiAMWAYS.—On the Tramways
Provisional Orders being proposed to be read a
second time, Mr. S. Booth objected to the bill, as
authorising the introduction of tramways, not only
over the bridges, but into the very heart of the City.

—Mr. Collins thought tho subject ought to be left

ui the hands of the local authorities, especially the
Metropolitan Board of Works.—Mr. Fortescue said
the greatest pains had been taken in conjunction
with the Metropolitan Board of Works to consider
these provisional orders before they were laid before

tlie House. If any objections, however, were made
to them he would move to have them referred to a
select coumiittee.—Mr. B. Hope thought the right

hon. gentleman took too limited a view of tho
matter, and he trusted it would not be left in the
hands of those who may or may not petition against

it.—Mr. Locke tliought it was a great hardship that

tramways should not be allowed to cross West-
minster-bridge. He could not understand why the
members for the City allowed a tramway to cross

London-bridge, where tlie greatest traffic existed,

and not allow it to go over Westminster-bridge. He
would move that the debate be adjourned.—Mr.
Dodson opposed the motion for adjournment. If

there were no private petitions against the bill, still

sufficient time would be allowed, in accordance with
tho standing orders, to consider the matter while tho
bill was in committee.—Mr. Leeman said there were
no rules hy which private parties could go before a
committee, and even if that were so why should
they be put to the expense of employing counsel to

prevent the nuisance created, and about to be
created, by the construction of those tramways ?

—

Mr. Fowler supported the motion for adjournment.
—Mr. C. Fortescue consented to the motion for ad-
journment, and the debate was adjourded accord-
ingly.

London Street Tramways (Kensington,
Westminster, and City Lines) Bill.—On the
motion for the second reading of tliis bill, Mr.
Charley moved that the bill bo read a second time
that day six months.—Mr. Sclatcr-Booth hoped the
hoii. member would not feel it necessary to divide

the House upon his amendment, because from the
notice given on tliis subject by the Chief Com-
missioner of Works the House would have an
opportunity of fully considering the question before

the bill had finally passed. He would remind the
right him. gentleman the President of the Board of

Trade of the discussion the previous night in respect

to the provisional order in connectiou with this

subject, in the hope that the right hon. gentleman
would acquiesce in the proposal then made.—Mr. C.

Fortescue said, in reference to the suggestion as to

proceeding by provisional orders, he was anxious

that those orders should be referred to the same
committee as that on the tramway bills. With
respect to the amendment of the hon. gentleman, he
thought th.at the House would stultify itself if they
adopted it, after their declar.ition of last year. (Hear,

hear.) He hoped that the hon. member would take

the advice offered to him not to press his amend-
ment.—Mr. C. Forster intimated that the promoters

of those bills had acquiesced in the proposal of the

First Commissioner of Works.—Mr. Charley then

withdi-ew his amendment, and the bill was read a
second time, as was also the Metropolitan Street

Tramways (Westminster-bridge and Battersea Park,

&c.. Extensions) Bill. The following instniction, of

which notice was given by Mr. Ayrton, was then

agreed to :—" Th.at it be an instruction to the com-
mittee on the tramways bills that they do inquire

and siu'ciiilly report to the House whether it is

expedient t.> lay down tramways over the approaches

to this ll.inse', and if so, whether they should be

subject to any and what conditions."

The Government has decided on fbc erection of a

large convict prison in the city of Kochrstcr, to ac-

commodate 1,000 convicts. Tho new buildings are

to be erected entirely by convicts from the neigh-

bouring convict prison at Chatham, where there are

at present between 1,G00 and 1,700.

i
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CHnRCHES AND CHAPELS.

BATinviCK.—Last week the Bishop of the Diocese

consecrated the new sanctuary, chancel, and nave

which liave been ad<led to S. John the Baptist's

Churcli, Bathwick. The original structure was built

in 18(J2. The style of architecture—Early English

—is in keeping with that of the old edifice, the archi-

tect (ilr. Bloinfield, of London) having designed

both. With the late additions, the church will ac-

commodate about 900 worshippers—600 in excess of

the original number. The reredos is in mosaic work,

the Subject being " The Adoration of the Magi."

The scdilia is relieved with pillars of Devonshire

marble ornamented with foliage, .and the sacrarium

is paved with encaustic tiles. The chancel screen, of

Bath stone, with Devonshire marble columns, is

adorned with alabaster panels in the facade, and

with a cross of the like material, which surrounds

the whole. The nave is built of Bath stone, the

walls being pricked out in the early irregular style,

with the view of rendering it possible to fresco them

at any future time. The following were the con-

tractors for the work :—Masonry, Mr. G. C. Mann,
Bathwick; carving, Mr. E.arp, Kcnnington-road,

Lambeth; tiling, Mr. Packer, H,irrington-place,

Bath; woodwork, Mr. E. Mercer, Morford-street.

The cost of the work just completed is about £4,000.

BiSHOPSBOURNE.—The Archbishop of Canter-

bury's commissary has lost no time in taking in

hand the restoration of his church at Bishopsbourne,

which was the home of Richard Hooker. Mr. Sand-

ford proposes to undertake a thorough repair and

restoration of this ancient and picturesque church,

under the advice and superintendence of Mr. Gilbert

Scott, who proposes to open to view the timbers of

the roofs, to renew the stone work of windows, the

greater part of which is in a very shattered condition,

and to reseat the nave and aisles. To complete all the

works recommended by Mr. Scott will, it is estimated,

involve an outlay of il,900 or £2,000.

Bridgxoetii.—On Tuesday week the foundation-

stone of the new tower of S. Leonard's Church, Bridg-

north, was laid. The old tower was taken down some

time since, upon the recommendation of the architect,

who considered the buttress on the north side (o be very

dangerous. Several ancient stones, of Norman ap-

pearance, were found and reported upon, and are

preserved to be used in the rebuilding of the new
tower. In August last tenders were solicited from

well-known building firms, and estimates sent accord-

ingly, when Messrs. Estcourt's (Gloucester) tender

was accepted, at £4,100, exclusive of pinnacles,

chimes, clock, stained-glass windows, and other inci-

dental e.tpenses.

BfRTON-PEDWARDISE.—The church of Burton-

Pedwardine, Lincoln, was re-opened on the 2nd inst.

The church has nave and well-developed chancel

(with an unrestored cliapel on the north side), and

accommodates about 120 iiersons. It is in the

Geometrical Decorated style, and has been erected

under the superintendence of Mr. Charles Kirk, of

•Sleaford. The Pre-Xorman fragments built in the

west wall form an interesting feature in the building.

BYFiEi.n.—On Wednesday fortnight By field parish

clmrch, Northamjiton, was reopened, after thorough

restoration. The church con.sists of a nave, north

and south aisles and transept, south porch, and

chancel, with u loffy embattled tower, flanked by

four midtangldar embattled tvirrets. and siirnniuntt-d

by a handsome slentler spire. The south porch is

very large and handsome. The edifice is jtrincipally

in the Decorated style of the fonrteentli century.

The western front is ornamented with three niches,

having projecting canopies beautifully wrought. The
clnirch has been restored according to the designs

of Mr. Albert Ilartshorne. The fabric generally has

been restored, the inside of the church having been

thoroughly renovated. The old oaken high-backed

scuts have been replaced by modern, substantial open

scats of oak, the oak of the old seats being utilised

in the construction of the new. The old seats were

greatly enriched with a variety of ornamental

carving, and tliis, a-s far as possible, has been trans-

ferred to the new scats, which arc placed on a raised

Hoor. l-'ormerly an unsightly gallery in the south

aisle, and another at the west end, blocking uj) a

comely f(iwer arch, disfigured the fair jiroportions

of the church. These have been removed. The
builder was Mr. Cornish, of Xtirth Walsham, Nor-
folk.

Cnmi.EiiA.MrTo.N.—The work of rcst()ring the

old parish church at Chittlehanii ton is j»rogrcssing

favourably. The work iias turncil out to be a much
more arduous undertaking than was as first supposed.

Already the north walls, in consequence of their

foundation being above the floor-hne, .and their

bearing outwards several inches more than was
necessary for the support of the roof, have been

completely taken down, their foundation sunk to the

proper depth, and the whole is now being built with

buttresses, so as to safely counteract the spreading

tendency of the roof. The north walls, when complete,

are to have five new windows in the Gothic style,

so that henceforth all the windows of the church will

be in unison and harmony with one another. These

works are in addition to the original contract, but it

is hoped that the restoration will be completed in

November next. Mr. HaywiiVd is the .architect.

Church Extension.—The Incorporated Society

for Promoting the Enl.argcment, Building, and

Repairing of Churches and Chapels held its usual

monthl}' meeting on IMonday last, at 7, Whitehall,

S.W. ; the Bishop of Llandaft in the chair. There

were also present the Dean of York, Sir Walter C.

James, Bart., Archdeacon Harrison ; the Revs. Canon
Nepean, A. Cazenove, John Evans, H. A. (jiraud, and

S. W. Lloyd ; Messrs. George Cowburn, J. F. France,

Edmund I'epys, Arthur Powell, Wm. Kivington, and

Rev. Geo. Aiuslie, M.A., Secretary. Grants of

money were made in aid of the following objects:

—

Rebuilding the church at Aberawon, Cartligan ; en-

larging or otherwise increasing the accommodation

in the churches at Bryngwyn, near Newport, Mon-
mouth ; Cockfield, near Sudbury, Suffolk ; Holt, near

Wrexham ; Jluch Cowarne, near Bromyard ; Off-

h.am, ne.ir Maidstone ; and Woodhurst, near St. Ives.

Under urgent circumstances thegr.ants formerly made
towards building the church of Clerkenwell, St.

Peter's, London ; rebuilding the churches at

Llanfaglan, near Carnarvon, and Shaw, in the piirish

of Prestwich, Lancashire; and towards reseating and

restoring the church at Llanarth, near New Quay,

Cardigan, were each increased. Grants were also

made from the School Charch and Mission House
Fund towards building, licc, school or mission

churches at Baildon, near Leeds, Bodmin, St.

Leonards, Cornwall, and Unstoue, in the parish of

Dronfield, near Sheffield.

Dai.ry.—The foundation-stone has been laid of a

new Presbyterian Church at Dairy, N.B. The style

of the building is Gothic, and in plan it vnll be

cruciform, with square tower and spire at east end.

The;churchjuside is 37ft. Sin. breadth, 90ft. in length,

witli two transepts extentUng 18ft. back, and 37ft.

in breadth. Accommodation is provided for 1,100

people. The cost of the building will be about

£5,000. Mr. David Thomson, I.A., of Glasgow, is

the architect.

Ellesiwere Port.—A new church has been con-

secrated at Ellesmere Port, Cheshire. The building

is from designs by Messrs. Penson & Ritchie, archi-

tects, Chester, and the builder is John Roberts,

Chester. It is in the Early Decorated style, and

consists of nave, chancel, north and south transepts,

with organ chamber and vestry respectively adjoin-

ing thiise transepts, and a bell tower to the south.

The church is well lighted from without, and is

neatly furnished in the interior, the pews being open,

and capable of seating about 3G0 persons.

Leigh.—On Monday afternoon the Bishop of

Manchester laid the foundation-stone of a new p.arish

church for the town of Leigh. It is being built upon
the site of the old church of S. Mary the Virgin,

the tower of which, supposed to date from the reign

of Henry VIII., will, however, be retained. From
the fact of the figures I'llti being found carved upon
one of fiu^ beams in the nave roof, it is supposed

that the Ijody of the original church was built in or

about that date. The nciv church is to be built in

the Early Perpendicular style, and the line of the old

walls is to a great extent to be followed. It will

have two galleries, one to to the' west, the other on

the north side, and it is expected to accommodate
between 900 and 1,000 jicople. Messrs. Paley and

Austen, of Lancaster, arc the architects, and they

estimate that the church will cost fully £K,000.

Then.ave is to be HGft. long by 23ft. wide; the north

aisle will be l.'Jft., and the south aisle 14ft. 3in.

wide. The chancel is to be 38ft. long ami 2:ift.

wide, with aisles on each side. The beautiful roof

of the old Tyldesley chapel on the north, with its

ancient moulding and fr.icery, is to be rc-uscd in a

corresponding positioTi in the new building. The

roof and scats of the church will be of pitch pine,

anil the church will be lined throughout internally

with ashlar stone. 5Ir. Yates, of Evertou, Liver-

IMjol, is the contractor.

LYN.MOITTH. — The Free and Open Church or

chapel-of-e.ase at Lynmouth. Devon, the founda-

tion-stone of which was laid nearly two years ago,

is now roofed in, and wouM have been ready for

consecration last year but for want of funds. Up
to the time of the stoppage of the works in March last,

£1,0C1 18s. 8d. had beenreceived, and £1,022 18s. bd.
1

expended, leaving a balance to the credit of

the Committee of £33. A sum sufficient to com-

plete the contract for the building has been borrowed

by the vicar, and the work is now rapidly progress-

ing towards completion. There will be £390 due to

the contractors on the comjjletiou of the church,

their contr.act being for £1,190. From £200 to £250
will be required for enclosing, fitting-up, gates, and

extr.as connected with the building. Neither com-
munion table, furniture for the holy table, font,

pulpit, or fittings, are yet provided.

North Kensington.—The Bishop of London
consecrated on Wednesday, in the presence of a large

congregation, chiefly ladies, a handsome new brick-

built church, with Gothic roof and belfry, to be here-

after surmounted by a spire. The edifice has been

dedicated to S. Michael. The interior of the church

is primitively simple, devoid of all attempts at orna-

mentation, without galleries, .and sufficiently light

and lofty. The seats are altogether open, and will

probably accommodate 800 persons. The altar

forms a semi-circidar recess at the eastern end, w-ith

a high gilded dome, and seem through an arch if

somewhat resembles the unveiled ark of a Jewish

synagogue.

Plymouth.—A new pulpit has just been com •

pleted at S. Andrew's Chiu-ch, Plymouth, from a

design by Mr. James Hine, architect, of that town.

The erection is in the Perpendicular style, and is o£

Bath stone .and Devonshire marble, standing on a

strong and finely-moulded base of grey Cornish

granite from Messrs. Freeman & Sons' quarries at

Penryu. This stem or base is relieved with great

effect by slender columns of red D.artmoor granite at

either angle. The plan of the upper part is octa-

gonal, the main portion being of Corsham (Bath)

stone of exceedingly close grain, whilst the panels,

colunms, and angles are a very fine specimen of

Devonshhe marble from the Ipplepeu quarries, near

Newton. The marble is red, relieved by well marked

veins of cream colour. In the centre panel, facing

down the church and standing upon a moulded

base, is a figure of S. Andrew in Caen stone, and

this forms the most striking feature of the pulpit.

The capitals and cornices are profusely carved with

dehcate Gothic fohage. The pulpit is fitted with a

brass book-rest, and is reached by a flight of six

steps of Portland stone, to which is to be fitted a

brass hand-rail. The interior is lined with wood,

with sides of blue cloth. Its height from the floor

is 7ft. lOin. The work (which has cost about £130)
has been carried out most successfully by Mr. Harry
Hems, sculptor, Exeter.

Sheffield.—A new Baptist Chapel was opened

last week at Sheffield. The style is Gothic. The
internal arrangements are somewhat more ornate

tb,an usual in chapels of this sect. The baptistry is

situate in the chancel. Messrs. Innocent it Brown,

of Sheffield, are the architects.

buildings.

Forfar.—A new public hall, presented to the

town by Mr. Peter Reid, was opened last week. The

hall is a very handsome .and substantial building in

the Flemish-Gothic, style of architecture. The

building contains accommodation for 1400 people,

and has cost between £(;,000 and £7,000.

Heavitree.—The foundation-stone of a new boys

school for the parish of Heavitree, Exeter, was laid

on the 10th inst. In order to meet the requirements

of the new F>ducation Act, it w:is resolved some time

ago to turn the girls' school into an infants' school,

and the boys' school into a girls' school, and to build

a new room for the boys. The cost of the new

building is estimated at £1,100. The style adopted

is Gothic, the materials used being brick and stone.

Accommodation is to be provided for 150 boys. Mr.

George Packham is the architect, ami Mr. John

Gardner, the builder.

Lui)GATi;-HiLL.—The National and Provincial

Plate Glass Company's offices at 65, Ludgatc-hill

h.ave just been rebuilt by Messrs. Browne and

Robinson, from a design by Jlr. Smith, .arebifect, of

lilipumshury-scpi.ore.—A tavern and luncheon-bar

has just been erected on part of the vacant land at

the corner of Ludgate-circus and Farringdon-sfreet.

Mr. Lewis H. Isaacs is the architect, Mr. Elkington,

of Kingslaud, being the builder. The wroughf-iron

girders were supplied by Messrs. Phillips, of the

(;nal Exchange ; the polished granite by Mr.

jManncUc ; and the carving was executed by Messrs.

Bell and Almond, of Charlotte-street, Fitzroy-square.

The cost was £5,000.

Stockwell.— The foundation-stone of a new

sorfing-ofiice for the district post-office in Thornton-

street, Stockwell, was laid on Tuesday week. Mr.

Br.agg, of Park-street, Stockwell, is the contractor

for the work.
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TO CORRESPONDENTS.
[We do not liokl ourselves responsible for the opinions of

our correspondents. The Editor respectfully requests

that all communications should be drawn up as briefly

as possible, as there are many claimants upon the space
allotted to correspondence.]

To Our Readers.—We shall feel obliged to auy of our
readers who will favour us with brief notes of works con-
templated or in progress in the provinces.

Letters relating to advertisements and the ordinary
business of the Paper should he addressed to the EDITOR,
31. TAVISTOCK-STREET, COVENT-CI^VRDEN, W.C.

Advertisements for the current week must reach the
office not later than 5 p.ni. on Thursday.

Comsponbcnce.

ARCHITECTS' CHARGES.
Sir,—It is almost too much to expect that you

will insert any more letters on this controversy, but

it is really a pity that Mr. Morris ami "F" cannot

discuss it without so much of personal animus.

However, I have simplj' given the results of actual

experience under sound advice, and am quite satis-

fied the views I have stated are not only in accord-

ance with common law, but with common sense and
equity into the bargain. Indeed '' F.," wnth all his

personality, is comi>elled to admit as much, though

he very adi-oitly dies away from the question to start

fresh ones. I never saiil that an architect should

appeal to what he calls "the glorious uncertainty"

over every trifle, or anything like it. But for an

architect to be summarilj' dismissed from the

superintendence of works which are being executed

from his designs may often be no trifle, and fortu-

nately there is no uncertainty whatever as to what
are his rights under those circumstances. "Whether

it may be graceful or judicious for bim to waive a

portion of those rights and accept a compromise, if

offered, is a totally different question, and depends

very much on the spirit in which he may be dealt

with. But the most desirable result to be looked for

is that the dismissal shoidd be rescinded, and the

architect allowed, as in the two cases I mentioned,

to finish his work, and earn his money. Who will

say that the architect who in those instances knew
and stood on bis rights committed " a suicidal

action?" It would have been really "suicidal"

had he acted otherwise. Much better aiithorities

than the honorary solicitor to the Institute have
already pronounced on this question, simply ac-

cording to architects the same rights which
every other employe or contractor possesses. The
mention of an architect's name in a contract between

an employer and his builder is usually very far

from being "incidental," in the ordinary sense of that

term. It is commonly a most important and
material part of the contract, the architect being by
it invested with special and large powers ; in fact, as

has often been said, acting as a kind of judge in

equity between the employer and the builder. The
ordinary clause in a building contract as to a change
of architects is properly meant to provide against such

circumstances as the death, illness, or incapacity of

the original architect, and does not confer any right of

dismissal i>n the employer. If the architect were to

find it more convenient to himself to resign the

conduct of works during their progress, his having
allowed his name to appear in the building contract

woidd be taken as a clear admission of retainer on

his part, and he, too, would find that he could not

leave the employment unless by consent or arrange-

ment.
How Sir. Morris makes out that any Institute

rules give the employer such powers as he says, I

cannot make out ; but does he think they give the

architect corresponding powers of throwing up work
at any time w^hen it may have become inconvenient

or not so profitable to him as expected? I trow
not. But the rules are susceptible of no such inter-

pretation. "2^ per cent, on omissions" has nothing to

•say to work wliich may be carried out from the designs
of an architect after his dismissal. If the client has
definitely decided not to proceed with the work,
thercb}' leaving the unfinished portion to come in

under the category of "omissions," there would be
some force in Mr. Morris's reasoning, but none where
the work is neither abandoned nor "omitted," but
simply suspended, the employer seeking in the mean-
time to displace the original architect and employ
another.

"F.'s" supposititious case, "if the executors of

the original architect had already obtained the full

5 per cent, for carrying out only a portion of the

work," is another instance of tlie fairness of his

reasoning, setting up a man of straw that he may
show his skill in knocking him down. Who ever
heard of such a case? I never said that the
executors would be entitled to make such a clauu.

The main element in an architect's (or any one else's)

claim for his full remuneration on being wrongfidly

dismissed, is that he is "ready and willing" to

complete his work, but that the employer will not

let him ; and what parallel is there between this and

a case in which the employment may be terminated

by some failure on the architect's side? If by death

or illness, then the ortlinary. proper, and legal mode
of adjustment is for the executors or representatives

to arrange with some other architect to complete

the work, so that the employe's interests may not

suffer. But if an architect wilfully and capriciously

threw up a job at a critical time to suit his own
convenience, he would find it very difficult (and

justly so) to recover anything even for what he

had done. And if an employer, with equal caprice,

dismisses his architect, the latter has every right,

moral and legal, to be compensated, not merely for

what he has done, but for the benefits which would have

accrued to Inm thruugh the further employment. The
common law of this country, which has been pronounced
by great authority to be " the perfection of common
sense," is not so wide apart from equity (meaning,

by the latter, justice and fair play) as " F." would
lead us to imagine. And architects, though they

have peculiar rules and notions of their own, are

happilj^ protected as well as controlled bv it.—1 am,
(tc, F. K, I. B. A.

RESTORATION AND PRESERVATION.
SiK,—I read with much pleasure in the Buildlng

News of the 5th inst. the paper of Mr. Huggius on
the subject of church restorafiou. It is refreshing

to find amongst the money-grubbing professors of

our day some one with the feelings of an artist, and
who thinks "without reference to o per cent. The
wholesale and scandalous mutilation and destruction

of Mediaeval work going on of late years is a
subject well worthy his eloquence and effor,ts. I

share with him his enthusiastic reverence for our old

ecclesiastical buildings, bnt do not think the fault

he attrilnites to the clergy is so much theirs as it is

of the architects. The architect may be a F.Il.I.B.A.,

and member of Ecclesiological and Antiquarian
Societies, and in theory approve the principle of

conservatism, but claims and duties stand no chance
against 5 per cent. Soon as opportunity offers and
temptation occurs, scruples vanish, and destruction

begins, to be only left off when funds fail. He has
always an excuse sntficient (for himself) in destroy-

ing old work, and substituting his own crude fancies.

The almighty 5 per cent, is the root of the evil.

Some persons may, perhaps, think they recognise in

my description a pfirtrait. It is, however, not in-

tended for an individual. His name is Legion.

The only way I see by which the evil may be

checked would be for parsons to submit their archi-

tect's plans to the consideration of local antiquarian

societies, and to bind their architect to accept a

fixed sum for his services, such sum to be held in-

clusive, whatever amount may be expended. This

would to a great extent baulk the Judas-acting.

With regard to the proposition of Mr. Huggins to

let the old buildings go to decay rather than touch

them, whilst others are erected for use. such idea is

purely Utopian aud impracticable. As a via media^
I would suggest that simple structural failings

should be carefullj' rectified, and the exposed and
decayed stonework be treated with Ransome's, or

some other good indurating process. If sncli ap]ili-

cati<ui should prove not to be permanent in its

effects, and has to be renewed after some years, yet
it would be well worth the trouble and expense.

Decay and destruction would be arrested, our
descendants be able to enjoy the same advantages as

we have had, and these precious relics of past I'lety,

munificence, and genius be the delight of centuries

to come, possessing still some part at least of their

pristine magnificence and beautv.—I am, *!cc.,

M.

^'FR/\Js^CIS STUART, ROMA, FECIT, 1770."

Siu,—Such is the signature to a water-colour

drawing of a ruined tenqjle of Grecian Doric style,

with six columns in front and fourteen on the flank.

The peristyle, with the entablature aud pediment,

are tolerabh' perfect ; bnt there are no vestiges of

walls or roof. James Stuart, who was joint author

with Nicholas Revett, of " The Antiquities of

Athens," is stated to have been a Londoner, born in

1713, and who died in 1788. He was therefore 6(j

years old at the date of the draT\nng, and it may
have been the work of a son or other relative. The
favour of information upon this jioint is solicited

from the readers of the BuiunxG News. That it

was the work of an expert architectural artist is

certain; for although executed upon thin paper, dis-

figured by wire marks, and tinted in the thin system

of the period, the point of observation is well chosen,

the outline correct, and the colour applieJ with

decision and effect. The soft sky, the fiat and un-
obtrusive distance, the hoary tone of the edifice,

mellowed by reflected lights, and enriched by deep

weather stains, the grassy foreground, and the figures,

all evince a perfect unison between the artist's mind
and baud. Some labour was necessary to attain a

preconceived result—that labour was bestowed—no
more. Wiio AVas He ?

TERR.\-COTTA AT THE INTERNATIONAL
EXHIBITION.

Sir,—I have read wdth much interest your notice

on the terra-cotta exhibited, which upon the whole
is very good, but permit me to state that you are in

error with regard to our exhibits. Closely follow-

ing our name yon say the aim of the manufac-
turers is to make the material resemble stone, and
that this is a!great error on their part :

" Not only do
they underbiu-n their ware to keep it light in colour,

and thus expose it to rapid decay, but they clean

and scrape off all the \dtrified surfaces after firing,

to take away any irregularities which may have
presented themselves, and even before gning intO'

the kihi the outer skin of the clay, which has
formed in drjing. is often removed."
Now I think if you wiU take an opportunity of

looking more closely at our exhibits, j'ou -will see no
traces of scraping ; all is well fired, and is so hard
that it would be morally impossible to scrape it

after it is fired, for if this could be accomplished, as

in the case of stone, it certainly would stand a

chance of failing from exposure to the weather.

I admit that we do at times aim to resemble

stone, as we are sometimes desired, but very
differently to the way you describe, as on these

occasions we mix the clay with lighter material,

adding a greater proportion of vitrifying ingre-

dients, which tends to keep the colour lighter, and at

the same time fuses it harder, so that it will bear

the exposure to the weather equally as much as the

warmer colour ; we also granulate it when in a

soft state, so that the surface is not touched in the

slightest degree when dry, before or after firing.

There is a large cantilever truss ami a key block-

head done in this way wliich so closely resemble

stone in texture, colour, and truth, as to have
been taken for that material. I may add here that

the whole of our terra cotta "will bear your test,

which is a very good one, namely, the point of a
penknife.

Trusting j'ou wiU have the Itindness in justice to

us, to insert this in your uext issue, and that you
will excuse me thus trespassing on your valuable

space.—I am, Ac, James Pulham.

Broxboiu-ne, May IGth.

SiK,—In your last number we see* you have
been pleased to give an approving notice of some
specimens of our terra-cotta at the International

Exhibition ; and among the novelties of that

material, to ascribe to ns the introduction of the
" Hexagon Pots"—for vaulting. We think it right

to inform you that they are a device of many years'

standing of the Messrs. Hansom, the architects, for

whose church in Manchester we have manufactured

the voussoirs in quantem ; and we beg also to state

that they are shghtly wedge-shaped, and scored on
the outside, so as to key with the mortar.—We are,

&C., GiBBS & C.VNNING.

Tamworth, May IG.

TRIFORIUM OF WESTMINSTER ABBEY.
Sir,—Will you allow me to correct an error in

your article last week " On the Architectural Draw-
ings at the International Exhibition ?" The sketch

of part of triforium in Westminster Abbe}' (which

you noticed so favourably) is not by me. but by my
pupil, Mr. Binyon, who is now in the East.—

I

am, &c., A. Watkrhouse.

8, New Cavendish-street, W., May 16.

THE HANCOCK PROCESS OF ENGRAVING.
Sir,—In youi" uotice of the " Hancock Process of

Engravings' ou the 21st ult., you say that the photo-

litho' reproductions must be printed on a " pecidiar

quality paper.'' Allow us to say that om- process does
not require a peculiar quality of paper, but may be

printed on any kind. Of course, like every other pro-

cess of printiug, if " plate" paper be used, the bettor

the impression mil be.—We are, &c..

236, High Holborn, W.C. Wiiiteman & Bass.

BUILDERS V. ARCHITECTS AND CLIENTS.

Sir,—"Surveyor No. 2,"findiughisstockof argument
exhausted, is reduced to the necessity of sayinfj de-

:

liberately that my statement " sounds like a lie." When,
a man commences to ho recklessly discourteous without.
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a cause : to talk mildly of " total abstinence," "• wateii-

ness," "aquosity," the "nasal organ ;" (why not tbc

pump and the moon ?) and, to utter phrases like *' T'vs

a' wumier." &c., in connection with the question of

Builders v. Architects and Clients, he makes any serious

reply impossible.

It should be borne in mind that he alone is respon-

sible for for the peculiarity of his interpretation of the

word "liqut'factiou."—I am, &c.. Surveyor.

12'

Infcrfoinmuniratioii.

QFESTIOXS.
34.]—The Cymagraph.—Would " W. Larner

Sugden, Leek," kindly send his full address, as I should

like a drawing of the above instrument ?—J. K. W.
[222r..]—Voluntary ArcMtectural Examina-

tion.—Howorwh-n" can I obtain the "questions"

aski^d at thi* last Vuluutary Architectural Examination,

and those asked by the Civil Service Commissioners at

the late examinations for technical clerkships?—
J. K. W.

[3230.]—Schools of Art Examinations.—

I

should like to ask fome of the readersof the Building
News if it is the custom for teachers of the Govern-
ment Schools of Art to inform their students that any
stranger who wishes to go in for the examination can

do so by giving their name and address ? Nothing said

about charge at the time ; but. when they go, two
shillings a paper is asked of them, as it was of me.

—

J. H.. Sunderland.

[2227.]—Christmas Cards.—Can any of your
readers inform inc wlnre I can obtain copies of some
of th.' "Christmas Cards " designt-d by Mr. J. 3Ioyr
Smith? The wholi- series are exhibited in this year's

International Kxhibition. I have copies of some of

them, and want to make my series complete.—W. R.

[223S.] — Sketching Tour. — Can any fellow-

student recomnimd us to a suitable field for an archi-

tectural sketehiug (pedestrian) excursion ? We did

Soutli Lincolnshire last summer, and wish to go over

^•uund equally rich in architectural antiquities this

time.— S. and S.

[2229.]—Water-Colour Graining.—I should
feel greatly obliged if any of your able correspondents
or numerous readers would inform me of the best

mi'dium to use in water-colour graining to prevent it

from drying so quick, so as to hi' able to work a large

surface, and varnish the work, say one hour afterwards.—Henry Johnson.

[2330J—Pulpit.—Will any correspondent tell me
the different In-ights a pulpit should have from floor to

base of pulpit, and from base of pulpit to toj) y

—

Exeter.

WATER SirPPLY ANB SANITARY
MATTERS.

The Leamtnotox Ikuigatiox Works.—The
•ceremony of laying tho foundation-stone at the

Leamington Irrigation Work.s took place laRt week.
For many years past the town has suffered from
defective sewage arrangements, and has been mulcted
in heavy law costs by the C'ourt of ChaiK-cry for

polluting tho river Avon. A new order of things is

now being inaugurated. Having demonstrated tho

falhicy oi tlio best systems of dcodorisation, the
Local Board luivc; turned to ii'rigation as the only
solution of the sewago difficulty. Lord Warwick
lias eonst-nted to receive the sewage of tho town
ujjon his estate for a ))eri(tcl of thirty years, and to

pay the Boartl upwards of il-tOO per annum for that

which has beou heretofore regarded as utterly

worthless. Tlio sewago main from the pmni)ing
station to the sewage farm lias been laid ; the

engine-hnuse and other buihlings are approacliing
completion, and very shortly tho new irrigation

' works will be in full operation. Thoy are being
constructed at a a cost of £14,23.3 8s. 7d. There
are two condensing y>umping-engines, each of bright
work, and capable of pumping l..")UO,UUO gallons of

sewage in tlie ccmrse of twelve hours. Eacli engine
is registered to be of 180 liorse-power. Tho(;ngino-
house is of brick, with stone dressings, of the fol-

lowing dimensions: 72ft. long, .'JGlt. wide, l.'ift.

high, with foundations 2(!ft. in the grouml. 'I'ho

engines will lie worked ]>y tlircjo doul»i(!-ilue boilers,

enclosed in a boiler-house ;jHft. by -lOft. Tho cliim-

ney, in the basi; of which was laid the foundation-
stone, will bo 12ft. S([nare at the bottom, u.nd rise to

a height of 90ft. ; tlio interjor is in circular
fonn, of about 4ft. diameter all tho way \\\)

tho sliaft. Tho walls of tho <-ngine-]iouse are
3ft. in thickiU'.s.M. and will liavu to support a travelling
crane c;ip;ihleof lifting 12 tiuis. The storage for the
sewage will consist of a reservoir largo enougli to

hold HOO.OdO gall(nis, in addition to which the present,

tanks will luivo acecimnKidation for 2(10,000 nmn'.
There will be subten-anean shafts conned iug the
pumping wells with the tanks and tho reservoir. Un
the premises will be erected cottages for the engine-
driver, sttiker, A'c. The engine-house and other
buildings are being erected by Mr. W. Green, of
Clarendon-streft, whose contract price is £4,750.
The sewage nmin from the pumping-statioTi to the
farm is 2^ miles long; tho pipes being twenty indues
diameter near the works and eighteen ueartho farm.
The sewago will be pmnped to an altitude of 112ft.,

nnd will then liud its way to ciglit hydrants for dis-
tribution over tho farm.

®«r mt M\t

Hyde Park,— The uruamental gates which

formerly stood on the south of the Flower-walk, and

betweeu that favourite resort and the now-severed

continuation of llotteu-row, a little to the north-east

of the Albert Jlemorial, have, according to a local

journal, been erected across the drive, over against

the Alexandra (late of the Park. The ironwork has

been extended by the addition of two sheets, which

have been cast, as were the original gates, by the

Coalbrookdale Iron Company. The gates were

designed by Jlr. Charles Crookes, the late manager

of the Coalbrookdale foundry and works, aided by
Mr. Jcilui Bell, the sculptor.

London Fields, Hackney.—At the last meeting

of the Hackney District Board of Works, Mr. Runtz,

the representative of the Board at the IVIetropolitan

Board of Works, reported that there was every pro-

bability that the Blackheath Bill would in a few days

become law, and the Enclosure Commissioners

would then be free to proceed in other matters. He
knew that they were anxious with respect to London
Fields and the other open spaces in the Hackney
district, and it would be through no fault on their

part if a measure dealing with those places was not

passed through Piirliament during the present

session.

New P^uiK IN Washington.—It is proposed to

consolidate the Government lauds betweeu the

Capitol and the White House, and form a fine park

two miles long and half a mile wide. There is an

intention to provide in the new park a circular drive

iive miles long, and to have lakes, fountains, walks,

and zoological and botanical gardens, and all the

appurtenances of a pleasiu-e-ground.

A Mississippi River Item.—The engineer officers

who have charge of the surveys and improvements

upon the Western rivers report that the Mississippi

river is changing its channel, so that Vicksburg will

soon become an inland town unless immediate pre-

ventive measures are taken. The main channel is

now immediately under the bluffs upon which the

town stands, making one of the best harbours upon
the river, but in a few months the engineers are

confident that a cut-off will be formed across a low

sandy peninsula opposite Vicksburg, through which

the greater portion of the current wUl pass, leaving

not enough water at the levees of the town to float

steamboats. To prevent this, it will be necessary to

construct an expensive stone revetment, which it is

estimated will cost 2,74o,53o dollars.

To Ijiprovk Gii.Dixa.—Mix a gill of water with

two ounces of jjurified nitre, one ounce of alum,

one ounce of common salt ; lay this over gilt articles

with a brush, and tlio colour will be much improved.

Landslip at Kipon.—On Sunday last a landslip

or subsidence of the earth took place in a field on the

road leading from Ripon to Thirsk. A small hole

was observed in the laud about eight o'clock in the

morning. This gradually increased until a portion

of the edge at the side of the road disappeared, and

a hole of some twenty feet in circumference was left.

On iSIonday morning the sides had fallen in and the

hole at tbc bottom had disappeared, leaving a cra-

ter-like hollow. There are between thirty and forty

similarly formed pits, nearly all occurring within an

area of ratlier more than a square mile, and seem

never more than half a mile from the river Ure.

Tliis naturally leads to the supposition that sub-

terranean streams connected with the river have been

the agents by which the strata have been excavated,

and causing the subsidences. It is worthy of notice

that the pits seldom occur singly, but generally are

in groups of two, three, or four. One fell in about
tlune, 183fi, and another at Ripon Park in the spring

of 18(;i). One at Sliarow, .about twenty-three j'cars

ago, fell in during the night, and alarmed the in-

habitants of a ncigldjouring house, who found in the

morning little mure than the breadth of the road

between them and the pit. About lorty-three years

ago, some men were making a stack near the old

hall at Bishop Jlonkton (four miles from Ripiui),

and had left it for a while. When they returned the

ground had given way bencatii the stack, and it had

disajipeared. The men hastened to their nuister,

exclaming " It's gone ; it's gone." The hole sliU

remains a receptacle for rubbish.

A New College eor Wojien.—A meeting.

largely attended, has been held at St. James's Hall

this week to support the movement for fouTid-

ing a women's college, the one at Hitchin being

found insufficient for the need of the inililic. Tho
chair was occui)icd hy tlie Hon. Cowpcr-Tcmpic,
M.]'. Among those u]ion the platform were tlie

Bishop of Pctcrlionmgh, Lonl Lyttcltou. Sir Wilfrid

Lawson, Cauou Miller, Dr. Barry, and Mrs. Garrett-

Andersun. Mrs. Garrett-Anderson addressed the

meeting, maintaining that increased culture was
necessary for women ; that their emotional natures

required, in order to make them more ratiimal, .a

keener ment.al training ; and that when they had
received that, they would not break down as they so

frequently did. She called upou some woman with

money to build herself an everlasting name by en-

dowing a college. Bishop Magee also urged that,

for domestic reasons, the relation of the wife to her

husband and the mother to her son required a higher

female culture. No resolutions were passed.

Bee.yking of RjUlway Axles.—Jlr. W. Bridges

Adams says that the cause of the breakage of rail-

way axles is to be found in the fact that they are

strained Ijeyond their powers, not by the load, but

by imperfect structure of the vehicle they are attached

to—imperfect, possibly, originally, but commonly by
violence in use. " The running is wringing the neck

of the axle." With a view to lessen lateral friction

of the wheel flanges as much as possible, it has been

customary to keep the axles as near as possible

together. This, if the bodies be long, involves
" hogging" and oscillation, with a bad tlistribution

of the load. Other things being equal, the nearer

the axles are to the waggon end, the steadier they

will be ; but then flange friction increases with the

length of wheel base, and a remedy must be provided

for this. Supposing that a train of waggons were

built perfectly true at the outset, for a straight line,

the multitude of longitudinal shocks would soon set

the wheels out of truth, and so the question ari.ses

whether it be possible so to construct them that dia-

gonal shocks to the frame, giving a permanent set,

shall not affect the true running of the wheels ; and

next, whether wagons may not be so constructed as to

dispense mth the loose coupling, which is a material

source of breakage to couplings and displacement of

tlie waggon frames ? We think it is. DesiraWe as it

is to point out the causes of the defects, it is still more

useful to point out the remedy.

Novel Soukce of Water Supply.—There is,

says a Canadian joiu-nal, on the farm of Mr. Secord

Smith, Fifteen Mile Creek, oneof the greatest curiosities

in this part of Canada—viz., a spring of the clearest

and best water gushing out of the centre of a pine

tree Some three years ago, Mr. Smith t.ipped the

tree for the purpose of getting resin, and was sur-

prised on seeing a stream of clear cool water, about

^ an inch thick, which has continued to flow ever

since. The phenomenon cannot be explained by

those about here.

The Chelsea Eilbanicsient.—It is to be hoped

that there will be no further delay in the commence-

ment and execution of this important work hy
reason cif contractors' misunderstandings or mistakes.

Among the tenders sent in for the work in answer to

the second advertisement for them, the Metropolitan

Board "f Works have accepted that submitted by Mr.

Wilham Webster, the amount of which is i:i;i.'!,9.50.

Institution of Surveyors.—At the ordinary

general meeting, held on Mond.ay, May 8th, the

following name was read and passed for ballot—

-

viz. :—As Associate—William Edward WooUey,

Loughborough, Leicestershire. The following dona-

tion to the library by the Committee was an-

nounced, " Report of the Committee of the British

Association on the Treatment and Utilisation of

Sewage." A vote of thanks was unanin\ously

passed to the donors. The adjourned discussion on

the Rating aud Local Government and Local

Taxation Bills before Parliament, was resumed

and concluded. The next meeting will be held ou

Monday Evening, May 22nd, when a paper will be

read liy Mr. E. I'Anson, entitled, " London ; its

C(iniiiior(ial Centres, and their Influence on the

Value of Land." The chair will be taken at eight

o'clock.

London (Jiiurciies and Ciiurchyauds.—We
.arc gbitl, with the Guardian, to see that the burial-

ground in Drnry-l.ane, which has long been in a neg-

lected and disgraceful ciniditinn, is at last put in

order, planted, and laid out neatly with walks. It

was formerly the cemetery of S. Martin's-in-the-

l''i«lds. and for many years the crowding of bodies

and the carelessness of the authorities made it a

nuisance of the worst description. It v.'as closed

some twenty years back, and has since lain unc.ared

for. It is certainly pleasant to liud S. Botolph'.s,

Bishoiisgate, S. Sepulchre's, S. Anne's, Soho, and

many other churches improving the aiipearaiice of

their churchy.ards; and we hope the movement may
s|ircad, as in the present instance, to the detached

burial-grounds as well. We would suggest, in addi-

tion, that when a number of remark.able persons are

interred in the ground, a tablet or board should be

set up inscribed with their names, as tho Dissenters

h.ave done for Bunhill-fields. Some eminent charac-

ters rest in Drury-lane ; at S. Anne's, Soho, King
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Theodore of Corsica, and many greater than he ; in

S. Martin's churchyard, and now paved over, Robert
Boyle ; at S. Bride's, Fleet-street, Wynkyn de
'Worde;inS. Margaret's, Westminster, Sir Walter
Kaleigh ; and so on—hardly any old London church
is without its list of celebrities, yet, as a rule, how
few are commemorated by even a headstone. The
Society of Arts put up a few blue tablets, but they
seem to have long abandoned their good worii in this

particular. We want an '' Old Mortality " in

Loudon.

Thk Akt Classes at the "forking Men's College in

Great Ormond-street have been increased by the

accommodation offered by the new rooms. Two
new classes are now in course of formation—in the

study of life from the nude model, under the direc-

tion of Mr. W. Cave Thomas ; and in the study of

still life, under the direction of Mr. IL W. Brewer.

The other art classes comprise elementary pencil and
chalk, water-colour ornament, and perspective and
antique.

The Sale op Postage-Stamps.—The Postmaster-

General has made public his intention to prohibit

the purchase of postage-stamps by local postmasters

after the 31st of next month. We notice that more
than one contemporary appears inclined to let the

head of what is fast becoming the most annoying
and unbusinesslike department of the Government
have his own way, and are publishing notices to

their customers, refusing after that date to receive

stamps in payment for cheap advertisements, single

copies, and the like. We do not intend to do any-
thing of the kind. The Postmaster-General has to

come round to our way of thinking, and to rescind

his order in the course of the next six weeks.

Parliament will still be sitting in 'Tuly, so there is

little fear of the jierpetration of any fool's trick

similar to that which Lord llartington played last

3'ear with the parcel post.

University College, London.—At a session of

Council on Saturday last, Mr. E. J. Poj-nter, A.R.A.,
was appointed Slade Professor of Fine Art in the

college. The buildings forming part of the north

wing, which have been designed for the fine art

school, are nearly completed, and it is intended to

open the classes for drawing, painting, and sculpture

at the beginning of the college session in October
next. The late Mr. Felix Slade has established at

the college six scholarships for proficiency in those

branches of art, each of the value of £50 per annum,
tenable for tlu-ee years, and which may be held by
ladies.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
Monday. Conference of ArchitectsFLithc'lloyallui^titute

of British Architects' Kooms, 9, Cunduit-Rtrept,
W. Opening Address hy Mr. T. H. Wyatt,
P.R.LB.A. 2 p.m.

Royallmtittiteof British Architects. "On the
Decoration of S. Paul's Cathedral." By Mr. F. C.
Penrose, Fellow. 8 p.m.

Institution of Surveyors. "London: ItsCom-
mercial Centres, and their Influence on the Value
of Land." By Mr. E. I"Anson, F.E.I.B.A. 8 p.m.

Tuesday. Architectural Conference (Second Day). Sec-
tional Meeting :

" Professional Practice and Edu-
cation." 2 p.m. Sectional Meeting: "Archasology
and Art." 8 p.m.

Institution of Civil Engineers. Renewed Dia-
eussion upon Mr. A. Jacob's Paper '

' On the Treat-
ment of Town Sewage." 8 p.m.

Wednesday. Society of Arts. S p.m.

Thursday. Architectural Conference (Tlurd'Day). Sec-
tional Meeting: " Construetion and Science." 2
p.m. Dinner at Freemasons' Tavern. 6.30 p.m.

Society for the Encouragement of the Fin*
Arts. Dramatic and Lyrical Readings. 8 p.m.

Friday. Ciinl and Mechanical Engineers^ Society. "On
the Use and Selection of .Stone for Engineering
and Architectural Work." By Mr. A. C. Pain,
7.30 p.m.

Saturday. Associated Arts' Institute. "Chaucer Con-
sidered as an Artist." By Mr. B. Montgomerie
Ranking ; and Annual General Meeting. 8 p.m.

Contracts have been let for New National Schools,
Worsthonie, near Burnley. The cost will be about
£1,600. The building has been designed by Mr.
Waddingtou, of Burnley, and is of Early English
character.

Application has been made to the Poor-Law Board
by the Poplar Guardians for permission to borrow
£10,000, to complete the new workhouse, upon wldch
no less than £40,000 has already been expended.

The new Police-court for the Worship-street
district is nearly completed, and will be opened next
month.

The Hackney District Board of "Works lias decided
to provide fences along the paths on Hackney-
downs and London-fields, at a cost of £328.

The church of S. Mary-le-Strand is to be rc-opened
on Sunday next, after restoration.

Mr. Sant's picture at the Royal Academy repre-

sents the children of Mr. Edward Baring, and not
those of Mr. Edward Barry, KA., as stated in the
Exhibition catalogue.

Mr. H. L. Grantham, of Hounslow, architect, has
recently adapted large premises in Hatfield-strcct,

near Blackfrfars-bridge, for clarifying fat.

The tower of Trinity Clnirch, Cwmbran, Mon-
mouthshire, was struck by lightning on Monday
week.

On Saturday week the S. Helen's Town Hall was
destroyed by fire. The damage is estimated at

£2,500.

Workmen are now engaged in removing to other
positions some of the large monuments in S. Paul's
Cathedral, preparatory to the proposed work of
completion. A lobby is to be formed inside the
north door similar to the one on the south side.

The "Palais Eoyal," Argyle-street, Regent-street,
is proposed to hn tiu-ned into a circus and hippo-
drome.

It is announced by the Commercial Gas Company
tliat, after Midsunmier next, the price of gas to new
customers -mW be reduced from 4s. to 3s. 9d. per
thousand cubic feet.

The Limmer Asphalte Company have contracted
with the Board of Works for S. Saviour's District,
Southwark, to asphalte one thousand superficial
yards of road, from tho south sido of W. Thomas's-
street to the north side of King-street.

The President of the Institution of Civil Engineers
will hold a conversazione at tho rooms in Great
George-street on the (Jth of June next.

(H^iiukr Crniie Jltbicb.

Prices. May IG.—Per S. Petersburg etatidard :—Quebec
pine. 12rt.3 x lliu.. first floated, i"]?; flrstdry floated, £18;
second bright, £13 J6s,, third bright, £8 15s. to £9; third
floated, £9; third dry floated, £9 5s. to £9 lOs.; Quebec
second red pine, £9 15s. ; Wyburg first mill-sawn yellow,
£9 10s. to £9 15s. ; Uleaborg first mill-sawn yellow. £7 5s.

to £8 3s.; Swartwick mixed yellow, £9 15s. to £10 15s.

;

Saudarne mixed yellow, £9 15s.; Petersburg first white,
£8 15s. to £9 10s.; ditto first yellow, £11 lOs. to £13; ditto
Gromoff's shipment, £13 5s.; ditto second yellow, £7 15s.

to £9; Nystadt mill-sawn yellow, £6 5s. to £6 15s.;
Kramsfors yellow, £7 5s.; Jacobstadt first mill-sawn
yellow, £710s. ; Husum third yellow, £7 15s.; Gothenburg
mixed white, £7 10s, to £9 ; ditto third white, £7 Ifls.

;

ditto fourth white, £7 to £7 5s.; Gcfle mixed yellow. £9;
ditto third yellow, £7 lOs. to £8; ditto common yellow,
Fredrickshald second yellow, £G 15s.; Christiana second
yellow, £6 10s.; ditto third yellow, £6.
Per 120:—12ft. 3 x 9in. Christiana first white. £20; ditto

second white, £18; ditto third yellow, £12 10s.; Dram
mixed 2nd, 3rd, and 4th white £10; Frederickshald mixed
yellow, £15; Sannesund first white, £18; ditto common
white, £12 16s. ; Schien mixed yellow, £12 6s. to £12 10s.

;

Quebec first spruce, £15 15s. to £16 10s.; S. John's uu-
surted spruce, £11 15s. to £13; Trois Pistoles first spruce,
£14 15s. to £16 15s.; ditto second spruce, £12 to £14.
Far 120 12ft. 2^ x 6iin:—Dram seccmd yellow, £G 10s.;

ditto third yellow, £5 to £5 15s. ; ditto third white, £5 to
£5 15s.; ditto common white, £5 5s.; Kragero second
yellow, £7; ditto third yellow, £6 5s. to £6 10s.; Sanne-
sund common yellow, £5 to £5 53.

Marquiss & Munro £3f>39
Wilkins & Sons 3604
Davis & Son , 3585
Eastabrook & Sons 3577
Qorvett (accepted) 3195

(Somerville's tender withdrawn.)

Hammersmith.—For building new wings and making
alteration^! and additions to the infirmary of the Fulham
Union Workhouse, for the guardians of the Fulham
Union. Mr. John G. Hall, architect:—

Foxley £4650
Pitcher 4364
Nightingale 4033
Sawyer 3993
Luseomb 3638
W. Mansell „ 3550
Fanthorpe 3500
Chambcrlin, Bros , 3499
Aviss & Co 3494
Lacey & Tolkington 3450
Rose 2694

Hertford.—For repairs, 4c.. to All Saints' Church, for
the churehwardenB. Messrs. W. Wilds & Son, architects
and surveyors:

—

Parkins £265
Cattle 192 10
Norris (accepted) 158

(Schedule of prices for other works.)

HiGHGATE.—For new church in the Archway-road^
Highgate. Mr. E. Hoole, architect :

—

Dove £7270
Henshaw 7120
Hobson 6425
Macfarlane 6425

N"utt 6240
Wright 615G

Killby (accepted) 5963

Niblett (withdrawn) 5285

Leicester.—For additional buildings to new millsr

Soar-lane, Leicester, for William Evans, Esq. Mr. Thos.
Barnard. Bank-buildings, Leicester, architect.

ties supplied ;

—

Osborne £730
T. & H. Herbert 680
J.J. Fast 060
Wm. Cox 559 10

H.Eagle 545 10

T. Duxbury 637

T. Bland (accepted) 689

Menai Bridge.—For the erection of now entrance
lodge and gateway at Treborth Park, Menai Bridge, for

Rd. Davies, Esq., M.P. Mr. K. G. Thomas, architect:—

%x^k Itxius.

WAGES MOVEMENT.
The Engineers' ani> Joiners' Strikes at

Newcastle.—A general delegate meeting of the en-
gineering trade of the Tyne district, representing many
thousands of workmen, was held at Newcastle on
Saturday night, to consider the refusal of masters to
accede to the nine hours' movement. The meeting
expressed its aversion to turning out, and apimiuted
deputations to wait on the employers to try tn come
to a peaceful settlement. The joiners of Ncwcuslle
and Gateshead are still on strike for nine ^vurking
hours per day,

Aberdeen.—Owing to the general healthy state of

the building trades in Aberdeen, the master builders
have voluntarily advanced the wages of the masons
employed id. per hour, or nearly live per cent, of their
wages.

Kidderminster.—At Kidderminster the carpenters
and joiners are out on strike for an advance of Is. 3d.

a week in their wages. It is said that the men gave
four months' notice of their intention to ask for this

advance, and offered to leave tlie mutter to arbitration,

hut that the masters declined the proposition. The
men thei'cfore say that they have been di'iven to strike.

TENDERS.
Anglesey.—For the erection of new parish schools at

Llaufair, P.G. Mr. R. G. Thomas, architect :

—

Thomas £423
Griffith 3S6
Williams 352

Bristol.—For the erection of Baptist chapel, Gotham,
Bristol. Mr. H. F. Price, architect, Weston-super-Mare:

—

Hall £4798
Beaven & Son 3959

^uanti-

Rogers & Son
Lod^re.
£l-2i;-2

934

Gateway
.. £370

259
942 213

Williams 875 284
Thomas*
Jones
Griffiths

72IJ

720
680

214
250
180

I

Iron-work of gates and railing :

—

Bennett (accepted) £114
* Accepted subject to deductions.

Mesai r.RlDGE.—For the erection of a now house for

Roger Evans, Esq. Mr. R. G. Thomas, architect :^

R. Parry (accepted) £1180

Menai Bridge.—For the restoration of the old parish

church. Mr. R. G. Thomas, architect :

—

Griffiths £92
Thomas (accepted) 87 12

Newixgtox.—For additions to Newington Workhouse,
Surrey, for the guardians of S. Saviour's Uuton. Messrs.

Henry Jarvis & Son, architects:

—

Marsland & Sons £9995
Pearce 9-599

Harrison & Son 9417

Chappell 9310
Nightingale 92.37

Wyatt 9180

Kirk 917S

Dover, Dowel & Co. 9149
Shepherd 9100

Tarrant 9022

Kent 8977

Downs 8972

Wigmore 8950

Gooding 8900
Cooper 6880

Perry & Co 88.55

Thompson 887.3

Capps & Hitso 8797

Yates 8750
Crabb & Vaughan 8727

Henshaw 8-524

Watson, Bros 8470

Elackmore & Morley 8452

Wood 8400
George 8267

Cooke & Green 8265
Ripps 7994 (|
Machin 7834

Croker 7714

Prestwood.—For a pair of gamekeepers' cottages at

Prestwood, near Crawley, for J. Trist, Esq., Messrs.

Mickle & Wilson, architects. Quantities by Messrs. Pain I

&. Clark :—
Ockenden £-570

Gates 523

Wilkins 510

Wickens 403

Sussex.—For the erection of New Coombe Farmhouse.

Mr. Edward J. Tarver, architect. Quantities by Mr.

Hiddett:—
Shearburne (accepted) £1230

Swansea.—For the erection of a new Masonic lodge

Mr. Thos. Davies, architect:

—

Davis & Morgan £1175
Watkius S: Jenkins 1170

Morgan HUO
Jones ^95

Eees 9.5->

White (accepted) 780
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THE IXFLUEXCE OF AECHITECTUKE
ON FIGURE-DESIGN.

'"piIAT every architect should be able to
J- di'aw the human iigui-e is a text which
for years past has been expounded and en-
forced with great ability. 'SXe could wish
that its preaching had produced larger results

;

though the results we anticipate are not pre-
cisely those which in some quarters have been
expected from it. There is little i^robability

that any one engrossed with the cares and
resijousibilities of even a moderate - sized

practice will, in thei^roductions of hisleistu'e

moments, rival Mr. Leighton or 'Mi: Moore.
In tlie matter of drawing, he maj', perhaps.
Iiy diligence, attain the level of an average
Academy student ; but the cartoons of an
architect who cultivates painting are never
likely to eciual those of a painter bj- pro-
fession. Still, in one respect, the architect

has an advantage—he knows, or niaj' come to

know, what sort of painting will agree with
his architecture, and what sort will clash wath
or be ruined by it ; and the development of

his taste on this point is, we think, the prin-

cipal benefit which he is likely to gain by
iigm'e-drawing. Though it will not enable
him personally to do gieat things in sculp-

ture, in fresco, or in mosaic, it will teach him
to appreciate them when they are produced
by others ; and more than this, to know which
of his contemporary artists gives most
promise of being able to produce them. Tlie

architect, in fact, on this scheme, will decide
where the sculpture, or painting, in his works
is to be placed, and what the style, character,

and general arrangement of it should be. It

will be for him to fix the conditions which
otlier artists must fulfil—to settle definitely

the form of their work down to a certain

limit, and, within that limit, to leave them
the fullest liberty for the use of theii- own
individual talent.

Tlie vocation of the architect, then, here, as

in many other places, appears to be that of

presiding over, harmonising, and connect-
ing the work of others. It is his business

to design the architecture, but only to

siiperintend the designers in subsidiary

arts. In the present disorganised state

of affairs, he may, it is true, have to do
nmch tluit does not properly fall to his share.

If he cannot find a carver with invention

enough to cRlorn his buildings worthily, he
must help him out by hints and sketclies of

liis own. If he cannot get his stained gla.ss

.suitably designed by others, he must, if he
can, design it himself ; and so with other

things of the kind. Out of his own mind, if

he cannot get it out of the minds of tlio.sc

who should be his assistants and coadjutors,

h(? inu.st put something of life and fresliness

and originality into what he undertakes.

But at best, tlie building which contains only
one man's ideas, however able he may be,

will be tame and uninteresting beside those
wliich hold the best thoughts of many. The
Mcdiaival system, after all, is tlie successful

one ; the system where every workman had a
sphere of his own, and would exert to the
utmost whatever faculty was in him. IIo

had to exert it, indeed, in a particular
direction. He hiid to make his little bit of
detail harmonise with the grand expression
of the wh<ile. He had, as one voice in a
chorus, to keep his part in tune, not to strike

into a different key, as decorative artists now-
a-days iire too apt todo. And this question
of keeping in time seems worth noticing in

relation to several point.s which concern art-

progress. There \vas a discussion in the
Bl'iLDiNG News many years since on the
question whether Gotliic architecture is in

harmony with the highest class of painting
and sculpture. It seemed to be taken for

granted at that time that the highest cl; ss

must be Greek ; and that if any style of

architecture did not harmonise with Greek
sculptm-e, it was thereupon to be condemned
as inferior. These postulates granted, it was
easy to prove that not only Gothic, but every
other style which the world has ever known,
one only excepted, was imworthy of notice.

Greek sculpture was the best; it only har-

monised with the Greek style, therefore the

Greek style was the only one deserving
attention. Such seemed to be the chain of

reasoning adopted—at least, on the Classic

side—and though we altogether differ from
the conclusion, we are ready to admit the

truth of many of the statements brought
forward. It is true that sculpture in one
style may be totally discordant with architec-

ture in another style ; and it is true again
that some styles require a much more conven-
tional type of sculpture than others. Of late

.years it has been a popular idea to make Gothic
figm-e design more naturalistic ; to correct it.

and roimd it, and smooth it down. "We are

constantly hearing of the need, for example,
of improving modern stained glass in this

particular ; of replacing the stiff, quaint,
archaic forms of ancient examples by some-
thing natm-al and graceful. Now, without
doubt, the distorted limbs and dispropoitioned
features of some !MediiBval w'orks were due
to ignorance. Their designers made them
what they are for want of knowing better.

Had they been acquainted witli anatomy,
much of what strikes us as singular in their
work would have been avoided. But that
they would at once have striven after the
types of beauty which enchanted the Greeks
is a supposition for which no probability
whatever can be shown. The llediffival

sculptors, it is true, were for the most part
imperfectly trained in the representation of

the human form. But had their training been
quite perfect, they would not have repre-
sented it of the graceful, unimpassioned type
which pleased Classic tastes. The}' aimed at
something entirely diii'erent, and whether
perfect or imperfect in power of delineation,
their instinctive feeling of harmony led them
rightly so to aim. Mere beauty of form was
not what they wanted ; they sought for
striking character and intense expression. In
the later Gothic, this expression often passed
all boimds. and became completely exagge-
I'ated ; as sculpture, the sculpture was injured
or ruined by this exaggeration, but as an
adjunct to the architectm'c, it was harmonious
and defensible. '\A'hatever people may say
about the necessity for good drawing and for

close study of nature, it remains true that
figures everywhere ought to have the same
characteristics as the architectm-e they belong
to. If buttresses and piers, if tracery and
moiddings have become wiry and attenuated,
the sculpture which is connected with them
must become wii'v and attenuated too. While
a building style is calm and qiuet and severe,
the accessory arts may be the same. But
as their gi-oundwork changes, so must they.
As architecture rises into a sharper and still

sharper key, sculpture and painting, to
agree with it, nmst rise with equal pace. A
taste depraved by the high seasoning of the
later (jothic w-ould feel really fine sculpture
to be tame and insipid. It is vain to think
of inqiorting a naturalistic mode of figure
design into such a style. The first step must
bo to select one witli which good sculpture
will agree ; one not so showy a-s to eclipse all

work but the most meretricious, nor so

exaggerated as to overpower all expression
except that wliicli oversteps the modesty of

nature ; one which, though Greek forms are

forbidden to it by our climate and modes of

construction, may yet have something of that
purity and severity which characterise the
Greek spirit. Such a style is that of the
earliest Gothic ; the first untainted period of

Pointed art, before tracery was thought of,

or its very rudiments introduced, when
Northern Europe fiosscssed, for some half

century, an architecture wliich Phidias him-
self might Lave been proud to adorn.

FOREIGN PICTURES AT THE INTER-
NATIONAL EXHIBITION.

'T'HERE can be no question as to the
-•- International character of the picture

galleries adjoining the Royal Albert Hall,

that cushioned Colisseum, lined with crimson.
Great Britain, France, Austria, Prussia,
Bavaria, Belgiiun, Portugal, Holland, Hun-
gary, Norway, the minor German tenitories,

Sweden, Denmark, and Italy are represented

;

some in gi-eat profusion, as England, Bel-
giimi, Bavaria, and France. Since the first

group is likely to remain with us, and is

tolerably familiar to the public who care for

pictures, we turn at once to the less known
schools of foreign art, and regret that
there is no specimen of the surprising genius
which has sprung up in Russia ; not of a
frigid, frozen, or gloomy type, but radiant,

warm, and poetical to the last degree. The
visitor who picks his way through the
galleries, mistrustful of the catalogue—which
is the worst we ever saw, and might tempt
us to pencil down a luxiuious Sappho as a
member of the College of Cardinals, or

Narcissus among his lilies as the Lord Mayor
of York : this is absolutely no exaggeration

—

will find rich depths of interest in the Conti-

nental canvasses, and should not lose the op-

portunity, as they are not with us for long.

There is amazing force and spirit, for instance,

in the Belgian collection, which since the

appearance of Henri Leys—whose name, im-

accoimtably, is absent, has revived the old

Flemish tone and colour, without the slightest

servility of imitation. True to tradition, it

discards Classical subjects, rarely attemjits

the human figure pure and simple, and
generally keeps at home. The one nude
form is that of Lady Godiva, which is ex-

quisite, though the countenance may be
regarded as too j'outhfid. Otherwise, your
Belgian artist mostly loves the quiet corners

of his own country
;
glimpses of the Scheldt

and ]Meuse, sketches of ^•illage festivals,

snug interiors with fire and light, group.?^

afield, perspectives of shore and tide, and
bits of shipping ; though he can also be very
effective with " A AVhite Slave." wicked
enough with "Kisses," and vigorous over
' The Torments of Tantalus." The Bava-
rians display a more varied choice, though

they too are much addicted to that which wo
may term patriotic landscape, naturally,

because, where else can be seen a brighter or

bolder region, or more sumptuous valleys,

sparkling with more crystal waters ? The
contrast between Bavaria and Belgium in this

respect will immediately strike the eye,—the

one so low, pastoral, rural, inland, and so

dim and monotonous along the sea ; the other

so bold, many-outlined, and romantic, but

both picturesque with antique towns. Like

the former, the latter, however, do not aspire

to the highest of all studies, the ultimate

object of art, the human figure, or, in other

words, beauty. They have not a single speci-

men—beyond an inferior one, -Before the

Toilet "—of that order here, which is pro-

bably fortunate, considering our reminis-

cences of Jlunich, where the delineations of

goddesses and bathers were generally of a

ghastly blue, and that in the city which has

the audacity to call itself "The Capital of

European Art." There is a great deal oi"

mountain and woodland in this school ; a

great deal of rusticity and pastoralising ; a

good many girls in fanciful costumes ; with

any number of churches, castles, and cere-

monies. Vou may knov.- that all this is

Bavarian without being told so. A tender

trifle called " A Bird's Funeral" deserves,

however, to he specially pointed out. It will

be observed that up to this point we make
no mention of scriptural subjects ; but here

are two, " Christ and the Sick Man at the

Pool of Bethesda," and " Return from the

Entombment of our Saviour." AVe must be
satisfied with the predilections of those South-

Germans for the scenes of their own even--

day life, their forest glades and wxodmer.'.s
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liuts, and the episodes of tlreir old religious

history. lioUand is homely, as usual. The
Norwegian.s revel in heroic events, liable to be
susiJected as fabulous ; in wild gorges and sea-

inlets and waterfalls, in snow fields and
glaciers, and cottage glimpses. With respect

to Portugal, it is a singular circumstance
that, with a solitary exception, not only are

all the works of I'ortuguese artists exhibited
portraits, but portraits of English per.sons.

They may easily be passed by, and we
enter among the German shadows—very
characteristic — Thuringiau forests, the

hovels of charcoal burners, deep dark
mountain lakes, vast drifts of rock, and
the entrances of Salvator Eosa caves, and
"wolves devouring their victims. It is

curious to I'emark how these national

characteristics betray themselves, almost in-

variably. Thus, it might have been pro-
phesied that we should not pass the Spanish
screen without seeing ''A Wounded Picador,"
or the .Swedish without fogs at sea, quaint
country churches with congregations equally
quaint, mi.sty pools lying among dreary
.slopes, and the streets of Stockholm. Nor-
way is similarly Norwegian, and Denmark
Danish. But a separate interest attaches to

the Hungarian collection, as exhibiting a type
of art very little known in England. Its

nature may be illustrated by the titles which
one artist affixes to his pictures :

—" Wal-
loons," " lilue Ilose," " Elephant House,"
'Swine-herd," "Gypsies," "S.John," "His
Reverence's Walk," " Jewish Butcher,"
"Czar Paul Reading Mass," "Sketches for

Potemkin's Eldorado," " Pigts," and " Pig-
Killing." Hungarian art resembles Hun-
garian literature in a wondei-ful degree ; it is

the same compound of pathos, humour, and
simplicity, with much pictorial power, and
slight attempt at tragedj'. We have a deli-

cate " Cupid and Pysche," a well-told touch
of sadness in "Exiled," a "Dante and Bea-
trice," from the approved models ; a ]\Ioor, a
Greek, and a Shakespearian tableau. It is

into Italy, beyond a doubt, that we are

entering, for the walls are vivid of the South,
and enclianters appear to have been at work
—adoring the loveliness of their own land,

.and revivifying that of antiquity; there is

whiteness, brightness, blueness, sunshine, on
all that painted horizon ; jSIedora in perfect

grace ; a Sappho recalling the ideals of two
thousand years ago ; a Grecian idyl,

daintiest of the dainty ;
" La Bella Giar-

diniera"—always an Italian favourite ; a sweet
image of a "Girl Caressing Young Pigeons;"
a Nourmahal, splendid as her jewels, and, of

course, certain monks, and, also of course,

.azure skies, lakes, hillsides, views of Etna,
brown women of Albano, and a kaleidoscopic
Venetian masquerade. The graceful cos-

tume of the Italian fishermen and peasants

—

girls more particularly—the peculiar colours

of rocks and verdure, the glow of the trans-

parent atmosphere, and the gaiety of the

national mind—more observable in the men
than the women—give a distinct character to

It.alian, whicli may be imitated, .and no more.
Tlie one point in which 'J\irner failed was, in

that he appreciated all this, he was compelled
to exaggerate in order to express his

Southern sympathies, so that his landscapes,
instead of simply appearing to burn, are
actually on fire. From Alma Tadema's
striking " La Causerie" we wander through a
perfect maze oi r/cmx' works interspersed with
others in the more ambitious French style

;

Corst's " Orpheus," Delacroix's " Con-
vulsionnaires," "Christ on the Lake of

Genesarcth" and "Death of Gatz de Ber-
linchingen," the famous "Marie Antoinette"
of Delarochc, far surpassing its rival in
another gallery

;
Ary Scheffer's equally cele-

brated " Marguerite ;" and Regnault's ghastly
" Execution in a Moor's Palace," which is in

the worst possible taste, and repulsively
reiilistic. None, of course, will pass without
pausing to be charmed, tlie sweet specimens
byGrouze, " Expectiition,''and " The 'V'estal,"

or Meissonier's "Painter," in which every

touch is simultaneously firm and delicate.

Greuze has, moreover, three other fascinating

studies, "A Girl with a Rose," a "Char-
lotte Corday," and " A Child," the perfection

of his florid style. As might be expected,

there .are bathing pieces, Venus and Adonises,

A^enus and Cupids, toilette scenes in which
the toilette has not begun, ideal figures,

Circassian damsels ready for inspection in

the market, Ledas, Judgments of P.aris,

" Venus Demanding Arms of Vulcan," and
sporting or sleeping nymphs in abundance

;

for the French regard themselves as being the

greatest, if not the oidy masters in Europe
in the art of flesh painting, the anatomy of

beauty, and the disposition of limbs. Their
triumphs in these respects, however, are too

often triumphs af monstrosity, as witness that

vast Venus—no other term describes the idle

gossip— floating across the seas in a bed
of foam with head below her heels, a mere
mass of whiteness, which was shown at the last

Paris Exhibition
; also the " Sin of Eve,"

concerning which the studios were in a fer-

ment, yet which was only an example of

extravagant coarseness. Some of the figures

here, however, are imdoubtedly of a higher

type, as Tassaert's Leda, and the nude study
of Ijccadre. All Boucher's pictures, too, are

worth attention, unless, perhaps the Venus
and Vulcan, which is meretricious. It will

be noticed that, except in this respect, and in

their fondness for heroic groups, the French
are not narrowed down to any special class

of subjects. They are too versatile for this,

and an increased habit of travel has expanded
their symp.athies. Thus, their landscape
painter sits down on the shores of the Nile

and watches when the sun, low on the horizon,

shoots his red shafts deep into the mystic
river, enchanting it with millions of burning
ripples, colouring the white birds that sit

solemn on the rocks, and crimsoning the sands,

the rocks, and the ruins of long mute cities,

once so populous and clamorous. He sketches

the picturesque barge that floats with dignity

(as though it were a Baron of the Exchequer
in a procession) down the Rhine in the slowly
gathering eclipse of evening. He lingers

among the crumbling roofs and fractured

arches of Rome, .and the tombs whose
p.allor ages have mellowed, among the
antique homes of the dead along the Via
Dolorosa. He rambles along the curves of

the Bay of Beauty at Naples, and ventures
across the mountains of Arragon. He is even
so cosmopolitan as to visit England, and take

a sketch at Upper Norwood. 'I'hese are hope-
ful signs. lint, instinctly, the historical

artist prefers episodes from the annals of Ids

own country, and especially its great Revo-
lution, so that Mirabeau, Marat, Charlotte

Cordjiy, Bonaparte, and the Convention in-

fallibly appear upon his canvas. French
sea-ports, French ships, French battles,

French beauties

—

not racing like Hippod.anii

and Myrtiles—are crowded, overcrowded, it

might be said, on these walls ; for if there be
a fault in tlie Kensington Picture Galleries it

is an excess of profusion. Another fact de-

serving to be remarked is that water-colour
and miniatui'e painting are, almost exclusively,

English arts, the artists of no other country
appearing to have taste or talent for them.
On the other hand, the Continent.al painter has
not fallen so freely .as the English into the

arms of photography, and while reserving the
lithograph in the main, for cheap and
ephemeral illustrations, still continues the
practice, upon a large scale, of castly line-

engraving. Among the drawings, again, not
one is English, all being French or Belgian,

.and some .are gems, as for example, a Watteau,
" Love Letters ;" a Boucher, "Venus;" and
a Tassaert, "Wood Gatherers in the Snow."
AVe know not whether fans may be called

pictures, but they are pictures of a certain

kind, and often exquisitely painted ; for what
but a picture, albeit painted on silk, is the
.scene of Puck squeezing juice into Titania's

eyelids ; or Cupids bearing wre.aths of flowers

;

or The Enchanted Princess; or Venus Driving

Her Car ? We do not dwell, at present, on
the lithographs, chromo-lithographs, mezzo-
tint engravings, or etchings, because they fall

outside our scope ; but the collection is

interesting. In all these g.alleries, by the

way, one circumstance is painfully con-
spicuous, which is that so inordinate a pro-
portion of the works are exhibited direct

from the studio by the ai'tists themselves,
and have not found buyers. Another, in-

finitely less to be regretted, is the almost
total absence from foreign galleries of such
pictures as infest our own exhibitions, year
after year, portraits of commonpl.ace gentle-

men painted by commonplace Academicians
;

of masters of fox-hounds whom the zeal of

their tenantry has sought to make immortal
in abominable " pink" top-boots, and jockey
caps ; of h.ard-headed contractors in whonr
the lovers of art can take no conceivable

interest ; of lai'ge mayors and town coun-
cillors in flaring robes and chains ; of field-

officers in scarlet whom no art could render
attractive, and of young ladies in white
dresses and rose-buds, whose faces mean
just as much as their skirts. The French
do not paint, for public show, their

prefects, or the Germans their burgo-
masters. We ought, in this, as in many other

respects, to take serious lessons from them.

When shall we see, from an English easel,

the rival of Jerome's " Cleopatre," or

Tadema's " Emperor," both of which, though
hanging elsewhere, are engraved in the Inter-

niitional Galleries ? But, after all, travel

must remain the great school in which artists

will have to study. It is rarely that a foreign

work of the first merit is permitted to leave

home and cross the seas. We cannot expect

to strip the walls of the Louvre, or of Dussel-
dorf, or of Munich, or of Amsterdam—where,
indeed, such a pro]iosal would be regarded

as profanation in tlie little, yet priceless,

cabinet of M. Six, with its incomparable
Rembrandts. No ; we must visit Caspar,

Cuyp, Both, and especially Rembrandt,
at their private residences, in order really

to understiand them, though we can never
borrow, buy, or steal the distinctive genius

of Holland—the genius which painted that

superb pictni'e — in spite of Sir Joshua's

sneer—"The Night Watch," for example, if

we would approach to a full conception of

their work, and the way in which they did

it. The Belgians are more liberal ; but even
they would not consent to endanger the

treasures of Antwerp Cathedral— usually

veiled, as too precious to be seen every day
—or the House of Rubens, by ])utting them
through a course of I'ailroad and steand^cat

transit. We possess specimens of .all these

masters, no doubt, but not in sufficient

plenitude to carry the mind through the

historj' of the artist's intellectual progress.

Nevertheless, there are brilliant pages to be

read in the galleries of the International

Exhibition, .and the opportimity for reading

them will be a brief one.

THE EXHIBITION AT THE ROYAL
ACADEMY.

Watei: Colours.

THIS year's exhibition contains a larger

and better collection of water-colour

drawings than have been previously .shown at

the Royal Academy. It is well that it should

be so. As with architecture, so with this

beautiful art, if proper space is not granted,

and adequate appi'eciatiou of its merits is not

shown, it were better far that the exhibition

of it should be given elsewhere. But there

is no reason why the art of water-colour

painting should luit assert its claims to the

.attention of the public .as fully .as oil painting

or sculpture. Water-colour dr,awing is so

essentially English, and appeals so thoroughly 4

to our tastes, that tlie autliorities of the Royal n

Academy should do all in their power to 'j

stimulate the activity of its cultiv.ators. !

Notwithstanding a good deal of tricky
jjj
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effect and clever dodges to excuse 'want of

detail and general laboiu', we are glad to see

so much good work as appears upon the

walls of the Academy, and especially so

much really water-colour treatment. The
habit which has become so general with a

certain class of water-colour artists of aping
the treatment of painters in oil, has always
seemed to us a practice to be firmly

discouraged. To give up the charming
transparencies of water colour for the poor
imitation of oils by means of heavy body
colour has ever appeared to us an absurdity
and folly. The usual body colour should,

in our opinion, if ever used, be used as

sparingly as possible. If used in imitation

of oil pigment, it is a mistake in principle ; if

otherwise, it is generally only in order to do
more easily what can be better done by true

water-colour. The apparent disposition upon
the part of the Royal Academy now to do
justice to this branch of art gives us a hope
that it will progressively be better repre-

sented year by year. The greater oppor-
tunity of meeting the eyes of all England
which is afforded at Burlington House should
induce all artists who know their powers to

avail themselves of so favourable an occasion.

There is no reason why water-colours of

high cla.ss should not hold their own, though
exhibited in the same building with oil

paintings.

We will begin our notice with C Yacher's
beautiful views of the Campagna of Rome at

two different periods. Xo. fiS2 represents it

in the ninth centurv, with the princely build-
ings, though pa-iily in ruins, still retaining
much of thei'- fonner splendour, and the
troops of the invader are running riot over
the once favoured land. In the other.
No. 617, Rome has quite fallen; the glories
of nature now rule over the charming scene
—the old military road, with its carefullj'-

shaped paving-stones, remains, indeed, but
only to offer an easy passage for the caiTiage of
the corn and the grape. Where formerly
were the terraced garden and splendid
public buildings, now there remain only
a few sculptured stones scattered about
in picturesque ruggedness—and the shepherd
tends his flocks of sheep or goats. Both of
these drawings are excellent. The figures,
too, whicli adorn them are particularly
attractive and excellent. The atmosphere is

as clear and bright as the true sunlight of
Italy. The latter is the most interesting.
Nothing can surpass the depth and beauty of
the long line of the Appennines in the distance.
The line of the aqueduct seems interminable.
Tliis artist combines with much force the
most exquisite delicacy of touch, and for the
most part he requires no body colour to
brighten his effects. One of the finest

drawings is Jlr. Sydney Cooper's No. 771,
'• Evening in the Meadows." It is neither
more nor less than one of his usual fine

grovii)s of cattle, in a luxuriant pasture on
the banks of a river, witli the richest glow of
the setting sun. It is very faithful, as usual,

to Nature. The distant cattle upon the
opposite bank are especially good. He also

exhibits a drawing entitled ••January in

1871 " (No. 711), which is a capital study of

sheep in the snow. The snowy landscape is

very slight, but effective. One of the very
best water-colours is A\'. ('. T. Dobson's
beautiful " Schwesterliebe," a charming
picture in every way

;
quite as beautiful as

Greuze, without his rare lusciousness. It is

simply a lovely young creature nursing her
sleeping infant brother, a beaiitcous child,

worthy so fair a nurse. There is an enor-

mous amount of labour about this ])ainting,

simple though it appears, and not a stroke

thrown away. On the same siile of the room,
higher up, ai'e two excellent delineations of

Scarborough, by W. B.Beverley, representing

the harbour under two ojiposite conditions.

The bolder is 71l', ••North Tier, Scar-

borougli, gale blowing from N.E."—a crowd
of mariners and others having enough to do
to haul in a smack that is entering the

harbour, just having escaped the perils with-
out, a good idea of which may be gained by
the waves that are pouring over the high
breakwater wall. All is hard life and fierce

battle with the elements. In No. 772,
" Seaport. Early Morning, .South Pier, Soar-

boro," all is changed. The sun has just

risen, and a slight sea mist, capitally

rendered, not being used, as is too often the

case, for an excuse to omit details, is just

yielding to its influence. There is the long

stretch of sand, and its concourse of fisher-

men and others collecting round the

fishing-boats, all told with great truth and
skill. One of the most successful woodland
landscapes is Mr. B. E. 'SN'arren's '• Surrey

Woodland Scene." There is a perfect flood

of golden sunshine thrown over the land-

scape, which makes it very attractive, and
throws up the true detail. There is no
mistake, as is often the case, about what
trees and plants are intended to be repre-

sented. The various effects of the sunlight

upon moss, the bark of the trees, the bare

earth, and the herbage, is very cleverly shown.

The atmosphere also is well expressed. The
scene itself, with its splendid luxuriance and

great distance, and glorious old beeches, may
well have inspired the able hand of the artist.

There is a praiseworthy drawing also by Miss

S. S. Warren, of " A A'iew on the Thames."

We have long admired the power and taste

of this lady ; we could wish that she did not,

in tone of colour and certain matters of detail,

threaten to become too mannered. Her
delineations of scenery, when strictly copied

from Nature, are always admirable, but we
do not think that a certain conventional bent

adds to their interest. Her figures are very

good. Beautiful Surrey has suggested several

subjects for this exhibition, and no wonder,

for where can sweeter woodland be seen,

varied by long e-xpanse of the verdant plain ?

In expressing the riot of greenery, without

any heightening by sunlight or extraneous

circumstances, F. W. Reynolds is most success-

ful : No. 796 is a very good specimen; the mass of

green is quite refreshing, and the figures are

as good in their way as the rest of the pictures.

A less important, but quite as conscientious a

rendering of woody .scenery, is No. 761. also

from Surrey. Jlr. Reynolds has also two
other examples equally true to Nature, though
more slightly treated. What strikes one

most in this artist is the unhesitatingness of

his touch, which doubtless shows his power.

C. N. Henrv has a faithful sketch in oil,

entitled, " ISIcnding the Nets." It seems to

have been rapidly painted, but is a wonder-
fully true bit of life, which at a short distance

gives the idea of much higher elaboration

than has been spent upon it. It is not unlike

a study of P. I)u Hooghe's. There is,

perhaps, no more striking picture than W. P.

Burton's " Blythborough Church and Farm-
yard. Suffolk." (UJ^i. At first sight, however,
one would lie inclined to think the sky over-

drawn, but wlien we remember how often we
have seen sunsets which we should have con-

sidered exaggerations if it had been possible

to put them on to paper or canvas, we
should hesitate to pronounce too dogmatically

—but we certainly do not remember to have
seen such a sky. One reason for its unnatural

appearance maybe the apparent impossibility

of getting these sunset hues without actual

liglit. At any rate, the contrast of the copjier

sunset and bright red brickwork is far from
pleasing. .Mjout the accuracy and lieauty of

the drawing as a whole there can, we imagine,

be no question. The farm and all its adjuncts

of carts, straw heap, cocks and hens, are

delineated in liis most faithful manner, and
with cousiderablo breadth. Wliile we are

noticing domestic fowls, we must not neglect

Mr. II. Weir's ••So Happy!" We sujipose that

ducks, if pro|)erly disposed, are not troubleil

by the size of their families. The lady in the

present instance has a brood of thirteen, all

of which though tolerably attentive to their

proud mother's quack, are disporting then-
selves in true duckling-wise. It is a pretty

bit of duck life, told from long observation
of the habits of the bird and its young.
How few can truly express the various

qualities of water is curiously .shown in the
present exhibition. Very little is liquid,
scarcely any is really wet. and that, though
there are many excellent draughtsmen of the
shape of waves and water-tiunble. We do not
vrish to see a pleasanter picture than Mr. S.

P. Jackson's "Fresh Breeze at the Land's End."
The fresh wild flowers, the lively wildfowl,
the wild rocks tumbling over each other, are
painted with gi-eat power and facility. But
the water, though natural enough in wave-
form, and excellent as a proof of accurate
observation, is woolly, and in fact not water
at all. Nearer to the mark, though still in-
sufficient, are B. L. J. Boudichon's two studies
of sea. No. 674, " Stormy Sea near Hastings,"
which is capital as a bit of drawing—the
artist has exactly caught the .shapes of the
waves, rushing one over the ether ; but he
has been far less successful in giving that
licjuidness and wetness which always, even in

the roughest weather, belong to water. The
same fault occurs in 729, " West Wind," a
sketch at Hastings ; but this also is noticeable

to a greater degree in most other delineations

of water. J. Mogford, for example, paints
sunlight in a marvellous manner, as may be
seen in No. 630, "Vestiges of the Past

—

King Arthur's Castle, Tintagel." The
blaze of the sun is quite dazzling, and casts

that sort of glow over the scene that almost
blinds one ; but his representation of water,

as in 733, is far from satisfactory. Of course

it is much easier to represent still water
faithfully than when it is in violent motion,
but even here manj- have failed. W. B.
Murray's " Pea,santry near Paris" is an ex-

cellent bit of water-side life, full of quiet
character and unpretentious—a point not a
little in its favour in these sensational days.

There are many other drawings worthy
special notice, which we must leave to a future

occasion.

ROAD-ROLLING.

TAVELVE months ago Mr. Frederick A.
Paget, C.E., reported the result of his

investigations into the economy of rolling

newly-made and newly-repaired roads by
horse-power and by steam-power, and the chief

result obtained was that rolling broken stone

freshly laid down is not merely a convenience

to horses' feet and carriage wheels, and a

saving of horse draught and wear and tear of

harness, but that it is a positive saving in the

cost of maintenance of the road ; so much so

that he shows a high probability that

.£140,000 a year niiglit be saved to the rate-

payers of the nietroiiolitan parishes in main-
tenance alone ; and to this extent every rate-

payer is interested, whether he keeps horses

ornot ; but to those who keep horses the

saving is much greater, for one ton draught

on an even road is at Iciist three tons over

loose stones. Sir John Burgoyne estimates

the saving by horse-rolling at 2.5 per cent.

Jilr. Lovcgrove, surveyor of the Hackney
district, states that projicrly consolidating

roa 1 material by the roller will save at least

one-fourth of the bulk, and the road will

maintain its proper form during the period

of wear. ^Ir. Jlitchell, of Melrose, who has

managed the ro.ails in the district of Flarlston

and I.under, in Scotland, for more than

twenty years, comes to the conclusion that

roads now costing £24 per mile per annum to

keep u]) would cost but .£13 8s. if rolled,

being a saving of £10 12s. per mile
;
but

from this must be deducted the cost of

' rolling, and, taking a six-horse roller, Mr.

Paget st;ites that the cost of this per mile

per annum is £1 Hs. .M., being a clear saving

! of more than £9 per mile per annum, or

j
37} per cent.

Mr. S. F. Holmes, the Borough Surveyor

of .Sheflield, has u.sed a horse roller for twenty

I years, and the saving it effects is from twenty

I to thirty per cent. The wear on any road

—
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tliat is, its pulverisation to dust, or the

grinding of the materials into mud, according

to tho weather—is much more considerable

than would at first be credited. Mr. Burt,

of the firm of Mowlem, Burt, and Freeman, is

of opinion that one thii-d of the road material

uSed in London is literally wasted by being
ground up by traffic before the actual con-

solidation of the road, " The metalling is, in

fact, acted upon by the traffic just at the time
when its loose state renders it most unfit to

tear any load. The stones are more or less

crushed in or rolled about by the cart wheels
and hoofs before binding together, the sharp
corners get knocked off, tlie stonesthemselves
thus rounded off, and they can never set

together like wedges, and interlock, as they
should do in order to make a durable road."

AA'hen a roller is not used, the road can only

he repaired in patches, because if any great

length of new stone were laid down, it woidd
bring the heavy traffic to a standstill, but
with a roller a considerable length can be
laid down at once. J.Ir. Paget remarks tliat

'• the absence in England of central authority,

and the indei^endent way in which districts

are managed by local boards, will probably
for ever render it difficult for the public to be
attended to in preference to tlie ratepayers.

It would be scarcely fair to expect rate-

payers to pay for the comfort of the general

public ; they must naturally look to economy
as long as road-maintenance is not dealt with
as an imperial undertaking. The great

saving in maintenance is fortunately a suffi-

cient reason for the adoption of road-rolling,

though there can be no doubt that if the
annual sums expressing the wear and tear of

vehicles, horseflesh, and harness, on unrolled
roads, could only be got at, they would turn
out to be enormous." AVhero the draught
is heavy, the road suiface mu.st necessarily

lie torn up by the hoofs of horses, and injured

by the jolting of the wheels, to a much
greater degree tlian on a smooth road, which
is only worn away by the friction. The advan-
tages to the public of horse-rolling may be

summed up by stating that (1) it saves in

wear and tear of horseflesh, by diminishing

the draught, and by lessening the chances of

liorses stumbling and breaking their knees

on the loose stones
; (2), by the same

diminution in resistance to draught, it pro-

portionately diminishes the wear and tear of

carts, carriages, and harness
; (3), it ac-

celerates the traffic by allowing a greater

speed ; and (4), the traffic is also furthered

by there being n3 interruption in the road,

caused, on the present system, by frequently

patching up the metal, and from placing

tressels and large stones ontlie road, in order

to force tlie vehicles to pass over the loose

stones.

Good as the results of horse-rolling are,

however, steam-rolling is preferable. The
liorse-roller, with its long string of six or

seven horses, interferes very much with the

traffic, and completely blocks up tlie road

when the roller has to be turned round, wliich

is very often. With the use of steam all these

objections fall away. The steam-roller pro-

duces no interruption of the traffic from time

taken up in turning the machine, nor from

slow progress of the rolling on account of

light weight. The steam road-roller can com-
pfetely consolidate from 2,000 to 2,400

square yards in a day of ten hours. The
steam-roller can be rapidly turned, and be
made of almost any weight endurable by the

road ; while its smoothing action from this

extra weight and its possession of a motive
power not requiring the metalling for such
fulii-a as the horses' hoofs, is much superior.

Various weights have been given to steam
road rollers. The roller used in Liverpool is

thirty toni, but this weight has been found to

injure gas and water-pipes, and from the

figures given by Mr. Paget it appears that

this roller bears with a weight of h^ cwt. per

inch run. The roller used in Sheffield weighs
25 tons, and this has been found to injure

shallow drains. The rollers used in Paris for

old roads weigh from 24 to 30 tons, bearing had paid some, attention to steam-rollers, and
with a weight of 8 cwt. per inch run. The
roller used in Hyde Pai'k, hired of IMessrs.

Moreland and Son, beai-s with a weight of 6

cwt. per inch run. Messrs. Batho and Clark's

new I'oller, now at Birmingham, bears with
nearly 5 cwt. per inch. The most useful

weight now recommended is 1.3 tons. Com-
paring these with the heaviest and best sample
of horse-roller, it is found that the water-bal-

lasted roller of Messrs. Amies and Barford,

5ft. Gin. wide, weighing 10 tons, presses with

only about 3 cwt. per inch run. One of the

two objections to the steam road-roller—the

other being its weight—is that it frightens

horses ; but that may be done away with by
blocking up the thoroughfare, as they do at

Islington ; and where that is not done, har-

nessing a horse in front of the engine has

been foimd to have a quieting effect on other

horses. Mr. Paget quotes some observa-

tions made by IMr. W. Bridges Adams
atthe Society of Arts, to the eifect that " the

startling horse is simply a wild beast, and no
one has a right to bring a wild beast into the

streets or roads ; and if a fine is to be levied,

it should be on the owner of the wild beast,

and not on the well-behaved, orderly engine.

Horses that go into the army are not addicted

to taking but rather to giving fright, and it

should be simply disreputable to be the owner
of a wild beast. The horse shoidd be asnoble

in his qualities as the gentleman wdio owns
him—gentle, brave, and intelligent. What
grooms call a ' fool of a horse' is not worth

keeping, and every horse worth keeping is

capable of education."

In comparing the cost of road-rolling by
steam and by Korse-power, Mr. Paget says

that Mr. Howell, the surveyor of roads in

the district of S. James, states that tho cost

of a 7-ton horse-roller is £2 per day. A 15-

ton steam-roller can be moved at about the

same expense. Inthe city of Brooklyn, New
York, the work done by the steam-roller is

represented by 2 as against 1 by horse-roller,

and the cost is as 1 by steam to 2 by horses
;

the result, therefore, is that the steam-rolling

costs one-fourth of the horse-rolling. In

Calcutta the estimated cost of rolling 44,301

square yards by bullocks is £260 ."«. Gd. The
actual cost by steam-roller is £14G 4s. Gd.

In Bombay the saving is estimated at £10

per mile over the ordinary rammers of the

country. At Birmingham the cost of road

material is £13,000 per annum; and Mr.

Ileaton, of that town, estimates that by steam-

rolling a saving of £5,700 would be effected.

Mr. ^Newlands, the borough engineer of

Liverpool, says, with regard to Messrs.

Aveling and Porter's 30-ton roller, " our

roads arc in much better order, and easier

kept clean than before its use, and our bills

for macadam are not so heavy." jMr. S. F.

Holmes, the borough surveyor of Sheffield,

finds the saving in the cost of macadamised

roads to be even greater than when rolled

with a horse-roller, and he has no doubt it

will increase the saving at least 4i.l per cent,

over unrolled roads. Tlie results obtained

by using the 15-ton Aveling and Porter

roller by Mr. Edward Buckhain, lately sur-

veyor of Maidstone, are economy, durability,

comfort, and uniformity of section of road,

and he considers that the constant use of a

steam road-roller wovdd effect an economy

in road maintenance of at least 20 per

cent. Mr. Tomkins, the surveyor of S.

George's, Hanover-square, says that one-third

of the material is save<l. J\Ir. Mann, the

Superintendent of the Department of her

Majesty's Commissioners of Works, says that

his experience in steam-rolling, as conqiared

with horse-rolling, leads him to conclude that

the estimate of a comparative economy of

one -third in material and labour would be

below the mark. Mr. Paget quotes the

opinions of many other surveyors to a similar

effect.

These opinions, however, do not go un-

challenged. !Mr. Burt, of the celebrated firm

of paving contractors, stated that lately they

are of opinion that they are much too heavy,
crushing the material in proportion as their

weight is increased. "The mixing of a
foreign material, such as gravel or sand, is

very objectionable, as it is imposifible to make
a solid surface with it." Now we think there

is a good deal in this, and our opinion is that

if a thin coat of stone, say one stone thick,

be laid on a hard old road, even though it be
watered and picked up beforehand, the stones

wiU be crushed by the heavy rollers now in

use—twenty, twenty-five, and thirty-ton

rollers ; but if the thickness of the layer

system be considerable, say three inches or

more, the action is quite diilerent.

In that case the stones are not crushed, but
merely pressed together, and the voids arc

filled up, forming a solid mass, without hog-

ging or other extraneous matter being re-

quired ; and our conclusion is this, that where
a thin coat is put on the use of the heavy

roller is objectionable, but that when a coat

of something like three inches is put on, the

weight of the roller need only be limited by
considerations of what weight the large gas

and water pipes will bear without injury.

Classifying the streets of London, Mr.

Paget brings them under four principal zones

round S. Paul's. " Within a circle of about

two miles radius from S. Paul's, enclosing an

area of some thirteen square miles, we should

find that all the streets are paved. Another

circle, or perhaps rather an ellipse, with the

Thames from the Tower to Somerset

House as its major axis, would enclose the

principal Guernsey granite areas; further

out we should find, still, of course, dealing

with the generality of minor roads, a zone

maiidy composed of flint roads, until, at the

furthest distances from the City, and of

course in regions of lesser traffic, we reached

the outermost zone of gravel or pebble roads.

It is, of com-se, at once seen that, as the

traffic increases towards the centre of the

web, the roads have to be made stronger and

stronger, until a centre is reached entirely

paved with the hardest granite."

In the thirty-nine metropolitan parislies

and districts, Mr. Paget finds that there are

at least 1,12G miles of macadamised road, and

that from the returns made to him by dif-

ferent London sui-vcyois, he estimates that

the average annual cost of maintenance of the

macadamised roads in London, exclusive of

cleansing and watering, is £280,750, or at the

rate of, in round figures, £250 per mile, and

seeing that, from not less than seven esti-

mates, the saving in maintenance by horse-

rolling is 40 per cent., and, moreover, that the

further saving by steam -rolling over that by

horse-rolling is one half greater, it seems to

result in a fair estimate that £140,(100 a year

might be saved to the London ratepayers Ijy

a proper system of steam road-rolling.

THE ARCHITECTURAL COSFEREXCE.

WE think it may safely be said alrcaily tliat tlie

Arcliitectural Confereace held at the Institute

of Avchitects this week has been a success. The

attendance of both countr.v and London members

has been large, and the interest shown in the subjects

debated has been decidedly gre.it. What results it

may lead to cannot yet be determined ; but they will

not cease with the proceedings of this week. The

delegates from several provincial societies, and

architects from Scotland and Ireland, will return

home, and carry with them the infnrmation tluw

have gained, or the experiences with which they have

founed their previous opinions have agreed or other-

wise with those of their fellows.

The opening meeting took place, as advertised, a t

two o'clock on Monday afternoon, when the rrcs;-

dcut of the Institute made an able address, which

was well received by a crowded meeting. He

described to the meeting most of the operations of

the Institute in architectnrjil matters for years past,

and touched upon the principal questions that have

arisen. Perhaps the point in the address which
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elicited tlie greater part of tlic discussion was that

vexed one of quantities, and of tlie desirability of

their being taken out by architects for themselves,

and of their being made piurt of the contract. The

President evidently inclined to the opinion that, in

many circumstances, it was more than justifiable

that architects should do the former, and that the

most equitable course between employer and builder

was that they shoidd adopt the latter custom.

Architects from the provinces supported the state-

ment that it was often impossible to obtain assist-

ance from surveyors, and that it became a matter of

necessity that architects should take out their own

quantities. The Scotch practice, however, seemed

generally to agree with that of Loudon in tliis par-

ticular. As the m.atter was postponed for future

deliberation, we shall not now pursue the argu-

ments raised on this question further than to sa^

that, as in many others, much can be and was said

on both sides. This discussion gave rise to another,

upon the professional status of the surveyor as com-

pared with the architect, and some eminent members

of the surveying branch complained that the Insti-

tute's bye-laws prevented gentlemen who took out

quantities for others rising to the position of Fellows
;

and. furtlier, it was arranged between the architects'

and builders' societies that none but Fellows should

act as umpires in disputes between architects aud

builders. These gentlemen urged, with some show

of reason, that these disputes were generally upon

points upon which they were specially trained. On
the other hand it was alleged, and the allegation is

a grave and true one, that the relation of surveyors

towards builders is not so independent as that of

architects. -Other matters broached m the address

were subsequently argued at length, after papers

read in the several sections.

At the ordinary general meeting on Monday
evening, to which all the architects attending the

Conference were admitted, Mr. F. C. Penrose. M.A.,

Fellow, read an interesting paper on ''The Decora-

tion of S. Paul's Cathedral," which was discussed

with great animation; but to this we give separate

attention in other part of our journal. Tuesday,

3Iay 23, was a day of hard work for the Conference.

A large party met at the British Museum, at

10'30 a.m., and were conducted over the depart-

ment of antiquities by Mr. II. P. Pullan, Fellow, Mr.

Newton, and Dr. Bh-d. Their course led them

through the rooms which exhibit the recently dis-

covered tomb of Mausolus, with its powerful and

dramatic character of art, and the still more refined

remains of the Temple of the Parthenon, at Athens
;

and particular attention was given to the evidences

of colour found so profusely as to make it evident

tliat the whole of both of these and other important

monuments were treated throughout with poly-

cliromy. The Egyptian rooms were then visited,

and the Etriu'ian vases examined with much interest,

particularly for the evidences they contained as

Ici architectural forms and coloured treatment; and,

lastly, the unrivalled collection of jewellery of

Siguor Castillain, now on loan ;it the IMuseiun, was

viewed.

At two o'clock, the Section of Professional Prac-

tice aud Education met in Conduit-street, Mr. A.

Watcrhouse, Vice-President, in the chair.

Mr. Hebb, Associate, opened it by a paper upon
'• Professional Charges," and we may sa}' tiiat the

general result of the deliberation on tliis subject

seemed to be that some modification should be made
in the usual commission on cost, according to the

nature of the work. This is now done in Germany
witli the sanction of the Government, and wliile a

lower rate is accepted for large plain works, a higher

one is demanded for small and rich ones, and the

average is said to be about G or (!^ jier cent., instead

(f 5 per cent.

Professor Kerb read a paper upon ''(.'onipeli-

tions,'' wliich was clciir and concise, and advocated

that architects shouUl not consent to compete unless

all the competitors were properly jiaid ; and a recent

competition was alluded to, where the proposers, a

firm of practical men of business, avowed themselves

utterly finable to understand how architects could

engage, as they do, in competitions on their present

one-sided and unbusiness-like basis.

The tlu'ee next papers, by Professor Lewis, Mr.

T. Roger Smith, and Mr. Spiers, treated of different

branches of the same subject, "Architectural

Education and Examinations." All that has been

done towards this end ' was detailed, and though

expressions of regret were made that no system

existed, as in France and Germany, it seemed

generally to be thought that the advantages enjoyed

by students was great, at any rate in London,

and that the state of architecture abroad tlid not

prove the result of foreign systems to be better than

our own. It is gratifying to be assured, however,

that it is under consideration by the Institute how to

make the Voluntary Examinations available in the

country by sending down the examination-papers.

In the eveniii.g the section of Archaeology and

Art held its meeting, A. .1. B. Beresford Hope, M.P.,

Bart., President, in the chair.

Mr. F. K. Wilson gave a most interesting and

spirited description of the ancient military and

monastic architecture in the North of England. This

was listened to with rapt attention, and the Presi-

dent said he hoped Mr. Wilson would hereafter at

leisure give an extended paper to the Institute on

the subject. We have recently reviewed at length

Mr. Wilson's published work on the " Shurches at

Lindisfarue," which formed one branch of his subject.

Mr. Pullan then read a short hroclmre upon

Classic Art, deploring the modern disregard for a

style of art of such purity of design and ex-

cellence of construction. Mr. B urges, in reply,

asserted that no one valued pure Greek art more
than Gothic architects did ; and the President said

that right principles were common to both Greek

and Gothic art, but that the latter was au advance

upon the former, in that it had added the arch and
vertical ornamentation to the simpler truncated

work.

Mr. John P. Seddon then read a bold and
vigorous defence of the practice of applying colour

to architecture, both externally and internally. His

paper was entitled, "On the Principles of Chro-

matic Decoration," and this subject was found of

such interest that it gave rise to a hvely discussion,

in which Mr. Sliarpe took part, deprecating the excess

in the use of colour, and its being used otherwise

than to emphasise form.

Mr. C. EoLFE, Associate, then read a paper on
" The Effect of Ecclesiastical Law on the Arrange-

ment and Decoration of Churches," and urged that

on the chancel and the altar should be lavished the

utmost art and cost that could be afforded, even to

keeping the naves simple and unadorned ; and the

Pre.sii)Ent remarked that concentration of effect was
undoubtedly an excellent principle to act upon.

The last address was made by Mr. E. Sii.mpi:,

Fellow, who urged strongly that architects should

think, design, aud draw in perspective, and that

geometrical drawings were only for the guidance of

builders, and that architects should only present

perspective views to the public. As to the question

as put iu the programme :
" 'WTicther pers|iectivc

views should be excluded from public competitions,"

there was, however, great difference of opinion.

Most present agreed with Mr. Sharpe in princiiile,

that designs shoulil be, throughout, in perspective,

but alleged that many practical difficulties arose, in

that perspectives were taken from other points of

view from tho.se in which the building would be seen.

It was agreed by all that ])erspectivcs should not be

aided by adventitious pictorial effects.

This somewhat tremeiulous progi-amme w.as got

through, to the surprise of many ; but not without

undue haste, and doubtless in a future Conference so

much will not be crowded into a meeting. Discussion

under such circumstances becomes difficult. Among
country members who took part iu the discussion were

Messrs. Thomson and Douglas, of Glasgow ; Mr.

Mine, of Nottingham ; Messrs. Clarke, liobson,

Statham, aud others from Liverpool ; architects

from Manchester, Dwlington, and Dublin; but the

names of those who have taken an active part in

the (Amference we hope to give more fully iu a
future number of our journal.

Wednesday being the Derby-day, no meetings of

the sections were held ; but the attractions of the

turf were less powerful, apparently, than those of

professioniJ interest. A large number of architects

were conducted over Lambeth Palace, in the morn-
ing, by Mr. Spooner and Mr. Christian ; over S.

Thomas's Hospital, at noon, by Mr. Currey; aud

over the Chapter-house and the Abbej-, by Mr Sed-

don and Mr. Scott's assistants, and were courteously

received by the Dean. This meeting consisted of

eighty persons, all of whom were deeply gratified by-

seeing Mr. G. G. Scott conie among them, and to see-

that his health is greatly re-established, . Under the

above guidance, many of the meeting examined the

vaultings, roofs, triforium, the interestingwax eftigies,

and other parts and objects in the Abbey not

generally seen ; and Mr. Scott pointed out some

discoveries of foundations of Edward the Confessor's

previous chiu-ch that have been recently discovered.

We tliinlc we have shown, at any rate, that the Con-

ference has not been an idle one, and its further

progress we must postpone to our next.

THE SELECTION AND USE OF STONE FOR
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL
PURPOSES.

AT a meeting of the Civil and Mechanical En-
gineers' Society, held on Friday last, the

followbig paper was read by Mr. Arthur C. Pain,
Associate Institute C. E., " On the Selection aud Use
of Stone for Engineering and Architectural Piur-

poses:"

—

The use of stone dates back to the earliest of
times, at first for sUng stones, arrow and spear
heads, aud in the catapult. It is not as a weapon
of offence, however, that I propose to treat on it to-

night, but principally as a weapon of defence against
the two elements, air and water, in the construction
of breakwaters, docks, and public aud private
buildings. For these purposes it was the first mate-
rial used, and although various artificial materials,

such as brick, terra -cotta, cement, concrete, &c.,

Lave been invented, and used with varjiug success,

still it holds its own against them all ; neither can
we be surprised when we consider its great natural
advantages. It is easy to hand, no making, baiting,

biu-niug, or mixmg, to be done, and widely spread in

large and small quantities of all qualities all over
the world. In the construction of breakwaters, piers,

aud arches of bridges, river walls, lintels over
wide spaces, or for heavy cornices—indeed, wherever
strength and weight are required, or heavy blows or

weights have to be resisted, it is unequalled. It can
be h.ad of any size or shape and of any quality,

from the great blocks of rough hard granite, tons in

weight, used in sea defences, down to the tine even
grain of the Oolites, some of which are capable of

being carved almost as elaborately as wood. Some
have argued that stone is not so durable as brick or

terra-cotta, or indeed, cement. 1 have no desire to

dispute the powers of lasting of these materials

when good. But surely our own old cathedrals aud
castles, to say notiiing of the Pyramids of Egypt,

supposed to have been built l,(iOO years B.C., are

sutficient proof to show that where reason.able care

is exercised in its selection, it is good for *' all

time." In all materials there are various quali-

ties, aud it is no argument to take the best example
<if say cement work, aiul compare it against the
worst of stone, and then contend that cement
dressings are as good as stone. Where clay is plen-

tiful, brickwork is generally cheaper than stonework
;

but if niui:h labour is recpiircd, as in axed arches or

moulded and nibbed brickwork, stone can be used
generally quite as cheaply.

If we take terra-cotta, there is no economy in its

use, unless you make a great number of .articles of the
same pattern ; even then, the burning twists and
warps it so, that if of any size it is very difficult to

get the wurk true ; whereas stone can generally be
had hard or soft, of various colours, and of any
size. Some .short time ago a gentleman, writiii.g on
stone, endeavoured to prove that stone used out of

the district where it was cpiarried did not staud so

well as in the neighbourhood, because the foreign

climate did not agree with it. Nothin.g can be more
ab.^urd or illogical. A\'h}- should a piece of granite

from (iucrnsey dec.aj' faster if used at Aberdeen,

instead of at S. Peter's Port ? How such an idea

could ever have been seriously promulgated, all

reasoning persons must be at a loss to understand.
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Stone having so many advantages, and being so

much used, it is surprisingthat it has not been made
a branch of study in tlie education of tlie engineer

and architect. The remarks of the late Sir 11. de

la Beche on this point, although written upwards of

thirty years ago, are still applicable to the present

time. He says, '^ There was much excuse for the

accidental durability of the stones employed in

public or large private edifices in the former days
when the mineralogical structure of building mate-
rials was so little understood, and the architect of

those times could not always have churches or

castles before them, fr^m which they might judge of

the relative durability of any stone they were about
to employ, the quarries opened by them being also

the first worked, to any considerable extent."

The architects and engineers of the present day
cannot, however, avail themselves of these excuses,

for the necessary chemical and mineralogical know-
ledge is readily acquired, and the number of public

and private edifices of various dates scattered over

the country is so great that the relative durability

of the materials employed in their constrnction can
easily be seen. It is, nevertheless, well known that

with some few exceptions the mineralogical charac-

ter of the stone employed in public works and
buildings has hitherto received little attention from
either architects or civil engineers in this country,

more especially from the former, whose value of a

material seems commonly to have been guided by
the opinion of the mason. Now the mason seems almost

always guided in his opinion by the freedom with
which a stone works—no doubt an important element
in the cost of a building, but certainly one which
should not be permitted to weigh heavier in the

scale than durability ; and hence many a fine public

or large private building is doomed to decay even in

some cases within a few years. It is a common
practice for young men who are intended to be

brought up to be civil engineers to serve for some
time in the works of a mechanical engineer, with a

view to learn the uses anil properties of metals. So
with those intended for the architectural profession

;

they are taught first to be carpenters or joiners, to

learn the uses and properties of timber. Why should
not a young man who is desirous of entering either

profession, also learn some knowledge of quarrying
and masonry by practical experience in the quarry
and at the banker ? Surely stone is as important a

material as either iron or wood in the construction

of engineering and arcliitectural works ? Perhaps
no more practical engineer ever lived than Thomas
Telford, and he began life as a stonemason in Scot-

land. The importance of a proper knowledge of the

selection and use of stone to engineers and archi-

tects can hardly be over-rated. Indeed, some idea

of its commercial importance may be gained by a

knowledge of the fact that the value of the stone

raised every year in the United Kingdom is said to

be nearly if not quite X5,000,000. I shall, there-

fore, without further comment, commence the first

part of my paper—namely,

THE SELECTION OF STONE.

Geologists tell us that the great divisions of rocks
are classed according to the fossils that are found in

them, and by the term fossil must be understood to

mean any body, whether animal or vegetable, buried
in the earth by natnral causes. liocks known by
this test are termed generally aqueous, sedimentary,
or fossiliferous, supposed to have been formed by
the action of water on the earth's- surface ; these are

stratified or divided into layers. From tliese rocks
are raised most of the iirincipal building stones,

certainly those easiest to work. Other rocks are

classed as vulcanic : these are, for the most part,

unstratified and devoid of fossils ; they are supposed
to have been forced u\> through the various over-
lying strata, and flown into and over the same by
the action of fire. Tlu-y are known generally by
their cohiuuiar and globular structure. These pro-
duce not only building stone, but stones which are
used for ornamental purposes more than any other
kind of rock. Further, we have Plutonic rocks,
highly crystalline, and destitute of organic remains.
They are supposed to be all of igneous origin, but
to have beeu formed under great pressure; they
have been meltcil, but cooled and crystallised very
slowly. They differ from the volcanic by their more
crystalline texture. an<l by the absence of pores and
cellular cavities. From these rocks we have some of
the finest, hardest, and most durable of building
stone. Lastly, we come to the mctamorphic or
stratified crystallinerocks. The origin of these is more
doubtful than any of the other three classes ; they
contain no pebbles, sand, or angvdar pieces of stone
or traces of organic bodies, often as crystalline as
granite, yet divided into beds. They are supposed
to have been deposited from water, but afterwards
altered by subterranean heat so as to assume a new
texture, liuilding stone is not raised so largelv

from these rocks as from the others. Many of the

white marbles are, however, metamorphic. Nearly

all the various systems embraced under the name of

aqueous rocks produce sandstones and limestones of

various kinds. It is important to remember this, as

very frequently a stone is called oolitic or carbonife-

rous from the system to which it belongs, when,

perhaps, to the eye, it might not exhibit the more
particular characteristics of the formation. In a

paper read by our President in ^larch, 18'V2, he

treated r)f all the various building stones in each

geological formation. I propose, therefore, to make
m}' remarks more on the practice than the theory of

the selectitui and use of stone.

In selecting a quarry from which to get the stone

best suited to the purpose for which you want it

great care is required. HaWng first satisfied your-

self that stone of the size required can be obtained,

and at a reasonable price, the next and most impor-

tant step of all is to find oiit if it is a durable stone.

Too much weight must not be placed on the assu-

rance of the quarr_\nnen that the particular bed which
is the cheapest for them to get is the "best," and,

by that word, I mean the most durable, not, as it is

often understood amongst quarrymen and masons,

the prettiest-looking stone and-the easiest to work.

Again, it does not follow that becau.se certain old

buildings, small or great, in the neighbourhood have

lasted well, therefore all the quarries in the neigh-

bourhood produce the same stone. In some cases

the best beds have been worked out because the

strata only crop out at one place, and for the same
reason a quarry on one side of a hill very often pro-

duces much better stone than on the other. Speci-

mens of stone dressed up square, sent out by the

quoxryman or agent, known as hand specimens, are

very dangerous things to form an opinion on,

liecause what looks very well in small pieces is really

often of an inferior quality, and a stone that

would appear coarse and rough in a specimen would

not do so when in the mass. Stones that rub up to

a smooth face are often not so durable as those of a

rougher texture. To give an example, "-best bed"
Portland is much superior in colour and texture to

"brown bed" Portland, but far inferior to it in

durabiUty. Examine all the different beds in a

quarry, noting the particular grain, texture, and

colour of each bed, compare them with the buildings

around, and, if there be any old f|uarries near with

the face exposed, see which of the beds stand out

the most and show the old tool-marks, and, conse-

quently, liave yielded to the action of the weather

least. It frequently happens that the best stone in

quarries is neglected, or only in part worked, from

the cost of baring and removing those beds with

which it ma}' be associated, and, in consequence,

the inferior material is in such cases quarried, espe-

cially when a large supply is required in a short

space of time, and at an insufficient price, which is

often the case with respect to works undertaken by
contract. As an economical supply of stone in par-

ticular localities would sometimes appear to depend

on accidental circumstances, such as the cost of

quarrying, the degree of facility in transport, and
the prejudice that generally exists in favour of a

material which has been long in use ; and as the

means of transport have of late years been greatly

increased, it becomes essential to ascertain whether

better materials than those which have been em-
ployed in any given place may not be obtained from

other, although distant locaUties, upon equally

advantageous terms.

The relative facility with which good materials

may be obtained in a district is, to a certain extent,

marked by the appearance of the towns and villages

in it, the comparative cost of obtaining them being

in general better shown by the character of the ordi-

nary houses than by that of the public buildings

and large mansions, tlie stone for which may some-

times have been brought from comparatively con-

siderable distances. From the frequent jjractice,

however, of selecting those stones M'hich yield

readily to the tool, and are hence commonly termed

freestones, whatever may be their mineralogical

characters, the most durable, and therefore even-

tually the cheapest, are far from being always em-
ployed. And it sometimes happens that we find the

common cottages built of durable materials, while

larger mansions and public buildings are not, the

materials f<ir the latter having been selected because

they were soon readily worked \i\} for ortuunental

parts, while those h>T the ffjrnier ma}- have been

thrown aside in the same quarries because they

yielded less freely to the tool.

In pas.sing through the chief towns of Great
Britain it will be easily seen that if more attention

were paid to the mineralological character of the

stone employed in the construction of the buildings,

that frequent decay or decomposition, even in those

erected within a few years, which we so often

observe, would be avoided at comparatively small

cost, and we shoidd find fewer of our public edifices

losing all traces of the finer work of the original

structure. In estimating the relative durability of

any given stone which may appear to resist decom-
position from atmospheric influences in the country,

no doubt due allowance should be made for the

power of lichens to protect the external surface.

These are not usually found in large towns, par-

ticularly those in which there is much coal smoke.

AVe should not expect a sandstone, formed of quartz

grains, loosely cemented b}' calcareous or argillaceous

matter, to last so long when exposed to the weather

as one in which (juartz grains were firmly bound
together by a compact argillaceous or siliceous sub-

stance. According to the texture and variable com-
position of the different calcareous and calciferous

rocks, a judgment may \he formed of their relative

durability, and granites in which decomposition has

already commenced in the felspar cannot be expected

to remain firm under atmospheric influences.

The unequal state of preservation of many build-

ings, often produced by the varied quality of the

stone employed in them, although it may have been

taken from the same quarrj', shows the propriet} of

a minute examination of the quarries themselves, in

order to acquire a proper knowledge of the particular

beds from whence the different varieties have been

obtained. An inspection of quarries is also desirable

for the purpose of ascertaining their power of supply,

the probable extent of any given bed, and many
other matters of practical importance.

An excellent and ready test when in the quarry

is to chip a number of small pieces off each bed or

block, and carefuly examine them under a small

but powerful magnifying-glass. If the fracture is

clean and sharp, and the grains are well cemented

together, then it may be considered a durable stone;

but, on the other hand, if the fracture has a powdery

appearance, and the grains are ill-cemented, then the

stone is very likely to decay. Another test of a good

stone, not alone appUcable to lime-stones, is to soak

a number of small pieces in diluted sulphuric acid

for some days ; its resistance to disintegration under

this test shows its suitability or otherwise for build-

ing purposes in a large town, as well as where

exposed to the salt rains and winds in situations

near the sea.

In the construction of lines of railway and other

large public works stoiie is frequently used which is

obtained from the cuttings or excavations. Now,

the contractor, generally to save cost, blasts the

stone, which is a most fatal mistake if durability is

required. For although it may not be at first

apparent, the blasting shakes tlie stone, and, before

many winters are over the stone begins to crumble

to iiieces. Of course, in case of granite and other

very hard stones, this remark does not apply, for

having little or no stratification it cannot be quarried

without blasting. If it is desired to put nothing

but good stone into a structure, the material should

be quarried and weathered for some time before

being used, as this serves not onlj- as a check against

the use of inferior stone, but prevents the unsightlj'

greening after erection which, for a time, so often

disfigures a building, even if built of the most

durable stone. At the Bath quarries some of tlie

stone raised in the winter time is stacked in the

workings and dried hy coke fires in brasiers. Some
stones, if wrought and put into a building green,

with the quarry wafer in it, will go to pieces under

the first frost, whilst the same stone, if seasoned

under cover, will often stand well. In choosing a

particular bed of stone in a (luarry it must be re-

membered that the lowest beds are not always the

best. For instance, iu the Portland series the

hardest and most durable bed is on the top.

It is often desirable for stone to be te.<ted by

having a chemical analysis made, also by a hydraulic

pressure for the crushing strength, as well as in a

testing maching to obtain its tensile strength. In

all these cases the specimens should be taken from

various parts of the quarry, and from each bed, and

certainly not less than six specimens should be

selected from each to arrive at reliable results. AVe

now come to the second division of my paper, on

THE USE OF STONE.

Having found the quarry which produces stone of

the quaUty you require, the next step is to specify

the particular bed or beds which you desire to use.

There is a great deal of looseness on this point in

the practice of engineers and architects. Too often

a stone of a particular district is specified without

regard to the fact that, in the district named, stone

of many different qualities are raised, some of which

cost much more to work than others. This of

course leads but to one result : the most profitable

stone for the quarryman and mason is used, instead

of tlie most durable. Another great evil is the

outcrv for large blocks, and the insisting that
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coliunns, figrures, &c., should be cut out of one pieee

of stone. Many a good bed and quarry has been

closed or rejected because it did not produce large

blocks. Witness the case of the Mansfield Wood-

house Quarries, where the stone was only used to a

very small extent in the Houses of Parliament,

because at that time blocks could not be got out

large enough, but where it was used it has stood

exceptionally well, in contrast to the stone from

Anston, whicl; appears to have been selected princi-

pally because large blocks could be obtained.

In specifying the quaUties and sorts of stone to

be used in a structure, it should be remembered that

in this climate decomposition set.s in generally on the

parts facing the S., S.W., and W., arising from the

fact that the most prevalent storms of wind and

rain are from those quarters. Lichens, which are a

great protection to stone, unfortunately won't grow

on structures in large towns, but they form an ex-

cellent shield to the stone in the country.

A great deal has yet to be learnt as to the proper

use of the various and beautiful colours of different

kinds of stone, and it is of more importance to have

variation of colour in a large town, because the

fronts exposed to the wind and rain will always ex-

hibit, more or less, the natural colour of the stone,

not being hid by lichens, as in the country. Some

stone stands very well as ashlar or for plain mould-

ings, but if used for cornices, plinths, or in any part

where damp or where the wet stands, so surely will

it decay. It, therefore, is very necessary to specify

one kind for the ordinary face work and a stone of

te^ft

F I C.5 ric 1-

sujicrior durability for the portions exposed to wet

and frost. However durable the stone may be, a

good drip or weathering should lie given to cornices

«r hea^'J' ytrojecting strings, as it enables the rain

not only to run off, but at the same time to carry

with it any dut or dust that may have lodged on it,

which, if left, grows moss and weeds, both very in-

jurious to the durability of the stone. Fig. 1 is a

very bad section of base moulding, frequently used

in Early English work, for all the wet and dirt

washed off the work above lodges in the sinking, and

the frost gets in and attacks the stone at its weakest

point—viz., the joints.

The use of metal cramps, iron particularly, is

very objectionable, they nearly always burst the

stone after a time ; slate dowels are the best. The

stone parapet walls on the Thames Embankments are

all built with slate dowels. Some of the masonry in

the lower portions of Sir Christopher Wren's towers

at Westminster Abbey are specimens of the evils of

met.al cramps. Bedding stone properly is a most

'important thing. It is a vicious ])lan to make the

bed of columns or other masonry hollow, instead of

true and square with the face : it invariably causes

the stone to spall at the outside "f the joint, as in the

ease of the Holborn Viaduct, besides causing the

weight very often to be thrown on parts not in-

tended to carry it, and a host of other evils, not to

mention the unsightliness of walls and columns

cracked in all directions. In masonry the joints

should never, as a rule, be mitred, as is shown in

fig. 2 : or in lintels, as in fig. 3. but as shown by the

(lotted lines. There is one exception to this rule,

namely, in the case of a pointed arch, which should

be jointed in the centre (fig. 4): not with a keystone,

as in a segmental arch. Wliere the stratum is thin,

and the structure is exposed to heavy, driving rains,

the outer courses of stone arc often be<Med at a

slight angle outwards and downwards, as in lig. .'),

and the mortar is kept back an inch or so from

the face. This is done to keep the interior dry by
preventing the rain from driving through the joints.

In designing rubble walls for buildings they should

not be shown too thick, for if they are the masons
are apt to build it with two faces, and to fill np the

centre with loose -rubble, often with little 'ir no

mortar. If exposed to vibraticm nf any kind, they

are very liable to burst. I have seen a great inimbcr

of instances of this—one in jiartieular, a church

lower in the I^ke district, which was cracked from

top to bottom and all round—in fact, bursting

under the vibration caused by ringing the bells, and

the superincumbent weight of the spire.

In walling, masons alwavs like to put the best

face of a stone outw.irds, and the result is you get

Large spaces which are tilled up with mortar and

spalls ; few workmen can resist the temptation to

put a long stone parallel with the face of the work,

instead of endways. The want of bond stones is

the great defect of walling generally. A good plan

where the stone runs small is to build three or more

coiu-ses of brickwork right through at certain levels

to act as a tie. With stone from most geological

form<ations, it is of great importance that it be

placed bedwise, or as it lay in the quarry. This, if

not properly attended to, leads rapidly to general

decav. There are various methods of finding the

beds' of stone for instance—rains always run from

top to bottom, or with a downward direction. Shells

or fragments of shells lie flat as they would on the

sea-shore. Slost sandstones the streaks or layers

exhibit the bed very plainly.

In conglomerates, the pebbles, like the shells, are

generally Iving on the flat side. Added to all these,

it is goierally usual for the quarryman, before send-

ing the blocli away, to mark on it which is the bed.

The bed is, therefore, not so hard to find as some

try to show, and a little careful examination of the

pe'culiarities of the particular stone you are using

will make you to detect at once if the stone is on

its bed or not. After a structm-e is erected, or, as

in the Scotch method, during construction, it is

usual if the work is of any moment, to clean it down,

too much attention cannot be paid to seeing that all

the mortar and slush is thoroughly washed off, for

if it be not, the frost and rain will bring it off, and

it gathers on the pri>jections and under the mould-

ings, causing them to decay. It is a common prac-

tice when astone gets dirty or discoloured, or is de-

caying, to cut or drag off the surface of the stone.

This should never be done, for if the stone is dirty it

can be rubbed and washed to get it clean. Stone

throws out, as it were, a hard skin for its protection

when first exposed, and if that skin be taken away

the protection is gone, and it is very liable to decay.

If the stone is really decaying, any number of new

faces won't stop it. lu the construction of works

where much stone is used, it is very important to

have clerks of works and inspectors who have

served as masons. In the greater number of cases

it will be found that in early life most of the clerks

of works, inspectors, and foremen have been car-

penters or joiners. Too often you find masons

knr.wing nothing beyond their trade, while carpenters

and joiners are a better informed and superior class

of workmen. A great deal of the inferior stone

that is used, and the b.ad bedding that is jiermitted,

is due. I think, to the fact that the workmen know

that their masters are not masons. I am not finding

fault with the men who by their industry have

raised themselves from journeymen to positions of

trust. Far from it. it is most creditable to them
;

but on the other hand, it is equally discreditable to

the masons that they allow the journeyman from

another tr.ade to take posts of trust, which they

might fill with greater advantage, where stone is

much used, if they were steady and educated them-

selves f.ir it.

Although I must now come to a close, do not

think the subject is exhausted. I could say a great

deal more on this important material ; but as I hope

there will be a valuable discussion afterwards from

the members ami gentlemen present, some of whom
are connecte<i with quarries, I shall defer any ftirther

observations to a future time. In some ]iartsofmy

paper I have m.ade extracts from Sir Charles Lyell's

and Sir H. Ue la Heche's valuable works, from blue-

books, anil other publications which I have consulted.

To those familiar with works treating on stone (I

am sorry to s.ay, very limited in number), these

extracts will be at once apparent. In conclusion,

if engineers and architects really desire durability,

they must be j.repared to pay a reasonable jirice,

both for the raw material and the workmansliip on

it ; and they will, 1 think, find they will be heartily

seconded in their endeavours, both by the quarryman

and mason, in the .selection of the best stone; and in

the long run it will prove not only one of the best

of building materials, but the cheapest.

At the conclusion, the President (Mr. Walton)
.said he liad listened with much pleasure to the paper,

and he would call on some of the practical gentlemen

present to give their experience on the subject.

Mr. Ci..VKKSi)N .said that practical experience Wiis

very necessary in the proper selection of stone, us

wi'll as theory—witness the failure of stone for the

Houses of Parliament. lie considered hmestones

better than sandstones. He thought the Cragleith

an exception to the rule, for it was a most excellent

stone.

Mr. Cf.i>ss considered it immaterial which w,ay the

stone was bedded, provided it was not face-bedded.

The quality of a stone was very difficult to discover.

He did not think the test referred to by Mr. Pain^
viz., the examination of stone by a magnifying-glass

—a good one. He considered that good stone had a

powdery fracture ; but granite that broke with a

soapy fracture would not stand, because the fine

parts cementing the other portions decayed quickly.

With respect to Portland stone, he thought the

'• best bed" the most durable, and that the "brown

b«l" decayed fastest; the " best bed" w.as creatn-

coloiu-ed, ijut the Portland stone must not be selected

by the colour. Granite, although it was not gene-

rally considered to have a bed, had one, for masons

could split it very much better in some directions

than others ; in many quarries the bed was as plain

to see as in York stone or Grit stone. He believed

stones which had most bed, »ich as paving-stone,

were strongest by about 20 per cent.

Jlr. Blti.er said he had been brought up as a

quarrvman and mason. He quite agreed with Mr.

Pain that architects were very loose in then- specifi-

cations with respect to stone, and that it led to a

great deal of bad stone being used. He also

remarked that clerks of works were generally

joiners by trade, and that they very often

rejected the most durable stone. In Bath, Box
Ground stone was mostly used, because after the

lists or clay lands were cut out it was better than

either of the other five descriptions of Bath stone.

Coombe Down stone stands very well in Bath, Box
Ground stone decays in London and by the sea-side.

He should like very much to know what was the

cause of Portland s'tone throwing out a sort of white

powder after it w.as put up in London ;
he suggested

it might be bv the sea soaking into it on its way up

bv ship. Did not agree with Mr. Cross that brown

Portland would not stand ; he considered it the best

stone. Independently of stone st.anding better on

its bed, he thought it looked so bad in the building

with the grain of the stone all kinds of ways.

Mr. Cooper thought that sandstone had a great

advantage in being comparatively soft when quarried,

but be ame very hiird on exposure to the atmosphere.

The power of stone to absorb a large quantity of

water did not prove that it would not stand the

frost. He considered that scientific investigation

into the properties of stone wasof great use. It wasa.s

absurd to specify "best stone" as it was "best'ron,"

because there were many qualities super'or to the

trade term of "best."

Mr. WniT.vKER instanced the want of proper selec-

tion in many structures, for durable stone is found

side by side with bad. He considered that what Mr.

Cross'thought was the bed of granite was the veins.

Granite was not a stratified rock, therefore could not

have beds, in the geological sense of the word; but it

has a peculiar grain, which made it easier to split

some ways than others.

Mr. Morrison said that stone varied very much in

everv quarry, and this accounted for the fact of the

Museum in "jermyn-street standing so much better

than the Houses of Parliament. He said engineers

having work abroad were at a great disadvantage, be-

cause they must use the stone of the district, which

had, perhaps, never been used before. But a know-

ledge of the different qualities of stone obtained at

home was most valuable. He drew attention to the

absurd uotioh that all granites were durable ; it was

a very great mistake, for there was bad granite as

well as good.

Mr. H.VVGIITOX believed granite had a bed. Geo-

logists were now engaged on the question whether

granite should be classed as metamorphic. and not

as a Plutonic rock. He considereil the cause of

stone decaying was, in a great measure, owing to

the rate at which structures were put up ; it gave no

time for good stone to be selected—if, indeed, the

quarry could supply it. Another cause was. every-

thing was cut so low in price.

Mr. HfXTER .said a good mode of testing sand-

stones was with a knife; it was easy to see if the

stone was of equal (piality. Another was to crush

a small quantity and put it into a glass, when it

would be found that the stone which discoloured the

water least was the best.

Mr. Wii.Kixsos thought that granite had a bed
;

most quarrymen considered it had.

Mr. Ci-vr.Ksi>x, in explanation, said that •'the bed"

of a stone meant the original plane of deposition of

stratified rocks.

Jlr. L.VRGK agreed with some of the previous

speakers, that granite had a bed. He considered

that a good stone had a clean fracture, and a bell-

like ring; strongly advocated the use of dowels in-

stead of metal cramjis. He considered Mr. Pain wai

quite right to condemn the practice of blasting

stone to be used as masonry ; in his practice he hatt

alwavs avoided it.
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Mr. Pain, in reply, said notwithstanding Mr. Cross

differed from Uim, he still held that taking the two

beds the most diu-able stone was found in the top or

" brown bed " at Portland, and in that opinion he

was supported by mauy competent authorities.

"With respect to the question—had granite a bed or

not? it had been very ably answered by some of

the previous speakers that, looking at the strict

meaning of the term "bed," granite had not abed

the same as stratified rocks. Mr. Butler suggested

that the white powder on Portland stone after erection

was due to salt. He did not think so, for other stones

that did not come by sea were troubled wnth it ; he

considered it was caused b}' the lime in mortar, or

the ch:vlk in cement working through the stone.

Jlr. Haughton thought that stone could not be

supplied from a quarry of durable quality quickly

enough for large buil(Ung.s such as the New Law
Courts. But in answer to that he \YouId suggest

that at no time were quarrymen better able than the

present day, by the use of machinery, to supply

large quantities in a short space of time; besides, the

best course would be to use stone from all the best

qualities from various formations. By that means

an agreeable diversity of colour could be had, as

well as durability.

Owing to the lateness of the hour, the President

said he woulil not detain the members and gentlemen

present, but informed them that the Stone Working
Machinery Company had inWted them to see their

works at Vork-road on the 27th inst. which he hoped

the members and visitors present would avail them-

selves of.

A vote of thanks was passed to the author for his

paper. Specimens of decayed stone from "Westminster

iibbey, furnished by 5Ir. Poole, and a working

model of Coke & Hunter's patent saws, were ex-

hibited at the termination of the meeting.

ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCLITION.

AN ordinary general meeting of this Association

was held on Friday evening last, in the meet-

ing room of the Institute, the Association's room
being under preparation for an exhibition of sketches,

&c., for the behoof of the gentlemen attending the

Architectural Conference. jMr. J. Douglass Mathews,

Vice-President, occupied the chair. Messrs. L. W.
Crace and F. H. Godwin having been elected mem-
bers, on the motion of Mr. Quilter a vote of thanks

was unanimously passed to Mr. Williams, of Her
Majesty's Ofl5ce of Works, and architect of the new
buildings for the General Post OfHce, for his kind-

ness in allowing the members to visit that building,

and in accompanying them over the w^orks in ])ro-

gress. The Chairman, in putting the motion to the

meeting, said that, whatever might be said of the

conduct of the Government in regard to the designs

for the work, there could be but one opinion as to

the goodness and thoroughness of the construction.

The Chairman also stated that the exhibition of draw-

ings in connection with the Conference would be open

to members of the Association on the presentation of

the card of a member of the Institute. He also stated

that the Committee had under consideration the

desirability of holding an exhibition yearly in con-

nection with the Association. The Committee had
endeavoured to induce the Committee of the Royal

Areliitectural Museum to join them in the under-

taking, but satisfactory arrangements could not be

made with the Museum autiiorities. The Committee

"f the Association had therefore determined to hold

an annual exhibition themselves, and the time chosen

is the opening of the annual session of the Associa-

tion, at the end of October or beginning of Novem-
ber. The exhibition will remain open for a week,

the opening convctsazione of the season being the

i>pening night of the exhibition.

Mr. (iuiLTER having detailed the arrangements
for the annual excursion of the Association, whicli

will take place at the end of July or beginning of

AugHst, to the neighbourhood of Ely, Lynn, Wisbech,
and Boston,

Mr. G. H. BiKCH read a paper

OM SYJIEOLISSt AS IXFLUEXCING CHRISTIAN ART,
ESPECIALLY AKCIIITECTURE.

The author said he found in many of his brother
students in architecture more or less of ignorance as

to certain pecuharities of plan or arrangement and
disposition of parts visible in the ecclesiastical build-

ings of tlie Middle Ages. It had been fretiuently

asked why those peculiarities existed, or what they
signified. Symbolism liad been co-existent with
humanity. Certain material forms had always been
typical of certain truths or sentiments, and these
forms thus became tlie words of a universal language
which every living siail instinctively comprehended.
In the relations belwi.Kt the Ueity and man symbo-
lisfri arrived at the highest and noblest development,
hut it was also a]'parent in all tlic ordi:iary occupa-

tions and pursuits and in the social intercourse of

everv-day life. Language is symbohsm, words but

reprcsejt ideas ; animate and inanimate nature

supply types. There is scarcely anything in con-

nection with man and his works that does not show
the presence of symbolism. Among the Egj'ptians

it was carried to its fullest extent. The very lan-

guage of the Eg'yptians was expressed by sjTubolical

forms. In the hieroglyphic inscriptions, figures,

animals, birds, &c., took the place of words. The
lofty propyla:um and the inmost recesses of the

sanctuary were alike covered with these records.

Intellect, Power, Goodness, and "Might were wor-

shipped under the forms of Kneph, Amun, and

Pthah. Osiris was but an incarnation—a manifes-

tation of the good i>rinciple, as Tyiihon was of the

evil. They believed in a future state and in final

judgment. Such was the religion of the ancient

Eg\-ptians, and under such influence were raised

the mighty pjTamids, the colossal halls of Karnac

and its huge propyhea, and the lovely temples of

Edfou and Philae. Springing from this system, and

very nearly akin to it in some particulars, was the

religion of ancient Greece. Here, in a thousautl

beautiful myths and allegori* 9, inculcated by
Orpheus and Pythagoras, we find the golden thread

of primeval faith beautifully interwoven, and the

Greeks instinctively clinging to and applying and

stamping with an individuality exclusively their

own all that was idealistic and beautiful applied to

Zeus and Poseidon, Apollo, Demeter, and Dionysius

the attributes appHed to Kneph, Amun, and Pthah.

In Hindostan, inhabited by tlie great Aryan branch

of the human family. Krishna suffering and Krishna

triumphant is a m^th in which the thread again

appears ; in short, every nation of the earth, in

recognising the Supreme Being, has made use of

symbolism. Out of this system grew Christian

symbolism. There are innumerable instances in the

New Testament of sjmibolism. Lessons are con-

veyed to us through this medium. Throughout the

whole of the Sacred Writings, especially in the

Pauline epistles and in the Apocalypse of S. John

the Dix'ine, symbolism projier and sjmibolical ideas

abound. It was most natural, therefore, that the

Early Christians should avail themselves of such

forms and ideas, and employ a symbolism which had

been handed down from times so remote, and to

which they could attach such significant importance.

In the early days of this era, when to declare one's-

self a Christian was to sign one's own death-

warrant, and when for four centuries the sword of

persecution was never sheathed for long, the use of

such SATnbolism to distinguish friends from foes was

particularly valuable. Timidly and cautiously at

first they hid under forms in which the heathen and

uninitiated saw only their own fables and myths,

but which presented to tlie gaze of the devout wor-

shipper the holiest mysteries and verities of his faith.

One of the earliest symbolical forms or signs used

by the Early Christian Church was a representation

of Orpheus playing on his lyre, surrounded by
birds and beasts of forms the most uncouth and

rude. The Roman soldiers, or spies or in-

formers straying in these subterraneous haunts,

would pass such a representation by unnoticed ; but

the Eiirly Christian saw in Orpheus his Divine Lord

the Creator of all nature, at whose command the

lion and the lamb did lie down together side by side.

In Eurydice stung by a serpent he saw himself a

child of f.allen Adam suffering from the serpent.

Our Lord as Orpheus sought tliat which was lost,

descending into the tomb and hell, and bearing

thence in triumph tlie souls there chained, and thus

all the fundamental doctrines of the Christian faith

were combined in one syKibol or type borrowed from

the heathen, and thus conveyed by the medium of

tlie eye, when it was certain death to receive them
through the ear. Representations of the Good
Shepherd, as a beautiful beardless youth, surrounded

by his flock, aud .sometimes bearing one of them on

his shoulders, frequently occurred in early Christian

art. Another .symbol of Christ was the Lamb,

and another, again, the Lion; these were of frequent

occurrence ; aud lastly, as the Christians waxed
bolder, the Cross. The three latter are .symbols of

Christ. Many others are to be found, and of the

highest antiquity, such as the pelican, the vine, the

cedar, the fish, the eagle, the serpent, and the lig

tree ; but these are not symbols : these are types or

figures. A symbol teaches doctrine, such as the

Lamb and the Cross, while figures but express

attributes. Christ is symlndised by the former, but

only figured by the latter. It was in the cata-

combs, the cradle of the Christian faith, that

symbolism was developed. But the time is when
the Church is no longer in darkness ; she has

emerged from the catacombs, the once hated sign

is borne aloft, the royal banners forward go as

the sign ill which alone is victory. Ca-ar him-

self bows the knee in lowly homage. Does she

put away from her these types, and sjTubols, and
mystic forms as no longer needing them ? No

;

she retains them specially, for they are to her doubly
]irecious. Lessons are to be gathered from them now
in the full blaze of noonday, as they were gathered
formerly' in the gloom of the catacombs. Symbolism
is to assert its sway over the arts.

Mr. Birch then proceeded to trace this influence'

upon architecture. He said that in the construction

and decoration of our churches, the places of our

spiritual worship, it is apparent ever3"where, from
foundation to topmost pinnacle, not proceeding from
the whim or fancy, but with a meaning, and an
appropriate design for every part. More especially

is it noticeable in the plan, for nearly all

churches are reduceable to three forms—the

cruciform, the rectangular, and the circular.

In pointing out the symbohsm of plan it would be

better to commence with the rectangular or oblong,

because this is the earliest type of tiie form of a

church. The apostohc constitutions define that the

church must be oblong and point to the east, a point

which Durandus enlarges on. As Christianity in-

creased it was but natural that the earlj' Christians

should avail themselves of the buildings not abso-

lutely profaned by impious rites, as some of the

heathen temples were, and the most appropriate in

their eyes were the basilicas, or halls of justice, a

long rectangle with a raised tribune at one end, with
a semi-circular recess, sometimes with double aisles

;

this W'as the prototype of the first material fabric of

the church, a type never lost sight of since, and re-

produced continually at the present time. But
Christianity stamped an individuahty about these

Ijuildings exclusively her own. It soon became the

custom to decorate these royal halls, these earthly

pal.aces of a heavenly king, and to enrich them
with gold, and colour, and precious stones, and to

call the various parts by names, sj-mbolising the

uses to which they were applied. There were three

classes to be accommodated—the clergy, the stewards

of God's mysteries ; the faithful, those in the enjoy-

ment of the full privileges of the Church ; and,

lastly, the catechumens, those who w^re in prepara-

tion, and the penitents. Hence, the churches were

divided into three principal divisions. The sanctuary^

or place for the priests ; the, naos, or nave, appro-

priated to the faithful, and the narthex or porch, to

the catechumens and penitents. There were other

subdivisions, but these were the great divisions, and
so this type became luiiversal both in the East and

in the West. The reason for calling the part used

by the faithful the naos, pro-naos, or navis, was,

that it sj-mbolised a ship or ark Our Lord preached

from a ship, some of his disciples were fishermen,

and were called to be fishers of men, and it was
from a ship that the discijiles captured that mira-

culous draught which prefigured their future suc-

cess. On entering a church, the triple division is

everj'where apparent; from.west to east, nave, choir,

sanctuary ; from north to south, north aisle, nave,

south aisle ; from pavement to roof, arcade, trifo-

rium, clerestory; and again, nave, transept, choir, in

the windows ; ,above, below, around us, is repeated

the thrice holy, holy, holy. The incarnation is sym-
bolised ordinarily in the doors. He declared himself"

to be the door through which to enter into the fold.

Hence, doorw'ays, especially principal ones, are more

often double, to signify the two natures, the human
and the divine ; but united uuder one arch, as not

two, but one Christ. For the same reason, a

majesty or representation of our Lord in glory, is

frequently sculptured in the tympanum. The Holy

Orthodox or Eastern Church, a church which never

changes in practice or doctrine, like the "Western, but

clings to primitive forms and practices, paints the

Incarnation on the beautiful gates, the central door

of the Iconostasis. Another great doctrine-influen-

cing plan, both east and west, is the Atonement,

whose symbol is the cross. In the Latin or Western

Church, this was usually in the form of the long or

cross of suffering; in the Eastern, the four arms were

equal or nearly .so, as in tlie Church of the Eternal

"Wisdom at Constantinople, S. Mark's, "\'enice, and

elsewhere. Hence the distinctive names of the two

forms of crosses, the Latin and Greek, the Latin

resembling the actual cross on which the sacrifice

was offered, and the Greek stretching out its four

arms equally to the four quarters of the world.

The plan of nearly all the cathedrals in Northern

Europe is cruciform ; but there is a peculiarity

attached to some of our English ones which demands

a iiassing notice, and that is the double cross so

noticeable at Canterbur,^-, "Vork, Salisbury, AVorccster,

Rochester, or Durham. A practical reason may be

given for this, but the symbolical one is the in-

scription placed over the head of the cross. Some

say it is the distinctive mark of a metropolitan

ch'urch, but thougli api.licable, perhaps, to Canter-
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bury aud York, tliis is certainly inadmissible -with

respect to the others, which are not, and never Tvere

at any time, metropolitan churclies.

Asthe east is the quarter of light, in like manner

the west typities the quarter of darkne=:s and of sin
;

hence tlie principal door is always at the west-end,

and the arch is often decorated with various sculp-

tures representing scenes in every-day life, the signs

of the zodiac, the occupations of the different

months of the year, even amusements, teaching that

all must be left outside ; the cares and troubles,

anxieties, and pleasures of this life must not enter

into the house of prayer, but, lilce the evil passions

ivhich disfigure and distort human nature, symbolised

under the form of hideous monsters crawling under

the church's eaves, and starting from its holy walls,

—all must be left without. Reverting to east and

west for one moment, another reason may be this

—

the Heathens placed their Paradise in the "West ; the

Isles of the Blest were beyond the "S\'estern Ocean in

the portals of the setting sun, floating masses of

crimson and gold on a sea of azure, against which

idea the Christian boltUy turned his back, and wor-

shipped towards the day-star of the east.

On entering the church the eye immediately falls

upon the font, placed sj-mbolically at the entrance
;

this is frequently eight-sided, in allusion to S. Paid,

TTho alluding to the eight saverl in the ark, said that

the like figure doth also now save us the triumph of

• the virtues over the vices. The passage of the Red
Sea. the ark, the baptism in Jordan, are subjects

continiially chosen for its decoration.

The pillars of the church represent the apostles in

very many Continental churches. Figiu-es of the

apostles are pb.ced over each jtillar. Durandus
gives a syml- 'Heal reason why the windows are

splayed so that the aperture is larger in the inside

than on the outside. Speaking of the windows, he

says that they represent holy scriptures, and as they

exclude wind and raiu. and all things hurtful, and
transmit the light of the true sun into the hearts of

the faithful, they are wider within than without,

because the mystic sense is the more ample, and
precedeth the literal meaning. According to a

very ancient primitive custom, men generally

occupy the south side of the church, women the

northern : more honour has usually been assigned to

the south side. The south side of a church is

very often richer than the north : the south

porch is invariably so. In old churches, at the

•eastern extremity of the nave stands the rood-screen,

or screen of the cross. Xow there is a very beauti-

ful symbolism conveyed in this. In passing from
the nave into the chancel, we must pass tlu-ough

this, an<l as the nave is the church militant, so is

the chancel the church triumphant ; one must pass

through death to attain the realms of heaven, hence

the cross surmounts it, for rood or rod mean the

same, and so the rood is placed there to remind us

that though we pass through the Valley of the

Shadow of Death we will fear no evil. " Thy rod

and thy staff shall comfort us." Over the chancel

arch is painted very often the doom or judgment,
the whole arrangement of arch and screen recalling

this to OUT minds forcibly. In ancient screens, the

principal colours still to be traced are crimson, white,

and gold—gold for those who liave attained their

heavenly reward, white and rrimsnn for those who
havepa.ssed the Red Sea of troulilf and afllictinn. and
vashed their robes wliite through much tribulation.

i'he doori open inwards into the chancel, never
into the nave; we can go to them, they cannot return
to us.

The floor of the chancel is generally raised two or

more steps above the nave, because of tlie honour to

the clergy, as ministers to us in holy things ; but
the chancel roof is lower than the nave tr> remind
them that are exalted that they must humble them-
selves. Special symbolical reasons are given for the
stalU being fixed, while the seats in the nave were
often moveable ; the eternal rest of heaven is

figure<l thereby.

As to the symbolism of the weathercock, Durandus
says: " The cock at the summit of the church is a
type of preachers, for the cock, ever watchful—even
in the depth of night—giveth nf.tice how tiie hoiu-s
pass, wakeneth the sleepers, pre<iicteth the approach
of day ; but first exciteth himself U) crow by
striking his sides with his wings. There is a
mystery conveyetl in each of these jiarticulars—the
niglit is the worhl, the sleepers the chihlreu of this

world, who are asleep in their sins. Tlie cock is the
preacher, who i)reacheth boldly and exciteth the
sleepers to cast away the works of darkness,
exclaiming: ' Woe to them that sleep! Awake, thou
that sleepest !' And they foretell the approach of
day when they speak of the judgment and the glory
that shall be revealed, and, like prudent messengers,
before they teach others, arouse themselves from
iheir sleep of sin by mortifying their bodies. And.

as the weathercock faceth the winds, they turn

themselves boldly, and meet the rebellious by threats

and arguments ; the rod on which it turns is the

discourse of the preacher.''

A discussion ensued, in which Messrs. Blashill,

Boyes, Day, Ridge, Quilter, and others took part;

and, the usual vote of thanks having been tendered

to Mr. Birch, th,e proceedings terminated.

OFON THE HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT
ORNAMENTAL ART.

DR. G. 0. ZERFFI delivered the thirty-first

lecture of this co\u-se on Tuesday afternoon

last, at the South Kensington ^Museum. Continuing
his remarks on the subject of Mahometan ornamen-
tation, he said that the ornamental art of the

Mahometans was everywhere characterised by a
wild confusion of motives, and in it there was no-
where to be found a feeling of conscious individuality.

There was no harmony, for instance, between the

supporting and supported parts of a vaidted chamber.
The walls were covered with an abundance of

charming forms, continually reminding the beholder of

the .splendid tapestry of the East. He could not better

compare oriental art than with oriental love; as in

the latter was witnessed the utter abandonment of

every other feeling but those of adulation towards the

person loved, so in oriental art all order and regu-
lated ST-Tnmetry were discarded. It was this passion,

this enthusiasm in ornamentation, which had pro-

duced those perfect marvels which we now admired
in Mahometan art. A distinguishing feature

of Mahometan art was its arabesque and per-

forated screen-work. Referring to the perforated

arabesque-like windows to be seen in the Indian
temples erected under Mahometan influence at

Ahmedabad and elsewhere, the lecturer said that if

they were carefully looked at it would be seen that
they resembled veils of textile fabrics—for the art of

the Mahometans, like that of all nomadic tribes,

took its first motives from its textile fabrics. Vege-
table life impressed them most, because they were
forbidden to copy or represent animal life, and they
soon greatly excelled in producing their admirable
creeping-piant-like arabesques. Their success in

;

this respect was o^ving to their observance of the
laws of symmetry and eurithmv. The patterns in

these windows were greatly varied and diversified,

so much 80 that even in the smallest windows
exactly the same patterns, rarely occurred twice.

Their architecture, like that of all other peoples,

was deeply influenced by their religion. Their
sanctuaries, whether in Ahmedabad. Delhi, Cairo,

or Lucknow. always occupied the centre of a
kind of court-3-ard, round which were ranged
the buildings or offices accessory to their religious

observances, such as the fountain, Ac. Ahmedabatl,
Delhi, and Lucknow afforded numerous examples
of Mahometan art, photographs and drawings of

which were on the screen. Ahmedabad was a town
in the Bombay Presidency, with about l;iO,OUU in-

habitants, and about seven English miles in circum-
ference. The name Ahmedabad, meant '' the town
of the praised one." The mosque itself was gene-
rally the centre of the buildings, and was built of

white marble and darkish red bricks. The whole
of the ornamentation was executed in white marble,
while the walls themselves were a kind of mosaic in

reddish brick and white marble. The effect of this

was much more splendid and beautiful than that of

the walls of the Doge's Palace at Venice, which had
enchanted ^Ir. Ruskin so much. Referring to the

perforated windows which so abounded in Ahmeda-
bad, the lectiu-er said that while the ornamentation
was over-done, the geometrical and creeping-

plant-like forms were well worthy of study
by the art student, but guch motives should
not be slavishly copied; the best featiu*es in

them should be picked out, modified, and
used up. The student should study these works and
imbibe their forms, improving them in accordance with
the greater taste and better-regulated artistic feeling

which prevailed in the present day. It was always
fatal to copy them, because they always had one
great fault—viz., over-ornamentation. Referring
to the horse-shoe arch, so widely used in Mahometan
buildings of a certain period. Dr. Zcrtli said he

could not agree with those who admired that form of

arch, for it gave one the impression that it was con-

structively weak, and might come clown with a run
at any time ; and wherever the aiipcarance of a

structure, such as a vault, was terrifying to the be-

holder, the architecture was at fault. This form of

arch arose out of nothing but a mere straining after

novelty—a sure sign of degeneracy in art. for mere
novelty was not originality; consequently in all the

temples erected in the best periods of Mahometan art the

only forms of arch used were the roun<l and the

pointed. Remarking on therichness of ornamentation

in some of the Mahometan mosques, the marble and
stone-work inlaid with ivory, mother-o'-pcarl, and
irecious stones, the lecturer said it far surpassed
even the glowing descriptions of the Arabian
Nights, and was an exemplification of the proverb
"Truth is stranger than fiction." The minars, cr
minarets, were incidentally alluded to, the lecturer
observing that one at Delhi, theKootub Minar,was
265ft. high, and C2ft. in diameter at the base. In
appearance it resembled a number of poles or stalks
tapering towards the top. and tied together at inter-
vals by bands, on which were inscriptions in the
Arabic language from the Koran. This mode of
construction was undoubtedlj- of wood in its origin,

but the minar in question was of polished red sand-
stone, often called red marble. This minar bad been
greatly damaged by lightning and by an earthquake,
but the Government had very wiselv spent a con-
siderable sum of money in its conservation. Inscrip-

tions from the Koran, similar to those on the bands re-

ferred to, were very commonly \ised as decorative
motives, and by constant repetitious and intertwin-
nings were made to form arabesques. At a time
when we in England were perfectly indifferent as to

progress in science or art—at the time of the Cru-
sades—at a time when we were only striving to

gain for ourselves a social existence, this Indian art

was at its height. After referring to the textile

fabrics and to the dresses worn by the early Mahome-
tans, and to their tapestry, the lecturer described

their weapons and the trappings of their horses.

Their furniture was simple, and the greatest

possible attention was given to the orna-
mentation of all that was portable, transferring upon
that which was not portable an excessive orna-
mentation, Theirnomatljc origin was clearly traceable,

from tlie fact that as far as possible every article of

furniture was portable; this might be owing, also,

in a great measure to their belief that they had no
certain abiding place on this earth. All their ilrink-

ing vessels were richly ornamented with filagree

work, and with sentences from the Koran. Within
easy reach of them, as they sat on the floor, and in

every available corner, were little cupboards or

cabinets, richly ornamented externally and internally

in a kind of Byzantine Moresque style. Their

jewellery, too, was excellent as to workmanship.
The influence of religion on art was there, as every-

where else, made manifest. Their religion was
devoid of that real %-itality which produced progress,

because it was based on hatred instead of

being founded on love. Their art had remained
stationary, and would do so, on account of the

fatalistic beliefs of the people; and notmthstand-
ingthat they knew better how to decorate a flat surface

than any other people, they were fast being left in

the rear in the march of civilisation.

THE WELLINGTON MONUMENT.
EITHER Mr. A^Tton has been overruled, or he

has chosen to rescind his dismissal of Mr.
Stevens for some reason best known to himself. We
are not going into the facts of the case again—every-

body is sick and tired of it ; but we should like the

question asked of the First Commissioner, '• Why
Mr. Stevens was virtually dismissed in November
last, and why he is to be allowed to resume the

execution of the monument almost on his own con-
ditions, and at the cost of the nation?" Mr. Stevens'

"unpunctuality "—failure and breach of contract.

a private patron would, we think, have called it—is

to be guarded against tn- the general superintendence

and " pecuniary responsibility " of Mr. Coleman.

Much in the same way, we presume, as it was guarded
against by the employment of 3Ir. Penrose, who
we are really surprised to find is not reinstated.

Let us, however, be thankful. lu two years and a

half

—

if Mr, Stevens keeps his word—we shall have,

at a cost of £22,000, after wailing fifteen years for

it. what we ought to have had in five years for

£14.001).

Who Eauns thi: T.vxks?—An influential manu-
facturer at Bolton (Mr. T. Thomasson), in a letter i i

the Boltun Guardian, remarks:—''The actual work-
ers of the kingilom work every day of the year to

pay the interest of the national debt, twenty-six
minutes; for the maintenance of our armaments,
twenty-eight minutes a day ; for the cost of collect-

ing tlie taxes, live minutes a day ; for the relief of the

poor, nine minutes a day ; for local taxes, nine

minutes a day; for the cost of civil government,
twelve minutes a day. Adding these together, we
find our labourers working every day of the year

one hour and twenty-nine minutes for the payment
of our national and local taxes. Very nearly two-
thirds of this time is occupied in producing the cost

of our war system, that is, of our national debt aud
our armaments.
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DESIGN FOR A NEW ROYAL PALACE IX
KENSINGTON GARDENS.

THE iusufticieucy of the accommodation afforded

by the Royal Palaces in Loudon hits been long

acknowledged and frequently commented upon. The
State apartments in St. James's are, as is well known,
quite unequal in size, convenience, and every other

requi>iite quality for the requirements of the Court.

In truth, the place, originally but a hospital, ugly

and mean-looking as it is, without any special histo-

rical interest, had better be razed as soon as fitting

accommodation is elsewhere obtained. Nor is there,

it seems, without unduly encroaching on the domestic

privacy of the Sovereign, room in Buckingham
Palace. We especially have no place in which we
can lodge and give fitting hospitable entertainment to

foreign royal visitors. In these respects this, the

capital of the richest and greatest empire of the

world, is much behind and inferior to other cities,

and the want is disgraceful. To supply the

cleticieucies pointed out, I propose a New Palace be

erected in Kensington-gardens. This is not alto-

gether a new idea ; the suggestion has been previously

made, but based on the supposed necessity of destroy-

ing the present Palace for the sake of the site, and
so has obtained no favour. I would preserve the

existingbuildiug; indei)endently of other associations,

it is interesting as the birthplace and long time the

residence of her Majesty the Queen. But, as the

gardens afford what is incomparably the finest site

in London available for the purpose, I should pro-

pose erecting the New Palace on the slope between
the so-called Round-pond and the Serpentine river.

The space is a comparatively open one, and tlie

existing road across the gardens from north to south

would, widened, serve well for the ordinary means
of approach. The ground between the Palace and
the river I would bank into terraces, with a]>pro-

priate architectural enrichments, forming a frame
and fitting foreground to the building. The
terraces would be laid out as gardens, with turf,

riower-beds, walks, fountains, sculpture, &c., with
flights of steps between the diverse levels and
at the lowest giving access to tlie Serpentine. This

lowest terrace would have small pavilions in which

ladies might sit and watch the boating, A'c The
river at this part I should propose to widen, and

instead of the present nondescript termination at the

northern eud I should substitute, as a mask, a hand-

some bridge, with statues and covered way, affording

what is now wanted—protection from the weather

to the storm-bound pubHc. The existing bridge

would require to be lengthened, and, with increased

size and importance, would become proi>ortioTiately

more striking and ornamental. I would propose

that one-half the Palace be used for levees, drawing-

rooms, &c., and the other be reserved for the accom-

modation of Royal visitors. Tlie whide to be as

freely as possible open to the inspection of the

public.

A perspective view of my design is in the present

International Exhibition. A plan of the same is

here aiipended. The style adopted is that practised

by Mansard and other architects of the Renaissance,

and with the characteristic high roofs they so wisely

adopted from the Gothic. At one end of the upper

terrace is shown a prospect tower, to be used, also,

for supplying, from an artesian well, the water for

the interior uses of the Palace, and the numerous

fountains in the gardens. The overflow of the latter

would be received by the Serpentine, and do much
to improve it. The Kound-pond I should decorate

with pavilions and statuary on its margin, and a

grand multiform arrangement of fountains in the

centre. The necessary forcing-houses, stables, &c.,

would be provided near the present Palace. On
the site of St. James's Palace I skould like to see

built a proper residence for the Prince of AVales,

Marlborough House being utterly unworthy his

dij;nity, the building set well back from Pall Mall,

with com:t-yard and screen of columns in front.

Possibly these improvements will be effected some

time, but the Anglo-Saxon mind is averse to change,

and slow to move. If the money so lavishly spent

in one year onlj' on our arms and armaments in the

foolish international game of brag was expended

on the arts of peace, what wonders might be

accomplished

!

Philip E. Masey.

ERECTION OF INFECTIOUS WARDS.

AT the last meetmg of the Northwich Board of

Guardians the deputy clerk said that on the
last Board-day the Yisiting Committee were directed

to make a report on the building of infectious wards
at the workhouse, as recommended by the Poor Law.
Board. They had accordingly met and agreed in.

proposing that it should be a two-story building.

Since then, however, Mr. Cheshire had received a

letter from the architects (Messrs. Bedford and
Davenport, of Manchester and Winsford) in which.

they said, '* On going carefully into the matter of

the infectious wards of the Northwich Union Work-
house, we find the instructions of the Poor Law Board,

both in their printed instructions with reference to

such buildings, and also in their letter addressed to

yourself, so precise as to the necessity of a building

such as is proposed to be erected being only one

story, that we deem it right to mention that we
think there will be danger of the Board rejecting

plans of a two-story building. Their instructions

are certainly express that this class of buildings shall

be only one-story, the reason of which probably

being that the vitiated air from the lower rooms

would in all likelihood be dispersed into the upper

rooms, and so spread disease." The committee had

again met that morning, and he believed thej' had

altered their decision. Mr. Lea, chalrmau of the

Visiting Committee, said that after reconsidering the

matter they had decided to recommend that the

Board should adopt the views expressed by the

Poor Law Board, and have the building one story

high.
^

The Population of London.—The population

of London enumerated as living at midnight on

Sunday, April 2, was 3,251,i'04, an increase of

•147,815 in ten years. The houses occupied by this

enormous mass of people stretch along the banks of

the Thames from Woolwich up to Hammersmith,

and across its stream from Norwood to Hampstead,

over 122 square miles. On an average there are

2,G69 persons to a square mile.
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THE ARCHITECTS' CONFERENCE
AND THE PRESS.

FOR some time past it i.s well known that

there have been many questions which
required discussion and revision in connection

with architectural practice in this country.

"Unsettled questions," says a Swiss states-

man, "have no pity for the repose of nations."

The aphorism may be applied to corporations

or organised bodies of men, and particularly

to Britisli architects ; and as other societies

have their periodic conferences, it was only
natural that the architects should follow suit,

and some of them have been doing so in

London this week. As questions affecting

the whole bodj' of architects were to be dis-

cussed at the Conference, it was also natural

tliat the profession throughout the country
would like to know what was said aud done.
"VVe accordingly made arrangements to give

as full a report of the proceedings as our
space would permit, but to our a-stonishment
we found that no reporters were admitted.
We do not dispute the right of any body of

men to determine to sit in secret ; and there
are times when secrecy is advisable. There are,

liowever, other times when it would be the
height of luiwisdom to do so, and such a time
has occurred at Conduit-street this week.
We do not know who is responsible for the
error—we only know it has been committed.
A similar mistake was made by the Institute
a few years since, but it gave rise to so much
dissatisfaction that the decision was soon
cither repealed or disregarded. The Institute
is a privileged body, and no one can question
its right to exclude reporters from its general
meeting. The right of doing so, and the
wisdom of doing so, however, are two
very different things. But we question the
right of the committee of the Conference, or
wlioever may, in this instance, be responsible,
to decide on such a question without consult-
ing the Conference itself. The Conference
consisted, not only of members of the Insti-
tute, but of representatives from the other
architectural societies in the country, and the
members of these societies would very
naturally like to know what was said and
done in their names, what laws affecting their
interests were passed, and tlie rciisons urged
for such laws. There was scarcely one out of
every fifty architects of the country present
at the Conference in London this week ; and
how can it be expected that the whole body
will be satisfied with regulations discussed
in secret V Matters in some respects are
pretty much at sixes and sevens at
present, and nothing is more likely to excite
a dissentient spirit, and lead to confusion
worse confounded, than the assumption, or
even the appearance of dictation on the
part of any governing body. No doubt,
when the matter is inquired into, it. will
be found to be the work of some officious
clique

;
but by whomsoever arranged it

will lead to disappointment and disaffec-
tion. What could have been deliberated
ui)on at the Conference to justify the exclu-
sion of the reporters V Did Professor Kerr,
" On Competitions," prefer to si>fak to three or
fourscores, or to a hundred times that number,
as he would have done if reporteis were pre-
sent.' And what was there in Professor Lewis's
paper on • Architectural ICducation " to justify
its being read with closed doors. One would
liave tliought that the more the architectural
students tliroughout the Pi'itish emiiireknew
about education appertaining to their own pro-
fession the better for all. Nut so, however,
thought the committee of management, for
they have done what they could to limit the
number of the worthy professor's listeners.
AVe say advisedly that the Biiu>in(: Nkws is
read every week by more liundreds than
there were units ii,t the Conference, and much
which wa,s good uttered at the Conference, in-
asmuch as it professed to speak (in some
matters at all events) in the name of the
profession—was deserving of the widest
publicity. We say nothing of the Biiikkr,

with its vast constituency- of readers, as that
publication is well able to take care of itself.

We, however, do not now speak in behalf of

journalism, but in the interests of archi-

tecture in all its connections. Why, for

instance, should Mr. Seddon be compelled
to confine what he had to say " On
the Principles of Chromatic Decoration "

to a select few ? Or whj' should Mr. Popple-
well PuUan, who is well able to speak with
authority on " Classic Art," be compelled to

hide his light imder a bushel, when it might
be put on a candlestick? The same might
be said of Mr. C Rolfe, who spoke " On the

Effect of Ecclesiastical Law on the Arrange-
ment and Decoration of Churches," or of Mr.
E. Sharpe, who treated " The Exclusion of

Perspective Views from Professional Com-
petitions." What applies to architecture as

a fine art apples with equal force to the

science of construction. Again, we ask, what
spirit of Freemasonry or Great INIogulism

pervaded Mr. Fowler's paperon "Fire-resist-

ing Material and Construction, with Refer-

ence to the New Building Act," or Mr. C.

Barry's memoranda on " The Strength of

Certain New Building Materials as Tested by
Experiment," or of Mr. Wonnacott's paperon
" The Use of Concrete as a Substitute for

Stone in Building '?" And, to come to

the last and not least, what was there

is Nt. I'Anson's paper on " Professional

Charges "—a question of vast importance at

the present time—that it should be read and
discussed in the forced absence of the report-

ers, at sonietliing like a hole-and-corner

meeting? The more the matter is investi-

gated, the more its absurdity becomes mani-

fest. We say that a great injustice has been
done, in the fii'st place, to the readers of the

papers themselves. We know that several

of them, at all events, would have preferred

to give the whole profession the benefit of

their thoughts and experience. A man wlio

takes the trouble to write an elaborate paper
would much rather speak to a thousand per-

sons than to ten persons. In fact, men who
have anything to say worth saying like to be

reported. But we protest against this policy

of exclusion for tlie sake of, and in the name
of, the whole architectm-al body. A m.ajority

of the architects of the country do not be-

long to any architectural society whatever
;

they arc, however, expected to be governed
in their professional practice by the same
regulations as those who are members of such

societies, and it is right and proper that

they should know what is said and done in

matters of general interest. But it must not

be supposed that the members of the London
or provincial architectural societies would for

a moment sanction such a suicidal policy as

has been pursued in London this week. Tlie

Council of the Institute, as we have said,

attempted it and failed. The Architectural

Association, a vigorous and growing body,
has always welcomed the presence of

reporters at their meetings ; in fact, most of

its prosperity is traceable to the publicity

thus attained. The same may be said of

all our large scientific associations. What
would the world think of the British Asso-
ciation, or the Social Science A.s.sociatson,

or the Institution of Mechanical f'ngineers,

or the In.stitute of Naval Architects, if they
excluded re]iorters from their annual meet-
ings? How infinitely absurd it would appear
if the British Archicological A.ssociation or

the Royal Archaiological Institute passed a

law saying that in future their annual gather-
ing would be I'onductcd within closed doors !

Why, the world would laugh at them. But
a Conference of Architects called together

under the auspices of the Institute, in the

plenitude of its wisdom, and its affectation of

mystery, tramples ordinary regulations under
feet, and resolves that what is said or done
shall be said or done in secret, and no more of

the proceedings shall be published than they,

in their generosity, will permit. We lieg

pardon : tlie Conference has not done so. The
Conference was never consulted in the matter.

The decision was arrived at before the Con-
ference met, and so an injustice was done to
the Conference itself, and a still greater in-
justice to the mass of provincial architects
who could not listen to the proceedings, but
who would like to know what was proposed,
discussed, and concluded in their name. In
another page will be found a slight sketch of
a portion of the proceedings, written by amem-
ber of the Conference, who loves light rather
than darkness. We may venture to promise
that the erroneous policy commenced this
year will not be continued.

STAINED GLASS AT THE INTER-
NATIONAL EXHIBITION.

TN this exhibition of stained glass, which is
-*- neither a large nor very satisfactory one,
there are some careful works wrought out
upon generally correct principles, which
deserve patient attention. The best of these
are to be found in the Meyrick Gallery.
Under the name of the firm Heaton, Butler,
& Bayue is exhibited a work of great ex-
cellence, and we wish we knew whether we
had to credit any member of that firm, or an
artist employed by them, for the design.

The omission of this essential information is

a grave want throughout this exhibition. A
band of figure subjects is carried through the
middle of six lancet lights, which are grouped
into three windows of two lights each, with
traceried heads of geometrical character.

The subjects represented in the panels-

forming this band are taken from Tennyson's
" Idylls." The drawing throughout is ad-
mirable and delicate, but the first impression
received is that the pictures (exquisite pic-

tures they are) are miserably injured by the
extraordinary black lines formed by the lead
work which meander through them, and
spoil them as works of art. The truth is,

that this character of work is utterly un-
suited to be executed upon glass, except it

be, as Ml-. W. B. Scott boldly dds his work,
upon single large sheets of glass uninjured by
any divisions. There is another fundamental
error in these works—namely, that they ai'e

in perspective, showing landscape distances,

rapid foreshortening of figures, &c. Again,
the colour, delicate as it is, is hardly satis-

factory, as the sky-blue knights and golden-
haii'cd damsels, with the lightshiningthrough,
are ghostly and unreal. It is, therefore, with
unfeignedregret that we turn from these beau-
tifully-executed, but mistaken drawings,
and we venture to express a hope that we
may see them translated into some other more
appropriate material. They would form
charming designs for painting upon slabs of
porcelain. To show that we have taken a
correct view of tliem as now presented to us,

we would point, for exaiiii)le, to the Lovers-

I^auncelot and Guinevere, in the fifth panel.

The upper half of the languishing fair one
looks as if enclosed in a mis-shapen black
bottle, and suspended by some uncanny con-
trivance from Launcelot's liack—the bottle

and niiichine being composed of the lead lines

referred to.

:Mr. AV. B. Scott's (No. 2402) three win-
dows for the " Keiamic " (iallery. South Ken-
sington iSIuseum, are the last of the series

designed by that able artist as illustrations of

the history of earthenware of all nations.

Here, again, we seem to be looking through
lithographs hehl up to the light, and are more
amused than edified by diaphanous wide-
awakes and other unnaturally luminous
objects of every-day life. The drawings are

well composed and interesting, but somewhat
rotten in the lines. It is, however, as deco-
rations to glass that they are so utterly

wrong—we m,ay even say ludicrous. Each
]ianel is surrounded by a narrow border of
intertwined ribbons and foliage stained yel-

low ; the panels themselves resemble etchings-

A\'e now turn to the work by the well-known
and liighly-esteemed firm of true artists,

Messrs. Morris, Marshall, & Co., who have
only sent three small panels (2^83). The
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first represents Queen Dido and Cleo-

patra, from Ciiaucer's "Legend of (iood

Women." Now, in these the treatment is

much nioi'e suitable to glass ; the figures

are in one plane, and not forosliortened,

and the amount of shadow is restrained.

In the faces there is none whatever, and the

shape and features are only expressed by
hardly a dozen lines, leaving the well-chosen

tint of the glass to stand without modelling.

Tlie breadth of the flesh is conti-asted and
thrown out bj' multitudinous lines in the hair,

in the luxuriance of which, of course, they

have revelled to an extravagant degree.

The draperies are gold, white, and ruby, the

gold harmonising with the hair and crowns
;

the ruby deep and rich, but perhaps too

strong as a contrast with the rest, and
looking spotty at a distance. The next panel

represents a most woe-begone God of Love,

with Alceste, illustrative of the same legend.

This is the most comic Cupid we ever saw,

and Alceste seems very dubious—as we should

have been—as to putting herself imder his

guidance. The god has a sort of night-dress

or smock nearly to his feet, and holds his

darts very much as if he were ashamed of

them, and his hlase appearance is heightened
by the ruby spots around him, which we
find to be his wings and robe. The green
dress of Alceste is very beautiful, and her
figure altogether charming. A quiet back-
ground of brown palings and delicate herbage,

and weeds in front, is good, and though the

distance is complicated and in per.spective, it

is not obtrusive. Their third contribution is

Chaucer asleep, in a olive-green dress, with
one patch of yellow lining seen as a sleeve.

The figure here, very fine in itself, is too

strong in colour for the rest of the picture,

and a mere patch of colour at a distance, and
we must own that we find little harmony in

these three compositions as pictui'cs, but they
are nevertheless full of beautiful passages,

and are thoughtful works of art, for which
we are very thankful. Above Messrs.

Morris's two panels is a two-light transomed
window, No. L':390, by T. G. Jackson—" The
Seasons." This is a meritorious work, with
on the whole a good effect. The figure panels
are very small, and set in the middle of dia-

pered work, but though they lack the defects

of the examples we have named, they want
also many of their merits, and do not rise to a
liigh level as works of art. Tliis work,
though properly attributed to the artist

who designed it, is exhibited by James
Powell and Sons, and is a pleasing example
for domestic decorative work. Above the
figure of Chaucer by Messrs. Morris is a single

light window the authorship of which wo
cannot ascertain from tlie catalogue. The
subject is a mother bringing two children

to Christ. There is much decorative merit in

this, but the woman cannot be said to possess

a figure at all. The robe which is supposed
to cover it is covered with a beautiful (liaper

;

the flesh is perhaps too white, and the outer

cloak of too strong a yellow. The back-
ground of laurels is very exquisite. The
conventional work which completes the top
and bottom of the window is not much in

character, and is rather connuonplace. There
is, however, in this work so much that is

teautiful and meritorious that it deserves
attention. No. 2)374, " S. Michael," by D.
Morgan, is rich in coloiu-, and the back-

• ground in particular is well treated
; the

figvire itself is not first-rate, and the armour
too much painted up. Another powerful and
decorative window, as far as colour is con-
cerned, and executed upon quite right prin-
ciples, is 2377, by Gibbs and Moore. It

represents a youthful king seated on athrone.
The head and crown are the weakest portions,
and the diaper at the back of the figure is

too obtrusive. No. 2371, " S. Cecily," by
F. V. Hart, is one of the best works in the
Meyi'ick Gallery. The background is rather
loud and startling, but is composed of glass

of very fine quality both as to tint and
texture. The figure is well drawn and beauti-

fully draped. The left arm, however, which
is foreshoi-tened, does not seem right to us.

'J'he expression of the head is very good. A
little work by Burlison Sc Grylls, immediately
above the last example described, represents

the Annunciation, and though overpowered
by uninteresting tabernacle work, is an ex-

cellent copy of old German work. We should

think these artists capable of more than such
copies. For the other designs in this gallery

we have little or nothing we can say in praise
;

they are mostly exemplications of the worst

character of modern glass painting, and only

should be looked at as warnings of

what to avoid. Either they present loud,

violent, and discordant colouring, or deep
shadows and perspective drawing, which
renders them utterly wrong in the first

principles of this special art. It is only

with the liope of gleaming from them some
salutary lessons that we shall refer to any. It

is quite sad that himian patience and high
ability of a certain class should be wasted
upon abortive productions like those ex-

hibited by Messrs. Jlayer & Co.. of Munich,
and Holies-street, Cavendish-square. It is

sadder still for us English that sufficient en-

couragement is given to such parodies of art

works as to induce the firm to become domiciled
amongst us. Take, for instance, such a pre-

posterous transparency as that of No. 2379,

representing Hamlet's soliloquy with the

gravedigger. Tliere the translucent hero, of

rakish aspects, seems to have a lime-light be-
hind his aldcrmanic cor)")oration. He holds

out theatrically what looks like an ostrich's

egg, but is a highly-polished skidl, which has
been gracefully handed to him by the senti-

mental grave-digger, who, with up-raised eyes
and out-puffed cheeks, pomatumed gray
locks, and bran-new clothes of varied and
brilliant tints, is standing in a rocky hole,

upon the crystalline sides of which his spade
could not possibly make any impression. A
brigand-like attendant in the background,
with hat and that graceful feature, waxed mous-
taches, aud'scornful expression, is wonderingly
listening to the philosophical remarks of his

master. The dress of this elegant ruffian con-
sists of a ruby-coloured cloak, lined with
lavender and edged with gold, a mauve and
gold-bordered vest and cerulean immen-
tionables. the lustre of which is only out-

shone by the gleam of Hamlet's ultra-

marine scabbard, and relieved by the
delicate pinkish gi'ay tombstone, against

which he is negligently reclining, and around
which emerald grass is ranged in ordered
tufts, appai'ently kept clipped by the court

hairdresser. Tlie crowning absurdity of this

ludicrous picture is that the .shadow of Hani-
let's legs—one of which, by the way, is puce
and the other purple—is thrown like across

the ]iicture, and is necessarily opaque, while
the lights are transparent—a reversing of

Nature's laws which it would require 'more
than his affected philosophy to help us to

endure. In the adjoining work by the same
firm, our Saviour, with brown face but pink
hands, with a gold and crimson nimbus,
scarlet cloak with pea-green lining, and
mauve robe, is talking to a most lackadaisical

Samaritan woman, whom none would have
credited with the experience of life of her
Scripture prototype. The scene is repre-

sented under a canopy of jialm trees of the

most vivid green leaves and ruby fruit, but
the whole overshadowed by a Gothic arch

and' pediment of construction and hues
which would beggar any description. Only
second to these in absurdity may be ranked
an adjoining picture of our Lord receiving

the children brought to him, by Lavers &
Barraud. Although there is drawing of good
character in some of the draperies in parts,

some of the children have wigs of veritable

gold, and our Saviour a robe of startling red

and blue ; but the comic clement in the com-
position is that the light is streaming through

the whole group of figures, in spite of gloonij^

rocks behind. But of all the marvellous tog-

gery with which the human imagination has

draped even supernatural beings, that in

which Mr. H. Hughes has arrayed the angel
of the Revelations, in No. 2387, is, perhaps,
the most marvellous. It puts almost to shame
the dragon, which, clad in scales varying
in hue from the deepest ruby to the lightest

mauve, and crowned with gold and winged
with green, is pouring from luminous jaws
a pearl-gray foaming flood. But perhaps
even more objectionable than this ridiculous
colouring is the vapid character of what
stands for di'awing in another contribution
by the same firm (Ward & Hughes). That
such simpering virgins and idiotic angels
should be tolerated for a moment is a reflec-

tion otherwise than creditable to the
present age. But there are degrees in degra-
dation as in other things, and a still

lower depth has been reached by Messrs.
Holland & Sons, who proclaim themselves
" artists in stained glass." Joseph, in a I'obe of

many colours, which gives fine scope for ex-
travagance, is pointing to an orrery in an
azure sky, for the edification of a set of crea-

tures without form or anatomy, arrayed in the
most comically discordant garbs imagination
can conceive ; and the sale of Joseph to the
Ishiuaelites, which completes the series, is the
bathos, we should think, to which such work
coiddbe brought, ^^'e have, however, thought
this so often that we have become accus-

tomed to disappointment, and accordingly,

coming to the last work in this gallery, we
find it jiossible to attain even a lower depth
than the last, and we should certainly adjudge
the jialm for the present for the very worst
work that could be conceived to 2397, speci-

mens in the Renaissance style in three parts,

by Vander Poosten, jun. This is because the

figures are larger and more obtrusive, and
the colours more atrocious. Feeling tliat our
eyesight would not much longer suffer such
outrages as the sham j\Ialacliite and ultra-

mai'ine panels a foot high in the pedestals on
which the emblematical figures stand, and
feeling it beyond our powers of description

to give any idea of the figures themselves, we
hasten from the gallery, and leave to a future

occasion any consideration of the .stained-

glass in other parts of the Exhibition. " Suf-

ficient for the day is the evil thereof."

J. P. S.

ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BUITLSII

ARCHITECTS.

THE opening meeting of the General Conference of

Architects w.i.s held on Monday afternoon last at

two o'clock, when the President, jlr. T. H. Wyatt,

delivered an address touching on the various sub-

jects announced for con,sideration, especially on that

of professional practice, under which head were dis-

cussed the question of percentage in the commission

of architects, the scale of remuneration adopted in

Germauy and America as compared with that in

England, and also tlie employment of 'W^uantity

surveyors." On these points there was considerable

discussion. At the evening meeting,

Mr. F. C. PuNRosE, M.A., arcliitect to the Dean
and Chapter ofS. Paul's Cathedral, read a paper

ON THE DECOK.ITION OF S. PAUL'S.

Mr. PicNROSK observed that it was necessary to

begin by asking whether the Cathedral should be

decorated at all, sinee the point had recently been

ruised by an eminent architect (Mr. Street). Some
colour had already been introduced

; but in the de-

coration of a cathech'al a little colour was a

dangerous thing, and until mu'di more had been

d'tne in this direction in .S. Paul's the effect must

necessarily be unsatisfactory. It was Sir Christopher

"Wren's intention that the dome should be painted in

mosaic, that the roofs should be " painted if required,"

that a ciborium of '' the tinest Greek marbles
''

should be erected at the east end, iind that the apse

should be entirely coated with the same ci>stly

materials. For the dome .and .all concave surfaces

Mr. Penrose advocated mosaics ; but other kinds of

painting, inlaid marbles, sculpture, &c., might be

m.ade use of throughout the Cathedral. A short de-

scription of the interior of S. Paul's decorated as he

hoped it would one d,ay be, woulil best enable lii.i

hearers to realise what was contemplated. Eet the

entrance be supposed to be at the west end, about to

become the easiest access to the Cathedral. On

A
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fiassing through brunze doors richly charged witli

devices, a striking effect woidd lie produced by the

brilliaut roof, covered with mosaic patterns, and

rich with gold. The cupola immediately overhead.

40ft. in diameter, aud the panels of the exquisite side

chapels, would be pictorially treated in the same

ni.iterial. The walls relieved with marble sKabs and

marble inlaid ; the pavement also and the wiudows,

enriched ivith colour, must be so treated as to pre-

serve a due regard for breadth of effect aud

the necessitj- in S. Paul's of a large amount of un-

obstructed sunlight. All panels should be filled

with coloured marbles or sculpture, and no niche

hould be without its statue. The nave and transepts

must, however, be in some respects subordinate to

the choir. In the gxeat dome, which had been called

the very "essence of the building," the grisai/le

pictures of Sir James Thornliill coiUd not fail ulti-

mately to give place to Su- C. Wren's cherished wish

for mosaic pictures. And. in addition to these, the

ibum and the eight spandrels (the latter already

commenced in mosaic) woidd afford grand scope for

the highest efforts of art aud magnificence. The
roof of the choir should be a splentlid and impressive

work in mosaic, surpassing the richness of the rest

of the church. The windows in the apse would here

also be more fully coloured ; and the marbles, whetlier

used structurally as replacing the stonework of the

princijjal ijilasters or in panels and inlaid patterns on

tlie walls aud pavement, would all be arranged so as

to impart a fuller idea of sumptuousness. This must
be especially the case with the eiborium and the

choir screen already referred to. Up to the present

time the committee had been chiefly occupied with

the rearrangement of the stalls, organ, &c., but in

the direction of the more general embellishment of

the catheilral they had taken the step of inviting Mr.
Burges to supply an iconographical scheme—that is,

a selection of subjects to be pictorially treated in the

tUfferent parts of the structiu-e. This had been done,

and although 5Ir, Burges was perfectly unfettered,

his scheme differed only in fidluess from that con-

templated by Dean Slilman and his committee. The
same was also true of the style—namely, the

Cinque-cento, which Mr. Burges recommended.
These concurrent views, and the treatment of many
Continental churches and cathedrals, satisfied Mr.
Penrose that the beauty of the interior of .S. Paul's

would be greatly enhanced by decoration.

There were two places where above all others

a commencement shoidd be made, and which
should, he thought, be carried on pari passu.

One was the apse, as the completion of the

sacrarium, and the other the dome. The apse

windows before many mouths would be filled with

painted glass, and if the present ideas—identical,

moreover, with Mr. Biu-ges's iconography—should

be carried out, a colossal figure of Our Lord, sur-

rounded by angels, woidd adorn the vaiUt of the

tribune, the material being mosaic. As for the

dome, a few more thousand pounds added to the

present subscriptions would enable the committee to

carry out .Sir Christopher "Wren's plan of a dome
vying in rich ornamentation witli that of S. Peter's

at Rome, without being in the least copied from it.

The subject most suited to the dome mosaics was,

by consent of all, that of the heavenly .lerusalem.

This idea was the centre of Jlr. Burges's scheme,

and of designs which the lecturer had himself pre-

viousl\- prepared. M'ere the dome once finished,

the rest would soon follow, ^\'ith respect to the

painted glas.s, only three more windows were now
required to complete the apse, and these must be

procured from the royal manufactory at Munich,
which has Hup])Iied those already put uji ; but he

did not consider it would be necessary to look to

Munich for any more painted windows. The
Municii glass-painting, admirable in drawing, fails

in texture, which te.xture, in consequence of Mr.
"Winstone's discoveries, is so remarkably characteristic

of English glass. The conunittee have now actually

begun their work in the Cathedral, and the first

step taken is to re-erect, as a screen to the north

door, the coUunns of the old organ-screen and their

entablature, bcariiig the well-known words, "Lector,
si moniiiiieiitiiiii nquiris, circumspice."

UISCUSSKI.V.

The PitKSiDKST congratulated the meeting on

having heard so lucid an explanation of the objects

of the Committee for the completion of the metro-

politan cathedral lie believed there were several

visitors in the r<K)m whose remarks woidd be listened

to with respect anil interest.

The I)i;.\s of S. P.vul's said that Mr. Penrose's

paper embodied his, own views of what should be

done so fully that he would rather give place to

t'ther speakers, who might be able to deal with the

matter from a professional jioint of view.

Mr. Bkuksi'iiud-IIoI'K, JI.P., said he had listened

to the paper with peculiar pleasure, explaining as it

did :o scrupulously and so clearh' the difficult

])roblems which had to be solved by the Committee.

He had been working for many years for the resto-

ration of the Cathedral, and bad been associated

with the former Committee, with whose scheme the

late Professor Cockerell was ideutified, aided by the

numly genius of Sir Charles Barry. The present

Committee welcomed Mr. Penrose as a worthy suc-

cessor to Professor Cockerell, and as one who was
untiring in his energv- and devotion. It should be

remembered, however, that the work required to be

done was not merely the decoration of a hall ; the

building ought to be considered as a place of worshiij

— in fact, as the greatest cathedral in the country

built by the Reformed Church. The Committee

were aware of their great responsibility, and felt

that if they were to sacrifice use to art or art to use

they would not be doing their duty. They aimed at

the realisation of both. Most of them would re-

member the screen, and the grave simplicity and re-

tirement of the choir. The screen had been cleared

awa}', although not without regret, for they could

not make the area of the cathedral available for the

services of the chiu-ch with the mipediment inter-

posed by the screen, magnificent specimen of Renais-

sance work as it was. A special Committee had
been appointed to consider the position of the organ,

and this Committee recommended that M'ren's choir

should be preserved. The screen w^ould not be re-

tained, and the organ, which faced east and west,

would be re - adapted and divided into two

parts, to be placed in the large solid open-

ings which occurred near the door. The stalls

would be continued, after Wren's arrangement, in

the choir, and the choir-screen would be erected just

east of the lautern. Mr. Street had dissented from

this arrangement, but the Committee felt that it

would be more consistent with the object of the

cathedral to have tinity of worship and unity of

design, and not to have to deal with two sets of

services as two different things. "Wren's arrange-

ment of the open screen would be adhered to, and

the same altar would be available for the small or

the large congregations. The largeness of the space

allotted to the worshippers was not an insuperable

obstacle, but formed an element, rather, in the gran-

deur of the design. Mr. Burges's able report had

been in the hands of the Committee for several

weeks, but had not yet been acted upon, because it

was necessary first of all to decide as to the position

of the stalls and the organ. "With regard to the

stained window.s, they would be of JIunich work,

aiul to this the Committee had pledged themselves.

These windows would, in themselves, be consummate
wr>rks of art, and it was hoped that by the end of

the year they would be completed, when the work of

restoring the organ and choir would be taken in

hand.

Mr. G. E. SxiiKET said he had the same venera-

tion for S. Paul's Cathedral that he had for the

work of any deceased artist, and thought it should

be preserved as much as possible in its old state. He
had expressed his views (wiiich had not yet been

made public) rather strongly on the subject of the

proposals of the Committee. Firstly, he had ob-

jected that the supposed intention of Wren to de-

corate the cathedral was not founded on sufliciently

good evidence. The Committee had recommended

the use of marble m the pilasters or in panels, aiul

iidaid patterns of mosaic instead of stonework, but

this, he contended, was a perversion of the original

design, and therefore not a work of restor.ition.

Further important alterations were proposed, and it

was jirobaljle that Sir James Thornhill's pictures in

the dome would be taken away (although to a cer-

tain extent they had met with AVren's approval)

and replaced with mosaic work. He did not be-

lieve that Wren ever contemplated such treatment.

Was there no beauty, no magnificence in the interior

as it was ? .Staiuling under the dome, he had learnt

to be impressed with these features. He recom-

mended that the committee shoidd begin by cleaning

off the dirt and wiiitewash fronr the walls. lie had

suggested that mosaic decoration might be used in

some jiarts of the cupola, and other parts he should

be glad to see painted. It seemed to him, however,

that the conunittee were losing sight of the first ob-

ject of the cathedr;U—viz., its use as a cimrch.

Anyone who, like himself, had attended the special

services under the dome must regret that such great

efforts should be virtually thrown aw.ay. The altar

as projiosed by the committee would be at a great

distance from the ]ieo]Je attending these services.

Why not have a second altar un<ler the dome, wiiich

would be visible at all points ? If the choir, also.

was in the midst of the people it might be pos-

sible for them to join in the chants, and it

would be easy to put an additional portion

of the organ into the arches. Mr. Somers

Clarke and Mr. iticHethwaite entertained, he

believed, similar views to his (Mr. Street's) own.

The committee, instead of adhering to Wren's

intentions, as they said, had, in his opinion, departed

from them. The more he looked at the scheme of

the committee, the more he was dissatisfied with it,

and he considered that nothing more destructive of

general effect could be conceived than a too-lavish

use of colour, although he agreed that colour might

be used with advantage in some of the more delicate

parts of the work.

Mr. G.VMBiER P.VRRY said that the work the

committee had taken in hand was as important artis-

tically as the draining of the Bedford Fen was im-
portant agriculturally, and there were just as many-

different opinions as to how the work should be done

in the one case as in the other. As an amateur,

devoid of professional experience, he must still ask

to be allowed to hold his own opinion in the matter.

He was sanguine that success would attend the

scheme of the committee, and that Mr. Street

would be the first to acknowiedge it. No doubt it

was advisable first of all to cleanse the cathedral

;

secondly, it was desirable to render it as commodious
as possible for purposes of worship ; thirdly, the

committee had to consider the artistic elements of

the scheme. The arrangement of the altar was the

chief ditficulty. He agreed with Mr. Street that

nothing was worse in effect than colour badly useil,

but he thought that some one w-ould be found equal

to the occasion. " Festina Icnte," he thought,

should be the motto of the committee, and they

should proceed with theu- work, and not waste time

in soap and whitewash. He thought Wren was
capable of conceiving something more artistic than

bare walls and isolated columns. In addition

to the use of mosaic in the cathetlral, a certain,

amount of paint and fresco shoidd be adopted. In
conclusion, JMr. Gambier Parry stated it to be his

firm conviction that it was never intended that the

organ shoidd be concealed by the screen. The ex-

pedient of spreading it out right and left was the

only one that should be resorted to.

The DE.iX explained, with reference to Mr.
Street's remarks upon the inconvenience of the

arrangements for the services under the dome, that

the subject had received full consideration at the

hands of the Committee, aud very much of the

inconvenience complained of woidd shortly be

remedied. The organ, as the Committee proposed

to ji'.ace it, would be better adapted for these ser-

vices than where it now was. As to the cleansing of

the fabric, that pcirt of the work had been under-

taken by the Dean and Chapter.

Mr. PoYXTiiR, A.R.A.. said he had had very

little to do as yet vnth the decoration of buildings.

All his experience had been confined to one mosaic,

which has been done in the central lobby of the

Houses of Parliament. He had not considered the

decoration of S. Paul's as a whole at all. It seemed

to him, as far as he recollected, that there were a
great number of large spaces wiiich might very well

be filled either with fresco-painting or mosaic. It

was more with regard to the subject of mosaic that he

should like to speak, because Mr. Penrose, and most

of the gentlemen wiio had mentioned it, bad alluded

to it as the mode that should be emph)yed, in con-

junction with coliuired marbles, for the attainment

of internal coloured decoration. But the use of

mosaic seemed to him (Mr. Poynter) to be open to-

a verj- serious objection. It was impossible in the

present day to return to the archaic form of mosaic;

in other words, it was impossible in S. Paul's, which

was a Renaissance church, to return to the method

followed in S. JIark's at Venice. In order to have

a mosaic properly finished in the present day, it wa»
necessary for a painter to make a highly finished

painting or cartoon of the work, and of this the

mosaicist had to make an exact copy. This neces-

sitated a double expenditure of time and money.

But, if the money was to be had, mosaic was un-

doubtedly the best form of decoration that could be

employed, because it was so absolutely permanent.

His experience enabled him to say that unless a large

sum of money was available, it was not advis-

able to attenqit mosaic work, bnt it would be

better to revert to the old method of fresco-

painting. The First Commissioner of WorlvS had

lately called together a committee of the artists who
were concerned in the decoration of the Palace of

Westminster, to consider the question of fresco

painting, and the reasons of its failure in some

instances. .V chemist—a very able man—had been

engaged, in conjunction with this Committee, to

inquire into the causes of the decaj- of fresco paint-

ings. He (Jlr. Poynter) had not yet painted in

fresco himself, but" he thought that the chemist

referred to had pointed out, with perfect clearness,

and in detail, the cause of every defect that had been

discovered in the frescoes in the Houses of Parlia-

ment. The chemist said, with great truth, that, as
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in every fresco which lie had examined some parts

were as sonnd as on the day they were painted, it

could not be on account of the climate of England
*hat the other [larts were destroyed. He merely
mentioned this as throwinj:^ out a hint that fresco,

faesiiles mosaic, might be advanta.tjeously and econo-
mically used in the decoration of S. Paul's, for if

.the causes of the deterioration of fresco were now
perfectly well known, there was, in his opinion, no
reason why artists should not be able to avoid them.
Unless an enormous amount of money was available,

he thought that a recourse to fresco would be neces-
.sary ; in any case he thought that fresco should be
the mode of decoration employed for spaces tolerably

near the eye, for being it's-self the artist's work,
the effect would be better than that of mosaic,
which, being but a copy or reproduction of the

artist's work, would lose its artistic touch and
individuality.

Mr. MiCKLETHWAiTE Condemned the proposals of

the Committee, and contended that the scheme
already put forward by him, in conjunction with
Mr. Soniers Clarke, was far preferable, inasmuch
as in it Wren's work was preserved. The alterations

made twelve years ago were now found to be un-
satisfactory, and twelve years hence, or sooner, the

proposals of the Committee, if carried out, would
be viewed in the same light. He maintained that
what was required for the better conduct of the
services should be added leavingAVren's work as it was,
so that if the additions were found unsatisfactorv,

they could be removed nithout detriment to tiie

work of the great master.

Mr. Pknrose ha%ing briefly replied to a few of
the points raised in the discussion, the usual vote of
thanks was accorded to him for his paper, and the
meeting terminated.

CHEIST CHURCH CATHEDRAL, DUBLIN.

AS we have alreadj- announced, Mr. Henry Roe,
distiller, of Dublin (following the example

set by the late .Sir Benjamin Guinness with respect
to S. Patrick's Cathedral) has offered to undertake
at his own cost, the restoration and partial re-

building of Christ Church Cathedral, together
with the buililing of a Symid House. Mr. Street has
been instructed to carry these works into effect, and
we are this week enabled to publish that eminent
architect's designs for this important work. Mr.
Street, iu 18G8, reported to the Dean and Chapter
on the state of the cathedral. In that report he
pointed out how eminently suitable for modern uses
a choir would be which should be built ujion the
lines of the original choir, of the shape of which he
found most complete evidence iu the crypt wliich
fitill remains. He also showed how the present
lengthy choir was the growth to some extent of
chance and accident, and how the completely
modern character of all its features made its pre-
servation of no importance whatever from an anti-
-quarian point of view. He had therefore received
with great pleasure instructions from the Duke of
Leinster to prepare some plans showing how the
choir might best be restored to lis original state, and
how, availing himself of the adilitional ground thus
acquired, he proposed to provide the hall an«l other
rooms required for the accommodation of the Re-
presentative Synod of the Irish Church. Since that
time he had received Mr. Henrj' Roe's instructions
for the complete restoration of the whole building.
In a report just published, Mr. Street savs that the
two subjects of the Church and the Synod House
may be treated separately, but it would give him great
satisfaction to see the complete restoration of the
nave and the rebuilding of the choir of this fine

Catheilral rendered more useful by, and connected
structurally with, the meetings of the Synod. Each
half of the scheme would re-act favourably on the
other,—the restored Church m.aking a most fitting
place of worship for the Synoil, and tiie Synod House
taking architecturally the place once occupied
by the subordinate buildings attached to the
Cathedral, which seem, as far as can be
gathered from the old plans and views of the
Cathedral which remain, to have occupied most
of the ground south of the nave from the eastern
side of the south transept up to a line with the west
front of the nave. Fragments of cdd vaults and
buildings still remein here

; they are not of very
much interest, but might perhaps be saved, even if
the ground ou which they stand is required for new
buildings.

In the plans for the new choir Mr. Street projjoses,
as closely as possible, to follow the lines of the
ancient crypt, and to harmonise the elevation with
the existing remains of the old work. The crypt is

throughout its length, both under nave and clioir a
work of very nearly, if not (piite, the same age, anil
•«!ates from just after the introduction of the 'Jxjinted

arch. Some of its arches are round, some pointed,
and the only architectural details—the stoppings of
the chamfers at the angles of the square piers which
carry the vaulting—are of very similar character to

those which ordinarily occur in early thirteenth-

century work, and which are still seen in the
transepts of this church.

Obviously, it is necessary to make the general
proportions as to elevation and section much the
same in the choir and nave, making, however, some
modification in the details, so as to make them
harmonise with the two old arches just referred to,

which would be retained, and which would give
the tone, so to speak, to the character of all the
details. These details are not quite so beautiful as
those of the nave, but Mr. Street would be content in

such a case to follow them pretty closely as far as they
are applicable, so as to make the choir like what
it was originally, and not a mere repetition of the
design of the nave.

The internal effect of such a choir is sure to be
beautiful : the centre apse will have five arches
round it, rich in moiddings; behind these will be
seen the surrounding aisle, and out of it the three
small chapels, which must always have formed so

picturesque a feature both internally and externally.
The details of the transepts, as well as those of the
original arches still remaining in the choir, are very

' remarkable. They are, iu regard to section of

mouldings, so advanced in style that they would be
held by most persons to be pure thirteenth century
work, but they are combined with rich ami varied
chevron enrichments, and though the main arches
are pointed, the subsidiary arches are round. Mr.
Street thinks this last is a peculiarity iu which it

would be unwise to follow the old work. The choir

will be seen fully from, and in connection with the
nave, and it will be better, therefore, in his opinion,

not only to make the main arches pointed, but to

treat the smaller arches in the same way. Of the
two circular turrets shown on the plan the founda-
tions of one exist, and as there would be room for

the other, and it is very probable that it once existed,

it is proposed to restore it.

Mr. Street proposes to cover the whole of the
eastern part of the church with groined roofs

; vault-
ing is never more beautiful in effect than over a
circular building, and there is no form tor which
wooden ceilings are less fitted; moreover, traces of

groining shafts still remain against the old choir
piers, and we are entitled to assume that as all the
ceding of the western part of the church was meant
to be groined, the choir was undoubtedly meant
to be so also. There are many (luestions of detail

in the planning of the apse which Mr. Street

leaves for final decision until he can take up the
pavement of the choir, and trace, as he hopes
to do, the plan of the church above the
crypt. The plan which he has drawn fulfils

what appears to be the necessary conditions of the

case. It preserves all details of work still standing
above the floor line, and it keeps strictly to the lines

of the crypt walls. The consequence is that some
difficulties ]>resent themselves, and that the jilan

does not quite conform to the strictly regular rules

which were followed by the architects of the coeval
French churches, to which we are most iu the habit
of going for examples of the proper treatment of
apsidal buildings.

So far as Mr. Street is aware, there is no other
example of work of this school in which the chevet,

or east end of the choir, is treated at all on the same
jilan as at Christ Church, and consequently it is not
much to be wondered at if the management of the
plan is not so scientific as it is in districts where the
same plan was constantly adopted. It is very rare
to see a circular apse with square-ended chapels pro-
jecting from it.

At Christ Church the crypt has some peculiari-

ties. The most important is, ])erhaps, that the side

chapels open into the aisle without any intervening
arches, and that consequently the aisle around the

apse is not so decidedly marked ou the plan as it

usually is ; and as all the walls and jders in the re-

stored choir above ground are bound to staiui iqion

existing walls in the crypt, it follows that this pecu-
liarity must be i>reseryed in Mr. Street's design.

The groining of the aisles and of the side chapels
will be continuous, without any intervening arches

;

but the groining of the central chapel will be
divided from that of the aisle by an arch corre-

sponding with the arch in the crypt beneath it.

The arrangement of the groining adopted by Mr.
Street will allow of the arch at the east end of the

choir, and that opening into the eastern chajiel, being

of the same size, so that a capital vista will be
formed. In order to manage this arrangement of

the plan, triangular groining compartments have
been introduced in portions of the aisle groining.

In the testored choir, the choristers' seats would

properly be placed at the intersection of the four
limbs of the cross, under the central tower, whilst
the congregation would occupy the floor of the
nave and transepts. No plan is more suitable in
every way for congregational purposes, none so
convenient for the use of a choir, and there is none
in which architectural effect and convenience are
more completely in accord. In order to secure the
uninterrupted view of the floor of the church, from
the aisles of the nave to those of the choir, it

would be necessary, therefore, not to coyer much of
it with the organ. Mr. Street proposes, therefore,
to raise this in a gallery, occupying a portion only
of the north transept. The nave, aisles, and tran-
septs would then form the portion of the Cathedral
intended for congregational purposes— the seats
under the tower being reserved for those who will
conduct the musical portion of the ser\-ice.

The scale of the whole Cathedral is small as com-
pared with that of most of our EnglLsh cathedrals

;

but, in respect of beauty of design, it may safely
challenge comparison with any of them, and it is so
different from any one English church as to have
something of the very special interest which always
attends a new type or original development.
The complete restoration of the nave involves,

among other tilings, the destruction of the chapter-
room, vestry, and chapter library, which occupy
what was originally the south aisle of the nave.
They must be removed, in order that the south aisle

may be rebuilt. In removing them, there will pro-
bably be found many fragments of interest belonging
to the old work. One such feature has already been
discovered by Mr. Street, consisting of a blocked-up
doorway leading from the south aisle into a building
in the angle between the aisle and the transept, and
thence on into the crypt. This is a very fine door-
way, with detached shafts in the jamb, banded at
short intervals in the same way as the windows in
the north aisle, and as the well-known doorway at
Kilkenny Cathedral.

If, as is probable, or at least possible, a crypt
exists under the south aisle, it will perhaps be found
that it was damaged by the fall of the south wall,
and that this is the reason why the arches opening
into it have been walled U|i. But it will probably
be necessary to put it again into a solid state of
repair before the aisle is completed, and thus to
restore the lower church as well as the upper to very
much its original state.

When the vestry and chapter-room are removed,
it will be necessary to find some other space for
them

; and Mr. Street thinks there can be uo objec-
tion to the use of the nearly-detached Lady Chapel
for this purpose. Its outer walls are entire, but
there are hardly any ancient features remaining, and
the building is now cut up into various rooms.
The Synod Hall, requu-ed to be about one hun-

dred feet in length and forty feet in breadth, with
division lobbies on either side, and, in addition,
accommodation for committees, &c., would neces-
sarily occupy a large area; .and there is only one
part of the ground, on the south side of the Cathe-
ilral. which seems to Mr. Street to afford the re-
quired space, without interference ivith the architec-
tural effect of the exterior of the Cathedral. The
greater part of the south side of the Cathedr.al will,

if Mr. Street's plans are carried out, be new work.
The south side of the nave will be a repetition of the
north side, and as there is no difficulty about seeing
the north side, it is not very important if the new
south elevation is not entirely open to view. lint
there is no obtainable view of the choir, save that
from the south and south-east, and it would there-
fore be a great mistake to shut the church out from
view at all on this side, which would be the effect

of any erection of buildings for the Syuod on the
south-east side of the Cathedral. It follows, there-
fore, that the proper site for the Synod Hall is on
the western portion of the ground south of the
Cathedral, belonging to tlio chapter. Here originally
stood various buildings connected with the Cathe-
dral. Here, therefore, Mr. Street proposes to place
the .Synod Hall and the buildings connected with it.

The space will allow of its erection at right angles to

the church, and leaving a small courtyard in the

centre.

BUILDERS' BENEVOLENT INSTITUTION.

THE thirty-fifth election of pensioners on the funds
of this Institution took place j-esterday (Thurs-

day), at Willis's Rooms, ICiug-street, St. James's.

Including the two annuitants elected yesterday, there
are now ou the books of the Institution twenty men,
each iu receipt of £ii per annum, and twenty-five
women, each receiving £in a year. The candidates
at yesterda3''s election were—Males : William Peters,

Francis Sandon, William Gale, and Blark Mintry

;

Females : Harriet Proctor, Frances Scare, Mary .St.

George, Jane Brothill, Elizabeth Trevethan, Ana
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Build, and Eliza Lambert, there being vacancies for

one male and one female only. In the absence of the

President of the Institution (Mr. Alfred J. Mans-
field), Mr. Geor^ire Phirknett (Cuhitt & Co.), on the

motion of Mr. Ji).seph Bird, seconded by Mr. Dines,

took the chair at twelve o'clock, and declared the poll

open until three o'clock. At three o'clock, Mr. Joseph
Bird -was moved into the chair, in place of Mr. Pluck-

iiett, who had been compelled to leave on urgent busi-

ness, and slmrtly afterwards the scrutineers"(Messrs.

Thomas Stirling and Matthew Hall) came into the

rom, and ^Ir. .Stu-ling announced the numbers of

votes reconled fiT the different candidates, in accord-

ance with which the chairman declared that WiUiam
Peters and Harriet Proctor were the successful

applicants. Mr. A. G. Harris, the secretary, then

read a letter friim j\Ir. .T. Waklram (Hill, Keddell,

and M'aldram), enclosing a cheque for twelve

guineas a.s a special subscription to be equally

divided between the two unsuccessful candidates
(one male and one female) highest on the list of votes.

(Mrs, Si. George and Mark Mintry were announced
a.s the fortunate recipients of this bounty.) Mr.
John Thorn, in proposing a vote of thanks tu Mr.
Waldram f<^>r his generosity, warmly commended the

excellent example thus set to the other sub.scribers to

the Institution. Mr. Richard Richardson having
seconded the proposition, it was carried by acclama-
tion. Mr. W. Nicholson proposed, and Mr. T. G. Siuith

seconded a vote of thanks to the scrutineers; Mr. Stir-

ling replied. Votes of thanks to the members of the

committee who had attended, proposed by Mr. John
Thorn, seconded by Mr. R. Richard.son, and acknow-
ledged by Mr. James Simpson; and to the chairmen
of the day, proposed by Mr. Thomas Stirling,

seconded by Mr. R. Richardson, and replied to by
Mr. Joseph Bird, brought the proceedings to a close.

THE SEWAGE QUESTION.

THE summer is at hand, and the earth Tvill pro-
bably be thirsty. The science of irrigation is

in its infancy, and people have yet to be convinced
that the productions <>f the earth might be laigely

increased bj' the adoption of a conservative system
In the management of the water supply with which
we are annuall}- favoured b}' Heaven. When rivers

flood their banks and sweep away villages, the

waste of water represents a waste of food ultimately,

for the surplus should be stored to help the tield and
garden in the time of need. We suffer, as the

Gardener's Magazine remarks, a perpetual waste of

rainfall in the country, and of sewage in town. As
to sewage, indeed, it is known to be the most perfect

of all fertilising agencies, but instead of pouring it

vn the land to increa-^e the land's production and the

national wealth, we employ it to destroy fisheries

and to fill the domestic water-butt
; in fact, the

highest use we at present know for sewage is to

drink it, and it goes down the national throat as

j)oison, instead of into the national purse as waste
material beneficially utilised. It is no doubt true

ihat the perpple are acquiring sound views on this

important subject, and that in the end truth will

prevail. But we fear there must be a lung and
injurious delay in adjusting the flrainage of towns
to the requirements of the country, and the demands
of reason in the interests of health. It seems that,

except in a few rare instance.^ the people prefer to

pay a heavy price to poi-son the rivers fr(»m which
they draw supplies of water for domestic use. rather

than sanction a system of drainage ivhich will not
only prove self-supporting, but make an actual

return in the way of profit, because, f.irsooth, a few
•persons have pnpiiounced the sewage farm a delusion.

Dr. Cobb(tld, F.R.S., has made a most objectir)niible

imprcs.sidii on the ]iublic mind by his de<-laralioii to

the effect that cattle feil on .sewage-grown crops
become especially infested with flukes, destined

ultimately to happy residence in the human liver.

The folly of such teaching, says our contemporary,
is made evident by the fact that it is newly-taught,
as if irrigation were a new thing. Dr. Cobbold is

bound to slupw that in the irrigated liclds of China,
Asia Minor, and Italy, ent<.zoa prevail, beyond the
average, both in the intestines of cattle and of
.human beings. Nay, we would ask him to show an
abundant production of the.se dLsgusting organism.s
on farms where manure heaps pollute ponds and
brooks, and run to waste in the highways where
ducks and geese rusticate. The proof would
puzzle the learned gentleman, no doubt, and, as he
has hitherto proclaimed an hypothesis only, we
demand of all reasonable men a suspension of judg-
ment on the point until the hypothetical ca.sc can be
confronted with the l<;>gic of indisputable facts.

BOOKS RECEIVED.
The EufjJisJunan's House, from a Cottage to a

Ma7i-i>iori (London : J. C. Hotten), by Mr. C. J.

Richardson, architect, is we suppose, intended for the

edification of country gentlemen, who wish their

"houses made picturesque" after the fasliion exhi-

bited oil the frontispiece, where they are grouped
together and on top of each other, in the style

adopted by the artist of the willow-pattern plate, a

collection of buildings apparently intended to repre-

sent Shakespeare's House, a bit of Hampton Court

palace, an hotel, a Swiss chalet, and a cathedral

with only one aisle and no transepts. Page 121

should be referred to for proof of Mr. Richardson's

marvellous cai)acity for blending the useful with the

ornamental. He has succeeded in utilising a suit of

old armour by converting it into a stove, with the

shield for the door, and a movable helmet to allow

the reception of a cup of water; the whole being

flanked by an imposing display of spears, pikes, and
battle-axes. This is intended for the hall of a

"Baronial Mansion," which, being interpreted, means
for the "Elizabethan villa" to which Alderman
Bloggins retired last year, having recently com-
pleted it with the aid of a book like Mr. Richardson's,

and the assistance of the local builder and the

Wardour-street furniture-makers.

—

Patent Laiv and
Practice (Triibner) by "A Practitioner," and A Con
cise View of the Law of Letters Patent for Inven-
tions (Longmans, Green, and Co.), by J. and J. H.
Johnson, are two carefully-compiled and useful

manuals, full of instruction to inventors. The .second is

the shortest and best.

—

Trades' Ihiions and Public-
Houses (Longmans, Green, and Co.). is a letter

from Mr. James Sarauelson to the Secretary of State,

in which Mr. Bruce is urged to introduce into his

Trades' Societies Bill a clause forbidding the meet-
ings of such societies at public-houses.—In Gas, its

High Price in the Metropolis and the Way to

Peduce it (Bell and Daldy). by C, G. Cleminshaw,

the author advocates the purchase of the gas-works

by the local authorities, the gradual laying out of an
entirely new s^'stem of mains to replace the present

wasteful plan, and the construction of new works in

better situations.

—

Drawing for Machinists and
Engineers (Cassell and Co,), by Ellis A. David-
son, is one of Cassell's technical manuals, and .seems

well suited for its pur[ ose,

—

The Seven Periods of
English Architecture Defined and Illustrated (E.

and F. N. Spon), by Edmund Sharpe, M.A., is

rendered additi'mally useful and interesting in this,

its second, edition by the ad<lition of eight plates of

portions of Lincoln and Peterborough Cathedrals.

Tab/cs for Computing the Contents of Earthwork
in the Cuttings and Embankments of Railways
(E. and F. N. Spon), by AVilliam Macgregor, provide

a simple and expeditious method of computing the

contents of earthwork from cross sections. Hard-
wicke's Shilling Peerage^ Baronetage, Knightage,
and House of Commons, receive, as usual, our

welcome, coupled, however, with a regret that their

appearance is delayed till so late in the j-ear.

A new Ii dependent chapel is to be erected at
AUerton, near Bradford.

THE INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.
The members of this incorporated society Iwld their

last meeting for the session 1870-71 on Tuesday, the
23rd inst,, wlien the chair 'was occupied by Mr. C B.

Vignoles, F.R.S., the President. A report was brought
up from the Council, which stated that, during the
present mouth, Messrs. Robert Harvey liurnett, John
Carruthers, Lewis William I'ritchard, and Charles
Henry Waring had been transferred from the class of

Associate to that of Slember, and Messrs. Thomas
Milnps Favell. Joshua IVrcy Josephson, William Mac-
donnlrl Mattliews, John Narciso de fHano, and AVil-

liam Cort Starie has been admitted as Students. The
ballot was thon tak^'n for the candidates recently
jjassod by the Council, and resulted in the election of

5Ir. Sandford Fleuting. Chit-f Engineer of the Inter-
colonial Railway, Ottawa, Canada, as a Member; and
of Mr. Edward IJanticdd, Manager of the Great Southern
Railway of Bui'uos Ayrcs. Mr. -IVter William Barlow,
jun., Westminster, Sir. Walter Ilrandreth JJromley,

Assistant Engineer 1'. W.I)., India, -Mr. Charles Toler
Burke. Stud. Inst, C.K., Assistant Engineer for Irriga-

tion, I>li(H>lia. India. Jlr. .lalicz Cluirch, jun.. Stud.
Inst. C.i;,, Westminster, Mr. Charles John Geneste,
late Contractor's Staff, Delhi Railway, Mr. John Lilly-

wluto, Assistant Engineer. Admiralty Works, Ports-

mouth Dockyard, Mr, Jo.'*eph Newton, Koyal Mint,
and Captain (it-orge Swetenhani, U.E., late OHiciating

Superintending Engineer, P.W.L),. Jiydrabiui, as

Associates.

It was announced that, during the session just con-
cluded 2'i menilxTS and lo;> as.-iociates had been elected,

and .'.0 students had been admitted, while 11 associates

had been transferred to the class of member; and that

there were now on the books l.» honorary members,
73*2 members, lOtn associates, and 207 students, making
a totnl of 2,01 '> of all classes. It was mentioned that

at the same period in IS'ni, when the institution had
been in existence between thirty-eight and thirty-nine

years, the gross number of all classes was 7y7. in 1>><:1

it had risen to i»4;'>, in ISiIi! to 1.33^, and now it was
2,01.'), representing an increase of 1-33 i)er cent, in the

fifteen years.

PARLIAMENTARY NOTES.
The Thames Embankmext.—Mr. W. H. Smith

gave notice on Friday last, that on the 18th of June
he should move his resolution in respect to the
Thames Embankment.
New Forest.—Mr. Fawcett gave notice that on

that day (Tuesday) month he would bring forward
his motion with reference to the New Forest, and
ask the house to affirm that it was inexpedient that
any ornamental timber should be cut down, or any
further enclosures take place in the New Forest
during impending legislation on the subject.

The Thames Emban'kment.—Lord Dunsany
asked whether it was intended to continue the
Thames Embankment below Westminster-bridge on
the south side.—Earl Granville said he believed that
such was not the intention.

The South Kexsingtox Museum. — Lord
Cairns asked, on Friday, when it was intended
to erect the building lor the reception of the
Ri'itish Museum Natural History Collection on
the piece of ground at South Kensington made
over to the nation by the Commissioners of

the Exhibition of 1851, under what authority
a portion of that ground had been occupied
by refreshment bootlis in connection with the
Royal International Exhibition ; whether the
Goveniraent were aware that carpenters and other
workmen had been openly at work on the ground
during the whole of the last three Sundays, and
whether steps would be taken to prevent such a
use of public property.—The Duke of St. Alban's
said that a great deal of time had necessarily been
consumed in negotiations between the Board of
Works and the Trustees of the British Museum;
and that two or three months more would be
requiredforthefinalsettlementof the plans, A vote
of^40,000 would, however, be taken this j^ear for the
new building. As the land bad been made over to
the nation at a price very much below its market
value, on the condition that it should only be ap-
plied to the purposes of science and art, the Govern-
ment did not think there was any impropriety in
granting a temporar}' loan of a strip of it in aid of
an undertaking so intimately connected with the
promotion of science and art as the International

Exhibition. He felt sure the contractors would be
careful that the sensibilities of the inhabitants in
the matter of Sunday observance should not bo
tampered with. He had latterly had occasion to

notice what was going on, and he had not perceived
any unusual business activity on the three days re-

feiTcd to.—Lord Calms said that what he had to
CDUiplain of was that there was exactly the same
kind of activity on Sunday as on the other days of

the week.—After a short conversation the question
dropped.

The Loxdon- Water Supply.—On Tuesday
Mr. Kay-Shuttleworth called attention to the water-
supply of the metropolis, and moved that the water
supplied to the householders in London ought to
be derived from pure sources, and to be delivered on
the constant system. The hon. gentleman pro-
claimed that it was his object to disgust the House
and the ratepayers of London with the water which
was supplied to them ; and in the promotion of this

object he quoted pretty freely from evidence which
had been given before the Commissions which had
inquired into the pollution of rivers and the water
supply.—Dr. L. Playfair, who seconded the motion,
said a little upon the question of quality ; but the
part of the subject to which he mainly addressed his
observations was the importance of a constant
supply of water to houses of all classes,—Mr. Clay's
opIl»l^;ition to the motion was founded a good deal
upon the reports of Mr. Ayrton's Committee and the
Duke of Kichmond's Commission ; and the member
for Hull relied greatly upon the latter authority as

an answer to Mr. Kay-Shuttleworth's proposal
to substitute for the Thames water a supply
drawn from the chalk districts. He objected to the

adoption of such a resolution as this without further

inquiry ; and a similar line of argument was adopted
by Mr, Hardy, who incidentally mentioned that it

Wiis his habitual practice to drink a glass of water
the laKt thing at night, and the first thing in the

morning, and asserted that it had never done him
any mischief.—As a merely general statement, Mr.
Bruce had udthing to say against tlie resolution,

but ho cnuld not concur in any condemmation of tho
Thames water as unfit for consumption. He ex-
prcsst'fl himself strongly in favour of the iutroduc-.

lion of a constant supply, especially in tho poorer
districts (>f the mctropoIiK; and upon the whole was
ready to aci-opt the motion as a truthful and hann-
less representation of the facts. This course was,
however, not entirely satisfactory to the House;
and the previous question was moved by Mr. S.

Cave and seconded by Mr. W. M. Torrens.—After
two or tlii'ec other speeches had been delivered, Mr.
Kay-Shuttleworth expressed a desire to withdraw
his mr)tion; but Mr. Craufurd refused to permit him
to take such a step; and with the assent of

the member for Hastings the previous question

was negatived without a division, and therefore

his resolution was not put to the House.

Wellixgtox Monument.—Earl Cadogan asked
her Majesty's Government to state the nature and
terms of the arrangement that had been made for the
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completion of tlie Wellington momimeiit in S. Paul's
Cathedral.—The Marquis of Lansdowne ; As your
lordsliips are in possession of correspondence
wliioh caiTies tlie subject down to the month of
February in the present year, I shall confine myself
to what has been done since that time. At the
closing of tlie coiTCspondence tlie matter stood tlius:

Mr. Stevens's contract had been deterniiued, Mr.
Penro.se's superintendence of the work had been dis-
continued, and Mr. Stevens had been compelled to
hand over to the Office of Works the portions of the
work he had completed. Her Majesty's Government
then found themselves in a somewhat embarrassing
position, being responsible for the completion of the
monument, the designer of wliich had been separated
from it, and of which the fragments were some cf

them complete, others in process of completion, and
.some, wliich were scarcely begun, were lying at Mr.
Stevens's studio or at the cathedral. Under these
circumstances, two courses were fairly open to
the Government, either of which tliey might
be expected to adopt. The one was to call in
the services of some eminent sculptor and entnist
him with the completion of the work; the other
was to have recourse to the system of inviting ten-
ders, so as to open the completion of the work to
competition, the same course having been pursued
in regard to the original design. At that moment
her Majesty's Govenmient had the advantage of
communicating with Mr. Fergusson, who was for
somt^ .short time the professional adviser at the Office
of Works. After consultation -with him, and a
careful consideration of the coirrses open to the
Government, the conclusion we came to was, that it

would be impossible to secure the services of an
eminent sculptor to complete the work wliich had
been carried thus far by another artist. A further
conclusion was, that even if the work were entmsted
to some other sculptor of high jjosition and genius,
there would, in all probability, be considerable in-
congruity and want of harmoiiy in the character of
the work. For these reasons, the idea was aban-
doned in the favour of the conclusion that Mr.
Stevens should be allowed to complete the work.
Mr. Stevens's workmanshiji is of undisputed ex-
cellence ; and his design, whether original or
not, is highly artistic. It was thought by the
Government it would lie much the best course that he
should be allowed to finish the work, but without his
unpunctuality and carelessness in meeting his
business engagements. We then entered into an
arrangement with Mr. Coli'man, who had on jire-

vious occasions worked -with Mr. Steveus, and had
been entmsted with the execution of many arti.stic

buildings and other works of art. Under that
arrangement Mr. Stevens wns to be charged with
the artistic portion of the work, and Mr. Coleman
with general superintendence and pecuniary re -

Bponsibility. Witliin 2i years the monimient is to
be completed. The total additional cost will be
£!),000, which will raise the whole of Mr. Stevens's
work to £22,000. Payments are to be made to Mr.
Coleman by instalments, on the joint certificate of
two officers at the Board of Works, who will see
th.at tlje work is actually dene before payment is

made. I think the additional cost, though seemingly
large, is not greater thau we have reason to believe is

warranted by the nature and character of the work

;

and is has, of course, the great argument in its

favour, that in a short time we sliall be .able to complete
a gre.at monument which has imfortunately been
too long delayed.—Earl Cadogan inferred from the
statement of the noble marquis that tlie only reason
why the Government allowed Mr. Stevens to com-
plete the work was because tliey had failed to find
anybody else to do it. In order that this assertion
should not rest on himself, he referred to a letter
from Mr. Kussell, of the Office of Works, dated 22nd
November, 1870, in answer to remonstrances on the
part of Mr. Stevens as to the way in which ho
had been treated by the Oifiee of Works. With
regard to the originality of Mr. Stevens's design,
he might say that at Verona he had seen the monu-
ment of a famous Italian family, and recollected
that, if it .were not identical with, at least it was
very similar to Mr. Stevens's designs.

ARCILffiOLOGICAL SOCIETY.
Society of Bimlicu, Auoh.hology.—At the

last meeting of this society, licld on the 2nd inst..

Dr. 8. Birch, president, in 'tlie chair, the Eev. Dr.
Heath and Mr. L. Blacker were elected memliers.
The president read a paper upon a Talilet of Alex-
ander the Great, recently discovered at Cairo. This
tablet was dedicated to the goddess Bute, and dated
in the seventh year of Alexander, B.C. 311. It re-
cords the restoration to the priests of Buto of the
district foi-merly given to them by Khabacli, an
Egyptian monarch, contemporaneous ivith the latter
years of Darius .and Xerxes, which last monarch is
mentioned in disparaging tenus, probably to flatter
Ptolemy, the Macedonian, ruler of Egypt, who is
styled on it the Satrap of Alexander. Dr. Birch
also contributed a second paper, based upon eom-
mnuications received from Lieutenant Pridemix,
containing the interpretation, by himself and the
Baron de Matt^an, of three bronze tablets with in-
scriptions in Himyaritic character recording adora-
tion by Haubaz, a Himyaritic monarch, to the deities

Athtor and Wud, on the conquest of the town of
Knderamelek. A third papjcr was also read by Dr.
Goldsmith, " On the Derivation of the Name
.\c>i'jrTor (Egjqjt)." A discussion afterwards ensued,
in wliich tlie President, Mr. S. M. Drach, the Eev.
T. Gormen, Sir C. Nicholson, the Eev. J. M. Eod-
well, and others, took part.

Juiliiiiig liitclligeiia.

flirRClIES AND CHAPELS.

Baseury.—The corner-stone of a new Wesleyan
Chapel has just been laid at Grimsbury, by W.
Mewbnrn, Esq. The building, which is iii the
Classical style, will be constructed of red brick, with
freestone cornice and dressings, relieved at intervals

round the front and sides, with pilasters having
capitals and bases. The chapel is erected solely by
voluntary contributions, the greater part of which,
however, has been generously given by W. Mew-
burn, Esq., of Wykham Park. The drawings were
supplied by Mr. Henry Hackett, of Banbury. Mr.
Albert Kiiuberley Ijeing the builder, at a contract

price of nearly £1,(500.

CoATORiDGK.—S. .John's Episcopal Chapel, Coat-
bridge, Scotland, has been for some months closed for

repairs and enlargement, and has now been reopened.
The whole of the interior fittings, including gallery

(where the organ was placed), have been removed.
The plaster ceiling has been taken away, and the

principals of roof, which were left originally un-
dressed, have been boarded over where visible and
stained and varnished, and the rafters are now covered
with stained and varnished boarding as far as collar tie,

thus giving an additional six feet to the interior.

The new chancel, organ chamber, aud vestry have
been built out to the depth of twenty feet at east

eud of nave. The entire building has undergone a
complete repair. The cost of the building and
rejiairs have chiefly been borne by Colonel D. C. R.
C.arrick Buchanan, of DruupaUier. The carving was
done by Messrs. Mos.sman, of Glasgow, the heating,

ventilation, and lighting by Messrs. Joseph Gibson,

& Co. of Glasgow, aud the whole was from the

drawings, aud under the superintendence of Messrs.
Kennedy and O'Donoghue, of London, Glasgow, and
Bangor. The cost was over £1,000. A new porch
at entrance has been added, and the seating is

entirely new.

LivEispooL.—On Saturday', the Bishop of Chester
con.secrated, at Liverpool, the new church of .S. John
the Baptist. The church is a reproduction of the

style of English architecture prevalent in the time of

Edward II. The buihling was to have been conse-

crated about twelve mouths ago, but when the con-

gregation had assembled, they found that the Bishop
had at the last moment declined to consecrate the

building, on the ground of the significance of the

symbolism in some of the paintings and images. A
beautifully-carved reredo.s, extendiug the whole
breadth of the church, was specially objected to.

This was a Continental importation of early execu-
tion, probably about the time of Albert Durer, and
was a triptich emblematic of the Passion of Christ,

and comprising a series of exquisite Scriptural scenes,

from the Betrayal to the "V'isit to the Sepulchre.

This has been replaced by a painting in panel work,
representing the Baptism of Clirist. This alteration

seemed to satisfy the Bishop, but it is really very
immaterial as regards the character of the interior,

which is one succession of decorative painting through-
out, representing Scriptur.al scenes. Amongst these

is an elaborately' executed reproduction of the tree of

Jesse, on the west wall. At the east end is a large

stained-glass windi>w. rich in Scriptural scenes. The
church was built by Mrs. Eeade, wife of the ineumb-
eut, at a cost of £l.'i,00O. Mr. Boitley, of London,
is the architect. The stone with which the church is

built is a mixture of yellow and red sandstone, aud a

most marvellous harmony of colour is produced in

the interior by the way in wliich tlie tone of the de-

corations blends with the solid stone pillars. There
are 800 sittings, some of which are free.

Pill, near Bhistol.—On Wednesdaj', the 24th
May, the foundation-stone of a new Wesleyan Chajiel

and School was laid at Pill, near Bristol, by '\\^.

Hunt, Esq., who has kindly presented the site. The
building is being carried out by Mr. J. W. Iving,

builder, of Clifton, under the supervision of E. A.
Lansdowne, architect, whose designs were chosen in

competition.

Rochdale.—On Saturday, the new church of S.

Peter, Newbold, Rochdale, was consecrated by the

Bisliop of Manchester. The style of architecture is

Pointed Gothic, treated so as to suit the rough rubble
stone and red brick which constitute the chief

materials of the building. The tower, wliich at

present is carried only a little above the level of the
aisle walls, will when finished be surmounted by an
octagonal broach spire, which will be carried to 13.5ft.

from the ground. The ground plan comprises, besides,

porches, nave, north aisle, ending in minister's and
choristers' vestries, south aisle, ending in the organ
chamber, aud a chancel with a semi-hexagonal apse.

The church will seat G70 persons, and the contracts
for the various portions of the work amount altogether

to £3,750, which sum covers extras. The architects

are Messrs. M. aud H. Taylor, St. Ann's Churchyard,
Blanchester.

Skkltox.—Last week the foundation-stone of a
new church was laid at Skelton-upon-L're, by Lady
Mary Vvner, in memory of her son, Frederick

Grantham Vyner, murdered by Greek brigands. The
Church is in the twelfth century style of architec-

ture. Mr. W. Burges, of London, is the architect,

and Mr. Ji.ihn Thompson, of Peterborough, the con-
tractor. The church is to accommodate about 230
persons, and to cost £10,000.

S. Maky-le-Str.^nd.—The church of S. Mary-
le-Strand, which was re-opened on Sunday last after

undergoing complete internal restoration, was built

by James Gibbs. the architect of the church of S.

Martin's-in-the-Fields ; the first stone was laid on
February 2.5, 1711, and it was finished on September
7, 1717. The following is the account given by
Gibbs of his work:— "The new church in the

Strand, called S. Mary-le-Strand, was the first

I was employed on after uiy arrival from Italy,

which, being situate in a very public place, the com-
missioners for building the fifty churches, of which
this is one. spared no cost to beautify it. It consists

of two orders, in the upper part of which lights are

placed ; the wall of the lower, being solid to keep

out noises from the street, is adorned with niches.

There was at first no steeple designed for this church,

only a small campanile or turret. A bell was to

have been over the west eud of it ; but at the

distance of 80ft. there was a column 250ft. high,

intended to be erected in honour of Queen Anne, on
the top of which her statue was to be placed. Jly
design for this column was approved by the commis-
sioners, and a great quantity of stone was brought to

the place for the foundation of U ; but the thoughts

of erecting that monument being laid aside at the

Queen's death, I was ordered to erect a steeple instead

of the campanile first proposed. The building then

advanced 20ft. above ground, and therefore admit-

ting of no alteration frou east to west, I was obliged

to spread it from north to south, which makes the

plan oblong, which should otherwise have been

square." On the site of this church, says the Pall

Mall Gazette, stood the Maypole, wliich, according

to Strype, *' being grown old and decayed, was,

auno 1717, obtained by Sir Isaac Newton, Knt., of

the parish, and being taken down, and carried away
through the city in a carriage of timber (A])ril, 1718)

into Waustead. in Essex, aud by the leave of .Sir

Richard Child, Bart., was reared up and placed in

his park there, the use whereof is for the raising of a

telescope, the largest in the world, given by a French

gentleman (M. llugou) to the Roy;il Society. Here
also was the first stand lor hackney carriages,

established by Captain Bailey, who ''erected accord-

ing to his ability some four hackney coaches, put his

men in livery, and appointed them to stand at the

Maypole in the Strand," aud also, like Mr. Bruce,
" gave them instructions at what rates to carry men
into several parts of the toivn where all day they

may be had."

buildln'gs.

C.\mberwell Green-coat and National
Schools.—The trustees of these schools some
months ago invited competition from several archi-

tects and surveyors in the preparation of a design

for the rebuilding of these premises. Sever.al designs

were sent in. That by Messrs. Pain and Clark, of

Buckingham-street, Strand, was the one selected,

aud it is now being carried out, under the direction

of those gentlemen. Accommodation is ]>rovided for

800 children, with three residences for the masters

and mistresses. The amount of the contract i--

£4,322.

Hereford.—A new swimming bath is being

built here. The building itself is 70ft. long, and

32ft. Oiii. wide. At the end there will he sixteen

enclosed dressing-boxes, and on oue side there will

be a range of stalls affording sitting accommodation.

The building—the walls of which will be fined on

the inside with white Suffolk bricks, ornamented

with red ones, in reticulated work—will be covered

by a handsome roof, constructed of iron and wood,

and light will be furnished from the toji and from

the side windows ; ventilation has also been well re-

garded. The dimensions of the bath itself are :

—

Length, 52ft. ;
breadth, 23ft. Gin. There will be a.

constant flow of cold and hot water, jirovision being,
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of cimrse, made for an outflow, and also for the bath

being thorouglih' cleansed as often as may be ne-

cessary. The temperature of the water will be tepid,

and arransr^ments can be made for an iuerease or

decrease of temperature, according to tlio season. Tlie

maximum depth of the water, to the top of tlie out-

flow pipe, will be 5ft. Gin., and the minimum deptli

;5ft. (iin. Tlie bath is lined with enamelled brick.s,

and will be approached by corridurs, one on

each side from the loijbies of the present

baths. By the facilitie.s which will be pro\nde(l

for the use of hot and cold water, the bath
can be used at any time of the year, and when
completed it will be one of the best establishments

of the kind in any of the surroundini:; counties. It

is being built from the designs and under the superin-

tendance of Mr. T. Nicholson, F.I.B.A., architect,

Hereford, Mr. Gough, of Bishop's Castle, being the

builder.

New Police Court.—A new Police-court for

the transaction of the business of the Worship-street
district has recently been completed, within a minute's

walk of the old building, and was occupied for the

firs t time on Monday. iMessrs. Howard Brothers
e-xecuted the work, jNIr. F. H. Caiger, the surveyor
to the Metropolitan Pulice, furnishing the designs.

The coiu-t itself is y.5ft. in length by ^.^ft. in width
;

it has a lantern roof, and is lighted and ventilated by
Strode's patent snuburner. From AVindmiU-street

there is an entrance for the prison van to set down
and take up accused persons, by which the necessity

of doing so in the street, in the midst of a disorderly

crowd, as at the old court, is entirely obnated, and
any attempt to rescue a prisoner rendered im-
possible.

.Sheffield.—On Friday last, the corner-stones
of the Ragged Schools, Peacroft, were laid. The
new buildings, which have been designed by Messrs.
Flockton and Abbott, architects, will be plain but
substantial, a little in the Gothic style, and two
stories in height. Upon the ground floor there will

he a school-room, G.3ft. b_v .32ft., and two class-

rooms, each 17ft. square, and the arrangement of

the floor above will be exactly similar. The
buildings are to be of brick, with stone dressings, at

a cost of over £i,nOO. The following are the
contractors:—Masons' work, Mr. .J. Butler; joiner,

Mr. J. Robertson ; slaters' and plasterers', Messrs,
Harrison and Chadwick ; and plnndier, Mr. l!,

Corry,

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
JWe do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions of

our correspondents. The Editor respectlully requests
that all ci)mmunications should be drawn up as briefly
as possible, as there are many claimants upon the space
allotted to correspondence.]

To Our Eeadees.—We shall feel obliged to any of our
readers who will favour us with brief notes of works con-
templated or in progress iiu the provinces.

Letters relating to advertisements and the ordinary
business of the Paper shoidd Ik- addressed to the EDITClE,
31, T.WI.STOCK-STJJEET. COVENT-G.\BDEN, W.O.

Advertisements for the current week must reach the
offlcc not later than 5 p.m. on Thursday.

Beceiveo.—W.!!.. .T. &\V., H. C. T. K. 4 Co., A. .T. T..
O. «. W., C. K., J. A. M., H. & Sons, J, & Co,, M. B. A.,
II. S, F, W,, G. („ E. C, K., W. I?,, I„ & E„ W, h. &E. JJ.,

S. W. &Co., L. H. B., C. B. & Sons, D. J, \V„ M, ftSon,,
. P. E. W., E. H, C. K. J. K, M,. L. & N„ E, 0„ W. CI.,

J. H.. P. W„ M. II. & Co., W. W.
ERRATrM.—In "(Jossip friim Glasgow," in our issue of
thi a day week, for " Scottish Widows' Fund Assurance
Company, by Messrs. Peddie and Kinnear, nf Edin-
burgh," rcad^ "The City of Glasgow Assurance Com-
pany," &c The error was made by our correspondent,

M. B, Adams—We will give the Saion Church of Somp-
ting, but not ffu' some time.

T. Garkatt.—.Sketches returned.

A RKAnEIl.—It may be usual to use an inferior stone after
a contract i.s made, but it is immoral and illegal to do
80.

J. M. Hates, of Stevenage, writes us to say that our
account of S.John's, Bathwick. is incomplete. We saiil
"the woodwork was done by BIr. Mercer, of Bath." Mr.
Bates say.s, ",The oak chancel stalls as well as the altar
of oak were made and llxed by me."

A. J. Lacry.—Drawing returned.

K. C—We would gladly insert letters in r.pposilion to our
OTltor's views on "Furniture at the .National E.xhibi-
tion," but yours is written in such questionable taste
that we really cannot publish It.

W. 0. Pellowk.—Very soon.

Corrcspiibeiifc.

CHArTKIMIOrSK, WESTiMINSTEK.
To the Editor of the Bi-ili>ino Ne>vs.

Siu.—On vi.sitiiiK with tlie Conference party tlio

Chapter-liouse ni Westniiii.'^ler tu-il;iy. I was struck
>vUh its altertd appearance from whit it wa.s

when I saw it before, abttut ten years ago.

-It, to me, is sadly changed for the worse.
On my first visit I saw through an opening
in the "wood-floor the amazing perfectuess of

the tile pavement just below. So perfect did the tiles

appeal-. I could scarcely believe iu their antiquity

;

whilst the mural paintings, though nowhere perfect,

extended, if my memory does not deceive me, with
more or less distinctness all round the building. To-
da}' I found the pavement very worn and dilapi-

dated, and the painting only visible in a few spots.

IMy memory may have deceived me, otherwise it cer-

tainly appears that here there has been, as usual with
restorations (!), either great neglect or flagrant iu-

tentional destruction. If the tile pavement and the

painted surfaces have not been carefully covered up
during the execution of the new works, and the

ground and ivall surfaces thus preserved intact,

they certainly ought to have been. 51.

BETTER THAN REPORTED.
Sir,—I have just read the paragraphia your last

weeks impression, p. 'i73, headed "Legal luteliigeuce,"

which had previously escaped my notice, and am sur-

prised to find " W. .S. Hollands, described as an archi-
tect of Richmond-terrace, Clapham-road, suffering

from small-pox," &,c. 1 beg to say that I am enjoying
very good health, and that, according to the last census
return, there is no otlier person living iu Richmond-
terrace of my name.—I am, &c.,

AYiLLiAM Thomas Hollands.

48, Richmond-terrace, Clapham-road, May 20th.

PARK-LAXE AND HYDE PARK CORNER.
Sir,—Allow us of your courtesy to state that the

suggestion of a cutting from Park-lane to Grosvenor-
place, under Piccadilly, set forth in your number of the

19th inst., is not uew. It was put forward by our firm
iu lSG-5. Of course nothing wasdone. though the cost

woiUd be less than was offered by a private individual

to keep Hamilton-place intact. We hope the idea AviU

be carried out now.
—

"We are, &c.,

Elliott, Warren, & Bernard.

J'!, Parliament-Street, May 23, 1871.

[It is worth recording that a similar suggestion was
made to us in a communication from Mr. Thomas
IMorris, of 12, Regent-street, about four years since,

but from excess of matter at the time the communica-
tion was not inserted.

—

Ed.]

S. JOHN'S, BATHWICK.
Sir,—I find an error in your last paper, which,

thougli not important, it may be as well to correct. In

yo\ir report of the consecration of S. John's Church,
Bathwick, yon attiibute the design of the original

church, as well as that of the uew portions, to Mr. Blom-
field, whereas I was the architfK't of the church which
Mr. Elomfield has now enlarged.—I am, S:c.

Charles E. Giles.

7, Furuival's Inn, Ilolborn, E.C.. May 22nd, 1S71.

THE PROPOSED REVISION OF THE INSTITUTE
SCALE OF CII.VRGES.

Sir,—It should be always agreeable to find that we
are "getting on," even if slowly, still surely. Some
of us only regret that so little is accomplished iu such
a length of time. In the month of .January, 13.jS, the
writer adch'cssed a letter to the Builder complaining of

the want of some definite information as to architects'

charges besides tlie vn^nie traditions then prevaieut,

out of wliich nothing conldbeniade but that architects

someliow worked for .*; per cent. In the year IStiJ, to

my great satisfaction, mo-it of the information
I asked for was for tlie first time given to the

profession by the iioyal Institute of British Archi-
tects. But oven then, ft)." a long time it remained
only in the books of ilmt body, or in the profes-

sional journals, so that iu IMarch, ISfi'!, T endea-
voured iu your columns to urge the importance of

having the scale agreed upon "printed and published,
with the signatures of the oflicers to show where it

came from. Of course there were some of your cor-

respondents wlio could not sec the least use in this

(and when are there not obstructives in the way of a
useful measure?), but after a while it was ])ubli8hed,

without any name attached ; l)nt soon a.tjain given to

the public in projier form at the mod'M-ate charge of

.^d. per copy. Wi-Il, a^uiu in isi;;t, feeling very .'Strongly

the necessity of a revision of tin; existing scale, T nrijeil

this also through your columns, and now, only two
years after, tlie subject is to be dealt witli, I hope, com-
pletely and finiilly. Of course I do not mean to claim,

on the poitt hnr. crqo proptrr hoc. principle, that my
f(*el)le efforts h.ive liad anything to do with this ad-

vance, but I appeal to it as proof that I have not
advocated useless or Utopian measures, like sonu^ of

your correspondents who constantly " rail in good set

terms '
at architects and their system of percentage,

without being '*ble to suggest anything better.

A very proper invitation has been issued to architects

to aid by their suggestions the Committee charged
with the subject, which I hope will be extensively

responded to. As, however, this question is pre-

eminently a public one, if you can find room in your

columns for these observations, they may tend to
awaken general interest and secure unanimity in the
conclusions that may be arrived at, for all experience
tells that most questions are more readily disposed of
by being freely ventilated.
The chief, indeed almost the only, complaint against

the present scale is, that it is not sufficiently explicit
to form the basis of a contract, and leaves too many
important questions untouched. I have seen it on a
few occasions iu the hands of counsel, and have liad to
blush for my calling on hearing how readily they
managed to drive holes through it. The following
series of queries on the different clauses are such as
might occupy judges and juries for weeks, and on
which any number of architects would be found ready
to give contradictory evidence. I hope the revision
Committee will not leave the matter till they have
finally settled them.

Clause 1.—AMiat is meant by the "incidental ex-
penses " which an architect is entitled to charge beyond
the 5 per cent. ? In a recent case architects flatly con-
tradicted each other thereon, but the jury (rightly, I
think) gave it the most lil)eral and comprehensive
meaning, making it include stationery, postage, and all

such matters.
^

6*. " Two and a half per cent, on omissions." Is this
fair, if only general drawings were prepared for them,
and is it enough if the details, estimates, &c., had all been
prepared? Surely the percentage on omitted works
should be graduated according to the amount of work
done by the architect in reference to them.

7. Does "traveUing" include hotel expenses? I

have heard able la\vyers argue that it does not.

9. What is the meaning of ' an easy distance from
the architect's office?" Does it mean easy to walk,
ride, or drive, by road or rail ? 10 miles, 100, or 1,000 ?

This clause opens the way to any amount of dispute,

10. Does the percentage include surveys of sites or
of old buildings, attending at courts, arbitrations, Ac,
in the event of disputes ? I believe it was never meant
that it should, but these matters should be mentioned
in order to exclude them.

12. Wlu\t if the architect's work shoiUd have been
interrupted before it was "ready for estimate?" He
cannot claim for 2^ per cent, till it has reached that
point. An intermediate rate should be given, say
li per cent, for general drawings.

13. Supposing the work should have proceeded
beyond the getting of tenders, and the details be pre-

pared, how are they to be charged for ? The Ameri-
cans, in a much shorter paper, have given intermediate
rates for both the last-mentioned items.

14. How much is to be the percentage on alterations,

or are architects and cHents to wrangle as they best
can about them ?

Hi. How much is meant by ''additional remiuiera-
tion ? " Why not give proper rates per cent, at once
for detailed estimates ?

17. I anticipate an attempt will be made to set this

rule about drawings aside, because Mr. Baron Bramwell
has recently pronounced the latter part of it unreason-
able. I have no doubt the learned Baron would pro-
nounce a number of the other clauses, including the
time-honoured 5 per cent., unreasonable also. I think,

however, architects are, or ought to be, as competent
judges on these matters as lawj'ers, and it should be
remembered that they are now settling on what terms
they will do business in future. Nobody has a right to

dictate to them on this matter. If a certain senile be
agreed to between architects and their clients, it be-

comes matte" of contract, and neither " baron or
squire, or knight of the shire" has any right after

that to enter on tlie question of its reasonableness or
otherwise. Judges would simply have to tell juries to

' act on the contract. This is just what is done by the
stockbrokers, for instance. If any one buys stock he
receives a memorandum that it is "purchased subject

to the rules of the Stock Exchange." These rules, in

all likelihood, would be considered unreasonable by
judges such as the above-mentioned, but he would
have to direct a jury that they formed part of a con-

tract, and should be acted on. Now, what have archi-

tects to do but simply at the outset of a business to

intimate to the client in the same way, that he under-

takes the business "subject to the rules of the In-

stitute?" None but "noble sjivages" like Mr. Ayrton
would object, and even that astute man has to put in a

saving clause to jiroteet his special contracts from the

operation of the rules aforesaid. If the revised scale

now about to be issued is to be of any use it must be

dealt with in this manner. For my part, whenever a
client wants to make a si)ecial bargain. I suspect he

means to " chisel " me if he can, and often And it so.

The best way iu such cases is to ask about once-aud-a-

half what the usual rates would come to, and then give

the client the option of falling back on the latter.

Apologising for this digression, how are we to deal

with the question of jn-operty in tlrawiugs, and copies

of same? The Institute and yiv. Barry have beuteni

most i;:;nomimms retreat on tins question, friglitenea

almo.st at the sound of their own voices, and tlie ouly

way the damage can be repaired is by mailing clear

contracts in future. Having already considered how
the scale is to be made, the basis of such, I propose

that the clause in it about drawings be as follows :

—

"The above-mentioned charges include but oue set of

the drawings and specification, which the client shall

have fall u.>^e of, and access to, at all reasonable times

for the purposes of his works, but the ju-operty in

wliich shall vest in the architect. Should the client

require copies he shall be entitled to them at a fair

charge for coi>ying ouly, said copies not to be used for

any oiher works without the consent of the architect.

Such further copies as may be required by the builder,

to be made at his expense and r(»turned to the architect

on the completion of the works." Now such a clause
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as this, even apart from its force as a contract, would

completely take the wind out of Baron liramwell's

argument "How can the work be carried out if the

client does not get the drawings?" also Mr. Ayrtou's,

"How can we tell where the flues and drains are ?"

and equally cuts the ground from under the quid pro

quo of some weak-minded architects. Falstaff, we all

feel, was right when he asked, *' Shall I not take mine

ease in mine inn?" But what, if not satisfied to use, he

should claim property in the hostelry besides? The

client may take bis full toll out of the architect's

ihawings, but must not seize upon or dispose of them.

22. What is the proper commission to be charged on

roads, fences. &c. ? I had a deal of trouble to couvinee

an eminent architect arbitrator once that it was

obviously 5 per cent, by clause 1, and some very able

men insisted it should be much less.

25. A rate (5 per cent.) being given for estimating

dilapidations, why not give a rate also for superintend-

ing the repairs ? I consider another 5 per cent,

reasonable.

26. The sooner this clause is struck out the better.

In a paper professing to give the " usual and proper

practice," the whole modern system of measurement

quantities and contracts is ignored, or nu'rely referred

to as " not desirable," and a mode of operation recom-

mended the reverse of what actually prevails. What
super-eminent ideas of virtue pervaded the minds of

the original founders of the Institute when they made
it a high crime and misdemeanour for a member to do

a bit of surveying for any works but his own, I cannot

imagine. They were ouly equalled by their successors

of 18ti2, who pronounced it "not desirable" for an

architect to take out quantities even for his own
works. This absurd policy, with more of the same
kind, has sent away from the arcliitectural profession

a vast amount of lucrative business that properly be-

longs to it. No wonder that the Institute does not
command more general support. No wonder that our
railway stations and bridges have gone to the Civil,

and our public buildings to the Royal Engineers, and
that surveyors, auctioneers, and house agents have got

most of the business connectt^d with the valuation of

property into their hands. These latter gentry never

scruple to dub themselves architects, and do a bit of
" architecting " when they get the chance ; but our
Institute, though it insists on a knowledge of measur-
ing and valuing in its examinations, will not allow it

to be practised by its members. The boy Robinson, in

the fable, who " could swim very well," was flogged

by his schoolmaster for exercising his powers, and the

Institute acts exactly like that wiseacre. How many
successful architects have begun by doing surveying
work ? These rules may hold out for a whll? against

reason and common sense, but cannot do it Tor long.

The wonder is how they have been allowed to remaiu
till now.

I propose that a fair series of rates should be given
for surveyor's work, quantities, estimates, &c., as well as

for everything else, and that the surveyor's duties be
properly defined, leaving it quite open to architects to

do that sort of work or not. just as they please. Most
architects in large practice would give out their sur-

veying as they do at present, but it would be useful to

many struggling practitioners to be able to increase

their incomes by doing it themselves.

The exact nature of an architect's engagement, and
whether the client has a right to dismiss him or not.

has been much discussed of late, and requires to be
better defined. If the client can dismiss the architect

at any stage of a business, as some imagine, then the
latter has a reciprocal right to throw up the work and
send in his bill at any moment also. If, on the other
hand, the architect who has accepted a commission is

bound to execute it, the client cannot dismiss or super-
sede him without adequate compensation. It is

obviously absurd to fancy that either can play "fast
and loose.'' I think the second the most reasonable,

as it is the legal view, but it is rave to hear two archi-
tects express the same opinion on the subject.

Again, what is to be done when an architect dies or
becomes incapacitated for business, during the progress
of his works? The client, the executors or represen-
tatives, and the builder have each a right to be con-
sidered in determining how the work is to be carried

on, and in most cases manage to agree somehow; but
they may not agree, and I doubt not, if we knew the
particulars of many cases of this kind, it would be
found that the poor architect's representatives had just

to take whatever they could get, and be thankful. 1

believe but for a bit of generosity on tlie jiurt of the
Liverpool people, the widow of the late II. Lonsdale
Elmes would have fared very badly, and tlie amount
awarded to her, judged by our i)rrsent standard, seems
very small. It is a very painful refleetion for an
architect that should he be called away in the middle
of his works, no proper means exist of setUing what
is due to his family out of them. To nncl lliis I pro-
pose that a clause be added as follows:—".Should the
architect die or become incapacitated fruiu l)usiness
during the progress of the work, the client shall be at
liberty either to pay his representatives for the work
done at the rates given above for 'abandoned or
omitted work," receiving from them copie.^ of all the
documents then prepared as far as may be necessary
for the completion of the work, or to call on the repre-
sentatives to appoint aiiolhrr architect at their charge
to complete the work. i.;iyiiigto them the same fees on
completion as would Ik- due to the original architect."
Most of the foregoing suggestions were emlMidied by
me in a revised edition of the scale published by you
in 18G9. It has been frequently objected that the
document would then become so lengthy as to
" frighten " cHents. Well, it goes after all ou the same
sized paper; and a? for frightening the public by a full

and explicit statement of terms, I do not believe in it.

Is the public frightened from taking cabs, by seeing at

every stand a full table of fees and distances, or from

travelling by railways which publish clear- time and

fare tables? I always sleep the sounder in a hotel

where the tariff is huug up in every room. The length

and precision of a builder's contract never frightens a

client ; on the contrary, most sensible men would be very

chary of employing a builder without one. If all

respectable architects could only agree to do business

on terms to be now settled, clients would soon find

that they had only to choose the best man for their

particular business, and not bother about the terms.

I believe most clients worth having do this at present,

but if any want to find " cheap jacks," leave them to

such aa they can find, and perhaps they will soon

repent of their_choice.—I am, &c., W. F.

^

|nterc0mmttnirati0ii

Qf/ESTIONS.

[2231.]—School Building'.—In these days of

increased school accommodation it is necessary, in

towns, to build one school over another. I should like

to know what is the best means of preventing the noise

of the upper school disturbing the lower school, without
the expense of brick vaulting.—F. M.

[2232.]—Grease Stains in Floor Boards.

—

What will remove grease stains in tioor-boards that

have been saturated with oil from machinery ?—T. <_'. K.

[2233.]—Chemical Works.— Can any fellow-

subscriber inform me whether the ashes and clinker

from chemical works are injurious to mortar or con-
crete mixed therewith ? 1 am very much inclined to

think it has a tendency to heave, similar to unslaked
lime.—W. N.

BSFLIES.
[2210.]—Problem.—Let A li C D be the given

figure, D A, C B, being parallel. Produce A B, D C to

^ cut in E. Produce D A to F,

ly making A F = B E. With
centre E and radius E F describe
arc F L cutting B A produced
iuL. Bisect L E in H. Draw

E H I perpendicular to A B and
equal to H E. With centre E
and radius E I describe arc lin.

Draw VI n parallel to A B, and
m n will divide the urea A B C D
into two equal parts as required.

—F. H. A. Hardcastle.
[2224.]—The Cymagraph.-To "J. R. W."—

My address is as follows:—W. learner Sugden, Leek (a

flourishing town of North .Staffordshire).

[222t;.]—School of Art Examinations.—The
Committees of Schools of Art have the power to charge
a fee of 2s. Od. for papers worked at a Government
Examination by candidates who are not students of
the school (vide " Art Directory," 1871, page 49).

—

Art.
[2227.]—Christmas Cards.—3Iarcus Ward and

Co., of Belfast.—X.

[222S.]—Sketching- Toiir.-Try Shropshire; the
county teems with architectural antiquities and other
objects of interest, and the visits of sketching students
are, like those of angels, "few and far between.'' For
a brief synopsis of the castles in Shropshire, see the
Building News of June 24 and July 2;i, ls70.

—

Salopian.

[2230.]—Pulpit.—Puli)its vary so in height that
there seems to be no fixed rule, as architects generally
design them to suit the construction of the church and
the area the voice has to cover. But 3ft. 2in. seems to
be about the average height from base of pulpit to toji,

as the following dimensions of pulpits, designed by
different architects, will show:— Free St. Luke's
Church, Glasgow, from floor to base of jnilpit 8ft. lin.,

and from base to top 2ft. Uin. ; All Saints', Windsor,
from floor to base 2ft. nin., and from base to top
3ft. 4in. ; Church of Holy Innocents, East Shefford,
Berkshire, from floor to base 2ft. /iin., and from base
to top, 3ft. Sin, ; and in the Large Court of the South
Kensington Museum (according to tin- Pall Mall
Gazette) is to be seen a tow-ring Mahoniedan puli)it

some 30ft. high, that has been brought from a mosque
in Cairo.

—

Andy Andy.

iur Ma Cable.

The Destruction of Paris. — The shameful
de.structiou of the monuments and public buildings

of Paris has few parallels in history, Jerusalem

was burnt, but it was by the Roman soldier}'

enraged at the stubborn resistance of its inhabitants.

JIoscow also jierisbed by tire, but it was kindled by
the patriotism which l)nrnt with a still tiercer tlauie

ill tlie breasts of its insulted citizens. It has been

reserved fi)r the jieuple uf Paris, at the termination

of a period of national disaster unsurpassed in history,

to permit first the desecration and then the de-

struction of their beautiful city, which even the

ruthless Germans spared. We fear to think on
what we may have lost. The Palaces of the Louvre

and the Tuileries are gone, with all their historical

associations. The scene successively of the splen-

dour of the court of the chivalrous but vain, Francis

the First; of the murderous fanaticism of Charles IX.;

and the atrocities of the First Revolution. Notre

Dame, too, its restoration hardly completed by the

Second Empire, maj' be fast becoming a heap of

stones. The Hotel de Ville is gone already. For

only one of these three, how many of Baron

Haussmaun's new and pretentious palaces would we
not have given to the flames ! Truly, if the pity of

all the world could have saved her, Paris had not

been destroyed.

AspH.VLTE Paving.—A Suggestion.— " A Sur-

veyor," writing to the Cthj Presx, remarks upon the

anxiety of the ratepayers of the City to get their

particular streets paved with asphalte insteatl of

granite. He says its advantages are so patent that

it is very desirable that the whole of our busy

thoroughfares should be sjieedily laid with this

material. The expense of the pre-sent mode of paving

with asphalte, he goes on to say, is no doubt a great

hindrance. "The removal of old granite paving-

stones and laying a foundation of from 8in, to lOin.

of concrete is quite needless, and appears to have-

been adopted to put the ratepayers' money into the

pockets of the contractors for the new paving. Let

the mortar and dirt be picked out from between the

old stones, and asphalte poured in instead, and the

old roadway covered with a layer of the same thick-

ness as at present. You will then get a better and

more durable paving at the rate of two yards for

one." " A Survej'or " cannot, we opine, have given

much attention to the question of street paving, or

he would not make such an impracticable suggestion

as that for picking the mortar and dirt '' from be-

tween the old stones," To do this each stone would

have to be taken up and the mortar scraped or

knocked off. And when this was done, would not

the stones be worth more for street paving in other

parts of the City than the concrete foundation for

the asphalte woiUd cost?

Testimonial to De. Zerffi.—A large number
of students assembled on Friday last, in the lecture

theatre of the Birkbeck Institution, Southampton-

buildings, Chancery-lane, for the purpose (pf pre-

senting a testimonial to Dr. G. (i. Zerffi. of the

Science and Art department. South Kensington,

their Professor of .\rt History, Universal History,

Physical Geography, &c. They were addressed by
Mr. G. M. Norris, the .secretary of the institution,

and bj' Messrs E. Rogulski and J. A. Newcome, the

treasurers of the testimonial fund. These gentle-

men alluded in terms of high commendation to the

great benefit derived from the services of Dr. Zerffi,

who had, without any regaad to pecuniary consider-

ations, laboured in the cause of science, and had

gained the admiration and affection of all his jnipils.

On behalf of the students they then presented a pair

of magnificent candelabra and a tazza in bronze to

Dr. Zerfti, who made a suitable reply. Votes of

thanks to the secretary and treasurers terminated the

proceedings, at the close of which Dr. Zerffi was

loudly cheered.

A II.VRD Nut to Crack.—In cutting through a

sidid block of Aberdeen granite, about five feet

square, in the yard of Mr. A. H. .Tames, at New]iort,

on Tuesdav, the workmen discovered in the interior

a small nest containing four or five living grubs.

They died shortly after their exposure. There ap-

peared to be no inter stice in the granite which,

afforded any means of communication with the ex-

terior, and the question will naturally arise with

tlie curious how they got there, and how long they

had been there. The block of granite has been in

Mr. James's yard two 3-ears.

Preserving Wood.—In the specification of a

patent granted to N. H. Thomas, of New (Irleans,

he says:—"Mi methodis the simple process of satu-

rating the wood in resin oil, warm or cold, or at any
required temperature, according to the circumstances.

In the event of the wood being of moderate dimen-

sions—thin board, for instance— I apply the oil cold;

and ivr wood of large dimensions 1 apply tlie lAl hot,

in either of the above cases, by imniersiTig the wood

in the oil, or bj' applying tlie same to the wood with

a brush, or in any convenient manner whatever, so

that the wood may be thoroughly saturated with the

oil."

" Flint Jack."—This notorious fabricator of flint

and stone antiquities is at present among the York-

shire towns in the North Riding. His present trade

is the vending of arrow-heads made of bottle glass,

wliich he works with even more skill than flint, and

which he is disposing of b.v the score.

An Alms-dish for S. Paul'.s.— Mr. Butter-

worth, the law publisher, has undertaken to present

to S. Paul's Cathedral a magiiiliceut alms-dish in

silver-gilt, two feet in diameter. It is to be similar
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in the design to tlie altar plate, made by the Messrs.

Lias for Mr. Sparrow Simpson, already presented to

the cathedral.

Sacrilege at Chaultox Kings.—Tlie beautifnl

new church at Charlton Kings has been broken into,

und several tigures around the font and iu the

recesses of the reredos damaged, the head, arms, and

feet of the ligiires representing the Saviour and the

Apostles carved around the font knocked off; and a

carved representation of the " Last Supper," in the

reredos, mutilated in like fashion. There is reason

to beheve that the authorities are in possession of

information wliich will lead to the discovery of the

'lepredators of such wanton mischief.

ii^imbcr (Ink ^tbitiu.

Prices, May 23.—Per S. PetersTiurg standard:—Dram
secoud yellow, £0 10s.; ditto tbird yellow, £o to £5 15s.;

fourth white, £o 5s.; Frederiekstadt mi.Ted yellow, £9;
Gefle mixed yellow. £9; ditto third yellow, £7 lOs. to

£8 6s.; Gothenburg mixed white, 3 x 9ft., £S 15s. to

£9 10s.; ditto third white. 3 x 9ft., £7 10s. ; Husiin third

yellow, 3 X 7ft.. £7 15s.; Jacobstadt first mill-sawn
yellow, 3 x 7ft,, £7 H.'s.; Kragero yellow, £9 5s.; Eystadt
first yellow battens, £6 5s. to £6 15s. ; Petersburg first

white, 3 X lift., £9 10s. to £9 ISs. ; 3 x ftft.. £8 15s. to

£9; firstyellow, 3 x Oft., £12 5s. to £!3; 3 x 7ft., £11 10s.;

^i X 7ft., £12 lOs.; ditto second yellow, 3 x lift., £9;
3 X 9ft.. £8 5s.; 3 x 7ft., £7 10s.; Sandarne mised yellow,
£9 15s. to £10; Wytiurg first mill-sawn yellow, £9 10s. to

£9 158.; Quebec pine, V2ft 3 x llin.. first floated, £17;
ditto dry floated, £1S ; ditto second bright, £13 15s. ; ditto
third floated, £9; ditto third dry floated, £9 5s. to £9 10s.

Lathwood per fathom :—Petersburg, £5 5s. to £5 10s.

Boards per customary square:—Dram first yellow.
8s. 3d. to lis. (3d.; second yellow, 7s, to 8s. 3d.; first white,
7s. 3d. to 83 ; second white, Gs. 9d. to 7s. ; Fredrickstadt
first yellow, 8s. to 13s.

oTrabc Mcbs.

WAGES MOVEMENT.
SiNDERLAND.—A mooting of tho principal builders

in the town was hold ou Thursday wook to consider
the request of tlio labonrors for an advance of wagt^s.

and it was agreed to moot the men in a fair spirit, and
offer tliem 21s. per wook.

Sheffield.—The threatened strike of painters at

SheflReld has been averted by the masters conceding c

standard of wages wliich the meu will accept.

TENDERS.
CATtniFF.—Fi»r the erection r-f a new workhouse. Mr.

K. W. Stephens, arohitoct. Maidstone. Quantities supplied
by Messrs. Batson & ITnnt:^

Jones £11,740
Biggs 10.429

Everill 10,400

Webb 10,200

Bevan & Sou : 9,753

Bolt & Son St.fififi

Bird 9.599

Jones. Bros !i,500

Moorland 9.-100

Priee 9.250
Wood & Suns 8,9117

Smith & Pring 8,499

Miles 8.000

Wood 7,950

CnESTERFiKTj).—For n pair of semi-detached villas at
iTladstone-road, for Mr. J. Marriott. Mi-. S. Rtdlinaon,
architect:

—

Maw & Waite (accepted) £1272

City.—For rebuilding premises, Nos. 6 and 8, Bow-
Jane. Mr. Theodore K. Green, architect:

—

Ramsay £2K4
Rewell & Sons •J\-i')

Hill & Keddoll l:i97

J. M. Browne & Sons 1980

Henshaw 1937

Wioks & BangH I9I8
Browne A BohitiKon 1905

Sorivenor & White 1^92

Sbaqiington & Cole 1811

Goodman 1745

Cmftov.—For building tower and spire of Emmanuol
f'hurch, Clifton, Bristol. Mr. John Norton, architect:—

Baker £3883 8 4
Foster 3114
Thorn 3095
Wilklns&Sons 2790 19 o

Diment 2500 o

IfonNciirRcn.—For restorations to church of S. Andrew,
Hnrnohnrch, Essex, exclusivo of flooring and benching.
Mr. Krnest C. Leo, architect. (Quantities supplied by Mr.
iliddctt:-

Shearburne (accepted) £1551

Kisoston'-ox-Thamfs.—For the erection of church of
S. Juhn Evang'^list. nmitting uiijier pai't of tower and
Npire. Mr. A. J. Phelps, architect. Quantities supplied
by MesariJ. Franklin & Andrew.s:

—

Cowland £7-'125

Browne & Rnbiuson 7100
Rider & Ron 7090
(libson, Bros 7024
Myers & Sons GWd

Perry Bros •'•824

Jackson & Shaw 0750

Tarrant G728

LiVEiU'OOL.—For the erection of a parsonage -house in

eonnecti.iu with the church of S. Paul, North Shore, near

Liverpool. Messrs. Troughton & Prescott, architects :

—

Greenwood (accepted)....! £1200

City.—For alterations and repairs at No. 47, Ludgate-

hill and house adjoining, for Mr. J. H. Dunu. Mr. H. G.

Gribblo, architect:-

Sykes i:8S(;

Blyth S-5U

Blackmore & Morley 832

Capps &BitB0 (accepted) 804

TrisC!.—For taking down and re-building farm-house
and offices at Gubblecote, near Tring, for the Dean and
Chapter of Chrisfs Church, Oxford. Mr. F. Field, archi-

tect :—
Chapel i:fi"4

Smith & Fincher 59ti

Small 594

Honer (accepted) 570

CONTRACTS OPEN FOR BUILDINQ
ESTIMATES.

Leeds, June 5.—For the erection of a now ware-

house, ill York-place. Stephen Ernest Smith, archi-

tect, 39. Park-square, Leeds.

Bradford, June c>.—For emptying, cleansing, and
disinfecting all the middins, ashpits, privies, and cess-

pools in the said borough for a term of one, two, or

three years. W. T. McGowan, Town Clerk, Town
Clerk's Office, Bradford.

Moss Side Local Board of Health, June 3.—
For paving and sewering and otherwise improving

portions of Hulton-strect, Great Western-street, and
Greame-street. Chas. Lister, Clerk to the Board, 47,

New Bailey-street, Salford.

King's Cliffe, June 5.—The trustees of the Law
and Ilutehenson's Charities are desirous of receiving

tenders for converting certain premises, situate in the

town of King's Cliffe, and county of Northampton,
into schools, with master and mistress's houses attached.

.Kennedy & O'Douoghue, Architects, Bangor and
Glasgow.

Lancashire and Yorkshire Railway, June 13.

—For the painting required at several of their stations.

William S. Lawn, Secretary, Manchester.

Hackney Union. May 31.—For the erection of

certain lavatories aud closets at the workhouse above
mentioned. John Godwin, Clerk to the Guardians,

Clerk's Offices, Hackney Union, Homerton, E.

Woolwich, June 7.—For the erection of an infir-

mary for Woolwich Union. Apply to Mr. E. li.

Sargent, Clerk to tlie Guardians, Edward-street, AV'ool-

wich.

North-EaSTERN Railway, June 1.—For the ex-

tensipn of the goods warehouse, &c., at Wellington-

street, Leeds. C. N. Wilkiuson, Secretary, York.

Stockton ANDMiDDLEsnonOL'c.ii Waterworks
Company, June 5.—For the construction of a large

additional service reservoir at Fighting Cocks. Thomas
Hall, Secretary, Central-buildings, Darlington.

Halifax, Jnne 0.—For the erection of a Methodist

New Connection Chapel, on the site of the present

Salem Chapel, North Parade. Hill and Swann, archi-

tects.

Oxford, June 5.—For the supply of labour to be
employed in the laying curb aud paving stones and
granite pitching in the footways and roadways within

the district. Frederick J. Morrell, Clerk to the Board,
lA, S. Giles's, Oxford.

War DnrARTMENT Contracts, June 10.—For
the performance of the work required in the shed be-

tween the two storehouses, at the Control (Military)

Store Depot, at Aklershot, in the county of Hants.

Director of Contracts, War Office, Pall Mall, London,
S.AY.

Darlaston.—June 2.—For the restoration and en-

largement of the Parish Church. Archd. 1'. Brevitt,

archit((ct and surveyor, Darlaston.

SilKFFiEiiD.—June 8.—For the erection of New
Schools, for the Parish of (iilcar. Locktou & Abbot,
architects, 7, St. James'-street.

Devizes.—.Tunc 13.—For the restoration of Potterne
Church, near Devizes, in the county of Wilts. Archi-
tect, Mr. Christian, 8a, WhitehaU-plac<', London.

WaK KlM'ARTMENT CONTRACT, JuUO 3.—For
the Mxtoniid Paiuliiig, Sec., of tbo Union llosjiital

and Huts, near the Kast Infantry liarracks, at Alder-

shot.

Waterfoud Local Hoaiid or Hi:ai,th, June
1.—For providing and laying about l.i;5(ift. of I2in.

and 9iii. stoneware pipe sewers. Jolm Sedgwick, Clerk

to the Hoard.

West London I^istrh't School, June 2.—For
erecting about 1,000ft. of oak fencing, and pair of gates,

for enclosing their land at Ashford. near Staines,

Middlesex, (.'harles 1». Hume, Clerk to tlie Managers.

Chichester, May '.Mt.—For taking down a house

in Canon-lane and building a new house ou the

site. Austin and Johnson, architects, Newcastle-upon-

Tyno.

S. Martin-in-thi:-Fields, June 1.—For the

supply of materials and the execution of jobblug and
measured works rofjuired for the sewers ami drains

within the said parish. .1. Dangertield, Clerk to

the Vestry, Vestry Hall, S. .Martiu-iu-thc Fields.

S. Martin-in-the-Fields. June 1.—For paving
and repairing the footways and carriage-ways of the
parish ; also for the supply of broken Guernsey granite.

J. Dangerfield, Vestry Clerk, Vestry Hall, S. Martin-
in-the-Fields.

INCE Waterworks, May 31,—For the supply of

the following articles :—Contract No. 1, 7,150yds. of

12in. cast-iron pipes, 1.200yds. of 8in. cast-iron pipes.

2,030yds. of (iin. cast-iron pipes, SOOyds. of 4in. cast-

iron pipes, and about 110 tons of Sin. pipes. Contract
No. 2, also for the supply of all the necessary sluice

valves, hycb-ants, &c. Robert Winstanley. Clerk
to the Board, Local Board Ollices, Ince, near Wigan.

Brighton, June 2.—For the construction of main
aud branch sewers. David Black, Town Clerk.

Edmonton Main Drainage, May 29.—For the

execution of certain sewers and works required in
connection with the main drainage of their district.

William Pulley, Clerk to the Board, Edmonton, N.

Baunsley, May 30.—For the erection of a new
station and warehouse, for the Lancashire aud York-
shire Railway. William S. Lawu, Secretary, M.an-

chester.

BATH AND OTHER BUILDING STONES,
OF PEST QUALITY.

EANDELL, SAUNDEES & CO., Limited,

Q,uarrynieu and Stone Meroliants.

List of prices at the Quarries and DepiHs, also cost of

ti'ausit to any part of the United Kingdom, furnished on
application to

Bath Stonb Office :

COBSHAM, WILTS.[Advt.]

TO ARCHITECTS.
GREEN ROOFING-SLATES.

,4s supplied to H.im. The Prince of Wales at Sandringham.

The Penmoyle Sea-green Slates are specially adapted for
Churches, Public Buildings, &c., &c.

{Leis costly than ordinary Gothic Tiling.)

These durable and non-absorbent Slates can be obtained
in sizes suitable for Gothic Architecture, at prices as
under.

In Railway Trucks, Docks, Gloucester;—

Per Equivalent to
1.200 Slates, per squara

•2 17 6 ... ]i;s. Gd.
2 17 6 ... KJri. Gd.

2 5 ... 14s.

1 18 6 ... i;;-.

17 6... lis.

Best Green Slates 14 Iiy 7 ...

Do. do. 13 by 8 ...

Do. do. 13 by 7 ...

Do. do. 12 by 7 ...

Do. do. 12 by G ...

Prices of large Sizes. Cost of Transit, Reference Test'-

monials, and Sample Sjjecimens may be obtained on ai -

plication to

MESSRS. RANDKLL & CO., Corsham, "Wilts.

Specimens at Museum of Geology, Jermyn-street, Picca-

dilly, W., and at Architectural Museum, Tufton-street'
Westminster.

BANKRUPTS.
TO SURKENDEll IN THE COUNTRY.

Ensor, Francis, West Bromwich, engineer, June 12, at

Oldbury.—Stevens, William Dixon, Hull, builder, May jy,

at Hull.

PUBLIC EXAMINATIONS.

June 6, J. Pearse, Torquay, builder.—June G, C. C
Mercer, Teignmouth, builder.

SITTINGS FOR LAST EXAMINATION.

May 30. R. Marrable. Forest-hill, builder.^June 8, G. J
Moor, Asylum-road, Old Kent-road, plumber.

DIVIDEND MEETINGS.

June Ifi, B. Hughes, Wall Heath and Kiug.^winford,
brick and tilo manufacturer.—June 16, T. and \V. Short,
Biruiiugham, Nottingham, and Cheltenham, limber mer-
chautK.—Juue G, B. Carter, Ribbesford, Worcestershire,
timber merchauts.

DECLARATIONS OF DIVIDENDS.

J. Brockbank, Carlisle, timber merchant, div. 2s. Gd.

—

W. White. Poole, builder, div. Is. Gd.—F. \V. Monk,
Davingtou, near Faversham, brick dealer, div. Ss. 3d.

—

S. Keetch. Holloway, carpenter, div. 4s. 4d.—A Palmer,

Hadlow, Keut, cai-penter, div. 23. Gd., any Tuesday.—
R. Wrigley, Oldham, builder, div. ys. lOd.

PARTNERSHIPS DISSOLVED.
LipscoDihoand Toe, E-'dhill. Hants, brt.-k mauufacturers.

T. aud H. 11 iJiruungham. Bruadcli.st, Devon, builders.—

Jowctt and Nicholl, Halifax and Brighouse. contractors.

—

SntcliiTc, Dearnley, aud Blakley, Hudderstleld, con-

tractors.—Wilkinson and Helm. Pendleton, near Man-
chester, builders.—Knell & Son, StafTord-place, Wyndham-
road, Camborwell, Amery's-phii-e, Smirk's-ruad, Kewing-
ton, and Walworth-commou, builders.—Brickies and Son,

Wuoiibridge, bricklayers. — Crammond aud Faulds,

Clciitor flioor, (Cumberland, engineers.—Whitworths auvl

liigginson, Birmingham, plumbers.—Qrr ami Birtwell,

Uatton-garden and Bristol, iron merchants.—Ommanney
and Tat ham, Sallord, engineers.—J. and J. Siddous, West
Bromwieh, iron-founders.

The Column in tlio Place Vendtime istobe rcbuiU,

if tlio riginU of M. Thiers lusts long enough.

T he London and North-Wcstern Railway Company
arc to place a statue of George Stephenson in Euatou-

squaro, Ijondon.

Small-1'OX, Fevers, and Skin Diseases.-The pre-

dispn.siiion to is prevented by Lampluugh s Pyretic Saline.

Agreeable, vitalising, and invigorating, its effects are

remarkable in their cure and prevention. Take it as

directed. Sokl by chemists aud the maker, H. Lamplough,

113, Holborn-hill.—[Adveetisement.]
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LATEST PRICES OF MATERIALS USED
IN CONSTRUCTION.

!.IETj\XS.

Lead.
Pig_Foreign . . . . per ton £17 17 G £18

English W.B. . . do II) 15 20
" Lead Co do 19
' Other brands . . do 18 5 18 10

Sheet Milled .... do 18 1.1' 19

Shot, Patent .... do W 10 21

Red or minium . . . . do 20 10

Litharge, W.B do
White Dry do 25 C

„ ground in oil .. do o
COPPER.

British—Cake & Ingot . per ton 71 10 72

Best Selected .... do 7.3 74

Sheet do 74 77

Bottoms do 79

Australian do 72 75

Spanish Calse .... do 000 000
Chili Bars, oash . . . do (14 65 10

„ Eeflned ingot . . do 70 72

Yellow Metol .... per Ih. C| 007*
Iron.

Pig in Scotland, cash . per ton £2 17 £0
Welsh Bar, in London .do 7 5 7 10

Wales .do C 12 6 6 15
Stallordshire .... do 7 IS 850
Bail, in Wales .... do 6 15 700
Sheets, single in London do 9 5 10 5

Hoops, first quality . . do 8 16 9 5

Nail Hod do 7 10 7 15

Swedish do 9 15 10

TraBEr.
Teaii load 12 5 13

Quebec, red pine .... „ 3 16 4 15

., yellow pine . . „ 4 5 5 5

Quebec oak, white . . „ COO 65
birch „ 3 10 4 15

elm ,
4 4 10

Dantzic oak „ 4 15 S 6 16

flr „ 2 10 4 10

Memel flr „ 2 10 3 10

Eiga ,
3 5 3 10

Swedish „ 2 5 2 15

Masts, Quebec red pine . „ 4 6 10

„ yellow pine ... „ 400 6 10

Oregon 700 90
Lathwood, Dantzic, fm. . „ 3 6

St. Petersburg „ 5 5 15

Deals, per C, 12tt. by 3
by 9in.,

Quebec, white spruce . . „ 12 10 18

St. John, white spruce . „ 12 10 14 10
Yellow pine, pr reduced C
Canada, Ist quality ... „ 18 19 10

2nd do ... . „ 13 6 14

Archangel, yellow ... „ 12 10 14 10

St Petersburg, yellow . „ 13 13 10

Finland „ 700 800
Memel and Dantzic ... „ 000 000
Gothenburg, yellow 8 10 10 10

white ... „ 8 10 9 10

Gefle, yellow „ 10 10 12 10

Soderham „ 8 10 12
Christiania, per C, 12ft. by

3 by 9in., yellow ... „ 1000 12100
Other Norway ,

7 8

Flooring boards, pr square
of lin., first yeUow . . „ 9 10

First white „ 080 090
gecond qualities .... „ t» 080

Oils, Sc.

Seal, pale per tuu 37 10

Sperm body „ 82 9
Cod „ 35 10

Whale, South Sea, pals . „ 34
OliTC, Gallipoli

,
4S 10

Oocoanut, Cochin, tim . „ 50
Palm, fine „ 37
Lins „ 31 15 32
Eapesiod, Eng pule . . „ 44 10

Cottonseed 27 32

ACCIDENTS CAUSE LOSS OF LIFE
ACCIDENTS CAUSE LOSS OF TIME.
ACCIDENTS CAUSE LOSS OF MONEY.

Provide against accidents of all binds by insuring with the

RAILWAY PASSENGEES' ASSURANCE
COMPANY.

An Annual Payment of £3 to £(! 5s. insures £1,000 at

Death, tjr .in allowauL-e at the rate of £6 per week for

injury. £5*S.'),{KiO have been paid as compensation, one out
of eVeiy Twelve Annual Policyholders becoming a
claimant each year.
For particulars apply to the Clerks at the Eailwny

Stations, to the LocaI Agents, or at the offices, 64, Coru-
hili, and 10, Regent-street, London.

WILLIAM J. VIAN, Secretary.

p OYAL POLYTECHNIC—WHITSUN
JA, HOLIDAYS.—Professor Pepper's "Trip to the
Western Highlands of Ireland ;" grand Scenery and
Irish Songs by Miss Barth.—Great Revival of Henry
Eussell's Songs, under his personal kind superintendence,
with grand Scenic and Optical Effects-. Vocalist, Mr.
Plumpton.—J. L. King, Esq., " On Muscle and Muscular
Power," illustrated by Herr Willio, the wonderful Con-
tortionist and Imitator of Birds and Animals.—Re-engage-
ment of E. D. Davies. the Premier Ventriloquist.—The
Ghost and other Entertainments as usual.—Admisson
One Shilling. Open from 12 to 6 and 7 to 10.

NATIONAL INSTITUTION FOR
DISEASES OP THE SKIN.

Physician—Dr. B.\RH MEADOWS, 49 Dover-street
Piccadilly, W.

New Patients are admitted at 227, Gray's-inn-ro.ad,
King's-cross, W.C, on Thursdays—Morning at Ten, Even-
ing from Six till Nine.

Also at tho City BroEchjlO Mitre-strcct, Aldgate, E.C.,
on Wednesdays. Sam- homrs.

.\vrrMge number of
i atients un ler treatment 1,000

weekly. THi > AS BOUNSON, Hon Sec.

THE

ENGLISH MECHANIC
AND WOELD OF SCIENCE.

WITH WHICH ARE INCORPORATED

" The Mechanic," " Scientific Opinion," and
" The British and Foreign Mechanic."

PRICE TWOPENCE WEEKLY.
CONTENTS OF No. 332.

ORIGINAL ARTICLES:—
Sketching in Oils—Nn. 1.

Telescopic Work foe M.)onliglit Evening.
Qualitative Analysis of PJixtures.
The Production uf Electricity from Mecliauieal Force

Without the Aid of Magnetism.
Practical Papers on Harmony.
Tj-pe-Composing Machines.
The Applications of Vulcanised Rubber iu Mechanics.
A.stronomical Notes for June.
The Swiuey Lectuies on Geology, 1S71.

SELECTED ARTICLES;—
The Compound Steara-Engine.
Notes on Development.

SCIENTIFIC SOCIETIES:—
The Institution of Civil Engineers.
Royal United Service Institution.
Royal Societj'.

LETTERS :—
The Telescope.
Astronomical.
The Weather Lessons of 1871—Letter HE.
Stereotyping.
Manganese Cell.

Fluid Lenses.
Reflecting Telescopes.
Telescope Stands and Mounting.
Manipulation of the Microscope.
The Herschelian Reflector.
Microscopic.al Objects.
The Registration of Shipping.
Inlhience of the Moon on Trees.
Elastic Woods.
Cheap Filter.

Anti-Scorbutic Fruit.
Safety Valve—To "Ajax."
Lime Light.
Notes on Bees.
Hydrophobia.
Magnetic Force, &c.
Rubber Tires for Velocipedes.
Aqueous Vapour.
On the Nature of Light.
Crankless Engine.
Something New for Photographers.
"English Mechanic" Chuck.
A Simple Sash-Holder.
Atlantic Telegraph.
Screw-chasing by Hand.
Zinc Pipes for Organs.
The Organ—Replies from " An Adept."
Organ Construction.
The Zodiacal Light.
Matriculation at the London Universitv.
My Little Battei-y.

The Coning of Railway Wheels.
Edinburgh "English Mechanic" Society of Arts.
Garden Pirates.
Oyster Culture.
Cutter Bar for Slide-R-^st Turning.
Magnetic Engine, Electric Bells, Carbon Cylinder, &c.

Extracts from Correspondence.

Replies to Queries.

Queries.

t.Tsefu] and Scientific Notes.

Unuoticed Queries.

Answers to Correspondents.

Office—31, Tavistock-street, Covent-gardex.

And at All Booksellers and Neiosar/ents.

PRIZE ENCAUSTIC TILES.

TAND R. BOOTE -^vere Awarded hy the
• Jurors of both Class 10 and 35 of the INTERNA-

TION^VL EXHIBITION a Prize Medal for their Encaustic
Tiles.

For Admirable Treatment and Good Design.

ForNew ProcessesofManufactuue of Encaustic Tiles
T. and R. BOOTE, by their Patent Process, are making

ENCAUSTIC and PLAIN FLOORING TILES uf the
hardest texture and the finest colours (equal to enamel
tints), which can be iaiaid any depth, thereby ensuring
durabilitj-, and at a much cheaper rate than hitherto
ohavgoil.

FOR CHURCHES, ENTRANCE H.VLLS, &c., <S:c.

White Glaze Tiles, both for in and outdoor puiposes,
which will resist the severest weather.
Designs and Estimates supplied mthout charge, and

experienced pavers sent out to suit purchasers.

Address—T. and R. BOOTE, Waterloo Potteries, Burslcm

REDUCED PRICES. — D. BOWER,
GENERjVL MASON, 5, Church-street, Clapham

road, London, S.W.
Opening, s. d. Marblr-.

Bedroom Chimneypicces ... 2ft. 6in. 3 each... l<'y,

&in. Box do. 3ft. Oin. 5 G „ ... ^d-.

loin. Truss do. 3ft. Oin. 11 „ ... Sti'-.

Head and Foot Stone, 50s

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS.

\ TCHLEY'S BUILDERS' PRICE BOOK
x\_ FOR 1S71. Price 4s. ; per post, 4s, id. ; revised and
greatly improved under new management.

KENT & Co., Paternoster-row, London, and sold by all

Booksellers.

Price 2s., red roan, post free 52 halfpenny stamps,

HOPPUS'S MEASURER, Enlarged and
Revised. Showing, at sight, the Solid or Super-

ficial Contents (and consequently the value) of any Piece
or Quantity of Square or Round" Timber, either standing
or Felled ; also of Stone, Board, Glass. &c.. made use of in
the Erecting or Repairing of aay Building, &c. Contrived
to answer all the occasions of gentlemen and artificers far
beyond anything yet extant, the contents being iu feet,
inches, and twelfth-parts of an inch, with a copious
introductory Explanation of the Several Tables, showing
the excellence of this new method of measuring. Edited
by WILLL\M RICHARDSON.

FREDERICK W^VRNE & Co., Bedford-st., Covent-garden

LIFE OP BRUNEL, THE ENGINEER.
In One Volume, Svo. with Portrait. 5 Plates, and 23 Wood-

cut Illustrations, price 21s. cloth.

THE LIFE OF ISAMBARD KINGDOM
BRUNEL. Civil Engineer. By ISAMR.XRD BRU-

NEL, B.C.L. of Lincoln's Inn, Chancellor of the Diocese of
Ely.

"A contribution of no ordinary value to our profes-
sional literature."—" Builder."

"To civil engineers this Life is fraught with instruc-
tion, while the general pubUc will flad it in many things
of no common iuterest."— '' Daily News."

" Isambard Kingdom Brunei, whose works arc rail-
ways, bridges, viaducts, and steamships, is well entitled
to the exhaustive biography in which his son i-ecords the
incidents i jf his Father's Life, and catalogues and explains,
his professional achievements."—" Westminster Review."

London: LONGMANS, GREEN, & Co., Paternoster-row, i

JOHNSON'S LAW OF PATENTS.
Just Pul)lished, in 12mo., Price Is., cloth.

A COXCISE VIEW of the LAAV connected
l\ with LETTEBS P.\TENT for INVENTIONS. By
JAMES JOHNSON, of the MMdle Temple, Barrister-at-
Law. and J. HENEY JOHNSON, Assoc. lust. C.E.,
Solicitor and Patent Agent, Linc^:)ln's luu-llelds and Grlas-
gow; Authors of "The Patentees' Manual."

London : LONGMANS, GEEEN, & Co., Paternoster-row-

Now ready, two vols, demy 8to., containing 1,100 pages •

and 33 Plates, strongly bound in cloth, price £2 2s.

THE IL^^NDBOOK OF SPECIFICA-
TIONS. Illustrated by Precedents of Buildings;

actually executed by eminent -Arehiteets and Engineers.
Preceded by a Preliminary Essay, and Slceletous of Spe-
cifications and Contracts, ,S;o. By Professor T. L, DONALD-
SON, President of the Eoyal Institute of British Architects,
&c. With a Keview of the Law of Contracts, &c. By W,
CUNNINGHAM GLEN, Barrister-at-Law.

London
: LOCKWOOD & Co., 7, Stationers' Hall-court. E.G.

. .|

THE TR.ADES' ACUMEN : a Table for I
readily Ascertaining the number of yards, feet^ i

inches, and parts in anything that requires pleasuring
"

No trade should be with-jut it. Post free for 13 receipt- i
stamps. I

Pubhshed and Sold by S. FUNKENSTEIN, 2-5, Great ^

Queen-street, Holborn.

Now Ready, crown 8vo., cloth, illustrated by forty-eight /
;

plates, and numerous wood engravings, 18s.

ELEMENTARY PRINCIPLES OF CAR- '<

PENTET, by THOMAS TEEDGOLD, revised from V
the original edition, anl partly re-written, by J. T. Hurst-

London : E. & P. N. SPON, 48, Oharing-orosss.

Just published.

THE ORNAMENTATION of the TRAN-
SITIONAL PERIOD of BEITISH AUCHITEC-

TUBE. A series of Illustrations of the Carved Work
of the Transitional Period, taken from the Pier. Capi-
tals. Doorways, and Arcades of the principal churches of
thnt period iu the 'United Kingdom '(liy EDMUND
SHAEPE, M.A., F.E.LB.A.), in three numbers. No. 1
Imperial 4to., fortv-two Lithographic plales, 21s.

Lonilon : E. & F^ N. SPON, 48, Charing-cross. Birming-
ham : S. BIEBECK.

i
OEEWAOE IRRIGATION AND

DOWNWARD F-ILTE VTION.—A piper on the
SITLECTION aud PEEPARATION of SUITABLE LAND,
read at Maidstone, Nov., 1S70, by Mr. J. BAILEY DEN-
TON, C.E. One Shilling by post.

;

E. B. SMITH, Maiihtonc Journal O.llce, Maidstone.

£50000
READY to be ADVANCED

hv the TEMPERANCE PERMA-
NENT LAND and BUILDING SOCIETY on Freehold
or Leasehold Property, for any period of years not exceed-
ing tiftaen, the Mortgage being redeemable by equal
Monthly Instalments. Interest (in addition to a small

premium) 5 per cent, on the balance each year. Apply to

HEN'RT J. PHILLIPS, SecretaiT-

OfQc£s, 4, Ludgate-hill, London, E.O.

Nots.—More than One Million and a Half Pounds Ster'

ling have been advanced upon House Prnp-i-ty alone.
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THE WRECK OF PARIS.

PARIS is nreeked ! The monumental
city of Em-ope has fallen, amid terror

and barbarism. It is hardly possible, at a

glanee, to compass the ruin which has been
made. The great and stately pillar in the

Place Yendume—a hollow column of stone,

encased by a skin of bronze—has gone down
;

the historical Tuileries is burnt : that fairy-

like Sainte Chapelle has vanished ; the Hotel
de A'ille and the Hotel de Dieu remain only in

fragments ; the Louvre has been battered out

of its new beauty ; Kotre Pame has had a

bare escape ; the Luxembourg is blown up
;

all those splendid architectural streets, which
were the pride of the Imperial capital a few
months ago, are shattered, defaced, and
mutilated beyond I'ecognition. Paris haslost,

within a month, more than centuries have
built, more than Imperialism, Royalty, or
Republicanism can ever—did it last a thou-
sand years—replace. Let us glance at the

public works of the Third Xapoleon, and,
connecting them with the works of tlie past,

see what these patriots of the day have done.

No sovereign, certainly, ever rivalled him in

the magnificence, extent, and utility of his im-
provements. The most vast was the junction

of those two imparalleled palaces, the Tuileries

and the Louvre, completing an edifice un-
equalled in the world, though now mangled
and dilapidated, to the perpetual sh.ame of

France. The old Louvre, or Louveteric, a
quadrangular building, with conical capped
towers, similar to those which cro'svn the
oppo.site Conciergerie, was demolished by
Francis I., in 1528. But that was the so-

called time of chivalry, when ladies were not
welcome at court. Upon a change of man-
ners, a change in architecture took place;

there were wide staircases, sumptuous halls,

lofty windows. Grand galleries were built for

noble promenades ; but the first Bonaparte,
all-powerful though he was assumed to be,

did not succeed with his idea. Between
the Tuileries and the Louvre lay a broad
debatealile gi-onnd, occupied by the vast

hotels of the Dukes of Longueville and the

Elbceuf family, and the stables of the Dukes
of Orleans. Napoleon III. cleared away
these obstructions, opened up the Place Ven-
dome, linked the Rue de Rivoli with the

Boulevards Vjy a series of brilliant streets,

and erected splendoirrs incomparable. There
never reigned, as we have said, a monarch
since Augustus who felt a deeper sympathy
with the architect. He carried a double line

of galleries between the Tuileries and the

Louvre, sweeping away every impediment.

But tlie Tuileries—a ruin now—calls for more
particular notice, in its devastation, than
even the great Palace of Pictures itself. No
edifice in Europe was more truly palatial.

Those buildings enclosing the square of the
Carousel engaged one hundred and fifty-five

sculptors for several years upon tlieir ex-

ternal decoration alone. What nnist have
been the lavishment of beautiful work in the

interior? An<l what tlie ferocity which has
destroyed it all—the noble Pavilion de Rohan,
with its graiHjfid watch-tower ; the grand
facade of the Imperial Library; the mighty
Hall of the State, a ma.ss of marble and
gilding, uiiiiii wliich four thousand masons
and decorators worked for a year ; all have
disappeareil, sacrificed to the savage piussions

of an ill-inspired mob, which will one day
regret what it has done. The madness that
prompted this destruction is utterly unin-
telligible. ^Ve can understand the overthrow
of Imperial and lioyal eliigies, offensive to
some sentiment of the hour ; but why de-
throne the typical representations of Lyons
and .Strasbourg, Havre and !Mar.seilles ?

AVhatever else he did, the Emperor Napoleon
changed from ugliness into nobility many a

Parisian aspect, as did his predecessors ; the

grounds of the Capucin Friars into the

sparkling Rue de la Paix ; the Jacobin and
Feuillares into the Rue Rivoli, beloved of

Engli.shmen ; the mouldering Abbaye of S.

Martin into the Conservatoire des Arts

:

the hideous old Nunnery of the daugh-
ters of Magloire into the spacious Rue
Rambuteau. The exquisite tower of S. Clo-

tilde rises where the Convents of Bellechasse

and the Carmelites used to darken their

neighbourhood; or, we should say. rose, for

it has fallen amid the fires of the Commune.
The ^larket of the Carines, where, in 17'J:1.

the priests were massacred, has been resumed
for its original pirrpose. The obelisk " of

Pity," which stood where the guillotine was
erected " for permanent use." has fallen.

The Covent Garden of Paris—the JIarket of

the Innocents—innocents much to be pitied in

these early days of June—wa.s turned into a

fortress by the insurgents, and its railway

carried out guns instead of butter. However,
a restoration is promised ; and, while noticing

this point in the ruined architecture of Paris,

we may as well observe that the arches of

the underground halles or markets, which
are only one brick in thickness, and each of

which springs from four iron pillars, exhibit

a most remarkable appearance ; the weight

they support is almost incredible to an un-

scientific eye. But we are referring now
more particularly to the recent devastations.

In nothing has the municipality of Paris,

notwithstanding its irreligious traditions,

been more liberal than in the construction

and decoration of churches. Besides the

INIadeleine, which the first Napoleon built

—

less, however, as a sacred edifice than as a

temple of glory—the enrichments of .S.

Clotilde, S. Vincent de Paul. Notre Dame de

Lorette, Notre Dame de Pari.s—Victor Hugo's
Notre Dame—and.S. Genevieve, all destroyed

or mutilated now, have added to the pride of

the ancient capital which not time, or wealth,

or love can ever restore. Parisian artists

were filling with ornament every niche of S.

Eustache—that Gothic jewel—when the

reign of sacrilege began ; and S. Roch
was about to enjoy a rejuvenescence when
the hideous anarchy stripped its altars and
defiled its walls. Now, let us see what
Paris has lost. The Tuileries has been
the principal sacrifice. It was more than
three hundred years old ; its facade — a
thousau 1 feet long—was incomparably the

finest in Europe ; in gorgeousness of deco-
ration its interior was equally unsurpassed.

In fact, not even the Hall of Apollo, in the

Louvre—dazzling though it be—approached
the Hall of Marshals, with its clusters of

busts and portraits, its Spartan Caryatides, its

ceiling of mythology, its wondrous chimney-
pieces in marble yellowed by time, and its

dainty little chambers, in any of which the

Goddess of Love might have forgotten her
Immortality. It has vanished, and can never
be restored ; but what a revolution ! Paris

without the Tuileries ! Imagine Ijondon
without A\'estminster Abbey, St. Paul's, the

Houses of Parliament, the Nelson Jlonument,
Regent and Oxford-streets, and the Marble
Arch, and an idea may be formed of the

disaster which has Ijefallen the once proudest

and to-day the most pitiable city of the

earth. There is consolation, however, in the

fact that the Louvre has been spared. It

was the second A'atican of Isuropc. The
Vatican itself, though on a larger scale, was
not to be compared with it in point of archi-

tectural splendour—though Sir George Head
thought otlun-wise—.tnd as for its contents,

they were unparallele<l and priceless. Why,
the stooping Venus, the Venus of Milo, the

Psyche, the A'enus of .\rles, the 'Wounded
Amazon, and the Ariadne were snthcient to

satisfy all human taste if the art of sculpture

no longer existed. The pictures, of course,

which the Communists were eager to destroy,

are almost above admiration—a plirase jus-

tifiable, perhaps, if we refer to the Last

Supper, the Marriage in Cana. Murillo's

Assumption, the Salutation of Mary, and
Lot attended by the Angels. Tlie architec-

ture of this edifice is of the grandest type.

Not so much is to be said of the Luxem-
bourg, though we have always found de-

light in its Cjuaint chambers, not unlike

those at Fontainbleau and Hampton Court,
but infinitely more ornate. It was in imita-

tion of the Pitti Palace at Florence, and so

far successful that it did not resemble the
original in the least degi'ee. being a mass of

rustic masonry, with a fanciful clock-tower,
and a painted court, such as may be seen in

^Munich, and galleries afiame with the signs

of the zodiac in gold and crimson. The
Commune must have been carried back in

memory, when it blew up this building, to

the days when Marshal Ney was shot in the
garden behind it, which is, at present, dedi-

cated to students, damsels, and the can-can.

Passing along, we doubt whether Mr. Ruskin
himself could describe the luxury of La Sainte

Chapelle—perfect as a shrine : the artists

must have been worshipping while they
reared it. It is vain, at this time, to deplore

S. Cloud. The old Palace of the Bishops
of Paris is irretrievably wrecked—a mere
shell, though never to be blotted out from
French history. There Henry III. fell by the
hand of Jacques Cleniart ; there Henrietta of

Orleans, daughter of our First Charles, died

in the agonies of poison ; thence the famous five •

hundred were expelled by Napoleon I. ; and
there was Queeu Victoria lodged in 18.55

—

only a few fractured and tottering walls re-

main. The Hotel de Ville, again, is a terrible

loss, in point of architecture, to Paris. We
commonly hear of it as a new structure, not
historically interesting. The contrary is the

truth. You may touch stones beneath that

frescoed roof which were laid in the earliest

years of the sixteenth century. All Parisian

history—as told so vividly and remorselessly

by the Parisian Dulaure—groups itself about

that pile of art and allegory. The first Com-
mune—that of even a bloodier memory than
the last—held its assemblies there. The
rooms in this building were the most brilliant

in all brilliant Paris ; they accommodated
tliousands of guests ; it took five thousand
tapers and a huncb-ed ch.andeliers to light

them for banquets or a ball. The place of

Parisian festivity is a mound of ruins and
ashes. Indeed, only two familiar localities

appear to have been intentionally spared

—

for Notre Dame was saved b}^ accident—Pere
la Chaise and the Morgue. This is history,

with a vengeance, commenting upon itself.

OIL PAINTINGS AT THE EXHIBITION
OF THE ROYAL ACADEMY.

Second Notice.

IN taking up our criticism of the oil pictures

of the Royal Academy where we left off

in gallery IV., we are insensildy reminded of

the last occupants of the room—namely, the

fine works by the Dutch painters hung liere

in the winter during the Old Master.s' Exhi-

bition. It would be hard, indeed, for our

modern English school to enter the lists

with such wonderful masters of execution as

the Dutch painters ; and yet there is one

point in the English execution which gives us

hope for the future of the .school—n.amely, its

variety, and the many dift'erent ways by
which" the painters strive to get at their

effects. This is in great contrast to the

larger number of the artists of the French
school, who aim in their work at a grand

coiip, and strive to paint by a happy onceness,

thus giving, in successful cases, a vcrrc and

dash to their pictiu'es very taking when
first seen, but when practised by so many
apt to pall upon the ta.ste. AVe doubt, too, if

this method of painting, though it certainly

conforms with the spirit of the age, and as

such will be admired by many among us, has

been followed liy the veiy greatest colourists

of past times. Did not " Ostade among the

Dutclunon, and the Venetians, with Titian at
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their licail, get their luminous flesh tints, and

varied and brilliant colouring-, hy many dif-

ferent grounds prejmred for after-glazings and
scumbfings, and delicate manipulations of

colour. And can we doubt that their method
if properly pursued would be more effective

than the dash system now so largely obtaining

amongthc admirers of the French school ? We
believe not, but then we also believe and hope
that English artists will continue to try both

ways at least, and, by varieties of method, stir

up one another to continned efforts after what
is best. A work almost Dutch in finish, and
a quaint and clever conception, while as a

piece of quiet colouring it is extremely effec-

tive, is No. 241, " Friends," by Eyre Crowe.
The different aspects of the backs of the

staunch old Quakers waiting for the spirit to

move them in their particulaily ugly meeting-
house are given with comic minuteness. As
tJie painters would say, Mv. Crowe has made
a hit by this work. It will raise his reputa-

tion, and give him a fresh start in his profes-

sion. We are glad to meet with another

work by Fagerlin, for we remember his

picture called "Jealousy" with so much
pleasure. In No. i!.50, " Grandparents' First

A'isit," the painter shows the same apprecia-

tion of rustic life as formerly. He paints

truthfully and carefully, and his details,

though kept subordinate to the whole, are

worthy of attention. The actions of the
grandparents are very characteristic—observe
the wonderful bonnet of the old woman, and
the comi)lacent attitude of the father of the

baby, who stands at the left hand of the

picture grinding the coffee. Another picture

of much comic humour is " Robbers Dividing
the Plunder," No. 2.51, by the veteran Aca-
demician "Webster. Three boys are sharing

some very green apples stolen from a neigh-
bouring orchard. One of them, who has
begun to try the taste of his ill-gotten gains,

contradicts, by his facial contortions, the

well-known proverb that "stolen goods are

sweet." jNIr. AVells has a good portrait

in this room of Mr. Buxton, M.l'., who
must be rather a difficult subject to paint

from. Jlr. Storey's '-Lessons," No. 277, is

full of light, but the faces of the children are

rather carelessly finished. "The Hill at

Norwich—jMarket Day," by F. B, Barwell,
is, in choice of subject, above the average,

,and in painting a great improvement on this

artist's usual pictures. The picturesqueness
of the background contrasts well with the
plain but comfortable red brick houses in the

middle distance. The cattle in the foreground
•arc " lean kine," and as such not beautiful

to look upon, but we believe that such stock

only are sold in the Norwich market. Mr.
Poole's beautiful picture of the "Death of

Imogene,"No. 312, occupies a central position

in the gallery. It is a work full of tender
jjoetieal feeling. There is a charming sim-
plicity in the actions of the two youths who
bring flowers to strew over their sister. Her
position implies rest after utter weariness, and
her figure is a capital bit of foreshortening.

The subdued sunlight of the picture is very
charming. A curious contrast to this work
is " The vSomnambulist,"No. ol3,by Jlillais, a
girl walking along the cliffs in her nightdress,
on which the moonlight is streaming. Her
face betrays a sort of weird dreaminess, but
it also might have been painted from a par-
ticularly stupid person. Mr. Sant's diploma
work, " The Schoolmaster's Daughter," finds
a place in this gallei-y. There are also
several small pictures of great merit. Two
very good works by Frcre ; No. 30fi, "A
Sketch," by Biller; No. 321, "Housekeepers
Alarmed," by F. D. Hardy

; and No. 259,
" Clustering for a Pvaid Over the Border," by
F. \\'eekes, are all worthy of study. Perhajls
the most important work in Oallery V. is

No. 3.J9, " Contadinc in S. Peter's, Rome," by
K. Ilalswelle. Though rather too scenic in
treatment, it is powerfully painted, with
feeling for brilliant colour. The peasants
betray more surprise than reverence for the
sacred edifice. Mr. Ilalswelle has omitted

the sentiment, and confined himself to the

exterior rendering of the subject. No. 348,
•• A Rainy Day," by Peter Graham, is very

clever indeed ; but we rather agree with an

unknown critic behind us at the Academy,
who jironounced the picture "too wet to

hang in one's room." "The Course of a

Lover Never Runs Smooth," No. 428, by H.
B. Roberts—a young man in the costume of

the beginning of the century, carrying a

large nosegay to his mistress, pursued by
some geese, and vainly endeavouring to

frighten them away with his umbrella—is

well painted. JNIr. Pettie's principal picture.

No. .501, " Scene in the Temple Garden,"
finds a place in Gallery VI. It is rather un-

interestingly treated, and though the painter

has given good expression to the faces of

Warwick and Somerset, as a whole the work
is not impressive. No. 406, "April Skies,"

by Vicat Cole, is essentially refreshing to

look on. It is painted with great vigour, and
is thoroughly English in feeling. Another
original work is No. 400, "A Chapter from
Pamela," by G. H. Boughton ; the figures

are graceful, and the clover field capitally

painted. No. 472, " The Daily (ioverness,"

by J. (ireen, is a small work, but has much
to recommend it in its truthful treatment.

On entering the next gallery a sort of sur-

prise awaits us, for here all the light pictures

have been placed together. It is a matter

of doubt whether this is the right plan, but

we think, on the whole, it is the best one for

those works painted in a light key, as they

do not harm one another, and one alone here

and there upon the walls of the Academy is

apt to look flat and poor, while at the same
time it tells upon the eye as a spot and takes

the colour out of any dark picture placed

near it. I'erhaps the most talented painter

of this scale of colour is J. C. iloore ;
lie

contributes two graceful figures, one in pale

blue drapery, the other in light sea green,

entitled, "Battledore," No. 597,''aud ".Shuttle-

cock," No. GOl. Both are eminently suited

for decorative purposes, but with faces care-

fully finished and delicately wrought. Be-
tween these figures is placed Mr. Barclay's

principal work. No. 598, " The Steps of Ana
Capri," as steep as Jacob's Ladder, with the

peasants going up and down. The same
artist has another clever work in this room,

a snow scene, some girls feeding deer fi'om

the steps of a Tudor house ; the deep colour

of the red bricks against the snow is capitally

given. AVe have not much sympathy for

Mr. W. B. Richmond's large work, "Bowl-
players ;" it is decorative and uninteresting.

Of course it is talented, but who would care

for it in a room ? This painter has a very

good portrait of Lady F. Cavendish, No. 530,

which gives us far greater pleasure as a bit

of painting than his more ambitious pic-

ture. ]\[r. Brett sends two of his eccen-

tric landscapes, executed seemingly with
the point of a pin as to finish. Ilis largest

work. No. 522, " The British Channel,

seen from the Dorsetshire Cliffs," dis-

plays nothing but a fine bit of sea, most
intense in colour, with a fine expanse of sky.

Another landscape of quite a different calibi'e,

but very good in colour, is No. 555, " The
Milkmaid's Song to Isaak Walton," by W.
Field. The pleasant flat meadow, reaching

away to the river, and the old angler with

his companion sitting under a tree, listening

to the ]iretty girl's song, makeup a charming-

idyll of rural life. INIr. Ilayllar's picture.

No. 557, " The Eve of the ^Vedding," is a

very crude bit of colour and vulgar in feeling

;

we expect better things from him. No. 5G1,
" At the Shrine," by 0. Henry, is clever, but

too close a copy of the art of tlio Belgian

painter, Biirou Leys. Mr. Henry displays

more originality in his landscapes. In tlie

tenth room l\Ir. Jilillais has the portrait of a

lady made into a subject picture by its title,

' • Yes or no ?'' Mr. Israel's picture, called '

' How
Bereft !" the cottin of the father of a family

being carried out of the cottage door, leaving

his weeping- family to silent despair, has all

the pathetic qualities in it for which this

painter is so justly famous. No. 1036,
"Among Our Ancestors," by G Kilburne, a
lady showing the old family portraits to her
little son, is well painted, and nice in colour

Mr. D. T. AVhite has found a very good sub-

ject in " Dr. Johnson at Rehearsal," No. 1079,
and has carried it out in a conscientious
manner. No. 1049, " Come Back," by Briton
Riviere, is very touching. The faithful old

dog welcoming back the poor fallen girl is

excellently painted. l\Ir. Robert Leslie has
a very capital bit of sea in this room.
No. 1085, "On the Thames, Erith Reach;"
he has caught the passing swell of the waves
just as a steamer has gone by. No. 1096,
" Gold," by A. H. Tourrier, is a clever work.
The Lecture-room, second only in size to

the great room, contains many important
works this year. The centre of one side

is occupied by Mr. Linnell's fine land-

scape. No. 1119, "Shelter." Over this is

placed j\Ir. Orcliaixlson's large picture "In
S. jMark's, Venice." Though well acquainted
with S. jNIark's, we cannot make out cither

the point of view the artist has chosen or the

perspective. He has also failed to give the

sort of gloomy grandeur of the colour of

the roof. No. 1118, " Clcobulus Instructing

his Daughter, Cleoboidine," by Mr.Leighton,
is very beautiful in colom-, and has the reality

of truth impressed on it. Doubtless the in-

terior has been painted from some modern
Greek house. The girl is altogether charm-
ing. ]\Ir. Calthrop's picture, No. 1113, from
The School for Scandal, "A AVine Party,"

though an unpleasant subject, is very care-

fully painted. " A Surrey Sunset," by J. C.

Adams, though placed too high to be well

seen, is a landscape of more than average

merit. Jilr. AVatson may also be congratulated

on his truthful and conscientious little picture,

No. 1143, " Cottage Exterior, Surrey." J\Ir.

B. Riviere has some qualities in common with

Landseer, one of them being his power of

giving almost human expression to his animals

without detracting from their mei'its as ani-

mals. Observe the different characters of

the swine. In No. 1156, " Circe and the

Friends of Ulysses," each one has an indi-

viduality of its own, and may be examined
separately. The one failure in the picture is

Circe
;
she looks like a little village maiden

rather than an enchantress. There is a want
of elevation about her figure generally which
mars the effect of an otherwise very clever work.

jM. Ilebert's grand picture, "The Morning and
the Evening of Life." is painted with great

vigour. It" should be carefully studied by
English art students, for there is something

almost solemn in its conception. Another

very powerful conception is the new Associate,

Mr. A\'alker's picture, "At the Bar," a woman
waiting to hear her sentence with a dreai-y

and almost hopeless expression of countenance,

and a jailor nearly overcome by weariness

below. Though painted on rather too dark a

scale, and from this circumstance seen with

difficulty in an Exhibition, it is a fine and

original picture, and displays ]\Ir. AA'alker's

varied powers from its very difference from

his other works. Among other clever pictures

in this room are No. 1160, " An Arab Patri-

arch," by J. E. Hodgson; No 1172, "The
Guide," "by A. II. Tourrier t and No. 1173,

"The Betting Ring," by H. C. Selous.

ALBERT DURE?,, AND HOAA^ TO
AVORK IN HIS AVAY.

TN this nmnber of the BuiLDixfi Ne\v.s we
-^ present our readers with a perfect fur
simile of one of the great engravings of

Albert Diirer. It is given with the twofold

oliject of showing to the art public the true

value of original hand-work by the artist

himself, and for the purpose of affording to

the art student a few hints on drawing.

This fine engraving is remai-kable in many
ways, from the size and importance of the

figures, from the inventive power shown in
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the accessories, and from the strange and

mystical way in A\liich the idea souglit to be

represented is carried oat. It is worth all

the attention which the stndent of art can

give to it, and we propose to offer a few
hints as to how he may profit by the stud}' of

it 'We can only guide the student for a

little space on his way, by comparisons with

other artists' works, and by hints to him as to

what he should himself do, and how he

shoidd, as we think, best go to work to do

likewise. Let us remind him that this is Ixinii

Jiile work, and that Albert Durer himself is

the teacher.

The subject of the drawing, as all will at

once see, is from the Apocalypse of S.

John, and it reali-sed to the mind of Diirer

the vision seen by the Apostle, and described

in the First Chapter of lievelations, from the

iL'th to the I'Olh verses. Nothing can be
more literal than his rendering of the sacred

text. The " Son of Man," with the sword
proceeding out of his mouth, and holding in

his left hand the Book, and in his right the

seven stars. There is the long robe, and the

golden girdle, and the feet as of fine brass.

The '• flame of fire" from the eyes is beyond
painting and drawing, as much so as

"the sound of many waters,"' which were
heard as proceeding out of his mouth. The
kneeling figure of the Apostle as he turned
to see the voice th.at spake with him is finely

managed, and the expression of the face, though
the lines are rough, worth cai'eful note, and
perhaps comparison with those noble heads of

Apostles by Giotto, in the National gallery.

Jlodern painters, for some reason or other,

never seem to be able to get a true reverential

and devotional expression of countenance.

Nothing can possibly surpass the Giotto heads
in the Gallery picture. The seven golden candle-

sticks must have been a real labour of love to

Diirer, as nothing seems to have delighted

him more than the minute and detailed re-

presentation of material and common objects

of all kinds, as workmen's tools, parts of

houses, objee'ts of metal work, models of

geometrical figures, and as much and more
than all, perhaps, groups and clusters of

foliage, such as are seen here in the feet and
capitals of these seven mystical, though
palpab'e, candlesticks. The throne, and the

sea of glass, and the clouds, are all here in

palpable realisation, everything perfectly and
thoroughly made out, and capable of being
counted ; but whether this be the best way
of representing such a scene may be a ques-

tion for the curious. It may be contrasted

with what Rembrandt did with such visions,

wherein nothing definite can be made out,

and where all seems to be dream and mist.

But we must take it as it is, and think of it

as Albert Diirer's Apocalyptic vision ; the

vision as ho saw it, and as it presented itself

to his mind's eye. It shows the infinite

value, too, of Jmiid fide personal work and
artistic hand-writing, for in it we can see

precisely what Diirer saw : he has here
sketched liis vision for us. It need hardly
be said how thoroughly German it is, and
Iiow ditferently an Italian, with an eijually

realistic mind, would have drawn such a scene,

and how clianged tlie faces and the draperies

woul<l lie, anil the whole of the minor
accessories. How different, again, would a

French picture of the vision have lieen,

and still more so a genuine .lewisli one of

the selfsame subject. We shoidd be travelling

away from the practical ap])lication of the
drawing by furtlier remarks on this most
intei-esting theme, but it has often struck us
what a pity it was that the Jew was not a

painter as well as a poet—what might he not
have shown us '! The Bible is a Jews' book,
and it is really as impossible for any other
man to represent adequately a national .Fewish

scene .as it is for anyone but a Jew to talk

Hebrew. If truth must be told, this is not
the vision of the Apocalypse as seen l)y a
Jew, but a mattcr-of fact scene in the eye of

a great German artist. Tlie faces, clothing,

furniture, metal work, sea, clouds, and .all, are

Gei'man, not Jewish. No man but a Jew
has ever yet passed the limits of the highest

genius into inspiration—not Homer or Dante,

Jlilton or Shakespeai-e, in the realms^ of

written words. What might he not have

done on a wall surface V But our object is

in this place to make some practical use of

this fine drawing, .and how best to profit by
the study and. may be, the carefid copying

of such a work as this. The copying of

Albert Diirer has been strenuously urged on
students by Ruskin and other authorities in

art ; but the subject seems hardly, as yet,

exhausted, and a few further hints may per-

haps prove useful, for it is quite certain that

did no other work exist enough might be got

from it to guide the student in his first efforts

to di-aw common objects, and the '• figure"

as well. We say this because we feel it

impossible to agree with Mr. Ruskin and
some others in their recommendations ^o go
to work and copy as much as possible of

Albert Diirer's drawings for the pur-

pose of getting at a good method of work,
and at an exact method, and at a fine

and noble pencil or ink line, at superla-

tive figure drawing, at fine expression

of form and face, and at mastery over

detail ; and Mr. Ruskin goes so far as to re-

commend in his book on drawing, that it is

well for the student to carefully make copies,

literal copies—of complete plates and wood-
cuts, such as that herewith published, for

the purpose of attaining, as far as may be,

these great and desirable ends. But there is

surely one thing that he has omitted to

notice in his apparently excellent system of

teaching the art and mystery of drawing,

and that is, that each individual artist,

whether student or master, has, perhaps, un-

consciously to himself, a method of his own,
and one peculiar to himself, and which, there-

fore, makes it almost, if not quite impossible,

for him to adapt himself to the ways and
methods of other men, however eminent they

may be. In our own experience we were
often asked by those who were beginning to

learn to draw, and we may fairly boast of

having had to do with pure "beginners,"
" AVhat kind of line shall I try and draw?"
and we always replied, "'^^^ly, your own line,

just the line that comes naturally and easily

and instinctively to j'ou, and without effort."

Strange as it may seem to many who have
not thought of the subject, it will be found
in a class of draughtsmen, mere learners

of drawing, that no two of them will be
found to draw with a lead pencil, or a pen,

the same sort of line, with the same feeling

and character in it. All the lines drawn by
the students or workmen in a class of this

sort, ])urely elementary as it is, will be found
to differ, and nothing is more singular than
to find so much of difference in so simple and
common a fact, for it would be very naturally

thought that by students in so elemen-
tary a stage of work as that to which
we now refer, that all they did would
at least be alike, and reniirkable for

nothing so much as sameness and likeness;

but it is far different—indeed, just the reverse

of it, for the faces of those who draw these

simjile forms are not more unlike each other
than .are the straight .and crooked lines tliey

draw on paper or wood panel. For this

reason it is, therefore, that wo would not

recommend, as Ruskin has done, any student

reader of the BriLinMj Nf.ws to go to work
and try to copy this drawing of Albert
Diirer's, fine as it is, and worthy of any
amount of time .and pains in the effort to

copy it or reproduce it, for he .will find that

it is impossible for him to do more than get

at the general forms, and perhaps, expression

to a cert.ain extent, of anyone individual form
and figure in it, and that to draw it lino for

line, as Diirer has dime, and to get the preci.se

ch.aracter .and feeling of liis line drawing, is

quite impossible. It would be not a little

curious to go to work witli a class of Royal
Academy students on a really rational system
of art instruction, and to see how oddly the

results would come out, and how very
different from what might be expected, and
how Albert 1 )urev, if he were one of such a
class, would but, after all, do his work, great
as it is and masterly, in his own way ; and
they, his fellow students, would do the same
work in their own way, far inferior though
it might be. Thus to try to make practical

use of this very plate, which the student is

desired to study earnestly, and to look at

again and again, t.ake one of the candlesticks
as a simple matter and easily intelligible, and
let us suppose that a number of students, and
let us add ordinary workmen, should have
before them to cojjy and make a drawing of,

a real candlestick, jui3t as is seen in this wood-
cut, and let pen and ink bo the means by
which the drawing is to be made, the drawings
all of the same size and to the same scale,

and the utmost jiains taken in the endea-
vour to represent on paper this object. Next
take any part or a few folds of the drapery
of the figures, and let the same class of

students go to work and make careful copy
of a fold or two of real drapery or portions of

a dress as it hangs naturally from the body.
Let the class, we say, go to work, and each
one in his own way try to copy this bit of

simple drapery, using a line of his own and
natural to him, and a mode of showing
shadows of his own, and of leaving the lights,

and it will very soon be found that ,all these

divers modes of drawing drapery are differ-

ent ; and that though the piece of drapery be
precisely the same, the diawings are all of

them different and unlike each other, and
that no two of them are the same in character

or feeling. It is the same object, but differ-

ently rendered, according to each one's powers
and peculiarities of mind and powers, and
peculiarities of hand. In truth, this fine

drawing cannot be looked at too long

;

and the longer it is looked at the more
the student will think of it, and of the

capacity, and genius, and individuality of its

great draughtsm.an. We might say nnich on
the way in which the light and shade is

managed, and a certain effect of distance

shown, and might challenge the class to try

and do likewise, in some way or other, each
student in his own wiiy ; and might note, too,

a number of other little details which can
only be appreciated by those who study the
drawing with earnest attention and compari-
son with their own efforts. But we must
forbear. But to prove, as far as possible,

the truth of our view of the matter, and to

show that it is not by the making of literal

copies of jVlbert Diirer's works and drawings,
but by the student making his own cbawings
in his own w.ay—for that is the point and gist

of the whole matter—we would refer him
to the admirable line drawings of Hollar,

particularly to one which we hope to be able

to present to the readers of the Building
News in fac .liinik, and thus to show that as

a line draughtsman, though inferior to Diirer,

he is not a little worthy of study, and valu-

able beyond price as showing us so much of

what was done in London town before the

destiaiction of the tumble-down architecture

of it commenced. Old Iloll.ar was a real

artist, as much so as Albert Diirer, though
in a different w.ay, and it may well be doubted
whether a better master of " architectural

ch'awing," pure and sinqile. could well be
found. The drawing we refer to is a bit of
" Old Westminster," now pretty nearly gone.

The student should compare the works of

the two artists. There is yet one other

artist, though of lesser note, to whom we
would here refer, and to whom a vast debt
of gratitude is due, for he has preserved to

us a recollection of the interiors of our

cathedrals, and the several parts and details

of them as they existed before the modern
mania for their "restoration" set in; we
refer to that admirable draughtsman, John
Carter. It is impo.ssible not to find instruc-

tion in the comparison of these three great

artists—Albert Durer, Hollar, and John
Carter—so different from each other, yet, in
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a certain sense, so alike, for each one has

preserved for ns the remembrances of things

now passing, or ah-eady ntterly passed away,

and that not in mere engravings and wood-

cuts in the formal and art-manufacturing

way in wliich such work is now-a-days

souglit to be done, but in their own way, and

in their own art hand-writing. To our minds,

the drawings of John Carter, as representative

of Gothic forms and mouldings and in worn
materials, have never been surpassed, or,

indeed, equalled. Let us name one of them,

the York Chapter-House Doorway, as seen

from the passage leading from it into the

cathedral. This drawing is, indeed, melan-

choly as it is to say it, the sole record of how
the said doorway and doors looked before it all

underwent the modern restoring process. As
a line drawing, it is admirable ; the mouldings

are shown as they exist, and the doors and

iron hinge-work show as they were before

the coats of varnish hid alike both wood and
iron, and before the top of the doors under

the pointed arches were destroyed or buried

in the crypt. There is no better master of

Gothic drawing than .Tohn Carter, and what
Diirer did for the quaint work of Germany,
Hollar and Carter did for the Gothic work
of England. No more instructive exhibition

could be got together than that of a fair

collection of the works of these three great

artists, each so good and true in his own way,

so impossible to copy, but so useful, as

showing liow you can accomplish the same
thing in a different way, and as proving that

no two artists are exactly alike, and no two
" lines" by different men are the same in

character, feeling, and expression.

In the hope of being able to return to this

important subject—the more important now
than ever before—we will but give the dates

of the several drawings we have named.
The Albert Diirer woodcut here presented to

tlie reader is of about the date of 1506 ; the

etching, by W. Hollar, of the river and build-

ings on its bank, Westminster Hall and
AVestminster Abbey in the background, ir41

;

and the etching, by ,T. Carter, of the York
Chapter-House Doorway and details, 1813

;

so that we here see that artistic talent is

never confined to one age or century, but
manifests itself in all, and that two attendant

circumstances are alone required for its true

development and action : first, there mu.st be

a certain amount more or less of demand for

the art so produced ; and secondly, and more
than all else, it must be true

—

i.e., the

resultant art must be the product of the

hand as well as the mind of the executive

artist; it must be the work of the artist-

workman. C 15. A.

THE AKCIIITECTUKAL CONFEIiENCE.

rpiIE public dinner at the Freemasons' Tavern was
-*- a fit termination of tlie programme of the

proceedings of tlie Conference. It was numerously

attended, and the President (Mr. Thomas H. Wyatt)

occupied the chair, and was ably supported by

Mr. Beresford-IIope, Sir M. D. Wyatt, Professor

Kerr, and other speakers, who proposed or responded

to the several toasts. Among the guests present

were Mr. Henry Shaw, F.S.A., Mr. Gambier Parry,

Mr. J. H. P.arlier, M.A., Mr. F. Ou\Ty (hon.

solicitor to the Institute), Mr. S. AY. Kershaw, M.A.

(librarian to (lie Institute), Colonel Scott, R E., M.
Aries Dufour, Mr. S. R. Lewin, Mr. E. G. Paley,

Mr. Charles Yignoles, Mr. Henry Slathews, and

Mr. Brown. This relaxation, if we may so

term it, had been well earned by the majority of

the party by a visit in the morning to S. Paul's

Catliedral, under the guidance of Mr. F. C. Penrose,

and by a meeting to discuss matters of construction

and science in the afternoon. The progressive use of

iron and concrete as building materials, and the

methods of testing the strength of tliese and others

—after the papers of Messrs. Aitchison, C. Barry,

and Wonnacott—raised an interesting debate ; but

the question of the best tire-resisting materials and

construclion, touclied upon hi the papers of Mr. C.

Fowler and Professor Lewis, apparently elicited the

most interest, and the general opinion seemed to be

that timber well eucased in plaster, or concrete, or

brickwork, were the most to be relied upon, and that

irtiii was the least trustworthy.

The labours of the Conference were, however, not

concluded on Thursda}^, a meeting having been

arranged for the Frida}', to summiirise tlie results of

the several previous general and sectional meetings.

This was accordingly held at half-past twelve o'clock

on that day, after a considerable number of the

members and visitors had been conducted over

Jlessrs. Cubitt's works in the Gray's Inn-road.

The President occupied the chair at the final

meeting ; and, upon his suggestion, after some dis-

cussion, it was resolved that the following recom-

mendations should be made to the Royal Institute of

Architects, for them to consider before tlie next

meeting of the Conference, which it was thought

should be held next year, wliether continued annually

hereafter or not :

—

1. That the remuucratiun of architects, witli all

questions arising thereupon, be referred to the Pro-

fessional Practice Committee of the Institute, and

that the names of Mr. Hine, of the Nottingham

Architectural Association, and of Mr. T. II. Watson

be added to that committee, as also that of Mr.

Douglass Slathews as secretary, specially to com-

municate with the provincial architectnr.al societies.

2. That a Permanent Committee of five architects

be appointed by the Institute to watch competitions

and act with reference thereto, by putting themselves

in communication with all proposers of competitions,

and to draw up rules, to be made binding upon com-

peting architects, and that the Presidents of the

Arcliitectural Alliance and of the Architectural

Association should be among the members of this

Committee, and that Mr. R. Phe'ne Spiers should be

requested to act as secretary to tliis Committee, to

communicate "with the provincial societies.

3. That a committee be appointed bj- the Institute

to consider the questions relating to surveyors and

taking out quantities, with tlie names of Messrs.

Cates and Eickman included iu the same, and with

power to add a sectional secretary to communicate

with provincial societies.

As to other questions that liad formed the subject

of debates during tlie Conference, it was thought

that, as regards the general conditions of contract,

what had been agreed to between the Institute of

Architects and the London Builders' Society was so

far satisfactory as not to require, at present, any

further notice to be taken of it. AVitli regard to

architectural education, it was the general opinion

that no change of action from that pursued by the

Institute was at iireseut necessary, aud tliat it would

1)0 well to await the longer working of the systems

now in operation, both as regards education and

examinations.

Formal votes of thanks were tlien passed to the

Institute of Architects for having summoned the

Conference, and to the President for the manner in

which he h.ad fulfilled the onerous duties appertaining

to the chair, and also a vote of thanks was passed by

members of the Institute to the provincial architects

who had attended and assisted at the meetings and

debates.

The following is a list of the country Fellows and

Associates of the Institute and of the visitors which

the Conference attracted to London, and wo venture

to think that it will prove still larger upon the next

occasion, as, without question, the general feeling

has been that the movement is one of great practical

utility and interest. With the experience now

gained, the arrangements on a future occasion will

doubtless be greatly improved. Perhaps the greatest

want felt was that of longer time for the discussions,

and to tliis end we call the attention of the promoters

to the fact that this was a want both felt and

expressed.

Fellows of IsstituteofBkitish .\rohitects (Country).

J. R. Botham, Birmingham. O. G. Hoskins, Darlington.

T. N. Deaue, Dublin. O. Fowler Jones, York.

T. C. Ebdj-, Durham. E. F. Law, Northampton.

W. H. Lynn, Belfast. E. H. Eobson Liverpool.

J. J. McCarthy, Dublin."' Ch. Smith, Beading.

Wm. Peachcy, Darlington. E. Sharpe. Lancaster.

J. P. Pritchett, Darlington. T.Worthington,Manchoster.

Associates of Isstitdte of British AacniTECTs

(Country).

F. W. Albnry, Louth. C. C. Eolfe, Braintree.

0. O. Blaber, Brighton. E. C. Seott, Brighton.

T. H. Eagles, Windsor. F. E. Wilson, Alnwiclc

Visitors.

G. A. Audsley, Liverpool.

E. Boardman, Norwich.

G. A. Barnes, Newbury.

J. Bateman, Birmingham.
Thos. C. Clarke, Liverpool.

John Clarke, Liverpool.

T. C. Hine, Nottingham.

Lewis Hornblower, Liverp'l.

H. Haddou, Great Malvern.

G. H. F. Jones, York.

J. U. Owen, Dublin.

E. G. Paley, Lancaster.

John Clarke, jua., Liverpool. G. Card Pye, Colchester.

David Cousin. Edinburgh. Parke Neville, Dublin.

Geo. Carson, Edinburgh. E. Thornton Shiells, Edin-

Campbell Douglas, Glasgow. burgh.

C. A. Edward, Dundee. B. H. Statham, Liverpool.

Jas. Gilbert, Preston. C. Sherlock, Liverpool.

Wm. H. Hay, Liverpool. A. Thomson, Glasgow.

James W. Hay, LivcrpooL W. Watkius, Lincoln.

It only remains for us to make a few remarks

upon the neither showy nor large collection of work-

ing drawings contributed by some architects for

exhibition during the Conference iu Conduit-street,

which yet contained -a few drawings of excellence

and interest. In the first place, we noted a number

of small and delicate sketches for carved Gothic,

capitals of an early type by Monsieur Viollet le Due.

These are said to be the same which he has given at

the works at the Catheilral of S. Denis to be executed.

They are admirably though slightly drawn in per-

spective, and broadly touched with Indian-ink, to

express* the main shadows and modelling in a

masterly manner. Monsieur A. De Baudot contri-

buted some highly interesting details of the construc-

tion of the new churcli erected by him at Ram-

bouillet.

The original tlrawing on parchment of the design

for an unexecuted monument at S. Sebald's Church,

Nuremburg, by Vict. Stop—exhibited by Miss Con-

way—is a remarkably interesting drawing in fine

black lines, which, while a geometrical elevation,

has some of the subordinate details in partial per-

spective. The architectural part is clear and decisive,

though faint and delicate ; but the statues and bas-

reliefs are less so. These latter, although bearing

the usual characteristics of the Late German Gothic

figures, do not look like the work of a sculptor, but

merely suggestions for such by an architect. They

are not, however, by any means without merit ; their

designer evidently knew what he wanted, though he

lacked the ability to express it. Some of the

grotesque animals, the capitals and bosses also, are

full of spirit, and yet somewhat rotten in the lines,

aud not as firmly aud vigorously sketched as we

might expect. Mr. Wilson's drawing of Alnwick

Castle besieged, from a bird's-eye point of view,

which formed one of the diagrams illustrative of

his lecture upon the niedi:ev.al and ecclesiastical

architecture of Northumberland, is clever, though

somewhat copied from the military architecture

by M. Viollet le Due ; and another, of a Nor-

thumbrian gentleman's residence of the period of

13.00, is an amusing illustration of one of the simpler

peel Ciistles put to one of its baser but perhaps very

ordiuiir}' uses, a malefactor being hung from a scaffold

on its summit. The decorations of Her Majest3''3

Theatre, Haymarket, were exhibited by Messrs. Lee,

.Sons, and Pain, together with plans, sections, and

details of the structure itself. A number of plans of

mansions were exhibited by Professor Kerr, who

also exhibited details of tliat of Bearwood. Mr. W.
White sent the drawings and photograplis of a large

master's house at Eton. S. .Stephen's Church, South

Kensington (proposed tower and spire), was sent by

E. C. Robins, who .also exhibited drawings of the

proposed Denmark Theatre and Winter Garden in

Leicester-square, and an iron railwaj'-bridgo at

Leeds. Mr. C. Barry sent plans, elevations, and

details of Dulwich College and Burlington House, Mr.

Belcher those of the Mansion-house buildiugs in

course of erection, Mr. Joseph Clarke some very

careful drawings for restoration of village churches

iu Kent, with timber spires, bell framing, &c.
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Mr. Schmidt exhibited his proposed buihliiig for the

accommodation of the various learned societies, and

Sir. I'Anson the working drawings of the British and

Foreifjn Bible Society's house, Mr. Douijlas*; Mathews

those of new warehouses in Dowgate-hill and College-

street, and Mr. Tarver of the rectory recently built

at Broadstairs. Mr. Edwin Nash sent the contract

working drawings of the South Metropolitan Schools,

Mr. Rolfe those of schools at Newbury, Berks,

Mr. Worthington the working drawings of the Man-

chester Police-courts, with those of a mansion at

Didsbury, Mr. Bassett Keeling those of S. Augus-

tine's Church at Highbury New Park, and Mr.

Edward Power those of S. Philip's Church, Heigham,

Norwich.

LABOCRERS' COTTAGES IN SCOTLAND.*

AMONG the printed questions circulated by
the Assistant Commissioners in Agriculture

was this:
—"By the Act 27 and 28 Vic, cap. 114,

July, 1864, the Enclosure Commissioners are

authorised to advance public money for the improve-

ment of land, including by section 9 the erection of

labourers' cottages, and the improvement of, and

addition to, labourers' cottages. Have you any
remarks to make upon this Act in regard to any
additional facilities, or any reduction of cost that

might cause greater progress to be made in stpplj'ing

the want of good cottages?" This question was
replied to by several hundreds of competent and
experienced witnesses, and a digest of their evidence

we propose to lay before our readers. The cottage

accommodation is unquestionably deficient—in the

size and quality of the building to a certain extent,

but in quantity to a far greater degree.- The
obstacles which exist to provide or retard improve-

ment in this respect are twofold— namely, the

poverty of the landlord and the awkward operation

and limited powers of the Enclosure Act referred to,

together vnth the want of practical tact and common
sense in the Commissioners themselves. A minor

difficulty lies in the attachment of the peasantry to

their own rude habitations and primitive modes of life.

The first point to be noted is this : The testimony

is generally decisive and unanimous that, as a rule,

the agricultural labourer cannot afford to pay more
than £3 or £4 rent for his cottage, and there is a

strong desire both among the landowners and farmers

to have more cottages, and of better quality. But
the interest charged by the Enclosure Commissioners

is too high, and the time for repayment (twenty-five

years) is too short. Under the present system it does

not pay to build cottages, and until it is altered no

improvement need be expected. The secretary of

the Highland Society. Mr. Menzies, says :
— " If

money could be obtained at something less than 5

per cent., to be repaid in forty years, our proprietors

and tenants would very likely arrange to take

advantage of it. and our ' black ' houses would soon

disappear." To buiM a cottage according to the

ideas of the Commissioners costs at least £200 ; the

rent charge on that sum amounts to £13 10s. per

annum. If the labourer can pay of this £3 10s.,

the landlord would be out of pocket £10 per annum
for twenty-five years on every cottage he built. A
rich landlord who can afford to build them according

to his own ideas of his people's requirements is in a

better position, therefore, than a poor one who, if he

desires to improve his cottage accommodation, is

driven to borrow from the Commissioners. The
Duke of Richmond, for example, is building in

Aberdeenshire three pairs of cottages annually, at a

cost of £200 per pair, the rent being £5 each, while

the cheapest yet built under the sanction of the

Commissioners cost £120 each (p. 101). The rent is

not named, but would be, if it included the rent

charge, at least £8. The system, therefore, is clearly

80 inappropriate to the circumstances as to be in-

operative and useless. " It is extremely desirable

that tlie duration of rent charges on loans under the

Enclosure Commissioners should be extended," says
one proprietor; "in fact, imperative, if advantage is

to be taken of such moans for cottage building."

That those landowners who are possessed of sufH-

ciently large private means can build suitable

cottages at a remunerative cost is quite certain.

Mr. Waldegrave, of Strathoor, had built cottages

having a "but and ben " {i.e. a kitchen and sleeping-

room), with a "lean-to " behind and porch in front,

a garden, and a pig>*tye. The kitchen flour is of

quarls, the other room is boarded, and ilivided as

usual by box beds. These cottages are much liked

by the occupants ; they cost £90 each. Lord Home
has built cottages of stone and slate, costing also

£90. The kitchen has one bed in it, the parlour
two, with fireplace ; there are also a press and pantry.

• Fromlhe Pall Mall Qateite,

Mr. Hope-Johnstone'a plan seems an excellent one.

A building lease is granted for nineteen j'ears at a

rent of £1 per annum and £o lOs. for a pendicle, i.e.

bit of ground of two acres and a half. The tenant

examined built his house with kitchen, twobedronms,

a loft, piggery, and byre, or cow-house. He laid out

as his share his own labour and £50 in cash, and

considers it money well spent. But then it is to be

observed, he adds, " I make no doubt of remaining

tenant at a low rent after the lease has run out.

What can a man do better with his money than lay

it out, as I have done, in making for himself a com-

fortable home which he is sure of not being turned

out of while he lives?" Other tenants of Mr. John-

stone's gave similar evidence, but had laid out even

less money, and were paying a rather lower rent.

One had laid out £40, and paid os. per annum ; he

expected to continue in it after the lease had expired

at £2. Of course, such leases are only granted to

persons of respectable and orderly character ; and it

is gratifying to observe the mutual confidence which

appears to subsist between the landlords and their

tenants. Little comment is required to show that

the system is one of the very best that could be

devised.

The cheapest cottages built are some constructed

on a verv simple but convenient plan by Captain

Campell. of Ardpatrick. There are kitchen, sitting-

room, scullery, or pantry, and a ladder leads up from

the pantry into a dark store-room under the roof.

The windows are large, ai\d open like sash windows
;

but, as any one will guess who has had experience

with this class of people, are kept close shut even in

warm weather. They cost only £G0 each, including

labour ; but it is to be noted that they are thatched

with bracken, or heather, which, it is stated, lasts very

well for half-a-dozen years, the cost being almost

nominal, whereas a roofing of slate would be £20.

A very rough kind of cottage has been built in Jura
with two rooms, thatched, and lined with rough wood,

for £40. The landlord in this case finds material

and irright-work : the tenant finds labour and pays

no rent for three years. The lowest kind of all men-
tioned are in the island of Tj-ree; they are construct-

ted and inhabited by pauper squatters. Tliey are

one-roomed, and composed of double stone walls with

sand between and a roof of turf or thatch. No rent

is required of these people, as it is well known that

they have no money to pay it with.

This sketch will show that better cottage accom-
dation is greatly wanted, and the report abounds
with evidence that the people themselves desire to

have it, and that the proprietors are most anxious to

build, but the difficulties with the Commissioners are

insuperable. "The expense of obtaining those loans

is far too great," says one witness; "this, as well

as the strictness with which the Commissioners
adhere to their rules for the coustruction of cottages.

I know keeps back many landowners from taking

advantage of such loans." " The high rate of

interest charged in the form of a rent charge of

mone}' borrowed for cottage building under sanction

of the Commissioners, compared with the rent which
a labourer can pay, makes the Act referred to use-

less," says another. In the loans for drainage the

Act works much better. Outlay of this description

repaj's the proprietor more quickly and certainly,

and there are not two opinions about the advantage
of a thorough good deep drainage. To introduce a

short measure conferring powers on the Commis-
sioners to reduce the rate of interest to 4 per cent.,

and extend the period of repayment to forty years

instead of twenty-five for cottage building, would be

easy enough for the Government to do ; but among
their many ambitious projects is is useless to hope
for anything so commonplace, practical, and useful

as this would bi*. Even then another diflicult)'

would remain, unless common sense could be driven

into the heads of the Commissioners by Act of

Parhament. These gentlemen are doctrinaires.

They have their own preconceived ideas of the style

in which a peasant ought to live, and their opinions

and those of the labourers concerned are on this

point diametrically opposed.

The agricultural labourer in Scotland, and
especially in the Highlands, cannot afford to pay a

high rent ; having only furniture for two rooms, he

docs not use a third if he has one. The cHmatc is

cold, and they are too poor to have more than one

fire. The Commissioners may, to begin with, put the

beds where they like, but in the end they are sure to

be collected in the kitchen in view of the prat embers.

The bare condition of the third room qualifies it for

the abode of the poultry or pig. or it is made into a

store place fur turf, coal, &c., as the case may be.

But the Commissioners insist on having at least

three bed-rooms or bed-closets, even if the kitchen is

made very small therby ; they like vestil)ules, and
object to one room leading into another. Here is a

case in illustration:

—

What was considered by the proprietor's agent and
architect a very pood plan for cottages of a superior
constnirtion was forwarded to the Commissioners for
approvnl. It was at once returned, as provision had not
been ma'lp for the required number of rooms. There
were two herlrooms intended. I think, besides the sittiug-

roum. The Commissioners' regulations were dulj' attended
to. Fresh plans were drawn out with the required
number of rooms, and again forwarded to London. A
second time were they rejected, and this time on the
score of "a vei-y objectionable arran,'jement," viz.: that
in consequence of having to provide for the additional
bedroom without having had our ground space extended,
we had availed ourselves of every possible inch of ground
at our disposal, and had no room left for a separate
passage to one of the smaller apartments, which conse-
quently opened directly out of the larger. " No bedroom,"
the Commissioners declared, ''should be a passage to
another bedroom." It was only after much correspon-
dence—in the course of which their own local inspector
informed them that the large bedroom was intended to
be occupied by the heads of the family, and the small one
off it by the younger children, who will thus be within
hearing of their parents in sickness or distress ; and that
" this is thought a great convenience in such a family,
where n>> servant will be kept"—that the rejected plans
were finally accepted.

Again, it is stated that cottages such as the Com-
missioners require, with at least three bedrooms and
a sitting-room, are not so much wanted as smaller

ones. "What are a newly-married couple without
incumbrance to do with such a castle ? They simply
fill up the spare rooms with all kinds of lumber, vege-

tables, &c., or take lodgers, both of which are objec-

tionable." "Every landowner who conversed with

me on the subject," says another witsiess, " complained
very much of the number of rooms required by the

Enclosure Commissioners." "There is no greater

mistake than that of building too-expensive cottages

lor farm labourers," is the testimony of a large occu-

pier. "Under the Commissioners the cottages are

altogether got up too expensively," adds another.

We cannot doubt the reasonableness of these

objections. Here we have a knot of gentlemen ob-

viously ignorant of the habits and requirements of

peasant and agricultural life, and apparentl}' either

unable or unwilling to learn them. A small army of

inspectors are sent to all parts of the United King
dom, at a great additional cost, to superintend such
works as are done under the Act referred to, but
which persons on the spot are much better able to

superintend. These gentlemen sit in London, and to

them all the plans and correspondence must be sub-

mitted; but they have preconceived notions on everj'

point, from drainage upwards. They have a theory

even on the number and size of the bed closets in a
cottage in a remote part of the Highlands of Scotland,

and it causes them grave uneasiness ; in fact, they
regard it as "a very objectionable arrangement"
that one bedroom should open into another, even

though little children should occupy it. When pe-

dantic notions of this kind are suffered to interfere

with the progress of a work of unquestionable utility

and necessity, routine and centrahsation have r achel
a pfiint where they are not only riuiciilous but
injurious.

Amalgamated Society of Carpenters an'd

JoiXERS.—A movement is in progress in Birming-
ham, Bradford, Manchester, and other large towns
in the provinces, for the removal of the management
and seat of the executive of the above society from
London. This step, according to a Birmingham
paper, has been taken principally in consequence of

the Ishort-sighted policy pursued by the London
executive in attempting to prohibit the general

secretary (Mr. R. Applegarth) from sitting as a

member of the Royal Commission on the operation

of the Contagious Diseases Acts. This prohibition,

together with the harsh personal treatment he has

for .some time been subjected to at their hands, has

caused Mr. Applegarth to resign his office as general

secretary. So iudignant are the members at the

personal animus shown by some of the members of

the executive towards Mr. Applegarth, that numerous
resolutions have been forwarded by various branches

to the general offices in Londuu, calling upon Mr.
Applegarth to withdraw his resignation ; and a

meeting of the Provincial (ieneral Council has just

been held in London, and they have unanimously
condemned the decision of the Executive Council, by
which it was attempted to prevent the general secretarj'

sitting on the Ro3-al Commission. We regret to hear

that the determination of Mr. Applegarth to resign his

olfice is unalterable; but hope that the freedom from
the restraints of the office he is vacating will enable

him to be still more useful to a cause which is the

cause of labour—a principle which carries with it

the welfare of every class and interest. Mr. Fred.

Booker, of Manchester, is a candidate for the

vacancy, and is well recommended by uflicers and
members of similar .societies ; and, judging from his

well-known qualifications, he will no doubt gaiu the

appointment. Birmingham, as a midland town, will

no doubt be the future .seat of the executive.
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' THE APOCALYPSE," BY ALBERT DURER.

E give this Tveek a photo-lithograph of onew Diiier's tiuest engravings, '' Theof Albert

Apocalypse."

*' And I turned to see the voice tliat sj^ake with rae.

And being turned, I saw seven golden candlesticks ;

" And in the midst of the seven candlesticks one like
unto the Son of JIan, clothed with a garment down to
the foot, and girt abont the paps with a golden
girdle.

" His head and his hairs were white like wool, as
white as snow ; and Ins eyes were as a flame of tire ;

" And his feet like unto tine brass, as if they Inn-ned
in a funiace ; and his voice as the sound of many
waters.

" And he had in his right hand seven stars : and out
of his mouth went a .'harp two-edged sword : and his
countenauce was as the sun shineth in his strengtli."

Revelations, chap, i., verses 12, 13, 14, ir,, & li;.

As " C. B. A." has offered some observation.s on
Albert Diirer in general, and this engriiving in par-
licular, in another column, there is no necessity for

us to enlarge upon it here. Our engraving is an
exact reproduction of Durer's work.

We are indebted for the loan of the original

engraving to Sir. Hurges, who thinks it is one of

the best works of the great (ierman master. Mr.
lUirges said, when he lent it to us for reproduction,

that after we had published it, it ought to be
mounted and hnrjg nji in everj' .architect's olfice in

England. But v by should it be confined to archi-

tects' offices ?

"We cannot conclude this notice without mentioning
an incident of travel related by Mr. Purges, though
he may blame ns for publishing it. When Mr.
Jlurges visited Nuremlnirg, where Diirer was born
and buried, one of the first things he did was to

buy one of the freshest bunches of flowers he
could get, and go and place it with reverent hands
on Ddrer's tomb Some may think such an ai-t some-
what sentimental; we, however, are .snfticienlly

emotional to consider it appropriate and becoming.
It is now exactly four centuries since Diirer was
born, and it says much for the man, and his place in

the art-history of the world, to see an eminent
English architect, after so many ages, m.aking some-
thing like a pilgrimage to his birthplace, and
placing a memorial of fragrant flowers on his

grave.
*

WEST OF ENGLAND .SANATORIUM,
WESTON-SUPER-MARE.

ONE of our idioto-lithographs this week represents
the new building of this Institution as intended

to be completed. The foundation-stone of the first

portion was laid on Tuesdiy last, the 3Uth May,
with JIasonic hononr.s, by the Right Hon. the Earl
of Carnarvon, D.G.M., and Provincial Grand Master
of Somersetshire, and in the presence of a numerous
body of Freemasons of Somersetshire, Bristol, and
other provinces. The Institution was started about
three years ago, a hou.se on the present site being
purchased and adapted for the purpose. Since that
time it has rapidly increased, and more accommoda-
tion being required, additional land ailjoining has
been purchased, and the new building commenced.
The children's and women's wings and the dining-
hall are to be first erected, the old premises being
connected with the new and used for the present for

the men's department. The gTounds extend from
the high-road to the sea-beach, provision being made
for batliing on tbe sands.

The buildings have been arranged in accordance
with the requirements of the medical staff, after a
careful study of the arrangements of other kindred
institutions. The dormitories provide a minimum
of 8J0 cubic feet for each inmate,- and for adults and
the elder children curtained tents are arranged be-
tween the beds for the sake of privacy, and there are
a certain number of small rooms as private bedrooms
for the use of tho-se wdio pay an extra sum for the
accommodation, but the wdiole of the inmates take
their meals together in the centriil li.all. I'arlicular
attention has been given to the subject of da_\-
rooms, ample apace being provided in them for the
whole of the inmates, the dormitories being used
only for sleeping purposes. The whole of the build-
ing will be heated by hot-water pipes, and the day-
rooms will have al.so open flrepl.aees

; each dormitory
ia fitted up with a range of lavatory basins, with
hot and cold water laid on ; every provision is made
for proper ventilation. There are no water-closets
on the premises, "the earth system" being adopted
throughout (it having been in use in the present
building from the first, with the best results). The
buildings are of native limestone, with hollow brick
linings to the external walls, and dressings of Bath
stone. The roofs are covered with tiles. Tiie whole
of the woodwork Internally will be of red deal and

]]itch pine, varjiished, and the walls througliout
liuished in distemper.

The architect is Mr. Hans Fowler Price, of

Weston-Super-Mare, and the contr.actnrs for the
first three sectimis Messrs. John Harvey and Son, of
Torquay.

Eefekexces to Grol'nd Plan.

A Hall.

H Loliby.

C Visitors.

D Porter.
E Dispensary.
F Medical (ifficcr.

(i Silent JIiMi.

H Cloak Room.
I I .stores-

K Men's Dayand-'^^nioking
Room.

I. T, L Earth Closet.s.

M il .M Earth Houses.
N Men's Day Room.
Oof) Staircases.
1* Corridor.

Q Q Out.
R 51en's Private.

.S Two Men.
T Five Men.
U U Consi'rvaforv.

V V V Five Women.

W Silent Women.
X Lady Superintendent.
Y Chaplain.
Z Chapel.
a Women's Day Room.
6 Children's Day Room.
c Pantry.
d Lavatory.
e Cooking Apparatus.
/ Kitchen.

g Scullery.

h Serving Space.
i Servants' Hall.

k Pantry.
I Knife.
m Coals.

n Heating Chamber.
Wood.

p Yard.

q Stables.

r Carriage Shed.
s Cesspool.

ON THE HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF
ORNAMENTAL ART.

TIIE thirtj'-second of this course of lectures was
Velivered on Tuesdaj- afternoon last by Dr.

G. G. Zerfti, at tbe South Kensington Museum.
After some introductory obiervation.s, the lecturer

remarked that Christianity was firmly established
by Constantine. He made it a state religion, and
from that moment it became totally different. Con-
stantine further removed the seat of the old

Roman empire to Byzantium, afterwards Constanti-
nople (or Constantine's town). This new imperial

abode was to be given to the new faith, and Rome was
to be eclipsed in grandeur. The most s])lendid edifices

and the most beautiful art were to abound in the Byzan-
tine capital. Under these circumstances, the old

Roman patricians left Rome altogether to settle down
at the seat of a powerful emperor and a new religion.

Just as in politics it was possible, by means of mere
theories to create the semblance of freedom, so, in

an artificial way, could art be created and promoted.
Byzantine art took its root in the West in Greek
and Roman elements. Here Asiatic forms came
into contact with modified Roman forms, for the
Byzautine art of the period (Asiatic in its character

and treatment) was seen side bv' .side with ancient
Greek art, the motives of which were in several cases

taken from the Asiatics, being purified and sim-
plified even to severity ; and in the time of Con-
stantine this already degeneratejl severity comes
into contact with Asiatic art as it then existed.

Constantine exercised his utmost infiuence to pro-

mote Christianity, and opened no less than 430
churches in Constantinople alone. But, on the other

hand, he tolerated the re-introduction of heathen
festivities and customs. He destroyed altogether

the simplicity of the organisation of the pri-

mitive church, and established a powerful hier-

archy, depriving its servants of all humility ami
self-abnegation, and allowdng the prelates to indulge

their animosities against each other. The spirit of

dissension thus engendered gradually leavened the

mass of the people, to the detriment of art, for, when
people's mituls are wdioUy occupied with metaphysical
and theological discussions, the development of art

is impossible. In such times, the most insignificant

symbols were sufiicient to excite a degree of animo-
sity such as is sometimes witnessed even in modern
times among uneducated political commu4iities

—

uneducated, that is, in that they do not possess the

spirit of tolerance. Notwithstanding that Constan-
tine introduced the Christian faith, and used all his

power to promote its extension, he went tbe wrong
waj' to work, and, instead of spreading love and
kindness, the seeds of animosity ami hatred were
sown and brought forth fruit of their kiml, so that

when Julian ascended tbe throne soon after Constan-
tine's death, he felt keenly the sad state of things

existing in his dominions. A reaction set in, and he

turned back to tbe old Pagan faitli, which had
existed so long with comparatively no dissension.

Tlie reaction developed itself strongly under Julian,

wlio, as a great philosopher, taught his people tole-

rance. Tlie next Emperor of note was Theodosius
(8.S8-391, .\. D.), wdio was the tirst ruler who, ns a
born Christian (and a good Christian, too), upheld the

Cliristian faith; but even tbe stricter-observed

religion did not eradicate the spirit of sophistry,

scepticism, licentiousness, and luxury which rendered

the whole Roman Empire an easily-excitable,

scarcely coherent whole. After Theodosius (in 31)o

A. n.), the East and the West separate ; Honorius
takes the M'est, Arkadius keeping the East. From
that time Byzantium became more and more
Asiatic, Rome becoming more markedly' Aryan (or
Teuton). Justinian was the next sovereign of note

;

his power is felt to this day in Europe, and even
in our own C(umtry, in the existence of some almost
obsolete but highly penal laws. His laws were, on
the whole, in a high degree admirable. His wife,
Theodora, after leading a somewhat questionable
life, suddenly became a pious enthusiast, and
founded nunneries ami hospitals. On the other
baud, she excited Justinian to the very greatest
pride, aiul tried to make the faith to "which she
belonged the faith of pomp and splendoiu'. In this

she succeeded in the highest degree. Under Justi-
nian was constrncted that curiosity of the world, the
Church of St.a. Sophia, at Constantinople, the
central dome of which is lloft. in diameter.
Similar in form to Sta. Sophia, but seven cen-
turies later in date, is S. Mark's, at Venice. The
whole planning of Sta. Sophia's is characteristic of

Byzantine .art, with its round and squ.are compart-
ments and tlivisions. I*artaking also of some charac-
teristics of Sta. Sophia's is the Church of S. Vitale,

at Ravenna, the Church of S. ApoUinarns in Classe,

at Ravenna, the tomb of Theodoric, and the round
church at Aix-la-Chapelle. In all these buildings, as

at Sta. Sophi.a, there were, up to the time of their

erection, no divisions or exclusive bouTidaries marking
the limits of the different classes of the populace. The
first ground plan of a chm-ch in which these divi-

sions were met with was the old .S. Peter's, at Rome,
which had double aisles on each side of the nave,
and was, in addition, divided into narthex, nao.s,

pronaos, and a])sis. Closely following S. Peter's in

this respect are the Church at Monreale, the
Cathedral of S. Godehard, at Hildesheim, and a
church at Gurk. In Sta. Stophia the simplicity of

plan of the basilica; is totally disregarded. The forms,

both constructive and decorative, are rich and
varied. In consequence of the sub-division of plan,

it was not possible to get a general impression of

the whole interior of the building in any one part,

and this was of course a very great mistake in a
monumental building. Sta. Sophia was finished in a
very short time, viz., five years, eleven months,
and ten days. The architects were Antimeus and
Isidorus. The dome rises 180ft. from the pave-
ment, and is illumined at its base by 24 windows,
which extend side by side for the whole circum-
ference, there being onh' a shaft or pillar betweeu
each window. These shafts are scarcely perceptible

in the bright corona-like blaze of light, and thus
the dome has very much the appearance of being
suspended over the building in raid-.air. The
church is nearly square on plan, and measures
243ft. square each way, exclusive of the apsis and
narthex ; including these, however, tlie length is

2ijnft., (.some .say 270ft.) Tbe whole- of the
building is of bricks, over-laid with marble. The
cajiit.als in .Sta. .Sophia are cushion shaped, some-
times combined at the base with acanthus leaves, or

loi.ic volutes. These capitals, the lecturer said,

were put in as a kind of compromise between the
columns (which were too slender, ajiparentlv, to

support tlie superstructure) and the suiieistnictnre

(too heavy in apitearance for tbe C(nnparati\ely

slender columns below to sn|iport it), and were thus
an after-thought, or rather a deviation from the
original design ; they, though uuwiehly taken by
themselves, being so formed as to neutralise the

incongruity of columns and superstructure. After
briefly referring to the tomb of Theodoric, at Ravenna,
the lecturer concluded by tlescribing one by one the

various vejtments worn by the hierarchy of the

Latin and Greek churches, and by pointing to the

symbolism expressed in each garment, and its mode
of being worn. -
MUDAI. IS CoM.MraiOR.VTION OF TIIK OrKNING OF

BL.U'KFniAR.s BrtincK andtiieHoi.uorn ViAnuiT.
—.-V medal has been struck, by order of tbe LordMa3'or
and Common Council of London, to commemorate
the opening of new Blaekfriar.s Bridg.; and the

Holborn Viaduct, on November C, ISb'il, by the

Queen. The sculptor euqiloyed on the design was
Mr. G. G. Adams. On the obverse side of the

medal is a portrait of her Majesty in bold relief.

On the reverse side are representations of the viaduct

and bridge, encircled by branches of laurel and oak
leaves alternately, these branches springing from
behind the Cit}' shield, which occupies the centre

foregrouiul. On the left side is an allegorical figure

of the City of London, who, h.aving recorded on her

scroll the day of opening, looks towards a figure of

Britannia, on the opposite side, who is represented

as proclaiming the works opened. The accessories

are S. Paul's Cathedral and the buildings in the dis-

tance, with the river Thames.
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DILAPIDATED HOUSES.

THE forlorn :ukI di];iiiidateil anil loncj-tenantless

houses in .Stamford-street and the lilaekfriars-

road have formed for many years a standijij; dis-

grace to the metropohs. That with tlie present

value of land in London, and with the rateable value

of the property if occui)ied. such houses are allowed

to remain worse than unproductive, is a ^eat
scandal, in face of our excessive pauperism, and it is

to be hoped that in the proposed Metropolis Buildings
Bill some clauses will be inserted givin;,' the local

authorities power to deal with such eyesores. We
quote the following remarks on the subject from the

City Press ; it will be seen that our contemporary
alludes to the Court of Chancery in connection with
remedial measures, but, by all accounts, it is owing
to their owners having become involved in some
Chancery suit equal in havoc and ruin to the cau.^u

C^Uhre of '•.Tarndyce and Jarndyce," that these

houses are in their present condition. Our contem-
porary says ;

" Dilapidated houses might be sum-
marily dealt with, as we deal with men who are

drunk and incapable. The Court of Chancery
might serve for the active a:rent, were it not
the slowest and costliest luxury of an age that is

lavish in its patronage of lawyers. To become
dilapidated should be an act of forfeiture on the

part of any house, but we need not be so

hard on the few that grin and goggle oa the

wayfiirer in London. The Metropolitan Board
could take charge of them, repair them, let

theni, and appropriate for the advantage of the

ratepayers in general the resultant rental. Of
course very soon after the Board took forcible pos-
session of one of these ghastly properties, a claimant
would turn up, and then would begin a terrilic

litigation. If the Board proceeded under a well-

drawn Act, it might be protected against loss by
litigation by compelling the complainant to pay
the costs of the suit in any case, and to lodge a

considerable sum of money in court in the tirst

instance, in attestation of his confidence in his cause.

By this means a claimant would be sure of punish-
ment for having disgraced the town, but there

would be no act of confiscation, because he might
still obtain his property on estabhshing his claim,

and losing by the process the costs on both sides.''

LITHO-FRACTEUK.

LITHO-FRACTEUR, as its name implies, is an
explosive material for breaking up stones or

rocks in the processes of mining and quarrying. It

is a patentel composition inveirted by Professor

Engels of Cologne, and was first brought into

general notice in consequence of its employment by
the Prussians in destroying some of the large guns
taken in the Paris forts, although it has been in use

to some extent in Germany and Austria for the last

eighteen months. Its principal constituents are

nitro-glycerine, gun-cotton, infusorial earth, and
a few otlier substances known only to the manu-
facturers and the inventor. A\'hile possessing

the power of nitro-glycerine, however, the dange-
rous nature of that terrible explosive is com-
pletely removed, and, as has been proved by recent

experiments, the new composition is perfectly

harmless until ]>laced in a suitable jiosition and de-
liber;itely lircd. It is a stillish light-coloured paste,

which Iiurns to a white ash, and is ma<le up into

cartridges by wrapping it in thin paper, the size

being IJin. long by ^in. diameter, e.acli cartridge

contaiinng l,^o/,. of the material. It can only be
explodeil by a percussion cap, in the same way that

M. Nobel explodes dynamite and J'rofessor Abel
gun-cotton. The experiments to test its qualities,

which took place at the Nant JIawr quarries, .'ibout

twenty miles from Shrewsbury, were commeni'cd by
throwing a box containing olb. of the compftsition

from the top of the cpiarries to the bottom of the

excavation, a height of 1.00ft., and alllnmgli the

box was broki'U, and the cartridges scattered abuut,

no explosi.jii took |ilacc. A similar result followed

when a cartridge was ignited, the composition burn-
ing .slowly and ste.'idily away. The method of

charging the cartridges with the explodijig cap is as

follows:—The cud of a piece of liickford's fuse is

inserted in a percussi<iu cap, aljout a f|uartcr of an
inch in diameter, and an inch long. The cap is in-

serted in the end of the cartridge, behig bedded in

the litho-fractcur ; the paper is tied round the fuse,

and the charge is ready for firing. The outer encl

of the fuse being lit, it burns down to the carl-
ridge at the rate of one foot in forty seconds, and
when the lire reaches the cap it explodes it, and the
charge is fired. Under certain circumstances the
charges are exploded by electricity, but for mining
purposes the safety fuse is generall.v used.

A series of " shots " were tried at different levels

on the face of the quarry, with holes bored in the

ordinary manner as for gunpowder, with this ex-
ception, that the vertical blast holes were placed
mucli further from the face of the quarry wall than
woulil have iiecn practicable with powder. The first

blast was with a nearly horizontal hole oft. 4in.

deep and Hin. diameter, charged with ten cartridges,

and tamped in the usual way with water. Large
masses of stone were detached and thrown forwards,
and the face of the rock was scaled and cracked
over an .area of i;ift. by lift. The real v.alue of

this result will be seen when we state that in the

case of these horizontal bore-holes gunpowder
would have made no imjiression at all. Two more
of these holes, each .Sft deep, and charged, the one
with seven and a half and the other with ten car-
tridges, were now fired simultaneously, each shot

producing excellent results. The grandest results,

however, at tliis stage were undoubtedly oblaineil

with ten cartridges in a hole 4tt. (iin. deep, bored
vertically into the stone on oue of the ledges formed
in the course of working, and at a height of about
20ft.' up the fiice of the quarry. Hereabout twenty
tons of stone were detached from the face of the rock
and thrown down, and a large portion of the sur-

rounding rock loosened.

Some experiments on rails were also made to show
its tremendous power, in one of which two rails

(751b. to the yard) ivere broken in halves, and
thrown some distance apart by lib. 5oz. of litho-

fracteur made into a cake and placed in the channel
of the uppermost rail.

To convince railway companies and those present
of the safety with which the new compound may be
handled and carried, cartridges were secured to the

wooden buffers of a railway waggon in such a uiauner
that they would receive the full force of a colhsion

;

the waggon wiis then allowed to run down an incline

of one in eight for a distance of 500 yards where
another similar waggon was stationed. Both
waggons were of cmirse demolished, but no explo-
sion occurred, the composition being found smeared
on the fragments of the waggons. A similar result

was obtained by plating the buffers of the running
waggon with iron, but semi-explosion took place iu

two cartridges secured to the rails in the midillo of

the incline. An examination showed that this was
doubtless occasioned by the intense heat at the
exact point of impact, the great bulk of the car-
tridge remaining unignited, and spread over tlie

surface of the rail. The concluding experiment of
the scries illustrates the action of the litho-fracteur

n operations under water, and was in part designed
to meet the views of Commander Harvey, R.N. A
raft was inade of four 2in. planks, braced together
by three other planks. A charge of 3lb. of litho-

fracteur was secured under the centre of the raft,

which was floated in the middle of the river Severn

;

it was sunk with large stones, in six feet of water,
and the fuze—2011. in length—lit. In a few minutes
a spleuilid explosion fcdlowecl. A fine column of

water, mixed with de'bris, was tlirown up some 00ft.

into the air, the mass below seething and foaming.
One large stone, weighing about li cwt., was tlirowu
far above the rest to a height of "about 100ft. On
returning to the scene of the explosion there was
nothing visible but a mass of mudily, troubled water,
with fragments of tindjer and a number of dead fish

floating down with the stream.

The power exhibited by the new explosive,
together with the security and safety with which it

may be handled or stored, must render it a successful
rival to nitro-glycerine and other of the dangerous
compounds at present used by miners. 'Wniether it

undergoes any change after bciTig kept for any length
of time we are not informed

; but, if this question is

satisfactorily answered, as we believe it can be, along-
felt want will be supplied.

NEW CEMENT Oli ARTIFICIAL .STONE.

MANY atlenqils have been made of late years to

manufacture artificial stone, soiue of which
hav(? been allcM.lcd with more or less success, as far
as regards the pnjducti.>n of Large Works, but liave

rarely succeeih'd for the purpo.se of moul.liog or
making medallions .and mosaics, or for eniery-wdieels,

oil-stones, and articles of a similar character. In
almost all cases, too, the agency of heat has been
required for pro.lucing articles in artificial stone, and
this has been ftuin.l very objectionable, as well as

expensive. Attention is called to some s[iecinu*nsof

artificial stone in the shape of mediiUions, mosaics,

emery-stones, oil-stones, imitation m.arble,'&c., which
have been proiUieed in a sinqdc nmnner by mould-
ing, withiiiu the agency of heat, and which appear
to partake in every resriect of the nature of the

stones they are intended to represent. These speci-

mens are formed from natural materials, agglo-
merated by means of a cement, the invention of M.
Sorel, a French chemist, well known in connection

with the introduction into this country of the gal-

vanised iron process. This new cement is formed of

basic oxychloride of magnesium (carbonate of mag-
nesia and chloride of magnesium), either pure or

mixed with other substances. The cement may be
made in two different ways—viz., either by diluting

or tempering magnesia, which may be more or less hy-
drated and carbonated, with a solution of chloride of

magnesium more or less concentrated ; or by adding to

the magnesia chloride of magnesium in a dry
state, and employing water to form the cement.
The cement thus produced is speciaUj^ white and
liard, and luay with advantage be used in the place
of some of the best cements. It luay be made to

take any colour, aiul be moulded like plaster. It

possesses the same hardness, and will receive the
same polish as marble, thus enabling it to be em-
ployed in the manufacture of artificial marble,

mosaic pavements, and statuary. Imitation ivory
can be made from it for luaking billiard I] .ills and
other similar articles, also medallions, buttons, &c.
The agglomerative properties of the cement are of

the highest degree, thus enabling the waste and
otherwise worthless materials of quarries to be
utilised ; one part of the new cement will agglo-
merate thirty parts of sand, chalk, and other

materials, the process being of a purely chemical
nature. By this means, where building materials

.are not present, they can be made at a very low
cost. Excellent mill-stones and grind-stones can
be formed bj' agghimerating b}' this cement emery,
sand-stone, and other hard materials.

PARLIAMENTAR-y NOTES.
Metropoht.\n Water Bill.—Mr. Brace moved

the second reading of this bill. It was his intention
to refer the bill to a select committee, but its leading
provisions were to provide a constant supply under
certain conditions laid down, and to enable the
Metropolitan Board of Works to purchase the water-
works of the various companies on behalf of tho
public, aud in case of objection being made, the ob-
jection to be laid before the Secret.ary of State for
the Home Department, wlio should have power to
decide the matter. The bill also contained provisiou.9

providing for the complete filtration of the water.

—

Mr. Crawford said the right lion, gentleman had
himself condemned the bill. If the right lion, gcntli'-

man dealt with this bill as graciously as the Board
of Trade dealt with tho Gas Bill, all difHculty would
have been removed, and this bill wotild have stood
in as favourable a pi.siti.in as did the Gas Bill. Ho
wished to inform the lb.use that since he manifested
his opposition to tin' bill he had been made a director
of the Kent Waterworks, but that circumstanco
should not alter tho ground of his opposition, for he
still opposed it, because he did not believe it would
do what it promised, and proposed no efficient antloi-
rityto carry out its provisions. (Cries of "Divide.")
In order to settle with the companies, tho whole
spirit of the measure—compulsory purchase—had
been taken aw.ay. (-'Divide.") The bill contained
such conditions and restrictions that London would'
not get one drop more water under it than it obtained!
now. The Government had treated this question iu
a way that was neither dignified nor consistent, lle-

nioved that the bill lie read a second time that day
six mouths. Sii' H. Jloarc moved that the debate bo
iidjounied.—Mr. Ayrtou hoped the House would
allow the bill to go before a select committee. The
measure was introduced for affording a constant
supply of water to the inhabitants of the metropolis,
and it was impossible for the House itself to come
to any conclusion as to tho mode in which that
object was to bo attained.—After some discussion,
the House divided on tho motion for the adjourn-
ment of the debate :—Ayes, 57 ; Noes, 87.—Mr.
Bruce, in deference to strong appeals addressed to

liim by various metropolitan members, consented
to postpone the further discussion of tho bill

until the following daj'.—On the resumption of

the adjourned debate on Friday last, Mr. Bruco
said the UoviM'nment iutcn<lod to adopt tho sugges-
tion ma.le in the c(.urso oflhe.lebato the previous
night, and abandon this bill an.l introduce another
bill which would adopt some of the auiondment.s
suggested by hon. members.—Mr. Cr.awford ox-
jiresscd his satisfaction at the couise ail.q.te.l by tho
Government.—The order was I lion. lis. 'liargi-d and tho
bill withdrami, an.l the substitute. I bill was brought
in and read a first time.

Pottery in the Ixteu.n.^tional Exhiiiitiox.
—Mr. .-V. Brown, on Thursday woPk, asked the lion,

tncniljerfor Exeter if it was a fact that tlio gentle-
man entrusted ^vitli tho drawuig up of the report on
pottery departments of tho International Exhibition
of 1871 was a member or employe of one of tho
princip.il exhibiting firms ; and, if so, whether tho
Royal Commissioners ^vunhl allow the fact to bo
stated in the report on tho subject.—ilr. P.owTing
said the lion, member was not (juito correct in sup-
posing that any one gentleman had been entrusted
with the (b'awing up of the report of -the porcelain

dcqiartmont of tho lOxhibiti.m. The fact was that

the task had been ilividr.l into seven sections, and
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that a number of gentlemen had been appointed re-

porters to those sections. One of them, Mr. Aruaud,

was in the employ of the Mes.srs. Minton, Campbell,

& Co., one of the competijig firms. lie was a man
of great artistic taste and experience, having pro-

pared valuable reports of the porcelain departments

of the Paris Exhibition of 185-5 and 18G7, and under

the eireumstances lie was of opinion that the Commis-
sioners were fully justified in introducing him.

With regard to the second question, he had no
objection to make it fjublicly kno^vn that Mr.

Aruaud was so connected, and he would mention the

subject to-morrow morning at a meetmg of the

Commission, of which he was a member.

^itilliiitg IntcKipntL

CIITTRCIIES AND CHAPELS.

Banbury.—On Thursday ivefk the foundaflon-

stonc of a new Wesleyan Chapel wn.? laid at Grims-

bury, a suburb of Banbury. The new building is

to cost £2,200. It will accommodate 350, and in-

cludes a commodious school-room, wliicli will afford

accommodation to 450 scholars. Mr. Albert

Kimberley, of Banbury, is the builder.

Hackney.—On Thursday weelc, the 25th of May,
the foundation-stone of a new church to be erected

at the north end of Goldsmith's-row, Ilackney-road,

was laid by Kichard Foster, Esq., of Upper Clapton.

The office for laying the foundation-stone of a new
church was said by the Rev. George Morris, M.A.,

the incumbent of the district, assisted by
several clergymen and by the members of the choir

of S. Slary's Church, Haggerston. Addresses were

delivered by Bishop Claiighton, of Colombo, Arch-
deacon of London, and by Mr. Foster ; and after

the ceremonj' there was evening service at the parish

church of S. Mary, when a sermon, having reference

to the occasion, was preached by the Bishop of

Colombo. The church will consist of nave and
aisles, apsidal chancel and aisles, and bell turret on

the gable at the east end of the nave. It will be

of brick with coloured ornamental bands externally

and internally, and is intended to accommodate be-

tween 500 and 6 JO worshippers. Mr. Francis T.

DoUman, of Adam-street, Adelphi, is the architect,

and Messrs. Dove, Brothers, Islington, are the con-

tractors.

LicirriELP.—S. John's Hospital Chapel, Lichfield,

which has recently been restored, was reopened for

divine service on Sunday. The date of the original

foundation, as also of the founder, is extremely
doubtful ; but Bishop Smyth, in the days of Henry
ATI., according to Leyland, began a new foundation

at this place. The chapel was built of stone, and
was the ancient chapel of the Prior}' before the date

of Bishop Smyth's foundation. It was of the Early
Decorated period, and consisted of a nave only, G4ft.

long by 18ft. wide, to which in the year 1829 was
added au aisle with a gallery. In the work of re-

storation now completed it was found necessary to

strengthen the walls north and south—the former
being made its original thickness—the gallery was
removed, and an arcade in three bays, which carries

the wall above, and separates the aisle from the

nave, has been constructed. The restoration has
been carried out from the designs and imder the

superintendence of Mr. "W". H. Crompton, architect,

by Messrs. Beckett & Thorneloe, of Lichtield.

London.—The benefices of S. Olave, Hart-
street, and All Hallows', Staining, were united a

year ago. The tithes of All Hallows' amount to

£1G00 a year, and y^-Mh these and the proceeds of

the sale of the site of the church and parsonage, the

Grocers' Company propose to build and endow three

other churches in some poor and populous districts

ill London. Since the union of the benefices S.

C>lave's has undergone considerable alterations. The
old pews have been entirely swept away, and the

edifice has been furnished with oak sittings. The
pulpit, which is beautifully carved, is the one which
was removed from S. Benet's, Gracethurch-street,
when that church was pvdled down a few years ago.
Some of the ornaments from All Hallows', Staining,
have been transferred to S. Olave's. The worlt has
been carried out%by Messrs, Gibson, Brothers,
contractors, at a cost of £800, Mr. Blomfield being
the architect.

Newbold.—The Bishop of Manchester conse-
crated the new church of S. Peter, Newbold, Roch-
dale, on Saturday week. The new church, the
foundation-stone of which Avas laid in August, 1S09.
is Pointed Gothic in style, boldly and vigorously
treated to suit the rough randmn r\ibble-stone and
red brick, of wliich materials the church is mainl}^
built. The walls are of rubble, and stock brick is

introduced in the quoins, bauds, strings, buttresses,

arches, &c. The tower is at present carried only a

little above the level of the aisle walls, but the sj^ire

will ultimately be carried to a height of about 135ft.

There is a spacioiis west porch or narthex. At the

north-west angle of the church is the baptistery.

The roofs are slated in two colour^;, arranged in

patterns, and finished with red tile ridge crestings.

On plan, the church comprises nave, north and south

aisle, apse, and baptistery. Accommodation is pro-

vided for G70 persons. The several contracts

amount to about £3,750, and there areno ^' extras
"

beyond the amount of the contracts. The founda-

tions were put in by Messrs. Stopford & Cording-

ley; the shell of the church was built by Messrs.

Rogers & Booth, of London; the fittings and
finishings have been carried out by Messrs. J.

Robinson & Son, of Hyde; the pulpit (of Caen
stone), and font, and all the carved figure-work in

spandrels and tympana, were executed by Messrs.

T. R. &. Evan Williams, of Jlanchester, and the

carved capitals and altar cross by IMessrs. Earp A
Hobbs. The architects are Messrs. Medland and

Henry Taylor, of Manchester.

NoRMANTON.—On Monday week the foundation-

stone of a new Methodist chapel was laid at Nor-
manton, near Leeds. The sitting accommodation to

be offered by the new building is 250, and the cost

will be about £IJ00. The contract has been taken

by Mr. W. Denison, of Normanton, from the

designs and under the superintendence of IMr. AVni.

Watson, of Wakefield, architect. The building is

to be faced with red bricks, relieved with white and
blue bands, arche.s, and stone dressings. The size

of the chapel is 47ft. Gin., by 30ft., and 32ft. high

to the collar beam.

Sheffield.—^A new Baptist Chapel in Glossop-

road, Sheffield, has recently been opened. The style

is Gothic, the principal material used being stone.

The facade presents a high gable, on the town side

of which is a tower 150ft. high, and in the centre is

the principal entrance. In the interior, the whole of

the wood-work is of pitch-pine, polished. The
chancel, rai.sed three steps high, is laid with Maw's
tiles. The pulpit is uf pitch-pine, elaborately carved,'

this, as also the whole of the stone carving, being

exectued by Mr. Harry Hems, of Exeter. Behind
the pulpit is the baptistery*, over which is a stained

glass window. On the left of the chancel is the

organ gallery. At the back of the chapel, and
approached either from it or from the Sherwood-road,

are the school and class-room.s,'and the keeper's house.

The principal school-room is 40ft. by 24ft. Gin., and
is on the ground floor. Messrs. Innocent & Brown,
of Prior's-court, Sheffield, are the architects, Mr.
William Dickinson acting as clerk of the works,

the works being carried out by various local con-

tractors, at a total cost of £G,500.

IJUILDINGS.

Bkackley.—The foundation-stone of the new
church schools was laid at Brackley last week.

The plan of the school buildings is in the shape of

the letter H, the right and left limbs forming the

boys' and girls' school-rooms, the sizes respectively

being 67;^ feet by 21 feet, and 50 feet by IS feet.

The middle or connecting bar is formed by the infants'

.school, which is 40 feet by 20 feet. The architecture

of the building dates about the end of the sixteenth

and the beginning of the seventeenth centuries, a period

that produced the best examples of English domestic

architecture. The walls are built of a most excellent

stone from Mr. Taylor's quarries near the site, the

dres.sings being of Bath stone. The porches and

ui)per portion of the centre gable :n-e half timbered in

real oak framework, and it is intended to dress the

upper portions of the two residences in the same
manner. The roofs are covered with Staffordshire

tiles, laid in diaper work with bands. The work is

beingcarriedonby the local builder,Mr. Wm. Hawkins,
under the plans and superintendence of Mr. C. S.

Bather, architect, of Slirewsbury. The cost of the

whole of tlie buildiugs when complete will be

between £2,000 and £3,000.

London.—New offices have recently been erected

in Bartholomew-lane for the Estates Company. The
new building is situated between the offices of the

AUiance Bank ami the Alliance Insurance Company,
and is a continuation of the adjoining elevalion.

The fa(,'ade is in Portland-stone, and is about 30ft.

in length. Mr. E. A. Greening is the architect, and

the contractor was Mr. W. Henshaw,

Osaka, Japan.—A building has recently been

finished in the city of Osaka for the purposes of the

Imperial Jlint of Japan. The building, which is well

situated facing the Yodo river, on the outskirts of the

town, is built of a fine blue stone, and the founda-

tion-stone was laid in January, 1869. The building

has been erected entirely b}' native labour, from a

design by Mr. T. Waters, of Jeddo, oflicial engineer

and architect to the Japanese Government.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
[We do not hold ourselvos rcsiiniiHihlc for the opinions of

our correspondents. The Eililor respectfully requests

that all commuuicatious should he drawn up as briefly

as possible, as there arc many claimants upon the space
allotted to correspondence.]

To Our Reapers.—We shall feel obliged to any of our
reader.s who will favour us with brief notes of works con-
templated or in progress in the provinces.

Letters relating to advertisements and the ordinary
business of the Paper should be addressed to the EDITOR,
31, TAVISTOCK-STREET, COVENT-GARDEN, W.C.

Advertisements for the current week must reach the
office not later than 5 p.m. on Thursdaj-.

Received.—T. "W. C, C. K., G. F., D. J. W., J. H., G. B.,

J. & W., Greek Art. E. W. T., J. H. H., J. H. M., E. B.,

W. & H., E. M. E., J. & S.

The Press and the Architects' Conference.—
P.R.LB.A. AND E. T.—Thanks for your letters. We think,

however, there is no necessity for inserting them, as we
have good reason to believe that our article last week
has had its desired effect, and the policy of excluding
reporters will not be repeated.

totspnkiitc.——

—

ARCH/EOLOGY IN ROME.
To the Editor of the Buildin-o Neuvs.

SiK,—Can j-ou allow me a corner of your
valuable space to answer a host of inquiries, which

I find it impossible to answer in detail each sepa-

rately ? As most of my correspondents are readers

of your paper, and the subjects of these inquiries are

of general interest, I do not think your space will be

wasted.

1. What have you been doing in Rome this

season ?

2. What has the " British Archsological Society

of Rome " been doing with the help of the " Roman
Exploration Fund"?

11. What has the Italian Government been doing

iu the way of Archa?ology ?

4. What have other people been doing in the

s.ime matter?

5. What is to become of the IMuseums in Rome

:

are they to be lucked up more rigorously than

before, or to be made more accessible ?

C. What are the future prospects of Archa;ology

in Rome under the new Government?
7. What about your historical photographs ?

Have you been going on with them ? Are they

likely to be permanent ? Are they really of so much
importance as you fancied.^

To answer all these queries in detail would fake a

great deal more space than you can give. I have

arranged with the Royal Archaeological Institute to

give a lecture on the subject on the 7th of July,

when the season for excavations of Rome will be

over, and I hope to have some copies of the lecture

printed off separately to send to my friends, as I

h.ave been accustomed to do for some years past.

Hut I may say briefly (No. 1 and 2) that from

various causes more important excavations have

been made in Rome this season than have per-

haps ever been made before in the same space of

time. (3) The Itahan Government have renewed

the Commission of Arch.-cology, and have placed

Signor Rosa at the head of it, at the request of the

Emperor of the French, when he sold them the

French part of the Palatine Hill. They have taken

possession of the Pontifical part of that hill, and

have ordered the whole of the Palatine Hill with the

slopes round it to be excavated ou the same plan as

at Pompeii, where, of late years, the excavations

have been conducted in the best possible manner.

(IJ) They do not jiropose to carry the Government

excavations any further, but are wiUing to give

every facihty to others doing so, if the money is

forthcoming to make compensations for injury done

to property and to carry on such works. (4) A new

city of Rome is being built on the high ground on

the eastern side, near the railw.ay station. A build-

ing company have bought a large tract of ground

in that direction, extending nearly from the Porta

JIaggiore to the Porta di S. Lorenzo. The manager

of the company has begun examining all the ground

in search of the foundations of old buildiugs, of

which that ground is full, and he proposes to use

them to build upon, instead of maldng new founda-

tions.

(a) The Vatican Museum has been closed by the

Pontifical authorities this season, but that cannot

last long ; in future all the museums will be quite as

easily accessible as they have ever been before.

(6) Our society, chiefly under my direction, has

been going ou vigorously with tlie excavations

previously commenced, and has made some fresh

ones of importance, especially on the Yiminal-hill.

The results obtained are extremely interesting, and

they now amount to demonstrations of the truth of
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what were at first called " absurd conjectures." IMr.

Burn, in his recent work on Rome (which is ex-
tremely learned and valuable in its way), has shown
that he is no aroh;cologist, and he would have acted

more wisely in avoiding that branch of the subject.

He has several times contradicted me in notes, and
I shall be obliged in self-defence to answer him,

and demonstrate iu many instances that he is wrong.

In saying that the M'all of Servius TuUius is of

earlier character than the AVall of Romulus he is al-

together misled. He also places too much faith in

Signor Rosa, whose archeology is not to be de-

pended on, and he seems to ignore all the investi-

gations of the last few years, wliich have been very
important. His latest authority is Canina, who
has been dead for years, and others have mounted
on his shoulders. (7) My tlrawings, plans, sections,

and photographs, are my silent witnesses of the truth

of my statements of facts, and the members of the

society are my living witnesses to the same facts.

IMy photographs are important historical witnesses,

and I have every reason to believe that they will be

permanent, as the cause has been discovered why
photographs often fade and the remedy for it, which
I can explain in another letter, if you can find room
for it.— I am, &c., J. H. Parker.

Ashmolean Museum, Oxford, May 25, 1871.

STAINED GLASS.

Sir,—In the very able article entitled " Stained

Glass at the International Exhibition,'' which ap-

peared in your issue of the 26th ult., the following

passages occur with respect to the specimens ex-

hibited b}' Messrs. Heaton, Butler, and Bayne :

—

"The truth is, that this character of work is utterly

nnsuited to be executed upon glass, except it be

upon large sheets of glass iminjured by any divi-

sion." Since, in the course of manufacture, each

piece undergoes a special process before conjunction,

I believe it impossible to produce the beautiful play

of colour noteworthy in these "excjuisitepictures" by
such a modus operandi. Also: '' There is another

fundamental error in these works—namely, that

thej' are in perspective, showing landscape distances,

rapid foreshortening of figures, &c." If this be

deemed an error it is one sanctioned by the practice

of Raphael, Da Vinci, Palissy, Dirk of Haarlem,

and I think I may include Durer, and many masters

of the French, German, and Lorraine schools.

" Again, the colour, delicate as it is, is hardly satis-

factory, as the sky-blue knights and golden-haired

damsels, with the light shining through, are ghostly

and unreal." This objection may be urged against

any work of painted glass, the effect produced by
the sunlight transmitted through a painting in plane

is no less spectral and unreal than the transmission

of the same light through a work in perspective :

nor is a diaphanous hat any more ludicrous than the

green transparency representing the garbed body of

thegreat Canterbur}' pilgrim. For the candid exposi-

tion of the flagrant errors of the Munich glass, its ill-

harmonised colouring, and meretricious design, all

must acknowledge a debt of thanks. As for the

attempted imitations of the old glass, combinations

of promiscuous arms and legs united to strange

bodies and unearthly heads, producing thereby a

series of unique Frankensteins, without the jewelled

depths, and the other numerous charms of colour

whiili constitute the chief merits of the old work.

Surely tlie time for such maudlin efforts has passed.

To my eyes, the most charming specimens of stained

glass—because the most natural and life-like—are

those executed in Brussels by Caparoni. The light

transmitted through them is toned and mellow, they

eeem truly
Storied windows, richly dight.

Casting a dim religious light,

and recal the golden age of stained glass when
Raphael strove

To add new lustre to religious light w

Not of its porap to strip the ancient sw le,

But bid that pomp with purer radiance Hhiae,
With arts unknown befuro to rrconcilo
The willing Uraees to the Gothic pile.

The cognoscenti say :
" Such treatment is incon-

sistent with the exigencies of the material." It may
even be so ; but let them produce anything equal

in beauty to the fore-mentioned specimens, then,

and then alone, are they worthy of all credence.

—

I am, &c., W. Baxkks.

'•EX LL'CE LUCELLl'M"!
Sir,—The gas-lamps on tlie east side of Regent's

Park have lately been increased to double the

number, at, of course; a considerable expense. It

appears to me the same benefit might have been
obtained in another way at the cost of a few
shilhngs. In the ordinary gas-lamp but half the

light comes downward and is of use; the other half

ascends and is lost. If the half thus lost had

been utilised in the park lamps, the added lamps
would have been unnecessary. My plan would have
been to put reflectors on the top of the original lamps
of a simple but very effective description. I should
have placed four pieces of burnished tin-pbite over,

and in shape and size exactl}' corresponding with,

the four pieces of glass forming the pyramidal to])

of the lamp, with which they would be puttied in.

These reflectors, hermetically sealed, having the j^lass

below to defend them from smoke, would ne\-er

tarnish or require renewing, and the expense would
be a mere trifle. From the angle at which the glass

is placed, the reflected rays would be well dispersed

all round. Thus, it appears to me, would the now
useless light lost skyward be turned to proper
account, and the additional himps have been altogether

unueeded. Although there is some advantage in

lighting, in the streets, the upper parts of the houses,

as by the present lamp, yet I should think it preferable

if all the public lamps had such reflectors. The gain

to the pavement and road would be immense, both
as regards convenience and beauty. 'V\'ith respect to

the lamp-posts, I cannot but express my extreme
surprise at the ignorant want of taste and lack of

public spirit evidenced by the parish vestries iu per-

petuating the abominably ugly patterns of that

darkest of "dark ages" in art, the Georgian period.

From the raw material being so abundant and cheap
in this country it might reasonably be expected that

we shduld take j^ride in displacing good cast iron

work for public purposes, and excepting the lirst

cost of pattern a good design would not necessarily

be more costly than a bad one. L'nfortunately, we
began badly, and the otBcial mind having got into a
groove it is next to impossible to get it out. "We
have abundant light now in tine art matters (thanks
to the Co/e giving the illumination), and it is most
provoking to see still erected the deformities which
belong to the ''light of other days." Anything
more absurd than the old pattern lamp-post of

Regent-street and Langham-place—a bundle of

spears surrounding a shaft which tapers downwards
—was probably never seen. This and the other

perversely bad designs at the AVest End shoidd
be collected for exhibition by the authorities

at the International Exhibition, or else the

South Kensington Cole Olio, as specimens of

what to avoid, and in juxtaposition with
examples of French design by Durenne and Foiir-

ment, Houille & Cie., as a contrast and lesson of

what should be. How different that fine thorough-
fare Portland-place would look if the street lamps
were of fitting character ! At present they are ugly
in shape, are painted black, and scarcely any are

standing perpendicularly. I would have them
elegant in design, and either electro-bronzed, as in

Paris, or enamelled of appropriate and pleasing tint,

with perhaps a trifle of gilding, as befitting a wealthy
quarter. The effect of the improvement would, I

am sure, be surprisingly good. And if the parish is

not disposed to do anything, I wonder the inhabi-

tants or owners of the property should not effect for

themselves so very desirable au alteration.—I am,
Sir, yours, &c., P. E. M.

THE EMBAXK:\rEXT FOUNTAIN
COMPETITION.

Sir,— Is it true that the two prizes in the above
competition have been given to persons connected
with the oflice of the Board of Works ? If so, I can
only say the award is open to grave suspicion of

injustice. The second prize design, I hear, is one of

preposterous nature, and was, moreover, submitted
previous to the competition.—I am, &c.,

A Competitor axd Victim.

STAINED GLASS AT THFT INTERNATIONAL
EXHIBTTTON.

Sin.—In your issue of last week you had a notice of
the stuiued glass in the International K\hihition. Ke-
ferring to our work, " J. V. S." observed, ' We should
like to know whether we may credit any member of
that (jrm, or an artist employed by them, for the
design." We heg to inform you that the subjects were
designed by our iXIr. Bayne, under the supervision of
Mr. .Alfred Waterhouse, and that the windows are
intended for Eaton Hall, the scat of the Marquis of
Westminster.—We are, &c.,

Heaton. Butler, & Bayne.
Garrick-street, Covent Garden, W.C, June 1.

Incre.vsed Dock Ac usiodatiox for Liver-
pool.—The Mersey D'^.lCS and Harbour Board have
decided in pmceed witli a plan for improved river

approaches to their docks, at an estimated cost of

£145.000. Under this plan the George's basin will

be filled up, the landing stages lengthened and
united, and a large additional space gained for the

accommodation of traffic.

l!ntciToiniuitnic;iti0iL

QUESTIOXS.
[2204.]—Mounting Tracings.—Several methods

for mounting tracings have been given, but not one as
to the best article for making them adhere to the paper.
Would any one oblige me with the information?

—

Assistant.

[2235.]—Taking Out Quantities.—Being some
time ago .appointed architect to a parish church, I was
instructed lately to prepare a specitication, quautities.
&c., for sundry repairs. Four builders were selected
by the churchwardens and two by myself, the quantities
were sent to each, and the tenders opened in the presence
of those tendering in the usual way. At a meeting held
a week after the contract was signed, S. & B.—tho
one an estimating clerk and the other a surveyor—pro-
duced a copy of my quantities (.how obtained they
declined to say), and endeavoured to get the contract
cancelled, because they said they could get some one to
do it cheaper (5 per cent.), tliey using my quantities to
make their estimate from. Leaving out of the question
the taste of a subordinate using the prices of his firm
in an attempt of the sort, I consider that practices liko

these are not strictly en regie, and should not be allowed
to pass unchallenged. Never having met with a case
of this description before, I shall be obliged with au
opinion on the following points:—(1) Are not the
quantities considered to be the property of the surveyor
and the builders who pay for them, and is any person right

in using them without their knowledge or sanction?
and (2) what means ought to be adopted to compel the
persons to give them up ?—C. N. SIcIntvre North.

HEPL Y.

[222C.]—Schools of Art Examinations.—In a
foot-note (§) to page 42 of the "Art Directory" is tho
following clause, which " J. H.'' will find bears ou his

question:—" A fee of not more than 2s. 6d. may bo
charged on each applicant for examination who is not
a student in the class, to reimburse any extra expense
the committee may be put to iu providing a room.''

—

w^ J.

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
Important to Builders.—Mann v. IIillett.—

This was a claim, heard at the City of Loudon Court
last week, for 1^ hours" pay. The plaintiff, it appeared,

had been working on some buildings in Tower-street,

where be was discharged one evening, and told to walk
to Houndsditch, and thence to London-wall, and was
kept waiting for his money. Had he been paid in

Tower-street he should not have claimed.—The answer
was that the walk would not occupy ten minutes, and
the claim ended after the discharge.—His Honour ruled

that a man who is paid by the hour can claim a settle-

ment e\ery hour, and the money must be ready for

him. He could not be asked to walk anywhere for his

money. AVhether the shop was a long or a short dis-

tance off did not alter the case.—The claim was allowed.

Builder's Claim Disputed.—Import-vnt to
THE Trade.—Monday v. Isaacs.—This case, recently

heard before F. Bayley, Esq., Judge, iu the West-
minster C'ounty Court, and which lasted some hours,

was an action brought by the plaintiff, a carpenter and
builder, 79, Castle-street, Leicester-square, against

defendant, Joseph Isaacs, clothes dealer. No. 319,

Strand, to recover the sum of £29 4s. fid., balance duo
for altering and fixing a new shop front, and doing
other work connected therewith. Mr. Wright, barrister,

instructed by 3Ir. Willis, of Leicester-square, conducted
plaintiff's case, Mr. H. T. Roberts, of 12, Clement's-inn,

appearing for defendant. £12 had been paid into

Court. It appeared from the evidence on the part of

tho plaintiff that on the 20th of October last defendant

spoke to him about some alterations and repairs being

made ou his premises, and according to his instructions

a contract was entered into to do the same for £21, ho

undertaking to pay for all extras. As the work pro-

gressed, plaintiff suggested that the glass in the shop

window-frame, which was in two parts, should be re-

newed, and one sheet of plate glass f^ubstituted. to

whicli the defendant replied, " I leave it in your hands -,

you must do it as cheap as you can, and make it the

best front in the neighbourhood ;" adding he thought

it should bo a little wider. His wishes upon that, as

well as iu other instances, were acted upon, increasing

his demand, in addition to the money received as per

contract, which had been entirely broken by defendant's

orders. 1o llie sum he now sought, of which he under-

stood that of .£'12 h.ad been paid iu.—In answer to his

coimsel, plaintiff said he paid out of his pocket £S 2s. 4d.

for the shop window-glass, and charged that as an extra,

lie and his foreman wore frequently at the work, aud
while there did more than the men. and charged Is. an
hour for each in the bill.—John Binney. the for<^m;ui.

corroborated. There was a larger amount of work don.'

than was mentioned in the origintll contract, and. as

defendant directed, in quite a different style.— Mr.

Arthur Allen, district surveyor of S. Martin's aud
S. Anne's, Soho, said he had examined the bill of

the work done by plaintiff, and was of opinion

that tho charges were fair and reasonable. — Mr.

Koberts, in reply, said that he should call wit-

nesses to show that very little extra tlian what wan

named in the contract, which would be produced, bad

been done, and for that little his client, by his advice,

had paid tlie sum named into court.—The defendant

then deposed that he only gave orders for the work to

bo done as he supposed it was entered iu the contract
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by plaintiff, who nfjre^d to put the s^lass spolcon of" in

for £j or Xf), and wliich. being ono of tlie extras, lie had,

lie thoucrht. paid more in than he ou?ht to have done

in liquidation of the demand made on him.—Mr, "NV.

Laxtou, surveyor, and author of "Laxton's Builders"

Trice-book," stated that he considered the plaintiff, on
taking out the money paid in, to have been amply paid,

as it was certainly only a job ; and as for Is. an hour
being charged for plaintiff and his foreman, he could
not see why they should be entitled to more than 8d.,

the same as the workmen. He estimated the extras as

described, including the glass, to be ^9 J)s, "d.—Several

lUlihlers liaviu,2: been examined, who all concurred in

Ml: Laxtou's prices, Mr. "Wright proceeded to address

the Court. He observed that, as a general rule, no
cases were so contradictory in evidence as running
down and builders' cases, of which that was a proof,

although he could not help remarking that plaintiff's

char.ges seemed to him to be reasonable ; Vmt not being
exactly according to the contract he would submit that

when people made contracts and required work done
not mentioned therein, they ought to pay.—His
Honour thought that from the facts disclosed plaintiff

had, himself, unsolicited, broken his contract, for which,
as defendant could not be held liable, his decision would
be for the latter.—Judgment entered for defendant.

WATER SUPPLY AND SANITAKY
MATTERS.

The Meteopolitan Water SuppLY,^Attcntion
is called by tlic Eegistrar-General to Dr. Frankland's
report upon the quality of the Metropolitan -water
supply during last montli. In this we are told that
water was delivered by the Lambeth Company con-
tainin.g fungoid growths and moving organisms ; by
the Chelsea and Sonthwark Companies slightly
ttirbid, and containing moving organisms, some of

which in the Soutliwark Company's water were
visible to the naked eye ; the samples drawn from
the mains of tlie other companies were cle.ar and
transparent. The general quality of the Thames
and Lea waters showed a marked deterioration, due
doubtless to tlie recent heavy rains ; the proportion
of organic matter showed an average increase of 70
per cent, upon tlic previous montli." The New Biver
water contained only half as much organic matter as
the Thames waters. The Kent Company's water,
drawn exclusively from deep chalk wells, alone
maintained a high degree of purity as regards
organic m.ittcr. We see it is stated that the question
of water supply to the metropolis is likely once
more to become the subject of Parliamentary inquiry,
and that the various companies, who have now a
monopoly in tlicir hands, will have to show tbat the
quality of the water supplied is the best that can be
liad, and the service c(iual to the exigencies of the
public.

Exeter.—The Exeter Sewage J[annre and
Fanning Company have agreed to submit, to the
condition imposed by the Town Council on Wednes-
day week, as to the non-in-igation of land within
two miles of the Guildhall. The directors of the
Comjiany were last wetdv offered lands beyond the
two-mile radius which will suit their purpose ad-
mirably, and at once decided upon complying with
the Conncil's conditional after-thought.

" The last
ob.stacle seems, therefore, to have been removed. It
is intended to proceed with the work as speedily as
possible, as twelve months must elapse before they
can be brought into working operation.

Arundel.—At the request of the Arundel Town
Council, the Duke of Norfolk lias consented to
alli'W the tnwii to be supplied with water from a
splendid lake in his grounds, known as Swanbounio
Lake, which already supplies all tlie water tised at
the Castle. The Duke has also offered to construct,
at his own expense, the necessary tank, and to lay a
certain portion of the pipes. The supply will be
ci>nstant and free of cost.

BiUMixoTtAM.—The Birmingham Corporation lias
wilder consideration a scheme to supply the town
with water from the rivers Elan and Claerwen, in
Cardiganshire and Eadnorahire, a distance from 13ir-

niingham of over eighty miles.

Dr.. Letheby an'd the LoynoM Water Com-
panies.—In the debate in the House of Commons
on Tuesday week on the water supply of London,
Mr. Kay-Shnttleworth is reported to have said that
"Dr. Letheby was not an independent authority.
He had for many years been the paid analyst of the
water companies, ami his evidence must p.artake of a
certainbias." Dr. Letheby wishes it to be stated
that this statement is entirely without foundation,
inasmuch as he neither is now, and never was, the
paid analyist of the water companies.

m^ mu M\t.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENStTING WEEK.
Monday Royal Institute of British Architrcts. "On

\\orksatthft Liverpool Exr-han(?e and adiaeent
Public Buildings." By Mr. Th. H. Wyatt, Presi-
dent. 8 p.m.

Society of Enpinfiera. *'0n the Timbering
or Trenches nn<l Tumit^Ih, applicable to Sewerntre
or Railway Works." By Mr. C.Turner. 7.30 p.m.

Tuesday. Tmtitxdion of CixU Enginperf. The PresU
deut'a Annual Conver.^a7loie. 9 p.m.

TntTRSDAY. Sorietv for the Encouragement of the Flue
Jrf. "On G^niR and Pr(>oions RtouRs." By
Professor Tenaant. (King".! follegp) S pm.

pROPosF.D Annual Autumnal Exhibition of
Oil and AVati:u Colour Paintings at Liver-
pool.—AVe understand that it is the intention of

the Liverpool Corporatioii to re-establish an annual
exhibition of oil-pahitings and water-colour draw-
inejs. The former annual exhibitions were of con-

siderable importance, but were discontinued about

seven years ago, owing to some dissensions amonc^

the promoters. That a town so wealthy and of such

magnitude should be without its art exhibition has

long been felt to be a discredit. Accordingly a

vigorous effort has been made by Messrs. Samuelson.
Rathbone. aiulPicton. membersof the Town Council,

and there is every prospect of the exhibitions being

successfully revived. They will be held in the Free

Librarj' and Sluseum, and works intended for exhi-

bition must be forwarded tlie week after the close of

the Royal Academy.

The Propos'-:d New Street froi^i Oxford-
street TO CiiARiNCi-cRoss.—At the meeting of the

Metropolitan Board of "Works on Friday last,

Colonel Hogg in the chair, it was reported that the

Works Committee had considered a memorial from
the promoters of the Fusion, S. Pancras, and Char-
ing-cross Railways, asking the Board to contribute

one-half of the estimated cost of the new street pro-

posed to be formed in connection with their line from
Oxford-street -through Leicester-square, that the

Committee are of opinion that the formation of a
new street from the Tottenham-court-road to Char-
ing-cross would be so evident a benefit and advan-
tage to the public that the Board wo\ild be justified

in contributing one-half of the net cost of the new
street after the recoupment from the sale of surplus

lands, provided the railway included in the road so

much of the surface of Leicester-square as the rail-

way will pass under, the expenditure of the Board
not to exceed the sum of £200,000. Mr. Runtz said

this street had been contemplated for thirty years.

It was a most desirable improvement, and if the

Board had to construct it without the help of the

railwa}' company it would coat them ,£.300,000. If

the Board did not take advantage of this opportu-
nity, they would be compelled at some future time to

carry it out at their own cost. Mr. Lloyd moved
an amendment that the question be deferred until

after the approaching elections for members of the

Board had been decided. After some discussion and
a diWsion the report of the Committee was adopted.

The Eyes of the Evangelists.—^lark Boyd, in

his "Reminiscences of Fifty Years." tells the following

anecdote:—A new church had been erected in Bi^^hop

Blomticld's diocese, and a day was appointed for the

consecration. The Bishop having receiv^ed several

letters, some anonymous, attacking the taste of the

architect, as they alleged, for introducing gewgaws,
both externally and internally, resolved to judge for

himself, and accordingly drove down two hours pre-

viously, having desired the architect to meet him.
Plis lordship could find nothing outside the building

to question, and then began his inspection of the in-

terior, with which he was also satisfied ; but just as

he bad reached the pulpit, he looked up at four

wooden images. " What, Mr. Architect, do (ft?)/ re-

present?"—"'The four Evangelists, my lord."

—

"Thev look to me asleep."—"Do you think so, my
lord P"

— "I do." The architect, tnrning round to

one of bis men working in a pew. called out "Smith,
bring your chisel, and open the eyes of the

Evangelists."

Waterford Harbour. — The "W"aterford Har-
bour Commissioners have given instructions for a
survey to be made at the mouth of the har-
bour, in order to bring the question of the removal
of the, bar before the Board of Trade. The
estimated cost of such removal is £.'>0,O0O. To
meet this expenditure, it is proposed to levy dnes on
all foreign vessels making the harbour a port of

call.

London Street Noi^rENCLATURE.—The IMetro-

politan Board of AA^'orks has decided to make tlie

fiillowing alterations in the names of streets within
their jurisdiction:—Oatton-road, Peckham, to be
called Tilson-road ; Clarendon-street, Somers-town,
to be re-named L'^nderhill-street ; and York-street,

Battersea, to be re-named Este-street.

Leicester Architectural Society's Annual
Excursion.—The annual summer meeting of the
Leicestershire Architectural Society will this year
he held at L^ppingham, in conjunction with the

Northamptonshire Architectural?and Archaeological

Society. The meeting will extend over two days,
Tuesday and Wednesday, the 0th and 7tli of June.
The proceedings will commence with a public meeting,

when an inaugural address will be given by the

president, the llev. Lord Alwyne Compton, and a

paper on '^ The Bishops at Lyddington " will be read

by tlie Rev. T. B. Rowe. In the afternoon

an excursion will be made to Ayston, Preston,

Glaston, Bisbrooke, Lyddington, and Stoke Dry. At
eight o'clock in the evening a public meeting will be

held in the large school-room, when papers will be

read by Sir Henry Dryden, Bart., the Rev. T. H.
Hill, rector of Cranoe, and the Rev. George Ayliffe

Poole, vicar of Welford. On the following dav
several places of great interest will be visited,

inchuling Seaton. Harringworth, Laxton. Blather-

wycke. Bulwick. Deene, Deene Hall, Kirby Hall, and
Rockingham Castle.

STATUES, MEMORIALS, Etc,

The Monument to General Outram.—Tiio
full-length brouze figure of the late General Outram
was on Wednesday hoisted on to the pedestal erected
for it within the last few days in the ornamental
garden on the Thames Embankment, near Charing-
cross-bridge, and it will shortly be uncovered.

The Late Lord Derby-.—At a meeting of the
executive committee of the Lancashire Penny
Memorial to the late Lord Derby, it has been decided
to devote the whole of the money collected (about
£300) to the erection of a statue in memory of the
late Earl, and to re-open the subscription-list without
any limitation whatever. The site chosen is the
park presented to Preston, in 1865, by the late

Alderman Thomas Miller. It is situated on the
north bank of the River Ribble.

Cljips.

The London School Board on Wednesday roaolved
upon the appointment of a consulting architect and
surveyor, at a salary of £oOO per annum.

The Poor Law Board has sanctioned an outlay of

£400 for new lavatories at the Hackney Workhouse.

The church of Winterborne Monckton, Wilts,

was reopened on the 25th ult., after restoration.

In Liverpool a public meeting for the purpose of

foiTuing a company for providing suitable dwellings
for tho labouring classes of that town and port was
held at the Law Association Rooms yesterday. The
Earl of Derby presided.

The new pier at Portobcllo, of which a description
appeared in the Building News a fortnight ago, was
opened on Tuesday week.

The foundation-stone of a new Roman Catholin
College was laid on Tuesday week, at Clones, by
Cardinal OuUen.

The Observer contradicts the rumour that there ia

an idea of placing the Mint on the Thames Embank-
ment. The site which the Government proposes to

adopt for the building is, it states, in Temple-lane.

A stained-glass window is to be placed in Durham
Cathedral, in memory of the late Judge-Advocate
General.

Tlie Bishop of Manchester consecrated a new
church at Bolton on Thursday week.

PERSONAL.

The late Chainnan of the C'ity Lands Conimittoe of

the Corporation of London, Mr. Robert Taylor, has
been presented with a handsome drawing-room
clock, as an aclcuowledgmeut of his valuable ser-

vices during the past year.

Earl Cowper has authorised the Council of the
Working Men's Club and lusfitute Union to arrange
for the annual gathering of the members of their,

alhliated institutions at his beautiful park at Pans-
hanger.

Mrs. Eliza Fonlston, widow of the late Mr. John
F(nilRton, architect, has recently presented a large

donation to the funds of the National Lifeboat In-
stitution. Mrs. Foulston's gift will not only cover
the coat of a lifeboat, but will ]iay for the erection of

the contemplated new lifeboat station at Sunder--

land. /

Mr. J. R. Harding, tho surveyor to the Romfom
Local Board, has been appointed engineer and sur-

veyor for the town of Epsom, Surrey, at a salary

of £200 per annum, with the privilege of being

allowed to take private practice.

Mr. C. J. Pliipps had the honour on Thursdaj',

tho 25th ult., of submitting to H.R.H. the Prince of

Wales, at Marlborough House, the designs which he

has since sent to the Government at Copenhagen in

competition for the New Opera House, to be erected

in that city.

Mr. Henry Graves, the well-lniown print pub-
lisher, has sent a gift of engravings for the walls of

tho Asylum for Idiots, to the value of 100 guineas,

this being his second gift to the asylum.
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%mkx %x^k Jubielu.
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PiiirES, May 31.—Per S. Petersburg standard :—Gothon-
Inirg first and second quality mixed yellow, £7 Os. to
£10 lOs.; ditto first aud second quality mixed whitewood.
£8; ditto third quality yellow, £7 15s. to £9; WifstaWarf
t*liird yellow, £7 5s.; Christiana second yellow battens,
2^ X tiiin., £7 to £7 10s.; ditto third quality yellow
battens, £(> 10s.; ditto first quality white, £7 lbs.: ditto
common quality whitewood, 2^ x 7 and I'^in., £3 1o3. to
£4lUs.; Quebec first quality bright yellow pine, 2iu., £15
to £15 10s. ; ditto third qualltj* bright yelluw pine, £9 5s.

to £9 10s.; Wyburg first quality mill-sawn yellow,
o X Itin., £9; ditto 2^ x 7in., £9 5s.; Dram first quahty
yellow, £G 5s. to £G 10s.; ditto first quality whitewood,
£5 15s.; ditto short lengths, £4 7s. 6d.; ditto third quality
yellow, £5 15s.; ditto third quality whitewood, £5 5s.;

Kragero first aud second quality mixed yellow, 2^ x
7in., £7 IDs. to £7 15s.; short length, £6 5s. ; ditto
2i X G^in., £6 5s.; short lengths, £-5 10s.; ditto third
quality. £5 1.5s.; ditto fii-st and second quality mixed
whitewood. £5 15s. to £6 5s.; Husum third quality yellow,
3 X 7in., £7 10s.

At per 120 12ft. 3 x 9in.:—S. John's unsorted spruce,
£11 10s. to £13 lOs. ; ditto ends, £10 10s.; Christiana
second quality yellow, £12 153. to £13 5s.; Quebec first

spruce, £1G to £18; ditto second quality, £13 10s.; ditto
third quality, £12 to £13 .5s.; ditto fourth quality. £11 lOs.;

Miramiehi unsorted spruce, £13 10s.; Saunesund first

quality yellow, £lil 15s. ; ditto whitewood. £ls 15s.

ijXiik Metos.

TENDERS.
Borough.—For the erection of a warehouse in South-

wark-street. Borough, for Messrs. .T. H. Bennett aud Co.
Mr. W. Seckham Withiugtou, architect, 135, Cheapside.
Quantities by Messrs. Linsdell & Giffard :

—

Fish £2S50
Ashby & Sons 3170
Eaton & Chapman... 31G7
Heushaw 3147
Perry & Co 3129
Mark 3125
Rider & Son 3120
Elkiugton (accepted) 2922

City.—For alterations and general repairs to No. 33,

Aldersgate-street. Mr. H. Winstanley, architect:

—

Patman & Fotheriugham £348
Beetou 33.3

Pritehard 327
Jewell & Sou 313

Derbyshire.—For the erection of a parsonage-house
at Holmersfiekl for the Rev. Thomas Hirst. Mr. S. Rollin-
son. architect, Chesterfield :—

•

Excavator's, Mason's, Bricklayer's, Slater's, Plasterer's,
Smith's, and Founder's Departments :

—

Tomlinson £797
ytaveley 700
"Wright & Boler (accepted) C70

Carpenter's, Joiner's, Pliunbers, Glazier's, Painter's, aud
Stainer's Departments :

—

Margerrisou £415 10
Marshall 410
Elliott (accepted) 403

Edmonton.—For Edmonton main drainage, Middlesex,
Mr. G. Eedes Eacchus, M. Inst. C.E., engineer. Quantities
supplied by Mr. Driver:

—

Waller £47,CS2
"Web-ster 44, mx)
Stiff 41.00U
Parnell 40,089
Kyan & Co 39,918
Walker 38,621

Hill. Keddell. & Waldram 38,J5(3i>

Anderson & Duumore 3C,425

Bloomfield& Morris 35,975

Ritson 34.750
Wainwright & Wilson 33,880

Marshall 33.600

Riley 33,-500

Pearson 33,333
Haynes 3.3,000

Brown 32,000

Neave 31,830

Moore* 31,730

Chappell 29.950
Sibsey (accepted) 28.124
Wigmoro 27,700

'Exclusive of work under the New River.

HOLBORN. — For rebuilding the Branch Bank for
the London and County Banking Company. Mr. C. Joeolyn
Parnrll. architect. Quantities supplied by Mr. James
ScholtPld :—

Simpson £fi.f5G0

Condor 6.575
Hill & Sons fi,.573

J. Perry & Co. (accepted) 6.501

PiMLiro.—For residences and buys' schoola for S. Barna-
bas, Pimlico. Mr. F. W. Hunt, architect.

Schools. House.
Richardson £2481 18 9 ... 1707 14 6
Jackson & Shaw... 2281 ... 1592
Haylock & Sou* ... 213(J ... 1480

Accepted.

PlAISTOW.—For Rcbool finishings, Jlethodist
Church, Plaistow. Mr. F. Boreham, architect:—

Harrop (accepted) £00
S. (JEOitaK's-iN-THE-EAST.-For paving work in Old

Gravel-lane, Chapman-stroct, and other parts of the
parish:

—

Rutley £240.5

Booth 2325
Grifliths 2;;.S4

Mowlem 23i;o

West (accepted) 2295

SWANSEA--For re-erection of premises at High-street.
Mr. Thomas Daviea, architect.

Davis & Morgan £800
Thomas Watkins & Jenkins 770
Morgan 624
Eees 6,19

White (accepted) 600

Free

STDENHAnr.-For repairs to the water towers at the
Crystal Palace. Mr. 0. H. Driver, architect. Quantities
supplied by Mr. T. Nisou;^

Laing £.'5880

Chappell ,5500

Downs 3499
Brice .3480

Nixon & Son S-VJH

Jackson & Shaw (accepted) 3193

Sydenham.—For building villa residence on the Crystal
Palace Park estate. Mr. John Norton, architect, 24, Old
Bond-street, W. :

—

Peskett & Taylor £lM30
Nightingale 2214
Dover, Dowel, &, Co 2:i01

Cooke 2250
Pollard 2235
Smith 2198
Heath, jun 2189
Cooke & Green 2178
Taylor 212(J

Capps & Ritso 2110
Gooding 2004
Watson, Bros. 1930
Hughesdon 19;}0

Whiting I9I9
Crossley 1S98
Waterson & Co 1880
Crook & Wall ..,, 1845
Moore & Grainger 1705

Winchester.—For the erection of Guildhall, police-
station, museum, and other buildings at Winchester.
Messrs. Jefferv & Skiller. architects. Hastings. Quantities
by Mr. Thos. Ladds, Tuubridge Wells:—

Blackburn £1-3,3.50

Dowel & Co 13,120 3

Smith 12,995 U 8
Brinton & Eone 12,350
Hagou 12,204
Harrison & Sou 11.860
Macklin 11,689

Carter 11,280

Sollett 10.987

Dugay 10.900
Quick
Finch
Dallimore ,.

Bull & Sons
Newman & Son 10,475

Wm. Sibley 10,327

10,874
10,525

10.520
10,496

Barnes & Moody 10,313

CONTRACTS OPEN FOR BUILDINQ
ESTIMATES.

Leeds, June 5.—For the erection of a new ware-
house, in York-place. Stephen Ernest Smith, archi-

tect, 39. Park-square, Leeds.
BRADroRD, June 6.—For emptying, cleansing, and

disinfecting all the mlddins, ashpits, privies, and cess-

pools in the said borough for a term of one, two, or
three years, ^y. T. McGowau, Town Clerk, Town
Clerk's Office. Bradford.
King's Cliffe. June 5.—The trustees of the Law

and Hutchcnson's Chai-ities are desirous of receiving
tenders for converting certain promises, situate in the

town of King's Cliffe, and county of Northampton,
into schools, with master and mistress's houses attached.

Kennedy & O'Douoghue, Architects, Bangor and
Glasgow.
Lancashire and Yorkshire Railway, June 13.

—For the painting required at several of their stations.

William S. Lawn, Secretary, Manchester.
Woolwich, June 7.—For the erection of an infir-

mary for "Woolwich Union. Apply to Mr. E. B.
Sargent, Clerk to the Guardians, Edward-street, Wool-
wich.

Stockton andMiddlesborough Watekworks
CojiPANv, June 5.—For the construction of a large

additional service reservoir at Fighting Cocks. Thomas
Hall, Secretary, Central-buildings, Darlington.
Halifax, June i;.—For the erection of a Methodist

New Connection Cha|n-1, on the site of the present
Salem Chapel, North L'iuadc. Hill aud Swann, archi-

tects.

EATH AND OTHER BUILDING STONES,
OF BEST QUALITY.

EANDELL, SAUNDERS & 00., Limited,
Quari-ynien and Stone Mercliants.

List of prirps ;it the Quarrii^s and Dptiwts, also eost of
transit to any pai't of the United Kingdom, furnished on
application to

Bath Stose Office :

[Advt.]
' COESHAM, WILTS.

TO ARCHITECTS.
flREEN ROOFING-SLATES.

A9 supplied to JI.E.H. The Prince of Wales at Sandyingliam.

The Penmoyle Soa-green SlatGH are spocialiy adapted for
Churclios, Public Buildings, &c., &c.

{Less costly than ordinarij Gothic Tiling.)

These durable and non-absorbent Slates can be obtained
in sizes suitable for Gothic Architecture, at prices as
under.

In Ilaihvay Trucks, Docks, GlouecHter:—

Per Equivftlont to

1,200 Slates, iiui- Kfnuiro

Best Green Slates 14 bv 7 2 17 C ... Ifis. Cd.

Do. do. 13 by 8 2 17 6 ... K,s. (id.

Do. do. I.) by 7 2 ... Hs.
Do. do. 12bv7 1 IS (i ... l.'is.

Do. do. 12 by 17 ... lis.

Prices of larse Sizes, Cost of Transit. Referenco Testi-

monials, aud Sample Specimens may bo obttiiucd on ap-
plication to

MESSES. E;VNDELL & CO., Corsham, Wilts.

Specimens at Museum of Geology, Jermyn-street, Picca-
dilly, W., and at Architectural Museum, Tufton-street'
Westmiuster.

LATEST PRICES OF 1VIA.TERIALS USED
IN CONSTRUCTION.

METALS.
Lead.

Pig—Foreign .... per tou £17 17 6 £1S
„ English W.B. . . do 19 15 20

„ Lead Co do 18 IS 19

„ Other brands . . do IS 5 18 10
Sheet Milled .... do 18 1.5 19
Shot, Patent .... do 20 10 21
Reil or minium .... do 20 10 000
Litharge, W.B do
White DlT do 25 a 211

„ ground in oil .. do

CorPER.
British—Cake & Ingot . per ton 71 10 72
Best Selected .... do 73 0. 74
Sheet do 74 77
Bottoms do 79
Australian do 72 () II 7.3 {)

Spanish Cake .... do 000 000
Chili Bars, cash ... do 04 .J 65 10

„ Kellned ingot . . do 70 72
Yellow Metal .... per lb. CJ 7J

Iro.v.

Pig in Scotland, cash . per ton 2 17

Welsh Bar, in London . do 7 .5 7 10
Wales .do 12 B C 15

Staffordshire .... do 7 15 850
Eail, in Wales .... do G 15 700
Sheets, single in London do 9 5 10 5
Hoops, lirst quality . . do 8 15 9 5
Nail Hod do 7 10 7 15
Swedish do 9 15 10

Timber.
Teak load 12 5 13
Quebec, red pine .... „ ;l 15 4 15

„ yellow pine . . „ 4 5 6 5

Queliee o'ak. white . . „ 6 5

„ birch „ 3 10 4 15

elm ,
4 4 10

Dautzic oak ,, 4 15 6 15
flr „ 2 10 4 10

Memel flr „ 2 10 3 10

Eiga „ 3 5 3 10
Swedish „ 2 5 2 15
Masts, Quebec red pine . „ 4 10

„ yellow pine ... „ 400 10

Oregon „ 700 900
Lathwood, Dantzic, fm. . „ 3 5

St. Petersburg „ 5 5 15

Deals, per C, 12ft. by il

by 9!n.,

Quebec, white spruce . . „ 12 10 IS

St. John, white spruce . „ 12 10 14 10

Yellow pine, pr reduced C
Canada, 1st quality . . . „ IS 19 10

2nd do 13 6 14
Archangel, yellow ... „ 12 10 14 10
St. Petersburg, yellow . „ 13 13 10
Finland

,
700 800

Memel and Dantzic ... „ 000 000
Gothenburg, yellow 8 10 10 10

white ... „ 8 10 9 10
Gefle, yellow „ 10 10 o 12 10

Soderham „ 8 10 12
Christiania, per C, 12ft. by
3by9in., yellow ... „ 10 12 10

Other Norway
,

7 S

Flooring boards, pr square
of lin., first yellow . . „ 9 10

First white „ 080 090
Second qualities .... „ 000 080

Oils, &r.

Seal, palo per tun 37
Sperm body „ 82 u li

Cod
,

35 10
Whale, South Sea, palo . „ 34
Olive, Gallipoli

,
48

Cocoanut, Cochin, tun . „ 50
Palm, fine „ 311 10 37

Linseed „ 82 5

Rapesced, Eng pale . . „ 45 10
Cottonseed „ 27 o 31 10

BANKRUPTS.
TO SURRE.NPER l\ THE COI'XTRY.

Athorn, Thomas Walter, Chorlton-upon-Medlock,
plumber. June 12, at Manchester.—Jump, James, Water
loo builder, June 19, at Liverpool.—John Bewley, Cam
bridge, iron founder, June 8, at 12.

BANKHUPTCY ANNULLED.
Wilkinson, John and James, Sheffield, builders, May .3.

DIVIDEND MEETINGS.
Juno 15. H. Orford, Greenwich, timber merchant.—June

1.5, II. V. Martin, Leeds, cotton spinner and brickmaker.

—

June 1.3, T. Williams, Wrexham, brick aud tile manu-
facturer.

PAYMENT OF PIVIDEND.
William E. Wilson, Plymouth, builder, Is.

PARTNERSHIPS DISSOLVED.
J. Lassey and W. Dennet, Warley, Yorkshire, stone

merchants.—J. Hague and W. Thompson, Sheffield, brass
founders.—J. Thompson and J. Freakley, Wortley, York-
shire, brick manufacturers.—C. Barlow and W. F. Clare,

Southampton-buildings, consulting engineers.—W. Smith
and S. Cockcroft, .Vllerton, Yorkshire, stone merchants.

—

Cooper and Stowell, Clarence Wharf and Swan-lane,
Rotherhithe, and King's-cross, stone merchants.—Ncavo
and I''r.v, London, Portsmouth, and Bristol, contractors.

—

Charlton aud Cownley, Lombard-court. City, surveyors.—
Hodgson and Davidson, Ramsgate, iron merchants and
auctioneers.

SCOTCH SEQOESTR.ITIOS.
James Schoolar, Lockerbie, mason, June 7, at 12.

Smai.l-pox, Fevers, and Sktn Diseases.—Tho pre-

disposition to is prevented by Lamplough's Pyretic Saline.

Agreeable, vitalising, aud invigorating, its effects are
remarkable in their cure and prevention. Take it as

directed. Sokl by chemists and the maker, H. LamplougU,
11,3, Holborn-hill.—[Adveetlsement.]
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To Architects.

THE Committee of the intended NEW
MASONIC HALL, LIVERPOOL, invite COMPE-

TITION PLANS and Elevations for a New Masonic Hall.

A Premium uF .ClOO will be awar.lecl for tho best, and .C50

for the second-best Design. Both plans to become the

property of the Committee; but should either of the

successful competitors be employed in the erection of the

buildinic,', the Premium to merge in his commission, which
shall not exceed £5 per cent, on the proposed outlay. The
competition will be limited tj those architects, who are

subscribing members of a Masonic Lodge in England. All

Plans to be deposited not later than the 1st September
nest, sealed and addressed to the Honorary Secretary of

the Committee, Masonic Hall, 22, Hope-street, Liveniool.
being marked with a Motto or Device, and accompanied
by a sealed envelope similarly mnrked, containing the
name, address, and number of L'ldge of its author, but
which will not be opened until after the Prizes are awarded.

Printed particulars, and a plan of the site, will be fur-

nished to intending competitors by depositing 10s, (which
will be returned to all parties sending in designs, except
the successful competitors) on application to

EOBERT WILSON.
Honorary Secretary to the Committee,

34, South Castle-street, Liverpool.

BUILDING LAND.

MESSRS. DRIVER beg to inform the
public that thev have some exceedingly eligible

BUILDING LAND TO BE LET ON BUILDING LEASE,
and SOLD in the following Districts:

—

<

KEW.—Cumberland Estate, close to the Station and
Kew t'^^ardens. Roads made.

CAMBEEWELL.—At the rear of the Camberwell New-
road Station.

COLD HARB(iUR-LANE.—Twenty Acres, close to St.

Savinur's L'burch.
EALING.—Adjoining the New Station. Castle Hill

Park Estate. Sevcnty-tlve acres.

ESHER.—Thirty-live acres, fronting high-road, and
suitable for flrst-class villas.

HANWELL.—Fronting the high-road and near the
Station.

NORWOOD, SURREY : BEULAH PARK.—14G acres,

well timbered.
DENMARK-HILL, SURREY.—About four acres, well
adapted fur superior residences.

REGENT'S PARK.—With fr.mtage to the Park and
Albany-street, 3i)(Ht. square.

BREAD-STREET-HILL.—Area about GOO feet, auitable

for a warehouse.
RICHMOND.—Lansdowne House Estate, frontage on

Richmond-hill, the Lower-road, and abutting on the
Thames.

MALDEN, Surrey.—230 acres, good frontage and close

to the Station.
BETCHWORTH.-Undulated and well-timbered. Suit-

able for superior residences.

CHOBHAM and CHERTSEY.—Forty-four acres, front-

ing a high-road.
LEYTON.—Sixty-seven acres. Detached Plots.

LEYTONSTONE.—Thirty acres, close to the Station.
Roads aud Sewers made.

BOW.—Suitable for small Houses.
TUNBRIDGE WELLS.—The Culverdeu Estate, adjoin-

ing the Town.
TOTTENHAM. — West Green-lane, with frontage

thereto, and the high-road. About forty acres.

DITTO.—Hanger-lane. Three acres. Guod frontage.

NORTH SHIELDS.—Valuable Buildiug Sites surround-
ing the Tuwn.

WIMBLEDON.—Seven Acres, adjoining Station.

For further particulars and terms, apply to Messrs.
DRIVER. Survevors, Land Agents, and Auctioneers, 4,

Whitehall, London, S.W.

REGENT'S PAR K—SITE of the
COLOSSEUM.—Valuable BUILDING LAND TO

BE LET, occupying about 81,000 square feet, with about
.^00 feet frontage to the Park, and also to Albany-street.

—

For terms and particulars, apply to Messrs. Mayhew,
Salmon, & Whiting, Solicitors, 30, Great George -street.

Westminster; and to Messrs. Driver, Surveyors, Laud
Agents, and Auctioneers, 4, Whitehall, London, S.W.

BRIDEWELL HOSPITAL. — Building
Land in New Eridge-stroet, Blaekfriars. The

Governors of Bridewell Hospital are prepared to LET, on
LEASE, for SO vears, hv Publie Tender, the SITE of
BADLEY'S HOTEL, and the TWO HOUSES, No. 12 and
1.% adioiniug, in New Bridge-street, Blackfriars, together
with the vacant land at the back, exclusive of a roadway
of 40 feet in width reserved, measuring about 28,404 feet
in area, and hiiving a frontage to Tudor-street, Black-
friars, with option to the lessee of either pulling down or
retaining so much of the buildings of Radley's Hotel and
the adjoiniug houses as ho may please ; these buildings
cover an area of 20,484 superficial feet. Forms of tender
and plans of the site may be obtained on ti])])]icatiun of
Mr. A. M. Jcaffreson, at the Clerk's offlci', Rriclcwell
Hospital ; or of Fredk. Marrable, Esq., the surveyor tuthe
Hospital, No. 21. Wlnlcliall-iilace.
The Governors di> m.i |.ledge themselves to accept the

highest or any tender. Tenders on the printed form to be
delivered at the Hospital, in New Bridge-street, Black-
friars, before 12 o'clock on Saturday, 1st July, 1871.

Orown Buildiug Land, St. James's.

A COMMANDING SITE on tlie North
.l\. Side of Eyder-street, St. James's, and adjoining to
St. Jame.s's-strcet, is offered bv the Oommi.ssiouer of Her
Majesty's 'Woods, TO BE LET by TENDEB on Lease for
SO years. The tenders to be delivered on Friday, June
30th. Forms and conditions of tender may be obtained
at tho OfBoe of Woods, No. 1. Whitehall-place, or of
Arthur Cates, Esq., No. 7, Whitehall-yard, S.W.

LOUGIITON PARK, ESSEX, near to the
station, FBEEHOLD BUILDINQ LAND, reserved

for good pvivate residences, with paddoi'ks and grounds,
to be SOLD, or LET on building leases.—Apply to Mr. E.
Littler, Upper Plaistow, E.

B UILDING LAND TO EE LET.

ROEHAMPTON, SURREY, for detached and semi-
detached Villas, also a few Sites for Shops. The roads
ami sewer made.
MILVERTON, near LEAMINGTON, for detached villa

residences.
ASHFORD, near WINDSOR, close to tho station,

suitable for detached and semi-detached villas.

WEST HAM, ESSEX, close to the Stratford and
Stratford Bridge stations of the G. E. Railway, suitable

for small property ; also some very advantageous front-

ages with wharfage, suitable for manufacturing premises,

or will be sold iu plots to suit purchasers. Advances
made.
SYDENHAM, KIRKD.VLE NURSERY, close to

station, aud adjoining the church. Gentlemen wishing to

erect premises for their own occupation will find this a
good opportunity.
WANDSWORTH COMMON.—For sale, close to ditto,

about 12 acres
; part of the purchase money can remain.

Apply to Eeeston, Son, and Brereton, Architects and
Surveyors, 27, Grosvenor Mansions, Victoria-street, West-
minster.

ELIGIBLE BUILDING LAND TO BE
LET or SOLD, in large or small quantities, iu locali-

ties \vithiu easy distance from London. Advances, if

required, to respectable builders.—Apply to Messrs. Keu-
nard and Buck, Architects and Surveyors, 39, Finsbury-
circus, E.G.

TO BUILDERS.—TO BE DISPOSED
OF. a BUILDERS BUSINESS, in a large manufac-

turing town in the West of England ; has been established
for many years. Either one or two yards to be let, with
workshops and sheds. Also, a double saw-pit in each,

and oflices and stables in one.—For particulars apply to

A. Z., Comptou Villa, 29, Cotham-road BristoL

HANLEY-ROAD, IIORNSEY.—TO BE
LET on Building Leases, a valuable FREEHOLD

ESTATE, eligibly situate and well adapted for the ercetion
of houses from £30 to £70 per annum. The roads and
sewers are made, and the footpaths curbed. It is within
five minutes' walk of the Croueh Hill Station on the Metro-
politan Railway. Omnibuses pass the estate every ten
minutes to and from the West-end and City. For par-
ticulars apply to Messrs. Hammack and Lamljcrt, Archi-
tects and Surveyors, 59, Bishopsgatc-strcet, City, E.C.

'^l-'O BUILDERS and ARCHITECTS.—
Jl. Two magnificent SITES for Mansions may be had

near Wiudsor Parle, iu positions where immediate sales at
good prices might be anticipated. A few good detached
Villas might be erected with equal advantage.—Address,
"Mansion," Fairoaks, Chislehurst.

FIVE ACRES, TWO ACRES, and ONE
ACRE of FREEHOLD LAND for SALE in a

beautiful district with gravel soil; near a station, and an
hour from London. Price £150 per acre.—Apply to
"Freeholds," care of Messrs. Dowsett and Chattell,
29A, Lincolu's-inn-fields.

SURREY-SQUARE, OLD KENT-ROAD.
ELIGCBT^E LAND to b? LET on Building Leases.

Roads aud Sewers are made. For particulars apply to

John Browne, Esq., Stratheden Lodge, Wellesley-road,
Croydon; Messrs. Jones, Arkcoll, and Jones, No. 190,

Tooley-street; aud Mr. Robert Parris, No. ill, Kennington-
road, S.E.

WANTED.
Advertisements for *' Situations Wa7ited''' are i/iserted in

the "Building News" a( a charge of One ShiUbig

for the first Twenty-four Words.

WANTED, by an Architect in Dublin, a
thoroughly qualified ASSISTANT. Must be com-

peteiit to take eharge in the absence of the principal,

well up in Gothic design, and a rapid draughtsman, per-
spective and gei.^metrie. None but persons of experience
and ability need apply. Address, with testimonials
(copies), stating references, age, and salary reqiured, to

"Architect," 175, Great Brunswick-street, Dublin.

WANTED, in an Architect's Office, a
thoroughly wcll-qualifled ASSISTANT, who is

also a Correct and expeditious quantity measurer; may
lead to a permanent engagement. Apply, stating terms.
qualifications, and with special testimonials, to E., Mr,
Gaskarth, bookseller, Bradford, Yorkshire.

WANTED. — A respectable, intelligent,
educated YOUNG MAN, to make himself gene-

rally useful at Office Work. One possessing a kuowleilge.
and having a taste for drawing, and who could assist ut
photography preferred. Apply, sending specimens, re-

ference, aud tenns, to J. P., Terra Cotta Works, Brox-
buurne.

TO ARCHITECTS AND SURVEYORS.
—A JUNIOR ASSISTANT desires a RE-EN-

G.\(4EMENT. Salary very moderate. Address, B., 55,

Wal ford-road. Stoke Newington.

TO ARCHITECTS.—An ASSISTANT
desires an ENGAGEMENT ; well up in office rou-

tine. Moderate salary. First-class references. Address,
X., General Post-office, Birkenhead.

10 SURVEYORS AND ARCHITECTS.
A Kood DKAUGIIT.SM.\N and Perspective Hand,

who can survey and level, OFFEIIS his SERVICES at

£(> per month. A. B., 37, Museum-street, Bloonisbury.

N ARCHITECT'^ ASSISTANT is

desirous of an ENGAQEMENT for throe or four
days a week. For particulars of qualifications, &c.. apply
to Gothic, Post-office, Greek-street, Soho-square, W.

T'

To ARCHITECTS IN LONDON.—

A

vouth (18), son of a country builder, has been two
years in that trade, desires a SITUATION as JUNIOR
ASSISTANT.—Beta, Post-office, Flore, near Woedon,
Nurthamptonshire.

ANTED, EMPLOYMENT as MANA-
GER of WCtRKS. Has had large experience as

a General Builder.—Address, A. D., Mr. Johnson, South -

gate-street, Bath.

'^pO ARCHITECTS AND SURVEYORS.
L —A thoroughly careful and well-qualified GENE-

RAL ASSISTANT desires a RE-ENGAGEMENT. Ex-
perienced in design, detail, specifications, costs, &c. First-

rate references. Address "Beta," 5, Denbigh-street,
Warwick-square, Loudon, S.W.

TO ARCHITECTS. ~ WANTED, an
ENGAGEMENT by a Gentleman well up iu per-

spective details, general drawings. Salary moderate,
C. W. R., Post-office, Cani>nbury. N.

TO ARCHITECTS. -- WANTED, by
the ADVERTISER, a SITUATION in an ARCHI-

TECT'S OFFICE. Details, Working Drawings, &c
Address S. W., (i, Queens-road West, Chelsea, S.W.

A SURVEYOR whose Quantities are
guaranteed TAKES OUT QUANTITIES at 4s. per

cent.—L. L. D., 119, Kings-cross-road.

OPPUS'S MEASURER, Enlarged and
Revised. Showing, at sight, the Solid or Super-

ficial Contents (and consequently the value) of any Piece
or Quantity of Square or Round Timber, either standing
or Felled; also of Stone, Board, Glass, Ac, made use of iu

the Erecting or Repairing of aay Building, »tc. Contrived
to answer all the occasions of gentlemen and artificers far

beyond anything yet extant, the contents being iu feet,

inches, and twelfth-parts of an inch, with a copious

introductoi-y Explanation of the Several Tables, showing
the excelleuco of this new method of measuring. Edited
by WILLIAM RICHARDSON.
FREDERICK W-:VRNE & Co., Bedford-3t.,Covent-garden.

Now ready, two vols, demy Svo., containing 1,100 pages
and 33 Plates, strongly bound iu cloth, price £2 2s.

TPIE HANDBOOK OF SPECIFICA-
TIONS. Illustrated by Precedents of Buildings

actually executed by eminent Architects and Engineers.

Preceded by a Preliminary Essay, and Skeletons of Spe-
cifications and Contracts. &c. By Professor T. L. DONALD-
SON, President of the Royal Institute of British Architects,

&e. With a Review of the Law of Contracts, &c. By W.
CUNNINGHAM (-1LEN, Barristcr-at-Law.

London : LOCKWOOD & Co., 7, Stationers' Hall-court, E.C

.

THE TRADES' ACUMEN : a Table for
readily Ascertaining the number of yards, feet,

inches, and parts in anything that requires measuring
No trade should be without it. Post free for 13 receipt

stamps.

Published and Sold by S. FUNKENSTEIN, 25, Great
Queen-street, Holborn.

Now Ready, crown 8vo., cloth, illustrated by forty-eight

plates, and numerous wood engravings, 18s.

Just published.

THE 0RNA:MENTATI0N of the TRAN-
SITlONiVL PEEIOD of BRITISH AECHITEC-

TURE. A scries of Illustrations of the Carved Work
of the Transitional Period, taken from the Pier, Capi-

tals, Doorways, and Arcades of the principal churches of

that period iu the i
United Kingdom (hy EDMUND

SHARPE, M..A., F.R.I.B.A.), in three numhers. No. 1

Imperial 4to., forty-two Lithographic plates, 21s.

London ; E. * F. N. SPON, 48, Charing-cross. Birming-
ham: S.BIRBECK.

Just Published.

THE MOULDINGS of the SIX PERIODS
of BRITISH ARCHITECTURE from the CON-

QUEST to the REFORMATION. ByEDMUND SH.\EPE,
M.A.
These examples, taken full-size by unfailing methods

from the principal Cathedral, Conventual, and Parisli

Churches of the Kingdom, have been carefully reduced,

chiefly to one-third the size of the originals, aud are

printed in colours. In the selection of the colours attached

to the different Periods the same sequence has been
adopted as that in which they occur in tho Prismatic

Spectrum ; so that a given colour not only indicates the

Period to which the Moulding belongs, but also the rela

tive historical position of the Period itself.

The work will be published iu several Numbers, each
containing HO Plates.—No. 1, Imperial 4to., 21s.

London ; E. & F. N. SPON. 4«, Charing-;.ross.

EWAGE IRRIGATION AND
DOWNWARD FILTRATION.—.A paper on tlm

SELECTION aud PREPAR.ATION of SUITABLE LAND,
read at Maidstone, Nov., 1370, by Mr. J. BAILEY DEN-
TON, O.E. One Shilling by post.

E. B. SMITH, MaUUtonc Journal Ofttce, Maidstone.

By THOMAS MORRIS, Architect.

A HOUSE FOR THE SUBURBS,
I\. Socially and Architecturally Sketched, witli Prefa-

tory Glance at the Great City. Third Edition, with De-
signs, 12s. Gd.

How to Value, Claim, Protect.

A CLUE TO RAILWAY AND OTHER COMPENSA-
TION for Property and Person, the Nature aud Value of
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MANCHESTER.

WE have never happened to meet with a

description which woukl give, to a

person who had not seen it, any but the
vaguest idea of what Manchester really is.

It is so well kno^^n to a large part of the
world, that the ignorant minority perhaps
seem scarcely worth the trouble of writing
for

; it is one of the places which everyone is

assimied to be familiar with, and consequently,
one of those whose characteristics there is the

lea-st chance of learning from books and news-
l^apers. To some of our readers, therefore,

a few notes on it may supply information
;

while to others, even if they reside in its

neighbourhood, it may not be uninteresting
to notice how it impresses a visitor from the
south. It certainly cannot be called a fine

town, but it is becoming a town with some
fine buildings. It contains few liandsome
streets, and yet its street architecture is above,
rather than below the average. It is a place
of factories and warehouses, not of squares
and shops : a jiLace to work in, not to live in.

One of the points which surprise a stranger
is the smallness of it. If it be the second
city in the kingdom, it is, for size, a very
bad second. It does not at all approach in

this particular to another London. Starting
from a central point, like the Exchange or
the Xew Town Hall, a walk of little more
than a mile in any direction brings one lui-

niistakeably to the outskirts. True, there
are otlier towns beyond, there are manu-
facturing suburbs to fill the air with smoke,
and to suggest that the importance of j\Ian-

chester does not arise from its own magnitude.
If we compare London to a world, round,
distinct, and self-contained, Manchester may
rather be likened to the nucleus of a comet.
Small in itself, its importance is owing to its

train : it draws after it a nebulous mass of

manufacturing district which covers half a

county.

Tlie central part of JLinchester is dense,

••md closely packed. The streets are generally
narrow and near together ; there is no great

space between the l)acks of the houses.

Land here is very costly, but its expense
does not seem to have the effect of making
buildings specially lofty. Ground is leased

for long terms; 999 years is a common period.

Construction is therefore pretty substantial.

End houses are not run up, as in London, tj

last for 70 or 80 years only. Both stone and
labour, moreover, are cheaper than in the
south ; the Yorkshire quarries are within
easy reacli, aud hard, if not very even-coloured
bricks are made close to the city. Their
hardticss, however, is not always a guarantee
of durability

; and the soft, sandy bricks of

Suffolk perliaps stand the weather as well as

the clayey ones of Lancashire. At least,

plenty of cases are noticeable where the
latter fail, rather by peeling away in flakes

than by a gradual crunjbling, and this mode
of decay may be seen in other districts where
the brick earth is stiff, and likely, it might
at first be supposed, to produce an ex-
ceedingly permanent material. One great
merit, of a negative kind, Manchester build-

ings undoubtedly possess : there is very little

stucco used in them. Their materials are

plainly shown, and not plastered over
;
good

or tiad, it is genuine work which they exliibit.

AVliatevcr excellence they have docs at

least belong to them; they are not mere
pieces of scenery like a Brighton terrace,

whose beauty is indeed but skin-deep, and
whose art is like that of a modern belle, with
false hair, false teeth, and false complexion.
So far, tliere is a genuine interest about Man-
chester architecture. In the matter of design,

too, it rarely falls Vjelow a certain jioint.

There is but little of it that can be called

strikingly bad, and the average of it is

superior to that of Cannon-street or South-
wark-street. Still (leaving for the moment
tlie public buildings) there is little amongst
it that leaves a permanent impression. The
result of the whole is monotonous, and the

mind longs for something fresh, unexpected,
original. There is too much uniformity in

these streets of factories and warehouses

;

they are all to5 much alike in general effect,

however they may differ in details. There
is too much slavery, in short, to Classic

customs, too much respect paid to regularity

when regularity is needless, too much hesi-

tation to follow facts and accept their results.

As may be concluded from this, the horizontal

principle is supreme. Gables and dormers, if

they exist, are concealed ; chimneys, at least

house chinmeys, are kept pretty much
out of sight ; roofs are treated as if

architecture ignored them, and the sham-
cornice and blocking-course are affixed, as

if bj' Act of Parliament, to the top of almost
every facade in every style. On such principles,

variety can hardly be anticipated. In a narrow
street, there can be little room for projections

and recesses. The front wall must be nearly

flat, and the architect can do little to

diversify its surface. So much is decided for

him by circumstances from which he cannot
escape. But when he goes on still further

to impose rigid and quite unnnecessary con-

ditions on himself ; when he settles irre-

vocably that his flat strip of wall shall be
bounded by a flat cornice at the top with a

flat blocking-course above it ; when he or-

dains that his roof, his lanterns, his cross

walls, his chimneys, shall, as far as possible,

hide themselves lest they mar the beauty of

this oblong strip of front ; and when he pre-

scribes that even the windows in this front

shall all be of nearly the same size and at the
same distance apart, it does look as if the

architect, in his desire to simplify matters,

were cutting away the very ground he stands

on, and making his profession a needless one
altogether. The remark, of course, applies

to other cities besides the one which has just

suggested it. and perhaps to some of them
with more force than even to this one.

The lover of architecture, however, when
he first visits JIanchester, will naturally give

his chief attention to the public buildings.

And of the recent ones he may probably be
most anxious to see that which has been
most talked of—the new Assize Courts. If

he is familiar with Mr. Waterhouse's later

work, he may naturally, though perhaps not

quite reasonably, be disappointed. He will

see a building of no very great size and of

no very striking effect : one which, if he had
met with it in London, he miglit have
passed with little notice, and might have
attributed to any of a hundred architects who
could easily be named. And on a nearer
view he will not find much to alter his first

impression. For an early production, the

design may be called a promising one. But
it is not more promising than scores of other
works which have done nothing for their

authors. It ranks nowhere, as to artistic

power, beside many buildings which, like

AFr. rritchard's. at Eatington Park, have
not received a fiftieth part of the praise and
attention. ^^'lly is it, the stranger naturally

asks, that a design of such average quality

attracted sucli unusual notice V Possibly

because architecture of any merit was rare in

Manchester—possilily because the preceding
competition ha<l caused a large amount of

talking and writing on the subject—possibly

because Mr. Waterhouse had friends who
knew him to be capable of much better

things, and whose confidence time lias since

justified. In any case, there seems to have
been a considerable amount of good fortune

in obtaining such a reception for such a
work. One is inclined to wonder how much
success itself may be able to do in developing

a man's latent jiowers ; to ask whether some
other arcliitects, who have more tlian equalled

the Assize Courts, might not have ulti-

mately gone far beyond them had they met

with anything besides neglect and disappoint-
ment. Is it always the " survival of the
fittest" that happens ?—or is there also a
"survival of the most fortunate?'' Is it not
true that artistic talent may be brought out
by cultivation, and do not opportunities for

cultivation depend very much on success?
'When the queen-bee in a hive dies the com-
munity, it is said, proceed at once to devek)pe
another. They take an ordinary grub, which
in the natural course would have become a
common working bee. They put it into a
cell by itself, and feed it on rich and stimu-
lating food, and in a few days or weeks it

emerges a full-grown queen. It is with no
disrespect to eminent artists, in whatever
sphere, tliat we have at times thought of

some of them as having been produced on some
analogous system. If the highest order of them
are born gi'eat, there is another order who
are made gi'cat—or at least distinguished, by
the assistance, to a large extent, of favom'-
able circumstances. We do not, indeed,

affirm this of the architect whose marked
advance has suggested the reflection: and in

any case the mind which becomes eminent
through cultivation must have had the seeds

of eminence in it to begin with. Qui-

hypothesis, if it be a true one, does not de-

tract from the merit of those who have dis-

tinguished themselves : it only suggests that

others who now are never heard of might, in

similar circumstances, have done the same.

The general design of the Assize Courts

must be familiar to most of our readers.

The details do but little to improve it.

There is a range of three-light windows
on the ground floor, with small and closely-

packed tracery. On the floor above them is

a range of wide single lights, with no tracery,

but with trefoiled heads and thick and
heavy cusps. Considered separately, the

style of the upper windows is, we think, more
to be commended than that of the lower
ones ; but in contrast with them, they appear
heavy, rude, and coarse. The carving in

general is of that lifeless, naturalistic sort

which looks as if the carver never saw a leaf

that had not been gathered a week : it is far

inferior to that of ISli-. '\^'aterhouse's later

work in Lombard-street, and very far behind

the beautiful foliage of a conventional type

which he is now having executed at the

^Manchester Town-hall. The whole design

shows abundant readiness to accept ideas,

no matter from whence, but little of that

power, which comes by practice, of assimi-

lating them and bringing them into harmony.

There are English Decorated windows, French
fiothic crockets, Venetian Gothic arches, aud
Late German tracery panels, all mixed up
with ornament whose only character is the

no- character of the nineteenth century. As may
be supposed, these discordant forms sorely

injure one another, and the result is rather a

museum of architecture than a perfected archi-

tectural work. It is obviously the production of

an artist in what may be termed the "recep-

tive " stage : when he was busy accumulating

materials, and had scarcely yet begun to

modify and assort them. "\Vc make this re-

mark with the less reserve because it applies

but little to more recent designs by the same

author. The influence of different styles is,

indeed, plainly traceable in what ]Mr. Water-
house luus lately done at Can; bridge and else-

wliero ; but there is now but little of that

mingling of crude and jarring forms which
ajipears in liis early work at Manchester.

JIany a building may be seen in every modern
town, of whose author one is tempted to

say—
" Tliis fellow picks up .scraps, as pigeons peas,

Aud issues them again wheu Heaven doth please
;"

and many of our architects seem to pass

all their lives in that preparatory stage

which ought to be only a period of

education for their real business. For
them such an example as the Assize Courts

furnishes little excuse ; its union of crude

ideas is far from satisfactory, and equally
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persevei'od in by its

The interior of tlie

far from having been

accomplished designer

building is, in many respects, better than the

outside, and the planning is found, in prac-

tice, to be convenient. One class of detail,

moreover, deserves commendation through-

out. The ironwork is e.xcellent in design

—

and some of the joiners' work is little inferior

to it.

The new Town Hall is too much hidden as

yet by scaffolding to allow its future appear-

ance to be judged of. The police-com-t

—

designed, if we remember rightly, by Messrs.

Travers & Mangles—is being finished under

the superintendence of Mr. ^Vorthiugton. It

is an etfective Gothic work, executed in stone

-and red brick, with a large overhanging
tower at the external angle, and a smaller

tower, of minaret typie, rising out of the

general mass. There are some well-carved

grotesques, placed—where it is to be feared

they will soon be injured—adjoining the

steps which lead ujj to the principal entrances.

Messrs. Paley & Austin, of Lancaster, are

building a church in the Waterloo-road. It

is in a good and Early Pointed style—fairly

carried out, with well-studied mouldings and
but little carving. The tower would be much
improved by some additional height : its

principal story does not rise as far above the

nave roof as would be wished. On the whole,

however, the design is a creditable one

—

assuming, what is, of course, taken for

granted in the bulk of modern chmxhes, that

we must adopt an inconvenient form of plan,

because that form happened to suit the pur-

poses of our ancestors a few hundred years

THE PATENT LAWS.
TT^VERY year Parliament is invited, from
-'—

' different quarters, to relieve the country
from the existing Patent Laws, and this

session is no exception to the rule. There
are three parties, broadly speaking, to the

debate—those who would continue, those who
would amend, and those who would abolish

them. It is to the last idea, the advocate of

which occupies his old ground with imper-
turbable tenacity, that we would chiefly ad-

vert, since the question is set down for early

discussion, both as one of expediency and as

one of justice. With respect to the first

point, it is impossible to deny the existence

of abuse and oppression ; with regard to the

second, it is a self-evident necessity ; while,

as for the third, it is the merest crotchet,

but a crotchet which would work disas-

trously for every industrial interest in the
country. Notwithstanding recent reforms,

the costs are still monstrous ; letters patent
are granted without due investigation ; the
expense of maintaining a right infringed is

beyond the power of all except the wealthy,
and the issues are most uncertain ; and, as a

consequence, an immense proportion of pre-
liminary legistrations become void because
the inventor camiot pay a tax which is with-
out a parallel. But we have promised to

deal, principally, with those who insist upon
sweeping away patents altogether, yet who,
with inexplicable inconsistency, stand by the
principle of copyright in art and literature.

A book, a picture, or a statue, they argue, is

designed to please the eye, or the ear, or the
mind, sensuously and intellectually. It is

not a thing to be employed and worked with,
nor consumable, nor a mode, a process, an
operation, or an implement. It is no inter-
ference with manufactures, mechanics, mining,
farming, or shipping. It is a completed pro-
duction

; whereas the action of a patent is

frequently iniperimciitary; the privileges it

confers lead to litigation ; their infringe-
ment cannot be accurately measured, and
their value is necessarily ephemeral. This,
wo venture to say, is, in brief, a fair descrip-
tion of tlie position taken up by those who
would repeal, altogetlier, tliese protecting
laws, substituting jiothing whatever in their
place. The author or the artist has a property

concerning which there can be no mistake
;

but a mechanical patent may be as complex
as the machine it refers to, and its invention

should be as free as the wind to all the world
—which means, if anything, that you shall

not reprint a volume, or copy a photograph
without licence, but that if yoiu' neighbour
improves, after long thought, the printing

and photographic processes, you may profit

by his discoveries, from the moment they are

announced, without offering him a tittle of

reward. The doctrine appears monstrous,
yet it has many supporters, both in and out

of the Legislature. Now, what is the diffe-

rence between "ideas" in a new book and
" ideas " in a new apparatus, supposing both
to be equally original '? Have not both been
the results of study, both worked out by the

brain, both developed at the cost of much
time and anxiety? Is not an author, espe-

cially a poet or romancist, an inventor ; and
is not an inventor, in precisely the same
degree, an author? The genius of the indi-

viduals has only assumed different forms, and
is not the labourer worthy of his hire in

either case ? It is the labour of the lapidary

which gives value to a pebble. This brings

on, no doubt, the question of natural rights.

With reference to inventors, it is urged that

they have only two, which may be enjoyed
without letters patent—those of using and
those of concealing their own inventions

—

limitations implying this, that years of toil

are to be rewarded within the narrowest
personal limits, since a man, to keep his

secret, must not trust it to many ; and that

whenever a traitor divulges, or a spy—of the

magpie race—succeeds in detecting it, its

value is gone. For how could it be hoped
that, in an extensive factory, a mystery
should long be kept up with regard

to the processes going forward ? Besides,

it does not follow that because a man
oonti'ives in part, or in the whole, a new
cotton-machine he should possess either the

capital or the peculiar talent necessary to

conduct a cotton-mill. A first-rate me-
chanician might be a totally unqualified

manufacturer, therefore the work of his

mind would be still-born ; he could not sell

it, for none would buy a monopoly not worth
a day's purchase. As to the natural rights

spoken of, they are figments. AVe, all of us,

claim a good many rights not rejiresented by
material possessious ; as of ancient lights,

free footways, immunity from trespass, pro-

tection against nuisances, and so forth. When
these economists come next before Parlia-

ment, as they are threatening to do in a few
days, let them follow Lord Mansfield's advice,

and state their proposals without giving their

reasons. Even the French llevolutious of

the last century never went so far.

No one asks for perpetual patents, and
many condemn the jiolicy of renewing them
after the term of the original grant has

expired. But, upon the whole, it must be

conceded, though it is often denied, that

inventors have been a hardly-used class of

men. The answer is that they have been so

privileged as to become an industrial aris-

tocracy. Now, it cannot be denied that there

are plenty of dreamers, wlio fancy they have
made great discoveries, who admire new
mechanisms and methods until they imagine
them their own, who are for ever sitting at

the gates of Government with extraordinary

schemes, requiring exorbitant sums for their

fulfilment, and who, when repulsed, ascend

upon the house-tops and proclaim themselves
martyrs, because they are not paid for doing
that which in the nature of things cannot
be done. This has nothing to do with tlie

princi])le of a Patent Law. There are others

who devote themselves to fantastic tritles,

and conqilain bitterly when the public do not
appreciate them. Such are the curiously in-

genious people whose novelties we find on
one of the older Patent rolls ; anti-emergent
rat-trips, apparatus for securing corks in

bottles, anti-splashing boots, improved epi-

thems, collapsible tubes for sauces, and hotel

euunciators. Observe, however, how not a
few of the contrivances then ridiculed have
grown into realities. The new fastening for

shutters is in general use : the sewing-machine
is the "improvement in stitching," then
vaguely suggested ; the preservation of fruit,

vegetables, and meat is now an important
branch of commerce ; and the " enunciator,"
so laughed about at first, has been fitted to a
hundred hotels. Even where it is not so, the
principle of a Patent Law would not be
touched. The principle is to reward a man
for designing something manifestly useful to
his fellows, and to encourage others to

emulate him. It is very easy to say that this

is pampering his selfishness. AV^hy, upon
that plea, all industry, intellectual or manual,
is selfish, but the public is selfish also.

When a discovery is made, it desires to have
it described by the person who can describe

it best, and surely the advantage should be
reciprocal. Suj^posing, however, having no
property in his idea, but manrrfactui'ing, say
a new engine on his own works, he sold

them under guarantees from his customers
that they should be employed behind a vail.

Would the guarantees stand for a day, and
would not a system of espionage hateful to

Englishmen be established?

The objection that the hope of obtaining a
patent takes a man away from his regular

business, frets him, and causes him disappoint-

ment, is hardly worth considering. That is

the man's own affair exclusively. Nor do we
lay much stress upon the proposal to sub-

stitute State grants for jiateuts. The prin-

ciple had a long trial, and utterly failed.

For sixty years Parliament voted money to in-

ventors inlarge sums, which were often wasted.

The virtue of an exclusive right conceded to

an inventor consists in the fact that its com-
mercial depends upon its practical value.

Who would di'eam, in our days, of giving an
importunate old woman £.5,000 of the public

money—worth nearly £10,000 now—for a set

of quack medicines, made up of calcined snails,

burdock seeds, soap, and swine's cresses ?

Yet this was actually done in 17i0. The
cases of Jenner, Cartwright, and Crompton
were exceptional ; the first never contem-
plated turning his discovery to pecuniary
account ; the latter two were not, in point

of fact, rewarded; they were merely reim-

bursed in about a third of the fortune they
had sunk in their great inventions. The late

Mr. Muutz paid £8,400 for inventing a yellow
metal ship sheathing. But, advancing to

another point, it is said that a patent is a

monopoly, and therefore contrary to the

policy of the law. The term monopoly,
however, while convenient on occasion, is

substantially inapplicable. The playing-

cards and salt monopolies of former days,

oonuuauding the markets and arbitrarily

raising prices, had nothing in the nature of

patents, which are plainly competitions with

adopted systems and established manufao-
tirres. When Watt thought of the steam-

engine, there was another steam-engine in

the field, upon which he felt convinced lie

could improve. There was a hard struggle

to go througli, before he could even be heard.

There was another before he could obtain a

trial. All the old inventors and their patrons

rose against him. But he persevered, at

incredible sacrifices, and succeeded. Even
then he had to create the demand which was
to recompense him. Are we to be told that,

while his inventions enriched entire districts,

he alone should have been no gainer ; but

should have been left in poverty to see his

work fructifying in other hands ? And here

another point arises. Whatever be the profits

of the patentee, the public is no loser ;
it pays

no tax; even rival inventors are benefited. For

an invention does not spring into pcrfectness

all at once ; and every detail of improvement

may become the subject of a super-added

though not hostile patent. It was Patent

Law that gave us steam machinery for manu-
factures, locomotion, and agricultm-e, and

compressed a century of progress into a
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decade. Keferring to the objection that two
individuals may be evolving the same idea,

while the quickest to act may secure the

entire advantage, we think it disposed of by
the story about Columbus and the egg.

AV^hen a man says " I could have done that,

five minutes later," the hard-hearted answer
must be, "Your rival did it five minutes
sooner, has won the race, and by all codes of

justice is entitled to the prize." The object

of the inventor is to get his patent so soon as

possible. Without it, what would he do?
Probably bury his secret. Or, he might
offer it to a capitalist who, naturally, woidd
not buy a mystery without its explanation,

thus commanding it, if so he were disposed,

without paying a penny for the knowledge.
The equity of the Patent principle is ac-

knowledged by every country in the civilised

world, Switzerland excepted, and Switzerland
is destitute of inventors. It has been, is,

and seems likely for ever to be, a region of

wooden cottages, milking-pails, spoons, and
churns. All other nations have adopted the
principle ; but Great Britain imposes the
heaviest tax, resembling, in this respect, Spain.

A\'e. up to a recent date, charged the inventor
£175 in direct payment, for the recognition
of a simple right, not to speak of col-

lateral charges ; and the explanation is that
there must be so many stamps, filings, re-

ferences, advertisements, and so forth, for the
fattening of lazy departments. Why, when
the Patent Law Bills set down for this ses-

sion come on for debate the English inventor
should remember that, were he a Prussian, he
could secure his letters patent in full for fifteen

years by a payment of £ 1 7.5 V—£12.5 ?

—

S,W '!
—

£7S)?—eveu£12?—no; butofls. Cil. And this

is what we desire to see established as the
English scale. Each Government attaches
different conditions, more or less onerous, to its

grants ; but, as we are keeping a single point in

view, at present they need not be discussed.
Why should letters patent be costly ? It

almost seems as thongh a prohibitive or pro-
tective duty were laid upon new discoveries.

Without impugning the intellect of the rich,

it may fairly be said tliat the majority of in-

ventors are comparatively poor. Perhaps the
very pursuit of novelty keeps them so. They
may reside in remote parts of the country,
and must visit London to justify their speci-
fications ; when there, they may have to

encoimter a fierce and costly litigation, as did
Heath, the steel manufacturer, who got
£10.000 for his patent after spending £15,000
—not his own money—in defending it. Upon
his paraffin inventions Young laid out £40,000
in law costs. This is partly because questions
which juries are totally unfit to decide are

referred to our venerable palladium. There
was a very plain-spoken jury, not long ago,
which, after trying for several days a question
of infringement concerning a delicate process
of electricity, declared itself bewildered, re-

fused to sit any longer, and broke up in de-
fiance of penalties. There is thus a fine

levied upon the inventor's genius, contrary
to the maxim that he who sows should reap.
As if the harvests of the year sliould he sown
by farmers and reaped I ly gleaners! It is a
fallacy to say that an idea costs nothing,
though it may effect, may produce millions.
No invention can be put to any practical
use without a serious amount of expendi-
ture. Money must be sacrificed, not less
than time, models made, experiments con-
ducted, and publicity obtained. All these
elements of the question should be taken
into account, frequently as they are for-
gotten. But the primary principle of
a patent law is that it defends a man's pro-
perty. The public, however, are not less

interested than the patentee. Rapid as have
been the improvements in arts, sciences,
nianufactures, and general industry within
the last thirty years, what would tliey have
been without inventions, and where would
have been the inventors without a hope to
lure them on ? AVe do not even hear of
races run by "gentlemen riders" without a

prize at the end of them. From the grand
rusli over the Perby turf to the village fair

at which a rustic climbs a pole to claim a

leg of pork, reward is expected. ^\'ell,

patents are simply protections against dis-

honest appropri.^tion, and all the world is

interested in them. We cross the seas in

vessels with patent screws, turned by patent
engines ; we traverse the land whirled along
by patent locomotives, and made safe by
patent signals and breaks ; we whisper to

the far East and West of the globe through
patent telegraphs

; we ride in patent vehicles
;

clothe ourselves from patent looms ; warm
ourselves by patent stoves ; light our rooms
with patent lamps ; and shall we begrudge
justice to the patentee ? On the contrary,

if he has really invented nothing he will do
good neither to us nor to himself ; if he has
worked for years, and reached an useful

result at last, let him gather the fruit which
his hands have planted, without being mulcted
for his sacrifices and services. An age which
has abolished the taxes on knowledge ought
surely to abolish the taxes on invention.

XYLATECHMGRAPHY.
TXT'E lately called attention in our review
' ' upon the furniture in the International

Exliibition to some specimens by ^Messrs.

Trollope, decorated by their new patented
process for the decoration of natm-al wood by
staining ; and we have since seen a larger

collection of both joiners' and cabinet-makers'
work thus treated in their ware-rooms m
Halkin-street West, Belgrave- square. As a

process of ai-tistic decoration this invention

is a highly valuable one, but a "new art,"

as they call it, it certainly is not. Although
woods have been stained previously, and that

in more than one colour, by means of

stencilling, nothing, as far as we are aware,
has hitherto been attempted of the delicate

and elaborate character of which this process
is capable. By its means every shade, from
white to black, buffs, browns, reds, and
neutral gi-een are produced, and pencilled on
by hand with the finest lines if needed, or laid

on broadly and with clearly defined edges.

Through all their varied tints the natural

grain and transparent lustre of the wood is

retained, and the effect is soft, rich, and har-
monious. Indeed, one considerable advan-
tage in the process, according to our opinion,

is that it does not seem to lend itself to strong
or violent colouring, and that blues and pure
greens, which are such dangerous implements
in the liands of modern designers, do not
make their appearance among the colours

employed.
Among the articles to be seen at Halkin-

street are several doors with highly enriched
panels and architraves, the designs of which
are good, and the effect striking and pleasing.

Another fine example shows the complete
treatment of a side and ceiling of a room
with dado, cornice, &o. In this are some
groups of fruit and leaves, which admirably
exhibit the capabilities of the process. In a
group of leaves, each leaf may have a slightly

varied hue, and thusgi-eat variety is obtained.
Some specimens of furniture, as sideboards
and cabinets, deserve attention as illustra-

tions of the richest and most elaborate
character of work. In many of these gold is

judiciously used in the mouldings to heighten
the effect. Articles of bedroom furniture are de-
corated in a sim]iler manner, but, perhaps,
arenot so successful, someof them being rather
heavy and dark.

On the whole we were very favourably im-
pressed with this new process, and believe

that architects will be grateful for the oppor-
tunities it will afford them, as they may have
their own designs carried out in exact accord-
ance with their drawings to the minutest
detaihs. The work, when done, is French
liolished or varnished, and the highly glazed
surface thus obtained is ])erhaps the greatest

present drawback, but we doubt not that tliis

may be avoided, in which case we think that

but little will be left to be desired by either
artist or architect. It is obvious that any
style or character of work may be adopted.
Most of Messrs. Trollope's specimens are of

the ordinary Renaissance style, but Greek,
Pompeian. or Gothic ornament may be equally
well carried out in this manner, and internal

polychromy brought into use at a moderate
cost, and with great permanence and dura-
bility.

«
ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.

THE usual fortnightly meeting of this Association
was hekl on Frida}' evening la.'it, the President,

Mr. T. H. Watson, in the ch.air. Votes of thanks
having been passed to Mr. Harston, Mr. Brooks, and the
Rev. Mr. Godsell, for allowing a number of members
to visit the new Stepney Sick A.sylum and the Church
of S. Andrew, at Plaistow, it was aunoxxnced that
the annual business meeting for the election of

otficers, &c., would be held en Friday next, the 16th
iust. After one or two other announcements con-
cerning the business of the Association,

Mr. RowL,iND Pr.uMBE, F.R.I.B.A., Vice-Presi-

dent of the Association, read the following paper :

—

ON THE .4RCUITECTURAL TBEATMEXT OF POET-
L.VSD CE>tEXT.

I am well aware that I am about to tread on very
delicate ground, and that in presuming even to

suppose that Portland cement is a material that it is

possible to treat architecturally, I fear I shall be out
of sympathy ivith the ^eat m<ajority of the members
of the Association. The best architects, as a rule,

entirely ignore this material, and many would
regard it as a sign that a man who uses it habitually

(and especially as ordinarily treated) is necessarily a
man who does bad work. I confess I myself share
that feeling to a very considerable extent. The
prejudice that exists against the use of Portland
and other cements as an external covering is. I

believe, one that has arisen more from the abuse of

the material than from its fair use. Unfortunately,
it seems to have been one especially patronised by
that large and energetic bod}' of men who have
covered the whole of the suburbs of London "with

dwellings alike bad in construction, in internal

arrangement, and in external appearance. I need
hardly state that I refer to the class known as
" speculating builders." I regard as one of the
greatest misfortunes that could happen to any com-
munity the being obliged to depend upon the pro-
duction of such people for the ciwellings and homes
in which, as a riUe, the most enjoyable part of

existence has passed. However, so much has been
said aud written on the miseries aud discomforts of
" speculative-built " houses, that I need not occupy
your time by enlarging on this matter, except as
regards its tlirect bearinfj on the subject of this

*

paper. In my opinion Portland cement ha.s been
unfortunate from the date of its first use, and even
in its name (so-called from its supposed resemblance
to Portland stone), it indicated a departure from the
first principles that should have guided its proper
use. for the] very tiling that was wanted in its

proper emplojnuent was that it should not look like

Portland or any other stone, and that it should stand
and be treated as a material of itself. Jly sympathy'
witli the use of this material arises to a great extent
from a consciousness of the ill-use to which it has

been subjected by Jlr. Stucco and liis friends and
relations the speculative builders, who, having once
decided on its being a material well suited to em-
bellish their productions, seem to have had no diffi-

culty in persuading the surveyors of the estates on
i\'hicli they were buihiing that it w.as a material that

could make the desii^ns of their house fronts look like

the most beautiful stone-built houses; so theythere-

uiKju set to work, and in the most lavish and extra-

vagant manner they built and constructed—and even
to the present day build and construct—their semi-
detached villas (letting at tlic enormous rents of

from £.^0 to £5u a year), witii cornices copied direct

(with slightly exat^i^erated proportions) from the
Italian palaces and even Classic temples, as set forth

in the various architectural drawing-books to which
they have access, or as handed ilown from generation
to generation in the shape of old moulds and other

stock-in-trade. Obviously, to people of such pro-
clivities, the temptation to put to their house a cornice

suitable for a palace must be very great, when we
consider that the difference in expense between it

and an ajipropriate one consisted princip.ally in the
cost of jireparing the zuic mould used to run it.

Why shouldn't they have a grand palatial cornice,

Wwy say, when it doesn't cost more than any other i

In like manner they have proceeded to decorate their

windows with most elaborate dressings, and their

doorways with massive columns, each looking as
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though worked out of one stone, and with richly-

carved caps and entablatures. Indeed, some go even

so far as to cover the whole surface of their houses

with cement, juinted in the most perfect and regular

manner also, to look as though the houses were built of

solid stone, until the unsuspecting liriti.sh house-

holder becomes so amazed at the great architectural

advantages thrust upon him that he cannot do other-

wise than purchase the •' eligible semi-detached villa

residence, with pleasing elevation," so often and so

successfully oifered at a price so infinitely below
its apparent value, it having to be i>retty plainly

intimated that the architecture has been thrown into

the l)argain for nothiHg, entirely out of the love and
regard which the said Mr. Stucco and his friends have
for really good work and fine art. But alas ! the

illusion passes away. In addition to the di.scomforts

which bad construction, faulty arrangement, and
worthless fittings ]>rodnce, insnlt is heaped ujion

injury, and the British hou.sehoIdcr finds the pride

of his heart, the palatial front, showing signs of

decay. First, a suspicious swelling appears in num-
berless small places over the front; then the solid

stone ashlaring begins to turn up at the edges ; and
after a time it peels off, as though suffering from

some lejirous disease, and leaves exposed underneatli

a hideous surface, seemingly compounded of dirt and
cinders, until shortly the elaborate dressings and
massive columns and entablatures also begin to show
signs of decay, and each morning as the too-con-

fiding possessor of the palatiallv-fronted residence

takes his departure for town he is cheered by the

sight of its mangled remains strewing the ground as

he walks away. Still, with the courage of despair,

he determines not to be beaten, and sends for JMr.

Stucco. If he does succeed in obtaining an inter-

view with that gentleman, as a rule the result is not

satisfactory. Nothing remains to be done but to

send for a really respectable builder. No doubt lie

will soon put all matters quite straight, and the house

will be restored to its first beauty and granilcur.

The workmen make a commencement, and for a time

the proprietor hopes he has seen the worst of his

bargain ; but the workmen do not seem to be making
satisfactory progress with the work ; more and more
of the solid stone ashlaring and elaborate and
massive architectural features have to be removed

;

and, to make a long story short, it is found tliat

cement work of the worst possible quality has been

plastered over as a screen to conceal brickwork as

had and rotten as could possibly be built. Then the

proprietor knows the worst, and probably tries to

patch up his front as best he may; and in the event

of his not being able to sell the house, makes up his

mind to spend a considerable amour.t every year or

two in repairing that which can never be maile

sound, as from its construction it must necessarily

be subject to continual dilapidations.

Now, in the face of extensive experience of cement
work of this description (and no doubt most of us

have met with such ca.ses continually), can it be sur-

prising that we should have conceived a ]>rejutlice

against the use of the material itself ? But, surely,

when architects themselves use Portland cement and
other similar materials as an external covering, the

before-mentioned disr|ualifications to its use do not

exist? Asa rule they do not. What, then, is the objec-

tion to its use ? Here I must confess that we as archi-

tects have much to answer for in this way. In most
cases where cement is used we deliberately sit down
and de.«ign a front, frequently exercising much care

and thought, and often showing great ingenuity and
merit ; but we design it in every way as though it

was to be built of carved and worked stone, andthen,
as though suddenly awaking to the fact that even
our most sanguine expectations of persuading our

client to make the necessary outlay to carry it out
will not be realised, we resolve to carry the whole
out in Portland cement. Now, designing and work-
ing in this spirit can we expect to obtain good
results? Arc we treating the materialfairly ? In
fact, are we doing better or truer work than Mr.
Stucco before so often referred to? To all these

questions I answer emphatically. No ! Ami until we
can divest our minds of the delusion that stone
forms and treatment can be properly carried out in

cement, we shall never design properly in the latter

material. It may possibly be contended that an
architect who designs a building well and carefully,

and one which possesses originality and power, and
that is in every way appropriate and suitalde for

stone construction, is entitled to as much credit for

his design, even though it be carricil out in cement,
as would have been accorded to him had it been
executed in stone ; and it may further be argued
that it is not the architect's fault that it is not exe-
cuted in stone, but that his client is compelled to

adopt the less expensive material. I venture to

think, however, that this is an untrue and dangerous
view to take. There cannot in this case be a mere

beaut}" of architectural form and combination irre-

spective of the material "vvith which we have to work
and in which we have to <lesign, and in such a case,

if an architect cannot carry out his design in stone

he must not hesitate to make a fresh de.sign suitable

to the less costly material with which lie has to deal.

Serious errors in this respect have, I think, been made
by architects of great reputatiou (who have carried

out large and important works in magnificent

positions) through working in the untrue spirit

to which I have above referred. With the

greatest deference to the talent and ability of these

gentlemen, I cannot help saying that in my opinion

they have lost great opportunities, and that if. when
designing in cement, they had studied to employ
combinations suitable for the material instead of the

stone forms used, they would have produced in-

finitely truer and finer buildings, and would at the

same time have increased their own rejiutation and
ailvanced the cause 'of architectural art. Let us

most rigidly and unhesitatingly admit as a canon of

architectural art that the designer must above all

things, in the conception of his design, consider the

material he is about to use, and then I venture to

think that we shall soon have an architecture, even
of Portland cement, as true and as approjiriate as

the architecture of any other material. It may
fairly be said that the principles I have been advo-
cating apply to the design of all materials, and are

in no way peculiar to the treatment of Portland

cement. Of course this is unquestionably correct,

but I think I am not wrong in stating that of all

materials, that which has received the least con-

sideration ;is regards special design is undoubtedly
Portland cement used externally. There can be no
doubt that good cement work is in many instances

a most valuable and durable material regarded in a

constructive point of view—so much so that in most
of our seaside towns, and in positions exposed to

the driving, penetrating, rain that so often accom-
panies our south-west winds, it has got to be almost

universall}' used, and has been found frequently to

be the only material that will resist the penetration

of damp, it having often been used successfully

when all other known precautions (such as liollow

walls, &c.) against the penetration of weather have
failed.

The growing use of concrete construction renders

it extremely probable that Portland cement will be

more extensiveh' used as an external covering, it

having been found necessary, in most cases, to cover

the concrete walls with cement. Being now en-

gaged professionally in the carrying out of a rather

extensive range of buildings in concrete. I find

myself compelled to grapple with the dithculties of

Portland cement design ; and it is only in connection

with frame-bmlt concrete buildings that I personally

shoidd feel disposed to use cement architectvu-ally. I

should certainly infinitely prefer to design a brick

building as '^uch than to cover it with cement,

unless very special circumstances rendered it desu-a-

ble to do otherwise.

Having stated rather fully how cement should )wt

be used, it is now necessary to indicate how properl}'

to employ it. In doing tliis, I purpose endeavouring

to point out some of the principles of design which
seem to me peculiar to it. I do not consider it

within the scope of this paper in any way to touch

upon practical subjects, as the quality, strength, and
proper working of cement. I presume you will all

admit that the material is one thoroughly fit for the

architectural treatment to which I allude, and that

when of good quality and properly worked, it is

durable and suitable for its purpose.

Firstly (and chiefly), I would submit that Port-

land cement should no more be treate<l as stone than

it should as wood, or any other material of equally

diffe-ent nature. It shoidd be treated exclusively

and entirely as a plastic nmterial, alwai|-s remember-

ing that it is a comparatively thin coat laiil over

and upon some other material forming the bulk of

the availing, it being generally presumed that it is of

superior hardness and durability, and more water-

proof than the material it covers, and that to that

extent it is intended as a protection and preservative

of the same. This, it seems to me, would indicate

that it should be treated with great breadtli and in

large surfaces. I should certainly be exceedingly

careful how I broke up tlie surface, and should

always endeavour to treat it as a covering laid on,

and to preserve a flatness and absence of everything

like high relief and deep sinking. Carrying out the

idea of its being a plastic material, I should not

object to run such mouldings as could be obtained in

the thickne.ss of the cement itself; but I think

care should be taken to keep the mouldings as fine

as would be done in desiginng any other plaster

work, such, for instance, as would be employed for

inside cornices and similar plaster features. Any-
thing like elaborately moulded and blocked corinces.

requiring stone cores and other artificial means of

obtaining projection, should be avoided; but if it

were necessary to project walls or to use a cornice^

I would prefer to use such as could be run on any
projection that could be obtained in the material of

the walling itself. For instance, in the concrete

building I am erecting, I bring over the walls as a
sliallow cove at top, and I purpose covering the

same with coloured cement, adding one or two
shallow mouldings, such as can be got in the thick-

ness of the cement. Anything in the shape of

architraves, pediments, or other dressings to window
and door openings should be avoided ; but good
effects might be got by forming splays and running
shallow mouldings round the reveals. Jointing or

lining the surface, as usually seen in stucco work,

should be avoided as an imitation of stone jointing,

and as destroying breadth and flatness of surface ; but

incised lines and ornament of shallow depth may well

be employed to obtain richness of effect and to cut up
the surface without destroying the breadth. The
true treatment of cement-work would probably

lead to a very exten.sive use of thesenarrow sinkings,

both in lines and ornament, and such a treatment

would be legitimate, as they could readily be run and
worked in the cement.

The texture of the face of the work is of impor-

tance. If finished off and floated with a wood-float

the sa}id is brought very much to the surface, and
a rough texture is given to the work, that being

generally the surface now given to cement work as

usually executed. The advantage of this rough

surface is doubtful, especially in London. It soon

discolours, and there is but little chance of its wash-
ing clean with the weather. An exceedingly fine

—

almost polished—surface can be given by finishing

with a steel float or trowel ; in this case the cement

comes to the surface, but is apt to show the

working of the trowel, and to leave a smeared

surface far from sightly or agreeable in appearance.

The surface that would probably meet with most

approval is one which may be described as between

these two. and is obtained by floating with a steel

trowel, but by finishing the process by dabbing it on

the work instead of floating : this gives an exceed-

ingly hard surface without the excessive polish

obtained by the last method, and is so much finer

than the floated work that it would probably retain

its colour much better.

Of course it is highly desirable to avoid painting

cement work, but at the same time the atmosphere

(and that of London particularly) will discolour it

after it has had some years' wear. I have but little

doubt, however, that it could be cleansetl from time

to time at no more expense than would be incurred

by staining and tuck-pointing brickwork and by
scrai)ing stone work, as is usually done in cleansing

these materials. Particular attention should, 1

think, be given to the local colour of the work. As
a rule, Portland cement mixed with Thames sand

does not give an agreeable colour, but it may be

varied by mixing with different col nired sands,

from white to deep red. The specimen on the table

[shown] is made with a mixture of Thames and

White Leighton sand—one of each and one of

cement; and a mixture of cement and burnt

ballast and sand gives an exceedingly good warm
colour.

Cement work is particularly well adapted for

coloured decoration, and with proper management
and careful design in its use I believe exceedingly

good results might be obtained. The cement should

be coloured before working, as its effect is entirely

different from any colouring put on after the work

is set. So important do I consider this part of our

subject that I should like to see every cement-

designed building treated in colour. Here are some

specimens of coloured cements on the table, all of

which (with the exception, perhaps, of the yellow)

might be used in external decoration. [Specimens

shown.] AH kinds of colours will not mix with

cement; some kill it, others are themselves destroyed

by admixture with it. As a rule, mineral colours

will stand best. Of the specimens on the table, the

dark red is made of one-tenth part of purple brown
(oxide of iron), two parts of sand, and one of cement,

all nuxed dry before making tip for u^e ; the light

red is made with A'enetian red, in the same propor-

tions; the blue is made of German ultramarine,

mixed as before ; the green is obtained by green

ultramarine, and this, by daylight, is of an exceed-

ingly nice tint—the colour, itself, however, is expen-

sive, so much so as to render its use in large quanti-

ties somewhat improbable—the proportions are as

before ; the yellow is made of cadmium yellow and

Thames sand—brighter colours miglit be obtained,

but it is hardly a colour that could be used in deco-

ration to any extent unless mixed with others. Good
blacks might be made with black manganese mixed

in tlie same jjroportions. All these colours could be
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varied hy altering the proportion'? aud by U'^ing

different coloured sands. The admixture of colours

with cements no doubt will give different resxdts as

regards settinfj and colour, varying with the cement

and sand used ; before employing the same direct

experiment should therefore be made. This facility

of mixing colour with cement is, I feel, a strong

point in its favour, and should be fairly tried by all

interested in or using cement architecturally.

In connection with coloured decoration in cement

work, encaustic and other tiles might be used with

great effect. The tile work that I have seen in con-

nection with cement has not seemed to me to be

satisfactory in appearance. Highly-glazed tiles are

usually employed, and theeffect. in conjunction with

the dull floated surface of the cement, shows too great

a contrast. If the cement surface were finished as

before last described, and the tiles were not to be

^glazetl, the effect, I feel sure, would be extremely

good. The small self-coloured tiles might be used

with excellent effect as bands and lines instead of

incised work, or even as a mosaic in panels or friezes.

I should, however, prefer to have them unglazed.

The manufacture of ornamental tiles has reached so

high a pitch of excellence, the variety of design and
colour is so great, the texture and colour of the

cements may be made so suitable, and the fixing is

such a simple matter, that I think every inducement
exists for the employment of the twu materials

together.

Cement work may be ornamentally treated by a

"kind of stencil process, which is almost a-s rapidh'

executed as ordinary paint stencilling, and it can be

done by experienced workmen almost as cheaply.

A stencil plate having been cut to the required

pattern, aud of the necessary thickness (according to

the relief wanted), it is laid over the ground when
the latter is sufficiently set to allow of its being
worked, but as soon as possible after the general

surface is laid on; coloiu*ed cement, or, of course, the

same coloured cement as the ground, is then filled

Into the perforations of the plate, and floated off

flush vrith its upper surface; the plate, on being
removed, leaves the pattern as shown in the speci-

mens on the table. If the ground is roughed for an
extra "key" to the stencilling by picking through
the pattern of the plate before filling in, great extra
•durability residts, and. as the ground is hardly set.

the stencilling sets and hardens with it, so that a

most durable kind of ornamentation is obtained.

This plan could be adopted to any extent, and
pattern over pattern might be stencilled, aud diffe-

rent colours might be used to the extent of many
layers, as shown in the specimen ou the table

—

[showing a green ultramarine ground coloured with

various 'oloured cements tilled into a second stencil

plate.]

A perfectly legitimate method of enriching a

tement siu-face would be to stamp thereon patterns

tn bands, or as a diaper in low relief as it is setting,

and unquestionably the result would be satisfactory.

Knriched surfaces of this kind, using different dies,

and doing the work by hand, so as to give a slight

variety of te.xture, could not fail to have an exceed-
ingly good effect. Metal dies with polished faces

would give the best results. Some time ago Mr.
Ferrey, in a short paper rea<l before the Institute,

advocated this method of decorating the ordinary

•stucco work of churches and other buildings. I am
not aware if he has employed it. nor can I sav
wheth'T in stucco the effect he expected to cibtain

was gained. I have no doubt, however, that such a

method could be employed in the treatment of a
cement surface.

A much more elaborate and expensive method of

ornamenting cement surfaces has been to my know-
ledge employed with a view of its being used as

flooring. The pattern or patterns were cut out of

the cenif'nt when set, and coloured and stamiK:-!!

patterns filled in, the general surface being ground
to preserve its colour, but all attempts to bring it

into use were abandoned, on account of tlie great
cost involved in its manufacture.

I imagine that ail the processes used in the orna-
mentation of old jila^ter work, and known ;i-i "par-
getting." might with (i|ually good effect be used in

the treatment of cement fronts, and that wrought
and stamped devices might be useil in almost an
exacth* similar manner, and also that various
patterns and ornaments mii^ht be worked in a diffe-

rent-coloured or different-textured material, nuich in

the same manner as in the old work, ^fucli infor-

mation aTid many suggestions f(»r the treatment of

cement fronts may be obtained from a careful studv
of old plaster work. All fresco decoration and other
artistic painting on cement surfaces is itself a distinct

art, which it would hardly be within the scope of

this paper to consider.

Cement surfaces may also be ornamented by hand
with a trowel-point or with a pointed lath, the

patterns being scratched on the surface much in the

same wa\' as is often to be found on old plaster

work, and as revived by Messrs. Shaw, Xesfield. and
others. A specimen of this work can be seeu on one
of the most ch-armingly-designed lodges I have ever
met with : I refer to the lodge at the southern end
of the Broad M'alk in the Kegent's Park. The best

art work might be produced by hand in this way at

but a comparativeh' small expense, and coloured

cements might advantageously be used with them.
My paper will probably hardly be considered com-

plete unless I take some notice of cement cast work.
Of course I should entirely eschew the use of cast

work in all forms properly belonging to stone treat-

ment. The use of the wonderful capitals and orna-

mental brackets that are now so much employed
would demoralise the effect of (in other respects)

the best-designed cement building ; but cast work
might perhaps be permitted in such positions as

might be suitable for encaustic tiles or series of

geometrical patterns in bauds aud small panels.

Personally, however, I should try to avoid its use,

and depend upon some one or more of the processes

before indicated for my effects. All hand-modelled
work on the building itself could, of course, be used,

although in so quickly-setting a material there is

not much scope f'.ir any elaborate work of this kind.

In conclusion, I am anxious to impress upon this

meeting that I do not advocate the use of l^^rtland

cement architecturally—I consider that we have
other materials which we can use to much better

advantage ; but I do wish to point out strongly to

the members of this Association the fact that we, as

artists and architects, must, whenever we are com-
pelled to use it, endeavour to our utmost to give it

a suitable and distinctive treatment.

DISCUSSION.

iSIr. Gilbert R. Kedgrave, in proposing a vote
of thanks to Mr. Plumbe for his paper, said he

thought that Mr. Plumbe had done quite right in

condemning the way in which Portland cement is

generally treated—viz., as a coating for hiding bad
work. In a brick city like London, however,
many instances arose in which it was advisable to

use dressings of some sort, and if they could not

be obtained in stone, there was no other course open
but to choose cement. The distinctive treatment of

cement for dressings seemed to him naturallj' to

branch off in the direction of stone. With regard

to concrete walling, he agreed with Mr. Plumbe
that it was absolutely necessary to reiuler the siu--

face with cement ; but in lus (Mr. Redgrave's)

opinion, the simplest and most architectiu-esque

plan of doing this wonld be to "'rough-cast" it.

Tins plan was also infinitely cheaper than any other

stuccoing or plastering. The proposal of ]\Ir.

Plumbe's to use incised ornament seemed perfectly

legitimate ; its only drawback, perhaps, was that

the dull gray-brown colour of the cement and the

low relief of the proposed ornament would probably
render it very ineffective, although IMr. Phuube's
proposals to use coloured cements in such ornament
seemed to show a way out of this difticulty. The
great difliculty in using stained cements was that the

colours so often washed out, no matter how many
times the cement had been turned over before

using. This was especially the case with the

iron colour (purple brown) used for red cement.
This, when washed out, ofteu caused long gory
stains ilowu the fat^ades in which it was used. The
proposal?* to use different coloured sands and burnt
clay seenied to him (.Mr. Redgrave) to be perfectly

legitimate. IW using light sands iu admixture with

Portland cement the sombre colour was in a great

degree avoided. ^Ir. Plumbe had objected to the

use of cast work in plaster except under very excep-
tional circumstances, but he (the speaker) considered

th:it such work a\ as perfectly legitimate, and the

material, moreover, readily lent itself to such treat-

ment. If it was legitimate to run mouldings in

cement, it was surely allowable to have cast ornament
in that material. .\t any rate, he considered cast

work in cement more legitimate ornament than en-

caustic tiles set in cement, lie thought that one

great danger in the use of the coloured cements sug-

gested in the paper was that it would be dillicuU to

know where to stop.

A Mkmukr, in seconding the vote of thanks, said

that it was obvious that in London the natural

colour of the cement would not do. The cement

would therefore have to be cnloured, ami a glance at

any of the cement-built streets—such as Regent-

street. Moorgate-street, or King M'illiam-street

—

w(mld show the inconvenience and uiisightliness re-

sulting from different owners or occupiers painting

their premises of vari<ui3 tints, without any reference

to the harmony of the whole street or block of

buildings. This often produced very ludicrous effects,

as when, for example, a pilaster dividing the facades

of two houses was painted half in one colour and
half in a colour quite out of harmony with the first

half. Of course, if it was possible for the archi-
tect to definitely aud permanently fix the colours of
the different portions of his facades by incorporating
the colour with the cement itself before applying it

to the building, this difi5culty would be obviated.
Mr. Aldridge, in support of the motion, asked

what was the durabiUty of the coloiu-s proposed?
"Would they last any longer than the ordinary sombre
tint of Portland cement .' If not, then no end would
be gained by incorporating colour with the cement.
As to the use of tiles in conjunction with cement
work, there might be some objections to them unless
used with judgment, particularly if such tiles were
glazed, but inasmuch as the surfaces were glazed
they possessetl the great advautage of being readily,

quickly, and thoroughly cleansed. He thought it

very doubtful whether the proposed coloiu-ed Portland
cement fronts could be cleaned at all. It seemed to

him, too, that such coloured cement could only be
introduced in very small portions over the front of

a building, and he did not think it wa.s possible to

have coloured facades in this material of anything
like the extent of those in Oxford-street (Duclos\
the confectioner's) and Berners-street (Xovello's

music publishing premises), obtained by the external
application of colour. Of course, the mode advocated
by IMr. Plumbe could be introduced into panelling

and string-courses, but he (3Ir. Aldridge) thought
the resulting effect would be somewhat "'spotty."

He had always entertained the view that Portland
cement was a great abomination, and one to be
avoided on every possible occasion. In his opinion

much of the architecture of London had been spoilt

by coating over the old buildings with cement. He
considered that if Portland cement must be used,

the only thing that could be done with it was to

paint it.

Another Member thought there could be no
objection to the incorporation of colour with the

cement itself, any more than objection could be
taken to the use of colour in terra-cotta.

Mr. Payne asked whether Mr. Plumbe recom-
mended for outside work the stencil-plaster work
described in the paper, and whether, if the work so

obtained in relief got chipped, a very spotty appear-
ance would not ensue ? He should also like to be in-

formed of buildings where this treatment had been
adopted.

Mr. Williams asked whether it was possible to

give Portland cement a vitreous surface after it was
ui situ.

Mr. Clarkson remarked that one objection un-
fairly urged against the ordinary use of Portland
cement was that, as it required painting periodically,

people painted separate houses in one large block iu

different colours, aud thus disturbed the harmony of
the composition, especially when a pilaster di\iding

two facades was painted in two different tints.

Many objectors to Portland cement as a "sham,"
however, winked at the sham which was perpetrated

in designing the facj-ades of a number of houses
collectively iu the form of the fai^ade of a palace.

Although it was true that Portland cement was uied
by tlie speculating builder, and put to very base
uses, still it had been used in good work, as, for in-

stance, the Pall Mall front of the Travellers' Club-
house, and the front of the Caunon-street railwa3'

hotel. Many architects, and even members of the

Association, were responsible for Portland cement ou
brickwork, the cement being used, to a certain ex-
tent, ou the lines of stonework. He considered

that much of the cement architecture of London
was far jireferable aesthetically to the "respectable"

brick architecture of Gower-street and Ilarley-

street. Our architecture was a sort of conventional

'architecture, seeking to attain the greatest effect

with the least expenilituro of means, and Portland
cement offered an opportunity of doing this in a,

pleasanter and more lasting way than in brickwork,
inasmuch as the subtle effects of our atmosphere
soon deprivefl brickwork of its effectiveness. Jlr.

Harry's schools in S. Giles's were now fast losing

their effect from this reason. Although Mr. Plumbe's
suggestions for using coloured cements were very
well worth attention, he (the speaker) thought that

it was only in the country where work executed in

such cement would look well, and that such work
was hardly applicable to town architecture.

Mr. MfNDEY. in supporting the motion before the

meeting. cxj>rcsscd it as his opinion that Portland
cement c(mld only be used legitimately on flat or

nearly flat surfaces, and this was a fatal objection

to its use on a large scale. He considered cast-work

to be legitimate in cement design, but the projection

should not require the aid of any inner construction

or core, and there shouM be nothing approaching to

under-cutting. The nature of the ornament should

be such as could be obtained in a single impression.
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Mr. QuiLTER considered that one of the gTeatest

objections to the ordinary use of Portland cement

was that it was used in such large masses, ivhole

facades being coated with it. He conceived, how-

ever, that it might be advantageous, while using

cement, to let the brick or other construction project

through the cement at certain intervals. This T\ould

relieve the sombre tone of the work. All incised

and cast-work should be iu very low relief, and only

such as coiild be obtained iu the thickness of the coat-

ing of cement; there should be nothing in the shape

of a core. As to "rough-casting," suggested by

Sir. Redgrave, his (Mr. Quilter's) only objection to it

was that it showed no evidence of having been done

by any one but a mere labourer. In Portland cement

it wa-s possible to show that skilled labour had

been employed. He thought that the great danger

in xising encaustic tiles would be found to lie in

using them in too great contrast. Tiles should

not be used in little spots, but iu large panels.

The President, in putting the vote of thanks to

the meeting, said he disliked Portland cement as

much as Mr. Plumbe did. If coloured cements

were used, he should give up all the reds and blues

that went beyond a certain low tone. The green

appeared to him to be one of the most pleasing of

the coloiu*s, but as it was derived from green ultra-

marine, it was quite impossible that it could be

used iu large quantities, except at a verj^ high cost.

In using large quantities of cement, great care was
necessary to get a sufficient quantity of clean and
well-washed sand of the requisite tint ; if this was
not attended to, the work became patchy, unless

broken hy some very strongly-marked lines. A
method had been adopted by Mr. Blomtield of using

bands of red bricks or tiles at interv;Us, and thus

this patchiness was avoided, and, at the same time,

a warmth of tone was imparted to the cement work.
The motion ha\nng been carried by acclamation,

Mr. Plumbe, in reply, said that as to "rough-
cast " work, suggested by Mr. Redgrave, he thought
it an exceedingly nice method of coating concrete

walls, but its roughness of surface was an insuper

able objection to its use in London. In the country,

however, it might be used freely, and, iu conjunc-
tion with it, any amount of pargetting might be

executed, so that Mr. Quilter's objection to it on the

score of absence of artistic value would fall to the

ground. He (Mr. Plumbe) thought that incised

work was peculiarly adaptable to cement orna-

mentation. As to the "running" of the colouring
materials, his impression was that this was oiving to

the improper texture which had been given to the

surface of the cement. As explained iu the paper,

if the surface was linished with a steel Huat or

trowel (instead of with a wooden float), and after-

wards "dabbed*' over in order to obviate a too-highly

glazed surface, there would be no fear of the colours

"running" if the cement was properly mixed. As
to cast work, he had distinctly stated in the paper
that all the methods piu-sued by the old plasterers

might be imitated with advantage. He meant to

have added that he thought all cast work in cement
which was used for anything like a constructive

feature (such as a large bracket supportinga cornice,

or a carved cap) to be decidedly objectionable. As
to the necessity, alleged by one of the speakers, for

painting cement work, he (Mr. Plumbe) thought
that with the surface and the colour he advocated,
painting would be reiulered unnecessary, as the work
could easily be kept clean. The paper he had read
was, to a certain extent, experimental, but he had
faith enough in the principles lie had advocated to

give them a trial on the first opportunity. Unglazed
tiles were, he thought, qiute as reatlil}' cleaned as
those that were glazed, and were, of course, more
suitable for use with cement. Cement had been
very wrongly used, but architects were in some
measure to blame fur this, for the}' had ignored the
material while it was being largely used, instead of
trying to give it some appropriate architectural
treatment. Where stencil work in cement (as ad-
vocated by him) had been used he could not
tell ; it was partly his own idea and partly suggested
by a practical man. He thought it would answer
well for outside work. With reference to Mr.
Williams's suggestion as to a vitreous surface, he
thought it would be a very dangerous exiietlient to
adopt, for any moisture getting behind tiie cement
would, in frosty weather, expand, and the whole
surface would be shivered to pieces. As to Mr.
Clarkson's defence of the use of Portland cement, he
(Mr. Plumbe) contended that if the architects of the
works alluded to were obliged to use cement, they
might have won more credit to themselves had they
sought to give the material its own distinctive anil

appropriate treatment, instead of working in cement
with stone lines and forms. He quite agreed with
the President that a low tone of colour was ad\ns-
able for tinted plaster work. In conclusion, he

thanked the members for the vote of thanks they

had accorded to him.

The meeting then terminated.

A MILLION BLUNDERS.*

AMIDST the din of arms abroad and petty politics

at home, have you a corner for a subject less

exciting, but very imj^ortant to Englishmen ? Then
let me expose that great blot upon the English

intellect, the thing we call A house, especially as it

is built in our streets, rows, and squares.

To begin at the bottom—the drains are hidden

;

nobody knows their course. A foul smell arises; it

has to be groped for, and half the kitchen and
scullery floors taken up—blunder i. The whole
course of the drain ought to be marked with tlie

graving tool, on the stones, and a map of the drains

deposited with a parish officer ; overlying boards

and stones ought to be hinged, to facilitate examina-
tion. Things capable oS derangement should never

be inaccessible. This is common sense; yet, from

theu" drains to their chimney-pots, the builders defy

this maxim.
The kitchen windows are casements, and all case-

ments are a mistake. They are small ; they ought
to be as large as possible. The want of light in

kitchens is one of the causes why female servants

—

though their lot is a singularly happy one—are

singularly irritable. But. not to dwell on smaU
errors, the next great bhinder in the kitchen is the
PLASTER CEILIXG.

The plaster ceiling may pass, with London builders,

for a venerable antiquity that nothing can disturb,

but to scholars it is an unhapp}"- novelty and, iu its

present form, inexcusable. It was invented in a

tawdry age as a veliicle of florid ornamentation ; but

what excuse can there be for aplain plaster ceiling?

Count the objections to it in a kitchen. 1. A kitchen

is a low room, and the ceiling makes it nine inches

lower. 2. White is a glaring colour, and a white
ceiling makes a room look lower. 3. This kitchen

ceiling is dirty in a month^s wear, and filthy in three

months, with the smoke of gas, and it is a thing the

servants cannot clean. 4. You cannot hang things

on it.

Now change all this : lay out the prime cost of the

ceiling, and a small part of its 3'early cost, in finish-

ing yoxii joists and boards to receive varnish, and iu

varnishing them with three coats of good copal.

Your low room is now nine inches higher and looks

three feet. You can put in hooks and staples

galore, and make the roof of this business-room

useful ; it is, in colour, a pale amber at starting,

which is better for the human eye than white glare,

and instead of getting iigUer every day, as the

plaster ceiling does, it improves every month, every
year, every decade, every centiu-y. Clean deal,

under varnish, acquires, in a few 3'ears, a beauty oak
can never attain to. So much for the kitchen.

The kitchen stair.s, whether of stone or wood,
ought never to be laid down without a protecting

nozzle. The brass nozzle costs some money, the

lead nozzle hardly anj^ : no nozzle can be dear
;

for

it saves the steps, and they are dearer. See how the

kitchen steps are cut to pieces for want of that little

bit of forethought in the builder.

We are now on the first floor. Over our heads is

a blunder, the plaster ceiling, well begrimed witli the

smoke from the gaseHer, and not cleanable by the

servants ; and we stand upon another blunder ; here

are a set of boards, not j':)ined together. They are

nailed down loose, and being of green wood they

gape : now the blunder immediately below, the

plaster ceiling of the kitchen, has jirovided a recep-

tacle of dust several inches deep. This rises when
}'on walk upon the floor, rises in clouds when your
children run ; and that dust marks your carpet in

black lines, and destroys it before its time. These
same boards are laid down without varnish ; by this

means they rot and do not last one-half, nor, indeed,

one quarter of their time. Moreover, the unvarnished

boards get filthy at the sides before yr,u furnish, and
thus you lose the cleanest and most beautiful border

possible to your carpet. So the householder is driven

by the incapacity of the builder to pitiable substi-

tutes—oil cloth, Indian matting, and stained wood,

wliich last gets uglier every year, whereas deal boards

varnished clean improve every year, every decade,

every century.

AVhen last seen I was standing on the first floor

of the thing they call a house, with a blunder under

my feet—unvarnished unjoined boards ; and a

blunder over my head—the oppressive glaring, plaster

ceiling, full of its inevitable cracks, and foul with

the smoke of only three mouths' gas. This room
has square doors with lintels. Now all doors and
doorways ought to be arched, for two reasons—first,

From the Pall Mall Gazette.

the arch is incombustible; the lintel and breast-

summer are combustible ; secondly, the arch, and
arched door, are beautiful ; the square hole in the
wall, and square door are hideous.

This room is lighted by casements. The casement
may be defined " the unscientific window." Here
in this single structure you may see most of the
intellectual vices that mark the unscientific mind.
The scientific way is alwaj'S the simple way

;

so here you have complication on complication r

one half of the window is to go up, the other
half is to come down. The maker of it goes out of

his way to struggle with Nature's laws ; he grapples
insanely with gravitation, and therefore he must
use cords, and weights and pulleys, and build boxes
to hide them in—he is a great hider. His wooden
frames move up and down wooden grooves open to

atmospheric influence. What is the consequence?
The atmosphere becomes humid ; the wooden frame
sticks in the wooden box, and the unscientific window
is jammed. What ho ! Send for the curse of
FAJiiLiEs, the British workman ! Or one of the

cords breaks (they are always breaking)—send for

the CURSE OF FAMILIES to patch the blunder of the

uucientific builder.

Now turn to the scientific window; it is simply a
glass door with a wooden frame ; it is not at the

mercy of the atmosphere, it enters into no contest

with gravitation ; it is the one rational window upon
earth. If a small window, it is a single glass door,

if a large window, it is two glass doors, each calmly
turning on three hinges, and not fighting against

God Almighty and his laws when there is no need.

The scientific window can be cleaned by the house-

holder's servants without difficulty or danger ; not so

the unscientilic window.
How many a poor girl has owetl broken bones to

the casement mania ! Now-a-daj's humane masters
afflicted with unscientific windows send for the

CURSE OF F.,\jMiLiES whenever their casements are

dirty ; but this costs seven or eight younds a year,

and the householder is crushed under taxes enough
without having to pay this odd seven pounds per

annum for the nescience of the builder.

We go up the stairs—between two blunders : the

balusters are painted, whereas they ought to be

made and varnished at the carpenter's shop, and theu

put up ; varnished wood improves with time, painted

deteriorates. On the other side is the domestic
calamity, foul wear, invariable, yet never provided

for ; furniture ascending the stairs dents the wall

and scratches it ; sloppy housemaids paw it as they

pass, and their dirty gowns, distended by crinoline,

defile it.

What is to be done, then ? Must the whole staircase

be repainted every year, because five feet of it get

dirty? Or shall brains step in and protect the vulner-

able part ?

The ciu"e for this curse is chunam, or encaustic

tiles, set five feet high all up the stairs. That; costs

money ! Granted ; but the life of a house is not the

hfe of a butterfly. Even the tiles are a cheap cure,

for repeated paintings of the whole surface raighty

soon balance the prime cost of the tiles set over a

small part.

The water-closet has no fire-place. That is a

blunder. Every year we have a feiv days'hard frost

and then, without a fire in the water-closet, the water

m the pan freezes, the machinery is jammed, and
the whole family endiu^e a degree of discomfort, and
even of degradation, because the builder builds in

summer and forgets there is such a thing as -vNanter.

The dramng-room presents no new feature ; but

the plaster ceiling is particularly objectionable in this

room because it is under the bed-rooms, where water

is used freely. Now if a man spills but a pint of

water in washing or bathing, it runs through directly

and defiles the drawing-room ceiling. Perhaps this

blunder ought to be equally divided between the

ceiling and the floor above, for whenever bedroom
floors shall be properly constructed they will admit

of buckets of water being sluiced all over them; and,

indeed, will be so treated, and washed as courageously

as are sculleries and kitchens only under the present

benighted system.

I pass over the third floor and mount a wooden
staircase, a terrible Idunder in this part of the house,

to the rooms imder the roof. These rooms, if the

roof was open-timbered, would give each inmate a

great many cubic feet of air to breathe ; so the per-

verse builder erects a plaster ceiling, and reduces him

to a very few cubic feet of air. This, the maddest

of all the ceihngs, serves two characteristic purposes
;

it chokes and oppresses the poor devils that live

under it, and it hides the roof ; now the roof is the

part that ofteuest needs repairs, so it ought to be

the most accessible part of the house, and the easiest

to examine from the outside and from the inside.

For this very reason Perversity in person iiides it

;

whenever your roof or a gutter leaks, it is all groping
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and speculation, because your builder has concealed

the iuside of the roof ^vith that wretched ceillug, and

hai? made the outside accessible only to cats and

sparrows, and the "curse of families." N.B.—When-
ever that curse of families goes out on that roof to

mend one hole, he makes two. Why nnt ? Thauks
to the perverse builder, you can't watch him, and he

has got a friend a plumber.

We now rise from fully to lunacy; the roof is

actually conical. This, in a modern house, is not

merely silly, it is disgraceful to the human mind; it

was all very well before gutters and pipes were

invented : it was well designed to shoot off the

water by the overlapping eaves ; but now we run

'lur water off by our g\itters and pipes, and the roof

merely feeds them ; the conical roof feeds them too

fast, and is a main cause of overflows. But there

are many other objections to conical roofs, especially

in streets and rowsj

1st. The conical roof, by blocking tip the air,

necessitates high stacks of chimneys, which are

expensive and dangerous.

'2nd. The conical roof presses laterally against

the walls, which these precious builders make thinner

the higher they raise them, and subjects the whole

structure to danger.

3rd. It robs the family of a whole floor, and gives

it to cats and sparrows. I say that a five storey

house with a conical roof is a five-storey house, and
Tvith a flat roof is a six-storey house.

4th. It robs the poor cockney of his country
v\evr. It is astonishing how much of the country

can be seen from the roofs of most London streets.

A poor fellow who works all day in a hole might

smoke his evening pipe and see a wide tract of ver-

dure—but the builders have denied him that ; they

build the roof for cats, and the " curse of families,"

they do not build it for the man whose bread they

eat.

5th. It robs poor families of their tlrying-ground.

Cth. This idiotic blunder, slightly aided by a sub-

sidiary blunder or two, murders householders and
their families wholesale, destroys them by the most
terrible of all deaths—burning alive.

And I seriously ask you. and any member of either

House who is not besotted with little noisy tilings, to

consider how great a matter this is, though no politi-

cal squabble can be raised about it.

Mind you. the builders are not to blame that a

small high house is. in its nature, a fire trap. This

is a misfortune inseparable from the shape of the

-tructure and the nature of that terrible element.

The crime of the builders lies in this, that they make
no intelhgent i)rovision against a danger so evident,

but side with the fire and not with the family.

Prejudice and habitual idiotcy apart, can anything

be clearer than this, that as fire mounts and smoke
stifles, all persons who are above a fire ought to be

enabled to leave the house by the roof as easily

and rapidly as those below the fire can go out by the

street door ?

Now what do the builders do ? They side with

fire ; they accumulate combustible materials on the

upper floors.and they construct a conical roof most
difficult and dangerous to get about on, • but to the

aged and hi firm impossible. Are, then, the agetl and
infirm incombustible ? This hurrible dangerous roof

tlie merciless ^^Tetclles maki; so hard of access that

few are the cases, as well tliey know by the papers,

in which a life is saved by tlieir hardj-oad. They
open a little trap door^—horizontal, of course ; always

go against God Almighty and his laws when you
can ; that is tlie idiots' creed. This miserable aper-

ture, scarcely big enough for a dog, is bolted or pad-

locked. It isseveu feet from the ground. Yet the

builder fixes no steps or stairs to it ; no. get at It

how you can. What chance has a mixed family of

escaping by this hole in case of fire ? Nobody ever

goes on that beastly conical roof except in case

of fire ; and so the bolt is almost sure to be rusty, or

the key mislaid, or the steps not close; and even if

the poor wretches get the steps to the place, and
heave open the trap, in spite of rust and gravitation,

these delays are serious ; then the whole family is

to be dragged up through a dog hole, and that is

slow work, and fire is swift and smtdce Is stifling.

A thousand poor wretches have been clean murdered
in my time by the builders wit h their trap door and their

conical roof. Thousands mortt have been destroyed,

as far as the builders were concerned ; the firemen

and fire-escape men saved them, in s])ite of the

builders, by means which were a disgrace to the

builders.

But in my next, sir, I will show you tliat in a row
of houses constructed by brains not one of those

tragedies could ever have taken place.—1 am. Sir,

yours very truly. Charles Reade.

OX THE HISTORICAL DEYELOPilENT OF
OKXAJLEXTAL ART.

DR. G. G. ZERFFI delivered the thirty-third

of this course of lectures on Tuesday afternoon

last. In completion of the subject of Byzantine art.

the lecturer said that Byzantine metallo-technic

was extremely well finished and very highly de-

veloped. I\Iuch of this work consisted of plates

of metal indented or stamped with certain devices or

patterns, into the interstices or arrises of which a

softer metal or several softer metals were pressed or

hammered. This work presented somewhat the appear-

ance of damascened or Saracenic work. Here and
there animal forms were employed as nuclei for flowing,

scroll-liJ^e ornamentation. The general effect pro-

duced by this interwoven scroll-like work was that

of golden or silken network. Byzantine art was also

rich in mosaics, obtained by the process of stereotomy.

Byzantine art was, in reality, a kind of early

Renaissance of Greek art. The mosaic work of

Byzantium was. however, very different to the

mosaics of the fifteenth, sixteenth, and nineteenth

centuries, although the art was brought to great

perfection by the Byzantines. Their choice of

colours was excellent
;
primary colours were almost

exclusively used, secondaries being only employed
occasionally to give a softer appearance to the

work. In their pictorial mosaic work, the colours

were those of the materials used themselves, and
pieces of coloured stones and marbles were laid

together and cut in position to bring about the

desired result, wliich was required to be the effect of

an oil painting. This was altogetlier a faulty em-
ployment of a ^NTong material. The art of painting

consisted in taking fluid pigments of various colours

and shades, and coating the surface to be painted with

them in accordance vnth the subject of the artist.

Faiutinfi could not be done with stone. Shade was
wanting in these productions of the Byzantines,

and light and shade were spiritual things. The East,

however, always remained true to the stereotomi-

cal development of art—always kept true to solid

matter, but it erred when it tried to blend pieces of

solid ci.iloured matter together to bring about a pic-

ture. Stereotomy was an art which, in itself, had
a certain aim, that aim being altogether mistaken

by the Byzantines. But in later times the art of

making mosaic pictures has been immensely im-

proved, and the schools of Italy have succeeded

so far as to bring about a real kind of free flow

and interblending of the colours, so that at a

certain diMance a mosaic picture can hardly be dis-

tinguished from an oil painting. Having alluded to

the high value of mosaic as a decorative material, on

account of its comparative indestructibility, the

lecturer proceeded to tlescribe the great use which
the Byzantines made of gold and silver, remarking

that whenever and wherever gold and silver were

very largely used for purposes of ostentatious dis-

play, it was a sure test that that age or that nation

was barbarous. Art. amidst all this ostentation, did

not prosper. The intrinsic value of a large nugget

of gold was so great as to render its wearer or pos-

sessor an object of attention or envy -n-ithout any
aid from the goldsmith or chaser. Large diamonds,

fur this reason, were often badly "set" in compari-

son with stones of a much smaller size, while stones

of little or no value in themselves were often greatly

enhanced in value by the "setting" with which they

were surrouiuled. in the first church of S. Peter's,

at Rome (wliicli was a basilica), gold and silver were

used to a vcr}- large extent, even the flooring in

some parts of the edifice being paved with those

precious metals. On the altar and round about

the altar the greatest lavishment of these metals

was, of course, to be seen. Rich and sump-
tuous as the effect must have been, it could

have been nothing in comparison with the extremely

rich appearance of the churches of Byzantium. The
sacred vessels, cups, patens, chalices, censers, and all

parts of the building, were immensely gorgeous and

rich in form, the gold and silver work being further

ornamented, enriched, and set off by being inlaid

with large precious stones. Each of the candlesticks

or candelabra was in the form of a high column (of

gold, in many cases), and on top was a tazza on which

incense was kept burning. At this time (about ItlD

A.D.) gold was more and more used for domestic as well

as fur religious purposes. Liutprand tlescribes a grand

dinner given by the Emperor, at which the viands

were served up in very massive dishes and vessels of

gold, which had to be wheeled along the tables on

little carriages, as they were too heavy to be carried.

In fact, luxury reached its highest jutch in this era.

The altars in the churches were at first in the form

of a common four-legged table; sometimes, however,

five legs were usctl (one in the centre), symbolical of

the five wounils of Christ. Later they were of

marble, and in the epoch of luxury and ostentation

referred to tluv were sometimes of silver and some-

times of gold. Another part of the altar was
the tabernacle, in which the sanctum sancto-
rum was always kept. It was a kind of baldachin
or canopied structure, and was, in design, a mixture
of the old Greek and the then more generally spread
style of the Mahometans. Then the tlabeUum, an
instrument used to drive away the flies from the
Eucharist, was of gold

;
generally it had the shape

of a six-winged seraph. The chairs for the bishops
differed very slightly from those in use at the present
day. The perfection of the organ by the By-
zantines was well worth noting. It was said that
the Etruscans invented or introduced the organ, but
the Byzantines first used bellows with that in-

strument. At first the organ was never played at

church but only on the occasion of lay festivities.

Later on it by degrees began to take an important
part in the services of the church. As to bells, the
Buddhists had in reality the first so-called temple
bells. It was curious to note th:it the Mahometans
and also the Greek CInu"cli abliorred the sound of

bells, whereas in the Western Church bells had been
universally used ever since their introduction by
Bishop Paulinus fom- centuries after Christ. The
first bells were of course very primitive and queer in

tone, and were formed of sheet metal. Later, how-
ever, tin and silver were used, the bells being

cast in moulds to the required foim. Architecture

as well as sculpture and all the ornamental arts had
in the West an aim, that aim being, from the time

that Christianity became the guiding spirit of the

Teutons, to represent Christian ideas in visible forms,

Christianity was a religion of love, and the new
faith turned men towards one another, towards

Nature, and then heavenwards. The Christian

artist had a double aim—firstly, to impress the be-

holder with true forms ; and, secondly, to convey
some idea through those true forms—and in time

the Christian artist came to be a great Ctiristian

teacher and preacher. Art was then all concentrated

in the monasteries, and was, of course, ecclesiastical

and dogmatic in feeUng. Everj-thing was designed

to s}nnbolise something else, and the mere purpose

was ver}' often made to excuse even a very ugly

shape. Gradually the artists demanded to think for

themselves, and art began to be less fettered and
conventional. The lecturer concluded by minutely

comparing Byzantine and Romanesque art—a sub-

ject which he ^"ill continue in his next lecture, as

far as it has reference to Earlv Gothic architecture.

ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH
ARCHITECTS.

AT the ordinary general meeting of this Institute

on Monday evening last, Mr. E. FAnson,

V.P., occupied the chair, in the absence of the Pre-

sident, Mr. T. H. Wyatt. The minutes having

been read and confirmed, and several donations to

the library announced. Mr. H. W. Peek, M.P., was
unanimously elected an Honorary Fellow, and Mr.

Robert Fellowes Chisholm. F.]\I.L^., of Madras, was
ballotted for and declared duly elected as a Fellow.

The Chairm-VX then stated that the President's

promised paper " On the Liverpool Exchange " had

been unavoidably postponed, and that papers would

be read that evening as follows :

—

" On the Uses of Concrete as a Substitute for

Stone in AYalling, Ac. ByT. Wonnacott. Associate.

'' Remarks on Concrete Building." By A. W.
Blomfield, Fellow.

These papers were among those announced for the

Sectional Meeting devoted to ''Construction and

Science," during the recent Conference. They were,

however, ouh' read in part, and were therefore

substituted for the President's paper.

Mr. Wonnacott ha\ang read his paper, Mr.

Eastlake. the secretary, read ^Ir. Blomfield's paper

(in the unavoidable absence of that gentleman). As
thuse papers were only in M.S., which could not be

lent to the reporters, we shall wait until the papers

are printed by the Institute before giving them in

(mr pages. They (especially Mr. Wonnacott's)were

full of figures and dimensions, and as they were read

verv (luickly it was not possible, with any degree of

accuracy, to take a shorthand note of them.

A discussion ensued, in which Professor Kerr, Mr.

liebb, Mr. Payne, Jlr. Charles Barry, Mr. Thomas
Morris. Mr. Gilbert R. Redgrave, and the Chairman,

took part, and the thanks of the meeting ha^^ng

been temlercd to the authors of the papers, Mr.

Wonnacott briefly rcjilied to the remarks made ou

liis paper, and the jiroceedings terminated, after the

announcement by the President that

The closing ordinary general meeting of the

session will be held on Monday, the 19th inst.. when

a paper '' On Cistercian Architecture" will be read

by Mr. Edmund Sharpe, of Lancaster.

The annual ronvcrsazion^Vi'iW take place on the

28th or 30th instant.
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GODWIN & CRISP'S PREMIATED DESIGN
FOR THE BRISTOL ASSIZE COURTS.

ON April 21, No. 850, "vve gave illustratious of

Jlessrs. Godwin & Crisp's premiated design

for the Bristol Assize Courts, and at the same time

promised to give the premiated design submitted by

them at the second competition. "We now fulfil the

promise. We omitted to state, in our article on

April 21st, that the competition took place in ISGG.

It "will be remembered that we stated that at the

first competition Messrs. Godwin & Crisp bore away

all the honours by winning the three prizes. But ex-

ception was taken to the decision on the ground of some

trifling misunderstanding about the exact size of the

site. The unsuccessful competitors and certain civic

authorities were of opinion that fair play could only

be done by having a second competition. T\Ir. Water-

house, who acted, as we thiuk, with great judgment

and determination in the matter, thought otherwise ;

but in the contest general interests succumbed to

local influences, and a second competition was agreed

on. One of the conditions of the second competi-

tion was that no one architect should carry off more

than one prize. In the second competition Mr.

Street was selected as arbitrator. He decided that

Messrs. Popes and Bindon were entitled to the

first prize, and Messrs. Godwin & Crisp deserved

the second prize. This decision was final.

We gave a double-page illustration of Messrs.

Popes& Bindon's design, January 15th, 18G9. No. 732,

and this week we pay a similar compliment to

the design of Messrs. Godwin & Crisp. It may
be asked, Why give a design that was not carried

out, and so long after the competition ? And we
ask in return. Why not? If a thing is good, it is

good for all time

—

" A thing of beauty is a joy for ever."

general arrangements and on the details), together

with descriptive particulars of an abbey gateway, a

bridge, or otlier building of importance—Classical or

Mediaeval—in the United Kingdom or abroad,

hitherto unpifljlished in that manner. The Council
suggest the following as being subjects worthy of

illustration, but many others may equall}' well be

taken, if mrire convenient to the competitor :

—

IitELAND Cashel Cathedral.

„ ChriBtchurch Cathedral,
(Or any Monastic or Couventual Building).

Kent Bajham Abbey, near Tuubridge
"Wells.

LixcOLNSHruE Tattershall Castle.
MiuuLESEX Front of Dover House. Whitehall.

„ Law Fire Office, ChaiK-ery-I;ine.

„ EutranceGateway, Middle Temple
Lane.

„ Temple Bar.
Northamptonshire... Warmington Church,
Nottinghamshire Steeples ( if Grautham and Newark.
Scotland DrylHirf,'h or Melrose Abbey.
Shropshire LilVsh^lI Abbev.
Wales St. Davi.I's Cathedral.
Yorkshire St. Mary's Abbey, York.

The drawings to consist of at least one plan drawn
to the scale of ^th, or (in case of very large buildings)

1-lOth of an inch to the foot, an elevation and a
section, drawn to the scale of ^th of an inch to the

foot, with details to a scale of Iialf an inch to a foot,

and mouldings one-fourth full size. The elevations

to be in line, without shade lines, the plans and sec-

tional portions to be tinted in sepia. Perspective

drawings may also be sent, and may be tinted in

sepia or Indian-ink. The jointing of the masonry is

to be i^articularly marked, together with the mode of

construction and materials used. It is stronglj'

recommended that the rough drawings be plotted on

the spilt, and sent up to the Institute with the fair

drawings. [This medal is open to all members of

the profession, without limitation as to age.]

SUBJECTS FOR MEDALS AND PRIZES,
ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH ARCHI-
TECTS, 1871-2.

(SECOMD ISSUE, WITH ADDITIOXS.)

Royal Medal.—Her Majesty having been pleased

to grant her gracious permission for the Royal

medal to be conferred on such distinguished architect

or man of science of any countr^y as may have
designed or executed any building of high merit, or

produced a W4)rk tending to jiromote or facilitate tlie

knowledge of architecture or the various branches of

science connected therewith, the Council will ]:iro-

ceed, in January, 1872, to take into consideration

the appropriation of the gold medal.

At the special general meeting held on Monday,
the 6th I\Iarch, 1871, the following recommendations
of Council, witii reference to the medals and prizes

for the year 1871-72, were read and agreed to :

—

DESIGNS.

SoANE Mi:dalliox.*—That the Soane medallion

and, under certain conditions, the sum of £50, be

awarded for the I)est design, well illustrated by a

suthcient nuiubcr of drawings, for the following

subject:—A town hall of moderate size in a country
town, on a site 150ft. by 100ft, with a public

thoroughfare on two sides only (south and east). The
drawings (with the exception of the plan and sec-

tional portions) to be in outline only. Two plans of

the buildings, two elevations and one section (drawn to

^in. scale), with one perspective view and one sheet

of details—in all seven drawings—will be required, and
no additional drawings will be examined in reference

to the award. T!ie further award of £oO will be
made to the .successful competitor upon satisfactory

arrangements being made for his going abroad for a
period of six months to jtursue his arcliitectural

studies within two years after receiving the medallion.
The £50 will be paid in two instalments of £25
each; the first when the Soane medallist leaves
England for the Continent, and the second when he
shall have submitted to the Council satisfactory
evidence of his studies abroad, in the form of

drawings and sketches, after an absence of six
mouths.

MEASURED DItAM'INClS.

The Silver Medal of the Institute, with five
guineas, will be also awarded for the best illustrations,

geometri-cally drawn from actual measurement (with
dimensions figured both on the drawings showing the

'^ The competition for the Soane medallion is open to
all members of the profcEsion under the age of thirty
years.

Institute Medal.—That the silver medal of the

Institute be awarded to the author of the best essay

on tiie following subject :
—" Windows and their

appliances, treated historically, artistically, and
practically." A medal of merit may be awarded for

any other essay or essays, if deemed worthy, upon
suitable subjects selected by the authors themselves,

without limit or number. AH the essays to be written

very legibly on alternate pages of lined foolscap

pajjer, and to be accompanied by suitable illustra-

tions.

Students' Prize.—For students of the Institute

only. That the designs submit:ed in competition

for the student's prize in books, for the year 1871,

be one or more of the following:—"A staircase

within a space of 28ft. by lOft. in a domestic

building three stories high; an entrance porch and
hall for a town house; a brass candelabrum, '.'ft.

high; a ventilating turret or large smoke shaft

(200ft. high) to an extensive range of buildings; a

gas standard for five lights. The drawings to be

executed to any scale. The plans and sections to

be tinted in sepia, and the elevation to be in outline,

sepia, or colour. Perspective drawings are not

necessarily required, but may be sent in outline, or

tinted in sepia or Indian ink.

SIR. PEEIi's PRIZES.

(Open to all members of tlie profession under twenty-

live years of age.) The fidlowing special prizes

have been placed at the disposal of the Council hy

H, "W. Peek, Esq., M.P., Hon. Fellow, for competi-

tion by candidates whose age does not exceed twenty-

five years, on condition that the drawings for which
prizes are awarded shall become the propertv of Mr.

Peek.

Eastbury Manor ILirsE.—The sum i>f £-12

for the best, and £20 for the second best set of

measnred drawings, illustrating the restoration of

Eastbury Manor House, near Barking, Essex—viz.,

a plan of the ground floor (including the walled-in

garden upon the eastern side) drawn to a scale of

^in. to a foot, with the names of the various

rooms. &.C., marked thereon, according to their

supposed former api)ropriation. A sheet of details,

drawn to a a scale of ^in. to a foot—viz., a plan of

one of the octagonal tower staircases, with a section

of one revolution ; a jilan and section of the closet

or garde-robe on the upper floor ; an elevation aiul

section of part of the garden wall, showing the

small recesses therein; a plan and elevation of one

of the ornamental chimney stacks ; elevations

(drawn to a scale of |in. to a foot) of the north,

east, and west fronts in outline only ; a perspective

view (ab(mt 18in. by 13in. in size) tinted in sepia

only, and showing three sides of the quadrangle; a

short history and description of the building in

manuscript.

The Convent Gateway.—The sum of £10 for

the best set of drawings illustrating the restoration

of the Convent Gateway, Barking—viz., a plan
(drawn to a scale of ^in. to a foot) of the ground
and upper floors ; an elevation and longitudinal
section to the same scale; a perspective vignette
view, tinted in sepia only, about 7in. by (Jin. in
size; a short history' of the couventual building in

manuscript. [Competitors for the above prizes may-
have access to the Institute Library, on presenting a
letter of introduction from a member of the Insti-

tute.]

DIRECTIONS FOR COMPETITORS.

Each essay and set of drawings is to be dis-
tinguished only by a motto, without the name of

the author attached ; and is to be accompanied by a
letter, sealed with a blank seal, and having on the

outside the same motto as that attached to the essay
or drawings, and enclosing his name, with an
address to which a communication ma}' be sent^

The packet, directed "To the Secretaries of the
Koyal Institute of British Architects." and marked
Essay for Medal (or) Drawings for Medal (motto), is

to be delivered at the rooms of the Institute on or
before the olst of January, 1872, carriage and all

expenses paid.

The names of the successful competitors alone

will be made known.
Should none of the essays, drawings, subjects, or

buildings respectively be deemed by the Institute of

sufficient merit and importance to deserve the dis-

tinction of the premium offered in each case, they

reserve to themselves the right of awarding such

other premium in lieu thereof as they may deem
fit, or of withholding it altogether; and if the best

essay or drawings should be by a candidate who has

been successful on a former occasion, they reserve

the power of adjudging such other reward as they

rway think fit, and of awarding the medals to the

second in merit. All essays and drawings will be

returned to all the candidates, on application, to the

unsuccessful after die adjudication, and to the suc-

cessful after the presentation of the medal.

Copies of the premiated essays and photographs

of the perspective views or principal drawings to

which a prize is awarded will be required to be

furnished by each of the successful com])etitors for

deposit in the Institute Library before Midsummer,
1872.

Strict comphance with all the above directions is

required.

PUGIN TRAMMELLING STUDENTSIUU.

Candidates for the above studentship are re-

quested to send in their applications, together with
specimens of drawing, testimonials, &c., as required

by the deed of trust, (copies of which can be ob-

tained at the Institute), on or before 25th January,
1872. Extract from the schedide append':^d to the

deed of trust :
—"Every person of whatever nation

shall be eligible as student, who shall be more than
eighteen and less than twenty-five years of age,

provided that he give to the electors satisfactory

evidence of his moral character, and satisfy them
that he is a student of architecture, bond fide in-

tending to practise the profession of an architect,

and that he exhibits specimens of his drawings and

state the district of the country wliich he proposes

to visit, and the class of buildings which he intends

to study."

\ny further information niay be had on applica-

tion to the Secretary, Mr. Charles L. Eastlake, at

the rooms of the Institute, 0, Conduit-street,

Hanover-square ; or by letter prepaid.

COMPETITION.
MvELiNGAR.—The Bishop's residence competitfor

terminates thus :
—" Dear Sir.—The Episcopal

Building Committee, MxdUngar, feel compelled,

must reluctantly, to reject all plans sent in. One
class liaving the requirements, being far too

expensive, and much above the sum mentioned in

the advertisment; the other, for not having the

necessary accommodation, and consequently not

acceptable. The jdans will be returned, with many
thanks, carriage paid, if required.—By order,

TnoMAS O'Reiely, Secretary, May Kith, 1871".'

Which is most reprehensible, the violation of the

rules of grammar or of common fairness ? Really

this is too bad. It was evidently an utter impossi-

bility to comply with the requirements both of cost

and accommodation as usual, and the onus falls

upon the customary victims.—F.

The S. George's (Hanovor-squaro) Board of Guar-
dians, it is stated, contemplate the erection of a new
workhouse to accommodate one thousand inmates,

at S. Ennin's-hill. Three eminent architects are to

be consulted on the matter as to the suitability of

Ennin's-liill, and whether the site is sufficientljr

large for the contemplated building:
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SOUTH KENSINGTON FAN-CIES.

A HARD day's work at the Exhibition may
have exliausted our spirits, or our

lunch too long deferred injured our digestion

;

we can hardly otherwise account for the fit of

spleen into which we fell wheu, on emerging
from the refreshment department, our eyes
fell upon the series of designs for fans placed
in a conspicuous position upon each side of

the passage from the Meyrick galler}'. We
have long had our views as to the character
of the art training of the South Kensington
authorities, but we had hardly realised the
baneful result to which it has already tended,
notwithstanding the prophecies we have often

indulged in that no other end was f>ossible.

The inscription "Prize Awarded" upon
some di'awings of humming-birds upon sprays
of foliage did not at first arouse our attention,

although it was evident that those ornitho-
logical representations were altogether out of

place, as, by folding the fan, they would be
doubled up more completely than when they
were mere yolks witliin egg-shells, and after

some repetitions of this unnatural operation
they coidd hardly fail to receive some indelible

creases.

The tempting consideration passed through
our mind that bad might have been the best

of the designs submitted in competition, and
that the authorities were not to be blamed for

the bestowal of the prize, in sorrowful de-
ference to justice, to the best of the bad.

When, however, our eyes caught siglit of the
inscription upon other specimens of a still

worse description above, labelled " Com-
mended," our patience forsook us. "Deplored"
would, we should have thought, have been far

the more appropriate remark of discriminating
judges. Can sane masters teach, or sane
jiupils consent to learn, or sane judges
approve designs for fans consisting of land-
scapes with trunks of trees dissevered from
their branches by the practical necessities of
the curvature of the outline of the fan, limp
ribbons meandering among flowers, imitation

lace, scenes on rivers and lakes, and such like?

Among the whole collection not one design
accords in the slightest degree with the re-

quirements of the object proposed to be thus
decorated. Common sense and every canon
of taste are violated glaringly in every single

example. Why this should be the case, when
every fan that comes from China or the East
is a sensible and beautiful object, we are at a
loss to conceive. We pity and deplore the
waste of time and talents which this exhibi-
tion of designs discloses, but we impeach the
teachers and jiujges either of gross ignorance
or culpable betrayal of their office. A fan is

a combination of parts, the decoration of

which should be separate and distinct, and
yet harnicmious the one with the other. To
cut up a picture spreading over the whole, and
fold it to put into the pocket, is a piece of
barbarism of which a .'>outh Sealslander would
be ashamed. How, then, is it ])ossible that in

civilised England, and in this nineteenth
century, we can find such not only perpe-
trated, but actually labelled "Commended"
by authority?

STAINED GEASS A'J' THE IXTEU-
NATIONAL EXHHUTION.

{Continued frum payc 414.)

n^IIE manufacture of painte<l glass, inas
-*- much as it pretends to partake of the
nature of an art, is ten times nnue ojien to
the complaints we had to fiml with the manu-
facturers of furniture. AVc mean tliat under
the names of the same firms we find work
good, bad, and indifferent. It is obvious that
this arises from the occasional employment
of able artists for special works, while the
ordinary work turned out is left to men of
much lower class. If these exhibitions are to
do any good in raising the charact<;r of this
highly interesting branch of artistic manufac-
ture, it can only be, as we pointed out in

our last, by the rigid insistance on the part

of the authorities that the names of the
actual artists be appended to the several

works, as well as that of the finn who
may have executed and contributed it.

At present, with but few exceptions, the
specimens of painted glass sent are of very
indifferent quality, or we might say of no
quality whatever—at least, of any proper
kind. Conmion-sense is yet kept at bay by
either fashion or prejudice in most of the
work of this class by all nations. England,
however, bears away the palm, in that some
glimmering of right principles has been
forced upon even manufacturers of the article,

and some artists have turned their attention
to the special requirements of the art. But
most foreign nations generally, and the
Munich school, apparently, in particular, are
hopelessly sunk in a Slough of Despond in
which they are contentedly and complacently
floundering as if they had nothing to regret.

It is with sorrow, therefore, that we read
in Mr. Penrose's paper " On the Decoration of

S. Paul's Cathedral," that the three more
windows required for the apse " must be pro-
cured from the royal manufactory at

IMimich," and the still stronger assertion by
Mr. Beresford-Hope in his speech at the
Institute in connection with that paper, that,

with regard to the stained windows, "they
would be of Munich work, as the committee
had pledged themselves." 'We had hoped,
from the words of Mr. Penrose, that the
apse alone woidd be thus disfigured, for he
said, in continuation, "that he did not con-
sider it would be necessary to look to Munich
for any more painted windows ;" Mr. Hope's
belief that they " woidd be consummate
works of art" positively a.stounds us. Nor can
we agree with iMr. Penrose in thinking that
the Miuiich glass is " admirable in di-awing.
and only fails in texture." Of the Munich
works in Glasgow Cathedral we have pre-
viously given our opinion, and of the
specimens in the International Exhibi-
tion we have done the same in our last

notice, and without hesitation declare it

to be hopelessly and radically bad. We
will now proceed to an investigation of
the other examjiles exhibited at South Ken-
sington. No. :i.;)75, north-east staircase,

"The Education of the Virgin," by H.
Dobbelaen, is a work of considerable merit and
originality of treatment, the effect of which
is, however, lost from the glare of light from
the adjoining windows. The ^'irgin and her
teacher are seated in a reverential attitude,
with hands clasped over a scroll which, rather
quaintly, is turned upside down, as far as
they are concerned, for the benefit of the
spectator. The drawing of the figui-es, the
expi-ession of their countenances, and the
quiet and subdued character of the colouring
of their dresses, are good. They are seated
on a bench, the detail of which is bizarre,
and the foreground is filled with naturalesque,
and the background with conventional foliage,

which are not much in accord, but their effect

woidd doubtless not be bad in a more favour-
able position, thougli it seems rather coarse
in juxtaposition with the figures themselves.
The whole is surrounded by an atrocious
border of gold fleur-de-lis, with spandrils of
an unvaried and violent blue. These in-
consistencies would lead one to think that
the design for the figures and ornamental
portions were furnished by different hands.
No. :2.40;^, ea.st-side room No. 12, is a
vigorous heraldic composition for the
"Bavarian Arms," Von W. Swcrtskoff, of
Munich. This is very violent in colour,
and exaggerafedly fantastic

; still it is power-
fully and well drawn, and being tolerably in

one plane the faults inherent to Alunich ghv,ss

are not so conspicuous as in other examjdes
of the school. AVrong throughout in prin-
ciple, yet considered as a decorative tran-
sparency for some Renaissance building, which
could throw no stones at it on the score of
its own superior purity, this is a work of
talent not to be passed iDy with the contempt
we have seen elsewhere expressed for it. In

the same room is a three-light Perpendicvdar
window. No. 2,388, by H. Hughes (Ward
and Hughes), close alongside of which is

a single-light window by the same ai'tist.

The contiguity of these is wofully injurious
to each example. However, although the
work of this glass painter is not without
some power, the whole character of the treat-
ment is modern and vicious. Thus, in
the single light, the Nativity is treated like
a transparent colom-ed lithogi-aph. with a
landscape background, and yet is over-
shadowed by a conventional canopy of Lat«
Gothic foliage. This latter portion of the
work, by the bye. is very good of its class,

pearly in tint, and well drawn. In the south-
east staircase, i\lr. Charles A. Gibbs has a
large semi-circular-he«ded window, filled with
a transparent picture of our Saviour receiving
little children. We can only repeat that such
treatment in stained glass is wrong. Land-
scapes are falsified by black lead lines creeping
along the outlines of hills. The colour in
this particular example is very indifferent, and
not improved by the glaring red in the top
of the Renaissance framework, and this portion
of the work, affecting equally corrupt archi-
tecture, is clumsy and heavy in the extreme.
Discordant and violent colour mars the three-
light window by Lavers, Barraud, and West-
lake, in the left-hand compartment of the
same staircase. The subject that is treated
in this specimen is the Crucifixion. The
drawing is moderately good, and the treat-
ment as regards the material is unobjection-
able, but the canopy work is coarse in out-
line and detail, and violent and disconnected
in colom-. No. 2,391 is a Renaissance window,
occupying the remaining compartment on the
right-hand side of the staircase. The
design is by F. W. Moody, carried
out by Messrs. Powell, of VVhitefriars.
Here an architectural composition, with the
central portion in perspective, but from a
point of sight no spectator can place him-
self at, stands out against a sky stratified

like a slate quarry. In front of the temple a
Roman emperor of strangely-short propor-
tions, and clad in red and rose, is executing a
sort oipas-de-deu.r with an allegorical female,
whose train is upheld by a pair of naked in-
fants engaged in some animated discussion,
wdiile two excited masters of the ceremonies
are rainly striving to attract the attention of
the principal performers to control or re-
strain their eccentric proceedings. In a sort
of apartment disclosed below some brilliantly-
colom-ed scrimmage is represented, with blue
legs and yellow arms in violent action, the
purport whereof we failed to perceive.
The north - west staircase has another

powerful and portentous transparency in the
centre compartment, contributed by Messrs.
Lavers, Barraud, and AVestlake. The subject
is, apparently, the angel appearing to the
three Marys at the Sepulchre. The kneeling
figure is well drawn, fresh and harmonious in

colour, and would be well if painted in an
opaque material, and no great exception need
be taken to the other standing figures had
they also been so painted. But the violent
unsliaded ruby of the virgin's nimbus and.
angel's wings would spoil any picture. For the
distracting Renaissance architectural border
work we have no commendation, and any
merits the picture itself may have are neu-
tralised by the contempt shown throughout
to all the proprieties of glass painting. Night-
mare-like groujis of ill-drawn figures in hor-
rilile colours, sent by Messrs Cox & Son,
disfigure the winilows at the sides of this;

staircase, and their toleration by the authori-
ties speaks little for their discernment.
Jlcssrs. Cox & Son have been more fortunate'

in the artist they have employed for their

window which occupies the central opening
in the south-west staircase. For domes-
tic work this is an intei'esting and sug-
gestive example. The wide, semi-ciiculai'-

lie;wled window is divided into nine ob-
long panels below the sjtringing of the'

arcli, and three above. The former are
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counterchanged with alternate designs of

delicate and subdued colouring, with circular

and oblong panels respectively in the centres,

with groups of birds and plants touched with

gold. But the central panel of all" has a nice

and rightly-treated coloiu-ed grouj:) of two
damsels gardening. The upper part of the

window is not so good, nor does it seem by
the same artist. Here a seated figure holds

some apples in a cloth, and is placed before a
l}ackground of blue, bordered with conven-
tional foliage. We are glad to be able con-

scientiously to commend this design, and wish
we were favoured by the name of the artist,

for to Messrs. Cox Ave can grant little credit,

seeing that they blow hot and cold with the

same mouth. This south-westeiTi staircase

is altogether fortunate in the reticence of

colour displayed in all its windows. The side

openings are filled respectively by works by
J. Gamble, executed by Messrs. Powell and
by Mr. ]\Ioody and assistants, and contri-

buted by the Science and Ai*t Department.
Their merits are negative, and consist mainly in

that they are not obtrusive, being principally

in grissaille ; what colour there is introduced

we regard only with satisfaction, inasmuch
that there is so little of it ; and for the

fantastic arabesques and Renaissance archi-

tectural portions we care less than nothing.

The figures in Mr. Moody's window are in-

jured by the lead lining, for though only

delicately shaded, they are shaded as figm*es

upon glass should not be.

In the south-west galleries. Room 24, are

some ornamental glass transparencies, ex-

hibited by Messrs. Chance, of Birmingham,
noticeable as examples of what to avoid, and
some glass manufactured by ]\[r. Rust, Avhich

shows Avhat wonderfully beautiful material is

ready to the hand of our glass painters.

Would that they knew how and when to

use it

!

J. P. S.

LONDON : ITS COMMERCIAL CENTRES,
AND THEIR INFLUENCE ON THE
VALLTC OF L,AND.

A VALUABLE paper with this title was read

by Mr. E. I'Anson, F.R.I.B.A. (thau whom,
perhaps, no one is better competent to deal with the

subject) before the members of the Institution of

Surveyors on Monday, the 2-2nd ult., Mr. R. II all.

President, in the chair. After a vivid and interest-

ing historical sketch of London as it was fifty-five

years ago, and of the manj' subsequent changes in

the architectural aspects of the metropolis, he de-

scribed iu detail the localities where the chief

branches of commerce aud industry were and are

carried on, and having done this very ably, he

proceeded to point out the influence which these

great centres have upon the value of property. On
this branch of his subject he said :

—

To be iu a market is, we all know, of great im-
portance; it is somethmg to be in London, itself

one vast emporium and mart, but it is more still to

"be in the market itself. For this reason, the land

in the great market of London—the money market
—is the most valuable land in London, and perhaps
the most valuable land in the world. What do we
-observe now in the hoarding round the new build-

ing erecting at the corner of Queen Victoria-street

and the Poultry—little boxes, where sellers are

•established in tlie vast line of traffic which passes

this locality. AVhat rent they pay, I do not know

;

but I do not doubt it is something considerable for

mere standing room iu the midst of commercial
London.

Somethinc; like £40 per superficial foot for the
freehold is, I believe, the highest price obtained for

land in this great centre, but this is an exceptional
case, and probably about i;30 may be stated as the
average maximum value which ground has yet
reached in the very heart of England's metropolis.
This large value, however, extends over a very
limited area. It comprises a part of Cornhill, bvit

hardly extends l.eyond Finch-lane to the eastward,
or westw;u-d beyond the Liverpool and London
and Globe Insurance offices, at the corner of Lom-
bard-street and Cornhill.

The highest quoted value of land in my experi-
€nce was in Lombard-streei

; but, as before stated.

I consider this quite exceptional. Lombard-street
itself, in its best part, would not exceed two-thirds
of the value of the land in Cornhill; whilst at the
eastern end of Cornhill the land does not reach a

value exceeding one-tliird of its maximum value

opposite the Royal Exchange.

Taking, as I do, the Royal Exchange as the

centre of the commerce of London, it is in this im-
methate neighbourhood that land reaches its maxi-
mum value. If we go either eastward or westward
of the Royal Exchange the value of land rapidly

declines; eastward, at the end of Cornhill, it is

already only worth about one-half (10s.) a foot what
it is worth at the Royal Exchange. If we cross

over Bishopsgate-street the value decreases to about
one-fourth of the maximum (os.), and when we get

as far east as the Minories the laud there has almost

reached its minimum value in the City of London.

In Bishopsgate-street Within, where are to be

found the great commercial houses of Baring
Brothers, Antony Gibbs and Co., and one or two
more large mercantile firms, the value of laud is

about intermediate between its valiie at the eastern

end of Cornhill and the western end of Leadenhall-

street.

Proceeding in another direction, along the line of

Lombard-street, the laud here retains its value more
nearly through its entire length than it does in

Cornhill and elsewhere. Lombard-street is in the

line of thoroughfare to the great commercial centres

of colonial trade, and, with Fenchurch-street, may
be taken at about one-third, or somewhat less of the

maximum value, falling to about one-fourth, or

even one-fifth, as it approaches Mark-lane ; beyond
that point it passes the commercial centres, aud
rapidly falls iu value.

There are now two great liues of thorouglifare

tending westward, one leading along Cheapside and
Ludgate-hill to the Strand, and the other along

New Queen Victoria-street to the Thames Embank-
ment. On the former thoroughfare, about as far

west as Bucklersbury, the traffic is tlie densest in

London, as computed by Mr. William Ha}T\'ood, the

Engineer of the City Commissioners of Sewers, and
referred to in a masterly pamphlet ibawn up by him,

urging the necessity of opening up new thorough-

fares in the City.

As far west as Bucklersbury, the land in the

Poultry, especially on the south side of the street,

attains verj' nearly its maximum value. A very

recent letting, at the corner of New Queen Victoria-

street, will attest this assertion. Be3'oud Buclders-
I)ury the price gradually falls. I have hardly any
data precise enough to give an exact proportion, but
I am, probably, safe in saying that along the

western part of Cheajiside and (as far as the western

end goes) of Ludgate-hill. that tlie laud hardly

realises more than one-fourth of its maximum value.

Along the Strand, as far as Charing-cross, about
one-sixth is, probably, the percentage, although,

perhaps, this is rather low for corner situations.

If we take the new Hue of Queen Victoria-street,

from the Mansion House to Blackfriars, there have
already been sufficient dealings in the land border-

ing on the street to prove that the value rapidly

declines iu proportion as we leave the great centres

of value aud commerce. The extreme eastern por-

tion of the street fully maintains the maximmn
value ; but it falls to about one-half a very short

distance westward, and from one-fourth to one-fifth

at the western end of the street.

If we follow the Ime itf Cheapside in the direction

of Ilolborn, the value vi laud still decreases as we
gi> westward, until—notwithstautUug the impetus
given by the magnificent viadiict, which now blots

out what was for long that great disgrace to London,

the Ilolborn valley—the land hardly realises one-

fourth of the maximum value; although in one

instance (a corner plot) it reaches about one-third.

Southward of the Rin'al Exchauge, in the narrow
lanes winch, until they were cut in two by the

opening of King William-street in 1831, were very

unimportant thoroughfares, the land reaches about

one-tliird of its maximum price, until at the southern

end of these lanes, next the river's bank, its value

does not much exceed one-tenth of the maximum,
and that only in the i>ortions nearest to London-
bridge on the west.

Northward of the R»\val Exchange, except imme-
diately adjoining the Bank—that is to say, in

Bartholomew-lane, Throgmorton-street, Lotkbury,

and Tokenhouse-yard, which are in close proximity

to tlie money market—the laud does not exceed about

one-half of the highest value, and beyond that it

rapidly falls, until, in Finsbury, it realises not more
than from one-fifteenth to one-twentieth of the full

value.

In Bishopsgate-street Without the value falls

rapidly, and in the small streets running westward
out of Bishopsgate-street, such as Sun-street aud
Skinner-street, houses and shops were, until quite

recently, when their raXne has been somewhat im-

proved by the passage of the North Loudon Kail-

waj', letting at rents almost as low as the most
cUstant parts of Loudon.

There has alwa3'"s been, and still exists, an almost
unreasonable difference in the value of land on the
south side of the river and that upon the north side.

In the best thoroughfares, laud on the south side of

the Thames scarcely realises oue-fifteenth or one-
sixteenth of the maximum value of City land, and
when at only a moderate distance from the river,

and, indeed, when close upon it, it hardly goes beyond
one-fortieth of the maximum—viz., about 6d. a foot.

Immediately adjoining, however, the south end »>{

London-bridge the land changed ownership by the

acre at something over the highest proportionate

rate I have just referred to, and iu the luie of New
Southwark-street, in one favourable corner plot, it

reached six-twentieths of the full value.

These statements of value, most of which are

founded upon m}-" own personal experience, I, how-
ever, only offer to you as approximate. There must
always be exceptional conditions, such as corner

sites, aspect, light, convenience of access, suitability

for special buildings, non-liability to interference by
adjoining owners, and so on, as well as the pressing

necessities and prodigality of some of the great

houses of business requiring extension of accommo-
dation, which considerably influence the value of

property in certain localities.

Besides the great lines of thoroughfare I have
referred to, converging towards the central point of

importance and value, there are also, as I have

endeavoured to point out, other centres or foci of

value, which are scarcely less valuable than those I

have already enumerated. For example, I have

recently heard of land, in the centre of the Man-
chester trade or market, being valued as high as the

land in the close vicinity of the Royal Exchange.
It is curious to observe, however, within how short

a distance the value of land varies. For instance,

in Friday-street the maximum value of land

is asked and obtained ; but within a stone's

throw of that spot,—in Monkwell-street, for

instance,—its value falls to one-eighth of the maxi-
mum. And in the old City lanes intersected by
King Wilham-street, there is a very notable differ-

ence between the value of laud on the north and on

the south side of that thoroughfare.

The difference between the highest and the lowest

value of land in the City may be stated as about 1

to 20 ; for I take '2(ls. a foot to be now about the

maximum value, and Is. a foot as about, although

not quite, the minimum. I think I am right in

saying that land let for residential purposes in the

most fashionable districts of western London does

not reach more thau from one-sixth to one-eighth

of the maximum value of land in the City proper.

AVe are all familiar with the vast differences in

the value of ]>roperty which have occurr<rd in the

course of the last half century. It would not, I

think, be at all excessive to say that, in the localities

comprised within the before named markets, the

value of land has at least doubled during the last

fifty years, and that in the more important trade

centres within the City of London it has been fully

quadrupled.

I have purposely refrained from alluding, Iwname,
to any case ; but one special instance occurs to me
in illustration of my remarks. The Hanseatic towns

had, from a very early period, a wharf in Upper
Thames-street, near London-bridge, called the Steel

Yard. Here, shut in within their own walls, they

had their own mercantile centre and depot for goods,

just (as, I believe, is still the custom in Chinese

cities. The piece of ground covered just GO, 000

feet superficial. The Hamburghers, to whom the

Steel Yard belonged, sold this ground, through their

engineer, Mr. Lindley (who has done much to raise

the town of Hamburg from the ruin in which it

was plunged by the disastrous fire of 1842), for

exactly £1 a foot, or just what I now take to be the

minimum value of land in the City. This was not

more than some twent}' }"ears ago, and a few years

since it was sold for, I believe, £3 a font. The site

of the Steel Yard is now covered by Hawkshaw's
City terminus of the South Eastern Railway.

I have no sufficient data with reference to the

value of land in other great cities to which I can

refer, so as to quote figures, but I have a general

impression that land in London has arrived at no

excessive value as compared with other localities,

and that it is a value which, so long, as we remain

a commercial country, will be maintained, and even

increased.

I can quote some instances of the value of land

in Paris. The laud in the new street from the Place

de rOpera to the Rue de Rivoli, was sold, in 186&,

at from £68 to £72 per square metre for corner

plots, or from £G Gs. to £7 per foot, taking 10 feet

superficial to equal a metre. On the Boulevards the

land, however, ouly fetched, at the same time, £5 a
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foot ; but these prices are, by no means, I believe,

the highest prices for land which have been obtained

in Paris. In the centre of the city (viz., round the

Bourse), and upon the inner Boulevards, laud

realises, if I recollect rightly, quite a.s much .as, or

more than, land in London.

At Xew York I believe the same condition of

things prevails ; and. two or three years ago, I was

not a little surprised to find what a high price land

re.ilised at St. Petersburgli, in the midst of the

commercial centres of that great, but at the same

time not very commercial, city.

When we reflect that whilst in the year 1811 our

whole population did not exceed twentj' millions,

anil that of London w.as imder one and a-half

millions, whilst at the present time the population of

London probabU' reaches to nearly four millions

and the population of the United Kingdom to some-

thing like thirty millions, whilst the amount of gold

in circulation has very largely increased, especially

since its discovery in Australia and California, and
wherever land remains the same in quantity (a re-

mark whicli strongly a]iplies to the commercial centre

of London), it is almost a natural consequence that

the value of land in I^ondon, and more especially iu

its great commercial centres, should have increased

in the proportion which it has done.

The confined area within which business is trans-

acted in the City, and the enormous increase in

the population which is continuall}' going on. must
ine^'itably lead to the displacement of certain trade

centres and a consequent v.ariation in the values of

property. Some of these changes may be already

anticipated by a consideration of what has occurred

in analagous cases ; but it is, of course, impossible

to foretell, with any degree of accuracy in what di-

rection the exodus will take place, and what may
be the extent of the land which will be required to

meet the wants of an ever-growing population.

Were it possible to forecast what will be the

future centres of value, or to define what will become
the great lines of traffic, we might, there is no doubt,

make a very practical use of this knowledge. The
very complex social system under which we live,

the force of habit and a complacency which makes
us satisfied with things as they are, renders it ex-

tremely difficult to effect changes or improvements,

and the partial manner in which nearly all altera-

tions are carried out makes it almost impossible to

predict, with any certainty. theeiTect of such altera-

tions upon the value of land within the metropoli-

tan area.

That some important changes are inevitable may
be inferred irom the extraordinary development that

has taken place in some branches of trade, and on

the otlier hand tlie almost total collapse of some of

the most important industries upon which we for-

merly relied.

As an instance of the changes whicli affect us.

may Ite mentioned our trade with the colony of

Australia, which has sprung up entirely during the

present century, and has now assumed very remark-
able proportions.

I may cite the removal of Smithfield Market from
the middle of London, which caused considerable

disturbance to business, affected the v.alue of land

to some extent, and caused, probably, some cases of

individual hardship in consequence of the value of

grouiul having declined for a time; but tlic erection

of the Xew Meat Market, and the alterations whicli

have lieen effected iu tlie neighbourliood, have

once more raised the character of the site, and in all

prob.ibility rents arc now higher in Smithfield than

they were before the removal of the market. The
planting of the market at Islington has largely tended

to the development of the property iu the neighbour-

hood, and the preservation of a large unoccupied

sp,ace is no doubt beneficial in a populous overcrowded

locality.

The transfer of the meat market from its ancient

habitat in Newgate-street to the handsome and
commodious building in Smithfield which it now
occupies has also, to some extent, influenced the

value of land in the former locality, but there can be

little doubt that the area of the old market will be

rapidly absorbed by other trades in the vicinity

(probably by the bookselling trade), and a proper

equilibriiiin established.

Tlie remov.al of public offices from the interior of

the City to the more western part of London has

tended to relieve the jilethora of population, which,

at times, threatens to choke the City. The trans-

ference of the Government of India from the East

India Comp.any to the Crown in IS.5.5. by the Act
21 iS:22 Vict. c. infi. rendered the Kast India House
in Le.adenhall-street unnecessary, and its site became
available for the erection of offices.

Tlie Excise Office, in (lid Broad-Street, whiih was
built on the site of Gresham College in 1774, wa.s,

in the same manner, removed to Somerset House, on

the incorporation of the Board of Excise with that
of Stamps and Taxes in 1849, and the Old Excise
Office was converted into ofliees and re-named Gres-
ham House,

The South Sea House is another example of a
somewhat similar transformation, a portion of the
premises being occupied by the Oriental Banking
Corporation, and the remainder by the Baltic Coffee
House and sale-rooms.

The Hudson's B,ay Company's premises in Fen-
church-street, after having remained unlet for a con-
sider.able time, have been recently let, and converted
into private business ofHc^.

It has been lately proposed to remove the Royal
Mint from its present position on Tower Hill, to some
more convenient locality, and the Thames Embank-
ment lias been suggested .as a fitting spot. This
matter, however, is for the present in abeyance.

\yhatever changes have occurred, or may super-
vene, in other departments of commerce, it is

tolerably certain that the money market will iilwavs
remain in the heart of the City, and there is, there-
fore, little reason to fear that the value of land in

the neighbourhood of the Bank ami the Roy.al
Exchange wiU suffer any diminution. Cornhill, and
the streets in its vicinity, must always be the centre
of London, and the centre of business activity, and it is

not easy to imagine any alteration, short of a politi-

cal cataclysm, hitherto happily unknown in this
country, which could in way deteriorate from its

value. The recent removals of the capital of Italv
from Turin to Florence, and from thence to Rome,
as well as the possible .abandonment of Paris, are, no
doubt, suggestive facts, but I venture to think that,

so far as we can form any opinion of future events,
London will always remain the centre of imperial
British commerce, and the City of London the focus
of conimerci.al activity.

All the statements I have made with regard to
conip.arative values have been founded upon know-
ledge acquired iu my own practice and experience.

I have hardly felt at liberty to cite the particular
data upon which I rely for the facts contained in my
paper to-night ; but my chief object has been not to
state precise values in particular districts, but to
point out the really intelligible causes which deter-
mine the value of land in certain localities, subject
to special and constantly shifting circumstances,
which, as you all well know, must be taken into
consideration in every instance.

MORE PUBLIC STATUES FOR THE
METROPOLIS.

THERE have just been issued copies of a Treasury
Minute appointing a committee to report on

open air spaces in the vicinity of the Palace of

^Vestminste^ available for st-atues of statesmen,
and of the report of the s.aid committee. The com-
mittee on .appointment were requested to report as

to—1st. The open-air spaces advantiigeously avail-

able iu the immediate vicinity of the Palace of 'West-

minster for the statues of statesman. 2. The number
of statues which such spaces ought to accommodate,
" regard being had to all the considerations derivable

from the laws of art which go to determine the

question." 3, Tlie manner in which these spaces

might progressively be occupied by new statues from
time to time "nithout presenting the appearance of

mutilated or incomiilete arrangements ; and 4. The
rules as to the sizeot the statues, or other particulars,

which ought, in their judgment, to be borne in mind,

with a view to the ultimate exhibition of an effec-

tive anil harmonious wliolc. The committee express

their ojiinion that tlie only open-air spaces at present

available for the statues of statesmen in the neigh-

bourhood of the Houses of Parliament are the two
.g.ardensin Parliament-square, opposite the gateways
of New Palace-yard, and if the central avenue
between them were widened from 20ft., its present

width, to ixit., ten statues could be comfortably

accommodated there. with'Uit crowding. In addition

to this site, the four truncated angles of the square

would afford suitable posiliims for eight more statues,

and when the proiioscd clearances are effected in Old

Palace-yard and Abingdon-street, other sites for

statues may become available ; but, as the committee

truly remark, it is hardly requisite al present to

take tliis point into consideration, for, although they

have indicated sites for eighteen statues, tliey are

given to uuderstand that only four statues are, or

will he shortly, available; indeed, they seem to anti-

cipate that some little time will elapse before a sulli-

cient number of statues will be found to till up tlic

gardens in Parliament-square. Tlicy evidently,

however, do not wish to give offence liy alhuling to

the present dearth of statesmen, for they suggest

that six pedestals should lie at once provided—the

empty pedestals to be surmounted by vases of

flowers, until statesmen are found to fill them. With

regard to the dimensions of bronze statues to be
erected in P,arliament-street Gardens, the committee
are of opinion that they should, as a general rule, be-
one half larger than life size—in other words, the
statue of a man Oft. high in life would be 9ft. ; one
5ft. Gin. 8ft. 3in., and so in proportion. These
dimensions to be inclusive of the plinth of about
oin. on which the statues should stand. To make
all of a uniform height appears to the committee
undesu-able, as they consider it preferable to retain
approximately at least the same variety of height
as exists in life, and there can be little doubt the
committee are right in this view, for great statesmen
are often diminutive men in private life.

ARCHITECTURAL & ARCH^EOLOaiCAL
SOCIETIES.

Royal ARCH.SOLOGICAL Institute.—Tlie annual
meeting of the Royal Archaeological Institute of
Great Britain and Ireland for the year 1871 will
commence at C;irdiff on the 25th of July, under the
presidency of the Marquis of Bute. The presidents
of sections will be :—Antiquities, the Earl of Dun-
raven; Architecture, Mr. (j. T. Clai'k; History, Mr.
E. A. Frccmaii.
The Northern Architecturai Students'

Society.—The second annual meeting of this
societ}' was held on the 31st ultimo, at the Literary
and Philosophical Societ3''.s looms, Newcastle-on-
Tyne. This brought the winter session to a close.

The president (Mr. W. L. Newcombe) delivered an.

adcb'css, setting forth, among other matters, the de-
sirability of populaiTsing the art of architecture, con-
cluding with a few words to the members, en-
couraging them to renewed exertions in the pursuit
of their profession. The report of the committee was
read and ordered to be pmited, together with the
treasurer's statement as to the finances of the
Society. The election of ofiicers for the ensuing
year tlicn took place, with the following results ;—

.

President, Mr. W. L. Newcombe; vice-president,

Mr. W. H. S. Thompson ; lion. sec. and treasurer,

Mr. Joseph Oswald; committee, Messrs. Bedlington,

Oliver, Eeed, .and Thornhill. The out-door meetings
of the Society diuang the summer will shortly
commence,
Oxford Architectural and Historical So-

ciety.—The members and their friends, to the num-
ber of about thirty, assembled on Satm^day week,

and started iu two drags to Ensham, for their third

excursion this term. On then- arrival they inspected

the remains of the village cross. Mr. James Parker
gave a brief account of the e.arly history of the
place, and of the foundation of the Abbey. Of all

'

the towns and villages within the immediate neigh-
bourhood of Oxford, Ensham is the first which we
find mentioned in any historical record. Of the
buildings, beyond the traces of foundations to the

west of tlie chiu-cli, nothing is now remaining. Mr.
J. II. Parker then described the church, which is a
building of the fourteenth century, with the fifteenth

century addition of the north aisle ; the alteration

of the piers of the south aisle, which are of singular

obliing plau ; and the restoration of the west end and
addition of a tower, situated at the west end of the
north aisle. Some of the windows are remarkable,

but the aspect of the church is still much marred
by the presence of unsightly galleries. On pro-

ceeding to Stanton Harcourt, the Rev. W. P. Walsh,
vicar, received the party at the church. The nave
contains a doorway and window showing its twelfth

century origin. The central tower, with the vaulting

beneath, and the two transepts, as well as the chan-
cel, are all of the thirteenth century, and perhaps the

finest specimens of that ago of any parish church in

the neiglibourhood ofOxford. The arrangement of the

windows in triplets, and the curious thirteenth cen-

tury wood screen, were pointed out, as well as several

other interesting features. The party then visited

the private chapel, and ascended Pope's tower,

visiting the room in which he wrote. .-Vfterwards

they went to the kitchen, many ascending to the

top' to ex.aniine the mode of attaching the ancient
" luffer " board by which the draft for the smoke was
regulated. Throughout Mr. J. H. Parker ;i.otcd as

ck-crone, Iccturhig on the several details as they

wcrr' passed in view. On returning, the party stopped

to visit the interesting cdiurch of Cassington. This
clnirch, consisting of nave and chancel, is a Norman
structure of the first half of the twelfth century, the
corbel table and parapet remaining very perfect, and
the chancel retaining the original vaulting. The
spire li.as been added to the Nonnau tower, and
windows inserted in the Norman walls in the time

of Edward II. The west window of the same
period is a curious instance of the approach of the

foreign Flamboyant tracery.

Preston, Lancashire, is at last to havo a new
r.aihvay station and a<ljuncts. The affair has re-

ceived tlie sanction of the various companies con-

cerned, and mil be open for tenders as soon as the

drawings, specifications, and quantities—now rapidly

preparing under the direction of Jlr. C. Axon, the

North Union RiiUway Company's engineer—are com-
pleted.
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Jfnnntttre mt^ Jetoration.

GILDING AND OKXAMENTING ON GLASS.

BY AN EXPERIENCED WOUKMAN.

(^Continued from page 393.)

SOLID gilt or gold gi-ounds are much used
for window plates and glass signs for all

purposes, and when the gold is uniform in

solidity of surface, and of a bright clear

burnish, the effect cannot be surpassed for

brilliancy. There are two methods of paint-

ing on gold grounds, namely, by first paint-

ing the letters or ornament upon the glass,

and then gilding the ground ; but there are

numerous objections to this method, although
it is much practised. In the first place, we
are not able to make the edges of the letters

or ornament as sharp and clean cut as they
ought to be ; and secondly, when we gild the

ground we find that there is a sort of greasy
exudation from the paint which injures the

burnish of the gold, and thus we have an
imperfect work. We have invariably found
it best in all cases to gild the ground first

solid, and pounce or trace on the ornament
or letters, then paint in the ground with the

Brunswick black or other backing, leaving
the ornament uncovered ; when dry and
liard we wash the gold off the ornament and
letters. We thus produce sharp and clear

outlines, better in every respect than by any
other method. We can, of course, now pro-
ceed to paint in the letters or ornament solid

black or in tints of colour, as may be desir-

able. The outline being secured, no after-

manipulation can interfere with it, which
leaves us at much greater liberty to mix and
blend the colours than we otherwise could
do, which in practice will be found to be a
great advantage. Much care and experience
is required in the mixing, laying on, ami
manipTdating the transparent shading and
grounds in this kind of glass painting.

Varnish colours are a necessity, inasmuch as

there being no suction or granvilar surface

for the paint to hold to, oil colour does not
harden, and is liable to blister and jieel off.

Richly coloured grounds may be produced
by first glazing or coating the glass with a
transparent colour, in varnish first, and then
laying on a solid colour on the back. This
solid colour may be put on either in dis-

temper colours or in varnish colours. Ultra-
marine blue, burnt sienna, madder lakes, and
any of the other lakes make good glazing
colours for this purpose. The ultramarine
blue and sienna will require to be used with
a sufficient quantity of varnish to keep them
transparent, the ultramarine especially having
a tendency to dry of a lighter hue than it will

appear when first mixed with the varnish.

"\V'e have named distemper grounds for glass,

and our experience has proved to us that in

all cases where the ground is not exposed to
direct contact with wet, or even for outside
work when it is properly pi-otected, dis-

temper grounds are best, and will stand the
variations of temperature better than either
varnish or oil grounds. This arises from the
fact that distemper will expand and contract,

according to the state of theatmo.sphere, with-
out either cracking or ehijiping, and this will

go on for any length of time (that is to say. if

the distemper is properly mixed) ; wliile
varnish colour is but too apt to both crack
and peel when exposed to alternate heat and
cold, dry and damp, and the longer it stays
upon the glass the harder it gets, and the
more liable it becomes to crack and peel and
lose its hold. For all white or other light-
coloured grounds, milk will be found to be
the best vehicle for mixing with the best
Paris white, dry white lead, emerald green,
and all tints of colour used for this purpose

;

these must be ground in water to a stiff paste'
then thinned to a working consistency with
milk, which has sufficient binding power to
fasten the colour to the glass. In layino- on
distemper grounds it is necessary to flow on
.sufficient colour to form a solid bodv, as it

is not possible to put on more than one coat
by reason of there being no suction in the

glass, and therefore in grounding, the

glass should be laid flat, and the colour
put on freely with a lai'ge flat camel-
hair tin tool. In many cases the colour
may be poured upon the glass from the

pot, the glass being afterwards moved
about until the colour has covered the whole
of the surface of one uniform thickness ;

by
this means we obtain a solid and even ground.
In using varnish colours it will frequently
happen that the ground will require two or

three coats before it is solid ; this will, of

course, depend iipon the nature and amount
of body the colour possesses which we are

using. Solid colour, such as Indian red, and
all the gradations of brown and chocolate,

which may be made by adding black to Indian

red for chocolate, burnt umber to Indian red,

black and Prussian blue and Indian red, or

the immense variety of bronze colours which
may be made by a mixture of Indian red,

Brunswick green, and ochre or orange
chrome. All these will cover and appear
solid with one coat, but ultramarine blue,

emerald green, lakes, and all pulpy or spongy
colours will require two or more coats.

Green, lake reds, and in fact all transparent

colours when merely used to colour or tint

white lead, may be made to cover with one

coat, but even in these cases it is better to

give two coats.

A bad impression as to the durability of

this kind of work is often produced by care-

lessness in mixing the grounds, and insuffi-

cient protection afterwards. Often do wo
see examples where the colour and gold is

partly peeled off the glass, and the work of

course has to be redone. As we have before

said, gilding on glass will not stand, except

it be protected from the influence of alter-

nate heat and cold, damp and dryness, tliere-

fore we would advise that in all cases where
practicable, the work should have another

square of glass glazed at the back of the

finished work, either ground glass or plain
;

we may by this means hermetically seal up
the work between the two, and thus protect

it effectually both from the weather and from
injury in cleaning. Ground glass makes
an admiral-lie background for gold and colour,

without obstructing the light, and beautiful

illuminated tablets may be done by putting

the gold capitals and ornaments upon one

sheet of plain glass, and the colours and filling

upon another sheet of ground glass. The
colour of the ground glass serves for the

ground, and we thus obtain a brilliancy in

the gold, and that flatness and deadness in

the colours which we could not possibly get

by painting them upon the plain glass, the

two glasses, of coiu'se, forming one design,

the colours being painted upon the ground
side of the glass, and the two being glazed in

together, if put into a window sash ; but if

put into a frame the edges of the two glasses,

when put together, may be secured by cover-

ing them with strips of calico, saturated with
patent knotting. The two glasses being

placed close together, these strips are laid on
and doubled on each side, and when they get

dry and hard another coat of the knotting

may be brushed over them, and thus they
will be secured from injury. When gilding is

done upon large squares of glass, such as

shop windows, and it is not practicable to

cover them with an additional square, we
have found the best plan, when the letters are

written, is to give the whole of the letter and
ornament one or two coats of the best copal

varnish, covering the glass to the extent of

one-eighth of an inch beyond the outline of

the letter or ornament. This, if allowed to

get hard before being disturbed, v.i\\ jn'otect

the work for a much longer period than any
other method we are acquainted with, and, of

course, the light is not interrupted except by
the letters themselves.

In walking through the streets of the metro-
polis many beautiful examples of glass gilding

and lettering may be observed on the facias of

shop-fronts. Many of these are on gold grounds
with black letters and white grounds with
gold letters, raised or made to imitate letters

of wood, which stand out or project from the
surface. We will not stay here to question
the taste or propriety of this kind of work.
Suffice it that the effect is good and pleasant
to look upon, and that it serves the purpose
for which it is intended and made. AVe look
upon it as a conventional rendering of a
simple effect. ]Many of these raised and shaded
letters are excellently done, the gradation
of colour being exquisitely blended. This is

effected in the following manner :—After the
letters are written, the shadows, or rather
the raised block, is marked out on paper, and
placed so as to be a guide behind the glass.

The shades which are to be blended are then
laid on in their proper places, dark, light,

and middle shades ; the whole is then
blended one into the other with the badger-
hair softener, or a large camel-hair dabber.

In doing this it is not necessary that we
should keep exactly to the outline, because
all the straight lines may be cut perfectly

straight with the chisel and straight-edge, as

before described, and the curves may be
wiped off with a clean rag or chamois leather

while the colom' is wet, or the straight lines

may be cut while wet by using a chisel of hard
wood, and wiping afterwards. We thus pro-

duce sharp square edges or lines, which can-

not be produced by any other method. AVhen
this is dry the parts must be painted in with

a solid ground colour in accordance with the

colour of the shading. The shading may be

done with either transparent or body colours.

If done with transparent colours, tube colours

should always be used, being finely ground and

free from grit, and in consequence may be laid

level, which is a necessary condition of success.

We have hitherto spoken of this system of

gilding as applied to glass by hand work
alone, but it has also a wide application in

connection with printing and transferring

from copper -plates. A method of transferring

from engraved copper plates to glass was
registered some fifteen years ago. The out-

line and shading of a design were strongly

engraved on copper, the printing colour

being made with linseed oil boiled to the

consistency of a strong jelly when cold, finely

ground or powdered ivory black being mixed

with the oil to form the printing ink. The
copper-plate was then heated on a stove, and

the ink being laid upon it in its heated state,

became thinor softened by the heat, and was

then easily pressed into the lines of the

engraving by a boss or dabber made for the

purpose; the superfluous ink or colour was
then taken off with a broad-bladed palette-

knife, leaving the lines filled with the ink. A
specially prepared paper was then brushed

over with a thin wash of soap-lees, and

while wet laid upon the copper-plate, and

quickly covered with printers' blanket, the

whole being then subjected to the pressure

of an ordinary screw printing-press, and

while it is still warm, the paper is taken off,

bringing the ink with it. The impression is

thenlaid upon the glass to be ornamented,

and rubbed well with the hand or with a

rubber, and when it has stayed some time,

the printing paper is then washed off with a

sponge and water ; this is now put into a

stove to harden. It may then be cleaned

and coloured, and gilt whereever required.

It will be at once evident that elaborate

designs, such as coats of arms, ornaments,

&c., may be thus executed without the aid of

highly skilled labour ;
that is to say, after the

de,?ign is put upon the glass ordinary labour

may be used for gilding and colouring after-

wards, under efficient superintendence, of

course, and thus the cost of such works may
be reduced so as to ensure a wide application

and use. Another method in which printing

from copper may be used on gold is as

follows. First gild the object to be orna-

mented (which may be a tea-tray) with leaf

gold, using the isinglass size as a vehicle, just

as if it we're for gilding on glass, but the size
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may be used a little stronger. The ink to be
used must he mixed so that it will not get
dry and hard, hut in such a manner that tur-

pentine will liquefy it. The impression is

taken off the j'late in the manner before
described, and transferred on to the gold

;

the paper is washed off, and then the super-
fluous gold is removed with colton-wool, and
left perfectly clean. Vi'e now use turpentine
and a soft brush to remove the printing ink,

and when that is removed the design will

appear in gold, having a brilliant barnish,

much brighter than if the ordinary oil-size

was used and the gold laid on afterwards.
It will, of course, be understood that the
copper plates have to be engraved in a
special manner for this work. They require
to be cut deeper than for printing upon
paper, in oi-der that a sufficient quantity of

colour maybe conveyed to the glass or gold, to
prevent the water moving it, and also to
avoid bare places, for except the gold be
covered it will break up in the washing, and
for broad spaces of an inch wide or less a par-
ticular kind of cro.ss hatching is required, so
so that it may hold and print a solid mass of

colour. The mixing of the colour or ink will
require some experience, solidity and tenacity
being indispensable. jNIany attempts have
been made to accomplish this object by means
of the lithographic jirocess, but it is foimd
that we cannot carry a sufficient quantity of
colour from the stone to the glass or paper
work to secure the gold, or to print upon the
glass, and therefore the lines are ragged, and
the solid or broad parts pinholy. It will be
seen from what we have said that there is a
very wide field for the application of this
kind of decoration ; and if some method
could be found or invented to secure two
slabs or sheets of glass permanently together,
holding the gold and decoration thus secured
between the two, we should have a permanent
means of decoration for our public and jiri-

vate buildings which the architect and deco-
rator might use with advantage. It is said
that we have no choice between glass mosaic
and fresco; the first being so costly that we
cannot raise money enough to use it in suffi-

cient quantity even inside St. PauFs Cathe-
dral ; and the latter, being perishable, is, to
some minds, objectionable. Glass decorated
as above describeil would, we venture to
think, be in the hands of some of our first

architects a happy medium ; at all events, we
venture to throw out the suggestion, with
the hope that some one may discover the best
means of utilising it.

Di^CREASE OF Wood in Amkp.ic.v.—The report
of the United States Department of Agriculture
comes to the startling conelusioa that sueli is the
wholes.ile destruction ni American fctrests, there will

l»e an actual famine for wood in tlie country within
thirty years, unless iuuuediate measures are taken to
.snp]i!y their phices l,y new plantations. It is esti-

malcil th:it from IK.'.li to iKili), JO.OOii.iiof) acres of
timlier lan<l were brouf,'ht under cultivation, and that
in tlie jpresejit decade no less than 100,000,000 will

be so reclaimed.

Bits .Stiii.k.v FROM Tiir.PKOpi.K._.\neveningpapcr
say.s :—It is a remarkable circumstance, as evinced
t)V the discussion which took jilace in the House of
('ommoiis iin Thursihiy week, that the existence of
Hamilton Gardens should lie considered a misappro-
priation of a portion of a public jiark, when there
are a score of other enclosures which mi^'lit eipially

be considered a just cause of grievance A consider-
able portion of IteRcnt's I'ark is fenced in and forms
prilen ftronnd for villas situate within the park,
'the public are also excluded from a Large portion of
the park contiguous to the ornaTuental water

;

indeed, up to Ix.iH the jiublic were shut (Uit al-

together from Regent's Park. Yet assuming Crown
property to be public property, " the people " should
be allowed to roam all over it according to their
inclinations. Then, .i^ain, there is a very pleasant
bit of garden .at the back of Downing-street, belong-
ing to the house of the First Lord of the Treasur_y,
in which house no First Lord now ever lives ; there
are trees and flowers and shrubs, and a croquet lawn
HI this garden, yet "my lords " at the Treasury arc
far too busy in the board-room ever to play at
crorpiet

NEW F.LEMENT.S OF HAND-EAILIXG.—PLATE XXXIIL

NEW ELEMEXTS OF H.VND-EAILIXG.*

(_Cont billed from paye .'JlH.)

Pl.vte 33.

—

Construction op M're.vtii L.vnding
AND Startinc; fur Circular St.virs.

THE wTeath is often made to present a most
wretched appearance, by having a portion of

it fall level : which should not be the case, unless
the riser landing and that starting stand verj- far

apart. This is seldom the case.

Anyone knows that if a rail be continued from
story to story, its pitch over the winders meeting
that on landing causes a brokeji and crippled aj)-

pearance, and seems like two tlifferent curves of un-
efpial radius.

This cannot be altogether avoided at the landing
of circular stairs. The wreirth, however, may he
very much improved by having no part of it on the
landing fall exactly level.

The following method may be adopted :

Fig. 1 shows position of ri.ser landing and that
starting.

Let one piece of wreath stand over five winders.
The pitch of this regulates all the others. The
joints arc now B. I>. F. Draw the tangents
A, IJ, C. D, I'', F', wliich unfold on a board (shown
at Fig. -2).

The letters along the margin correspond with
those on i>lan. Stpiare over a line, say that from
A. Then set off two risers and a half. Next, set

off two winders, ami draw floor, cutting at K.
'I'his letter shows position of ri.sers starting on plan
to left.

We {ire now ready to draw the pitches.

Commence below, and join A S extenclcfl. Then

This aeries of articles is a reproduction of llonKuT
Rinnai.i.'s work on the subject, published In Philadelphia,
and l)y Triibncr and Co., London.

(haw from L, cutting through 4, and parallel with
A S. Join 4. 2. This is the pitch standing over
the floor.

To find the heights, and a direction for ordinates

:

Draw through joint .3, cutting at R and P. Next,
square over from L, and up from P, giving P H a.s

height for upper piece of wreath, and L H the
direction for its ordinate.

Find the height of lower piece of \vreath by sriuar-
ing over .S K, giving K E as height, and .S K the
direction for ordinate.

Draw this mould shown at Fig. 3.

Let tangents li, C, D equal those on plan having
corresponding letters.

Make K S equal K S on the right. Join .S R ex-
tended. This is the ordinate. Make the seat square
with it, cutting through (). NVxt, draw from C
and K paraMcls with ordinate. l.,t K I,', the height,

eipial that of K R on the right, .loin R T extended.
Y(ni are now ready to draw the mould. See that S 2, 3
eijual eorrespondiiig letters on pitches to the right.

Fig. 4 is the mould for upper piece of WTeath.
Let tang.'nts D, V.. V correspond with those on
plan. Make D H equal H L on the right. Join
H F, the ordinate. Make the seat square with it,

and cut through the ])oint which struck the circle.

Next draw from E and I) |)arallel with ordinate.
Let P H, the height, equal that of P H on the
right.

Draw from H through intersection of seat and
ordinate. Extend this line to the left. The draw-
ing is now ready for the mould.

Lines .'!, 4 L, to be correct, must equal the pitches
on the right, having corresponding letters.

You will see that no bevel is given for joint L; it

being so near the minor axis as to make the line

L 4 nearly p.arallel with the jiitch on nuajiir axis.

.So that bevel could not be conveiueutlv shown.
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PAKLIAMENTARY NOTES.

The Thames Embankment.—Mr. W. H. Smith
asked the First Commissioner of Works on Monday
when it was intended, under the powers of the Act
30 and 31 Vic. c. 40, authorising: the Commissioners
of Works " to acquii'e lands and to construct an
embankment for the security of the Houses of Parlia-

ment, and for the improvement of the approaches
thereto," to proceed with the removal of the houses
which had been ]>nrch;ised, and were now in the
possession of the Office of Works, and with the con-
struction of the embankment; and, whether there
was any truth in the report that the Office of Works
contemplated the delay or suspension of the works
authorised by the Act, and the re-letting of the
buildings which they had acquired under its powers.
—Mr. Ayrton said that he was not aware that her
Majesty's Government had arrived at any deteiTuina-

tion to pull down these houses, but no new works of

the kind could be carried out unless an estimate were
first laid on the table of the House, and the money
voted. No such estimate had been prepared, and,
therefore, nothing would be done duriug the present
financial year.—Mr. W. H. Smith asked if the pre-
mises were to be re-let.—Mr. Awton said that if

they were uot pulled down they would be turned to

the best account, and they would, of course, be
.available for any service that might be determined
upon.

The Bethnal-green Science and Art Museum.
—Mr. C. Eced wished to know from the First Com-
missioner of Works when the Museum of Art and
Science in Bethnal-green—the first money vote for

which was taken in 1867—would be completed, niid

whether he was then prepared to name a day for the
public opening of the same.—Mr. Ayrton was under-
stood to say that the constniction of the works had
been placed under the superintendence of Colonel
Scott, who was instnicted to make designs for it.

He (Mr. Ayi'ton) had been led to believe that it

would be completed at an e.arly day, but he had
received a letter from Colonel Scott, fixing the com-
pletion of the exterior for the 1st of October next.
A great part of the building was, however, now
ready to be occupied. He was not prepared to state
what course would be pursiied in this particular
case, but under ordinary circumstances the building
would be handed over to the Dep.irtment of Soieuco
and Art, when the President could decide on the
proi3er course to be taken as regarded the opening.

Park-lane.—In answer to Lord Bury, Mr. Ayi-ton
stated that from the infonuation supplied to hmi by
the Board of Works, ho h.ad no rea,son to doubt that
the new street between Park-lane and Piccadilly,
through HamUtou-place, would be available for
public traffic on or before the 19th inst.

Hamilton-gaepens.—On Thursday week Mr.
Denisou moved that au address be presented to her
Majesty, prajing that she would be pleased to
direct the Conunissioners of ^^'oods and Forests to
restore Hamilton-gardens to the public.—Mr. Ayrton
lamely defended the present appropriation of public
property for the benefit of the neighbouring house-
holders, and .apparently satisfied the House of Com-
mons, Mr. Dcuison's motion being defeated by a
majority of 47.

Statues of Statesjien in Westminster.—Sir
.T. Pakington asked the Fii-st Lord of the Treasury
whether he intended to adopt the plan recommended
by the committee appointed by the Treasury " to
report upon the open air spaces available fu the
vicinity of the Palace of Westminster for the statues
of statesmen ;

" and, whether the committees tor
erecting the intended statues of Lord Derby .and

Lord Palmerston were to understand that it was the
final decision of her Majesty's Government on this

subject to can-y out the plan referred to.—Mr. Glad-
stone said that there was no intention on the part of
the Government to take the report of the committee
as a final document disposing of the whole question.
The facts were these:—The right hon. baronet
opposite, and other gentlemen acting with reference
to the subject, made an application to him, there
having been a good deal of difference of opinion as
to the mode in which the open spaces in the vicinity
of Westminster might be made available for the
purpose. He felt that this was a matter in which
those that came after us had a very great interest

;

and considering how often they had' had to go back-
wards and forwards in matters of architecture and
taste, his desire was, not that any opinion of his own
should prevail, but tliiit tlie opinion of the House,
.and of the country, shr.uld be devoted to the ques-
tion, so that they might have the best assurance
possible that a satisfactory settlement would be
arrived at. He had therefore thought it best to
make a reference to gentlemen whose position and
acquiremcTits would add weight and authority to
then- opinion. They had reported theu- opinion, but
It would be necessary that he should he,ar what his
right hon. friend the First Conunissioner of Works
had to say on the subject, and the object of laying
the papers before the House at that early date was
principally to direct the attention of hon. members
and of the country to it, in order to subject it to the
widest possible criticism iuid comment before arriving
at any decision upon it.

Jitiliiitg littelligente.

GHUKCHES AND CHAPELS.

Dewsbury.—On Whitsun-Tuesday a new Roman
Catholic Church at Dewsbury was dedicated to

Our L.ady and S. Paulinus. The style is Early
English, and the cost rather under £10,000. Mr. E.

Welby Pugin is the architect.

FuLFORD Church, near York.—This beautiful

church, which was erected by Mr. J. P. Pritchett,

architect, of Darlington, has just been further

embellished by the introduction of a mosaic reredos,

and the entire decoration of the chancel walls and
arch and side transepts, under the sui)erintendence

of the same architect. The reredos, wliich is com-
posed of five panelled arcades, has the centre one
filled with an ''Agnus Dei," represented in a circle,

around which is a border of a geometrical design, the

upper part of the panel being lilled in with a foliated

design of the Passion-flower. The other four panels

are similarly treated in design, but having an emblem
of one of the Evangelists in each circle. The sni.all

quatrefoil openings in head of reredos are also filled

in with mosaic. The wall space at each side of the

reredos is covered with the new painted tiles, the

design of which is ricli foliated ornament of Early
character, surrounding the Aljiha and Omega. The
dado also has been covered with the same kind of

tiles, on which is painted a geometric diapis. The
walls of the chancel are covered with a brick pattern,

having a broad border of coloured ornament carried

under the w.aU plate and .around the arches and win-
dows. Above the chancel arch the same style of

ornamentation has been adopted, jmd a text inscribed

over the arch as follows :
—" This is none other but

the House of God." On the w.alls of the south
transepts, the Creed, the Lord'.s Pr.aj-er, and Ten
Coiumandments have been illuminated, and the re-

m.aining portion of the w.all covered with a brick

pattern and coloured borders. The mosaics were
executed by Messrs. Salviati & Co., of London, from
cartoons furnished l.iy the architect, Mr. J. P.

Pritchett, and the whole of the tile painting and
decoration is by Mr. G. J. W. Kuowles, of York.

LoNGDON, NEAR RuGELEY.—A ncw transept to

S. .James's Church, was opened by the Bishop of

Lichfield on May 30th. It is in the Early English
style of architecture, and built of the light red

stone of the district with ashlar inside walls. The
roof is of fir, boarded on the underside of the

rafters in seven cants, and having principals resting

upon plain corbels. The whole of the windows,
with the exception of those on the north side, have
been filled with painted glass. The seats .are plain

.and open, and provide free accommodation for 147
persons. The roof is covered with green slate, and
the cost of the whole, including a new vestry, ex-
ceeds £1,000. Mr. Albert Hartshorne is the archi-

tect, .and Messrs. Beckett and Thoruelowe, of Lich-
field, the builders.

MiDiiLEToWN.—A new church, dedicated to All

Saints, was consecrated at Middletown on Whitsim-
Tuesday. The st^-Ie is Early English ; the plan a
double rectangle, with nave, chancel, organ chamber,
vestry, porch, and bell turret. The architect is Mr.
E. JI. Goodwin, Carmarthen ; builder.s, Messrs.

Davies, Welshpool. The inside arches are of blue

brick, as is also the recess, forming at once both a

credence table and piscina. The alt.ar cross, forming
the centre of a plain reredos, is inlaid with serpen-

tine.

North Cray.—At North Cray the chancel of

the church has been rebuilt; The walls are Kentish
Rag stone, with Bath stone dressings. The floor is

laid with Miuton's tiles. On the south side of the
chancel an org.au chamber has been built. In the
old chancel roof some ciiriouslj'-earved wood bosses

were found. The architect was Mr. E. Nash,
Messrs. Wright, Brothers, & Goodchild the con-

tractors, and the cost a little more than i'1,000.

Oi.DiiAJi.—On Monday the Bishop of Manchester
cousecrated a new church at Shaw, near Oldham, to

be called Holy Trinity Church. The building, which
has been erected at a cost cf £9,000, consists of a

nave with three aisles, and chancel with two side

aisles. The sittings, consisting of open benches,

provide accommodation for 746 persons. The style

of architecture is Early English, the roof being

open- timbered.

Sheffif.ld.—S. Mark's Church was consecrated

and opened on Wednesday, 31st May, Ijy the Arch-
bishop of York. The nave is 96ft. long by 24ft.

wide, with north and and south aisles, 14ft. Gin.

wide ; the transepts project 17ft. beyond the aisle

walls, being of a width of 24ft. The chancel is 30ft.

long by 24ft. wide, with organ chamber on the south

side and vestry on the north side, with heating
apparatus under. The tower and spire, which occu-
pies a position in the south-west corner of the build-
ing, rises to a height of 160 feet. The style of
architecture which has been adopted is Late Second
Pointed, the mndows being enriched with geometrical

tracer}' and deeply-moulded muUions and jambs.
The roof is lofty and open-timbered. The cost has
been £11,000. The church will comfortably .seat

900 adults. The architect is Mr. W. H. Crossland,
F.R.I.B.A.

South Norwood.—Last week a church for the
inmates of the South Norwood Nunnery and
Orphanage, dedicated to the memory of the late Dr.
Grant, first Roman Catholic Bishop of Southwark,
was optned. It consists at present of a nave only,

the building being in the Gothic style. The high
altar is railed off .at the east end, which has aa
apsidal termination, and is approached by five stone

steps. Round the church are placed pictures illus-

trative of scriptur.al subjects, and on each side of

the steps leading to the .altar are two richly-coloured

images representing the Jl.adouna and Child and the

patron saint of the church. It is intended at some
future time, when the necessary funds have been

collected, to add north and south transepts. The
architects are Mes.srs. Goldie & Child.

Ventnor.^A new (Roman) Catholic Church has
been consecrated at "Ventnor. The style is Early

English, from designs by Mr. T. C. Clarke, of

London. It consists of nave and very handsome
chancel, and is built of the local freestone. It is

well lighted I.>y a triple lancet window at the west

end, jind by five smaller ones on each side of the

nave.

W.iTERBE.VCH.—The church of S. John the Evan-
gelist, Waterbeach, is completed, with the exception

of the north aisle, which will require a further out-

lay of about £600. The leaden roof has been

restored, and in sever.al places new buttresses erected

and the stonework of many of the windows restored.

The church has been re-seated and the floors laid

with red and blaclc Staffordshire tiles in the nave
and aisle and Miuton's in the chancel. The architect

is Mr. W. M. Fawcett, of Cambridge ; the Avork has

been superintended by Messrs. Doo & Ayton, of

Bury, and performed by Mr. B. Tooley, of Bury
S. Edmunds. The cost is about £900.

buildings.

Liverpool.—Extensive saw mills h.ave lately been

completed for the British Timber Company (Limited)^

The varied .arrangements are weU consiclered and

appropriate to all requirements, ha\dng in use the

latest improved machinery (estimated expenditure

£40,000). The site of works is opposite the Nortli

Carriers' Dock, Bootle. Ground area, 2 .acres ; S

millions of bricks used in construction ; the masonry,

carpentry, iron work in girders, columns, roofing,

and fire-proof construction being also of a heavy
and substantiiil character (style of architecture

Italian). The general plans and working details

have been prepared by Mr. W. H. Stead, architect

and surveyor, and the contracts carried out bj'

Messrs. Burroughs and Sons, contractors, Liverpool.

The buildings erected comprise general offices, with a

frontage of 138ft. by 45ft. deep, having a bold

entrance stone .archway, and dentil cornice, sup-

ported upon strong ornament.al iron pillars—having

over the centre " Britanni.a" well executed in bas-

relief. Mill proper, 160ft. by 63tt., with engine-

house, boiler-house, and chimney ; extensive ware-

houses, hoists, and bending department, 164ft. by
32ft., including workmen's dining haU, and gate-

lodges, and for the effectual working of the

premises four lines of overhead steam-travelling

cranes are erected. Fire-proof construction is de-

signed throughcnit, and due regard paid to proper

ventilation. These premises .are not only adapted

as saw mills, but also for the manufacture of clog

soles, bent timber, wood turning, &c., and since their

completion an adtUtional improvement is added to

the young and thriving borough of Bootle, inasmuch

as extra employment is given to 400 hands.

Knaresrro'.—The foundation-stone of a new hall

for the Odd-Fellows' Society at Knaresbro' was laid

on Mond.aj' week. The entne cost of the hall is

£625. The contractors .are—Mason, W. IloUinson -^

joiner. Lot Brayshaw ; slater, J. Baynes
;
plumber,

Charles Benson
;
painter, G. Tate. Architect, Thos.

Wilson ; consulting architect, Joseph Benson ;
clerk

of works, G. Wilson.

A deputation from sever.al of the scientific so-

cieties of London, headed by Mr. W. Newmarch,
F.R.S., had an interview with the Chancellor of the

Exchequer in Downing-street on Monday for the

purpose of submitting a proposal for erecting a

building on or near to the Thames Emb.anlaneut.
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TO CORRESPONDENTS.
[We do not hold ourselros responsible for the opinions of

our correspondents. The Editor respectfully requests

that all communications should be drawn up as briefly

as possible, as there are many claiinants upon the space
allotted to correspondence.]

To Our Ee.vders.—"We shall feel obliged to any of our
readers who will favour us with brief notes of works con-
templated or in progress in the provinces.

Letters relating; to advertisements and the ordinary
business of th** Paper should be addressed to the EDITOK,
31. TAVISTOCK-STKEET, COVENT-G-VBDEN, W.C.

Advertisements for the current week must reach the

office not later than 5 p.m. on Thursday.

Heceived.—C. N.. H. L.. P. A., J. H. T.. E. W., D. R.

S. S.. J. A. C E. P. M., C. B. A., G. T. R.. J. P. S., J. H.
E. W. G., H. & A. P. F.. W. O. C. W. J. S., N. & M.,

W. H. S.. C. L. E., J. L.. J. P., jun., W. F. C.

H. HARnrM«.—The obiects represented in the spandrel
are a portcullis and chains.

J. A. CossiNS.—Letter and photo to hand.

P. AuLB.—The drawing of title-page to hand. We shall

use it.

The Sketch-TIOOK.—"We have received several inquiries

after the " Sketch-book." We can only say that it is nnt

our fault that it has not been in the hands of contribu-
tors long since. Messrs. Whiteman & Bass have taken
four times longer to print the plates than we expected.

W. T. H.—It is not an easy thing to give the best
selected design by the side of the best rejected design.
We wish we could do it oftener.

fcrespitkitcc.—^

—

THE ECHO IX THE ALBERT HALL.

To the Editor of the Building Xews.

Sir.—The complaint has frequently appeared in

the public prints of an echo or confusion of sounds,

which is not heard by all the audience at the same
time, or in all parts of the Hall, because it is not

the ordinary echo that takes place in all empty
chambers, but is a necessary result of the elliptical

form, in combination with the false position of the

singers or speakers. The platform has. unfortu-

nately, been placed at the end of the longer axis,

and when the singer advances as usual to the front.

lie places himself in the immediate vicinity of one

of the foci, the consequence being that his voice is

reverberated to, and concentrated in the other focus,

where it will be heard with increased loudness, but

with some little c infusion, because the waves of

sound do not travel with instantaneous rapidity.

The evil, however, does not stop here, for the con-

centrated voice at the second focus is again rever-

berated back to the first, and acts as a second feeble

ivoice repeated after the original, because the sound-

wave has to travel double the distance. This most

distressing effect both to singers and audience would
have been entirely prevented if the platform had

"been placed at the end of the shorter axis of the

•ellipse, because in that case the singer would be

near the mid<lle between the two foci, and no un-

pleasant reverberation coidd have been heard in any
part of the Hall. This alteration must eventu.ally

take place, and the organ removed elsewhere, before

this beautiful and costly structure can be made use

of for general purposes.

At present the Albert Hall is nothing more than a

'had concert-room, f|uitc nnsuitcd for International

Exhibitions or scientific lectures of any description.

The picture g.allery is a mistake, for works of art

can only be seen to advantage in suites of large

Tooms, properly arranged for the different depart-

ments. Moreover, the Hall, evidently intended to

be a paying concern, can never be made tlioroughly

Temunerative until the platform shall be constructed

on the plan of tlie stages of our large theatres, with

all the appliances for dramatic purposes, as well as

for scientific lectures on the largest scale.

The series of misfortunes which have attended

this noble building from its first conception would

require far too much space to describe in detail, and
therefore 1 can only enumerate a few of tlie most

prominent. The plot of ground selected was (piitc

unsuitable for the intended purpose, and is, more-

over, only leasehold, for a grand public building

erected entirely at the cost of the people ! The
building is erected entirely two stories below the

natural level of the ground, and in consequence the

arena cannot be properly ventilated. It is elliptical

in form, but for some unaccountable reason it is not

a true ellipse, but is compounded instead of various

arcs of circles of different radii, and consequently

gives the spectator the idea of its having gone out

of .shape. The structure is overtopped by the sur-

Touniling buildings, cannot be seen from any favour-

able point of view, and, from its sfpiat a]i])enrance,

well deserves tiie appellation given to it by the

rulgar, of the " baud-box."—I am, &c., C. E.

'•SHOULD PERSPECTIVE VIEWS BE EX-

CLUDED FROM COMPETITIONS?"

SiE.—The above interesting .and important ques-

tion was raised at the late meeting of the Archi-

tectural Congress, but, with other matters, could

not be fully considered from want of time.

I beg. Sir, now to say a few words on the sub-

ject. Competitors are verily guilty in two .grave

particulars—canvassing committees and trickiness

in their drawings, particularly the perspectives—so

that able but honest men are kept out of the lists.

Committees assume that geometrical drawings con-

vey erroneous ideas, and that it is no "use to try to

understand them, whilst perspective views are

readily to be comprehended, and must be true ; con-

sequently that perspectives are necessary in com-

petitions. Such ideas are incorrect. Nothing could

be more unfortunate than the dependence placed on

perspective representations ; such things are unl-

versall.y falsified. The jwint of sight is usually an

inaccessible one, the horizont.al line put high or low

to suit the peculiarities of the design, without any

reference to its possible position, and it parts of the

building come out too prominently or not sufficiently

so, they are " cooksd"—that is, made to be, as is

thought, most favour.able for the view. This mas-

queradmg of truth goes by different names, "cook-

ing," " fudging," "jiggering;" but the one right

term for it is hjivf].

To show what competition perspectives are : One
man I know, given to competitions, will make his

perspective before his other drawings ! Filching

freely from books or prints such picturesque and

attractive features as strike his fancy, he casts them

together and makes an ideal view without any re-

ference to rules. This "happy-go-lucky" plan

saves immense trouble, whilst insuring the effect he

wants ; his idea of excellence.

Of course such design In the geometrical drawings

must be made to work in as best it can. If this

gentleman does condescend to erect his perspective

by ride. It Is only so far as regards the leading lines
;

the details are tilled in by eye, thus securing their

advantageous disposition and saving time. And in

such things do committees put their trust ! Instead

of perspective views being absolutely necessary in

competitions, as is usually considered, I say they

ought not to be admitted at all. Moreover, the one

perspective, in time, troulde, and expense, probably

costs as much as all the other drawings put to.gether,

and, but for the necessity of this view, more time

and study would be given to the thorough pre-

paration of the design, ami the achieving of greater

excellence. For this reason also, I say, perspectives

should be excluded. And even if the linear per-

spective is toler.ably correct, only slightly "fudged"

(that it will be to some extent is pretty certain)

there is yet to be considered the agency of that

professional falsifier—the pictorl.al artist. The

artist, if he be an artist, creates a subject of interest

out of the meanest materials—a prettj' picture of

even a pigstye. And when his flattering and

illusive aid is evoked for the perfecting of the com-

petition perspective, his success is but too frequently

the success of the competitor. The magic of colour,

cunning .arrangement of light and shade, well-placed

accident.al sh.adows, ch.arming groups of figures, and

appropriate, butapocryph.al, landscape, entirely divert

attention from the faults of the design. People are

pleased with the delusive effect and take no account of,

even if they suspect, the artifice by which their suf-

frages are obtained. So potent is the power of well-

applied colour, it disarms even the criticism of archi-

tects.

So, again, I say, perspective news should be ex-

cluded from compositions. In abolishing perspec-

tives, one of the two great evils of competitions

would be well rid of. Tlie other is, I fe.ar, beyond

control. If gentlen\en will not be gentlemen, wliat

remedy is there possible ? The mean, dishonourable

practice of canv.asslng committees is simply dis-

graceful, but is wcU-nlgh universally done. And in

the world's eye, if a man does a mean thing, suc<:ess

gilds the act. Passing as sharp practice, it Is re-

garded rather as a proof of cleverness and tact, and

too generally such success succeeds.

For my part, as

—

The times in race

True worth has place.

Arc sadly few indeed ;

rd praise the man
Who fairly ran

And honest—not succeed.

If truth be sure

In ethics pure.

It doubtless is moro^meet.
And better far,

We cheated are.

Then others learn to cheat i

POOR HOUSE BUILDING.

Sin.—M.ay I call your attention to a speech of

Lord Derby's on the subject of Poor House Building?

There are in it some suggestions which have been

taken almost word for word from the Building
News. My article on it, you will remember, con-

tained a suggestion for the improvement of such

houses by the simple process of repau-ing those that

now exist, audit was the first time, I believe, that

the suggestion was ever made publicly. Lord

Derby has taken the whole idea, and made it his

own without the slightest acknowledgment of the

source from which he got it, viz.—the Building
News of two or three weeks back. This is rather

ungenerous.—I am, &c., C. Brucb Allen.

I am, &c., P E M.

AN OPINION FROM GLASGCW.
Sir.—Not being an engraver, nor having any inten-

tion to use your fine reproduction of this first-class

specimen of Albert Diirer's style as a "model," I am
sorry to have to «xpress my great disappointment at

the way in which the artist has treated his subject.

Many of the details may be good, aud the manipula-

tion unsurpassed, yet. as a whole, the design is sadly

wanting in gi-audeur. It has not the uecessary sold in

it. It seems to me to be more the production of an artist-

workman than the work of an artist-poet. "C. B. A.,"

at page 42.3, seems to be something of the same

opiuion, at least, judging from "Tliis is not the vision

of the Apocalypse as seen by a Jew." &c. The craft of

the workman in manipulating detail can never make up

for the want of the n..lilr K''nius of the poet in creating

design. Consequently, it ought to be the grand aim of

all art students to make their design as a wlioU worthy

of the subject which is their theme. There is ample

room for some of your readers to produce an " Apoca-

lypse " wliich would throw that of Albert Diirer into

the shade. PicTCS.

latercoiumanicittiait.

QUESTIONS.

[•223(;.]—Architects and their Clients.—Is it

usual for architects to have their drawings submitted

to other architects by their clients ?—J. K. V.

[i'337.]—Construction of Floor.—I shall be glad

to learn, through the medium of your most valuable

"lutercommuuicatiou," the experience of some sub-

scriber as to the best meaus of constructing; a floor with

a clear span from wall to wall of from 2.5ft. to 27ft.

The room will be about 100ft. long, and used for school

or similar purpose of assembly. There is. I am aware,

the wood beam with iron flitch, the rolled girder, the

cast iron girder, and the box girder. Cost is a con-

sideration, yet stability is indispensable. The scantlings

or sections of these or any other form recommended
would be acceptable.—A SuBSCRinER.

[2238.]—Brick Making aud Burning.—Would
some of my brother readers be kind enough to give me
the following information on burning bricks? (1)

"Wliether it is better to mould with sand or water, and
what should be the difference of cost? (2) Whether
" clamp" or " open kilns" are more certain for producing

a good article, and what difference should there be for

coals at 6d. per cwt. ? (3) Is it possible to burn sufli-

ciently in a clamp kiln large bricks for quoins, &c. ?

—

say 12" X 6" x 0"? (4) "What would be a fair price

per 1.000 to give (the clay being cast) for making and

burning, labourers' wages being about ISs. per week?
—KUSTICUS.

REPLIES.

[220S.]—Bain-water Tanks.—The hardness of

the water, after remaining some time in the tank, is

due to the absorption of the lime in the cement. A
pint of water at liO= Fahr, will t;ike up eleven grains of

lime, aud, what is very remarkable, the colder the

water the more it will hold in solution. It is probable

that the cement is not of a good quality. For all pur-

poses of this kind, ftoman cement has ffivcn way to

I'ortland. In fact, the {ormi>r is rapidly becoming

obsolete, except in cases where people are foolish

enouKh to prefer a liad to a good material simply

becituse it is a little cheaper. The remedy 1 should

employ would be to pay the inside of the tank over

with a good strong coating of tar. Rain water is kept

quite pure and soft, in country districts, in large water-

butts, which are well coated with tar inside and out-

side.—Acf.u.

[2214.1 —Practical Construction.— There are

three liooks which will give all the information ".Aspi-

rant" reipures ; Barlow's ".Strength of Materials."

Ilodgkinson on " Cast Iron," and Shields on " Str.ains

upon Ironwork." Mr. Tarn has lately published a

volume which is well adapted for the use of those who
desire to learn the theory of biulding aud construction.

—C. M.

[22111.]—Duties of Land Agent.—"Surveyor"

will not liud a "cheap'' book on the subject he mshes

to become thoroughly acquainted with. The best

treatise, to our knowledge, is "'Icxt Book for ^Vrchi-

tects, Engineers, Surveyors, Laud Agents, Country

(ientlemeu, &c„" by Kilward Kyde. Every detad of

tlic valuation of property, and the qualifications and

iliitics of agents, stewards, and other landed estate

oincials fully gone into. The price of the work is 2S3.

—RusTICUS.
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[2223.]—Clock Tower.—The general rule of calcu-

lating the size of a clock dial is oue foot to every ten
from the gi'ouud.—A. F. 15.

[22-34.]—Mounting Tracings.—Stiff paste.—F.

[2235.3—Taking Out Quantities.— Take no
notice of the matter.—F.

(Bm ®ia ^mk
A New Street.—There is, it seems, a chance that

the long-tall%ed-of street from Tottenham Court-
road to the Strand through Leicester-square will lie

made. The Metropolitan Bojird of Works are pre-

pared to accept the pecuniary assistance offered by
the Euston and Charing-cross Railway Company.
For this we are thankful London has onlj' been
waiting about thirty years for the "improvement,"
and it may well count itself happy in having its

little wants in respect to tlic disrc|iutal)le rehigee

district attended to so very soon ! But there is a

more astonishing scandal even than Leicester-square,

which is the marvel of foreigners, but strangely

overlooked by the people of London. Covent-
garden is both the most famous and objectionable

market in the country. The amount of business

done under and around the wretched conglomeration

of sheds called a market-house, is fabulous, yet any-
thing more offensive to the eye, or generally incon-

venient, than the huge hovel itself is not to be found
in a moderately respectable neighbourhood. A good
market-house would be a boon, and now that the

fashion of shopping at Covent-gardcn Market in

person is beginning to be established, and the place

is crowded with carriages in the afternoon, it would
be a public boon to make it decent for visitors and
commodious for the trade.

Surely a Hoax.—The Chief Commissioner of

Works has it in contemplation, the Morning Post
understands, to add another attractive feature to the
metropolis, by displaying the lime light on the great
clock tower at the New Palace of Westminster so

long as the House of Commons is sitting. The light

will be visible from every portion of the town, and
when it is extinguished it will be known far and near

that the labours of the Legislature are susjiended.

The arrangements for displaying the light will be

under the direction of Dr. Percy and Professor

Tyndall.

The Kuins in Paris.—There is already, says the
special correspondent of the Times, a discussion as

to what to do with the ruins—which shall be re-

built, which pulled down, and which left standing.

One proposal, which finds favour, is to pull down
all that remains of the Tuileries, and so open up the

Louvre to the Champs Elysees without a break in

the vista, laying out the space now being occupied

by the Palace in a public garden. The universal

sentiment is to inclose the Hotel de Ville in a square,

and let it stand a magnificent ruin and illustration

of the manner in which the most advanced philoso-

phic and philanthropic ideas of the present age find

their highest expression and ultimate development.
The Minist^re des Finances and most of the buildings

on the (.juai d'Orsay will probably have to be rebuilt,

and V\'i\\ afford emploj^raent for some time to large

numbers of workmen belonging to the International,

who can always burn them down when they are

again in need of work.

Pkeimration for Obtalvino Decorative
Colours on Metals.—Dr. Puscher employs for

this purpose a solution of hyposulphite of lead in

hyposidphite of soda, the latter in the proportion of

3 parts, by weight, of dry salt to 1 part of the ace-

tate of lead, the quantity of water used for making
the solution being about sixteen times the weight of

the first-named salt. The clear solution of the salts

deposits, when heated to about 1000, a thin layer of

sulphuret of lead upon any metal—brass, zinc,

copper—placed in the solution, and thereby produces
a beautiful display of various colours on these
objects.

The Water-Gate at the End oe Bucicing-
ham-.street. Strand.—The water-gate at the end
of Buckingham-street, in the Strand, erected by
George Villiers, the first Duke of Buckhigham, for
access to his mansion, York House, as many of our
readers know, yet remains

; but it is now sunk below
the level of the adjoining ground at the back of,

perhaps, London's greatest work, the Thames Em-
bankment. This gate (said Mr. PAnson, in the
course of a paper read before tlie Institution of Sur-
veyors, an abstract of which will be found on p. 456
of the present number), erroneously attributed to
Inigo Jones, was designed ami built by Nicholas
Stone, sen., master mason to King James I. and
King Charles. At that time, river stairs were
numerous.

A Lost Church Found.—The oratory of S.

Gothian, near Hayle, Cornwall, is the second instance

of a church which had been buried in the sands for

centuries lieing brought to light once more. S.

Gothian, from the rudeness of the work, a|>pears to

be of a stiU more ancient date than the church of S.

PjTan, which was found a few years ago at Perran-
zabuloe, or " Perran-in-the-Sauds." The public

have almost succeeded in carr^-ing off the whole of

S. Pyran's structure piecemeal, the bones of the dead
not escaping the hands of energetic collectors ; and
to prevent the same fate befalling S. Gothian, the

Rev. F. Hockin, rector of Phillack, has taken the

matter in hand, and, with the assistance of several

gentlemen of the neighbourhood, is taking means for

the preservation of this valuable relic of ancient

British architecture

Old City Mansion in Mark-lane.—Mr. Edward
I'Anson, in the course of a paper lately read by him
before the Institution of Surveyors, referred to the

altered aspects of the City since 181.5, when, and for

many years subsequently, the merchants of the City
used to live over their counting-houses. Most of

the buildings then existing have now been altogether

demolished or entirely altered to adapt them to

modern requirements. One of the finest of these old

City mansions (said Mr. I'Anson), which is now
being not quite destroyed, but converted, is situate

in Mark-lane, and belonged to the Baring family.

Although long disused as a residence, it has existed till

thisday with all its essential features unchanged. With
its carved oaken portal, its marble-paved hall, its

balustraded staircase, panelled walls, and its garden
with a fountain in the centre, and its fig-trees, which,

or until a few days since, stdl remained, it is a perfect

type of the residence of a merchant of the last

century. All these interesting features, however,

will soon be entirely obliterated, and the house and
garden converted into strictlj' business offices.

Cljip.

The gold Albert Medal of the Society of Arts,
instituted to reward distmguishod merit in pruniutiug'

arts, manufactures, or crimuieree, has tliis session

been unanimously awarded by the Council to Mr.
Henry Cole, C.B.

The death is announced of the wcll-kuowu
ai-chEeologist, M. Gaetano dc IMinicis.

Mr. Poynter, A.K.A., has been e-lected Sladc Pro-
fessor of Fine Art in University College, London.

Herr Albert Glieniann, a well-known portrait

painter, of Dresden, died on the 25tli ult.

The site of the Fleet Prison has been selected by
the Congregationalists for tlie spacious hall and
public buildings about to be erected by them fur

the purposes of their denomination.

The foundation-stone of a new school building

—

style Gothic, estimated cost, r/rfe locsl pai'cr, £4,l.KlO.

—for the parish of St. GeorgeX Hubuc, Mam-liester,

was laid on "Wednesday in Whitsun week by the
Bishop of Manchester.

On Saturday (to-morrow) a visit will be made by
the members of tlie Architectural Association, to the
new Ctiurch of S. Augustine, now being erected in

the Queen's Gate-road, South Kensington.

Earlj^ on Thiirsday week, a fire broke out on the
premises of Patman and Fotheringham, timber mer-
chants, Theobald's-road, Holborn. The timber-yard
is situated in the centre of a block of houses, and
the damage done to them was very oonsiilnnible,

some fifteen being redxiced to an almost uninhabitable
condition from the effects of the heat and tlie streams
of water, and hardly one escaped without soniu iu-

Engineers have already commenced a survey of

the ground for the proposed fortresses in the interior

of Paris. Two of them will probably be erected on
Montmartre and the Buttes de Chaumont.

The foundation-stone of a memorial church to the
E^'v. George Whitfield was laid on Monday, at

Gloucester.

In Great Tower-street (No. 43), near Water-lane,
is the house formerly belonging to Alderman Beck-
ford ; it is in good preservation, and is now let out
as offices.

According to an estimate in the Vcrite, the recent

destruction of property in Paris, including houses,
furniture, securities, works of art, &c., is valued at

eight hundred millions of francs.

Her Majesty has fixed the 21st inst. for the open-
ing of the new S. Thomas's Hospital.

The Bishop of London has fixed Friday, July 7,

fur the consecration of Christ Church, Victoria-
park-ruad.

On Tuesday week, the Hon. F. A. Stanley, M.P.,
laid the foundation-stone of a new school at Pilling,

near Fleetwood.

Advices from Ottawa state that fires are raging in

a forest in the vicinity of that city.

The Kcin York JStif/ineert/iff and Mininr/ Journal
gives the production of ii'onorc in the Lake Superior
district in 1870 as 856,471 tons, the pig iron made
being 47,848 tons.

Professor Tjiidall will this (Friday) evening,
give a discourse (with experiments) on Dust and
Smoke, at the Royal Institution, Albemarle-street.

Mr. Stansfeld, the President of the Poor Law
Board, laid the foundation-stone of a new Unitarian
Chapel at Halifax, on Monday week.

(iDimber l-raiie ^tbielu.

Prices, June 6.—Timber per loail of 50 cubic feet:

—

Riga, £3 5s. to £3 7s. ; Dautzig and Memel crown, £4 to
£4 10s.; ditto best middling, £3 5s. to £3 15s.; ditto-

common middling, £2 10s. to £2 14s.; ditto undersized,
£2 10s. to £2 15s.; ditto small, short, and irregular, £2 to
£2 10s. ; Stettin, £2 10s. to £2 I5s.: Swedish, £2 10s. to

£2 15s. ; ditto small dimensions, £2 5s. to £2 8s.; Memel
crown oak, £5 10s. to £6 10s.; African oak, £7 to £8 ; Cuba-
sahien, £8 to £9 ; Australian ironbark, £6 to £G 10a.

;

Quebec large yellow pine. £4 5s. to £5; S. John's and
hoard pine, £3 1.5s. to £4; ditto building sizes, £3 5s. to-

£3 15s.; Quebec oak, £6 to £6 5s.: ditto ash, £3 10s. to
£4 5s.; New Zealand masts, £6 to £7 10s.

Deals per S. Petersburg standard:—Quebec pine, first

floated, £16 10s. to £18; ditto second, £12 10s. to £13;
first bright, £18 to £19 10s.; ditto seconds, £13 5s. to
£14; ditto thirds, £8 15s. to £9 10s.; Archangel best
yellow. £12 10s. to £14 10s.; ditto second yellow, £9 10s.

to £10 10s.; Finland and hand-sawn Swedish, £7 5s. to
£8; Petersburg and Riga white deals, £8 lOs. to £9 5s.;

Christiana deals, best sorts, yellow anil white, £10 to
£12 10s.; Norway deals (other sorts) £7 to £9; ditto

battens (all sorts) £5 6s. to £7 ; New Brunswick mixed
pine. £7 to £8; Quebec first spruce, £9 to £11; ditta

seconds, £7 lOs. to £8 5s. : S. John's spruce, first quality,

£8 10s. to £9; ditto seconds, £8 to £8 5s.; ditto thirds,

£7 10s. to £7 15s.: ditto unassorted, £8 to £9 Ss. : Nova
Scotia and Prince Edward's Island, £7 5s. to £7 15s.;

spruce battens, £7 to £7 10s.; pitch pine planks, £12 10s-

to £13.

Lathwood per cubic fathom:—Petersburg, £5 5s. to-

£5 15s.; Riga, Dantzig, Memel, and Swedish, £3 to £5.

©raiie |lefoi

WAGES MOVEMENT.
The .Strike of Brass Casters in 'Wolvek-

Hampton.—Last week, the cabinet lock brass casters

of Wolverhampton, who are now on strike, met in that

town, and determined to continue their movement for

an advance of 2-5 per cent, in their wages—namely,
from Id. per pound to lid. per pound, and not to re-

turn to work upon any other terms ; at the same time
they expressed their readiness to meet their masters it

the latter were prepared to negotiate. 'J'liey urged"

that in the past ten years their wages had been de-

creased to the extent of 10s. a week by reason of

the alterations that had taken place in their patterns ;

and that now that the means of living were .^o high^

and the operations of the Factories and Workshops
Acts increased the expenses of the men who had
children, they could not any louger continue to work
at the present scale.

EoTHERnAM.—The strike of house painters at

Rotherham is at an end, the men having accepted for

the present the master's offer of an advance of ^d. per
hour. The original demand of the operatives was an
Increase of ^d. per hour.

Lincoln.—The stonemasons and bricklayers of

Lincoln on Friday week struck, the masters having re-

fused to accede to their demand for an increase of Is.

per week in the rate of wages, and the reduction by
two and a half of the hours of labour on Satuulay.

Introduction of Belgian .Joinf.hs into New-
castle.—The master house joiners of Newcastle and
Gateshead have resolved to bring workmen from Bel-

gium to (ill the places of the men on strike. The first

instalment, of twelve men, arrived on Monday per

steamer from Antwerp. It is said others will follow

during the next few days, Joiuers in Belgium only

receive 2id. per horn- ; here they will get ijd. The
feeling is so great, however, and threats to expel foreign

blacklegs so frequent, that serious disturbances are

feared. The strike of the engineers still continues.

TENDERS.
Bucks.—For alterations anil additions to Gunpowder

House, Marlow-road, for H. Bose, Esq. Mr. Arthur
Vernon, architect;

—

Loo.sIey M'M V-

Corby 810
Sexton ^^i

Child 70a 4

Beavell 7.J0

Almond OIW

Woodbridge CW a

Cooper ^J^S f>

Banghurst (accepted) 553

City.—For re-building Nos. 08 and 70, Ludgate-hill, for

Robert Pettit, Esq. Mr. J. B. Meakin, architect. Quan-
tities by Mr. Matthews:

—

Greenwood & Sons .C3305

Foster 3393

Dove, Bros 3170

Colls & Sons 2976
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Browue & BobiQSon .

Conder
Capps & Eitso
Elkington 2509

DERBYSHrnE.—Fnr the erection of house at Borrowash.
for H. K, TowI.>. Esii, Mr. Jno. Collyer, architect, Ac-
Market-place, Nottingham:

—

Curtis (accepted) £3293

Hammeeswith.—For reinstatement after Are at the Oil
Mills. Mr. U. H. Simmonds, architect :

—

Williams, Bros £1480
Chamberlain, Bros 12-59

Grover IIBO
Wicks & Bangs 109.5

Jacobs 1070
Adamson 1050
Morter S47

Middlesex.—For the erection of villa residence, Brent-
ford-road, for W. C. Smith, Esq. Mr. Alfred C. Bean,
architect;

—

Wi^more £1-597 10
Gilding 1485
Marsh 1480
Rose (accepted) 1392

NOTTrsGH.\sr.—For the erection of a pair of villas.

Chestnut-grove, for Mr. W. H. Farmer. Mr. Jno. Collyer,
architect, &c.:

—

Bell & Son £991 10
Wool & Slight 987
Synam 979
Vickers 97-3

Curtis 945
Jelley (accepted) 930

NOTTISGHAM.—For the erection of house, Mappcrley-
road, for Mr. A. Brownsword. Mr. Jno. Collyer, archi-
tect, 4c.:—

Curtis £1040
Slim 1023
Shepperson 1020
Vickers 1010
Synham 1006
Jelley (accepted) 993

NOTTIXGHAM.—For the erection of house, Sherwood-
rise, for Mr. W. G. E. King. Mr. Jno. Collyer, architect.
So.:—

Curtis (accepted) £5-31 10

NOTTIXGHAM.—For the erection of house-s. All Saints'
itreet, for D. New, Esq. Mr. Jno. Collyer, architect, &c:—

Hall £1-530
Dennett & Co. 1619
Wright & Son 13.35

Jelley 1323
Ellis (accepted) 1319 15

Nottingham.—For extension to house. Forest-grove,
'OT Mr. Wm. Smith. Mr. Jno. Collyer. architect, &c. ;

—

Jelley (accepted) £440

Nottixgha-m.—For the erection of houses, Colville-
Jtreet, for Mr. W. H. Farmer. Mr. Jno. Collyer, archi-
ed, *c. :

—
Jelley £3118
Bell & Son 3014
Synam 3005
Vickers 2972
Shepperson 2949
Curtis (accepted) 2940

Tootixg.—For the erection of a new brewery. Lower
rooting, for Messrs. Charles & James Atlee. Mr. Arthur
tinder, architect and engineer, 92, Cannon-street :—

Budkin £2325
Loat 2203
Williams & Sons 2177
Deacon 2090
Fo.S3 &Blackshaw 1889
Norris 1858
Kelley, Bros. 1853
Moultrie : 18:J0

Ktatve of Sir Walter Scott for New
fORK.—The Scottish societies of New York having
ecently resolved to place a statue of Sir Walter
icott in the Central Park of that city, they have
-rranged with Mr. John Steel, K.S.A., of Edinburgh,
or a copy in bronze of the well-known marble
igure in the Scott Monument, Princes-street. Tho
tatne will, it is e.ypcctcrj, occupy an important site
a the beautiful park at New York, and will be
)]aced on a pedcstiil of Peterhead granite, designed
>y tho sculptnr, and sent out from this country. Mr.
itccl has engaged to supply tho statue in the course
f a year from this date, and tlio foundation-stono
f the pcdesljil is intended to be laid with great
eremouy on the loth of August next.

_

A .Small-pox Hospital Not a Ncisaxce in the
)VE or THE I,AW.—A point of some importance to
10 owners of hind or houses in the ueiglibourhood of
nall-pox hospitals has lately been raised in the Court of
haucery. The Metropolitan Asylums Board ha<l pur-
:iaseii a piece of grouml at Kensington, on which they
reposed to erect a small-pox hos|iitaHorthe reception of
le sick poor. The owners of the adjoining property
Pclined to permit a road to be made to the building,
Q the ground that the institution woulil be a nuisunco
fld an injury, and demurred to a bill which had been
led to compel them to do so. Vice-chancellor Wickens
ifernded the deniurrer, obsr-rviug that a small-pox
ospital had been already decided not to be a nuisance.

Smali^pox, Feveiis, and Skin Diseases.—Tho pre-
sposition to is prevented by Lamplough's Pyretic Saline,
greeable, vitali.sing, and invigorating, its effects are
imarkable in their cure and preventinn. Take it as
reeled. Sold by chemists .and the malier, U. Lamplough,
3, Holborn-hili.

—

[Apvertisemest.]

CONTRACTS OPEN FOR BXnLDING
ESTIMATES.

Lancashire axd Yorkshire Railway, June 13.

—For the painting required at several of their stations.

William .S. Lawn, Secretary, Manchester.
FtLHAM Union, June 15.—For the erection of

certain buildings and alterations in connection with
the infirmary and union workhouse. T. Apliu 31arsli,

clerk to the guardians. Clerk's offices, Fulliam union
workhouse, llammersniith.
Greenwich Public Baths and Wash-houses,

June 14.—For manufacturing and erecting pumping
machinery, for the purpose of supplying water to the
above. Peter Soames, A.K.C., C.E., consulting engi-
neer to the Board, 10, Southampton-street, Strand,
W.C.
Hartshill, June 15.—For the erection of ninenew

cottages, at Chapel End. Mr. W. G. Farmer, Castle-
street, Hinckley.
Heanor Local Board of Health, .June 20.

—

For all or any of the undermentioned works. Laying
down 140 yards or thereabouts of 9-in. sanitary pipes,

&c. Laying down about 170 yards of similar piping,
&c. Laying down about 422 yards of 12in. sanitary
pipes, &c. The kerbing and formation of a footpath,
about 208 yards in length ; the taking up and re-laying
culvert, about 12 yards, and building a new cinder
wall, about 50 yards in length. The materials will be
supplied on the ground by the Board. K. B. Spencer,
clerk. Public Othces, Basford.
Ascot Heath, June 17.—For additions and altera-

tions proposed to be done at the lioyal Hotel, Ascot
Heath. Clark and Holland, architects, Newmarket,
Cambs.
Barton, Jime 24-—For levelling, paving, sewering,

and chaimelling Timothy-street, Eccles, within the
district. George Trenbath, clerk, Boardroom, Patri-
croft.

Bridewell Hospital, July 1.—For eighty years
by public tender, the site of Radley's Hotel and two
houses. No. 12 aud 13, adjoining, in New Bridge-street.

A. M. Jeafferson, at the Clerk's Ofhce, Bridewell
Hospital-

Warrington Water Works Company, June
24.—For the completion and covering over of a reser-

voir, situate near the village of Winwick, nearNewton-
le-Willows. James Riley, secretary, Water Works
Office, Warrington.
Leeds, June 21.—For the erection of new co-opera-

tive store, at Pudsey, for the Leeds Industrial Co-opera-
tive Society, Limited. Wilson & Bailey, architects.

Central Market Buildings, Leeds.
Leeds, June 14.—For rebuildingthe Pack Horse Inn,

Woodhonse Moor, and for the erection of three shops
and houses adjoining. Wilson & Bailey, architects.

Central Market Buildings, Leeds.
Merthyr Tydfil Union, June 23.—Aberdare

Hospital.—For the erection of the above hospital, near
Mill-street, Aberdare. Frank James, clerk, 184, High-
street, Merthyr.
Manchester Corporation Gasworks. June 14.

—For the supply of the following stores for year ending
the 24th June, 1872, namely :—Wrought iron tubes and
fittings ; oils, tallow, &c. ; bars, rod, and sheet iron ;

timber; meter boxes; tarred and spun yarns; stationery.

Joseph Hobson, town clerk. Gas Offices.

Kent.—Maidstone Prisons, June 13.—Foralterations
to two buildings at the County I'risous, Maidstone.
F. Russell, clerk of the peace, Maidstone.
Devizes, June 13.—For the restoration of Potteme

Church, near Devizes, in the county of Wilts. Archi-
tect, Mr. Christian, 8a, Whitehall-place, London.
C'RiCKHOWELL, Juue 18.—For the erection and com-

pletion of the new workhouse at Llangattock, Crick-
howell. Mr. W. P. James. Royal Arcade, Cardiff.

House of Correction, Coldbath-fields, June
23.—For sundry works in the alteration of some of the
prison buildings. John S. Skaife, clerk to the Visiting
Justices.

LATEST PRICES OP MATERIALS USED
IN CONSTRUCTION.

METALS.
Le.ad.

. per tonPig—Foreign
„ English W.B. .

.

"

do
„ Lead Co do
„ Other brands . . do
Sheet Milled .... do
Shot, Patent .... do
Red or minium .... do
Litharge, W.B do
White Dry do

„ ground in oil . . do

Copper.
British—Cake & Ingot . per ton
Best Selected .... do
Sheet do
Bottoms
Australian . . .

Spanish Cake . .

Chili Bars, cash
„ Refined ingot

Yellow Metal . .

do
do
do
do

. do
. per lb.

Iron.
. per ton

do
do
do
do
do
do

£17 17
19 15
18 15
18 5
IS 15
20 10
20 10

25 6

71 10
73 10
74
79
72

04 15
70

2 17
7 5
« 12
7 15
6 15
9 5

S 15
7 10
9 15

12 5

3 15
4 5

G

Gf

6

£18
20
19
18
19
21

28

74
77

75

66
72

7 10
6 15
8 5
7

10 5
9 5
7 15
10

13 10
4 15
6 5
6 5
4 10
4 10
6 10
4
3 10
3 10
2 10
6 10
6 10
9
5

5 15

BATH AND OTHER BUILDING STONES,
OF BEST QUALITY.

EANDELL, SAUNDEES & CO., Limite(3,

Quarrymen and Stone Merchants.
List of prices at the (^uarrips and Depots, also cost of

transit to any part of the United Kingdom, furnished on
application to

Batu Stone Office :

[Advt.] corsham, wilts.

TO ARCHITECTS.
(lUEEN KiJOFING-SLATES.

An supplied to H.ILH. The Prince of Wales at SandHngkam.
The Penmoyle Sea-green Slateaarespecially ailaptcd for

Churches, Puljlic JJuildiugs, &c., &c.

{Leas costly than ordinary Qothie Tiling.)

These durable and uon-absorbent Slates can be obtained
in sizes suitable for Gothic Architecture, at prices as
under.

In Railway Trucks, Docks, Gloucester:—

Per Equivalont to
1,200 Slates, per sqaare

Pig in Scotland, cash
Welsh Bar, in London

Wales
Staffordshire ....
Rail, in Wales ....
Sheets, single in Loudon
Hoops, first quality . .

Nail Rod do
Swedish do

Timber.
Teak load
Quebec, red pine ....

„ yellow pine . . „
Quebec oak, white . . „ 6

birch 3 10
„ elm ,, 4

Dantzic oak ,, 4 10
fir „ 2 7

Memel flr „ 2 10
Riga „ 3 5
Swedish „ 2 5
Masts, Quebec red pine . „ 4

„ yellow pine ... ,, 400
Oregon „ 7
Lathwood, Dantzic. fm. . „ 3

„ St. Petersburg „ 5 5
Deals, per C, 12ft. by 3
by ttin.,

Quebec, white spruce . . „ 12 10 18
St. John, white spruce . „ 12 10 14 10
Yellow pine, pr reduced G
Canada, 1st quality ... „ 18 19 10

2nd do ... . „ 13 5 14
Archangel, yellow ... „ 12 10 14 10
St. Petersburg, yellow . „ 13 13 10
Finland

,
700 80

Memel and Dantzic ... „ 000 00
Gothenburg, yellnw ... „ S 10 10 10

„ white ... „ 8 10 9 10
Gefle, yellow ,, 10 10 12 10
Soderham „ S 10 12
Christiania, perC, 12ft. by

3by;*in., yellow ... „ 10 12 10
Other Norway „ 7 SO
Flooring boards, pr square
of lin., drst yellow . . „ 9 10

First white „ 080 09
Second qualities

,
8

Oils, &c'.

Seal, pale per tun 37
Sperm body „ 82
Cod 35 10
Whale, South Sea, pala . ,, 34
Olive, Gallipoli .... ,, 48
Cocoanut, Cochin, tun . „ GO
Pahn, fine „ 37
Linseed „ 32 15
Rapesired. Eng pale . . „ 45 10
Cottonseed „ 27

Beat Green Slates 14 by 7 ... ... 2 17 C . . lOs. Gd.
Do. do. 13 hv 8 ... ... 2 17 i; . . l(is. Gd.
Do. do. 13 by 7 ... ... 2 5 . . 14s.

Do. do. 12 by 7 ... ... 1 18 r> . . 13s.

Do. do. 12 by ... ... 1 7 (i . . lis.

Prices of large Sizes, Cost of Transit, Referenco Testi-
moniais, and Sample Specimens may be obtained on ap-
plication to

MESSRS. RANDELL & CO., Corsham, Wilts.

Specimens at Museum of Geology, Jermj'n-street, Picca-
dilly, W., and at Architectural Museum, Tuftou-street*
Westmiustcr.

BANKRTTPTS.
TO SURRENOEH IN LONDON.

Gibbs, Thomas, and Gibbs, Thomas, jun.. New Church-
roaii, Camberwell, builders, June 15, at 11.—Wild. Alfred,
Providence-row, Shepherd's Bush, cari)enter, June 10,
at 12.

TO SURRENDER IN THE COUNTRY.
Richardson, Lot, juu., Shitlington, builder, June 27, at

Bedford.—Faii'head, William, Tottenham, builder, June
22, at Edmonton.—Wrigley, Samuel, Oldham, builder,
June 19, at Oldham.

PUBLIC EXAMINATIONS.
June 23, J. W. Drayton, Yeovil, plumber.—June 20,

A. Williams. Warwick-road West. Paddiugton, builder.

—

Juno It). W. D. Stevens, Hull, builder.—June 28, R, B.
Barrett, Lowestoft, plumber.

DIVIDEND MEETINOS.
June 22, W. Elliott and T. Ilsey, Seward-street, Goswell-

road, engineers and iron founders.—Juno 24. G. Green,
S. Andre w's-iuad, Limohouse, engineer.—June 27, J.
Royle, Wrangle, Lincolnshire, carpenter.—Juue 14, W.
Johnson and J. Whitaker, Pennington, Lancashire, iron
founders.

INSOLVENT debtor's DIVTDBND.
J. Storey, late of Upper Wortley, near Leeds, phmiber,

div. Gri. loi.i.

PARTNERSHIPS DISSOLVED,
Qarside, Barnes, and Co., Stalybridge, stone masons.

—

Joberns and Arrowsmith, Aldridgo, Staffordshire, brick
and tile manufacturers, and timber dealers.—Brae and
Inman, Greenwich, and elsewhere, civil engineers.

—

Isaacs and Lankford, Bristol, cement manufacturers.

—

Atkinson and Brown, Great Grimsby, slate merchants.

—

Jaekmau & Barker, Coventry, plumbers.—Payne and
White, Manchester, builders.— W., J., and H. Potter.
Horsham, builders.—Harrison and Wettou, Kerridge,
Cheshire, stone merchants.- -Price and Co., Adam-street,
Adeiphi. warming, ventilating, and hot Witer works.

—

Eckersley and Bayliss, Loudon and elsewhere, railway
contractors.
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THE BRITISH and FOREIGN TR^Ul-
WAYS COMPANY (Limited^

Subscribed capital, £300,000, in 30,000 Shares of £10 each.

DIRECTORS,

Philip Rose, Esq.
"William Sheldon, Esq.
Lieut.-Colonel C. Napier

Sturt, M.P.

John M. Dunlop, Esq.

H. G. Erichscn, Esq.

L. Fioersheim, Esq.
William Morris, Esq.

BANKERS—Messrs. Glyn, Mills. Currie, & Co.

SOLICITORS.

Messrs. Baxter, Rose, Norton, & Co^ 6, Victoria-street,
Westminster.

Messrs. Ashurst, Morris, & Co., 6, Old Jewry.
Secretary (pro tem.)—J. B. G-lenn.

Offices—70 and 71, Palmerston-buildings.

This Company is prepared to entertain proposals for

Tramways either in the United Kinj^dom or elsewhere.
Address, with full particulars, to the Secretary (pro tem.).

as above.
EXTRACTS from the COMPANY'S PROSPECTUS.
This Company has been formed to carry out Tramway

Enterprise in connection with the parties who have been
mainly instrumental in the introduction of Tramways
into this country and the principal cities on the Conti-
nent, and who will therefore bring to the business great
practical experience.
The intention of the Company is generally to inrest its

own capital in the construction and development of the
Tramways selected by it, and to dispose of the same from
time to time when tested by the experience of actual
working, iu which way the pubUc will be protected
against unsound and merely speculative projects.
The Company is entirely free from any engagements,

direct or indirect, with contractors, and will therefore
carry out such works as it may undertake, on the best
possible terms for cash.
The position of the founders of this Company will

enable them to secure, on the most favourable terms, con-
cessions from the principal cities on the Continent and
elsewhere open to Tramway enterprise.

By order of the Board,

J. B. GLENN, Secretary (pro tem.).

REPARATION of S. ALBAN'.S ABBEY.
The extremely dangerous condition into which this

venerable structure has fallen, having been pointed out in
a report by the eminent architect, G. Gilbert Scott, Esq.,
B.A., a Committee has been formed for the purpose of
obtaining SUBSCRIPTIONS towards the WORK of
REPAIR, and carrying it into effect. The present list

comprises the following names :

—

The Earl of Verulam
The Earl Cowper, K.G.
The Earl Spencer
The Earl of Clarendon
The Bishop of Rochester
Lord Ebury
The Hon. Henry Cowper,

M.P.
Sir John Sebright, Bart.
H. R. Brand. Esq., M.P.
R. Dimsdale, Esq.. M.P.
Archdeacon Grant

The Marquis of Salisbury
The Earl of Essex
Viscount Maiden
Lord Dacre
Lord Lvtton
The Rev. Sir J. Hawkins,

Bart.
Abel Smith, Esq., M.P.
W. H. Smith, Esq., M.P,
H. W. Eaton, Esq., M.P.
Robert Hanbury, Esq.
J. Evans, Esq., F.R.S., F.S.A.

and the principal gentry of the county of Herts.
Mr. .Scott estimates that a sum of at least £46,000 will

be required for the proper rejKLration of the Abbey, ex-
clusive of any internal fittings or restorations.
With a view of obtaining the aid of the country gene-

rally in the preservation of one of our most important
national and architectural monuments, a PUBLIC MEE'^
ING WILL BE HELD AT WILLIS'S ROOMS, ON
THURSDAY, JUNE 22, AT TWELVE O'CLOCK, THE
EARL OF VERULAM in the chair.

The Marquis of Salisbury
The Bishop of Winchester
Lord Ebury
Mr. Beresford Hope, M.P.

The Earl of Stanhope
The Bishop of Rochester
The Dean of Westminster
Mr. W. H. Smith, M.P.

and other noblemen and gentlemen are expected to speak,
The atteuilance of all favourable to the object of the

meeting is earnestly invited.
Applications for tickets should be made at once to

Henry J. Touhnin, Esq., The Pr6, S. Alban's.

HENRY J. TOULMIN, ] Hon.
W. J. LAWRANCE, M.A. | Sees.

S. Alban's, June, 1871.

CHARNWOOD GRANITE QUARRIES,
Near Loughborough.

The CHAEXWOOD GBANITE COMPANT are in a
position to supply, either by rail or water, all kinds of
paving setts, &c., broken Granite by land, of different
sizes, for roiul-makiug. Gravel for walks. Granite in the
rougla for building and breaking purposes.
The Charnwood is, beyond doubt, one of the best

Granites in the kingdom ; the extraordinary strength of
the above is testified by Mr. Kirkaldy, Testing and Ex-
perimenting Works, The Grove, Southwark-street, Lon-
don, S.E.

Copies of tests will be forwarded on application at the
Quarries,
Loughborough, June 1, 1871.

CIRCULAR SAW BE NO H.—
WANTED, a good CTRODLAH SAW BENCH, to

cut 3m. planks, and Babbit Tenon Plough, &c., by manual
labour. Also one to work by Steam, to answer the above
purposes. State lowest price and all particulars.—Address,
H. Boothman, 6.3, Bolton-road, Darwen, Lancashire.

ROYAL POLYTECHNIC.—WHITSUN
HOLIDAYS.—Professor Pepper's "Trip to the

Western Highlamls of Ireland;" grand Scenery and
Irish Songs by Miss Barth.—Great Hevival of Henry
Eussell's Songs, under his personal kind superintendence,
with grand Scenic and Optical Effects. Vocalist Mr.
Plumpton.—J. L. King. Esq., "On Muscle and Muscular
Power," illustrated by Herr Willio, the wonderful Con-
tortionist and Imitator of Birds and Animals.—Ee-engagc-
ment of IC. D. Davies, the Premier Ventriloquist.—The
Ghost and other Entertainments as usual.—Admission
One Shilling. Open from 12 to 5 and 7 to J

WANTED.

Advertisements for "Situations TKanfcti'' are inserted 271

the " Building News" at a charge of One Shilling

for the first Twenty-four Words,

~\;\7"ANTED, by an Experienccrl jNIan, a
V> EE-EISTQAaEMENT as GENEEAL F0EE5IAN

or Clerk of Works.—Addres.s, A. G., Post-ofHce, Oldham.

WANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENTlsT^a
thorough practical Joiner's Foreman ; excellent

references.—Apply L. C, Post-ofBce, Red-hill.

WANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT as
FOREMAN of Masons, age ."0. in town or country.

Good references from last employers.—Address J. S., S,

Dillon-place, Hornsey-road.

•^p O ARCHITECT S.—A Superior
i DRAUGHTSMAN and expeditious general assistant

is now disengaged.—Address Architect, 58, Stanley-street,
Eccleston-square, S.W.

To ARCHITECTS.—An Assistant, well
accustomed to prepare competition and other draw-

ings, seeks Emploj-ment. Good references.—Mr. Kedge,
3, Titchborne street, Cambridge-square, W.

AN ARCHITECT'S ASSISTANT is

desirous of an ENGAGEMENT for three or four
days a week. For particulars of qualiflcatious. &e., apply
to Gothic, Post-ofBce, Greek-street, Soho-square, W,

To ARCHITECTS. — WANTED, by
the ADVERTISEE, a SITUATION in an AECH'I-

TECT'S OFFICE. Details, Working Drawings, &c.
Address S. W., 6. Queen's-road West, Chelsea, S.W.

B UILDING LAND TO BE LET.

ROEHA'MTTON, SURREY, for detached and semi-
detached Villas, also a few Sites for Shops. The roads
and sewer made.
MILVERTON, near LEAMINGTON, for detached villa

residences.
ASHFORD. near WINDSOR, close to the station,

suitable for detached and semi-detached villas.

WEST HAM, ESSEX, close to the Stratford and
Stratford Bridge stations of the G. E. Railway, suitable
for small property ; also some very advantageous front-
ages with wharfage, suitable for manufacturing premises,
or will be sold in plots to suit purchasers. Advances
made.
SYDENHAM, KIRKDALE NURSERY, close to

station, and adjoining the church. Gentlemen wishing to
erect premises for their own occupation will find this a
good opportunity.
WANDSWORTH COMMON.—For sale, close to ditto,

about 12 acres
;
part of the purchase money can remain.

Apply to Beeston, Son, and Brereton, Architects and
Surveyors, 27, Grosvenor Mansions, Victoria-street, West-
minster.

ELIGIBLE BUILDING LAND TO BE
LET or SOLD, in large or small quantities, in locali-

ties within easy distance from London. Advances, if

required, to respectable builders.—Apply to Messrs. Ken-
nard and Buck, Architects and Surveyors, 39, Finsbury-
eircus, E.C.

TO BUILDERS.—TO BE DISPOSED
OF, a BUILDER'S BUSINESJS. in a large manufac-

turing town in the West of England; has been established
for many years. Either one or two yards to be let, with
workshops and sheds. Also, a double saw-pit in each,
and offices and stables in one.—For particulars apply to
A. Z., Compton Villa, 29, Cotham-road Bristol.

HANLEY-ROAD, HORNSEY.—TO BE
LET on Building Leases, a valuable FREEHOLD

ESTATE, eligibly situate and well adapted for the erection
of houses from £;io to £70 per annum. The roads and
sewers are made, and the footpaths curbed. It is within
five minutes' wall; of the Crouch Hill Station on the Metro-
politan Railway. Omnibuses pass the estate every ten
minutes to and from the West-end and City. For par-
ticulars apply to Messrs. Hammack and Lambert, Archi-
tects and Surveyors, 5i>, Bishopsgate-street, City, E.C.

''pO BUILDERS and ARCHITECTS.—
JL Two magniflcent SITES for Mansions may be had
near Windsor Park, in positions where immediate sales at
good prices might be anticipated. A few good detached
Villas might be erected with equal advantage.—Address,
"Mansion," Fairoaks, Chislehurst.

FIVE ACRES, TWO ACRES, and ONE
ACRE of FREEHOLD LAND for S.\LE in a

beautiful district with gi-avel soil ; near a station, and an
hour from London. Price £160 per acre.—Apply to
" Freeholds," care of Messrs. Doweett and Chattell,

29A, Lincoln's-iun-flelds.

FREEHOLD BUILDING LAND at Bed-
dington, Benhill, Dulwich, and Muswell-hill, may

bo had in lots, suitable for the erection of villa residences.

Plans and particulars may be had of Mr. Tresidder, 16,

New Bridge-street, Blackfriars.

TO CARPENTERS, DECORATORS,
BUILDERS, and OTHERS.—To be Disposed of, the

Lease of desirabl*^ Premises in the above line, part let < ff

for more than dou])Ie the rent. Any party with £100 to

£;iO0 can treat, or the owner would not object to a partner-
ship with a practical man in the building trade.—Apply
to Messrs. Kelly & Sou, IS, Grove-street, Camden-town.

Crown Building Land, St. James's.

A COMMANDING SITE on the Nortli
Side of Ryder-street, St. James's, and adjoining to

St. James's-street. is offered bv the Commissioner of Her
Majesty's Woods, TO BE LET by TENDER on Lease for
80 years. The tenders to be delivered on Friday. June
SOth. Forms and conditions of tender may be obtained
at the Office of Woods, No. 1, Whitehall-place, or of
Arthur Gates, Esq., No. 7, Whitehall-yard. S.W.

BRIDEWELL HOSPITAL. — Building
Land in New Bridge-street, Blackfriars, The

Governors of Bridewell Hospital are prepared to LET, on
LEASE, for 80 years, by Public Tender, the SITE of
RADLEY'S HOTEL, and the TWO HOUSES. No, 12 and
1:J, adjoining, in New Bridge-street, Blackfriars. together
with the vacant land at the back, exclusive of a roadway
of 40 feet in width reserved, measuring about 28,404 feet
in area, and having a frontage to Tudor-street. Black-
friars, with option to the lessee of either pulling down or
retaining so much of the buildings of Radley's Hotel and'
the adjoining houses as he may please ; these buildings
cover an area of 20,484 superficial feet. Forms of tender
and plans of the site may be obtained on application of

Mr. A. M. Jeaffreson, at the Clerk's office, Rridewell
Hospital ; or of Fredk. Marrable, Esq., the surveyor to the
Hospital, No. 21, Whitehall-place.
The Governors do not pledge themselves to accept the

highest or any tender. Tenders on the printed form to bo
delivered at the Hospital, iu New Bridge-street, Black-
friars, before 12 o'clock on Saturday, 1st July. 1871.

TO MANUFACTURERS & BUILDERS.
LAND suitable for Factories, with plentiful supply

of pure water, good roads, and railway accommodation^
to be SOLD or LET on Building Leases.—Apply to Mr. E.
Littler, Upper Plaistow, E.

TO BUILDERS.—For Eligible BUILD.
ING LAND near Bristol, apply to W. Cloutman,

Surveyor, Exchange, Bristol. Cash advanced if required.

SLATES ! SLATES ! !

TO BUILDERS, SLATERS, & OTHERS.
—But your Slates direct from the Quarries.—Apply

for prices, &c., to Mr. W. E. WILLIAMS, Slate Agen^
Carnarvon.

SAWN PORTLAND SLA B.—
STEWARDS and CO., Portland and Stone Mer-

chants, Isle of Portland, and at Portland Wharf, Gros-
venor-road, Pimlico For list of prices, apply to W. H*
HOLLAND, 20A, Grosvenor-road, Pimlico.

MANSFIELD .STONE, WHITE OR
BED, in BLOCKS np to Ten Tons, and the Beds

from 1ft. to 6ft thick, supplied also insawn Slabs, for Floors,
or Gravestones, and in scantling, for Steps and Sills.—Mr*
EOBEBT LINDLEY, Quarry Owner, Mansfield, Notting-
hamshire.

THE TRADES' ACUMEN : a Table for
readily Ascertaining the number of yards, feet^

inches, and parts in anything that requires measuring
,

No trade should be without it. Post free for 13 receipt:

stamps.

Pubhshed and Sold by S. FUNKENSTEIN, 25, Great
Queen-street, Holborn.

Just Published.

THE :\rouLDrNT;s of tiu- six period s
of lUnTfSU AUCllTTKCTrnE from the CON-

QUEST tr^ the llKFORMATiON. ByEDMUND S HARPE,
M.A.

These examples, taken full-size by unfailing methods
from the principal Cathedral. Conventual, and Parisli

Churches of the Kingdom, havf been cnrefully reduced,
chiefly to one-third the size of the originals, and arff

printed in colours. In the selesti n of the colours attached
to the different Periods the s: me sequence has been
adopted as that in which thev > ccur in the Prismatic
Spectrum; so that a ffiven colo ir not only indicates the

Period to which the Moulding b'^'ongs, but also the relftj

tive historical position of the Period itself.

The work will he published in several Numbers, eacrfi

containing CO Plates.—No. 1. Imperial 4to., 21s.

London : E. & F. N. SPON, 48, Charing-cross.

EWAGE IRRIGATION AND"
DOWNWARD FILTRATION.—A paper on the-

SEiLECTION and PREPARATION of SUITABLE LAND,,
read at Maidstone, Nov.. 1870, by Mr. J.BAILEY DEN-
TON, C.E. One Shilling by post.

E. B. SMITH, Maidstone Journal Office, Maidstone.

By THOMAS MORRIS. Architect.

A HOUSE FOR THE SUBURBS;
Socially and Architecturally Sketched, with Prefa-

tory Glance at the Great City. Third Edition, with De-

signs, 12s. 6d.

How to Value, Claim, Protect.

A CLUE TO RAILWAY AND OTHER COMPENSA-
TION for Property and Person, the Nature and Value of

Estates, and Principles of Parochial Assessment, 4s. Hi.

A POPULAE OUTLINE OF PERSPECTIVE OK'

GRAPHIC PROJECTION, Parallel, Diagonal, Pan-ango»'

lar. Graceful, 3s. 6d,

Now Ready, with Woodcuts, Demy Svc, cloth, «?. M.

BRIEF CHAPTERS ON BRITISH CAR PENTBY :
His-

tory and Principles of Gothic Hoofs. By THOMAS 3I0BEIS

(Architect), Author of "A House for the Snlnirhs," " Per-

spective or Graphic Projection," and other works

London: SIMPKIN, S' AESHALL, & CO.
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LOCAL CHARACTERISTICS.
nPHOUGII Nature has ijrovided few
-*- strongly-marked features by which to

distinguish the various districts of this coun-
try, ahnost every English county has a
character of its own. The traveller, if

previously acquainted even in the most
superficial way with the district through
which he passes, needs no great keenness of

observation to ascertain by means of the
landscape whereabouts he may be. The
shades of difference, indeed, are delicate, and
hard to describe in words. '\\'aking up,
perhaps, from a nap on a long journey, it

might be difficult to give reasons for the
impression that one is passing at the moment,
say, through Leicestershire and not through
Hertfordshire, or through Yorkshire and not
through Durham. But the impression, if it

is derived from a general knowledge of the
district, is usually a correct one, and may
be depended on even in parts of it which
are quite new to the observer. The shajie

of the hills, the distribution of the trees,

the thinness or raukness of the foliage, the
size of the fields, and the nature of the
farming, are so many data on which a judg-
ment is, perhaps unconsciously, founded. If

a river is visible, this will afford still

stronger evidence, for in nearly all our
rivers a local type is clearly marked. Come
across them where you will, you recognise
the deep and the slowly-flowing streams of

Norfolk and Suffolk ; the Trent with its cb-ift

islands and its gravelly beaches; and the rapid
torrents, each in a wooded valley of its own,
which mark the north-east corner of the
kingdom. The Thames, indeed, has some-
what the character of the Trent ; the
Huntingdonshire Ouse, the Stratford Avon,
and the Northamptonshire Neu, do not
differ very greatly from the East Anglian
rivers ; the streams of Derbyshire and
Noi-thmnberland are both rocky alike. Yet,
though the peculiarities of each may be hard
to indicate, each has an individuality of its

own. It is like a living thing, with a special

and unique expression ; and almost from the

beginning to the end of its course it has an
indefinable personality which can be recog-
nised in a moment.

But, whatever may be the differences of

natural character between our different coun-
ties, still greater differences e.xist between
their buildings. The remark, of course, applies

with most force to old buildings. The
modern villa—may it soon cease to be modern !

—is, indeed, pretty much alike, from Thames
to Tweed. This box with holes in it—no
matter of what materials it may be hiuilt

—

can easily be brought into regulation pattern
by a coating of cement, and its owner, where-
evcr he may sojourn, has no difficulty in

astonishing his neighbours by the architec-

tural taste which he has learned from the
London plasterer. He sticks to his principles,

and far from doing at Rome as the Romans
do, he ])refers, even in the finest stone-pro-
ducing districts of the kingdom, to revel in

his native stucco. Short be his lease, and
shaky his walls; may his villa quickly return
to the mud from which it was taken ! It is

vain to look for local characteristics in a pro-
duction like this. The work which exhibits
them is that of a reasonable being, with a
power of adapting himself to circumstances,
not that of a machine which goes on for
ever, rejieating the same processes, and pro-
ducing the same results. Hence arises much
of the interest which such works possess.
Each of them bears a history in it, more
eloquent and more trustworthy than any that
can be expressed in words. It may be an
important one, a story of invasions, of
battles, of national events, told in the stones
of a cathedral church ; it may be only the

tale of some quiet village, made up of the

fortunes and reverses of half a dozen families
;

but in either case its unaffected truthfulness

makes it impressive. Local peculiarities,

however, are the result of many causes.

Difference of race, even in different parts of

England, may possibly have some slight

effect in originating them. Foreign inter-

course, particularly in districts near the sea,

has doubtless done more. Accidents of situa-

tion, such as those of being in a sheltered

valley or on a bleak hillside, have often had
a marked effect. The ease or difficulty of

obtaining skilled labour, again, has resulted

in striking contrasts between the character

of buildings in populous and in remoter
districts ; and the general wealth or poverty
of a neighbourhood had, of course, a still

greater influence. Lastly, the nature of the

building materials on the spot, and the

means by which others could be brought from
a distance, helped more, probably, than an)'-

thing else to make the indigenous architec-

ture of each county what it still remains. It

is worth while to note some of the variations

which have thus arisen, and to ask how far

it maybe possible or desirable to perpetuate

them.
Amongst the most prominent, and those

which first attract a stranger's notice, are the

local differences in construction. These are

often very great within a comparatively
small distance. Compare, for example,
two villages within a dozen miles of each

other, near the respective boundaries of

Northamptonshire ancl Huntingdonshire. In
the former, almost every house is built of

stone ; the walls are of rubble, the dressings

of ashlar, and the roofs covered with brown
stone slates. The details have a decidedly
architectural appearance. Late Gothic tra-

ditions still to a considerable extent survive ;

the local mason still puts np mullioned
windows and four-centred doorheads with

the mouldings of the sixteenth century.

There are abundance of gables, most of them
with stone copings ; there are stone labels,

and string-courses, and plinths, and, as a

matter of course, stone jambs and sills, stone
chimneys, and eaves-courses. Cross into the

next county, and not a detail is the same.

The best house in the village will hardly

have so much as a stone window-sill about it.

It is built, probably, with oak framing, filled

in with red brick, with pebbles, or with cob
walling, plastered over. Its roofs, of tile or

thatch, overhang the walls, and are as often

hipped as gabled. There are string-courses,

it is true, to throw off the rain, but they

consist of sloping boards carried by brackets,

and the casements open on to a similar board,

protected, perhaps, by an apron-piece of lead.

But even lead is sparingly used. The valleys

in the roof are formed without it, by in-

geniously lapping the tiles over each other
;

and even the chimney gutters are constructed

in the same economical way. "What little

ornament c-xists is either in moulded brick

or thin plastering, and there are few data

from which the age of any particular example
can be ascertained. Decoration was almost
exchulcd by circuiiistances ; the general

effect is often highly picturesque, but its

picturesquencss is of a totally different sort

from that which prevails in the adjoining

county. The difference in this case is evi-

dently one of building materials. Stone is

plentiful in Xorthamptonshire, while in a
great partof Huntingdonshire there is nothing
to be dug but gravel ; and this circum-

stance alone lias had such powerful effect

that viUagcs only a few miles apart might
pass for those of two different countries.

Peculiarities in local building material often

show themselves in singular and unexpected
ways. The slated house fronts of south-

west Devonshire, for instance, are not what
would be looked for by any one who had
heard that flat-bedded walling-stone was
abundant there. This stone, however, in

reality, is an imperfect kind of .slate; like

other slates, it readily conducts moisture be-
j

tween its layers ; and so, after building a wall
with it in horizontal courses, it has been a
common thing to protect it by a facing of

vertical ones, as on an ordinary roof. The
tiled fronts of Surrey and Sussex should
perhaps rather be set down as a result of

situation. The tiles are used in exposed
places, as the most effectual way to keep out
a driving rain, and are far more useful, as

well as far more artistic, than the coating of

cement which has of late been too often

substituted for them. Another class of local

pecidiarities, those arising from foreign
intercourse, are less marked in England than
in Scotland. The French planning at West-
minster Abbey, the French detail at Canter-
bury, and in some other Kentish churches,
will, of course, be universally remembered.
But there is, we think, a more subtle, though
real, foreign influence to be noticed in some
of our maritime counties. The Continental
look of the old streets in Dartmouth has been
often remarked, and something like it is

traceable in various towns of Norfolk and
Suffolk. Nothing is more natural than that

a community which traded constantly with
other countries should acquire something of

their artistic feeling. The only wonder is that
this should be so slightly marked. The social

circmnstances of various districts, their

prosperity or poverty, their greater or less

advance in civilisation, the nature of their

business, the tenure of the land, and the rank
and position of its owners, had the most im-
portant results. They appear most clearly,

perhaps, in ecclesiastical work. The chain
of fine churches which stretch for miles
around many an ancient abbey—such, for

example, as the rich one of Peterborough

—

show the effect of wealth and culture ; while
the small and poor ones found in remote
sections of the West of England may illus-

trate the repressive effect of backward civili-

sation. The prevalence of buildings of a
particular period generally tells of a cul-

minating-jioint in the prosperity of the
district

; and it is thus, perhaps, that the
Early English style happens to prevail

amongst Northamptonshire towers, and the
Perpendicular one amongst those of Norfolk
and Somersetshire. There is still another
cause for local peculiarities, and it is one that
deserves attention. The builders of a former
time were not only influenced by piractieal

necessity as to materials, but by something
equally important, thoiigh far less obvious.

They considered what would harmonise with
local scenery—insensibly, perhaps, and if so,

all the more thoroughly they made their

work an improvement, and not a jarring

intrusion into the landscape which sur-

rounded it. Living all their lives in one
locality, they felt instinctively what would
suit it. Their minds grew in time with the

situation, and their works are often in more
perfect taste, so far, than those of the

cleverest architect to whom the spot was a
strange one. The advance of time has done
away with many of the causes for local

building customs : it has blended all parts of

the nation more thoroughly together, and must
thus to some extent assimilate tlieir works.

But it remains just as true as ever that style

should be modified by materials, and that

architecture should be adapted to its sur-

roundings ; and to this extent there will

always remain a reason for local charac-

teristics.

THE INFLUEXCE OF ART-CRITICISM.

MEN'S theories, it has been said, are

usually the supplement of their

practice. In the sphere of art, at least, what-
ever it may be elsewhere, this seems to be the

natural and healthy state of things. The
artist of genius and originality comes first, and
creates a great work ; the critic follows, and
detects the laws by which this work was un-

consciously produced. This once done,

nothing, it might be .supposed, could be easier

than to obey the same laws and arrive at an
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equally good result. But it is not so : the

rules which have to be kept in view are too

numerous, too complicated ; above all, too

apt to come into continual conflict with each

other, to make conscious and premeditated

obedience to them an easy thing. The
successful artist has to reconcile them all

;

but this can rarely be effected by a process of

reasoning; he must do it, as Bacon says,
" by a kind of liappiness ;" he must know when
he has done it by a quick perception rather

than by a slow process of analysis. This fact

has been strongly insisted on by the greatest

art-critic of our times. After investigating

the arrangement or composition of some re-

mai'kable pictures, and indicating certain

principles common to all those of the higher
order, Mr. Euskin warns his readers that it is

no more possible to compose a picture by rule

than it is possible to be witty by rule. The
fault, therefore, does not rest with him if his

works have sometimes been turned to a pur-
pose which he did not intend. Tlie scientific

analysis of architecture and painting which
he has made so fascinating will do but little

in the training of architects and painters. Its

true uses, we think, are rather for the public

than for the professions ; it shows what and
why to admire, but it does not, and cannot,

show how to produce what is worthy of

admiration. It is questionable whether its

effect on the artist may not rather bo bad
than good. If it leads him to a morbid habit

of introspection, to a constant questioning of

himself, "Am I following this law and that

law, of which Mr. Ruskin has shown the im-
portance ?" it is as harmful to him as the
study of anatomy to a valetudinarian. The
way to escape disease is not to be always on
the look-out for it. The healthy man is not
he who is always fancying that his heart or

lungs are going wrong, but he who is not
conscious of having any heart or lungs at all

;

and the healthy artist is not the one who is

always in dread of breaking some of the many
laws he has to follow, but the one who does
his work as a pleasure, and sees from the

result that he is doing it well. Perhaps the

best advice for any artist is that which an
eminent living writer is said to have given to

some one who asked his counsel, "Never
publish anything that does not greatly please

yourself." The outside world may dissect a
work of art, may calmly take it to pieces and
show the principles which govern it, but it is

not in this mechanical way that it was or ever

could have been produced. Such a work
grows like a tree

; it is not put together like

a house ; there is a kind of life in it ; it is a
natural, and not an artificial product of the

mind. The chemist can analyse a tree, and
say how much oxygen and hyckogen, carbon
and nitrogen, make up its bulk ; but no
chemist has ever been able to reverse the
process—to put these elements together into

so much as a single leaf. In art-analysis the

case is very similar. The chemistry of Mr.
Ruskin, or Mr. Fergusson, or some other
scientific investigator, may tell how much of

natural form, how much of symmetrical ar-

rangement, how much of feeling and expres-
sion, exists in a jiarticular style ; but this

knowledge, when it is attained, does not
practically enable any one to design the
smallest fraction of ornament. It may, per-
haps, help to form his judgment, to show him
the best models for study, to open his eyes to
their excellence. And it may, from tlie en-
thusiasm which has sometimes accompanied
it, arouse his own enthusiasm, and deepen
tenfold, by sympatliy, his own love of nature
and of art. Tliis, after all, is the greatest
good wliich the young art worker can owe to
such books as the "Seven Lamps of Archi-
tecture," or the " Stones of Venice "—almost
the greatest good which, for the pui'poses of
his work, he can owe to any book whatever.
Their dogmas, right or wrong, will help him
but little

;
assuming tliem to be true, they

will only cramp and tetter hiui if he tries con-
sciously to obey them. lie must follow them
instinctively, or not at all ; and to do this he

must learn them, not from books, but from
examples. It is impossible to explain in words
one half the princiiilcs on which excellence in

art depends ; the way to discover them is to

see them in use. An hour devoted to the

study of a fine building is worth a week spent
in i-eading about it ; and the necessity for an
artist is, not to reason about beauty, but to

feel it. lie needs to cultivate his taste and
his judgment, not his ai'gumentative faculties

;

and this is to be effected, not by scientific

analysis, but by practice and observation.

By laborious investigation every ai't might be
brought under scientific rules ; but, even
where this would be easiest, the labour would
totally overbalance the profit. A mathema-
tician could calculate the angle at which a
swinmier should bend his knees and turn out
his liands and feet ; he might write an ex-

haustive treatise on the force and frequency
with which each separate nrascle should be con-
tracted to produce the best result ; but when
all was done, there would remain no better

way of learning to swim than the old one—of

plunging into the water and seeing how other
people do it. The danger in much of our
modern art-criticism is that of its producing
men who swim admirably in theory, but who,
when they fall into real water, have a most
I'emarkable alacrity in sinking to the bottom.

VaOLLET LE DUC'S "DICTIONNAIRE
RAISONXE DE L'ARCIIITECTURE
FRANCAISE."*

VIII.

A T first it was evidently feared that with-
-'-^ out the gallery over the side aisles to prop
and stay the nave pillars they would not stand,

but, after minor attempts, a bold essay was
made in the cathedral of Bourges. Yet so

deeply was the appearance of this gallery

imprinted in the minds of the peojile that

fictitious ones were represented, as we see in

the section of this cathedral (Fig. 21.) It

will be here observed that the aisle A has
no gallery, and that the nave piers rise free,

and isolated fi'om any lateiul support up to

the springing of the aisle vaulting, and that

the windows at B throw their light directly

into the nave, unimpeded by any arcading.

The outer aisle C is kept low, and is lighted

by the windows D in the external wall. But
the architect could not do without the

horizontal line of the triforimn, and to replace

the well-known feature an arcaded passage
is introduced at E E, where the roofs of the side

aisles abut against the main walls. The upper
part of the church is lighted by large clerestory

windows at G, in the same manner as was
Notre Dame of Paris. In this section we see

how the architect has endeavoured to reduce
the height of his building to the lowest prac-

ticable point, and it is worthwhile examining
it from this aspect. He could not well make
his external aisle any lower; it is only about
1,5ft. to the springing of its arches. The
pitch of the roof which covers it was forced

upon him by his inaterial, tiles ; light to his

nave was necessary, and his windows here

are as large, as low, and as near to the aisle

roof as he coidd get them. The same reason-

ing determines the position of his clerestory

window-sills, and the .springing of his main
vault. Thus, then, if we search for the idea

of symbolism in the height of these " grand
Gothic naves," we shall find instead a neces-

sity against which for fifty years their archi-

tects were struggling against. Width and light

they wanted ;
" height was forced upon them

in searching for these." Emboldened by
experience, the architects of the thirteenth

century widened their naves, and, taking

courage, abandoned the system of double
aisles, trusting to one wide aisle only to re-

sist the thrust of the nave groining ; and very
rarely after the end of this century do we
find the expedient of the support of a second

* Dietiunnairo raisonnd de rarchitccture Frani^aise

(111 XI. au XVI. Siecle, par M. Viollet le Due, Arehitecte
du (Jouvcrunient, luspectcur-gi^neral iles Edifices Dioces-
saiDS. 10 vols.; 8vo.; Murel, Paris, 1354—1868.

aisle resorted to. Gothic architecture was
perfectioned ; it had concreted itself ; the
system of construction had now become deci-

ded on, new principles were no more sought
for, but those already adopted, refined and
developed ; its spring time was over, and no
more buds and shoots sprung forth ; it blos-

somed for a time, it fruited—became seedy,

in fact, and then it died away. From
the thirteenth century onwards the aim of

the architect seemed to be to reduce his

mass to the minimum ; his nave and aisles

were canied by as few pillars as possible, his

wall space was cut away into window open-
ings ; to balance rather than to build seemed
his aim, and he degenerated into a mere man
of science, and then tried to cover his multi-

tude of sins by a broadcast ornamentation.

The foiu'teenth and fifteenth centuries were
disastrous to France. Her King's excommuni-
cation commenced the period of her depres-

sion. Cressy, Poictiers,andAgincourt followed

each other. Overrun by us English, from
the end of the fourteenth until the first half

of the fifteenth century closed, the arts could

not flourish. Few new religious edifices of

any magnitude -were built, and the architect

was chiefly employed, when employed at all,

in completing those which had already been
begun, or in rebuilding those which time or

w-ar had destroyed. The country was im-
poverished, but the clergy were as exigent as

ever ; big buildings they would have, let the

money be never so scarce or so little, so the

architect had to cut down all his material, and
supply the place thereof with what brains he
had ;

ingenuity took the place of dignity,

science slew art, and to this day she carries on
her front the indelible mark of the murderer.

If you doubt it, look at the works of our

civil engineers.

M. le Due devotes many pages and much
learning to show the influence of Rhenane and
French architecture upon each other, and we
regret the exigencies of our space do not

permit us to follow him on this interest-

ing bye-way. Our aim, however, is to

lay before our readers such portions of

his work as are of general rather than

of local interest, and the influence of this

fusion of the two species was but felt within

a limited district, nor did it produce any-

thing which exerted an influence on the

architecture of Western Europe generally.

The effete Byzantinism of the Carlovingian

epoch was lingering rather than living, and
the struggle between it and the new-born
boldness and freedom of the (iothic mode was
not calculated to foster progress. Indeed, the

new fashion was gradually killing the old, and
even the constant intercourse with the birth-

land of that Orientalism which had been a

foster-mother to Eiu'opean art brought about

by the Crusades, could not infuse new life

into it. The Crusades, indeed, played but a

very small part in the history of the arts of

the West, for it is precisely at the moment
when these wars were assuming importance

that we see architecture abandon Gallo-

Roman and Byzantine traditions in order to

develope itself in an entirely new manner.

Whilst architectm-e remained entirely in

clerical hands, we can easily understand that

the constant intercourse between the religious

houses of the West with those of the Holy
Land, the Levant, and Northern Italy (which

more than any other Western country had

been invaded by Byzantine artists), brought out

a certain Orientalism in its character. But

when the arts of architecture were towards

the middle of the twelfth century prac-

tised in France by laymen (not laymen, by
the way, in the sense just now used by the

great Cole, C.B., in his International Exhibi-

tion circular), these new artists who studied

and practised their art had not the East at

their disposal ; they took such traditions of it

as they found in the monasteries which em-

ployed them, and amalgamating them with

their own ^^"estern ideas, produced an in-

digenous architectm-e. This lasted so long as

there was soil for it to grow, but, as we have
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indicated, the trouljlous times came, and it

perished. A new mode succeeded it, and at

the end of the thii-teentli. and comnieneement
of the fourteenth centuries, when France again
rose from her sea of troubles, the Italian
element began to manifest itself. There was,
of course, yet much "Gothic" tradition re-

maining, but chiefly constructive rather than
artistic in its tendency, and French architec-
tecture was no more a national art. Step by
step Italian art pushed its predecessor further
out of sight ; amalgam.ate the two could not

;

the Church of S. Eustache at Paris had shown
the futility of such an attempt, and outraged
sense forbade its frequent repetition. The
politics of France, and the persons of its

rulers, were becoming Italian, and, true to
their mission, the arts recorded the change of
national sentiment, but in riono was that
change so strongly marked, and none other
records that change in sv.ch legibly-written
characters, as does the art of arcliite'cture.

PAINTED DECOPiATIONS IN NOR-
FOLK CHURCHES.*

rPHE Rev. John Gunn. in his "Notes to the
-L Illustrations of the Rood-screens at
Bartcm Turf," gives a lamentable description
of damage done to that church during the in-
cumbency of his predecessor, the Rev. AVilliara
(!unn. in 1793, at which time the screen itself,

as well as its paintings, had but a hair-breadth
escape from destruction. The church being
under repair, that vicar had availed himself
of the opportunity to make a tour on the
Continent, and on his return he coidd scarcely
recognise his own church, so entirely had it

been remodelled, but he was fortunately just
in time to save the chancel-screen. The paint
was already mixed with which it was intended
to wipe out its ancient glories, in order that
the cleanliness might be substituted which
was so often mistaken for godliness in those
(artistically-speaking) barbarous times, when
churchwardens were rampant and their
authority unquestioned. This was, however,
the only renmant left of all that was once
beautiful in this fine church. " The benches
of oak," we are told, " and the carved poppy-
heads, had been replaced with family deal
pews ; the diamond-shaped quarries in the
windows with large rectangular panes of
glass. The fresco-paintings on the walls
and stained glass in every window had
altogether disappeared. The roofs, of lofty
pitch, adorned with figures of saints beneath
them, had given way to low-pitched roofs,

and tli.at of the nave was ceiled flat, so as to

cut off the upper part of a magnificent arch
in the tower, and. what seemed to the vicar
like seething the kid in the mother's milk, two
of fine peal of five bells, " having been
found to bo cracked, were sold, and the pro-
ceeds applied towards defraying the expenses
of the rextorationx. It follows, therefore, that
the chancel-screen of Barton Turf Church
seems now out of character with the building,
and it ought rather to be tliouglit of in con-
nection with the lost splendour of the fabric,

which in some degree resembled that still

existing at Southwold.
The church, dedicated to S. Michael, and

standing upon high ground, is visiljle from a
considerable distance around. The nave is

of the Decorated period ; the tower (noted for
its beautiful proportions) and the chancel
were built about 1,400. The chancel-screen
was proliably erected about the commence-
ment of the fifteenth century, although it is

evident, from certain details of the costumes,
that some of the j)aintings were not executed
before the middle of. that century. The
screen is by no means so important as that at
Randworth, the nave iu this case being
narrower, and the chancel arch occupying
nearly the whole of its width. It is, in
general arrangement, almost identical with
that part of the composition described at
Randworth which forms the rood-screen

* See BuiLDiNO News, page 289. Na 850.

proper, and has eight arched divisions with
slender buttressed piers, cusjied fringing to
tie arches, and delicate groinings starting
from the same springing line as that of the
arches, and rising to a continuous moulded
cornice, eni-iched with the strawberry leaf

cresting ornament in the main hollow. The
central pier is intercepted by a sub-arch,
cusped and crocketed, which, spanning the
central two out of the eight divisions of the
screen, forms the entrance to the chancel oppo-
site the central passage way of the nave.
The other six divisions, three upon each side,

have the lower parts filled in, to the height of

4ft. 6in., with two richly-traceried panels to

each division. This range of twelve panels,
which bears painted figm-es of unsurpassed
excellence, forms the principal attraction

of the screen ; but the whole of the woodwork
was richly gilt and decorated in a siutable
and harmonioixs manner.
The subjects represented in the«e panels

consist of the heavenly hierarchies, and of

three female saints—viz., S. Zita and S.

Apollonia on the north, or Gospel side, and S.

Barbara on the south, or Epistle side. The
word hierarchic, according to the " Aurea
Legenda," is derived from leros, that is

holy, and of Archos, that is a prince
; and so

" lerarchye is a holy pryncypate, and every
lerarchye conteyneth thre orders of angelles,"
and " the soverayne lerarchye conteyneth
Cherubyn, Seraphyn, and the Thrones. The
mydell conteyneth the domynaoyous, the
vertues, and the potestates. The laste con-
teyneth pryncypales, angels, and archangels."
The order thus given, is not, however, fol-

lowed in their disposition upon the panels of
this screen at Barton Turf. The beauty,
artistic skill, and angelic expression displayed
in the faces of these figures is, according to
]Mr. Gunn, of far higher quality than in
those upon the Randworth or any other of
the Norfolk screens, and is second only to
the exquisite painting in the vestry of Nor-
wich Cathedral.
A good deal of controversy has taken place

upon the question as to the nationality of the
artist who executed them, and the reason of the
superiority of his work to that of the other
artists employed on the rest of the screens in
the county. We find that Mr. Albert "Way
and Sir Digby AVyatt inclined to the opinion
that the painting of the Resurrection pre-
served in Norwich Cathedral resembled Italian
art, and that the former gentleman suggested
that these paintings were Flemish. Dr.
Waagen, however, pronounced the Norwich
picture to be English, and Mr. L'Estrange
asserted the same with regard to those of
Barton Turf, and in support of his opinion
brought forward decisive proofs of the
existence of numerous painters in Norwich
from very early times. We have ourselves
but little doubt ui)on the subject, and consider
that England is fairly entitled to claim these
works as her own. It is true we have not yet
been able personally to inspect these paint-
ings at Barton Turf, but we have examined
with care some most exquisite copies of them
taken by Mv. W. A\'ardoll, and we have also
seen the Norwii-h jiicture, and compared it

with the undoubted English pictiu'C exhibited
at the IManchester Fine Art Exhibition, .and
subsequently in the National Portrait Exhi-
bition at South Kensington, .and with other
contemporary English miniature work in the
British IMusemn. The whole of these bear a
very close resemblance in general character
to each other, and are entirely distinct from
the recognised work of the artists of the time
in other coimtries. It is a character of art
which has not hitherto received the attention
it deserves, or the few renmants of it which
have been preserved to our time would be
appreciated and compared with the work of
Fra Angelico in Italy, or that of the name-
less master of Cologne, in Germany. Indeed,
for the very valuable quality of being in

perfect harmony with the architectural de-
tails they were intended to decorate, these
paintings of Barton Turf may be declared

unequalled. In ^vriting thus of them as
works of art, we refer mainly to the beauty of
the faces of the figures, and the excellence of
the ornamental details of costume. The strange
ungainliness of the feet and hands is a sad
drawback, accountable only by the pro-
bability that inferior artists were employed
upon them.

It is with much pleasure that we are
able to state that some of the very careful
and beautiful copies made by Mr. Wardell,
and above referred to, will form part of the
collection of polychromatic studies from the
Norfolk Churches which Sir Wm. Tite has
liberally purchased for the library of the
Royal Institute of Architects.
The representative of the Seraphin, the first

order of the Superior Hierarchy, occupies the
place of honour, and is the first in order on
the north of the entrance to the ch.ancel. He
is crowned with a wreath of foliage and nine
golden rays, has six red wings, and red plumage
and golden girdle of clouds. He wears an
ermine tippet, with border and golden morse,
a mantle, green without and fight coloured
within, has a thurible in the right hand, and
his left hand is upon his breast. This
position of the latter is characteristic of this
order of seraphim, or " fiery" angels, which
are emblematic of love, and take precedence
as such. The figure of the Cherubim stands
on the other side of the chancel entrance.
This order signifies " wisdom or intelligence,"
or "power," as others 'say, and accordingly
this image is covered over with eyes, em-
blematic of omniscience. He is crowned
with a pink orb, with golden rays and a cross
fleury, has six wings, and golden plumage
with the eyes. He wears a linen girdle, tied
in a bow, ermine tippet, and mantle of the
colour emblematic of knowledge, and both his
hands are blue, uplifted as in adoration.
These two figures have green diapered back-
grounds. The representative of the Thrones
stands on a red diapered ground in the second
panel on the south side. He is crowned by
oak leaves and rays of gold, and has six wings,
and varied plmnage, plain tippet, with morse
and green mantle, with jewelled border. He
holds a pair of scales in the right hand, and
a throne upon clouds in the left. The figure
standing for the Dominations, the first order
of the middle hierarchy, bears a golden tiara
or trij)le crown, and is vested in a red
chasuble with jewelled orphrey, amice, and
fringed dalmatic. He has four wings, and a
golden sceptre in the right hand, and the left
is raised. The representative of the Virtues
wears a white and gold crown. He has four
wings and blue plumage, a linen girdle, plain
tippet, and light coloured mantle, the pre-
dominating colour of which is indicative of
purity. St. Raphael, who stands for the
Powers, has on his head a helmet and wreath,
enriched nimbus, and rays. He is clad in
plated armour, and has four wings, a girdle
of bells, diapered golden mantle with morse
and ornamental breastplate. He stands upon
a chained demon, whom he is striking with a
scourge with his left hand.
Of the Inferior Hierarchy, the Principality

has a crown, with nimbus, and four wings
with light red j>lumage. The girdle has two
rows of bells. The tijipet is richly embroi-
dered, .and the nuiutle is light-coloured. He
holds a bottle in the right hand and a
palm branch in the otherr S. Michael, as
the Archangel, is crowned with an em-
bossed orb with leaflets, and is clad in
pl.ate armour, without helmet. He has a
girdle with bells, and a green mantle. He
stands on a citadel, .and holds a mace in his
right hand and sword in his left. The Angel
has an ensigned crown upon flowing hair,

and is vested with alb and girdle, to which an
alms-box is attached. Two souls as naked
figures are kneeling on his left. His right-
hand is on his breast, and his left holds a
spear of gold.

\Yc have extracted the above fi'om Mr.
(lUim's descriptions, on account of the
general interest attached to these representa-
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tive figures of the heavenly host, and their

frequent repetition in Mediseval art. We
must refer our readers to the work itself for

the very interesting account of the three

other more special figiu-es which fill up the

remainder of the twelve panels of the screen

facing the nave. They represent S. Zita, the

patroness of female discretion and good
housekeeping, who died in 1272 ; and the

Virgin martyrs S. Apollonia, A. D. 249, .and S.

Barbara, A. D. 306. There was also a side

screen, separating the chapel of S. Thomas
of Canterbury from that of the " Name of

Jesus," at the east end of the south aisle of

the church. This had been concealed behind
a pew, on the removal of which the figures of

the three sainted kings, S. Edmund, S.

Edwiird the Confessor, and S. Olave of Den-
mark, were disclosed. These, with the screen

they adorned, were coeval with the chapel of

S. Thomas,which was built prior to 1445. There
was also a figure of Henry VI., King of

England, evidently painted at a later date.

These paintings possess very great histori-

cal interest, and Mr. Gunn's descriptions of

them, accompanied by short memoirs of the

personages they poiu'tray, is very readable and
full of information.

The illustrations given in this work, un-
fortunately, are unaccompanied by any plate

rendered in colour, to give an idea of their

effect ; but, as we have said, the Library of

the Institute of Architects will shortly pos-
sess, in Mr. Wardell's drawings, what will be
far more valuable than any chromo-litho-
graphs could possibly be, and our readers

will, we doubt not, be thankful to us for

calling their attention to them, as affording,

ogether with these outlines and the descrip-

ttion published by the Norfolk and Norwich
Archseologioal Society, a very fine idea of a

little-known but highly-meritorious phase of

English Mediaeval art.

SCULPTURE AT THE EOYAL
ACADEMY.

MISERABLE and unattractive as the
sculpture department had become at the

Academy Exhibition in Trafalgar-square , it

is even worse and worse off in the new
buildings at Burlington House ; and in both
cases this result must in great meas ure be
attributed to faulty architectural arrange-
ment as to the portion of the building allotted

to the display. The miserable dungeon to

which the plastic art was consigned at

Trafalgar-square seemed to leave no further
descent of moral abasement possible ; but
what appeared to be impossible has been
achieved by the architect at Burlington
House. At Trafalgar -square sculpture,
though sent down to the cellars, had at any
rate a narrow, but well-defined domain to

itself, to which those who were so disposed
descended to inspect the long array of busts
of the notabilities of the day, and the
occasional more aspiring efforts of the
sculptural genius of the age. In Burlington
House sculpture is scattered through three
apartments of different sizes and shapes,
which, running across the building, intervene
in the midst of three courses of picture
galleries, between which they afford connect-
ing passages. The consequence is, that the pic-
tures and drawings being catalogued con-
tinuously from No. 1 to 1178, whilst sculp-
ture engrosses the remaining numbers, 117!)
to 1338, the latter are, in the ordin.ary way
of " doing the exhibition," altogether over-
looked in the pursuit of the more gaudy
products of the pencil. By this iirrange-
nient, whilst the cold pale products of
sculpture are everywhere seen hemmed in by
flaunting frames, and glowing colours, there
is no broad continuous opening between the
three compartments allotted to them, which
W'Ould have afforded the effectof a perspective
vista—a condition so essential, in combination
with congenial architectural arrangement, to
the contemplation andthoiough enjoyment of
the products of this, the grandest of the art.j

of design. When, to all this, it is added that

the narrow ' vestibule," the first of the three

compartments assigned to sculpture, is also

appropriated to the money-takers, with their

clicking turnabout wheels, the ignominy of

the position will be acknowledged as complete.

It may be asked how we would have
avoided all this, and what better provision

we would have made for this particular de-

partment of art '? In proceeding to answer
this question, we might be tempted to com-
mence by venturing a criticism upon the

general ground plan of the building, very
much at variance with the unthinking and
indiscriminate praise which it has been the

fashion to lavish upon it. For this, however,
we have not time or space at present, and
we will therefore content ourselves with two
general remarks. In the first place , we would
remark that in constructing a large building

for the purposes of a picture gallery it is

not sufficient to put in juxtaposition a certain

number of void compartments, without re-

gard to beauty of proportion in themselves
severally !or relatively with one another: and,

this ab.stract principle being conceded, we
would ask any informed eye to look at the

block plan of the new Royal Academy, as

printed on the cover of the catalogue, and
determine how far it has been successfully

considered by the architect. In the second
place, we hazard the opinion that in con-

structing a suite of rooms for a picture gal-

lery they should be arranged in such an order

that the visitor should be able to make his

way through them continuously from end to

end, without risk of losing himself in side-

w.ays, or being cast ashore on <juicksands.

To this rule there may be occasional exceptions

in the case of small annexes for the exhibit of

special objects ; but these should always be
side -lighted, and should have only one door-

way or passage connected with the main suite

of apartments, to prevent mistakes. In the Bur-
lington House Gallery we have a series of ten

rooms for pictui-es going round the four sides of

tlie building (besides the Lecture Room, which
is not numbered, because it is a jnecc apart),

falling into no sort of order of succession

:

with a central hall lying in the midst, which,

being in no sense adapted as a point of de-

parture, only offers at each of its four doors

an oppoi'tunity of losing one's way.

To return, however, more particularly to

the arrangements made for the sculpture de-

partment of the Exhibition, and how they
might have been improved. Our suggestions

upon this point will be very simple—namely,
that instead of occupying, though it does not
fill, the three compartments (the vestibule,

the central hall, and the sculpture gallery),

running from south to north, it should

have had appropriated to it a continuous
gallery extending along the south front. This
gallery would have been somewhat narrower
than the picture galleries now occupying that

side of the building, and, if the conditions of

the site permitted it, lighted from the side.

This arriingement would h.ave given unity

and importance to the collection of sculpture

as a whole, and, with doors at either end,

have afforded an elegiint passage of approach
to and egress from the picture galleries, wliich

coidd then have held their own ground in

unbroken continuity.

It is perhaps as well that we should have
had so much to say upon points of archi-

tectural criticism suggested by this exhibi-

tion of sculpture, for the works of sculpture

themselves present very little that is worthy
of serious remark save the sad reflection that,

in connection with similar displays of former
seasons, they denote a gradual and continuous

falling off, both as regards the inventive

faculty and technical performance. The
array of portrait subjects is as numerous and
as oppressive as ever, whilst the performances
aspiring to the rank of poetry, or, more often,

of genre, exhibit a littleness of conception,

allied to a listless inaptncss of execution,

which it is painful to contemplate.

]Mr. J. M. Ap Griffith first catches our eye
with his " Helios, or the supposed form of

the Colossus of Rhodes" (1180), a miserable
attenuated figure of some twenty inches high,

with uplifted arm bearing a lamp, feebly
moulded in plaster. A little further on Mr.
G. liaise gives us a statuette in marble of

"Young England's Sister" (1202), a com-
j^anion to " Young England" himself of last

season, representing a small, common-place
child, with a book and pencil in either hand,
and at her feet a set of croquet implements.
In 1217 Mr. G. A. Lawson bids us " Come
unto these yellow sands," with a group of

two long weedy girls, one making semblance
of dancing with shells in her hands, the other
kneeling, and supposed to be looking out at

the sea—a sad affair altogether. Mr. E. G. Pap-
worth's study of " Spring" (1222)',is oppressed
with a heaviness of feature and dulness of

expression little appropriate to the season.

There is a bald simplicity in Mr. J. Durham's
group of a fine active boy, bearing a little,

somewhat timorous urchin on his shoulders

to whom he is preparing to give " A Dip in

the Sea" (1224). His " Leander" (1269), and
" Hero" (1270), executed in marble, are

pretty, but weak. Mr. C. F. Fuller occupies
an undue extent of space with a group which
he calls " The Peri and her Child" (1253),
consisting of a rather heavy female, lying at

full length in a sort of bark, with a chubby
boy huddled up in her arms. Mr. AV. C.

Marshall hits upon the novel idea of repre-

senting "A Girl Fishing" (1278) half-seated,

with a bit of real string in her hand, the real-

istic effect of which latter may easily be ima-
gined. Mr. E. B. Stephens's " Zingari" (1283)
is a lifeless, expressionless, and rather awk-
wardly-composed group. " Maiden Medita-
tions" (1287), by Mr. Ruddock, represents
a small lady, of portentous length, clothed
in heavy drajjery, and looking down her hose
in unutterable unmeaning. Mr. J. S. West-
macott's diminutive "Eve Listening to the
Serpent" (13U7) differs but in a slight

modification of the attitude from the cele-

brated " Eve at the Fountain," by the artist's

father.

We turn now from this dead level of tri-

vialities to the few works which claim atten-
tion, either by their merit or their purpose

;

and in doing so we are compelled to acknow-
ledge the general superiority of the contri-
butions of foreign artists, as respeets the
essentials of design and elaborate finish.

Witness, for instance, M. Carpeaux's
sprightly figures, male and female, "Le
Pecheur Napolitain" (1263) (the Neapolitan
Fisherman), and "La jeune Fille Ji la

Coquille" (1262) (Young Girl with a Shell),

which stands on either side of the door
leading from the central hall into room
No. 3. Unlike the generality of our moulders
of clay and chisellers of marble — pseudo-

sculptors"—this French artist, with a sound
knowledge of anatomy, is not afraid to give
life and action to his figures, and does so
with a result which contrasts cheerfully with
the motionless dummies which surround them.
Both subjects are wrought up to the highest
point of finish. M. D'Epinay's "David"
(I267)is also a work remarkable for purpose
and study, and here, though we have repose, the
modelling and expression are indicative of the
excitement of reaction. The sling is in hia

right hand, and the hideous head of Goliath
he trails suspended at his feet. The selection

of an extreme oriental type for the he.ad of

the David is not contributive to the Eesthetic

effect of the work, nor is it in accordance
with the principles of idealism, which should
be observed in high art—particularly sculp-

ture. M. Vinoelst's " Daughter of Pharaoh"
(1279) is well imagined and carefully

studied ; and M. Gabrielli's bas-relief of

" Aurora" (1319), discloses nice intention

and good workmanship, albeit somewhat poor
in treatment. j\Ir. T. AVooluer exhibits a large

bas-relief, representing " Virgilia Bewailing
the Banishment of Coriolanus " (1277), which
has merit in many respects, but is open to
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this objection, that it places sculpture upon
sculpture—as great an error, as we hold it, in

art, as it -n-ould be iu heraldry to ])ut colour

upon colour, or metal on metal. The cata-

logue tells us that Virgilia, having caused a

bas-relief representing her husband's great

achievements in Corioli to be carved in her

chamber, after gazing at it, throws herself

against the wall in an agony of despair. This

figure, which is about life-size, is well studied
;

so is the bas-relief overhead ; but from the

circumstances we have before alluded to there

is a little incongruity in the composition as a

whole. Mr. E. B. Stephens has an '-In

Memoriam" (1294), being part of a mural

monument to be executed in marble, whicli

transcends, but only in a slight degree, the

ordinary nm of cemetery sculpture. At the

base is the recumbent figure of the deceased,

resting his head on his helmet. Above is a

bas-relief of tlie raising of Lazarus, the com-
position of which displays care and study,

and is satisfactory in some respects. It, how-
ever, unfortunately betrays weakness where

it should most display strength. The Christ

stoops forwai'd in an imdignified manner to-

wards the body, instead of standing erect,

and pointing upwards, in conformity with

the divine command—" Arise !"

The works of portraiture are of the ordi-

nary commonplace run, presenting little or

nothing of interest to any but the sitters and
their immediate friends. The colossal bust

of the Queen (1273), by Miss Grant, executed

in marble for the Raja-i-Rajgan of Kappoor-
tala, differs widely in type from the represen-

tations of her Majesty to which we have been

accustomed. It is massive, and perhaps a

sliade masculine in character, and we are not

quite sure that every one will like it. The
Princess of Wales is represented in stately

form and guise by M. C. E. Van Denbosoh

(1272). The Marquis of Lome has not much
to thank Count Gleischen for (1274) ; neither

is the Princess Louise undermuch obligation to

the creative and ennobling fancy of Mrs. Thor-
nicroft (1271). The same cannot be said of Mr.

Glad.stone (1310), who comes out really very

well at tlie hands of Mr. N. N. Burnard, who
has given him a noble and pleasant look, to

which, nevertheless, the essentials of likeness

are not entirely sacrificed. Mr. G. G.

Adams has succeeded in exaggerating the

eccentricities of feature of the late Lord
Brougham (1210), without attempting to

realise the grand intelligence which lighted

up his eloquent head, even after the elo-

quence of speech had well-nigh departed

from him. The same artist has also a model
of a statue of Dr. Hugh M'Neile, Dean of

Ripon (12.51), which has been executed in

marble in St. George's Hall, Liverpool, a work
chiefly remarkable for its vast smooth ex-

panse of drapery, hanging as lifeless and

motionless as 'twere on a tailor's dummy.
II. O.

A MILLION BLUNDERS.*
(^Continued from page 449.)

IT is a sure sifcn "um >s ii"t an artist, if, histeacl of

repairing liis lUfccts, he c.ills .in intellectual

superior to counteract them. Tlie lire-csc.ipe is

creditable to its inventor, but disgraceful to the

builders. They construct a fire-trap without an

escape; and so their fellow-cilizens are to cudgel

their brains and supply the builders' want of intelli-

gence and humanity by an invention working frnm
the street. The fire-escape can after all save but a

few of the builders' victims. The only universal

fire-escape is

—

The kationai. hoof.

To be constructed thus: Light iron staircases from

the third floor to top floor and rational roof. Flat

roof, or roofs, met.al covered, irith scarcely percep-

tible fall from centre. Open joists and iron girders,

the latter sufficiently numerous to keep the roof

from falling in, even though fire sliould gut the

edifice. An iron-line(l_ door, surmounted by a sky-

light ; iron staircase up to this door, which opens

rationally on to the ratimial roof. Large cistern or

tank on root with a force-pump to irrig.ate the roof

in fire or summer heats. Round the roof iron rails

By Charles Keade, in the Pall Malt Qazette.

set firm in balcony, made too hard for bairns to

climb, and surmounted by spikes. Between every

two houses a partition gate with two locks and keys

complete. Bell under cover to call neighbour in fire

or other emergency.

Advantages offered by " </ie rational roof:"—
1. High chimney stacks not needed.

2. Nine smoking chimneys cured out of ten.

There are always people at hand to make the house-

holder believe his chimney smokes by some fault of

construction, and so they gull him into expenses,

and his chimney smokes on—because it is not

thoroughly swept. Send a faithful servant on to

the rational roof, let him see the chimney-sweep's

brush at the top of every chimney before you pay a

shilling, and good-bye smoking chimneys. Sweeps

are rogues, and the irrational roof is their shield and

buckler.

3. The rails painted chocolate and the spikes gilt

would mightily improve our gloomy streets.

4. Stretch clothes' lines from spike to spike, and

there is a drying-ground for the poor, or for such

substantial people as are sick of the washerwomen
and their villany. These heartless knaves are now
rotting fine cambric and lace with soda and chloride

of lime, though borax is nearly as detergent and in-

jures nothing.

5. A playground in a purer air for children that

cannot get to the parks. There is no ceiling to

crack below.

6. In summer heats a blest retreat. Irrig.ate and
cool from the cistern ; then set four converging

poles, stretch over these from spike to spike a few

breadths of awning ; and there is a delightful tent

and perhaps a country view. If the .Star and
Garter at Richmond had possessed such a roof, they

woidd have made at least two thousand a yejir upon
it, and perhaps have saved their manager from a

terrible death.

7. On each roof a little flagstaff and streamer to

light the gloom with sparks of colour, and tell the

world is the master at home or not. This would be

of little use now ; but, when once the rational roof

becomes common, many a friend could learu from

his own roof whether a friend was at home, and so

men's eyes might save their legs.

8. In case of fire the young and old would walk
out by a rational door on to a rational roof, and

ring at a rational gate. Then their neighbour lets

them on to his rational roof, and they are safe.

jMeantime, the adult males, if an}', have time to

throw wet blankets on the skylight and turn the

water on to the roof. The rational roof, after

saving the family which its predecessor would h.ave

destroyed, now proceeds to combat the fire. It

operates as an obstinate cowl over the fire ; and, if

there are engines on the spot the ^nctory is certain.

Compare this with the whole conduct of the irra-

tional roof. First it murdered the inmates ; then it

fed the fire ; then it collapsed and fell on the ground

floor, destroying more property, and endangering

the firemen.

The shoe pinches all men more or less ; but, on a

calm survey, I think it pinches the householder

hardest.

A house is as much a necessary of life as a loaf
;

yet this article of necessity has been lately raised to

a fancy price by the trade conspiracies of the build-

ing operatives—not so much by their legitimate

strikes for high wages as by theu- conspiring never

to do for any amount of wages an honest day's

work—and the fancy price thus created strikes the

householder first in the form of rent. But this

excessive rent, although it is an outgoing, is taxed

as income ; its figure is made the basis of all the

imperial and parochial exactions that crush the

householder. One of these is singularly unfair ; I

mean "the inhabited house duty." What is this

but the property tax rcbaptised and levied over

again, but , from the wrong person ? The property

tax is a percentage on the rent, levied in good faith,

from the person whom the rent enables to pay that

percentage; but the inhabited house duty is a

similar percentage on the rent, levied, under the

disguise of another name, from him whom the rent

disables.

In London the Iiouschc.Ider constantly builds and

improves the freehold : instantly parochifil spies

raise his rates. lie has employed labour, aiul so far

counterbalanced pauperism ; at the end of his lease

the house will bear a heavier burden
;
but these

heartless extortioners cannot wait the end of the

lease ; they bleed the jioor WTetch directly for im-

proving parochial property at his own expense. At
the end of his lease the rent is raised by the landlord

on account of these taxed improvements, and the

tenant turned out with a heavier grievance than the

Irish farmer
;

j-et he does not tumble his lamllord,

nor even a brace of vestrymen. The improving

tenant, while awaiting the punishment of virtue,

spends twenty times as much monej' in pipes as the

water companies do, yet he has to pay 1hem for

water a price so enormous that they onght to bring

it into his cisterns, and indeed into his mouth, for

the nic ney.

He pays through the nose for gas.

He bleeds for the vices of the working classes

;

since iu our wealthy cities nine-tenths of the

pauperism is simply \vaste and iuebrietj'. He often

pays temporary relief to an improvident workman,
whose annual income exceeds his own, but who will

never put by a shilling for a slack time.

In short, the respectable hotiseholder of moderate

means is so ground down and oppressed that, to my
knowledge, he is on the road to despondency and
ripening for a revolutitui.

Now, I can hold him out no hope of relief from
existing taxation ; but his intolerable burden can be

lightened by other means ; the simplest is to keep

down his bill for repairs and decorations, which at

present is made monstrous by original misconstruc-

tion.

The irrational house is an anl^ial with its mouth
always open

This need not be. It arises from causes most of

which are removable—viz., 1st, from unscientific

construction ; 2nd, plaster ceilings ; 3rd, the want of

provision for partial wear ; 4th, the abuse of paint

;

5th, hidden work.

Under all these heads I have already given

examples. I will adil another under head 3. The
dado or skirt ing-bo.ard is to keep furniture from

m.arking the wall ; but it is laid down only one inch

thick, whereas the top of a modern chair overlaps

the bottom an inch and a half. This the builders

do not or will not, observe, so every year in London

fifty thousand rooms are spoiled by the marks of

chair-backs on the walls, and the owners driven

to the expense of painting or papering sixty square

yards to clean a space that is less than a square foot,

but fatal to the appearance of the room.

Under head 4 let me observe that God's woods

are all very beautiful ; that only fools are wiser
THAN God Aljugiity ; that varnish shows >ip the

beauty of those woods, and adds a gloss ; and that

house paint hides their beauty. Paint holds dirt,

aud does not wash well ; varnish does. Paint can

only be mixed by a workman. Varnish is sold fit

to put on. Paint soon requires revival, and the old

paint must be rubbed off at a great expense, and

two new coats put on. Varnish stands good for

years, and when it requires revival, little more is

necessary than simple cleaning, and one fresh coat,

which a servant or anybody can lay on. 5. Hidden

work is sure to be bad work, and so need repairs,

especially in a roof, that sore tried part ; and the

repairs are the more expensive that the weak place

has to be groped for.

I have now, I trust, said enough to awaken a few

householders from the lethargy of despair, and to set

them thinking a little, and organising a defence

against the extraordinary mixture of stupidity aud

low instinctive trade cunning of which they are the

victims ; for a gentleman's blunders hurt himself,

but a tradesman's blunders always hurt his customer

;

and this is singularly true of builders' blunders;

they all tend one w.ay—to compel the householder to

be always sending tor the builder, to grope for his

hidden work, or botch his bad work, or clean his un-

scientific windows, or whitewash his idiotic ceilings,

or rub his nasty unguents off God's beautiful wood,

and then put some more nasty odoriferous unguents

on, or put cowls on his ill-cleaned chimneys ; or, iu

short, to repair his own coimtless blunders at the

expense of his ctistomer.

Independently of the murderous and constant ex-

pense, the bare entrance into a modest household of

that loose, lazy, drunken, dishonest personage wdio

has the impudence to call himself "the British work-

m.an," though he never did half a day's real work at

a stretch in all his life, is a serious calamity, to be

averted by every lawful means.

Fall of a Quay Wall at Swansea.—The quay

wall of the river at the port of Swansea gave way
on TImrsday, the 2nd insl., doing damage to the

extent of £.')0,000. The accident was caused by
the cutting of a new cau.al parallel to the quay-wall.

The water in the river having been let out, the

weight of the water in the canal caused the breach.

Tknoers for the New Winchester Town Hall
AND Public Office-s.—At a special meeting of the

Town Council, held on Wednesday week, to receive

the report of the Building Committee as to the

acceptance of one of the seventeen tenders, the com-

mittee recommended the acceptance of the tender of

Jlessrs. Joseph Bull & Sons, of Southampton, for

£1(I,4'.IC, on then- giving approved sureties for the

due performance of the contract. The report waa

adopted.
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THE METROPOLITAN FIRE BRIGADE.

THE Metropolitan Fire Brigade, under the

management of Captain Shaw, has recently

contrived to make itself conspicuous and ridiculous.

Any one in the habit of reading the London papers

during the last month must have been struck with

the unusually large number of lires which have taken

place. In fact, the energies of the firemen must

have been pretty severely taxed. But, strange to

say, this time of all others has been the time selected

for a royal frolic, which might have been attended

with lamentable consequences. On Monday last

the Metropolitan Fire Brigade was inspected by

the Duke of Edinburgh, the Grand Duke Wladimir.

the Duke of Sutherland, ami other noblemen. This

was all right enough ;
though the Royal party had

infinitely more attention paid to it than a committee

of philosophers, inquiring into the best means of

extinguishing tires, would have had. After the

royal partj' had examined the apparatus and con-

trivances in use for extinguishing fires, visited

several of the metropolitan stations, and taken a

voyage on the floating engine at Southwark-bridge,

the exhibition was wound up with what was de-

scribed as " an imaginary alarm of a great river-

side fire." All the stations, we are informed, were

signalled as if a great conflagration were taking

place, and they quickly responded by dispatching

men audrengines to the spot indicated. ''Their Royal

Highnesses," it is added, '' were much pleased with the

alacrity displayed by the brigade authorities." But

what was a nice bit of evening fun for " their

Ro3'al Highnesses" might have been a serious loss to

others. As it was, people in various parts of

London were startled b}' the rushing of steam fire-

engines to the central spot, and hundreds in the

immediate neighbourhood were naturally alarmed.

But while the people were running about to see

where the conflagration was, Captain Shaw and
'* their Royal Highnesses" were laughing. It would

be well, however, that Captain Shaw, who no doubt

is solely responsible for this dangerous piece of folly,

should consider that he is paid out of the public

funds, not to play at extinguisliing fires, that the

engines and brigade under his control cannot be in

two places at once, that moments are precious when

fires break out, and that he and those under him

cannot be too read)'' to meet any emergency that

might arise. Nero fiddled while Rome was burning.

These are not the times for royal parties, in search

of excitement, to indulge in fun at the expense of

the security of property, and in contravention to

common sense. We expect to hear that Captain

Shaw will be knighted, at least, for his superinten-

dence of the evening's amusement.

JARRAH JARRAH TIMBER.

ONE of the most important products of "Western

Australia, as regards constructive materials, is

the jarrah jarrah wood or mahogany of those parts.

The advantages of tliis timber are its great strength,

hardness, and closeness of gTain, combined with

durability imder exposure either to salt or fresh

water. It is never attacked by white ants nor by
the teredo navalis, which abound in tropical and

semi-tropical seas, and this confers upon it an addi-

tional value. It somewhat resembles red gum in

appearance, but the grain is darker, finer, and :;loser

than that of the latter wood, and it is susceptible of

a very high polish, which brings out a rich dark
hue. It is invaluable to the AVestern Australians,

who use it for ship-building, pier, and railway con-

struction, as well as for the interiors of buildings

and for furniture. In proof of its usefulness and
durability in subaqueous operations, we may men-
tion that three piles were drawn last year after

having been in use for thirty years at the Perth
Causeway Bridge over the Swan River, AVestern
Australia. The piles, when drawn, appeared to be
as smuid as the day on which they were driven in,

although they were half under water the whole of

the time. A piece was sawn off the whole length of

each of the three piles, one surface being polished

and the other left rough, so that the soundness of

the timber is apparent. The facts connected with
these piles are vouched fur by Mr. J. Manning,
clerk of the works at Freemantle, AVestern Aus-
tralia. In contrast to this may be mentioned the

circumstance attending the use of three heavy sheer-

legs of Baltic timber during the construction of the

same bridge. The portions of these legs which were

under water were completely riddled in the course of

ten months by the teredo navalis, while the three

jarrah piles do not show the slightest signs of insect

ravages after thirty years' immersion in the same
water. The immunity of this wood from the

attacks of insects, whether land or marine, has been
proved by analysis to be due to the presence of

tannic acid in the wood.
Although this valuable wood has hitherto been

but little known beyond the colonies, it will, accord-

ing to Vail Nostrand's Magazine, doubtless shortly

come into more general use, as a company has been

formed for supplying the market on a large scale.

It was organised about two 3'ears since, under the

title of the AA'estern Australia Timber Company,
and the Government ceded to it 320 square miles of

jarrah jarrah, tooart, and karie timber country, with

2,000 additional acres of laud for every mile of

railway made by the company. The area selected

by the company is about twelve miles from Geo-
graphic Bay, which lies to the north of Cape
Leuwiu. The works consist of a loading jetty,

which was completed towards the close of last year

in that bay ; a line of railway twelve miles in

length from the bay to the timber district, and mills

for sawing the timber. The railway and the mills

were very nearly completed when the last mails left

Australia. The company anticipated being in full

working order very soon, and they expect U* he able

to supply jarrah timber at the same price as charged
for red gum—a greatly inferior timber. The com-
pany have works at Ballarat, where they have ac-

cumulated a large store of jarrah and tooart wood.
This tooart wood is a species of white gum, and has

a very close grain, is extremely hard, cannot be

split, and is capable of enduring great heat without
rending. The tooart wood has been suggested for

use in gun carriages, on account of its non liability

to split. Jarrah jarrah timber is being used by
Government in the construction of military barracks

in Ceylon, where it is supplied at little more than
half the price charged for Indian teak.

SUBURBAN RAILROADS— THEIR CON-
STRUCTION AND OPERATION.*

AT the time when the various lines of railroad

leading from New York into the interior

were built, the principal object was to accommodate
a mixed traffic of freight and passengers, carried

over long distances ; and the consolidation of lines

stretching far westward, with the profit resulting

from it, has made the short traffic of comparatively

less importance as a source of income, under the

present method of managing it. As the short traffic

has gradually increased so as to require special

trains, these have been merely duplicates of those

iised for long travel.

In reviewing the methods proposed as adapted to

the requirements of this short traffic, prominence has

lately been given to roads of narrow gauge, on

account of their financial success in AA^ales, and also

in some parts of the Continent of Europe. It is

claimed that these roads are cheaper to build as well

as more economical to operate.

The principal saving in cost of building such

roads is made up as follows :—In the quantities of

land required, and of excavation and embankment;
in the use of shorter ties; and also the saving in

cost of equipment ; as such roads require light

engines and cars. The saving in construction ma}-

be about as follows :—When a road has hglit cuts

and fills of not more than 15,000 cubic yards to the

mile, there will be about ^th less earth to be moved.

But this saving will be rapidly lessened when the

cuttings are deeper than Gft.. the saving being only

made in the road bed, which is onlj- a small part of

the excavation in deeper cuttings. In these the

slopes furnish most of the material. These require

the same amount of earth to be removed for a narrow

bed as for a wide one, so that with any work, except

that under Gft. depth of cutting or height of embank-
ment, the saving will be inconsiderable. The ties

will be shorter by the difference between a 3ft. and

a 4ft. 8^in. gauge, which is the difference between

the width of the two systems, the present one and

that under consideration.

The above are the principal items in which any

saving can be made, for cheap and light cars can be

used on either gauge ; but those on the present

gauge will give more accommodation to passengers.

AA'ith these slight advantages, there is the serious

drawback that such roads, if they enter upon those

now built, will require a third rail to be laid for

their use. This objection will have force upon any
lines to be laid near the large cities, though there

may be exceptional cases where it does not apply.

There being no advantages in the 3ft. gauge suffi-

By T. McDONOUOH, in Van NostraiuVi Magazine.

cient to recommend it in jireference to that used at

present, the various modes proposed for the accom-
modation of the short traffic on the present lines will

now be considered. That one now adopted to a
limited extent, using a car with engine in one end, 13

adapted to carry about eighty passengers, but is not
suited to carry more, and to stop and start so often

as is required ; nor can they be reversed at the ends
of the route without a turn-table, should it be de-

sired to run the engine always ahead of the pas-

sengers. They were not considered suitable for the

London Metropolitan line, which is the one that

seems to have studied the adaptation of the cars

suited to its traffic with care, because the}' did not

supply sufficient power to get up speed as rapidly as

required \vith frequent stops.

As nothing suited to the purpose of conducting the

short traffic seems to be in use at present, it may be
seen what is required, by an examination of the

elements of cost of the present trains in detail. A
train to carrj' 100 passengers consists of the engine

and tender of 25 tons, a baggage-car and two long

cars, amounting in all to 77 tons, including the

weight of 100 passengers, or to l,550lbs. for each

person carried. The long cars have more than

GOOlbs. weight for each person carried.

The attendants, with their wages by the day, are

an engineer at 3.48 dols., a fireman at 2.25 dols., a

conductor at 3.88 dols., a baggage-man at 2.24 dols.,

and three breakmen at 5 dols., or a total expense by
the day of 17.07 dols. Besides this, the cost by the

mile run is as follows:—Fuel, 0.079 dols, oil and
grease, 0.13dols., engine repairs, 0.13dols., carrepairs,

0.10 dols., beiug a total expense by the mile of 33^
cents. It will be seen by the above that the dead

weight hauled per passenger is ver}' great, and this

requires an unnecessary outlay for attendance and

also for hauling. If the dead weight per passenger

can be reduced, a proportionate saving of labour and

fuel and oil can also be made.

AVith these ends in view, the following plan is

now suggested, for local traffic of passengers re-

siding not more than twenty miles from the city, a

distance about equivalent to one hour's ride in the

horse cars up town.

The cars proposed are to be a compromise between

the horse and the rail cars. They are to carry the

passengers, seated as now in the long cars, on seats

for two at the side of the car, with a middle passage

and end doors. AA''ith seats 2ift. apart, a car will

carry forty passengers, if made 25ft. long. These

cars are to be set on axles with as wide a base as the

curvature of the road will permit, but with little

overhang at the ends ; and should be fastened td-

gether by spring couplers so as to have the train

move as one mass. In other respects, they would

be modelled like the horse cars. These weigh about

two tons, and carry safely more than twice the

number they can seat. By allowing a ton additional

for the framing and bracing of the proposed car, it

would then weigh three tons, for forty persons.

Assuming now that 200 persons are to be carried,

five cars and tJieir load will weigh 30 tons. The
engine for such a weight may be lightened, and not

exceed 10 tons. It should be made to run either

end foremost, so as to make no delay at the end of

the route by going on a turn-table, but merely

switch off, and back to its place at the head of the

train, in the direction of the next run. Requiring

but little fuel and water for its light load, the tank

can be put on the engine frame near to the ground.

A train made up in this manner will have great

stability, the water and passengers being about 2ft.

nearer the ground than at present.

The total weight will be 40 tons, with power and

adhesion sniKcient to stop and start quickly, and it

will move steadily, since the cars are bound tightly

together, and they also have a low centre of gravity.

AVith the same expenses per ton moved as those of

the train mentioned above, and assuming that 10

trips can be made in IG hours, the cost of a 20

mile run will be 1.15 dols. for attendance, and 3.32

dols. for fuel, oil, and repairs, or a total of 4.47 dols.

per trip, with a capacit}' to carry 125 passengers

through the whole length of the trip. Starting

from the city with 200 persons, and leaving part of

the load at every station, will give that number as

the average through 20 miles. The actual cost of

carrying one passenger 20 miles will be 3 4-10 cents

for train expenses. This is rather less than the

rate at which it is stated that cheap passenger

trains are now run ten miles out of London, which

is given as 25 cents per week, or 4^ cents for 20

miles.

Should a part of this saving over present rates be

attained, the accessibility, and also with tliis the

value of city suburbs, would be so much increased,

to the mutual interest of land-owners and railroads,

that even suggestions of what may be done will not

be out of place, as calling attention to the subject.
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THE PALAZZO VECCHIO, FLORENCE.

MANY of our readers are familiar with the
Palazzo dei Signori, a portion of the baclc

fanade of wliich interesting edifice we have chosen
this weeli for one of our ilhistrations. It is built in

the Piazza della Signoria, the centre of the traffic

of Florence, and was once the seat of the Republican
Government, and subsequently the palaceof Cosimo I.

The foundation was laid in 1298 by Arnolfo di

Lapo, or Cambio, but the building was afterwards
much altered, and the well-known campanile added
thereto. The lions occupying the niches in the four
angles of the attic were placed there about the

middle of the fourteenth century, but were subse-
quently removed, and the recesses filled up. There
are old engravings extant representing these niches

;

indeed, their outline was plainly observable with a
glass, but we beheve the bidlding has been very
recently restored. Here are preserved the statues of

David and others, by Michael Angelo, as also the
frescoes in the Great Hall, by Vasari, illustrative of

Florence and the great Medici family. 0. W. D.

*

SATED FROM THE WRECK.
R. .JOHN LEIGHTON, in a letter to the Times

under this heading, says :

—

Compared with other lossee the TuUeries is hardly
deplored, though it contained enough to make the
reputation of a towa. The Pavilion de I'Horloge,

the work of Phllibert Delorme, was a masterpiece,

and contained the Salle des Mar&haux ; and as a
monument of the period the saloon of Louis XIV.
was without rival.

As a work of the Renaissance the Hotel de Ville is

a great loss, its calcined walls being a mass of lime.

With it perished that great work of Ingres, " The
Apotheosis of Napoleon," and a salle decorated by
Delacroix ; also works by Lehmann, Benouville, and
Cabanel ; some landscapes by Hub. Robert, and aa
unique collection of all the original sketches of works
executed for the city of Paris. The Conseil d'Etat
is burnt, and with it the painted staircase of Chasse-
rian and the chef (V<Buvre de Guerdon.
The Palais de Justice is destroj-ed—that is to say,

the part constructed by M. Due, the design-great
prize of 100,000f., 1869.

Of private collections, that of M. Catteaux, of the
Institute, at the corner of the Rue de Lille, is no
more—a national loss, for it was bequeathed to the

State, and contained works by Michael Angelo,
Raphael, itc, and M. Ingres ; tlie house of M. Thiers,

it is well known, was destro3'ed by order of the

Commune, and its contents dispersed, but whether
they perished in the conflagration of the Tuileries,

or still exist in the Garde Meuble, is uncertain. It

was strong in Florentine bronzes, books, and histori-

cal works.

Of stained glas.s, that in the Orleans Chapel, by
Ingres, is s.aved, and the remarkable twelfth cen-
tury window at S. Denis, containing the oldest por-
trait known—that of the Abbe Suger, was safe in

the vaults of the Cathedral prior to the Prussian
occupation.

The Musee of the Luxembourg is safe (and all

the statues in the garden intact), having passed
through the siege and powder explosion that un-
roofed a portion and destroyed the windows of the
Palace.

The Arc de Triomph has been damaged, and par-
ticularly the bas-reliefs of M. Etax. The grand
work of Rude is uninjured. In the Place de la

Concorde the horses of Marley still rear their heads.

The obelisk of Luxor is untouched, and all the
statues whole, save that of Lille and one of the
fountains—things easily replaced. More so than
the great work of " Erostrate " Courbet, artist,

iconoclast, and member of the Commune, whose
Column Veudome still chokes the way.

The Palace of the Legion d'llonneur has gone,

and with it the archives of aulhorit}' to bear a
huuton rouge. The office of tiie Minister of

Finance is razed to the earth, but the Account
Public (the Grand Livre) is rescued.

EXETER CATHEDRAL A CENTURY AGO.

THE " Murray's Handbook" of a century back
seems to have been four small octavo volumes,

entitled "A Tour Through the Whide Island of

Great Britain." The book was, on its own state-

ment, " originally begun bj' the celebrated Daniel
De Foe, continued bj' the late IMr. Richardson,

author of ' Clarissa,' and brougiit diiwn to the pre-
sent Time [1769] by a (Jentleman of Kmineiu-e in

the Literary World." Who this '' gentleman of

eminence" was we have no means of knowing
; nor

have we any particulars given as to the respective

shares taken in the work by the persons named. Of
course, in the " Tour Through Devon," Exeter and

its Cathedral receive prominent notice, and some
remarks as to the screen possess an interest for us
at the present time, taken in connection with the
recent controversy on the subject. Our tourist
found the Lady Chapel ' fitted up for a Library,
and furnished with a pretty large Number of Books
(whieli are but of little Use, because placed in a very
confused Order)." The three seats, or alcoves, on
the south side of the high Altar are mentioned for

the purpose of recording that Bishop Leofricus was
installed in the middle seat about the year 10.50, by
King Edward the Confessor and his Queen Edyth.
It is noted that tlie Chapter House is " handsomelj'
gilded on the Top ;" and then follows a curious
account of the Alt.ar-piece, "done upwiirds of 100
years ago, and is a Representation of the Inside of
the Church in Perspective, an exquisitely fine Piece
of Painting, and (excepting only a little Injury it

received from the Swords of the Saints MiUtant in

the Civil War.s) exceedingly well preserved." This
picture has (according to a local journal) disappeared
from tlie altar. Is it still preserved ? The destruc-
tion of the fine painted glass of the Cathedral by
the Puritans, and the expenditure of their rage u|ion

the carved figures of the patriarchs, prophets, kings,

&c ,
" of which there are a great many," are duly

chronicled. Of the figiu-es it is remarked :
" There

the maimed Bodies are now to be seen, some without
their Heads, others have lost one or both Legs, or

Arms, Ac, all of them some way or other mangled."
Then comes a note that seems to have a special

bearing upon the controversy th.at has been waged
in the present day concerning the division of the
choir and nave:—"And having by this means taken
away what they feared would lead them into Idolatry,

they divided this Cathedral by a Partition-wall

betwixt the Choir and the main I5ody of it, one of
which Divisions was made Use of by an Indepen-
dent, and the other by a Presbj'terian Congregation."
Immediately after, the whereabouts of this partition-

wall is specified, in the sentence :
" An Organ of very

good Workmanship, and supported by a Tetrastyle
of beautiful Gothic Columns, stands where the
before -mentioned Partition - wall did." Tliis is

directly in the teeth of the opinion of to-day. Mr.
Gilbert Scott asserts that the dividing-screen is part
and parcel of the original structure. The Nave was
at that time fitted up, for commendatory notice is

given of the " well-furnished Alcove of wooden Work
for the Bishop, .and the Pulpit, and Pews of the like,

in the Nave or Body of the Church, together with
the neat Marble Font, and the two Suits of Hang-
ings for the Chou, one of Tapestry and the other of
Velvet, and the fine suit of gilt plate for the Com-
munion Service." This " Alcove " is not meant foi

the Bishop's Throne in the Choir, for that is pre-

viously described.

INCREASING THE HEIGHT OF ROOMS.

IT is frequentlj' deshable, saj's the Technologist,
an American paper, to raise the roof of a

dwelling-house a few feet higher than it was origi-

nally built, for the purpose of making sleeping-

rooms in the attic story, or to render rooms that are

quite too low more pleasant and airy. But many
builders dare not attempt such a job, unless they
take the roof entirely down, for fear that they may
get a dead-fall trap on stilts, when they have lifted

the roof from its original foundation. It will be

found a comparatively easy job to raise the roof of

any ordinary building one foot, or six feet, with
perfect safet3', provided a workman will operate

understandingly. Let us assume, for example, that

it is desired to raise the entire roof of a dwelling-

house, or the roof of one wing, which is thirty feet

long and twenty feet wide. If the lower ends of

the rafters rest on
i
lates" six inches square, or

larger, it will be better to elevate the plates with the

roof by cutting openings through the side walls about
six feet from each end, to receive sticks of timber

extending across the building beneath the plates. If the

building has been erected with a balloon frame, there

should be three sticks of square timber, one near

each end, and one near the middle. Let these

timbers be blocked up close to the underside of the

plates. The ends of these sticks need not cxieud
beyond the outside of the plates, so as to interfere

with the cornice. If there are no collar leaves

secured to the rafters, tiie plates must be f.astened,

temporarily, to the timbers, to prevent their spreading

as soon as the roof is lifted. The next step will be

to set a screw near the end of each stick of timber,

on a foundation that will not topple nor sway as

soon as it receives the superincumbent i>res3ure of

the roof. If strong iron jack screws cannot be

obtained conveniently, three two-inch wooden bench
screws will elevate one side of a large or smaU roof

with perfect safety. The writer has frequently

lifted one corner of a thirty by forty feet barn with

a pair of two and one-eighth inch wooden screws.
As soon as the timbers are secured in their proper
places, and the screws are set to lift one side, remove
a board just below the cornice, and s.aw off all the
studs on both sides of the building. Let all the
studs at the gable end be saivn in two at a point
nearly in a horizontal line with the plates, and let

the gable end walls and window rise bodily with the
roof. Now, let the screws be all worked together,,
blocking up every inch as fast as the roof rises.

After one side has been elevated six inches, remove
the screws to the opposite side, and elevate it about
one foot, keeping the timbers beneath the plates and
well blocked, as fast as the roof rises.

In case there should be a chimney resting on a
closet, or on the collar beams supported by a parti-
tion, procure another wooden screw, and set it

beneath the chimney. Four wooden screws will
usually cost no more than the proprietors of jack
screws are accustomed to charge for the use of a set
of screws while performing such a job. If the
.screws are placed on the foundation so as to elevate
the roof perpendicularly, by raising one side six
inches, then the opposite side one foot, and after
this, lifting each side alternately one foot, there will
be no difficulty in carrying up tlie roof h\ a perpen-
dicular ilirection, to any desired height, jjrovided the
screws and the blocking are supported by a broad,
foundation of blocks that will not rock. Before
removing the screws, see that the blocldng is so
secure that the roof cannot slip, in case the screws
are not set perpendicularly on the opposite side.

As the roof is lifted, let a plumb line be frequentl)'-

employed to determine whether it is not being-

carried iu any direction aw.ay from a perpendicular
line. In case the entire roof is one inch, or more,,

too far to the north, let the north side be lifted one'

foot higher than the opposite side and be blocked up ;

tlien set the screws under the opposite side inclining;

about one inch per foot in height. By this means,,
the roof can be carried in any desired direction, the*

distance of half an inch or two inches. If the*

screws are always set perpendicularly, the roof will
rise in the right direction. If, for example, the-

plates beneath the roof to be raised were four feet
from the chamber floor, in lieu of square blocks,,

make a strong platform for each screw to rest on,,

by placing fom- pieces of scantling, two feet long,
on the ends, for corner posts, and nailing stays
from the top of one to the lower end of another.
Then, let the scantling stand on strong planks
resting on the floor. A crib can then be carried up,
on the tops of the corner posts, with pieces of plank,
or studs or boards, and the foimdation will not
topple. As soon as the roof has been elevated to
the desired height on one side, let the space in the
side wall be filled by nailing pieces of studs to the
sides of the pieces attached to the plates, and the-

sides of the studs beneath. Then, lift the opposite-

side of the roof, and secure pieces of studs to the
sides of any timbers that have been s.awn in two.
If studs, when lapped together, be nailed firmly, the-

side Willi will be about as strong as if the "studs
were of one entire piece of timber. Should there be-

piu-titions extending from the floor to the roof,,

tear away the base boards and saw oft the studs;

near the floor ; and let another screw be employed t»
carry up such portions of the structure, or let a self-

acting lever, with a weight at the farther end, hokh
the partition wall up to the desired position as the
roof is rising.

COMPETITIONS.
TuNBRiDGE Wei-i.s ( 'icMF.Ti.rM.—Designs sub-

mitted by Mr. Stephens, of Jlaitljitone, were selected.

Salford Unii5n WouKnofsii.—The competition.

for the extension of the Salford Uniou Workhouse,,
by the erection of new IjYuldings, to accommodate-
500 children, has resulted in the selection of the:

designs by Messrs. Medlaud and Henry Taylor,,

architects, of Manchester.

Gi.ofCESTKR School of Art.—There was a dt-
raonstration at Gloucester on Saturday week, on tho;

occasiou of laying the foundation-stone of a building,

to cost £5,000, to serve the purposes of schools ofi

art and science and a museum. A school of art has,

long existed in the citj-, and, under the able guidance
of Mr. Gambler Parry, has proved very successful.

A museum also has been conducted iu rooms lent for

the purpose \>y Mr. Sydney Dobell. But the build-

ing used for the school of art is utterly inadequate,,

and it has long been desired that there shall be with-
in one space worthy means for general instruction.

The result of ye.ars of effort and advocacy has beea
that, including the Government grant of £850, there

is now ia hand more than X1,000 of the £5,000
needed.
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CHURCHES AND CHAPELS.

BoDjnN.—A new Congregational chapel (Lady
Huntingdon's Connection) was opened at Bodmin on

Tuesday weeli. The cliapel, including a sclioolrooni

in the basement, has been erected, at a cost of

upwards of £2,000, from plans and specifications

(gratuitous!}' supplied) by Mr. C. Goodyear, architect,

formerly of Bodmin, bixt now of London. The
various contractors wore : Masonry, Mr. Nicholls

;

woodwork, ]Mr. Oliver ; heating and glazing by
ISIessrs. Garland & S<^in

;
gasfittiug by ^Ir. Thomas,

(all of Bodmin) ; the Bath stone windows, and
ornamental stonework were executed by JMr.

Nicholls, of Liskeard.

BosnuRY.—The church of the Holy Trinity, Eos-
bury, Hereford, a somewhat interesting example of

twelfth century work, was reopened on Tuesday
week, after restoration. Tlie church consists of nave,

chancel, two aisles, and organ chamber. The chancel

has been both internally and externally renovated.

There is a new roof, of the ancient jntch, covered

with Broseley tiles, with Bridgwater crest ; the east

wall, with the exception of tlie pillars, has been re-

built, and the windows restored. The porch has

been carefully and completely renovated, as has also

the ancient Grange chape'. The top and base of the

pulpit .are new, the former being of oak, the latter of

stone, the richlj' carved panels of the old pulpit

being inserted.

Charlton Kings.—The new church of the Holy
Apostles, Charlton Kings, Cheltenham, was opened
on Monday week. The church is built in the Geo-
metrical Decorated stvle, and consists of a nave,

82ft. by 25ft., and 45ft high ; with side aisles of

similar length, 12ft. wide. The chancel is 40ft. In'

21ft. with au apsidal termination, and is lighted by
five two-light windows. There are also north and
south chancel aisles. The chancel is divided into

two parts by a sanctuary arch over the altar rails,

which is also supported by marble columns, two on

each side, resting on corbels of groups of angels

playing on musical instruments. The roofs of the

nave and aisles are boarded, forming panels, which,

together with the ribs, are relieved b}' coloured

decoration. Between the arches of the nave are

twelve three-quarter figures of the Apostles, en-

closed in circles. There is an entire absence of

plastering throughout the interior of the church,

the whole being lined with Bath stone, the chancel

and chancel-arch being made more striking than the

other parts by the introduction of blue Forest

stone. The west wimlow is filled with stained

glass, executed bj' Messrs. Hardman. Tlie build-

ing has been erected from the designs of Mr. J.

Middleton, of Cheltenham. The contract for the

works has been carried out by Mr. W. Jones,

builder, of Gloucester. The carving has been
executed by Mr. Boulton, Cheltenham. The church
has cost about £7,000 ; and provides sittings for

900 persons.

FosDYKE.—The chm'ch of All Saints, Fosdyke,

Lincolnshire, was reopened after restoration on Tues-

day week. This is the third church known on this

site. The first was an Early English structure,

built of Barnack-stone, but being destroyed by fire

in the reigu of George II., it was succeeded by a

brick building of a very poor ajipear.ance. The
present structure was designed by Mr. Browning, of

" Stamford, and built l)y Mr. Pnttison, of Rusking-
ton. It is built of small red bricks and Bath stone

dressings, the old Barnack stone which remained
from the first church, being used in the construc-

tion of the larger portion of the walls. It consists

of a nave, with clerestory, north aud south aisles,

chancel, vestrj', tower, and spire. The style is

Early English. Within, the aisle arcades, of five

bays each, are supported by circular shafted pillars,

h.aving foliated caps. The clerestory consists of

cusped circlets, and the nave roof is supported by
Mansfield shaftlets, giving variety to the colouring
of the stone work.

Franche.—Tlie^ new church dedicated to S.

Barnabas was consljcrated at Franche, ne.ar Kidder-
minster, on Saturday last. Messrs. Chamberlain
and Martin, of Birmingham, were the architects, and
Mr. Kichard Thompson, of Ividderminster, the
builder. The church, which is in the Early Decorated
style, is built of red brick, faced with .stone. The
west window consists of three large lights, which
present a handsome appearance. The windows at

the east are lancets, and are surmounted by another
light somewhat of a medallion form.

Greenock.—On Sund.ay a new church built for

the Free Middle Congregation, Greenock, was
opened. The building, including the spire, has cost

about £16,000, and is of antic]ue Grecian archi-

tecture, from designs by Messrs. Salmon, Sons, &
Ritchie, Glasgow. The spire is 2n0ft. 9in. in height,

and is the highest in Greenock by 13ft.

GuNWALLOE.—On the eastern side of Mount's

Bay, Cornwall, nestling snugly behind a huge cliff,

and protected on all sides by high lands, with its

foundation above high -nater nnirk, stands Gun-
walloe Church, which was re-opened ou Monday
week. The sacred edifice is one of the oldest

churches in Cornwall, and its peculiar situation has

been assigned to various causes, the one generally

believed being that it was erected by some wealthy

person who was wreckeil on the terrible coast adja-

cents in gratitude to tiud for saving his life. The
tower is detached from the main building, owing, s.ai'S

legendary lore, to the fact that two sisters, who had

been rescued from ship\\Teck, and who desired to

build a house for the worship of God, could not agree

as to the site, and they settled the dispute by one

choosing a spot for the tower and the other the place on

which to erect the maiu building. Last yelir the incum-

bent, the Rev. JI. N. Brougham, proposed the restora-

tion of the building. Sufficient money was soon raised

to enable him to proceed with his project, and Sir.

Sedding, architect, of Penzance, prepared the plans.

In August last Mr. Bone, builder, of Liskeard, com-

menced the work. The chancel has been rebuilt, a

new roof has been placed ftn the church, tlie old wood-

work being worked in at the soutli aisle. The cost

has been about £530.

Harswell.—The church of Harswell, near

Market Wei.ghton, has been rebuilt and reopened.

The church had originally been of Norman structure,

and in the edifice recently taken down extensive

fragments of good Norman work were found. The
carved corbels which formed a prominent part of the

original church had been used as ordinary wall

stones, or as coigns at the west end of the church.

The chancel had also been built in the debased

age, when little or no regard was paid to correct

architecture. In the erection of the new walls

great care was used. Nearly the whole of the

corbels are again introiluced, as they doubtless

appeared in the original Norman Church, and other

Norman masonry has been carefully reintroduced and

refixed. The windows have been constructed in the

same style as the ancient doorway. A new porch

has been added on the south side, and a new vestry

on the north. The roof is covered with red flat tiles,

supported on an open-timbered roof. The works

have been designed and c.irried out under the direc-

tion of Mr. J.ames Fowler, of Louth, architect, by
Messrs. Simpson and Malone, of Hudtlerslield.

IfOMB.—The parish chirrch of Icomb, Oxon, was
reopened on Whitsun-Tuesday, after restoration

under the direction of Jlr. Hopldns, of Worcester.

The church, ivhich was originally built about the

beginning of the thirteenth century, consists of

chancel, nave, south transeptal chantry, and

western tower. The chancel is a good specimen of

Early Enghsh work. The total cost of the work
was £800. Messrs. W.arr and Woolgrove, of Little

Tew, near Enstone, Oxon, were the builders. The
Milton and Forest stone was used. In the nave the

modern aud dilapidated roof has been removed, and
a new ribbed barrel roof substituted. The interior

of the roof of the Blaket Chapel has also had the

plaster and whitewash removed, and its original

form restored, panelled, and ribbed. Both these

roofs have bosses at their intersections, well carved

by Boulton, of Cheltenh.am. The arch in the

Blaket Chapel has been entirely rebuilt. The
modern porch has been removed, and the Early

Enghsh design carefully restored from existing

fragments. All the stonework of the church gene-

rally has been made good, and the old seats and

fittings swept away, giving place to oak stalls in the

chancel and open deal benches in the nave.

S. MARY-LE-WiGFor,n, Lincoln.—The restora-

tion of this interesting church, to which we have

before referred in these pages, has been entrusted to

Mr. Pearson, and the works will be commenced at

once. We congratulate the committee upon their

resolution ; the work cannot be in better hands.

Mr. H. K, Hcbb, of Lincoln, has offered to provide

two memorial windows tor the church in memory of

his parents, aud his offer has been accepted by the

committee.

TalSjVknau.—A new church has been opened at

Talsarnau, Carnarvon. The building is a parallelo-

gram on plan, with a semi-octagonal apse at the east

end. The root is open to the ridge, and ceiled between

the rafters. The sacrarium floor is laid with tesselated

pavement. Over the altar is a tUe rercdos, with a

white marble carved panel in the centre, the work of

BIr. Evans, Whitchurch. The walls are of stone

obtained near Penrhyudeudraeth, with Cefu stone

dressings. The architect is Mr. Sp.aull, of Oswestry.

Wallsesd.—The foundation-stone of 'a building

which is to serve the combined purposes of a Primi-

tive Methodist Chapel and a Temperance HaU was

laid at Wallsend, near Newcastle-on-Tyne, on Whit
Monday. The chapel measures 51ft. by 3()ft. The

style is Early Gothic, the materials used being

pressed red brick, with stone dressings. The Tem-
perance Hall occupies the basement beneath the

chapel. There are distinct entrances to both chapel

and hall. Special provisions have been made for

lighting and ventilation. The building has been

designed by Mr. Thomas Parker, architect, of New-
castle. The estimated cost is £1,400.

BUILDINGS.

BisuorxoN.—New schools iu connection with S.

Michael's Church have been opened at Bishopton,

near Bristol, arranged for the accommodation of 100

children. The school-room is 40ft. loug and 18ft.

wide, light and airy, having Gothic traceried

windows at each end ; a class-room 18ft. long and

14ft. wide, communicating with the school-room by

folding doors ; a smaller class-room, lift, square,

all approached by a good porch. The roofs are of

open timber work, st.ained and varnished, covered

svith slates, and have an ornament.al bell-cot. The

walls are to be built of Pennant stone, with freestone

dressings. The cost of erection will be £i;Oil
;

the

designs were prepared by Mr. .1. A. Clark ; and Mr.

J. Stephens is the contractor for the works.

BlacivEurn.—On Saturday hast the foundation-

stone of new schools iu connection with the Church

of England for S. Peter's p.arish, Blackburn, was

laid. "The building will accommodate 550 scholars,

and is estimated to cost £2,600. The architect is

Mr. .Joseph Brierley, Blackbiu-n ; and the builders

Messrs. Lewis and Gudgeon.

Bradford.—On Satiuday afternoon, the cere-

mony of laying the foundation-stone of S. Peter's

Catholic S'chools, Bradford, was performed. The

building will be two storeys in height, and measure

58ft. by lilft., with two class-rooms. The style

adopted is a free rendering of the Domestic Gothic

of the plainest possible character. Accommodation

will be provided for 201 children, and the cost is

about £700. The work is executed from designs by

Mr. E. Simpson, Tyrrel-street.

Bradford.—On S,aturday last the foundation-

stone of the new Church Literary Institute was laid

at Bradford. The ground-floor is designed for a

spacious reading-room and library, 42ft. by 41ft.,

and 19ft. high. On the first floor is the Lecture

Hall, 50ft. long by 43ft. wide and 26ft. high,

seating 550. A commodious gymnasium has been

provided on the basement 50ft. long by 60ft. high.

The eleviition is divided into five bays. Ou the

ground-floor the end bays are devoted to the entrances,

and are ornamented and decorated. The style of

the building is French Gothic. Messrs. Aiidrews

and Pepper are the architects.

EpsoJi.—The new Cemetery was consecrated last

week by the Bishop of Winchester, assisted by the

clergy of the neighbourhood. The new cemetery is

ple.iVantly situated on the hill between the town and

the racecourse, and is enclosed by a Kentish rag-

stone wall, surmounted by a dwarf wrought iron rail-

ing porch. In the centre of the .ground are two detached

chapels—viz.. Episcopal and Dissenters. The former

consisting of nave and chancel, with a round tower

and an open timber porch, the Latter being simply

a nave with an octagonal east end and a square tower

over the porch; the upper part of this tower

is constructed of timber, in which turning is largely

introduced. The whole of the buildings are Early

English in style, and, although there is great variety

iu the detail, there being scarcely two windows of

the same design, the work is of a simple character,

and more picturesque than elaborate, and reminds

one of some of the old Sussex churches of which

Mr. Young has published sketches. The work has

been carried out in a most satisfactory manner by

Nye, builder, of Ealing, from the designs and

niidc'r the direction of Messrs. Shaw and Young,

arcliitects, of E-xeter Il.all, Strand, and Crooked-lane,

Citv, whose designs were selected in a limited com-

petition. Mr. E. Edwards was the clerk of works.

Reading.—The Corporation are about to erect

new public otfices on the site of S. Lawrence's Vicar-

.age, adjoining the Town Hall. The buildings will

cost .about £3,000, and the plans, which were sub-

mitted to the Town Council on Tuesday week, have

been prepared by Mr. W. H. Woodman, the borough

survevor.

The Bishop of Worcester, in the conr.se of a visi-

tation charge on Tuesday week, said he had conse-

crated twenty-three new churches in his diocese m
the last three years. The .same period had also

witnessed tho completion of the repaii- and enlarge-

ment of a large number of other chiu-ches.
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TO CORRESPONDENTS.
fWe do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions of
our correspondents. The Editor respectfully requests
that all comoiunications should be drawn up as tn-iefly

as possible, as there are many claimants upon the space
allotted to correspondence.]

To Our Readers.—We shall feel obliged to any of our
readers who will favour us with brief notes of works con-
templated or in progress in the provinces.

Letters relating to advertisements and the ordinary
business of the Paper should be addressed to the EDITOE,
31, TAVISTOCK-STREET, COVEXT-UAEDEN, W.C.
Advertisements for the current week must reach the

office not later than 5 p.m. on Thursday.

Eeceived.—E. L., G. & B., L. Son & Co., C. F, C, C. B. A.,

J. H. T., W. & Son, J. H., J. V.

Plebs.—Your query is an advertisement.

J. II, B.—We do not know the address.

J. B. N.—Look again. The advertisement did appear.

C. N.—The " Sketch,-book" wiU be ready in a few days.

CHRIST CHURCH CATHEDRAL, DUBLIN.

To the Editor of the Building News.

Sir,—111 the Building News of 26th Jlay,

although you quote largely from Mr. Street's report,

and give illustrations of the proposed additions about
to be carried out in the restoration of Christ Church
Cathedral, Dnblin, you do not give an opinion as to

the desirability or otherwise of his plans. Will you
permit me to offer some remarks on what you so

justly designate " an important work ?" As regards
the restoration and rebuilding, I have nothing to say.

There is no living architect better qualiiied than Mr.
Street to restore the grand old building to its original

form. As a quondam citizen of Dublin, however,
familiarly acquainted with the site, I must energeti-

cally protest against the carrying out of one portion

of his design. By referring to the plan given in

your paper, it will be seen that Mr. Street proposes

to build the new Synod Hall on the western portion of

the ground, where it will form one side of a court-

yard, the other side of which would be made up by
the part of the southern nave not built against and
the new buildings connected with the hall, the result

of which will be. of course, to shut out the view of

the nave altogether from this side; and although Mr.
Street seems to think, because that portion of the

work will be new, it does not matter, I don't think

he will find many Dublin people to agree with him.

Why spend a large sum of money on a work, and
then deliberately shut it out from public view ? No
doubt it is urged b^' the architect that buildings con-

nected with the cathetlral once stood on the ground
where it is proposed to erect the new Synod Hall

;

but these buildings formed the residence of the monks,
to the cloisters of which, at all events, it is reason-

able to suppose the people ha?l free access. Indeed,

it seems scarcely possible to doubt that the cathedral

itself, as well as the conventual buildings around,

were " familiar as household words " to the whole
population of Dublin in the middle ages; but if

this portion of the design is carried out how-

many of the present inhabitants will ever

enter the courtyard which the new buildings

will create ? Formerly, too, the citizens were all of

one faith, and all knelt at the same shrine ; now the

religion of the majority renders a knowledge of the

interior an impossible thing to most of them. Thej'

can visit it, of course, but it is only by long-continued,

familiar intercourse that such a buililing becomes to

us a " thing of beauty and a joy for ever." Is it

right, then, that so large a number of the jjeople of

Dublin, already shut out from the interior by circum-
stances which we nia}' regret, but cannot ignore,

should be debarred also from seeing the outside of a

fane which they look upon with reverence and res-

pect ? Christ Church Cathedral was bequeathed to

us by the common fathers of Protestants and
Catholics alike, and no section of the i)eople should

be prevented from seeing its architectural beauties

fully developed, as no doubt they will be. I trust,

therefore, that Mr. Street will reconsider this portion

of his plan, and that the buildings for the General
Synod will not be erected in the position at present

proposed.— I am, &c.,

A Synodsman op the Iuisu Chuucil

SCOTT V. SCOTT.

Sir,—Your correspondent " C. E." last week, in

his statement as to the cause of, ami the remedy for,

the echoing proclivities of the Albert Hall, expresses
it appears to me, sound opinions. I cannot but echo
them. The cost, however, of the alteration he
suggests would be, if nothing else was, an insuper-
able barrier, I fear, to its being carried into effect.

Colonel Scott, it is said, has a much cheaper device

all ready, *'cut and dried," so to speak—namely,

the starching and ironing of that baggy sheet

dignified as a velarium. Do not suppose I am
speaking ironically. It is a fact, and a great fact.

A glorious vaunt, no doubt, it will be for the ubiqui-

tous "Glenfield" against "Stiff" opposition. We maj'

expect evermore this velarium crammed down our

throats as the greatest laundry achievement of this

age of wonders. The Building Niiwswill probably

have, "To Architects, Builders, &c.—When you ask

for Glenfield Starch, as used in the Royal Engineers'

Laundry, see that you get it. The only certain

remedy for the acoustic defects of JIusic Halls,

Churches, &c."

"C. E." appears to think the hall is not high

enough ! It is quite suinciently so, I can tell him,

for most people ; whilst its present huge size as

regards its mate on the other side of the road is a

material disadvantage. Of all unfortunate, ill-

considered conjunctions, nothing could be worse than

the propinquity of the Albert Hall to the Albert

Memorial, buiklings of such strongly contrasting

shape and character. If the two Scotts had been

blood relations, instead of only namesakes, they could

not have done themselves greater mutual injury!

The one building, by contrast, becomes more squat

and heavy ; the other attenuated and insignificant.

The lavish and costly elaboration of the details of

the Memorial is only known to those who, like the

writer, inspected the work from the scaffolding. All

is lost to the general observer below. It only too

strongly illustrates the early bias of the leading art

workman's mind as a goldsmith. The multifarious

stone-setting, chasing, enamelling, and gilding con-

stitutes it as less an architectural work than a

gigantic jewel—in vulgar parlance, ''a giltgimcrack."

The Prince's Memorial, no doubt, is wisheil Xu be

—

who would not wish it.'—immemorial. But it has

been entirely forgotten that permanence in aggregate

matter is only gained hy rigid simplicity of con-

struction. This monument, I am sorry to say, is, both

in general construction and detail, so composite, its

long durability is not probable.—I am, &c., M.

MANCHESTER.
Sir.—In your article on the cotton capital you

say there is "little stucco used there."' In truth,

there is none. It is a notable and praiseworthy

municipal law, Wtirthy of imitation elsewhere, that

stone dressings only are allowed. Cement is not

tolerated. With regard to the Assize Courts, I beg
to say that the success of the architect, in respect of

this building, was not owing to its external features,

but its excellent internal arrangements. Our courts

of justice (of injustice in this respect) are so gene-

rally contemptible—so iitterly bad in all requisite

qualifications—that the improvements conspicuous

in these Manchester courts were hailed with acclama-

tion, and the " gentlemen of the bar," for once, did

in truth that which by a pleasant fiction they are

always supposed to do—rendered their able advocacy
without fee or reward. The cleverness of the archi-

tect was bruited all over the kingdom^ and thns the

tide of favour rose which has so rapidh- led him on

to fortune.—I am, &c., P. E. M.

"CONDESCEND TO MEN OF LOW ESTATE.''

Sir,—It has hitherto been the custom, and a

good custom too, of the Horticultural Society to

commemorate the birthday of the late Prince Consort
by a free admission to the public. It is to be hoped
that this year the practice will be maintained with

the addition of equal freedom to the International

Exhibition. If mere pecuniary profit or the atYord-

ing a pleasant lounge to the upper classes be the

intention of her Majesty's Commissioners, they no
doubt should keep strictly to the shilling payment.
But if the education and moral improvement of the

masses are within the scope of the Commissioners'

views—and if they would truly carry out the wishes

and feelings of the late Prince they must be—they

should open their hands and deal liberally. There

ought to be, it appears to me, workmen's days, when
their admission should be free or by a very low pay-
ment, and for similar reasons young people should

on all days be admitted at half price.— I am, Ac,

P. K. M.

STAINED GLASS AT THE INTERNATIONAL
EXHIBITION.

Sm,—In your article on the stained glass at South

Kensington, yi>u wish to be favoured with the name
of the artist who designed the domestic stained glass

window exhibited by us in the central opening on

the south-west staircase.

The name of the designer, Mr. B. J. Talbert, was
given by us in our return for the catalogue entry,

but why it was not printed is more than we can

tell. The catalogue is full of blunders. In several

entries the names of our workmen to whom the

Society of Arts awarded prizes for good metal work
are put down as the artists, and our own names
entirely omitted.—AVe are, &C., Cox & Son.

28 and 29, Southampton-street, Strand.

June 14, 1S71.

THE PEABODY FUND.

Sir,—^lay I ask, through the medium of your
columns, what has become of the Peabody Fund ?

It is very generally asserted that not one-half of the

amount left b}' the generous-hearted American has,

as yet, been expended on its intended purposes.

How far is this assertion true?

No one for a single moment would imagine that

anj' impure motive is the cause of the delay—if even

the delay exists—for the names of the trustees are a

sufficient guarantee both for honour and integi'ity.

It is, ho^vever, quite possible to conceive that the

idea whic'i has been the curse of so many charities

may have been the curse of this also. That idea is,

that the fund must be made to show good managt-
ment ; and by no means can this be so certainly

achieved as by doing nothing beyond adding interest

to principal, and waiting for proper opportunities to

spend it.

I claim the Peabody Fund as the fund of the

working poor of to-day; the poor of the future will

be taken care of by the future. Let us take care of

the present, and show that our public men are

capable of utilising rapidlj' and efficiently a gift

which is the more valuable because it did not

emanate from one of ourselves.—I am, &c.,

A Citizen of London.

SHOULD PERSPECTIVE VIEWS BE EX-
CLUDED FROM COMPETITIONS ?

Sir,—It will never do to allow " P. E. M. s

letter on the above subject, which appeared in your

last issue, to pass unchallenged, Si.-eing that it con-

tains some pleasantly-^vritten mistakes which should

be rectified. The power of thinking and drawing in

perspective is one of the mosl valuable aids to the

true architect, and the power of showing in colour

his design with the varied materials he may introduce

is one of the highest tfforts of art, which should be

encouraged upon all ccC-isions, not ignored, as some

would have it. How many instances do we see of

buildings being erected which never could have

been shown in perspective by the architect ? Eleva-

tioual sUts of frontages, showing plenty of superficial

and T square designs, which are never by any
chance so seen in reality—chapel fronts of decorative

design attached to fianking walls of barest brick

;

houses faultless as to facade, innocent of thought as

to sides and back. Such absurdities could not

possibly occur if the architect had conceived his

design in perspective. How many church and other

towers do we see that plainly tell us they have never

been even roughly sketched in correct perspective ?

Let \is exauune the handiwork of such men as

Pugin, Street, VioUet le Due, and others, and see

how thoroughly they think and feel in perspec-

tive even to the sHghtest detail. Surely such

examples should not be thrown away upon us. As
to the "cooking,"' "fudging," and " jiggering" to

which "P. E. JI." so feelingly alludes, that is simply

funny, and certainly no argimient against perspective

drawing or colouring. M'hat is luore gratifying or,

instructive to a lover of art or architecture than to

see a noble building nobly rendered, accurate in

drawing, and true in colour ? And it is cheering to

see upon the walls of this year's exhibitions works

of true art, in design, line, and colour (or perhaps

etching), evidently the production of one mind. But

these last are indeed a select few ! Let us not dis-

courage the real progress of art, by disparaging

those means by which alone such results can be

attained.— I am, &c., W. H. Locicwood.

NEW M^VSONIC HALL, LIVERPOOL.

Sir,—In your Issue of the 9th instant, T perceive an
advertisement inviting architectural conipctition for a
proposed new Masonic Ilall at Liverpool, which, of

course, is all right, ouly the following clause is iu-

serfed ;
—"The competition will be limited to tlio-^e

architects who are subscribing members of a IVfasonic

Lodge iu England," which appears to me to be not

all right—for two reasons. First, since competition is

invited, the object should be to get the best plan

possible, no matter who is the author of it. Second,

it is understood that Masons impress upon all candi-

dates for their " mysteries" that on no account are

they to allow business prospects to have the slightest

influence on their minds when requesting to join the

society ; yet what a commentary is the above-quoted

clause to such a rule ! Docs it not, iu fact, hold out a
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premium to men to become Masons ? For my part, I

know of no good and honest reason for the insertion

of the rostriclive clause above alluded to ; howover,
possibly it may be done out of int;/, as. on account of

the secret knowledge (?) imparted to members of the

fraternity, it might well be judged that it would be
quite impossible for the production of any non-^Masonic
architects to come at all np to the mark, far Jess to

carry off the prize !—I am, &c.,

June 12th, 1871. Trecept and Practice.

AN ADVERTISING "ARCHITECT."
Sir,—I have just clipped from a weekly journal the

following advertisement. It needs no comment :

—

" Architect.—Clergymen, gentlemen, and others
contemplating building or making alterations, can have
their ideas carried out or their designs put into artistic

or i>ractical form by an artist architect of great expe-
rience. Charges are fixed, and moderate.—C. A. R,
(161), stret-'t. Strand, W.C—
I am, &e., U. W. V.

[We have omitted the address. After all, this

putBng craftsman, whoever he is, is ashamed to give his

name.]

|(ntcrtoniiiuuiicafioir.

- QUEftTIOXS.
[223!).]—Colouring Drawings.—I am makiiis a

perspective view of the Partheuon at Athens. Could
any of your readers inform me how to colour it, &c.,

and finish tlie foreground, &e. ?

—

Attica.

[2240,]—Collegriate Architecture.—Will you or
some subscriber to your now fully recognised " Inter-
communication" Ivindly name a work giving the best
information on collegiate architecture?—A Student.

[2241.]—Drawing Perspectives,—Would any
friend kindly inform me, 1hrou,!>h the medium of tlie

"Intercommunication,"' if there be any readier and
simpler method of putting architectural drawings into
perspective than tlie ways usually taught in works on
perspective ?

—

Inijuiker.

[2242.]—Timber.—Will any reader of the Blild-
ING News kindly inform me on the following impor-
tant subject—viz., how are Swedish, Dantzic, and
llemel timber to be known from each other before and
after sawn ?—E. P.

BEPL Y.

[22.3C.] — Aroliitects and their Clients.—
Instances are by no means rare.—F.

ARCHITECTURAIi & ARCH^OLOGICAX
SOCIETIES,

NOETHAMPTONSniEE AND LEICESTEESlrinE AllCHI-
TECTUEAL SOCIETIES' MEETING.—A general and
united meeting of the Architectural Society of

the Archdeaconiy of Northampton and Leicestershire
Architectur.al and Arcliasological Society was held on
Tuesday and Wednesday weelv at Uppingham, under
the presidency of the Ecv. Lord Alwj-ue C'onipton,

rector of Castle Ashby. The business part of the
proceedings having been dispatched, the party
started at half-past two o'cloclc for Aystou, the
parish church l)eing' visited. An object of gi-e.at

interest was a three-light stained-glass window at
the east end of the soutli aisle. In the upper part of

the centre light of the wiudowwas ,i figure of Chn'st
on the Cross, round the shaft of whicli was coiled a
serpent. Beneath was the Virgin Mary with the
infant Jesus. The outer lights severally bore a
figure of S. John and S. Mary. The glass of the
window appeared to be of tlie later part of the four-
teenth or the early part of tlie fifteenth century

—

about 1423-30. In the churchyard, under the shadow
of the wall of tlie south aisle, there are two re-
cumbent stone effigies, which excited considerable
interest. They are monuments of the fourteenth
century, and very much mutilated. One of the
figures is so much abrascd that it is impossible
definitely to identify it, but its companion figure,

although the f,ace is greatly mntilatrd, still exhibits
the priest's chasuble, which the uninitiated were apt
to mistake for the shield of a crns.ader. Passing on
through Preston and Glaston, Lyddington was
reached. The fine ]mrish church sadly needs restora-
tion. Passing on through Stoko Day, a halt for the
day was made at Uppingham, a public meeting
being held in the evening. Papers were read by the
Eev. J. L. Baker on the game of "Peg-meryl";" by
the Rev. G. A Poole on "Memorials for the Pead;'"
and by Sir Henry L. Drvdeii, on the Master's House,
S. John's Hospital, Northampton. On Wednesday
morning the excursionists proceeded to visit succes-
sively the churches of Soaton, Harringworth, Lax-
ton, Blatherwycke, Bulwcck, Deene, Kirby Hall,
and Rockingham, where the proceedings were
pleasantly concluded by a luncheon ijrovided by Mr.
Geo. L. Watson.

The Scottish Memoeial to the Peinoe Con-
SOET.—The Queen is said to have expressed a desire
that the Scottish National Memorial to the Prince
Consort should be erected in Charlotte-square,
Edinburgh. The plans for the laving out of the
ground are iu preparation by Mr. Matheson, of the
Board of Works.

iiir ifStc M\t.

The Election of Architect and Surveyor to
THK Sheffield School Board.—The Board la.st

week proceeded to the election of an architect and
surveyor, at a salary of £100 per year and extras.

There were fifteen candidates :—Mr. C. J. Innocent,

Mr. T. J. Flockton, Mr. J. D. Webster, l\lr. H. D.

Lomas, Jlr. J. B. Mitchell-Withers, Mr. G. Pocnck,

Mr. W. J. Mar.sden, Mr. J. Fawcett, Mr. Scargill,

Mr. T. Hind, Mr. S. L. Swaun, Mr. J. Hall, all of

Sheffield; Mr. J. Shaw, Leeds; Mr. E. M^Doui^al],

Rochdale; and Mr. E. M. Gibb.**, London. In the

I'lrst votinj:; Mr. Innocent received seven, Mr. Flock-

ton five, Mr, AVebster one, and Mr. Lomas one vote.

In the second voting Mr. Innocent received nine and
Mr. Flockton five votes. Mr. AUott proposed and
Mr. Fairburn seconded the appointment of Mr.
Innocent to the oflSce. A discussion again arose

as to the precise duties to be included in the

salary offered, but eventually it was decided to

make the appointment under the terms set forth in

the adverti-^ement. The motion appointing Mr.
Innocent was imanimously adopted.

Tnit; Patkley Bridge Stone Quarries.—On
Tue.-iday week an incline railway was commenced
wliich will connect the North-Eastern Railwaj' at

Pateley Bridge with the flag and landing quarries on
the top of the hill, on the north side, and about
1,'200 yard-s' distance from the railway. These
quarries have long been noted for the large sizes of

the landings which can be obtained, as well as for

the excellence and hardness of the stone, but being

at an elevation of GOO feet above the railway, the

quarries have only been worked to a limited extent.

Mr. Hodgson, engineer to the North-Eastern Railway,

having prepared plans for an incline, getting over

the difficulty of such a steep gradient by large break
wheels and drum, which will, by a strong steel wire

rope, lower the waggons, the full ones bringing the

empty ones up, the whole range of rock on the top

will be opened out by Messrs. J. and G. Metcalfe,

the owners, and the works, when completed, it is

expected will give employment to over 200 men.

Dispute as to the Contract for New
Blackfkiars Bridge.—At a special meeting of

the Court of ComirTon Council on Tuesday week, a
report was brought np from the Bridge House
Estates Committee, stating that an action had been

brought against the Corporation by the contractors

for the new bridge at Blackfriars. It appeared that

Jlessrs. Thorn's tender for the bridge was accepted,

the amount being £269,045, and that amount had
been paid, with about £50,000 for "extras;*' but
the contractors claimed over £100,000 in addition

to that. After a long discussion, the matter was
referred to the Committee to act as they might
think advisable in opposition to the claim.

A Workmen's Excursion.—On Monday week
the workmen employed by Messrs. Silver and Sons,

builders, of Maidenhead (to the number of lOG) had
an excursion to the Crystal Palace, and a thoroughly
enjoyable day it proved. The men were conveyed
to the Taplow station in vans, and proceeded by the

7.42 train, via. Kensington, for their destination,

where thej' arrived about ten o'clock. The men
were entertained at an excellent dinner, presided

over by Mr. Silver, supported by Messrs. Joseph
and James Silver, and by Messrs. J. Truscott and
Filewood. All arrived safely home.

Instructions for Taking Rubbings of In-
scriptions ON Bells, or other Raised Letters.
—Supply yourself with strips of printer's demy
paper somewhat thinner than that on which this

is printed, and of suitable width, and bits of

black upper leather, whicli may be picked up in

any cobbler's sweeping corner. Lay the paper over
the inscription—keeping it steady as best you may

—

then rub the paper with the black leather, where you
feel the letters or stamps, and they will soon stare

you in the face (though before, perhaps, they were
illegible), and you will be pleased with your own
quick and handy work. It may be well to brush
the letters first of all with a dry hard brush. Heel-
ball is better suited for incised work : such rubbings

may be made, by reaching round a bell, when from
some impediment or other you may not be able to

get round to read it.—H. T. E.

The Fresco Discovered in Exeter Cathedral.
—On removing the coatings of successive lime-

washings on the east wall of the western aisle of

the Lad}' Chapel the other day, a verj' fine example
of wall painting was discovered, representing the

Virgin, surrounded with a nimbus ; two angels

placing njion her head a crown, with other angels

around, and an outer circle of kings, queens, and
dignitaries of the Church, surmounted with Cherubim

and Seraphim iu adoration, and bearing scrolls in-

scribed "Dominions, Principalities, Thrones, and
Powers, Ac." The subject is most artistically

treated, and the figures, and those portions of the

draperies that are distinguishable, sliow it to have
been rich in colour and detail, well and boldly
drawn, and very carefnllj' finished. Unfortunately,
the erection of a late sixteenth century monument
has destroyed the lower and more extensive portion

of the subject of this verj' fine, though rather late,

specimen of wall painting.

The Quality of our Ancient Limestones and
THEIR FrrxEss for Building Purposes.—M. J. J.

Omaliusd'Halloy is of opinion that it is not so much
the texture of the limestones which has to be taken
into consideration, since the structure and texture of

these stones may vary immensely, and yet they may
all be suited for building purposes, provided the

laj'crs or beds have not been, as verj' freqnenth- is the

case, dislocated by geological upheavings, whereby
many of these kinds of stone become foliated, and do

not then withstand wind and weather for any length

of time without crumbling to pieces.

Not so Bad as Reported.—The Paris corres-

pondent of the Times of AVednesday last says :

—

Both Communists and British tourists in seai-ch of

ruins may be disappointed to hear that, putting

aside the public buildings, not a hundred houses have
been destroyed iu all, out of the 60,000 houses

which Paris contains. This number seems so

incredibly small that, had I not the best oflicial

authority for it, it would scarcely appear possible."

Cjjips.

Two more City chiu'ches are about to be removed
under the Bishop of London's Union of Bcnellces
Act—viz., All Hallows', Staining, and S. Milch-cd's,

Poultrj'.

The dilapidated chapel-of-ease at Buttercrainbe,
in the parish of Bossall, Yorkshire, is about to be
rebuilt.

The foundation-stone of a new ehurcli, to be called-
S. Stephens' and All Martyrs', was laid on Friday
week at Lower Moor, Oldliam.

As we predicted in the Building News lor tho-
19th ult., the notice lately issued from S. Martin's-
le-Grand, proliibiting the purchase by postmasters
of stamps from the public, has been rescinded.

The Governors of S. Thomas's Hospital have
given a valuable site for the erection of a new church
at Homerton, where, with a population of 12,000,
there is but one church.

An interesting collection of water-colour draw-
ings and sketches, taken on tho spot by Mr. Nicholas
Chevalier, during a residence of nearly two years in
the islands of New Zealand, is now on view in the
picture-gallery of the Crystal Palace.

The foundation-stone of a new iron Baptist chapel
was laid at Newcastle-under-Lyme on Mondaj' week..^'

Messrs. Morton and Co., of Liverpool, are the con-

'

tractors.

The new building for tho Bradford Mechanics'
Institute, erected from the designs of Messrs.
Andrews and Pepper, architects, at Bowling Green,
is completed externally with the exception of a little

carving on the lower story. It is proposed to open
tho institute in its new home on the 2nd October.

The post of surveyor to the Corporation of Liver-
pool has become vacant by the resignation of Mr. E.

R. Robson. The salary is £1,000 per annum.
;

The solrie of the Royal Institute of British Archi- .'(

tects is fi.\ed for the 29'th inst. ,,,

The Royal Academy soirie will take place on the 'i

28th inst. .

The London School Board have re-advertised for *

an architect. Applications to be sent in on or before i

AVednesday next.
J

The Rev. J. T. Law, Chancellor of the Diocese of j-

Lichfield, has erected a fountain in the Museum-
gardens of that city.

Last week Mr. J. C. Buckraaster, of the Science
and Art Department, South Kensington, delivered
an address before the Vice-Chancellor and members
of the University of Cambridge, on " The Educa-
tional Value of Industrial and Fine Ai't Exhibitions."

I

The North Staffordshire Permanent Eco-
nomic Building Society.—The seventh annual
meeting of this society was held at Newcastle-under-
Ljnne on Tuesday week. The President, Mr. Wm. i

Sutton, occupied the chair. The Secretary read the

report, which allowed the society to be in a very 1

prosperous condition ; that the receipts for the past i

year (exclusive of redemptions) amounted to £13,140
i

10a. 5d., being an average of £252 14s. per week, and
that there had been a net increase of 162 l-5th shares

on the register.

MIL
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Prices, June 13.—Per S. Petersburg stamlard :—Arch-
angel flrst yellow, £14 to £14 10s.; ditto second yellow,
£10; Gefle mixed mill-sawn yellow, £7 1.5s. to £11 10s.

;

HendikswaU second mill-sawn yellow, £9 10s. to £10;
ditto third yellow, £9: ditto fourth yellow, £8 10s. to £9;
Petersburg first quality yellow, 3 x 9in., £13 10s.; ditto
first whitewood, £9 10s. to £9 15s.; ditto Gromoff's ship-
ment. 3 X llin., £10 to £10 6s.; 3 x "in., £8 5s. to £3 10s.;

ditto 2i X Tin., £8 10s. to £8 1.5s.; Gothenburg mixed
white battens, £7 5s. to £7 10s.; ditto third white,
3 X llin.. £8 to £8 5s.; ditto fourth white, £7 to £7 6s.;

ditto third yellow, 3 x Sin., £7 5s. ; ditto 25 x 7in., £7 10s.

to £S 10s.; ditto mixed yellow. 3 x llin., £10 10s,;

3 X 9in., £10 to £10 5s.; ditto fourth yellow, 3 x 8in., £7;
3 X 6in., £C 5s. to £6 lOs.; Kragero rnixed yellow, £7 10s,
to £7 159.; ditto third yellow, £6.

Per 120 13ft. 3 x 9in. ;—Saunesund first yellow, £19 15s.
to £20; ditto first whitewood, £18 15s. to £19; ditto
common whitewood, £5.

Per S. Petersburg standard;—Christiana second yellow,
£13; Quebec first spruce, 3 x 9in., £18s. 5s. to £18 10s.;
ditto seconds, 3 x 9in., £13 10s.; ditto thirds, £12 to
£13 6s.; ditto fourth, £11 15s. to £12 ; S. John's unsorted
spruce, £12 5s. to £13 10s.

HrxL Prices.—Per Petersburg standard:—Onega red,
£14; Petersburg ditto, £13 10s.; ditto whitewood, £9 10s.;
Wyburg red, £10 10s.; Slemel second red, £10; Crown
Riga white, £8 ;

Quebec first pine, £19 10s. ; Holmsund
red, £11 ; ditto seconds, £10; spruce, £7 l-5s. to £8; Ulea-
borg red, £8 lOs. to £9.

Timber per load;—Memei best, £3 15s. ; ditto seconds,
£3; Dantzig [seconds, £2 19s.; Swedish, £2 15s.; Quebec
yellow pine, £4 10s,

Timber per cube foot:—Quebec oak, 23. 7d, ; Quebec
elm, 2s. .3d. ; Memel wainscot logs, 5s. : Quebec birch.
Is, lOd.

(iDrabe Bf^^.

WAGES MOVEMENT.
Wolverhampton.—The operative cabinet lock

brass casters of V\'olverh;^mpton, to the number of
twenty-nine, met again last week. Men who had seen
their masters reported that the latter showed no dis-

position to give the rise of one farthing per pound for
which the men were asking—indeed, refused any ad-
vance upon the present terms of one penny per pound.
Under these circumstances, the men resolved to abide
by the resolution adopted at their meeting a week be-
fore, and decline to return to work upon any other
terms than those for which they have given notice.

In justification of this course, they alleged that not
only were they now doing more work for the money
than they did when the existing scale was adopted,
but that they were worth higher wages, for men were
now more in demand than at that time, as was shown
by advertisements from masters in Birmingham who
were seeking men. It transpired tliat the AVolver-
hampton masters are seeking to supply the place of the
men on strike with men from Birmingham and else-

where, for whom the meeting reported they were
advertising.

TENDERS.
ACCRTXGTON.—For the erection of S. John's Schools,

Burnley-road, Accrington. Lancashire. Mr. William S.

Varley, architect. New Market Chambers, Blackburn.
Quantities supplied :

—

Mason's, Bricklayer's, Excavator's, and Drainer's Work:

—

Bilcy £1277
Waddington 1256
Eamsbottom (accepted) 923

Carpenter's and Joiner's Work:

—

Parker £268
Hindle & Sons (accepted) 216 3

Flagger's and Slater's Work ;

—

Holden (accepted) £121
Clegg 116 13 10

Plumber's and Glazier's Work :

—

Barter (accepted) £94 10

Plasterer's Work:

—

Eatough £56 14 10
Hodgson (accepted) 54 10

Staining and 'Vamishing Work :

—

Riley (accepted) £21

Tenders for the Whole Works ;

—

Roberts £1867
Abbott 1.512

Bamsbottom 1140

Architect's estimate, £1381.

BECKENHAH,'-For additljns toHolmwood. Beekenham,
Kent, for the Rev. T. Lloyd Phillips. Mr. John Cox,
architect. Quantities furnished by Mr, Sidney Young:

—

Harris & Hooker £140!) 9 11
Burrows & Brooker 1130
Qascoyne .& Son 1117
Crosslej' 958

Bliswortit.—For additions to chapel, new schoolroom,
&c, Bhsworth. Mr. T. Heygate "V^ernon. architect. Quan-
tities Bupphed by Messrs. Mann & Saunders :—

Chapel & School. Cottage. Total.

Shakeshaft £1200 200 1400 o o
Wheeler 1198 7 184 7 1382 14
Smith. Brothers... 1177 197 1374
Adams 1038 19 8 18G 9 1225 S

EuRSLEM.—For alterations to shop premises. Mr, Geo.
B. Ford, architect :

—

Watkin (accepted) , £165

Cheshire.—For new wing to Boden HalL Mr. Geo, B.
Ford, arehitect, Burslem:

—

Wallworth £874 13
Dale S15
Poole (accepted) 7.50

CHESTERTOy.—For erecting Primitive Methodist chapel
at Chesterton, near Newcastle-under-Lyme. Mr. Geo. B.
Ford, architect, Burslem :

—

Grosvenor £1770
Elhims 1475
Bennett 1470
Cooke 1466
Lea 1461
Wood (accepted) 1390

Crewe.—For enlarging schools. Mr. Geo. B. Ford,
architect :

—

Wood £185
Elson (accepted) 180

Halliford.—For alterations and additions to The
Cottage, Halhford, for P. Dunn, Esq. Mr. E. L. Curtis,

surveyor ;

—

Dover, Dowel, & Co. (accepted) £300

Hants.—For the erection of first portion of new farm
buildings, cottages, and farm houses on the Grange estate.

Hants, for the Right Hoti. Lord Ashburton. Mr. John Cox,
architect. Quantities furnished by Mr, Sidney Young;

—

Roberts £1.3,199

Patman & Fotheringham 12,994
Kimberley 11,.398

Longmire & Burge 11,321 4
Colls* Son 10.877
Davis & Co 10,.328 15 11
Brass 10,312
Cooke & Green 9,920
Crosslev 9,.597

Bull & Son (accepted) 9,-303 4 7

HiGHftATE.—For the erection of villa residence. Wood-
lane. Mr. J. W. Reed, architect :

—

Chalcroft £1557
Ebbage 1499 8
Heath 1425 7
Garrud 1358
Goodman 1:348

Cooke 1.3tO

Sale 1-2.58

Newton & Co 12.39 15
Ball 1175
Hawkes 1170
BMbliins&Co 1167
Nibblett 4 Sons 1136

LONDON.—For Bonded Stores under St. Pancras Pas-
senger Station, for the Midland Railway Company. Mr.
J. H. Sanders, architect :

—

Dover, Dowel, & Co. (accepted) £1614 16

LONTON.—For the erection of a warehouse in Farring-
don-street, for J. A. Cole. Esq. Mr. T. Chatteild Clarke,
architect. Quantities by Mr. W. Barrett:

—

Ennor £2846
Myers & Sons 2770
Henshaw 2676
Hawtrey & Son 2635
Brass 2612
Conder 2595
Browne & Robinson , 2570
Merritt & Ashby 2474
Colls & Sons. 2310
Hill, Keddell, & Waldram (accepted) 2249

Lt-DOATE Hill.—Errata.—In the list of tenders pub-
lished in last week's Building News for rebuilding Nos.
68 and 70,'Ludgate Hill, there were inaccuracies in the
amounts of the tenders sent in by the following firms.

We therefore give the correct amounts :

—

Greenwood & Sons £30.35
Dove Brothers 3017
Conder 2825

Norwich.—For the erection of parochial schools at
Heighum, Norwich. Mr. Edward Power, architect. Quan-
tities supplied by Mr. Peebles :

—

Girls' and Boys*. Infants'.

Rutland £17.30 7 7 £762 7
Wright 1085 478
Brown & Bailey 1064 469
Hawps 1064 490
Wilkin & Curtis ... 950 431
Nelson 941 15 413
Young 838 10 420

Ramsgate,—For the erection of the Prince of Wales
Assembly Room.s, Ramsgate, for the Prince of Wales
Assembly Rooms (Ramsgate) Company, Limited. Quan-
tities supplied by Messrs. Pain & Clark ;

—

Matthews £108.33 14 7
Harrison & Sons 10500
Solicit : 10290 n
Hill, Keddell & Waldram (accepted) 9880
Kelly 9249
Haywood 8276 18 2

Sand-wich.—For the erection of police-station at Sand-
wich, Kent, for the justices of the county of Kent.
Mr. Martin Bulmer, county surveyor:—

Dover, Dowel, & Co £2800
Wilson : 26.S8

Cozens Brothers 2640
Styles & Son 2625
Woodcock 2690 C
Stiff 2575
Harnett 2544
Wise 2.526 c
Messrs. Denne 2498
Johnsons Co 2424
Chamberlain & Ansell 2388 16

Adcock & Rees (accepted 2.376

Stratford.—For the erection of sheds and chimney
shaft for the Imperial Chemical Company. Mr. F. Allen

Edwards, architect:

—

Chessom £1270
Wigmore 1203
Whittick 1185
Lovejoy 1161 6
Ebbs* Son 11-32

WilhamsiSSon 1067

Aitchisoa & Walker 1066

CONTRACTS OPEN FOR BUILDING
ESTIMATES.

Barton, .Tune 24.—For levelling, paving, sewering,

and channelling Timothy-street, Eccles. within the

district, George Trenbath, clerk, Boardi-oom, I'atri-

croft.

Bridewell Hospital, July 1.—For eighty years

by public tender, the site of Kadley'3 Hotel and two
houses. No. 12 and 13, adjoining, in New Bridge-street.

A. JI, Jeafferson, at the Clerk's OIBce, Bridewell
Hospital.

Warrington Water Works Company, June
24.—For the completion and covering over of a reser-

voir, situate near the village of Wiuwick, nearXewton-
le-Willows. James Riley, secretary. Water Works
Office, Warrington,

Leeds, June 21.—For the erection of new co-opera-

tive store, at Pudsey, for the Leeds Industrial Co-opera-
tive .Society, Limited. Wilson & Bailey, architects,

Central Market Buildings, Leeds.

Sale Sewerage Works, July 21.—For the sewer-
ing (including manholes, ventilators, &c-). curbing and
channelling of the following streets—viz.. North-street,

.South-street, West-street, Craven-ternice, Stamford-
place, and part of ilontague-road, extending to about
736 lineal yards of 12in- fire clay pipe sewers, 441 lineal

yards of 9in- ditto, and 2,188 lineal yards of curbing
and channelling. Henry Dixon, clerk to the board.

Local Board Offices, Sale,

Merthtr Tydfil Union, June 23.—Aberdare
Hospital.—For the erection of the above hospital, near
Mill-street, Aberchire. Frank James, clerk, 184, High-
street, Slerthyr.

House of Correction, Coldbath-fields, June
23.—For sundry works in the alteration of some of the

prison buildings. John S. Skaile, clerk to the Visiting

Justices.

Hedingham and Lexden and Winstre High-
way Boards, Jime 22.—For the supply, delivery, and
fixing of the following bridge ironwork, &c.—viz., 4

wright-iron riveted girders, made of the best Yorkshire

or Staffordshire plates, each 27ft. long, Jin. web, 12in.

deep. Kob. F. Stedman, Sudbury; Henry Jones, Col-

chester, clerks to the above boards.

Preston Station, July 10.—The Loudon and
North Western and the Lancashire and Yorkshire

Railways Companies, owners of the North Union
Railway, for the erection and completion of a new
passenger station, iron bridge under Fishergate, iron

roof, and other works, at Preston. Thos. H. Carr,

secretary, Preston.

Prince Edw.ard Island, July 19.—For the con-

struction and equipment of a railway of 3ft. 6in- from
Cascumpec to Georgetown, a distance of about 120

miles- T- H. Haviland, Colonial Secretary.

London and North-Western and Great
Western Railway Companies, July 4.—Have
from 30,000 to 40,000 Baltic old sleepers to dispose of,

suitable for fencing or firewood. J. Wait, secretary,

Birkenhead.

Leeds, June 21.—For additions and alterations to

S. Matthew's National Schools, Little London. Geoige
Corson, architect, 5, South Parade, Leeds.

Portsmouth, June 28.—For the construction of a

quay wall, about 350ft. long, and 24ft. high, and other

works in connection therewith, adjoining the harbour,

at Flathouse, In the said borough. Jolm Howard,
toivn clerk.

TuNBRiDGE Wells Cemetery, June 24.—For the

various cemetery buildings. Thomas Lewis, clerk to

the board. Town Hall, Tunbridge Wells.

JIiDLAND Railway, June 20.—For wrought and

cast iron work required in making certain alterations

to the goods warehouse at S. Pancras Station. James
Williams, secretary, Derby.

B.\TH .\ND OTHER BUILDING STONES,
OF BEST QUALITY.

EAXDELL, SAUNDEES & CO,, Limited,

Quari-ymen and Stone Merchants.
List of prices at the Quarries and Deputs, also cost of

transit to any part of the United Kingdom, furnished on
application to

Bath Stone Office :

[Advi.] COESHAM, WILTS.

TO ARCHITECTS.
GREEN ROOFING-SLATES.

As supplied to H.RS. The Prince Of Wales at Sandringham .

The Peumoyle Sea-green Slates are specially adapted for

Chiu-ches, Public Buildings, &c, &e.

(Less costly tluin ordinary Gothic Tiling.)

These durable and non-absorbent Slates can be obtained

in sizes suitable for Gothic Architecture, at prices as

under.
In Railway Trucks, Docks, Gloucester:

—

Per Equivalent to

1,200 Slates, per square.

Best Green Slates 14 by 7 2 17 C ... His. Od.

Do. do. 13 by 8 2 17 6 ... 16s. 6d.

Do. do. 13 by 7 2 5 ... 14s.

Do. do. 12 by 7 1 18 6 ... 13s.

Do. do. 12 by 6 17 6 ... lis.

Prices of large Sizes, Cost of Transit, Eeferenco Testi-

monials, and Sample Specimens may be obtained on ap-

plication to

SIESSES. R.SJs'DELL & CO., Corsham, WUts.

Specimens at Museum of Geology, Jermyn-street, Picca-

dilly, W., and at Architectural Museum, Tufton-street,

Westminster.
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LATEST PRICES OP MATERIALS USED
IN CONSTRUCTION.

MET.\I,S.

Lead.

Pig—Foreign . . . .per ton £17 15 £13
„ English W.B. . . do 19 15 20
„ Lead Co do 18 16 19

Other brands . . do 18 2 6 18 10
Sheet Milled .... do 18 15 19
Shot, Patent .... do 20 10 21
Red or minium .... do 20 10 000
Litharge, W.B do
White Dry do 25 6 26

„ ground in oil .. do

Copper.
British—Cake & lugot . per ton 74
Best Selected .... do 70 000
Sheet do 77 711

Bottoms do 81
Australian ilo 73 10 7G
Spanish Cake .... do 000 000
Chili Bars, cash ... do 65 10 OS 10
„ Eeflned ingot . . do 70 10 72

Yellow Metal .... per lb. Of 007
IROX.

Pig in Scotland, cash . per ton 2 17 3
Welsh Bar, in London .do 7 5 7 10

Wales .do 6 12 6 15
Staffordshire .... do 7 15 850
Bail, in Wales .... do 6 15 700
Sheets, single in London do 9 5 10 5
Hoops, first quality , . do 8 15 9 5
Nail Rod do 7 10 7 15
Swedish do 9 15 10

TlMDER,

Teak load 12 5 13 10
Quebec, red pine .... „ 315 4 15

„ yellow pine . . „ 4 5 5 5
Quebec oak, white ... „ 600 650

„ birch „ 3 10 4 10
„ elm

, 4 4 10
Dantzic oak

, 4 10 C 10
fir „ 2 7 4

Memel fir
,

2 10 3 10
Riga „ 3 5 3 10
Swedish

,, 2 5 2 10
Masts, Quebec red pine . „ 4 6 10

„ yellow pine ... „ 400 6 10
Oregon „ 700 900
Lathwood, Dantzic, fm. . „ 3 5

„ St. Petersburg „ 5 5 6 15
Deals, per C, 12ft. by 3
by 9in.,

Quebec, white spruce . . „ 12 10 18
St. John, white spruce . ,, 12 10 14 10
Yellow piue, pr reduced C
Canada, 1st quality ... „ 18 19 10

2nd do ... . „ 13 5 14
Archangel, yellow ... „ 12 10 14 10
St. Petersburg, yellow . „ 13 13 10
Finland „ 7 10 8 10
Memel and Dantzic ... „ 000 000
Gothenburg, yellow ... „ 8 10 10 10

white ... „ 8 10 9 10
Gefle, yellow 10 10 12 10
Soderbam „ 8 10 12
Christiania, perC, 12ft. by

3 by 9in., yellow ... „ 10 12 10
Other Norway ,, 7 8
Flooring boards, pr square

of lin., first yellow . . „ 9 10
First white „ 8 9
Second qualities

,
8

01L.S, &c.

Seal, pale per tun 33 10 SB
Sperm body

,
82

Cod „ 35 10
Whale, South Sea, palo . ,, 34 Q
Olive, Gallipoli .... „ 47 10 48
Cocoanut, Cochin, tun . „ 50
Palm, fine

,
37

Linseed
,

32 10
Eapesfed, Eng. pale . . „ 45 10
Cottonseed

, 27 81 10

BANKRUPTS.
TO SURRENDER IN THE COU.NTET.

Bradley, George, Kingston-on-Thames, builder, July 6,

at [Kingston-on-Thames.—Hawkins, Frederick, formerly
of Hillside, Upper Norwood, builder, June 24, at Croydon.
—Hawkins, George, S. Aubyn-road, Upper Norwood, June
24, at Croydon.

PUBLIC EXAMIN.\T10NS.
June 23, W. H. Mitchell, Chippenham-road, Harrow-

road, builder.—July 4, F. Chadwick, Selwood-terrace, Ful-
ham-road, surveyor.—July 13, G. Clemans, Westerham,
Kent, builder.—June 29. S. Verity, Meanwood, near Leeds,
stone merchant.—July 13, J. Eewley, Cambridge, iron-
founder.

DmnEN'D MEETING.
June 27, T. and B. Goldthorp, Ashton-under-Lyne, tim-

ber merchants.

DECLARATIONS OF DIVIDEND.''.
C. Godbolt, Lowestoft, builder, div, 3s. 4d.—J. Hughes,

Liverpool, builder, div. Is.—J. and W. Hoose, Ashbourne,
Derbyshire, plumbers, div. IJd.—C. S. Wilmot. Upper
Thames-street, ironmonger, div. 2s.—T. W. and H. Pauton,
Monkwearmouth, ironfouuders, div. 9d.

SCOTCH SEQUESTRATION.
Francis dough, Glasgow, j)luml...r, June 19, at 12.

PAKTNERSHIPS DISSOLVED.
Anderson and -Shelmerdiue, Manchester, builders.

—

Pickup and Lund, Burnley, engineers.—Ridley and Sons,
Reading, timber merchants.

SuALi^POX, Fevers, and Skin Diseases.—The pre-
disposition to is prevented by Lamplough's Pyretic Saline.
Agreeable, vitalising, and invigorating, its effecta are
remarkable in their cure and prevention. Take it as
directed. Sold by chemists and the maker, H. Lamidough,
113. Holborn-hill.

—

[Advbrtis£Mknt.]

THE BRITISH and FOREIGN TRAM-
WAYS COMPANY (Limited).

Subscribed capital, £300,000, in 30,000 Shares of £10 each.

DIRECTORS,

Philip Rose, Esq.
William Sheldon, Esq.
Lieut.-Colonel C. Napier

Sturt, M.P.

John M. Dunlop, Esq.
H. G. Erichseu, Esq.
L. Floersheim, Esq.
William Morris, Esq.

Bankers-Messrs. Glyn, Mills. Currie, & Co.

solicitors.

Messrs. Easter, Rose, Norton, & Co., 6, Victoria-street,
Westminster.

Messrs. Ashurst. Morris. & Co., 6, Old Jewi'y.
Secretary (pro tem.)—J. B. Glenn.

Offices—70 and 71, Palmerston-buildings.

This Company is prepared to entertain proposals fur
Tramways either in the United Kingdom or elsewhere.
Address, with full particulars, to the Secretary (pro tem.).
as above.
EXTRACTS from the COMPANY'S PROSPECTUS.
This Company has been formed to carry out Tramway

Enterprise in connection with the parties who have been
mainly instrumental in the introduction of Tramways
into this country and the principal cities on the Conti-
nent, and who will therefore bring to the business great
practical experience.
The intention of the Company is generally to invest its

own capital in the construction and development of the
Tramways selected by it, and to dispose of the same from
time to time when tested by the experience of actual
working, in which way the public will be protected
against unsound and merely speculative projects.
The Company is entirely free from any engagements,

direct or indirect, with contractors, and will therefore
carry out such works as it may undertake, on the iiest

possible terms for cash.
The position of the founders of this Company will

enable them to secure, on the most favourable terms, c< -n-

cessions from the principal cities on the Continent and
elsewhere open to Tramway enterprise.

By order of the Board,

J. B. GLENN, Secretary (pro tem.).

CHARNWOOD GRANITE QUARRIES,
Near Loughborough.

The CHARXWOOD GRANITE COMPANY are in a
position to supply, either by rail or water, all kinds of
paving setts, &c., broken Granite by hand, of different
sizes, for road-making, Gravel for walks. Granite in the
rough for building aud breaking purposes.
The Charnwood is, beyond doubt, one of the best

Granites in the kingdom : the extraordinary strength of
the above is testified by Mr. Kirkaldy, Testing aud Ex-
perimenting "Works, The Grove, Southwark-street, Lon-
don, S.E.

Copies of tests will be forwarded on application at the
Quarries.
Loughborough, June 1, 1871.

ELIGIBLE BUILDING LAND TO BE
LET or SOLD, in large or small quantities, in locali-

tios within easy distance from London. Advances, if

required, to respectable builders.—Apply to Messrs. Ken-
nard and Buck, Architects and Surveyors, 39, Finsbury-
c ire us, E.C.

TO BUILDERS.—TO BE DISPOSED
OF, a BUILDER'S BUSINESS, in a large manufac-

turing town in the West of England ; has been established
for many years. Either one or two yards to be let, with
workshops and sheds. Also, a double saw-pit in each,
and offices and stables in one.—For particulars apply to
A, Z., Compton Villa. 29, Cotham-road, Bristol.

HANLEY-ROAD, HORNSEY.—TO BE
LET on Building Leases, a valuable FREEHOLD

ESTATE, eligibly situate and well adapted for the erection
of houses from £30 to £70 per annum. The roads and
sewers are made, and the footpaths curbed. It is within
Ave minutes' walk of the Crouch Hill Station on the Metro-
politan Railway. Omnibuses pass the estate every ten
minutes to and from the West-end aud City. For par-
ticulars apply to Messrs. Hammack and Lambert. Archi-
tects and Surveyors, 59, Bishopsgate-street, City, E.C.

FREEHOLD BUILDING LAND at Bed-
diugton, Beuhill, Dulwich, and Muswell-hill, may

be had in lots, suitable for the erection of villa residences.
Plans and particulars may be had of Mr. Tresidder, 16,
New Bridge-street, Blackfriars.

TOTTENHAM—Adjoining Park Station.
LAND on the Coleraine Park Estate to be SOLD or

LET on Long Building Leases, for the Erection of De-
tached or Semi-detached Villas.—Apply to Mr. T. E. Mundy,
Architect and Surveyor, Park-lane, Tottenham.

TO BUILDERS and Others.—BUILDING
LAND at Shepherd's Bush to be LET ON LEASE.

Roads and sewers made. A handsome Gothic church has
been erected on the estate.—Apply to Mr. Henderson, 30,

Harewood-square, N.W.

Crown Building Land. St. James's.

ACOMM.VNDING SITE on the North
Side of liydrr-ytroct, St. James's, and adjoining to

St. James's-street, is offered by the Commissioner of Her
Majesty's Woods, TO BE LET by TENDER on Lease for
80 year.s. The tenders to be delivered on Friday, June
3i)th. Forms aud conditions of tender may be obtained
at the Office of Woods, No. 1, Whitehall-place, or of

Arthur Cates, Esq., No. 7. Whitehall-yard, S.W.

EEP WELL PUMP FOR SALE.—
Treble Pump and Horse Gear, 140ft. Copper Pipe.

—Apply, Stimpson, 78, Brompton-road, S.W.

FIREBRICKLAYER'S BUSINESS,
Established 18 years, in the centre of the City, TO

BE DISPOSED OF, in consequence of ill-health of pro-
prietor.—Apply personally at 92, Jamaica-road, Ber-
mondsey, between Sis and Nine p.m.

BUILDING LAND.

MESSRS. DRIVER beg to inform the
public that thev have some exceedingly eligible

BUILDING LAND TO BE LET ON BUILDING LEASE,
and SOLD in the followiug Districts :

—

KEW.—Cumberlfind Estate, close to the Station and
Kew Gardens. Roads made.

CAMBERWELL.—At the rear of the Camberwell New-
road Station.

COLD HARBOUR-LANE.—Twenty Acres, close to St.

Saviour's Church.
EALING.—Adjoining the New Station. Castle Hill
Park Estate. Seventy-flve acres.

ESHER.—Thirty-five acres, fronting high-road, and
suitable for tlrst-class villas.

HANWELL.—Fronting the high-road and near the
Station.

NORWOOD, SURREY: BEULAH PARK.-14G acres,
well timbered.

DENMARK-HILL. SURREY.—About four acres, well
adapted for superior residences.

REGENTS PARK.—With frontage to the Park and
Albany-street, 300ft. square.

BREAD-STREET-HILL.—Area about GOO feet, suitable
for a warehouse.

RICHMOND.—Lansdowne House Estate, frontage on
Bichmoud-hill, the Lower-road, and abutting on the
Thames.

MALDEN, Surrej'.—230 acres, good frontage aud close

to the Station.
BETCHWORTH.—Undulated and well-timbered. Suit-
able for superior resideuces.

CHOBHAM aud CHERTSEY. -Forty-four acres, front-

ing a high-road.
LEYTON.—Sixty-seven acres. Detached Plots.

LEYTONSTONE.—Thirty acres, close to the Station.
Roads aud Sewers made.

EOW.—Suitable for small Houses.
TUNBRIDGE WELLS.—The Culverdeu Estate, adjoin-

ing the Town.
TOTTENHAM. — West Green-lane, with frontage

thereto, and the high-road. About forty acres.

DITTO.—Hanger-lane. Three acres. Good frontage.
NORTH SHIELDS—Valuable Building Sites surround-
ing the Tuwu.

WIMBLEDON.—Seven Acres, adjoining Station.

For further particulars and terms, apply to Messrs.
DRIVER, Surveyors, Land Agents, and Auctioneers, 4,

Whitehall, London, S.W.

REGENT'S PAR K—SITE of the
COLOSSEUM.—Valuable BUILDING LAND TO

BE LET, occupying about 81,000 square feet, with about
300 feet frontage to the Park, aud also to Albany-street.

—

For terms and particulars, apply to Messrs. Mayhew,
Salmon, & Whiting, Solicitors, yo. Great George-street.
Westminster ; and to Messrs. Driver, Surveyors, Land
Agents, and Auctioneers, 4, "Whitehall, London, S.W.

THE

ENGLISH MECHANIC
AND WORLD OF SCIENCE.

WITH WHICH AHE INOORFOEATED

' The Mechanic," " Scientific Opinion,"-and

" The British and Foreign Mechanic."

PHICE TWOPENCE WEEKLY.

Office—31, Tavistock-stkeet, Covent-garbe.%

And at AU Booksellers and Newsagents.

THE TRADES' ACUMEN : a Table for
readily Ascertaining the number of yards, feet,

inches, and parts iu anything that requires measuring
No trade should be without it. Post free for 13 receipt

stamps.

Published and Sold by S. FUNKENSTEIN, 25, Great
Queen-street, Holborn.

Just Published.

THE MOULDINGS of the SIX PERIODS
of BRITISH ARCHITECTURE from the CON

QUEST to the REFORMATION. ByEDMUND S HAEPE,
M.X
These examples, takeu full-size by unfailing methods

from the principal Cathe»_/al, Conventual, and Parish
Churches of the Kingdom, have been carefully reduced^
chiefly to oue-third the size of the originals, and are

printed in colours. In the selection of the colours attached
to the different Periods the same sequence has been-

adopted as that in which they occur in the Prismatic

Spectrum; so that a given colour not only indicates the

Period to which the Moulding belongs, but also the rela

tive historical position of the Period itself.

The work will be published iu several Numbers, each
containing 60 Plates.—No. 1. Imperial 4to., 21s.

London : E. & F. N. SPON, 48, Charing-cross.

SEAVAGE I RRIGATION AND
DOWNWARD FILTRATION.—A paper on the

SELECTION and PREPARATION of SUITABLE LAND,
read at Maidstone, Nov.. 1870, by Mr. J. BAILEY DEW-
TON, C.E. One Shilling by post.

E. B. SMITH, Maidstone Journal Office, Maidstone.
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PUBLIC MONTOIENTS.

THE subject of public mommients, and
especially elEgies of great men, is now

under constant discussion, owing to the

proposals to adorn the ornamental sjjaces con-

tiguous to the Houses of Parliament with

statues of British statesmen. Few questions

of the kind are more difficult, and few are

more interesting. We have never in these

matters been celebrated. The interiors of

S. Paid's and Westminster exhibit a lament-

able confusion of mortuary trophies, with

which art has had nothing whatever to do

—

masses of marble, carved enormities and un-

natural sj-mbolic gi'oups, in nearly every in-

stance Pagan in design. But, at i^resent, we
refer more particularly to open-air statues,

though, in passing, it may be noticed that oiu'

triumphal columns are generally better

placed. That the Doric pillar on Fish-street-

liill appears to little advantage is due less to

any fault of the architect than to the gradual

rising of the earth around its base, and the

crowding of the locality with buildings. The
Duke of York's Column is nobly-pitched,

and would be a magnificent ornament to

London, were it not for the hideous cage near

the top, which suggests once for all that a

commemorative pillar should be a moniunent,

and not an observatory, and that the neces-

sity for these disfigurements is utterly artifi-

cial. Much criticism has befallen the

Nelson IMonument in Ti-afalgar-square ; but
it is of imposing aspect, nevertheless. It is

when we come to the al fresco effigies of oiu'

historical characters that London chiefly

fails—not merely in their forms as works of

art, but in the situations in which they are

erected. Trafalgar-square, not long ago, sug-

gested the idea of a lately-opened cemetery,

with Nelson on a towering column, Havelock
on a pedestal, Jenner in a chair, and the

other heroes on horseback. The equestrian

effigy of Charles I. is exactly where a statue

should be, at a confluence of great thorough-

fares and looking down a splendid perspective.

Contrast it with the image of Blr. Peabody,
disgracefully thrust into a corner at the back

of the Royal Exchange. That of James 11.

at Whiteliall is out of sight. As for the others,

in the squares they would be decorative if

Englislunen understood what a square shoidd

be ; but they do not. That of Trafalgar is

the only one, in the true sense of the term,

which our metropolis possesses. The others

are mere gardens, railed in and planted. Soho,

S. James's, Cavendish—where stands a

monument of English shame rather than one
of any great man's greatness—Hanover

—

where a really good figure of Pitt, Chantrey's
work, stands in not the worst of jiositions

—Bedford and Kussell-squares, are all minia-

ture and exclusive parks, each adorned with

a statue ; luit these memorials are not, within

the strict meaning of the word, public. Well,

to sum up, we have in London thirteen

images of kings and queens, if it be possible

to include the ghastly skeleton in Leicester-

square, three Wellingtons and one Xelson,

three statesmen, one Kadical Reformer of the

olden type, and one popular benefactor of the

same class. These are of a far higher order

than the absolutely modern works, and not

one of them, however secluded, but puts to

shame the gross caricature of Richard Cobden's
noble figure and featiu'cs which disfigures the

chief thoroughfare of Camden Town. We
say nothing of the images erected on the
Ilolborn "S'iaduct, because they are merely
typical, and really adorn the structure, or of

the effigies proposed to be niched in 'NA'est-

minstcr Hall, since that it is not " open-aii';"'

but we would refer to the preposterous

Guards" JMemorial in Waterloo-place as an
example of vulgar clumsiness. Who that

has seen the monuments of Goethe and the

Three Printers at Frankfort, or that of Rem-
brandt, at Amsterdam, can fad to take in

our meaning'? Nor have the French less

capacity for erecting stately memorials (albeit

for pidling them down also) and fixing upon
appropriate sites for theu" disposition.

Never in Paris would have been seen such a
grotesque as the Trojan Horse on the top of

the arch at Hyde Park Corner, or the

Achilles in the corner of Hyde Park.

This question is becomiug all the more
important, not merely on accoimt of the

sculpture about to be distributed in the

neighbom-hood of the new Palace of West-
minster, but also in anticipation of the

statuary which it is proposed to range

along the line of the Thames Embank-
ment. The public must be anxious to save

this noble thoroughfare from disfigurement

and disgrace. But the curious jJoint is, what
is the public sense, what is the general

expectation upon this subject'? Both, im-

doubtedly, have made great advances. AVe
cannot conceive, inoiu" days, a naked General
AVolfe, crowned by a glory, and upheld by a
Gi-enadier ; Admii'al Hobnes as a Roman

;

Captain Blair I'iding a sea-horse ; Pitt

sitting to History, which paints his portrait

;

Percival lying on a mattrass ; Sir John Moore
receiving a laurel wreath from the Spaniards

—of all nations ! or those other allegorical

absurdities which were the delight of two or

three generations ago, and, indeed, until a

later time. Meanwhile, a proposal has been
made to classify our public memorials, to

reserve cathethals and abbeys for divines,

with, it is presimied, poets, writers, and
statesmen, though the rule, strictly applied,

would relegate these last to the Houses of

Parliament ; the inns of coiu't and the

courts of justice for jurists ; the Halls of the

medical colleges or of hospitals for eminent
medical men ; the imiversity halls for men of

learning ; and the halls of om- scientific

institutions for men of science. We very

much doubt whether any such arrangement

would ever satisfy the sentiment which pro-

poses to erect the memorial of a great man. Not
that scidpture creates fame, except for the

scidptor ; but that it is an outward and visible

manifestation and pi'oof of it in the eyes of

posterity. It would be a mistake to shut up
the image of an antiquary among antiquities,

or that of a gTcat anatomist among the speci-

mens in the Royal College of Surgeons.

But, we repeat, the gTand essential is to study

what we have, and the possibility of rising to

a higher style as to the conception, execution,

and settlement in permanent jDlaces of our

public memorials. There does not exist in

London a solitary example worthy of being

taken as a model ; not even " the masterpiece

of Grinling Gibbons," as guide-book makers,

following one another with slavish monotony,
pronounce it, which we heartily wish had
been melted down long ago into knife and
fork handles ; or that respectable imitation

of a Corinthian column, the Nelson Monu-
ment, crowned by the somewhat anomalous
cocked hat of our naval hero ; or Chantrey's

(ieorge the Fourth, in- the attitude of a
Brighton riding-master ; or the idiotic ma-
jesty, though well pitched, of George III., in

Cockspur-street ; or Sir Henry Havelock, in

the attitude of a soldier at ease, but with the

expression of a Methodist preacher : his com-
)ianion. Sir Charles Napier, looks like a

conceited corporal, who has just been com-
plimented by his adjutant. We have noticed

the Ciuards' Memorial, which resembles

nothing more than a pastrycook's trophy
;

but not the Westminster Boy ^Memorial,

which hath tlie likeness of a dry drinking-

fountain. Oddly enough, one of our best

specimens—that of James II.—stands pur-

gatorily in a dirty yard off Wlutehall, instead

of being placed, for instance, at the inter.sec-

tion of two such streets as Oxford-street

and Regent-street—spots which would not

be required exclusively for lam]is if our

thoroughfare lighting were at all decent.

There is Lord George Bentinck, shrouded in

the obscurity of Cavendish-square
;
Queen

Elizabeth outside, in a disused chirrchyard
;

and Queen Victoria inside the Koyal Ex-
change ; and George Stephenson consigned
to a railway station. Not any of these

can very raptm-ously be recommended.
Sir Robert Peel, at the top of Cheapside,
occupies an excellent position, as does
William IV. in view of London-bridge ; but
where is Coeur de Lion, after his many muta-
tions ?—this statue has always been a sort of

nightmare in the scidpture world of England
—and where is George Canning, who was so
long his maltreated colleague ? Let us note
a few incidents connected with some of these.

That of Pitt, in Hanover-square, is without
outline—the gi-eat fault of our public statues

—being muffled up, obediently to a ridiculous

tradition, in a semi-Classic, semi-Red Indian,

or blanket, toga ; that of the Duke of Kent,
at the upper end of Portland-place, is nearly
smothered among architectm'al accessories

;

Chantrey's George TV., in Trafalgar-square,

though equestrian, is also togaed ; that of

Jenner, though Trafalgar-square has been
relieved of it, has been doomed to • sit

among the verdm-e and water of the Old
Court subui-b, where it some day may be mis-

taken for a river god ; indeed, the catalogue,

and the criticisms upon it, might be almost

indefinitely extended. But a final word of

advice to yoimg scidptors who have oppor-
timities of travel. If their school be heroic,

let them mark the genius which created Peter
the Great at Moscow, and Frederick the

Great at Berlin ; or, if otherwise, a single

monument in Paris may change many of

their preconceived ideas — the statue of

jNIoliere, in the Rue de Richelieu, which is

perfect. It will be perceived that we have
omitted all mention of the Albert Memorial

;

but this has been purposely.

THE HALF-AND-HALF STYLE.

TF the present time is one in which public
-*- opinion on a variety of points is

thoroughly unsettled, it is one in which
jjublic taste seems equally subject to change
and uncertainty. There are a vast muiiber

of people who do not know theu- own minds
about architecture, any more than about
religion cr politics ; and their hesitation

natm-aUy expresses itself in the style v.'hich

we now have to notice. Our published illus-

trations give little idea of the extent to which
this style prevails. It is less common in

public buildings than in others, and least

common of all in churches, which form so
lai'ge a per-centage of them. Its] examples,

too, are rai-ely of very great merit, and
thus, from one cause or another, the selec-

tions from them which appear in the
pages of an architectural jom-nal give no
criterion of their absolute abundance. They
vary much in character, and it would be easy

to put together a series in regular gradation,

from Gothic designs containing alittle Classic,

down to Classic ones modified by a little

Gothic. They are a symptom of transition,

of dissatisfaction with existing types, of

readiness to accept new ideas. They may
possibly be steps on the road to another per-

manent system, but they can hardly be per-

manent tiiemsclves. The half-and-half style

is too crude and disorganised to endure.

This fashion of mixing up the peculiarities

of two or more past manners of buikling is

often, as wo have said, a symptom and result

of dissatisfaction with all of them. It is felt

that they all, more or less, fad to suit us
;

that in all there is much that we want to get

rid of, while there may also be much that

we would gladly, if possible, retain. This

hybrid system of design, if taken at the best,

is a sort of exjieriment : its followers may
be looked on as inqmring whether it is prac-

ticable to keep the useful and reject the useless

amongst the art-trachtions of the past. '• We
admire," they may be supposed to say, "the

massiveness, breadth, and grandeur- of Greek
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and Roman work ; but we see that Greek
construction is unscientific, and Roman con-
struction untruthful. We admit that both owed
half their characteristics to a climate and a civi-

lisation different from ours ; \v e are convinced
that both can only be successfully imitated with
the costliest kind of masonry and the highest
finish of detail—that both, in short, are so
expensive that we can rarely afford to do
more than caricature them. On the other
hand, we admire the skill and truthfulness of
Gothic construction, the ease with which the
Pointed style adapts itself to circumstances,
the freshness and naturalness of much of ius

ornament. But it, too, looks unreal, if literally

revived ; its spirit is not the spirit of modern
times ; it tends to be fantastic, romantic,
over-picturesque We do not want to dis-

guise our shops in middle-age costume, nor
to put our warehouses into a sort of fancy-
ball dress

;
and we mean to try if the Classic

simplicity of expression cannot be joined to
Gothic honesty and naturalness of design."
The aim seems plausible enough, and is, in

fact, to a great extent a good one. The mis-
take lies in uniting the details of two styles,

and supposing that this is the way to unite
their spirit. Wliat needs doing is something
much more subtle and difficult than this,

otherwise every pupil and office-boy might
invent a new style. Still, these attempts,
unsuccessful as most of them are, have some-
thing to teach. They often show where a
change is wanted, though they seldom show
exactly what that change should be. The
details which they agree to reject, whether
Gothic or Classic ones, are likely, though
not certain, to be found in reality objection-
able. They may, indeed, be set aside through
prejudice, but it is equally probable that
good cause exists for their disuse.

Of the Gothic details omitted in these
hybrid structures, one of the most constant is

the tracery window. Here, at least in civil

and domestic work, the omission is a natural
one. As long as the public prefer sashes to

casements, so long, at least, will slender
tracery be out of place. The horizontal lines

of the sash are so marked that nothing but a
solid pier or column will keep them in due
subordination. eJoined to the attenuated de-
tail of the later Gothic, they catch the eye
and rival the stone mullions in importance.
They cut the light of the window most un-
pleasantly in two, and destroy the vertical

tendency of the design. And apart from
this, sash-frames make mullions plainly

unnecessary. WTiat need is there of

stonework to support the glass, when that

glass is already supported by wood?
Mullions and tracery are a natural and reason-
able thing while the glazing is actually

attached to them. They divide the area into

widths narrow enough to stiffen the lead

lights and iron frames
; they form the stone

rebated frame border with which the case-

ments close. But when, as in the sash, the
glass is carried in a wooden frame, and this

frame works up and down in a wooden border,

the whole thing has been already effected.

There is no purpose for mullions, except
that of hiding the real construction ; their

occupation is gone—they are a superfluity, a
.sham. We see, therefore, no defensible
ground for the use of thin mullions in con-
nection with sashes, meaningby thin mullions
those which merely divide lights of which
several are included beneath a single arch,

and which have no other purpose than thus
to divide them. If they cairy the wall
above, or even a solid tympanum, the
case is different. They have then a practical
use to serve ; they become, in fact, small
piers or columns, and are mullions no
longer. The mixed style of the last few years
has thus, we think, done rightly in rejecting
tracery where sashes are used; but it has
not been happy in finding a substitute. Its
only idea, in the great majority of cases, has
been that of a round-headed aperture, very
broad, very low, and very ugly. Is there,
then, some transcendant virtue in a wide

semi-circular sash, which totally outweighs
all considerations of beauty ? Every one
knows, on the contrary, that nothing can well

be worse. Its upper part is so ricketty and
troublesome to close that it has even become
the custom to make it square inside, though
it appears round without. It really seems as

if this dumpy meeting-house window had its

ugliness tolerated for the sake of its in-

convenience ; it is hard, at any rate, to see

why else it is endured and perpetuated.

Take another Gothic feature which this

style omits, the arch moulding. In a brick

building, and many of the buildings in ques-
tion are of brick, elaborate mouldings are

somewhat out of place. To be true in curva-

ture they must usually be rubbed, not
formed in the clay before it is burnt ; and
they thus become too costly for common
work. They are replaced, in a great deal of

this hybrid architecture, by coloured voussoirs

and patterns ; and only in a minority of cases

with a good result. These patterns, it is true,

while they are fresh and bright, contribute

something to the showiness of the design.

They give importance, for a time, to the

arches ; but they do this in a far less satis-

factory way than the details which they

replace. They do not repeat the beautiful

curves of the window-head, and enhance
their beauty by delicate gradations of light

and shade ; they are totally disconnected

forms—patches of applied surface decoration

—not decorated features of construction.

The result is that the eye soon wearies of

them. Their effect, perhaps, is not in all

cases to be rejected ; we may be willing now
and then to adopt them as part of the archi-

tect's repertoire
;
but we shall do ill to accept

them as a final and complete substitute for

the magnificent arch -moulds of the Eai'ly

Pointed period ; and even such excellence as

they possess they do not long retain. In
our towns, at least, they fade before their

designer's eyes, and in a very few years

disappear entirely behind a veil of soot.

After all, an arch recessed in square orders is

a far more permanent and far more architec-

tural production. If we cannot have mould-
ings, we can, at least, have a series of square

arrisses ; we can have lines of shadow and
contrasting lights — something to express

solidity and thickness rather than a mere
surface coating of red and yellow.

Another Gothic feature abandoned by this

eclectic school is the high-pitched I'oof.

For this there may be several motives, of

which a chief one seems to be the saving of

thought and invention. Steep roofs cannot
well have very wide spans, or they rise too

high, present too much surface to the wind,

and look awkward and unwieldy. Now,
while it requires care and skill to cover a

large area by means of several moderate-
sized roofs, anybody can manage it within

reasonable limits in a single span. All that

is necessary is to look in Tredgold's " C'ar-

pentry," or some similar book, for the form
and scantling of the trusses, to stretch them
across from wall to wall, to fix on them the

usual apparatus of purlins and rafters, and
to finish off with the usual pyramid of slating

appropriate to what is known as a ' substan-

tial family residence." It is true that by a

little contrivance the trusses might have
been dispensed with, and a far better house

built for somewhat less money ; but as the

proprietor is satisfied with it as it is, this is

a matter which concerns no one. Another
thing which has kept the flat-pitch in favour

is doubtless the idea that there must be

a waste of room where the angle is steeper.

On one supposition, indeed, this must un-

doubtedly be the case ; if it is an absolute

necessity that all rooms should have horizon-

tal ceilings. If a level surface of plaster over-

head is really a first requisite of civilised life,

then, indeed, the inside of every roof must be
chiefly wasted, and it is natural to keep all

roofs as low as may be. But if, on the con-

trary, it is a relief rather than an annoyance

to escape from the box-like cells in which we

pass our days into any apartment which has
a structural and distinctive form, then there
is no reason why some of the pleasantest

chambers in the house should not occupy the
space which is now neglected. We can easUy
make the construction fireproof : we can
render it as impervious to heat and cold as

any part of the dwelling; and so far the
high-pitched roof has more advantages for us
than it had even for those who first intro-

duced it. But it is not always for practical

reasons, either real or supposed, that this

feature is set aside. Quite as often its ex-

clusion seems to be only one part of a system
—one development of the general idea on
which the designers of the half-and-half

style act. Their aim—or that, at least, of

many' of them—seems to be the production

of a horizontal style free from the untruth-

fulness of the modern Classic, and their low
roofs, like many other of their details, are

adopted simply because their character is a

horizontal one. This general aim, then, even
more than the separate details, is what needs

to be examined. Ought our modern style to

have a strongly-marked horizontal character?

It not, the members of the school in question

are on the wrong tack : for it is precisely

this character which they seek to retain,

while working to a considerable extent on
Mediaeval principles. Without endorsing

their practice, it is easy to feel a certain

amount of sympathy for it. Remembering
the absurd and exaggerated verticality which
some quasi-Gothic designers of the day affect,

large allowance should be made for the in-

evitable reaction. Looking, for instance, at

the "Decorated" chapel of the period, with

its wiry buttresses and pinnacles, and gablets

all running up to seed, one cannot be very

severe on the men who say, " Come what
may, we will keep clear of such frippery as

this : our buildings, good or bad, shall look

like buildings, and not like confectionery

ornaments on a Twelfth-cake " It is enough,

for the moment, to make all verticality an

abomination, and to diive us into an approval

of heavy entablatui-es and vast, overshadow-

ing eaves. But reason shows a way between

the two. On the one hand, our town archi-

tecture must, by its natui'c, have a consider-

able number of horizontal lines. The mere
division of houses into separate floors is of

itself enough to produce them. There will

inevitably be level ranges of windows,- tier

over tier, and to make them look like long

vertical openings would be both untrue and

unsatisfactory. Keep, then, those horizontal

featm-es for which there is a reason : display

them as far as they exist ; but do not add

others wdiich have neither purpose nor

reality. The enormous cornice, for instance,

whicli projects from the wall near the top of

these mongrel structures is quite uncalled

for and unnecessary. It is not even an eaves

cornice ; it is a thing stuck against the parapet

with no legitimate excuse whatever. Far

better show the real construction, here as

elsewhere ; let the parapet announce itself,

if there is a parapet, and decorate it instead

of concealing it. JjCt the roof and the

chimneys show themselves, and since their

tendency is a vertical one, let it appear so.

The very habits and customs of English

society point to picturesqueness in our streets.

We cannot have imiformity, for uniformity

implies minute rules and regulations which

would not be tolerated in this country for a

moment. We cannot carry out the horizontal

principle as the main one in our street archi-

tecture, with any success, until everyone is

bound to build with stories of the same

height, with cornices of the same section,

with roofs of the same pitch, with doors and

windows, even, of the same, or a closely

similar pattern. Till all this is enforced by

law, every frontage must take care of itself
;

and the only choice is to give it a pictm-esque

sky-line or a flat one. Now nothing is less

interesting, has less merit of any kind, than a

row of flat-to})ped house fronts of all sorts of

heiahts and sizes, bobbing up and down, and
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looking as if they ouglit to have been uni-

form, but could not manage it. The most

Classic of Classic architects cannot admire

them as a whole, for they spoil each other

;

few things are more offensive than an attempt

at regularity which does not succeed. If we
could keep our street fronts as even as a line

of the Guards on parade, it might, or might

not be well to do so ; but since we can get

them in no better trim than Falstaff's ragged

regiment, the only course is to break them
out of order at once. Affectingno regularity,

they may easily become jjicturesquc ; all that

is wanted to this end is to let them follow

their nature. And so, fully agreeing that a

very vertical style is not the style for om-

towns, we are equally sure that an affectedly

horizontal one is out of place there. The
true mediimi will be foimd by keeping close

to realities, by letting ranges of windows run

straight when there is floor above floor

compelling them to do so, but by allowing the

roofs to break into hips or gables or dormers,

just as may be most convenient and most
beautiful.

We might go on to any extent criticising

the other details which are retained or

omitted in this composite manner of build-

ing, and might point out, if they really need

pointing out to any one, the glaring discords

which are produced by mixing up the pecu-

liarities of two opposite architectural systems.

But believing the general principle involved

to be a mistake, there is no need to insist

further on subordinate questions. The great

want for modern purposes, as we conceive, is

not a style whose leading features are rigidly

uniform and horizontal, however much liberty

such a style may allow in minor details. It

is rather one which is picturesque by nature,

though it submits to restraint where restraint

is necessary—one which follows and expresses

the actual character of the buildings to which
it is applied, being horizontal where they are

horizontal, and vertical where they are ver-

tical. And it is likely to be arrived at, not

by mixing up two quite distinct and incon-

grous types, but by selecting that one which
seems most nearly to fulfil the conditions,

and modifying it gradually and thoughtfully

in the required direction. Hybrid races are

rarely permanent, and the hybrid style of

our modern buildings is not likely to prove

an exception to the rule.

SHIFTING STUFF.
TN all contracts, whether they relate to the
-*- erection of a Crystal Palace, the con-
struction of a railway, or the cutting of a

Suez Canal, there is invariably a particular

kind of work, a certain portion of the esti-

mate, that pays better than any other. This
is by no means in proportion to the quality

of the work, or its price, altliough it un-
questionably depends, generally speaking,
upon the quantity. Occasionally, items of

small amount, for which a large price is

allowed, are a good thing for the contractor
;

but, as a rule, the items heavy in quantity
and small in price per unit of measurement,
pay the best. A genuine contractor likes a
"big job." He likes to deal in generalities.

Petty, insignificant contracts allow no scope
for the exercise of those peculiar talents

which have always distinguished the English
contractor. On the other hand, a large con-
tract affords facilities for, and in fact demands,
all the energy that he possesses. The readi-

ness, aptitude for contrivances and make-
shifts, promptitude in .seizing every occasion
that presents itself and turning it to account,
indefatigable attention and untiring perse-
verance that all our gi-eat contractors are en-
dowed with, are then capable of being dis-

played to the best advantage. It must not
be supposed that those gentlemen pay no at-

tention to, or have no knowledge of details

of works. The truth is that the reverse is

the case. The most intimate knowledge of
the value of details, and a close study of
their immense importance and bearing

upon work, is indispensable to every one
who intends to make money by contract-

ing. But this acquaintance with the

minutiae of work does not prevent the

contractor preferring to deal with them tn

masse. In order to traffic in tons and parts

of tons one ought to be acquainted with the

price of the article per hundredweight or jxr

pound, as the case may be, but one is not in

consequence limited to trading in the smaller

amounts. There is just the same difference

between one of oiu' merchant princes and a

small retail tradesman, as there is between a
Brassey and a local builder and contractor.

So well is this difference recognised and
established among the parties themselves,

that a contractor of the former calibre would
no more think of tendering for certain de-

scriptions of contracts than a wholesale City

merchant would consent to supply private

families with goods.

The days most fortunate for contractors

were those which witnessed the infancy of

railways, and it is incontestable that the most
paying parts of the contracts was the earth-

work. In other words, the amount of stuff

to be shifted was the pith and marrow of the

contract. This was always the heaviest item

in the construction of the early lines of steam
communication. Attempts were then made
by engineers to approximate to the heau iihnl

of a railroad—namely, that which should

have CO cm-ves and no gradients. No wonder
there was an immense quantity of stuff to be
shifted; no wonder that the earthworks were
heavy when a curve having a radius of one
mile was considered sharp, and a gi'adient of

one in a hundred was regarded as almost too

steep for the powers of a locomotive. If we
draw the proper distinction between rural

and urban railways, it will be admitted that

in the construction of the former, especially

of the earlier examples, heavy cuttings

necessitated corresjjondingly heavy embank-
ments. The engineer, in order to avoid the
" running to spoil " of any of the earthwork,
endeavoured to adhere to the golden rule so

familiar at that time to young members of

the profession, " Always make your cuttings
equalise your embankments." At the present
time this rule, though correct in the main, is

not so strictly adhered to as fonnerly, nor
could it be, bearing in mind that our system
of railway construction has undergone great
modification since the days of the fathers of

steam locomotion. Embankments are easy
enough to construct when there is plenty of

stuff to be got for the purpose from the nearest
cuttings, or even when, at the worst, they
can be made up from side cuttings. But the
case becomes very much altered when an
embankment is necessary and no stuff can be
got in the neighbourhood to make it with.

Abundance of examples of this are to be
seen in the vicinity of London, where earth-
works are replaced by viaducts of brickwork.
Instances have occurred in the construction
of railways in which a viaduct has been
built in the place of an embankment, not
because stuff could not be obtained along the
line for a solid bank, but because the cutting
from which the supply would have to be
drawn was at too great a distance, that is, the
" lead" was too long. It was cheaper to use
a more expensive material than to run the
other so far. It is in balancing up these
several discrep.ancies, and forming a correct

judgment of the method to employ, that the
genius of the contractor is displayed. It

must be borne in mind that " shifting stuff"

in the open country, and in a city similar to

London, are totally different matters, and
that our remarks apply, to their full extent,

only to the former description of work.
Assuming that our statement respecting

the comparative advantage and pecuniary
benefit to the contractor of a large amount
of earthwork in a contract is accurate, the
question will natur.ally be asked—why? A
little consideration will demonstrate the
reason, and in order to render the snbject

clearer, let us compare earthwork with

brickwork. In the first place it is a great
deal more difticidt, particularly for an en-
gineer, to estimate what the cost of shifting
so much stuff in certain situations will come
to, than it is for him to arrive at the cost of
so much brickwork. The price of bricks per
thousand can be ascertained to the fraction
of a shilling ; the cost of the labour to build
a rod of ordinary brickwork can also be
known to the same degree of accuracy ; and,
moreover, there is only one way of going to
work about it, in whatever locality the opera-
tions may be carried on. But it is far other-
wise with earthwork. Independently of the
fact that the price varies very widely with
the natui-e and situation of the material,
there are numerous ways in which the shift-

ing may be accomplished. It may be run in
barrows, carted away, removed in barges,
as occui-red during the construction of the
Thames Embankment and the Metropolitan
District Railway, or conveyed away upon a
tramway, either by horse or steam power.
The difficulty of arriving at a correct estimate
of the cost of shifting stuff was well exempli-
fied in the early days of railways on the Con-
tinent. The French engineers made their

usual mathematical and elaborate calculations

respecting the effect that the different

"leads" would have upon the price, and
their own native contractors followed suit.

As may be imagined, the French tenders were
enormously high. Without in the least

troubling themselves about calculations of

any but a very simple arithmetical character,

the English contractors made their estimates,

which were much lower than those of their

foreign confreres, and obtained the contracts.

It is not too much to assert that to this cir-

cumstance of readily and correctly estimating

what the cost of shifting stuff would be is due
the great amount of foreign work executed by
English contractors. It enabled them to get

a footing in foreign countries which they
have never lost. Another reason why earth-

work is usually so paying a job for the con-
tractor is, that he is at liberty to use any
method he pleases of executing it, which is

not the case with other descriptions of work
He is not hampered by a variety of condi-

tions which are attached to other items.

After some practice and experience, it is not
surprising that the contractor becomes en-
dowed with a special facidty of devising
means to execute earthwork cheaply and
effectually. That this is the case is amply
manifested by the circumstance that some
contractors tender for earthwork, if not alto-

gether, at least in preference to other des-

criptions of work. Again, on a large job, it is

a common occurrence to let out the shifting

of stuff to sub-contractors, who not only make
a profit out of it themselves, but leave a
b.alance also to theii- employers. There is,

perhaps, one exception to the opinions we
have expressed—that is, where the shifting

of stuff takes the shape of water work. But,

at the same time, a high price is always
allowed for such work, as there are

so many contingencies to be provided for.

It must, however, be confessed that there is

always some risk incurred in all works in

which water is present ; and here, as in many
similar instances, the contractor must put a

little faith in his good luck.

THE INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION:
THE INDIAN AND THE FRENCH
ANNEXES.

IN the notice of the International E.xhibi-

tion which appeared in the Building
News for May i3th, mention was made of the

questionable position of the Indian collection

in the lobby of the Horticultuial, Gardens en-

trance. This will shortly be altered, a distinct

building having been erected near the south-

east entrance of the Exliibition for the special

purpose of containing the Indian objects. It

is a pity that the building and collection are

not to be both permanently located here.
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If thei-e was the smallest appreciation of the

just claims of our Indian dependency—of our
OTvn duties and interests—there would be
such an exhibition on a grand scale. It is

known that the native inhabitants of the

vast and splendid Anglo-Indian empire, our
fellow subjects, are highly ingenious; that

their art principles are singularly sound and
good, still existing in original piurity ; their

manufactures many of them of unrivalled

excellence ; whilst, in respect of the natural

productions and powers of the country, its

capabilities are as vast as valuable. Yet
how little, how insignificantly little, is the
interest and attention manifested by the
people of this country in respect of these
facts, and how lukewarm the action of the
Home Government in fostering or developing
the talents of xhe people or resources of the
country ! There is a museum inherited by
the Imperial Government from the East
India Company. But where is it ? Instead
of making the most of it, having a worthy,
accessible building to do honour to it, it is

hidden—thrust into the garrets of the India
Office ! Indian productions are yet but
cui-iosities in this country, and cannot else-

where be seen at all. There should be a grand
permanent exhibition of Indian art, manufac-
twes, and natural productions, with a ' 'Bazaar"
—a real bazaar, attached—the buildingbeing of
the Mahomedan-Hindoo style of architecture,

illustrating its characteristic beauties, so that
the building and its valuable contents would
mutually give and receive adornment the one
from the other. Such an exhibition would
be one of the greatest attractions of the
metropolis, of especial interest to foreigners,

who know so little of Indian productions, and,
I am sure, an immense .success commercially.
If the Government is not disposed to carry
out such idea, it would be worth while for

native merchants and gentlemen to do so.

The French Commissioners, readily alive

to the interests they represent, have at their

own cost erected a permanent annexe for the
exclusive display of their art and manufac-
tures. It is now open, and forms the most
generally attractive part of the Exhibition.
Without France, what is an Liternational
Exliibition worth ? Painting, sculpture in

marble, bronze, and terra-cotta, jewcllerj-,

lace, porcelain, furniture, &c., are all here in

profusion, and of the highest excellence. The
names of Christofle, Barbedienne, Susse,
Marnjdiac, and Deniere sufficiently attest

the claims of the Parisian metal-workers here
exhibiting. Amongst the objects likely to
interest our readers are the beautiful draw-
ings for ceiling and other decorations by
Galland, and others by Prignot. There is one
of Fourdinois' exquisitely-carved cabinets in

walnut-wood, which well deserves attention,

and there is a case of books exhibited by the
architectural publishers. Morel and Co.
Students of architecture not familiar with
these works would do well now to make their

acquaintance. P. E. BI.
«

ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.

AT the usual fortnightly meethig of this Associa-
tion on Friday evening last, after the usual

routine business, the officers for the ensuing session

were nominated, the election tailing place on Friday
evening next, that being the last meeting of the
Association for the present session. Mr. J. S. Quilter,
hon. sec, announced that the final arrangements for
the annual excursion of the Association were com-
pleted. The excursionists wiil start on Monday
July .31. Full p.articulars will be duly announced.
The cliairman also announced that it was proposcil
to hold the annual dinner of the Association at
Sidcup, on Saturday, July 8th. After the dinner
it was proposed to visit King John's Palace at
Eltham, audjVIr. Brooks's new church on Chiselhurst
Common. The Librarian announced the presenta-
tion to the Library of "Architectural Drawings,"
by the author, Mr. W. Burges. A cordial vote of
thanks was accorded to the donor.

Mr. C. Aldkidge then read the folio wing paper on

ARCHITECTURAL DECOKATIOX.

In a paper that I had the honour of raiding Ijcfore the
Association some years ago on the subject of the archi-

tecture of North Italy, with respect more particularly
to the brick and terra-cotta buildings of that country,
I ventured to draw some parallels loetween the archi-

tecture of buildings in this country and of those that I

had then lately visited, and to express an opinion
that valuable lessons might be learnt by us from the
examples of architectural decoration in North Italy,

particularly with respect to brick and terra-cotta orna-
ment. With regard to this p.articul.ar class of decora-
tion, I must expressmy regret that the paper announced
in the syllabus to be read on April 21 last, " On the
Treatment of Terra-Cotta," by Mr. J. Tavenor Perry,
should have sh,ared the some fate as some of the
other innocents that have been massacred during this

session, more particularly as the subject of terra-

cotta ornament is now being revived in this country,
and we have already several important buildings in

which this class of decoration has been almost
exclusively used. I may mention, among others

familiar to you, the new buildings for Dulwich
College and the Museum and Albert Hall at South
Kensington, concerning which I hoped Mr. Perry
would have given us the beuetit of his valuable criticism.

However, it is not my intention this evening to " put
mj'self in liis place," .as the subject of my paper wiU
be more general, and include other modes of archi-

tectural decoration ; but, as I intend to touch briefly

on the subject of terra-cotta ornament, I leave it

open to you to confine the discussion at the close of

this paper to that particidar class of ornament. A
word as to the subject of my paper. I sluiU not
attempt to lay down any new theory with respect to

architectural decoration, but simply .and briefly to

give you the results of a few general observations.

I propose confining m}' remarks this evening to

exterior decoration, with respect merely to secular

ii-s distinguished from ecclesiastical architecture. At
a future time I may, perhaps, extend the subject to

interior decoration and church architecture generally.

Brich and Terra-Cotta v. Stucco.—I shall

commence with the most ordinary mode of archi-

tectural decoration, as exemplified in an ordi-

nary London house, I speak more particularly of
the modern houses and villas that h.ave been scattered
so plentifully of late years in and about London.
What is the prevailing characteristic of all the archi-

tectural decoration (if, indeed, I can applv such
griind words to such ignoble efforts) ? I think there
is Init one answer to the question—viz., " Sham"

—

sham meretricious ornament, from the sham porticoes

or pilasters that decorate the entrances to these

miserable specimens of modern architectiu-e to the
sham stone cornice th.it is generally considered
essential to "finish" the fafade, and impart to it

wliat is termed somewhat of an .architectural

appearance, as if the buQder could redeem his manv
sins of omission by conmiitting greater sins m the
name and for the sake of ornament. I have men-
tioned the word " builder," and no doubt many will

answer my censure of this prevailing style of deco-
ration by saying thiit in the large m.ajority of

instances no architect has been consulted, and hence
the inherent badness of the design. This, no doubt,

is In a great measure true, and to some extent answers
my complaint ; but still there .are many instances

where architects have been consulted, and instead of

doing better things have been obliged or content to

follow in the same style of ornament .adopted In the

neighbourhood, excusing themselves by saying that
they could not help it, or by asking wh.at could they do
better with so Httle expenditure ? And here, I think,

lies the root of the whole matter—viz., that good
design and good ornament can only be obtained
together mth a large outhiy. Thus the majority of

the building ]3ublic, when they require something
"done on the cheap," either decline .altogether to take
professional advice, and content themselves with the

cheap plaster ornament provided ready-made, or

else consult some one who is disposed to humour their

\iews on the subject, and avoid all dispute. But
why good design (or what passes for such) should be

limited to large buildings, and where economy of

cost has not to be so carefully considered, I am at a
loss to divine, and yet such is mainly the case, and
will reniiain so until the public are taught a little

more art, and told that good oruiiment does not

necessarily imply a large outlay, and, on the other

hand, that compo dressings in imitation of stone,

with the addition of cheap graining and plenty of

varnish, cannot possibly be termed architectural

decoration in any true sense of the term. Tliis

brings me to the point to which I wish jtarticularly to

draw your attention—viz., that, however cheap the

architecture, or however great may be the pressure put
upon us, we should uever sauction any architectural

decoration whatever that Is a sham, or an imitation

of some material that the outlay will not allow us

to employ. It ivould be preferaljle to have no
exterior ornament at all, and use the money tluis

saved In trying to make the Interior decorjitlon more

.artistic. How much better would it be for the
durability of thousands of the cheaplj^-built "eligible
villas," and for the comfort of the inhabitants, if the
money expended In compo porticoes, string-courses,
architraves, cornices, balustrades, .and, in fact, all

the Ingredients of compo architecture, were saved,
and expended Instead on thicker walls, stronger
timbers, and joinery that does not fall to pieces a
few months after it Is fixed. I am convinced that
It would be far better for the pockets of the land-
lords, the comfort of the tenants, and the artistic

appearance of our towns. If every bit of this class

of ornament were to be swept aw.ay, and we could
return in some measure to the somewhat primitive but
more honest mode of building of the seventeenth
and eighteenth centuries. Art critics and others
may Laugh at what is termed "the Queen Annean
revival," but, for my part, I .am truly rejoiced at the
s.ame, feeling convinced that It is a healthy sign,

and marks a change that, I hope, is damiing upon
the domestic architecture of the country, I am con-
vinced that the architects who .are adopting this

style of building can never perpetrate the horrid
monstrosities of architectural decoration that offend
oiu- eyesight in aknost every street in modern
London, The best architectural ornament is first of

all good design and proportion, and secondly, good
workmanship and materials. If we have not these
Ingredients, no amount of decoration can atone for

their .absence; it is like tr^dng to patch up a picture

that is badly drawn and out of perspective by daubing
it over with colour. We may go on decorating and
haying on endless ornament, but after all our expcn-
dltiu-e and trouble the building retains all its bad
features, which cannot be concealed. Supposing,
however, that the building is well designed and the

various p.orts well balanced. What kind of decora-

tion should we employ ? In a brick building I think

nothing but brick ornament or some like material,

and In saying this I cannot be .accused of giving too

narrow a field for architectural orn.ament. We have
now bricks of all shapes and coloiu*s, moulchngs of

every conceivable form, and terra-eotta ornament
can be manufactured to suit every style and design.

Surely here is enough Viiriety of ornament to suit

every taste—colour and form of every kind, and all

m.ade from the same materi.al, the native claj'. Let us

abolish that villanous compound called Portland
cement, and never use it ornamentally except as a

ground-work of painting and frescoes. I am persuaded,

for man}' reasons, that for thelarge majority of build-

ings, and particularly in London, brick and terra-

cotta are the only decorative materials that can be

used with .any degree of success. Of course I do not

•wish to exclude the use of stone, but still I am of

opinion, considering the nature of our climate and
atmosphere, that stone should only be used as an
exterior decorative material (I speak of carding,

sculpture, and mouldings) with the greatest care

and precaution. I will tell you why 1 have set my
heart upon brick and terra-cotta orn.ament—simply

becatrse it appears to me to be the only material

that possesses what I ventiue to think are the chief

points In architectural decoration—viz,, coloiu',

durability, and economy of cost, Aiid, firstly, as

to colour, I hold that no decoration can be con-

sidered successful unless it Is accompanied by colour.

Colour is as essential to decoration as are light .and

air to our health. What, I ask, is the main difference

between oiu- large towns and those of It.aly, France,

and Germany ? Not the style of the architecture

only, for we possess as fine buildiugs, wide streets,

and public monuments, as almost auy country in the

world ; but in my opinion It is the lack of colour

in our decoration, and the absence of all picturesque-

ncss in our architecture. As to the latter element,

I do not speak now, but it is mainly to .advocate the

more frequent use of colour In our buildings that I

have offered to read this paper. We hear foreigners

say that London Is so gloomy, dirtv, and alwaj-s

in a state of fog, "We architects cannot so

much help the fog, although I think even that com-

plaint might be greatly lessened by more stringent

regulations with respect to the consumption of smoke.

Much m.ay be done by us, however, to render our

streets less gloomy, by the more frequent use of

colour, and thus in some measure removing the im-

Invlting appearance caused by our sooty stone

buUcUngs, cold gray brick, and grimy Portland

cement houses. Our climate prevents us employing

frescoes as an exterior decoration, but we have other

modes of obtaining colour—viz., from bricks, tiles,

terra-cotta, .and mosaics, and why should we hesitate

to use them ?

Durability and Cleanliness.—I believe it is

generally allowed that brick is about tlie most

durable "material that can be used for building pur-

poses, and it is .also the only really fire-resisting

material, stone, as we know, being apt to crack and

split under the influence of great heat. A\'e have,
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therefore, another inducement for employing ceramic

decoration. I would also say a word as to cleanli-

ness. Good terra-cotta does not change colour like

stone or Portland cement, but always retains its

briglitness of tone, as we may see by the numerous
examples of terra-cotta ornament in Italy, mostly
upwards of three centuries old, or by the more
ancient Roman brickwork, which retains its coloiu'

almost intact to the present day. It can also be

easily cleaned, and no amount of rain, cold, or

heat can damage it to any extent.

Economy.—Terra-cotta is also, I believe, the

most economical mode of decoration (I am not

speaking now of elaborate ornament), certainly far

cheaper in every way than Portland cement or stone

carving ; and I am sure if its advantages were more
generally knowTi, and its use more extensively

advocated, the cost would soon become much less.

Tiles v. Slates.—And while speaking on the

subject of colour, I must lament another great

change that has taken place in our mode of building

during the last half century ; I allude to the intro-

duction and now almost exclusive use of slate as a
roofing material, in lieu of tiles. I venture to think
this a reason for genuine regret. The architecture

of London is so generally cold and monotonous that

we can ill afford to lose the warmth and variety of

colour to be derived from tiles. No doubt there are

reasons for the substitution of slate, such as their

cheapness and comparatively light weight, but these

I cannot consider as sufhcient reasons—certainly not
the latter, it having led to the reduction of the size

of the roof timbers, and consequently to weakness
in construction. No doubt with our present low-

pitched roofs slate is a safer covering than tiles, but
this is only an additional argument for the re-intro-

duction of roofs with a higher pitch, that would be
visible from below, covered \ritli the old-fashioned

tile.

Ordinary Present Day Brickioork.—I cannot
conclude these rem.arks upon brick and terra-cotta

orn.ament without saying a few words upon the in-

ferior class of brick, both vnih respect to colour,

form, and manufacture, that is now extensively

used in building under the term of " stock brick-

work." I am convinced that there has been a great
falling off in this respect since the commencement
of this century, and I fear that the introduction of

maclnnery for the mauufa'^ture of bricks will not
tend to improve matters. I think you will all agree
wath me that much improvement is required iu our
brickwork, not only in the quality and colour of

the bricks, but also in the mode of Laying them. No
one can fail to notice the great difference between
the brickwork of the seventeenth ivnd eighteenth

centuries and that of our time. Of course, so long

as the pernicious practice of using " facing" bricks

(or that of building in the shortest possible time with
the cheapest bricks and then covering the whole up
with cement) continues, we must not hope for much
improvement. M. Griiuer, in his elaborate work on
the terra-cotta decorations of North Italy, speaking
with regard to brickwork in England says :

—" In
England brick was in former days modelled and
cast into artistic and ornamental forms, but whether
in consequence of the high duty imposed upon brick,

and tlie consequent limitation as to size and shape,
or from the influence of the contract system of

building, the legal English brick has become by
degrees the least durable and most unsightly in use
in any country, .and has hence produced that dislike

to its coloiu- and material wliicli proceeds not from
its intrinsic ugliness, but from association of the
imagination with ideas of coarseness and meanness
of construction."

Architectural Decoration in Stone.—Passing
on from brick and terra-cotta ornament, let me now
say a few words as to the various means of decora-
tion in stone, marble, granite, &c. I propose dividing
the subject under two divisions—viz.. Sculpture and
Material.

Sculpture.—This class of ornament includes the
decorative treatment of stone, such as we see in

quoins, rustieatiiois, mouldings of various degTees
of intricacy and detail, carving of all kinds (from
the elaborate detail of the Corinthian or Composite
capital to the mure simple and perhaps more effective

detail of the thirteenth century), and, tin.ally, the
sculpture of the human ligiuc and all kinds of
animal life.

Quvins.—This mode of ornament should, I think,
be adtPiited only under particidar and special cir-

cumstances, and certainly ncvfr iu artilicial stone.
I have seen instances, and particularly abroad (in
Florence and Venice) where rusticated qunins ami
basements have been tised most successfully to give
scale and grandeur to the architecture ; but we must
remember that in these instances the buildings are
very extensive, and the stones employed arc also

very large. I would venture, therefore, to say that
as a rule rustications should not be used except
in buildings of a large and important 'ch.aracter,

where the extra-sized stones are not out of scale,

nor the extra laboiu- on the material apparently
needless extravagance. I would add that the use of

stone quoins on houses that are attached on each
side is simply nonsensical and a sham.

Mouldings.—The emploj-ment of mouldings as a
mode of architectural decoration dates, I beUeve,

from the earliest periods, but I must ask you to ex-
cuse the historical portion of the subject, and allow

me to draw your attention solely to their use as a
mode of architectm-al decoration. Firstly, what is

the theory of their use ? Twofold, I think—viz.,

to get a cert.ain degTee of light and shade in p.arts

where the architecture would be bald and flat, and
secondly, to give a hgliter and more elegant appear-
ance to certain portions of the building. Where
should moiddings be employed, then ? Firstly,

as a framework to enclose certain portions of

the fa9ade, as round windows, pilasters, and
panels ; secondly, in large blocks, which, pro-
jecting from the general face of the work, would
otherwise appear he.avy and cast too unbroken a
shadow ; as a framework round windows and arches
generally, the object being chiefly to more clearly define

the line of opening, and reraovewhat would otherwise

be a sharp and unpleasant .angle—a bold mouUUng with
hollow is generally suflieient to answer the purpose,
and all intricacy is to be deprecated, as being useless

labour, and in London only aftoriUng opportunity
for the premature decay of the material. The
treatment of mouldings differs in v.orious countries,

but I think we should study their use in countries

enjoyingaclimatemore similar toour own rather than
in Greece or Italy, where the brighter atmosphere
and Wiirmer climate allow more elaboration and
detail. I would mention an instance where I venture
to think that the use of intricate and deUcate
mouldings on the exterior has proved a mistake.

I allude to the Houses of Parliament, where I

cannot help thinldng that the stone emploj-ed could
hardly have failed to such an extent if a bolder

and more simple treatment of sculpture had been
adopted. At Henry VII. 's chapel, Westminster,
the stonework had to be entirely restored some fifty

years ago, while, on the other hand, we are still able

to trace the detail of less ehaborate mouldings in

buildings of the thirteenth .and fourteenth centuries,

and of even earlier date. With respect to the design
of moiddings, I need not s.ay th.at they have to be
specially considered with respect to their position,

and that a base to a column or moulding to a string,

which ra.ay suit very well fur a height of say 10ft.

from the eye, will have to be materially altered

when the same is three times that height; this,

although the very ABC of design, is hardly, I

think, paid the amount of attention it deserves.

Carving.—Passing on to more elaborate decor.a-

tions in stone, let me say a few words .about carving
appUed as an exterior ornament, apart from figure

sculpture
; and before I speak of the use of this

beautiful art, I should Uke to say something as to

what I consider its viis-use. Carving in stone, on
account, I suppose, of the extra cost in labour, is

confined cluefly to buildings of a Large and unpor-
taut character, and we seldom see it employed in

ordiuary house buiUliiig. It is therefore an expen-
sive luxury, to be indtUged ia only by the
rich, and those who woidd seek to enjoy the
same without the expense must be content with
imitations iu that convenient materi.al stucco. But
is not the use of carving gTOSsly misapplied iu the

majority of instances ? A\'e have only to take a
walk throu.gh the City to witness the lavish and in-

judicious use that is constantly made of carving.

Elaborate stone cornices, with richly-carved brackets

;

delicately-carved capitals on polished granite shafts,

which seem too fragile in constitution to brave the

trials of our climate ; richly-carved doorways, with
magnificent consoles and beautiful garlands of

flowers closely copictl from Nature—these are some
of the rich .architectural luxuries that can only be

indulged in by the few. And yet 1 think it would
be a good thing for art if some heavy tax were to be

imposed by Government on all exterior stone carv-

ing
; wc might then see a more economical and judi-

cious use of the same, and perhaps a higher class of

design and workmanship. I am of opinion that

carving, as applied to exterior decoration, should
only be used witli the greatest caution. All these

elaborately-carved caiatals, bunches of flowers, &c.,

that we so constantly see. are nothing but so much
w.aste of time and material. How much money
might be saved for interior decoration if half this

questionable (prnameut were abolished ! I should like

to see good moulded capitals substituted for the

CMving, and terra-cotta or mosaics iu other jilaces

where carving is now ajiplied. The only mode of

carving that I think .applicable for exterior orna-
ment is flat ornament with but Httle relief, such as
we see in Early Classic and Romanesque examples,
and more particularly for capitals where there is any
real or imaginary weight to be supported. No deep
under-cutting or great projection should be allowed,
as anj' quantity of beautiful and effective carving
can be obtained by using htilf the ordinary amount
of time and labom-. All stone carving, pa"rticul.arly

for exteriors, should be conventional, .and never
n,aturiilesque, as it is neither deshable nor even
possible to copy natm-.al forms with ex.actness. And,
finally, let there be some meaning, something to
interest and attract our attention, in all ornament.
It would be better to omit it .altogether than to heap
on a lot of meaningless decoration sim])ly for the
sake of laying out so much money and gettmg what
is termed an "ornamental fa9ade."

Sculpture.—These remarks on car\-ing will neces-
s.arily apply with even greater force to the use of sculp-
ture. Figure sculpture is a very important and useful
adjunct to architectural decoration, and gives gaeat
importance to a building when judiciously placed
and properly executed, but notlung should be more
carefuUy avoided than an injudicious use of h.ad
sculpture on the exterior of a building. I thirdc
that as a rule figures should always be placed in
niches specially designed for them ; by doing this we
obtain a certain amount of protection from the
weather, a b.ackground for the figures, and a far
better play of light and shade than if the figures
were placed without .appiirent thought on the summit
of cornices, balustrades, porticoes, and pediments,
where they alw.ays look unsafe or uncomfortable,
and if the figures are partly nude, wretchedly cold
and unprotected, to say nothing of the perspective
efl'ect of sculpture thus placed, which I am of opinion
is seldom agreeable. We must all have noticed the
singiilar appearance of the otherwise effective sculp-
tures on the pediments of S. Paul's Cathethral, as
viewed from above, plastered all over with lead .and

iron : this is a mistake which I think should never
h,ave been committed ; certainly the Greeks or the
Mediseval sculptors would never have made so gross
a blunder.

Coloured Materials.—In the use of coloured
materials, such .as some of the sandstones, marbles,
and granites, we have great scope for architectural
decoration ; but yet, on the whole, I hardly tliink

that a judicious use has been made of these materials.
The emploinneut of marble for exterior decoration
is perhaps questionable, on account of the deleterious
character of the atmosphere and the expense of the
material, yet I am inclined to doubt whether some of
the harder marbles, such as the Carrara and somefrom
Sicily, are not at least as dur,able and capable of
resisting the effects of the London smoke as some of
the building stones so extensively employed. Much
architectural effect and colour might be gained by
the use of marble or coloured stone in conjunction
with brick, somewhat after the character of the
well-known facade of the Ducal Palace at Venice,
or that of many of the buildings of Verona, where
brick and marble have been used in alternate hori-
zontal layers, with, I think, considerable success,

giving much play of colour and great pictiu:esque-

ness to the architecture.

Painting.—In conclusion, let me say a few words
on the subject of painting. I mean ordinary
house decoration. Much might be done, I think, to

work an improvement in the mode adopted in paint-
ing the external wood and iron work—a nuitter but
too often left to the incUvidual taste of the occupier
or the tradesman. I have noticed many good de-

signs hi a great measure spoilt by the abominable
way in which the painter's work has been executed.

Iu the first place, all grainmg, at least on the ex-
terior, shoidd be abolisheil, and only flat tints

allowed, A great savbig in labour and expense
would be eft'ccted, and another sham got rid of. The
doiirs, if of deal, should be painted someneutr.al tint,

with the mouldings, perhaps, picked out in a darker
tint of the same coloiu- ; but it would be far better

to employ the money saved by graining and varnish-
ing in getting a better and more lasting material
than deal for external doors, such as oak, teak, or
chesnnt, wliich would not require to be painted at
all, liut merely coated over with boiled oil. We
should thus obtain a far better effect for our door-
ways than all the misplaced art of the grainer can
supply. Window frames .and sashes slioidd in-

variably be painted white, or some lightisli colour,

on the exterior, in order to throw up the black of

the glass, as it would be a great artistic improvement
if the sashes and bars coidd be of greater thick-

ness. Wc mtiy lUmiuish the number of divisions,

and increase the size of the glass, but the larger the

square of glass, so much thicker in proportion should

be the sash and frame. With respect to tlie iron-

work, it should, I think, be always painted some
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bright colour, such as Venetian red or chocolate, aid

never the dirty greens, browns, and grays we see so

constantly used. I should like, if time allowed me,

to say a few words with respect to the design of our

domestic ironworic, but the subject has been so often

attacked, and the case seems so hopeless of improve-

ment, that I am loth to trouble you on the subject

this evening.

A discussion ensued, in which Messrs. G. E. Red-

grave, L. W. Ridge, Clarkson, Elkington, and other

members took part, and the usual vote of thanks

having been accorded to Mr. AUhidge for his paper,

the meeting terminated.

The last meeting of the Association for the

present Session will take place on Friday evening

next, when the olticers for the ensuing year will be

elected, and a paper will be read by Mr. G. Aitchi-

son, B.A., " On the Strength of Materials."

ON THE HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF
ORNAMENTAL ART.

LiCCTUKK XXXIV.

DR. G. G. ZERFFI delivered the thnty-fourth

lecture of this course on Tuesday, the 13th

inst-, in the Lecture Theatre of the Soutli Kensington

Museum, .\fter describing the semi-barbarous con-

dition of the Turks in the eleventh and twelfth cen-

turies, he proceeded to give an historical sketch of

the Crusades, and described their effect on the art of

Europe. The Crusades, which were mere effects,

lasted for two hundred years, and the lecturer

assigned seven causes which incited the people to

enthusiasm on their behalf. Firstly, it was a pre-

valent belief at the time of the commencement of

the Crusades that the end of tlie world was

approaching. The people all believed that they

would perish by drowning, and therefore felt that

they ought to do something to redeem themselves.

Secondly, at the Council of Clermont, in 1095, the

Pope decreed that all sins committed or to be com-

mitted would be remitted to all those who engaged

in the Crusades. Thirdly, an element greatly conducive

to the popularity of the cause was the establishment,

some time previous!}', of chivalry. Chivahy counter-

acted the ascetic monastic spirit, and was reactionary

in its tendencies; it inaugurated a totally different

life to that which the knights had previously lived.

Fourthly, the state of society was unsettled, on

account of the feudal system. Societj' was divided

into four classes or castes—viz., monks, knights,

vassals, and villeins. Fifthly, the clergy had some

interest in furthering the enterprise, because the

knights, previously to tlieir departure for the Holy

Land, invariably bequeathed all their property and

land to the Church, which thus became possessed

of immense resources. Si.xthly, there was famine

in this country at the time of the commence-

ment of the Crusades ; to such an extent was

this the case that human flesh was openly

sold in the markets for food. Many of the feudal

lords, too, after a manner not unknown in the

present day, had impoverished themselves and lost

their estates by a species of gambUng or betting on

the tournaments. This class joined eagerly in the

Crusades, for the East was the scene of action, and

the traditionary fabulous wealth of the East seemed

to hold out to theoi :; ready means of repairing

their shattered fortunes. Seventhly, in the small

towns the industrial or artisan population joined in

the enthusiastic advocacy of the Crusades, although

this class did not itself intend to go to the East

;

the artisans saw that while the enterprise would

give a great stimulus to their iiuinstrial pursuits, it

would also rid them of the " loafers " who were too

lazy to work. After alluding to the legend of the

Holy Grail, and describing the general state of

Europe at this time, the lecturer dwelt on the

enormous influence which the Crusades had upon
the art of Eiu-ope—firstly, by reason of the enormous
wealth of which tlie Church became the depositary

;

and .secondly, the influence of travel. He then came
to the subject of the origin of heraldry. As it was
extremely difficult (in fact, impossible) to recognise

a knight when his ^'izor was down, it became
necessary that each knight should have some dis-

tinguishing mark or b.adge on his shield or standard.

In heraldry, the shield was always spoken of as
" the field," and its right and left sides were known
respectively as " dexter " and " sinister " sides. This
shield was apportioned out into parts of various

degrees of honour, the top being the most honourable
part. The de.xter side was tlie male side, and the

sinister side the female side. The top of the shield

was known as the "chief," the central point of the

shield was known as the nombril point ; the bottom
part of the shield was called the base. The " ordi-

naries," or lines dividing the different parts of the

shield, were principally the following :—Engrailed,

invected, wavy, nebuly, embattled, raguly, indented,

cadency, and uovetail. There were two metals,

gold (fir) and silver (argenf), which also represented

yellow and white. Guhs was red, azure blue, vert

green, and sable black. Sanguine, tawney, or

orange, were dishonourable colours in heraldry. The

lecturer entered very 'uUy into the subject, and

showed, in conclusion, that to be a good herald a

man must be intimate with all the sciences, such as

astronomy, botany, zoology, &c., which were all laid

under contribution in heraldry.

Lecture XXXV.
In his thirty-fifth lecture, on Tuesday after-

noon last. Dr. Zerfli resumed the subject of

heraldry, which, he said, was really part and

jiarcel of Gothicism, although it hail received its

fullest develo]nnent in the reign of King .Tames I.

The important part played by heraldic devices in

architectural decoration was well known. There was

a whole row of shields on the facade of the Ducal

Palace at Florence. Heraldry, in some form or other,

was used in very early times, although that which

we now knew as heraldry only dated from Norman
times. Xenophon said that the Medean Kings used

to have golden eagles on their shields. Suetonius says

that Domitian had a golden beard on his shield. The

oldest tomb with arms upon it is of eleventh centiu-y in

date (1010), and this is at Ratisbon. The shield of

Achilles, so powerfully and minutely described by

Homer, though full of figiu-es, was not, properly

speaking, heraldic ; neither were the shields described

by ^Eschylus. There were many traces of such

shields, though of course less elaborate, found in the

catacombs at Rome, and also in Judea, China,

Mexico, and elsewhere. But there were marked

differences between the heraldry of the ancients

and that of the moderns. The principal difference

was, that in ancient times colours were altogether

unimportant, but colour in Media'val times formed

the most important part of heraldry. The de-

vices of the ancients were most commonly

in metal, and in reUef, not flat. Ancient heraldry

(as distinguished from modern or Mediieval

heraldry) had no ortUnaries. The principal duties

of heraldry are : firstly, blazoning, or the repre-

sentation of heraldic figures, devices, and composi-

tions. Next comes marshalling, which affects the

arrangement of the heraldic compositions ; the third

duty of heraldry is that of charging. The shields

have varied in shape in different periods. Norman
shields were long and tapering

;
plenty of specimens

are to be seen in the Temple Church. To these

succeeded shields almost triangular in shape,

especially during the thirteenth and fourteenth

century. Percy's monument in Reverly Minster

finely illustrates this kind of shield. In the fifteenth

century the shields were shortened almost into a

square ; these shields had a kiud of notch cut in

them for the lance to rest in ; this notch was called

the houche, or mouth. In the fine trussed timber

roof at Lincoln's Inn Hall there are carved such

shields, the " mouths " having been made to corres-

pond with one another for the sake of symmetry,

those in the shields on one side of the hall being on

the dexter side, wliile those in the shields on the

opposite side of the hall are on the sinister

side. In the representation of heraldic devices

by engraving, and without the use of colour,

the colours are represented by different kinds of

" hatching " or lines. Gules (red) is represented by

vertical hues ; aiurt- (blue) by horizontal Unes

;

sable (black), by vertical and horizontal lines ; vert

(green), by diagonal lines from the dexter to the

sinister side of the shield, and so on. The " fields
"

were of various shapes, such as the lozenge, barry

(divided into a number of bars), paley (divided into

a number of pales) ; barry-bendy, paley-bendy, &c.

Animate and inanimate objects were used to a very

great extent as charges, men being employed only as

supporters, except in some exceptional instances, as,

for instance, in the episcopal seals of SaUsbury and

Winchester.

In the second part of this lecture. Dr. Zerfli took

up the subject of Gothic architecture. He said that

there was a great number of what might fairly be

called sects amongst the admirers and adapters of

(lothic architecture. Some were for English Gothic,

others for German, and more for French, while

Italian and Spanish Gothic had also their devotees.

If, however, the Gothic architectural works of the

various European countries was closely sfudied, it

would be seen that national peculiarities and charac-

teristic were comp£iratively trifling; the life and

soul of Gothic arcliitecture was owing to the fact that

it was a religious, an ecclesiastical architecture. In

all the countries in which it flourished, the same

religious beliefs were shared in common, and as the

ecclesiastics were tliemselves the architects, spoke

one common tongue, and were somewhat migratory

iu theur habits, any great differeaces between the

structures of any two countries was not to be

looked for. In England, Norwich, Canterbury,

Durham, York, and Glasgow, compared well with

such French cathedrals as Notre Dame de Paris,

Amiens, Ouen, &c. In fact, any one wishing to get

an accurate idea of Gothic architecture as a whole,

should study those buildings, together with such

buildings as Cologne, Strasburg, S. Stephen's Vienna,

Segovia, Toledo, Rurgos, Pisa, S. Mark's Venice,

&c. In the concluding part of his lecture. Dr.

Zerfli pointed out the books which the student of

Gothic art could best studv.

THE COMPLETION OF S. PAUL'S
CATHEDRAL. *

IN the form of a letter addressed to one of the

members of the committee for the completion of

S. Paul's Cathedral, Mr. Street offers his views on

the subject. The principle from which he starts is

one which we have before laid down,t and to which

every one will agree—viz., that restoration or comple-

tion ought not to involve any departure from what

the architect conceivably or probably would have done

himself, if he had had the opportunity, unless a

rigid adherence to his intentions would destroy or

mar the purpose for which his building was erected

and is still used. But while the architectural detaU

of the fabric should not be touched by the restorer,

a greater liberty may with propriety be claimed in

dealing with such internal arrangements (of furni-

ture and the like) as may better fit it for its purpose.

Is it then possible, asks Mr. Street, to do much in

the way of applying decoration to the walls of S.

Paul's without wholly altering the architectural

character of the interior ? or if success in such a

work is attainable, is it not so only by putting on

such decorations as Wren himself would have

applied ? If such a cause were possible—of the con-

trary of which Mr. Street is convinced—he is still of

opinion that its result would be disappointing to all

possessed of any .artistic feeUng. He therefore

advises that the walls should be restored to the state

in which they were left by the architect, by being

cleansed of dirt and whitewash, and that those por-

tions of the buililing which were from the first

plastered— and those only— should be treated

delicately so as to harmonise with the natural

colour of the stone-work in the walls, piers, and

arches about them, and that they should be deco-

rated with care to avoid any contrast of a violent

kind with the character of the architectural work.

As an example of the treatment recommended, Mr.

Street instances the series of figures in mosaic, clothed

in white, and on a gold background, which lines the

side walls above the arcades in the church of S.

Apolinare Nuovo at Ravenna.

But the great work, and " one fully equal to

the exhaustion of all the funds that will be sub-

scribed, may all be done on the floor itself of

the church, without interfering at all with Sir

Christopher's work on the walls, and in such a

manner as to ensure that no foreigner shall

again enter its doors only to bewail the stingi-

ness and apathy of the people of London and Church

of England." In a few words Mr. Street proposes

to make permanent provision for two kinds of con-

gregation. To retain the choir as at present, but to

erect a second altar and second choir under the

dome for use on Sundays and Festivals. The

religious reasons for such an arrangement are un-

answerable ; as things are at present, a worshipper

under the dome cannot see the altar, can scarcely

hear the priests or choir, and almost inevit.ably lacks

the courage to add his voice to theirs in the services.

There can be no doubt but that from this point of

view Mr. Street has a strong case. With regard to

the architectural merits of his plan, he speaks as

follows :

—

" If I regard the question from its architectural

side, I can conceive nothing more magnificent than

the result which might be achieved by the adoption

of the alternative plan which I propose. I should

put a noble altar under the dome, raised on steps,

and covered by a stately and magnificent baldachin

or canopy. In front and on either side should be

the seats for the clergy and choir, and round them

marble choir-screens of moderate height, and covered

with any amount of delicate and costly work in

mosaic or sculptured bas-relief. To those who

know the Cathedral of Florence, the arrangement

of the choir under the dome there will be the most

apt illustration of the arrangement which I pro-

pose. Such a choir would, by itself, eat up no small

portion of the funds aheady at your disposal, and

• EemarkB and Suggestions on the .Scheme for the

Completion of S. Paul's Ciithedral, by George Edmund
Street, A.Il.A. London and Oxford : Eivmgtons.

t P. 127, Vol XIX.
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it would, be impossible to make it too beautiful or

too ornate. It would redeem the whole church

from the charge of meanness, just as Orcagna's

shrine and baldachin in Or San Michele redeem

its poor and uncared-fur walls. It would in no

way whatever interfere witli the original fabric of

the cathedral, which would remain in its solemn

simplicity of size and chiaroscuro a fitting cover to

the central shrine within.
" Such a baldacliiii as I propose might be largely

of metal, or might be sculptured in marble. The
shafts which carry it might vie with those of S.

Mark's. Venice, and give us illustrations of the

Old and New Testament History ; whilst the retable

behind the altar itself might be of subjects iu silver

and enamel, in rivalry with that of Pistoia ; and

the mosaicist might find his employment on the

roof and groining of the canopy. The pavements
throughout the whole church might well be taken

up and replaced with mosaic pavements, like those

of S. Mark's, and the small and plain pulpit might
give place to one on a larger scale, and covered

with sculpture in the fashion of those at Pisa,

Pistoia, and Prato ; in all cases with such modi-

fications as the style of the church requires.

"With walls cleaned throiighout of all whitewash
and dut, and revealing the honest and worthy
materials of which they are built, with the ch>>ir

restored to its original arrangement, with such

gorgeous furniture under the dome, and with a

noble pavement throughout the whole church, ni)

violence whatever would have been done to any of

Sir Christopher Wren's work, and j'et the whole in-

terior of the church would impress every one who
entered it with the beautv and meaning of its

fittings,

•'It remain.s to see how far such a scheme could

be carried out without damage to the original pro-

visions made by Wren for what were supposed to

be the whole congregational requirements of the

church in his time. For my own part, I w^ould

religiously preserve here whatever he did. It has

throughout, as it seems to me, the impress of his

hand, and the mark of his period in our histury.

It may be retained without loss to religion, and
with much gain to the building. It can only be

altered or destroyed by men who do not really

carry into deeds the principles of reverence for

Wren's work with which they set out. The position

of the organ is the first point to be considered.

Now, as to this, I have always heard that Wren
was ^'ery careful. He acquiesced in Father Smith's

determination that the organ should occupy the

place in which, beyond all doubt, its tones produce
their greatest effect. But he limited the size of the

instrument most carefully, leaving enough space

around and above it to allow of suggestions at least

of a distant view, and so creating that mystery uf

things half seen, which, as students of Mediaeval art

well knew, was the secret of so many of its greatest

successes. I would, therefore, most strongly urge
upon you the restoration of the organ to its old

place, on a screen between the dome and tlie choir,

as a !>iue qua non, unless you are prepared to ignore

what Wren himself did. Such a position would, I

I)elie\'e, be equally useful for the choir proper and
for the choir which I propose to form under the

dome, and there would be no difHcult}"" whatever in

placing it above the dome baldachin, seeing that

this would be some distance to the west of it.

" I see that something has been said about diN-iding

fche organ in two parts. Now this was not ^^'ren^s

arrangement. It is nut an old arrangement; and,

to tht- best of my belief, it is not a convenient one.

Where two organs are used abroad—as, e.g, in

Toledo Cathedral—they are usually, if not always,
two distinct instruments, played by two organists.

And where it is possible, no doubt an organ speaks
better if open on all sides than if backed by a wall.

The entrance to the choir would be, as before, in

the centre, east of the marble screens of the dome
choir.

" The other most important point is the position of

the pulpit. The present position is not bad, but
would become unsuitable if a choir were formeil

under the dome ; and I think that in that case the

best position for it would be in the form of a grand
ambon, against the screen rouud the choir stalls

under the dome. From this point the preacher
would command the dome, nave, and transepts, as

far as they are within reach of his voice, and would
be able to address himself to at least as many
hearers as he can at present. In all other respects

his hearers would be much better off than now.
The}' would have the chuir in their very midst;
and the time might come when, at least on great
festivals, a devout crowd might be found kneeling
before the alter under the dome, and joining in the
mysteries celebrated at it, instead of contenting
themselves, in the cathedral church of their diocese,

with never being present at any but the evening
serWces.

"On one other point I will say but a few words
before I close this already too long letter. And
this is as to the decoration of the window.s. I

cannot but feel that the windows at present are a
disgrace, and I cannot see that the introduction of
colour iu them would in any way whatever alter

the lines or effects of the builtling. A spot of Hght
in a building is about as much marked in its effect

a.s is a spot of light tinged with colour. And I

would only suggest that the model taken in the

style of glass should be the exquisite French work
of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, of which
so much still remains, and of wliich the most
marked features are delicacy of drawing and pre-

dominance of white, with very small portions of

coloured background."

ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH
ARCHITECTS.

THE last ordinary general meeting of the Roj'al

Institute of British Architects for Session

1870-71, took place on Monday evening last, at No.
9, Conduit-street, the President, Mr. T. H. Wyatt.
in the chair. Some special private business having
been discussed, it was announced that the President
had presented a fine portrait of Mr. Owen Jones,

painted by Mr. Phillip. The wish having been from
time to time expressed that a collection of portraits

of the most distinguished members of the Institute

should be formed, the President, on hearing that this

])ortrait was for sale, at once secured it for the

Institute, and it is hoped that it will form the

nucleus of what may ultimately be a very complete
and interesting portrait gallery. The thanks of the

Institute were awarded by acclamation to the donor.

IMr. Fowler informed the meeting that the six-

teenth annual Conference of German architects

would be held about the middle of September next
at Carlsriihe.

The following member.s were then balloted for

and declared duly elected :—As Fellow, Mr. J. W.
Dennison (Associate), of 33, King-street, Cheap-
side ; and as Associates: Mr. A. B. Denton, of 22,

Whitehall-place, S.W. ; Mr. F. Haslam, of Henley-
on-Thames ; and Mr. Mortimer H. Linklater, of

Market-road, Manchester.

Mr. Edmund Sharpe, M.A., Fellow, of Lan-
caster, then gave a lecture

ON ilSTERCIAN ARCHITECTURE.

In his preliminary remarks, Mr. Sharpe said that
in 1882 he had the honour of holding a Travelling
Fellowship in connection with his University (Cam-
bridge), and he took advantage of that circumstance
to devote his attention to the study of church
architecture, especially that of the Cistercian order

of monks. He visited nearly the whole of the

Cistercian abbeys of France and Germany, and after-

wards those of this country, and at the solicitation

of the Council of the Institute, he had consented to

state, to the best of his ability, the result of his

observations in this particular branch of ecclesias-

tical architecture. The Cistercian monks, he stated,

were an offshoot of the Benedictine monks, and
originated in the eleventh century in a kind of reac-

tion amongst some of them, who grieved over the

laxity of their order. These reactionists founded a
monastery in 1092, in which they lived under more
stringent rules. It was to S. Beruard, however,
that the vast majority of Cistercian monasteries
owed their foundation. In 1170, however, the former
laxity of discipline and rule crept in, and showed
itself as much iu the style of their buildings as in

their mode of life. As many as twelve hundred
abbeys or religious houses" were founded by or under
the auspices of S. Bernard, and at the time of the

Dissolution there were as many as 3,200 dependen-
cies of S. Ceto. Particularly noticeable was the

remarkable uniformity in the style of the buildings

erected by the monks of the Cistercian order, the

only variati(wis being such as were necessitated by
local or other causes. >-uch as differences in tlie

materials available. Mr. Sharpe expressed himself

as feeling gjcat difiiculty in dealing with the subject

in so short an imtcrval as could then be devoted to

his remarks, for the study of Cistercian architecture

opened up a wide antl rich field for investi-

gation by the lovers of their art. There were

exhibited on the walU, in illustration of his

remarks, ground plana of eighteen of the Cis-

tercian abbeys, which were in the best state of pre-

servation ; but this number, it was intimated, did not

represent the one-hundredth of those abbeys which

only now existed in a fragmentary condition. In

the selection of their sites the Cistercians always

chose the valleys, in order to secure retirement and

seclusion to the utmost possible extent. There might

be instances to the contrary, but they were excep-

tional, for valleys were chosen wherever possible in

view of all the circumstances. They never built any
of then- abbej's in towns. The statutes of the order

contained no special du*ections as to the amount of

decoration which each building should receive. Mr.
Sharpe then proceeded to point out and explain, by the

aid of the maps and plans upon the walls, the various

departments of the monastic buildings, and the uses

to which they were devoted. This part of his re-

marks is necessarily omitted, as being unintelligible

without the plans to refer to. From many peciUiarities,

structural and otherwise, Mr. Sharpe said he had
come to the conclusion that the Cistercian monks,
during the earliest period of their existence as an

order, lived almost in the open air, all the windows
being without glass ; but towards the fourteenth

century they built up the window openings, and had
fire-places built in. They made considerable use of

the pointed arch, but rarely employed it except

where the necessities of construction absolutely

required it, using the round arch for all ornamental

or purely decorative features, such as arcading,

&c. Mr. Sharpe referred to Rievaulx Abbey
as being a most beautiful example of Cistercian

architecture, and one well worth the atten-

tion of the student; in point of fact, many
architects who considered themselves full-fledged

would do well to study closely these Cistercian

abbeys ; those gentlemen especially who were so

extremely fond of florid ornamentation might learn

a valuable lesson or two from such buildings as

Rievaulx. There was no tracery used in the win-

dows. Byland Abbey was spoken of by the lecturer

as remarkable for purity, simplicity, and dignity.

Fontenoy Abbej', the earliest Cistercian erection in

France, was stated to be now devoted to secular

purposes. After some further explanations of the

drawings and plans on the wall, Mr. Sharpe brought

his remarks to a close.

The President, having complimented Mr. Sharpe

upon his interesting paper, called upon Mr. Street

to make some observations.

Mr. G. E. Street, A.R.A., said that the study

of Cistercian architecture was an extremely interest-

ing one, inasmuch as in the erections of the Cister-

cians was clearly to be traced the influence of their

rules (which were very strict). The extreme sim-

plicity and severity of their rules led them to avoid

display in ornament, sculpture, and figures, and
even figures iu stained glass, the only exception to

this being, to the best of his belief, a painted rood-

screen. In the earlier period of the order's existence

the human figure was not represented at all. The
study of the works of the Cistercians brought one

back to true principles of art, as nothing was done
for ornament merely, the construction being orna-

mental of itself. The abbeys of the Cistercians

w^ere equal in artistic merit to the best Greek
temples, and architects cuuld not study any-

thing better. Nothing could surpass the York-
shire abbeys. Any architect who would work out

the details of these abbeys would be amply rewarded
for his pains. S. Ceto Abbey was, he (Mr. Street)

believed, quite destroyed. He had been greatly

struck with the ignorance prevalent amoug English

arcliitects as to the Scotch abbeys. Those at Melrose

and Jedburgli, for example, were very beautiful.

Some of the features described by Mr. Sharpe as

peculiar to Cistercian abbeys were to be found in

Benedictine buildings, such as the triple entrance.

The mouldings of the Cistercians were ver}- beauti-

ful, and this suggested the remark that architects

who could design good mouldings should not go and
get somebody to put bad carving about their work.

The works of the Cistercians were grand in their

severe simplicity, contrasting all the more markedly
with the meretricious productions of the present

day. He had great pleasure in proposing a vote of

thanks to Mr. Sharpe for his interesting paper.

IMr. J. P. Seddon seconded the proposal, and
after adverting to the great labour which had been

entailed ou Mr. Sharpe iu the preparation of the

idans and drawings illustrative of the paper, com-
mended the attention of the members to the Welsh
abbeys, expressing his opinion that it was quite time

some of them were restored.

Mr. EwAN Christian particularly impressed

upon the students and the younger members of the pro-

fession (of whom there was an unusually large at-

tendance) the advantages which would accrue to them
from the diligent study of these beautiful Cister-

cian abbeys. He concurred with Mr. Street as to

the beauty of the mouldings of the Cistercian erec-

tions. Some at Rievaulx were as fine specimens of

mouldings as human hand could work. It was too

much the practice now-a-days to go abroad to pick

up '* a nice little bit," passing over the beautiful

ruins which were to be found within the limits of

the United Kingdom. In addition to the beauty of
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their mouklings, these abbeys were remarkable for

sound construction, and, in fact, for everything else

that was common sense. He had great pleasure in

supporting the vote of thanks to Mr. Sharpe.

After a few observations by Mr. William White,

Fellow, and the Rev. E. L. Cutts, F.S.A., the vote

of thanks was unanimously accorded to Mr. Sharpe.

Mr. Shiirpe having briefly replied,

The President announced that that meeting was
the last of the somewhat eventful session (as re-

garded the administration of the Institute) of

1870-71.

STRICTURES ON " A MILLION BLUNDERS."

By Solomon Set-square.

THE generally intelligent daily press is well

known to be liable to occasional slips on techni-

cal questions ; and on hardlj^ any so liable to be

misled as on the topic of building. Every one

thinks himself capable of discerning what is good

or bad in building, or what is good or bad

in architecture. We have given our readers

from the Pall Mall Gazette of tlie past fortnight a

series of letters entitled " A Million Blunders," show-

ing how ignorant of building, and notably of house-

building, are builders in general, and cockney house-

builders in particular. For our own part, we have,

as our re.iders well know, no special affection for

London house-builders. They are scarcely ever

architects, or even building contractors ; but we are

not qitite prepared to treat even the specid.ating

biiilder with the abuse and virtuous indignation

larished on him in the effusions of BIr. Charles

Reade, whoever he maj' be.

According to this gentleman, a builder or a building

artificer of any kind is a very depraved and God-
forsaken individual indeed. He is throughout the

whole of " A Million Blunders" held up to pubhc
scorn as the " Curse of Faiwilies !" not in our

capitals, good reader, biit in tiiose of our contem-
porary, who, in his profuse loan of them, seems to

oiu- soberer selves to have "put too fine a point" on

Mr. Reade's objurgations. Our old friend, the specu-

lating btiilder, is bad enough in all conscience—in

fact, we give him up altogether if it comes to maldng
him a hero or a model of anything imitable ; but we
decline altogether to join in jMr. Reade's condemna-
tion of him in this style ; and in capitals too ! Here
is what he says about lintels ; we really had no
idea till we came upon Mr. Reade and his " Million

Blunders," that lintels were sitch very execrable

things, used, as they generally are, with incom-
bustible relieving arches :

—"All doors and doorways
ought to be arched, for two reasons—first, the arch

is incombustible, the lintel and breast-summer are

combustible; secondly, the arch, and arched door,

are beautiful ; the square hole in the wall, and
square door are hideous."

"^M doors and doorways ought to be arched,"

says Mr, Reade, solving in a trice (« ?a Dr. Sangrado)
a question whose solution an educated architect

would say depended, both structurally and ojstheti-

cally, upon circumstances. Mr. Reade would find,

too, that the Jsquareness or roundness of his door-

ways was a grave question of finance on a plot of

leasehold ground ; and then (shade of Pericles!) what
are we to say of his dictum, " the square hole in

the wall, and square door are hideous "
(!)

He is exceedingly severe upon ceilings, or as he
invariably spells them, " cielings." and upon what
he is pleased to call " casements," but which we call

sashes.

Mr. Reade is evidently not an architect, nor yet a
builder, nor indeed a practical " curse of families

"

of any Idnd, or he woidd know how to spell " ceiling
"

correctly ; and would hardly commit such a blunder
as to terra a sash a "casement." With all deference
to Mr. Reade, there is notliing particularly unscientific

in a sash window. If he had said it is inferior in

beauty to the French casement he advocates, we
should have agreed with him. He does not com-
mend the hinged casement on the score of superior
beauty, but of greater convenience, and—wonderful
to say—greater immunity from atmospheric in-

fluence (!) Is Mr. Reade not aware that even the
French architects commend the fcnetres a VAnglais
a la guillotine on the score of mere convenience

;

and that, as a rule, French casements in England
are almost impracticable, owing to the scmi-impossi-
bUity of making them weathor-tight when closed,

and their Uability to injury from high winds when
open, to say nothing of tlie difficulty of adapting
them to the convenient disposal of inside curtains ?

To talk about what he terms " the one rational
window on earth " not being " at tlie mercy of the
atmosphere," is an absurdity.

Speaking of the staircase, Mr. Reade observes :

—

" Fiu-niture mounting the narrow stairs dents the

w.all and scratches it ; sloppy housemaids paw it as

they pass, and their dirty gowns, distended by
crinoline, defile it. . . . The cure to this curse is

chunam ; or encaustic tiles, set five feet liigh all up
the stairs. That costs money ! Granted ; but the

life of a house is not the life of a butterfly."

" Furniture dents the wall " is a somewliat hazy
expression ; as hazy, we fe.ar, as the writer's power

of distinguishing a wall from a partition. The
" chunam," or encaustic tile suggestion, will scarcely

commend itself to speculating builders, too well

aw.ire, of what the writer seems quite unconscious,

that, with very slight hyperbole, the life of a London
house really is "the life of a butterfly." It is

indeed much too ephemeral a structure to waste

piupose-made encaustic tiles upon—that is to say, as

a paying investment ; and if Mr. Reade cannot

make suggestions that will pay, we can tell him it is

bootless to ivrite about town dwelling-houses ^\liat,

for example, will any house builder—be he even a

Kelk or a Cubitt—think of such a suggestion as the

following ? For our own part, rather than adopt it

(with coals in frost at say fifty-five shillings a ton),

we'll boldly " go in" for Mr. Moule and his earth

closet system at once. Fires kept up all night long,

as to be of use they miist be, are really articles dc

luxe we stand aghast at. " The water-closet has no

fire-place. That isa Ijlunder. Every year we have

a few days' hard frost, and then, without a fire in

the water-closet, the water in the pan freezes, the

machinery is jammed, and the whole family endure

a degree of discomfort, and even of degradation,

because the builder builds in summer and forgets

there is such a thing as winter." Our readers will

smile at tins gentleman's peculiar notions as to

wooden floors, sloping roofs, and fire-escapes (see the

two last numbers of the Bt'iLDUic News).
As to the wooden floors, we leave the sluicing of

bed-rooms with buckets of water to speak for

itself. As to the " conical" (or sloping) roof it is,

we fear, incurable if, as our sapient critic insists,

we are to get rid of " the maddest of all ceilings

(or cielings'),^^ by introducing over our bed-rooms

the open-timbered roof and " a great many cubic

feet of air to breathe." The writer seems qiute un-

conscious of the use of ceiUngs to exclude sound,

cold, and heat. Let anyone fancy the outhouse

effect of au open-timbered roof to the bed-rooms of

an ordinary street house.
" The conical roof," says Mr. Reade, " presses

laterally against the walls." What ! In an ordi-

nary London dwelUng-hoiise ? We were under the

impression that, in ninety-nine town houses in a

hundred, the walls have nothing whatever to do

with the pressure of the roof, which rests, not on

them, but on wretched framed gutter-plates of

timljer, extending from front to back of the build-

ing, supported on tiers of transverse quarter- parti-

tions, themselves resting upon overloaded wooden
joists, running parallel to the gutter-plate ; and

these in their turn on other partitions similarly

borne up, and so on, down into the basement story.

We heartily sympathise mth Mr. Reade in all he

says subsequently about the inaccessible trap-door

in the roof, with its rusty bolt ; but, for all that,

we shrewdly suspect that he has himself never

essaj'ed to pass through it, and to look at, what he

so incorrectly describes, the real London dwelUng-

house roof. Truly
" Tis a pity when charming women
Talk of things which they don't understand,"

and the same may re.ally be said of mere theorists,

like our sensational critic of the "curse of f.imi-

lies," who writes on a subject of which it is quite

evident he has no practical knowledge. He writes,

amateur as he is, to amateiu-s ; and possibly to their

entire satisfaction.

F.iTAL Fall of a W.vll at Plymouth.—For

some time past alterations and improvements have

been in course of execution at S. Andrew's Chiu-ch-

yard, Plymouth. A new wall has been erected

round the yard, and duriug^the night of Thursday
week last a number of men were engaged in pulling

down the old wall. The men were superintended by

Jlr. James Tcrrin, a foreman in the employ of Mr.

I'cthick, the contractor for the works. The part of

the old w.all facing Bedford-street was undermined

early on Friday Bnorning, and the workmen were

engaged in pulling it down and carting it aivay.

Tcrrin stopped to pick up a stone, intending to

throw it into one of the carts, but at that instant a

portion of the wall fell, and he was buried beneath

it. He was dug out within a few minutes, but died

on the way to tlie hospitd. The deceased was forty-

seven years of age, and had been engaged for a con-

siderable time in the Brazils superintending the con-

struction of railway works.

€M €iigmc.crinig:»

tables fob the computation of E.VKTirWOEK.*

ANY method which will facilitate the acctirate

computation of earthwork must prove accept-

able to that large class of civil engineers who have
charge of the construction of onr railways.

The following method has been in use for some
time .among a few engineers at the West, but has not
become generally known. Its comprehensiveness and
accuracy will at once recommend it, as it may be
used for e:ract computation by the Prismoidal
formula ; fur an approximation which differs from
the Prismoidal formula only by an inconsiderable

fraction, and also for computation by "end areas,"

in the case of prelhninary esthnates or whenever
perfect accuracy is not required.

Let 10 = width of road-bed.

r = the ratio of side slope.

h = centre height of any cross-section,

/ = length of solid whose volume is to be

computed.

The area of a level cross-section, as a, h, c, d,

(Fig. 1) is

a b -h c d

The volume of any prismoid having level cross-

sections is equal to the volume of the frustrum of a

wedge, (Fig. 2), ai, 6i, /i, Ci, — a.,, 6o, /a, Co, plus

the volume of two frustra of triangular pyramids Oj,

ei, di — 02, Ca, d-i, and bi, Cj, /i — b^, Cj, f-^.

F /C . 2

The volume of the frustrum of a wedge is ^ J w
(hi + /io), and the volume of each frustrum is by
the Prismoidal formula

,Qr., + *;rh&+ii^L(!^ULM

= J ! i [r 'H2 + 3 r ft 22 + i '• (/ii + ;i-2)2]

or, the volume of the two frustra is

J ; [)• h 1 2 + r & 2 2 + r ( /i 1 -I- ;i 2 ) a ].

Hence the entire cubical contents of the prismoidal

C= UJic(ftl + hi) + i ^ rhii + (12= + Cn + 'i2)2 H
= lliwOn + hi) + i ( r;ti2 + /laS -1- hi2 +

2 hih-2 + ft22)].

= ![Jw7ti + Jlofto + 3r;ii2 + 3r*l'i2+ s rhii]

= '[Kw'n + rhi2) + JC'»'«2 + i-;t22) — irfti2 +
'irh\hi — ir/i2^].

= l[kv!hi + r/iis) + 'At»hi-^ )-(i22— irCii— /i2)2]-

(2)

Let it be noticed that the quantity i(ic7i -\- rlt^ is

the volume of a prism having for its base the level

cross-section of centre height h for its altitude one

halffoot.

If we neglect the term ^ r ( /ii — 7j i ) -, and place

C = i[J(io;ii + r;»i2) + hohi + r;i2=)]-

(3)

we shall have the volume of the solid as given by

the method known as " averaging the end iireas."

If now we divide the quantity represented

i ( !(! /i -F r /i2 ) by 27, thus reducing cubic feet to

cubic yards, and tabulate the quantities obtained by

giving ihfferent values to h in the expression

h{wh+ rh-
jj j^ evident that to compute by " end

27
'

areas" we have only to take the sum of the tabular

* By George B. Lake, C.E. From Van Hostrani's

EiigincaiuQ Magazine.
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<iuantities corresponding to the given centre lieights,

:)nd multiply it by the length of the prismoid.

Suppose the width of road-bed is 1-1 ft. and
the ratio of side slope IJ to 1. A certain pri-smoid

has level cross-sections with centre heights resjiec-

tively 4.5 ft. and 2.3 ft.

1.7292= tabular quantity, corresponding to 4'.5.

7432= ,, „ „ 2'.3.

247.24 = cubic 3-ards in a section 100' long, as

i;iven by the method of " averaging the end areas."

By referring to equation (2) we shall see that

quantities obtained Iiy this method are, in all cases,

too great by a quantity represented by

^ r ( /j 2 — '' o ) - , or, in cubic yards by

27

If, then, we tabulate in another column quanti-
ties obtained Ijy solving this expression for different

values of hi—hi, we shall readily be able to correct

the previou.s computation.

1.7292 = quantity in first column opposite 4.5.
•"432 = „ „ „ „ 2.3.

2.4724
0448— second 2.2.

long2742 = the true volume of a solid 100
given by the Pri.smoidal formula.

We have thus far considered only the case of level

cross-sections. If we have the case where there is a
transverse surverse .siu-face slope, we must apply
another correction, for the area of the cross-section

will not be trulj' represented by the expression
wh + rh.2.

In Fig. 3 let ah c d be the given cross-section.

Draw the hnrizontal line/ c making a b f e a level

cross-section of the same centre height as that
-;iven

.F.._i

Area ahcd = area abef + area Ice — area l/d.

Let the difference between the centres and side

heights c k and ti i be respectively represented bj'm
and n, theu the

Area lee = le x Jm = (JW + r/i) x km, and
Area irf/ = 1/ x i n = (.^Vf + rh) x i n.

Area abef = w h + rh^.

.: area abcil= wh + )• ft 2 + J ( iW + r /i ) ( m—» )

(1)

If we multiply both terras of this equation bj'

\ and di\-ide by 27, we shaU have ^
" f

" ^' = the

content of a prism having for its base the cross-

section ahcd, and for its altitude one half foot.

__ j ( '" h + r ft 2) i (w + rh)
5j + ^ ( III n )

The first t'rm of the last member of this equa-
tion is the same as may be found in cfiuatinns (l')

and (3), from which we obtain the tabular quanti-
ties in the first column. The second term is a cor-

rection to be applied on account of transverse ground
slope.

We place quantities found by giving different

values to /( in the expression ^ ' ? '" "*" ^ ^ in a

third column, and thus complete the table.

The term m — n is a multiplier wliich must be
determined in each separate case. If we consider n
as negative, when the side-cutting or filling is less

than that at the centre, we may place the term under
the general form m + n.

The following is a convenient form for the tables.

Quantities represented by K ">
^^ + '" ^'°

_

are placed in column A ; those represented liy

Hiw + rli)
are placed in column U ; and those

represented by " ^"C^'t ^^iZ. in column C.

The column marked Ordinate contains the centre
heights.

Base lift., Slope 1^ : 1.

OEDINAIE. j\. B. C.

0.0 .01)110 .0000 .00110

.1 .02i)2 j>(;i;-> .1)1.101

.2 .OJliO .0070 .1)004

.3 .0803 ,0(:9(( .0008

.4 .1081 .07114 .0015

.5 .i.-.cc .0718 .0023

.G .WaC, .0731 .0033

.7 .10.51 .0745 .0045

.8 .2252 .0759 .0059

.9 .2558 .0773 .0075
1.0 .2870 .07.S7 .0093
.1 .3188 .OSOl .0012
/2 .3511 .0815 .0133
.3 .3840 .0829 .015S
.4 .4174 .0843 .0181
.5 .4514 .0850 .0208
.6 .4859 .0870 .0237
.7 .5210 .0S84 .0208
.8 .5507 .0X08 .0300
.9 .5029 .0912 .0334

2.0 .0290 .0920 .0370

THE USE OP THE T^UJLES.

When the cross-sections are level, take from
cohmtn A the quantities corresponding to the given
centre heights, and from their sum subtract the
quantity in column C corresponding to the difference

of centre heights.

When there is a transverse ground slope, take
from Column A the quantity opposite the first centre

height.

Multiply the quantity in column B, opposite this

centre height by the algebraic sum of the tlifferences

between the centre and side heights (in + b), and
add the result to or subtract it from the quantity
taken from column A according as the value of

m 4- n is positive or negative. Proceed in the same
manner with the next cross-section, and from the

sum of the ciuantities thus found subtract the quau-
tity in column C, opposite the difference of central

heights.

This gives an approximation which in most cases

does not differ essentially from the exact quantity.

If, however, it is desired to compute exactly by
the Prismoidal formula, when there is a transverse
groimd slope, proceed as before indicated for the end
cross-section. Find a similar quantity for the

midiUe cross-se»tion, as follows. Take from column
A the quantity corresponding to the half sum of the

(fti + h
_= and correct by mtiltiply-ceutre heights,"

ing the corresponding quantity in column B bj' half

the sum of the values of m + n.

Multiply the quantity thus found by 4 and add
to the sum of the quantities found for the end cross-

sections, i/ into the sum thus obtained is the true
content of the solid.

Surface. Grade.

Fill.

Sta. m + n
Left. Centre. Ri.ght.

1 420.7 428.0 1.9 1.3 0.3 — 0.4

2 427.0 429.0 2.4 2.0 1.8 + 0.2

3 428.1 430.0 2.4 1.9 1.4 0.0

4 etc. etc. etc. etc. etc. etc.

For convenience in computation the value of

m -\- n may be placed in the cross-section book as

above.

The determination of the value of m -)- n is

readily ttnderstood. At the first station m, the

difl'ercnce between the centre height and the greatest

side height is
-f-

0.0. n is — 1.0 : hence vi — n =
— 0.4.

If we assume w = 14ft., and r — 1^. the c<nnpu-

tation for the stations given above will be as follows :

The quantity in column A, opposite the first centre

height, 1.3, is .3840.

The quantity in column B is .0829, which multi-

plieil by — 0.4, the value n! m + 11, gives— .03310

for the correction to be ajiplied to the lirst quantity.

Hence .3508 is the corrected quantity for the first

cross-section.

At station 2, the quantity in column A opposite

2.0 is .6296 ; and the cjuauiity in column B, .0926;

givin,' for the correction .01852, and for the
corrected quantity .6481. This added to the
quantity previously fotmd gives .9989. Subtract
•0015, the quantity in column C, opposite 0.7
= hi — /(2)i and we have for the volume of the
prismoid 1 — 2, 100ft. long, 99.44 cubic yards.

Again, the corrected quantity for station 2 is

6481.

The quantity in column A for 1.9 is .5929

m + n = 0, .: the correction = 0. .6481 -f- .5929
= 1.2410. Subtract .0001, the quantity in column
C, opposite 0.1 (= hi— hi), and obtain 124.09 cub.

j-ards fur station 2—3.

To compute the tables we may use the formulas

before found, but this is a very slow and laborious

process. It is much better to use the method of

differences, as tliis is a quicker and easier method,
and at the same time incurs less liability of error.

The principles governing this method of computing
quantities rex:)resented by a formula are well known.

If the expression representing the quantity is of

the first degree the iirst order of differences wUl be

constant, and if of the second degree the second order

of ilifferences will be constant, and so on.

Hence we see, that for computing quantities in

columns A and C, we shall find the second difference

constant. For column B the first difference is

constant.

We shall also find that these differences do not

vary with the width of road-bed, but only with the

ratio of side slope.

The following are the differences for the two slopes

most commonly used in this country.

Slope IJ : 1.

Column A, 2nd diff. 0.000555555 +
B, 1st diff. 0.0013888888 +

„ C, 2nd diff. 0.0001851851 -f-

Slope 1 : 1.

Column A, 2nd diff. 0.000370370370 +
„ B, 1st diff. 0.000925925925 -(.

„ C, 2nd tUff. 0.00012345679012 +
It wiU be noticed that ^ r (Iii — 7(.2)^ the expres-

sion representing quantities in column C, does not
involve lu, and therefore the numbers in this

column do not vary with the width of road-bed.

M
BANGOE PATENT SLATE RIDGES."

ESSES. THOMAS AND SON, of Bangor,

North Wales, have invented and patented a
very useful article for -slate ridges. The great ad-
vantages, and the very extensive use, of slate

ridges, are well known. Some years ago an article

was patented by which one of the joints or sides

was dispensed with, the roll being attached to the

other joint or side, this forming a y\ under the

roll. It was fixed or fastened with nails or screws,

the heads of which being visible, thej' were exposed

to all weathers, which very soon rendered them loose

and leaky. To improve upon this, Messrs. Thomas
and Son brought out very lately an invention by
which the roll and both sides or wmgs are virtually

in one piece, and there are no points horizontally

where the wet has the least chance of effecting an
entrance. Instead of a y^ on the under side of the

roll, a square groove is made, into which the sides

or ivings turn up and.

fit in, as may be seeu

in the accompanying
illusti'ation. This is

accomphshed by an
ingenious contrivance

in making the ends
of wings turn up at an
angle, and fit exactly

into the square groove
provided in the roll. There are no nails or
screws exposed; this class of ridge is there-

fore kept from such harm as heat and wet can
effect. When fixed they are quite iudeiiendent of
any screw, as the wings, when once laid on the

roof, become wedged up in the roll, which being
very prominent, imparts a bold and handsome
finish. As these ridges can be easily and rapidly

made by Messrs. Thomas and Son's patent process,

we arc glad to say they can be produced inexpen-
sively, as there is no waste of stuff involved in the

manufacture. We are therefore not surprised to

hear that they are being used by some of our chief

architects and the Government.

i 'Wo regret to learn that Mr. Welby-Pugin re-

ceived injiuies of a more serious nature thiin was at
first anticipated in the recent railway accident near
Bletchley, and it has been deemed advisable to re-

move him to the Continent.
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CHURCH OF THE HOLY
CHESTER.

NAME, MAK-

BY the permission of the architects, Messrs. .J.

Hansom and Son, of Alfred-place, Thurloe-

square, we give this week a double sheet illustration

of sanctuary and north transept of this very fine

church.

Its chief characteristics are the great width of

the nave, and its having, in addition to the usual

aisles, a second series, devoted to chapels and con-

fessionals, so that it may be said to be double-

aisled. The sanctuary embraces the whole width of

the nave, but for an aisle ambulatory at each side

and round one end. Terra-cotta has been used for

wall linings, screens of chapels, groining, &c., so that

there is no plaster work, as ordinarily used.

The organ "loft" and gallery for choir is at the

west end, having an area of 42ft. bj' '27ft., and is

groined under at a mean height of 20ft. The ex-

treme interior length is 172ft. 6in. ; the length

across the transepts, 117ft. 6in. ; clear width of

nave, 44ft. ; clear width of each aisle, 13ft. ; width

across nave and aisles, 76ft. ; chapels, south side,

average width, 17ft. ; confessionals and cloister,

north side, 20ft. There are seven chapels

—

ionr

opening into the transept—and three on the south

side, with a large porch and octagonal baptistr}' on

the same side, all screened off by open tracery of

terra-cotta. Eight confessionals, and the great

stairs to gallery, are on the north side, screened off

in the same way.

The tower is designed for the west-end, but is at

present carried up no higher than 80ft. ; its com-

plete height will be from 250tt. to 300ft. Its present

base, exclusive of buttresses, is 53ft. by 31ft. ; it is

intended to have the character of the " Great Belfrj'"

of some existing Continental and, no doubt, of

English churches of the middle ages.

The height of nave to the ridge of roofs is 105ft.; to

ridge rib of vaulting, 75ft. ; of vaulting ridge of

transepts. 48ft. There is a great west-end entrance

from Oxford-road, approached by a double ascent of

steps, nine in all, raising the floor of the church

about 5ft. from the street.

The main chancel archway embraces the width

and height of the nave, but the inner archw.iy is

64ft. high and 25ft. wide. The vaulting groined

ribs .are of terra-cotta, and the web or tilling of

hexagonal cellular voussoirs of the same material, of

warm buff tint, and bands of darker tint, as shown
by the drawing. Each voussoir has a pattern

stamped in strong relief on its lower exposed face.

The walls are lined with diapered-pattern tiles. The
cost of the building so far, without altars and
fittings, m.-iy be said to be about £25,000.

Mr. Marshall, of the late firm of Ibberson and
Marshall (the contractors), is conducting the build-
ing in a very satisfactory way, under the able
personal superintendence of Mr. James Forth, the
clerk of works. Messrs. Gibbs and Canning, of
Tamworth, have supplied the terra-cotta.

An exterior view of the building m.-iy hereafter
be given

; but we have had more than one favour-
able notice of it in our pages, under the head of
" Manchester Architecture and Building."

just been abolished, after existing two hundred and

fourteen years. At what time the rood-screen was

erected, Oliver confesses his inability to determine,

and we do not know that the date has ever been

fixed with any certaintj-. But the screen must have

been there when the partition was carried out, and

the probability is that the " hideous wall of separa-

tion" was built upon the screen, the fig\ire of Our
Lord on the Cross, with the Virgin .and S. .Tohn on

either side, ha\Tng been previously pulled down by
the Iconoclasts. The centra! arch, and the openings

and arches on the side aisles, were filled up with tlie

brickwork, and that would certainly exhaust .ill the

£150. The date of the organ is 1665, and the

record of the " Tourist," that it " st,ands where the

before-mentioned partition-wall did" is strictly

correct, if the wall was erected over and upon the

screen, as w.as no doubt the case. Hook's " Church
Dictionary" mentions that in Large churches the

rood-loft with its screen was usually of stone, some-

times containing a chapel and altar within it, and

that these more substantial structures have been

almost universally converted into organ lofts. We
know that such conversion was effected in Exeter

Cathedral in 1665, and Oliver reports that, on the

south side of the sceen, in pre-Reformation days,

was '* the Lady's Altar, often called Bratton's, and
on the north side S. Nicholas's." When the Canons'

stalls come to be removed, during the restoration

now proceeding, we shall probably learn something

more about the construction of the screen, and the

uses to which it was formerly applied.

THE ROOD-SCREEN, EXETER CATHEDRAL.
fyillE brief notice in last week's Building News

of "A Tour Through Devon One HundredJ-
lears Ago implied that the old chronicler believed the
present rood-screen in Exeter Cathedral was erected
on the spot where stood the partition-wall, built in
the Puritan period to divide the church into two
parts. Whether that may have been the tourist's
opinion or not, it cannot (says the local Gazette) he
the actual fact. In his ''History of the Cathedral,"
when narrating the barbarous treatment of the Speke
Chapel at the hands of the Puritans, Dr. Oliver says
that in lt>57 the east window and Decorated altar-
piece of the chapel were swept away to open a
thoroughfare " into the f:creat church, or Peter's-in-
the-East, partitioned off from West Peter's by a brick
wall, erected, plastered, and whitened on both sides by
Walter Deeble, at the expense of £150." This inno-
vation, he adds, " was perpetrated in vh-tue of the
Act of the Mayor and Chamber, bearing date llth
Augu.st, 1657," but though "the hideous wall of
separation was cleared off with the restoration of
monarchy, the thoroughfare has continued ever since."
This thoroughfare, we may remark in passing, has

ASPHALTE V. TRAMWAYS.

A CONTROVERSY has again cropped on the

expediency of tramways fur the metropolis.

There is no doubt that they are accompanied with
advantages and disadvantages. The advantages are

patent to any one who has ridden in the tramway
carriages, and the disadvantages are equally felt, to

judge of piiblicly-expressed opinions, by others. A
correspondent in the Times of Tuesday last says, " In

driving along the Brixton-road, at each crossing of

the rail my phaeton received a violent wrench, some-
times sufficient to loosen the si)riiigs from the axles,

and constantly jerking the end of the pole against

my horses' mouths with such force as to endanger
the breaking of their teeth. Besides this, several

times while my phaeton was on the rails the tram-
way carriage came sweeping along, and, as it is

impossible to depend on being able to get a carriage

quickly free of the tram, I was several times in great

peril of being run down.
" Tramways are, no doubt, excellent things in

themselves, but those who speculate in them should,

in my humble opinion, buy the land on which to

make them, as is done by railway companies, and
not have the right to profit by roads which are

maintained at the expense of the general ratepayers.

Tramways have, however, now become totallj' un-
necessary. The Paris pavement, such as has lately

been laid down in Leicester-square (which I may
remark is not nearlj' so evenly laid as in Paris) is a

tramway in itself, and a tramway for everybody."

Another correspondent in the Times on the fol-

lowing day corroborates the above. He says :
'' My

coachman is a good, careful driver, but we have
found ourselves more than once nearly at right

angles to the road, and the horses all but down, in

trying to cross the tramway. I have just had to

pay a coachmakv's bill in consequence, and I can
promise the shopkeepers in any street where there is

a tramway that they will see very few private

carriages as soon as the owners have my experience

of tramwaj'S. Since the introduction of aspbalte,

tramways are not only useless to every one, but a

serious nuisance to a large body of persons."

Another correspondent says :
" Crossing and re-

crossing, as you are compelled to do, is injury to

your horses, as well as destruction to the springs and
wheels of your carriage. I have now a fine young
horse lame from a twist in the leg occasioned by
catching the shoe in the tram. She has been unable

to work for three weeks, and, to all appearance, will

be as long again or longer before she can be used."

But aspbalte roads, like tramways, are accom-
panied by advantages and disadvantages. The
advantages are rapidity of construction, evenness,

quietness, cleanliness, durability, freedom from dust,

sa\nug of horseflesh, &c. ; and the great disadvan-

tage is slipperiness when the aspbalte road is damj),

It appears to answer very well when it is quite wet
or quite dry, but when it is neither wet nor dry, as

in humid weather, or after a shower, horses cannot

go over it with safety. If any plan could be

adopted to obviate this positive disadvantage, a most
important problem would be solved. It would be

well, therefore, if the aspbalte companies would
devote all their energies to this essential point.

Certainly it is possible for science to ascertain some

mode of mixing the material, or adding something
to it, to meet the difficulty. Let this be done, and
there will be no necessity for tramways, as every
street would be a tramway for everybody, and
London would be immeasurably improved.

SOCIETY OF ARTS' SOIREE.

THE soiree of the Society of Arts, at the South
Kensington Museum on Friday last, had a full

measure of success. About three thousand persons

were present. Of all places in London there is none
other so fit for such a purpose. Though some
thousands are invited, there is abundant room for

more, and the collection of interesting objects is so

vast under all the Protean shapes which the taste

and ingenuity of man has given to matter, that,

however frequent one's visits have been, there will

always be found something to admire which has
previouslj-- escaped attention, or again, as special

favourites, claim anew our admiration. Jloreover, in

this great storehouse of art, you have such abundant
room to more about, that .you are not under the

unpleasant necessity, as in other places, of, at every
turn, meeting again the same people. Great, how-
ever, as were the attractions on all sides to eye and
ear, yet many there were who never left their seats

the whole ovening, intent only on seeing the Royal
party. Loyal and affectionate regard for the Royal
family is, no doubt, in architectural parlance, one
of the surest buttresses of our political edifice ; but
certainly the vulgar obtrusive manifestation of such
feeling as was evidenced at the Society of Arts

soiree is highly objectionable. Those who first

got chairs, as I have said, kept them the whole
evening, so that many ladies, utterly worn out with
fatigue, sat down on steps or anywliere. And men,
too, when the royal personages appeared, utterly

regardless of proprietj', stood upon their chairs, and
tlrove their eyes through their opera-glasses at them,

neither troubling themselves about the feelings o£

the ladies they were staring at, of those behind them,

whose view they were altogether intercepting, or their

own ridiculous appearance. Though the Society

cannot improve the manners of their visitors, yet
this they should on future occasions do : provide

more seats for them.

OH, FOR A SEAT !

NOT in Parliament—not at the School Board,
Vestry, or any other exalted seat—but simply

somewhere, something on which to rest after, per-

haps, miles of weary, hot, and jostling trudging
through London streets. Who, asks the Parochial
Critic, has not seen, with pitying eyes, poor tired

respectabihty of either sex, resting, half ashamed, on
a friendly door-step—edge of railing, anywhere,
everywhere! and who has not wondered that in the-

richest city in the world one might wander for

miles without a spot on which to rest, Avithou£ the
chance of sitting down.^

We cannot afford to ride everywiiere—we are

not all bold enough, or weak enough, to turn into a
public-house when faint and weary—and in how
many is there even the semblance of a seat? No

;

they know better—they know it does not pay to

proWde seats. Now and then, it is true, a windfall

in the shape of a forgotten beer-barrel may offer a
place of rest, but such a bliss is rare.

Can nothing be done for poor, tired, footsore

humanity ? Are there no quiet nooks and corners,

no recesses, in which a seat might be put .'' Surely
in the squares, at least, there might be a chance of

a seat? Would it be too much to ask that in the
streets favoured with tolerably wide flags, seats

might be placed on the edge of the kerb ? Small
seats if you will—but still seats. Is there any great

objection to a few seats in the squares— quiet

resting-places out of the noise—away from the dust?
And if a brace of stray lovers did coo there, would it

matter much ? Heav}' respectability would be in-

doors—in snug arm-chairs—and would, surely, not
grudge weary poverty a quiet, welcome rest?

And then comes the question, who's to pay for all

this (imaginary) luxury ? Well ! if some of the rich

parishes could nut set a good examijle, there are,

God be thanked ! many rich and well-known philan-

thropists who Avould not be wanting, if the thing is

only once fairly started. Remembering, with grati-

tude, drinking fountains for man and beast—even
homes for starving dogs (quadrupeds), one does not

despair of even seats ! Come forward, ye agitators

!

Odger & Co., where are you? Here's an oppor-

tunity not likely to lack sympathisers, who will

assemble "in their thousands." How long will ye

be ''sat upon" without a chance of sitting? How
about 3-our ''fundamental principles" now ? Here's

a chance of a seat which shall immortalise you a

thousand times more than all the seats for which you
vainly strive ! Agitate! Agitate! Agitate! for seats!

I
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THE LEICESTER MUmCIPAL
BUILDIXGS C03IPETITIOX.

"\T7'E have seen the competitive designs .sent

' ' in for these buildings, and we are

sorry that we observed so little worth writing

about. It is evident that the jobbery mani-
fest in many recent competitions is bearing
its legitimate fruit. The majority of our
principal architects will not compete in the

absence of some guarantee or strong pro-

bability that justice will be done. If it were
announced at the time when competitors were
invited to send in designs that jNIt. G. E.
Street, or some other unexceptionable referee,

would be consulted by the municipal

authorities, and that his advice would in all

probability be followed, we have good reason
for believing that other architects would have
.stepped into the Leicester arena, and a very
much better exhibition of designs would
have been prepared. Though there are

four or five good sets exhibited, the
majority are below par. Two things forcibly

struck us on first walking round the exhibi-
tion—to wit, the effrontery of some of the
competitors, and the scarcity of good archi-

tecture. To follow in the school of certain

leading architects is no doubt the best way
for young men to become efficient in their

art ; but to copy, line for line, certain features

from certain successful designs of some of our
best architects is nothing more or less than
robbery. Ever since the publication in the
BuiLDDCG News of Mr. Edward W. Godwin's
design for the Northampton Town Hall, Mr.
Burgos's design for the Law Courts, and Mr.
Waterhouse'sdesign for the Manchester Town
Hall, there has been a slavish copyism
which is deplorable, as it evinces an absence
of power to think on the part of many
of those who may be regarded as the rising

generation of architects. Say what we
will, architecture is not in a healthy condi-
tion in this country at the present time,

and the Leicester competition is a proof of it.

A few weeks since we published the plan
and view of the successful design for Win-
chester Guildhall. If any one will take the
trouble to compare these illustrations with
those of the Northampton Town Hall, which
appeared in the Building News of November
8th, 1S()1, he will see at a glance the un-
acknowledged appropriations of the Win-
chester architects. Under the motto of " Cori-
tani" some one has gone a step fiu'ther, and
transferred to his drawings, line for line, and
to an inch scale, two of the groups of sculp-
ture at the NorthamptonTown Hall, which we
gave in the Building News for November 10,

18G.5. This is out-Heroding Herod. The
plan of the Northampton Town Hall was well
suited for its particular site, but quite unfitted

for ^Vinchester. The sculptures at Northamp-
ton, although illustrative of local history, are so

badly executed as to be quite unfit for that or
any other building. This piracy is so trans-

parent that a Leicester paper has called atten-

tion to it. Less reprehensible is the course pur-
sued by the architect who has adopted "Hotel
de Ville" as his motto. The somewhat squat
dormers in IMr. Burges's design for the New
Law Courts are reproduced here with a
difference, the difference being an exaggera-
tion of the squattiness. Jlr. Waterhouse's
dortners, which are not his happiest bits, have
been similarly travestied, and the hall of Pens-
hurst has contributed not a little to the beauty
of the device of the Tudor rose. There are

three designs at Leicester well worthy of a
long and careful criticism, could we afford the
space. We refer to that numbered " 12.")0,"

one marked with the device of ".S. George
and Dragon," and " Omnia Vincit Veritas.''

The two first are badly hung against the
light, and especially " S. George and Dra-
gon." " 12.5U" shows the best architecture;
" S. George and Dragon" shows the most
original and novel treatment ; and " Omnia
Vincit Veritas" is particularly noteworthy for
its simplicity of plan. Of the forty sets of
drawings sent in, we are quite sure that there

are not more than half-a-dozen that have the

slightest claim to the title of architectural

designs for an historical building in an histo-

rical town. One word more. We protest in

the very strongest manner against the fancy

points of sight which the majority of the com-
petitors have taken for their perspectives.

These drawings are, in fact, delusions.

Though there is such a scarcity of good
architecture, there is sufficient for Mr. Street

to chose from for a good municipal struc-

tm-e. The selection of Mr. Street as referee

is an evidence of good faith, and when he has

decided—and we have confidence in the justice

of his decision—we trust it will not be dis-

turbed by pettifogging local interests.

THE NATIONAL GALLERY.
THE PEEL COLLECTION.

EVERY one who can find time or make
time should take an early opportunity

of visiting the National Gallery, to see the

beautiful Peel Collection, which the Govern-
ment have been fortunate enough to purchase

for the nation, and which are now hung in a

room by themselves, being the last but one

of those in the eastern portion of the building,

which was formerly occupied by the Royal
Academy. The collection consists of about

seventy-five pieces, of which sixty-five are

of the Dutch and Flemish schools (chiefly

the former). The remainder consists of eight

pictures by Reynolds, amongst which are his

own portrait, and that of Dr. Johnson, and
one by Wilkie, being the well-known en-

graved picture of "John Knox Preaching

before the Lords of the Convention."

But the Dutch and Flemish pictures are in

their bulk the chiei palmhim of the collection,

supplying as they do what had hitherto been

recognised as a great want in the national

collection. No less than eighteen early

Dutch painters of the highest rank are now
for the first time represented upon the walls

and in the catalogue, besides others addi-

tionally illustrated by works of beauty and
importance. To enumerate some of these :

—

Terburg is represented by "The Guitar

Lesson," an elegant composition, introducing

a sample of the artist's well-known skill in

painting satin gowns ; Adrian Van Ostade,

by a most effective piece, "The Alchemist ;"

Isaac Van Ostade, brother of the preceding,

who excelled in landscape subjects—which
are rare, however, in this country—by three

specimens ; G. Metzu, by two of his highly-

finished interiors, respectively entitled "A
Duet "and "The Music Lesson ;" Paul Potter,

by a " Landscape and Cattle" piece, which,

though small, is interesting as an example of

his transcendant art in this line ; Jan Steen,

the painter par exalknce of humourous
domestic subjects, by " The Music Master,"

painted in a vein of less broad humour than

he generally indulged in, but evincing

masterly command of his materials ; F. Van
Micris, by a marvellous little interior, in

which is a lady in a crimson jacket, feeding a

parrot ; and AVilliam Van Jlieris, his son, by
an interior of a " Fish and Poultry Shop,"
abounding in varieties of animal and still life,

the textural treatment of which is so

admirable as to repay the minutest study
;

Karel Dujardin, by three elegant landscapes;

and Netscher by three works, the most strik-

ing of which, perhaps, is that representing

children blowing bubbles. Of Dutch artists

already partially represented, we have addi-

tions of three by Cuyp, four by Hobbema,
including a grand landscape, "The Avenue,
Midelharnis, Holland," one of several

places supposed to have been the birthplace

of the artist ; two by Peter de Hooge, so un-

rivalled for his picturesque perspective in

interiors of houses and domestic courtyards,

and two by Ruysdael.

In the Flemish school we have seven im-

portant works by Teniers ; a portrait of

Vandyck by himself ; and two by Rubens,
" The Triumph of Silenus," an effective work

for its gi-and sweep of action and the splen-

dom- of its colour, which is in a remarkably
fine state of preservation—and the immortal
" Chapeau de Paille," which, in itself, is a
gallery of art, worth a pilgrimage to see.

What speaking eyes, what intelligence of ex-

pression, what perfection of coloiu'ing and
flesh modelling, what mastery of the brush in

every line ! This work was a favourite per-

formance with this great; master, for he
retained it in his possession till his death,

when it passed into that of his son-in-law.

The influence of such examples as this col-

lection comprises upon the student of art,

particularly in the favom-ite walks of rjenre

and landscape, cannot be too highly esti-

mated. In one point of view they are par-

ticularly interesting and valuable—namely,

as illustrating the fact, which was mentioned
by Sir Francis Grant, at the last Academy
banquet, of the endm-ing quality which cha-

racterises the coloirrs used by the early

masters. There they are, after two or three

hundred years of exposure, as bright and
fresh, and in as sound a condition as the year
in which they were painted ; whilst in the
very same room, Wilkie's " John Knox
Preaching," which has been painted only

somewhere about forty years, already exhibits

symptoms of decay, and of clumsy at-

tempts at restoration. The Council of the

Royal Academy jiropose to establish a Pro-
fessorship of Chemistry, with especial direc-

tion to the preparing of pigments ; but we
doubt if this will of itself be sufficient to meet
the evil. Our painters ought to follow the

example of their brethren of old, who mostly

wei'e in the habit of grinding and preparing

their own colours, and in many cases enjoyed
the advantages of special processes, of their

own discovery, of which they jealously kept
the secret.

In connection with the hanging of the
Peel collection, the general arrangements of

the gallery in Trafalgar-square have under-
gone some change, of which it may be as well

to say a few words, if only as a protest

against the make-shift expedients which have
too long prevailed in all that concerns the

management of the people's art treasures.

In the first place the Turner Collection, wliieh

formerly occupied the large western room,

has been transferred to the two rooms leading

to it, where they hang in juxtaposition

with other two rooms appropriated to the
very earliest schools of Italian art, so that

to stand in a doorway between them affords

an effect of contrast more striking than

edifying or agreeable. The great western room
itself is now fiUcd with, a general gathering

of works of modern British art, including a
few of the Vernon collection, which have
been drafted here as an instalment from
South Kensington. Italian art intermixed

with Spanish prevails generally in all the

remaining apartments, with the exception of

the penultimate on the ea-stern side, which
is appropriated to the Peel collection, and the

last, or grand room, which is chiefly filled with

the nation's previous possessions in Dutch,

Flemish, and German art. Although the

whole suite of apartments in the building as

left by Wilkins is thus occupied, the walls

are much crowded, many fine works being
" skied" so as to be scarcely distinguishable,

and with all this, thirty-eight pictures of the

nuisters are still unhung, or have been re-

moved "for want of room," as the catalogue

informs us ;" but some of them, we fear, on
account of having been damaged by clean-

ing ; and then there are the pictures of the

British school still detained at South Kensing-

ton, which will have to be removed before

the national collection can be seen in its own
house and in a complete form.

How long is this pi'ovoking delay to

continue ? The Albert jMusic Hall, and its

attendant Albert ^Memorial being now com-
pleted, let us hope that the officials of the

Public Works Department may be able to find

a little time to bestow upon the public m
an affair so nearly affecting its pride and its
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estimation in the eyes of intelligent foreigners.

Indeed, if we are to believe rumour, we are

glad to be able to hope that something like a
beginning in beginning to be made in this

matter. Already the human remains, which
filled the site of the workhouse at the
back (which was originally a bm-ial-ground),
have been carted away to Woking Necro-
polis; so that any day we may expect to

see the builders at work, or, at any rate,

to be favoured with some definite informa-
tion as to the plan of the proposed exten-
sion. Lot us take the oijportunity, ere it is too
late, to suggest the necessity of including in the
arrangements a certain extent of apartments
which shall be side-lighted, for the especial

reception of the smaller class of cabinet
pictures—Dutch and Flemish particularly

—

which can best be seen under such conditions,

and which are not done justice to when
stowed away in large, lofty, top-lighted
galleries, often crushed beneath a double line

of heavy gallery pictures. We will not at

present go into any arguments in support
of this position, which, however, will lie

found amply supported by the example of

some of the most eminent Continental
galleries, as well as by a careful examination
of the effect of the adoption of the contrary
practice in the Trafalgar-square Gallery.

Let us also hope that when this business is

well taken in hand, precaution will be taken
to remove from view those ugly chimney-
pots and other roof excrescences, which are
at once an offence to the sight and an obstruc-
tion to the light.

A word before we quit the Gallery about
the catalogue, which is a somewhat ponderous
volume, and costs a shilling. From time to
time, when additions have been made to the
collection, a fresh edition has been issued, with
the new picturesiusertedintheirproperplaces.
the artists being arranged in alphabetical
order ; and the last edition, now before us, is

the fifty-eighth. We have a score of earlier

editions by us. Now the purchase of an
entire catalogue every time of visiting the
Gallery to see a few new pictures comes
rather costly, to say nothing of the wciglit to

carry, which, to those already familiar with
the general collection, incui's unnecessary
trouble. Woidd it not be a good plan, and a
great convenience to the art public, to publish
occasional supplements, devoted to the new
acquisitions, to be sold at a minimum price
(say, one penny), the contents being after-

wards included in the catalogue itself, which,
under such circumstances, need not be re-

issued so fi-equently ? H. O.

WEST BEOMWICH PUBLIC BUILDINGS
COMPETITION.

THE annual meeting of the West F.roniwich
Board of Commissioners has just taken place.

The following is the report of the General Purposes
Committee :•—Acting under the authority of your
Board, the}' requested Ewan Christian, Esq. (archi-

tect to the Ecclesiastical Commissioners), to examine
and give his opinion upon all the plans sent in for

the propo.sed public buildings. Mr. Christian

attended three days, and afterwards forw.arded his

report uj-on all the plans; but as he requested that
such detailed report should be considered private,
your committee do not refer to it further than to
say that thoy have followed it in all respects save
one. and with respect to that one the committee have
selected one of two designs which had been reported
upon by Mr. Christian in equally favourable terms.
The detailed report has been seen by most of the
Commissioners, and is open to the inspection of
those of the Board who have not yet seen it. Your
committee recommend the following plans in the
order named, and suggest also that the premium for
second plan of Town Hall and Library be divided
among the two named as second in the proportion of
the proposed expenditure, and that this be a con-
dition of the award of second premium. Your
committee also recommend that the acceptance of
"Compact's" plans of Town HaU, and "A in a
Circle " for Free Library, be also conditional upon
the architects to whom thej' belong consenting to
the carrying out of such plans only"to the extent to
which they are selected. Town Hall and Offices

:

1st, " Compact ;

" 2nd, " Progress." Free Library

:

fr/ci.

NEW ELEJIENTS OF HAND-EArLDfG.—PLATE XXXIV.

1st, " A in a Circle ;
" 2nd, " Fleur de lis." Markets :

1st, "A in a Circle." Baths: 1st, 'Bona Fide;"
2nd, " Progress." Subjoined are the names of the

successful candidates :
—" Compact," Messrs. Alex-

ander and Henmau, High-street, Stockton-on-Tees;
''Progress," Mr. William Hale, Temple-row AVest,

Birmingham ;
" "A in a Circle," Messrs. Weller and

Proud, Wolverhampton, and Temple-row, Birniing-

liam ;
" Fleur de lis," Mr. Joseph Hewitt, Edmund-

street, London ;
" Bona Fide," Mr. Pincher.

Captain Williams moved the adoption of the

report.—Mr. J. A. Kemick seconded the proposition,

and remarked that he was very well satisfied -with

the report, and was of opinion that the buildings,

when completed, woidd be a credit to the town. He
was also very glad that they decided to engage a
professional architect, inasmuch as, whatever hap-
pened, they could shelter themselves imder the

reputation of a man of large practice, great know-
ledge, and architectural ability ; and if the ratepayers

at any time expressed dissatisfaction with the ap-
pearance of the buildings, they could rejily that they
adopted the best means of arriving at the best con-
clusion. Mr. Clu-istian went through the plans

with very great care and impartiality.—Captain
WilUams observed that it was rather signilicant that

the plans Mr. Christian had fixed upon were the

same as those recommended by the committee, al-

though not in the same order. The resolution was
carried.—The following resolution was then passed:—" That the plans of ' Compact,' ' A in a Circle,'

and ' Bonii Fide,' be accepted for the buildings

mentioned in the report of the General Purposes
Committee, subject to the conditions named m the

report, and instructions to arcliitects, and that the

second premiiun be given to the architects named in

the same report, and subject to the lilvc conditions.''

By another resolution the General Purposes Com-
mittee were empowered to communicate with the

architects of the plans accepted, and to obtain

tenders and report to the Board.

NEW ELEMENTS OF IIAND-EAILING.*

(^Continuedfrom page 459.)

Plate 3L—The Starting of Self-supporting

StjURs, having Rails on Both Sides.

FIGUKE 1. Nothing can exceed the graceful

beauty and grandeur of cu-cular st.au-s that

start with double curves.

No rules can be given for its construction ; the

workman must exercise his own judgment in laying

down a ground i»lau.

The small circle on the left should be contracted

from the third or fourth riser, in order to give the

wreath starting a proper easing from the mitre cap.

It would be impossible to do this by having all parts

of the circle equal distances from its centre.

Tangents P, L, K are drawn for a piece of wreath

to stand over five winders. Its pitch regulates that

standing from newel.

The wreath for large curcle, on the right, stands

over four winders ; its ordinate bemg the riser line

B.

To give the construction of these moiUds would

be simplj- a repetition of what has already been done

for a similar situation of winders. Nor is there

anything new in the side wreath starting from

newel ; it has aheady been shown in various posi-

tions. The explanations, however, may be stated

in few words.

Fig. 2 shows, the tangent A B and three of the

winders unfolded. Draw top of first step. Now
fix upon height of newel. Next, chaw under side

of cap to suit height of newel. Let under side of

rail rest on centre of balusters. Set off half its thick-

ness. This having intersected at N, gives height

N D and D A as a direction for ordinate.

*This series of articles is a reproduction of EOBEET
BiDBELL's work on the subject, published in Philadeiplua,

and by Triibner and Co., Loudoo.
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Let A D on the left equal it. This done, lix

position of mitre cap. Then draw from D through

its centre ; tliis being the ordinate. Make the centre

curve tangent to it, and th.it at A. Set off half

width of rail on each side of centre curve. Then

draw seat square with ordinate. Let height equal

that of D N. Draw the pitch through intersection

of seat and line from A.

Complete the mould by drawing a few ordinate?.

The line A N, to be correct, must equal corre-

spouding letters on the pitch, Fig. 2.

A NEW FIRE EXTINGUISHER.

LAST week, at the Graving Dock, Belfast, trial

was made of a new fire extinguisher, which

has been patented by Messrs. Paton and Harris, of

Glasgow. The comparative futility of the efforts

of firemen, even with the most powerful steam

pumping-engines, to obtain the mastery over an

extensive conflagration, has often been commented

upon, the firemen frequently ha^nng to content them-

selves with confining their attention to preventing

the spread of the " fiery element " (and even

this is sometimes more than the_y can accomplish),

leaving the "fire" to "burn itself out." Various

reasons have been given for this failure, amongst

others, that the flames usually attain to such pro-

portions that when water is thrown on them it is

resolved into its constituent gases, one of which is

the chief supporter of combustion, and, consequently,

the intensity of the fire is increased rather than

diminished. In the experiment tried last week at

Belfast, a barrel, having a false bottom, perforated

with holes, was filled with chips and saturated with

tiu'pentine; alight was applied, and iu a moment
the b.arrel was one mass of flames. The pjToletor,

the new instrument referred to, was then set to

work, and in a few seconds the flames were com-
pletely subdueil, and in a few more the fire totally

extinguished. The pyroleter, or fire-destroyer, is a

machine consisting of two separate pumps of

different sizes, acting alternately ivith a mixing
chamber and a separator, by which the gas is

separated or set free from water, or steam, or any
other liquid. The larger pump draws from a

suitable vessel a solution of bicarbonate of soda

;

the smaller pump draws in a proper proportion of

muriatic acid of the usual commercial strength.

These pumps alternately disch:irge then' contents

into the mixing chamber, where they combuie. and
flow through a pipe into another vessel or chamber,

called a separator, because it retains the water or

other liquid, and allows the gas generated to be set

free and rise in a dry state to the region or chamber
that is in combustion. In the present exliibition

we have a barrel with a false bottom, which acts as

a separator (in the same way as the dunnage woidd
do in the bottom of a sliip), the liquid remaining at

the bottom not producing any injury from its small

quantity. In a sliip, after the fire is ex-
tinguished by the p\Toletor, this liquid can be

removed by the ordinary pumps, as it is only

a strong solution of common salt. The gas

thus generated is almost identical with the

usual choke-damp of mines, which effectually pre-

vents combustion when mixed with the atmosphere
in any proportion above twenty per cent. An
ordinary-sized pyroletor, having pumps of 4in. and Sin.

iu diameter, will generate 1,326 cubic feet of gas in

one minute. In a close vessel, compartment, or store,

even this would speedily fill it up, so that combus-
tion would be impossible, and when the fire was
extinguished there would be no injury to the con-

tents, however delicate, from the agent emploj-ed.

Valuable goods preserved in stores, even the finest

silks, would not be in the least injured by the

agent. Bales of cotton or jute would be rapidly

extinguished, which could not be done with water.

Even oil stores might be so constructed that they
would be protected in a few minutes by the same
means.

^ftiniitttre aiii) Jctovation.

HAEBERTON ROOD-SCREEN.

rood-screen in the Church

VOLUNTARY ARCHITECTURAL EXAMINA-
TION, 1S71.

THE following gentlemen have passed the Pre-
liminary Examination of 1871, .at the Royal

Instilnte of British Architects, viz. i-^W. E. Brown,
of Chelmsford; .1. W. Kounthwaite.of Snndcrland; E.

Square, of Ureat Percy-street, London : F. I'. .John-

son, of Bow-road ; V. Trubshaw, of Strand, London
;

W. J. Martin, of Reading; J. Conder, of Strand,
London ; W. II. Roberts, of Alton, Hants ; C. H.
Shoppee, of Doughty-street, London ; J. Uean, of

Barnsbury, London.

No candidates presented themselves for examina-
tion in the Class of Proficiency or Distinction.

THE rood-screen in the Church of S.

Andrew, Harberton, about three miles

from Totnes, has just been restored. The
screen is of a description seldom met with

elsewhere than in Devonshire, though in that

coimty there are several bearing a marked
resemblance to each other, and erected, no
doubt, at about the same time—probably the

fifteentli century. The screen at Harberton
extends across the cliurcli, and is open and
elegant in its structure. It has now been
gilded where it was gilt before, and it is

richly painted with green and vermilion,

great care having been taken to paint and
gild the screen as it was originally. The
pulpit is of stone, and did not allow of that

elegance of form which some of the Con-
tinental pulpits exhibit, which, being made
of wood, are elaborate Ln form and structure

;

but it is highly ornate. It is octagonal, and
has simken panels in which are seven figures

of the Apostles, siu'motmted with richly-

colom-ed canopies, in perfect keeping iu form
and colour with the screen. The latter has

three divisions : on the north and south side

are recesses now used as large family pews,
but which were most probably chapels in

former times. Separating the sections of the

screen are two pillars. In the centre of that

on the north side is a iigiu-e of our Savioiu-

holding a chalice in his left hand, while his

right hand is raised in the act of pronouncing
a blessing. This pillar is surmounted with
a rich canopy of gold, and a light blue back-
ground. Its beauty is much enhanced by the

rich vermilion and green that are introduced.

There are two openings in the screen, and a
central doorway leading into the chancel,

with two other di'sasions. The southern
pillar has a painting of the Virgin and ChUd,
copied by Mr. Francis Lane from an original

painting by Parmigiano. This is surmounted
by a canopy in the form of a throne, siurilar to

those to be seen in cathedrals. The top of the
screen, which is several feet broad, is sup-
ported by fan-like extensions, with golden
bosses, relieved by colours. The toj) of the

screen has for its base a succession of knots
in gold, forming a beautiful supporting line

;

above is a dark ornamented moulding, which
serves to throw out another rich line con-
sisting of grapes and vine leaves in green and
gold. Above this is a line of vermilion, sm--

mounted by a series of fleur-de-lis, forming
the base of the gi-and scroll at the top, in

which there are ornaments similar to the
lower one, with bunches and vine leaves much
larger and more em'iched, if possible, than
the lower line. The pillars already referred

to are extremely handsome in their carving
and ornamentation.

Of the pulpit there is a tradition that it

was one of the trophies of the Spanish
Armada. Its octagonal divisions are orna-

mented with vine leaves in green and gold,

and the figures of the Apostles are clothed in

white, generally relieved with golden girdles

round their waists. AVhen the screen was
first taken iu hand it had been subjected to

all the destroying effects of time, aided by
the barbarity of man in time of war. Some
of the old pictiu'es have been worm-eaten,
and others had been injured by seats being
nailed against them. Hence there was little

left to indicate the beauty of the screen

in its ancient aspects. The work of re-

adorning this section was confided to ]Mr.

Lane, who has placed in its different

panels a series of paintings, the sub-

jects being as follows :—On the doors

leading to the chancel are groups of cheru-

bim and seraphun, the former accompanying
David, whose Psalms will continue to be sung
as long as this world shall last, thus render-

ing him the fittest personification of Praise.

! A group of seraphim occupy one of the

j
panels, in front of llezekiah, who is shown

in the act of Prayer. North of the centre
doors are paintings in separate panels of
S. Peter, S. Andrew, S. James, S. Bartholo-
mew, S. Jude, S. Matthias, S. Paid, and
S. Stephen, the first of the Christian Martyrs.
Then follow four figm-es to indicate the
Christian Virtues : Faith, with a cross

;

Hope, with an anchor ; Charity, with children

;

Penitence, Magdalene. Next come other
figm-es of the early Christian MurtjTS, com-
mencing with that of Justin Martyr, Poly-
carp, S. Ignatius, of Antioch, and St. Clement,
Then come figures of Edward the Confessor,
Alfred the Great, Oswald, and Ethelbert. On
the south side are figures of S. John, " the
disciple whom Jesus loved." Next to him is

a figure of S. Thomas, then S. James the
Less, S. Matthew, S. Philip, S. Simon,
S. Luke, and S. Mark. Then follow four
figures representing the Christian Virtues

—

Justice, Mercy, Chastity, and Temperance.
Next others of the early Christians

:

S. Cj'prian, Bishop of Carthage, Athanasius,

the eldest of the (Jreek Fathers ; S. Chrysos-
tom, called of " the golden mouth," ecause
of his extraordinary eloquence ; S. Augustine,
of Hippo. Next come Henry V., Edward III.,

Edward I., and, finally, Kichard 1. There
are in all fifty panels, each of which
contains one or more figures. The re-

pairs of the woodwork and the carving at the

extreme top of the cornice, which is new
from end to end, have been done in a most
satisfactory manner by Mr. Stephen Varden,
of Harberton, and the painting and gilding

by Mr. Roberts, of Exeter, the whole of the
cost having been borne by Mrs. Wynne Pen-
darves, of Tristford.

PAKLIAMENTARY NOTES.
The DiiiNKixG Though ix Picc-iMLLT.—Mr.

Chaplin, on Thui-sday week, asked the First Com-
missioner of "Works whether ho was aware that ^
drinking trough had been erected in Piccadilly

exactly opposite the new thoroughfare tlirough

Hamilton-place ; and whether he would take steps
to procure its immediate removal to a more smtable
locality, less obstructive to trafiic ?—Mr. Ayrtousaid
that the trough in question had been erected by th&
hon. member for Weymouth, and had been of great
service. The same gentleman had previously erected
a trough at Knightsbridge, and it was in such,

demand that he thought he woidd erect another on
tlie present site. The site had been selected by the
Vestry, who were entirely responsible ; and if the
Vestry did not approve of the trough now, they
might follow the example of the hon. member for
WeJ^uouth, and erect another trough at their own
expense. If the Vestry should prove obdm'ate, the
hon. member might, at the next general election for

vestrjTnen, propose the election of an anti-trough
party for the parish of St. George's, Hanover-
square.

Thames Embankmext.—Mr. W. H. Smith, on
Friday, jiresented a petition from 21,000 inhabitants

of Westminster and other parts of the metropolis

ag.ainst the inclosure of certain lands upon the
Thames Embankment.

New Palace-Yakd.—Replying to Sir D. Salo-
mons on Monday, Mr. Ayrton said it was much to

be regretted tliat in the arrangements which had
been made for the Houses of P.arliament no shelter

had been provided for servants of members waiting-

with horses and carriages in New Palace-yard. In
order to make such provision now, very considerable

work would have to be undertiiken, and any work
in coimection with tho Houses of Piirliameut was
necessarily of a very expensive character. The
oi>portunity was unfortimately lost last year when
arrangements were mstdo for putting up a costly

railing rotmd Palace-yard.

The New Forest.—Mr. Fawcett moved on Tues-
day, " That in the opinion of this Hoiise, pending
Icgishition on the New Forest, no felling of orna-
mental timber and no fresh enclosures should be
])ennitted in the New Forest ; and th.at no timber
wliatcver should be cut, except for the purposes of

thinning tho young plantations, executing necessary
repairs in the for(!St, and satisfying tho fuel rights
of the commonei's." The hon. member observed that

tlio destruction of omamentul timber which had
taken place in tho New Forest was utterly lament-
able ; but mucli as h,ad been done to destroy the
beauty of its sceneiy, it still must bo considered to

be ono of the most beautifid spots in England, and
what ho desired was, that the House should express

an opiiuon that until the Government had had aa
opportunity of legislating on tho subject, no fiu^her

destruction of the picturesque and beautiful should

be pei-mittcd to take place. As tho Government in-

tended, he believed, to accept his motion, ho would
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not detain tke House, except for the purpose of

referring to one matter—namely, a miuute which had
been issued by Mr. Howard, the representative of

tb« Woods and Forests, wiiich conveyed an impression
to some hon. members that even if this re3olution

were passed it would produce no practical effect.

But he (Mr. Fawcett) could not help thinking that
if that House aud the Government unanimously agree
to a resolution of the nature of that which he pro-

posed, Mr. Howard, as an official serving imder the

Government, and representing a department, would
not fail to pay attention to it. The hon. member
concluded by moving his resoluti<in.—Mr. Clif-

ford remarked that only the other day he
was speaking to his illustrious friend, the Poet
Laureate, who informed him that be had gone to the
New Forest in search of an ancient wood of yews,
which had existed there from the time of William
the Conqueror, and when be approached the site

where be expected this venerable forest should
have been, it was not. It turned out, upon in-

quiry afterwards, that the wood bad been felled

and sold to a timber merchant at Lyndhurst
for the sum of £60. It was of the utmost impor-
tance, when marts and manufactories were springing
up in almost every direction, that there should be
some spot left where the people could resort for that

rural enjoyment which the richer classes found in

Scotland and on the Continent. (Hear, hear.) They
"were under deep obligations to the hon. member for

Brighton for calling attention to this subject, and
the resolution of that House should emjihatically
declare that there should be no further encroach-
ments upon the New Forest.—Sir C. Dilke proposed,
as an addition to the resolution of his hon. friend,
" Also, that Denny Wood should be restored to its

former condition as open forest land."—Mr. W.
Powler seconded the amendment.—Mr. Baxter stated
that any answers he had previously given had not
been given upon his own knowledge, but upon state-

ments furnished to bim. He agreed with his hon.
friend the member for Chelsea that there could be
no danger now from young cattle in the wood, and
lie agreed with his hon. friend that the padlocks of

which he had spoken should be removed. He hoped,
however, that, as Government and the hon. member
for Brigton were agreed as to the motion ofthe latter the
hon. member for Chelsea would not press his motion.
—Alderman Lawrence thought that the Cro-mi
Commissioners misunderstood their functions, and
that there was no difference between the New Forest
and S. James's Park, and other of the Crown pro-
perty. At some future day it would be uect'ssary

to have a full discussion on the whole question of

the management of the Crown lands.—Lord H.
Scott declared that the Commissioners of Woods
and Forests had only been able to show a favour-
able balance year after year by the felling and sale

of ancient timber. Some of the finest beech trees
in the New Forest bad been cut down and sold for

firewood. He hoped the Government would satisfy

the House that Denny Wood was not enclosed for
the purpose of being cut down.—Mr. Cowper-Temple
hoped this motion would throw a little light into

the recesses of the office of Woods and Forests.
The Commissioners of Woods seemed to consider
that in the management of some of the most mag-
nificent beech trees that existed in Europe the best
thing for the interest of the piiblic was to cut them
down and sell them for firewood, and it did not
seem to enter into their minds that people cared for
ancient forests as places of recreation and enjoy-
ment. No one ventured to say that it was an im-
proper use of public money to purchase landscapes
for exhibition in the National Gallery, but accord-
ing to Mr. Howard it was a failure of duty to the
public if any pains were taken or money expended
in preserving for the country the finest natural
landscape that existed in Europe. The Commis-
sioners seemed to have goue out of their way to
select the places where the finest old trees stood
in order to replace them with sapling oaks. It was
certainly not for the public interest that people
should be driven out of England to find picturesque
scenery.—Mr. Sclater-Booth said it was the fashion
to rail at the Commissioners of Woods and Forests,
but they were bound by various Acts of Parliament,
and it was extremely unjust they should be found
fault with when they were merely doing their duty.
On the other hand, the House was continually find-
ing fault with them because the estates under thcii-

management did not jdeld more revenue.—Mr. M.
Chambers said it was clear these forests had been
mismanaged, and the time had come wheu every
man in that House should get up and cry thcx-e
should be a new arrangement.—Mr. Fawcett said
the hon. member for Chelsea had desired him to
say that he wished to withdraw the resolution.
The Government bad promised to take off the pad-
locks in Denny Wood. The lion, member would of
course have an opportunity of again bringing the
matter forward before tlie end of tlie session if it

wrre found requisite tliat he should do so. The
amendment was withdiawn, and the resolutions
were agreed to.

Hyde Park.—Mr. W. H. Smith drew attention to
the neglected condition of portions of Hyde Park.
He complained particularly of the manner in which
the grass was allowed to be destroyed in the centre
and on the north side, and of the removal of tm-f

from parts much frequented by the public in the
vicinity of the Albert Memorial.—Mr. Alderman
Lawrence remarked that in the centre of the park there
was a large sandy desert, which was gradually in-

creasing in size, and existing paths were allowed to

be widened and new paths to bo worn in all direc-

tions.—Mr. B. Hope wanted to see some protection
afforted for the ornamental fountaiu erected on the
north side of the park by the generosity of an Indian
prince. The spot where it stood was selected by
the dirtiest Little vagabonds as a playgroimd, the
grass was completely trodden away, and the foun-
tain itself was being damaged.—Mr. B. Cochrane
did not see how the park could be kept in perfect
order while it was made the drill-ground of the
metropolis, the playground of roughs, and the
meeting-place for Communists. The leases of
the small bouses east of Albert-gate were about
falling in, and the property might be acquired at

very little expense for the improvement of the park.
—Mr. Ayrton reminded the House that Hyde Park
was managed as a whole, and not for the con-
venience of persons residing on one side of it or on
the other. The object was, to afford enjoyment to

those who frequented the park from all parts of

London. It was easy to coniplaizi that in parts the
turf did not grow, but that had been the conditi(m
of Hyde Park as long as lie recollected it, because
imfortunately there were many people in a metro-
polis like this who did not understand that when
gravel walks were provided they were intended to
be walked upon. Those people seemed to think
the only way to enjoy the walk was to take the side
of the path, and thus the grass was gradually worn
away. The superintendent was a person of the
greatest knowledge and experience in the art of

gardening, and was well acquainted with the
best method of cultivating grass. The part
of the park winch suffered most from those
persons who declined to conform to any arrange-
ments for its general maintenance was that
opposite the Marble Arch, and rails were there put
up as a suggestion that if the grass were not walked
over it would grow. Yet, rather than go round a
few yards, people jumped over the rails and des-
troyed all vegetation. Under the present state of
things no possible restraint could be put upon such
conduct except turning the offenders out of the park,
which, considering the number of gates, would be a
very unprofitable proceeding. If only one in a
hundred of the frequenters of the park was ill-

behaved the effect was very serious ; but should the
House think it desirable that the parks belonging
to the Crown should be treated in the same mamier
as other inclosures, it would be impossible to make
arrangements to keep them in proper order without
carrying on a perpetual war with the public by
police, iron hurdles, and other means. The parks
were intended for all classes, and as a source of

pleasure for the children of the metropolis ; but as
the cost was defrayed out of the public exchequer,
the country would naturally object to an unlimited
expenditure in pursuing that object. With regard
to the complaint of turf being taken from one part
for the improvement of another, that was a reason-
able and economical mode of proceeding, because
turf removed in that way was found to answer best
tlie purpose for which it was intended, and the places
from which it was taken could be resown, and in the
course of three or four months would produce turf to
all appearances as good as it was before. He gave
directions to have the inclosure removed from the
fountain referred to and a proper paling put round
it. With regard to the question of the hon. member
opposite (Mr. B. Cochrane), he did not think it was
any part of his duty to enter into any speculations.
The best thing the inhabitants who wished these
houses to be removed could do, was to promote a
Bill through Parliament, aud pay the expenses
themselves.—Mr. G. Bentinek attributed the devas-
tation of the park to the permission to hold public
meetings within it.—Lord Elcho thought that a
compromise might be made by preserving the more
decorative parts from injury. But it was not children
alone that required to be looked after. St. James's
Park was the scene of scandalous indecencies and
bestialities on the part of the roughs of London,
and something of the same kind took place in Hyde
Park. The First Commissioner of Public Works
and the police ought to prevent such scenes.

METllOrOLITAN BuiLDING ACT (1855) AMEND-
MENT Bill.—This Bill passed through Committee
on Wednesday.

Gr.\.v1': digging in the Meti:opolit.\n Ceme-
teries.—The labour and expense involved in the

preparation of the last resting-places of the
departed is perhaps fully comprehended by few.

During a recent visit to S. James's Cemeter}', High-
gate, one of the best of our Metropolitan burial-

grounds, we were not a little surprised when the

Superintendent informed us that the total length of

the graves dug there during the year 1870 was
over three miles and a half, or more than twenty
thousand feet. Jlultiply this by the breadth and
length of each grave, and an idea may be had of the
labour required in one cemetery ouly before our
dust can find kindred shelter.

JmMng Intelligeitte.

CHURCHES AND CHAPELS.

Chisf.lhuest.—On Saturday week the foundation-
stone of a new church was laid at Chiselhurst. It

has been designed in the Early Decorated style, and
is to consist of ^a^'e, with clerestory, aisles, north and
south transepts, and chancel, with vestry at the
north-east angle. Externally it is to be of Kentish
ragstone, iu regular courses, with dressings and or-

namental parts, to be executed in Bath stone, and
the roof to he slated with Whitland Abbey green

slates, and purple Bangor slates in alternate courses.

The chancel has an apsidal end, with large two-light

windows in each compartment. Accommodation is

provided for 525 adults. The extreme internal

dimension of the church, exclusive of the chancel, is

7-2ft. by 63ft. The cost of the building is £4,000.

Christ Church, Dubun.— A correspondent

says :
" The works are commenced. The Synod-hall

should be built on the corner ground at east end
of the cathedral, and the site proposed by Mr. Street,

to do justice to himself and the restoration, re-

main an open space—aud a joy for evermore."

LuDDiNGTON.—A new church is being erected at

Luddington (near Stratford-on-Avon). Tradition

has it that Shakespeare took Ann Hathaway to wife

at the church which formerly stood here, but there

is no record to support it. The church will be 02ft.

long in the interior, the nave 22ft. wide, and the

chancel l4ft. The design, which is Geometrical

Decorated, is by Mr. John Cotton, architect. Temple-

row, Birmingham. Messrs. J. and G. Callaway are

the builders.

Rock Ferry.—The foundation-stone of a new
Congregational chapel was laid on Friday last

at Rock Ferry, near Liverpool. The plan

consists of a nave 76ft. 9in. long by 48ft.

in width, with spacious transepts 25ft. Oin. by 10ft.

also large apsidal class-rooms, vestries, and organ

gallery, with lecture-hall over, occupying the space

which in conformist churches is allotted to the

chancel. The main building consists of a nave with

aisles and transepts attached, a tower and spire

reaching to a height of 150ft. terminating the north

aisle at its eastern end, and a south-east apsidal

porch and staircase finishing in a like manner the

south aisle, leading respectively to a spacious central

vestibule. The material employed in the construc-

tion is white Stourton stone, with brick for the

internal linings; the external face of the walls being

of coursed pitch face work and tooled stone

dressings. The nave is diviiled into four bays by
ornamental cast-iron columns supporting the roof,

which is of a somewhat novel waggon-headed form,

and is to be finished entirely of pitch pine. The
style of the church is Gothic cf the first half of the

thirteenth century ; and it is designed to provide

accommodation for over 800 worshippers. The
several works are being executed by Messrs. Booth

and Richards, builders, Rock Ferry, from the

designs and under the superintendence of Mr. David

Walker, of Liverpool.

SiLVW.—On Trinity Monday the new parish

church of Shaw, Lancashire, was consecrated. The
architect is Mr. R. W. Drew, of Manchester. The
style is an early type of Decorated Gothic. The
church consists of a central tower over the chancel,

a nave, with aisles 72ft. long, and 50ft. high to the

ridge. The width of navj and aisles is 4;ift. The
chancel is 39ft. long. There are 750 sittings. The
reredos is of Caen stone, richly carved. A cusped

arch over the altar is intended to contain a mosaic, but

at present a cartoon of the Resurrection, by Messrs.

Heaton, Butler, and Bayne, occupies the space.

The cost of the church is about £9,000.

S. Peter's, Folkestone.—At this church, which

about a year since underwent considerable enlarge-

ment and improvement, has been erected a new
altar and reredos. The altar, which is built of oak,

with the slab of Portland stone, is highly deco-

rated in colour and gold ; the front is divided into

five double panels, with detached columns between,

forming to the front a range of ten panels, which bear

painted figures in attitude of prayer, the subjects

represented being, on the Gospel side, S. George

(warrior), S. Alban (martyr), S. Benedict (monk), S.

Cliad (bishop) ; iu the central panels, angels bearing

golden censers ; and on the Epistle side, David (.king),

S. Catherine (nun), Isaiah (prophet), S. Imalda

(infant). The reredos, which is built of Caen stone,

has in the centre a deep recess for the crucifix,

covered with a projecting canopy, supported by

marble columns, and the back filled with mosaic. On
each side are three shallow niches, with columns o£

Irish marble supporting the canopy above, each

niche containing the figure of a saint, executed in
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Caen stone—\iz., on the Gospel side, S. Peter (the

patron), S. Dunstaa (archbishop), and S. Anselm
(archbishop); on Epistle side, S. Gregory (Pope),

S.Augustine (first archbishop of Canterbury), and S.

Thomas, of Canterbury. The stone figures are from

the studio of Mr. Phyffers, of Pimlico ; the altar

decorations are by Messrs. Leech, of London and
Cambridge; and Mr. Slingsby Stalhvood, of Folke-

stone, is the architect from whose design the work
has been carried out.

Stkadbroke.—The parish church of Stradbroke,

Suffolk, is about to be restored. The building

consists of a nave opening with five fine stone Per-

pendicular arches into north and south aisles, the

south aisle being very wide : in fact as wide as the

nave itself; north and .south porches, west tower,

"with very fine tower arch. chant:el and chancel aisles,

and vestry. The date of the entire church, with the

exception of a small piece of the chancel, which is

earlier, is of the fifteenth century. "When restored

the aisle roof will be entirely new, moulded and
carved, with ornamental spandrels to the ribs of each

principal. The chancel roof will also be entirely

new. The south porch and vestry will also be re-

built. The west gallery has been taken down,

opening up the fine tower arch ahready alluded to.

The columns and arches of the whole of the inside of

the church, many of which have been much cut

about, and some almost reconstructed in compo, will

be carefully and accurately restored to their original

form and mouldings. The chancel arch, being

entirely of compo, will be rebuilt altogether. The
contract is taken b}' Mr. Grimwood, of Weybread.
Mr. R. M. Phipson is the architect. The cost of

the restoration is estimated at £3,000.

BUILDIXGS.

CoM>iON Hill House, Ilfracombe.—This house

has just beenerected under the superintendence of Mr.

Richard Gane, jun., of Trowbridge, Wilts. The stone

used is local, from the Francis quarries, and Bath
stone dressings. The whole of the hall is covered

with Maw's encaustic tiles, and is lighted by an in-

ternal lantern roof. There is a gallery all four sides

of the hall, the balusters of which are of carved

oak, and which forms the laundry. The chimney-
pieces of the main rooms are of alabaster and

different coloured marbles, and were executed by
Mr. Chapman, of Frome, Somerset, from the designs

of the architect. The whole of the interior has been

decorated in a costly manner by Mr. Diment, of

Bristol. The contract for the building, as also the

stables, coach-house, and lodge, was taken by
Mr. Scamp, of Ilfracombe, and the outlay on the

building>i was somewhat over £4,000.

Cupar-Fife.—Crawford Priorj', which, having

been unoccupied since the death of its founder. Lady
Mary Lindsay Crawford, has fallen into a dilapi-

dated condition, is undergoing extensive alterations

preparatory to its occupation by the owner of the

estates, the Earl of Glasgow. A large addition

has been made at the east side of the building, the

most prominent feature of the new work being a

Gothic tower with spire 115ft. high. A new carriage

porch and vestibule have been erected in front of the

entrance facing the south. The eastern side of the

main building has all been either remodelled or

rebuilt.

Messrs. Backhouse axi> Co.'s New Bank,
Bishop Auckland.—On the site formerly occupied

b}' two unpretending-looking buildings in the

market-place, known as Messrs. Backhouse and
Co.'s Bank, a new Gothic structure has been erected

from the designs of Mr. George Gordon Hoskins,

F.R.LB.A., of Darlington. It was opened on the

25th ult. This is the third new bank which Mr.
Hoskins has erected for this old firm—viz., at

Thirsk, Sunderland, and the one now under nntice.

It has a frontage of about 50ft., and is from 5nft.

to 60ft. in height. The sole contractor was Mr.

Robson, of Darlington; the carving has been

executed by Messrs. Farmer and Brindlcy. of

l^ondon ; and Mr. John Hiudmarch was the clerk of

the works.

Pkeston.—On Friday, the 9th instant, a new
School Chapel in S. Thomas's district w:is opened.

The building is a plain neat Gothic structure of

brick, cruciform in plan ; the total length inside is

C7|ft. by 21ft. broad; length across trau.septs, 42ft.

by '21ft. broad. There is a po;ch at the north-east

corner, and a small vestry and porch with cellar

under for heating apparatus at the .south-west cor-

ner. The architects were Messrs. Longwtirth and
Gardner. The cost of the buildings, fitting.^, retain-

ing wall, fence, and'palisade walls, is about £980.

The Society for the Encouragcmenc of the Fine
Arts will give a conversazione on Thursday next,
the 29th inst., in the galleries of the Society of
British Artists.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
[Wp do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions of

our correspondents. The Editor respectfully requests
that all communications should be drawn up as briefly

as possible, as there are many claimants upon the space
allotted to correspondence.]

To Our Readers.—We shall feel obliged to any of our
readers who will favour us with brief notes of works con-
templated or in progTP'^s in the provinces.

Letters relating to advertisements and the ordinary
business of the Paper shiuld be addressed to the EDITOR,
31. TAVISTOCK-STREET, COVEXT-G.VRDEX, W.C.

Advertisements for the current week must reach the

ofiQce not later than 5 p.m. on Thursday.

"Weller and Proud.—Thanks for cutting, which you will

see has been used.

I. C. J.—The article referred to did not come to hand.

RifHARD Gane, Jun.—Lithograph to hand. Cannot
promise to give it. Description inserted.

M. Geflowski writes us to say that hia name should be
associated with that of Mr. Boulton in c mnection with
the carving of the new church at Charlton Kings,
Cheltenham, described in our last number.

C. C. EOLFE.—Your letter is inadmissible in the BuildinIt
News, because it answers statements and criticisms

whick appeared in another paper. Probably you have
been unfairly treated; but your letter could only be
interesting to our readers in as far as it appertained to

something which appeared in our columns.

GuNWALLOE Church, Corn^vall.—'-One and All" a.sks

will Mr. Sfdding kindly oblige the subscribers of the
Building News with a sketch and details of this ancient
fabric ?

S. Mart-le-Wigford, Lincoln.—In our last issue it is

stated that Mr. Pearson was engaged in carrying out
the restoration of this church. Messrs. Robert Clarke
& Son, architects, of Nottingham, write: '"Our plans
were selerted in a competition, and then referred to

Mr. Pearson, who expressed bi.s approval of them, and
we are now engaged in carrying tbem out."

BRISTOL ASSIZE COURTS.

To the Editor of the Buildisg News.

Sir,—Will you allow me, in justice to Mr. AY.iter-

house and myself, to correct your account of the

reason of the second competition ? You state that
' exception was taken to the decision on the ground

of some trifling misunderstanding about the exact

size of the site." There was no kind of misunder-

standing whatsoever : the instructions to architects

were clear enough, and in the plan of site sent to

each competitor, a narrow strip of ground occurred

like the meat in a sandwich, and which we were

distinctly told did not belong to tlie Corporation,

and could not be regarded as part of the site. This

strip is shown blank in the small plan you pubhshed

in your number for April 21st, and in the three

premiated designs of the first competition this im-

portant instruction was rigidly adhered to. Other

competitors, however, treated this limitation of site

as a vain thing, and coolly appropriated the land

that we were distinctly told could not be biult upon.

The professional referee at once very justly excluded

the designs of such competitors, without entering

into their merits or demerits as designs. The archi-

tects thus excluded were irate ; they possessed local

personal influence, and then it was that the Corpora-

tion proceeded to buy the sandwichy strip of

property. Again they sought for designs from the

former competitors. I was advised by a distinguished

member of tha Corporation to compete, and was

told that their principal object was to secure an

imposing and effective elevation. Competitors were

precluded from carrying off more than one premium.

.\ new professional referee was selected, and the

citv architects were awarded the first premium and

the biulding.—I am, &c.,

Edw.vrd W. Godwin.

11)7, Albany-street, Regent's-park, N.W.
26th June, 1871.

THE l'E.\BODY FUND.

Siu,—The inquiry of your correspondent, "A
Citizen of London," in reference to the above, is not

made a moment too soon. It would do the Peabody

Fund Committee good to hear the remarks of work-

ing people about their mode of dealing with the

funds entrusted to them so far as they have been

dealt with at all. and it would be of service to the

entire community if the Proprietor of the Build-

ing News, or some other jjcrson or body really in-

terested in the true well-being of the working

classes of London, would appoint a competent com-

missioner to inspect and report upon the real issue

of what has been done already. It would then, I

think, be found that— 1. The fund had scarcely

touched the case of the really indigent poor. 2. That

most of the persons Uving in the Peabody houses

were in regular employ, receinng tolerable wages,

whose earnings have no need, or should not have,

to be supplemented by charity. 3. That the con-

ditions of the houses although nearly or quite new,

is not quite as charming as rose-coloured friends

declare. 4. That in some instances they have had
the result of raising the rents of other lodging's In

the neighbourhood, and causing overcrowding in

consequence. 5. That in a commercial aspect " the

charity " is a paying speculation, and yet it has

tended to diminish the self-respect of many artizans

and others, by making an ostensible charity rather

respectable than repulsive. 6. That a large number
of Mr. Reade's "Million Blunders" will have been

found in construction. 7. That the Committee
had much better have let the fund alone, or have
done something truly eflicient with the money.—

I

am, &c., G. M. M.

June 19th, 1871.

XYLATECHNIGEAPHY.
Sir,—In your notice of the process of wood

staining with the above unpronounceable n.ame, you
call it a new patented process. Maj- I ask Messrs.

Trollope what piirt of this process they claim in

their patent? If they h.ave invented some new stain,

their claim to that may be valid enough ; but if they

claim to be the inventors of the process of staining

imitation inlaid-woods of various colours on white

pine or deal and pitch pine, they are simply in error.

At the Art Workmen's Industrial Exhibition, Man-
chester, I860, there were several examples of this

kind of work, and in fact the same thing has been

done for this last thirty years, to my personal know-
ledge. Were it necessary, I could submit specimens

of my own executed by myself more than ten

years ago, having seven different colours of stain

upon one specimen. In some future paper I purpose

describing this process more fully.—I am, &c.,

Ax Experienced Workmam.

THE CLAIMS OF PERSPECTIVE.

Sir,—With regard to the remarks of Mr. Lock-

wood in your last, I beg to say that he is in error

if he supposes my objections to perspective drawings

was against the science I'P'" se ; they were onlj' ap-

pUcable and strictly limited to the question—'' Should

perspective views be allowed in competitions ? " So
far from under-rating perspective, I esteem it most

highly, and only wish it was more generally ap-

preciated. Doubtless, it would be well if architects,

when designing a building, "thought in perspec-

tive;" but a man cannot occupy his mind
with what he is ignorant of, and but few archi-

tects, strange to say, know aught of perspec-

tive. It would be a good plan, too, in designing

buildings of any importance, to have trial perspec-

tives made according to the exact conditions of the

case, but in a long experience I have never known
such a thing to be done. Inasmuch, however, as the

system of "oblique," or trxie perspective, is quite a

modern science, and the Medieval and Classical

architects were unacquainted with it. and yet did so

well without, it is quite certain that a knowledge

of perspective, though highly desirable, cannot be

considered as being absolutely necessary. What is

really required is to study the sections of the build-

ing with sections of the site ; these with diagonal

elevations of the building will be a perfect safeguard

against ungainly or otherwise defective design. This

very possibly is what the old architects did.—

I

am, &c., P. E. M.

THE LEICESTER COMPETITION.

Sir.—Competitors for the Leicester Municipal

Buildings may congratulate themselves that the

committee seem disposed to .act f.airly, by publicly

exhibiting the designs, and securing the advice of

Mr. Street. The usual efforts from without are

being made. I read in the Leicester Journal of last

Friday, that one correspondent whose taste for art

is so comprehensive as to embrace everything, " from

a cathedral to a chignon," met several architects in

the room, who discoursed to him of the difficulties

and disadvantages of the site ; while another writer,

anxious, no doubt, to save Mr. Street trouble, points

out the five designs likely to be selected, and has

special commendation for one, and also is of opinion

that if two are found of equal merit, then one of

Leicester should be preferred. Competitors who
know the amount of study required to prepare a

design for these buildings can only marvel at the

ability which can so soon adjudicate on the merits of

thirty-nine designs—an ability which doubtless would

have" led its fortunate possessor to the same con-

clusion without any inspection of the drawings

whatever.— I am, &c., A Competitor.
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ASCIENT CEOSS AT LLANTWIT.
Sir.,—You were good enough to publish some

months ago a sketch of .an ancieut cross at Lh\ntwit,
contributed by me to your " Slvetch-book " series. A
correspondent wrote to ask the meaning of the in-

scription, but owing to the rubbing I had taken
being rather Indistinct, I was unable to deciplier it.

A few weeks ago, however, I had an opportunity of

talcing a better one, from which the enclosed tracing
was made. The letters are as follows :

—

NI NOMINE DI I'ATRIS e(t)
(s)PEP.ETU.S S.\XCDI (H).iNC

(CK'jUCEJI HOUELT PKOPE
(ea)eit pro ANUSIA EES r(A)
(te)es eus,

which may be rendered thus :
" In nomine Dei

Patris et Spiritus Sancti banc crucem Houelt pre-

pavarit pro Kes patris ejus." The trauslation being :

—

" In the name of the Father and the IIul_y Spirit,

Howel prepared this cross for the soul of Rees, his

father."

The cross, it would appear from this, was erected

by Howel ap Eees, a prince of some note in the ninth
century. Should you think the tracing worth pub-
lishing, you are welcome to do so.—I am, &c.,

7o, Husldsson-street, Liverpool, J. R. Allen.
June 7th, 1871.

POLICE COURTS, MANCHESTER.
Sib,—In your article on " Manchester," last

Friday, you speak of the Police Courts as " de-
signed by Travers and Mangles," and '^heing

finished under my superintendence." I feel sure
it is only necessary for me to say that this is alto-

gether a mistake, in order that it may be corrected.

Certainly I am alone responsible for the design of

the Police Courts, whatever may be its merits or

demerits.—I am, &c.,

Thomas Worthington.

110, King-street, Manchester, June 15, 1871.

THE ALBERT HALL.

Sir,—The very sensible letter of your correspon-
dent "M." in j'our last Friday's Bi'ildino News,
contains one or two inaccuracies, which I beg to be
allowed to explain. It says that the cost of the
alteration proposed—namely, the removal of the
platform from the end to the side—would be an in-
superable barrier ; but that alteration was puMicly
advocated by me long before the walls were up, and
would have cost nothing. Moreover, if the baU is

intended to be a paying concern, that change must
be made at any cost ; while the sale of the organ—

a

perfect nuisance in all assembly-rooms intended to
be used for general purposes—would more than
cover the expense.

The hall is far too sm.aU for such a colossal instru-
ment, whose only natural position is in the largest
of cathedrals. Any one who has heard the perfor-
mance of the Miserere at the Sistine Ch.ipel at Rome,
by voices alone, can well appreciate the vast diffe-

rence between vocal and mechanical music.
The letter also alludes to the device of Colonel

Scott to starch and calender the "velarium" aa
operation that can have no sensible effect upon the

acoustic properties of the elliptic form ; it will

merely cause additional confusion, for it is a well-

known fact that if a speaking trumpet be lined

throughout with felt or velvet, its power as a sten-
torophonic remains uninjured, and also that the echo
from a wall or biuldiug is wholly uninfluenced by
the material of which it is composed or covered.

I could not have expressed my views in regard to

the height of the building with clearness, for I

merely wished to note that the hall should not have
been sunk nearly two stories underground. In fact,

in order to reach the "arena," you have to descend
a long flight of cellar stairs, walk round an under-
ground corridor illuminated by gas at midday, and
then ascend a short flight to gain the floor of the
arena, itself much under the natural level of the
ground—a most undignified approach to the throne.

At the opening. May 2ath, her Majesty was seated
with her back to the orchestra ami the singers, and
SLadame Lemmens-Sherrington actually performed
her magnificent solos over her Majesty's left

shoulder.

In all times .and countries the approach to im-
portant public buildings has invariably been up a
flight of steps, more or less magnificent, and it has
been reserved for this sensational age to reproduce
Gothic barbarisms of MedLaJval art, .adding thereto

the tlisgrace of making the approach to a noble
public building down a cellar staircase requiring gas-
light by day—a most felicitous illustration of the

Facilis descensus, &,c.

Our worthy friend the Editor condemns the
pseudo-Gothic taste in architecture so prevalent at

the present day, but liimself commits the inconsis-

tency of heading this piiper with barbaric type.

The Gothic " memorial " alluded to by yoiu- cor-
respondent was intended to be a beautiful copy of

the shrine of a barbaric saint, the figure of the late

lamented Prince Consort occupying the central

chair ; but public feeUug has been so strongly ex-
pressed, that it is not yet known how or in what
manner that monument of expensive and useless

decoration can be completed.

Space warns me to conclude, and I must reserve
any further observations for a future opportunity.

—

I am, &c., C. E.

Reading, June 20.

AN OPINION ON THE " APOCALYPSE " OF
ALBEKT DUKEE.

Sin,—I think your correspondent 'with reference to
this print, which appeared on June 2, is a little mis-
taken as to the value j-om- subscribers will set upou it.

For my part, I think it is much too stupendous a sub-
ject to be represented in tliis small space, and too awlul
a one to be caricatured thus. I cannot think I am tho
only one of yom* subscribers who thinks so.

June, 1S71. A Very Old Subscriber.

[" A Vei-y Old .Subscriber " might have favoured us
with his name, so that we might attach due weight to

his opinion.

—

Ed.]

It is expected that H.B.H. tho Prince of TValee
^ili honour the approaching conversazione of tho
Institute with his presence. The Gallery of French
Art, exhibited by Mamyhac et Cie., will be opeu,
and add, doubtless, much to the amusement of the
visitors.

IntoinmttnicatioiT.

QUESTIONS.
[2243.]—Trapping Cistern Waste Pipes.—Can

any of youi' readers iiilorm me wliicli is the most effi-

cient means of trapping a waste pipe from ci^tcru ? It
isuo doubt important that these pipes should be trapped,
otherwise the di-ains and sewers are ventilated directly

into the space over the water by their means. In your
pages I have seen recommended an AntilFs D trap, or
an ordinary lead bell trap, soldered to tho top of the pipe

;

but the objection to these is, that if the ball valve is

properly fixed, no overflow takes place down the pipe,

except in case of some accident by which the valve does
not shut off when the cistern is full, consequently no
water finds its way into the trap, and unless kept con-
tinually filled with water, it is no trap at all. j\aiother

suggestion is to terminate the bottom of the waste
pipe in a siphon pipe or dip-trap ; but, unless this

bottom trap can be fed with water from some other
souixe, this also fails to be a trap for want of water.
The only remedies which I can think of are, with regard
to -t\jitill's trap at top, to di-ill a small hole in the side
of the trap to admit the water as it is rising in the
cistern, but this hole must be drilled between the level

of the bottom of the dip and the level of the top of the
trap, and the ball-valve must be so nicely adjusted as
not to shut off the water before it rises to this hole.

With regard to the trap at the bottom of waste pipe,

the remedy is to drill a hole somewhere below the top
level of the water in the cistern ; this will feed the trap,

but it is obvious that this method will cause a large
waste of water, as it will be almost continuously run-
ning, and unless the water was taken by meter, the
supplying companies woidd properly take objection.

This hole should not be extremely small, so that it

should not becouic accidentally stopped.—A. II. B.

[2244.]—Garth Stone.—Can any one kindly give
the followiug particulars regarding Gaith stone, and
also for that from Bramham Moor. Yorkshire >• Compo-
sition, coloui', weight per foot cube, proportion of bulk,

of water absorbed, weight required to crusli a -in. cube,

and general characteristics.— Y.

[2245.]—Ashlar.—Will some practical man be kind
enough to define the term "ashlar,'' aud the different

kinds of masonry to which it is applicable ? Can
" block-in-course" work be included under the head of

"ashlar?" I do not want to be referred to books;
doctors differ. I want to know the different classes of

work included by masons under that head.

—

Inquikeb.

[224G.]—Cubing Masons' "Worked Stone.—
Can any one tell me the best book or work on cubing
up masons' worked stone ?—J. & J.

[2247.]—Hips and Pitch of Eoof.—Could any
reader of the Building News kindly inform me of

any book in which is given the method o[ finding the
hips aud pitch of a roof for di'awlng purposes?—C. D

[224S.]—E,oof Timbers.—Will any one inform me
of any book giving the ordinary methods of putting

on roof timbers, with a table of the scantling required
for timbers for various spans aud coverings, or any
book giving examples of old roofs, with tlic sizes of

the timbers, width of span, &c. ?

—

Student.

REPLIES.
[2237.]—Floor Construction.—The boards of a

fioor are always presumed to be of sufficient strength,

but they frequently have very httle to spare, and the

consequence is, that in situations exposed to nnich

abrasion and traffic, they soon become ineflicient. In

some of the rooms at the Royal Academy (not an old

building), for instance, in Trafalgar-square, the surface

was so tar v.ovn away as to lay the dowels quite bare.

Flooring boai-ds ai'c now generally prepared abroad.

I
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ia widths of six to seven incTies, and of thickness from
three-quarters of an inch to an inch and a half. If

they are di\'ided so as to ho only h:ilf the above width,
the floor looks bettei% and the joints open less. Each
board, of whatever width, should be capable of sup-
porting the heaviest person, standing on one foot, at

the mid-distance between the bearings. A board three

inches wide, one inch thick, and one foot from bearing
to bearing will endure the test, but have so little

surplus strength as to make l,^in. flooring desirable. If

thicker boards were used, the joists might be fui'thtn*

apart, and this would more frequently happen except
for the sake of the ceiling generally required to be
borne by the same joists, and a foot is as much as

ordinary laths are adapted for between supports. From
considerations of this kind, joists are commonly placed
a foot apart. Economy will at once preclude the em-
ployment of iron—that is, of wrought iron, and safety

ohut^ out the use of cast. The weight of a floor should
be distributed as evenly as possible upon the walls, in

order to avoid the fractures and settlements that com-
monly result from concentrating the stress upon a few
points not especially fortified. Girders are a common
and fruitful source of such derangements. Wherever
timber can be obtained of the requisite dimensions,
single joisting is, therefore, to be preferred. A bearing
of twenty-seven feet, though approaching the limit, is

not impracticable in this method, and joists of yellow
Riga or Dautzic fir, 15 x 3, with two ranges of

strutting, may be safely adopted.

—

Trenail.

[2241.]—Drawing Perspectives.—With respect
to this inquiry. I beg to say that there is no royal
road to the my:^teries of perspective. It is, no doubt,
a trouble to learn it from books, and but few of such
works are good. Many of them, ^vi'itten by artists and
art teachers, are positively mischievous, from the
amazing ignorance of their authors. There is one by
Ml'. Ruskin, the which, though on perspective, cannot,
strictly speaking, be said to have any perspective in it.

Such writers, besides their special errors, base their
systems on the absurd theory that one side of a build-
ing can be seen perspectively diminishing whilst that
towards the spectator is in geometrical elevation.
Malton's "Perspective" is one of the most able works
on the subject. An excellent elucidation of the subject
will be found in Gwilt's " Encyclopaedia of Architec-
ture," and another in Nicholson's "Architectural
Dictionary." Perseverance will overcome all difficulties.

—P. E. M.

[2242.]—Timber.—"R. P." will find a full answer
to his question as to how he is to distinguish Memel and
Dantzic from Swedish timber in the Building News
for November 29, 1SS7, January 10 and 24, February 2S,
ZSGS.—H.

©ur ©ice ^'Mt

Tpte Leicestek Town Hall Competition.—

A

correspondent nf the Leicester Journal says:—

•

"' Like many of my fellow townsmen, I have care-
fully examined the plans for our new Mumcip.al
Buildings now being exhibited. There is a great
display of talent, and the labours of Mr. Street will

certainh- not be light, to decide which is the best,

where so many are good. I was much astonished to

find'ou one of them two groups of sculpture, which are
exactly like those on the new Town Hall at North-
hampton. The enlarged sketches on No. 19 are
identical in every particuKar to those that are to be
found in the BfiLDrxG New.s, November 10th, I860.
Surely Leicester can furnish subjects for such groups
without copying those and other places."

Pltmol-tk.—The Western Mornin(j News says:—
" By the remov,al of the old enclosing wall of "the

churchyard of S. Amh-ew's, Plymouth^ the effect of
the recent alterations in that locality consequent
upon the erection of the new Guildhall has been
disclosed

; much to the satisfaction of the inhabi-
tants generally, not a few of whom have been
very agreeably surprised by the extent and ch.aracter
of the improvement effected. The ueighboiu-hood of
the church is indeed improved out of knowledge

;

and, could any old Plymotbian of the last genera-
tion rise from his tomb in the centre of the churcli-
yard and look around, he would certainly think that
his quarters h.ad been sliifted."

The North Metropolitan Trajiw.vy.—A ride
outside one of the cars on the tramway from Moor-
gate-strect to the Angel, shortly after one of the
heavy dowjipours with which we have been favoured
during tlie past and present weeks, has again suggested
very strongly the desirability of completing the
comfortable accommodation of this means of con-
vsyance, by affordi[ig some means of protection for
outwde passengers. The cushions on the seats were
wet tluough and through, and an attempt to sit on
them was rewarded by .as complete a wetting of an in-
convenient part of one's trous;rs .as might have
been obtained by sitting down in a water-butt. It
13 true, tarpaulins were provided, as on the omni-
buses, but it had evidently not entered into the
mnid of the conductor to use them, and the rest of
the jom-ney had to be performed bv most of the
nders standmg, the possession of a long pair of legs

alone affording the questionable advantage of a dry
but somewhat imcomfortable seat on the rail at the

back. Could not some simple and easily-applied

covering be devised, that should add to the present

comfort of an outside ride shelter in rainy weather .'

.-V waterproof awning, sometliing like those on the

steamboats, might easily be suspended from the

centre of the car, to be unrolled and f.astened to

stays at the sides when the rain came down.

Incorporated Society for Promotino the
Enl.vrgeiient, Building, .vxd Kepairing of
Churches .vnd Chapels.—This society held its

usu<al monthly meeting on Mond.iy at the society's

house, 7, Whitehall, S.W. Grants of money were
made in aid of building new churches at Sheerness,

S. PaiJ, Kent; Dalston, Holy Trinity, London;
Derby, S. Ann; Loughton, Essex; Mortoraely, in

the parish of Chapeltown, Sheffield ; and Witton
Park, S. Paul, in the parish of Escombe, near
Darlington ; rebuilding the churches at Butterton,

near Leek, Staffordshire ; Pitsea, near Eayleigh,

Essex; Silian, near Lampeter; and Whitchtu-ch, near
Cardigan. Enlarging or otherwise increasing the

accommod.ation in the churches at Alberbury, near
Shrewsbury ; Ashington, near Steyning, Sussex

;

Bilton, near Kugby, Kirkby, Overblow, ne.ar

Wetherby, York ; Meysey H.ampton, near Cricklade,

Gloucestershire ; Nntley, ne.or Uckfield, Sussex

;

.Sea View, S. Helen's, near Eyde, Isle of Wight

;

S.altash, S. Stephen's, Cornwall ; Winterboiu-ne
Kingston, near Blandford, Dorset; Athelington,
near Wickham Market ; and Newton Abbott, S.

Paul, Devon. Under urgent circumstances the
grants formerly made towards reseating and
restoring the churches at Luppitt, near Honiton.
Devon, and Harescombe, near Strond, were each
increased ; a gr.aut was .also made from the School
Church and Mission House Fund, towards building

a school church at Goginar, in the parish of Bangor,
Cardigan. The society likewise accepted the trust

of sums of money as repair funds for the churches
at Eltham, S. Peter's, Kent; .and Brownliill, S.

.Saviour's, in the parish of Batley, Yorkshire.

A Lively Local Bo.4-ED.—There .are many of

our towns, into the sanitar}' arrangements of which it

is to be hoped that the new Act will infuse a very
different atmosphere. Take, for instance, Newtown,
a picturesque and thriving place in Montgomeryshire,
where the last report of the Local Board of Health
states that from one locality, which was most
P'lpulous, masses of putrid matter, to the extent of

30 or 40 basketfuls a day, were being taken away.
And, in the face of this, says the Food Journal, the

Board defeated a propos.al to improve the dr.ainage

and scaveugering of the toivn.

Simple Filtering Apparatus.—The Industrie
Blatter contains the description of a rem.arkably
simple filtering .apparatus. A tank is divided into

two compartments by a w.all made of wire gauze,
two or three inches a]iart, stuffed with wool (" Scheer-
wolle,")obtainableat anywoollen clothes manufactory.
The wool has to be washed out with .soda before
stuffing, but it matters not what colour it is. In
order to prevent a rotting of the wool, it is well to

boil it gently with some solution of u-on. Wrapped
in pieces of coarse linen, it can be easily wiished.

The turbid water is poured into one compartment of

the tank, whence it filters into the other.

DiS.iPPOINTMENT OF ExHIIiFTORS AT SoUTH
Kensington.—We have Lately seen a handsome
marble mantel-piece at the estabfishment of Mr. A.
Tagnon, of 137, Gray's-inn-road, which is well
worthy of inspection by those who m-aj' be dis-

appointed at finding him not represented at the
International Exhibition. The manteliiiece, he has
informed us, was intended for exhibition, .and was
accepted by the authoritics._ Its non-presence there
is due entirely to an olficial bluuder, at which he
naturally feels disappointed.

Dwellings for the Working Cl.v.ssf.s.—The
annual report of the Metropolitan As.sociation for

Improving the Dwellings of the Industrial Classes

has been issued. It states that the profits of the

year, after p.aj-ing all interest on borrowed capital,

amount to .i:.'),l7H Is. lid.; and a dividend of -li

per cent, is recommended, leaving a balance of

i'503 G.s. lid. to be carried to the guarantee fund.

New shares to the amount of £i.,bib have been
taken up during the past year.

N.vtional Technical Univer-sity.—A meeting
for tiie formation of a technical university was held

on Tuesday evening at S. James's Hall; Colonel
Hogg (chairman of the Metropolitan Bo.ard of

Works) in the cha'u-. The chairman, after alluding

to the advantages of the liducation Act, explained
that they h.ad met together to encourage and pro-

mote the est.ablishment of technical schools. Mr.
Brassey. iM.P., in a speech of some length, said that

he woiild not venture to advocate this cause on the

somewhat narrow grotind of the trade of this

country. He would rather prefer that this univer-

sity should be formed on the higher ground of the

duty of developing the human mind to the greatest

possible degree. An English artisan might probably

produce a certain commodity as good as that of his

neighbour, but it was evident that wlule the intel-

lectual development was deficient mere labour com-
petition was not a proof of superiority. He should

like to see technical schools for the benefit of artisans

instituted all over the country. The follomng
resolutions were adopted:—''This meeting, having
heard the expositions given by the speakers on the

want of technical education in England, and the

steps which have been taken to rouse the attention

of the public to this important question, pledges it-

self to support the committee of the National Uni-
versity in its further efforts." " In the opinion of

this meeting the founding of the proposed National

Universit}' for technical and industrial training is

the best and only plan by which a comprehensive and
eificient system of science and art education may be

obtained for the people of Great Britain and her

colonies."

Kentish Arch.eological Society. — The
Kentish Arch;uological Society meet this year at

Sevenoaks on the 3rd of August. Knoleisto be the

centre of their operations, which are to include

Cheveniug, the Mote, Otford, Snnihidge, and other

points of interest in the neighbourhood. Lord
Amherst will preside. The rendezvous is so near

town that a large g.atheriug of the metropolitan

antiqUiOries is expected.

Old Kentish Plaster Work.—We recently

s.aw, says the Guardian, a cottage in Kent, of,

possibly, the Elizabethan period, in which a g.able

end .abutting on the vill.age street was covered with

plaster—moulded, not to imitate stonework, but with

a pleasing geometrical diaper pattern, slightly sunk
into the face of the work. The orn,amentatiou of the

Moorish Courts at the Crystal Palace h.as, no doubt,

delayed the progress of taste in this direction by
frightening anyone who wished for so showy a

method, by the enormous cost incurred.

St.vtistic.vl Society.—Tuesdaj', 20th iust., Wil-
liam Newmarch, Esq., F.E.S., in the chair. Mr.

Hyde Cl.arke read a paper on '• The Transmissibilitj''

of Intellectual Qu.alities in England." As one kind

of test of intelleetual exaction, he took the statistics

of the writers of books in the Biographia. Of 2,000

authors, 750 were born in country districts, and 1,250

in town districts. Examining the towns and the dis-

tributions in them, 333 were allotted to London, 73
to Edinburgh, and 63 to Dublin. The largest num-
bers in the tables beyond these were fouud in cathe-

dral and collegiate cities. The deductions he drew
were that intellectual activity is distributed unequally,

but that it is more among the town or more highly

educated population than among the rur.al popula-

tions. He pointed out that the larger the concen-

trated educated popidation, the larger is the in-

tellectual development, and he referred to the like

examples of Greece, Rome, and modern Europe,

where the same law is to be traced. The great

modern centres of industry in England occupy a low
relative position in the list, and are scarcely to be

ncticed, but they are now beginning to contribute.

He .affirmed that the literary class was produced

from the educated class, .and not from the illiterate

classes. While no educational effort will produce

men of great genius, he inferred that liter.ary attain-

ments .are in relation to literary culture, or the

culture of the educated cl.asses, and th.at bv extend-

ing education to other classes of the population, the

intellectual capacity of the community wiU be ex-

tended, and propagated within certain limits.

Junior ExAJtiNERsniPS in the Office of Her
Ma.iesty's Works.—At the recent open competitive

examination held in London, by the Civil Service

Commissioners, for two appointments .as above, the

undermentioned gentlemen obtained respectively the

first and second places—viz., 1st, R. J. Thompson,
Royal Engineer Department, Chath.am; 2nd, A. L.

Edwards, New Cross, London.

The English Church Union have apparently .aban-

doned their apjioal to tho Arches Com't against the

decision of tho Chancellor of Exeter in the LjTiton

Church reredos case. Tho cntcifix and figures have
been taken down iu tho niglit, and a largo brass

cross substituted in their place.

Many of our readers will probably remember the

beautiful table decorations in silver executed by
Chi'istofle to the order of Baron Haussmarai for the

city of Paris, and which was a chief subject of at-

traction in our International Exhibition of 1862. We
regret to find that this beautiful work was destroyed

in tho late conflagr.ation at the Hotel do Ville. A
loss to civilisation!
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Prices, June 20:—Christiana, second yellow, £6 10s.;
Dram second yellow, £6 6s. to £6 10s.; ditto third yellow,
£5 LOs. to £0 10k. : ditto third white, £.'; to £6 ; Fredriok-
stadt second yellow, £fi 10s.; Gothenburg: mtsed white,
£7 .5s.: Gefie mixed yellow, £8 10s. to £12; ditto third
yellow, £8 .Os. to £10; Kragero mixed yellow, £7; ditto
second yellow, £6 12s. 6iL; ditto third yellow, £6; ditto
mixed white, £0 to £6 10s.; ditto third white, £5 5s.;
Nystadt mill-sawn yellow, £6 !5s. to £7; Petersburg first
yellow, £12 15s.; ditto first white, £8 to £8; Quebec pine,
12ft. 3 X llin. : first bright, £19 1.5s.; first floated, £17:
first dry floated. £18; ditto second bright, £13 1.5s.; ditto
third bright, £9 5s.; ditto third dry floated, £9 10s.;
Skellefton mill-sawn yellow, £7 15s.; Soderham mixed
yellow, £8 5s. to £9 10s. ; ditto third yellow, £7 5s. to £9.

Per 120 12ft. 3 x 9:—Quebec first spruce, £16 5s. to
£16 10s.; S. John's first spruce, £13 10s. ditto unsorted
spruce, £13; Trois Pistoles first spruce, £12 15s. to £15s.;
ditto second spruce, £11 lOs. to £12.

Petersburg l.athwood, £5 5s. to £5 lOs. per cubic fathom.
Prepared flooring boards:—Dram first yellow, l^in..

lis. 6d.; lin., 7s. 3d. to 8s. 6d.; ditto first white, lin. 7s. to
7s. 6d. ; ditto second yellow, IJin., 9s.; lin., fis. 6d. to
7s. 6d. ; |in., Cs. 3d. to Bs. 9d.; ditto second white, lin.,

6s. 3d. to 7s. 3d.; Fredrickstadt first yellow, IJin., 13s. 3d.
to 14s.; lin., Cs. 9d. to lOs.; |in., 8s.; fin., 7s.; ditto second
yellow, lin., 8s. to 9,s.

; Jin,, 7s.; ditto first white, lin.,
7s. 9d. ; ditto second white, lin., 6s. 9d.

Hull.—Timber per load :—Best Memel, £3 16s. ; second
Memel, £3; second Dantzig, £2 10s. to £2 12s. 6d.; Swedish
£2]5.s.

; Quebec yellow pine, £4 10s.

Timber per cubic foot:—Quebec oak, 2s. 7d. ; Quebec
ehn, 26. 3(L; Memel logs, 5s.; Quebec birch. Is. lOd.

Deals per Petersburg standard :—Omega red, £14;
Petersburg ditto, £13 lOs.; ditto white, £9 lO.'i. ; Wyburg
red, £10 1.5.s. ; Memel seconds, £10; Crown Kiga white,
£8; Quebec first pine, £19 10s.; Holmsund mixed red,
£11; ditto second, £10; spruce, £7 1.5s. to £8; Uleaborg
red, £8 10s. to £9.

Crown Memel stayes, £17 per 120.

Crak StlDS.

"WAGES MOVEMENT.
Leeds.—A meeting of the Leeds master builders

was held on Wednesday, to consider the notice received
from the carpenters and joiners to reduce the working
hours to nine per day, to have 7d. an hour in place of
6Jd. per hour, to abolish piece work, and to do away
with the system of arbitration adopted some time ago
in connection with trade disputes. The meeting was
well attended, and an unanimous vote was come
to, confirming a previous decision, in which the masters
declined to accede to the demands of the men, but
agreed to leave the whole question to the Arbitration
Board. The notice from the men expires on the 1st
July.

Newcastle-upotj-Tyne, — The carpenters and
joiners have offered to abandon their strike and return
to their work on the terms in force previously. But
they require that the Belgian joiners who have come
over should be sent away, and this the masters alto-
gether refuse to do. An effort was made on Monday
to settle the engineers' strike in Newcastle and Gates-
head. Mr. Morrison, M.P. for Plymouth, Mr. Pears,
secretary of the Social Science Association, and Mr,
J. Cowen, M,l'., had an interview with the committee
of the Nine Hours' League, to ascertain if the dispute
could not be referred to arbitration. The committee,
however, seems to have made an announcement that
the time for arbitration had gone by, and that the men
did not intend to resume work until the nine hours'
system was conceded. Ten thousand men have now
been " out " for a fortnight.

TENDERS.
Bkiohton.—For additions and alterations to 10 Arun-

tlel-terrace, f.,r William Field, Esq. Messrs. Goulty &
Gibbins, architects :—

Nell & Tiixtord £500

Brtbhton.—For finishing two houses in Albert-road,
Church-hill Estate, for H. T. West, Esq. Messrs. Goulty
& Gibbins, architects :

—

N.lBh & Co £318
Nell&Tuxford ".... 307
Baker [/] 077
Bostei & Bolting !!!!!!!!!!!!!."!!."!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 250

Cheshcnt. — For the erection of farm-house on SirHenry Meux's estate. Mr. Thomas J. Hill, architect :_
Mr. F. Saunders (accepted) £1400

Chesterfield (Derbyshire).-For the erection of five
houses in Gladstone-road, for Mr. H. McLanaohan. Mr
b. Itollmson, architect:

Excavators', Masons' Bricklayers', Slaters', Plasterers',
Smiths

,
and Founders' Departments.

S"""'' £1090
jmtw

1020
Wright (accepted) ;;;"; jqh q q

Carpenters', Joiners', Plumbers', Glaziers', and Painters'
Departments.

Ma'^fl™ £818

^"^^ "0vvaite ^QQ Q Q
Eollinsou C. (accepted) [[] 654 q q

Crotdon.—For the erection of a villa residence for T.
J. Cleaver, Esq. Mr. H. A. Alexander, architect. Quanti-
ties by Mr. Henry Laxton :

—

Bugler £3285 IS
Kivett 2922
Hammond 2975
W. H. & J. Mansbridge 2895
Glaskin 2774
Potter & Ferrige 2478
Pavitt 2380
Baxter 2215

Derby.—For the erection of the free baths, Derby. Mr.
George Thompson, borough engineer, architect :

—

Fryer £2,420
E. Thompson 2.381
J. W. Thompson 2,233 (
Bridgart 1^973
Dusautoy (accepted) 1,929

For Ironwork:

—

Corbin&Co 593 5
Haywood (accepted) 32D

Enfield.—For the erection of two cemeterj^ chapels,
lodge, mortuary, enclosure wall. &c., for the Enfield Burial
Board. Mr Thomas J. Hill, architect Quantities supplied
by Messrs. Osbom & Russell:

—

Moreland & Son £6975
Merrion (1798
Eobbins & Co 6250
Fail-head ,',9,50

Brown & Son ,'.*.*.",*.!! r)843
Patman Brothprs "„,, 5797
Bayes & Rammage 57^5
Merret & Ashby .*...'.'.'.' 5747
Perry Brothers '......'.'. 5741
Sabey & Son !..!!.!!!

"'"'.'"
5683

Field & Son .\.S.'.'...'.'.'.. 5555
Axford & Whillier „,.„ 5474
Gammon & Sob,.., .'.."S.."'. 4835

Enfield.—For draining and forming roads of New
Cemetery for the Enfleld Burial Board. Mr. Thomas J.
Hill, surveyor;

—

Henrj' Bugbird (accepted) £155r.

Hajlkham.—For the erection of house, and alterations.
forT, Martin, Esq.:—

Stonestreet
_ £llfi2

Thompson 1080
Avis '.".',*.'.'.".*.*.'.'.'.'.".'.'.*.*.

1080
•

Skinner 107;,
Peerless .'.*.."'.*..'.''.*.*."*.'

1069
Hounsom '...'.'.'.*.".'.'.'.'.

S^*'>

Tomkinson ...'...'.'. 990

Hertk.—For alterations and additions to Aldenh.ara
Lodge. Herts, for Thos. Bagnall, Esq. Mr. E. H. Home,
architect:

—

Phiilips & Son £2710
Boff 2680
Hill, KeddeU & Waldram 2657
Brown 2G47
Wicks, Bangs & Co !!!../.!!."*!!!!!.'.'!! 2640
Scrivener & White ',1'.',,', 2588
Bottom ."....,*", 2580
Foster (accepted) 2487

Hinn Wtcombe.—For the erection of new school rooms
and turret for Wesley Chapel, High Wycombe. Mr.
Arthur Vernon, architect:—

Banghurst £,1018 2 3
Knight 98S
Cooper 933
Nash 922 10
Reavell goo
Looseley 840
Fincher 826 15
Woodbridge 820
Spicer '.' 800

Hythe, Kent.—For the erection of malthouse for H.
B. Mackeson, Esq. Mr. Charles Baily, architect, Newark-
on-Trent. Quantities by Mr. Charles Poland :—

Maywood £3,941 13
Bowley 3850
Stiff 3,756
Brooks & Co .."..'.'. 3*746 I6
Adcock & Eees 3 473 7
Holdoun.s ."......".... 3^365 (
Skippe (accepted) 3,265

London.—For building three large warehouses in
Hansell-street (late Red CrosB-.square), City, E.G. Mr.
Herbert Ford, architect:

—

Pritchard £7.725
Dove Brothers 7670
C^o'ls Z"""!I"" 7>;40
Turner 7 (;.»,^,

Browne & Robinsoi !!!!!!!!!!!!!!"!!!!!!!! 7534
Hiff^s .".'..'."."."

7.480
Conder 7 -j^;

Bird i!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;;;!;;!!;;!! 7^290
Williams & Son 7''53
Hill, Keddell. & Waldram '.". '.'..

7 150
Scrivener* White 7 i''7
Perry & Co '...'.'.."."."."."'.".* 7jm
Myers & Son c, 975
Perry Brothers [ !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!"! 6^917
Gammon & Son (i,HC,>

Henshaw ""
6 6s

7

Brass !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!]!!!!!!!! 6^670
Stimpson g 437

Lower Norwood.—For additions and alterations to
Park Cottage. Messrs. Goulty & Gibbins, architects :—

Loat & Son £3S5

MAinsTONE.—For alterations to Maidstone Gaol for the
.Tustice.s of the County of Kent. Mr. Martin Bulmer. sur-
veyor:

—

Dover, Dowel, & Co £760
Abnet 557 ^,

Bridge 5.^6
Cox, Bros 63(;
Holloway 626 17
Wallis & Clements 515
Davis (accepted) 428 10

Nottingham.—For the erection of an additional factory .

and outbuildings for Messrs. J. A. Clarke & Co. Mr. '

Sidney R. Stevenson, Nottingham, architect:

—

Wright & Snn £4950
Bradley & Barker ..". 4648
Marriott & Co 4.570
Stevenson & Weston 450O
Middleton " 4410
Wool & Slight !...!.!'.'.'.!!!!!!'.! 4350
Balker 4320
Dennett & Co 4295
Bell& Son '...'.'.| 4217
Vickers (accepted) 42OQ

Stevington.—For the restoration of Stevingtou Church ,
Bedfordshire, Mr. John Usher, architect:

—

Nave & Aisles. Chancel. Total.

Foster £1085 £365 £1450
Edye & Wildman . . .

.

,

.

1411
Vickers 1002 10 247 10 1250
Moore 903 306 1209
Tooley 967 220 1187

Tottenham.—For the erection of fifteen cottages at
West-green, Tottenham, for Messrs. Smith & Q&le. Mr,
F. Boreham, architect :

—

Blackmore & Morley £2,964
Aldous 2,800
Childs & Son

: 2,550
Rist & Brown 2,400
Wlnship 2,290
Fouracres 2,237
Coates 2.066
Linzell 1,990
Loft (accepted) 1,880

Wimbledon.—For the erection of a new wing to Mor-
timer Lodge, Wimbledon Park, S.W. Mr. Herbert
Williams, architect. Quantities supplied by Mr. C
EeiUy:-

Taylor £823
Turner & Sons 799
Adamson & Sons 777

BANKKTJPTS.
to SURRENDER IN LONDON.

Dyne. John Edward, Birkbeck-road, Hornsey, builder,
June 30, at 11.

TO SURRENDER IN THE COUNTRY.

Bei'rill, George, Northampton, builder, July 7, at North-
ampton.—Hyde, Charles Reushaw, Chester, engineei-,
June 30, at Ashton-under-Lyne.—Matthew, Thomas
Henry, S. Mawcs, builder, June 28, at Truro.

BANKRUPTCY ANNULLED.

Quin, Thomas, Manley-terrace and Rose-terrace, Ken-
nington Park, builder and estate agent, June 16.

PUBLIC EXAmNATIONS.

June 29, T. W. Athorn. Chorlton-upon-Medlock, plum-
ber.—July 14, M. Maxfield, Grassington, near Skipton,
stonemason.

DECLARATIONS OF DIVIDEN'DR.

W. Evans, Neath, plumber, div, 2s. 8d. ; G. Wheeler,
West Cowes, builder, div. Is. 6d.

SCOTCH SEQUESTRATIONS.

Robert Summers, Glasgow, builder, June 29, at 12.

—

William Murrny, Carringtun, joiner, June 23, at-2.

PARTNERSHIPS DISSOLVED.
Lynes and Rivett, Lndgate-hill, architects,—Curry and

Co., Newcastle-upon-Tyne and elsewhere, timber mer-
chants; Ewiug and Forbes, Upper East Smithfield, en-
gineers.—J. and E. Davies. Liverpool, piumbens.—Smith
and Chamberlain, Burton-upon-Trent, builders.

The New Statue at Berlin.—The Prussian
i-'irrospondent of the Thnes^ in some account of the
festivities, speaks well of the new statue. The
monument of Frederick William IIL, lie says, inau-

gurated after the entry, is worthy of the progress
which the sculptor's art has made in Gennanyinthe
course of the last generation. The colossal statue

represents the King in a General's uniform, with
cocked hat and flowing cloak, the costume being
exactly the same as that of Wellington at Hyde
Park-comer. The monotony of the English statue

is, however, avoided by the horse stepping out

briskly, and tlnis occasioning the cloak to catch the

breeze and display a portion of the uniform in front.

The King, who is with his back to the Museum, a^d
facing the ancient palace of his ancestors, has his

right hand extended, as if in the act of blessing the
laud. He was a real father to his people, and the
conscientiousness and kindness which were the dis-

tinguishing features of his character are well ex-
pressed in the face and attitude of the figure. The
monument is 19ft. in height, and the work of Albert
Wolff, one of the most skilful pupils of the late cele-

brated Kauch. It is cast in pale gold-colou»^d

bronze, the sanio which imparted such extraord-'^^iT

beauty to tlic Munich statuary while new. its pe-

destal is at present connnon sandstone, bu*it will be

replaced by a more elaborate one of ^^st bronze as

soon as it can be completed.

Smallpox, Fevers, and Skin Diseases.—The pre-

disposition to is prevented by Lamplough's Pyretic Saime.

Agreeable, vitalising, and invigorating, its offects are

remarkable in their cure and prevention. Take it as

directed. Sold by chemists and the maker, H. Lampiough,

113, HOlbOrn-llill.—[ADVBRTISBMENT.]
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FRANCE AT THE INTERNATIONAL
EXHIBITION.

'PHOUGH somewhat late in the opening
J- of her galleries, France is as splendid

as ever in the annexes of the Albert Hall.

To look upon her display of beauty, luxury,

refinement, and taste, is almost irreconcilable

with the remembrance that she is now pain-

fully emerging from the terrors and sacrifices

of a mighty war, and that Paris, the pro-

ducer of "so much which is rich and exquisite

in the French Courts, is only just closing

her miserable account of siege, famine, incen-

diarism, and ruin. For all the familiar

opulence of material, form, and colour is

here ; works of the most fervid art, gold and

silver in simiptuous profusion, the most

brilliant and tender enamels, tissues of every

delicate fabric, marbles, jewels, and furniture

rendering these coiu'ts incomparably the

most attractive, if not the most substantially

meritorious, in the entire Exhibition. In-

deed, some of the trophies, wrought in the

precious metals by the unsurpassed workmen
of the Messrs. Ohristofle, were actually mami-
factm-ed while the German cannon were
thundering at the gates. Thus elastic is the

French character, essentially self-indulgent

and addicted to extravagance, so as almost to

suggest the Lucretian saying that " their

estate runs away, and is converted into

Babylonian coverlets." It is especially in-

teresting to observe how these traits have

run through their exhibitions invariably.

Their galleries, whether of Ai-t or not, are

always pictures in themselves, redolent of

bright decoration, gorgeous in hue, abundant
in gilding, and, as it were, voluptuous with

wealth. But it is even more remarkable that

France should generally present herself

radiant when the ashes of wars and convul-

sions lie upon her heart and around her

borders. In L'^-")! her preparations for com-
petition against the world were made, while,

from the ^Veser to the Danube, from the

Belt to the Caspian, rumours of conflict were
rife. Denmark, Holstein, Germany—as then

constituted — Prussia, Austria, Hungary,
and Italy bristled with armed men. The half

extinct crater of Schleswig-Holstein still sent

forth from time to time volumes of smoke.

The flames were breaking out in Hesse-

Cassell, and the struggle was beginning

between the houses of Hapsburg and Hohen-
zollern. This time, however, France comes
among us after, and not before—at least so

let us hope—a great and bitter agony. But
it is time, perhaps, to review the French
exhibitors individually. They commit here

the fault common to them, of exclusiveness
;

they shut themselves up (except as regards

their sculpture in bronze or marble—and this

includes a beautiful statuette of '

' The Dying
Napoleon ") within a double screen ; yet, in

their peculi.ar region they need not fear,

because they are unapproachable. France,

for ever haughty, exulting, and self-sus-

tained, may plead a right to be so. Still, in

justice to our own countrymen, wemustcasta
critical glance into the midst of her treasures.

They expose the same weaknesses which
have uniformly stood in the way of her per-

fect sviccess. C'ompact, symmetrical, isolated,

arranged to startle and to please, amusemn in

many parts rather than an exliibition, the

French compai-tments never fail to win a
spontaneous sutTragc. For example, who
can resist the furniture of Foiu'dinois and
Grohe, whicli was so famous in Hsfi^ ? It

transforms an industrial Court into a palatial

drawing-room. Tlien the tables of the

Messrs. Christofle are simply dreams of Aladdin
and the Thousand and One Nights. The
treasures surrounding these are inestimable.

The jewels, with their settings, are of in-

credible value, while the parures of artificial

stones—an industry for which Paris is cele-

brated—might deceive even connoisseurs,

hanging round the neck of the modern
Aspasia. Passing on, we must once more

protest against the assumption that the

Sevi-es establishment is the finest porcelain

manufactory in Europe. It is scarcely superior

to that of Moscow. It is certainly inferior,

except in point of bulk, to the best produc-

tions of England and Italy. We give all

praise to the looms of Beauvais and the

Gobelins, for their tapestry, some of which

requires to be handled before you can believe

that you .are not looking at coloiu- on canvas

;

and assuredly nothing can be nobler than the

work of the Barbediennes—the rivals of

Paillard—in bronze and enamel, but they

have long been confessed unchallengeable in

every school of met.al-work—IMedireval,

Renaissance, Oriental, cast, chased, or re-

lieved with tints melted into the cells of

copper which enamel artists love to fill with

their f.ancies. Regarding these last a little

revelation comes to us. The genius of the

old Limoges enamellers is not merely imitated,

but emulated, and no sign could be more
hopeful. Of course, wandering from these

choice examples, to which we shall soon re-

turn, we fall among French vulgarities

—

stupendous patterns for paper-hanging,

washy paintings on builders' canvas, gaudy
book-binding, prodigal ecclesiastic metal-

work, tremendous hammered figures in copper,

overladen with gold and deficient in chisel-

ling ; and a Parisian goldsmith's specimen,

full size, representing no fashions beyond
those of Eden, in dully-shining electrotype-

plate—a beacon to .avoid like a lighthouse in

the midst of breakers. The newly-discovered

onyx marble from Algeria—discovered, albeit,

about tervjears ago—is prominent ; but it is

not m.arbie, it is rather a variety of alabaster,

light in weight, and golden of tint, which is

peculiarly applicable to decorative purposes,

easy to work, and susceptible of a magnificent

polish. In fact, it is so plastic that it can be
made to dress a statue as the Phidian ivory

was di'essed in gold, and, moreover, it is

available in architectiu'e, as in figures—a con-

tributory, in fact, of parts.

Lampadas igniferis manibus retinentia dextris.

Well, we go on admiring this poetical and
industrial art of France—leaving the pictures

for a future day. It is very dazzling, but a
misgiving comes over us. Do not the French,

in their cultivation of art, rather resemble

women—of the fi-ivolous order—in their study

of dress ? They appear to be rarely serious

in the pursuit. France, like all other highly-

civilised and intellectual lands, has its group
of independent workers and thinkers ; but, for

the most part, the Parisian artist sails with the

wind, and even (iustave Dore sacrifices his

genius before a shrine unworthy of him. The
French, it has been said, are the only

nation on earth who cannot endure the

ridicule of others, but who love to ridicule

themselves. Their gi-ace is that of the

Academy; their dignity, wants self-forget-

fulness ; their richness of idea is mostly
on the surface ; their technical execution

is perfect, but without spirit ; they seem to

have tamed the Fine Arts to their taste, and
taste, in France, is always a caprice. So mucli

of it is allegory ; so little of it has any moral
meaning ; it is so often the dead effigy of

an idea. But. not to disparage unnecessarily,

amid this glow of sujierb tints wo find much
work of the true artistic kind, .and various in

its form. The noble marble chimney-piece
sculptured for the bedroom of Madame do
Maintenon ; a bas-relief copied from tlie

Flfjra I'aviliun of tlie Louvre ; Carpeaux's
gi'and studies in the Tuileries, where the
Tuileries now lie in ruin

; and the glorious

Gothic carvings of those men who laboured

when S. Denis was still the consecrated tomb
of the French dynasties. It may be a falling

off from the pleasure insj^ired by these

triumphs of art to glance at the late inven-

tions of French ingenuity—spiral gear,

double joints, Raemer wheels, a single inter-

mittent gear, sphei-ical cranks, triangular

eccentric, wheels only partly cogged, tables,

china, theatrical jewellery, more lustrous

than any genuine jewellery that ever was, the

wooden clocks, the bronze and blue boots

with impossible heels, the farina;, the tea and
coffee-trays in gold and silver, with their

pretty services, the Oriental juijaries, remi-

niscent of Cairo ; but even these assortments

carry the same character with them ; they

are luxiu'iously elegant. Perhaps the variety

of the French coiu'ts constitutes one of their

principal charms. They are canopied as

though for a royal visit, they invite the

visitor to leisure. There is a piano "me-
chanique," played like a barrel org.an, with a
handle, and resonant with a hundj-ed quad-

rille, waltz, polka, g.alop, Spanish, Turkish,

and opera times ; there are instruments for

regimental music ; and there are representa-

tives of Paris, with their best w.ares, who
deserve mention. Barbedienne, foremost,

with bronzes, works of fancy, and furniture
;

Marnyhac, of Paris and Conduit-street,

simil.arly celebr.ated ; Jules Huvy, of the

Cite du Trone ;
Christofle, of coiu'se ; Dech,

f.amous all over Europe for his ornamental

pottery ; Corux, Parvillee, Olmade, M.adame
Sarah Felix, Pitrat, Adam-Garcin, whose
sewing-machines are excellent ; Hirch-

L'Hopital, a perfect Bow-street of dramatic

glitter ; and Galle-Reinemer, of N.ancy,

Meurthe, who could adorn at a fortnight's

notice all the armies of Europe with stars,

crosses, badges, and collars.

The principal chamber of the French Court
cont<ains a most fascinating collection of por-

celain, jewellery, metal-work, shawls, lace,

and enamels. These last are the gems of the

exhibition, and the palm is cert.ainly borne
away by the celebrated house of Barbedienne.

The riches of art, applied to the richest of

materials, displ.ayed by them are amjizing.

The visitor should closely study their Orien-
tal enamels adapted to Em-opean taste,

parallel with their newest productions in

France. Thus, they take a vase of Eastern
design and convert it into a lamp, bright as

the flame it is destined to emit. There are

several Indian, besides two J.apanese specimens
of this kind ; but they .are far from approach-
ing the cheff (Ffnivrea of the West, since,

though exquisitely fine and quietly toned,

they want beauty of outline and brilliance.

Those from China are generally barbarous in

conceiJtion, representing in rude form, often

on a scrolled or diapered ground, insects,

birds, flowers, and mythical animals, latterly

devoid of grace, though the shapes of the

vases are sometimes elegant. But it is to

China chiefly that the Parisian artists in this

department h.ave gone to school, and particu-

larly so for a mastery over the cloitmuic or

cellular style. This, we may as well say,

consists of a copper surface, over which is

traced a pattern, in wire, beaten into a flat

.and slender ribbon, and soldered by one edge

to the plate. A number of minute and
shallow hollows are thus created, into which
are poured oxide of lead, .and silica, lime,

soda, oxide of iron, .and cobalt, according to

the colours required, mingled in .an almost
liquid paste ; the whole is then exposed to an
intense heat, allowed to dry, and afterwards

polished by friction. This is cloisonne enamel.

The French is far finer than any Oriental

work, although Oriental models have been
adopted, as, for example, in two of Barbe-
dienne's candlesticks, in imitation of storks,

over which we might fancy some patient

Indian artist bending. When we remember
that this is a comparatively new industry in

Fr.anoe, the results shown here are surprising.

The arabesque designs exhibited in two
noble tazze .and a cabinet fit for Cinderella's

boudoir, are exceedingly beautiful. But the

Barbedienne firm is not the only one repre-

sented. There are others which bring charm-
ing specimens of cloisonne—as, for instance,

two floral vases, a variety of cups and scent
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bottles, and some splendid salvers, contribu-

ted by the Messrs. Christofle. We quit them,
however, to stop before the case belonging to

the famous Philippe ; and here human nature

is really tempted. For anything more lovely

than his two covered cups—worthy of Cellini

in outline and purity—with a soft celadon
ground, bearing a rimning wreath of flowers,

and the chastest of scrolls below, could not
easily be fancied. We commend these objects

to the promoters of artistic and technical

education, who are, just now, claiming
so conspicuous a position before the
public. Lingering yet between these luxuries
and those at the upper end of the room, wo
have to admi;e an assortment of vessels in

carved jade, mounted in gilt bronze, and a
quantity of superb metal-work—urns, vases,

statuary, candelabra, picture-frames, and
mantel ornaments, all glowing in a kind of

artificial light thrown from the glazed roof
through a pale yellow velarium. The shawls
and laces of the house of Verd^-Delisle are of

wonderful pattern and texture ; but even
more attractive to many will be Rouvenant's
jewels. Rouvenant's diamond feather, a spray
of sparkling light, with a touch of the rain-

bow in it, will assuredly glitter on some proud
young head at Court before long. In these
cases, among theset cameos and the brilliants,

we are less struck by the costliness of the
gems than by the .absolute perfection of the

craftsmanship. The white porcelain of Lor-
raine, and the " mother-of-pearl " porcelain of

Branchou are fascinating, too, as are also

Brocard's enamels on glass, with Iloury's

clocks, Marnyhac's drawing-room bronzes
and alabasters. Comic's trifles in Algerine
onyx, Dech's fancy chinaware, Parvillee's

specimens of Oriental decoration, and the S.

Clement collection of porcelain in " Stanislas

blue," enamelled, and repousse ironwork, in

that which has been known, for upwards of a

hundred years, as the "Lamour" style. Of
course the Exhibition has its eccentricities

—

as Madame Rodolphe Olmade's (painter of

wild animals) " speciality of games tables,"

whatever that may mean, and the marvellous
" Fairy Water," and other beautifiers of

Madame Felix. But, taken for all in all, this

French display is of transcendent beauty—
too showy, indeed, too fragile and pictui'esque,

yet possessing, nevertheless, a transcendent
charm. For the sun of industrial France con-

tinues to shine in the East, and is vivid with
eastern beams. We are tempted to compare
the treasures of the French Court with the

Byzantine sumptuousness of Russia, the

Murano mosaics from Italy, the pedantic

porcelain and silver work of Prussia, the

Gothic art of the ancient German cities, and
the herculean sculpture of the Northern
nations ; but the limit has been reached, and
not even the enticements of the Parisian

studio may now detain us longer.

REVIEWS OF RECENT BULLDINGS.

I.

—

Venetian Gothic.

rpHE modem architect of any ability rarely
-*- seems happy until he has pitched on a
style of his own. The chief exception, per-

haps, may be found in the little group of

talented men who have selected an almost
identical phase of Continental Gothic as the
vehicle for their ideas. But, looking away
from them, everyone will remember names,
each associated with some special variety of

style : one who first imported into England
the (lOthic of Northern Italy ; another who
transplanted the earliest, and a third the
latest, of French Mediaival developments ; a
fourth who has drawn largely on Moorish
detail

; a fifth who adheres to the Renaissance
strictly so-called

; a sixth who adores every-
thing appertaining to Queen Anne and her
time

; and a seventh who, "faithful among
the faithless only found," upholds in this mis-
guided age the almost forgotten claims of

pure Greek art. There ought, at least, to be
one advantage in the system—we shall soon

be able to judge, by actual observation, which,
out of all styles the world has ever known,
will suit us best. We are only waiting for

some disciple of Mr. Fergusson to have his

innings, and show how the details of a Hindoo
temple may be usefully applied to a city

warehouse, after which tliere will be few
novelties of this class to expect. The ancient

Mexican style, it is true, will remain, and
when sufficient examples of it have been pub-
lished, may, perhaps, be the means of intro-

ducing someone to public favour ; but con-

siderations of expense, it is to be feared, will

operate against any revival of the megalithic

or Druidical manner of building ; while the

snow architecture of the Esquimaux could

only be relied on as permanent duiing such

summers as the present one. It cannot, there-

fore, be long before all known styles are ex-

hausted. AVe have been using them up at

such an alarming rate that there cannot
possibly be one a-piece for us much longer.

Architects cannot for ever mark themselves
out from each other in quite such an easy

way as they have lately been adopting. Dis-

tinction will not always be gained merely by
being different from everyone else ; it will

have to be acquired on the much harder prin-

ciple of being better. We are far from deny-
ing, however, that useful hints may be
derived from almost every style which has

been followed by artists worthy of the name.
To regret that their ideas should have been
expressed in such a needless multiplicity of

dialects is by no means to assert that those

ideas are worthless ; on the contrary, we
should often be glad to translate them into a
more familiar tongue. Venetian Gothic, for

example, does not commend itself to us as

the very best thing for modern London ; but
none the less do we think jMr. Somers Clarke's

work worth the study of those who have
started in a very different track.

The office of the General Credit and Dis-
count Company, in Lothbury, is the first and
largest building of the class now under con-

sideration. Its general shape is of the very
simplest. It is a plain oblong block, without
breaks, projections, piers, or plinth ; and it is

with no intention of ridiculing what is in

many respects a design of great merit that it

may naturally be compared, in its general

mass, to a long packing-case set up on one of

its sides. It has, indeed, a hipped roof of low
pitch, but the narrowness of the street pre-

vents this from being seen except at a dis-

tance ; and it has also several chimneys, of

which more may be said presently. In other

respects the packing-case adequately repre-

sents the general mass; and so far little com-
mendation can be given. The architect has

relied wholly on the detail ; the main con-

ception is bald and barren to the last degree.

Venice, it is true, supplies exanqjles of

similar treatment; but then Venice is not

London. "What succeeds under a bright sky
may fail under a cloudy one ; what is admi-
rable in marble may be unsatisfactory in

stone ; what is exquisite in delicately-tinted

materials may be execrable with a ten years'

coating of soot. The Northern builders of

the middle ages knew what they were about

when they relied on bold outlines and bold

details. They remembered that storm with

them was common and sunshine scarce, and
they fitted their works to their climate.

These smooth Italian buildings—whether
Gothic or Classic—are only made for fair

weather and fair usage. They are soon

injured; a rainy day spoils them while it lasts;

a smoky atmosphere spoils them altogether
;

and this, to a great extent, must always be a

weak point in designs which begin and end
with detail. In our City streets, it is true,

there are grave reasons against irregularities

of plan. Projections and recesses become the

costliest of architectm-al decorations ; but still

the sky-line, at least, is left us. If houses

must be square and straight below, nothing

prevents tliem from breaking into a little

picturesquenesis at top ; and it is worth
noticing that some of the finest works extant,

especially in towers, are designed on this

very principle. We could wish, then, that
Mr. Somers Clarke had aimed a little more in

this case at that general beauty which out-
lasts disfigurements, which is independent of
weather, and which, moreover, is effective, not
only in a near, but in a distant view.

We proceed, however, to the details—the
filling-in of the front and sides of this oblong
block ; and here there are some points to
imitate as well as many to admire. The
walls, as far as they are exposed to view, are

entirely faced with ashlar, that in the base-
ment stage being of red Mansfield. The
windows here are plain square-headed open-
ings, filled in with wrought iron stanchions of

good design. Immediately over them is an
elaborate string, or rather cornice, the prin-

cipal member's of which .are a kind of project-

ing star ornament and a bold cable moulding.
From this up to the topmost range of win-
dows there are no other continuous strings,

and the height is thus divided into three main
stages. There is first the basement, rising

some 6ft. or 6ft. above the ground ; then the

main bulk of the building, including the

ground floor, the first, second, and third

doors ; and, finally, what corresponds to the
entablature, and consists of the eaves-cornice

and the fourth floor windows. The middle, or

chief division of the height, however, is

marked out from the rest in another way
besides the omission of string courses. Its four

tiers of windows are inclosed, after a Venetian
fashion, in a sort of frame formed by a pro-

jecting billet moulding, or, rather, in several

such frames, placed side by side. For ex-

ample, in the front elevation, which is com-
paratively narrow, every floor has a range of

four lights, divided from each other by piers

or columns, and in the principal stage of the

elevation there are consequently four such

I'anges one above the other. Just over the

top one a horizontal course of billet mould-
ing projects from the face of the wall

;
but,

instead of being continued, as in English
work, right across the facade, it returns verti-

cally downwards close to the window-jambs
on each side, tiU it stops on the star cornice a
few feet above the ground. In the side eleva-

tion, next Tokenhouse-yard, which is much
longer than the Lothbury one, there are

several of such frames, if so we may call

them, side by side ;
but here they are only

wide enough to inclose two lights in a .tier

instead of fom'. To a certain extent, these

inclosing mouldings serve to define the piers.

They mark them out by perpendicular lines,

and on a near view are not an inefficient sub -

stitute for the usual projections
;
but at a

little distance we miss the contrasting light

and shade of the Northern Gothic, and feel

that in our dull climate this southern style of

beauty cannot be half appreciated. There is

not light enough to make a line of moulding
a conspicuous feature ; our smoky air and
cloudy sky throw it into obscurity a few

yards off, and in this, as in many other points,

Veneti.an architecture is too delicate for

English circmnstances. The windows which
are inclosed in the.se narrow borders are far

better adapted to om- wants. Their design is

practical, bold, and striking. They have no

thin and useless mullions; no complicated

system of flat arches with pointed arches

above them ;
none of the small prettinesses of

such English Gothic, for instance, as that by
Mr. Wilkinson, in Bishopsgate-street. Sashes

arc used throughout, as, in spite of Mr.

Charles Reade, they are likely to be in most

cases where people consult utility and conve-

nience ;
but the sashes do not in the least

spoil the design. The vertical lines are

strong enough to keep them in subordina-

tion; the reveals are deep enough to throw

them into shadow ; it is not a case of thin

upright bars of stone contending against thin

horizontal bars of wood as to which shall

have the apparent supremacy. In the Loth-

bury front, we have said, the windows are

arranged in a line of four. Those on the

ground floor are long and narrow, and are
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divided from each other by square pilasters

having moulded bases, and caps carved with

the Venetian acanthus. They have flat

heads, but these do not rest immediately

on the pilaster capitals. The latter, on the

contrary, are jilaced some two feet below
them, and a cable moulding, worked on the

edge of the lintel, returns downwards for this

distance tj stop on the abacus. The first-

floor windows are of another pattern. Instead

of pilasters, they are divided by three-quarter

columns attached to deep square piers, and
instead of flat lintels, they are surmounted
by a double range of pointed arches. Each
light is first covered, as in an ordinary arcade,

by an arch of its own, while, higher up, other

arches spring from the points of the lower
ones and carry a horizontal stone extending
over the whole range of lights. All these

arches are trefoiled, not with shallow cusps
after the English manner, but with deep and
massive ones like those in the Ducal Palace

;

and all of them, as well as the intervening

spandrels, being pierced and glazed, the re-

sult is a substantial ard effective description

of tracery window. How widely it differs

from what is commonly known by that name
may be inferred from the fact that the tracery,

and the columns on which it rests, carry,

without any relieving arch, the whole thick-

ness of a wall three stories high. The second
and third floor front windows nearly resemble
each other. Both have square heads, un-
moulded, resting on three-quarter columns
attached to piers, or at the jambs, on narrow
pilasters. Between these two tiers of win-
dows, which are bound together by a special

frame-moulding of their own inside the prin-

cipal one, is a frieze of figure sculpture in

high relief. It is too far from the eye, and
somewhat too small in scale, to be very clearly

seen, and one can only perceive enough of it

to be sorry that it is not more accessible.

The architect and the sculptor are often apt
to come into opposition, and though in this

case the former may perhaps have felt that

his design required the ornament to be placed
where it is, the latter would not improbably
have preferred a station a little further from
the sky. If the position could not be altered,

the scale of the figures might have been in-

creased with advantage ; and here, too, as in

many other cases, public ignorance might
have been wisely enlightened by an inscrip-

tion. A few words to explain, or even re-

motely to suggest, the subject of a bas-relief,

would add immensely in these times to the

popular interest in it. We are not ancient
Greeks nor Mediaival Catholics ; few of us
have either Christian or Pagan symbolism at
our finger's ends ; we are too busy to stand
for hours guessing at an artist's meaning, and
what we fail to comprehend we soon cease to

remember. If sculpture is ever to be a living

thing again, it must begin by being under-
stood ; but alas ! in many of its modern ap-
plications, it suggests no more to most people's
minds than so much diaper or arabesque
work.
The side windows, as before noted, are

arranged in pairs. Those on the basement
and gi-ound floor resemble the front ones. On
the first floor, however, they have plain

pointed arches, inclosed by a single semi-
circular dripstone, with a slight ogee, and a
large foliated finial. In place of tJie frieze,

too, between the third and fourth stories, the
side elevation has sexfoiled circles filled in

with figure subjects, apparently good enough
to make it a pity that they are so imperfectly
distinguishable. The topmost windows, botli

in the sides and the front, are intinuitely con-
nected with the eaves-cornice. They have
shafts of red serpentine, on which rest heavy
moulded brackets, supporting what corre-

sponds to the corona in a Classic composition.
This also forms the head of the windows, and
is worked on its edge into something like a
dentil course. The member which constitutes

or cai-ries the caves-gutter i)rojects still

fm-ther, and is carved with the usual billet

moulding. There is, in fact, rather more

* an enough of this particular moulding
fliroughout the design. Fond of it as the

^ eiietians were, and effective as it really is,

it is quite possible to have too much of a

good thing. If, even in Mr. Somers Clarke's

hands, such a detail becomes rather wearisome,

it is painful to think what might happen in

the event of this style becoming popular.

The same tendency to redundance of ornament
comes out in one or two other features. The
balcony, for instance, under the first floor

front windows, is p'erced by a number of

eight-foiled circles, whose sawlike cuspings

recall those of our latest Perpendicular. The
trefoiled arcades, which are repeated below

the window-sills in several places, might well

have been spared, and in spite of much
general delicacy and refinement, something

of over- sweetness is manifest throughout the

work. It is far from being coarse and vulgarly

obtrusive, like the pseudo-Gothic of the day
;

but still a little reserve and severity would
have made it more lastingly attractive. The
true artist should send us away, not satiated

with ornament, but rather desiring more of it.

There still remain two points to be de-

scribed—the entrance doorway and the chim-

neys. The former has already been illustrated

in the Building News. Its arch, a semi-

circular one of three orders, has an ogee

di-ipstone of the inevitable billet moulding,

surmounted by an elaborate finial. The
innermost and outermost orders of the arch

are square, and adorned on both faces by

scroll work or acanthus leaves in low relief.

The intermediate member is a round one,

worked into an effective twisted roll or cable.

A flat lintel runs across the opening of the

door, and the tympanmn is pierced for a fan-

light, protected by a wrought-iron grill of

good design. The arch rests on three small

shafts in each jamb, with caps and bases,

which themselves rest on a lower tier of simi-

lar shafts ; the one tier rising from the ground

to the level of tlie flat lintel, and the other

going on from this to the springing of the

arch. The arrangement is more singular

than beautiful, and by breaking the height

into two stages makes the doorway look

lower than it really is. The chimneys are

the least pleasing portion of the whole design.

They stand over the side walls at the different

pier spaces, and as the roof is a low one they

show out very prominently against the sky.

It is difficult to describe them, and impossible

to point out, in London, any other chimneys
to which they can be compared. They con-

sist, however, of flat, and somewhat thin,

blocks of masonry placed on end, and capped
by an overhanging cornice. Their sides are

straight ; but their ends, on the contrary,

slope outwards obliquely, like long weather-

ings. To these ends are attached semicircular

projections, like half columns, which come
down on the weatherings just described, and
profile their whole length on them from top

to bottom. Witliout a sketch it is inqiossible

to give a true idea of these singular pieces of

ugliness ; but whoever has seen a cemetery

mason's " design for a monument in the

Egyptian style" can form some notion of

their remarkable and very unprepossessing

expression. Mr. Kuskin, if wo remember
rightly, calls the Venetian chimneys very

ugly
;
yet few Venetian ones with which we

are acquainted are quite so unfortunate in

appearance as these.

Taking the design as a whole, it succeeds

where our (iothic town architecture usually

fails, and fails where this succeeds. The
treatment of its windows is artistic and
rational ; and here it is much in advance of

most English work of its class. Its style,

generally, is civilized—not wild, savage, and
archaic—and in this point also it is in har-

mony with its surroundings. But it goes

i-ather too far in this direction. It tends to

be over-smooth, unnecessarily regidar, un-

naturally sweet ; and a dash of Northern
spirit would give to it precisely the charm
that is lacking. A little picturesqueness of

sky fine, a little more light and shade to diver-

sify its mass, would have brought it nearer,

as we think, to the true ideal of modern
street architecture than almost any design
that could be named. We propose to notice

hereafter two or three other works of similar

character to the present one.

WATER COLOURS AT THE ROYAL
ACADEMY.—II.

TV/TE. MAC-CULLUM shows gi-eat power
-'-'-'- of effect, apparently easily produced, in

his " Warwick Castle " (No. 626), from the

river. In this effect he seems greatly

assisted by the material upon which he paints,

to an extent scarcely legitimate. Still, there

is no question that the drawing does well

represent the castle in a mist. This is, how-
ever, a picture of a class which might, we
should think, tempt an artist away from
real work to the production of slight, but
pleasing unfinished pictures. As a study of

a particular effect, rapidly produced, it is

valuable, but a frequent repetition of similar

scenes would be of little value. As far as the

present drawing is concerned, it is very

attractive and clever, but we hope it is not

to be one of a perpetually recurring series.

There are several rich bits of effect, which
after all is a very legitimate use to make of

this rapid medium. Happy is the man who
can, before his colour dries, catch and record

the ever changing hues of sunlight, or the

glorious hues of autumn, or even the in-

creasing gloom of the late evening. Fore-

most in this way is R. Redgrave's " Home-
ward." You can feel the darkness coming
on, a feeling which also is admirably ex-

pressed by the wayfarers and their little

ones hastening to get home before they are

benighted. Another gorgeous example of the

effect of colour, without the details being much
elaborated, is W. O. Burton's rich autumn sun-

glow " At Whitley, Surrey." "H. C'need
not have been afraid to append his own name
to the capital little free sketch of " Leith

Harbour." If less mannered in handling and
colour, E. G. Dalziel's scenes of country life

would be of a very high quality. As it is,

there is a feeling of disappointment in look-

ing at them ; we feel that they could be made
so much more true and pleasing but for the

peculiar treatment of the artist, who seems

to delight to leave so much to the imagina-

tion, though apparently finishing rather

highly. We have a novelty this year in what
is called a ghost scene, " The Haunted Park,"

by R. Doyle. Here we have transferred to

canvas, and to some extent carried out, some
of his excellent delineations of the salient

manners and customs of the English. He
shows here that he can catch the life of

earlier times as cleverly as he has done so

often those of our own. The time chosen

for illustration is that of the early Georges.

The park of a fine old manor-house is again

peopled with the shepherdsand shepherdesses,

the fine gentlemen and ladies of the patch

and hoop period. In one corner we have a

minuet being danced with more than usual

sprightliness, mixed with dignity, the life of

the resuscitated party being evidently a

gentleman gravely comic, who is fascinating

his partner by his elaborate steps, aided by

the effect of li'is coat tails, which he is holding

out at arms length. Here the coy maiden is

escaping from her pursuer, the pet lamb

frolicking after her. There sit two lovers in

true Chelsea china fashion, with a lamb or

jjct dog lying at their feet, with a blue ribbon

round its neck. One of the most whimsical

delineations in the picture is the pinch of

snuff in the foreground. Two beaux of the

first order, two ghosts of patches on their

cheeks, complete the perfectness of the repre-

sentation. This is one step in advance of the

main outlines that Mr. Doyle has hitherto

favoured and amused us with, and it gives

us hope that he may still proceed farther,

and give us more than sketches of life and

character. That he could do so is evident

from the present drawing. H. P. Riviere
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gives a pleasing sight of country life in the
laud of the sun and the grape. A handsome
peasant woman is walking along a narrow
conntry path twisting her yarn as she goes,

and carrying her pretty cheerful baby in a
basket on her head. The little fellow, as

bright as the sunny landscape, is amusing
himself with his mother's rosary. On looking
at it one is reminded of those industrious
PtEonian women that so took the fancy of

Xerxes that, with usual barbarian insolence,

he ordered their entire transportation to

Persia. Mr. W. E. Frost's sketches are all

full of character, and excellently coloured.
" The Faun's Frolic " (No. 727), is the most
interesting. There is no mistake about the
tipsy jollity of the whole party. The whole
picture blushes with the ruddy wine which is

being spilt in all directions. Mr. T.
Pritchard's "Glacier de Goerner," (No. 634), is

a remarkable drawing, and apparently gives
a true, though somewhat hard description of

a marvellous view of nature, in one of its less

known phases. Tlie prismatic colours of the
icefield are very striking, but one would have
expected either less colour or more trans-

parency. Mr. N. E. Green's views in the
North are capitally di-awn, but over-coloured;
the very usual defect of want of wetness in

the water strikes one particularly. There
are several beautiful examples of flowers and
fruit. Mr. J. J. Hardwick is very successful

in " The Blue Iris and Wallflower ''' (No. GG6),

and "Group of Chrysanthemums," but perhaps
the very best thing in this kind of painting is

Mr. M. Collinson's " Heather" (No. 087)—

a

modest title, which would hardly have led one
to expect so beautiful a drawing

; it is, in

fact, a delightful group of wild flowers, the
heather predominating. The furze and ferns

are equally good ; there is also a charming
peep of the bright sunlit sea, harmonising
with the pure colours of the flowers. Almost
equal, as far as the fruit is concerned, to W.
Hunt's delineation of the glories of the
garden, is Mr. J. Sherrin's " Fruit " (No.
720). The gooseberries, plums, and ivy are

wonderfully faithful to nature, but the I'est

of the picture is not so successful. It is a
question, when in subjects requiring such
extraordinary finish as fruit and flowers,

whether the background may not better be
subordinated, so as to concentrate the atten-

tion upon the more important object. This
was certainly the usual habit of W. Hunt,
who has scarcely been surpassed hitherto in

such subjects. There are several other fair

specimens of fruit and flower painting, but
none nearly equal to these.

Careful delineation of what the artist has
seen, though of subjects not particularly

interesting, is always praiseworthy, as the
power gained by strict observation and pains-

taking conscientiousness will not fail the
painter when he has an attractive subject as

well. Among the most respectable examples,
and deserving favourable notice in this

category, are Mr. W. F. Stocks " Old Houses
in Kenilworth " (No. 683), which are common-
place dilapidated affairs, but, notwithstanding,
the drawing is well worth dwelling on, as the
limner has given us exactly what he saw
there. The effect of the old worn out thatch,
with its thick dirty moss, is admu'ably given.
The old truck is not so well drawn. Another
instance, almost reminding one of De Hooge
for rapidity of execution and brightness, is

Mr. _H. King's "Highland Interior." The
keeping of this drawing is excellent, as a
faithful representation of geological scenery.
Mr. G. Child's "View from the top of Castle
Kock, Lynmouth, North Devon" (No. 713), is

worth noticing ; he has very happily caught
the character of that rock-bound coast. Of
course in this exldbition nothing in water colour
comes near the extraordinary examples which
occur among the oil paintings, especially the
marvellously-true "Chill Autumn" of Mr.
Millais, which, as far as it goes, is simply
perfect; and Mr. Brett's astoni.sliingly true
and accurate view of "The Effect of Sun
and Cloud on the Bright Mediterranean

Blue " (No. 5l'2) ; and his " Etna" (No. 54.5)

from the heights of Taormina. We only
instance these as what can be done by careful,

accurate, and rapid observation—gifts which
this artist possesses more than most of his

contemporaries. No one who has seen his

beautiful drawings of the corona of the sun
during the last eclipse can question his un-
usual power of observation and faculty of

transferring his visions to paper or canvas.

But to return to the subject immediately
before us ; Mr. H. R. Robertson gives a
pleasant waterside story of child life (No. 773),
"The Wreck Ashore," which might have had
a better place, as few of the figure drawings
are of as good a quality. An old punt has been
fished out of the water and run ashore on the
Thames bank, and a jolly young waterman
and his sister are, each in their own line,

shamming hard work, the young fellow with
a punt pole, and the girl with an oar, much to

the interest of a favourite dog ; the youngest of

the throe is sitting as a passenger making a
daisy chain. The whole is well conceived,

and very fairly carried out ; the river and its

adjuncts are very faithfully portrayed. II.

Bright's conspicuous picture of " The Battle of

the Frogs and Mice " seems to us to be a great

deal of pains ill-bestowed. There are two
clever bits of rapidly-executed effects of the

power of light and reflection which we must
not omit. One Air. W. Field's " A Grey Day
on the Thames at Oxford," is very grey
certainly, rather too grey, but still a most
accurate <and pleasing representation of the
bright reflection of the smooth river. The
other we refer to is an evening sun-down
effect (No. 689). " On the Adan, Sussex," by
Mr. R. H. Nibbs. This is an instance of a
very rapid and free brush. In conclusion, we
will just notice some of the mo.st praiseworthy
of the water-colour portraits. There are

several very good—more that are meretricious
and unsatisfactory. There is scarcely anything
more life-like and artistic than the late JSIr. T.
Goodall's two drawings (Nos. 808, and 810),
"Masters Saxon and John Noble." They
are just what such portraits should be. All

the power of the artist is concentrated on
the portraits themselves ; the dress, &c.,

though quite true, is subordinate and slight.

The amount of labour, and successful labour,

upon the faces is immense ; one is reminded
of the elaborate drawings of Vandyke. Near
them, and in strong contrast in manner of

handling, is an accurate life-like portrait of
" W. Clagburn, Esq.," and "J. J. Colman's
Childi-en," by Mr. Sandys. There is no
denying the force and truth of these draw-
ings, but we doubt the necessity for the
exaggerated outline, which produces an un-
pleasant and unnatural stiffness ; still, we feel

sure that, as in the case of the original prc-

Raphaelites, this new school of portraitui'C

will exercise a beneficial effect upon the

art, though we have little doubt that

much of the mannerism will disappear.

These reinarks appear in a still greater degi'ee

to No. 637, " Lady Ogilvy," by Mr. E. Clif-

ford. (Jne can see at once that the portrait

is a perfect likeness, but it is certainly marred
by its unnatural hardness of outline and
general stiffness, though when compared with
some of the meretricious things of the care-

less sensational style, such as No. 801, it is

quite a relief. We close this notice with the

hope tliat, as the great art of water-colour

painting is certainly better represented this

year than heretofore, it may each year really

show itself at the Academy, as it is in truth, a
wortliy competitor with tlie more taking, but
not more valuable art of oil laainting.

ARCHITECTURAL BOOKS.
Salvete aureoli mei libellj,

Weas deliciiu, mei lepores

!

BOOKS to the architect are invaluable.

They are his main mental pabulum.
And as nothing can come of nothing,

only as the mind is filled can we take from
it. "But how," some may say, "can a

man be original if his ideas are got from
books V" In the words of our most original

painter. Sir Joshua Reynolds, is the objection
answered :

" Invention," he says, " is nothing
more than a new combination of ideas from
time to time stored up in the mind." This
is as certainly true of architecture as of the
sister art of painting. Moreover, too, the
power of knowledge is not only in the accu-
mulated store, but in its stimulated effects.

So he whose knowledge is greatest should,
and will be, unless there is some other deter-
ring cause, the most able and original designer.

No man of genius will depreciate the value
of books, though of course it may be that aman
has books but no genius. These thoughts
have naturally arisen just after a pleasant
looking over of the case of architectural

books of IMessrs. IMorel & Co., at the Inter-

national Exhibition. Their works were not
by any means strange to us, but are ever
new, always examined with renewed delight.

These beautiful productions constantly sug-
gest the inquiry, "How is it that we in

this country have done so little and cm-
neighbours so much?" With us little

or nothing has been done in the way of archi-

tectural publications of late years, certainly

nothing of note, whilst in France the graver
and printing press have been amazingly
active, and the number and beauty of

the works issued is most surprising. As
regards importance of subject, excellence of

word and line engraving, clearness of type,

&c., they surpass anything published here or

elsewhere. To the Parisian firm of Morel et

Cie., the world is indebted for most of the
finest specimens of these magnificent works
o/'art, as well as on art. Some were published
with Government aid, the late ruler, as it must
be acknowledged, being a staunch jiromoter

of the arts. The IMorel's book-stand is in

the centre of the southern arm of the French
annex, and there the books can be at all

times examined.
!Many architects in London are no doubt

familiar with these works, but as many pro-

bably are not, it is worth while to say some-
thing of them. But first, a hint to our
country friends. In consequence of the
diiftculty and expense in obtaining foreign

works, some London architects a few years

ago formed a " Foreign Architectural Book
Society," in oi'der to obtain and study choice

foreign, and, for the most part, very cestly

books. The books are first circulated

amongst the members, who meet monthly to

chat over the same at each other's houses,

and at the end of each year are sold amongst
the members to the highest bidder. In this

way the publications of France (notably of

jMorel) and Germany have been made known,
and with considerable advantage, not only to

the members, but to many beyond the limits of

the society. Might not in many other places a
" Foreign Architectural Book Society" also

be useful and entertaining ?

Now to the examination of the IMessrs.

IMorels' bookcase. First and foremost in

interest to the Gothic architect will probably
be the celebrated " Dictionnaire Raisonne de
I'Architecture Francjaise du XI. an XVI.
Siecle," by M. VioUct-le-Duc—a work de-

serving of all praise. It has been the labour

of years and a work of love. The type, the

exquisite delicacy of the wood engravings, so

different from the wood-cuts or rather wood
chrippjin/.'), we are accustomed to see, their

great number, and the fimd of infonnation

amassed, constitute this work as unique. A
gospel of art, a very miracle of beauty!

'I'hough its usefulness to many an English

architect may not be so great as it would be

if in our own tongue, yet the language of art

all can understand, and the four thousand

illustrations speak intelligibly to every one.

It, assuredly, is a work which every architect

should possess. The ancients had a high

opinion of the advantage of studying one book
thoroughly, rather than many cursorily;

lience their jiroverb, " Cave ab homiue unius

libri." And, certainly, if in our art and pro-
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fession any one work will compensate for

the loss of all others, sufficiently equip a man,

and make him, in knowledge, a dangerous

adversary, it is this under consideration. An
example, we think, of a man made by a book
is Inigo Jones, as we suspect he was by
Palladio's "Libri d'Architettura."

The young student whose means will not

permit of the purchase of the Dictionnaire

will be benefited, at least, by the valuable

resume of its contents appearing in this journal.

By the same author must be noticed the
" Dictionnaire Raisonne du IMobilier Fran-

Qais," and the " Entretiens sur 1'Architec-

ture," the which are in the same style of

excellence as Ihc Dictionnaire, the (v/ws

mnrinum of the author, and of great interest

and value. Otlier works on Gothic architec-

ture of importance are " Arcliitectm-e Civile

et Domestique," by Verdier, in which are

illustrated some remarkably early and beauti-

f^ll houses at Cluny and elsewhere ;
" L'Archi-

tecture du V. au XVII. Siecle. et les Arts qui

en dependent," by Jules Gailhabaud, a mag-
nificent production ;

" Histoire des Arts In-

dustriels au Bloyen Age, et ii I'Epoque de la

Eenaissance," by Jules Labarte, a charm-
ing work, in which to insure accirracy,

photo-lithography has been successfully used

;

"La Sainte Chapelle du Palais :"l Paris,"

by Decloux and Doury ; this elegant build-

ing, which has had lately so naiTOwan escape

from destruction, is here fully and beauti-

fully illustrated ;
" Recueil de Sculptures

Gothique," by Adams; " Les Ornements du
Moyen Age," by Heidelhoff ; Melange
d'Archeologie," by Cohinard Martin; "His-
toire de laPeinturesur Verre," "Monuments
d'Architecture, de Sculpture, et de Peinture
de I'AIIemagne ;" this last is a very im-
portant work, without which no architect's

library can bo considered complete.
The " Monuments de I'Architecture Chre-

tierme, depuis Constantin jusque Charle-
magne," by Hubsch, and " Architecture
Komaine," by Revoil, illustrating pre-Gothic
chui'ches, &c., are very worthy of notice,

AVe should like to see some imitations of such
buildings in rural districts after such a glut

of meretricious Gothic as we have had of

late years. In the examples of stained glass

in some of the before-mentioned works, the
student should notice the simple unaffected

character of its treatment, no attempt being
made to falsify its material qualities, whilst

in that he sees in the exhibition, particularly

the German glass, he finds obtrusive preten-
tiousness, and such forced lights and shadows
as make it overpowering and blinding, to the
utter annihilation of any other art in its

neighbourhood. Our best artists, such as

Clayton and Bell, unfortunately do not ex-
hibit. In works on Renaissance architecture
there is much to admire. The following are

splendid productions : " Monographic du
Palais de Fontainebleau," by Pfnor ; "Mono-
graphic du Palais du Commerce de Lyon,"
and the companion volume of the "Hotel de
Ville de Lyon," by Desjardin ;

" Palais,

Cliateaux, Hotels, et Maisons de France, du
XV. au XVIII. Siecle ;" the " Monographic
du Chateau de Heidelberg," by Pfnor ; and
the "Architecture, Decoration, et Ameublc-
ment de I'Kpoque de Louis XVI.," by the
same artist. It seems in architectural
fashion, as in dress, we must perforce
take our cue from the French. Whilst the
Gothic architect has of late been swearing by
" Early French," the Classical architect has
been equally enamoured of Late French, and
a great deal of both has been copied into our
recent buildings. The French, doubtless,

do excel in their treatment of Classical archi-
tecture. It cert.ainly is in their hands the
style most perfectly adapted to modern wants
and refinement. AVe cannot, therefore, do
better than follow their lead ; and to this end
many of the Morels' books ai'C very valuable
aids. In addition to the foregoing authori-
ties in Eenaissance art must be named " Le
Eenaissance Monumentale," by Bertie ;

" Pa-
rallel des Maisons de Pari.s," by C'elUat

;

" Choix d'Edifices Publics ;" the periodical
" Gazette des Architectes," &c,, &c.

In what may be termed engineering archi-

tecture is the " Monographic des Halles Cen-
trales de Paris," by Baltard and Callet, In
contrast with these buildings we become
sensible of the deplorable wretchedness of

our own markets. When our stupid optimism

and miserable subservience to the tyrannous

rule of a nobleman only anxious to guard his

vested interests no longer defy common sen.?e,

and we set ourselves to build fitting markets,

north, south, east, and west of this gigantic

but steadily-growing City, these examples of

French skill ynW be most valuable ; the sooner

the better. Other works there are of more
strict engineering character, and others of

general mechanics, concerning which I do not

venture to express an opinion. In sculpture,

are some very interesting books, as "Les
Frises du Parthenon, " photo-lithographed

;

" (Euvres de John Flaxman," in outline,

" CEuvi-e de Jean Goujou," and " Sculpture,

Bas-Reliefs, et Statues," by Lacour, These
should be in the possession of every sculptor

and man of taste.

For decorative artists may be recommended
" Motifs de Decorations," in which, and the
" Journal Manuel de Peintures," valuable

suggestions in colour will be foimd, many of

the examples being very good ; RecueU de
D^ssinespour I'Art et I'Industrie," " Decora-
tions Interieiu-es et Meubles," and in " L'Art
pour Tons," " L'Ornementation au XIX,
Siocle," the " Ornements des 4 Ecoles," and
the " Exemples de Decoration," &c,, &c,,

not less useful guides for form. The marble
mason will find in the "Monuments Fune-
raires," by Xormand, materials for varying
somewhat his ugly stock-shop designs for

our cemetery decorations. In " Inventions

Decoratives " by Solan, and " L'Orfevrerie

Fran^aise," , silversmiths and other metal

workers will find hints of value to them.
Architectural students, who are now very

properly seeking to obtain a knowledge of

figure drawing, will find the " Cours Elemen-
taire et Grades du Dessin de la Figure
Humaine" of great use.

Only one other work have we time to note

—

" Monuments Modernes de la Perse," by
Coste, a handsome and interesting book,
evidencing that architectural skill still exists

in the East. The library of the Institute of

British Architects, by the mimificent gift of

the late president, Sir William Tite (the

only president who has performed such an
act of grace), has become possessed of

most of the works named, and it is

much to be desired that the junior in-

stitute, the Architectural Association, was
equally well off. The Association has always
felt the want of a library of its own, and is

now endeavouring to supply the need, but
progress is slow, necessarily from tiie costli-

ness of the books and the lowness of the
funds. There is not one of Morel's books
but what ought to be in the library ; they
would be of immense value and immensely
valued. A\'ill not some rich and liberal mem-
ber of the profession supply the needed aid ?

Though he has done so much elsewhere, or
rather because he has done so much, we imagine
there is more hope from the respected and
liberal knight of Bath and of the Bath, than
from any other quarter. All honour to him !

" He that deviseth liberal things, by liberal

things shall he stand." P. E. M.

THE REPARATION OF S. ALBAN'S ABBEY.

ON Tluirsd.iy -woek a vory important meeting was
held at Willis's Rooras for the purpose of

promoting the movement for the thorough "repara-
tion" of the truly venerable structure of S. Alban's

Abbey. The chair was occupieil by the Earl of

Verulam, and in addition to those who took part in

the proceedings there were also present the Earl of

Esse.K, the Karl f)f Clarendon, Bishop Clanghton
(Archdeacon of London), Mr. Abel .Smith, M.P..

Mr, Brand, M.l'., Jilr. Dimsdale, JI.P.. Mr. D.
Dalrymple, M.P., .Sir Charles L. Yming, Mr, Long-
man (High Sheriff of Herts), Archdeacon Grant,

and a very large number of ladies and gentlemen.
Letters of apology were also received from Mr.
Beresford Hope, M.P., and other persons.

The C'hairm.\x, in opening the proceedings, said

that some mouths ago those in the immediate
neighbourhood of S. Alban's were startled by the
report that the great Norman Tower was threaten-
ing to fall. Upon examination the statement was
found to be too true. The rector, the Rev. W. J.
Lawrance, instantly took the matter up and sent for

Mr. Gilbert Scott, at whose suggestion precautions
were adopted to prevent the dreaded catastrophe
from occiu-ring. With the assistance of twenty
gentlemen who each sent the rev. gentleman £50,
measures had been taken which had, he hoped,
saved the tower tor the present. Kirkstall, Jer-
vaulx. Fountains, and Glastonbm-y had all fallen,

and the question was, were we to allow S. Alban's
to share their fate ? (Cheers.)

The Marquis of S.vlisbury moved the following
resolution: "That this meeting learns with deep regret

that a building so venerable and of such historic in-
terest as S. Alban's Abbey is in so precarious a con-
dition." The noble marquis pointed out that S. Alban's
stood almost alone amongst buildings of its size in
having no sustentation fund. Its ecclesiastical

position was merely that of a parish church in a
very poor town. This church, besides its architec-

tural splendour, was a monument of one of the
greatest events that ever took place in the history

of England—it was a monument of the lirst mar-
tyrdom within our shores for the Christian faith.

(Cheers.) After centiu-ies in which martjTdom had
been only a name to us. we had hved to see it once
more become a fact. We had come to see Christiaa

men called upon to brave hardship, persecution, and
even sudden death for their religion ; and w'e could
realise a little from what we had seen passing

before our eyes, the trials which had to be under-
gone by those who had first suffered for the faith

in this land ; and to whose constancy and endu-
rance we owed it that we were Christians at all.

Surely it was a matter of some value to the nation

that we should have before our eyes that which
might recall to our recollection the trials and the

virtues of those who had suffered for the name of

Christ. He believed that a nation which should

neglect such memorials would really show itself in-

sensible to the high claims to om* reverence wMch
those memorials really possessed ; and that such
negligence must react upon its own moral exist-

ence. He was certain that if we allowed the feel-

ings and tendencies of a somewhat material age to

obliterate the sentiments which a great monument of

tliis kind was calculated to call up, we should suffer

more acutely than any loss of mere material wealth
could represent. Those, therefore, who lived in the

neighbourhood had a right to call on the country at

large to prevent the scandal, and the injury which
the destruction of this great memorial of the past

would not fail to iuHict upon the present genera-

tion.

The DE.i:!! of West.minstee.—I will endeavour,

however imperfectly, to second the resolution which
you have heard so well proposed by the noble

marquis; but I can only address you upon the

general interest which is felt in S. Alban's b}' all

Englishmen. I have, however, I may say, some
personal interest in the matter. In former times, it

might have been thought too mxich to expect the

chief of the Chapter of Westminster to appear as an
advocate for anything concerning the welfare of S.

Alban's, for throughout the whole of the middle
ages there was a constant feud between the two
Abbots as to who had precedence as peer of Parha-
ment. For a very short time the .\bbot of West-
minster gained his cause, but for the most part he
was obliged to yield precedence to the chief of that

great Abbey whose cause we are pleading on this

occasion. For my own part, I must confess, how-
ever, to that feUow feeling which must exist between
Westminster and S. .Vlban's from the very nature of

tilings. Just in the same way as we feel that Wes(>-

minster must have thrilled to its very inmost stone

during the time when its sister Abbey of S. Denys
was in <langer during the first siege of Piiris, and
during the still more imminent danger to which the

sister Cathedral of Notre IJame was exposed in the

second siege ; so must every stone of Westminster, if

stones can feel, shudder at the forlorn and desolate

condition of S. Alban's. Perhaps the best way in

which I can occupy your time will be to leave others

to enlarge both upon the peculiar needs of the place

and ujion the peculiar architectural beauties of this

magnificent structure ; and confine myself to those

circumstances in its histor}' which give it a unique

position amongst the great churches of England. No
doubt the question may be .asked, " What reason has

this great parish of S, .Vlban's to appeal to the muni-
ficence of the nation more than anv other ecclcsias-
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tical structure ?" Some of those reasons have been

given you by our noble chairman, but I venture to

think that if I very lirietiy describe what may be

called the inner soul and Ufe of S. Albau's, of which

its splendid architecture h the outward husk and

shell, I shall dn something towards showing that S.

Alban's has a peculiar and special claim upon the

sympathy of educated Englishmen. There are, I

venture to think, four things which in a more or less

degree are peculiar to the history of S. Alban's. The
first has already been touched upon by Lord Salis-

bury—namely, its connection with the death of the

citizen of the Roman Verulam, whom we commonly
call S. Alban. This day, I may observe, is the

anniversary of his martyrdom—though I am sorry

to say that by a very stupid blunder his day now
appears in the Calendar of our Church on the 17th

of June instead of the 22nd. You have heard, in

terms which I should onh' spoil by repeating, the

importance to ourselves of the martyrdom of the

first Englishman. What 1 would therefore urge is,

that the Church of S. Alban's is actually a monu-
ment and witness, I might almost say, of the truth

of the event. If you know S. Alban's, you will

have observed that the peculiarity of its situation is

this—it stands upon a hill on the other side of the

small stream which separates it from the remains

of the ancient city of Verulam. The modern town
of S. Alban's ha.s, in fact, drawn from its ancient site

to the hill on which, according to the oldest tradi-

tion, S. Alban died. This is exactly iu accordance

with what we always find to be the case, when there

is some sacred or memorable spot—and especially

when some sacred or memorable tomb—in the neigh-

bourhood of an old town. In such cases, we almost

invariabl)' find the popidation attracted from their

accustomed dwellings to the spot which is thus

hallowed. I will illu.strate this by two instances

drawn from the most different states of society and
civilisation. One is in Palestine ; and it struck me
so much the last time I was there that I have before

spoken of its likeness to S. Albau's. I refer to the

tombs of the patriarchs at Hebron. The old city of

Hebron has been entirely dislocated, drawn from its

primitive position and rebuilt around the Tomb of

Abraham, just as the old Roman city of Verulam
has been dislocated and drawn around the Christian

tomb of S. Alban. In the same way, as the name
of S. Alban has entirely superseded and driven out

the old Roman name of Verulam, so has the name
of Abraham, the Friend of God, entirely driven out

of the mouths of the people of the country and ex-

tirpated the old Canaanitish name of Hebron. I will

now take a case totally different, and it occurs in

our own country. During the persecution of the

Covenanters, one of them was executed outside a

parish, I believe somewhere in Dumfries-shire, and

the whole population of that parish have migrated

from their ancestral dwellings and congregated

around the foot of the gallows ; so that the present

parish has been gathered round the place of execu-

tion, just as the population of old Verulam has

gathered round the modern church of S. Alban's. I

regard, then, the very site of the church as proof of

the history, though I do not profess to defend all its

details, I am obliged, for instance, to siu"render

Amphibalus altogether—probably he was but

another name for the cli)ak or chasuble which figures

in the story—but the fact of S. Albau's death and
martyrdom on the hill on which his church stands I

hold to be indisputable. The second great event

which is connected with S. Alban's is of a totally

different character, and it is not equally credible,

though still interesting. You are aware that one of

our greatest ecclesiastical monuments with which I

had once the honour to be connected—I mean the

Cathedral of Canterbury—owes very much of its

present splendour to its having been the scene of a

great murder—the murder of Thomas A'Becket. In

like manner the present structure of S. Alban's
originated in a great crime. The story of the

murder of Prince Ethelbert of East Anglia, hy King
Offa of Mercia, at the instigation of Queen Drede,
who was the Lady Macbeth of those times, is one of

great tragic interest. Whether it was worth com-
memorating by a great abbey, especially one of the
extent of S. Albau's, is an()ther matter ; but I wish
to point out that thniugh this event there are two
English counties which have a special right to take
part in this work. One is East Anglia and the other
Herefordshire; for Hereford Cathedral owes much
to the tomb of Ethelbert, and Norwich is still con-
nected with his name by the great Ethelbert Tower.
If there be any citizen of Hereford or of Norwich
here, I call upon them by the memory of Prince
Ethelbert to assist us. Indeed, we might appeal to

the whole continent of Eurupe, for of all the Princes
of the Heptarchy the only one whose name is con-
nected with the Continent is that of King Offa.

How it was I cannot imagine, but Offa was iu the

habit of receiving friendly letters from Charlemagne,
and we need not doubt that that Emperor took the

greatest interest in the original foundation of S.

Alban's, Whether on that account any application

might be made to the new Emperor of Germany it is

not for me to say. The third ground why S. Alban's

may appeal to the sympathies of educated Englishmen
is the singular tragical interest it possesses in having
been within a few years the scene of two of the most
sanguinary battles which occurred during the War
of the Roses. On both occasions the contlict raged

round and round the abbey ; and as both have been

described by one of the glories of Hertfordshire,

Lord L3'tton, I am sure that any Hertfordshire man,
and indeed any Englishman, must on that account

take an interest iu vS. Alban's. The fourth ground
of my ajjpeal is one that I may especially direct to

the noble earl near me (Lord Stanhope), and to all

stuilents of the history of England. S. Alban's, for

whatever reason, was the special, peculiar, and
singular patron of English historical learning iu the

middle ages. I am ashamed when I look at the

chronicles of my own minster, to see hew meagre
and poor is the figure which they cut by the side of

those of S. Alban's. Our one annalist is Matthew
of Westminster, whose very name, I am sorry to

say, is made up from that of the most interesting

writer of his day, Matthew Paris. On the other

hand, S. Alban's can boast of having no fewer than

four distinguished men, Roger of Wendover. Matthew
Paris, Rishanger, and Walsingham, who have written

a complete history of the great events that had

happened in England down to their own times. I

maintain that that fact alone ought to commend
this great church to the attention of every one who
cares anything for what brings before the mind
that which regards the past. Not only so ; but the

example which S. Alban's set iu this matter fired

the nobles around it with a zeal for learning

which I don't beHeve can be found in an

efjual degree in any other neighbourhood,

Humphrey, Duke of Gloucester, whose tomb
still exists at S, Alban's—encouraged, I cannot

doubt, by the noble example set by the abbey—was
induced to found the first great public library in

F.ngland—the beginning of the University Library of

Oxford, that afterwards grew into that great

Bodleian, to which every Oxford man and every

English student owes so much. lioth in the case of

Humpluey and of Matthew Paris, deep interest in

learning was combined with as much critical discern-

ment and endeavour to separate truth from falsehood

as was compatible with those early times. In the

case of Humphrey, every one knows from a well-

known scene in Shakespeare how he endeavoured to

distinguish between true and false miracles. In the

case of Matthew Paris, though he gave a ready ear

to all that was told him,—though it was he who first

heard from an Armenian Bishop that wonderful story

of the Wandering Jew which has become the ground-

work of so many romances,—though it was he who
heard the story of King John's willingness to become

a Moslem for the sake of winning the daughter of the

Sultan,—though it was he who, at the request of

Henry III., described a great solemnity for some relic

at Westminster,—though he listened with a ready

credulity to whatever was told him, there is in his

Chronicle a real attempt at critical discrimination, and

a most remarkable candour of spirit. I know not

whether it was owing to that kiud of ge7iiu^ loci

which inperceptibly influences our greatest men,

but I cannot forget that the author of the Novum
Organon and the De Augmentis Scientiarum,

whose real name was, not Lord Bacon, as we so

often call him, but Viscount S. Alban's, lived

close by, and though he is not burieil in the abbey,

his m(tnument is in the neighbouring church of S.

Michael Nicholas, and will always be an object of

attraction to pilgrims from every part of the world

who visit the ancient city that bears his name.

These, then, are the four historical grounds on which

I venture to think that S. Alban's has a unique

claim on the support of every educated Englishman.

I will only quote from the great man to whom I

just referred, when I say that this great church is

one of those "remnants which have casually escaped

from the shipwreck of time;" and we of this age

shall be doubly and trebly guilty if we neglect the

duty of preserving and restoring them. This nine-

teenth century is, I believe, the very first age of the

world which by a long course of civilisation has had

clearly impressed upon its mind, and in a manner in

wliich no other generation of mankind ever had

impressed upon it, the peculiar value of these ancient

monuments, the peculiar duty of preserving them to

future ages, and the peculiar insight into their merit,

which has been fostered by the new development of

Gothic architecture and Gothic taste that has arisen

within oiu- own lifetime. We have far more light

on this subject than any other generation of our

countrymen ever had before
; and if we allow S.

Alban's to fall, it will not be—as was the case with
our ancestors—it will not be from mere insensibility,

—it will be a positive sin against the accumulate<i
light which has been given to us, and to us alone.

(Loud cheers.)

Then followed other speeches, and the Bishop of

Rochester dismissed the assembly with his blessing.

ALTERATIONS IN THE POST OFFICE.

A FEW evenings ago Mr. Monsell stated iu the

House of Commons that he hoped to be able

to introduce the new postal regulations on the 1st of

August next ; and already preparations of a most
extensive character are being pushed forward at S.

Martin's-le-Grand. Additional space will be required

both in the Inland aud Eastern Central Departments
of the Chief Ofiice; and this is being provided by
throwing a second floor across a portion of what was
formerly the central hall of the building. A year

or two ago this hall, which, besides its architectural

features, formed an important city thoroughfare,

was shut up, the Corinthian pillars removed, and the

work connected with the Registered Letter branch
transferred to it. Overhead, there was erected sub-

sequently a gallery, forming an addition to the

Newspaper branch, necessitated by the introduction

of the halfpenny postage ; and now the space is to be

further utilised by throwing a floor across between
the Registered Letter aud Newspaper branches.

Simultaneously with this extension there has been

provided a new staircase leading to the Secretarial

and Telegraph departments ; and by rearrangement

of the offices of the Receiver and Accountant
General, space has been found for the construction of a

new public otfice. The new public oftice is being formed

along the front of the building, to the right entering

from S. Martin's-le-Grand, and will be sevent}'-

five feet in length by about thirty feet in breadth.

The construction of a public entrance to this new
office involves a work of considerable difiiculty, viz,,

the cutting of a doorway in the solid granite wall of

the building, which at this point is some feet iu

thickness. Already, however, the work is more
than half accomplished. The structural alterations

within the General Post Office diu-ing the past five

or six years have been of the most extensive and
costly nature, and must have necessitated the expen-

ditiure of many thousands of pounds. They have

been carried out iu connection with some useful

public reforms, as, for instance, the savings banks,

the halfpenny postage, and the telegraphs, and
perhaps this consideration may be accepted as a

set-off against the total destruction—architecturally

speaking—of an imposing public edifice. There is

not much now left about S. Martin's-le-Grand to

admire. A by no means imposing gable wall has

been perched above the portico, aud the "grand
staircase "—said to be the finest thing of the sort in

London—has entirel}' disappeared. Mr. AjTton
does not believe in " Grecian Temples " as public

offices, and certainly he is having his way at S.

Martin's-le-Grand.

THE NEW S. THOMAS'S HOSPITAL.

THE AtheiKeumis evidently pretty much of the

same opinion, with regard to the new hospital

buildings at Stangate, as that expressed by the

writer of the article on " Quaintness of Style,"

which appeared in the Building News for February

10 last, p. 104. Our contemporary' says:—" It is

hardly possible, even if it be quite fair, to write of

S. Thomas's Hospital, now completed in Lambeth,

as an architectural work. We have no reason to

doubt the excellence of the system, involving as it

does the construction of distinct blocks of buildings,

connected at the ground flour only by covered ways,

of which Greenwich Hospital affords something like

an illustration. We think, however, that it is fair

to consider this vast series of buildings as not devoid

of pretensions to what is so oddly called ^an orna-

mental character,' a phrase the meaning of which

our readers can understand more readily than we can

explain it. Looking, then, at the new structure, as

designed to be 'ornamental,' although not archi-

tectural, we regret that much money has been

wasted, utterly thrown away, in ' eiu-iching ' a

building which otherwise might have been like a

collection of brick boxes with holes in them, dull and

monotonou.s, but would have been free from vulgarity

and unmarked by ill-supported pretence. Many of

the features of this hospital are strange and ugly
;

the roof alone is curiously 'ornamental ;
' it might

be improved by removing certain futile and un-

graceful portions. The worst of the matter is that

here is another of the many instances of noble sites

ignorantly defaced by lack of intelligence in de-

sigamg buildings for them. What might have been
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"lone with even simpler means than are employed
for this may be seen hy those who care to look at

-a great briclc storehouse, in the Italian style, erected

a few years since close to the Shot Tower at Lam-
beth, and not a quarter of a mile lower down the

river than this enormous hospital, the decorations

'of which serve to ruin the grand effect its size would
3eem to insure."

NEW ELEMENTS OF lIAXD-Pw\ILING.«

(^Continued from page 490.)

PU,VTB 35. CONSTUUCTIOS OK WREATII, HAVING A
Double Clkve to Land on a Level Gallery.

FIGURE I shows the plan of a stairs, having the

rail to stand over wide end of winders, and
(Counect with small circle at the landing.

Determine position of joints, say B and R. This
makes one piece of wTcath stand over live winders,

and landing wreath to connect at joint 11.

Draw tangents B C and C K extended. Unfold
Ihe tangents and winders cutting them, as shown at

Fig. 2.

Let under side of rail rest on risers standing over
B and R. Set off half its linc-kncss. Now deter-

mine on height of rail over the winders, say 2—2,

perpendicular with face of riser. That is, from top

of step, to under side of rail. Then lix upon height

of level rail on gallery ; say 2—D, to under side. Set
.off seven inches above floor. Again, set off half

thickness of rail. This having intersected the pitch

at P, gives the height.

*Thla series of articles is a reproduction nf Robeht
BiDDBLL's work on the subject, published in Philadelphia,
and by Triibner and Co., Loudoo.

Let R P on left equal corresponding letters on
right. Draw from P, touching centre of rail at Y.

Or, lay a straight edge on 0, and have Y P square

with it.

Make the seat square with it.

Let 2—2, the height, equal that of L R on the

right. Join 2.4. This is the pitch. Square over 2

and 4.

Let 2 L equal 2 K. Make 4 K equal 4 P. Join

L K. This line, to be correct, must equal L P on the

right. Now draw a few ordiuates, and complete

the mould, as shown.

Fig. 4 is the mould for piece of wreath standing

over five winders. It connects with that just done.

This drawing is made to take up the least possible

space. Nothing can be more compact or neat.

Commence by drawing the right angle A, B, C to

equal corresponiling letters on plan. Join A C, the

ordinate. Hake B D square with it. This is the

seat. Draw from B square with B D. Let B V,

the height, equal that of N V on the right. Join

1) V extended. This is the major axis. Let ^' P
C(iual V D. Square over the lines. Make D T and

P L equal A D. Let V N equal A C. Join L, N. T.

These lines must equal the pitch on the right, having

corresponding letters.

Next, find the length of elliptic curves, by draw-

ing from V square with V B. Let V S equal A B.

Set off on each side of S half width of rail. Draw
parallel with ordinate, cutting the pitch. Now
find points for pin.s, and strike the mould with a

string.

The pitches being equal, one bevel answers for

both joints, as shown.

Ciliil ^naittwring.

THt; TIMBERING OF TRENCHES AND TUNNELS
applicable to railway and SEWERAGE
WORKS.*

TIMBER is required in constructing sewerage

works to support the sides of the narrow and
deep cuttings required in building the drainage

culverts and pipe drains, for centreing, drainage

purposes, and other special purposes hereafter men-
tioned. It is also required in tunnelling to support

the sides of the shafts, and the roofs, and side walls

of the headings ; to carry the tramways, and for

the construction of the long pump rods in the deep

shafts. Also for centreing, drainage, trunks, and
other special purposes. The manner of framing and
introducing the timber depends greatly upon whether

the timbering is to be only temporary, that is to say,

merely to support the ground in advance of the

masonry, or whether, as in the case of headings for

a tunnel, it is required to stand possibly for several

years.

Secondly, on the description and quality of the

timber to be used ; i.e., whether the timber is to be

round, half-round, or squared timber ; and what
sort of timber and what sizes of it are available.

It is usual for temporary work, such as that hrst

mentioned, to use the timber that is the cheapest,

the most easily and most economically transported,

and which is the most saleable after it has served the

temporary purpose required of it. If the timber is

sufiicieutly good and strong for its work no objec-

tion can be taken to such a course, but it is often a

very short-sighted policy, as it is hoped to be shown
presently. Before entering more particularly into a

description of the timbering for open cuttings for

sewerage works, and for driftways, headings, &c.,

for railway tunnels, it will be well to set forth a few

simple rules for carrying out such works of timber-

ing generally. They are well known by all mining

engineers, and most of them by any good practical

miner. (1) All timber used should be of as hard

and tough a nature as it is possible to procure for a

reasonable cost. (2) All timber should be cut at the

fall of the year, when the sap is down, and no timber

ought to be used that has not had a certain amount
of seasoning, having been kept either constantly wet

or dry for not less than six months after it was felled.

(3) All timber used should have been barked three

months before using. (4) The best description of

timber for shores, sills, posts, &c., is larch or lir ; oak

may be used occasionally to resist a great transverse

strain. (5) The principal strain should in all cases

be thrown as far as possible upon the end of the

grain of timber, or, in the case of waling pieces,

sills or sleepers (which should always, if possible, be

of half round timber) upon the rounded side of the

timber. (6) All side pillars or side posts should be

slightly oblique, forming with the head and ground

sills the section of a truncated pj-ramid. The tenons

of the pillars, &c., should be cut square, and the

mortices in the sills at an angle to prevent lateral

movement. (7) The timbers should be framed and

fitted accurately ; no spikes or bolts to be used

to keep the timbers together ; all wedging up to be

avoided as far as possible, except in certain cases

described hereafter. (8) All pohng boards in headings,

and the linings at the backs of the curbs where

square shafts are timber-lined, should be pointed and

driven obliquely, each set to overlap the preceding

one. ('.)) All shores to be fitted to drive from above
;

and never in any case sideways or horizontally.

When half round timber is used for the waling the

ends of the shores to be slightly bird's-mouthed, to

lit to the shape of the timber. (10) As large a bear-

ing surface as possible to be allowed where the end

of one timber takes a bearing upon the face of another

timber. (11) When planks, battens, or other scjuare

timbers are used for waling pieces, they should be

bedded in the sides of the excavation at a slight

angle, so that when the shore, cut to the proper

angle, is driven down from above it will always take

a fair bearing over the whole of its surface. (12)

.Adjustable g.-iujes to be provided for taking the

exact length and exact angle of ends of the timber

required. (13) No timbers require to be fitted in

their places more tightly than to take a fair bearing.

If any strain is thrown upon them they will be

tightened far better and more in the direction required

than by any artificial means that can possibly be

used.

First, as to timber in open cuttings or for sewerage

work. Most of these works are executed either in

large towns or in the neighbourhood of them, and

the timber used to support the sides of the excava-

* Paper read before the Society of Engineers by Mr,
Chablks Turner, of Southampton.
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tions is either such as can be fmmd in the place or

can be most easily conveyed to it, fir scaffold poles,

cut up into lengths, being used for the shores, and

the cheapest description of battens or planks that

can be procured for the waliugs. In many cases

these are only used for form's sake, and might readily

be dispensed with. The common practice is to in-

troduce tiers of battens, about ift. or 5ft. apart in

depth, with round poles of from 4in. to Gin. diameter

for shores. These are almost always driven side-

ways into their places, and even if well cut and
fitted have but a comparatively small bearing upon
the batten which forms the waUing piece. If the

cutting is dry these shores frequently become louse

and drop down, as there is seldom any upright or

support under them. In many cases this arrange-

ment proves sufficient, as no timbering is really

wanted, but when there is really a pressure exerted

against the timber the waling planks or battens are

very apt to split, from the shores being driven in

sideways, and therefore bearing on a ver^' slight

surface of the timber. If battens are used in the

above manner it is much better to cut the excava-
tion to a slight batter, and to let the battens or

planks in parallel to the face, and to drive do^vn
the shores from above sufficiently tight to give the

batten a firm bearing against the sides of the ex-
cavation. The lower tier of battens should be
strutted up from the ground, and uprights should be
y)laccil at intervals between the tiers of battens, es-

I)eciully under the joints. When half-round timber
can be procured it is generally preferable to the

battens, as it has less tendency to split. In that

case the flat side of the timber should be placed

against the side of the cutting and slightly let into

it, and the ends of the shores should be slightly

bird's-mouthed out to fit the round side of the

tiniber, and should be driven down from above. If

the ground worked through is of very shifting

nature, such as thin strata of sand, or clay, with
"water, it is often necessary to close-timber the

cutting. In this case planks should be placed up-
right at intervals of from 5ft to Cft., with hori-

zontal planks behind them, one upon the other ; the

xisunl round shores being introduced between the

planks, which must always be laid at a slight

angle, so that by driving down the shores from
above the whole will be wedged firmly into its posi-

tion. When the ground is very iusecm-e the up-
right planks can only be driven in short lengths,

the one being made to overlaji the other. Of
course a system of timbering comparatively so

complicated should not be used unless absolutely

necessary, and in many cases where there is suffi-

cient depth of roof it is better to carry on the ex-
cavation in short lengths and tunnel in between.
But there arc cases were tunnelling cannot be

adopted, and it is better to go to any reasonable ex-
peuse in timbering rather than to risk life. Besides

the above reasons in many instances it is absolutely

necessary to leave the timber in untU the ground
has become thoroughly consolidated. Unless such
timbers are of the proper size, and have been well

framed together, such a precaution is worse than
useless, and it gives a fancied security which does

not really exist.

There is another use of timber, which cannot be

said to be confined strictly to cutting trenches for

sewerage work, as it is applicable in all cases where
masonry is carried on in deep excavations. It has
been found more advantageous instead of carrying
down the mortar in hods to supply the bricklayers

to construct small trunks 5Jin. square internally,

and about jin. thick; they are made out of stuff

procured by ]uitting two cuts through a batten and
fitted with hopper heads. The lower ends are

easily shifted, so as to deliver on to the mortar-
boards, the trunk being slung by a rope attached
to short shear legs across the cutting. The
mortar heap is made close by the cutting
as the work proceeds, and one man filling

the mortar into the hopper heads of two trunks
can keep four bricklaj'ers going instead of
two, or even at times three, hodmen, who would
otherwise be required, temporary shores and struts
being used m some cases until tlie permanent shores
can be driven. Where the ground is of the nature
of running sand, and can only be excavated in very
shallow lifts or stages, the excavation may be carrit-d

on after the manner in which square shafts are sunk
and timbereii in some of the German brown coal
mines, upright pieces of half-round timber, jioiiited

at the ends, being first driven into the ground,
in advance of the excavation, and inclining sliglitly

inwards. Waling planks are fixed between these tim-
bers and supported in a temporary manner by short
pile^, until the shores are introduced and driven from
above, as before-mentioned, care being taken always
to have uprights under the waling planks. A space
varying in width from 2in. to 3in. will be left

behind the waling planks, into which should be driA'en

planks, or battens, or half-round pieces of timber

pointed at the ends, and which pieces must be gradually

driven downwards, as the work proceeds, as far as

safety will allow, when another upright is driven

down in front of the first in the same manner as

already described, and shown in sinking short lifts

through shifting ground, requiring to be cloae

timliered. Great additional strength is given to this

mode of timbering by introducing long binders of

stronger timber from top to bottom of the excava-

tion, taking a bearing against all the walings and

having independent shores between them. This

plan has also a great advantage in deep cuttings,

where lias stone lime is used. The sliding of the mortar

down the trunk keeps it chafed up soft instead of its

constantly getting stiff xipon the mortar boards

when carried down in hods. It is of such great

importance that the timbers used is shoring should

be accurately fitted that simple adjustable gauges,

which do not easily get out of order, will alwa}'s

pay for tliemselvcs, such as may be made for taking

angles and S]>lays, and also for taldng dead lengths

at the same time. Although there are great objec-

tions to using iron bolts, screws, or spiltes to frame

shoring together, there are cases where iron may be

advantageously used in connection with wood,

where shores have to be taken down, and replaced

on the completion of each length of culvert. The
ends quickly wear out, especially if they are

driven horizontaUy, and the shores become too short.

The plan was tried of shrinking iron hoops on to

the ends of the shores, and was found to answer

very weil, and that there was a saving of one-third

of the timber used in shores even in a length of 100

yards of culvert. Where the pressure is very great

upon the shores they are very apt to split the waling,

unless they are cut very accurately and are of the

full size of the plank. It has been found of advan-

tage to provide a few wrought iron clamps to use in

such exceptional cases ; the}' are fixed at the back

of the shores. There is one more way in which iron

may be used with advantage in connection with

timber for shoring. It is frequentlj' necessary

to introduce additional shores at the bottom of a

deep excavation for sewerage work, or to change

the position of those which are fixed, to maivc

room for the masonry. It is often very diflicult to

drive such additional shores into position, so that the

]iroper pressure may be thrown upon them without

disturbing several others. It is proposed to effect

this object by making use of a double shore capable

of adjustment in the length, and constructed in the

following manner :—A piece of round timber 7in.

diameter is hooped at both ends with strong wrought
iron hoops made from |- iron 4in. broad. A groove

is then cut down the centre of the piece of timber

lin. wide, as far as the hoops at each end, witli two

cross grooves in the centre ^- by ^. Folding wrought

iron wedges, with projecting ribs to fit the cross

grooves, are then introduced in the centre, and

driven up till the timber is sprung apart about 2in.

or more, as the case may be, according to the length

of the shore. Two other rings made of the same

sized iron are then slipped over the ends of the

timber, sufliciently large to go nearly as far as the

centre wedges. They are to be driven sufficiently

tight to hold them firmly in their positions; the

shore is then ready to fix in place. When in place

the wedges are to be slackened, and the spring of the

timber ydW cause the shore to fix itself tight without

any hammering or wedging. When so fixed the loose

rings are to be driven up against the wedges in order to

prevent springing if an imusual strain is thrown upon
the end of the shore. When the shore reqixires to be

withdrawn, the wedges are to be driven up again,

and in so doing the loose rings are driven back, and

the shore being shortened is easily removed. Cast

iron friction rollers working on wrought iron pins are

sometimes introduced with advantage at intervals

instead of the wood rounds to the ladders used for

conveying materials in deep sewerage trenches ; they

should of course be rather larger than the rounds.

By carrying an endless rope round these rollers

bricks may sometimes with advantage be lowereii

down in boxes instead of being carried down in

hods. There are many other minor uses for timber

for sewerage work, such as centreing, put together

in pieces when common centreing cannot be with-

drawn, temporary drainage trunks, and other items,

which need not be particularly described.

Secondly, as to the use of timber in tunnel heail-

ings. The timbering when the ground is tolerably

firm generally consists of two side posts, which are

let 4in. or 5in. into the bottom. They should ho

incUned towards each other and framed into a head

sill. When the ground is soft or shifting the side

posts should stand on sole plates of half-round

timber or short pieces of plank about 1ft. 6iu. long.

If it is of a still more shifting nature it is better to

frame the posts into ground sills, either let into the
bottom or framed together in a complete system of
longitudinal and cross sills. When two sets of
frames have been introduced at distances of from
4ft. to Gft. apart, as the case may be, they axe
lined at the back with boards or planks, either at
intervals or close together as may be required.

Pieces of board pointed at the end, commonly called

staves, are then driven above the head sill in the
direction of the next frame ; these should always be
driven with a certain divergence outward, in order
to make room for the introduction of the following
set. This divergence is obtained either by cutting
the board wedge-shaped, or by driving in sfight

temporary keys from the front between the boards
and the head sill; or, better still, by introducing a
lintel above the head sill, which is wedged up by
two or more hard wood wedges against the ends of
the boards. It is sometimes necessary to drive
these boards also at the back of the side posts and
under the sills, forming a close timbering, having
the section of the frustrum of a pyramid. It is

often also advisable, in order to assist in obtaining
this divergence, to fix a third set of framing rather

larger than the others in front of the second set,

over or outside of which the boards are chiven.

The second set of staves is driven forward, in like

manner overlapping the others to the extent of 5in.

to Gin. If the stratum contains much water it is

necessary to seciu*e the face as the work jiroceeds.

It is better in that case to proceed in steps by fixing

short planks against the face of the work, and
driving shores between them and the next frame,

and if necessary strutting the frame against the
one behind it. The poling boards and the boards
forming the lining behind tlie side posts are then
driven forward by degrees, sometimes only a few
inches in the course of a day. Various temporary
means of strutting and shoring the face are ailopted,

but these are so numerous, according to circum-
stances, that it is impossible to give any general

rules for constructing them. Experience and
presence of mind are the principal guides to be
relied on in such cases. Where it is necessary to

carry a tramway through the heading the sleepers

should be laid independently of the ground sills.

The drainage from a heading should be carried in

wood trunks laid upon the ground sills and under
the cross sleepers carrying the tramways. These
trunks should be made with a bottom and two sides

tied together by cross pieces, dovetailed into the
sides of all the joints and intermediate ties, about
four feet apart. The top should be loose, formed of

short pieces "nith ledges under, of such a length

that they may drop easily into their places, and
may be lifted for the purpose of cleanhig out the
trunk.

In enlarging the tunnel from the section of the

heading to the full size, very little timbering is re-

quired in an ordinary way beyond the centreing, as

the masonry in all cases should immediatel)- follow

the excavation as it proceeds. There is always,
however, a certain space to support in advance of

the centreing, to allow room for the men to work in.

This will often carry itself ; at other times it is sup-
ported by short ends of boards, or planks resting on
the masonry, and either shored or strutted against

the face. A better plan would be to make use of an
inner and outer centreing, the outer slightly over-

lapping the inner, and being strutted up from it. The
front face of the inner or principal centreing; should

stand almost fair with the face of the outer

centreing, but must nut overlap it much, in order to

give room for tilling in round the outside of the

arch. The two sets of centreing should be moved
forward gradually as the work proceeds, and wedged
up when in their places. The uprights should be of

round timber ; all tightening up should he done
with wedges driven between the double plates. In
some cases it is very desirable to construct the

centreing so that it may be taken to pieces. A
trussed centreing in three thicknesses is the most
convenient description of centreing for this purpose.

The outside segments of the centreing are cut in the

usual form, and are jointed on the upriglits ; the

uprights are shouldered to support the miildle piece.

The uprights and segments are tied together by
wrouglit iron hoops, which are riveted to the one
segment, and, passing through a mortice in the

middle segment and the outside segment on the

other side, or the opposite upright, are keyed firmly

against the upright or opposite segment by a hard

wood weilge tlriven through the loop.

Then as to timber in shafts: in some cases a

double curb of three inch plank, with the cross

joints properly broken, is laid upon the ground, and
the masonry being built upon it. it is gradually

sunk into the ground, by excavating out the inside,

and under the curb, various descriptions of iron

bond being used to tie the masonry. For smaller
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shafts a common well curb is used, rather more

stronslv constructed than usual. Where timber is

plentiful, and the conveyance of materials difficult

and expensive, a square or rectangular shaft may be

sunk and timbered in a similar manner to the shafts

adapted for the mines in the Hartz Mountains. A
strong curb of round timber is first laid, the timbers

being halved together and slightly bird's-mouthed,

in order that they may fit to the rounded sides.

When the ground is very full of water or otherwise

insecure the curbs are laid one upon the other. At

other times thcj' are kept at variable distances

apart, and are sometimes lined at the back with two-

inch planks, but generally they are lined at the back

with boards pointed at the ends, driven to a certain

batter by the same means reversed as those described

for dri\'ing headings, oue set of boards always over-

lapping the next.

The long pump rods for deep sh.afts are gener.ally

of squ.are timber, scarfed and bolted together, but

where tapering sticks of round timber are readily

available they will make an equally strong and

mush lighter and more economical pump rod. There

are many other purposes for which timber is used in

connection with tunnelling, as, for instance, the

windlasses and horse whims for raising the stuff

excavated, the ribbles or tubs in which it is raised,

and the various timber erections and other buildings

which are required in connection with the pumping

and hoisting apparatus. These, however, vary so

much that it would not be possible to describe them

properly within the limits of an essay. It is suffi-

cient to say that all framing should be well and

strongly put together, and well tied with iron wliere

it is in the open air, and all wearing parts should be

of iron, or if that is not possible, of very hard wood
;

and nothing should be so complicated as to prevent

an intelligent miner from taking it apart and putting

it together again. It is not for a moment supposed

that anything new has been brought forward in the

foregoing observations. An .attempt has only been

made to collect together a few memoranda from

personal experience as a railway and sewerage

engineer and. contractor; and also the results of the

information obtained while superintending some

mines and furnaces in the Hartz Mountains, the

timbering of which was carried out under the direc-

tion of a very intelligent and experienced German
mining captain. Several of the modes of using

timber above described were there executed under his

superintendence at the suggestion of the author of

this paper.

UNIVERSITY OF WALES.

ONE of our lithographic illustrations this week
represents perspectively jMr. Seddon's design

for the proposed Universitj- of Wales, Aberystwyth.

The building was intended, in the first place, for a

magnificent hotel, but the proprietor, Mr. Savin,

having collapsed in the general crash of 18GG, it was
left in a half-built st,ate. It was subsequently sold

to the committee instituted to establish a Welsh
University. But the Welsh are proverbially slow

in their movements, and when the structure will be

finished we cannot say. There is scarcely a count}'

in England but would have made efforts to

finish it long since, and so terminate the agony of

architect, builders, and all concerned. We gave an

elevation of the building in the Building Ni;ws for

December 28, 1866, and a view of the principal

staircase, April 14, 1871, No. S4i).

EOLLING AND SWING BRIDGES.

IT not unfrcqucntly occurs that it is required to

erect a bridge across a river, or estuaiy, where
the conditions of the locality render it necessary tliat

a portion of the bridge should admit of being

opened, or temporarily removed, in orderthat ship|jing

may pass it, and tho construction of such a bridge

calls for tho most careful consideration, both in tlio

designing and execution of tho work ; hcnco wo pro-

pose to offer a few remarks on tho principles of

these structures, such remarks being chiefly of a

practical character.

Tb'-ro are several ways hi which a bridge may bo
opened : tlius tho roadway may be withdrawn, or

rolled l^uckward towards tho laud, or it may be

caused to revolve upcm a centre, thus altering its

position from being at right angles to the direction

of the .stream for one parallel to the same, or it may
be caused to rise vertically about a centre fixed upon
the pier. Of these three classes of bridges, tho first

is tenncd a rolling bridge, the second a .'?wing bridge,

and the third a bascule bridge; and the question to

bo determined is, which description of structure is

best suited for the work set out for it.

The desiderata in opening bridges are, durability

of parts, rapidity in opcniug and closing the bridge,

and minimum of force required to effect the same.

The importance of the first point is rendered more

distinct by comparing an opening bridge with ouo

which is permanent in its position. In the former

case it is usually absolutely neccssarj- that the

bridge should, during certain periods in the day, be

open, to allow the continuance of traffic on the

river or estuary which it spans ; hence if the work-
hig gear be out of order, so that the structure can-

not be readUy opened aud closed, it must be kept

open untU it is again in a position to work with ease

;

therefore, while undergoing repairs, it is useless as

a bridge, if those repairs are being made upon the

moving gear. Rapidity in opening and closing the

structure is very necessary, in order to reduce the

loss of time due to the stoppage of traffic to a

minimum, for it must constantly occur that either

the land traffic is stopped to accommodate that on
the water, or vice versa.

The tbii-d requirement refers to the amount of

force requisite to put and maintain the bridge in

motion while opening and closing, and, as a matter

of course, the less power required, tho simpler will

the machinery be ; the cost of working and wear
.and tear being proportionately small, hence the

liability to derangement of the working parts is also

small.

We will now proceed, says the Artisan, to consider

seriatim the different descriptions of opening bridges,

to which we have above referred, commencing with

the rolling bridge.

The rolling span of an opening bridge is so

arranged that, when requisite, it can be wheeled or

rolled back in a line parallel to the direction of the

length of the bridge, so as to pass over or under

another portion of the structure, or on to the land,

thus leaving the space clear which it occupied whi'ii

resting on its piers, and doing duty as a bridge. In

such cases, tho structm-e will usually be made to

move upon four or more rollers, two of which are

fixed to the shore end of the rolling gu-der, and, like

ordinary carnage wheels, travel upon rails, while

the others are supported in fixed fr,ames or pedestals,

the girders of the bridge resting upon them and

passing over them while rolling backward and for-

ward. To this description of structure there are

many very grave objections, objections which theory

will 'fail to discover, although after they are rendered

conspicuous by practical experience, the defects

giving rise to them may be aceoimted for by reason-

ing on the conditions under which these masses of

matter are required to be put into motion. In the

first place, it will be observed that there is a very

great lead on each roller, especially when we find

only four rollers to sustain the entire weight of the

bridge. Assume, for instance, such a work to weigh
about 100 tons, which would correspond for a railway

bridge to about a 70ft. span, then there will be 25

tons weight on each roller carrying the bridge, and

from tho form of tho bridge and its mode of motion,

its progress is necessarily unsteady from its own
vibration, which is increased by any inequalities of

the surface upon which it runs, and also by starting

or jerking of the propelling machinery.

As wc" have above stated, a part of the bridge

must be allowed forest on rollers in fixed pedestals,

hence the lower surfaces of the bottom flanges of

the girders are those upon which the rollers revolve,

and any unevcnness in sucli surfaces must very

materiaily add to the amount of force required to

keep the structure in motion, and if the fiango bo

curved it will of necessity involve the addition of

extra force, cither when opening or shutting, to

propel it up the incline, produced by its own cuiTa-

ture. Moreover, a brief consideration will show us

that such a curvature in the girders of a bridge can-

not possibly be avoided, for if we make the bridge

with a dead plane surface to its bottom flanges, it

will deflect with its own weight; aud even if we
allow, for the sake of argument, that the bridge

could bo made with such a '"camber" that its own
weight will exactly bring it do-wn to a straight line

when on its bearings, then again wliilst in the act of

rolling its deflection would vary, for the distances of

the points of support must vary, the rollers sup-

porting tlio ends of the girders being fixed to .and

travelling with it, whilst the others retain their posi-

tions in relation to the fixed piers, so that when the

rolling span is first started from its fixed bearings it

has a long overhang, and there is a short distance or

length of span between tho fixed and travelling

rollers ; then as tho bridge progresses in opening,

this length of span increases, accompanied by tlio

d(^croase"of overhang, and a con-esponding chango

occurs in the form of the girder. A similar

but obverse change of form occurs in closing the

bridge. This, then, shows that there is a cause

which cannot bo obviated, always giving rise to cx-

cossivo rosist.anco to motion on the part of rolling

bridges, which, wo may observe, is much aggrav.atcd

by the changes produced in a bridge by the vibra-

tory effects of passing loads, and more especially of

railway trains. The extent to which these ilisturb-

ing causes affect rolling bridges may appear some-

what astonishing to those who have not been much
acquainted with them in a practical sense, but when
we observe serious mistakes in calculations con-

nected with such matters, we look closely for the

causes, and they often lie nearer the surface than

might have been anticipated. To bring the matter

more clearly foi-w.ard, we will have recourse to

figures obtained from actual trials. The first point

to be determined is the amount of tractive force re-
quired to move the bridge; here it might seem that
r.ailway practice should furnish us with the requisite

data ; but, to be on the safe side, we will allow a
tractive force of 20 lbs. per ton of load; then for
this we have, taking the rolling span of the bridge
as weighing 100 tons, 100 X 20 ^ 2,000 lbs., or say
rouglily, 1 ton. This would be moderate enough, but
we find in practice it sometimes requires three or
four times as much, and in one instance there "was
actually six times tho calculated tr.active force ap-
plied to a rolling bridge before it would move, and
then it went but slowly and spasmodically, notwith-
standing that the bridge was well constructed and
carefully erected. The excess of force requisite to
propel the bridge was, of course, absorbed in over-
coming those obstacles to motion to which we have
referred above.
Under these circumstances it would seem that

where they can be avoided it is exceedingly unwise
to construct a rolling bridge, there being so many
objections to it ; but, of course, where the only avail-

able room lies in the line of the bridge, there is no
option, and this class of work must be had re-
course to.

The next bridge to which we shall refer is that on
the "bascule" principle, being that which opens
upward, as it were, like a bcix lid on hinges. This
kmd of structure answers passably well for small
light spans, but when large, is objectionable on ac-
count of the power required to raise the weight, and
also on account of the resistance of the wind to any
opposite movement of a large surface against it.

The last arrangement to which we desire to call

attention is that which has given the greatest satis-

faction in practice, viz., the swing bridge, which
opens by turning sideways, moving from its normal
position across the stream to one parallel, or nearly

so, to its direction. In this arrangement the bridge
revolves upon a turn-table similar in construction to

those used on railways, aud is, of course, properly
balanced, so that its weight may be duly distributed

on the working parts of tho turn-table.

By adopting the swing bridge, to avoid thoso
gi'cat resistances to movement which are so fatal to

practical utility of the rolling bridge, there is no
tractive force requh'ed to produce actual removal of

any portion of the structure, in the strict sense of

the term ; for the centre of gravity of the opening
span, or swing portion of the bridge, rem.ains un-
moved. It is located, if properly balanced, in tho
centre of the turn-table when the bridge is closed,

and it occupies the same position when it is opened

;

there has, consequently, been no actual transference

of weight from one site to another, and the only re-

sistance which has to be overcome is that due to the

friction of the rollers in the turn-table, aud the
centre upon which the bridge rests ; aud that this

may bo reduced to a minimum is evident, from tho

fact that at the present tune there are many turn-

t.ables in actual use, which, when loaded ^vith 60

tons, in addition to then- own weight, .are easily

caused to revolve by one man acting at a distance of

25ft. from the centre. Thus it is evident, that by
improving the turn-tables of swing bridges, wo may
fairly anticipate getting a structure as perfect as is

practically possible to employ where it is necessary

tliat a bridge should open and shut; aud in tliis

direction we should strongly advise those contem-
plating the erection of such works to turn their

thoughts, as tho rollmg bridge has in every case_ in

which it has been used proved a comparative

failure, whereas swing bridges have generally served

their purpose well, and the superiority of the latter

evidently does not rest upon perfection of worlanan-

ship, but is duo to accuracy of principle.

The Art Moni-ments «v Fk-vnte.— If the

several political p.artie3 of France were able to

carry out their iconoclastic principles, a wliolesale

destruction of the art monimients of the country

would, the Debats thinks, take place. The Com-
munists destroyed the Vendome Column, and now the

Ultramontists propose in their organ, !>( Monde, to

pull down the statue of Voltau-e and throw it into

the sewers.

The Loxdon' Institution.—The managers of

tlie London Institution, Finsbury-circus, in acc<ird-

ance with the reccnumendationof the animal meeting

of proprietors, h.ave resolved to afford opportunities

during the ensuing season for the reading and dis-

cussion of communications on subjects of special

interest in science, literature, commerce, aud the

arts, provided they receive such offers as will ensure

an adequate succession of suitable papers. It is be-

lieved that this proposed extension of the use of the

commodious lecture-theatre of the Institution will

produce a series of attr.active meetings similar ia

character to those of the Society of Arts, but repre-

senting directly the business and thought of the

City. It is not intended to restrict the reading .and

discussion of papers to the proprietors of the Insti-

tution, or to limit the range of subjects, other^vise

than by the provisions of the Royal charter, whicli

simply preclude theology and politics.
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THE LIMMER ASPHALTE.

AT the last meeting of the City Commissioners
of Sewers, the engineer (Mr. W. Haywood)

reported that the Limmer Asphalte Company had
applied to him for a certificate on account of the

pavement in Lombard-street, and under their con-

tract they were entitled to it provided the work was
done to his satisfaction. The work was done with
apparent care, and its surface, when openeii, pre-

sented a smooth condition to which no objection

could he raised; but on the •24th and 2oth May
last, the weather being hot, the surface at various

places became so soft that the wheels of vehicles

and the shoes of horses left their marks plainly

visible at numerous places upon it ; in some places

ruts some feet in length and a quarter of an iuch in

CHURCH OF OYESTREHAM, WEST FRONT.

depth were visible to the eye, and could also be left

by the foot. This was speciallj' the case on the

first t)f tlie two days mentioned; on the next day
the trafHc jiassing over tlie same spots, although it

increased the number of marks, reduced the depth

of the ruts which liad been formed on the previous

day. An asphalte pavement liable to soften in this

manner would be difficult to maintain with a

smooth surface ; thus one of the advantages of

asphalte would be lost. It did not seem to him
likely to be a durable pavement, and although, the

company being bound to maintain the roadway for

seventeen years, no expense could fall upon the

Commission, whatever its durability might be, yet

if it needed frequent rejiair, or was otherwise often

out of condition, it was of course not a satisfactory

pavement, and under the circumstauces, he begged

the favour of the Commission determining whether

he was to give the certificate or not. He added

that he never thought liquid asphaltes would be

satisfactory. He must ask the Court to take upon

itself the responsibility of giving the certificate.

—

la

the discussion which followed Mr. Hora said he thought

they h:id better suspend giving the certificate.—Mr.

Bedford remarked that the Streets Committee

thoroughly agreed with Mr. Haywood. — The

Engineer said that his impression was that

they were bound to give the certificate, because

he believed that the work was done with care.

On the morning after the work was finished, the

Limmer Company were entitled to the certificate,

and he would theu have given it unhesitatingly.

—

After some further conversation the matter was

deferred.
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ORNAMENTATION OF THE TRAN-
SITIONAL PERIOD.

MR. EDMUND SHARPE'S labours in

illustrating the various periods of

English Gothic arcliitecture have been so

long known and honoured by all of us, that

the appearance of the first number of

a new serial work by Edmund Sharpe, M.A.,

made me, I confess, not a little sceptical as

to the identity of its author. The first work
which led me seriously to contemplate the

study of Gothic art was the " Architectural

Parallels." I began, like most boys of my
time, with the Five Orders, close attention

to modules, cyma-rcctas, and a host of names
and rules that I am thankful to have forgotten.

In an evil hour the title of "Parallels"

caught the eye of my Classic master, and the

book was ordered. I need hardly say how
eagerly I escaped from the hard, formulated,

un-English, unadaptable views which had
been thrust upon me, to the freedom, the

variety, and the fullness set forth in the

admirable drawings and careful measure-
ments of " The Parallels." Since that time

Mr. Sharpe has given us various small works,

more or less tending to the illustration of his

pet idea, put forth twenty years ago—the

division of English arthitecture into seven

periods.

One of these periods, 1145-1190, now
generally known as Transitional, is the period

selected by Mr. Sharpe as the subject of the

volume the first part of which has just been
issued. In his introduction, our author very
properly says that it is not "difficult to trace,

in the direction which popiilar taste in modern
buildings has recently taken, the influence

which tliis early school of British art and the

contemporaneous architecture of continental

Eui'ope have exercised on the designs of

English architects of the present day." That
this influence is a healthy one cannot be
doubted, for in the best examples of this

period we find none of those littlenesses

which too often accompany the best work of

later styles. The lininess or reediness of the

complete Early English, as we see it at

Salisbury, is absent in the earlier work at

S. Davids, Abbey Dore, and Roche Abbey,
although tlie thin end of the wedge is evident
in the sacrifice of the simple column to tlie

compound or clustered shaft. This important
transition is clearly exhibited in Mr. Sharpe's

work.

In aisled and vaulted buildings it is

manifest that the main piers have a three-

fold work to do : (1) to carry the wall arches
or longitudinal ribs

; (2) to support the
central vault ; and (3) to receive the side or
aisle vault, which may be called the trans-

verse ribs. Now so long as the conditions
were equal, or nearly so, as in crypts, vesti-

bules, &c., there was no ditticulty in receiving

these four ribs or half arches on the single

capital of a single and simple column.
Directly these simple conditions were ela-

borated, i. c, directly the transverse libs

became lighter, and the longitudinal ribs or

arches were multiplied and placed one under
another, the fall of the single shaft was
doomed, and with it the capital of the square
abacus. However logical and artistic this

may be as a matter of detail, I cannot avoid
the conclusion that it was destructive to the

general artistic effect of our large church
interiors, for let any one stand at the west
end of a nave with plain circular shafts :

about the middle and beyond the middle
shaft impinges upon shaft, and the high light

on the nearer shaft is relieved by the shaded
side of the next shaft beyond, and so on in

exquisite gradation—a gradation, too, which
the application of good coloured decoration
only tends to enhance. Take a similar view
of an interior with clustered shafts, and what
happens? Whereas in the case of the single

shafts it was not possible to see them other
than in beautiful gradation, we now see
light impinging on light from at least one

half of our points of observation. I would
advise the student, therefore, not to accept

the solution of the twelfth century, which is

unquestionably worthy of much praise, as a

final and conclusive settlement of the ques-

tion. They did not altogether accept the

clustered shaft principle even in the middle

ages. Many architects and builders struggled

against it, and in the hope of finding a better

solution than has yet been discovered, I

would counsel a further struggle and a harder

fight. To this end we should do well to

study such examples as are to be found at

Bmldwas, Sutton, AVimborne, Kirton, Laugh-

ton, Abbey Dore, and New Shoreham—all

illustrated in the iirst part of the work before

me. At Kii-ton and Laughton we see most
markedly the struggle to retain the square

abaci and single shaft, and yet to escape the

awkwardness which inevitalsly results when
an arch with more than one order or soflit

rests on a single square abacus.

Of the " ornamentation" of the second

half of the twelfth century there will be, no

doubt, much to be learned from this work
when it is completed. The first part is

naturally devoted to the most elementary

forms, and did we not look forward hopefully

to the coming parts we might be tempted to

fancy that the "cushion" form of capital,

characteristic as it is, has had more than its

due share of attention. From S. Davids and

S. Mary's Abbey Dore we have the best

specimens of ornament. At Chichester and

Lincoln, instead of the mason's good enrich-

ment, we have the crude carving of a sculptor

breaking through the conditions of the

material, and suggesting the bending, and
twisting, and beating out of metal rather than

the cutting of stone. One very marked
feature in many of these Early capitals, is the

emphasis given by strong deep mouldings to

the abacus, as at Abbey Dore and New
Shoreham. The inner porch of S. j\Iary-at-

Redcliffe, Bristol, contains also very marked
examples of the highly-developed abacus, and

I very much question whether any building

possesses more refined and thoughtful Tran-
sitional work than that exhibited in this

small porch. The only measured illustra-

tions I know of these last-mentioned ex-

amples are to be found in a work on the
'

' Architectural Antiquities of Bristol," which,

conjointly with my friends, Mr. Burder and
Mr. J. nine, I published some twenty years

ago. There are few things of which archi-

tects now-a-days are so neglectful as the

abacus. This and the section of the base

moulding may almost be taken as tests of the

strengtli of the designer. Nor is this

modern weakness altogether without prece-

dent. At Kirton it is in one case so weak as

to suggest, what in all probability was the

fact, that the carver was left to do what he

liked with the mouldings. Even at S. David's

there are instances of a tendency to weak-
ness in this, as it appears to me, all-im-

portant member.

The illustrations (almost entirely limited

to capitals and the springing of the arch

members) are bold and effective, in some cases

too bold, and in most decidedly too effective.

Positive lilack shadows may be all very well

for larger illustrations on the walls of a lec-

ture-room, but they look blotchy and coarse

in the pages of a book. The woodcuts on

page 14 have a far better effect than any of

the photo-lithographs, from the very absence

of black shadows ; and plates VIII. and XII.

commend themselves to my eyes for the sole

reason that they contain less black relief than

the others. Tliere are points of perspective,

too, which might have been attended to with

advantage, as, for example, the abaci in plates

I. and VI.—trifles, perhaps, in a young man's

first efforts, but, coming from the author of

" Architectural Parallels," fraught with

danger to those who are fond of quoting

precedents and examples.

Edwaed W. Godwin.

ALBERTIA.—No. 1.

TWO months have elapsed since Her
Majesty, with right regal pomp and cir-

cumstance, inaugurated "the Royal Albert

Hall of Arts and'Sciences," a structure which

was to be, as it were, the crowning feature of

an edifice devoted to the delectation and

regeneration of mankind, the securing and
promotion of the arts of peace, and the

harmonious association, in common purpose,

of all the intellectual and ennobling energies

of mankind. This magnificent scheme, to

which Royalty gave its peculiar care, in which
fashion fraternised with labour, and to the

promotion of which the State lent its aid in

the form of a money grant, and the zealous

co-operation of its high officials, both civil

and military, has now seen the best part of its

first season, the programme of which has

become nearly exhausted. It will, therefore,

perhaps not he considered premature if we
now take a survey of what has been accom-

plished in this much-boasted undertaking,

and what is yet to be expected of it ; to ascer-

tain, in short, how far the high purpose

upon which the combined influence of royalty,

fashion, wealth, and science, were so brought

to bear, is likely to be realised. There is,

besides, the further question with which the

public are most concerned,—namely, how far

such a combination of high influences in

support of an institution aspiring to monopo-
lise the direction of all that concerns the

promotion and the interests of the art, science,

and industry of the country, is likely to act

beneficially, or the reverse.

The first inspiration of the whole of this

business—for matter of " business " it has

been with its most active promoters all along

—

originated in the Commissioners of the Exhi-

bition of 1851 finding themselves, most un-

expectedly, in the possession of a surplus of

about £1 SO,OUO. The most ambitious views

now opened up to them; the Commission
of 1851 was not to end with the completion of

its work ; 1851 was to be the commencement
of a new era of a new institution. The
Albert Hall t^ommittee, in their statement of

July, 18ti5, thus explain the matter :

—

Shortly after the closing of the Great Exhibition

of 1851, numerous representations were made to the

Commissioners of that Exhibition, on the part of

Cliarabers of Commerce, learned societies, and other

bodies of persons interested in science or the arts, of

the want that was felt in England, and especially in

the chief commercial cities, of a central institution,

in London for the promotion of scientific and artistic

knowledge as applicable to productive industry.

The Commissioners were deeply impressed with
the representation so made, and announced, in tiicir

second report to the Crown, that they had devoted

the surplus funds of the Great Exhibition to the pur-

chase of an estate at South Kensington, with a view
of providing a common centre of union for tho

various departments of science aud art connected

with industrial education.

It is not stated here, though in candour

it ought to have been, that the Commis-
sioners did not purchase this estate entirely

with their own funds—the State providing a

nearly equal sum, and purchasing the pro-

perty jointly with the tJommissioners, as a
partnership concern. How the Commissioners

contrived, by dealing with part of the lands

for building purposes, to increase the market-

able value of the estate, and thereby to be-

come enabled to pay out the State ,at par, is

a little episode, which, though strictly and
on the face of it only a matter of finance, in

reality goes to the very essence of all that

marked, for good or ill, the subsequent pro-

ceedings of tlic Commissioners. It is a fact

that no sooner had they obtained possession

of that beautiful rural expan.se, consisting of

the (iore House estate, and other adjacenti

properties, than in their greed for gain they

commenced parcelling it out for building

purposes, and continued so doing until they

had reduced that noble domain, professedly

destined to bo appropriated as the " common
centre of union for the vaiious departments

of science and art connected with industrial

education," to the miserable site, such as we
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see it, of the Royal Albert Hall and the
Koyal Horticultural Society, with their con-
necting arcades, at jiresent devoted to the
purposes of the International Exhibition

; the
whole presentinj; the aspect of a rather large
—larger than it looks—urban square, with
very ugly brick and glass siu-roundiugs built
up close to the edge.

The statement of the Royal Albert Hall
Commissioners of 18(i.5, already referred to,

speaks of the said hall as only "a prominent
and essential feature" of the great "central
institution" which was so much required

;

and. with adjacent garden (which, however,
being under another occupancy, is not avail-
able to it), it is the " institution" itself ; and
the committee state that they intend it to be
one " on a scale commensurate with the
wants of the country."

But what wants of the coimtry? The com-
mittee enumerate the following as the objects
to which the Hall was intended to be avail-
able :

—

a. Congresfses, both national and international, for
the pm-poses of science and art.

h. Performances of mn.sic, both choral and instrn-
mental, including perfonuances on the organ similar
to those now given in varions l.argo provincial towns,
such as Liveqjool and Binningham.

c. The distribution of prizes by public bodies and
societies.

d. Conversazioni of societies established for the
promotion of science and ai't.

e. Agricultm-al and horticultural exhibitions.

/. National and inteniational exhibitions of works
of art and industry, including industrial exhibitions
by the working classes, similar to those recently
held successfully in various parts of Loudon.

g. Exhibitions of pictures, sculpture, and other
objects of artistic or scientific interest.

h. Any other purposes connected with science and
art.

Of this diversified scheme of operations,
rendered all-comprehensive by the last short
item, it must be obvious that" to several im-
j)ortant portions the Hall, from the very con-
ditions of its structure, is wholly inapplicable.
What convenience, for instance, does such a
Brobdignagiantheatre or circus afford for a con-
greas, or a, conversazione, orforthe distribution
of prizes by public bodies and societies (most
of which, by the way, have adequate premises
of their own for their own little purposes),or for
agricultui-al or horticultiu-al exhibitions, or,

indeed, exhibitions of any kind ? The com-
mittee's "statement " mentions the corridor,
lighted from the top, which is situated
above the boxes, and leads into the gallery,

as " affording room for the exhibition of
pictures and sculpture." But every person
of experience knew from a glance at the
plan itself, and before a brick was laid, that
from the very conditions of the lighting of
this corridor, being partly from the top, and
partly through a side opening into the Hall
itself, it would be wholly inapplicable for
any such purpose as that contemplated

;

whilst it.s great height above the basement
would, in itself, be nn insurmountable objec-
tion to its employment in any matter in
which a sight-seeing jjublic should be ex-
pected to take part. As it is, this corridor,
in connection with the International Exhibi-
tion, is hung with architectural drawings of
all nations, which very few people care to
look at, but which all can see without much
fatigue, who choose to pay a penny for a
seat in the " lift, which runs up and down
every two or three minutes.

For a,ll purposes of congress, conversazioni,

or exhibitions in connection with art or
science, therefore, this gigantic Hall is un-
deniably useless. There remains only music,
" both choral, and instrumental," including
the organ after the fasliion at Liverpool, Bir-
mingham and other provincial to^wns; and
how as to the Royal Albert as a purely

I' Music-hall?" We fear the general verdict
is against it, and that the idea of a "remu-
nerative investment," held out by the com-
mittee as an inducement to the too-credu-
lous public to subscribe for boxes and stalls,

will turn out to be a delusion.

In truth, the financial prospects of the
Royal Albert Hall, when looked at coolly,

and by the aid of common sense, are
by no means cheerful—if indeed they
do not suggest matter for serious misgiving
on the part of the illustrious personages who,
as Commissioners of the 1.H51 Exhibition, or
as committemen of the Hall itself, will be
held morally, if not pecuniarily, responsible
for the failure, whenever it occurs, of this

unwise monster enterprise. In looking
at this question, which we shall reserve
for a future occasion, we .shall consider the
Commission of 1851, the Hall Committee,
Horticultural Society, and the International
Exhibition Committee, as one confederate
body, which in truth they are—it being the
fact that the governing bodies of aU consists
of an assortment of the same names—and
that although distinct charges of admission
are levied upon the public for the Inter-
nation.al Exhibition, the Horticultural Gar-
dens, and the Albert Hall, they are to all

intents and pm-poses a joint concern, in

which the sole object is to scrape as much
money as possible out of the pockets of the
public, for the support of a clique in
the affairs of art and industry, of which they
are representatives. In this pursuit of coin
their genius and capacity are like that of the
trunk of the elephant. Nothing is too large,

nothing too diminutive, for their grasp. A
state visit from the Sovereign, followed by
one from the Heir Apparent and his consort,
in a single season (to say nothing of occasional
manifestations of minor illustrious notabili-
ties), would be a little fortime to any
ordinary theatrical manager

; but in Alberti.-i,

even the orphan and tiie pauper boy may be
made use of, under the auspices of a
prince of the blood, to wring a few shillings
out of an enlightened and aristocratic throng.
For Thm-sday week, for instance, was an-
nounced a grand review of four thousand
boys, belonging to the Royal Greenwich
Naval Schools, the Orphan Asylum, and some
of the schools connected with various parish
unions, under his Royal Highness Prince
Arthur

; the said review to take place in the
Horticultural Gardens, admission, one shilling,

reserved places one shilling extra
; to be fol-

lowed by a performance by the bands of the said
schools in the Iioyal Albert " Music" Hall,
to which was payable another shilling for
admission and another extra shilling for
reserved seats. The fact of dragging these
poor, not over-fed boys from all parts of the
metropolis and its suburbs for a day's drill,

and all to make a West-end holiday, was bad
enough; but what was worse was that last

Thursday happened to be a wet day, the rain
falling throughout the whole proceedings,
which from first to last occupied, out of doors,
over a couple of hours, to say nothing of the
miseries of the drying process afterwards
under cover. Under similar circumstances a
review or inspection of troops would pro-
bably have been put off, out of regard to the
health of the soldiers (whose loss would ha a
loss of money) ; but no such consideration was
shown for tlie poor pauper boy, whose loss

would be a saving. Besides, the enlightened
public b.ad paid their money, and would have
had a right to demand it back if the per-
formance did not take place : and so the
"review" went on to the end

; and the Royal
Prince, after congratulating the poor little

fellows on their performances—which would
fit them, he said, for soldiers if for notliing

else—was kind enough, in a jocular mood, to

express a hope tluxt they would be "none the
worse for their ducking"—a hope in which
we join, not without misgiving however, nor
without some feeling of resentment at tlie

whole transaction.

With this little episode, so graceful in

itself, so important in the interests of art,

science, and public industry, and so creditable

to the royal, noble, and influential person-
ages concerned in bringing it about, we close

our first jiaper on the origin, rise, and progress
of Albertia. Omickon.

ON THE HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF
ORNAMENTAL ART.

THE thirty-sixth lecture of this course was de-

hvered by Dr. G. G. Zerffl, at the South
Kensington Museum, on Tuesday afternoon last.

With reference to the cathedrals of the 12th,
loth, 14th, and 15th centuries, and their style

of ornamentation, the lecturer alluded to the ;vell-

known sketch-book or album of Villard de Hone-
court, a celebrated French architect of the middle of
the thirteenth century. Although there were
marked discrepancies between some of his sketches
and the details sketched, his sketch-book was a very
valuable study for artists who shoidd seek to work
in the way he worked. He was no mere copyist.

He generally sketched from memorv, and yet,

nevertheless, succeeded in preserWng the spirit of

the works he wished to portray. Even where he
did sketch on the spot he rejected much of the
detail, or remodelled it considerably. "Whatever in-

accuracies of drawing might be found in the book,

it would well repay study, as showing how an ar-

tistic mind could deal with and modify existing

forms. True, much if not aU the figure-scidpture

of those days was ill-flrawn, and proportioned with-

out any regard to the principles of anatomy. But
this fact was no proof that Mediaeval artists could

not. had they been allowed to develope their artistic

capabilities to the fullest extent, have delineated the

"hum.an form divine" with as much perfection and
grace as did the Greeks. But the dogmatic ecclesi-

asticism of those times taught that to stud}' the

body was in itself a sin, and although most of

the figures had some fault of proportion,

such as being too emaciated or ape-like, or having
heads too Large or arms too long, still, in every

figiu*e in all the churches and cathedr.als of those

times in which figure ornamentation was most used

(Chartres, Westminster, Rheims, or Cologne, for ex-

ample), there was to be found a powerful, almost

Classic simplicity and grandeur. The persons repre-

sented appeared to be something more than mere life-

less blocks of stone. There was, so to speak, an ap-

pearance of soul in them. These characteristics

were well exemplified in the figures of ]irophets and
evangelists in the ruins of S. jMar3% York. The
forms of animal life other than human were better

proportioned by the Medioivalists. Among the prin-

cipal animal forms depicted in stone were the boar,

wolf, swan, horse, cat, lamb, &c. The delineation of

these animal forms was excelled in because there

was less restriction on theU' study, although the

too-earnest and too-exact study of Nature in any
form was deprecated by the ecclesiastics, because

Nature was represented as essentially sinful. AVith

the Greeks, on the other h.and, Nature was deeply

studied and admired, and the result of such study
culminated in the beautiful sculptures of Phidias and
Skopas. In Gothic art an interesting feature -was

tliat the hiiman figure was diWded into and studied

by means of triangles. The Eg3"ptians had made
use of this mode of studying the human figure, but
with them the square was the basis, and not the

triangle. This mode of studying the hiimau form would
lead to a trigonometrical explanation of the extreme
accuracy and symmetrj' with 'n'hich groups of figures

were arranged in and over tympana .and puinted

arches of every size and shape. Careful observation

would show that it was to this means that the

rhythm and proportion so manifest in Gothic build-

ings of the best peiiods were attributable. The lec-

turer advised his hearers not to become fanatics

either for Gotliic or Classic architecture ; what was
wanted now-a-days was an architecture suited to

modern requirements. "We had not the same insti-

tutions nor the same religious opinions as the

Greeks ; therefore, for us to erect a Greek
temple was an anachronism. "What was true in

this sense regarding the Greek temple was true

also of the Gothic church or cathedra]. The
Greek and tlie Gothic periods had distinctive

modes of life and thought of their own, and, neces-

sarily, those distinctive characteristics evolved tlis-

tinctive kinds of art. To copy literally for pre-

sent-day purposes a rose-window, or a trefoil, or

cinquefoil opening, was meaningless. The present

.nge must develope an architecture and an art of its

own, for unless tlie productions of the architect re-

fiected the sum total of modern acquirements they

were not really works of art. The Gothic churches of

the thirteenth to the sixteenth centuries were hterally

the petrifactions of the ideas of the period in which

they were constructed. Grotesques, witches, goblins,

dragons, imps—all were believed in in those days,

and were accordingly depicted. Throughout the entire

Mediaeval period there was a continual action and re-

action of life on art, and art on life. The Mediajv.-U

period was appropriately and conveniently divided into

centuries, each century marking the prevalence of

a different phase of the style. The thhteenth
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century Gothic, with its severe simphcity, might well

be ternifd Classic Gothic. The fourteenth century

was coincident with the Geometrical Decorated

period. In the fifteenth century Perpendicular was
in the ascendant. These styles all led up to each

other by a gradual development. After noticing

the influence of the various trade guilds on the art

of the Middle Ages, the lecturer referred to the

present system of " articling" pupils to the archi-

tectural profession, too many of whom, the

premium once paid, were left to shift for themselves.

For training young architects or any other body

of artists a certain amount of supervision by a

master was absolutelj- necessary. Left to them-

selves pupils rashly and impetuously declared for

tills and against that, and thus all art progress was
retarded. Until architects (and especially young
architects) ceased to display such strong partisan-

ship as Classicists and Goths there was little hope

for a real, living, nineteenth-century architecture

;

for, if such was to be developed, it must be based on

all former styles, certain elements or features in all

being blended together, in a more or less modified

form, into one harmonious whole, suited to the re-

quirements of modern progress.

In conclusion, the lecturer described in detail a

number of Mediajval caskets, &c., which were

exhibited in a case, some of them being most elabo-

rately ornamented with various patterns of foliated

and geometrical bamls and armorial shields, carved

with great excellence.

PAELIAMENTARY NOTES.
The SorTH ItEssiNGTON Museum.—Mr. W. H.

Gregory gave notice ou Monday that on going into

Committee on the Civil Service Estimates he should
call attention to the multifarious and incongruous
collection massed together in the South Kensington
Museum, and move for the appointment of a Roj'al

Commission to define what should bo retained, aud
what set apart for circulation in tho provinces.

Natuhal History Museum.—Eeplying to Mr.
C. Bentinck, Mr. Ayrton said ho was led by the
architect to believe that the elevations aud plans of

the building would be ready by the 8th or lUth of

next mouth, and he proposed, therefore, to defer tho
vote to the latest day at wluch it could be taken. If

the plans were obtained from the architect before

the vote came on, they would be exhibited in the
library of the House ; but if they were not delivered

iu time, it would be necessary to proceed with tho
vote in their absence.

Tuhlic Monuments.—The Dismissal of Mr.
Barry.—On tho vote of fU9,017, taken ou Friday,

U:) cumplete the sum required for the repair c>f public

buildings and the maintenance of public monuments,
Mr. llermon objected to the items of £1,000 for addi-

tional accommodation for the Civil Service Commis-
sion. £G50 tor two additional pay-rooms in the otfice

of the Paymaster-General, and i:3o0 for tho
Admiralty Registry. He moved that the vote bo re-

duced by £2,000.—Mr. Ayrton said the Admiralty
Registry was for the Court of Admiralty. The other
items were to tifford acconmiodatiou urgently re-

quu'ed. The amendment was negatived.—Mr. Mellor
moved that the vote be reduced by £255, the charge
for repairing certain royal monuments in Westmin-
ster Abbey.—The Chairman said as there had been
an amentlment already that the vote be reduced,
.another amendment w-as out of order.—Mr. Ayrton
said the Dean and Chapter of Westminster were not
bound to repair these monuments, which were the
property of tho Crown, otherwise he would not have
brought the matter forward. Tho vote was agreed
to. £17,000 w,as voted for funiitm-e and the repair

of furniture in public departments. £60,650 to com-
plete the sum required for the acquisition of land for

the now I'alace of Westminster was also voted, after

an explanation by Mr. A\Tton that the laud pur-
chiised was in Abingdon-strcet, and that it had been
purch.ased in pursuance of an Act several years ago.

On the vote of £23,078 to complete the sum required
for the maintenance, repair, and ventilation of the
Houses of Parliament, Mr. C. Bentinck called at-

tention to tlio conduct of the Conuuissioncr of Works
in dismissing Mr. Barry, tho architect, who had
looked upon tho office as honorary, but who, when
dismissed, properly sent in a bill of about £2,200.
The conversation on this vote w.as continued till tho
hour for suspending the sitting had almost arrived.

—Mr. Ayrton, in reference to the services of Mr.
Bany, said they had boon called disinterested, but
when lie was no longer employed, he sent in a bill

for payment, which ran over two or three years,

aud was paid the full market value put upon them
by himself. Mr. BaiTy's cmplojnnent ceased because
it was thought to be inconsistent mih the public

interest, l^rogress was reported.

New Street prom Tottenham-court-hoad
TO t.'nARiNG-CROSs.—Mr. Raikos on Thursday
week asked the hon. member for Bath whetlier a
proposal for the expeuriituro of £200.000 on the new
street from Totteuhjim-court-road to S. Martui's-
place, now intended to be made under tho pro-

visions of a Bill at present before Parliament, had

been entertjiiued by the Metropolitan Board of

Works ; whether eminent contractors had not ex-

pressed their willingness to make this new street

free of cost ; and, whether the Metropolitan Board
of Works seriously contemplate so large .an outlay

of money to bo obtained from the ratepayers of

Loudon under these circumstances.—Sir. W. Tite

replied that the Metropolitan Board did propose to

contribute £200,000 for tho coustniction of the

street referred to, which would be 60ft. wide. They
never h.od any offer to do the work for notliing—and
if thej' had had such an offer they would have been
very happy to accept it. In 186-1 an Act was
passed fur making a railway communication c»m-

necting the northern ami southern railways ; but

bmr years elapsed, and notliing came of that Act.

The Metropolitan Board were then requested to

take up the question of the formation of a new
street. Another proposition came from a respect-

able quarter for the construction of a railway on the

old line, and an Act was passed for the purpose.

Au application was then made by Mr. George
Elliott in favour of the project of 1864, and ho
mentioned certain names as those of contractors

who would imdertake the work; but the Board
having inquii-ed into the matter, thought they had
better have nothing to do with them. It was
ascertained that the cost of the street .alone would
be at least half a million of money : but the rail-

way company, wishing to construct their line under
the street, offered to complete it for £200,000, and
he thought the Board were quite right in acceptmg
that offer.

Leaky- R-Vllway Bridges in London.—Mr.
Peek asked tho President of the Board of Trade
whether his attention had been called to the leakj'

state of m.any of the railway bridges spanning the

public thoroughf.ares of the metropolis, and the

consequent inconvenience to people passing under
them ; if so, whether he purjjosed adopting any
measures to compel companies to keep their lines in

proper order.—Mr. Fortescue said there was a great

difference of opinion among high authorities as to

the proper duties of the Board of Trade, but he
had never heard anyone contend that they went
to tho extent implied by the question. Their
powers were limited to the protection of the life and
safety of persons travelling on the lines, and he did

not think they had power to stop the leaking of

railway bridges, or to protect passers-by from a
constant drip.

London Street Tramway's (Extensions, *c.)

Bill.—On tho consideration of the report of the

Committee on this Bill, on Thursday week,
Mr. B. Hope opposed the measure, moving
that the report bo considered that day three

months.—Mr. Sclater-Booth, in seconding the
amendment, said he was no opponent of tram-
w.ays, but he considered th.at as only two years had
elapsed since the first scheme was sanctioned, they
had far too little experience of the operation of the
s^'stem to justify Parliament in extending it to tho
more crowded portions of the metropolis.—Mr. T.

Chambers supported the amendment, observing that

his constititcnts were opposed to the Bill. Not
having tho consent of the local authorities, these

promoters could not go to the Board of Trade for a

provisional order, and they therefore brought in a

private Bill, to rescind the provisions of the general

Act of last year, in favour of their scheme. The
asphalte pavement answered every purpose for which
tramways were laid down.—Mr. P. W5^ldham also

opposed the BUI, and asked the House to bear in

mind that the proposal was nothing less than that

the whole of the Queen's highway should be given
to certain companies.—Mr. Dent supported tho Bill.

It was shown to the satisfaction of the Select Com-
mittee that these tramways would be a gi'eat public

convenience, and the only evidence on the other

side was as to what might hapi^en in consequence of

their construction.—Mr. A. Guest opposed the Bill.

—Mr. Mundella looked upon the opposition to tram-
ways in the same light as tho opposition to railways
when they were first introduced.—Mr. Cowjier-

Templo considered tramways ill-adapted for public

convenience, and objected to the centre of the most
important thoroughfares beinghanded over to trading

companies.—Mr. C. Fortescue agreed in the report of

tho Inspector to tho Board of Trade, that tramways
should bo introiluccd gradually, aud with caution.

He suggesteil that that p.art of the Bill which

authorised tho coustniction of the tramway in Ox-
ford-street should be struck out.—Mr. C. Forster, on

the part of the promoters of tho BUI. acceded to

tins suggestion, aud offered to postpone tho BUI with

that view.—Mi'. B. Hope would not consent to the

postponement. Tho House cUvided : for tho Bill,

176 ; against it, 215. Tho Bill was therefore lost.

The Palace of Westminster.—Mr. Barry.—
On tho adjourned vote of £23,078 for tho repairs of

tho Houses of Parliament, on Tuesday, Mr. B.

Hope, referring to a speech made at the con-

clusion of tho discussion on Friday evening

liy the President of tho Board of Works, who in-

tended to bring ill a Bill to teach and enforce better

manners to people visiting the parks, observed that

tho right hon. gentleman might very properly bo

cliaracterised as the Chesterfield of the nineteenth

century. The right hon. gentleman made a state-

ment respecting Mr. Barry, that Mr. Barry's services

were by no means disinterested. This was iin

imputation against the good fame of that gentleman.

(No, no.) He said yes, because there was a covert

meaning liiddeu behind the word.—Mr. Ayrton
said if the hon. gentleman was quoting his

words, it was desirable he should quote thein

.as they were delivered, and with the context,

and then he woiUd find that they were not
open to tho inteqiretation sought to be put on them.
—Mr. Hope said testimony in favom' of Mr. Barry
had been given by the Chancellor of the Exchequer
and tho Fu-st Lord of the Treasury during the dis-

cussion on the state of Westniinster Palace on
the 13tb of May, 1870, when they paid him
that tribute which a public servant of his eminence
deserved. The First Commissioner, however, said

that Mr. Barry's suggestions would lead to an
expenditure of hundreds of thousands of pounds.
Now he had an account furnished by Mr. Barry,

showing that the works he had done on that House,
irrespective of tho works he executed as his
father's successor, cost £66,000. He put it to tho
Coimuittce, what could they think of a Muiister
who did not know the difference between £66.000
and hundi-eds of thousands of pounds. He pro-
tested against the Treasury Bench being mado
the arena out of which to vent private feeling of

liking and disUldng in regard to public servants

whose profession rendered them incapable of meet-
ing the taunts thus thrown out. Was such hanguage
to be tolerated for the sake of passing a vote at

ten minutes to seven o'clock ? Even at ten minutes
to seven Cabinet Ministers had better be cai-eful

whom they left on the Treasmy bench, and in

whose mouth they left the vindication of their

good fame. If the Chancellor of the Exchequer
had been present Mr. Bany's name would not have
been aspersed, and he (Mr. Hope) would have been
spared the vindicatien of that gentleman's charac-

ter.—Mr. Ayrton said that as the hon. gentleman
had not been present on the occasion to which he
referred, he thought it would be agreeable to him to

be set right as to any misapprehensions under
which he might have laboured. For his own part,

he should consider it a great service if, when ho
was speaking on a subject of which he had no
personal knowledge, some person took the trouble

to set him right. He begged to say that the re-

marks he made on the fonuer occasion did not iu

the least bear the construction put upon them by
his hon. friend. A great deal had been said of Mr.

Barry's disinterested services, but as Mr. Barry
had sent in a bill for those services and been

paid the full amount, he did not think they

were entitled to be considered "disinterested."

—

Mr. B. Cochrane inquired what amount.—Mi'. Ayrton
said £2,000 and upwards. He did not bring the sub-

ject before the House, and the name of Mr. Barry
was iu no way connected with the vote, but an hon.

member having revived the subject, he considered it

right to state the fact as it was. What he said was
that suggestions had been made by Mr. Barry which
involved a vast expenditure, aud that one of the ad-

vantages which would result from the termination

of his engagement was that all such suggestions to

the Commissioner of Works would cease. An
eminent, prelate in the House of Lords stated that no
less than £30,000 had been expended in bedizening

with gold aud ornaments a vaiUt which had in

former times served as a coal-cellar and lumber-

room, and now remained a spectacle of most absolute

waste of public money. It was competent for Mr.
Barry to say this was done at the request of the Fii'st

Commissioner of Works at the time; but there was a
land of actiou and reaction between the two officials,

aud the advantage he referred to was that they had
got rid of all this sort of thing by putting an end to

the comiection between the Oflice of Works and Mr.

Barry. What had been projected during the last few
years? Nothing less than tho buildiug of a new-

House of Commons .and a new House of Lords.—Mr.

B. Coclu-aue : It was the report of a Conunittee.

—

Mr. AjTton did not care for that. They were con-

stantly heamg these suggestions, which involved

enonnous expenditure ; but now that the connection

had ceased, there were none of these projects for

Imildiiig new Houses of Parliament. He had only

given one illustration, but he heard the member for

Whitehaven himself condenm the cloister erected iu

New Palace-yard at .an enoi'mous expense. Works
had been carried on in the most expensive way in

tlie past, aud there had been au abundant crop of

suggestions to carry on works stUl more expeusivo

foi'tlio future, while hon. members failed to get any-

thing done which was for their otto convenience. He
might give another instance of extravagance, in the

setting up of a very indifferent statue in stone, and
the pliistering it all over with gold to make it beau-

tiful.—Mr. Hope: What statue?—Mr. Ayrton: A
statue in tho Royal (Jallery. With regard to the

vote now before tho Committee, several questions

liad been asked respecting it on the previous occa-

sion. One hon. gentleman wished to know whether

a statement he had seen respecting the display of an
electric light had been well founded. Ho (Mr.

AjTton) had been in communication -mth a scientific

ge'ntleman to ascertain whether the light would be

certain, how far it could be seen, and what would be

the cost. These investigations were not yet brought
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to a close, and he was not in a position to say what
the cost would be. He linpod, however, tliey wouki
be able to make an experiment with the light before
the close of the present session.—Mr. Cowper-
Temple said after the allusion of the right, hnn.
gentleman to the work in vS. Stephen's Crypt, which
was done under his (Mr. Cowper-Temple's) superin-
tendence, he must say a few words. In the former
debate the right, hon. gentleman, in trying to justify
his treatment of Mr. Barry, said the House should
not think only of the £2,000 wliioh it had had to pay
that gentleman, but of the thousands and hundreds
of thousands which it might have had to pay him if

he had remained That assumed that the Chief
Commissioner of Works was entirely under tlie in-

fluence of Mr. Barry, but no one who knew the right
hon. gentleman would suppose that he was so very
soft. The right hon. gentleman said that the
vault, as he termed it, was absolutely worthless.

—

Mr. Aytron: Useless.— Mr. Cowper-Temple : Ac-
cording to the right hon. gentleman, then, one of

the best specimens of the thirteenth century archi-
tecture in this or any other country was totally

useless. Ho would confidently api>cal to any pro-
fessional architect whether it was nut most valu;il>le.

(Mr. Ayrton here made a remark which was inaudible
in the galler^^) The right hon. gentleman admitted
that it was valuable, but objected to its being
bedizened with gold—that is, to the attempted re-

storation of the structure to the state in which it

was in the time of Henry III., when it was brilliantly

ornamented. As to llis statement that this be-
dizening with gold cost £30,000, he believed that in

reality the charge of the contractors, Messrs. Grace,
who no doubt lost money by the work, was only
£600. As to the economy for which the right hon.
gentleman claimed credit in cennection with the new
dining-room, it was secured by spoiling Mr. Barry',-;

design. And he might add that that design would
have had the advantage of being final, and supplying
a dining-room for the House of Lords as well .as one
for the House of Commons. He regretted that
the right hon. gentleman should, speaking with
the authority of First Minister of the Crown,
have launched out such vague and unfounded
accusations against Mr. Barry in reference to ex-
penditure.—Mr. B. Cochrane felt that the right
hon. gentleman ought to take that opportunity of
stating that he did not intend to cast those imputa-
tions on Mr. Barry into which he was led by his
florid style of speaking.—Sir. F. Goldsmid believed
if was also understood that Mr. Barry was to

be compensated for his services, and although the
fact of his dismissal might have accelerated
the period at which he sent in his account, yet it

was perfectly idle to say that the First Commis-
sioner of "Works had brought a cost of £2,000 upon
the country.—Lord J. Manners expressed liis entire
belief that the charges brought by the First Com-
missioner of Works against Mr. Barr^' were totally
and absolutely unfounded.—Mr. Mclly should be
sorry if it went forth to the public that there was
not a representative of the tax-payers in that House
who was prepared to thank the right hon. gentle-
man, the First Commissioner of Works, for the
admirable manner in which he had filled liis office

and discharged the painful duty impnsed u]>on hnn
by the extravagance of former oificials in restricting
the expenditure of the country.—Mr. Ayrton recol-
lected seeing the vault—Mr. V>. Hope : Chapel. (A
laugh.)—Mr. Ayrton said the vault. (Laughter.)
Perhaps the hon. gentleman did not recognise tlie

Reformation, but he (Mr. Ajxton") recognised it and
tlie law of the land. After the Eeformation the
vault was converted into a coal-cellar, and then into
a dining room for the use of the Speaker. He had
no hesitation in saying that it was not necessary to
spend a shilling on that vault for the purpose of
preserving the recollection of its architt'cture, as
handed down to that day. Previous to the Refor-
mation it had been used, not as a Ciiapel Royal, but
as a mortuary chapel for the masses of inferior
persons connected with the Court and the establish-
ment of S. Stephen's Monastery.—Mr. Cowper-
Temple was at a loss to see the connection between
the right hon. gentleman's Protestantism and the
calling of a very ancient crypt by a bad name.

—

Mr. Ayrton : The proper name of this structure
before the Reformation was S. Mary's-in-the-Vault,
aud when 8. Mary was taken out, only the vault
remained.—Mr. Dillwyn remarked that though the
restoration of this vault might be a very artistic
work, yet he doubted whether the country appre-
ciated it, and the fact remained that it had cost
£30,000.—After observations from Earl Percy and
Colonel Sykes, Mr. Mundella protested against un-
due parsimony levelled against the ancient liistorical
monuments of the country.—Mr. Muntz defendnl
the first Commissioner, but remarked that the dis-
cussion had no connection with the vote.—Mr.
Smith supported the view of the hon. member for
Shefheld.—Vote agreed to.

Various Purlic Works.—£60,500 for the erec-
tion of now oifices in Downing-street.—Lord John
Manners complained of the dilatory manner in
which these great public works were carried out.
Vote agreed to.—£1,150 repairs and restorations of
the Chapter-house, Westminster. Agreed to.

£11,083, one-half the expense of building sheriff.s'

courts in Scotland. Agreed to without a division. On

the vote of £20,500 to complete the sum necessary to
pay for the enlargement of the National Gallery,
Mr. Gregory impressed upon the Government the
necessity of at once entering upon clearing the
foundation of the building.—Mr. Ayrton replied that
that the work of clearing was actually proceeding,
and the plans for the building itself had been almost
settled. The votes of £15.500 for the new build-
ings of the College of Glasgow University, and
£9,000 for the Industrial Museum of Edinburgh,
passed.—The following votes were agreed to

:

£30,500, new buildings in the court-yard of Bur-
lington-house; £123,995 for the works of the Post-
office and Revenue Department ; £3,970 for repairs,

Ac, to British Museum, and £36,450 for new build-
ings for county courts.—On the vote of £42,547 fur

the works in progress in the Science and Art
Museum at Kensington, Mr. Osborne said he was
ready to vote moderate sums for the education of
the people by means of museums, but an expendi-
ture of £12,000 or £13.000 for the decoration of
these galleries was shameful and monstrous. South
Kensington was nothing more than a foundling hos-
pital for the reception of pictures of doubtful pedigree.
(Laughter.) Under the pretence of teaching their

fellow couDtrjTuen, some people were making snug
berths for themselves. A stop must be put to this

unprofitable expenditure of public money, aud the
sooner it was done the more it would be to the
credit of tlie House. Tlie vote was agreed to.

On the next vote of £97,200 for the survey of tlie

United Kingdom (replying to Mr. Bouverie), Mr.
Ayrton said he had instituted inquiries as to the way
in which the survey was going on, but he was un-
able to say whether a map upon a uniform scale for

the whole Kingdom would be completed in a shorter
time than fourteen years, wliich it had been esti-

mated the work would take at the present rati' of

progress.—Agreed to.—On the vote of £52.42tJ to

complete the sum to defraj"^ the charges for the con-
struction of harbours under the Board of Trade,
Mr. G. Bentinck said there were no greater monu-
ments of human folly than the harbours so called on
which tliis money was expended. Take the liarbour
of Dover. A right hon. friend of his had estimated
that if they carried out the works that were pro-
jected an expenditure of eight millions would be
required, and that it would take 200 years to execute
the works. It was not a harbour at all, aud was of

no use except that the passengers might laud on the
piers. Alderney was the worst case of all. It was
nothing but a nest of rocks close to the sea, and
neither a harbour of refuge nor a harbour of shelter,

but a pier has been thro^Ti out just in the wrong
direction. There was no seaman who would take a
vessel into Alderney except in very fine weather. In
Holyhead they had made the same mistake with
regard to the pier. In order to raise the question in

a definite shape, he moved that the sum of £21,452
—the vote for Alderney—be omitted.—Sir J. Elphin-
stone seconded.—Mr. Baxter said he agreed with
almost every word that the hon. member for Norfolk
had uttered. The works for Dover, however, were
in rather a hopeful state, and he hoped that the
vote next year—£22,500—would be the last. With
regard to Alderney, last year much damage was
done by a tremendous storm, and the Government
sent down Mr. Hawkshaw and another engineer to

make a report. They reported that £220,000 would
be required to complete the breakwater. But it was
very doubtful whether the stone of which the break-
waier was built was fixed or stationary. In the
course of a few months they would have the final

report of the engineers, and it would then be for the
Government to decide whether the House was to be
asked for another large sum to complete the works
at Alderney, or whether they would adopt what he
considered the sensible course of abandoning the
works altogether. He hoped, under these circum-
stances, the hon. member would not think it neces-
sary to divide the House on the subject. After some
further discussion, the amendment was agreed to,

and the vote, reduced by the sum of £21,452, was
agreed to.—The vote of £450 for Portland Harbour
was agreed to.—£30,500 contribution to the fund for

the Fire Brigade of the metropolis was agreed to.—£122,455 was voted for public buildings in the
department of public works in Ireland; £3,97(5 for

the restoration of the works of the Ulster Canal
;

£13,H10 for lighthouses abroad; £800 for embassy
houses ; and £36,215 for chapels and consular housrs.

Subsidence of a Railway.—On Thursday week
an accident of a singular nature occurred on the

Manchester, Sheffield, and Lincolnshire Railway,

between Guide Bridge and Dukinfield stations. At
the spot indicated the railway line runs parallel with

the canal, and the river runs on the opposite or

lower side of the rails. A main sewer from Ashton

runs under both railway and canal, and empties

itself into the river, and this giving way causecl the

down line of rails to fall, leaving an opening about

12ft. in diameter. The sewer being pretty full,

carried away a considerable quantity of the gravel

from under the rails. Fortunately, one of the men
employed in keeping the permanent way happened

to pass shortly after the occurrence, and went to the

Dukinfield station and caused the line to be blocked.

^mfoing Intdligtiice.

CHURCHES AND CHAPELS.

Ashbourne (Derbyshire).—The new Free Church
was opened on Whit-Sunday. Thechurch stands back
from the road upon an elevated piece of land, and i.s

approached by a broad flight of steps. The style of
architecture adopted is Romanesque. The plan is a
parallelogram of 75ft. by 42ft. The roof is sup-
ported by iron shafts, dividing the interior into
nave, and north and south aisles. At the east end is

a chancel 30ft. wide, with semicircular apsidal ter-

mination. Adjoining is the minister's vestry, under-
neath which is a vault, containing the heating ap-
paratus. At the west end there is a tower (64ft.

high and 22ft. 2in. square), of somewhat massive
appearance, the lower part forming tbe principal

entrance. At the south-west angle is a circular

staircase leading to a gallery at the west end of the
church for the choir and an organ. In the belfry
story are three semicircular-headed lights, well re-

cessed on each of the four sides. There are clock
dials on three sides of the tower. Inscribed on the
tympanum over the west entrance is the text of
Scripture, " Where two or three are gathered together
in my name, there am I in the midst of them." The
roof externally is in one span, but divided internally

into three semicircular vaultings over the nave and
aisles, with intersecting vaults over each wndow,
throwing moulded ribs stained and varnished. At
the east end intercepting the nave and the chancel,

and at the west end intercepting the nave and tower,

are bold semicircular arches concentric with the line

of ceiling, and having a good effect. The pulpit and
reading desk are of pitch pine. The communion
table is of oak, standing in an elliptical inclosure in

the centre of the chancel. The whole of the internal

joinery is stained and varnished. The walls are

plastered, finished in rough stucco, and formed into

panels by flush mouldings. The architects are

Messrs. Stevens and Robinson, of Derby ; the
builders, Messrs. Critchlow and Ward, of Uttoxeter.
The church has been built by Francis Wright, Esq.,

of Osmaston Manor. The estimated cost is i;7,000.

Bloxwich.—A new chapel is being erected at

Bloxwich. It is to accommodate 260 people, and
will also be used as a school. There is also a room
for meetings, and a small house adjoining the chapel.

The architect is Mr. C. Chamberlain, of Walsall.

The cost will be about £600. Messrs. Tonge and Son,
of Walsall, are the builders.

Derby.—The handsome church of S. Luke
(Bishop Lonsdale's Memorial Church), in Parliament-
street, Derby, was consecrated on S. John the

Baptist Day. The construction of the building has
been carried out by Jlr. Joseph Fryer, of Derby,
under the direction of Messrs. Stevens and Robinson,
architects. The church is thoroughly monumental
in its character. The generally-received type of

church, with nave and aisles, has been in a
great measure given up, and the plan has
been so arranged that the whole of the seats for

the congregation are within the nave of the

building. The nave is 42ft. wide, by 84ft, in length,

and 46ft. to apex of the vaulted roof. Open framed
seats are arranged on each side of the central

passage. On each side of the nave are arches open-
ing into narrow stone groined aisles which are used
as passages to the seats. These aisles also form
the abutment to the nave roof, and outside buttresses

are therefore unnecessary. At the east end of the

nave a large arch opens into a chancel 38ft. long,

by 31ft. wide, terminating with a polygonal vaulted
apse. The style of architecture chosen for the

building is that of the Transition period from Early
English to Decorated Gothic. The exterior of the

building is very simple—a range of bold gables

over the windows on each side elevation breaks the

outline. The site upon which the church is built

was found to have a very considerable fall towards
the east, and advantage has been taken of this, and
under the chancel is constructed a crypt, which is

fitted up complete for daily prayers and occasional

services, with communion-table, choir stalls, organ,

aud font.

Lincoln.—The foundation stone of the new
church of S. Martin, Lincoln, was laid on Tuesday
week. The church is to be in the Decorated style of

Gothic architecture, and will consist of a nave, with

north aud south aisles, chancel, vestry, organ cham-
ber, south porch, and a lofty tower aud spire at the

south-east angle of the church. The clerestory will

be a good one, each bay being pierced with three-

light windows, with traceried heads and detached

shafts having moulded caps and bases. The navels to

consist of five bays on each side, with open-timbered

roof, the principals curvilinear ribs, with trefoiled
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blade. The church will accommodate 800 people, and

the contract for the building is taken by Jlr. George

Johnsou, of Nottingham, Mr. W. Goodbarn being

clerk of the works. Mr. Beckett, of Nottingham,

13 the arcliitect.

Offham.—An effort is now being made to rei<tore

the fine old parish church of S. Michael, Offham,

Kent, which has fallen into a state of decay, and

is quite unfit, in its present condition, for tlie deceiit

performance of Divine worship. The architect's

report savs the church dates down from the eleventh

century, "aud with all the distinctive features of each

period" left. The nave i.s Norman, having one of the

little original windows remaining on the south side,

very high up in the wall, with traces of others. It

was intended to have added a south aisle to the nave,

probably in the thirteenth century, but no traces

beyond the constructive arches on the south wall

exist. The chancel is Early English, with a Third

Pointed east window ; and with the exception of the

"low side window" in the south-west side, the

original chancel remains pretty much as built, but

with a later roof. What seems to be a Norman

tower is built on the north side of the chancel, with

the addition of an upper stage as late as the fifteenth

or sixteenth century. The south porch is later, but

good. The interior is full of high square pews,

with a western gallery ; some interesting remains

exist where side altars stood. The original Norman

chancel arch has been filled in with a Third Pointed

arch, with the small hagioscopes still remaining.

SnEFFiF,LD.—A new Baptist chapel in the Glossop-

road, Sheflield, was opened on Thursday week. The

chapel is situate at the junction of Sherwood-road

with the larger thoroughfare, and is Gothic in style.

The main entrance is on the Glossop-road side. The

tower is carried up over one of the staircases leading

to the gallery, and contiguous to the front gable

;

it is 140ft. high, and is terminated by a spire, pin-

Eacled, and octagon in form. The sides of the

church are lighted with two and three-light tracery

windows, alternately placed. The nave roof is open-

timbered, but the roofs above the side galleries

have, for acoustic reasons, been boarded over with

red pine and varnished. The galleries extend round

the building, being supported by light iron pillars.

The floor of the chancel is laid with Maw's encaustic

tiles. At the back of the end gallery are six class-

rooms, ladies, vestry, &c,

BUILDINGS.

Bradford.—The foundation-stone of the new

schools in connection with the parish church was

laid on Saturday. The building (as shown by the

plans prepared by Mr. John Lowe, architect, St.

Ann's-square), will consist of a large room, 80ft

by 30ft. and two class-rooms, and provision is also

made for future extension. The cost of the building,

including fittings and boundary walls, will be about

il.-lUO, and the contract for the whole work has

been taken by Messrs. Neill and Sons, of Strange-

ways.
EssF.x County Gaol.—Alterations which have

been going on for the last twelve months at the

County Gaol, Sjjringfield, are now nearly completed.

The two blocks of buildings known as the A and B

corridors have been extensively altered, the cells

being increased in length about three feet. The

outer walls of the old cells have been removed, and

the cells carried forward to the old boundary wall,

which now forms the outer walls of the cells. A
new boundary wall has been erected, allowing of a

passage between it and the cell doors of Oft. wide.

The works have been carried out from the designs of

the county surveyor by Jlessrs. Saunders and Son,

Dedliam, "at a cost of £4,420.

MiD-LoTlIIAN AND PlCKBLES DISTRICT A.SYLUJI.

—The I'lans for the Mid-Lothian and Peebles Dis-

trict Lunatic Asylum are now completed, and the

work of erection will be proceeded with immediately.

The preparjition of the plans was intrusted to INIr.

Wm. Lawrie Moffat, architect. North Castle-street,

Edinburgli. The asylum, as planned, is in the form

of the letter £, with a general height of two storeys.

The style is Italian, of a plain character, with

projecting eaves to the roof, tlie external walls being

executed with squared and snecked rubble work, and

the window and door dressings, the mouldings,

spring-courses, base-courses, and other similar details

being tooled. The accommodation is made to suit

200 patients of both sexes.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
rWe do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions of

our correspondents. The Editor respectfully requests

that all communications should be drawn up as briefly

as possible, as there are many claimants upon the space

allotted to correspondence.]

To Our Keaders.—We shall feel obliged to any of our

readers who wdl favour us with brief notes of works con-

templated or in progress in the provinces.

Letters relating to advertisements and the oiilinary

business of the Paper should be addressed to the Li:)l 1 Oil,

31, TAVISTOCK-STREET, OOVENT-GABDEN, W.O.

Advertisements for the current week must reach the

office not later than S p.m. on Thursday.

J. ViCAKY, Plymouth.—Thanks for cuttings.

SOLENS AT No I'TlNauAM.—There was hardly wit enough

in the communication to justify the peculiar stylo

adopted.

Received.—,T. S., J. T. & Son, T. C, G. & C, W. M. P.,

II A F C. D., E. B., J. v., C. K., J. M. K., M. B., A. & H.

e'w! G., J. S., Wax n. E. M., F. E. I. B. A., Art Critic,

E P. M., J. N., J. H., Dr. Z., G. W., W. E., J. M., W. W,

N C. & Co., H. 0., T. S., W. S. S., E. H., E. E. 0.

Messrs. ChadwickS, Adamson, Collier, and Cci. havo

issued a private prospectus, inviting subscriptions to

a new company, with a capital of £50,000, for

acquiring and working the well-known firci>roi>f

construction business of Mr. William Philipps, of tlio

Coal Exchange, and Southwark. The vendor

transfers the business, patents, and goodwill.

Correspoiikute.

PERSPECTIVE DR.AWING.

To the Editor of the Building News.

SiE,—Of the value of this art to architects there

cannot be the slightest doubt, and if our architec-

tural competitions were uniformly decided by well-

educated professional men of unquestioned integrity

(which should be a necessary condition for the

response of qualified practitioners in such contests),

I cannot see the objection of your correspondent to

perspective representations of designs being sub-

mitted. Mr. Lockwood's remarks on the power of

thinking atul drawing in perspective are quite mine,

though I differ from him in regard to colour. Valu-

able as it is in pictorial representations, I hardly

thi[ik it admissible in competitive collections of

drawings, in which form and construction, fitness

and purpose, are the leading features of the designs.

I think, and I believe I am expressing the views of

many practical members of the profession, that com-

petition chawings for strictly architectural purposes

should be confined to monochrome tinting—as sepia,

if any such aid to simple linear expression is needed.

If colour is at all admitted, it should conform to the

rules of atirial perspective, and not, as frequently,

add to the falsification of the design by the intro-

duction of false and garish colours and fore-

grounds.

As to perspective, if qualified judges were to con-

duct competitions, the deceptions and trickeries

liractised under its name could not be perpetrated,

and those who could not express themselves in the

art would not comply, or get some one conversant

with it to do so. But to shut out perspective draw-

ings because many in the profession are, alas ! igno-

rant, or because others make the art a means of

delusion, is hardly wise.

The art of perspective was revived, with other

branches of science, about the middle of the sixteenth

century. It seems to have been invented as early as

the fifth century (i>. c), and was known, according

to Vitruvius, by ^Eschylus, Agatharcus, aud Anaxa-

goras, and employed by the former in theatrical

scenery. Of the" theory of the art at this early

period nothing is known
;
probably it suffered the

general wreck of ancient arts in the middle ages,

aud the revival or re-inventiou of the science was

inaugurated with the revival of painting by an

Italian. The convergence of lines to points of dis-

tance, the horizontal line and point of sight, were

discovered by Perussi and Guido Ubaldi, aud these

principles, it appears, formed the basis of Dr. Brook

Taylor's well-known treatise on " Linear Perspec-

tive," published at the beginning of the eighteenth

century. It may be interesting to know that Albert

I)urcr"constructe"d a nmchine to trace in perspective.

I will simply remark, from these facts, that, although

the Mcdiieval architects were unacquainted with the

.science, they must have possessed some empirical

rules to aid their conceptions of the real effects of

their works, imperfect and erroneous as these were,

to judge from manuscripts, &c. However, tlicir

ignorance is a greater re.ison why we should achieve

proportionate results witli the aid of this science; at

any rate, the angular or oblique representations of

buildings cannot be properly dispensed with, the

want of the knowledge of correct visual representa-

tion—winch I prefer to call it—being daily and

painfully witnessed in many of our important designs

and actual structures. Another point, equallj' im-

portant, is to take our perspectives from accessible

points, or those from which a building is most seen.

For the information of some querists of the

BuiLuuvo News, I would suggest Nicholsou's "Per-

spective" as the most complete treatise on the prin-

ciples -of the art, in addition to Dr. B. Taylor s ;

though, as an elementary work, the treatise found

in the " Carpenter and Joiner's Assistant," published

by Blackie, is the best I have seen, aud gives a very

fair insight into the principles. I may add, perhaps

an easier initiation in the science may be gained by

models and instruments to faciUtate the drawing,

such as those invented by Ferguson, Turrel, Allason,

Ronald, and others.

The want of proficiency in this art among archi-

tects is attributable, I believe, chiefly to the absurd

mode of instruction generally adopted, which pre-

supposes a pretty clear acquaintance with plain

geometry. There are now many anomalies or mis-

concepti'ons as to the application of perspective to

certain objects which a clearer and practical notion

of the subject would remove.

For many kinds of architectural cb-awing I believe

the use and merits of isometric delineation are

entirely neglected.—I am, Sh, yours faithfully,

Southamiiton. G. Huskisson Guili^ume.

STEVINGTON CHURCH, BEDFORDSHIRE.

Sir,—Jlay I beg the favour of being allowed,

through the "medium of your widely-read journal, to

caU the attention of archicologists and all who are

interested in the preservation of our ecclesiastical

antiquities, to the proposed restoration of the above

church, which is to be carried out under the direc-

tion of a local arcliitect and auctioneer ;
and as the

list of tenders for the work appears in your last

number, the operations may have already com-

menced.

I trust that your readers will acquit me of any

personal motive in making this coinmuuication, but

as I believe the architect appointed has hitherto

confined his practice to the erection of chapels and

schools of the Baptist and other persuasions, I have

great misgivings as to the result, and fear it may

prove another instance of injudicious but well-meant

restoration (so caUed) by which irreparable mischief

is done to so many of our village chiu-ches, those

venerable and deeply-interesting relics of former

ages. If the committee would but submit the plans

to some well-known and competent ecclesiastical

architect, or the archaeological and architectural

societies use then: influence, the impending danger

may be averted.

According to Parker's " Ecclesiastical and Archi-

tectural Topography," Stevington S. Mary is a good

Early Decorated and Perpendicular church. Early

English nave, arches and font. Perpendicular north

and south porches, some good open seats, remains of

a painted rood screen, paintings on roof, &c.
;

a

brass to Thomas Salle, 1422, the figure in plate

armour.

The church, with all its appurtenances, was given

to the priory of Harewold or Harrold. by Baldwin

de Arda, in the time of King John. There is also a

barn of the fourteenth century, supposed to be the

great tithe barn of the priory, at a little distance to

the south of the church.— I am, &c.,

ECCLESIOLOGIST.

AN ANTI-GOTHIC GOTH.

Sir,— I am bound to level a lance in defence of

the "title, style, and dignity" of the Building

News assailed by "C. E." in your last. He com-

plains that whilst you, sir, " condemn pseudo-Gothic

taste, you commit the inconsistency of heading this

paper with barbaric type." Tlie inconsistency or bar-

barism 1 cannot for the life of me discover, and deny

its existence. " 0. E." appears to be a sort of lite-

rarv " Red " of extremelv barbaric type, who, in his

repugnance to an ancient title would fain pumsh by

beheading! Though " C. E." may not appreciate

the ornate heading of this journal, I beg in ear-

nest to assure him that others think it both appro-

priate and beautiful.— I am, &c., M.

THE NATIONAL GALLERY.

Sir,—I am glad your contributor, " H. 0.," has

called attenticm to the neglect and shortcomings of

the authorities in what concerns the interests of the

public in tlicir cidlection of pictures, and their due

enjoyment thereof, and I hope it will not be without

avail. In connection with this subject, however, I

would venture to call attention to the great injustice

and inconvenience—to say nothing of the absurdity

—involved in the rule hitherto adopted, of closing the

gallery to the public on two days a week (Thursday

and Fridav), in order to give the full scope of it to

the copyis"ts, or so-called students. I beUeve it is

very doubtful whether copying the pictures of great

masters is in any way conducive to the making of a

good artist; indeed, I have heard of opinions very

strongly to the contrary being expressed by very
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good judges and practical men, too—Fuseli for one,

if my memory does not fail me. I should like to

know how many even decent " pot-boiler " operators

have been produced by the practice in the now
nearly half a century which has elapsed since the

National Gallery was founded on the purchase of the

Angerstein Collection, and who might not have Ije-

come equally distinguished artists without resorting

to this means of education. But whatever the num-
ber, if iiny, say half-a-dozen or a dozen, ought the
v.alue of their achievements to be considered as

equivalent to the sacrifice of one-third of the annual
usufruct of the national collection—in ether words,
to one-third of the capital stock invested in pictures

and premises ?

Why cannot the cop^'ing gentlemen do their

handiwork under public scrutiny, as they do in

most places .abroad; or, if they are too bashful to

expose their daubing gifts, why not put away a few
pictures at a time, in a room apart, for tiem to

practise at? I speak vnth the more feeJing in this

matter, because I happened to go last Thursday to

the Gallery on purpose to inspect the Peel collection,

of which your correspondent " H. 0." had spoken so

highly, .and was denied admittance ; and not I alone,

for whilst I was there, three other parties came up,

two in cabs, and, like myself, had to go away dis-

appointed.

Trusting 3-0U wUl call attention to this grievance,

I am, &c. A Country Cousin.

June 26.

V

T<A

SELF-ACTING CISTERN BELL-TRAP.
Sir,—The following is the sketch of a self-acting

lead bell-trap, used upon the " standing waste"
inside a cistern for the purpose of keeping down bad
smell : it was used years ago.

From A to B is 9in. This
outside pipe C is 3Jin. in

diameter, and lin. from top
has small holes about ;Un. in

diiimeter .all round it at that
height. Then 7in. from top

it has three small holes at

same level, about ^in. in

diameter, through which the

water enters to fill the bell-

tr.ap. The ball crane which
.fills cistern is regulated to shut

about lin. or so below the |^in.

holes, or wh,at is the same,

about lin. below the top of

the middle pipe, which is the

overflow pipe, and which is

about IJin. in diameter,

centre pipe between other two is Sin. long and 2^in. in

diiimeter ; it is soldered to top flange, and lifts off and
on. This bell-trap is therefore self-tiUing, while it does

not waste the water. As I have never seen this used
anywhere except in one Glasgow shop, I shoidd

like to know if it has been used elsewhere, and how
long since? The small old shallow bell-traps

which are not self-acting, have been, I consider, the

cause of m.any low fevers in c.ises where the ball

cranes did not happen to be lealung so as to fill

them.— I am, &c,, Plumhei!.

<B

ARCHITECTURAL PRACTICE IN DERBY.
Sir,—I think your attention should be directed to

the extremely unprofessional conduct of a brace of

architects at Derby, of which the folloiving extract,

from the Derby Mercury^ gives particulars:

—

DEBET BC^RD OF GU.iBDI.\NS.
The following were present at the Derby Guardians'

meethiff on Tuesday :—Mr. Eatcliffe (in the cluxir), Mr.
Briudley (vice-chairman), the Rev. J. Chancellor, Rev.
J. E. Clarke, Hon. W. 31. Jervis, Mr. Turner, Mr. Chail-
fleld, Mr. Beswick, Mr. Earp, Mr. Oketlen, Jlr. Hivos, Mr.
Williamson, Mr. W. Hohson, Mr. Heflonl, Mr. J. Taylor,
Mr. J. Smith, Mr. Bloor, Mr. Sherwin, Mr. Whiston, Mr.
W. H. Whistou, Mr. Denston, and Mr. T. Roe. jun.
The Clerk read the report of the committee appointed

to consider a recommendation for increasing the con-
venience at the board ofBces, which was to the effect that
the ofHcc at present used by the clerk should be appro-
priated fur the purposes of committees, and that the
housekeeper's-room should be converted into an office for
the clerk.

The report was adopted on the motion of Mr. William-
son.
Mr. WniSTON proposed that " Mr. John Shaw, OoUcge-

place, should bo appointed assessor for the purpose of
assisting the Assessment Committee, upon the usual
terms."
Mr. Beswick seconded the motion, which was carried.
The Clerk read a letter received from Messrs. (5iles &

Brookhouso, architects, relative to their recent appoint-
ment to prepare plans for the new workhouse. The firm
in their communication stated that they had always con-
sidered and mentioned 3 per cent as the lowest sum
which would be a fair remuneration for the architect.
They admitted, however, that before the advertisement
appeared in the newspapers they had .stated that if tho
boiird would retain them as their architects without com-
petition, and no other local ofttoe proposed to accept 2J

per cent-, they would accept that amount of remuneration
rather than lose tho appointment in competitii m. Under
these circumstances, if the board consiilered them morally
bound, they must accept the lowest sum ; but having been
appointed at -3 per cent, it appeared hard that the remu-
neration should be reduced to 2i per cent, when the
responsibility and labour remained the same.
Mr. Earp, in accordance with notice ho had given,

moved that the rate of remuneration should only be 2^ per
cent.

Mr. Beswick having explained the reasons for issuing
tho advertisriment at 3 per cent., muved that a committee
should be appointed to confer with Messrs. Giles &
Brookhonse upon the subject.
Mr. IIoBSON deprecated any such miserable so-called

economy as that of reducing the remuneration to 2^ per
cent. Messrs. Giles & Brookhonse had entered into a
public engagement on the terms proposed by the board,
and the board was bound in honour to adhere to those
terms.
Mr. Turner stated that Messrs. Giles &. Brookhonse had,

prior to the discussion at the last meeting, informed him
that they would be glad to accept a remuneration of

2J per cent.

Mr. Roe, jun, seconded tho proposition of Mr. Beswick,
Mr. W. H. WHISTON said there had been quite sufficient

discussion upon the question, and urged the board to ad-
here to the advertised conditions.
After a further discussion it was ruled that Mr. Eani's

motion was totally irregular, and could not be put. He
therefore consented to withdraw it.

This report tells its own tale of professional

meanness so plainly that there is no occasion to

emphasize it by further comment, nor will it do to

dwell upon the dignity of a profession whose mem-
bers are ready to drag it through such indignities as

these. It is to the credit, however, of the rest of the
Derby architects that, although they had not suffi-

cient esprit de. corps to enter a protest as a body to

the Board of Guardians against this reduction of

percentage, contrary to the laws of the profession

and the rules of the Institute, they were none of

them so destitute of self-respect as to attempt to

disturb Messrs. Giles & Broskhouse in the enjoy-

ment of their " 3 per cent."—I am, &c.,

An Architect.

|ntoiimiunicati0iT.

QUESTIONS.
[2249.]—Sound-Board.—I should feel obliged if

any reader could favour mo with iuformatiou respect-
ing sound-boards in reference to pulpits, jilatforms,

orchestras, &c. he principle, mode of fixing, size,

position, and other particulars. Also, works on the
subject.—A. Y. E.

[>250.]—Logarithms.—Will any of your contri-
butors oblige me by saying how numbers whlcli have a
decimal exponent (as fi^S) can be evolved otherwise
than by logarithms ?

—

Student.
[22.^)1.]—Arches.—I shall feel grateful to any kind

reader if he will show me how to calculate the weight
of wall above S, and the thickness the wall A B sliuuld

be to ensure a secure abutment at AY. E beiugprivate
property, the passage, f g^ is to be left clear and free

from strutts, buttresses, or ties. Also, the span of
arch (25ft.) is to be clear of any tie. The arch C
will be 2ft. thick, and the weight to support about fifty

tons. Should a half semi-arch, D, be adopted ? How
much weight of wall above S could be dispensed with,
and substance A li reduced ?

—

Starility.

[2252.]—Work on Carving-.—Will any one,
through "Intercommunicatiou," inform me whether
there is any good olem'.-ntary work on carving pub-
lished in English'''—J. Tatteksall.

[2253.]—Leaky Rain-Water Tanks.—I have
lately built a rain-water tank with bricks and ground
Barrow lime, and I am afraid the tank is not thoroughly
water-tight. Would a coat or two of tar put it right ?

If so, what kind of tar should be used, and should one
coat be quite dry and hard before another is put on ?

—

Delta.
[2254.]

—

Truss for Partition,—I shall bo obliged
if one of your readers of " Intercommunication" wouhl
inform me of the best sort of truss to introduce in a

4in. partition, which is unsupported from below—that
is to say, where there is a large room on tlie ground-
fioor, and the same space divided into two rooms on
the one-pair floor. A sketch would oblige.—Delta.

[2255.]—Measuring Brickwork.—I wish to know
what method would be adopted
in practice to ascertain the
superficial quantity of brick-
work contained in a cliimney-
shaft of multangular shape on
plan, varying in thickness, and
having a uniform batter froni
its base to the summit. Would
the mean exterior girth of eacli

stage of thickness into it.^

height, measured on the sur-

face, be taken? And is any-
thing allowed for tJie troublt— of plimbing the angles, which,

would be of pm-pose-made bricks?

—

I suppose.
Student.

[225(j.]—Hardening Gutta-Percha.—Can any
reader inform me of the best thing to mix with gutta-
percha to harden it?—A Subscriber.

[Second question involves an advertisement. Ed.]

i

REPLIES.

[2240.]—College Architecture.—Pugin's "Ex-
amples of Gothic Ai'chitecture.'Un which are elevations,

&c., of some of the Oxford Colleges, drawTi to scale.—M.

[2247.]—Hips and Pitch of Roof.—Any work
on carpentry or construction may be expected to

give you the information you want. Nicholson, in

his "Dictionary of Architecture," goes into the con-
sideration of roofs thoroughly. liriefly the elucida-

tion is this :—Fig. 1 is plan of hipped roof ; Fig, *2,

transverse section of same; Fig. 3, diagonal section,

showing hip. A B C on plan show position of A li C
in diagonal section, the height, K D, on diagonal

section being made the same as B D in transverse

section. A D and D C on diagonal section show tho

pitch and leugth of hips i-equired.—fll.

[2248.]—Roof Timbers.—A "Student" will find

what he requires in Gwilt's " Encyclopedia of Archi-

tecture." As they are generally useful, I extract tht

scantUngs for the more ordinaiy-sized roofs :

—

Span. Tie Beam. King Post. Prin'l Rafter. StrUt.

I't. In. In. In. In.

20 9 by 4 4 by 4 4 by 4 4 by 3
25 10 „ 5 5 „ 5 5 „ 4 5 „ 3

30 11 „ 6 6 „ G G „ 4 6 „ .^

Above 30ft., and up to 45ft., two queen posts, witli

straining-piece, are required.

Span. T. B. Qn P. P. It. Strut. Straining
Piece.

Ft. In. In. In. In. Ju.

40 11 by 4 4 by 4 5 by 4 4 by "2 7 by 4

45 12 „ 5 5 „ 5 5 „ 5 5 „ 2J 7 „ r>

50 13 „ 6 6 ,. 6 Q ,y 5 5 M 3 7 „ t^

For 6ft. bearing, the purlins should be Gin. by 4in.

„ S „ ,,. „ 7 „ 5

„ 10 „ „ „ S „ 6

„ 12 „ „ „ 9 „ 7 .

For Sft. bearing the rafters should be 4in. by 2i
„ 10 „ „ „ 5 „ 2i
„ 12 „ ., „ „ 2i

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
What is a Building ?—Cunious Point.—Mr.

Henry Palmer, of Belgrave Cottage, Uxbridge-road,

was summoned, on Tuesday, before Mr. Ingham, by
Mr Knightley. the district surveyor of Hammersmith,
for an infringement of the Building Act.—Mr. Knightley
said that on the 2(jth of April last he discovered a

wooden building in the defendant's garden. He served

him with notice to remove it, but he hud not done so.

—In reply to Mr. Martin, who defended, Mr. Ivnightley

said the building was upon wheels, but they were fivo

inches only in diameter, and it would topple over if

removed. The wheels had been put on for the pm-pose

of evading the Act.—Mr. Martin said he would pledge

himself to have the building, which was merely a van,

drawn to the court.—JMr. Knightley said it could not

be done without taking the building to pieces. It

could not be removed through the house in its present

state.—The defendant said he could wheel it along with

the greatest ease. There was not anything in it exci'pt

perches for the chickens.—Mr. Ingham asked him why
lie had put wheels upou it.—The defendant said because

JMr. Ivnightley should not interfere with it. (Laughter.)

—Mr. Ingham : Then, according to your opinion, it is

nothing more than a large birdcage?—The Defendant:

Yes, sir. (Renewed laughter.)—Mr. Ingliam, after

hearing the defendant, was of opinion that it was only

a large birdcage, and dismissed the simimons.

Liability of Sewer AuTnoKiTiES roR Acci-
dents.—Lock v. the Citv of London Commis-
sioners OF Sewers.—The plaintiff in this case twhicli

was heard last week in the Court of Queen's Bench>

fell down some steps in streets under tlie control of
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the Commissioners, and sustainoil an injury, for wliich

hi' suctl llicm. The question was whether they were

liable.—Mr. Fiiilay was for the plaintiff, and Mr. I'rit-

chard for the Commissioners.—The Court held that

the Commissioners were not liable to an action, and that

the only remedy was by indictment.

Sdrvevor's Fees.—Green v. M'Callum.—This
was a case heard recently in the City of London Court.

The plaintiff, it appeared, was employed to sell some
property to the Government, for wliich he was to re-

ceive 5 per cent, commission. The property fetched

i;i,2.50, and in the agreement between the Government
and the vendor there was a clause in which they stipu-

lated to jiay the surveyor's fees to the extent of £31

10s. This was accordingly done, and handed over by

cheque, which, with another cheque for ±'31, as the

amount of the 5 per cent, commission on the £1,250

—

viz., £62 10s., was given to Sir. Green. Plaintiff, how-
ever, contended that he was entitled not only to the

Government cheque, but to £62 10s., the 5 per cent.

conim>ssion agreed upon.—5Ir. Francis, as counsel for

Mr. M'Callum, said that if that were the case Mr. Green
would receive 7 J per cent.—Mr. Jones stated that they

(he and his partner) were instructed from the Kecord
Office to purchase without an Act, and that the clause

referring to the surveyor's fees was the usual one,

except higher fees were given than usual, because there

were valiTations of fixtures, &c.—Judgment for the

plaintiff.
•

STAINED GLASS.

BRADroRD.—The east window of S. Patrick's

(Roman) Catholic Church, Bradford, has been filled

in with .stained glass. The window consists of six

lights, surmounted by geometrical tracery. In the

two centre lights are figures of Our Lord and tlie

Virgin Mary, seated on a golden thi'one. In the

side lights on the right of the throne are figures of

S. Patrick, S. Joseph, S. Thoma.9 and S. Cuthbcrt,

and on the left of the thi-one are figures of S.

Bridget, S. Michael, S. Helen, and S. Veronica.

The tracery consists of emblems of the Trinity.

The "window has been designed by Mr. John Powell,

of Messrs. Hardman and Co.'s, of Birmingham, and
the work has been executed by that firm at a cost

of about ,£300. The style is fourteenth century.

Sheffield.—In the chancel of the new Baptist

Church in Glossop-road, Sheffield, a stained glass

window lias just been placed by Mr. T. W. Camm,
of Smcthwdck. The window consists of four lights,

tlie subjects illustrated being " The Agony in

Gethsemane," " The Birth of the Redeemer, and tlie

Adoration of the Magi,"' '' The Crucifixion," and
" The Confession of Thomas," when ho exclaims,

"My Lord and my God." The tracery above repre-

sents Christ ascended in power, and receiving the

adoration of the cherubim and seraphim. Beneath
the window are placed the words " Alpha " and
"Omega," and highly-coloured floral representations.

STATUES, MEMORIALS, &c.

Torquay.—The inhabitants of Torquay have
subscribed for a testimonial portrait of Sir Laurence
Palk, in recognition of his services to the town by
the erection of the new harbour and other works.

Falkirk.—The late Mr. Patrick Gentleman, who
died in 18G5, left a sum of money for the erection of

an ornamental drinldng-fountain in the burgh, and a

design was prepared by Messrs. George Smith &
Co., Glasgow, from which the fountain has been
constructed. It is of iron, octagonal in form, with
dome supported on eight pillars. Prom the centre

of the dome rises an octagonal turret or spire, wliich

tapers to about two feet in diameter, and the wliole

is surmounted by an eagle in her nest. In the

centre of the dome underneath is the drinking-

fntmtain. The height from the gi-ound to the cornice

round the bottom of the dome is 9ft., and the total

height of the fountain is 21ft. The diameter of tlie

dome is about 1.3ft. Tho foundation and steps are

of granite. The cost of the fouut.ain is about £200.

Art Education is America.—Mr. Walter
Smith, liead master of the Art Schools in Leeds,

Bradford, and Wakefield, was recently invited by
the State education authorities of Boston, America

—

on the recommendation of Mr. Ctde, of South Kensing-
ton—to visit that city, in order to advise as to the

best means of establishing a training school for art-

masters, a museum of art works, and art schools

throughout the State of Massachusetts. Mr. Smith,
after au absence of six weeks, has returned to Leeds,

the object of his visit having been successfully

achieved. At the close of his stay in Boston, very
liberal offers were made by the authorities to induce
him to take up his residence in that city and person-
ally direct the whole art education of the State.

These c»ffers have been duly considered since his

return, and Mr. Smith, on the recommendation of

the Science aii-l Art Department in London, has
accepted them. 'The positions which he will hold
in the New World, .are—Chief State Inspector of

Schools of Art in Massachusetts Commonwealth
;

Head Master of the Normal Training School for Art
Masters, in cimnection with the Museum ; a Pro-
fessorship of Sculpture ; and an Art Lectureship.

®ur Ma Mk
AsPHALTE IN AusTRi.v —The prospectus has been

issued of the Anglo-Austrian Bituminous Rocli

P.aving Company (Limited), which has been formed

for the purpose of acquiring the exclusive rights to

the supply and use of the bituminous Roclc of Val

de Travers, Switzerland, for Austria, for which a

concession has been entered into with the Neuchatel

Bituminous Rock Company, in consideration of

5,000 fully paid-up shares of £10 each. Negocia-

tions are entered ujion for its immediate introduction

into Vienna, and which, it is expected, will lead to

the employment of this material for the large

system of tramways in that city.

New York Harbour.—There is to be an entire

remodelling of the docks, wharves, and piers of New
York, and the work has been placed in charge

of Miijor-General George B. M'Clellan. New York

has a water front available for commerce extending

24| miles, and it is proposed to construct along this

a permanent river wall, which will make a river

street varying from IToft. to 2o0ft. in width, to

build ample piers projecting from this wall, and,

wherever necessary, to cover them with subst.antial

sheds for the protection of goods. The cost of this

improvement is estimated to be at least 20,000,000

dels., and several years will be requhed to com-

plete it.

Eppixg Forest.—It appears likely that some-

thing will be done at last to check the constant en-

croachments which are taking place on Epping

Forest. The Government and the House of Com-
mons baring failed to take any practical step towards

arresting enclosures, attention has been turned to

the Corporation of London, which has at various

periods of history lent its powerful aid to the

popular cause when other help was wanting. The
result is that the Corporation, as copyholders of

Wanstead, have, through then- Commissioners of

Sewers, served notice upon Lord Cowley's trustees,

his stew.ard and agents, in reference to the present

attempted enclosure of 30 acres on Wanstead Flats,

requiring that all the fences and gates recently

erected be forthwith removed. This is the com-

mencement of proceedings to test the right of the

Lord of the Manor to enclose without the sanction

of Parliament. Copies of the notice are extensively

posted throughout the Forest.

Society for Iiiprovisg the Dwellings of
THE Poor. —The anual meeting of this association

was held on Thursday week at Willis's Rooms, under

the presidency of the Earl of Shaftesbury. The
report showed that the mortality amounted only to

21 in an average population of 1,557, or about 15'4

per thousand. The expenses for the year had been

less than the receipts bj' £586. The real property

belonging to the society was estimated at £35,992,

while the general liabilities amounted to £20,C98.

The Earl of Harrowby, in moving the adoption of

the report, said the provision of dwellings for the

poor in London and large towns had been found not

to be a very profitable speculaiion, audit must be

looked upon rather as a matter of benevolence. His

lordship moved a resolution expressive of thankful-

ness for the success which had attended the operations

of the society. Canon Nisbett seconded the resolu-

tion, which •n-as unanimously adopted. Other

gentlemen addresssed the meeting.

Worcester Diocesan Architectural Society.
—.A.n excursion of this society has been arranged to

take place on Wednesday, July 5, when several in-

teresting churches, and unusually valuable examples

of domestic architecture, dating from the fourteenth to

the seventeenth century, .at, and in the neighbourhood

of, Broadwiiy will be visited, according to the follow-

ing programme:—The members and their friends

will assemble at the Evesham Station on the Great

Western Railway at 10.30 a.m., and proceed in

carriages to Child's-Wickham, Buckland, and Broad-

way, where dinner will be provided (at 33. each), at

tlic Lygon Arms, at two o'clock. The old church of

S. Eadburgh, the modern church, and a fourteenth

century house, formerly belonging to the Abbots of

I'ershore, will then be examined; after which the

excursionists will visit the churches of AVillersey,

Saintbury, and Western Subedge ; returning to

ICvesham in time for the 9.15 p.m. train to

AVorcester.

The Rock oi' Cashel.—A mixed committee of

FrotesLant and (Roman) Cathohc gentlemen lias

been formed in Ireland for the purpose of purchas-

ing from the Irish Church Commisioner.s, and

securing from furtlier decay, the well knowm "Rock
of Cashel," with the ultimate view of restoring the

now roofless Cathedral of S. Patrick for public

worship, and preserring King Cormac's Chapel.

The rock wa.s abandoned .about a century ago by
the then Archbishop, Dr. Price, who obtained an act

of Parliament constituting S. John's Church, which

stood on a lower and more accessible site, the cathe-

dral of the Irish establishment, and since that time

the cathedral has been disused. The " Rock of

Cashel " is rich in historical associations. Upon its

summit the ancient Kings of Munster had their

palace, and were solemnly crowned. It is an old

tradition that the king of that region was baptised

upon the rock b_v the hands of S. Patrick. Cormac
M'Carthy, King of Desmond, crowned it with the

beautiful Norman church which still bears his name;

aud Donald O'Brian, King of Lemerick, added the

fabric of the old cathedral, within the walls of which

was celebrated the Synod of Cashel in A.D. 1172,

just 700 years ago.

Protection of Stone.—Dr. Robert, of Paris, ear-

nestly recommends the use of salts of coiiper.os the best

preservative .against the weathering of stone in a

moist cUmate, and endeavours to prove that the

wastmg away of sandstone and granite is due to

various cau-ses, one of the most import.aut of which

is the development of a minute lichen (the Lepra
antiquitalis). Tliis plant is so destructive that

the beautiful marble sculptures in the park at Ver-

sailles would be completely destroyed by it in the

space of fifty years, unless precautions -were t.aken

to arrest its ravages. Dr. Robert states that the

amount of weathering away of rocks of .all kinds,

granite not excepted, is much greater than the

pubhc generally are aware of, especially when sub-

jected to the influence of a moist atmosphere.

Thus the obelisk of Luxor, which was brought to

Paris from Egypt forty years ago, has become com-

pletely bleached out, and full of small cracks,

while for the previous forty centuries during which

it stood in Egypt no change had been produced.

Sir Christopher AVren on Pewdom.—" Since

Providence, in great mercy, has protracted my age

to the finishing the Cathedr.al Church of S. Paul, I

shall presume briefly to communicate my sentiments,

after long experience. A church should not be so

filled with pews but that the poor may have room

enough to stand aud sit in the alleys, for to them

equally is the Gospel preached. It were to be wished

that there were no pews, but benches; but there is

no stemming the tide of profit and the advantage of

pew-keepers."—Wren's " Parentaha."

Fatal Scaffold Accident.—A sad accident

happened on Friday week at the new shed in course

of construction for the Midland Railway Compan}-

at Bolton Bridge, Manningham. In carrying on

the work, external scaffolding was erected, and one

of the spars suddenly broke. A mason named
Wetherill fell to the ground, .alighting on his head,

aud was kiUed almost instantaneously. Another

man, named Gill, in his fall caught the hoisting

chaui, and slid upon it to the ground, receiving

severe injuries in the descent. A third man, more

fortunate than his fellows, held by the edge of the

chimney till rescued.

Tr.vde Outrage at Salford.—On Wednesday

two haud-brickmakers were brought before the

magistrates at Salford, charged on remand with

attempting to burn down some houses that had been

erected with machine-made bricks. The names of

the prisoners were John Rogers and William Man-
ning. Pohce Sergeant Jowett said on Sundaj'

night, about eleven o'clock, he observed three men
enter the houses, and shortly after he he.oril a
" thud," as if something had fallen on the fioor of

tlic fifth of the seven houses, and he then saw five

men rush out at the back door. The prisoner Man-
ning was one of those men, and ivitness ran after

him and arrested him. On examiniug the house he

found there had been a fire in the lobby, and he

found some boards -which had been on fire, and

near to them a bottle which had contained

parafline oil. Detective Power s.aid the prisoner

Rogers was one of the men who ran from the house,

and he arrested him about the same time the other

Iirisoner w.as taken. In addition to the bottle found

ill the house, the remains of another bottle which

had contained p.arafline oil was found in the ash-pit.

The jirisoners were committed for trial at the assizes.

A third brickmaker, named John Atherton, was also

committed to the assizes, charged with attempting

to set fire to a house the same night iu Higher

Broughton.

Tho London School Board have selected eleven of

the competitors for further consideration, out of tho

number applj^ng for the post of architect. Messrs.

Roger Smith aud Edis state that they are not com-
petitors.
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A coirespondpnt informs an American jonmal that
terra-cotta of the finest quality has been found near
Atlanta, Georgia, and is now being worked into
ilrain pipes, chimney tops, building ornaments,
flower vases, &c.

The Queen has sanctioned the restoration of the
pulpit and glass in the Chapel of the Savoy, but the
restored meter runs only for the moderate time of
twenty minutes, in place of the hour which the
original glass measured.

It is now, we understand, determined to exhibit
the electric light to denote the night sittings cjf the
Houses of Parliament on the summit of the Victoria
Tower, instead of the Clock Tower, and the neces-
sary machinery is in course of construction, under
the direction of Captain Gallon, of the Engineers.

On Tuesday week the new Police Courts, which
are part of a pile of municipal buildings that have
just been erected in Belfast, at an expense of upwards
of £18,000, were formally opened.

At the Upper Forest Tin Works, near Swansea,
Messrs. W. Hallam and Co. have rolled the thinnest
sheet of iron ever producnl. It requires 4,800 such
to make an inch in thickness.

An addition has been made to the Print-room of
the British Museum, for the reception of folios of
prints and drawings.

The new tlioroughfare from Piccadilly to P.ark-
lane, through Hamilton-place, just completed by the
Metropolitan Board of Works, was opened on Mon-
day week.

The Albert-bridge, Glasgow, was opened on
Wednesday week, without any ceremony.

On Saturday week, the Halifax Piece Hall, built
in 1779, was opened by the Mayor as a wholesale
market. The Corporation acquired possession of
the building two years ago, and by the conversion
of many of the 300 rooms into shops, excellent
accommodation has been provided for the wholesale
dealers.

The new portion of the Chatham Extension
Docks was opened on Wednesday week by the
reception of H. M. S. " Invincible " into the repairing
basin.

A Committee of the House of Commons, on Thurs-
day week, sanctioned the bill for creating a great
central metropolitan railway station between
Holbom Viaduct and Fan'ingdon Station.

Sir John Pakington has accepted the office of

President of the Social Science Congress, to be held
at Leeds on October 4.

Mr. Frederick Tayler has resigned the Presidency
of the Society of Painters in w.ater colours, wliicli

he ha.s held since tlie retirement of Mr. J. F. Lewis,
and Mr. J. Gilbert has been selected in his place.

The Council of the Society of Engineers have
made arrangements for a visit of the Society to the
Phcenix Paper Mill, at Dartford, on Monday next,
the .Srd of July, 1871. The train will leave Cliaring-
cross Railway Station at 10.15 o'clock, Cannon-
street, at 10.25, and London-bridge, at 10.28 a.m.

On Sunday week the roof of a Primitive Methodist
Chapel, in Boltou, fell in. Fortunately no one was
in the building at the time.

During the thunderstorm on Tuesday week, the
Church of S. Nicholas, Deptford, was struck by
lightning. The electric fluid first struck the flag-
staff, shivering it to pieces, some of the splinters
being thrown 200 yards. It then went through the
roof of the church, leaving a large hole, breaking the
windows, and passing into the earth, close to a
tombstone, a piece of which was broken off and
blackened.

The Institution for the Blind, situated in S.
George's Circus, Southwark, is expected shortly to
be removed into the country.

The Joiners' Company have given twenty-five
gtiineas to the fund now being raised for the com-
pletion of S. Paul's Cathedral.

The Dulwich College authorities have given a
site on their estate for the erection of the new
church of S. Peter, Lordship-lane. The piece of
ground is conveniently situated some 300 or 400
yards in the rear of the railway station, and will
give the church a frontage on the main road.
i:3,000 has been raised towards the cost of the
building.

timber i^rak gltbitlu.

PRlCES,Juno27.—PerrcterRburgBtandard:—Quebec yel-
low pinp, lOto 13ft. .1x9andl0in., £l5 1()s.; lOto 12ft. 2x7
to nin., £14 lOs.; ditto first floated yellow pine, 12ft 2x6
to llin., £12 10b.; ditto second bright, lyft. ;j' x 11 £13;
Archangel flrfit yellow, £14 to £14 IUk.;' Soderham mixed
yellow, £8 10b. to £10; ditto third yellow, £7 10b. to
£8 1^8.; Skelleftea mill-Rawn yellow. £8; Grimstadtfirst
yellow, £7 16b. to £9; ditto second, £7; ditto first white,
£868, to £8 Itls. : ditto second white, £7 ISs.; Heruo-

sand first and second mixed yellow, £10 ].'5s. to £11;
Hudikswall second mill-sawn yellow, £9 10s. to £10;
ditto third yellow, £9 ; Ljusne first and second mixed
mill-sawn yellow, £10 to £10 10s.; ditto third yellow,
£9 10s. to £9 15s.; Laurvig second yellow, £8 lOs.'; ditto
first white. £8 1.5s.; ditto second white, £8 .5s.; Munksand
first and second mixed yellow, £9 to £9 los. ; Nyham
mill-sawn yellow. £9 to £9 5s.; Nystadt mill-sawn yellow,
£7 to £7 5s.; Petersburg first white, £9 to £9 5s.: Dram
second yellow, £6 10s. to £G 15s.; ditto third yellow, £C
to £fi 10s.; Skutskar first and second mixed mill-sawn
yellow. £9 10s. to £10; ditto third yellow, £8 5s. to
£8 10s.: ditto fourth yellow, £7 lOs. to £7 15s.; Sundswall
first and second mixed yellow deals, £10 10s. to £10 15s.;

3x7 battens, £8 10s. to £9; Sannesund second yellow
battens 2^ x 6^ £7 10s. to £7 15s.; "Wifsta Warf first and
second mixed yellow, £9 5s. to £9 10s.; ditto third yellow,
£8 5s. to £8 10s.; Pensacola pitch pine, £12 10s. to
£12 15s.

Lathwood per cubic fathom:—Petersburg, £5 10s. to
£5 15s.

Prepared flooring boards per square:—Fredrickstadt
first yellow, 1^ X 7, 14s.; 1x7, 10s. to 10s. 3d.; ditto
second yellow, 1x7, 9s. to 9s. 6d.

^rak gtlus.

WAGES MOVElVnENT.

The Leeds Joiners' Arbitration Board.—
This board, consisting of seven master builders and
seven operative joiners, with Mr. Jowitt as umpire,
met for the last time in the rooms of the Chambers of
Commerce, on Friday last. Mr. Cooper, secretary to
the men. said that there was a desire amongst the bulk
of the workmen that seveu of their uumber. including
one or two members of the board, should meet an
equal number of the masters, with Mr. .lowitt as chair-
man (not as umpire), for the purpose of considering the
nine hours' question, and the other questions at pre-
sent in dispute between them and the masters. Mr. J.

Hall Thorp explained to the men that hitherto the
masters had felt that they ought not to treat with any
body of men in regard to disputes except those com-
posing the arbitration board, which would cease to
exist, according to the terms of its establishment, on
the 1st of July next. Mr. Alderson wished to point
out in respect to the present moot points, that although
the men wore claiming an advanced price per hour,
their wages per week would be Is. 2d. less. Mr.
Thorp replied that if the men worked six hours less

per week that would be thirty-four days less per year
per man, so that it was a serious matter to the masters,
whose rent, taxes, and general expenses would remain
imdiminished. In the course of the sitting of the
board, regret was expressed that that was its last

meeting. By the workmen it was stated that those
whom they represented thought the masters had not
been true to the decisions of the board; and by the
masters it was urged that the board had worked more
beneficially for the men than their employers, as the
latter had suffered from the competition of non-asso-
ciation masters who had acted without any regard to

the opinions of the board. Both sides, however,
agreed in commending the conduct of the umpire,
Mr. Jowitt, to whom a cordial vote of thanks was
unanimously passed. With reference to the wish of the
men to meet the masters, those of the latter who were
present said a general meeting of their body was to be
held on the following Wednesday, when they would
recommend compliance mth the wish, which should
be sent to them in writing, and aim at arranging for a
meeting on the following Friday evening.

MiDDLETON.—The carpenters and joiners of Middle-
ton have notified their willingness to accept 29s. per
week and one hour off on Saturdays, instead of 30s.

per week, for which they gave notice some months ago.
With one exception, the masters have conceded the
new request. By this arrangement the increase in the
wages is Is. per week.

Wolverhampton.—The prospect of a speedy and
amicable termination to the brasscasters' strike at
Wolverhampton has been upset by the refusal of the
masters to submit the dispute to arbitration, and an
announcement of their determination not to grant the
advance asked for.

TENDERS.
Beckenham.—For the completion of two villas for

W. R. Mace, Esq. Mr. Joseph Fogerty. 1, Westminster-
chambers, architect:

—

Hooker £8,962
Colls & Son 7177
Browne & Robinson 6989
Foster (accepted) 0S45
Gascoyne & Son (not received)

Blunham.—For the erection of a dwelling-house at
Blunham, Bedfordshire. Mr. John Usher, architect :

—

Cunvin £349
Twelvetrees ; 341
Brown 285 9 6
Foster 285
Knight & Boston 277
Haynes 275
Field 2(1*1

Edey & Wildman 2G2 12

Crickhowell.—For the erection of a workhouse at
Crickhowell, Mr. W. P. James, architect, Cardiff:—

Lewis £8493
Prin 7915
Morelaud 7200

Jones, Bros 7000
Forster |„ C960
Miles fi870
Welsh & Son 6680
Bolt

1 6.550
Daviss 6324
Eurgoyne

,
\', 6215

^iggs 5778

City.—For works at No. 6, Poppin'e-court, Fleet-street:—
Hough £259
Col will 240
Peters 235

DERBr.—For the erection of market buildings for the
Derby Hide, Skin, and Fat Company (Limited), Cattle
Market. Mr. George Thompson, Borough Surveyor:

—

Dusautoy £826
Thompson S24
Gadsby 800
Bridgart (aticepted) 794

GtriLDFORD.—For new ofBces and stores, Portsmouth-
road, Guildford. Mr. Henry Peak, architect:—

Loe, T. & J. (accepted)
, £1347

Guildford.—For alterations to the front of house,
No. 62, High-street, Guildford. Mr. Henry Peak, archi-
tect:—

Nye (accepted) £124 5

Hamprtead.—For work at "Bartrams." Mr. C. G-
Wray, architect:

—

Batchelar & Bobson £3913 2 8
Rooney, Bros 37(12

Cook 3150 5
Spittle 3071
Bridgman & Nutthall 2851
Heath 2847 1
Josolyne 2830 3 S
Jeffrev & Dickinson 2816 16 6
Nightingale 2G83
Till 2641
Bowler 25S4
Stephenson 2367
Ball 2.346

Pearce 2334 5 2
Bobbins & Co 2079

Hampstead.—For alterations and additions to eight
houses. Frederick-street, Hampstead-road. Mr. B. Fletcher,
architect:

—

Fairhall & Weeks £2856
Waterson & Co 2392
Bridgman & Nutthall 1904

HoxTON.—For alterations and additions to the head-
quarters of the N.E. London R.V. Coi-ps. Mr. R Fletcher,
architect :

—

Snowden £236
Cole 205
Kilby 198
Auley 196
Burtwell 190
Moore 176
Bowley 163
Fairhall & Weeks (accepted) 162
Lewis 151

Kensington.—For the erection of nave and aisles of the
Church of S. Matthias, Earl's Court, Kensington. Mr. T.
H. Hakewill, architect. Quantities suppHed by Messrs.
WiduelliS Trollope:—

Macey £2974
Myers 2964
Dove Bros -2795
Adamson & Sous 2777
Aviss &Co 2G44

Manchester.—For alterations and additions to Mr.
James Burnett's shop. Broad-street, Pendleton. Mr. Alex-
Mackenzie, architect:

—

Wilkinson £315
Barlow 315
Daniels (accepted) 310

NORWOOD.—For the erection of villa in the Beulah-
road. Mr. B. Fletcher, architect:^

Contract 1.—For Carcase:

—

Burtwell £403
Dennett 367
Priddle 320
Fairhall & Weeks 269
Waterson & Co. (accepted) 267

Contract 2.—For Further Works :

—

Waterson & Co. (accepted) £239

NOTTINGHAM.—For the erection of three houses and
stables, 80, Russell and Tennyson-streets, Nottinghan".
Messrs. Robert Clarke & Son, architects:

—

Hind £1500
\Johnson 1493

Slimm 1490 .

Wool & Slight 1475

Bell & Son 1455

Vickers 1450

Wood & Son (accepted) 1445

Reigate.—For the erection of three cottages in Holmes-
dale-road, to be used as a lecture-room. Mr. Gregg,

architect:

—

Nightingale Brothers £620

Holdsworth 600

Pollard 578

Nightingale 4ia

Surrey.—For new house at Worplesdon. Mr. Henry
Peak, architect, Guildford:—

Loe.T.&J £1085

Mason 10^3

Strudwick ^0G4

Goddard & Son 1045

Swayne&Son - ^^^ l" <*

Inkpen 9^9

Bri8tow& Burdett ^29 10 6

West (accepted) S'8 12

o
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